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IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG,
Agricultural & Veterinary Chemist,

By Appointment to his lat€ Royal Highness

The Prince Consort, K.G.,

LEICESTER HOUSE, GREAT DOVER STREET,

BOROUGH, LONDON,

EEGS to call the attention of Farmers
and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB

JflPPlNG COMPOSITION, which requires no Boilinj,', and
n;ay be used with Warm or Cold Water, for etlectually

destroying the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injurious to

'he Flock, preventing the alarming attacks of Fly and Shab,
8nd cleansing and purifying the Skin, thereby greatly im-
j-.voving the Wool, both in quantity and quality, and highly
(ii.ntiibuting to the general health of the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manu-

f«rtoryas above, and sold as follows, although any other
•piantity may be had, if required:

—

t lb. for 20 sheep, price. Jar included £0 2

1b. 30 ,, „ ,, 3

81b. 40 ,, „ ,. 4
101b. 50 ,, ,, „ 5

201b. 100 ,, ,, (Cask and measur'i 10

301b. 150 ,, ,, in eluded) 15

401b. 200 ,, ,, 1

501b. 250 „ ., ,, 1 3 G
t;0 1b. 300 „ „ ,, 17 6

80 lb. 400 ,, „ ,, 1 17 (i

KiOlb. 600 „ „ „ 2 e

Hhoidd any Flockmaster prefer boiling the Composition, it

\\ ill be eijually efiective.

MO^T IMPORTANT CFRTIFICATE.
1 lom Mr. Hebkpath, the celebrated .Analytical Chemist ;

—
Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, Januaiy 18th, 1801.

t<ir,—I have submitted your Sheep Dipj>ing l.'oniposition to

ii-ialysis, and find that the ingredients arc well blended, and
I !• tai.xture neutral. It it is used according to t))e directions

•.>.ven. I feel satisfied, tliat while it ellectually destroys vermin,
I

I

w it! not injure the hair roots (o." "yolk ') in the ekin, the

3eece, or the carcase. I thmk it deserves the numerou
testimonials published. I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hekapath. Sen., F.C.S., ic, &c.,
To Mr. Thomas Bigg Professor of Chenjstry.

'^icester House, Great iyover-strcnt Borough London.
He wouhl also especially call attention to his SPKCJIKKJ,

or LOTION, for tlie SCAB or SHAB, which will be found
a certain remedj' fur eradicating that loathsome and ruinous
disorder in Sheep, and which niay be safely u.^ed in all

climates, and at all season* of the yejir, and to all descrijilions
nf sheep, even ewes in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon—sufhcient on an average for thirty Sheep (according
to the virulence of the disease) ; also in wine quart bottles.
Is. 3d. each.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
" Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855.

"Dear Sir,—In answer to yours ol the 4th inst., which
would have lieen replied to before this had I been at home, I

have much pleasure in beai'ing testimony to the efficacy of
your invaluable ' Specific for the cure of Scab in Slicep.' The
boo sheep were ail dressed in August last with 8i gallons of

the 'Nojf-poisoNois Specific,' that was so highly recom-
mended at tlie Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the
liest attention being paid to the flock oy my shepherd alter

dressing according to instructions left ; but notwithstanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Being determined to have
the Scab cured if possible, I wrote to yen for a supply of your
Specific, which 1 received the following day : and although
the weather was most severe in February dming the dressing,

your Specific proved itself an invahiable leiuedy, for in

three weeks the Sheep were quite cured ; and 1 am happy to

say the young lambs are doing remar;iably well at present.

In' com-iusion, I believe it to be the s;ifest and best remedy
now in use. " 1 remain, de.ar Sir,

'•For JOHN TINGKY, Ex;.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg.

' "H. RKNMJV.
K -.- Flockiuasters wcu'id be well t" beware of such jire-

parations as " Non-pci8'.noix» Compositions:" it is only
necessarv to apjical to their gcci- common sense and iudg-

ment to ^)o thoroughly convmceo that no "Non-poisonous"
article can poison or destroj- itisect vermin, particularly such
as the 'lick. Lice, and Scab Paiasiies— creatures so tcnuciouij

ol life. Suchaiivciiised preparations must be wholly ua^'esij.

or they are not « liai they are represented to be.

DIPPING API ARATUS i"4. £5, £i, 4 £-3.
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PLATE.

THE FLOWER,

The Propertv of ^[essrs. E. and

The Flower is a rich bay Clydesdale inare, standing

sixteen hands three inches high, and though so grand a

mare, moves like a pony. She is by the Duke out of

Violet, and was bred by Messrs. Stanford, who are so

well known as exhibitors of Clydesdales. A portrait of

the Duke appeared in the " Farmers' Magazine," of

December, 1875 ; but since then he has been so'd to Mr.

Rolls, The Ilendre, IMonmouth, where he now stands.

The Flower has won the first prizes at the following

shows:— Steyning and Pulborougb in 1871, the Bath

and ^Vest of England, at Dorchester ; the Royal Counties>

A. Stanford, Batons, Steyntng.

at Windsor; and Steyning, in 1872. She was not

exhibited again until 1875, when she won the first prizes

at the Royal Agricultural Show, at Taunton; the Bath

and West of England, ac Croydon ; the Royal Counties,

at Portsmouth ; the Tunbridge Wells ; the Slinfold ; the

Chichester
; and the Steyning. In 1876 the Bath and

West of England, at Hereford ; the Royal Counties, at

Abingdon
; and the cup for the best mare ; the Cam-

bridge and Isle of Ely ; the Tunbridge Wells, and cup

for the best horse, mare, or gelding of any description
;

and the Steyning.

DODDER.

There are weeds, as well as diseases, whose
presence here is due to importation from foreign

lands,and one of these is dodder. Although this

parasite is by no means uncommon, it is only
occasionally that it appears in sufficient abund-
ance among our cultivated crops to attract the

attention of the agriculturist. The two Britisli

species may generally be found without much
search ; the greater dodder {cuscida Europaa) is

pai'asitical on thistles, nettles, and several other

wild plants, and the lesser dodder {cuscuta epithij-

nium), which is rather more plentiful than the

other, grows on the thymes, heath, ling, furze,

&c. Nearly related to the last—probably the

same plant altered a little by the character of its

host—is the clover dodder (cuscuta tiifolii), whicli

has been introduced into this country from the

Continent. There are also the lucerne dodder
(cmcuta hassiaca), and the flax dodder {cvscvfa

epilinnm), which liave also found their way here

amongst the seeds of the lucerne and flax.

Neither of these crops are grown extensively in

England or Scotland, and in Ireland, where llax

culture is a prominent feature of husbandry, we
seldom hear of any great damage buin^' done by
dodder. No doubt, the true explanation of this

lies in the fact of the great disparity in the size

Old Series. C

of both flax and hicerne seeds to those of the
2>arasite, so that they may very easily be
separated ; and now that greater attention is

being paid to the cleanliness of all kinds of farm
-seeds, it would seem an act of unusual careless-

ness to sow dodder with either of these crops.

Not so, however, with clovers, for although the
seeds of the parasite are smaller and of a diH'erent

colour and shape, they may very easily be over-
looked inan ordinary sampleof cloversued. Grow-
ers of clover seed, as a rule, have not the necessary
appliances for properly cleaning it, and the
se2)aration of dodder with hand sieves is an
undertaking the extent of whicli is known
only to those who have tried it. On the
other hand, our large seed firms have no excuse
for sending out samples containing dodder
or any other hurtful seedsj and as a mat-
ter of fact the greatest care and attention is

given by them to secure cleanliness.
The seed of the clover dodder is about one-third
smaller than that <.f red clover, of a grayish
colour, and shaped like Brazilian nuts. Under a
common lens it has much the appearance of
buckwheat. It will not be out of place here to
remark that a good pocket lens is one of tlie most
useful things a farmer can carry about with him.

Vol.. L.XXXIII.—No. 1.
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The regulation eqiiipment, consisting of a piece

of string, a pocket knife, and a shilling, will have
its standard greatly raised by the addition of a

lens.

Whilst, therefore, the first precaution against,

dodder lies in careful examination of the seed,

the next will be to look carefully for it amongst
the clovers about the time they are corning into

blossom, and to cut the clover for a distance of

several feet round each patch of dodder as soon

as it makes its appearance. It has been recom-
mended to water the patches with a solution of

sulphate of iron (green vitriol) ; but although

the acid certainly does destroy the parasite where
it comes into direct contact with it, the diificulty

of dealing effectually with dodder in this way is

very great—impracticable in fact. The filaments

. of the pai'asite, as they stretch from plant to plant,

'present the appearance of an immense spider's

web made of wet transparent threads, which are

first a reddish white, and then yellow. The great

object is, of course,to prevent the flowering, which
takes place in a week or so, and the little bunches
of pink-and-white flowers are hidden by the

clover, around the stems cf which they
are fonned in clusters, as well as at intervals on
the single threads. After these patches have
been cleared it will be advisable to pare the

ground and form a heap which can be burned
when the clover crop is cut and carried.

The dodder belongs to the natural order CoJi-

volvidacece, oi which the common bindweed or

convolvulus of the corn fields, and the larger

bindweed or calystegia of our woods and hedge-
.rows, are indigenous members. Amongst the

foreign species are the scammony {convolmdus

scammonia), jalap (exogoniitm purgans), and the

sweet potato {batatus esculenta) ; but the dodder
alone, of this order, is parasitical. The seeds

germinate in the ground, and a threadlike stem
is sent upward, which coils itself round the stalk

of the clover plant like any otlier convolvulus.

Up to this stage the young plant subsists on the

food stored up in the seed from which it springs,

in exactly the same manner as ord.inary plants

before they put out their true leave!5, and no
nutriment is derived from the soil. This stage

of plant-life, is analogous to that of a foetus in

the animal kingdom. After a few upward turns

around the stalk of the host plant, a coil is

formed, and from this coil of dodder tliread there

Ls sent out a number of fine roots of a secondary
or adventitious character—the radicle not being
developed—after the manner of monocotyledo-
nous plants. These roots penetrate the epidermis
of the clover stem, and the dodder commences
dts second or adult stage of life as a true parasite.

Jiving on the eliminated juices of the clover plant,

and the seed stem dies away. The filiform

a terns of the dodder, which «,re leafless,

extend and form fresh coils and fresh roots

on eveiy clover stalk within its reach, spreading
indefinitely, and quickly destroying the plants

on which they feed. These threads are full of

moisture, and are known provincially as " devil's

guts." To attempt to eradicate the pest by tear-

ing the tangled mass to pieces would only have
.the effect of extending its growth to every hc-it

plant within reach, as each segment would become
a new centre. The seeds are capable of germina-
ting from the capsule quite as readily as in or
on the ground, provided they are exposed to
heat and moisture, and in this manner its rapid
progress, when firmly established, may easily be
understood. It has been stated that the seeds
of dodder do not germinate the first season they
are committed to the ground, but there is no-
thing to adduce in proof of this assertion, and
the fact of germination taking place in the cap-
sule is direct evidence to the contrary. The idea
has probably ai-isen from the circumstance that
clovers are attacked by it in the second year of
their growth, the dodder being an annual. The
only explanation that can be given of this is that
the dodder's seeds which are sown with the
clover germinate at once, and spring up with
the young clovers ; but the clover plants not
being then in a condition to afford support to
the parasites, the latter perish, such seeds only of
the dodder which, from various causes, escaped
germination at the onset, remaining in the ground
and coming to life the second year if favourable
conditions are afforded. Being of eastern origin
a higher temperature than is usually met with
in this country may be necessary to the germina-
tion of dodder, and the gi-eat prevalence of the
pest in the summer of 1870 may be accounted for
in this way. There is every reason to believe,
from its occasional and otherwise unaccountable
appearances in certain localities, that, like other
smaU seeds, it will sometimes lie for years in the
ground, germinating only when bx'ought under
suitable conditions. As previously stated, the
dodders do not confine themselves to any one
order of plants, and Mr. Carruthers gives an in-

stance of a field of swedes being infested with
one of the species ; but the clover is the only cul-

tivated crop which affords any scope for its

depredations. If, therefore, the pocket lens be
used when the seed is pin'chased, and the eyes
carefuUy employed on the growing crop, the evil

wiU not be likely to assume a form with which
we are incapable to deaL

BRECONSHIRE CHAMBER OP AGRICULTURE.—
The annual dinner of this Chamber took place at Brecon on
June the 16th, Mr. H. P. Powel, the President, in the chair.

The Chairman, in proposinft " Success to the Breconshire
Chamber of Agriculture," referred to the use of Chambers,
cattle disease prevention, local taxation, and county boards.

As anillnstration of the frightful ravages caused by the dieeasea

he referred to the year 1872—according to the returns prepared
forthecounty of Hereford—and no returns could, he had beard,

be more reliable—the total loss incurred from foot-and-mouth
disease amounted to £19,500,000, and against that terrible loss

they could only place something like £4,600,000 to foreign

food brought here. Now, that showed how far this was a

protection to their animals from foreign disease, and how far

more important tliis protection was to the farmer than the

protection he was likely to get from abroad in the shape of tl«

exportation of live stock. Not only did tliey believe that;

there would be an enormous saving effected by the restrictions

adopted, but tliey believed also that by the meat being brought

from abroad in a dead state, it would not only be brought with

greater facility and security, but in a much more healthy

condition, so that the British consumer would from those two
sources derive great benefit.
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ABORTION AND MORTALITY AMONGST EWES.

Aa able lecture, contaiuing a great deal of important

information for flockmasters, was delivered in the Wayland
Hall, Watton, on Monday, May 28th, by Mr. Hy. Woods,
of Merton, on "Abortion and Mortality amongst Ewes."
There was a very large attendance of flockmasters and of

shepherds, who evinced the greatest possible interest in

the lecture, which occupied more than two hours in the

delivery, the Lecturer speaking from notes. The chair

was occupied by Mr. T. Barton, of Threxton.
After a few introductory remarks by the Chairman, Mr.

Woods said—Mr. Chairman and gentlemen : I trust it is

unnecessary for rae to make any lengthened excuse for standing

before you this evening, because I do so not of my own seeking.

It was the earnest desire of several of the large flockmasters of

this county, who have suffered considerable losses during the

last winter and spring, that I should institate an enquiry and
endeavour as far as might be possible to ascertain the probable
causes of the serious mortality tiiat has tsken place in so many
of the flocks of this and other counties of England.
I recognised fully the importance of the 8ubj"Ct ; and
was not unwilling to do anything that lay in my power
to assist my friends and neiglibours. When first I

undertook to comply with the request, I thought that it would
he quite suflicient if I sent out some forty or fifty circulars to

flockmasters in Norfolk, but on stating my intention to that

very able man, the editor of Tlie At/riciil/nral Ga:etle, for

whose opinion on these matters I have very great respect, he
said he thought that the result would not be satisfactory to

myself unless I issued at least 500 circulars, and he recom-

mended me to do so. This suggestion I adopted, and I am
much gratified to state that not only did I receive a very great

number of answers, but that the questions contained in the

circular being published in The Agneultural Gazette, many
gentlemen, several of them resident in Ireland, forwarded

answers to me without personal solicitation ; but as

these answers were uniformly satisfactory as showing the

trifling loss of lives which has occurred there, principally from

feeding on grass, I shall not feel it necessary to particularize

them in this lecture. It has, of course, been quite impossible

for rae to acknowledge all the auswers with whieh I have

been favoured,—indeed I have only communicated with those

from whom 1 desired to elicit further information,— and,

therefore, I desire to take this public oppurtunity of tendering

my thanks to those noblemen and gentlemen in various parts

of England and Ireland who have not only with readiness and
promptitude made returns, but supplied me with information

of the fullest possible description.

Our Meat Supply : Decrease of Mutton.—There

is no doubt whatever but that in England the con-

sumption of meat is enormous—greater than in any other

country in the world. We are essentially a meat-consuming

people. And I think from what we have seen and from what

we read we cannot avoid the conclusion that it meet the

demand we must mainly depend upon our home supply.

The importations of cattle from abroad have been

variously estimated. In a leading article which appeared in

The Tt7nei a fortnight ago, it was stated that Prolessor Brown
had arrived at the conclusion that the supply of foreign meat

into this country amounted to soraetliing like 14 per cent.
;

that Lord Fortescue, as St. James'-hall, estimated it at 10 per

cent., and that other authorities put it at 7» and some as low

even as 5 per cent. But suppose we take it at li per cent.,

that is a per centage whieh bears but a sraill proportion to

our necessary home supply. It would also appear,

whatever doubt may surround the extent of our future

supplies of beef from America, that oo far as mutton is con-

cerned, we have very little to fear from the cumpitition of

that country. By the Government returns it appears that

The number of cattle in the United State* in

1876Rraoant«d to 27,220,200

And in Great Britain and Ireland for the

same year to 9,997,189

Showing in Uvour of America 17,223,0ll

Now, it is a matter for astonishment, considering the vast area
of the country, and the magnificent table lands with which it

abounds—and a great part of these lands is of the best kind
we can possibly conceive for the breeding and grazing o(
iheep—that the number of sheep in America should be so
small when compared with the number to be found in the
limited area of the United Kingdom, for the Government
returns show that

The number of sheep in the United States in

1876 were 33,783,600
Ditto in Great Britain and Ireland 33,252,579

Showing in favour of America 0M?^/ 1,511,621
Thus, then, while America had in 1876 upwards of 17
million more catile than Great Britain and Ireland it had but
a million and a-half more theap. This remarkable dispro-

portion between the number of cattle and sheep will, I think,
justify the inference that we must chiefly rely upon ourselves
for our supply of mutton. Moreover, I believe that mutton
will always command a good price in England. It is still in
demand in the northern and manufacturing districts, although
trade is very flat there, and this demand we may expect to in-

crease when trade revives as revive it will. The truth is that
if the colliers and other well-paid workmen in those parts,

who are by no means over temperate in their habits, get drunk
over night, they have too delicate an appetite to eat beef at
breakfast next morning, but may be tempted by a nice mutton
chop, especially if it is cut from the carcase of a Southdown
sheep. Under these circumstances the question we ought to ask
ourselves is this—Are we doing the best we can to make our
supply of mutton as great as it ought and might be ? Look-
ing at the Government statistics and at the returns I have
received I really have great doubt of this in my own mind.
What say those statistics ? Why, that there has been a gradual
decrease during^ the last eight years. We will take the years
1868 and 1869 and 1875 and 1876, and compare them ona
with the other :

—

In 1868 the number of sheep and lambs in

Great Britain and Ireland was 35,607,812
In 1869, do. do. 34,250,272

Being a decrease in 1869 of 1,357,540
In 1875, do. do. 33,491,9tS
In 1876, do. do. 32,252,579

Being a decrease in 1876 of 1,239,369
Analysing these figures we find that in 1876 we had the

enormous decrease of 3,355,233 as compared with 1868. Yes ;

this really is a very serious matter, and one which affects

deeply not only the interests of the flockmasters but of the
ment consumers of the whole kingdom.
Cause of Decrease : The Feeding and Manage-

ment OF Flocks.—What has been the cause of this astound-
ing decrease in the number of sheep in this country during
the last eight years. It is quite impossible, as you well know,
to answer this question by isolated experience. Will, then,

the voluminous returns of disease and death that I have re-

ceived from all parts of England and Ireland shed any light

upon it? 1 will leave you to judge when you have heard
what those returns say. it is impossible, as our able Ciiair-

man has said, to deal with such a mass of material, aud so

great a number of figures in anything like detail, and, there-

fore, I have taken 50 cases where the feeding and results are

most satisfactory, and 50 other cases just the reverse. The
50 good cases comprise 25,281 ewes, and in that number of
ewes the cases of abortion only amounted to 126, and the

deaths from all causes up to the end of April to hut 233.
The 50 unsatisfactory cases comprise 21,683 ewes. Of tliosa

60 returns 22 do not report the actual number of ab )rtious,

coat«ntiag themselves witli acknowledging to heavy iossos,

but the remaining 28 alone give the stirtling number of 1,881-.

In ten out of this same 50 returns, the owners while admitiiug

great loss of ewei are absolutely silent as to numbers ; and
yet the rpmaiuing 40 give a total of 1,255 deathn. It will,

therefore bf seen that our 50 eatisfactory cases »haff only one

B 2-
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abortion, and not quite one aiul ahalf deaths in every 200

•ewes, whereas in the otlier cases altliaugh nearly one-half of

the abortions and one-fifih of the deatlis are not returned, we

have seventeen and a half abortions aod elevan and

a half deaths in every 200 ewes. Having stated

the broad and general results disclosed by tlie great

nnmbers of returns I have received, I now invite your atten-

tion to five representative cases, selected from five different

counties, undoubtedly showing what proper feeding and

..maaageraenl will do. These cases I have numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

No. of

the case
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to pastures ia the day, and had as much good meadow hay
chaif K8 they could eat. They were on rather strong land up
to Uhristmai, and alter that on rather light. The turnips

were grown with farmyard manure, no artificial manure being
used. And here let me direct your attention to a wise pre-

caution which tlie owner took, proving the intelligeuce of his

niind and the soundness of his judgment. After the middle
of January, to avoid the injurious effect upon the e^es of
rar-.k tops at a period so near lambing, he liad the tops mown
off the turnips, and the consequence was the ewes remained
liealthy, he had no case of abortion, and no more than one or
two of the lambs died, while the average was one and a-h»lf

to a ewe. In his return the owner makes a remark so perti-

nent that I will read it. He say.<, " I consider the fact of my
mowing off the turnip tops, combined with a liberal allowance
of good hay chaff, to have been a great cause of my ewes
doing so well." This case speaks for itself, and I will make
ao further comment upon it.

No. 8.—Tliis is a wpll-known and valuable flock of 500
long-woolled evies in this county. The soil of tiie farm is of

a good mixed character; and the Hock has been always
treated carefully and juuiciously. Tlie ewes had grass up to

the time of lambing, with some good hay chaff. They were
very healthy, and did remarkably well. There was no case of

abortion, and no ewes were lost Irom Michaelmas up to lamb-
ing ; but three kind-hearted "old ladies," thinking, perhaps,

tliat the shepherds mit<ht be too conceited if there was no loss

at all, took it into their heads to die during lambing, bat tlie

only observation that this circumstance calls for is that I

suppose at some time or other, even in such a (lock as this,

one or two sheep ought to die, if only to remind the m: ster

and shepherd that there is such a thin? as ewes dying from
lambiug. There were not so many twins this year as usual

among the shearlings, but, excepting the shearlings, nearly half

the ewes had twins, and the lambs dropped strong and healthy,

and remain so.

No. 9.—Now take a fl ick of 800 blackfaced ewes on as poor

a farm as any in the county of Norfolk. They were folded on
green lupines during tupping, and had a run out to grass

part of the day. After tupping they had a reasonable allow-

ance of turnips, grown without manure, and also some ground
lupines mixed with hay chatf. Nearer the time of lambing,

malt culms were added to the previous allowance of dry food.

Tnere were not more than five or six cases of abortion, and
the loss of ewes was said to be very small—not more, I.sliould

infer, than eight or ten. The lambs dropped very strong and
healthv,and remain so. I give this immediately after the

preceding case, as it shows that by careful and judicious

management ewes may be kept healtny on two entirely dilfrent

kinds of soil. One iarra has soil as good as can be dt-sired
;

the soil of the other is such that I should not like to be a

rabbit upon it. Yet during a winter which is admitted on all

liands to have been most unhealthy, this large Hock of 800
blackfaced ewes have been preserved in excellent healtli, and

I trust the shepherd will get the reward that he so richly de-

serves.

No 10.— I will next take a flock of 500 Hampshire Down
ewes from the neighbourhood of Blandford, Dorset. This

return only came to me tne latter part of last week ; otherwise

it would have been placed, ia the schedule of specially selected

good cases. The soil is of a light chalky character. The
ewes were put to the ram on the 12lh August, and fed on grass,

rape, and turnips. After the rams were taken out they were

fed on turnips, hay, and grass up to Christmas. From Christ-

mas they were put in a yard at night, and had a limited allow-

ance of turnips, and as mucii liay as they could eat. The
turnips were grown with 8 bushels of bones and 1 cwt. of

what appears to be (the writing being indistinct) swede manure
per acre. Now, mark this! There were only two cases of

abortion, of which one was in November, and only one ewe
died, and she was cast. This is to me such an altogether un-

precedented case that I should have been disposed to (jnestion

the return iiad L not kuown the sender to be an honourable

man, and received confirmatory testimony from otiier parties.

I ought to add that the lambs dropped a good colour, and

were very healthy ; and that a great many twins were reared
;

and that at the time the return was made (May 2Isl) the ewes

and lambs were still doing well. This case I will leave for

your consideration.

No. 11.— 1 have now the pleasure to notice a flock of ^100

good half-bred ewes in this neighbourhood, and although I

am very properly tied not to give names, this much 1 may say

without impropriety, that the flock belongs to a geatleinan

who occupies a chair not far from my right hand. The ew*s
were tupped on layprs, and went to a fold of common turnips

at night. They had a daily run out until Christmas, and from
Christmas a good allowance if hay chaff, with |lb. of bran

per ewe per day. The soil of the farm is of a light mixed
character, and the turnips were grown with about from 1^ to-

2 cwt. of Fison's turnip manure, and the same weight of rape-

cake. Not one case of abortion occurred, and but a snmll

percentage of ewes died. In congratulating our much re-

spected friend on his success, we will at the same time hope

that, by laying in a good stock of bran, he may do still better

next year.

No. 12 —I now propose to give you the result of the

management of one of the most spirited and successful breeders

of cross bred sheep in the county of Norfolk, and in doing so

my mind could almost lift itself within the sound of Garbol-

disliam Church bells. There were 545 evfe», a cross between

Norfolk and Southdown sheep. They were run on layers

during; tupping, and had a fold of turnips at uight. From the

end of October to Christmas they were given a small allowance

of white turnips daily, with from 16 to 18 sacks of good chaff

—half from good hay, and half from oat and pea straw. From
Christmas to a mouth before lambing they were kepi in much
the same way, but thi'y had 4 bushels of Mars-eilles linseed

cake, 4 bushels of m.ilt culms, and 4 bushels of bran, added

daily to the chaff before named. The owner is so eminently

practical that I shall make no excuse tor reading the remarks

he has made as to the management of his root crop, lie

says :
" I have always been in the habit of carting a great deal

of farmyard and box-made manure for turnips, turned over

and mixed with mould and road scrapings and a small quantity

of turnip manure, just enough to get them to the hoe as

quickly as posi-iblc; I prefer rape cake where my breeding

ewes fold them off. I consider by manuring well witli farm-

yard manure for the root crop I get more barley, and the.next

year my new layers produce more hay, and likewise feed, and'

will carry more stock." Now, out of these 515 ewes, there

were only two cases of abortion, and from the lltli of October,

1876, to the 21st of April, 1877, only nine ewes had been

killed and lost from all causes, whilst 700 lambs had been

tailed, and there were 15 more ewes to lamb. These facts

speak for themselves, and need no remarks from me to impri-ss

them upon your minds. I would, however, venture to read

another extract from the note of the owner:—'• I see by my
old books that I have grown a lamb and a-half to each ewe
for the last seven years, but I think 1 shall come a little short

of that this year ; but I never had better luck in lambing than

I have had this season, and my lambs are very good and
healthy. I think that fairly liberal and judicious feeding has

much to do with the good health of both slieep and cattle."'

There are few persons who will be disposed to deny this.

AxALV.sEs OF Unsatisfactory Cases.—Having now-

given you twelve representative cases in which the ewes have

tloiie remarkably well, I will avk you to direct your attention

to the details respecting twelve flocks of ewes wliich show a

widely different result. These cases I distinguish by the Nos.

from 13 to 24', both inclusive. The first is

—

No. 13.—A flock ol 570 Lincoln ewes in the county of

Lincoln. The ewes were put to the ram on the 30th Septem-

ber last an old and new layers, and took the ram well. From
leaving the ram they were fed principally on turnips, grown

with 3 cwt. of superphosphate and 2 cwt. of bone dust per

acre. The soil is what is called " Wold chalk." Of the ewes

100 shearlings, which are know^n in the midland counties by

the name o*' " giminers," had 301hs. of cotton cake daily from

the Ibt of February. For a week before and up to lambing

they had Jib. per liead of mixed oats and linseed cake. The
ewes did pretty well up to a fortniglit of the full time, when
they began to abort to the number of 136. 36 ewes also died

during lambing. The lambs dropped a bad colour, especially

the latter part of the time. In addition to these losses many
lambs were lost when they were from two to three weeks olii.

They had large bodies, or were what is commonly called " pot-

bellied." They commenced frothing at the mouth, and ». post

mor/em showed their livers to be enlarged aud lull of white

pimples. Various remedies were tried, but nothing seemed to

do them any good. The owner states tlial a large proportion

of the ewis that aliorted were shearling ewes—and be, so good

as to bear in mind that 100 of the shearling cwca hud cotlou.
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cske. from the Ist of February, and this without any hay or

chatf. Possibly the heating and indigestible nature of this

cotton cake had an injurious effect upon these shearling ewes,

and th9 linseed cake and oats were given ranch too late to

rernedy the evil. It is, in fact, another instance of locking the

stable door after the thief has gone off with the steed.

No. li.—This is a remarkable and, I should also say, a
very painful case. It is that of a very small flick of 180 good
cross-bred ewes in Suffolk, managed by a gentleman who is an
executor under a will. Tlie ewes were tupped on marshes and
Etubbles, and had a small allowance of miize daily while with

the ram. From the time of leaving the ram they were fed on
marshes and other grass land till February, when they were
put on to swedes, of which they had a large supply, grown
from fold manure. They were also given a few malt cliives,

wilh some pea and cloverseed straw chaff. The soil is of good
mixed staple. A. fortnight before lambing the ewes began to

abort. There were 112 cases of abortion, and 26 ewes died in

lambing. The owner believes the swedes nert the primary
cause of the mischief. So do I ; and so, 1 think, would any
person who saw my returns as to the losses sustained where
breeding ewes have been fed on swedes. Many and serious

have been such losses, and although there are exceptioual

cases of ewes fed on swedes doing well, they have, in those

cases, had an allowance of good and nutritive dry food, which
appears to have neutralised the pernicious effect of the swedes.

No. 15.—A flock of SiO Shropshire ewes in Warwickshire.

They were tupped on seeds and grass. After being taken from

the ram they were fed on hay and turnips to Christmas, when
swedes were given them. Tiie turnips and swedes were grown
with superphosphate manure on good mixed soil. The ewes

commenced aborting a month before lambing, the number of

such cises being 98, and 36 ewes died in lambing. The live

lambs, moreover, were not dropped a good colour ; they did

not seem healthy, and have been more or less weakly since

they were lambed. Here, then, is another case for your atten-

tion as to the effect of giving swedes to ewes when in lamb.

No. 16.—This is, I consider, a very interesting case, and I

must ask you to follow me carefully, for it at first presented

a difficulty to my mind as to how the feeding could have so

materially affected the flock, which comprised 560 Hampshire
ewes in Wiltshire. The ewes were put to the ram on the 2tth

of August last. During that time they were fed on grass fields,

downs, and stubbles. All were tupped within a month, and
they all stood but four. Now, as you know, there was last

year in the West of England a great failure of the root crop,

and the owner of this flock appears to have been one of those

who suffered. He had no roots to give his ewes, and, there-

fore, when they finished the grass and stubbles they

were put on hay with water. There were 100 or more cases

of abortion, and thirty ewes died. The owner's and shepherd's

opinion is that the ewes caught a chill about a fortnight before

their time was up. Tiiis I don't doubt. But when I saw "hay

and water " stated to be the food on which the ewes had been

kept through the winter, I could not see my way so clearly to

the cause of the loss as I desired, assuming the hay to have

been of a good digestible, nutritious character, and the ewes to

have had a run out daily. I, therefore, wrote to the owner

for further particulars, which he was kind enough to give me.

He said that the ewes had thrashed hay during November
;

in December, thrashed hay once a day and rye grass hay once

a day ; and after that some sainfoin hay. Their time was up

about the 31st of January. They were kept through the winter

in a kind of double fold, and appear to have lost flesh. I

wrote a third time, and particularly enquired as to the state

of the dung of these animals. I asked if the dung of the

ewes had been observed during the time they seemed to be

somewhat faihng in health, and whether it was not very dry,

hard, and pebble-like. The owner replied that it was so when
the ewes were feeding on the so-called thrashed hay. Not
being quite clear as to the meaning of this " thrashed hay,"—
please observe this :—I took means to ascertain that it con-

sisted of the stalks of thrashed rye-grass. Here, then, at last,

I found the groundwork of the loss. You who are practical

men know perfectly well that the stalks of rye- grass standing

till the seed was thoroughly ripe must not only be highly in-

digestible but uery innutritions,—that, in fact, it could be little

more or less than a mass of wood fibre. The only good

nntained in this grass had been removed by the extraction of

the e<^ed, and I am not surpri^sd, nor will it 5iirpri:,F, you, that

the ewes loat iu cou lilion. The slate of the dung pryves that

they were constipated and suffering from low fever, altht ugh
neither the master nor shepherd had observed it ; and this fever

I have no doubt was the cause of the abortions. If used earlier,

the sanifoin hay might have done good, but given when the
ewes were in a state of fever, it only added fuel to the flame,

because sainfoin hay is of itself constipating. Had the owner
been, 1 will not say as wise, but as thoughtful as some of my
correspondents have shown themselves in the management of

their flocks, when he saw the ewes were not looking so healthy
as they should be, he would have had this hay cut into chaff

and mixed with good fresh, broad bran, at the rate of 1 bushel
of bran and ^ bustiel of crushed oats, to 3 or i bushels of chaff.

If these ewes had been thus fed from the latter part of Decem-
ber, their bowels would probably have been relieved, more
vigour given to the system, and most likely the abortions pre-

vented. When I questioned him on this subject, the owner
said he had fed on thrashed hay before with no bad effect.

This may have been so ; but then, perhaps, the ewes had some
roots to help them, and the winter was not so continuously

wet as the last. Some persons, however, seem to be alarmed
at the mere suggestion of trougli, feeding for ewes. But no
danger is to be apprehended from trough feeding il it be

properly applied, if suflicient troughs be used and set round by
the side of the fold, or the sheep be fed from the troughs be-

fore they are put into the fold; and this case, like .several others

in ray returns, shows the loss which is frequently saffeied

through neglecting their use.

No. 17.—This is a peculiarly ""unfortunate case, whicli I

have investigated with some pain, and it ought to come home
to us. It relates to a flock of ewes belonging to a gentleman
highly respected in our own county. The land of the farm is

of light character, and the flock comprised 590 short-woolled

ewes, 200 of which were tupped on marshes, and the remainder

on new layers. From the time of the rams being taken out,

the ewes were folded on mangold tops with some white

turnips, and had a run on grass during the day. From Christ-

mat to the time of lambing they were kept on turnips, and
also ran out every day. The turnips had farmyard manure in

a few instances, but were generally grown with a mixture of

one part.rape cake, to two parts of two kinds of superphosphate
manure. About a week before last Christmas—mark the date!

—the shepherd, a sharp, shrewd fellow seeing something he
did not like in the appearance of the ewes, suggested to his

master to give them two nights on another field of turnips and
one night where they were then being folded. About Clirist-

mas some mixed cow and rye grass hay chaff was given, but

no bran until the 5th of February, when the ewes began to

show nnmistakeable symptoms of doing badly, and then only a

small quantity. The first ewe broke out purging on the 13th

of January last, and another ewe was killed the same day. On
Sunday,the 4th of February, several others commenced purging
and on the following day one ewe was found dead in tiie fold.

From this time the ewes fell do vn more quickly, and were
gf nerally taken with purging. As the disease got more hold

of them the ewes moved about with greater diflicuUy and then

died. One of their symptoms was a good deal of frothy dis-

charge from the nose and mouth. As you have seen tliere were

130 cases of abortion, and 105 ewes died. In almost every

instance the ewes died from inflammation of the lungs. The
abortions commenced soon after the ewes began to do badly,

and continued till they reached their full time. Then of the

lambs, 340 were lost from their being unhealthy, weakly, and
unable to get up after being dropped ; and several ofthe ewes

that have recovered have lost their wool, which shows to how
great an extent fever must have existed in their system. Tnis

case being such an unfortunate one, I desired to investigate

the treatment of the flock of ewes on the farm for the previous

two years, and to learn the result. Through the openness and
candour of .the master and the intelligence of the shepherd I

have been enable 1 to do so. In 1875 the turnips were grown
with one and a half cwt. of rape cake and three cwt. of super-

phosphate manure an acre. The ewes had meadow hay and

straw chaff when feeding on turnips until after Christmas, 1875,

and a very small quantity of bran. Tliey seemed to do pretty

well up to this time. They then began to show symptoms of

purging, and dimness of sight, which I have so often found to

follow constipation of the bowels and fever, and this affection

appeared to be extending in the flock. A liberal allowance of

the best bro id bran was then given, and the ewes had two nights

in a liniilrd fold of white turnipn, .ind one night in a limited

fold of swedes. Alter haviug had the iucrcastd and liberal
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allowance of braa fur a few days, the purging ceased, ami the

ewes visibly and rapidly improved. I think we may fairly

infer that this judicious (riving of bran in a liberal way most
probably prevented a serious loss. Still, several of the ewes
had received a nasty rap, the fever having got into their

system, as was shown by those which had been attacked with

purging afterwards breaking out full cf sores on their lips and
gums. The ewes generally did well in laaabing, but as many
1 believe as forty lost their teats, and had to be drafted from
the flock. Through the vigorous action taken when they
seemed to be going wrong, there wereonly six deaths of ewes
during the lambing of 1876, and this shows that an experi-

encfd shepherd and an energetic master may, even at the
eleventh hotir, avert some of the evils that threaten to come
upon a flock. Now, in 1874: the turnips ou this farm were
grown with rape and cotton cake and were of good quality.

The ewes when on the turnips had a liberal allowance ol other
food, and the result was perhaps the best ever known on the
farm. There were no abortions; very few ewes were lost

;

and 580 6*68 reared 804 lambs. Surely a careful considera-

tion of the points brought before your notice by the details of
the management of this flock during the last three years will

leave behind a moral both for masters and shepherds. Having
placed before vou the details of the five unsatisfactory cases set

forth in the schedule I now proceed to take seven others, which
will complete tiie total number of selected cases.

No. 18.—This is a flock of a gentleman in north-westNorfolk,
who stands deservedly high in the estee a ofall who know him,
and is a capital farmer. The flock consists of 460 Oxford
D )wn ewes. They were tupped on new layers and pasture
land, and continued on stubbles and pastures till Christmas.
After Christmas they had a few white turnips, with a run on
the pastures every day, and a feed of chopped oat straw mixed
with sainfoin hay was added daily to their diet, the propor-
tions being one-third hay and two-thirds straw chaff. This
feeding was followed for about a month, when swedes were
given. Tlie ewes looked well till within a fortnight of lamb-
ing, when they began to abort, and continued to do badly to

the end of lambing. Change of diet by putting them on
Italian rye-grass for a short time daily did uo good. Unfor-
tunately the mischief was already done, and it was too late for

the change of food to have any m^irked beneficial effect. There
were 70 cases of abortion and 54 ewes died. The sweaes
were grown with the following rainure per acre : 1 cwt.

guano ; 2 cwt. rape cake ; 3 cwt. of bone manure dissolved

with sulphuric acid. I cannot help thinking that this is

another of the many cases I have received which show that

swedes are not healthy food for breeding ewes.

No. 19.—A case of a small ffock ofshort-woolled ewes, also

n this county. They were tupped on layers, and afterwards

oUowed the hoggets on turnips and swedes. Now, probably

I shall here find myself at issue with many farmers, but I can-

not for the life of me understand how it is men of intelligence

and souud judgment will suffer their ewes in the delicate state

of pregnancy to become scavengers as it were to the hoggets.

I know it is very generally done, but still I cannot help feeling

that it is barbarous and wrong. As we have seen, the ewes
in this instance were made scavengers. Later on they had
white turnips during the day, but still following the hoggets,

and fed on sivedes at night. The soil is of mixed character
,

and the roots were grown with the usual superphosphate tur-

nip manure. About the 18th of February the ewes had green
turnips thrown to them on the land during the day, and were

folded in a fold of swedes at night. They had some straw

and hay chaff, but no other dry food. Tliey began to fail about

the 20th of February ; 65 ewes aborted and 23 died. The
bowels became constipated, and there was much fever about

them. As I have already referred to the treatment to which
the ewes were subjected in being made scaveivgers to the hog-

gets, I will make no further observation on this case, but pro-

ceed to another.

No. 20.—I now take a flock of 690 half-bred and Wiltshire

down ewes in Suffolk. The land is of somewhat light charac-

ter, and the ewes, which were tupped on rape and turnips,

took the ram unusually well. From the time of leaving the

ram up to lambing, the ewes were fed on turnips with a run

on pasture. The turnips consumed before Christmas had 3

cwt. of superphosphate manure and 2 cwt. of salt per acre.

Those fed ofi' after Christmas had 3 cwt. of rape cake and 2

cwt. of salt per acre. From the 1st of October the ewes had

G bushels of chaff per score—one-third clover and two-lhirJ;; I

barlpy cliaff—and from Christmas they had each a ( lb. of

mixed cotton and linseed cake per day. There were 100 cases

of abortion, the ewes commencing aborting about three weeks
before the beginning of the lambing season. Twelve deaths

occurred to the time of la.mbing, but the number that died

during lambing is not stated. The lambs seemed to be un-

healthy. There were numerous twin», but in many cases one
ca^ne alive and the other dead. When from three days to a
week old many of the lambs did badly, some being aflfected with
gangrene, anil others becoming stitf in their joints. The
o*ner thinks that the turnip tops and the coarse ?rown grass

round some pits was the cause of much of the mischief

amongst the ewes. But 1 should think that two-thirds barley

chaff to one-third stover chaff was by no means healthy food.

My experience of barley cliaff is that it is very indieestibln

unless assisted by a liberal mixture of bran. A jlb of mixed
cotton cake for each sheep daily would cot do much towards
neutraliaing the effi^ct of the chaff ; and the resnlt might have
been different had all the cake been linseed. However, I give
you the facts as they came before me ; and there can be no
doubt, as I have already intiiiated, that two-thirds of barley

chaff, which would of itself be rather more than three-quarters-

of a peck for each ewe daily, would take a good deal of digest-

ing, aod be likely to derange the stomach, and thereby the

system generally.

No. 21.—Re'turning to Norfolk, I take a small flock of 240
black-faced ewes on a mixed soil farm. They were put to the
ram on the Ist of October last, and were feeding on grass.

They took the ram freely. From the time of leaving the ram
to Christmas they were fed ca turnips, with a run ou gras-s.

After Christmas the ewes were kept wholly on turnips, tlie

turnips being grown with superphosphate manure. They had
no hay until tliey gave undoubted signs of being out of health,

and then twelve stones per day were given to the whole flock.

When two-thirds gone in lamb, 80 cases of abortion took
place, aud 40 ewes died from fever and infiammatiou of the

bowels. Here, again, we find the owners attempting to remedy
the evil after the mischief was done. How much better it

would have been for hi u to have taken to the hay earlier, for

in that case I have little doubt that he would not have ex-

perienced such loss.

No. 22.—That we may first get the experience of one
county and then of another, we will take this ca^e in Glouces-
tershire. It relates to a flock of 350 Cotswold ewes, on a
farm of stone brash lan^. The ewes were put to the ram at

the end of September, aud fed on new layers and old grass.

From the time the rams were taken from them, up to Christ-

mas, the ewes were fed oh comncon turnips with a small allow-

ance of hay daily. From Christmas to the time of lambing
they were put on swedes, and had an allo^vance of long hay.
The turnips and swedes were grown with from three to four

cwt. of superphosphate manure per acre. There were 100

'

cases of abortion, chiefly amongst the older ewes, and 14 ewes
died. The abortions continued for a month. You will have
observed that the ewes had only hay in addition to the swedes.
Had the hay been cut into chaff and mixed with a fair pro-
portion of fresh broad bran, I think the ewes would have
done better, whilst, as it was, you will all say they could not
have done mucli worse than they did.

No. 23.—This is a case of 1,028 Hampshire ewes on a
large light farm iu this county. Tupped ou old and new layers

and heath land, and during the latter part of the time fed on
turnips, the ewes were afterwards kept on turnips and heath
up to the time of lambing The turnips were grown with
superphosphate turnip mauure. No other food than turnips

and what was picked up on the heath was given to the ewes,

cwept a little hay chaff and some cake, in a few instances,

during lambing, the cake being served apparently in homoeo-
pathic doses. There were 70 cases of abortion, mostly in

February, and from the 11th of October to the 1st of F'ebruary

28 ewes died. The owner remarks that the sheep were well

one day and dead the next, and that he believes it was from
eating the bottoms of the turnips, on which the manure the

turnips were grown, with was distinctly visible. I fear, how-
ever, that the sheep, although unobserved, had been ailing for

some time, for when speaking of the abortions the owner says :—" I cannot say what caused the abortions, but the fever in

the ewes was produced by having too many turnips and not
sufBcient other food." What a great pity for his pocket that

this gentleman did not make his discovery earlier, for th";

fever with which sheep are affected is not a disease that comes
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upon them suddenly, bat it gradually undermines the system,

and only too frequently no attempt is made to check it until

the crisis has come. An experienced eye will generally detect

its iiresencc much earierthan those who do not understand its

proRress, and hence it is that an inttlligent shepherd is worth

almost his weight in g^'d. The lambs in this case dropped

thin and poor, many being scole or stiGF, and the ewes had
litt'e or no milk, which is one of the ctfects of fever in the

auimal.

No. 2t.
—

"My last selected case is also from the county of

Norfolk. It represents a floci; of 270 short-woolled ewei, on
a farm of mixed and light soil. Tne ewes were tupped on
Inyers and heath, and when the rains were taken from tliem

Ihey were put on turnips, with a run on the heath. Turnips
grown with superphosphate manure and some straw chalf con-

stituted their diet. The ewes showed symptoms of going
wrong about the Itth February last. They were much con-

stipated in the bowels, and some hay and straw chaff, witli

malt culms mixed with it, was tried, but uu''ortunately the

cliange was too late to counteract the evil done by the turnips,

and whilst 100 cases of abortion occurred, 40 ewes died, the

symptoms being those of iuflammation of the lungs.

Sixftui.vR CxhE ov " Rot."—Before I pass on further I

must call your attention to a singular case of " rot." A. return

lias been made to me that in a (lock of C30 black-faced ewes
oa a light-land farm in Norfolk, ab JUt 100 ewes have died

from what is said to be " rot " All these ewes were in huuh,

aud aborted. It is sappised that they were affected when
purchased last autumn. I can give you no further inforraation

upon i'. The c<sc is one that I certainly never heard ol

before, and for the owner's sake I am very sorry to have

lieard of it now—and all I cau say is that, whilst deeply

regretting llie circumstance, [ hope when gentlemen go to

market next autumn they will keep their eyes open, and, if

possible, avoid " rotten" sheep.

A WoRU roR THE Shepherds.—I would also observe

here that of tlie hundreds of persons who answered my cir-

cular, there were only four or ftve who complained of their

shepherds. They generally spoke well of them in answering

the question put to them as to whetlier they had reason to

be'ieve their shepherds had properly cared for and managed
the sheep. This is most satisfactory to me, who have always

found shepherds, as a class, to be devoted to their work, and
desirous of doing the best in their power for the sheep placed

under their charge. There are exceptions, no doubt, but we
mast not blame a large body of good men for the faults of a

few. In my opinion no class of men connected with agricul-

ture have more in their hands for good or evil than shepherds.

A good shepherd is a treasure, and a bad cue little better than

a curse. I would therefore say, if you have got a man who is

steady, intelligent, painstaking, and careful, take care of him,

and, on the other hand, if you have adrunken, lazy, gossipiug,

stupid, careless fellow, get rid of liim.

GeneR-VL Review an'd Cox'clusions.—Well, gentlemen,

you are now in possession of both an abstract and the details

of my representative cases. I ask you now to Join me in

taking a general review of the questions pressuted to us, with
the object, if possible, of arriving at some df-ftuite conc'usion.

AVe have seen how numerous and serious have been the in-

stances of disease and death throughout the whole country.

How greit a loss do they imply in money and in food ? And
sucli 5 loss farmers are now ill-able to bear. Two or throe

bad seasons for corn growing, with low and unremunerative
prices, mtke the matter of the breeding, rearing, and feeding

of sheep and cattle one of vital importance to the profits of a

farm. For some years flockmasters have been more or less

subject to severe losses in their flocks, and the bitter disap-

pointment which they have ciused liave not been ligiiteued by

the consciousness of a diminishing balance at the bank. Now,
the question aris=-s—Is it possible to prevent some of these

losses? I trust the resnlt of my inquiries may be of some
assistance on tliis point. " Knowledge " is said to be " power."

1 believe it to be so, more especially when it is of a practical

and reliable nature, and when propsrly applied. A most care-

ful aualvsis of the returns, in making which I have had some
able as:i tance, shows that sheep fed on turnips now are not

60 healihy] as sheep were when fed ou turnips some years ago.

As you will have iraagineri, and as it needs no phihisoplier to

ti-il you, ewes fed on grass are much more healthv tlian wiieii

fed on turnips. Lot us take two cases for comparison. A
fjijck of 600 Kent cwcsiu the Isle of Slicppry, Kent, were fed

all the year on grass. They produced about 800 strong lambs,
with the logs of ooly six ewes and there was not a single case

of abortion. A flock 1,000 cross-bred ewes in a distant couuty
were fed from the time of leaving the ram wholly on turnips,

not having hay, chaff, or other dry food. The loss was so

great, both from abortions and the death of ewes from lamb-
ing, that the numbers were withheld from me, and only Ihc ad-

mission made that it was very great. The turnips in this case

were gro«n witii the usual artificial turnip manure. Now,
can we account for the great change that h«s taken place of
late years ia regard to tlie quality of turnips aud the health of
sheep compared wiih what they were in former years? I

always like to hear the opinions of other persons as well as

state my own, more especially when they are given by practical

and competent men, ant you shall hear some such opinions.

I wrote to a man in West Suffolk, who stands pre-eminently

high as a practical agriculturist, who was most successful in

the management of his flock—a man with sound judgment and
clear perception—who knew when to do a thing and how to

do it, and who has been fortunate enough to retire from
business with a competence which I trust he will long live to

enjoy. In the reply I have received from him, to which I

invite your deepest attention, aud lor the reading of which I

will make no excuse, he says—
" I have frequently heard my late father speak of the

difference of the treatment of a flock of ewes in the early aud
latter part of his long life (ninety year^). In his boyhood
comparatively few roots were grown- The light lands were
farmed on the six or seven course shift, and but little wheat
was grown. Rye was the principal winter corn crop. The
layers were allowed to lie two, three, or four years. Under
this system there was a long interval between turnips being

grown upon the same land, aud cjnsequeutly it was more kind
for that root, aud did not require so much manure. No man-
golds were grown at that time, aad but few swedes, aud the

latter on that part of the laud that had been mucked the pre-

vious year for wheat, when au additional light coat of farm-

yard manure, or four hundred weight of rape-cake was used.

Where the laud had been sheep-folded for rye, nothing wis
done or required for common turnips. Where there had not

been anything done for the rye crop, the sheep-fold was got

overall the land that could be done in time for sowing the

turnips, vvhich was not finished uutil the last week in July.

At that time there was a great deal of heath and warren land

which has since been broken up. 'Wiih a run upon the healli

and the old layers, with a little long hay hung round the furze-

buslies in sharp weather, the ewes were kept off turnips until

within a few weeks of lambing. Heavy losses from abortion

were at that time almost unknown. From my own experience

(extending over upwards of 50 years) I long since came to the

conclusion that superphosphate manures extensively used for

turnips were injurious to a flock of breeding ewes. When first

introduced I bought ground bones, dissolved them with sul-

phuric acid, with which I mixed a quantity of burnt earth,

and used the mixture freely over ray root crop for two seasons.

I got tired of the trouble of mixing my own, and bought it

prepared. I soon found that my ewes did not do so well as

formerly. They had more cases of abortion and weak and
sickly lambs ca*t than when I did less for ray root crop. I

changed my system. I sowed more land with rye to fold off in

the spring, and gave the ewes some other food with it. Laud
so treated 1 found very kind for turnips without any further

dressing. I used rape cake upon what more land I required for

turnips for the ewes. I am of opinion that we should do

better if instead of going to a heavy expense to grow turnips

for breeding ewes, we spent part of the money in purchasing

good sound nourishing food for them. After all the pai is I

could take (or did take) 1 hive ocosionally had what we call

" bad luck" with my ewes. I am inclined to think that some-

times it was from the want of forethought and due attention.

A few years since 1 had a flock of 600 ewes (upon an off-hand

farm) feeding off a 30 acre field o' nice useful sheep turnips,

all, except about four acres, in a proper stale of ripeness for

feeding. The ewes did well upon the twenty-six acres of ripe

turuips. The four acres at one corner of the field were alter

rye and tares mown off. The four acres were heavily dressed

with artificial manure, and the turnips sown much later than

those ou the other part of the field. The weather was flue and
open ; the turnips grew rapidly, aud the tops were very succii-

limt. When the larger part of the field was fiiiislu'd, I said to

the iihi'phcrd, I am rather ufiaid of thcbc young turuips for
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the ewes, ile answered, Well, sir, so sl'oulJ I be if tliere

were many of them ; but 1 think lliose few can't do any harm,

and we may as well finish the field '.now the liurdles are here.

Tlie next lime I was over and saw the shepherd he said, We !

liave done a pretty job by feeding those young turnips ; the

ewes have been altering for the worse ever since they were on

thera. This was about six or seven weeks before larabinfe' '

time- I went to look at the e»ves. I found rauuy of them
wet and stained behind ; they had lost the bright look in tlie

countenance, and had a languid sort of walk, with the head '

rather drooping. About three score cast tlieir lambs, and

many more proiuced sickly cues. If tiDoe and space would
,

allow me I could raeniion other instances that have come to
\

niy knowledge where a few days mismanagement was the cause
]

of much mischief. If my experience is worth anytliiug it i

amounts to this : A Hock of breeding ewes require, from one

year's end to the other, constant regular attention ; to be kept

in as uniform condition as circumstances will permit ; to be

fed upon sound, healthy food at the time the tups are with

them, and to have a portion of dry food all througii the winter

months. Don't spare the pocket in wet and severe weather
;

keep their condition up so that you have not to force them on

just before the lambing time, and never give thera a sudden

large increase of succulent food."

1 think, gentlemen, you will admit that to be a sound,

practical letter. Now, I take a let'er from the sou of a

gcn'lemau long since dead, who was also a most successful sheep

breeder iu this couuty. Being anxious to know how the

deceased managed his ewes, I wrote to his son, a highly-

intelligent farmer in West Norfolk, and he replies :

—

" It is very evident that sheep are not so healthy as they

used to be. One reason is, I think, the land being farmed

more higlily for turnip-!, and I have repeatedly remarked that

we lose more slieep alter a heavy crop of turnips. I do not

think the artificial manure of itself is the cause, beyond

forcing a turnip into a bad quality, wliicli frequently cause

us great loss just at the lambing time. I well remember,

forty years since, my father used to plough-in just after

harvest a certain number of acres of wheat stubble for rye

for his ilock of ewes in the spring of the following year, when
it was folded olf for turnips. He never mucked or gave any

other kind of manure where his ewes went. He used to grow
good nice healthy Iambs, and had very little loss amoagst
his ewes. Foot-and-mouth disease was not known then, nor

fever in sheep, aud he seldom had a ewe cast her lamb."
Those were happy times, and we want a return of them.

Well, I like to get at the opinion of all classes, and, therefore,

acting under the advice of my practical friend, Mr. T. Giyford,

of Wretham, I wrote to an old shepherd who has for years

and years been well known as a shrewd and clever man at his

business, aud who, I am happy to see, has come a considerable

distance to hear my lecture, reminding one of an old huntsman
who, having retired from business, but hearing there is to be

a meet of hounds in the neighbourhood in which he lives, is

bound to get on to sometliing, and go and see the throw ^off.

Here is what he says :
—

" I acknowledge your letter, and shall be pleased if my ex-

perience will be of use to you. Like John Day, I am a pedigree

shepherd, which I can trace for 200 years, without the line

being broken. My experience extends over 53 years, 49 of

which I have been with large flocks on various soils, but

experience is not of mucli account with some of the modern
farmers, who, for the sake of lower wages, trust their flocks to

young men, and thereby often sustain heavy losses while the

shepherd is gaining his experience. I consider a sober,

careful, and experienced man should be thought worthy of

trust by his master, and allowed to exercise his judgement iu

the management of the flock under his care, of course taking

ouusel with his master, and then things would work more
pleasantly and fewer losses would occur. In some cases

losses are supposed to arise from unsuitable soils. This may
be so, but many heavy losses do arise through too much turnip-

feeding, for turnips are foreign to the nature of sheep ; but if

carefully used witii some hay or other good dry food, and a

certain amount of gentle exercise, they will do no harm. In

my early days large losses amongst sheep and lambs were
unknown, except in cases of real starvation. Both swedes

aud common turnips were then grown with farmyard manure
or rape cake, and were not sown so early as they now are.

Tiicrc was not so much mildew amongst swedes then, and if

wo got 2<) per cent, less iu quantity, wc got lOJ per cent.

more quality ; and sheep were more healthy when feeding on

sucli roots than when feeding on the spongy, leathery-looking

things grown now-a-days. Some years ago I had charge of

twen'y score longwoolled ewes for eleven \ear8,and never lost

more than four or five in any one year, and in two years of

the time I was witti tliis flock we did not lose one ewe, and

had no warps. My master was a good feeder, and gave his

ftjsk but few roots before they lambed. I set my face dead

against swedes for ewes, except after a severe frost, and then

to be given in moderation. I enter the strongest protest

against either white turnips or swedes grown with superphos-

phate manures. Let the advocates of tliese manures s ly wliat

they like in their favour, it will never cause me to alter my
opinion ; for I have seen too much mischief done where such

manures have been used. Turnips on which ewes are fed

should be grown with farmyard manure or rape cake. I never

knew general good luck in a very mild winter. The turnips

keep on growing and are full of sour sap, which a severe frost

would deprive them of. Again, farmers are apt to say, 'There

are plenty of turnips ; let the ewes have what they can eat

;

I can't spare them any hay,'—and so, although the sheep may
be looking tolerably well to the eye, they are getting that

into their system which is the forerunner of many of the

heavy losses of which we hear now-a-days. I unhesitatingly

say that a great many losses amongst ewes and lambs are

caused by mismanageraeut and by not giving hay, bran, and

similar food to counteract the effect of turnip-feeding, or to

put it plainly, losing a pound to avoid spending a shilling."

I need not say I consider this an outspoke i letter.

Yes, and I honour the man who wrote it, because there is a

great deal of truth in it. In veriiication of the old shepherd's

letter I will give you a case in point. A tenant on a small

light-land farm in tliis county had 180 ewes, which he fed

liberally when he entered on tlie farm a few years a.:ro ; many
good aud healthy lambs were bred, and the ewes did well.

Gradually he drifted into the plan of giving the ewes little food

but turnips, and what they could get on the heath belonging

to the farm ; and tlien commenced what is commonly called
' bad luck." Last year, I am given to understand, he lost

several ewes ; that there were a good many cases of abortion

and dead lambs, and but very few lambs were reared. The
tenant left the farm last Michaelmas and perhaps you will say

it was time he did. The new- tenant has also a flock of 180

ewes. He gave them,from the time of putting them to the ram,

a limited daily allowance of turnips, and a fair supply of liay

chaff, with which bran was mixed at the rate of one bushel to

five of chaff. The 180 ewes have produced 341 healthy Iambs,

with the loss of but 3 ewes, and there was no instance of

abortion. It may probably be said that this so-called " good

luck" was from the ewes being fresh on the farm ; but I have

been assu>-ed that several of the ewes have been on the farm

for two or three years, and were bought at the previous tenant's

sale. I have several letters of a similar character, but I will

not further take up your time by reading them. Doubtless, in

the main, the conclusions arrived at in tliose letters are correct

Our system of sheep- feeding now is different from what it used

to be, more especially in Norfolk. I am quite aware that

various circumstances have produced this change of system,

but we must meet those circumstances, and endeavour, as far

as possible, to manage our sheep in a way most likely to

obviate these losses. We must, however, take a broad view

of the matter. Grass, no doubt, is the natural and most

healthy food for ewes ; but then it is impossible for flock-

masters, as a rule, to feed wholly on it. Recourse must

be had generally to turnips, but more especially in Norfolk

and the eastern counties. How, then, are we to grow and
use turnips with the smallest amount of harm and the great-

eat amount of good ? There is no denying the fact that the

numerous and valuable returns which I have received dis-

tinctly show that turnips grown with superphosphate manure
are not so healtliy for breeding ewes as those grown without

it. I will give you one case on this point : A Norfolk farmer

fed his small Ilock of brown-faced ewes during tlie winter of

1875-76 on turnips grown wi//t superphosphate manure, and
had 60 cases of abortion. During the last winter aud spring

the same flock of ewes were fed on turnips grown without

superphosphate, and there were no abortions, but tlie ewes

have done as well this year as tliey did badly last, although

the season was so unfavourable for breeding flocks in general.

Both years the ewes had the same d«scriptiou of other food.

Doubtlcis the cluiractcr of the soil has to do with the qualify
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of the roofs where the so-called turnip manures are used, and
1 also find instances in which these superphosphate manures
liave been moderately and judiciously used, and any ill-effect

neutralised by careful feeding with other kinds of food and by
good management. The practical knowledge ot the flock-

master should be brought to bear in deciding when is the
proper time to supplement the turnip food with dry and more
nutritious diet. I will give you two cases illustrative of this

p liftt : A gentleman in this county has a flock of 350 ilamp-
s lire diwn and half-bred ewes on a mixed-soil farm. They
were fed on turnips grown with 3 cwt. of dissolved bones and
SJ cwt. of superphosphate manure per acre; and they had a
good allowance of dry food, including cut hay and ^Ib. of lin-

seed cake per day. There were only two cases of abortion
and three or four deaths of ewes. So strongly did the owner
of these sheep feel the importance of calling my attention to

the fact that he had " scotched " the serpent, as it were, by
neutralising any ill-effect fiom the superphosphate manure,
that he scored his remarks upon it with double lines. It will,

I believe, be generally felt tiiat by the turnip food Deing sup-
plemented by cut hay and linseed cake, the strength of the
ewes was kept up, so that they not only resisted any ill-effect

the turnips might have had, but also that which might have
srisen from the long continued wet weather of the past winter.
The other case is that of a gentleman who farms in this

neighbourhood on mixed and light soil, and has 220 as good
iialf-bred ewes as any man need desire to have. His ewes
were fed on turnips grown with a reasonable dressing of super-
phosphate manure, and from the time they left the ram until

lambing they went out on grass up to Christmi", and also
had a judicious allowance of hay-chaff with a liberal ad-
mixture of bran. The good effect of the bran is to be noted
in the fact tliat there was not a case of abortion, and no more
than three or four ewes died. It will be seen from the two
cases just quoted that by care and judicious feeding with other
suitable fooJ, the ewes when on tnrnips may be preserved from
the ill consequences which otherwise result. If, I ask, good
management averted loss in these cases, why should it not do
80 in mauy others which yearly come under our notice? I

tliink it mmt be clear to any person who has followed my
remarks in giving details of cases, that swedes are proved to

be unhealthy food for breeding ewes. I might have adduced
many other cases from my returns confirmatory of tliis. In the
few instances where the ewes have done well when feeding on
swedes the daily supply has been limited, and there has almost
invariably been an allowance of other food as well. My ex-
perience has shown me that swedes are constipating, and heat-
ing, and liable to disorder the system of ewes, and to produce
low fever ; and shepherds inform me that ewes fed on them
rarely have much milk. You must yourselves know whether
this be so. Why, it will be asked, have sheep been more un-
healthy this year than in former years when, just the same as

now, they were fed on turnips ? I think the reason is not
very dithcult to find. The past winter being so very open,

the tnrnips were, more or less, always ia a state of slow
growth, whilst those grown with superphosphate manure were
of a somewhat inferior quality, being spongy and indigestible,

and ewes fed on indigestible and innutritions roots, without a
fair supply of dry, wholesome, and invigorating food, slowly,

but surely, although perhaps imperceptibly to the flockmaster,

get oat of health, and losing strength, gradually drift into that

miserable and unfortunate low fever to which they are so

peculiarly liable. Why, gentlemen, if any of us were feeding

on pork, which is not by any means easy of digestion, and got

out of health and sent for the doctor, the first thing he would
do would be to cut off the pork ; but suppose we took the

doctor's medicine and still continued to eat the pork, is it not

probable that the effect would be a serious illness ? That
which holds good of as will apply to our ewes, and we should

not treat our flocks less kindly and considerately than we
would treat ourselves. In their weakened state the ewes

were unable to resist the effect of the continuous wet

weather of the past winter, their coats being scarcely

ever dry, and the wet acting on a debilitated system

produced inflammation of the lungs or the other

diseases from which so many hundreds of ewes have died.

Six persons go out on a very inclement day. Five of them

are strong, robust, and healthy, and the sixth is delicate, having

been out of health for some time. They all get wet, and re-

main for the day in their wet clothes. The five strong and

healthy persons arc enabled by sheer blrength to resist the effects

of the wet and cold, but the sixth, through delicacy of consti-

tution, succumbs and dies either from slow consumption or

from rapid inflammation of the lungs. So it liaa been with
the sheep. Then, again, from the turnips during the past mild

winter having been so full of sap and containing such very

little goodness, ewes were rendered unhealthy, and, being

weakened by feeding on indigestible and innulriitious food,

were peculiarly liable to abortion. There is, I think, no de-

nying the fact that the blood derived from innutritions food

taken into the stomach of a ewe is very poor in quality com-
pared with that which is formed from sound, healthy food. In
such a case the organs which ought to be supported by good
and healthy blood are supplied with blood that is little bttter

than water, and, becoming debilitated, their natural functions

are impaired and weakened. The lamb in the womb of course

derives its support through the blood ot its mother. If that blood

is weak, impure, and wanting in sustaining power, tiie la nb
must suffer, lose vitality, and become nothing more nor less

than an offending body, to be eventually expelled from the

womb. Hence the sad number of abortions which my returns

unfortunately disclose. Not only is the lamb thus lost, but

too frequently the mother is sacrificed too. On the "ther

hand, where ewes have been fed with a fair allowance of good,

wholesome, strength-giving (ood, supplementing turnips, not-

withstanding the un favourableness of the season, they have
remained strong and healthy, and their offspring have been
strong and healthy also. These are the conclusions at which I

have arrived after the most careful consideration, with the ad-

vice and assistance of an eminent physician, and the kind help

of Mr. Jas. Worm, the veterinary surgeon of this place, of

whose scientific and practical knowledge of his profession I

have a high opinion. From the evidence I have been enabled

to lay before you I believe that the verdict of a large majority

of the thinking and practical farmers and experienced shep-

herds in this room, and throughout the country, will be this—
thai if we make it a rule to ilush our ewes by stimulating

food during the tupping season, to avoid feeding on swedes

as much as possible, to limit the supply of other roots so far

as the circumstances will permit, to give a fairly liberal al-

lowance of digestible, nutritious, and health-preserving dry

food, and to run the ewes out on grass as much as possible

(taking care never to overfatigue them) before lambing, there

will in future be far fewer cases of abortion and death amongst
ewes than we have now to deplore, and many more strong and
healthy lambs will be reared than at present. One other point

is this : The ewes lost during lambing WDuld appear from my
returns to be greatest where short-woolled ewes have been put
to long-woolled rams. Let it be understood that I by no
possible means wish to throw doubt on the many advantages

arising from this cross-breeding, for were I a tenant-farmer

the chances are that I should adopt the same principle. I

merely wish to bring before you a faithful statement of the

facts which the returns clearly establish. The evidence, I say,

is unquestionable that greater mortality attends lambing where
short-woolled ewes are put to large-boned, long-woolled rams
than where the ewes breed after their own kind. Nature
never intended a short-woolled ewe to hreed from a long-

woolled ram, and consequently their parts are not adapted to

the unnatural strain put upon them. If Nature's laws be
reversed those reversing them must be willing to accept the

consequences. Where cross-bred ewes are served by Oxford
Down rams the loss of ewes has been less than in the case of

the short-woolled ewes served by the long-woolled rams, and
I presnme the reason is that the half-bred ewes having their

parts more fully developed from the cross are the better

adapted to perform the functions required of them. There
are other matters of much interest that I might have brought

before you, but the length to which my lecture has extended,

although far from having exhausted the subject, must I fear

have had an exhausting effect upon your patience. I will not

trespass further upon it. Thanking you for the kindness with

which you have listened to me, I will only briefly add : If the

facts brought out by my inquiries, and made public by thi

lecture, throw any light—as I believe they do—upon this most
important question—if they become beacons in the future

warning any number of flockmasters of England against the

rocks surrounding the management and feeding of their flocks

,

if they be applied and result—as I confidently believe their

application would result—in the more successful and therefore

the more profitable breeding and rearing of sheep, I shall have

the highest possible reward for any labour and pains to which
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I have been put in the coneciousness of having rendered sot e

trilling service to the agricultural and public interest of this

fr'-at sheep-producing and meat-consuming country—a country

which has hitherto always held, and we trust will ever hold,

its own in the natural and peaceful pursuits of commerce and
agriculture.

Mr. T. Gayford, in moving a cordial and hearty vote of

thanks to Mr. Woods, said there could be but one opinion as

to the lecture, which, if published, would form a manual of
reference and information of great assistance and value to

flockmasters. Mr. Woods had evidently bestowed great thought
and 1 1 hour upon the subject, and they were deeply indebted to

liiin lur the pnins and trouble he had voluntarily undertaken
ou their behai'i whilst his opinions as the manager of one of

the most successful tlocks Euglaud had ever had, were entitled
to the deepest attention.

Mr. Rtggall, in seconding the motion, complimented Mr.
Woods on his analytical acumen in dealing with his voluminous
returns.

The Chairman, in putting the motion, which was adopted
with enthusiasm, expressed his concurrence in the observations
of the mover and seconder.

Mr. Woods having briefly acknowledged the vote,
Mr. E. Earker expressed a very earnest hope that the

lecture would be published i/t e.r.te7iso, and that certain matter
which Mr. Woods had been compelled to omit for want of
time would aUo be given.

Thanks to the Chairman terminated the proceedings.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
ROYAL CORNWALL.
MKETING AT CAMBOENE.

[Abridged from The West Briton.']

The Show deserved to be the greatest success on the

records of the Society. It viras in almost every vray the

largest and best Exhibition it has ever had.

The Exhibition was opened on Tuesday, June 12*

There had been a heavy thunderstorm on Monday night,

and much rain had fallen, which made the ground fresher

and the roads less dusty in the morning. The early part

of Tuesday was gloomy, but about noon the weather

greatly improved, and the latter part of the day was fine

and warm. The judging, which constituted the special

business of the day, was, tor the most part, over in good
time ; the horses, some of which had to be put through

their jumping paces, being, of course, the last in hand.

Unusual interest appeared to be manifested in the horse

competition. In the implement department there was a

good deal of machinery in motion. The attendance on
Tuesday approached 5,000. Numerically this has been

exceeded by the first days at St. Austell and at Truro, in

1875 ; but, as the admission in the early part of the day
was 28., the receipts of the day are exceeded by those of the

1875 first day at Truro only. Of cattle there were 139
entries, and of these the Devons had 28, while the Short-

horns were represented by 48 ; Herefords 24 ; Guernseys

and Jerseys 31 entries. Thanks to the prizes given by the

Camborne Local Committee there were eight entries of

cottagers' cows. The two old Devon bulls competing were
Mr. Rosewarnc's (Godolphin) " Master Flitton " and
Vicount Falmouth's bnll, " The Only Jones." In the

second class, bulls about two and not exceeding 3,

years old, Lord Falmouth had his own way with two
animals, "Romaney Rye" and "Sirloin." In class 3

bulls not exceeding three years old, there was a fair com-
petition, Mr. John Menhennick, of Wadebridge, Mr.
Julyan, of Creed, and Mr. G. L. Basset, of Tehidy, compe-
ting against Lord Falmouth. In the yearlings there were

the same competitors, with this ditl'erence, that Lord
Falmouth had two entries instead of one only in the

previous class. In cows and heifers there was a moderate

competition. The two older bulls sent by Lord Falmouth
were splendid animals, and were considered by the j udges

to be by far the most perfect animals in the Show, and

they would have awarded either of them the special prize

for the best bull, but Lord Falmouth, it was known, would

refuse to receive his own prize, and a third best had to be

found to bestow it upon, and it was given to Mr. Ilawken's

Hereford bull, "King Cofl'ee," a regular mountain of flesh.

In the yearling bulls Mr. Julyan, Creed, carried off the

premier honour, and Lord Falmouth took the other two
prizes. He was first in the two-year-olds. In cows he

did not compete, and Sir. R. Corner, Torweaton,wa3 first. ,

In heifers not exceeding three years old Mr. Julyan was
again honoured with a first, and Mr. Corner was first in
two-year-olds.

The Shorthorns, it may be truly said, were a graud class,
and the bulk of the prizes were carried ofi" by Messrs.
Ilosken and Son, of llayle, and their chief strength was
in cows and heifers. They did not show at all in bulls
above three years old, but they showed a couple of bulls
above two years, and got first with "Sir Frederick, " They
were first also in the next class, bulls not exceeding two
years old. In yearling bulls Mr. S. T. Tregaskis, St.
Issey, beat them, but they came in second. In Shorthorn
cows, exceeding three years old, in calf or in milk, they
took all three prizes, and they did the same in shorthorn
heifers in calf or in milk, and the same in heifers not
exceeding two years old, and they took first and second
in yearling heifers, while a third heifer shown by them
was highly commended. In addition to these prizes
Messrs Hosken and Son were awarded the special prize
given by Lord Falmouth for the best cow in the yard, and
in some cases where they were beaten it was by animals
out of their own herd.

The Herefords were also a very fine class, Mr. Hawken's
bull, which got the first prize in "bulls above two years
old,

" was quite a picture, and could scarcely carry the fat

that was on him. Mr. W. R. Grose, St. Kew, was first

in bulls not exceeding two years old, Mr. John £aron,
Lanivet, coming second. In yearling bulls, in cows ex-
ceeding three years, and in heifers in calf or in milk not ex-
ceedir.g three years old, and in the two-year-old class, Mr.
John Paul, Ruan, carried off the premier honours ; so that
he carried off four firsts. In yearling heifers Mr. C. J.
Searle, St. Ewe, had first. Altogether they were a good
useful lot of animals, and proved how this breeed has been
advancing in favour in the county.

Of Channel Islands cattle there was a very good show.
For the prizes given by the Camborne Local Com-

mittee for cottagers' cows there was a fair competition,
and the first prize was taken by Mr. J. Trevillion,
Roskadinnick.

There was an unusually large show of sheep, and the
judges must have had great difficulty in awarding tho
prizes, seeing that they took nearly the whole of the day
to accomplish their task.

The show of horses, as we have previously intimated, was
the largest and best the Society has ever had, but it was
noticeable that the quahty lay with the young animals, indica-
ting at once the improvement which is taking place in the
breed. This was especially so with the agricultural class.
In stallions the North Cornwall Stud Co.'8"Bobby Burns" again
won the blue ribbon, Mr. H. Laity, of Crowan, taking the
scarlet with "British Yeoman," which had many admirers,
whilst Messrs Charles and Tremaine were third with "King of
the County." The first prize marc was a Devonshire one, and
took the same posiliou ai TuTibtuck. The pri^c given by the
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Local Com uiltec for agricultural mares, the property oi small

larmers, resulted in a tolerably good corapttition. The
a^ricultu f-tl Ridings' and fulies' classes were well filled. Six

pfiirs of agricultural iiors^es, the projjerty of teuaut-larmers,

competed for the special prizes given by Mr. W. L. S.

Trelawny. The thoroughbred stallions only mustered tiiree,

and the first prize went to Colonel Ballard of South South
;

the second to Jlr. Ifenry Laity, of Crowan. The third prize
|

was witliheld, though one of tlie Judges did say that he was

ready to award it on condition that the tliird animal would be

shown next yfar as a gelding. The hack and hunter classes
j

brought a very »ic!e representation—Mr. West, Wadebridge
;

]

Mr.Treneer, N'ewlyn; Mr. Lsck, Corueily ; Mr. Cardell, St.

Columb ; IMr. T)acke, Merthen ; Mr. Whitetbrd, Eiideliion
j

Mr. Guy, Eudellioa : Mr. Trem^iue, Trerice ; aud Messrs Yeo
were among the leading winners. The best class was that of

1875, the whole of which was commended. Of cobs there was

au unusually good lot ; but the ponies made a very small,

and by no means meritorious muster, though Mr. Polkinghorne

was first with a clever little animal, aud Mr. lirydges

Willyams made a capital sfcond. There was an excellent lot

i pigs, there being forty-nine pens.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Devons and Herefords.—Mr. Evans,

Swanston Court, Leominster ; Mr. S. P. Newberry,
I'lympton (in the place of Mr. A. Smith, dangerously

wounded by the fall of the bridge at Bath).

—

Shorthorns.
—Mr. Burnett, Kingscote, and Mr. Eustice Elliott.

—

Sheep
—Mr. Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick ; Mr. Dudding,

Panton House, Wragby ; Mr. Wroth, Coombe, Bigbury.

—

Jerseys and Guernseys.—Colonel Gflbert, Bodmin ; Mr,
Michell, Glynn, Bodmin.—PiGS.—Mr. Whitford, St Erme

;

]\Ir. Vivian, Sf. Kew.

—

Hacks and Hunters.— Mr. J. B.
Booth, Killeiby Hall, Catterick ; Mr. JefFry Mitchelmore,

Totnes.

—

Agricultural Horses.—Mr. C. M. Biddell,

Playford, Ipswich ; Mr. G. Elliott, Swilley, Plymouth.—
Implements.—Mr. John Stephens, Probus ; Mr.G. Lobb,
Lawhition.

CHAMPION PRIZES.
Best bull in yard.—jMr, Hawken.
Best cow.—Messrs. Hosken.
Best ram.—Mr. W. Tremaine.
Best pen of ewes.—Mr. Corner.

Best pen of pigs.—Messrs. Russell.

These prizes vi ere given by Lord Falmouth.
All first prize animals bred by exhibitors, except otherwise

stated.

DEVONS.
Bi'llg, exceeding three years old.—First prize, Viscouut

Talmouth, Tregothnan (The Only Jones) ; second ditto,

Mr. Rosewarne, Godolphin (Master Flition).

Bulls, between two and three years old.—First prize,

Viscount Falmouth (Sirloin) ; second ditto (Romaney Rye).

Bulls, not exceeding two years.—First prize. Viscount
Falmouth : second ditto, Mr. Julyan, Creed (Brilliant) ; third

ditto, G. L. Basset, Tehidy.

Devon bulls, not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize,

Mr. Julyan (Favourite); second and third ditto, Viscount
Falmouth.
Devon cows, exceeding three years old, in calf or in milk—

First ditto, Mr. R. Corner, Turweston (Cherry); second ditto,

Mr. Perry, Alder, Lew Down (Dairymaid) ; third , Mr.
Julyan (Famous).

Devon heifers, in calf or in milk, not exceeding three years

old.—First ditto, Mr. Julyan (Fancy) ; second ditto, Mr.
Corner, Torweston, Willitoa (Princess) ; third ditto, Mr.
Menhennick, Wadebridge (Muriel).

Devon heifers not exceeding two years old.—First prize, Mr.
Corner (Duchess) ; second ditto, J. Menhennick (Queen
Mab ; third ditto (Albena).

shorthorns.

Bulls above three years old.—First prize, Mr. Chapman
Trewithian, Gerrans (Bismarck) ; second, G. Williams and W.
Tremaine, Ruan (Guy Fawkes) ; third, Mr. Whitford, Tre-

hane, St. Erme (General).

Bulls above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, Hosken and Son, Hayle (Sir Frederick) ; second, Mr.
-Mitchell, L:idock (Sir George) ; third, A, Ilendle, Slithiuus.

Bulls not exceeding two years old.—First prize, Hosken
and Sun (Red Dake) ; second, W. Tri-raaine, Pliil eigh

(Clarence); third, VV. and A. Bennet, Camborne (Wild
Eyes).

Bulls not exceeding twelve months old— First prize, S. T.
Tregaskis, St. Issey (Sultan) ; second, Hosken and Sou (Napo-
leon) ; third, W. Tremaine (Barun Clareuce).

Cows exceediug three years old, in calf or in milk—First

prize, Hosken aud Son (Alexandria) ; second, Hosken and Son
(Couute^s of Oxford 3rdj ; third, Hosken aud Son (Alberta).

Heifers, in calf or in milk, not exceeding three years old.

—First prize, Hosken aud Son (Carnation 4-th) ; second,

Hosken and Son (Kathleen 4th) ; third, Hosken and Son
(Duchess of Towneley 2nd).

Heifers not exceediug two years old.—First prize, Hosken
and Son (Aliss Ada 8th); second, Hosken and Sun (Lady
Oxford 3rd) ; third, Hosken aud Sou (Laura 3rJ).

Hei:ers not exceeding one-year-old.—First prize, Hobken
and Son (Rose of Oxford 2ud) ; second, Hosken and Son
(Kate 7th) ; third, S. T. Tregaskis (Queen of the Meadow).

IIEREEORDS.
Bulls above two years old.—Firjt prize, Mr. Hawken, St,

Breward (King Koffee) ; second, Mr. Best, Lanteglos (Bed-

ford 2nd).

Bulls not exceeding two years old.—First prize, W. Grose
(St. Kew) ; second, J, Baron (Lanivet) ; third, C. J. Searle,

St. Ewe (Sir Richard).

Bulls not exceeding one-year-old.— First prize, J. Paul,

Ruan ; second, R. Olver, Trescowe, Bodmin.
Cows exceeding three years old, in calf, or in milk.—First

prize, J. Paul (Daisy) ; second, W. R. Grose (Nelly).

Hellers in calf or in milk, not exceeding three years old.—
First prize, J. Paul (Daisy) ; second, C. J. Searle (Dainty).

Heifers not exceeding two years old.—First prize, J. Paul
(Lily 2n I) ; second, W. R. Grose.

Ilei'ers not exceeding one-year old.—First prize, C. J.

Searle (Duchess) ; secand, W. R. Grose.

guernseys.
Balls.—First prize, T. D. Eva, Troon ; second, T. D. Eva.
Cows exceeding three years old, in calf or in milk.—Prize,

T. D. Eva (Cowslip).

Heifers not exceeding three years old.—First prize, Mr
Reuol", Catel Farm, Guernsey (Barmaid) ; second aud third
R. Trevilhick, Hayle.

JERSEYS.
,

Bulls.—First prize, R. Hockin, Sancreed (Sir Charlie)
;

second, A. Edmonds, Camborne.
Cows exceeding three years old, in calf or in milk.— First

prize, R. Hockin (Beauty) ; second, W. Penrose, Helston
(Diaun) ; third, J. L. Peter, Redruth (Fawn).

Heifers not exceeding three years old.—First prize, Mr.
Lark, Cornelly (Dairymaid) ; second, C. Hockin, Camborne;
third, R. Hockin (Sella)

cottagers' COWS.
Cows.—First prize, J. Trevillion, Reskadinnick, Camborne

;

second, T. Pendrey, Trelielland, Camborne; third, Mrs. E.
Rickard, Boleunow, Camborne.

SHEEP.

LEICESTERS.

Yearling rams.—First prize, J. Rosewarne, Nanspnska,

Hayle ; second, W. Tremaine ; third, J. Rosewarne.
Rams of any other age.—First prize, W. Tremaine ; second,

W. Tremaine ; third, J. Rosewarue.
Pen of yearling ewes.—First prize, J. Rosewarne ; second,

W. Tremaine; third, J. Rosewarne.
South Ham yearling rams—First prize, W. Hendy, St.

Columb; second, J. S. Hallett,.SIierford Barton, Plympton
;

third, J. Stooke, Etst Sherlord, Plympton.
Rams of any other age.—First prize, W. Drakes, Warb-

stow ; second, J. S. Hallett ; third, J. Stojke.

Pen of yearling ewes.—First priz", J. S. Hallett; second,

W. Hendy, Rosewastis, St. Columb ; third, J. Stooke.

Dartmoor jearling rams.—First prize, J. Drew, Artiscorabe,

Tavistock; second, S. Reynolds, Peugelly, Creed ; third, J,

Drew.
Rama of any other age.—First prize, S. Reynolds, second,

J. Drew,
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OTHER LONliWOOLS, NOT QUAI.il'IKi> TO COMPETE IN THE
FOUEGOIiNG CLASSES.

Yearling rams.—First prize, W. Drakes ; second and third

ditto.

LoDgwool rams of any other ege.—First prize, Mr. Corner,

Toiweston ; second and thiid Mr. Corner.

Pen of ewes.— First prize, JMr Corner; second, Sir J. il.

Heathcote Aniory ; third, W. Drakes.

SHROPSHIRE DOWNS.

Yeariinft rams.—F'irst prize, Viscount Falmouth, Tregoth-

nau (Robertson)', second, Vis-count Falmuntli (King Harry )

Rams of any other age.—Prize, Viscount Falmouth.

Pen ot five yearling ewes.—First and second prizf, Viscount

Falmouth.

HORSES.

Agricultural stallions.—First prize, North Cornwall Stud

Company (Bobbv Burns) ; second, H. Laity, Crowau (British

Yeoman) ; third, Messrs. Ciiarlesaud Tremaiue, Helson (King

ol the County.
Agricultural mares and foal, or mares in foal.—First prize,

T. PpHow, jun., Oi<eharapton (Flower) ; second, ii. Brown
St. Austell; third, W. Trenaine.

Agricultural mares and foals, or mares in foal, honafide the

property of a tenant farmer in Cornwall.—First prize, VV. 1.

Richards, Callean, Camborne ; second, W. Tremaine (Darling).

Agricultural geldings or fillies foaled in IS?*.—First prize,

J. Robins, Withiel ; second, W. James, Probus ;
third, T.

Adams, Trenear, Breage.

Agricultural geldings or fillies foaled iu 1875.—First prize,

Mr. Stephens, Gusteveau, St. Columb Minor (Blossom)
;

second, R. Cardell, Trebelzue, St. Columb Minor; third,

Mr. Jacka, Lanner, Sithney.

Agricultural colts, geldings, or fillies foaled in 1876.—First,

prize, W. L. Hearle, Feock ; second, W. Palmer, St. Winnow
;

third, W. T. Richards, Camborne.
Best pair of agricultural horses, and honafide the property

of a tenant farmer.—First prize, Mr. Stevens, (Duke) ; second,

W. Hendy.
Thoroughbred stallions.—First prize. Col. Ballard, South

Wales; second, H. Laity, (Young Randal).
Hacks or hunters, mares and foals, or in foal.—First prize

J. West, Hay, Wadebridge; second, W. H. and T. Yeo,

Bodmin ; third, A. C. Sandoe, Bodmin.
Hacks or hunters, geldings foaled in 1874<.—First prize,

W. Treceer, Torgrembris, Newlyn (Frederick) ; second,

Thomas Roberts, St. Levan (Reindeer) ; third, fi, Millett,

Marazion (Raleigh).

Hacks or hunters, fillies foaled in IST'i.—First prize, S.

Mitchell, Treverrack, Lelant (Missing Link) ; second, John
Cardell, St. Columb , third, Mr. Tregaskis.

Hacks or hunters, geldings foaled in 1875.—First prize,

Mr. Lark, Cornelly (Spinaway) ; second, R. Cardell, third,

F. Stocker, St. Ewe.
Hacks or hunters, fillies foaled iu 1875.—First priie, T. M.

Cardell, St. Columb ; second, W. Tremaine ; third, Hart,
Key, jun., Penguain, Wadebridge.

Hacks or hunters, colts, geldings, or fillies foaled in 1876.
—First prize, J. West, ; second, W. Trethewy,
Tregoose Probns ; third, Mr. Sandoe, Bodmin.

Weight-carrying hunters.—First prize, Mr. Tyacke,
Merthen (Foiester) ; second, J. Grigg, Nautellan, Creed;
third, H. Guy, Endellion (Pretender).

Hacks (mares or geldings).—First prize, W. Whiteford.St.
Erme (Jessie) ;seeond, J. Rouse, Bodmin ; third, J. Venning,
St. Mabyn (Polly).

Special prize of £10 for the best weiglit-carrying hunter
(mare or gelding), to be tested over hurdles in the sliowyard,

J. Rashleigh. Second prize.—First, A. Guy, Endellion

(Pretender; second, Mr. Grigg, Creed.

Mare or gelding not exceeding 15 liands.—First prize, W.
II. Treraavue, Trerice, Newlyn ; second, il. Huthnance,
Drannick, Gwinear.

Cobs (mares or geldings), not exceeding 14' hands 2 inches.

—First prize, Messrs. Yeo, BDdmin ; second, W. II. Tremaine,
Trerice, Newlyu.

Ponies (mares or gehlinge), not exbeeding 13^ hands high.

—First prize, Mr. Polkinhorne, St. Columb ; second, B,

Willyams, Caruanton.

DONKEYS.
First priz.-, Mr. Rosewarne ; second, Ii. D.ible, St. Day

third, Hannibal Gribble, Treswilhau Downs, Camborne.

PIGS.

Breeding sows.—Prize, A. Edmonds, Trewithian,
Camborne.

Small breed—Boars exceeding 12 months.—First prize,
Lord Moreton, Tofworth Court: second, T. Salmon, St.
Columb ; third, Mr. Foster, Lostwitliiel.

Boars not exceeding 12 mouths old.—I'irst and secnud
prizes, Mevsrs. R. and J. Russell, Sithney ; third, Mr.
Partridge, llillerton-house, Bow.

Breeding sows.—First priz", T. Salmon, St. Columb (Rose-
bud)

;
second, R. and T. Russell, Stithians ; third. Lord

Moreton.
Pen of two bleeding sows (of the same litter), not exceeding

13 months.—First prize, R. and J. Russell, Siihney ; second,
Air. Partridge; third, W. Tremaine.

Cottagers' pigs.— First and second prizes, T. George, Cam-
borne ; third, T. Cock, Tuckingmill.

IMPLEMENT AWARDS.

The foHowing awards were made by Mr. George
Stephens and Mr. G. Lobb, the judges of implements :

—
Silver medal to Mr. W. Brenton, Polbathick, for corn
drill. Bronze medals to Messrs. Davey, Sleep, and Co.,
Crofthole, for adjustable body plough; Messrs. Samuel-
son and Co., Banbury, for improvements in mower;
Messrs. Pooley and Son, Liverpool, for weigh-bridges :

]SIessrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth, Lincoln, for drum-
guard to their threshing machine and improved lifting

phocks ; Mr. J. Prout, Lewannick, for his gate and fasten-
ing

; and Messrs. Marshall, Sons, and Co., Gaiusborough,
for improvements in engine.

CALIFORNIA'S LARGE FARMS.—We are not sure of
the proper claimant to immensity in the size of Cahfornian
farms. Some of them are so large that we dare not trust our-
selves to become familiar with the figures, lest we should get
a distaste for fractions in our market reports. We cannot state
exactly what our querist desires, but will mention a few facts
that we have in mind. Dr. Glenn, of Colusa, has the reputa-
tion of leading in the line of grain.farming, and he has now
45,000 acres under cultivation. He is making calculations on
a crop of 10,000 tons of grain, against 18,000 tons last year.
He has already purchased 200,000 sacks to put grain in.

Haggin and Carr, of Kern county, had 30,000 acres in their
stock farm before they began operations under the Desert Land
Law, and now they have perhaps as much more which they will
bring under irrigation. The crops this season are 2,000 acres,
of barley, 1,000 acres wheat, 175 acres corn, and 3,000 acres
alfalfa. The stock consists of 10,C00 head of cattle, 20,000
sheep, 500 head of horses, and 1,000 hogs. The working force
at the present time is 625 men. The San Francisco Pod
says: "James Irvine is the fortunate owner of tlie San Joaquin
and Lomas de Santiago ranches in Los Angelos county, con-
taining 95,000 acres, and of 13,000 acres in the South Ana
ranche adjoining. In other words, he owns 107,000 acres of as
fertile soil as is to be found in Southern California." The
Butte Record says :

" Hill, Boggs and Reavis have now on
the ranche in Kern and Los Angelos counties, 10,000 head of
cattle, all in excellent condition. Mr. Hill says he will put
1,000 head of beef cattle into market the first of the month.
This rnnche, bslonging to General Beal, our present Austrian
minister, is 96 miles in extent, and situated in Kern and Los
Angelos counties, and in the dry season of ISGI' carried
200,000 head of stock without loss." We give the above
statement which we have at hand in answer to our querist.
We have more real interest in the landing of small farms than
large ones, and should like better to know who succeeds best
on the smallest farm than who controls the greatest number
of acres—not that we like large farms less, but small ones
more.

—

Pacific Rural Press.
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CHAMBERS OF AGRICULTURE.
NOTTS.

THE MEAT QUESTION,
On June 9, there was a special nieetiag of the Council

of the Nottinghamshire Chamber of Agriculiure held at the

Nottingham Town Hull, to hear an'address from Professor

Gamgee npon the meat question, and consider a proposition

which the Professor had to lay before the meeting.

The Chairman (Mr. Storer, M.P.) introduced Professor

Gamgee very briefly at the opening of the proceedings, and
aaid they would all be very glad to hear any statemeut he
might have to make upon a subject which was of the first im-

portance to all of them.
Professor Gamgee, after giving a sketch of the history of

the principal cattle diseases, said, in reference to proposed pre-

ventive measures : [the first foreign cattle dealer who could

get an interview with the Foreign Secretary would outweigh
all the farmers in the world. Directly they wanted to do any-

thing, they were met by a cry that they wanted to come back
to protection but a meeting had been held, under the chair-

manship of Mr. Clare Sewell Read, and supported by Earl
Forteecue, at which it was determined that the working men
should be properly informed and educated in the matter, so

that they would understand that free trade in meat was not the

same as free trade in disease. There was a great feeling in

favour ofeverybody being able to do what he liked, and, fortu-

nately for them, the best way to do with that question would
be to deal fairly to everybody. They had all sorts of animals
brought into the country, infecting their farms, and their herds

and flocks, and if he had the power of an autocrat for ten or

a dozen years the first thing he would do would be to close the

ports at once. The authorities now proclaimed that first the

iiritish farmer must be harrassed, and next that there should
be restrictions placed upon the foreign importation. He would
reverse that plan, and first decree the closure of the foreign

ports ; and secondly the farmers would look after themselves.

He did not say that because he was addressing an assembly of

inii uential agriculturi8ts,but he was positively certain that at the

time wlieu there was no cattle imported, no disease regulations

required. He was at Manchester market the other day, and
he saw there some Scotch animals, which had come by Nevv-

castle from Hamburg or Toningen. He was very much struck

with the inferior condition and small size, with the

Unsatisfactory character generally, of the Continental meat
compared with our own, and even with the recent American
importatioas. A large quantity of meat was now being

brought into this country from Western America. There
would be great difliculty in getting the animals imported, and
it was not considered an economy to keep them beyond the

period at which they knew it was best to slaughter them to

withstand the influences of the long journey. Then the great

cheapness of land in Western America rendered it possible to

Beiz,e the advantage of keeping the animals longer than could

be done in England. Thus the American meat came in very

large size, and so much had been done even in the very imper-

fect state of knowledge upon the subject. But the Americans
had no foot-and-mouth disease, and their meat came over in

iiplendid condition, owing to its absolute and common sound-

ness. It was difficult to bring over large quantities of Ame-
rican meat, and a great deal of it went to decay almost imme-
diately it was landed. It was good only for the knife and fork

trade. People wanted to land it, and then eat it. The im-

portant matter would be to have the trade in meat so regulated

as to prevent gluts on the markets and prevent also the possi-

bility of a pound of meat bting sold for anything less than a

fair and remunerative price. Farmers did not care for fair

competition with foreign meat ; that they were prepared to

meet, but they feared unfair competition. The advantage of

this would be that they would always be able to farm profit-

ablj, which could not be done unless the primary condition

were to diminish the risk and diminish the loss through foreign

contagion ; and then, but not till then could the beef manu-
facture of this country be carried on safely and profitably. He
now hoped and believed that they would be enabled to

get rid of foreign contagion ; but to get rid of foreign

contagion they must regulate the trafiic both in foreign

and English meat — and his object in being there that

dsy was to show them how they could regulate their trade.

They must first take up the subject of the preservation of meat,
because they could not get the Government to entertain these

rational cattle-disease prevention measures unless they would
show that it would be worth everybody's while to carry ani-

mals dead instead of alive. It was a pure question of £, s. d.

If they conld prove, as they had proved in America, that it

was cheaper, they would have no difficulty in turning the live

meat trade into a dead meat trade. He had firct tried the che-

mical antiseptics, and had been perfectly successful, and was
defeated more by the high price of material across the Atlan-

tic than anything else. Beef cost 35 cents a pound in New
"York, and it it was delivered in London wholesale at 6^d., the

English people supposed that they had given the Americans a
large profit, but as a fact, they had given them only a cent or

a cent and a-half in the pound. Bat this was under the pre-

sent objectionable system of blowing air over ice, and bringing

the temperature down to 32 degs., when it was highly charged
with dampness, which tended to sliminess and show of mudtinrsa,

which were the great objections to the American meat. Still

the Americans show fine, tender meat alter being transported

over the Atlantic for fourteen days, and perhaps kept for

twenty days in the country, and that afforded a hint to us

in this country, where the cattle disease question required

prompt solution. There was an increasing scarcity of hung
beef and mutton in this country, and that, too, was oning
to a vicious system, the remedy for which was to be found
in Nature's sovereign aniseptic—cold. By means of this

decay could be permaneutly arrested in organic matter

and the coming forward prevented of those lower insects, which
had an existence just like that of the higher animals and vege-

tables. The object was obtained by volatising any volatisable

liquid, and causing the heat to be transferred into some other,

matter. This cold could be regulated with the greatest possible

nicety. This had long been known, but under the old system

it was far too expensive. Now, however, they could produce
from 15 to 18 or 20 tons of ice, or the cold represented by

that immense store, by a simple application of one of Nature's

laws. By volatising a volatile liquid in this machine, they

transferred all the heat from one body of water to another.

There was nothing produced and nothing lost. The heat was
transferred to a body of water which was used over and over

again. With this principle before them they could quite

understand that they could build a 10 or 20 horse poner engine

which would give cold to the district of Nottingham, and from
the moment the engine started, he was quite sure there wonld,

be an immediate result. Moreover, there would be plenty of

people ready and willing to pay for that cold. He might not,

perhaps, have been so ready to speak upon the business and
economical value of the scheme, had he not had experience in

connection with a sheet of ice for skating ; but at present, in

Manchester, there was a space of 600 square yards of ice npon
which young ladies and men skated, and from which the

Company got £70 a week without any difficulty whatever.

There they had any quantity of cold to produce ice for con-

sumption, and although this had not yet been carried out at

Rusholme, they were opening meat stores in London, for the

purpose of regulating the dead meat trade all over the laud.

What they would reqire in Nottingham wonld be a glaciurinm

at which cold would be produced. He had not the slightest

desire to add another to those vicious drinking places about

the town ; but a place where there wonld be kept food for the

working men's muscle, and means of exercise provided for the

more delicate pari of the community who had only too little

exercise. From a certain point of view he considered the

establishment of a skating area as useful, especially for ladies,

as anything that conld be introduced into towns of that descrip-

tion. Ladies moved far too little. They could not go to

music-halls, and they could not play cricket. And if the/

determined to make cold for purposes of industry, he did not

see any very serious objection to having a fine hall in wliich

they might practice skating, which afforded ever-increasing

delight. If they established the cold stores he had mentioned

ice could be produced there at a rate of from Ss. to 6a. a to
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for the people of Nottingham, and he was confident that the
people of Nottinfjhara would riclily pay for the provisioQS

made for them. But while talking of a matter in which he
felt great interest, he must say, in reliition to cattle disease

prevention, that proper arrangements should be made so as to

ensure that the supply of meat to the people would be properly

rpgulated—that the policy of importing live animals from the

Continent should be interdicted, and especially the constant
destruction of the farmers' stock,

Mr. GoDBER proposed the following resolution :

—

That this meeting recognises the immense loss by contagions
disease, both to the purchaser aiad consumer of meat, due to

the importation of live cattle, and considers it essential to make
proper provision for the dead meat trade. With this object it

is deemed highly advantageous to the town and connty of
Nottingham to secure the advantages of a glaciarium, with
general stores for keeping meat and provisions, and for the
storage of ice.

Mr. Gilbert said the consumption of meat had very largely

increased, not so much because the population had increased

as becHuse the labouring classes consumed very iruch larger

quantities of meat tlian they used to do. He thou^lit that to

prevent disease they should encourage the importation of meat
for preservation. He did not see that he could oppose tiie

resolution for a glaciarium or cold stores in Nottingham. But
what were they to do in Newark ? He did not see that they
had anything to do with Nottingham ; they were a county
body.

Mr. Gilbert Murray said the question of the preservation

of meat affected the consumer quite as much as the producer.

At present it was killed one day and eaten the next, so to

8, eak. A man 'on Saturday bought a piece of meat which was
killed on Friday evening, or that morning, and it was cooked
for his Sunday's dinner. This was inevitably so among the

middle and lower classes, because they had no means of keep-
ing it. That was one thing in favour of the American meat.
It was fit to eat atoace, and very nice compared to the English
meat.

Mr. Beaumont said they were almost exclusively farmers
there, and if a glaciarium, properly conducted, would be of
service, as with Professor Gamgee's knowledge of the subject,

it seemed certain it would, surely none of them would feel a
difficulty about seconding a motion of that kind. He had not
the least hesitation in doing so. He thought they must all

be gainers by the application of the principle.

Professor Gamgee said it was a great charge against farmers
that whenever they came to the carrying out of a practical

method they were all at sixes and sevens, and did not know
their own minds. He was not there that day to say do or do
not establish dead meat stores, but in 1868 and
1869, by experiments which he made he ascertained that by
passing currents of cold air over meat at 35 degrees Fahrenheit

but never going to freezing point of water, meat might be kept

indefinitely. The dead meat stores must be a success, and
they could not be at the farms ; they must be at the centre of

consumption. It was natural that the new system in this dis-

trict should be inaugurated in the important town of Notting-

ham, in a working men's centre, and in a coasumers' centre

generally.

The resolution was cartied unanimously.

STAFFORDSHIRE.
CATTLE DISEASE.—VALUATION BILL.—HIGHWATS.

A meeting of the members of this Chamber was held at

Stafford, on Saturday June 9, Mr. J. Brawn.the President, in

the chair.

The Secretary (Mr. W. Tomkiusen) read letters from Mr.
J. K. Fowler, the chairman, and Mr. J. Waller, the secretary,

of the Home Cattle Defence Association, who asked for a

donation from the Chamber to the Association. Mr. Fowler

stated that funds were greatly needed by the Association just

now to watch the evidence before the committee of the House
of Commons, as also to keep a look-out at the ports. The
Association had done great service during the past few years

with very small funds, and the Chamber ii;ight rely on the

funds being well expended by the treasurer of the Association.

Their opponents, the butchers and dealers at the Metropolitau

Market, were very active, and would beat them if they could.

Mr. Waller, who dated from the House of Commons' Commit-
tee-room, No. 13, wrote :—" It will be a very deplorable thing

if the farmers of Eugland do not get some improved legislation

on the c.tttle question after the costly diseases the country has
lately sustained. I believe it will be pothible to obtain a
report worth having even from this vast committee, but there

is a lot of hard work to be done to achieve such a result, as

there is no agency in this room on the home stockowuers' side

but ours."

It was decided to give a donation of £5 to the Association.
The Chairman inquired whether any gentlemen present

were acquainted with farmers or others who would be likely to
give practical and valuable evidence before the Parlianientary
Committee. He should be glid if Staffordshire could contri-

bute in some way to the enlightenment of the committee.
Tiiere was no doubt that a vast amount of foreign evidence
would be brought forward, and it would be well that the mat-
ter should be fully gone into, and that the information whicii
might have been gained in the midland counties, amongst other
places, should be forthcoming.

At a later stage of the proceedings it was agreed that the
chairman should attend before tlie committee for the purpose
of giving evidence.

The Valuation Bill and its amendments were then discussed,
and ultimately the following resolutions were passed :—(1.)
" That the invariable adoption of actual rental as gross value
would operate oppressively on those ratepaying tenants who
pay the highest rents, and are consequently least able to bear
the burden ; and that objections to valuations should be con-
sidered by assessment committees, and power given to appeal."
(2.) " That the rateable value ot real property, if properly
assessed, represents the actual income, and is consequently the
most equitable basis for income-tax under Schedule A."
On the question of " Highway Legislation" ttie following

resolution was agreed to :
—" That legislative interference is

urgently needed to relieve ratepayers in rural districts from
the responsibility of keeping in repair roads maintained prin-
cipally for the use of the inhabitants of towns and populous
places."

WISBECH.
THE VALUATION BILL.

A meeting of the above Chamber was convened on Thursday
June 9, Mr. H. J. Little in the chair.

The President remarked, in introducing the business of
the meeting, that it was hardly a matter of surprise to find a
large number of amendments put on the notice paper with
regard to the Valuation Bill, which affected so many of them.
Tliere were nearly a hundred amendments, some of which
were of an important character. Although last year there
was a great objection to the introduction of the Surveyor of
Taxes in the Bill, it was noteworthy that this year very few of
the amendments referred to it. It was, however, difficult to
see how they could escape the intervention of some public
officer. He then called upon his brother to introduce the
subject.

Mr. W. C. Little gave a short sketch of the procedure of
the Bill, the object of which, as they knew, was to obtain uni-
form assessment of local rates and a common standard for
imperial taxes, such as income-tax and house-tax. The Bill
provided plenty of opportunity for appeals, and one almost
felt a desire to be a lawyer if it passed. It was to be hoped
that the facility for appeal would be the means of bringing
about uniformity, but he must say he felt doubtful of it. As
to the amendments, Mr. Read took the actual rent as the
basis for calculating its value for assessment. He had heard
Mr. Read say that nothing could be more fair than to allow a
person to be his own valuer, taking the value he fixed himself
by agreeing to pay so much rent. Mr. Hubbard's amend-
ment was that the basis for calculating the income-tax should
be the amount of rent the landlord put into his pocket.
Mr. Rodwell had a series of amendments doing away with
appeals to special sessions and quarter sessions, and substi-
tuting one court of appeal composed of representative
ratepayers and mayestrates. Mr. Rodwell had in-
formed him that the Government accepted the principle of
such a conrt of appeal, and that the Bill would be withorawa
this year, and introduced again nest session with the addition
of county boards. He (Mr. Little) considered that special
sessions would have a great advantage over the present system
of appeals, because the appeals would be heard in open court
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and upon oatli, nliile ajipeula to quarter sessions VTOuid be

very expensive, as a person going tliete viould have to be re-

presented by a barrister. Mr. Little moved tiiat " I'liis

Chamber is of opinion that it: is not expedient to adopt

actual rent as Uie basis of assessment," and st-condly, " That
it is desirable appeals should be made to representative county

boards."

Mr. W. Moore seconded the first resolution.

Some diicussion eosued, and the resolution was carried.

Mr. G. J. Moore, iu seconding the other resolution, ex-

pressed Ills approval of the proposal lor appeals to be made
to repres-eutative county boards as a ratepayer, and that he

did so entirely independent ot his position as secretary to the

Chamber.
The resolution was, however, lost.

The subject of " Highway Legislation," which was on the

agenda, was adjourned.

THE HOUSE OF LORDS AND MR.
M'LAGAN'S GAME BILL.

The House of Lords has done for Mr. M'Lagan's Game Bill

what it has frequently done for other Bills—knocked on the
head a provision which was, if not the chief, one of the best

features of the measure. Tlie worst of the business is, that,

while it is difficult to comprehend the reasons for the course
taken, so far as they are comprehended some of them do not
seem likely to increase respect for the motives of those who
have been instrumental in doing the mischief. The Bill pro-

posed to assimilate the presumption of the law in Scotland to

that in England, iu so far as it gives the^right to game to the

tenant of a farm and not to the landlord. The House of
Lords, led by the Duke of Argyll, of all men in the world,

struck out this provision, and insisted tliat the presumiition of
the law shall remain as hitherto in favour of the landlord's

right. The reasons given by the Duke of Argyll were two in

number : First, that the proposal involved a dangerous dealing

with property; and secondly, that it would possibly be highly

inconvenient in certain cases It is not too much to

say tliat if the Bill passes without this provision being restored,

it will do almost nothing to lessen the feeling in reference to

game. It will be said, and that with some appearance of justi-

fication, that the landlords are resolved to do nothins, lest

there should be a real removal of a grievance which is keenly
lei .

There is one other feature in the matter which deserves some
attention. The rejected proposal was treated very mucii as if

it had not been heard of before. The fact is, that it has again
aud again been suggested as the foundation of any proper
dealing with the Game-laws. The Lord Advocate of the

Government of which the Duke of Argyll was a prominent
member, brought in a Game Bill—one of the best that has
been seen—and the foremost provision of it was, that the law
of Scotland as to the right of game should be assimilated to

that of England. A year or two later a Select Committee was
appointed te inquire into the oper^itiou of the Game Laws
That Committee had the advantage of the chairmanship of

Mr. Ward Hunt ; it sat for two sessions, and it had referred

to it the evidence taken by a previous committee which sat iu

184'5-46. After weighing all the testimony thus brought
before it the Committee made this as one of its earliest re-

commendations—"That, saving rights under existing leases,

the law of Scotland be assimilated to that of England as

regards the right to game ou land which is l<rt, so as to give

the tenant that right in the absence of reservation by his land-

lord." That recommendation had the approval of Mr. Ward
Hunt and the Conservative members of the Committee gener.

ally. Prominent members ot both political parties have there,

fore given adhesiou to the principle affirmed in Mr. M'Lagan's
Bill. ludeed, it lias rarely been called iu question, and it is

difficult to understand why now, at the eleventh hour, it should
have been so violently and suddenly attacked to overthrow by
the Duke of Argyll and the Duke of Richmond. It may be
hoped that even yet the provision will be restored. The ex-
clusion of it will undoubtedly be resented everywhere by those
who feel keenly on the subject. The public will not be Cun-
vinced that thech.nge proposed by the Bill was unjust; and
those who are directly concerned may be excused lor feeling

that they have not had the consideration which their case

EXroilTATlON OF MEAT FROM NEW SOUTH
WALES.—The enterprising efforts of Jlessrs. Mort and

Nichollc, in perfecting a process by which fresh animal food,

in a frozen state, may be exported, lunc been so far successful

that at the present time a ship is being fitted up for the purpose

of conveying tlie first shipment to England. This ship is the

Northa'P, a large vessel carrying four masts, and being of

nearly 1,500 tons register. She is admirably adapted for making

the first experiment in this new branch of colonial commerce,

as her large size affords ample and roomy space for conveniently

stowing the carcases, and for receiviug the machinery wiiich

will be required for preserving the necessary low temperature.

The work of fitting up the ship, though going on with great

rapidity, is far from being in sucli an advanced state as to allow

anything like a detailed description being given. This must,

therefore, be deferred until a future date, when the work shall

be completed, and the ship made ready to receive its freight.

At present, hoTever, a general idea of what is intended to be

done will be of interest. A large space 46 feet long and 80

feet in what may be termed the circumference, is reseived in

the hold and midships for the recep'ion of the frozen meat.

This space is lined all round with three-inch planking and it is

the only part of the work which has yet been completed. Within
this enclosed area it is intended to put another lining of two-

inch kauri pine, twelve inches distance inwards from the former,

making actually one compartment within another. The space

between the tvi'o linings is to be filled all round with tallow, so

as to perfectly exclude the air. The whole of the interior

surface of the large compartment will be traversed by two-
inch iron piping l.iid longitudinally on the sides of the floor and
over head, and laterally across the Dulkheads at either end,

making a contiauous length of nearly 10,000 feet. This piping

will be connected with the machinery, aad through it will be

constantly maintained a flow of a cooling hquid, consistiug of

water and ammonia, which will keep the temperature at zero.

The frozen meat will be packed in the compartment, and the

liquid in the pipes will keep it in its congealed condition. The
machinery required for maintfiining the frigid temperature is

an important and expensive part of the arrangements. A large

space between decks, under the main hatchway, is reserved for

its accomodation, in addition to another space, 16 feet by the

width of the ship, in the hold immediately before the receptacle

for the meat. It is being manufactured by more than one
engineering firm in the city ; but, though well advanced, none
of it is yet fitted on board the ship. It will be fixed so as to

preserve a central position, however disturbed the motion of

the ship may he. There will be four small steam-engines,

worked by two large boilers. The cooling liquid will be
prepared in a large cylinder, and forced thence by the machinery
through the length of piping already mentioned, and back to

evaporating pans, in which the water will be carried off by

evaporation, leaving the concrete to be used again. It is

expected that the ship will be ready to receive her cargo of meat
sometime in the month of May next, and the quantity shipped

for exportation will amount probably to about 200 tons.

—

Sidney Morning Herald, April 6.

STARVING CATTLE IN CHESHIRE.~At Nantwich

(Cheshire) Petty Sessions, on June 5th, an extraordinary case or

starving cattle came on for hearing, at the instance of Inspecto.

Carter, of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals. It appeared from the evidence that on the 2l3t of

April, Superintendent Oxton, of the Nantwich police division,

and Inspector Carter, visited the farm of Mrs. Mary Ann
Jackson, Church Minshull, and in the shippons found twelve
cows in a terrible condition from starvation. The witnesses

desc ibed the animals as nothing but skin and bone. There
was not a particle of food in the mangers, and the animals had
racked everything around them that they could reach ; ami one
animal was making a most piteous noise in a field adjoining.

Twelve more cows were iu nearly as bid a condition, tliere not
being any pasture. Mr. Wall, veterinary surgeon, made a
post-mortem examination of one of the animals that died, and
he gave evidence that it was from starvation. He al.so

ascribed the condition ol the other animals to a want of food.

The magistrate! fined defendant £3 and costs, which were
heavy. The sentence, however, was surely a light one.
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THE POSITION AND PROSPECTS OF THE BRITISH FARMER.

The fullowiug is a full report of the paper read by Mr.
Tlioriias Rose, of Meltou Magna, Wymondham, Nor-
folk, at a meeting of the Maidsloue Farmers' Ciub.

A few weeks ago your committee honoured me by a request

tliat I would prepare a paper on some subject of agricultural

iutcrest. That of " The Position and I'resent I'rospects of the

British Farmer," was decided on as being one of raucli im-

portance durius^ the commercial crisis through which we are

now undoubtedly passing. I liave endeavoured to give this

wiJe, this most uiflicult aulject the most careful and impartial

consideration that lies in my power, and it now remains for

you gentlemen by a free and impartial discussion to extract

any graiu of gold there may may be in this rough nugget. I

will begin with what I consider some of the principal impedi-

ments to success in agriculture—viz., the increased cost of

labour, its deterioration in quality, tliefarmer's increased per-

sonal expenditure, owing to his more refined tastes and re-

quirenipiit-i, naturally induced by the higher class education of

the present day ; whereas our forelai hers of a hundred yesrs

ago were considered prodigies of learning if they could lay

claim to any linowledge of even the three celebrated R's., and

and as for scientific knowledge necessary to be brought to bear

in agricultural matters, that would have been ridiculed as

altogether too absurd an idea to be entertained even for a mo-
mtmt. Why, what science could be necessary beyond having a

correct eye in order to draw a straight shallow furrow, and to

dibble in the wheat or throw the hurley broadcast, and in their due

seasons to reap the crops. Wliile lor the sufliciently luxurious

maintenance of himself and household, was tliere not always a

shapeless pig in the stye, and a side of bfjcon handing up in

the farm-house kitchen, and did not pork in some shape or the

otlier form the staple commodity at ;lie twelve o'clock dinner

of which they all partook, master, mistress, men, and maids

together ? At hay time and harvest all members of the family,

as a matter of course, turned out to assist in forwarding the

important work, lleuts, too, were many degrees lower, while

the actual money outlay for wages Ibrined but a trivial item

ia the farmer's account book (if he had one). Tlie de-

mands upon his purse also were fewer in every way,

while corduroy and fustian, and erst leather breeches

were his habitual wear. There are, I suppose, some
people even in t'e present day who consider that

the old adage " Times change, and we change with

them," is by no means applicable to the well-abused

farmer. I well remember when a boy spending the evening

at the house of a clerical gentleman, and hearing one of the

party remark that larmers liad no hnsiiie-ss to wear broad-cloth,

(or they would be far more suitably habited in the fustian

garb of tlieir tbrefatliers. Even then it occurred to me that

there was somewhat of prejudice in the remark, for being

naturally fond of figures I began to calculate how it was that

a man having so many thousands of pounds of capital em-
ployed in the cultivation of his landlord's acres, and also being

the grower of the wool from whicli the cloth is made, should

be debarred the use of that article, any more than the manu-
facturers or the retail tradesmen, many of the latter having

only hundreds invested where the farmers Have thousands,

although, without doubt, the tradesmen's return is far more
remunerative lor outlay than that of the agriculturist. I re-

member I went so far as to think that clerical gentlemen them-
selves indirectlv, if not direct y, obtnined their niaiutenance

from the land in the shape of tithes. These things were
well enough in their time, but where shotild we of the present

generation be if we jmrsued the system of those good old

sleepy day»? "A change has indeed come o'er the sjiiritofthe

dream," and our reqiiirenicnts are totnlly at variance with

those of the pack-saddle and stage waggon days. Our weekly

labour account alone costs 50 per ceut more than it did 25

years ago, but what is even more damaging to us is the

deterioration of our labour, not o'' our labourers as men. I

do not say that: I am merely speaking of thequaliiy of the

work they are content to turn out. And therefore, gentlemen,

I say that the labour question t<kes a projiiinent place among
the imiiedimeiits to our agric lUunl success. I maintain tlie

farmers are, as a rule, the labourers' best frieuds, and that all

right-thinking employers are ever ready to advance the in-

terests of their men. I do not agree with those persons who
say that in educating tfie agricultural labourer, we spoil or

unfit him for the station iu life to which, in the words of the

Gburch Catechism, it has pleased God to call him. I cannot

think that because the reasoning faculties of his mind have,

opportuuity ot enlargement that he will not be superior to his

forefathers: at the same time I am fully prepared lo admit

tnat "a little learning is a dangerous thing." Merely h

smattering or superficial knowledge of any subject is not, worth

having, and mostly tends to do more harm than good ; but,

surely when our educational movement shall have had lair tiniK

for working and our future generation shall have become tlie

present, we may reasonably look to see fheingilted with higher

powers and more < nlarged ifieas than were their fathers. The
more skilled the labour the more valuable it is as a commer-
cial commodity. The labourer's capital it his labour, and lie

has a perfect right to invest that capital as seems best to him-
self. Be it our part to make it clear to the emplo}e that his

interest is identical with ours, aud our interest with his. A
good master makes a good servant, and vice versa. I ludd

that the auricultural labourer is iu a transition state, as agri-

culture itself is. It is admitted on all bauds that we are pass-

ing through a crisis. Let us hope that out of present evil fuiure

good may come ; as water never fails to find its level sa

we may hope to live to see commercial agriciiliurn

on a sounder and therefore a more satisfactory

basis, and this most desirable end can (so far as I can sie)

only be attained by placing landlord, master, and man on tii«

solid foundation of a sound commercial footing. Prof;res»,

like a foaming torrent, cannot be stayed iu its course ; it im-
peded, or dammed up in its progress, it will surely burst

bouuds, and overwhelm and desolate, where, if wisely directed

into legitimate channels, it would have calmly flowed on ditfus-

ing blessings and benefit. One thing that works sad niiscbief

between the farmer and his men is the constant element of
agitation which is kept alive by the perpetual delivery of

orations by what I can but term spouting orators. 11 iiling

mostly from one or other of our big towns, what can they

know practically of the distress, poverty, and oppressed condi-

tion of our agricultural labourers ? Tliey make great pre.

tentions of beinj; actuated by friendship for tiie workintf man.
We all know the magnificent promises they make theui with a
view to gain their confidence; consequently the snlfrages of

those labourers, artisans, and mechanics, who are qualified to

vote. I flatly deny many of the assertions made by slump
orators : let them visit our agricultural districts, Ihi y wduld
find there comfortable and clean cottages, with well cultivated

gardens, with rents varying from one shilling to one shiliiufj

and sixpence pfr week. The tenants would be well and
smartly clad, and well fed. I do not deny that even in the

present day there are exceptional cases, but of late years what
a vast, though perhaps a somewhat gradual, improvement has
taken place in the character aud comfort of the homes of our
working men. What would not the denizens of the b)e-streets

and back slums of the big manufacturing towns give to be ablo

to exchange their foul courts and alleys for the phasint and
profitable plot of garden ground which is iu most cases attached

to our rural " Cottage Homes of Englaud " ? 1 have m)self
been grieved at the sight of the homes of many town arti.sans,

and have been surprised to find what high rents they pay for

wretched and dilapidated houses v^hose sole merit seems to

consist ill the fact that they are conveniently situated near the
mill, factory, or foundry, where the hread-viiciners of the
family work. As 1 have passed by 1 have seen the apparently
hall-starved children, and the missery engraved upon the
mothers' faces, and their surrouudiniis of vice, drunkenness, rags
and destitution. I say, in the face ol all this, let Iliisi'.

gentlemen look ai home,aud ponder well what lies wit' in tlieir

power to do, to improve matlers there. To tlif m 1 repi at the
words of an epitaph 1 remember once to luive bicu iu u
village churchyard

—

Tho faults thou sco'st in others
Take liced to shun,
Look well at home
Thou'lt find cn(,u^h uudone.

C
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The earnings of the aptriculfural labourer may, I tliink, be

sal'ely estimated at £1 per week over the whole year, and

psrliaps even more in many cases and counties, and the prc-

duce of their gardens in nioit instances materially aids them

in paying their rent. The actual wage is not by any means

too liigh ; what the master justly complains of is the undeni-

able fact that the quality and quantity of this commercial

commodity labour offered them, although higlier in price, is

by no means of equal value to that obtainable at a lower price

ten or fifteen years ago. I do not know the average wage of

the town artisan, but I will be bound that although he may be

in recript of Is. or 2s. more a week he is not by any means
better, even if so well, off^as his country cousin. I know of

many intelligent men working in a large and very opulent

manufactory at from ISs. to £1 per week, and besides which

wage they have no valuable garden to assist them, and have

very high rents to pay. A most intelligent man who a few

years ago left me to go and work in a manufactory, where he

in time rose to the top of the tree .and received a guinea per

week, had, in addition to buying all fruit and vegetables, to

p»y 3s. Gd. per week for rent, and rates on his assessment, lie

has often told me, " I am not so well off as ray father and
brother who work for you." Again, take the case of clerks

employed in offices of different professions, with their salaries

of SOs. per week—not often do they exceed £2 ;
they must

live in a better and more expensive house, and must keep up a

certain appearance ; and, taking these things into fair consi-

deration, together with the unenviable sedentary nature of

their occupation, I cannot think the farm labourer lia< any

cause to envy the clerk's position. 1 merely draw attention

to these thintjs in order to show there is no real occasion on
which to found the windy orations of these itinerant orators

;

they act iujuriously alike on the food-producing and rapidly

increasing food-eating commuuity, and do fearful mischief in

setting closely connected class against class. It is the pro-

fessors, ex-barristers, and doctors, who, for the furtherance of

their own ends, political or otherwise, go about the country,

agitating the minds and inflaming the passions of our rural

' populations, by preaching from a text the true sense of which
'they have neither experience, reliable knowledge, or common
>sense to understand. IIow many, if any, of us here present,

^/ould a few years ago have believed it possible that there

either could or would be -a union amongst our agricultural

labourers ? Why, it woukl have been declared an im-

possibility ; and now, behold, it has become a Tegular

institution in our midst. In spite of some people persisting

in saying that the union does not represent the body of our

farm labourers, it is a fact that it does, and will continue to do

so, notwithstanding anything they can say or do to the con-

trary. One thing only is left us to do, that is, in self-defence,

'to combine also. AVby should it be a thing impossible for

farmers to combine? What should prevent them, and why
should they not ? I believe the time to be near at hand when
necessity, which knows no law, will compel us to unite. And
where, 1 ask, shall we find a more powerful body of men than

the combined farmers of England? Lack of unanimity is one

of the greatest curses we have to contend against, therefore

we must support combination personally, energetically, and

liberally, our Chambers of Agriculture and Farmers' Clubs.

We must organise Defence Associations and establish arbitra-

tion boards where we must settle all differences arising between

us and our emplojd'. Until we have such boards established

amongst us we shall always be subject to unfair demands, and

weak and cowardly concessions. We do not want to crush the

labourer. God forbid, but we do want what is fair between

man and man, a good days work for a good day's wage, well

earned and well remunerated. Let liim who can prove him-

Belf the best man be the best paid. Why should the man with

slow slouching gait and dull intellect, the man who cannot be

relied on, the man who cannot or will not work, receive the

same rale of wige as an active, intelligent, skilful workman
;

as is, I am sorry to sny, at present, the case in most agricul-

tural districts. No doubt the proper system for us to adopt is

piece-work, and where this is not possible, payment by the

hour. The joung farmers need to be thoroughly trained in

tiie practical work of a farm, so that they may be enabled by

their own practical experience to know tlie value of the work,

but 1 fear there are many of the present day who cannot do

this to advantage simply because they do not themselves know
the value of the work iu question. A great deal of money has

of late years been expended ia the purchase of so-called labour

saving machinery, and in order that we may be paid for onr
large outlay of capital, and for the ever-recurring bills lor

reuuitute repairs, we must make more remunerative use of it

than has generally been our practice. Hitherto in most cases

it seems to me that the labourers, and not the employers, reap
the greatest proportion of benefit from it, that is to say, instead

of expediting work, it only, in most instances, supplements the
deteriorated libour of the present day. Those persons who
are adverse to the education of the lower orders should remem-
ber that machinery requires to be worked by skilled and intelli-

gent men with a technical knowledge of their business ; these
are and most continue to be necessary adjuncts to its 8ucce^s^ul

and remunerative application. My idea of the signification of
the popular cry, education, is that it should mean greater

manliness of spirit, wider views of duty, greater powers of
reasoning, and more intelligence in grasping new ideas—in fact,

less narrow-mindedness.

Another great impediment to an agriculturist's suc-

cess is that of insulficient capital. This, no doubt, crip-

ples the majority of farmers. JVIiny a promising young man
is put in o busine-3 with a very, very limited capital ; and for

the greater part of that he has perhaps to pay interest, and
has therefore to pay what is commonly termed "two rents,"

This man struggles on for years perhaps, but strive as he will,

he can gain no pecuniary advantage either for hh family or as

a provision fur old age, and in case of death or disease amongst
Ills stock, to which in these days we are so generally liable, lie

must collapse altogether, and in but rare instances are farmers

successful iu any other calling, having hitherto had no train-

ing which would fit them for commercial life. The ambition
of most young men is to farm " broad acres "; would that we
could put brains matured by experience into the hpads of young
farmers, so that they might believe how much better it would
be for them to cultivate highly, and epend their time and
energy in small beginnings, as there can be no doubt that if

many holdings were only half the size, and had the same
amount of capital invested in them, the cultivators would be

better paid and the productive powers of the land would be-

come more developed. What I hold is this : that the limited

amount of capital employed and generally consi-

dered Bufllcient per acre, is not so in these days, although it

may have been ample 20 or 25 years since, and consequently

it is injurious both to the young farmer, and to the community
at large, to allow him to begin a business crippled at the very

beginning in his financial affairs. A young inexperienoed

man is naturally sanguine, his ignorance of life's realities

makes him so ; he fears notliing for he knows nothing, t© him
all is sunshine, and his hopes of success run high. But as

years roll on he finds in mauy instances he cannot in these

critical times make headway. Strive as he may, he sees him-
self becoming more and more involved, bad seasons ensue,

cattle disease visits him, he finds his banker's charges become
a serious item, he still has to pay interest for the money which
placed him in business, and every year his expenses increase.

Anxiety yields to despair, and he becomes broken-hearted.

How much better would it have been for such a man had his

friends had the foresight and wisdom, instead of being content

to place him inadequately in bufsiness, to have advised him at

the outset to emigrate to some part of our Colonies, in which
I feel convinced there is a wide field open for the enterprising,

energetic, and intelligent of our young men, and where a

small capital employed with judgment scarcely ever fails to

ensure success. To start a man in the insuQicieut way I have

named is both cruel to himself and a loss to the country. How
many farmers are struggling through life in this way ? The
law of Hypotliec, or distress, or distraint, by giving the

preference to the landlord over all other creditors cannot

be a just one, for iu letting the land he has the best

means of judging the tenant's fiuaucial position, and in fact a

man gains credit to some extent by the confidence evinced by

tlie landlord iu accepting him as a tenant. Being certain of

his rent, either in stock, crops, or money, the landlord or agent

is apt to be indifferent as to the means the applicant really

possesses, therefore the highest bidder, often a man without

capital, is accepted, whilst the man of substance, because he

makes a more moderate bid, is rejected. Thus the great com-
petition for farms, which I hold to be no sign of either profit

or success. If the landlords had only equal claims with other

creditors, they and their agents would be far more cautious in

selecting able men of character and capital, and with such

tenants there would be no fear of lossofrent, and their rejection
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Would be to 8tru;;glliig men witliont sufficient means a mere fnl

duliveniice. A,';uii,;tiid lliis also is to a certain extent a laud-

lord's (luestioii, we want (;oud and suliicieut cottage acco nnio-

datiou lor the workmen necessary lor the tarni. On many
occuiJatious there is little if any cottage accomodation, and
the labourers have to walk a distance of oue, two, or even
more miles to reach their work, and thus they become fagged

out before their day's labour begins. I do not imagine we can
reasonably expect our landlords to build cottages for us from
sheer benevolence, but I do know that farmers would in most
cases be very glad to pay a moderate, but fair per cen'age, for

this necessary boon. Drtclliu^^s for the labourer ought to be
let with the farm, I'or what can be a greater evil than to liave

tenements in convenient proximity, close, perhaps, to our very

homesleids, tenanted by persons of no use at all to the oc-

cupation on which they are located? How many an employer
from dire necessity keeps on an incompetent yardman,
shepherd, stockman, or horseman, because if dismissed there

Would be no house at his disposal as a conveuieut re^ideuce lor

the successor, and he would have the additional nuisance

of not being able to get rid of his former unprofitabl'. servant ?

We will touc'i now ou another point, namely, the restricdons,

ittriugent, vexatious, and obsolt-te as regards tin ir present day

utility, w'liich are mostly inMerted ia our farm covenants and
leases. The system ot British farming consi queut on these

Causes is simply absurd, and requirfs radical reform. By all

means let the landowners' property be protected from dete-

rioration, but at the same tin e we demand protection for

our own investment. We require security of capital, liberty

of cultivation, and freedom to use our own judgment with re-

gard to the sale of onr crops. A tew years ago it was not

requisite to make such enormous outlays for extraneous fer-

tilisers, or for artificial feeding- stutTs. But the case being now
altogether ditferenf, we must needs modify our course of proce-

dure to suit existing requirements, so that we may be en:ibled

to meet the somewhat newly-inaugurated era of fierce compe-
tition in corn, meat, and wool, not trom our own colonies

only, bnt also Iroin the continents of Europe, Asia, Africa, and
America at large. Because one man has land to let, and
another requires to hire land, I do not see why tl is lact should

necessitate obligation, more than the fact of supply and de-

mant", between tiie contracting parties. Of course the land-

owner institutes (and rightly ana justly so) a strict investiga-

tion into the c'laracter, means, and qualilicatious of the

intending tenant. Being fully satisfied ou tliese points, and
having a fair rent, together with a protective agreement, why
slioula he not leave his tenant at lilierty, provided he regu-

larly pays his rent, to transact his own business as seems most
protiiable to himself? Why should it not be a purely com-
mercial transaction? In how many cases does the tenant

fanner .suffer severe injury to liis crops from over preservation

of game and fro u broken fences mnde by keepers and their

Watch? Besides, it is impossible to preserve game w.thout

preserving rats ; and, let the damage done to his corn stacks

by these pests be ever so great, where is his compensation to

come, from ? lie knows well the slightest protest on his part

would immediately produce a six mouths' notice to quit.

To a needy man tins means ruin, aud if a W( althy man he

would nuturally be averse to leave a larg.' sum of money sunk

in his landlord's acres for which the law affords no redress. A
man would be thought insane, or at least be considered a rao^t

reckless speculator, who should sink his all in any adventure

from whicli he took no care to ensure a return. But such is

unfortunately the case with most of our British agricul-

turists. Under tlie existing \\\v of hind tenure, and with

the Tenant Kiglit Bill with its permissive clause, a farmer

has no security lor capital employed. It can hardly, therefore,

be expected that those who have money will invest it in a

pursuit which does not ensure a fair per ceatage for capital

employed, unless, iudeed, he be one oi the fortunate lew, who
beiug fond of farming and country life can afford to indulge

in exjiens.ve whims, and to whom the lois of a few huudieds

a year, more or less, make no apjirecia'jlo diU'ereiice. lin il

security is given by a compulsory Tenant Kiglit Bill the pro-

ductive powers of (uir soil will not be fully or properly de-

veloped. Surely we have a right to lift up our voices in lavour

of legislation ou this most important point. Tenant Right is

by no means a modern cry, lor as far back as ISl-T a IJili to

recognise the tenants' right to security lor capital employed

and his improvements, was introduced into the ll^mse o

Commons by the late Mr. I'usey, backed by the late Mr

Denison (the Speaker), and Mr. (now Sir) Thomas D)ke ^c-
bmd. A more honest measure was never proposed to the

British llouie of Commons, as it held the balance fairly be-

tween the landlord and occnpier, at once securing the interests

of the owner, and giving tlie tenant a legal right to his itn-

provements. However it did not pass, and although ]Mr.

i'usey contiuued his efforts, aud afterwards brought in several

other Bills, they appeared to have been so trausformed in

committee that their original signification became altogether

altered. Again in the year 1872 Mr. James Howard, late

M.P. lor Bedlord, gave a notice of motion to call the atten-

tion of tiio House of Commons to the insecurity of the tenant

farmers' capital, and tlie injuries sustained by the public

thereby. O.ving to pressure of business he could not get a
night lor its lieatin? ; but at the end of the session, through
the advice of Mr. C. S. Read, Mr. Howard gave notice that

he would introduce a B 11 the following session. Had this

Bill been passed it would have greatly benefited British ai;ri-

culture. It provided payraents for improvements and.'c/ce rcrsa

for deteriorations. It. was therefore fair both towards land-

lord and tenant. Tiie Duke of Richmond's Bill, with its pir-

missive clause, is fresh in the memory of us all. It is perfectly

useless, and therefore it, is that, as a body, the tenantry

quietly accepted the notices of exemption given by tlif- land-

lords. As matters now in most instances stand, the tenant

simply pays the landlord for the privilege of spendimr iiis

m mey and energy, for he holds no guarantee. Tenant Uigbt,
therefore, is only based on the broad principle of justice,

for since our population has so much increased, and
keen competition with the foreigner has run so high, we
must, of necessity, have larger production, which unmans

higher and much more expensive fanning. In usin^

artificial fertilizers, we do so with a vieiv to stimulate

our land in order that it may yield its utmost ; this causes a
heavy outlay on the part of the farmer, one whicli in former
times was neiiht-r thought of or needed. The old system,

beiug self-supporting, required little capital compared with the

present method pursued. In old times, none but farmyaril

manures were used, and little or no outlay for feeding stulf was
requisite. Now, with our larger expenditure, we iiave need

to stand on a better footing: that is to say, we ouijht to have
a right for unexhausted improvements, in order that ite. may
be enabled to reap that we sow. But who, for one moment,
would or could expect to have his own invested capital

protected by law, unless the landlord's acres were equally

guarded from deterioration? If tenants stood on more eipial

ground in making business contracts with their landlor.la, in

would, 1 think, be found that the superior would sntiVr no

diiniuution of prestige, and that, as a rule, h's laud would
be better cultivated, and the property improved rather than
otherwise, for, as I once before wrote, " Self-interest is one of

the miiu pivots ou which the world turns." Make it to a
man's interest to benefit you whilst benefiting himself.

It appears to me, and it has been observed by many of our

leading men, that a steady deterioration is going on in the

producing powers of this island. This must be in a j^rear.

measure attributed to want of security for capi'^al (and son e-

what, also, I fear, to lack of capital). If this is an un-

disputed fact, then 1 say " Tenant Jlight " is not a farmer's

grumble only, but is of the highest importance to the owner,
the occupier, and the whole community. The pi)|iulaiiin of

Great Brit^.in lias siuce 1801 increased from 10,000,UOO to

28,000,000, and a recent leader in Tut; Times estimates that

it will b', doubled in 5t years, and in live gener.itions will

become 200,000,000. And by the police reports we le.arn

that 30 miles of new streets and public ways, and 10,000 U'.w

houses have been added to London during the last year, and
the same thing goes on proportionately in other large towns.

The productive powers of our soil must therefore be taxed to

the uttermost in order to feed these teeming millions. IL-re

again is anotlipr argument in favour of " Tenant Riulif." The
average amount of capital now emiiloyed in the cultivation of

land is about £Ci per acre. At the same time, on many farim

the capital employed is (piife £20 per acre, snd this sum is by
no means too large. Security of capital would naturally induce

more money to be invested in a;;riculture, and increased capital

should im^aii increased proiliu-tion ; but bi'lore we can expect

this desirable end to be brought about, our I'arliament must
grant us a «ouud Teuaut liiglit Bill, not permissive, but com-
pulsory.

We now come to one of our most serious inipedi-

C 2
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mjnts—viz., tliR contagious diseases to which our herds and
flocks are sub'ect in consequence of the importation of foreign

cattle. Tlie most formidable of these are umloub'edly of

foreign origin, and it is now generally admitted that none of

thera are indigenous to this country. Of foot-anii-raouth

disease, which Professor Fleminj; says has its origin in hot

countries where cattle are worked, but of which we knew
nothing until Au ;u3t, 1839, it is said that it was imported

here from Holland. At that time it was illegal to import

cattle trom abroad, but Dutch cows were of brought over for

the supply of ships on their passage, and it is well kiown that

on their arrival in this country they were often disposed of as

surplus ship stores. Certain it is, however, that this most

horrible disease was unknown in this country previous to the

year 1839, and that it prevailed at that time in South Holland,

where it had been known for many years. The disease first

made its appearance at Stratford, by the waterside, not far

from the Docks, whence it spread to Islington, and from thence

to different parts o! the country. The late Professor Yocatt

cmsidered that he traced the first outbrt^ak of foot-and-mouth

disease to two lotsof some bovine spec.es brought over in 1839

for the Zoological Gardens, London. All, however, are agreed

oa Tne point—viz., that it first appeared in this country in

1839. We did not experience any very serious losses from it

uu'il after 1863. It has, however, since that date appeared

periodically with more or less virulence, and since its first in-

troduction here it has assumed a much moie malignant form,

aggravated doubtless by the close confinement, sea-sickne^s,

and consequent punishmert during the voyage over. It is

computed, and I think with justice, thnt the losses by it ex-

ceed that by rinderpest. I iearn by Mr, James Howard's
paper on "Our Meat Supply," read before the London
J^'ariners' Club in February, 1876, that " in the year 1872 no
fewer than 52,000 cattle were aifected in Cheshire with the

foot-and-raouth complaint. Cheshire, being a breeding and

dairyinn county, the number of cows and heifers is large in

proportion, as would be the loss also. In this county alone,

to say nothing of sheep and pi(;s, the loss cannot be estimated

at less than £150,000 to £160,000 fir that year. Mr. Duck-

ham, when giving evidence before the Parliamentary Com-
mittee in 1873, also handed in a paper and returns showing the

direct money loss su^aiaed in the year 187iby the stock-owners

of Herefordshire from foot-and-mouth disease. iln this piper Mr.
Duckham showed that if the loss was as great in other parts

of the United Kingdom, it would amount to the astounding

sum of £20,000,000, a sum ezcfeding by four times the total

value of our live stock importations. .In the years 1873 and

1874? this d.sease was fatally prevalent in Norfolk, and the

other day, while travelling up to London with one of our most

eminent veterinary surgeons (Mr. Wm. Smith of Norwich), we

entered into a calculation and computed that the loss to this

country in those two years alone amounted to upwards of

£27,000,000, taking, of course, into the calculation not only

cattle, but sheep and pigs ; many slieep in the county of Norfolk

and I dare say other counties also, were entirely ruined for

breeding or any othei purposes. Mr. Smith (a man of vast expe-

rience) was inclined to the opinion that rare and occasional

outbreaks of foot-and-mouth disease might arise from atmo-

spheric or other similar causes, independent of immediate

contact with diseased animals. But the outbreak of Uiis

disease in December, 1876, in Norfolk, has proved to his

<raind that contagion is the only cause for its production, for

in an area comprising some 11 miles around Norwich, including

the market and lairage connected therewith, no case of foot-

and-mouth disease existed for ten mouths, until it was brought

from and traced directly from the Jlctropolitan Market, where

it soon showed itself with great virulence. When we see that

the value of imported cattle and she-p in 1875 amounted only

to about £5,000,000, and this was in excess of any previous

jear, I do not hesitate to say we should have had more meat

End cheaper, and the breeder and feeder would have been re-

nmnerated,had we never received a single head of live stock from

the Continent. About two years since I wrote to The Ti»ies,

and the principal agricultural paper>-,in oraer to draw attention

to the disastrous consequences of foot-and-mouth disease

which was then raging in our midst. And 1 believe I may
say I was one of, if not tiie first person who advocated the

slaughter at port of embarkation of all Continental sheep and

cattle intended for our Euglish markets, at the same time

explaining that the meat might easily be conveyed fresh as

when slaughtered, by meuni of such excellent ooutrivauces as

Captain Acklom's patent refrigerating chambers. But at that

time this system w^is declared to be impracticable. My letters,

with others, were quoted in the House of Lords by Earl De Li
Warr, who powerfully advocated our claims to useful and pro-

tective legislation. However, as is well known, the Duke of
Richmond would do nothing for us, and declared that such a
system could not be successlully caried out. It has, however,

since been established in America and is now one of tlie

institutions of that great country, from whence we are

receiving large cargoes of good fresh beef. According to

official statistics 6,707,000 lbs. of fresh beef was exported

from New York and Philadelphia to England during March
last, making a total of 30,000,000 lbs. during tl e last nine

months, besides many thousands of carcases of sheep. I see

no reason to alter the opinion I formed two years ago, and I

boldly say that if Continental graziers had been compelled to

kill on the other side of the water we should not now have
had what is considered by some the most fearful of all cattle

maladies, viz., cattle plague. Pleuro-pneumonia first appeared

in England, according to Professor Brown, in the year 18il.

And in a speech made in the House of Commons by Lord
Robert Montagu, when he was Vice-President of the Privy

Council, in 1867, he said this was like a Dutch importation,

t'lough it reached England by the way of Ireland. Cattle

plague, or rinderpest, was also imported into this country,

by way of Holland, in the year 17ii5, when a sailor brought
over two infected calves. It was not extirpated until

1757, when, after raging here for twelve years it was stamped
out, and we heard no more of it uutil the year 1865, when
it reappeared, ana raged with fearful virulence, decimating

some of our finest and most valuable herds. Once more it was
stamped ou^ Now unfortunately it has again reappeared,

and I may say in our very midst, and who shall say where its

ravages will cease ? Surely by this time even our cautious

Duke of Richmond must be convinced that the existing laws

are not sufficiently stringent I0 protect our home cattle and
sheep from the frightful clianees of being decimated by imported

diseases. At the annual dinner ofthe Chichester Cattle Show in

December, 1875, the Duke of Richmond, in speaking of the

precautions taken by G ivernment in order to prevent the

spread of imported cattle disease, said that he not only ap-

peared before them as Lord President of the Privy Council,

but also as one largely engaged in agriculture, and therefore

that anything likely ,to stop cattle disease must interest and
affect him, as much and perhaps more than those around him.

As an illustration how interested he was he gave an account

of his own stock down with | foot-and-mouth disease in

July, 1871^. He had then no less than 2,997 sheep affected
;

but confessed he was fortunate in the type of the disease, as

out of the 2,997 he only lost one sheep. Besides those he

had 61 Scotch bullocks and 57 Alderney stock affected, and in

addftion to these 88 pigs had the complaint. He said he

mentioned these facts to prove that he had a practical know-
ledge of the disease, and the necessity of getting rid of it if

possible. He said that, as the Lord President of the Council

he was bound to take an impartial vi«w of the matter, and
that the interests of the meat consumers ought to be considered

quite as muah as the producers. His Grace went on to say

there was great diversity of opinion. Thera is, of course, for

" many men, many minds," but breeders and graziers can hold

but one opinion on thesulyect, and that is to get rid of foreign

diseases assoon as possible, and to pass stringent measures in

order to prevent their re-importation, the only true means is

to stamp it out at home, and to compel slaughter of all live

imports at ports of embarkation. The Duke of Richmond's

flock is situated in the county of Sussex, a sheltered place, into

which little or no stock has ever been imported, and the cattle

market of its capital, is only a fortnightly occurrence. Again,

his pure-bred herd of Shorthorns are in a sequestered part of

Scotland, and sm:Hll h the quantity of stock imported to

the neighbourhood of Pocbabars, therefore I think his

Grace's chances of disease are below the average. My
own experience is, that in the years 1873 and 1871? I lost

£2,000 by foot and mouth and lung disease. My flock and

ewes suffered fearfully ; I lost nearly 100 of them, and nearly

100 more had dead lambs. I may say the ewes left never

fairly recovered ; besides these I lost a great raanv good hoggets

or tegs, and 45 of my bullocks came to nothing. At our

Norwich weekly market which 1 suppose is one of the largest

i'' not the largest in England, it was, until lately, impossible to

buy stock without having foot and mouth disease into the
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bar^iin
; coupequen'ly tliose persons whose farms abutted on

the high roads were suhj'-ct to coastaat aad repeated out-

breaks of the worst types of the disease. I agree with Mr.
Strattou who, in his speech the other day at the Central
Chamber of Agriculture, said he considered the re-appearance
of cattle pltgue aniougst us was a God-send to the fanners of
England, lor surely we now shall have efllcient legislation on
tiie subject, and with thit legislation will come, I trust, the
cessation of the worst of all contagious diseases, foot-and-
mouth, by which we sustain greater loss thin from any other
complaint, cattle plague included, as it creeps abjut more
quietly. Hundreds of sheep and cattle from the Continent
are unshipped at our ports, willi the disease in an incubative
stnte, when it is impossible for the inspectors to detect it.

These stock convey infection to all pans, there'ore it is that

1 say that the present system of inspection ii useless. In
1866, when we were last visited with rinderpest, a friend of
mine, one of the largest stoekowners in the eastern counties

bought (oreign sheep for grazing purpose-s, Eujilish sheep be-

ing so dear. Oae lot of 3UU he sent to an olf farm, half of
tliein died from small pox, 150 he sent to a friend, they also

were found to be suffering from small-pox, and haJ to be all

killed, anotlier lot were rotten, and most of them died, others

liad foot-and-raoulh disease, and some which cjst 8tJs. eacli

when bought, five months afterwards were only worth 6i3a.

eoch. He also informed me he never bought a single lot of

foreign sheep without the scab, a disease caused by heat and
overcrowding in the voyage over. Of course tliis gentleman
discontinued the purchase of foreign store sheep. Few
Eujrlishmen, if any, buy foreign sheep or cattle for grazing

purposes. I venture to say that we might travel for a week,
and not fiiid a single lot grazing in the country. Therefore
the argument, " If we kill fat stock at the port of embarka-
tion, what should be done with the store stock on their

arrival here" no longer holds good, beciuie we get compara-
tively none. The Privy Council having let iu the cattle

plague—they knew it was creetjing westward, anj yet did not
stop G.'rin in imports until she had actually sent us the pUgue
•^allowed the local authorities for three months to triHj w.th
this terrible disease before thsy put iu force the stringent

powers confetred upon them by tlie Act of 18:39. Aud now,
instead of acting up to the knowledge they possess, they seek
refug-i in another Com nittee of the House of Commons.
That Committee is to be nominated to-night, and out of the

19 E iglish meaabers, 12 represent boroughs, and only 7
counties. What sort of a report they will make, imy be con-
jectured when we find the leading men on the Committee are

Messrs. Forster, liriglit. Chamberlain, MundtjUa, I'eel, &c.

And instead of finding among the county members our leading

practical agriculturalists (.Mr. C. S. Head, Mr. Pell, and Mr.
Piiipps, &c.), we find Sir Slwyn Ibbetson, Sir Geo. Jenkinson,
Mr. Wilbrahaia Egerton, and Mr. Pease are supposed to re-

present the farmers' interest. Wliat is really wauting is not
more ioformation, but more pluck— not enquiry, but prompt
and energetic action. We found f lult with the late Govern-
ment for trifling with these terrible diseases, and now the
" farmers' friends " are in power, after memorials, deputations,

and all kinds of Parliamentary pressure, we are treated to a
committee, two-thirds of whom are representatives of g^eat

towns, who can know ujtliing ani, perhaps, care less, of cattle

and cattle diseases. It is a most astounding fact that this ques-

tion has been made a political one, Tlie late Vice-President

Mr. Forster, and the now President, the D ike of Richmond,
assign as a reason for not slaughtering at the port of debark-
ation the injury inland towns would sustain by the enlvanced

price of meat. 1 think we may fairly deduce from statistics

that the importation of foreign stock decimates our herds aud
ilocks, and depreciates them in money value to a very far

greater extent than the value we receive from imports. For
the favour granted the foreigner we have to pay heavily.

Why have not we therefore a right to legislative protection,

especially as it is demanded by the u.iited voice of the British

farmers? If it lies in the power of man to prevent these

contagious diseases from being conveyed here, it is his bounden
duty to do so for the benefit of the people of this country.

It is not possible to bring large shiploads of ca'tle from abrotd
in a healthy state, hu Idled together as they are in close dirty

holds ; the sudden changes of temperature, and llie ill-treat-

ment to which they are subjected, mast, and Will, and do create

disease. 1 Bie no other m ana of prevention tli in by sl.iiuhter-

iug at place of pasturage, or cmbarkaliou, and it would be to

the advantage of foreign graziers as well as to ourselves, were
they to kill their animals in their own country, as it is a well-

known fact animals lose weiglit when they journey alive from
the Continent ; even in travelling from Aberdeen to London a
60 stone (11 lbs.) bullock will lose -tO or 50 lbs. iu weight,
and for this reason it is that north country people prefer send-
ing tlieir animals dead to the London markets. Charity, it is

said, begins at home. Should rinderpest put iu its dread
appearance in the large and very valuable herd of his Grace of
R climond, possibly lie might be induced to view the subject
of legislative protection in a different lulit. The property of
the British faruer should be protected from these lavages.
" It is the husbandman who feeds the citizen, the magistrate,
the gentleman, the ecclejiastic, and whatever artifice and craft
may be used to convert money into commodities, and these
back again into money, yet all must ultimately be owned to be
received from the products of the earth, and tne animals which
it sustains and nourishes." And now we will briefly review
the malt tax. It is, as regards the interests of the producers,
a fair thing

; a just thing ; a right thing, tha birley shjuld
be so heavily taxed ? The anouut of the tax is 21s, 8d. per
quarter, and a most inquisitorial and expensive imposition it

is. rhi_s yedr it produces. £8,000,079 Ha. 6,id., while only
i;7,887,576 5s. y^d. was paid into the exchequer, tlu-reford
tlie cO'tof cjlleclion was £112,563 lis. VIA. It may be said,
if you deprive the revenue of this Urge suia, what are you
going to piopo-e iu its pi ice as a substitute? I
think the difficulties attending tie replaci'-g of the
malt tax are by no means insurmountable. Tne maltster
pays no duty on malt made lor distilling purposes, but the tax
is paid on the manufactured article, "Spirits." We see ia
the lulaud Revenue Report under the head of malt made free
of duty for distillation, for the year ending March 3L,t, 1876,
tint the quantity is *86,172 bushels in excess of the quantity
for the year ending 1875 ; and I believe the quantity of home-
made spirits manufactured in the United Kingdom, for the
year eiidiii;; March 31st, 1875, was 3I,-2I9,0U gallons, or
57I',292 gallons in exjess of the previous year. Why should
It he difficult to transfer the duty fron the raw material,
" liirley," to the manufac ured article'! Beer," if no more,
desirable substitute could be devised. Our complaint is, that
all other corn is free from duty but the one crop the farmers in
many districts could grow more advantageously than any other,
IS to them, indirectly heavily taxed. It seems to go very much
agiinst the grain to pay a heavy taxouourown pro luction while
the foreigner can send his barley here for brewing and other
purposes duty free. Besides it is so thoroughly against the prin-
ciples of free trade. Miny farmers say that t'le rep -a! ol tne
malt tax would not t)enefittheiu in any way. Why, gentlemen,
it is admiiteJ to be the most vahuble of feeding stuffs both for
ahe^p and cattle, and as an exhibitor of the litter, I cm vouch
that there is no food used which will producj the " mellow
touch," maintain the " blooming appearance," or retain the
enviable "mossy," silky hair so etiioiently as will a proper
proportion of malt. Some persons believe there is no food
equal to cike. Surely most of these have never given malt a
trial. Now, what is much of the cake used composed of ?
Various things ; scue of them objectionable. Tne foreigner-
not only sends hiscjrn over here duty free, but he also sends
us the manufactured article flour; the latter system is a decidsd
loss to the British farmer, cons^-q leutly also a losa to tlie

British consumer. The first two months of th^ present year
we received 995,275 cwts. of foreign flour, the value of wnieh
was £825,375, and doubtless by the end of the present mouth
we shall have received double that quantity, [n losing tlio

grinding of the wheat we lose the advantages of the offal,
bran, pollard, &o. So tint, after all. our cake consumers get
this oflfal only at a very dear ra'e in tha sli ipe of oil cake, in
which there is a very large admixture of b.an. It must be
admitted that it would be advantageous were wd permitted to
cook our own produce bailey for the fattening of our sheep
and cattle, instead of paying the foreigner sucii hiih. rates for
a mixture of offal and linseed. Again it is tin wish aud re-
quest of the majority of an important class of the com-
munity that the malt tax should be removed, and
for this reison, if for no other, it ought to be
repealed. It was the in'ention of Sir Robert Peel
anl Mr. Cobden at the time of tiic repeal of tlie Corn Law.,
tliat this tax should b ; done away with, as both of them sti I

witlioiit its abolition free trade wosild not be compl'te. An
old aigujicul iu its favour, hut which no lua,'er liold* ^ooJ.
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was, that it was a protection, as the brewer could only

HlFord to malt the best barley. ]Now times are changed and

scieuce has taught him he can malt any kind of corn, he also

uses great quantities of sugar for the manufacture of the " nut

brown ales." The duty of malt is paid directly it is iri the

steep—six months before it is used for the manufacture of beer ;

but the duty on sugar is not paid until it is put iuto the vat.

1.1 the year ending March 3 ht, 1S76, 5S,9'J3,409 bushels of

mall paid duty, less by 7^9,153 IiunIipIs in 1S75—a decrease

to the revenue of £92,051), while the quintity of sugar used

for brewing purposes gave an increase uf £'55,153, etjuiviilent

to 408,975 quarters of malt. It is not many years since it was

universally believed we should always remain the sole pro-

ducers of malting barley ,hut see the quality of the grain we re-

ceive from the South of France, and also tliat beautiful lirigbt

barley we get from Germany, "Saile barley." In 1875 the

latter w<8 superior to any of our home-growu production, and

although not quite so good this season I believe it has only

in rare instances been surpassed, and tlien by a tew sainides of

yuur Kentisii b^irley, which superseded it in colour and qu lity.

1 now come to another subject which I consider of some

irnportauce to the welfare of the British farmer—viz., what I

cau only terra tl;e unfair manner iu which the corn averages

are returned. For much information on this subject I am
indebted to Mr. Orfeur, a large merchaut residing at Norwich,

who h'.s interested himself very greatly in agricultural statis-

tics. Many years ago the corn returns were mainly established

by our forefathers, that the ministers of the day might have

an idea how much corn there was iu the couutry, and thus

provide more iu case there was a scarcity, as well as deter-

mine the same for duty and tithe. It is on the average price

of coru that the tithes are assessed, but under the present

system we do not get at a true return. For instance : a farmer

sells a lot of coru to a merchant, who gives the collector the

cost price. The merchant sells the same corn, doubtless at a

profit, to another merchant, iu a different part of the country,

who again returns it to the market collector. This time it has

added to the original sale the first merchant's profit, also the

expenses per quarter of rail or water carriage ; in fact, one lot

of corn often gets returned three or more times; therefore, it

is but natural to arrive at the conclusion that the published

corn averages are higher than the actual fact warrants, aud are

not reliable. Besides, this plan makes no mention whatever of

the dross corn which is in most cases consumed by the grower.

Of course, were this at a fised rate of, say from lOd. to Is.

per stone to be computed with the best coru, it would materially

but not, I think, unjustly affect the average, especially when as

iu some seasons it amounts to quite five per cent. Again,

wheal is mostly bought by weight, 35 stone per quarter. I

doubt if it average more thau 3i stones per 8 bushels. I have

taken some trouble to learn the cost of collection, and after

much fruitless inquiry was at last told that it was £1,090. I

must say I was surprised at the comparatively small amount,

as 1 had believed it was very much more costly. Still the

taxpayers have to pay ii, and be the cost of collection great or

small, the return is fallacious. Now, fur a suggested remedy

for this grievance, which seems not only feasible, but desisable.

It is this, that tlie grower should fill up a printed schedule

somewhat like the one appended :

—

CORN HETUJIN FOR THE COUNTY OF
District,

Parish of

T, , farmer, do hereby declare

that 1 sold on the 1877 the undermentioned
corn to of

and that this is the first time the said grain left my farm.
qrs. of Wheat, at the price of 8. per qr.

„ Barley, „ s. ,,

,, Oats, „ 8. „

,, Beans, „ s. „
As wi uess our hands,

(teller) Farmer.
(Buyer) Merchant, or M-ltster.

On selling his proiucj, sign the form, and when he goe
next week tor his m mey, the merchant should also sign o

stamp it, and the farmer put it into the box and let it go by
post free, us it is, or would be a useful natioaal report. To
this, said Mr. Rose, in order to arrive at a correct knowledge
of the qaaatity of drop cjru grown by each farmer, I would

proposT that be should not be allowed to aso, or make ofl'witli

any until the puliceinau of the district, or some other appointed

officer siiould have seen, and weighed the quantity. The result

should be enter.'d in two books (duplicates) and duly certified

and signed by both parlies. At the end of the season, when
the books or forms are made up, let the officer satisfy himself

that the farmer's correctly tallies with his own and the result

be entered on a regular lorni, and posted by the official to the

Inland Revenue office. By returning the original sale price of

coru as sold by tlie grjwers, and also the consuming value of

the dross corn, we should arrive at a more correct average, and

consequently should have a juster foundttion on whicb to

found the amount oft the. I have shown, aud 1 thiuk cjrrectly,

thrit the position of the Britisli faraier is by no means an

Arcadian one at the present time, and ih it if we fail to obtain

CO npulsory legislative s entity for our c ipital, and laws to

protect our ftooks and herds from being decimated by con-

tagious disease, we cannot fight ou e(|ual grounds the fierce

battle of conipeiiuon with the foreigner. 1 will now endeavour

brielly to review our present prospects. America with her

28,0U0,U00 of cattle, aud iiJ,OOJ,0(JO of sheep can, and will

continue wi bout doubt, to send us large supplies of meat.

And at the same time we must t^ke into consideration that we
have only 9,000 0.0 of cattle aud 30,000,000 sheep, and are

constantly subject to any imported disease the for. igner likes

to send us ovt-r, so that unless our stock are efficiently pro-

tecied we shall stand but a poor chance iu the race. From
the leport of the Agricultural Department of the United

States we learn that the operations of the farmers and graziers

there have passed beyond tlie earlier and more primitive stages,

and have entered, as the report shows, upon ttie regions of the

scientific. Tiie chief aim of the Agricultural Commissioners

has been to ascertain all newly discovered improvement in the

kind aud quality of s-eeds, the best modes of cultivation, the

implements most adapted for the purpose, and also liie quality

of soil, and condition of climate congenial to their growth.

The addition of the crops of whe«t and oats show an increase

of many million bushels. Farmers and planters have learned

to discern in their vocation someihing beyond the mere drudgery

of sowing and reaping. The distribution iu their midst of

foreign statistics such as may serve, by comparison and sugges-

tion, to advance the interests of rural economy, have excited a

taste for agricultural reading, and have greatly stimulated

agricultural thought; especially in new ant poor sKltleraenta

wliere they have proved pioneers in all that p rtains to agricul-

tural jirogress. It is there remarked that Ure it Britain is a

larger consumer of animal food thau she has ever been before,

owing both to her increased population and to the increased

ability other working classes consequent on their better wages

to buy better, and more meat, therelore a wider market now
optms for consumption thau at any previous period. Tlic

American farmer, who is far from sea-board naturally finds iiis

advantage in turning his corn into the more condeased value of

flesh, instead of selling his surplus corn at a home market. 'I'lie

cost of carrying a cart-load ot cat le from the Western Stales,

Chicago, &i;., to New York, weighing ten tons, is about the

same as a load of corn of equal weigh^ Tlie value of a car-

load of first-class cattle is about 7 cents a lb. is 1,W0 dollars

at New York, while that of a car-load of corn, 3 50 busiiels at

eighty cents, a bushel, is only 828 dollars. Tims the farmer

obtains an increased price for corn when turned into beef. It

remains to be seen how far this conversion may be carried to

supply the demand for the outlet obtained ou tbis side the

Atlantic. Thus it is plainly to lie seen we have this new and

formidable rival to encounter, (I mean imported meat from

America). The late high price of beef has been no source of

profit to the grazier although perhaps the breeder may liave

derived a slight bent fit from it. Taking into calcula'ion the

cost of a root crop aud the artificial food bill, I say it is difficult

for the grazier to show any profit. S)me people assert there

is an indirect profit in th.^ shape of more coru. Granted, the

more artificial fool used, such as oil-cake, &c., the more the

productive powers of the land are improved, but who is so

visionary as to believe in iuJirect payment ? Corn has of late

years been so low in price that they who believed in this theory

must, I should say, be now inclined to discard the idea as falla-

cious. For the British farmer to be enabl d successfully to

compete with Atnerica in proJuoing meat, he must have

improved farm buildings, fitted with labour-saving contrivances

and covered yards, so as to be enabled to ttfict a greater

saving of straw, and quicker faltcuiug of our btaats, which ii
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inducrd quite as much hy a proper degree of warmth, as by
suitable loud ; also the manure would be more valuable. What
have we nut suH'eriid for waut of straw during the past wet win-

ter, whereas had many of us had proper buildings we should

have had euougli, aud, with a given quantity of food in a given

time, our cattle would have been quicker grazed, aad
consequently more valuable aud profitable.

I do not advocate expensive farm buildings, but only what
are necessary and comfortable for the well-doing of our stock.

It is grievous to see how lavishly and carelessly money is too

ofien spent in the erection and repair of perhaps unsuitable

buildings on many of our large estates, such work being often

left to non-practical agents, who put it into the hands of the

estate builder who frequently reaps a bountiful harvest. It

may be said this does not matter to the tenant, as the landlord

pays the bill, but I think it does materially affect him, as no
landlord can afford a perpetual outlay in bricks aud mortar

;

therefore it is worth his while to cause sufficient and proper

attention to be given to. tlie matter, to ensure that the buildings

be erected suitable for the purposes for which they are required,

and as economically as is compatible with durability, otherwise,

althou'^h the landlord may make large outlays, the tenant

by no means reaps any benefit, but only the builder.

Therefore I say this is oltentimes a great impediment, and
seriously injures our prospects.

We will now glance for a moment at the oreign and colonial

importations ot corn and wool. In the United States of

Americi, maize and wheat can be produced in the rich virgin

soils of the far West, and placed in market of Europe, after

paying cost of transport, so as to compete successfully with the

English farmer, whose payment for rent, rates, fertilizers, and
laijonr, more than bslance the cost of transport. Every
citizeu ol the United States, when he reaches the age of 21, is

by liw entitled to IGO acres of laud, on payment of 6J. per

acre for registration ; he must, however, live for five years on
the land, which may be sdected by the applicant trom the

Ciuvernmeut lands of the States, of which there are now
150,000,000 acres unappropriatel from which to choose. They
can also,]if tiiey wish it claim 160 additional acres ot prairie land,

provided they plant 40 acres of it with trees, which must be

protected for eight years by fencing. So that for the outlay of

£9 every person can own in fee-simple 3'20 acres of rich soil

suitable for agricultural purposes. Land being thus easily

acquired, the farmtrs of the far West are able to own the land

worked by thera, so that with these vast resources and
advantages, we may expect to receive not less, but more, corn.

Then again, look at the vast resources of South Ausiralia

(excluding the northern territories) ; the total area is

21i5,329,920 acres, or nearly three times the size of Great
Britain and Ireland. Agricultural settlement has not yet

extended 150 miles from the coast, so that there are still vast

areas of laud which will doubtless, in the course of a few years,

be cultivated by agricultural settlers, and yield immense crops

of wheat, while from districts devoted to pastoral purposes we
must louk to see ever-increasing quantities of wool imported
into our home markets. At the present time there are

6,179,395 sheep in that colony. About two-thirds ot the land

no* in cultivation is cropped with wheat, of which grain

839,638 acres were reaped in 1875, yielding 9,803,093 bushels.

The increase of wool is 50 per cent, during the five years end-

ing 1875, and during the decade it has doubled. The value of

South Australiau wool shipped in 1856 was £-l-13,163; in

1866, £990,173 ; and in 1875, it reached £1,833,619 sterling.

Besides all this, in the Australian colonies of New South
Wales, Victoria, Western Australia, Queensland, Tasmania,
and New Zaaland, there are 6,6G1',183 head of cattle, and
57,63ij,33i sheep. In British South Africa there are about
llj millions of sheep, and in 1875 we received from thence

4't,113,3l31bs. weigf.t of wool. These facts lead me to believe

that the day is yet distant, when we shall see wool much dearer

than it is at present; allliough, of course, the market will

fluctu;ite. In this matter 1 do not see we can fairly expect a very

much improved jirospect. Time will not permit me to go into the

question of rating, sanitary, educational, and other matters which
weigh so heavily on the British farmer. The abolition of

turnpike trusts ha*, of course added considerably to the far-

mers' burdens. No one ohjacted to the small payments de-

manded at the toll-gate ; for tliose who used the ro id shared

the cost of keeping it iu good repair, ^lucb mi>;lit al.-o be

said on the suhjecl of pour rates; the ex;ieiisivo m.ichinery

employed costs the muiu-y, not the maiuteu.iucs of the poor.

As I before said, the young, intelligent, and industrious farm?*

who is not overburdened with capital would d> well to emi-

grate to one or other of our colonies, where hind is cheap and
fertile, and an industrious population meaus wealth. One
thing I believe to be necessary to a farmers' success, is, that he
should keep rigid and correct accounts, so that he may be en-

abled to know on referring to his books how lie stands, so as

at once to detect and discard any unprofitable part of his busi-

ness. I coui<ider, too, that the somewhat rectmtly established

repository stock sales are most injurious to a young farmer, for

by such a system he lias no opportunity of becoming a eood

judge of the weight of a fat beatt, sheep, or pig, for seldom,

or ever do two bullocks, for instance, of equal weight, make au

equal price. The persons benefitted by these sales are the

auctioneers and the butchers, the latter, I am told, oftea'

making agreements not to oppose each other in certain lots.

For our agricultural prospects to be improved we want many
more such prictical, hard-working, out-spoken men in flie

House of Commons as Mr. Clare Sewell Read, the universally

beloved and much valued member for South Norfolk (to which
district I am proud to say I belong). His voice is always up-

lifted fearlessly and generously in all inaiters pert'iining to the

welfare of agriculturists. 1 need not dilite further on the hon
gentleman,he is better known and valued by landowner and land

tenant than I can pen. It is often said " We do not waut
speakers in the House of Commons, there arc enough there

already." Gentleman, thit is just what we do want. AU
other trades and professions have their scores of " speaking"

members to plead for them, but the British farmer has but one

or two to advocate his interests. Mr. C. S. Read is tlie most

powerful, and is always listened to. Still his voice is but one

among many. Then again we have on our side a good and
valued friend in BIr. rickering Pliipps, a true friend to the

British farmer, both at the Chamber of Agriculture aud in

the House of Commons, and to the electors of Northaraptoa

I say " do not lose him." Our interests sustained a severe

loss when that talented and good man, Mr. James Howard,
late M.F. for Bedford, was compelled to retire from his post

in consequBnce of ill-health, but let us hope that rest and

change of climate has so far restored him that he may be in-

duced to again take a seat in the Commons House of England.

We should all right gladly say, the right man was in his right

place. And if we wish to have our interests fairly represented

in the House of Commons we must return practical men at

our several elections. And now, gentlemen, 1 beg sincerely

to thank you for the kind forbearance with which you have

listened to this somewhat lengthy paper, and I trust that among
the many different points I have otfsred to your notice you
will be able to meet with some serviceable matter for discus-

sion. The lecturer resumed his seat amid loud applause^

SIR ROBERT PEEL AND MR. MECHI.—The follow-

ing letter was addressed 27 years ago by the late Sir Robert
Peel to Mr. Mechi :—" Whitehall, February 13, 1850. Dear
Sir,— I am very much obliged to you for the enclosed. Have,

you a'ly cmfilence in such offers of supplying manure as

that wliioli I enclose ? I have jost^giveu an order for -iO Ions

of IVruvuin tiuauo and 4,000 bushels of cruslh'd bones, which
I ni''au to distribute among iivy tenants, with the view of en-

couraging a more extended use of those articles. Perhaps
you may kno.v some of the parties who certify the successful

experiment of tliis manure. If you were breaking up a
quaii'iiy of old turf, for the purposeof subsequently laying it

duwn with rood grass seeds, and intended to take a crop of

oats lor the first crop, liow would you treat that crop as to

top-dressing, ic. ? Depend upon it, the time will coine when,
despi e of the sneers of those who iindcr-Viilue science and
exDeriiiicnt, s'lcli men as yourself and Mr. llux'able will bn

acknowlcdvied to bo public benefactors.—I am, truly yours,

llOliKIlT PjitL.'*

AN EXTRAORDINARY MARE. — Mr. Stanford's
" Monops," the celebrated steeplechase mare, 28 years old,

foaled twins a few days ago, which we believe, an almost uii-

(irecedenled circumstance. This is the mar* which lor several

years in succession carried off races at; Ritigmer Sitcphcbascs.

Her progeny is liiitlily valued but, we bthevc, is very scares

now.

—

Siissdx Ejpress,
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LAYING DOWN PEE MANE NT P A S T U E E.

The, following is a full report of the psper read by the

Ulv. C. T. Corraace, before the Framlingham Farmers'
Club.

The m>ij<-ct on which I have undertaken to read you a

p iper to-night is of so much importance at the present time

iliiii I oaiinot help wishing it lial di'volved on some more
competent person than myself to introduce it. Laying down
] ind to permanent pasture is confessedly an operation of

dilli ulty, and one which, even if successfully pRrfornied, may
be dfstriiyed by subsequent misminageraent. It is a work of

time and patience to convert arable hind in*o a good grass

sward capable of producing one ton and a half of hay pf-r acre,

hut when tliis result is produced tlie value of tlie land to the

owner and occupier thereof is at tlie present time, increased by

at least one-tliird, and this should be sufficient enourijjement
lo us to persevere in what may at first sight seem a h.JzardDUs

Hud expensive operation. Ihe first thing to be done in layinsj

down arable to grass is to see that the land is well cleansed,

and as much as possible freed from those weeds which, if left

to gerrai>,ate unmolested, are likely to he troublesome for many
years to come. Tiieretore the year bffore the seeds are sown
it will be necessary to make a good sunm-^rlanl sowing there-

upon, swede or white turnips, and fe.ding tlie sa ne off with

sheep if the land is not too heavy
; but if the turnips are

pulled, then a top-dressing of two cwts. of Peruvian guano
should be applied the following year after tlie sowing, when
llie young grass begins to show iisel* above the ground. The
seed bed should be perfectly even and fine, and lightly harrowed

before and after sciwing. If sown by hand an experienced

sower should be employed, and a still day chosen for the pur-

pose. Whether corn should, or should not, be sown with the

grass seeds is a matter of dispute, but the most general practice

I believe, is to sow the grass immediately after the corn,

whether it be oats, barley, or wheat. Some tell us the orn
crop is sure to rob the grass, and particultrly to smother and

liinder the growth of the finer sorts, but others with equal

confidence maintain that the shelter afforded by the growing

corn is of great use to the yooug seeds on strong laud. Most
of us would be inclined to adopt this latter view, as the value

of tlie corn crop is an important element in the consideration

of this expensive operation. Oats are thought to be better

than barley or wheat for this purpose, but they should be thinly

sown about nine ringes on a ten furrow stetch will be sufficient.

When the young grass is three or four inches above the ground
it should be rolled, and if sown without corn, the weak places

may be mended by re-so*ing; if sown with corn, then the re-

sowing should be done immediately after the corn is harvested.

Much depends, of course, on the choice of grass seeds, and

great care is required in their selection. It is difiicult to get

good seed frotu the luy-loft, not only because our pastures are

not so good as they ought to be, but also because, as a rule our

meadows are manured too late, and fed too late in the spring.

Thus we are obliged to let the grass stand until the most valu-

;ih'e seeds are gone, and when it is cut, say in the early part of

July, we (djtain those s'-eds only which are of the least value

)or Ibe purpose we r.'quire them. Wnere, however, as in the

county ol Middlesex for example, the grass is better cultivated,

and an earlier liajsel ensured, better and more dependable results

can be obtained from the seed. As a rule, in this part of the

country, I btlieve it is better to use selected seed, purchased

from some respectable firm, and adapted to the quality of the

soil. The cost of the seed, whether it he bought off the hay-

loft, or of a merchant, will be much the same, as in the latter

case where the seed is selected, two bushels of grass seed and

12 lbs. of clover seed will be sufficient to sow an acre at a cost

o( 353 or 363. Another very important element in the

consideration of this subject is the quality of the soil. A good

m'dium loamy soil is best adipted for permanent pasture.

M'liere the land is too light and sandy no proiier accumulation

of vegetable mould takes place round the roots of the plant,

wliicli, by a continuous underground growth, and the action of

the earth worms, should annually deejicn and improve its own
seed bed. Tlnse c.)ndition8 cannot be fulfilled in a sandy soil,

wIiIlIi, ovtiug to its porosity, causes a decay of the roots more

rapid than their growth, aud is consequently sensibly felt by
the plant in dry and parching seasons. In very stiff, cold clays,

on the contrary, there is an absence of all porosity in the soil,

which bee mes kneaded together by th 3 process of laying down,
60 as to impede the growth of the roots of the plant, and the

creation of rich humu3 by the earth worms. Both these

extremes of very light and very heavy soils are unfavourable to

the growth of good herbage, though by claying the former
where practicable, and draining the latter where necessary,

these unfavourable conditions may he greatly modified. But
this leads me naturally to another branch of my subject, viz.,

the after-management aud improvement of grass land. Let us

suppose, then, that the grass has been properly laid down on
suitable land that has be^n duly drained, cleaned, and levelled,

and this is supposing a great d>^al more than is actually carried

out in practice, still our real work is not yet done. How-
ever promising the youn;f grass may look, we must not
take liberties with it, and sup ose it will bear the depletory

practice which is resen'ed even by old and well established

pastures. Therefore, I cannot agree with those who feed

young grass the first winter after sowing ; nor do I believe

that a heavy coat of manure is suited to plants in so tender a

stage of growth. The proper cou'se would be to give the

young layer a light top dressing of short and well rotted

manure early in the winter, which will both protect the plant

from the effects of frost, and encourage its early growth in the

spring. I would roll and very lightly busli -harrow the layer

in March, and then mow it late, say at the end of June or

the beginning of July, so as to allow the bt-st sorts of grass

te shed their seeds, which happens in the middle of June. It;

is to the future, and not the present hay stack we must look,

since any ill-timed parsimony now, or any premature desire of

realisation will deprive us of permanent profit, for the sake

of a very diubtful presput advantage. In the autumn the

layer may be grazed with cattle, hut not with sheep, for they bite

too close, and pu 1 up the young grass by the roots. Ncr
should the cattle reimin on for too loag a period, aud any
tufts of rough grass tiiey leave should be mown. The ne.^.t

season will b critical and trying, as two exhausting crops will

have been taken fro'n the land, and, therefore, a liberal c:)at

of good farmyard manure should be spread on the pasiure as

soon as the cattle are removed from it; and if this is not

available at the time in sufiicient quantity, two CAts. of

Peruvian guano should be added. Tne following spring the

p4sture3 should be rolled and fed with cattle, but not mown at

all during the summer. And here I leave this part of my
subject. It remiius for the occupier to follow up the treat-

ment which the young layer has received ; it is no* in a con-

dition to reward him for his pains, labour, and expense, and it

will do so if honestly treated. At the same time he must re-

member that young pastures, promising at first, are apt to fall

off ; they will require care and watchiug lor many years, until

by a continuous course of judicioui management they acquire

that necessary sub-.tratu n of humus, of which 1 have already

spoken, aud which in old pastures runs to a deptii of five or

six inches under the grass, as you may see by digging a sod

out. The accumulation of this humus being due to the causes

I have already mentioned, requires time, especially in stiff

clay soils ; but nature's underground tillage may be accelerated

and assisted by draining the land where required, and so in-

creasing its porosity, and by supplying materials on the surface

for the formation of this vegetable mould. I now come to a very

practical part of my subject—viz, wlietlier, having regard to

the present rela'ive value of corn and stock, it might not pay

to lay down again some of the old broken up pasture lands, aud

if so, to what extent, and under what conditions ? Now if

there were two causes which led to the breaking up of our

pasture*— fiist, the then IiIjIi price of corn, and second, the

consolidation of tlie small farms into large ones, which ltd to

theconversion of a good deal of first-rate pasture Itnd which was

no longer required round the homesteads into arable. And,
of course, so long as the high price of corn continued, and tlie

vegetable mould of the old pastures incorporated in the soil

by tillage remained unexhausted, golden profits were realised
;

but thio day-dream was not lusting. Agriculturists were ut
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that time in tlie poaitiou of iiipa obtaining a liiRh and risky

interest lor tiieir capital, wliich sooner or later would be sure

to suffer. Anil, therelore, so soon as the price of corn declined,

and the rich humus of the old grass became exhausted, it

becime clear that if the business of farming was to remain as

profitable as heretofore a different system must be pursued.

And tlieiu came a time of improvement in the general treat-

ment and tillage of the soil, and in the employment of agri-

cultural machinery, and the use of artificial manures and feed-

ing stuir.s, wliich in the opinion of sanguine optimists was
destined to replace us on that secure pedestal of prosperity

from which we had descended with rather alarming rapidity.

I must candidly admit that Ihese means, judiciou>ly applied,

gave a great stimulus to agricultural prosperity, and did much
to postpone— 1 will not say altogether to avert—the evil day
prepared for us by the destruction of our old pasture lands,

and our inattention to the good cultivation of those that re-

mained. I do not believe that the most suitable rotation of

crops, the most scientific application of artificial manures, or

the most perfect system of drainage, will prevent our lands

from becoming, as the expression is, " stale," that is, wanting

in those elements which are essential to its fertility. The
jteriod when this staleness will supervene must vary according

to the nature of the soil, and the treatment which the

land receivtis ; but on poor, cold, thin-skinned, clay

soils symptoms of unproductiveness will not be long in mak-
ing their appearance, unless proper and efficient means are

used to prevent it. The most hopeful plan of effecting this

improvement in a permanent way is to lay down a larger

proportion of pasture in every oc3upatioa, so that no less than
one-third of the whole farm be grass—or say 130 acres out of

every 100; and where the condition of the soil is favourable

to the growth of grass, a larger proportion will be found to

pay well, the tenant being-allowed to sell a certain proportion

of the hay crop-s, bring back an equivalent in manure. As a

rule it is most canvenient that the grass land should surround

the homestead, but this rule must be liable to such exceptions as

the character o^ the soil may require. A good rich pasture half-

a-mile from the farm house will be found more useful than a

p )or one close at hand, and if there are wools on the occupa-

tion it certainly pays the occupier in the Eastern counties

better to have pastures near woods than corn. As to the ex-

pense incurred in laying down land to grass, it is difiicult to

give any very accurate estimate, still the great importance of

the question induces me to attempt it, and a'ter the best con-

sideration I can give to the subject, my belief is that the cost

of laying down suitable land to permanent pasture will be from
.£9 to £10 per acre, such sum to be spread over the first three

years, after which period (provided the necessary conditions for

the success of the operation have been fulfilled) the new pas-

ture will begin to be fairly remunerative, and at the expiration

of six or eight years will be more remunerative than the same
quantity of arable land, because the cost of labour thereupon

will be materially diminished, being, according to an approxi-

mate estimate, about one-fourth of that which is required on
arable land ; besides which every additional acre of goof pas-

ture land contributes very sensibly to the productive capacity

of the arable, by enabling the occupier to keep more stock in

a healthy and remunerative condition. In this way, then, the

pasture and arable lands may be said to act and react benefi-

cially ou one another, the former by feeding a large head of
stuck, and the latter by growing a greater bulk of straw, to be

returned to the pasture in the shape of manure. The following

s at jmeiit of Mr. Caird plainly shows the advantage of having
a bulficiency of pasture in proportion to the arable :—He states

that " while France has 53 per cent, of its cultivated land

under corn, England has but 23 per cent , but in grass and
meadow, the natural food of live stock, England has 50 per

cent, and France only 22. Notwithstanding this enormous
difference, England grows live and one-ninth bushels of wheat
to each person, at.d France five and a-half bushels. Every
acre of corn land in England receives the manure on the

average from three acres of grass (such are the relative propor-

tions of grass and corn), while in France the manure from

each acre of grass must be spread over two and a-half acres

of corn land." But supposing we admit that the proportion

of grass to arable is insufficient, and that we should do well,

especiilly in this country, to increase the acreage of our pas-

ture land, it has, of course, to be asked upon whom should the

first expense lull ? If, indeed, it was a quebtion ol laying down
lauJ to grubij for a couple of years as the Scotch do, to avoid

the risk and expense of the third year, it would simply be a

tenant's question ; but where permanent and not temporary

pasture is the ohject, the landlord's interest in the soil is so

clearly involved that the first outlay must of necessity fall

upon him, and the only question remaining is for what propor-

tion of the subsequent outlay should he be responsible, having

regard to the benefit which the tenant will ultimately derive

from the improvement ? The tenant's contribution would, I

think, have to be fixed with reference to the duratou of his

lease. He could not expect to reap much benefit from the

new grass for the first three or four years, and might, therefore

reasonably look to have his rent entirely remitted lor the

above period in respect of the acreage of his arable land con-

verted into pasture. The grass seeds being provided by the

landlord, the tenant, would of course, be expected to give them
a fair chance, and treat the new layer in all respects as he

would treat it if he had a 21 years' lease to run on the occu-

pation, because if he chose to leave in a few years he would be

entitled, under proper agreement, to receive compensation for

an unexhausted improvement, which would probaldy benefit

his successor more than himself. In any case I think a mat-

ter which is so clearly for the permanent interest of both

landlord .and tenant would not be difficult to arrange

equitably and satisfactorily to both parties. Leaving this,

therefore, I pass on to another and very important branch of
my subject, and one which has given rise to much discussion,

without any corresponding practical benefit—I mean the great,

need of improving and farming the present pasture lands in a
better way. I suppose there are few parts of England where the

arable laud is farmed better, and the pasture worse, than in

our county of Suffolk. It is true that our climate, being one
of the driest in England, is more favourable to the growth of

of corn than grass, yet it is also true that not so very many
years ago we had pastures which would bear comparison with

many in the most favoured districts, and dairies of red cows
which produced those famous cheeses which only wanted the

name of Stilton to cominand the same hiuh price in the mar-
ket. Those dairies have disappeared. What mines of wealth

would they have yielded now with butter at the extravagant

price it has commanded of late! Too much tillage has dried

up the e sources of revenue, and moderate grass farming leaves

us no hope of their return, unless a change for the better is

made. Whetlier we look at uplands or lowlands, gentlemen's

parks, or the snug paddocks of retired independence, the

same sight meets us—loss of valuable meat-producinn herbage

—and in many cases not merely a deficiency of the right sort

of grass, but a superabundance of the wrong sort, such as

thistles, vetches, docks, plantain, and land whin, which, having

succeeded in expelling the rightful occupiers of the soil, are

now struggling for predo ninance in admired confusion. In

some cases, indeed, the grass has the appearance of never hav-

ing been properly laid down ; the uuevenness of the ploughed
stretches is still seen under the scanty herbage, which looks as

if it had been suffered by a natural process to encroach from
the headlands to the middle of the field, the result being a

crop of couch and water grass, for which paring and burning

is the only efficient remedy. Having had occasion to deal

with a so-cilled pasture of this description some years ago, I

can bear testimony as to the efficiency of paring and burning

on heavy land, where simply breaking up the turf would

almost to a certainty multiply the evil tenfold. The plan I

pursued was'this:—The turf was pared to the depth of aboutjour

inches by a gang of men hired for the express purpose ; it was
afterwards co.lected in heaps and burnt, the ashes spread over

the land, ploughed in, and a turnip crop taken, followed by a

thin crop of oats with grass seed, and the operation was in

every way a successful one. But, of course, in the great

majority of cases this extreme remedy will not be needed.

Poor, blue,'steely-looking pastures may be much improved by
drainage, by liberal manuring, and by feeding cattle with cake
thereupon, which often seems to change entirely the quality

of the grass, and produce a different and superior herbage.
These remedies are more linely to produce a iicrmaneutly good
effect than top-dressing of artificial mauure,wliich,tliough useful

in assisting the hay crop in a well-to-do pasture, are hardly to

be recommended forjihe renovation of the soil where it is out of

Condition and partially exhausted. Bonins;]and liniinggrass land

are also highly spoken of,|and in Cheshire and'somc other parts

of England boning is said to pay well; but it is an expensive

operation, and has not been lound to succeed very well in our

Eastern counties. Liming is a very Uicful remedy for an ex-
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C'ss of moss, improves the quiliiy of the gra^', and sppms to

«-iicoiirat,'e ill'' growth of white elover au j other us' I'ul herhage.

]3olti tliesc. operations, however, are lirst-elas-t improvements,

and shoukl be the suhjeet of sjieeial dgreemeut brtween laiid-

lorJ and tenant. Aliove all, it is necessary, in order to keep

pastures in a profitable state, not to mow it too often unless

an adequate return can be made in manure. It is not sufh-

ciently considered that tlie hay crop removes more nitrogen

from the laud than rye, oats, barley, or wheat, and that not

only is no return made to the mown meadow in the shape of

special mnnures, but the stock fed on the attermath are often

uriven olf at night tojlielp to enrichjtlie arable. Can we wonder
tliat the jirocess of deterioration should proceed so rapidly in

pastures thus treated, aud that the rao.st valuable grasses begin

to die out, and thistles, whicli ought to be unsparingly mown
down in the earlier stage of their growth, are left toseed and ex-

tend their baneful inflnence,until they threaten to obtain a paro-
chial settlement, and we be^in to think it would be a good thing

to plough up the turf, which annually disappoints our expecta-

tions. Having thus endeavoured, inadequately 1 fear, to ful-

fil the task I proposed to myself, it is now time to bring this

paper to a conclusion. The importance of having a due and
sullicient proportion of grass land to every occupation cannot
be exaggerated at the present time, when the problem to be
solved IS how to obtain the best return from the land without
materially iraparing its fertility. Injudicious and overcrop-
ping our lands, even uuder tbe influence of highly stimulating

manure.", is not likely to prove a lasting benefit. Land for

the most part is honest, aud will respond to all reasonable de-

mands on its recources, but we must not work a willing horse
too hard. We must give our grass lauds a chance as well as

the arable, increasing their acreage where necessary, and im-
proving the condition of those which exist at present. Such
a plan, I feel convinced, holds out a fair prospect of success,

and if pertevercd in will result in increasing benefit, and is also,

I believe, «ell adapted, if not altogether to mend, at least to

meet, the critical time on which we have now entered.

The CuiRJi.vv, in inviting discussion, commented on the
interest and importance of the suijject, and observed that if

grass were laid down only temporarily, the laud would be in a
line condit'on to revert to corn growing.

Mr. Re.ndle asked what grasses Mr. Corrance would re-

commend.
Mr. CoRRAXCB replied, tall fescue, various leaved fescue,

liard fescue, cai's tail, or Timothy smooth-stalked, meadow
grass, rough-stalked meadow grass, giant fescue, meadow
gross, nerve seed meadow, aud meadow fescue.

Mr. IIendle also suggested gold grass and red and white
Fuckling, witli fair quantities of red clover.

Mr. Flunthan approved of Mr. Corrance's paper, but did

not agree witti allowing the young layer to stand till July,
bflieviug that it exhausted the plants more than the profit for

tbe seed would compensate for—he believed that it would be

be better to sow a little fresh seed.

Jlr. P. Head believed farmers would hardly know which
field to give up for pasture, and argued that the Eastern coun-
ties were not the place for grass. He quoted from the Royal
Agricultural Society's volume for 1875 to show that it was
more ptofitable to grow coru than pasture unless it was a
superior pasture. I\Ir. Mechi had expressed his conviction

that to keep land under permanent pasture was a mistake, and
almost a crime. The return from permanent pasture was only
£'5 2s., as compared to £10 per acre from arable land.

Mr. Head caused some amusement by speaking of corafrey

as a crop which would yield 300 tons per acre.

jMr. J. Burt believed a good de:il of poor land might be
more profitably worked by laying it down temporarily.

Mr. GooDERHAM concurred in this. Permanent pasture,

in his opinion, seldom paid well.

Mr. George Gray regarded it as almost a ruinous thing to

lay down permanent pasture, even though the landlord might
fiiul seed. The pastures were too often neglected in regard to

manure, and he advocated farmyard in preference to artificial

manure for pasture.

Mr. Read argued on the authority of Mr. Mechi that the
profits from pastures were more precarious than from arable

land, and referred to the experience of Messrs. Prout, of Saw-
bridu'eworth.

Mr. GoouERHAM favoured the growth of artificial grasses

rather than lajiug down more permanent pasture, but he

would not break up pasture now, as nothiug paid better than
stock.

The CiiATKMAN observed that much judgment was required

in selecting grass steds suitable to a particular soil. If Mr.
Gooderhara could show ,them tiiat he cuuld make
enough from his temporarily laid do*n grass to answer his

purpose, he thought it would be preferable to having to go to

the landlord for a remission of rent.

Mr Flintuam expressed his approval of Mr. Gooderham's
plan, but aa to poor pasture much profit could not be obtained,

from it, and he agreed wltli the advice^to plough it up.

Mr. C(JRRaN(;e then replied upon tlie discu3.siou. The plm
advocited by Mr. Gooderham was, be said, much favoured in

Scotland ; at the same time, his object in reading the paper had
been to endeavonr to show how much it would benefit the pre-

sent occupations if ranch larger portions than {now consisted

of grass. He believed the benefit would be considerable, and
there was one point of importance wliich had not been touched
on—the indirect benefit which the grass conferred on the

arable land by enabling the occupier to keep more stock.

Oue objection to temporarily Uying down pasture was the dan-

ger of getting the laud foul, aud he put it too them, as practi-

cal men, whether a farm on his plan would not be worth more
in the market thau one on Mr. Gooderham's plan. As to

farmers being loth to give up a field to pasture, it would in

reality not be given up, but improved ; and admitting that

arable land paid better than poor pasture, why, he asked,

should tlie pasture be poor ? The best artificial manure for

glass he believed was superphosphate. Nitrate of soda, while

it increased the quantity, did not produce grass of good quality,

and stock dd not thrive upou it.

DEAD MEAT IMPORTATION.—Some idea may be
formed of the magnitude to which the trade in foreigu meat
has now grown by the figures given in a Parliamentary return

just issued. It appears from this document that the total

quantity of dead meat imported into the United Kingdom in

the firjt three months of the present year was 477,598 tons.

Fully two-tliirds of this cousisted of sahed beet and pork

—

articles which have been introduced from abroad regularly for

thirty years i)ast, mainly to be used for ships' provisous, and
probably not above 150,000 tons at most is fresh beef or

mutton such as the home consumer requires. But 150,000
tons a quarter is 600,000 tons, or 12,000,000 cwt., a year

;

and without drawing very elaboratt ly on the rules of Cocker,

or the imagination of the professional philanthropist, we may
see at a glance that this supply from abroad is equivalent to

the provisioning of several of our large towns from extraneous

sources. The return, in truth, gives but an imperfect notion

of what the new sources of supply lately opened are worth,

for it is only during the last few months that the import of

fresh meat from the United States can he said to have com-
menced. Each quarter as it passes will show the development

of this trade, and we cannot at all speculate on its dimensions

at present. Yet one thing is already clear : nothing else thau

the accidents of the sea will inteMere with it. So far as is

known there has not been a solitary in>tance of misiiap in all

the importations of meat from tlie Atlantic coasts since the

year opened, caused by a defect in the preserving process, so

by some fault inherent in the meat itself. One failure certainly

there is—in the cargo by the Inman steamer which had so

long been overdue. That vessel, the City of Brussels, left

New York on the 21st of April, and has only just arrived at

her destination. She has thus been more than a month
instead of eight days, on her voyage ; and it is not surprising

to be told that when the ice ran short the fresli meat portion

of the cargo had to be thrown overboard. This, however, is

an extreme case. Any steamer may break her shaft, and have

to proceed under sail ; but the accident, for all that, does not

frequently happen, and it really would seem that, short of

this—short of a delay which multiplies nearly five-fold the

average length of the voyage—there is no obstacle whatever

to sending any quantity of fresh meat as cargo across the

Allaaiie. In fad, the dijJicuUies will diminish, as experience

shows, parlicuhirhj as vie happen to witness tlie sum' what
singular result at present, tliat the homefarmer. who isf/eneratli/

jealous offoreijii meat, eajerti) clamoursfor it now as the best

way to Iceep out rinderpest—a much ijreater evil than the com
petdion of Australian, mutton or Jmerican beef.—Dady
Tdojraph,
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SCIENCE AND TUB FARM.
By Creon.

TLc exliao"i]inary advances made bj' agriculture during

the last century arc matters of daily coiumcut. The subsli-

tuliou of Miecliaiiical for manual power, the high pressure

aspect of farming.the sewage farui, and the imiueiise com-
petition in market from foreign prod lU'crs are topics ofgeneral

almost hourly discussion, and sudiciently declare on the

slightest comparison with the records of past agriculture,

the magnitude of the change to which I allude. The
farmer is no longer the uncultivated, illiterate hind, con-

tent with his oivu unassisted observation as guide to the

tillage of his land. He no longer holds the theory that

book-learning spoils his labourers, and the prejudice

against machinery is of necessity a thing of the past,

which the advancing civdisation of the community at

large relegates to the limbo of forgetfulucss.

The imiuodiate cause of all the changes, however, seems

to me to be the extensive application of the results of

purely physical science. Until quite recently agriculture

seems to have been left out in the dark iu this respect,

and while important discoveries without number in

physics were being made, while men of learning were re-

lining the peoj)le with pieces of Immortal literature, and

while social institutions were rising rapidly for the benefit

of all other classes, the farmer was either overlooked as

outside the pale of learning, or remaiued unprogressive

through his own exclusive tendencies, which were un-

doubtedly mainly caused by the deficiencies of early edu-

cation and subsecjucnt training. Thus wlien Newton was

announcing his glorious conceptions, and revolutionising

the scientific world, the only educational wo'-ks, or in-

vestigations concerning a much more utile subject to us,

namely the tillage of the soil, were either so purely theo-

rectical as to be practically useless, or so technical and

pedantic as to be of little use to the ordinary fanner
;

indeed, they M'ere not written for him.

Slowly, however, but not the less surely, science and

learning have stepped from their high self-erected pin-

nacle and become allies and friends of the agricul-

turist. The desirability of making two blades of grass

grow where one only grew before has become apparent.

The farmer no longer looks askance on the advantages of

culture and the results of science, but, invoking the aid

of both successfully, prepares to meet the demand of an

increasing population, and the niceties of greater civilisa-

tion. It is strange, however, iu this connectiou to ob-

serve that nearly three hundred years ago

The broad-brimmed Verulam
The first of those who know,

in the marvellous method of scientific application, the

Novum Orgaiium sketched out the very plan on which
science now geeks to beuefit not only agriculture, but all

the arts.

Socrates asked of his young friend Glaucon, " Shall

we set down astronomy among the subjects of study ?"

"1 think so," answers Glaucon; "to know something

about the seasons, the months, and the years, is of use for

military purposes, as well as for agriculture and naviga-

tion." And this strikes the key-note of our subject.

We see what results have ensued from tho pro])cr appli-

cation of meteorology quite recently. Thrice during three

weeks the electric messenger conveyed the news of im-

pending storms from shore to shore of the broad Atlantic.

Thrice these predictions were verilied, which if acted

upon promptly would save incaluable loss to the agricul-

turist. Yet half a century ago such warnings would have

met with uuqualillcd scorn, or apitiiclic disbelief. Thus

thousands of years ago Plato indicated an important

application of science of which we arc oidy at this late

date availing ourselves. And it may be asserted that it

is precisely the province of all natural philosophers not

only to discover and announce, but to ajijily tiuths of

this sort to the daily affairs of mankind. Science un-

applied is like the ox of Prometheus, a sleek, well-shaped

hide stnlVed with rubbish, goodly to look at, but contain-

ing nothing to eat.

But of all the different branches of physics which have

lent their aid iu agriculture, probably chemistry stands

pre-eminent. The nature of soils, the composition and

desirability of manures, the histology of plants, and con-

sequent knowledge of their chemical requirements, all

these and a host more of collateral issues, advantageous

to mention, but which, owing to the exigencies of space,

I must pass over, are comprehended in the category. A
long array of scientists have lent their time to the study,

and ample results are forthcoming to show the advance-

ment of mankind in this particular industry, since

Lucretius accounted for the mystery of germination in

this way :
— " By first beginnings of things iu the earth

which we stimulate to rise," or " by there having beeu

given to the diirerent trees a strong and emulous desire

of growing up into the air."

The subject of agricultural chemistry is so vast as to

preclude a consideration of it here in anything like a utile

form, but I cannot forbear to cursorily instance what has

been done in a curious but exceedingly valuable section of

it— viz., microscopy. In the selection of wheat for seeding

purposes the farmer, for obvious reasons, relies generally

on his experience of such grain for quality. So far, there

is no objection to this procedure. But when it is neces-

sary to obtain an absolutely accurate knowledge of the

grain in question, as to its purity, health (that is, freedom

from natural diseases to which such vegetables are liable),

and freedom from living parasites, the microscope is of

necessity the only reliable means of effecting the purpose.

Thus if the wheat grains be alfceted with rust, burnt, or

smut, or dust brand, the means of detection indicated are

those only by which either of these almost exactly similar

diseases are to be precisely ascertained. In England

good wheat weighs about COlb. to the bushel, and tho

minimum weight required in the Belgian army is 77

kilogrammes the hectolitre. Fungi of all kinds, of course,

considerably lessen the standard. The weevil is also

found to be very destructive iu some cases, and, thanks to

the microscope, has been carefully examined and described.

Occasionally, as is well kuown, its ravages leave but the

outer shell "of the grain, the whole of the starch being

completely eaten. The acarius farina also occasionally

preys on wheat, but can only be seen with high powers of

the microscope.

In connection with the meal of wheat microscopy is

yet more useful, and for the purpose of the detection of

adulterations is iudisponsable. Microscopical examina-

tion is, however, specially directed in most cases

to the relative amount of pure Hour and bran, and

to the presence of fungi or acari as well as

adulteration. Then, in order to value the relative

proportions of the bran and flour and to detect the presence

of adulterations, an intimate knowledge of the structure of

wheat is necessary. A technical synopsis of the various

divisions and subdivisions of this structure with their

dillereutiatiou would of course be out of place in these

columns. 1 uLall therefore coutcut myself 'v'<'
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outlining the method of their operation. At present there

18 very little adulteration of flour iu this country. Should

the prii-e rise to any considerable extent the case would be

dilt'erent. In other countries, however, we are informed

on the authority of Dr. Parkes that it is more common,
and it is therefore necessary to investigate this point in

connection with imported Hour. The chief adullerations

are by the flour of other grain, and may be thus roughly

enumerated : In native flour, barley, potatoes, beans, peas,

oats, maize, rye ; in foreign flour, rice, buckwheat, millet,

linseed, melampyrum, lolium, together with some other

grains noted lower down. For the detection of these

there are only two methods, one of which is costly and

uncertain, and the other simple, inexpensive, conclusive,

and unfailing. The former is by a chemical analysis ; ttie

latter by microscopical examination.

The determination of a mixture of barley can with care

be easily made. The envelopes of the grain are the same
number as those of wheat, but are considerably more deli-

cate. The walls of the external layer of wheat are

bearded, but those of barley are beautifully waved. The
second coat or skin is much more beautiful and delicate

iu barley than in wheat. The third coat is hyaline and

transparent as in wheat, but the cells of the fourth coat

essentially difl"er in siz3 and disposition. Of potato starch

the detection is much more easily made than in the case

of any other adulterating agent. The grains of starch

under the glass, instead of being round or oval, and with

a central hilum and obscure rings, are pyriform, with an

eccentric hilum placed at the smaller end, and well-

defined concentric rings. Weak liquor potassse (1 drop

liq. pot., " British Pharmacopoeia," to 10 of water) swells

them out greatly after a time, while wheat starch is not

alfected. If the strength be 1 to 3 the swelling is very

rapid, and consequently the difficulty of detection is a

matter of no moment to the experienced observer. The

starch grains of Indian fljur are so compressed iu their

envelopes as to be angular to a degree. This feature

renders the admixture capable of immediately being per-

ceived. The cellulose also is immensely distinctive. Of

bean and pea, as well as of oatmeal, the same pronounced
difference is observable ; in fact, barley—the chief of

native adulterations— is the most diflieiilt of detection,

and this can be easily achieved after a little experience and
manipulative care. Buckvvheit iu wheat from the Baltic

;

millet in India, E^ypt, China, and the West Coast of

Africa; melampyrun or corn wheat (ihe bread of which
is smoky-hued or violet), trefoil, and sainfoin, all more
or less have been used as adulterations to wheat tiour.

(Jf course to the private consu mer such information is of

small value, but when the immense quantities required by

aud supplied to the military authorities are taken iuto

account, such investigations become a matter of vital com-
mercial importance, especially in time of war. And not

only of commercial importance. Some admixtures, such

as ryegrass, are positively poisonous. Drs. Parkes and
Hassall, Pelleschek and Pererira, all agree in describing

its physiological effects as extremely pernicious. The
symptoms pioduced are narcotism, vertigo, hallucinations,

delirium, convulsions, paralysis. The physical structure

of the tiour is, however, easily perceivable, as in all other

grain under the microscope.

Thus I have instanced wheat and its flour as a fair

example of the results of science adapted. Ou every side

the same step in the right direction seems reproduced.

Whit the ancient poets—Homer, Ileriod, Lucretius,

Virgil—'jnce did for the agriculture of their day, in some
sort science performs for the " farm" of the nineteenth

century. No longer the voice of " sweet singer" is raised

in praise, direction, or guidance of the agriculturist ; but

in place of this the unrolling of Nature's laws enables the

scientific man to till the land not to the harmony of num-
bers but in accordanc e with the deductions from observed

physical facts, leaviu g the rest to natural influences, till,

as .E-ichylus sings.

Fro'B the kindly sky the rain shower falls

And fertilises esrth : and eartii for men
Yields grass for sheep, and cora, Drfme cr's gift.

And I'dth its wedlock with the Sjuth, the fruit

Ij ripened in its season.

TWICE ACROSS THE PYRENEES.

By H. Kains-Jac'kson.

Spain in April and May has a climate greatly in con-

trast with the bitter end of spring in England, and a

journey twice across the Pyrenees—west and east—should

lurnish observations of some interest, if made, as they are,

quite independently of guide books.

Accustomed to surveys of the crops at home and in

France for many years, I have taken special note of the

prospects of oil, corn, and wine, over nearly 2,000 miles

of country, so far as the yield may this year affect the

wealth of two nations, France and Spain; whilst my
note-book records two phases of social life that many
believe to be passing away.

Of the well-known track—London, Paris, Bordeaux,

Bayonne, Madrid— the journey may be dismissed as a

common experience, with one reflection : the cigarette is

undoubtedly usurping the functions of the obsolete snuff-

box as a means of showing politeness amongst travellers.

It emphasises conversation in Spain— it gives time to the

business man to make a cautious answer, as his fingers

roll up the dainty morsel; and what snulf was to one

generation the cigarette is becoming to the nineteenth

century. In northern lands, where a man must have his

pipe, he is therefore Protestant, marries, and smokes. In

temperate and Catholic France the priest aloue abstains

Irum an unucccssary carnal enjoyment ; but crocss the

Pyrenees, and the clerical can hold out no longer, for

being in the south he, like others, rolls up his cigarette,

and smokes it on his way to church, showing that tobacco,

like climate, has its zones.

The wheat pljut was barely a coveiing for the ground

on the sandy African plateau of central Spain, the eleva-

tion being li,000 to 4,000 feet, where passes " the highest

railway line in Europe." However, great—almost mea-

sureless—breadths would m ike up for thinness of plant,

where daylight allowed me to see it j and the better dis-

tricts of Castille, near Burgos, Valladolid, &c., could not

be observed as the night exp ess flitted past.

But going further I was to see more—to leave the

wilderness of rocks and sand, aud reach a fruitful paradise

300 miles south. Ileally satisfactory signs of farming

began to appear when my aneroid barometer showed the

elevation was sinking to a few hundred feet above sea

level
;
yet for quite half the distance the corn looked low

and backward to an English eye, even so late as on Ibe

23rd of April. But the train rolls on descending, and,

about 6 a.m., rushing through dense misty clouds, the

other side showed the sun up, and shining on the great

plains aud valley of the kingdom of Valencia, yet too

distant for the eye to distinguish cereal or foliage iu the

massts of verdure, grteu as an English lawn, aud in cou-
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trast with the red ariil bareness of the enclosing mountain

range. Another haif-hour gave detail to the green

breadth—it was the fresh spring gjeeu of the orauge plan-

tations, here and there toned down by the sober grey-

green tints of the olive trees. The valley level was

reached, and now corn is seen, thicker, taller, and nearer

harvest, until, at Alcuda, f see the first wheat-ear of

1877, on Tuesday, the 2-4th of April. It was the scout of

an army of wheat-fields, tall, and thick, and in full ear,

and which for 200 miles along the Mediterranean coast

made the land fat with its promise of plenty, and notwith-

standing a great natural drawback. The river beds we
passed were all dry, but yet ttie field gardens are not

suffering from drought ; they are not thin and thirsty,

but have a bacchaualian look of strength and jollity, and

with good reason ; for they are soaked every day, if

needed, by the system of irrigation bequeathed by the

Moors to Spain—a system that would make many another

desert to bloom with fruit and corn, and which, as de-

scribed by others, 1 pass over, merely testifying to its

results this season. These are really astounding in a

period of drought, and substitute plenty for scarcity from

Alicaute to Barcelona. With water enough for wheat,

for barley, for the orange tree, there is yet sufficient to

make the land a cornuconia of garden vegetables and
lluwers, to swamp the square acre plots where the young
rice plant is just peeping through the surface mud, green,

tender, and confident of hot summer sunshine that will

satisfy and ripen it. Thanks to the works of the past,

and the honest labour of the present, Spain may well

reckon on a good harvest, any shortcomings in the wheat
districts of old and new Castille being made good by the

western coast, and, as I hear, by Arragon and Granada

—

a conclusion that is not the impression of a railway

journey, but of a fortnight's observation in the fields

around Valentia.

The impression received at Madrid as to the light

buoyant march of the Spanish soldier was confirmed by

the evolutions of artillery and infantry at the latter city

in the dry bed of the river : evidently the sandal,

commonly worn, allows a freedom to the foot which no

shoe or boot permits, as again, at Barcelona, the same
springine-'S of gait was observable in all the troops.

During the last fortnight of April our table d'hote was

served \\ ith all the vegetables and fruits, including vege-

table marrow, that ia June only come into season in

England ; and they were very abundant and cheap.

It was only on passing the Ebro at Tortosa that I saw

a river full of water since entering Spain, via Bayonne.

At Tarajona, a fine wine, of a cinnamon colour, "Priorato

seco," was obtainable and deserves record.

The next morning I was to cross the Pyrenees,

leaving Barcelona about 6 (I say about, for my
chronometer was always chopping around half an hour's

difference between railway and local time), and I found

the railway passing a rich laud full of crops of all sorts
;

mustard io blossom, beans in flour, wheat and barley in

ear. Much of the route was through a wide valley shel-

tered by hills on either side, the sides often covered with
store-pines, the levels with viaes or corn, which in many
places are irrigated. The sight of poplars showed we
were going north, where, in France, tbey are universal, but

which I had scarcely seen in Spain. Olives were still

abundant, but the great olive and orange district had been

left behind in the valley of Valencia.

The railway terminates at historic Geroua, where break-

fast was obtainable at 10 o'clock, aud although pestered

to take my diligence-ticket at li;irfelona
—

" or I might

not get a place the same day"— I had the pick and got the

coupe, with the mail-guard in a blouse for my companion.
The diligence itself was quite a building, with compart-

meuts that mi^ht be called first and second floors, but it

was strong and fairly clean. Attached were five horses,

two in the shafts, three abreast in front. E;ich horse ha.l

the traditional fox's brush haui^iug about his ears, and on

his neck and collar some 3U bells. By next December the

railway connecting Gerona aud Perpiguau is likely to be

open, when few persons will care to pass ten hours on the

road, instsad of two hours in a comfortable carriage. How-
ever, on Friday, the 11th of May, with jingle and jolt, we

pass through the ancient streets—with rery musical hole.s

in them—of Gerona. The dislocations of that passage

were a new experience of life, one was surprised to

find one's limbs still together at each fresh shake,

but what a body or a diligence can bear

in the way ofshaking was fully tested. Out of the paved

town the road soon improved, and the route ran alongside

a river, at the foot of a rocky hill. The mountains soon

show in front, the diligence slowly climbs a long hill, the

travellers think of their overcoats, and the air has the

bracing freshness of elevation. The breadths of co.-u

begin to look thin and backward, but vines and olives

still are flourishing in suitable aspects. During this first

stage we met a couple of gendarmes, guarding six hand-

cuffed prisoners, but otherwise vehicles or travellers were

rare. At 1 o'clock, more than two hours after starting,

the horses are changed, aud with the horses goes the

driver. This is sensible, each driver knows his

horses, and the box passenger escapes the bore

of talking to the same man who in England tyrannises

over his coach and passengers. As the driver descended,

the guard paid him his fee—three pesetas, 1 believe—and

the new coachman took possession of his six horses, as an

extra horse is put on after getting out of Gerina. Here

was a coachman of a different stamp to the first : an old

grey moustache, who had seen the world and gathered iu

his face wrinkles from all parts, most of them of the

dissipated, blackguard, reckless character. But the old

soldier, with herculean shoulders, knew how to drive, and

conducted us safely enough over hills and valleys and

river fords, that in rainy times must be impassable—one

ford was over 100 feet in width. After passing Bascarra

and mounting rapidly our road was, for many miles, almost

level, and the track of land was good, with great numbers

I
of olive-trees, now in blossom, yet having their wood cut

out so much that under many trees the branches would

have made two or three large faggots. Here, too, the

new line is seen, and the navigators at work, Catalans,

I
each in his red cap and coloured waistbaud, made a

picturesque group. We get to Figueras at 2.45, aud here

we see where the mountain wall dips and allows a pas-

sage. Here, too, the old soldier yields up his seat, takes

his three pesetas, and the box passenger gets another type

of coachman—all speak French, and probably are French-

men. 1 would note here a beauty that is lost in the lower

lands of Spain. The olive orchards below are all dusty

with a dingy, thin foliage that gives them a neglected

look. On the Pyrenees the leaves keep a cool grey-green

tone, that when seen in a mass, as near Figueras, gives

great softness to the landscape. Cactus hedges were very

common, some of the plants being six feet high. Bridges

over streams, now very low, granite masses, and rocky

hills often wooded, are the features of this stage, and

boulders, with nature generally in a savage mood, have

possession of this border land. We are nearing the

frontier, and pass through the gate of an abject dirty

litile town, offensive alike to the nose and eye. In fact,

the city gate seems to be a sharp line, separating fresh

sweet-smelling mountain air from the reverse, since, if

blinded, the passenger would have known his entrance by

the sudden change to one of his senses.

It was now five to six hours since starting, and we
were still in Spain. Now and then custom house officers

gave evidence of the frontier, but at the Mail guard's uod.
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thay alloivei] ns to pa33 at (lifTerent points. ProReeditifc

a short disiauce furtlier wc arrive at a town where Freacb
aiiJ Spanish words are side by side over the shops. Stop

for half ail hour, and here the liij;gage is overhauled. I

was hungry and left mine to its fate. A Frenchman is,

in most cases, au houest fellow, and is satislied with a

fr.anc for protecting your goods. The French fort, Belle-

gnarde, that crowns the adjacent mountain, is a large and
uohle work, dominating the Pyreuces with Gallic pride.

Again a fresh coachmau, and this time a good, bold

wliip, replacing a stolid fellow, who had let his horses

crawl, with continual ejaculations of " llee-hec-hee," and

who was ever winding and unwinding his brake if the

level but changed one foot in a thousand. • This stage

down the French side was the grandest of the journey,

but it was getting dark. The road is carried iu magni-

ficent and bold curves ou the mountain sides, whence the

views are really grand, aud the work is an engineer's

triumph. There were no longer holes in the road, as on

the Spanish side ; we were always going down-hill, and

our merry, free driver kept his six horses on at a rattling

pace that exhilirated thejourney, and would have satisfied

jrood English stage-coach drivers. The six-in-hand, the

bells, tlie swing of the curving road, the clatter and the

continual cracking of the whip, combined to give tj our

movement a triumphal character, and kept us continually

on the qui vtvc until, past twinkling lights, under a long
avenue of trees, over a drawbridge, we are in the good
city of Perpignau, in Li Belle France—and iu reach of u
newspaper with war news not a week old.

From Perpignan and Narbonne, on to Toulouse, the

crops of corn in the great southern valley are undoubtedly
excellent. The poor lands of the centre have a better

promise than last year, and the granary of France, La
Beauce, has a wonderful yield of forage, whilst the cereal

crops are various ; rye abundant, barley a fine plant, the

wheat thick and strong, but yellow from weather in-

fluences, from which it may rapidly recover. In the

West of France correspondents assure me the crops are

forward and heavy. Whilst the Spanish rivers had
mostly disappeared, those of France are flooded. For
the first time in five years at Orleans I saw the river beds

covered.

From present appearances France is likely this year to

get a surplus of wheat—three to four million qrs.—for

export or reserve, a result dependent on the next sis

weeks.

To-day the Paris corn market remained dull for wheat
and flour.

S2)aiH, Maijim, 1S77.

THE ISLINGTON HORSE SHOW.
The fourteenth annual show of horses commenced, as

usual, on the Saturday iu the Dei'by week with the hall

got up as a hall should be when a miraculous haul is ex-

pected The uovelties this year were docking the hunters

in two classes of their fourth prizes; a gong in the

centre of the ring to muster the classes, which startled

some of the nags as it toiled the knell of others,

wheu the secretary, with a flourish worthy of imitation by

the renowned Tom Codliu and managers of all other

shows who have found the dinner bell a failure, struck it

with a drumstick, aiid a collection of racing cups, the

oldest being lent by Sir Watkin, which was w«n by Spot,

a horse of his grandfather in 1731, when "Welshmen

would sing, " Good Sir Watkin is our king, and his son

is prince of Wales." If Sir Watkin does not set more
value ou cups than we do on empty bottles

we shall be glad to exchange with him as

we have one dated 1738, which as a

curiosity must be more valuable than silver, or we would
willingly lend it to the Agricultural Ilall Company next

year should they have a bottle show, with a pair of very

old top boots, supposed to be those of the jockey who
rode Queen Aune's horses Pepper and Mustard, a collec-

tion of which would be very interesting to sportsmen. A
little after ten Lords Shaunon, Waterford, and Valencia

commenced judging the weight carrying hunters, a class of

37 includiug those sick and on leave, no easy or enviable

task, ror must we be surprised, iu this age of show aud
masquerade, when even our hatter cannot tell whether
Lis own build is superfine, double superfine, the best, or

the very best without a peep at the lining, if a prize horse,

made up like a full blown puff, should now aud then turn

Out like the widow of the Marquis of Grauby whom Mr.
AVeller took for better or worse and found a deal worse than

he took her for. As there is as much difference of opinion

about horse flesh as there is about many other things in

this United Kingdom we must not wonder if some of the

verdicts were not quite approved of by the public while

others appeared to them incomprehensible, aud many
thought as we do that better horses were turned out thau
remained in the riug. Then owners of prize nags who
were sure of a first, second, or a third prize ou seeing their

horses sent empty away looked, " I cau't believe it," as

much as we should if some one were to leave us just clear six

hundred pounds a-year. Still we admire the judges for

taking a line of their own, which they evidently did regard-

less of previous decisions as all were supplied with catalogues.

If judges would always do the like there would be no cry-

ing out for champion classes or disqualifying nags from

winning the same prize twice and thus letting in the second

best, which is not the way to iinprove, but

letting the best win as long as he can, aud "Eclipse first'

is moie attractive than " the rest nowhere." Change
the judges ofteuer, say we, get new blood, and don't put an

old hand on to lead the young ouea. The weight carriers

were not a grand lot but a good one, with many smart

nags and some well-known prize-takers, such as that

model of a weight carrier. Winder, the second here last

year, and the first at the Royal Show, Rossiugton, the

first at Manchester this year, and showing more hunting

form and quality here than anything in the class, though

the good looking Colonel is almost the Edwinstowe nag's

equal iu form, but he goes rather stiff behind. The Colonel

was the first four-year-old here last year, beating Mr.
Hutchinson's Glengyle, who, at Skipton in Craven,

galloped away from the brown, and all Yorkshire, iu a

style tkat a show horse is seldom seen to go, aud
we have been watching the rings throughout

the country for the last eighteen years, till, at times, we
begin to thiuk v*-e have got into a whirl without end, as

the Ancient Mariner found his waltzing with Charybdis to

be. Mr. Horusby's prize nag, Jericho gets neither mouey
nor ribands, aud Mr. Harvey Bayley's Haymaker aud

Mr. Starkie's Staghound, both powerful horses, fare no

better ; with Mr. Holmes' chestnut by Theobald, Mr.
Clemitson's Light-Heart, Mr. Ddrrell's Suttoa, Mr.
Loder's Half-and-Half, Mr. Barker's Maltonean, and Mr.

Hutchinson's Negro— all showing breed, but would

have done better if they had gone fur less weight. Mr.

BiUingtou's handsome black brown Q (J., by the

Lawyer, fares hotter. being highly commended,

though his legs show that he has not been kept

to look at, scars being honourable to a hunter

and a so'dier ; vhile,. from the same stable is Loyala,
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another gooil horse of the same colour, but charger-like

in his forehand, who is on the losiiit; side with Mr.

Cooper's St. Georfje, which wants time to furnish. But

there is a wcll-put-together, compact-built chestnut that

the judges take to, though he lacks quality, and by the

side of llossiugtou looks more like a provincial than a

swell of the first water. But it is over, for Golden Dro]) is

handed the blue riband, and his name is up, and may
go from Islington to the world's end, as may your own,

gentle reader, if you wish it, and will pay the bill-sticker.

We have no doubt left out more than one nice nag, and

Bome that wanted a box of popular pills of forty

years ago, which professed, if persevered with, to turn

wooden legs, not into cork ones, but real flesh and blood.

This class took one hour and forty minutes to judge, which

was melanchQly,slo\v work, and we think the judges would

have got on much quicker had tliey drafted more at the

first start. But time, like old Sally in "Oliver Twist," is

going fast and we must get on to the second lot without

condition as to weight. Wild Wind, the winner, being a

light corky brown, the second, Barry, a neat, taking,

old fashioned bay, but rather a high round goer; while

the third, Brilliant, looked to us a neat hack, and

would no more bear a comparison with Gleagyle,

Valduruo, and several other nice nags, than a

mummy would with Hyperion. This was an in-

comprehensible verdict. Rossington was entered in this

class also, but having won a third as a weight carrier

was not allowed to compete, and we thmk it is a great

])ity horses are entered in more than one class, as it makes
it very tame to see the same come in the ring to compete

in class after class.

The four year olds made a fair show with as neat

hunting like horse, with plenty of quality and action as

any one would wish to see, in Sir George, a buy, sixteen

hands high by Theobald, out of a mare by Orpheus, sires

that we have noticed often in the columns of the Mark
Lane Exjpress, the second and highly commended
being moderate nags, while Mr. Musgrave's prize

mare Triumph looked light and delicate. In the hunters

not exceeding 15-2 and without condition as to weight, a

noble lord, well known in the ring, thought with many
more,that Cardinal, a very clever nag, ought to have beaten

Hidalgo, a cobby, smart little horse, but as the owners

know one another, they will, no doubt, allow their horses

to fight it out in another ring. There were several neat

ones that, like Mr. Coggiu's Unfortunate Mary Ann, did

not get enough to pay for their Veterinary Certificate,

for Caesar's horse, and his ox, are not above

suspicion, whilst unsoundness and the plague

exists. Lord Cole, Captain Baillie, and Mr. W. H.
Cooper now took the riding horses of any height exceeding

15-2 hands with fine action and quality, amotg which

were some good looking horses, but nothing extraordinary

or very captivating ; the tine action which is essential being

oftentimes as artificial as old Brown's grin and his teeth.

The next class was the roadster stallions which, though
numerous, had but a few smart trotters in, as many had

abominable shoulders, and as a class were decidedly not

up to what we have seen at the hall, though the first

prize. Star of the Bast, belonging to the Stand Company,
is a roadster of nice form with good shoulders and action.

The remaining classes are to be judged on the Mondiy
which, by what we could see of them iu their stalls,

appeared to be fairly represented. There are some
oriental stallions, but the boxes where they stood were

dark and not over roomy, so we could not say what they

were like. The show is on an average with those of the

last four or five years, but if we took the first four which
went for the cup as the best in the yard it decidedly would

not be. £400 was offered for Sir George, the winner of

the cup.

PRIZE LIST.

Hunters-weight carriers.—First prize, 600, II. Ford,

Leamington (Golden Drop) ; second, £30, J. Shepherd,

Beverley (Colonel) ; third, £20, T. H. D. Baylcy,

Edwiustowe, OUerton (Rossington). Highly com-
mended: II. B. iMouttromery, Lyndhurst (Arbitration).

Commended: A. 11. BiUington, Ashford, Kent (Q. C.) ;

G. Thomas, The Heath, Cardiff.

Hunters without condition as to weight.—First prize,

£00, H. V. N. Pole, Cirencester (Wild Wind) ; second,

£25, W. Crawshay, Newnham, Gloucester (Barry)
;

third, £15, W. Gilbey, Elsenham Hall, Essex (IJiil-

liant). Commended : A. Flint, Chigwell (Annaloa).

Hunters, four years old.—First i)rize, £50 and cup, F. P.

Newton, Norton, Malton (Sir George) ; second, £25,
W. Benton, Earith, Hunts (Bay).

Hunters not exceeding 15 hands 2 inches, and without

condition as to weight.— First prize, £10, J. Hornsby,

Grantham (Hidalgo) ; second, £20, T. U. 11. Bayley

(Cardinal).

Riding horses, of any height exceeding 15 hands 2 inches,

fine action and quality essential.— First prize, £20, G.

Cox, Theobalds Farm, Stockwell (Borealis) ; second,

£10, Mrs. Ilutton, Upper Berkeley - street, W.
(Coronet).

Roadster stallions, four years old and upwards.—First

prize, £50 and medal. Stand Stud Company, White-

field, near Manchester (Star of the Eist) ; second,

£15, G. Wilberforce, Thornton, Pocklingtou (Sir

Alfred). Highly commended : 11. S. Budgett, Ealing

Park, JMiddlosex (Shakespeare). Commended : J. P.

Coker, Walsingham, Norfolk (Norfolk Champion) ; T.

Benton, Earith, Hunts (Tiger).

PLEURO-PNEUMONIA AND FOOT-AND-
MOUTH DISEASE.

Dr. BuRDON Sanderson, F.R.S., contributes to the Journal
of the Itojal Agricultural Society the following report on the
" Progress of the Investigations into I'leuro-pueuinonia and
foot and-raouth disease, now being couducted at the Brown
Institution."

Pleurg-Pneumonia.—As already reported in Vol. XII.
Part It., the experiments on pleuro-piieuinonia were not begun
till the end of August, when the animals were in perfect health

and in as good condition as when they arrived at the Institu-

tion.

The first animals subjected to experiment were two yearlings.

la one of these, the exudation liquid, with which the lungs of

diseased animals in the developed stage of tlie disease abound,
was injected into the circulation. The li(iuid was used in au
entirely undiluted state, and was derived from the lungs of

animals just slaughtered. In performing the operation, the

greatest care was taken to avoid the entering of the infecting

liquid into the cellular tissue. The otiier animal was inoculated

subcutaneouly by injection into the cellular tissue. This ease

was also carefully watched. No elf.cts were observed except

slight primary swelling at the seat of inoculation.

On the 3rd of November a good opportunity otfered for the

inoculation of a greater number of animals ; liquid of the same
kind was used, and wa8 injected into the circulation ol three

animals, viz ,2 two-year-olds and the yearling which previously

had been inoculated in the cellular tissue and had continued
throughout in perfect health. On the same day a cow was
inoculated in the way ordinarily adopted for prophylactic

purposes, viz., in the tail. In this ease slight swelling and
tenderness ensued about the fourth 'Jay. The swelling increased

very slowly up to the tenth day, after which it began to sub-

side. But alter the fourteeuth day signs of softening appeared

at the seat of the puncture, and eventually a small sluui^e was
formed which corresponded exactly with the line of puncture bj
the needle. Since tliat period tlie process has gone on in the

neighbouring tissue, so th it at present the end ot the tail, from

a little above the seat of tlie inuculatiou is undergoing slow

necrosis. It is lurthcr to be noted that the swelling, up to the
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present lime, hns not exfenJed to any Jiskwiee from tlie seat of

disrHse, aud Cliat the auiiual is still lu peffett healtli aud fair

cuuditiiiu.

Ua November 10, a calf nearly two mouths old was

inoculated by injection into the venous system, in the same way
as Ins been already described, 'i'here was in tliis case sonae

local reaction, lasting for over a week, a circarastaDCs probably

attribut.ible to the grea'er dilii -ulty of performing the injection

witliout inter ering with the ti-sues in the nc-ighbourhooJ of the

vein. Tliere hns, iiowever, beau no general disturbance of the

system.

Although I am not able to express an opinion as to the main

question, it is worth while pointing out tliat the present experi-

ments slio* in tlie most convincing m inner, that not only sub-

cutaneous inoculation with diseased material can be perlorraed

witliout Ganger, if the necessary precautious are usea, but that

tlie more serious operation of injecting pulmonary exudation

li.iuid into the circulating blood, is not attended with any

immediate results.

fouT ANii-MouTa Disease.—The experiments on foot-and

mou'.h disease were begun early in June. In the order of

dales they are as follows:—
1. On June 12th, two cows were inoculated with saliva,

collected fresh from diseased animals at Deptford ; the mode of

inoculation employed was by scarifying tue gums.

2. On the 22nd of June, the same animals were again

operated on by submucous puncture, the material employed

being diseased epitbeleum taken fresh from unruptured vesicles.

3. On the 29th, the same two cows were fed with hay which

liail been steeped in the saliva of diseased animals. It was

given within about three hours after its collection.

4. On July 11, the same method of inoculation as in experi-

ment 1 was again employed for the infection of two calves.

5. On Aug 3, the same calves had their gums again scarified

and saliva applied, and were then fed with a small quantity of

hay soaked in the saliva of diseased animals.

6. On the loth of August they were again fed with hay wet

with the saliva of diseased auirawls.

7. In the following instances infectioc was attemped by the

method of subcutaneous injection of saliva, iu addition to the

other modes of c perating, in the animals referred to :—
In experiment 1 . . One animal.

2 . . „ „
4 . . ,. »
5 . . „ „

8. On Oct. 28, the young calf, two months old, was injected

sub'^ulaneously with saliva.

9. The exudation material derived from the matrix of a

deceased hoof was mixed with neutral and non-irritating saline

solution, and injected subcutaneously in three animals, each

receiving three separate punctures, viz., one in the ear, the

second in the perineum, and the third at the border of the hoof

in the heel of the fore-foot.

The general result of these experiments has been, that in

every instance, without exception, the effect of subcutaneous

puncture has been to produce a limited abscess, containing a

slough, with scarcely any extension of inflammation to neigh-

bouring parts. In the case in which the punctures were made
at the border of the hoot, no effrct could be observed.

With reference to the general question of the communica-

bility of the disease, the results must as yet be regarded as

negative.

It is proposed to continue the investigation as follows :

As regards foot-and-mouth disease, the experiments will be

continued on the same plan, but new methods of infection on

other animals will be tried.

As regards pleuro-pnenmonia, we propose

1. To repeat on those animals that have not yet been used

for experiments on pleuro-pueumonia the injection into the

circulation.

2. To repeat on some the subcutaneous injection.

3. To subject animals previously tested by injection to the

inhalation of fresh dried material into the lungs.

i. To test the influence of cohabitation, by introducing

some of the animals already experimented on by the other

inefhods of infection referred to into stables occupied by

diseased animals ; and
5. To have some of the others slaughtered, for the purpose

of ascertaining whether or not, in the absence of any appre-

ciable signs of infection, the lungs or other internal organs

exhibit any latent changes, corresponding to undeveloped

tages of the disease.

POPULATION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.—Ths
Registrars' Returns, which iiave now been eonipleteil for lS7l>,

show that in that year the birth r;ite in the United Kingdom
was o-t'8 per 1,000 of the (estimated) pojiulalion ; in England
the rate rose to 36'5, and in Scotland to ;<5'9, but in Ireland
tbe registers show only 26"4 births per 1,000 persons living.

The returns for Scotland state that 8-6 per cent, of the births

in that country were illegitimate; in the mainland rural

districts as many as 105 per cent. A neT Return now in-

troduced, relating to the eight principal towns of Scotland,
shows that in 1876 the ratio of illegitimate births to the
number of the possible mothers of such children (i e., un-
married women, including widows, between 15 and 45 years of

age) ranged from 1*66 per cent., in Edinburgh to 2 57 per
cent, in Aberdeen ; it was 2-31 per cent, in the great city of

Glasgow. The death-rate in the United Kingdom in 187(5

was as low as 20'4 per 1,000 persons living; 21 per 1,000
both in England and in Scotland, but only 17-4 per 1,000 in

Ireland. The number of persons married in 1876 in England
was higher than in any year except 1873 and 1874, but the

ratio, which was 16 6 per 1,000 of the population, showed a

slight further decline from the high ratios of 17'5 and
17'6 in tho^e two years ; in Scotland the number for 1876
h'lsouly once been exceeded—namely, iu 1873, but the ratio,

which was 15 per 1,000, exceeded the last ten years' average,

though it was not quite up to the high rate of 1873 and
1874. In Ireland the ratio of last year is returned at a trac-

tion below 10 per 1,000, or a little short of the average,

The marriage rate in England in 1876 ranged from iO'2 per

1,000 in extra metropolitan Middlesex, and 11'6 in Cornwall
and Herefordshire, to 19 3 and 19o in Nottinghamshire and
Lancashire ; the marked decline iu the marriage rate in Corn-
wall is noted as reflecting the depression of mining industry

in that county. Dr. W. Robertson, who signs the report for

Scotland, considers that the marriage returns for that county

in 1876 may probably be held as an indication that there was
a fair amount of commercial prosperity, and that the cir-

cumstances of the people at large were not so affected by want
or poverty as to deter them from matrimony. The 1,154,631

births in the United Kingdom in 1876 were more by 477,722
than the deaths, this excess of births over deaths being nearly

92,000 greater than the excess in the preceding year. This

natural increase was distributed thus : 377,156 in England,

52,627 in Scotland, and 47,930 iu Ireland. The population

of the United Kingdom, which exceeded 33 millions in 1876,

has not now to sustain such a large emigration as tormerly,

and the Board of Trade Returns state the excess ofemigratiim

over the recorded immigration in 1876 at less than 47,<JtJ0

persons. Our population appears to be increasing faster than

usual.

—

The Times.

AUSTRALIAN GUANO ISLANDS.—Australian papers

state that the Government of Western Australia have granted

the exclusive right to remove guano fto n off the Lacepede

Islands to Messrs. Poole and Co., of Melbourne, for a definite

period. Several vessels loading at tliese islands were wrecked

in a recent hurricane. The Perth Inquirer says:—"The
public are s'ill left in doubt as to the result of the corres-

pondence lyhich passed between Mr. Lord, Consular ajent at

Melbourne for the United States of America, and his Ex-
cellency Governor R ibinson, wiili reference to the claims to

the ownership of the Lacepede Islands, set up by Mr. L ird on

behalf of the United States, and which was sent home for the

information of Her Majesty's Government. Although not

doubting for a moment our right to the possession of these

islands, a misgiving has arisen in some quarters which should

be dispelled as soon as possible."

CHINESE TREATMENT OF PLAGUE.-Mr. A. Daven
port, in his account of ttie recent Yunnan Mission, states tha

the ancient ci'y of Yunnan-fu and also i'a-li-fu have also, since

the Tai-ping rebellion and invasion, been cursed with an

epidemic disease resembling the plague. It is called the

symptom di3ea.-e,|in consequence of the criticil euiargeinents of

the lymphatic glands at the armpits. Sauietiraes it attacks

one side of a street. It first kills animals, and then the popu-

lation, if they have not profited by that warning. The treat-

ment consists in supplying the patient with a jar full of water

to drink, and leaving him quiet iu his state of stupor, only

rousing him once a day by poking him with a long pole through

the window. But, notwithstanding the "treatment," the people

say that this and other similar novel diseases have caused as

great a loss of life as the rebellion itself.
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BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND SOCIETY.

ce^;texary exhibition at bath.

The hundredth meeting of the Bath and West of

England Agricultural Society has, taking all things into

consideration, been the most brilliant and successful that

has ever been held by the Society. As a show we be-

lieve it has been unequalled in the annals of the Society,

and we are glad to see that the attendance has only

fallen short of that at Bristol, The lamentable accident,

the falling of Widcombe Bridge, has cast a shade over the

brightness of the centenary meeting, but the Society, so far

from being in any respect ts blame for the catastrophe, have
done their part to alleviate the suffering occasioned there-

by, by liberally contributing cue hundred pounds to the

relief fund. Baulked in their loyal desire to entertain the

Piiuce of Wales, the Society were gratified by a visit

from the ex-President of a Republic, General Grant, who
visited the show on Friday. With the exception of

Wednesday, the show week was blessed with brilliant

weather, and the delightful performances of the bands
of the Grenadiers and Royal Marines added greatly to

the enjoyment of the thousands of visitors. Beside the

live slock and implement^, which alone we can notice in

detail, there were exhibitions of dogs, poultry, butter,

and cheese, and works of art. With such pleasant

variety, and in such a beautiful city, it is no wonder
that a grand success was attained.

THE HORSES.
There was a stronger show ot horses than at Hereford,

the cart horses as a lot be'ng very good ; but the hunters

were not up to the Hereford form in number or quality,

while the hacks and ponies, to make up for this deficiency,

mustered twice as many as at the last meeting. There
was a nice-sized ring, but on the incline, which is not

favi'Urable to judging horses; but this could not be avoided,

as the showyard was laid out on the side of a hill.

The nags this year were supplied with breast numbers,
as suggested by The Mark Lane Express for this and many
other shows throughout the country, for which, with a

clear ring and no favour, it has always gone. Then there

was a capital stand, but divided in the centre, so as to

separate those who meet only once a year. The managers
of the Royal and Yorkshire shows do not do this thing.

It is one hundred and thirteen years ago since ilarske

was serving mares in the West Country for a few shillings

each, when he was bought for a song, and afterwards

stood a grand Sultan at Rycote, at a fee of £100. This

was after his son Eclipse had distinguished himself, which

proves that it was hard to say in those days what a horse

would get, a glorious uncertainty which many owners of

show horses are perfectly aware of in these days, and
so send with the chance of getting the £50 and £20 for

the best thoroughbred stallion for getting hunters.

The first lot we saw were ilr. Brown's Ladbroke, by
Oulston, out of Miss Roland, by Fitz-Roland, a Cleve-

land coach horse in form, on a small scale ; Lord Fitz-

hardinge's hunting-like Red Cloud, by Maccaroni, out of

Potomac, by Newrcinster, and which moved well on

])arade ; Mr. Freeman's Claudius, by Caractacus, out of

]>ady Petl, by Orlando, very handsome and catching to

the eye, but with shoulders not calculated to get hunters,

though handsome enough for chargers and harness horses

;

and last, though placed first. Colonel Barlow's The Gun-
ner, by Crater, out of Dotibleshot, by Stockweil, a rather

taking, merry-moving chesnut, with good ends and wiry

imbs, but light in his middle. The next were the hunters

above four years old ; and had two Yorkshire gentlemen

rigged out in the costume of one hundred years ago,

with coats most roDmy in cuff, skirt, and pocket, and
waistcoats with buttons innumerable, reaching nearly

down to their knees, taken coach from the inn which
overlooks the famous little race-conrse of Catterick Bridge

and its quaint stand, for the first Bath and West of Eng-
land show, to judge the riding horses, we could picture

them when there on just such another nag as Michael

Hardy ; for Michael Hardy is an old gentleman's

horse, belongs to an old gentleman, and goes like

one. Some supposed he belonged to Colonel Ballard;

and as there is a rule that no exhibitor shall ride

his own nag—but each others' we should think by the

way many were thrown—they considered the Colonel was
breaking the law, which was not the case, as he was only

riding fur his papa. The Czar, who played second to

Michael Hardy, is hunting-like, and could move as

could Shakespeare, a compact-made one from the

same stable; and Mr. Battam's baldfaced Hunting Horn,
a neat horse with a peculiar neck, by Hunting Horn, a

favourite hunting stallion at one time in the West. Mr.
Trist, another well known exhibitor at the shows, came in

for high commendation for Carew, a good-looking brown
horse, which was second at Hereford last year, while Edin-

burgh, from the same stable, and a capital goer, is not noticed,

nor Mr. Howell's good mover, the Clipper. An-
other, which can move sweetly, is Mr. Cooper's nice,

but rather slack-backed chesnut. Crown Prince, which

looks a pleasant horse to ride, and was second to King
Charming, of Hasketon, V\'oodbridge, at Croydon. Mr.
Battam's useful-looking horse. Brown Stout, was one of

four selected and ridden of the twelve by Mr. Hutchin-

son—a good horseman, and who made ths nags go iu

very different form to those who brought them into the

ring. But, we say, ride one ride all of anything like fair

form and action ; for, if a horse goes nicely under a

judge, it is so many points in his favour, and this cannot

be fair to those not ridden. We have said this over and

over again at different meetings, and do so now, as several

exhibitors complained of their horses not being ridden,

which owners of wooden ones do not. One of these was

Mr. Hill, of the Hendre, Monmouth, who had a good-

looking baj, four years old, by Blackthorn, out of a mare
by Saunterer, who galloped well, and we think will

grow into a nice nag. He was iu the four-year-old class,

won by Mr- Bailey's horse Precocity—a horse that was
started as a prize horse by Mr^ Booth aud Mr. Paddisoa,

at Croydon ; and we stick to what we said then, that he

is a level, lengthy colt, very straight in the croup, and

more of carriage or charger character than hunting, with

his hind legs a long way behind him, while a hunter's

ought to lie well under. In fact, we look on him as

great a pretender as the one Somersetshire backed iu

olden times, and hope they will not try to breed such

straggling-made horses as Precocity. Mr. Pearce's

thoroughbred grey, without a pedigree, is of very good
form, and a free goer ; and so was a neat, blood-looking

bay from Ivybridge. ^Ir. Bjttams had two useful uagd
ill Coppertop, by Gemma di Vergi, aud Clapham by
Clapham, aud fully expected to win vvilh the former, a

well-made nag, but which only came iu second. But
Mr. Battams was not the only one that expected to be

disappointed. There were a dozen in the class, aad
nothing else of any great merit, as Mr. Keevii's Coua-
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cillor we thought wrong in hia shoulJers for hunting
purposes. There were eight three-vear-olds, but nothing
very striking, the first prize (Glyncollen) being a bay
gelding, by Knight of Kars, and the second
a showy brown filly of breed, Browndown
by name, while the highly-commended Oak Leaf
is a neat light-weight bay filly by Wild Moor. Mr.
Trist and ilr. Battanis had each a fair one in this class.

The two-year-olds were a middling lot of eleven, and we
did not think niufh of the winner, Mr. Bntler's gelding

;

though the second, Brooklands, from Swansea, was deep-
topped, with good limbs, and by Wild Charlie, out of

Sallie, by Anthracite ; Captain Festing's Young Glen-

more was not wanting in form or understandings ; and
;Mr. Pyatt's bay colt, as a sample of Claudius's get, is

just what might be eipecied, and decidedly not hunting-

like. Kapid Rhone has left his mark in Father Thames
in colo'.ir and form, the first of the yearling colts or

iHlies, and the best looking of a poor class. There were
several other roans in the class, but not by Lord Glasgow's

old horse, who could gallop when in training, and that

we—tliouiih he was not perfection's self— rather liked,

though many said he was a coach-horse. How often do
we hear at the ring side horsts that can gallop called

steeplechasers, coacher?, chargers, or hacks by those

who go for standstill horses. The second prize. Haw-
thorn, a brown colt by Donuiugton, is very handsome,
and quite a dandy. The hunting brood mares were as

poor a lot as we don't wish to see again. Flirt, by Blair

Athol, dam by Yoltipeur, being a deep-framed plain-

looking mare with still' fore-legs, and not much hunting
character, while the second, Whitedown, a chesnut

mare of breed, was hunting-like in her withers but

not in the shoulders. Ihere were only four others,

one being a cob hackney mare, and worthy of notice

if shown in her proper class. However, Flirt was
awarded the prize as being the best in all the riding

classes, a verdict that we do ^lot agree with, and think

Little Nobleman, the best mare or geldiag above fourteen

hands calculated to carry not less than twelve stone,

should have had the Champion prize, as he was, v/ith the

exception of the least shortness of the neck, the most per-

fect and liveliest goer in the yard, and would be a star

even in Rotten Row in the height of the season. He
beat seven nice ones in a class of fourteen, including Mr.
Harding's Master Tom, Mr. Benjafield's Gladstone, Mr.
Trist's Moorhen, Mr. Downing's Little Tommy, Mr.
Alleyne's Ready, and Mr. Stratton's 'Friar Tuck. The
stallions for getting hacks were few and not grand, ex-

cepting the winner. Bete Noir, a handsome, capitally

topped chesnut by Marsyas out of Leprosy by Mildew,

which was seconded by a useful brown cobby hack. Little

Tommy. The best mare or gelding above fourteen hands,

calculated to carry not less than fourteen stone, was King
Peter, from Kilworthy, Tavistock, which beat three other

useful ones. There were several nice ponies not exceed-

ing fourteen and not exceeding thirteen hands, which

with their jockeys created the usual aaiount of merriment

wken on parade.

The agricultural stallions foaled before 1875 were a

grand lot of representatives of power, with coats shining

like sitk, and manes as long and fine as the back-hair of

Lady Godiva or Ariadne, while their great frames were

covered with heaps of sleeky flesh that would indicate

they had a very easy time of it, and that there was plenty

in the land for Houyhnhnms, if not for Yahoos. Ten out

of an entry of fourteen entered the arena, led by Mr. A.

Smith's King Tom, six years' old, by Kowland, out of

Darby, a nice horse, and a prize-taker at a previous meet-

ing oi the Society, Mr. Hibbard's promising brown Sultan,

three years, by the Quail out of Diamond, being the next,

lollowed by Lord Fitzhardinge's Prince of Clydesdale, six

years old, by Prince Christian, out of Darling, a thick-set

mealy bay, of the Clydesdale breed, and a useful horse ; bnt
he has no chance in the show-ring with such a handsome
nag as Young Sampson, who is close on his heels, and
has much improved since shown at the Royal Birmingham,
where he was the best stallion to serve mares in the

county of Warwick. He was then Mr. Street's, who has
since parted with him to Lord Ellesmere for £750, we hear,

and gets the first prize as well as the champion prize for

the best in all the agricultural classes. Pride of the

Shires, a good-looking five-year-old, by Young England, is

also from Vv'^orsley Hall, the next being Samson, a three-

year-old roan, by Prince out of Smart, Then comes a

dark chesnut which attracts the eyes of many, as he is

v\ ell put together, with great power, and as active as a

kitteu ; for Topsman, eight years old, is by W^onderful,

out of an Emperor mare, and a Clydesdale by birth and
education, consequenty knowing how to pick up his feet

well enough to get second hoRoars,and, had there been bag-
pipes within ear, very likely the first,or heis no true Scot.

Two more of the clan follow him, Lieut. -Col. L. Lindsay's

Prince Albert, a bright bay by Lay Jock, out of a mare
by Old Scotchman, and the neat-made Earl, a bay four-

year-old, by the Duke out of Venture, the property of

and bred by the well-known exhibitors of Clydesdales,

Messrs. E. and A. Stanford, of Ashurst Steyning ; while a

three-year-old roan, of Mr. Thomas, Bristol, Royal Prince

by Royal Prince, makes up the number. For thfi best

stallions foaled in 1875 there were seventeen entries, but

some did not answer to the roll-call ; still the twelve paraded

made a very good class of which Mr. Street's Thamper
—Bumper would be more to our taste—a very handsome
chesnut, beautifully made, with good ends, a wonderful

back and loin, and capital limbs, adorned by the silkiest

hair, was made the champion. He is by England's

W^onder, better-known in the show-yard as " the old

strawberry roan " and is the sire of a gem of the

first water in the two-year-old filly class. Tops-

man, a chesnut shire colt of great bone and power
is by Solomon, and takes second honours, while a very

nice stamp was a black, compact, active cart colt, Duke
of Cambridge,by Heart of Oak, out of a mare by England's
Glory ; and though first at Manchester only highly

commended here. A very handsome bay. Dragon, by the

Duke, out of Venture, was shown by Messrs. Stanford,

whose old. horse, the Duke, is resting on his laurels at the

Hendre, Monmouth. A lengthy, active, bright bay
Clydesdale stallion, Tam O'Shanter by Paragon Tom,
out of Jean by Sampson, from Badminton, and Mr.
Speed's bay shire-colt by Sir Robert, and another or two,

were worthy of being honourably mentioned. " Good
again " were the mares and foals, or in foal, with Lord
Ellesrnere's Honest Lady, a light bay of great power,

compact, and well put together, by Honest Torn, with

foal at foot, by Samson, that was elected Q,ueeu-bee, and
looked as if she led the life of one ; while from the same
hive,as lady-in-waiting.was the lengthy, short-legged Mrs.

Muir, who is better acquainted with the etiquette of

the show yard than many who honour her with a call.

She is by Champion, and her youngster by Honest Tom.
The highly commended Rosa Bonheur, a bright bay, is a

line, buxom old Lincolnshire mare from Lockinge Park,

whose strength it is evident does not lie in her |hair, for

she has very little of it, and that so tightly tied round her

tail that her dock appeared by the way she carried it a

fixture, the same as we have have seen little girls with

their hair so tightly plaited and lied that they could not

shut their eyes. Then a lighf, active Clydesdale mare,

Jean, by the handsome Young Lofty, represented

Badminton, and a clever brown mare Messrs. Stanford's

stables,while Mr. Rose trusted Kose of England.three years

old.by the Duke out of Venture, a mare of nice character.
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^^r. Hubbard sent Diamniul, sis years old, by King of tbe

Valley, aad Mr. Hennessey that nice little carl lUiiro,

Pleasant. The best filly foaled in 1875 was " the gem"
before alluded to, an iron-grey cart filly, Marshland's

Princess, wocderfully put together, an.i by England's

Wonder—" tlie old strawberry roau again," in fact,

the Stockwell one of cart stallions. The second prize

filly was a big one by the General, out of Pleasant, by
Rowland, and the highly commended, a good-looking

fhesnnt, which with some few useful ones in a class of

four-teen, tvvo being absentees, brings us to the end of the

stabling.

THE CATTLE.

The only thing Bath wants is a bath. Ay ! so hot it

Was oil Monday and Tuesday, as we went through the

financially successful Show that does credit to a century's

growth. The Shorthorns are being judged as we ap-

])roach. They are, it must be confessed by their most
earnest champion, a somewhat indifferent show, especially

the males. '" A ronghish lot the bulls" was the constant

eomiuent of their current visitors. Some looked best

tied up, some best on parade. It is perhaps our being

tnet first by the old bulls that damps our admiration for

Telemachus 10th, bred by the Marquis of Exeter, who is

but a mean representative of that victorious name. His

colour is against him to begin with, being a dirty light

roan. He certainly draws himself up well, making the

most of his neck and head, but although deep and thick he

is short, and inclined rather to be paunchy. He is a lucky

rather thau a show bull, lucky in having no remarkable

adversary. Some years since he might have held the

gaping crowd, but we have grown saucy since then, owing
to the multitude of excellent animals that have been sown
broadcast through the laud, educating the public eye,

and filling even retired fold-yards with choice specimens

of their stock ; a glance at the pictorial illustrations of

the agricultural literature a generation since will amply
show this to be the fact. Yet there were even then in

the hands of a few, occasional individuals, and even herds,

whose thorough excellence old breeders will declare to

have never been surpassed since. Mr. Joseph Stratton's

second prize bull, Koyal James, who was first at Hereford

last year, and has been distinguished elsewhere, has a

jdeasant head and horn, and is of a good " meat for the

million " sort. He is covered with flesh, but wants just

that style which the use of Rob Roy will give to the

thick descendants of the old Broad Iliiiton herd. He is

getting coarse about the tail, a fault his otherwise supe-

rior sire, James 1st, has bequeathe 1 him. It is always a

disagreeable sight, and one which meets your eye at once.

Japanese babes, we have read, are grown in jars to any

shape, the frame and flesh following where the mould
allows room to expand. Why not by the same rule keep

on the youngsters of an otherwise capital type a weight

of lead soft-lined with leather, the constant pressure of

which would impel the too exuberant issue of bone and
blubber to spread out elsewhere upon the flank and quar-

ter. I charge nothing for the idea. For the practice in

Japan on the human subject see a back number of

"Temple Bar" magazine. Colonel Loyd-Lindsay's Lord

llockville, a sou of this very Rob Roy's, and, if we re-

member well, possessing much of the old Towneley
Bulteifly character, was ke|it at home by the Cattle

Plague regulitious of the district, which have been sus-

jiended this very day. Mr. llales's red Bismarck by

Royal (Cambridge, dam by Royal Benedict, combines in his

veins the old Red Rose blood after use at KirklcviiiRton

aud Warlaby. The mixluie in him is yet raw. but we should

1)6 curious to inspect his progeny from cows of kindred nature.

The Marquis of Exeter's Telemachus 9ih, by the old bull,

ii au enforced absentee, as aUo is the Messrs. Iloskius'a

Duke of Oxford 33rd, bred at Tlolker. Mr. St. John

Ackers'schesnut roan Clovis continues steadily to improve,

but is too loosely put together to be quite a show bull.

Mr. Bull's Gallant Gay, bred by Jlr. Jefferson, has a

mild look about head and horn that suits ill his nomen-

clature, aud a curious prominence of shoulder blade that

is an ocular defect. The " highly-commended " Oxford

Duke lOtli has a deal of good about him. He has fiiie

bone, aud handles well, but he is inferior in so far that he

runs rather to belly than back. The decisions of the judges

iu the next class, for the " best bull not exceeding two

years of age ou the 1st of June," were even more ques-

tioned than they were iu the last class. The prize is wo.i

by the Beau (Lady Emily Pigot's), chiefly through con-

sideration of his touch it is supposed ; for he is yet a

stripling, somewhat uneven in his proportions. He was

marshalled under review, and his wide-awake attendant

tutor intends resting, it was rumoured, on these laurels.

There was no stain that we could notice of " black

oats " upon his nose, and there was no need on this

occasion of the familiar shooting-jacket flap. " Tliere's

a something in the lad's eye as tames them all," a bailiff

remarked to us lately of a cowman who managed amiably

and easily a coujile of bulls, which previous to his adyent

to the farm were fed over the wall. Judges, too, should

be wary of such mesmeric influence. Mr. St, John
Ackers' second prize bull, Prince of Georgia, has a deep

body, well clothed with soft hair, aud a good head. Mr.

Stratton's Pearl Diver, " not so dusty," his owner

thought (how could he be, fresh from the dejjths

of the ocean ? )
gets no notice. Mr. George Game's

Thorndale Geneva excels iu flesh aud hair, but is

no better off upon the prize-list. Another Telemachus,

from Eurghley House, by his vacant stall, suggests agaiu

the damage this exhibition sutlers through the transport

inhibition. Bat about Mr. Willis's Rear Admiral there

is quite an indignant gathering of men, capable to judge,

too, who declare he should certainly have been placed at

the head of the poll. He is a level, long anima', of neat

character, but smooth and bare. His attendant assures

all that his charge carries, iu its due season, the thickest

of coats, but it is upon the day of show that such orna-

meutation is wanted, aud is, moreover, at the same
moment, existent on his very next neighbour, from

Prinnash Park. There are too many, it is to be feared,

who just listen and move on.

In the next class, " for the best bull calf, under six

and not exceeding twelve months old ou 1st of June,'

Rev. Mr. Kennard, to his astouishinent, doubtless, is put

quietly under the table with a white own brother to

Queen Mai'y, a long, good backed bull, whose eclipse, we
venture to think, will only be temporary. A hi^h com-
meudaliou must console him now. Mr. 11. Strattoa

comes deservedly to the front with »Jarbunele, a red son of

Rob Roy's, a well groan, meaty, symmetrical calf, who is

destined to be both of lofty stature and of high distinction

on the stage of life. He handles sweetly, aud is dresseil

in a sea-otter robe ! All honour to the Strattoa herd!

for Mr. Walter comes second with Lord John, a calf

bred at Alton Priors, of a thick, mellow, cobby sort, if

we m.iy borrow a phrase from the stable, Mr. St. .John

Ackers again is hitjhly commended for Earl of Taunton, a

wealtl.y-coated calf, slightly hard in touch, a son of

Queen of the Georgians, the most thoroughbred looking

Shorthorn, to our taste, iu the aged cow class. Fifteen

are entered, but there ate many kept away by the oauso

above alluded to. In the class for the best cow- in-calf,

the m igician, Mr. Kennard, carries oft' the palm with

Blossom 2od, a long, well developed, meaty cow, but

whi<di, iu the exercise of our critical vocation, we must
pronounce not to exhibit what the eye wants in Short-

horn character. We hare seen a lovely herd of very

P 3
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similar fashion bred by two anccessive Shorthora crosses

oa an Ayrshire foundation. They know quite enough at

Marnhuil to set this defect right in time. She has an

undergrowth on the shoulder-blade which, if it could be,

would" be better ironed out into the neck again, from

whence it has evidently come by accident, as a London

footman's false calf will sometimes turn upon parade, and

take up an awkward though adjoining position, where not

wanted, on his leg. The second prize cow. Sir J.

Smyth's, ^Ir. Kcnnard claims credit for, she having been

bred out of a cow which once belonged to him, and being

by the same sire as his own winning stock. She has

far more real Shorthorn character than Blossom 2nd,

and with a little more development in places, and less

stlffuess of appearance, especially about the hind legs,

should have reversed position with the winner. The

cow most suggestive of Teeswater origin is Mr. St,

John Ackers' Queen of the Georgians, who has a fine

frcnt and barrel, only comparatively failing from the hip

onwards. Her head is good, though not dished. It is

impossible to know nov/-a-days exactly what men do

mean by their technical bovine language, but the Queen's

head is"what we fancy Her Majesty's Opposition would

term a good "strong" head. Anyhow it is pleasant to

the eye, and that is the ultimate criterion both of form

aid colour.

In the best heifer class, not exceeding three years, our

pet. Imperious Queen, is laurel-crowned again. Wealthy

in coat and f.esh, and having a eufiFicien&y of blue in

her beautiful tint, she is all over good, as might be ex-

pected in the grand- daughter of Mr. Carr's elegant Prince

of the Empire—one of the noblest- fronted bulls ever

seen. There is nothing about her majesty's carriage and

countenance to justify the term "Imperious." She has

a sweet head, quite Grecian in its facial line, wliich were

her horn* downbent, might pass for a capital specimen of

the Red Rose type. She has, too, d€spite some one's dili-

geat application of broken glass, just that soup(;on of

black on her liorus which is not unusual iu Bates cattle.

She is small, for she has had to work hard in every way
;

but she is emineotly worthy of ber position, and we de-

voutly trust that, in the future—as was once said of Lord

John Russell
— " her shadow may never grow less."

Rev. Mr. Kenuard's lole is again second to the Queen.

Es she was last year. She is a capitally-developed

butcher's beast, but wants the character of that charming

Olga. There are several in this class absent that, from

the reading of their published pedigrees, we should have

liked to have seen. Lady Pigot's Rosalba, bought at

Hereford from Mr. Stratton to compete and win in

'Ireland, gets a bare commendation here. Aiiain, in tlie

.next class, " for the best heifer uot exceeding two years

. old on the 1st of June," there are mai>,y absentees. But

they have sent from that successful hotbed, Worsley Hall,

the champion cow, bred, we dalight to read— for it shows

how the old strains, if adhered to, come out agaiu—at

Towneley. " The Lady "—in the great day of

Towneley hov«r familiar, in those comfortable boxes,

which opened only to disclose a treasure, was that de-

scription, "Now here's quite a gentleman!" "Now
there's a lady !"—is not a White Butterfly nor a

Vestris. She reminds us of the winner at the Cardiff

Eoyal Show, and of that memorable cow who, after

being placed first in the cow class at the Salisbury

Royal Show (the v^inner over thirty-niae at the Paris

Exhibition being second) went to London at Christmas

and won as a fat cow, being subsequently delivered of

Gold Medal—a bull calf, v.'ho was sold by the carat, and

lived to leave stock behind him. The Lady is

compact as a drum, and shows that even the generally

uneven Shorthorn mnij be brought in skilful hands to

rival even the plump German sausage-back of the prize

JDcTon.

Sir J. Smyth is commended for Lady Ashton, also 3

daughter of his second prize cow, Lady Penrhyn ; Mr. St.

John Ackers highly commended ; and Mr. Biilt is placed

second with Anaeth. This was a good class, the chief

members of which looked very faaltless in their stalls, but
varied as they ever will considerably on parade. It is

action that rules the roast in all classes, and well it shouW.
A fioe build incapable of moving just balances a pretty

face without expression. Those experienced warriors, Lady
Pigot and Mr. Stratton, in this class obtain only tlie

barren honours of commendation. Of the best " heifer

calves about sis and not exceeding twelve months," Lord
Sudebury's Seraphina Bella 4th, keeps up the prestige of

her family, of which we know from inspection that they
have a goodly store at Toddington. She is a well grown,
level, stylish heifer. The second prize heifer Mr. St. J.

Acker's Third Lady Carew, looked such a darling on
parade. Her touch some say is hardish, but she is

exquisitely modelled, smaller as yoimger than the\7inner,

and covered with nice hair ; her rumps o-ne said are low,

but to onr eye she is as Warlaby-like in her beautiful

quarter as anything on the ground. Mr. St. John Ackers
should take the advice of his schools' great teacher, and
send a little pig before him to tell tlie way the wind blows,

ere he shows her again, as her hide may be expected to

mellow or harden according to the weather-cock I

Heavens! what an idea. It can only ha\e originated

amongst the clouds ! Leaving Mr. Kennard with only a

commendation, we regret to say, to suck in this class, we
adjourn to the noble Herefords, of which the exhibition is

very good, although as might be expected, not quite up

to the mark of their native city. Mr. Taylor's old bull,

who was closely second to Lord Falmouth's Devon for the

champion prize is a grand specimen, and to outsiders

looked the winner. He is ful' of character, althongh not

quite up to Tredegar's measure ; mellow, masculine,

lengthy, upstanding, it would apparently be hard to find

his match upon his native soil. Mr. Thomas, of St.

Hilarg's representative, son of the celebrated old Horace,

is second, being distanced in size at least. In the next

class of fourteen candidates we are glad to find that

enthusiastic breeder. Rev, Archer Clive, first with

Kentchurch, a very lump of a neat, thick, meaty bull.

The value of the triumph may be appreciated when we
find below the names of Arkwright, Edwards, Taylor,

only honoured with a high commendation. Mr.
Carvardine is second with Ben Battle, a weighty youngster,

not quite so even as this exhibitor's other entries—take for

instance his first prize bull calf in the next class, the

celebrated Helena's sou, who has a charming head, plenty

of mellow flesh, and carrier out his quarter well. He
shows thereby how a thoughtful breeder may improve as

he proceeds, for it is in that point his dam fails. In the
" best cow " class there are some celebrities superseded,

Helena taking the pride of place. Her head is lovely,

her frame great and truly built, so far as the quarter

where she appears to have gone to pieces rather. This is

uot to be wondered at considering her career. She breeds,

and moreover has won three years running the first prize at

the Bath andWest of England Show,having been overlooked

strange to siy, as a calf, although she won the premier

place at the Royal the same year. She has been first

three years running at the Royal, and expects to be so

again at Liverpool. She is but three years and tea

months old. She has besides won several local prizes.

The next class of heifers, not exceeding three years, is a

truly superb one. Mr. Edwards's Mabel is a marvel^

especially in front. So substantial and yet so full of

quality they looked as they went around the ring. Much
the same may be said of the next class of yearling heifers,

Mrs. Sarah Edwards being first and second with the

prize calves of last year. She wins agaiu in the heifer
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calf class with a half sister to tlie second prize yearling,

Beatrice. Next advance upon the scene the Sussex

cattle, in which there is the manifestation of more im-

provement than in any other sort. Some suggest a cross

of the Devon to have been used, both by their heads and

bodies ; still they mauage to keep up with the old style

which you may see in the illustrations of Dickenson's

husbandry, and other agricultural volumes of forty years

ago. They are of rather a fierce disposition it was hinted.

The cows by eye and horn certainly indicate a sense of

women's rights, and don't thank you at all for courteous

deference, whilst a Lull showed his temper by taking a

mean advantage of his attendant who was combing out

his forelock, and gave him a triple toss in the very show
yard. Still it is a good sort of cattle, being to the Devon
just what the Oxford or Hampshire Down is to the

Southdown sheep.

The Channel Islandtrs are of course alv/ays delightful

(o look upon, so suggestive are they of cream, over which

a band of beetles may rink without damage to the floor,

and the mashed u]) saucer of strawberries. Their points,

as all know from Colonel de Conteur's rules, are as varied

and numerous as the whims of the rich, and we cannot

altain unto tUera. Silver grey seems the fashion, and in

the class for " best bulls not exceeding 4 years, on 1st

June," Afr. Simpson is first with a couple so tinted, bear-

ing respectively the snggestive (to the Shorthorn breeder's

ears) names of Romeo aud iSIay Duke. Can it be that

this gentleman, having got to the top of the tree of his

ambition in this foreign sort, is about to hop into the

))lautation of native growth? We open our arms to

receive him. IJe shall not fall if we can help it. Judges

consider this show a good one, especially the females, but

not so good as at Croydon. They look bold enough for

Spain with their expressive black eyes, and we should be

sorry to have to face them within a circular fence. Such
leading rods, too, the men had, striped their whole length

with iron ribs, aud sometimes it took two with chains as

well as staff to lead tlieni. lu the cow class there was no

mistaking the prima donna in Mr. Fitt's Mousie, but over

the second prize there was a difliculty, and ultimately two
seconds Vi'ere given, the cows oddly enough being so weil-

ruatched in shape and colour that they would have looked

well in harness, besides excelling equally at the pail.

The cow and heifer classes were all well filled, to the

tune of about tifteeu each. The Guernsey bulls wore

blinkers. Of their further merits we cannot report. The
inside of the ear in all certainly looked golden-yellow

enough. This weighty indication of rich milk in these

cattle we have found to tell true also in the case of Short-

horns as well. Next following there were some large

framed aud symmetrical pairs of " Dairy cows, other

than pedigree stock, the property of a tenant farmer in

one of the three counties of Somerset, Gloucester, or

Wilts,"—fine samples you could not have seen years since,

hefore sales aud railways dispersed the blue blood as they

do now. The prize for the best bull, the property of a

tenant farmer in one of those three counties, was adjudged

to a superior white three years old, by Lord Red Eyes

4th, his dam tracing to the excellent and elegant Sugar-

plum family. This bull has a pleasant head, and capital

greeny-white horns, a broad back, and tremendous thighs,

lie is moreover very deep, and full of quality, lie was

bred by j\Ir. Savage, whose haul of near four-hundred for

a Darlington bull we so well remember at the Kingscote

sale. Where would this tenant farmer have stood but

for access to such blue-blood males as Colonel Kingscote,

aud Mr. Bowling have, and the late i\lr. Woodward de-

lighted to keep ? JNIr. Walter Farthing was second with

his Devon bull, a fact that speaks volumes for the white

one's refined subs-lancc. To tiiis breed now, the cbainpiou

sort of the show, wc udjouru. Where auimuls arc so uni-

formly excellent as are the Devons upon this ground, it

is no wonder that judges difler in their Oj)inion in about
successive weeks, as they have done here after Tavistock.
The prizes for the best bull exceediug two and not exceed-
ing four years old, first aud second both go to Lord
Falmouth. The first, who is also the champion bull of
the show, is curiously named with a cruel irony " The
only Jones," an appellation which, being of Celtic origin
ourselves, we resent, and only wish we could pay oil' our
indignation on the bull. He is, however, too good, lie

has a gentle expression which renders his head almost
feminine in the distance, but which we find to be brave
enough, hut kindly, on our nearer approach. The meat
over his rounded, deep, roller-like carcase—how it would
fiz and splutter before the fire ! There is no handling
this Devon champion in the sense of pulling a fold from
his side. His skin is simply stuffed out as tight as a
drum ! With the exceptiuu of a slight compression of
flesh in the region of the second round, there is abso-
lutely nothing to point to. He is a noble specimen of
the juicy Devon. The second prize bull is longer, more
uneven, and perhaps of more masculine character than his

fellow. In the yearling class Mr. Kidner's Falstaft' is

strong and stout, and absolutely waddles as he walks,
owing to his uncomfortable breadth of beam. In the
bull-calf class Mr. Walter Farthing takes first prize

with a very level deep little fellow, ISIr. Fryer being
second, also with a good one. The small Devon calves,

in fact, both male and female, were a wonder on parade

—

as much so as the yearling Herefords. Mrs. Maria
Langdon's first prize cow has a deer-like head and excel-

lent long body. She is uneven in the quarter. The
weight of these animals must tell upon their support.
The second prize cow is not so good in front. In the
next class Sir. Farthing's Picotee has somewhat open
horns, but a sensible couutcnauce, and is a substantial

long cow. Amongst the yearlings Mr. Farthing's Lady-
bird looks disfigured by her dark upstanding horns,
whereas his prize heifer-calf in the next class is a perfect

love, aud has the sweetest of heads.

THE SHEEP.

When we come to the sheep, Mr. G. Turner accounts
sufficiently for the oily Lcicesters ; Messrs. Swanwick
and Gillett for the Cofswolds. It is enough to say that
they have shown. The ewes' faces, however, were
scarcely matched, and there was a diversity of wool in the
same pen. The Devon lougwool classes showed, some the
Cotswold and some the Leicester cross. They are m-ore

acceptable upon the table than their improvers, the muscle
of the native breed mixing well with the blubbery layer

of the imported ram. The Romney Marsh or Kent
sheep show an increased delicacy of meat. Their wool,

possibly owing to the climate, is run after fur its coip„-

bined fine softness and length. Mr. Godwiu's prize
yearling ram is remarkably distinct in build from all

others shown of this breed. He is comparatively low oix

leg, thick, cobby, and strong throughout, being well put
together. His selection foi" this prize reminds of old
breeders preferring a small closely-knit bull. Amongst
the Sonthdowns the Prince of Wales obtains first honours
over a large entry. In the next class Lord AValsing-

ham wins first and second honours. The head of
this flock looks more refined than it once was, or Sir

W. Throckmorton's sheep put them out of coun-
tenance. Their neck was once assuredly shorter than
it looks now. All goes, however, by comparison. They
are, after all, lovely aud even. Amongst t!ie Hampshirca
Mr. Alfred ^lorrison wins as usual, his sheej) running
over apparently with a Southdown iuliisioii, which atfecta

flesh and wool, but touches not the biir dark face, the
lines of whkh arc unmialakahle and well kept. Amongst
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the Shropshircs, Mr. Pulley's lot look of lighter physical

build thaa we have seen them, and Lord Chesham's are

recovering from their over-Southdown aspect of last year.

The native blood is reasssertiug its influence. Mr.
Mausell holds his own amongst the rams with a good
pair, yearling and old one, Mr. Townsend running second
in both classes. One sheep exhibited has tokens in bis

marking of the lake-country speckled breed. The
breeders of the Oxford Down are fast combining quantity

with quality, and Mr. Druce takes the champion sheep

prize with a rare specimen. Big, broad, well-proportioned,

lie is a magniticent sheep. His head is decidedly modi-
lied in shape and size from the old, somewhat coarse type.

This is so much in a head that is indicative of delicate

}nGat, provided you don't get them too feminine. This

sheep is the last of three shown last year, when he came
third. His two fellows have gone abroad. A Kent ram
and some ewes went to New Zealand last year, and
answer well there, £35 being given for the ram, A num-
ber of Exmoor and other improved mountain breeds are

shown, but we fan^y we do not see any so broad aud oval

as those exhibited by Mr. K. Smith used to be. The
tivisted horns of the Dorsets, so shell-like iu the o-utward

a.ipearance of their material, are a sight suggestive of

the pictures shown us in childhood of Abraham's sacrifice,

aud look like feeding on a iTicecourse ratlicr the briery

hill-side.

THE riGS.

Amongst the pigs, Messrs. Howard have been suc-

cessful with their hirge white boar Smart, aud have

selected for new blood a well formed youngster of Lord
Ellesmere's in an adjoining pen. Mr. Duckeriug wins

repeatedly the reward of his protracted porciue studies

iu several classes. A splendid black, small-breed sow of

Mv. Sexton's by some error got entered amongst the big

breed white ones, where she looks horridly unhappy with

her short, contemptuous nose. Mr. Sexton's Top Sawyer,

of the small black breed, has a splendid back and hams,
but looks as if his feeder had given a too admiring squeeze

to his chops when he was little. The probos-'^is is longer

and the cheek more Yankee than we are used to iu this

breed. Mr. John Partridge shows some very nice youug
boars under a year old, iu which we note a blending of

the Suffolk and Hampshire breeds. They are very meaty
and nice, and remind of Coates's sort. One pair of

sows is shown devoid of hair as a rhinoceros, looking

quite out of place amongst a lot whose hair is diligently

cultivated. They are apparently derived from Fisher

Hobbs's Neapolitan pig. There are some small white pigs,

like Lord Mureton's Barrister last season with an abun-

dant soft wig. The collection is capital throughout, but

there is no decided wonder, such as occasionully crops up,

to variegate the lot. Amongst the Berkshires, Mr.
Stewart wins with some of his unmistakable mellow im-

proved sort ; Mr. Svvanwick shows some capital wide-

awake ycung sows ; and Mr. Heben Humphrey's boars

are well worthy of the projected herd-book, or i-ather

pig-book. We were glad to see Sir William Throck-

morton's ancestral breed coming so decidedly to the front

again. There is nothing, after all, when wanted, like the

old unalloyed, whether iu pigs or port wine.

THE IMPLEMENTS.
As we gave last week a cooaplcte list of implement ex-

hibitors, with the principal articles exhibited, to refer to

every stand would be needless repetition, aud we shall

therefore be content to notice novelties aud improvements
as far as these attracted our attention, merely mentioning
in ])assing some of the principal manufacturers' stands.

Beginning witii the machinery in motion, Messrs. Fow'er's

stand is first iu the catalogue, but we did not notice ,

any alteration in the excellent traction engines and culti-

vating machinery as having been introduced since last

year, although, as minor improvements areconstantly being
made, some small alterations may have escaped our atten-

tion. The same remark applies to the engines of Messrs.
Aveling and Porter, of llochester, on the next stand. A
new traction engine was shown by Mr. W. Box, of

Uffington, Faringdon, Berks. This engine is mounted
on springs, the power beiug communicated to driving

wheels by outside connecting rods from crank discs on
either end of a counter shaft placed underneath the boiler.

The gearing is cased-ia away from the travelling wheels,

and the width of the engine is less than sii feet—an im-
portant feature in a traction eugiue. If this engine will

stand the strain that its peculiar construction places upou
some of its working parts, it has much to recommend it.

Passing by Messrs. Wallis and Steevens' engines, thrash-

ing machines, aud corn elevators, we noticed a new
cheese-making and warming apparatus invented and
exhibited by Mr. A. CoUius, of Stalbridge, Dorset. The
heat can be regulated to any temperature, aud communi-
cated to a chec-se room above the dairy. Messrs. Claytoa

aud SliuttlcAorth, of Lincoln, had a large show of their

well-known eugines and machines. Mr. Humphries, of

Pershore, Worcester, Messrs. Hornsby and Sons, of

Grantham, Messrs. Tasker and Hons, of Audover, and
the Reading Iron Works ('ompauy, showed their respfictive

engines and thrashing machines. An improved vertical

engine and boiler on a water-tank foundation was at work,

on the staud of Mr. llindley, of Bourton, Dorset,

raising and lowering a heavy weight, checking its ascent

or descent at any point with ease. Messrs. Gibbous, of

Wantage, show;^d some newly desip;ned horizontal steara

engines. A new 6-horse power locomotive, capable of

drawing a thrashing machine, was exhibited by Messr-s.

Iiansomes, Sims, and Head, of Ipswich. On the stand of

Messrs. Hayward, Tyler, and Co., of London, we noticed

an 8-horse power steam engine with vertical boiler, tilted

with Rider's automatic expansion gear, and feed-water

heater. Messrs. Turner, of Ipswich, Ruston, Proctor,

and Co., of Lincoln, Rjbey and Co., of Lincoln, Burford,

and Perkins," of Northampton, Barrows and Stewart, of

Banbury, and Garrett and Sons, of Saxmundham, showed
engines and other machines, but in passing through their

stands we did not notice any striking novelties. Messrs.

Brown and May, of Devizes, as usual at this Show, had a

great array of their engines. A new circular and band-

sawing machine was shown by Messrs. Powis and Co., of

Loudon. Mr. F. W, Turner, of St. Albans, showed
some uewly-desigi:ed engiues, and Messrs. Robbins, of

Bath, Burrell, of Thetford, and Nicholson and Son, of

Newark-on-Trent, exhibited engines, &c. The Savile-

street Foundry Company, of Sbeflield, had a new stone-

breaking machine, and a new pressure blower, the latter

beiug suitable for drying grain. Passing by the stands

of Messrs. Hempsted and Co., of Grantham, Reynolds

and Co., of London, and Marshall and Sons, of Lincoln,

containing a variety of the machines for the manufacture

of which these firms are respectively known, we come to

Messrs. Riches and Watts's stand, and missed seeing their

revolving gathering rake, which was not at work in the

trial field till after our visit was made. A new stone-breaker,

a new bone-crusher, and a new corn-crusher were exhi-

bited by the Dunston Engine Co., of Durham. Mr. Henry
Lauder's, new hay collector, to work before a waggon-

loader, also exhibited, was absent in the trial field, and we
therefore missed seeing it. The next novelty was a

patent grain, rice, and seed aspirator and separator, manu-
factured by Messrs. Walworth and Co., of Bradford ; and

the aspirating middlings purifier, which we saw for the

first tinic at L?iriiiiii!;hain last year, was also exhibited by

this firm. Messrs. Pricstinan's tlcain crane aud self-acting
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bucket, wliich we described a fortnight ago, was not at

work, an accident having occurred in erecting the neces-

sary scaffolding. This was unfortunate, as many people

Were curious to see this novelty at work. Mr. Walter A.

\Vood, of London, showed his harvester and binder, and
his better known reaper and mower, both of which we
saw at work in the t'ial tield. The harvester was not

worked. The St. Pancras Ironworks Co., of London,
exhibited several improvements in stable fittings, amongst
which were a wrought iron gutter, a ne>v hay rack with

lever and weight for the purpose of keeping the hay
always withi.i the horse's reach, and enamelled brackets

for harness. There was also a capital set of fiittiugs for a

cow-house, and an iron piggery front «ilh moveable
trough, which can be filled outside the court. Messrs.

Howard, of Bedford, had their usual large show of

engines, implements, &c., includiug their new Simples

mower and reaper, which were worked in the trial fields.

The reaper, which vras shown first at Birmingham last

year, but was not manufactured for general sale, is greatly

improved since its introduction, the cam being altered in

shape, and the crosshead quite new in construction. The

Farmer engine was at work in the trial field, but we were

imable to see it. Jlesssrs. Harrison, McGregor and Co.,

of Leia;h, ]\ranchestcr, had a large show of their combined

mowers and reapers, two of which were worked in the

trial fields. A new intermediate motion to replace the cross-

shaft has been introduced into their mowers and combined

machines by Messrs. Picksley, Sims, and Co., of Leigh.

A large array of farm carriages and implements was dis-

pl.iyed by the Bristol Waggon Co., who also exhibited

Messrs. Osborne & Co.'s Kirby and Wheeler mowers
and combined machines, which were worked in the trial

fields. Messrs. Hornsby and Sons, of Grantham, rest on

the honours gained by their reapers at Leamington, and

by their mowers at Taunton, and have not made any

alterations since last year. They showed engines, ploughs,

and other farm requisites as well as mowers and reapers.

The Reading Ironworks Co. showed engines, thrashing

machines, and horse-rakes, and ]\Iessrs. Barford and

Perkins, of Peterbr-rough, a large number of ploughs,

mills, and steaming apparatuses. A steam cooking

apparatus, new to England, was exhibited by Messrs. .

Delano and Co., of London. Messrs. Garrett and Sons, i

of Saxmundham, showed their -well-known drills and

horse hoes. A new haymaker that was entered for

exhibition by Messrs. Nicholson and Son, of Newark-on-

Ticnt, was unfortunately broken in transit. The horse-

rakes of this firm have been improved, the principal altera-

tion being the introduction of hollow-spoked iron wheels.

A new ridge-and-furrow rake was also shown. On
Messrs. Kausomes' second stand we noticed two new

ploughs, amongst the variety of their exhibits. Messrs.

Hunt and Tawell, of Earls Colne, Essex, showed their

well known dressing machines, chaff cutters, pulpers, &o.

Quite a novelty at the Show was the steam power digging

machine, for cultivating hop-grounds, invented and exhibi-

ted by Mr. J. II. Knight, of Farnhain, and manufactured

by Messrs. J. and ¥. Howard. This is a most ingenious

implement, and one that supplies a long-felt want. Wt
fear, however, that the price is against the sale, unless to

contractors, who might find it answer their purpose to

have one to let out for hire in hop districts. It is a

peculiarity of chaff-cutters that they are nearly always

described in show catalogues as " new implements," the

slightest modification in size, sha])e, or even paint, we
imagine, being suHicient in manufacturers' opinion to

warrant such a description. A new slide for adjusting

cut, however, justifies the term " new " in the case of

a chafl"-culter exhibited by Messrs. Bamford and Sons,

of Uttoxeter. Messrs. Bradford and Co., of London

and Manchester, have iuipiuved Ihcir midf'tathcr thuru^,

and brought out a new potato washer, which must be
useful in large establishments. A great show of various

farm machines and implements was made by Messrs.

Corbett and Peele, of Shrewsbury. Messrs. Lowcock
and Barr, of Shrewsbury, showed Emperor mowers and
reapers and other machines. A new regulating reaper,

which attracted attention, was that of Messrs. Burgess
and Key, of London. The regulating arrangement is

effected by means of a swinging cam, and by an inseoious

system of gearing, the driver is able, by simply moving a

lever, to vary the rate of sheaf-delivery as he moves
along, as well as to carry the cut corn round the corners

of the standing crop. The gearing of the rakes is outside

and the knife gearing inside the main wheel, and the

weight of the gearing as well as that of the driver is

kept off the small wheel—a gretit desideratum. Mr.
C. Loader, of Shepton Mallett, Somerset, exhibited

his hay aud corn gatherer and elevator, but we did

not see it in the trial fie'd. A new horse,

rake was shown by the Albion Iron V7orks Compauv,
of Rugeley, Stafford. This rake is fitted with a ratchet

and quadrant for emptying the load, for which a very
light pressure from the foot of the driver is sufficient. In
Messrs. Samuelson's well known reapers and mowers we
did not notice anything fresh since last year, when, if we
are not mistaken, their steel and iron welded fingers were
introduced. Messrs. Holmes and Son, of Norwich,
showed their prize turnip thinners, seed sheller, and seed
and manure drill. Passing by several stands, we come to

Messrs. Osborne's (of Liverpool) Kirby and Wheeler
mowers and reapers, which are the same as last year. A
steel lever corn drill was exhibited by ilessrs. Kell, Meats,
and Co., of Gloucester. Messrs. Coleman and Morton, of
Chelmsford, and Mr. Le Butt, of Bury St. Edmund's,
showed their well known implements and machines. The
Buckeye mower and combined macliines were shown by
Messrs. Keyworth, of Liverpool, aud worlied in the trial

fields. The excellent churns made by Mr. G. Hathawav,
of Chippenham, were in long array on his stand. .1

combined horse hoe, ridger, and polato raiser, a most
useful implement, was shown for the first time as a com-
bination by Messrs. Vipan and Hendley, of Leicester.

We were particularly struck by the cheapness of this im-
plement with all its fittings, especially as it appears to be
very strong and well made- The new sheep sheariu;;

machine of Messrs. Newton, Wilson, and Co. would pro-
bably come into extensive use if sold at a price to bring it

within the means of ffockmasters generally. We have
not noticed at previous shows a patent iutomatic balancing
safety dog cart, introduced last year by .Messrs. J. Bush
and Co., of Camberwell Road, London. The safety

arrangement consists in the front seat, with footboard and
dast attached, being hung on pivots above its centre of
gravity ; if the horse should fall, the momentum, which
ordinarily throws the occupants out of the cart, causes the
seat, &c., to swing forward with them, aud thus prevents
their being thrown out. When driving, the seat is as
firm and stationary as a fixture, and can only swing
forward on the horse falling. Mr. Breulon, of St. Ger-
main's, Cornwall, exhibited and worked anew iron-framed
mower, and his Cornubian reaper, which we noticed last

year as the only manual deliveiy machine which leaves
the cut corn clear of the horse-track—a very imporiant
consideration. A turnip or mangel and manure drill,

new to U9, though not in Mr. lirentou's district, has the
appearance of a very useful implement, as there is nothing
to cause the manure to clog— tlxe great mischief of manure
drilling. Mr. Bamlett, of Thirsk, has fitted anew iron
frame to his mowing and combined machines. Messrs.
Mattisou, of Bedale, cshibited aud worked Ihcir reapers
.uid luowcrs. Mowers and i capers were also ;hown «nd
wuikcd by Mr. \V. .^nauu Wojd, uf L.udon, aud bv Mr,
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G. Kearslcy, of Ripou. jMessrs. Aggio and Stidolpb, o£

(Colchester aul Woodbridge, showed their self-acting

luachiues for dressing barley and seeds. A great im-
))rovement has been made since these machines were first

brought out as corn and seed separators, by the addition
of wire screens of peculiar construction. Messrs. "Woods,
Cocksedge, and Co., of Stowmarket, had their usual variety
of steam engines, mills, turnip cutters, and horse gearing.
Messrs.Williams and Son,of lxhjl,exhibited, amongst other
things, their Victoria, Princess, and Britannia mowers
and combined machines, which were worked in the trial

fields. Messrs. Waite, Burnell, Huggios, and Co. had a
number of their new Excelsior lawn mowers, made on the
Archimedean principle, hut without spindles—a decided
improvement. We were much pleased with the easy aud
perfect working of these machines. Mr. G. E. Jeffery,

of Stamford, exhibited his well-kaowa hay-makers,
engines, rakes, and chaff-cutters. Messrs Rullins and
Co., of Londou Bridge, had their usual effective display
of beautifully got up American tools, and their light

Holliugsworth horse rakes with spring steel teeth, aud
light high wheels.

SEEDS, MANURES, ETC.

Passing by the cattle food, cattle medicine, and
manure stands, prominent amongst which are those of

Messrs. Day, Son, and Hewitt, the Agricultural and
Horticultural Association, Messrs. Farmer and Co., of
Mark Lane, H. and T. Proctor, Bristol, Goulding,
Dublin, aud Smith and Co., Bristol (agents for the
Peruvian Government guano), we come to the great
seedsmen's stands, which every year seem to increase in,

their " gorgeous array." The seedsmen complained that
they had the worst place in the showyard allotted to them
and they certainly had one of the most distant portions
on the top of the hill. But it would be hard to hide
their gigantic name-boards, and at Bath these could be
seen from afar.

Following the order in the catalogue, as we have d )ne

throughout this report, the first of the seed stands is that
of Messrs. Edward Webb and Sous, of Worsley, Stour-
bridge, who had a very tastefully-arranged show of their

selected cereals, Kiuver Globe and Mammoth mangel.
Imperial swede, aud other varieties of roots, grasses,

clover seeds, and manures. The prize silver cups for award
at the Worsley Root Show, valued at nearly £300, were
set out in tempting array. Messrs. J. C. Wheeler aud
Son, of Gloucester, were here, in their own district ; aud
their stand was a very attractive one, displaying a prettily-

arranged collection of grasses used in agriculture—Golden
Melon, Orange Globe, and Mammoth mangel, and a large

variety of agricultural seeds of all descriptions. Messrs.
Carter and Co., of High Holborn, Londou, had, as usual,

a grand stand. The exterior was gorgeous iu new paint,

aud the striped red white and blue bunting with which
the inside of the roof was lined was particularly effective.

A new feature, too, was a series of oil paintings

representing the crack varieties of Messrs. (Carter's

mangel aud sweJea as they grow (or should grow) in the

field, the Warden and Mammoth mangel, and the Prize-

winner swede amongst them. Specimens of the roots

themselves were also grouped about the stand, together

with a fiue coUectiou of grasses, seeds, &c. A fine

collection of silver cups offered as prizes looked tempting
to Messrs. Carters' customers. The splendid stand of

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, of Reading, was the last we
visited, aud it was a very good fiuale to the list. It

appeared at Bath with a new face, being beautifully

painted outside and iuside. Models of the principal

variiities of roots sold by Messrs. Sutton were exhibited

ou brackets let into the columns which 8uj)ported the

stand. Inside, the grouping of the roots, seeds, cupa aud '

grasses w^as admirable, aud Messrs. Sutton arc very
fortunate in having the services of a superintendent of
excellent taste. A large heap of Golden Tankard mangel
gave effective testimony to their keeping qualities, and the
Mammoth Red and Berkshire Prize mangel, and
Champion swede were also well-represeuted, besides seeds
of all kinds for the farm and garden, and specimens of
grasses, &c. A fine set of silver cups and tankards, valued
at upwards of £500, are offered for competition during
next season's root shows, aud these formed a glittering

centre-piece to Messrs. Sutton's agricultural and horti-
cultural museum.

THE FIELD TRIALS.

The trial fields were at an inconvenient distance frora

the show-yard ; but at this time of year it is not easy

to fiud pieces of rye and grass ready to be cut. The Local

Committee, too, did all they could to diminish the incon-

venience by engaging carriages to run to and fro betweea
the yard and the fields at a moderate charge. The piece

of rye which the reapers had to cut was light and short,

and afforded no test to the capabilities of the machines.

The plots given to each reaper on Mouday were so small

that it was impossible to get round from the first to the

last in time to give any attention to each before some had
finished. Anxious to see the greatest novelties first, we
went to where Mr. Walter A. Wood's one-horse self-

delivery reaper was at work, and were pleased to see the

pretty little machine making as good work as any in the

field. We have an idea that this little machine, which has a

cut of Sft. Gin., w^ould be very useful on those heavy lands

which are laid up iu eight-furrow stetches, as it would cut

a stetch, and uo more, in two cuts, thus avoiding the

necessity of the frequent alteration in the height of the

cutter bar that is necessary when oue of the wheels is

sometimes in the furrow and sometimes out of it. Mr.
Wood had also a two-horse machine at work. Mesars.

Howard's new Simplex reaper is, as previously observed,

greatly improved since its first appearance at Birmingham
last year. The cam was then too much bent, which
caused a jerking action in the rakes, and a great

strain on the crosshead, which iu its tui'u is also altered

greatly for the better. The sweep of the rakes is now
smooth enough, and uncommonly well-directed for bringing

the corn down to the knives. The machine did its work
well, and appeared to be very light in draught,partly owing
to its simple construction, and partly to the use of steel

instead of iron in some of its gearing. Considerable

curiosity was manifested to see how Messrs. Burgess aud
Keys' new arrangement for controlling the sheaf-delivcry

by means of their swinging cam previously described, would

act, and the result was quite satisfactory. Messrs. Samuel-

son's well-known I'caper cut iind laid its sheaves in capital

form. We need hardly say that good work was also made by

Messrs. Ilornsby's machines. The Johnston Harvester

Company's machine, which has the advantage of a wrought
iron frame, cut aud laid its corn well, and Mr. Bamlett's

strong, simple reaper also made good work. Indeed, to

avoid needless repetition, it may be observed that all the

reapers did the cutting in a, satisfactory manner, and al-

though there was some difference in the neatness of laying

the sheaves, it would hardly be fair to draw any conclusions

On that point, because after starting there was hardly time

to make the necessary adjustment before the plot was
finished, especially where one maker used two macliiues on

the .same plot. Messrs. Kearsley's, Williams's, and

Picksley and Sims' machines had finished workiu*; when
we got up to them, but the work done was, like the rest,

satisfactory. Messrs. Harrison and McGregor's combined

reaper and mower was not at work on Monday, aud we
did not see Mr. W. .\uson Wood's or Messrs Osborne's

reaper at work, I^Icssrs Mattisou''b one-horse manual
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tliilivcry reaper Is Ihc most Lomcly-lookiug one that was

on the ground, but made uoue the less good work. Mr.

Breutou's one-horse machine has been ah-eadj' mentioned

as being the only manual reaper that delivers the corn

clear of tlie horse's track—^a great advantage

if people will have manual delivery machiu.s,

as some will. If there were any other machines

at work that bave not been mentioned above, it

is really of little consequence, as the so-called trials were

uo trials worthy of the name. Unless a fairly heavy

piece of corn that will afford some test to the capabilities

of reapers can be secured, it would be better to have no

reaper trials, which are of doubtful advantage to ex-

hibitors, and a cause of waste of time to visitors. The

mower trials were rather more satisfactory, although the

grass, like the rye, was light ; but here the visitor in search

of the best machine was troubled with an embarrass de

rkhesso, the merits of so many of the mowers being, as

far as could be seen by the work done, nearly or quite

equal. Indeed, we have more than once observed that

mowers are " so much of a muchness " in the performance

of their work that the attention of purchasers may be

almost exclusively directed to the study of the relative

draught, strength, and durability of the very numerous

machines olfered for their selection. The dynamometer
test was not applied, and time and space alike forbid any at-

tempt at a comparison of the various machines with regard to

strength generally, and durability of wearing parts in parti-

cular. Wecarefully noticed the work done by each machine,

and, although we cannot say that we noticed no diifertuce,

we did not see one bad piece of work in the meadows.
In the absence of oth,;r tests than the work done, then,

it would be both invidious and unserviceable to attempt

any comparisons, and we therefore give simply a list of

the mowers tried. These were the machines of Messrs.

Hornsby, Samnelson, Howard, Walter Wood, W. Anson
Wood, iJurgessand Key, Harrison andMcGregor, Osborne,

I'icksley and Sims, Williams, Kearsley, Brenton, Mattison,

Bamlett, Lowcock and Barr, Piatt and Co., and the

Johnston Harvester Co. Of the haymakers at work we
only saw those of Messrs. Kansomcs, AlUeck, and H.
Beare. The last-mentioned is new in the Bath district.

This is a lock-action machine, and the rake-heads work
behind the wheels of the machine, and extend beyond
them, thus preventing the hay from being pressed after

being spread. The driver sits upon the machine, and can

instantly put it in or out of gear, and raise or lower the

rakes.

Messrs. Fowler and Howard had their steam cultivating

machinery at work in a field at some distance from the

show-yard.

LIST OF JUDGES.

HORSES.
AGIIICULTUKAL.

J. Cox, Saudridge, St. Albans.

V. B. Watts, Melcombe Horsey, Dorchester.

HUNTERS.
J. H. Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick, Yorks.

K. Mayuard, Newton Hall, Durham.

CATTLE.
DEVONS AND SUSSEX.

T. Pope, ITorningsham, Warminster.

H. Overman, Wcasenham, Brandon, Norfolk.

G. Happer, Orfold, Wisborough Green, Billinghurst.

SIIOUTIIOUNS.

J. Thompson, Uudir.iuton, Chi|)pcnhuni.

E. Wurlli'v, Kidlingtui), rp[)inghaui.

IIEUKFOUDS.

W. R. Powell, Eglwysnunyd, Taibach.

Jas. Marston, Lady Ilarbam, Eardiuey, Hereford.

CHANNEL ISLANDS.

H. Middleton, Cutteslowe, Oxford.

James Ross, Grange Farm, Hatfield, Broad Oak, Harlow,

Essex.

SHEEP.
LONGWOOLS.

J. Painter, Belgrave House, Forest Road, Notts.

T. Marris, Croxton, Ulceby, I.iucolashire.

SHORTWOOLS.
J. Ford, Rushton, Blandford.

J. Bryan, Southleigh, Witney, Oxon.

J. Coxon, Freeford Farm, Lichfield.

PIGS.

E. Little, Lanhill, Chippenham.
J. Smith, Ilenley-in-Arden, Warwick.

CHEESE AND BUTTER.
W. Clark, Bristol.

J. Hughes, Oxford.

W. J. Hutchinson, London.

HORSE SHOEING.
T. D. Broad, Broad Street, Bath.

PRIZE LIST.

HORSES.
AGRICULTURAL.

Stallion, for agricultural purposes, foaled before 187iJ —
First prize, £30, and cliampiou cup, the Earl of Ellesmere

(Young Sampson); second, J. F. Crowther, Kuowl Grove,

Mirfield, YorKs (Topsnian). Highly commended : J. Uibbard
Chippenham (Tlie Sultau).

Stallion foaled in 1875.—First prize, £35, F. Street, St.

Ives, Hunts (Thumier) ; second, £10, C. Marsters, King's

Lynn (Topsmau) ; Highly Commended : The Earl of Elles-

mere, Worsley Hall, Manchester (Duke of Cambridge).

Mare in foal or in foal.—First prizp, £15, Etrl of Elles-

mere (Honest Lady) ; second, £5, ditto (Mrs. Muir).

Highly conimendel: Lieut.-Col. Loyd Lindsiy, V.C., M.F.,

Lickinge Park, Berks (Rosa Bonheur). The class com-
mended.

Filly, foaled in 1875.—First prize, £15, C. Marsters

(Marsliland Princess) ; second, £5, S. D. Woolashill, Wor-
cestershire. Highly commended: J. Walter, M. P. (Princess).

Thoroughbred stallion for hunters.—First prize, £50, CoL
F. Barlow, HasketoD, Woodbridge, Suffolk ( I'he Gunner)

;

second, £20, H. W. Freeman, M.D., Bath (Claudius).

Mare or gelding, foaled before tlie 1st of January, 1873.—
First prize, £25, J. Ballard, Glamorganshire (Michael Hardy)

;

second, £10, C. A. Tauuer, Yatesbury, CJalne, Wilts (Tho

Czar).

Mare or gelding, foaled in 1873.—First prize, £25, H.
J. Bailpy, Rosedale, Tenbury, Herefordshire (Precocity)

;

second, £10, G. B. Battams, Kilworthy, Tavistock, Devon
(Coppertop)

.

Filly or gelding, foaled in 1874.—First prize, £15, W. F
Richards, Swansea (GlyucoUen) ; second, £5, J. D. Sherstou,

Evercreech (Browndown). Highly commended : H.Cooper,
llminster (Oak Leaf).

Filly or gelding, fouled iu 1875.—First prize, £15, S.

Butler, Stitclicombe, Marlborougli, Wiltshire; second, F.

Richards (Brooklaiids). Commended: Capt. H. B. Festing,

Maiden Bradley, Batii (Young Glenmore).

Colt or filly, foaled iu 1876.—First prize, £10, E. Baillie,

Chudleigli (Father Thames) ; second, £5, E. G. Legg (Haw-
thorn), lliglily commended : J. Norris, Franklin, lluxiiam,

Exeter, Devon (I'olliniore).

Mare and foal or in foal.—First prize, £15, and champion,

cup, value £20, 11. W. Freeman, M.D. (Flirt) ; second, £5,

J. D. Sherston (Whitedown). Highly commended : J. M.
Evans, Timsbiiiy ( I'lic Duchess).

Sialliou for lucks.— First jirizc, £25, II. W. Freeman,

I\I.U. (Bete Noire) ; second, £10, V. Gallicrs, Lciiitwardiuc

Herefordshire (Little Toiuiny).
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Mire or ^pldinir, above li Imiid?, cnlculafed to carry not

less ihiu 14 stoDr.— i'irst prize, £15, G. BUnd, Bittams,
Kiivrortliy (Kiiijj Peter) ; second, £5, J. Pearce, KIok's
Weston, near Bristol.

Mare or jjeidinif, above 14 hands calculated to carry not
less than 12 stone.—First prize, £15, E. A. S4ndprs, Sfoke
House, Exeter (The Little Nobleman) ; second, £5, J. Stratton
(Friar Tuck).

TO>'IES.

Mare or gelding, not exceeding 11 hands.—first prize, £10,
F. F. Bladon, Ilosemount Villa, Polsloe-road, Exeier (Tally

ho!) ; seco'nd, £5, Capt. U. B. Fesfinsr (Grissel).

Mire or Reldiug, not exceeding 13 hands.—IMrst prize,

£10, F. F. Bladon (Taff>) ; second, £5, W. Hewer, Seveu-
hampton, Highworth, Wiltshire (G nge').

C A T' T L E .

DEVONS.
Bull, exceeding two and not exceeding foar years old on the

1st of June, 1877.—First prize, £20, Viscount F'ulmouth,
Tregothnan, Prolms, Cornwall (The Only Jones) ; second,

£10, Viscount Falmouth, lligliiy Commended: \V. Ham,
Whorridge, Collurapton, Devon (Victor).

Bull, not exceeding two years old on the 1st of June, 1877.
^First prize, £25, S. Kidner, Milverton, Somerset (Falstaff)

;

second, £10, Sir J. H. Heathcote - Amory, Bart, M.P.
(Tempter -irh).

Bull Cilf, above six and not exceeding 12 months old on
the 1st of June, 1877.— First ptizg, £10, W. Farthing, Bridg-
water; second, £5, W. R. Fryer, Poole, Dorset (The Don).
Commended: Mrs. M. Langdon, North Molton, Dfcvon (Lord
Bath).

Cow in-calf (or if in railk, having liad a calf within six

months next preceding the 1st of June, 1877).—First prize,

£15, Mrs. M. Langdon (Actress 8th); second, £10, R.
Cjruer, Williton (Clierry). Highly C immended : W. Perry,
L'W Down, North Devon (Dairymaid). Commended : VY.
Fryer, Poole, Dorset (Flour Bail).

Heifer in Calf (or if in milk, having had a calf within six

months next preceding the first day of the ExIiiSition), not
exceeding three years old on the 1st of June, 1877.—First
prize, £15, W. Farthing (Picotee) ; second, £10, T. H. Risdon,
Taunton, Somerset.

Heifer, not exceeding two years old on the 1st of June,
1877.—First prize, £10, W. Farthing (Ladybird) ; second,
£5, Mrs. M. Langdon (Temptress 8lh). Commended : W.
R. Fryer (Eugenic).

Heifer Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old

on the Ist of June, 1877.— First prize, £10, W. Farthing,
(Pretty Face 2nd) ; second, £5, W. R. F yer (Queen Mary).
Commended: Mrs. M. Langdon (Lovely Queen 7t!i).

SIIORTHOllNS.
Bull, exceeding two and not exceeding four years old on the

Ist of June,1877.—First prize, £20, C. W. Griffin, Peterborough
(Telemachua 10th) ; second, £5, J. Stratton, Marlborough
(Royal Jaraes). Highly Commended: J. Cruse, Brandis-
corner, North Devon (Oxford Duke. 10th). Coi'inended

:

J. S. Bult, Taunton (Gallant Gay) ; B. St. J. Ackers, Painswick,
Gloucestershire (Clovis).

Bull, not exceeding two years old on the 1st of June, 1877.
—First prize, £25, Lady Pigot (The Beau) : second, £10, B.
St. J. Ackers (Prince of Georgia).

Bull Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months o'd
on the first of June, 1877.—First prize, £10, R. Stratton,
Newport, (Carbuncle)

; second, £5, J. Walter, M.P., Bearwood,
Wokingham (Lord John). Highly Commended : Rev. R.
B Kennard, Marnhull, Blandford, Dorset (Crown Prince)

;

B. St. J. Ackers (Earl of Taunton). Commended: J. G.
Attwater, Britford) Salisbury (Amos).
Cow in Calf (or if in milk, having had a calf within six

months next preceding the first day of June, 1877)—First i

prize, £15, Rev. R. B. Kenuard (Blossom 2nd) ; second, £10,
[

Sir J. H. G. Smyth, Bart., Bristol (Lady Penrliyn). Highly
|

Commended : Sir J. Ackers (Queen of the Georgians-). I

Heifer in calf (or if in milk, having had a calf within six

mouths next preceding the first day of the exhibition), not
exceeding three years old on the 1st of June, 1877.—First
prize, £15, Lady Pigot; second, £10, Rev. B. B. Kennard
(lole). Highly commended: W. S. Gibbs, Manor House,
Taunton (May Queen). Commended: C.W. Griffiu (Blush-
ni,T H'isr)

; Lady Pinot (Rosalba).
j

Hcifcr, uot exceeding two yeari old ou the Ist of June,

1877.—First prize, £10, Earl of Ellesmere, VVor^l^y Ila'I,

near Manchester (The Lady) ; second, £5, J. S. Bdt (An-
netie). Highly commended : B St. J. Ackers (2ud Lady
Carevv). Commended: J. H. G. Smyth, Bart. (Lndy Ashtoa
11.) ; Lady Pigot (Dainty Dame) ; R. Stratton (Wild Flower).

Heifer calf, above six and not exceeding twelve
months on the 1st of June, 1877.—First prize, £10, Lord
Sudeley, Wincheonibe (Seraphina Bella ith

) ; second, £5, B.
St. J. Ackers (3rd Lady Carew). Highly commended : W.
S. Gibbs (tlebe). Commended: R. B. Kenuard (Lady
Maruhulllih).

HEUEFORDS.
Bull, exceeding two and not exceeding four years old o:i the

1st of June, 1877.—First prize, .£20, W. Taylor, Ledbury,
Herefordshire (Thougbful) ; second, £10, T. Thomas, St.

Hilary, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire (lioraoe 2nd). Com-
mended : E. J. Lewis, Breinton, Hereford (Little Bill).

Bull, not exceeding two years old on tlie lat of June, 1877-
—First prize, £25, Rev. A. Clive, Whitfield, Hereford (K«nt-
church) ;. second, £10, T. J. Carwardiue, Stockton Bury,
Leominster (Ben Battle). Highly commended : Mrs. S. Ed-
wards, Wintercott, Leominster, llerefordsbire (Victor) ; W.
Taylor, Showle Court, Ledbury, llerefordsbire (Tredegar 2nd)

;

J. H, Arkwright, Hampton Court, Leomin&ter, Herefordshire

(Hitfh Sheriff). Commended: W. Taylor (felescope).

Bull calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old on
the Ist of June, 1877.—First prize, £10, T. J. Carwardiue
(.Inxiety) ; second, £5, H. N. Edwards, Broadward, Leo-
minster (Adam). Commended : T. Thomas.
Cow in calf (or if in milk having had a cal!" within sis

mouths next preceding the Ist of June, 1877).—I'irst prize,

£15, T. J. Carwardiue (Helena) ; second, £10, W. Evan%
Llandowlas, Usk, Mou. (Lady Blanche). Highly com-
mended: T. Thomas (Rosaline); T. Nott, Letton Court,

Brampton Brian, Hereford (Melody 4th). The class com-
mended.

Heifer in calf (or if in milk having had a calf within sis

months next preceding the first day of the exhibition), not
exceeding three years old on the 1st of June, 1877.— First

prize, £15, Mrs. 'S. Edwards (Mabel); second, £10, W. B.
Peren, South Pethertou, Somerset (Queen of the Roses).

Highly commended : Rev. A. Clive (Belle) ; Rev. A. Clive

(Nanny) ; W. B. Peren (Lady Lottie).

Heifer, not exceeding two years old on the 1st of June
1877.—First prize, £10, Mrs. S. Edwards (Leooora) ; second,

£5, Mrs. S. Edwards (Beatrice). Highly commended-, H. R.
Hall, AshtoD House, Leominster (Lady Alice).

Heifer call', above six and not exceeding twelve months old

on the 1st of June, 1877-—First prize, £10, Mrs. S. Edwards
(Beatrice 2nd) ; second, £5, W. Taylor. ILghly commended
E. Piatt.

SUSSEX.
Bull, exceeding two and not exceeding four years old on the

I't of June, 1877.— F'irst prize, £20, S. Smith, Paddockhurst,

Crawley, Sussex (Young Hartley) ; second, £10, C. White-

head, Barming House, Maidstone, Kent (Jlay Duke). Com-
mended: A. Agate, Horsham, Sussex (The Duke).

Bull, not exceeding two years 'old on the 1st of June, 1877.

—i'lrst prize, £25, Messrs. J. and A. Heasman, Angmering,
Arundel, Sussex (Hereford) ; secoud, £10, A. Agate (Berry).

Commended : Messrs. E. and A. Stanford, Eatous, Steyoiug,

Sussex (Clayton).

Bull calf, above s'x and not exceeding twelve montlis old on

(he 1st of June, 1877.—First prize, £10, Messrs. J. and A.
Heasman ; second, £5, R. Mills, Horsham, Sussex (Bismarck
4th). Commended : T. A. Vickress, Horsham, busses (King
Tom).
Cow in calf (or if in milk having had a calf within six

months next preceding the 1st of June, 1877)-—First prize,

£15, J. and A. Heasman (Pride ot Ham) ; secoud, £10, J.

Braby, Rudgwick, Sussex (Bouncer). Highly commended :

E. and A. Stanford (Hardy). Commended: B. Duke, Ly-

minster, Arundel, Sussex (Lovely) ; A. Agate (Honesty).

Heifer in calf (or if in milk having had a calf wiihiu six

months next preceding the first day of the exhibition), not

exceeding three years old on the 1st of June, 1877.—First

prize, £15, A. Agate (Adelaide 5th) ; second, £10, E. and A.

Stanford (Rosedew 2ud). Highly commended: J. Braby

(Heiress).

Hoifrr, not exceeding (wo years old ou the Lt June, 1877.

— First jirizc, £10, A. Agate (Gcutk) ; aecoud, £5, J. aud A.
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ftcHsin^n (Rosebud). Iliglity commended: J. and A. lleas-

inaii (Rlajtliwer).

Heifer call, above six and not exceeding twelve raontlis old

on the 1st June, 1S77.— t'lrst prize, £10, A. Agate (Honesty

'I'hiTii) ; second, £5, J. and A. llt-asman. Cumirieudtd : G.

Smith, i'add-ockhurst, Cra*lev, Sussex (Maria).

CHANNEL ISLANDS.
JERSEY.

Bull, exceeding two and not excpeding fovir years old on the

Ist June, 1877.— First prize, £10, G. Simpson, Wray Park,

linifiate, Surrey (Romeo) ; second, .£5, G. Simpson (May
i)uke). Highly commended : Lord Poltimore, Pultimore
]'ark, Exeter (Berger 2n(i). Commended : J. G. F. llamsden,

13ushbridge Hill, GodaLuirtg, Surrey (Mohawk).
Bull, not exceeding two years old on the 1st June, 1877.

—

First prize, £15, H. A. lligg, Wykehara Lodge, Walton- on-
Tliaraes (Gipsy Lad); second, £5, G. Simpson (The Pride).

Commended : G. Simpson (Gipsy Prince).

Cow, exceeding three years old, in calf (or il in milk hav-

ing had a calf within six months next preceding the 1st June,

1877).—First prize, £10, W. E. Fitt. Winchester, Hants
(Mousie); Eijiial second, £5, Lord Chesham (Grisette), an
G. Simpson (Luna). The cLiss highly commended.

lliifer in calf (or if in milk, having had a calf within six

months next preceding tlie first day of the Extiibition), not

pxceedinff three years old on the Jst June, 1877.— First prize,

.J:10, G. Digby, Wingfield Digby, Sherborne Ca>tle, Sherborne,
D.irvet (Dairy Maid 3nd) ; s cond, £5, G. Simpson (Promise).

Highly commended : (i. Simpson (tVetty Maiden). Cora-

luentled : G. Simpson (I'retty Girl).

llrit'cr, not exceeding two years old on the 1st June, 1877.— hirst prize, £10, H. A. Rigg (F.iri) ; second, £5, G. Suup-
s 111 (lliliii 2ud). Highly commended: G. Simpson (Saus-

p iriil;. Cuiuinenued : G. Simpson (Delle Blanchi),

GUERNSEl'.
(iuern3»y bull, exceeding two and not exceeding four years

old on the 1st June, 1877.—First prize, £10, VV. E. Fitt

(Farlad); second, £5, 11. Compton, Manor House. Mine-
slead, Lyndh.rsr, Hints (No. 5, Cloth of Gold). Highly
coiiiinended : J. Jaaies, Lks Vauxbelets, Guernsey (Royal
Duke).

Bull, not exceeding two years old on the 1st June, 1877.
— First prize, £15, R. N. G. Baker, Heavitree, Exeter,
Devon (Prince Charlie).

Cow, exceeding three years old, in calf (or if in milk, hav-
ing iiad a calf within six mouths next preceding the 1st of
June, 1877.—First prize, £10, W.E. Fitt (Lily) ; second, £5,
.U. Compton (Dewdrop).

lleiler iu calf (or if in milk, having had a calf within six

months next preceding the first day of the exhibition), not
exceeding three years old on the 1st of June, 1877.—First

prize, £10, 11. N. G. Baker (Dairy Maid) ; second, £5, H.
Compton (Buttercup). Highly commended : J. James
(Duchess). Commended: R. N. G Biker CXoung Nancy)

;

W. H. Walroud, New Court, Topham, Devon (Princess).

Heifer, not exceeding (wo years old on the 1st of June,

1877 —First prize, £10, R. N. G. Baker (Crocus) ; second,

£5, II. Compton (Amj). Highly commended : R. N. G.
Baker (D.dsy). Commended; R. N. G. Baker (Lady Jane)

;

J. James (iVlaggie).

DAIRY CATTLE.
Pair of dairy cows, other than pedigree stock, the property

of a tenant farmer in one of the three counties of Somerset,

Gloucester, or Wilts.—First prize, £20, G. Gibbons, Tunley
Farm, Bath ; second, £10, C. II. Pyatt, Victoria Park Farm,
Bath.

Dairy cow, other than pedigree stock, the property of a
tenant farmer in one of the three counties of Somerset,
Gloucester, or Wilts.—First prize, £10, G. Gibbons ; second,

£5, C. Taylor, Stanton Prior, near Bristol (Star).

Bull of any breed (the property of a tenant farmer in one
of the three counties of Somerset, Gloucester, or Wilts), that

shall have been the property of the exhibiior for at least six

months next preceding the first day of the Sliow, and during
that time have served at ieast twenty cows.—First prize, £10,
E. Paget, Burnett, Bristol (Lord Normandy) ; second, £5, W.
Farthing (.Master Will'e). Commended : C. H. Pyatt.

SHEEP.
LEICESTER8.

Yo.arliiig ram.—First prize, £10, G. Turner, juu., North-
ampton ; scooml, £5, G. Turner, juu.

Ram of any ether age.—First prize, £10, G. Turner, jun.

;

second, £5, G. Turner, jun. Highly commended : G. Turner',
juu.

Pen of five yearhng ewes.—iirst prize, £10, G. Turner,
jun.; second, £5, G. Turner, jiin.

COTS WOLDS.
Cotswold yearling ram.— F'irat prize, £10, J. GiUett, Chfirl-

bury, Oxon; second, £5, J. Giilett. Highly commended:
Ditto. Highly commended : Ditto. Highly commended

:

Ditto. Th« class commended.
Ram of .-iny oilwr age.— First prize, £10, R. Swanwick,

Cirencester ; second, £5, R. Swanwiek. Highly commended :

Ditto; R. Jacobs, burord, Oxon. A very good class indeed.
Pen of five yearhug ewes.—F'irst prize, £10, J. GiUett

;

second, £5, ditto.

I>EVON L0NGWOOL6.
Yearling ram.—First prize, £10, Sir J. II. Heathcoat-

Amory, Bart., M.P., Tiverton ; second, £5, R. Corner, WiUi-
toD, Somerset.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, R. Corner, Tor-
weston, Williton ; second, £5, R. Corner. Highly commended :

R. Corcer. Commended : Ditto.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, R. Corner
;

second. Sir J. II. Heathcoat-Amory, Bart., M.P.
ROMNEY MARSH OR KENT.

Yearling ram.—First prize, £10, J. S. S. Godwin, Maid-
stone, Kent; second, £5, H. Rigden, Lyrainge, Hythe, Kent.
Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, II. Rigdcn

second, £5, ditto.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, J. S. S. God-
win ; second, £5, H. Rigden.

SOUTUDQ-WNS.
Yearling ram.— First prize, £10, H. R. H. The Prince of

Wales, Saudringham ; second, £5, 11. H Pentold, Selsey,
Chichester, Sussex. Highly commeuded : Lord Walsingham

'

Mertou Hall, Thetford, Norfolk. Commended: 11. Gorringe'
W. Riuden ; Sir. W. Throckmorton, Bart., Buckland, Farin"-
don, Berts.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, Lord Walsing-
ham; second, £5, ditto. Highly commended: H. H. Peufohl.
Commended, ditto. ; H. Gorringe (Portsmouth); R. Neville-
Grenville, M.P.

For the best pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, Sir
W. Throckmorton, Bart. ; second, £5, H. R. H. The Prince of
Wales. Highly commended : H. Gorrirge.
Hampshire Down-yearling ram.— First prize, £10, A. Mor-

rison, Tisbury, Wilts ; second, £5, A. Morrison. Highly
commended : J. Barton, Basingstoke, Hants. Commended
J. Read, Homington, Salisbury, Wilts.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, A. Morrison
;

second, £5, J. Read, Highly commended : J.Barton. Com-
mended : J. W. Brown, Uffoott, Swindon, Wilts.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, W. Parsons,
Basingstoke ; second, £5, J. Rigs, Sevenoaks, Hants.

SiJROrsllIkES.

Yearling ram.—First prize, £10, T. Mansell, Wellington
Salop; second, £5, II. Townsend, Nuneaton, Warwickshire.
Highly commended : Lord Cheshara.
Ram of any other age.— First prize, £10, T JIansell ;

second, £5, II. Townshend. Highly commended : Lord'
Chesham. Commended : J. Pulley.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First Prize, £10, Lord Cliesham
;

second, £5, F'. Bach, Onibury, Criven Arms, Salop. Com-
mended : J. Pulley, Lower Eaton, Hereford.

OXFORDSHIRE DO\V^'S.

Yearling ram.—First prize, £10, J, Treadwell, Upper
W^inchendon, Aylesbury

; second, £5, A. Brassey, lleythorp
Park, Cliippiug Norton, Oxiordsliire. Commended : G. Adams,
Pidnell Farm, Faringdou Berkshire. The class generally
commended.
Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, A. F. M. Druce,

Twelve Acre, Eynsham, Oxon ; second, £5, G. Adams.
Pen of live yearling ewes.— First prize, £10, A. F'. M. Druce •

second, £5, G. Adams. Highly commended : A. Brassey'.
Commended: J. Treadwell, A. Brassey.

SO.MERSET AND DORSET HORNS.
Yearling ram.— First prize, ^10, 11. Farthing, Netiirr

Stowey, Bridgwater, Somerset ; second, £5, ditto. Highly
commended: J. Gulverwell, Clavelshay, Bridgwater, Sotiirr-
si't. ComuicuJcd : E. G. Legg, Coombc Dowu, Bcamiuslcr,
Do.'scl.
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llu'ii nf any other age.—First (irize, £10, H. Farthinp:

;

second, 1:5, J. Calverwell. Couiinended : J. Cu'.verwell, H.
rartliinsr.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, if 10, E. G. Le^rg;

second, £5, W. S. Hull, Druce Fitriii, I'liddletown, Dorches-

ter. Highly commended: \\ . S. Hull. Commeuded ; J.

Culverwell.

EXMOOR AND OTHER MOUNTAIN BREEDS.

Ram of any age.—First prize, £10, E. Bach; second, £5.

L>rd I'oltimore. lliglily coiumeaded : Mrs. M. Ljngilon.

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £5, Lord Poltimore
;

second, £3, ditJo.

PIGS.

Boar, large breed, ahove one and not exceedins; two years

old on the 1st of June, 1877.—First prize, £5, J. and F.

Howard, Britannia Farms, Bedford; second, £3, U. E.

Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey, Lincoln.

Boar, not exceeding one year old on the 1st of June, 1877.

—First prize, £5, Earl of EUesmere, Worsley Hall, Man-
chester ; second, £3, R. E. Duckering.

Breeding sow in farrow, or exhibited with her litter.—First

prize, £5, Earl of EUesmere ; second, £3, R. E. Duckering.

Highly commended : J. and F. Howard (Duchess 16th) ; J.

and F. Howard (Duchess 2nd). Com nended : R. E.

Duckering; A. Ingram, Blandford, Dorset.

Pen of two breeding sows, not exceeding nine months on
the 1st of Juie, 1877-—First prize, £5, R. E. Duckering;
second, £3, E^rl of EUesmere.

Bja-, siuill breed (black), above one and not exceeding

two years old on the 1st of June, 1877.— t'irst prize, £5,
G. M. Sexion, Wherstead Hill, Ipswich ; second, ,£3, Rev.

W. Hoopsr. C immended : Eirl of Portsmouth, Eggesford

House, Wembwurthy, North Devon.
Boar, not exceeding 1 year old on the 1st of June, 1877.

—First prize, £5, and second, £3, J. Partridge, Bow, North
Devon. Highly commended : G. M. Sexton. Commended
Earl of Portsmouth.

Breeding sow in farrow, or exhibited with her li'ter.

—

First prize, £5, Earl of EUesmere ; second, £3, Earl of Ports-

mouth. Highly commended : W. F. Collier, Woodtown,
Uorrabridge, South Devon. The class highly commeuded.

Pen of two breeding sows, not exceeding nine mouths of

aze on 1st of June,1877.—First prize,£5, J. Partridge; second,

£3, G. M. Sexton. Highly commended : Earl of Portsmouth.

Commended : R. Corner, Torweston, Williton, Somerset

;

Eirl of Portsmouth ; J. Partridge, Hillerton House, Bow,
JVorth Devon ; W. Tremaine, Polsue, Grampound, Cornwall.

Boar, small breed (white) above one year and not exceeding

two years old on the first of June, 1877.—First prize, £5,

11. E. Duckering ; second, £3, Lord Moreton, Tortwor Court,

Falfield. Highly Commended : G. M. Sexton.

Boar, not exceeding one year old on the 1st of June, 1877.

—First prize, £5, G.M.Sexton; second, £8, Earl of EUesmere.

Breeding Sow in farrow, or exhibited with her litter.

—

First priiP, £5, R. E. Duckering; second, £3, R. E. Duckering.

Breeding sow in fdrrow, or exhibited with her litter.—First

prize, £5, R. E. Duckering ; second, £3, R. E. Duckering.

llighly commended : Earl of EUesmere ; Lord Moreton.

Commended : Lord Moreton.

Pen of two breeding sows, not exceeding nine months old

tlie 1st of June, 1877.—First prize, £5, Earl of EUesmere

;

second, £3, R. E. Duckering.
Berkshire boar, above one year and not exceeding two years

old on the 1st of June, 1877.—First prize, £5, II. Humfrey,
Shrivenham, Berkshire ; second, £3, AV. Hewer, Sevenhamp-
ton, llighworth, Wilts. Commended : W. Hewer.

Boar, not exceeding one-year-old on the 1st of June, 1877.

—First prize, £5, H. Humfrey ; second, £3. A. Stewart,

Gloucester. Commended : R. Swanwick.
Breeding sow in farrow, or exhibited with her litter.

—

First prize, £5, Sir W. Throckmorton, Bart., Faringdon,
Berks; second, £3, A. Stewart. Highly commended : W. H.
Dyer, Hill House, Staple Hill, Bristol. Commended : Sir W.
Throckmorton, Bart.

Pen of two breeding sows, not exceeding nine months old

on the 1st of June, 1877.—First prize, £.j, R. Swanwick
;

second, £3, W. Hewer, lliglily commended : A. Stewart.

Coinmruded : W. Hewer.
CHEESE.

For cheese made in any part of the United Kingdom—Lot

of four cheese, any colour, above 701'). each, made in 1876.

—First prize, £30, and champion cup, J. Bennett, Wan-
strow, Somerset; second, £10, G. Gibbous, Tunley Farm,
Camerton, Somerset.

Lot of four chees-*, any colour, under 701b. each, made in

1876.—First prize, £15, C. Harding, Frome ; second, £10, R.
Keen, Ston Easton.

Lot of four cheese, any colour, above 5Qlb. each, made in

1877._First prize, £12, C. Maby, Westbury ; second, £8,C.
Crees.

Lot of four cheese, any colour, under 5Glb. each, made in

1877.—First prize, £10, C. Crees ; second, £5, W. Mac-
master, Wigtoashire.

For cheese of either home or foreign make—Lot of four

cheese, any colour, above 561b. each, made in 1876 or 1877.

—First prize, £25, W. and T. Allen, Davizes ; second, £15,-

T. Candy, Frome.

BUTTER.
Fresh milk butter, not less than 611b., either in prints or

rolls, lialf-pounds, or pounds, open to the United Kingdom.
— First prize, £8, Lord Clieshara ; second, £5, C. F. Hullau'l,

Sussex ; third, £3, V. Craug, Timsbury, Bath ; fourth, £2, J.

Thatcher, I'ortbury.

Cured butter, salted thirty days before the exhibition.

—

First prize, £i, Mrs. C. lldUett ; second, £3, H. Keeling,

Bath.

HORSE SHOEING.
The shoeing competition for the special prizes for smiths

work took place on Tuesday, witii liie following results:
|

First prize, £3 3s., E . Watts, Shireharapton ; second, £2 2s.,

J. AVilliams, Frampton Cottrell ; tliird, £1 Is., A. Pearce,

Marksbury. Highly commended: F. Dunkerton, Devizes.

Commended : J. W. VVarry, Shirehampton ; R. Samsbury,

Hambrook ; and J. Andrews, North Curry.

CHAMPION PRIZES,

In commemoration of the Society's Centenary raeetiner the

following Champion Prizes were given in pieces of Plate,

specially designed for the occasion, aud suitably inscribed :

—

A.—Best bull in the cattle classes.—Prize, £20, Viscount

Falmouth, Tregotlman, Probus, Cornwall, a Devon bull (The
Only Jones).

B.—Best cow or heifer.—Prize, £20, Earl of EUesmere,

Worsley Hall, near Manchester, a roan Shorthorn yearling

heifer (The Lady).

C.—Best ram or pen of sheep.—Prize, £20, A. F. Milton

Druce, Twelve Acre, Eynsham, Oxon, an Oxfordshire Down
ram (Cirapstield).

D.—Best animal in the horse classes for agricultural pur-

poses.—Prize, £20, Earl of EUesmere, a heavy cart stallion

(Young Sampson).

E.—Best animal in the hunter, hack, or pony classes.

—

Prize, £20, W. U. Freeman, M.D., Newbridge HiU Stud

Farm, a thoroughbred mare in foal (Fiirt).

Best boar or pen of pigs.—Prize, £20, R. E. Duckering,

Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey, a white improved Lincolnshire

breeding sow (Highland Lassie).

THE ANNUAL MEETING.

At twelve o'clock on Tuesday the annual meeting of

the Society was held in the Council tent, within the

grounds, the most Hon, the Marquis of Laasdowa pre-

eidlng.

The Chairman opened the proceedings by expressing

his pleasure at fiuJiug the Society in such a gocd position

financially, and having alluded to the good which it had

done in the West of England, particularly during the years

since the meetiag had been moved from place to place, and

the extraordinary progress which it had made, hoped that

it would continue to advance as much in the future as it

done in the past.

Mr. Goodwin, the Secretary, then read the report as

follows :
—" In returning to the birthplace of the Bath

and West of England Society, on the completion of a

ceutury of active life, the Council can hardly tail to rec.iU

to the attention of its mciubcrs the inemoiy of its pre-

decessors." Uaving'refcrred to the hiotory of the Sucicly,
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the report prorccdi'il :
—"The Coanoil acknowledge the

greatness of the operations of the Royal Agricultural

Society, especially in their power of constructing elaborate

scientific investigations, but the Council feel that in the

South of England it is incumbent on them to carry on the

work which has been put into their hands, to consolidate

the federal union of counties wliichliaa lasted for a hun-
dred years, and which has been inevitably extended. They
rely on the support not only of the rural but of the

urban ])opulatious, wliich if not so dense as those of the

North are at least not wanting in the energy of their muni-
cipal life nor unwilling to welcome the visits of the Society.

It is therefore with no common feelings of gratitude and
satisfaction that the Society holds its centenary meeting
in the ancient and beautiful city of Bath. While admitt-

ing the efforts of the Mayor and Corporation of Bath and
the local committee, the Council has omitted nothing in

its power to make the exhibit'on worthy of the city with

which its name is so honourably connected. There are at

present enrolled on the books of the society—Life

Governors and members, 109; Governors, 126; annual

members, 798 ; total, 1,033. Of these 258 are iu the

county of Somerset, Devon 201, Hants 44, Wilts 63,

Cornwall 48, Dorset 69, other counties, 350. The funded

capital vested iu three per cent. Consols still remains at

£10,000, no diminution having taken place in the amount
since the Croydon meeting." The report went on to

state that the show of live stock was the largest ever held

in the Society's annals, and said that the collection of

implements was the largest and most important yet made
by the Society that the art and horticultural departments

were satisfactory; recommended the election of a number of

gentlemen for the Council for the next term, and concluded

by thauklng the Mayor and local committees for their

zeal iu promoting the success of their meeting, also the

railway companies for the facilities for travelling afforded.

The report was unanimously adopted.

The Earl of Jersey was elected President for the ensu-

ing year, and Mr Jerome Murch (Mayor of Bath), the

Hon. W. Portman, and Mr. G. II. iVIowell, of Oxford,

were chosen Vice-presidents.

It was announced that the Society had decided to hold

the nest meeting at Oxford.

Complete List of Exhibitors of biPLEMEXTS, with

THEIR Chief Entries.

Stands 1 to 7.—Eowler and Co., Leeds.—Steam cnltivatiug

_
engines, locomotives, trautioa engines, turning cultivators, and
harrows.

8, 9.—Aveling and Porter, Rochester, Kent.—Steam
ploughinff engines.

10.—W. Box, UfTington, Faringdon, Berks—Road loco-

motive or traction engines.

11, 12.— Wallis and Steevens, Basingstoke.—Eagines,
thrashing and finishing machines, elevators.

13—A. Collins, Slalbridge, Blaudford, Dorset.—Milking
pails and cans, cheese-roora stoves.

14.—R. Maynard, Whittlesford, Carabs.—Chaflf engines,

steam engines.

15. —Newton, Chambers, and Co., ShelHeld.—Cooking ranges
16 to 20.—Clayton and Shuttlewortli, Liucoin.—Steam en-

gines, thrashing, chaff-bagging, and finisliing michiues, stacking

machines, circular saw benches, elevators, screw jacks.

20 to 24.—E. Humphries, I'ershore, Worcester.—Steam
engines, thrashing maehiue, seed shelicr, corn grinding mill,

cider mills, elevators, chatt'-cutting, ridJliag and sacking ma-
chines.

25.—Uornsby and Sons, Grantham.—Steam engines, thrash-

ing machines.

26 to 28.—Tasker and Sons, Andover, Hants.—Traction
engines, thrashing and chaff cleaning and bagging machines,
steam engines, stack machines.

29.—Cottrell and Co., llungerford, Berks.—Elevators, carts.

30.—Reading Iron Works, Limited, Reading.—Portable
engines, thrashing machines.

31 to 33.—E S. Ilindley, Boiirton, Dorset.—Steam engines
and boilers, force pumps, cliaff cutters.

34 to 30.—p. and II. P. Gibbons, VVantage, Berkshire.

—

Steam engines, thrashing machines.
37,38.—llansomes, Sims, and Head, Ipswich.—Ljcomotive

engines,thrashing machines.
39.—Reeves and Son, W^estbury, Wilts.—Elevators, pony,

gear.

40 to 41.—Hayward, Tyler and Co., 8t Wliitecross-street
London.—Steam pumping engines, hot air engines, tire ena ines
pumps.

43 to 43.—E. R. and F. Turner, Ipswich.—Steam
engines, thrashing machines, grinding mills,

40 to 46.—Ruston Proctor and Co., Lincoln.—Steam
engines, thrashing and finishing machines.

47 to 49.—llobey and Co., Lincoln.—Portable engines,
thrashing and finisliing machines, elevators, traction engines,
circular saw benches,

I 50 to 51.—Barfoi-d and Perkins, Peterborough.—Steam
engines, grinding mills, elevators, steaming apparatus.

52 to 63—Barrows and Stewart, Banbury, Oson.—Steam
engines, thrashing and finishing machines, elevators, circular
saw tables, cultivators, pony gear.

54.—Garret and Sous, Saxraundham.—Steam engines, finish-

ing thrashing machines.
55.—James B. B:»rtlett, Wimborne, Dorsetshire.—Stacking

machines, pony gear, hirrows, whippletrees.

56.—Cambridge, Parham and Webb, Bristol.—Steam
engines and boilers.

57 to 59.—Brown and May, Devizes.—Steam engines,
mortar mills.

60 to 63.—Nalder and Nalder (Limited), Wantage, Berks.—
Thrashing machines.
63 to 65.—Powis and Co., 60, Graceehurch-street and

Millwall Pier, London.—Steam engines, sawing machines,
trying-up machines.

60.—Seekings and Ellery, Gloucester.—Steam engines.
07.—F. W. Turner, St. Albans, Herts.-Steam engine^ and

boilers, band and circular saws.
68.—Alfred Robbins, Bath.—Engines and boilers, chaff

cutters, oat and bean mills.

69 to 70.—Burrell and Sous,Thetford, Norfolk.—Ploughing
engines, traction engines, tlirashing inaehines.

71.—Nicholson and Son, Newark-upou-Trent.—Steam
engine and boilers.

72.—Bradford and Co., Manchester, and High Holborn,
London.—Washing and Wringing Machines.

73, 74.—Wurr and Lewis, 10, Walbrook, London.—Sawiu"
machines, mortising and boring machines.

75.—Savile Street Foundry and Engineering Co., Limited,
Sli,-IIield.—Stone breakers, portable engines.

70.—Tuxford and Sons, Boston, Lincolnshire.—Steam
engines.

77.—Hempstead and Co.iipany (Limited), Grantham,
Lincoln.—Engine and boilers.

78 to 80.—Reynolds and Co., 73, Southwark Street.
London.—Contractors' engines, circular and band saw
machines, mortising machines, tire benders, drilling machines.

81 to 85.—Marshall, Sons and Co., Limited, Gainsborough,
Lincoln.— Portable engines, thrashing machines, elevators,
traction engines.

86.—Riches and Watts, Norwich.—Engines, grist mill-
rakes.

'

87.—J. Pickering, Stockton-on-Tees.— Pulley blocks
hoists.

88.—Dunston Engine Works Company, Gateshead-on-Tyne
Durham.—Stone breakers, bone and corn crushers.
89.—Rownson, Drew and Co., 225, Upper Thames Street,

Ixmdon.—Portable forges, power fans.

90.— 11. R. JIarsden, LeeHs.-«-Stonebreakers, ei^ines.
91.— II. Lauder, Mere, Wiltshire.—Wagon loaders, hay

collectors.

92.— Perkins, Paternoster and Burlinghara, Hitchin.

—

Stacking machines, sack lifters, drag harrows.
93, 94.—The "Domestic" Washing Machine Co., Accring-

ton, Lancashire.—Washing,wringiug, and mangling machines.

^
95.—Shanks and Son, 27, Leadeahall-street, London.—

Engines and boilers.

96.—S. Griffin, Bath.—Steam engines, boilers.
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^I" —W Ikins ^nil Son.Calnp, Wilts.—Steam cheese Makers,

stfMiu engines, churna.

98, 99.—Crowley and Co., Slieffi-ld.—Chaff cutters, port-

able engines, lawn mowers.
lui).—Walworth and Co., Bradford, Yorkshire.-^Middlings

purifiers, rice and seed aspirators attd separators.

101.—Watson and Hnig, Andover, Kiuts.—Elevators,

horse gear.

103, 103.—PriestmsQ Ei-others, Hull.—Steam cranes.

lot.—The Sun A'lto Fneuniatic Lighting and Heating Co.

(Tjiniited), 115, Southwark-street, London.—Gas making
machines.

105.—WHlter A. Wood, 36, Worship- street, London.

—

Reapers, mowers, harvesters and binders, erindstones.

lOfi.—H. Simpson, Melksham, AVilts.—Diiry utensils.

107.—Carson and Toone, Warminster, Wilis.—Chaff cutting

engines, turnip cutters, horje hoes, cheese presses, ploughs,

lamb creeps.

lOS.—Page and Co., Bedford.—Drain pipes, tiles, and
brick making machines, horse rakes, harrows, ploughs, chaff

cutters, mills.

109.—St. Pancras Iron Works Company, St. Pancras-road,

London.— Stable fi'tings.

110.—A. S. Whiting, Manufacturing Co., Liverpool.—Hoes,
rakes, digging forks, scythes.

111.—Wilts and Co., Bristol.—Horizontal engines, turbine

water-wheels.

113.—R. Boby, Bury St. Edmund's.—Haymaking machines,

horse rakes, corn dressing machines, screens.

113.—Moule's Patent Earth Closet Co., Limited, Garrick

Street, Covent Garden, London.—Earth closets.

lli.—W. Liddiard, Wantasie, Berks.—Eirth closets.

115.—Parnall and Sons, Bristol and Exeter.—Portmanteaus

and bags, whips, stable brushes, harness.

lie.—J. and F. Howard, Bedford.—Engines, steam culti-

vating apparatus, ploughs, harrows, horse rakes, haymakers,

mowers, reapers.

117.—Perkins and Bellamy, Ross, Hereford.—Corn drills,

cattle cribs, sheep dipping apparatus, cattle troughs.

118.—Harrison, McGregor and Co., Leigh, Manchester.

—Mowers and reapers, chaff cutters, pulpers and slicers.

119.—Wm. Baker, Bristol.—Mowing and reaping machine,

ha\ making machines, horse rakes, chaff cutters, sheep troughs.

120.—S. Attwoid, Biddestone, and Chippenham, Wilts.

—

Ploughs, horse hoes, mowing and reaping machines, horse rakes

121.—Picksley, Sims, and Co., Limited, Leigh, Lancashire.

—Chaff cutters, root pulpers and slioers, mowers and reapers

harrows, horse rakes

122 -T. T. Baker, Corapton, Newbury Berks.—Corn dress-

ing machines, liquid manure carts.
,

123.—Denning and Co., Chard, Somerset.—Corn drills

haymaking machines, horse gears, apple mills, chaffcutters,

corn mills.

124'.—Bristol Wagon Works Company, Limited, Bristol.

—

Carts, wagons, horse rakes, corn dressing or winnowing ma-
cliines, lawn mowers, churns, chaffcutters, ploughs, mowers
and reapers, engines and boilers.

125.—Hornsby and Sons, Grantham.—Mowers and reapers,

ploughs, turnip cutters, root pulpers.

125a.—J. iloworth, Farnwortli and Manchester.—Revolv-
ing Archimedean screw ventilators.

126.—Tasker and Sons, Andover, Hants.—Water carts.

Winnowing machines, elevators, corn drills, horse rakes.

137.—A. Dodman, King's Lynn.—Eagines and boilers.

128.—Beare and Sons, Newton Abbott, Devon.—Hay
machines.

129.—J. Eddv, Kemford, Exeter.—Ploughs, harrows, seed

drills.

130.—Cottrell and Co., Hungerford, Berks.—Carts, pumps.
131.—Reading Ironworks Conopanv, Limited, Reading.

—

Engines, circular saw benches, horse rakes, thrashing machines.
132—Stothert and Pitt, Bath.—Concrete mixers, steam

cranes.

133.—Cambridge, Parham, and Webb, Bristol.—Horse
gear, rollers and clod crushers, harrows.
13t.—Barford and .'erkins, Peterborough.—Steam ploughs

and diggers, corn grinding mills, steaming apparatus, field

rollers.

135.—Garrett and Sons, Saxmundhara,—Corn and seed
drill-, manure distributors.

136.—Delano and Co., Cheapside, London.—Turnip cii'teT",

stpaiti cooking apparatus.

137.—E. W. Turner, St. Albau';^, Herts.—Pumps, horse
gear.

138.—A. Robbius, Bath.—Mowers and reapers, churns,
weighing machines, chaff cutters, forks.

139.—Reeves and Son, Westbury, Wilts.—Manure and seed
drills, water carts, pumps, harrows, plouj^hs, horse hoes,

haymaking machines.

liO.—Nicholson and Son, Newark-on-Trent.—Haymakers,
hor»e rake?, oil cake breakers, horse gear.

141 —Ruisomes, Sims, and Head, Ip'swich.—Ploughs,
havniakfr", horse rak-c^, lawn mowers, steam engines.

il2.—Hunt and Tinvell, Earls Colne, Halstead, Essex.—
winnowers, chaffcutters, oil-cake breakers, root pulpers,
grindstones.

143.—J. H. Knight, Farnham, Surrey.—Steam digging
machine.

144.—Bamford and Sons, Uttoxeter, Staffordshire Chaff
cutters, oil cake mills, pumps, cheese'inaking apparatus.

145.—Bradford and Co., Manchester, and Holborn, Lon-
don.—Washing, wringing and mangling machines, churns,
potato washers.

146.—Corbett and Peele, Shrewsbury.—Winnowing and
corn dressing machines, chaff-cutters, cheese presses, ploughs,
harrows, turnip drills.

147.—LowcGck and Barr, Shrewsbury.—Mowers and
reapers, ploughs, chaff cutters, turnip cutters, garden rollers.

148.—Burgess and Key, Holborn Viaduct^ London.
Mowers, reapers.

148a.—C. Loader,EastPennard,Shepton Mallet.—Elevators,
149.—Larkworthy and Co., Worcester.-Drags, harrows,

ploughs, troughs.

150.—J. Baker, Wisbech.— Corn dressing machines.
151.—Albion Iron Works Company, Rugeley, Stafford.

—

Grist mills, chaff cutters, cheese presses, horse gear, horse
rakes, garden rollers.

152.—Samueison and Co., Binbury,—Reaping and mowing
machines, 'urnip cuttirs, corn lifters.

153.—W. Smith, Kettering.—Horse hoes, turnip thinners,
grindstones.

154.— H. Yorath, Cardiff.—Elevators.
155, 156.—Hulraps and Sons, Norwich.—Seed shellers,

circular saw tables, drills, corn dressing machines.
157.—Maldon Iron AVorks Company, Limited, Maldon.—

hor.se gear, chaff cutters, oilcake mills, kibbler, troughs.
158.—Osborne and Co., St. Anue-street, Liverpool.—Mowers

and reapers, grindstones.

159.—Musgrave and Co., Belfast.—St.able fittings.

160.—Mil'brd and Son, Thorverton, CoUompton, Devon.—
Wagons, carts.'

161.—Llewellin and Son, Haverford West.—Churns.
162—Crampton Brothers, Sheffield, York.—Engineer.s'

hand tools.

163.—Alway and Sons, 37, ChapeUstreet, Pentonville, Lon-
don.—Churns and dairy fittings.

164.- K-ll, Meats, and Co., Gloucester and Ross.—Corn
drill.s, manure distributors, ploughs.

165.—Coleman and Morton, Chelmsford. — Caltivatora,
liquid manure carts, oilcake cutters, whippletrees.

166.—W. N. Venman, Bristol.—Carts and wagons.
167.—Josiah Le Butt, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.-Hay-

making machines, corn screens, seed drills.

168.—Keyworih and Co., 35, Tarleton-street, Liverpool.

—

Mowers, harrows, pumps, wringing and mangling machines.
169.— S. T. Osmond, Newtown Foundry, llaraibury, Wilts.—Water carts.

—
170.—R. Kendall, Bath.— Garden implements and furnf-

ture, washing, wringing, and mangling machines.
171.— S. and A. Fuller, Bath.—Carriages, harness.
172.—Haward and Co., Tewkesbury.—Sheep racks, troughs,

hurdles, garden seats.

173.—George Hathaway, Chippenham, Wilts.— Revolving
barrel churns.

174.—Flower and Hartley, Chester.—Forges, hot air tue
irons.

175.—Field and Co., 17, George Piazza'", Liverpool.—Rakes
forks, pumps, churns.

176.—Vipau and Ileadly, Leicester.— Horse l.oei

ploughs, pulping machines, croquet seats.
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177.— Ropers and Co., (Limited), Bristol.—Carriages.

173.—F. II. Miller, Butli.—Bath chairs, bicycle*.

179.—Allen and Wall, Bristol and Bath.— Portmanteaus.
180.— Henry Wippel, Bristol.—Sacks, waterproof covers.

181.—W. Bone, Fraiulingham.—Seed anl grain cleaners.

182.—The Anti-Lithon Composition Co., Limited, Bristol.

—

Boiler composition.

183.—ilall and Green, Wantage, Berks.—riy-catchera and
destroyers.

ISi —Newton, Wilson and Co., 14i, IHgli Holborn, Lon-
don.—Sheep slieariug macliiaes, horse and cattle groouiers,

washing, wiinging, and mangling machines.
185.—E. and H. Vezey, Bath.— Carriages.

186.—J. Swatfield, Bath.—Cnrriafrps.

187.—R. Craggs, 2i, Lome-terrace, London—Scythe
sliarpeners, carriage rugs, mats.

ISS.—E. Kerr, jun., 66, Manor-street, Dublin.—Water
throwing apparatus.

189.—M^y and Co., 5, Clifton-gardens, London.—Horse
hoes and root thinners.

100.—Piobinson and Richardson, Kendall.—Churns.

191.—F. B, Smith, Bath.—Perambulators.
192.—Bush and Co., 200, Camberwell-road, London.—Dog

carls.

193.—Gold Brothers, Windsor.— Carts and gigs.

19i.—Marston and Co., Birmingham.—Carnages.
195.—Rawling and Son, Frome, Somerset.—Leather belt-

ings.

J96.—Roberts and Sons, Bridgwater, Somerset.—Carriages,

197.—T. J. and J, Periy, Stokes Croft, Bristol-
Carriages.

198.—H. Gold, Windsor.—Carriages.

199.—C. Hall, Bath.—Gas cooking stoves.

200.—Mnggs and Son, Melksham.—Rick cloths, wagon
covers, thatching cords.

201.—A. Lyon, 32, Windmill-street, Finsbury-square,

London.—Mincing machines, machines to assist digestion

,

slicers.

302.—Lewis and Son, Sawclose, Bath.—Gas stoves.

20 ^.—T. Lloyd, Winchester.—Ventilators.

204.—A. VVrinch, Ipswicli.—Garden furniture.

205.—Barton and Sons, Bristol.—Carriages.

206.—J. B. Pinnock, Bristol.—Carriages.

207.—Ilaynes and Jetferis, Coventry.—Bicycles, peram-
bulators.

208.—B. Goldstone, Trowbridge, Wilts.—Carts.
209.—W. Eades, Bath.—Marble monuments.
210.—W. F. Ford, Bath.—Carriasies.

211.—Orne and Co., St. Andrew's-street, Holborn Viadut,

London.—Manure pumps, bench drilling machines, darning

machines.
212.—Olley and Co., 9, York-street, Southwark.—Steam

band sawing machines.

213.—J. Howard, Chesham, Bucks. —Articles for dairy and
domestic use.

214'.—Herts and Co., 43a, Store-street, London.—Bog oak
carvings.

215.—Davis and Son, Bath.—Gas cooking stoves, healing

apparatus.

216.—Laurence and Co., 22, St. Mary Axe, London.—
Refrigerators.

217.—W. Titley and Sons, Bath,—Dairy salts, Irish veils,

and clieeses.

218.—Joseph King, Bath.—Monumental designs and
marble chimney pieces.

219—E. Headly and Son, Cambridge.—Garden implements
and furniture.

220.—B. Newhara and Son, Bith,—Carriages.

221-222.— W. Parham, Bath.—Wire fences, garden
chairs, lawn mowers.

223.—C. Thorn, Norwich.—Carriages.

224i.—J. Offord, Brook-street and Wells-street London.

—

Carriages.

226.—Bradbury and Co. (Limited), Bristol.—Sewing
machines.

226.—T. Board, Bath.—Assortment of leather goods.

227-228.—J. Bladwell, Bith.—Bench ends, moveable
conservatories, forcing pits.

229.—Cranston and Luck. Birmingham.—Conservatories,

greenhouses.

230-231.—Follows and Bate, Mauohebter,—Garden ploughs,

forks, cliurns, lawu mowers, ventil.itors, snioke conductors,
knife deanprs.

23la.— P. J. Perry, Binbury.—Conservatories, greenhouses.
232.—Abbott and Co , Bideford, Ddvoushire.—Turn-wrest

plonghs, turnip slicers.

233.— H. S. Crump, Gbucester.—Shfep r-icks, troughs,
cattle cribs, water barrows, continuous fencing, iron corn
bins.

234.—J. S. Stone, Newport, Monmouthshire.—Carts and
wagi'ons.

235,—Phillips and Company, Grantham.—Mowers and rea-

pers.

236.—W. Brenton, Polbatliie, Cornwall.—Reaping and
mowing machines, mangel drills, and manure distributors,

forks.

237.—Davpy, Sleep and Co., Polsco and Croftshole, Corn-
wall.—Plonorhs, cultivators, horse rakes, whippletrees.

23S.—W. Gtrdner, Glouc"»ter.—Mill furniture.

239.—J. Sinclair, 104, Leadenhall-street, London.—Fire
engines, rpspirators, fire buckets.

240.—A. C. Bamlett, Tliirsk, Yorkshire.— ^Mowing and
reaping niachines.

241.—W. Afflfck, Swindon, Wiltshire.—Water carts, hay-
making machines, pi? troughs, force pumps.

242.—Lister and Co., Dursely, Gloucester.—Chaff cutting
machines, horse gear, clod crushers, rakes, haymakers, cheese
presses.

243.—F. and H. Mattison, Bedall, Yoikshire.—Reapers and
mowers.

244.—Smith and Grace, Thrapstsne, Northampton.—Horse
hoes, grindstones.

2+5.—Dell and Son, 2G, Mark -lane, London,—Mill stones,

grain sorters, middlings purifer, speed indicators.

246.—T. Bigg, Great Dover-street, Boro'. —Sheep dip-
pin? apparatus.

247.—Thompson, Bros., Bridgewater.—Cheese presses, dairy
utensils, chaff cutters, cake breakers, horse gears.

248.—William Anson Wood, 5, L'pper Thames-street, Lon-
don.—Mowers and reapers.

249.—R. Carey, Bath.—Garoen ornaments.
250.—J. Main and Co., 108, Queen Victoria-street, London—Wire fencing, field gates, garden seats.

251.— G. Kearsely, Ripon, Y'ork.—Grass mowers and rea-

per--.

262.— Eastwood and Co., Limited, Preston.—Churns.
253.—Preece and Sons, Leominster, Hereford.—Corn and

seed drills.

254.—A^gio, Stidolph, Colchester and Woodbridge.—^^la-

chincs for dressing barley, cleaning and separating clover and
other seeds without motive power.

255.—Anderson, Abbott, and xVnderson, Queen Victoria-street

London.—India-rubber endless belts, hoes, waterproof covers.
256.—J. S. and G. Cannings, Finchdean, Horndean, Hants.

—Liquid manure or water carts, horse hoes.

257.—Penney and Co. Limited, Lincoln.—Potato separa-
tors, corn screens, sack trucks, lime screens.

258—Pooley and Son, Liverpool.—Weighing machines.
259.—J. Savery, Earthcott, Bristol.—Ploughs, cultivators,

horse hoes, drags aud bodkins, mowers and reapers, chuff
cutters.

260.—Woods, Cocksedge and Co., Stowraarket.—Mills,

root pulpers, turnip cutters, pony gear, steam engines.
216.—Sawney and Co., Limited, Beverley, Yorkshire.

—

Corn dressing machines, sack barrows, garden seats.

262.—Williams and Son, Rhuddlan, Rhyl, Flints.—ChnfT-
cuJters, root pulpe.rs, turnip cutters, horse gear, mowers and
reapers steam engines.

263.—Rollins and Co., Old Swan Wharf, London Bridge.

—

Ilorse-rakes, lawn mowers, hay forks, pumps, chnrns, trellistes,

264.—Charles D. Phillips, Newport, Monnnouthshire.

—

Rick sheets, waterproof wagon covers, cask stands.

266.—J. and J T. Kiddle, Ludwell, Salisbury.—Wiiggons.
carts.

266.—G. Milford, Thorverton, Devon.—Waggons, cartg.
267.—W. F. Johnson, Leicester.— Garden seats, vases and

pedestals.

2G8.- C. E. Zimdars, 327, Grays Inn-road, London, W.C—
Pneumatic bells.

269. J. Burrows, Bristol.—Furniture polish reviver,

270.—J, Butler, Newcastle-on-Tyue.—Stencil plates, iudii-
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ruliher endorsing stamps.

271.—Black aud Co., Worcester.—Metallic spriuj mat-

tress.

27-2.

—

Y. and C. Hancock, Dudley.—Midlines for washing

biittiT, cinder sifters.

i27:5._W. -Whittaker, Bristol—Millstones.
27i.—W. Wade, Ls-eds.—Cliurus.

275.—The Scientific Toy and General Novelty Company,

Cloth Fair, London.—Domestic laljour-saviQ^ apparatus,

scientific toys.

275a.—G. Sinkwell, Dunstable.—Sack elevators, horse

hoes.

276.—Ilaynes and Sons, Edgware-road, London.

—

Ilydronettes, pumps, garden seats, pruning shears.

277.—Smith and Son, Bristol.—Perambulators and invalid

chairs.

278.—G. D. Thompson, Clapham Junction.—Egg beaters,

emery stone sharpers for machine knives.

279.—M. de Leon and Co , 24, Rathbone-place, London.

—

Domestic articles.

280.—J. C. Coles, Chippenham.—Furniture cream.

28L—T. J. Constautiue, 61, Fleet-street, London.

—

Cooking ranges.

282.—G. Davies, Albany-street and Regent-street, London.

—Cements.
283.—J. Cattress, South Shields.—Knife sharpeners.

2SJ..—B. Smith, Bath.—Fret-work aud scroll sawing

machines.
285.—F. Van Stan, 19, Bridpcrt-street, London.—Fish

and flower stands.

286.—W. Muggleton, South Norwood, Surrey.—Endorsing

stamps.

287.—T. G. Potter, 17, Oxford-street, London.—Hydro-
carbon lanterns, cooking stoves, refrigerators.

288.—A. Van Praag and Co,, 35, Crown-street, Soho,

London.—Filters.

289.— Williams and Co., Loughborough Junction, London.

—SHwing machine.
290.—Bailey Brothers, 71, Chancery-lane, London.

—

Stencil plates.

291.—J. Goss, Plymouth.—Stencil plates, branding irons.

292 Brown and Co., Charlotte-street, Blackfriars,

London.—Oil feeders, needle lubricators, tubular boiler

bruslies.

293.—J. Chapman, Frome and Trowbridge.—Monum'fental

ornampnts.
295.—Wright and Co., Airdrie.—Hot-water boiler.

296, 297.—J. Unite, EJgware-road, London.—llick cloth,

stable articles, marquees, tarpaulin.

298.—Taylor and Wilson, Accrington. — W^ashing

machines.

299.—S. Drukker, 46, Buckingham-road, Kingslacd

London.—Model curiosities.

300, 301.—B. Warner, Devizes.—Coal scuttles, summer
house.

302.—White and Co., 65, Trinity-square, Southwark,

London.—Oil feeders.

303.—Waite, Burnell, Huggins, and Co., 228, Upper

Thames-street.—Lawn mowers.

304.—J. Willway, Bristol.-Sewing machines.

305.—Wolstencroft and Company, 46, Ludgate-hill, Lon-

don.—Washing machines, preparation for the destruction of

rats and mice.

,306.—W^right and Butler, Birmingham.— Cooking stoves,

lanterns.

307.-C. Taylor, Great Hampton-street, Birmingham.

—

Pocket books, albums.
308.—Denton and Jutsum, 8, New Broad-street, London.

—Engine varnish, agricultural grease, paints.

309.—Goundry and Co., 181, Upper Thames-street, Lou-

dun.—Compressed tea and coffee.

310.— J, Grout, Hereford.— Food warmers.

311.—J. Parker, Woodstock, Oxon.—Earth closets.

3lla and l03a.—G. E. JefTery, Stamford, Lincoln.—Hay-
makers, horse rakes, chaff cutters, steam engines, horse

works.
312.—Day, Son aud Hewitt, 22, Dorset-street, Baker-street,

London.—Stockbreeders' medicine chests.

313.—The Agricultural and 1-lorlicultural Association,

Limited, 47, Miilbank- street, Westminster,—Garden seeds,

artificial manures, feeding meals.

314.—J. G. Eagles, Bath.—Cattle cake s.

31i.—S. Pettifer, Crndwell, Wilts.—Stock breeders' medi-

cine chests.

316 —Beach and Co., Dudley.-Ctttle foods.

317.—Spratt's Patent Meat Compiuy, Henry-street, Tooley-
street, London.—Dogs' food and medicines.

318.—Ayres, Chambers and Ayre, Wilmington, Hull.—
Oilcakes.

319.—J. M. Jones, Gloucester.—Specific for foot rot.

320.—Smith and Co., Bristol.—Guanos.

321.—Lilwall Brothers, Lowesmoor, Worcester.—Cattle

medicines.

322.—W^ G. Clarke, Limehouse, London.—Dog and

poultry foods.

333.—Cnrry and Soper, Shad Thames, London.—Specific.

324.—Neale and Sons, Sher.>.ton Magna, and Coraham,
W^ilts, and London.—Stock breeders' medicine chests.

325.—Tipper and Sons, Birmingham.—Medicated mys-

tery.

326.—E. Moore, Chippenham.—Anuatto.

327.—Plicenix Oil Mill Company, Liverpool, Lancashire.—
Feeding cakes.

328.—Lewis and Co., 180, Liverpool-road, London.—Medi-
cine chests.

329.—Barr and Co., Liverpool.—Feeding stuffs.

3-29a.—C. Trapnell, Bristol.—Articles of furniture.

330.—Miller and Co., Tewkesbury.—Cattle foods, artificial

manures.
330a.—W. Bowden, Walsall, Stafford.—Harness.

331.—Day and Sons, Crewe, Chesiiire.—Medicine chests.

332.—T. Farmer and Co., Mark-lane, London.—Artificial

manures.
333.—H. and T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol.—Artificial

manures.
334.—W. and H. M. Goulding, Dublin and Cork.—Arti-

ficial manures.
335.—McMaster, Hodgson and Co., Dublin.—Extract of

annatto.

336.—Webb and Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge.—Farm and
garden seeds.

337.—Wheeler and Son, Gloucester.—Farm seeds.

338.—Carter and Co., High Holborn, London.—Farm
and garden seec's.

339.—Sutton and Sons, Reading.—Farm and garden

seeds.

340.—H. Inman, Stretford, Manchester.—Garden houses.

341.—E. Tuck, Bath.—Conservatories, cucumber frames.

342.—Dennis and Co., Chelmsford.—Greenhouses, throttle

valves.

343.—Boultou and Pnul, Norwich.—Plant preservers

tents.

345.—Piggott Brothers, 59, Bishopsgate Without, London

.

—Tents, waterproof goods.

346.—Merchant and Son, Widcome, Bath.—Conserva-
tories.

347.—B. EdgingtoD, 2, Duke-street, London Bridge.—
Waterproof coverings.

bi8.—J. Matthews, Weston-snper-Mare.—Garden pottery

SHORTHORN SALES IN THE NORTH.—On the 6th

ult. there were two sales of Shorthorn cattle at the Agricul-

tural Hall, Cockermouth, Cumberland, when Messrs. Mitchell,

Bowe, and Mitchell offered the entire herd belonging to John
Postletliwaite, Esq., of The Hollins, near Whitehaven, which

had been removed there for convenience of sile; also selections

from the herds of Messrs. Thompson, Todd, Littleton, and

Brockbank. Mr. Postlethwaite's herd contained representa-

'

tives of the herds of the Duke of Devonshire, of Holker, Earl

Bective, Underley and also of the Booth herds of Messrs

Gaitskell, Hull Santon, and Mr. R. Jefferson, Preston Hows>

&c. Of pedigree cattle there were 16 females, which sold for

a total of £570 133. 6d., or an average of £35 133. 4J. ; 6

bulls averaged £26 158. ^f 1.—£133 7s. Od. ; the average of

the 21 animals was £33 lOs. 6d., and the total of the

whole £70i Os. 6d. There were 18 animals belonging to the

breeders above-mentioned—10 females and 8 males, and they

realised a total of £396 ISs., or an average of £U la.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
DERBVSriIRE.

On May 25ni the ooiniietitioa for prizes for shfep-sliearin?

mill liorsf >liueiiijr, ort'ered by the Derby Sucinty, took place near

Derby. The siH'pp-shea''iiij; prizes for fanners' s-ons were
won as follows :—The first prize of £3 3s. was awarded to Mr.
Docksey, of lliltou Cuinmou ; tiie teeoud of £2 2s. to Jlr,

Wihiiot, of t'rich Chase, Ambergate ; and the third to Mr
lloberts, of Stantou-by -Bridge.

IIAULEIGII.

The aniuiil siprinp: show of this Assneiation was held

oil ^lay 2.^1 h in llolbecks Park, the seat of .Miss

Kowley. There was a very good sliow. I'lie (oUortiiig

is tiie

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Stallion.—Prize, J. Rayn"^ am.

Brood mare.— First prize, J. Cooper ; beconJ, E. W.
Areher ; third, S. Coppiii.

(.ieldiii)?.— Prize, W. Kersey.

Mare vtiihout loal.—First prize, J. F. T. Dipnall ; second,

li. Makens.
Three-year-old filly.—Prize, F. Grimwadc,
Colt, under tweuty-seten months old.— First prize, A.

Everett; second, W. Byford.

Gi^ldiag, under tw^nty-eeveu months old.— First prize, J.
Everett ; Second, 1). Dyer.

Filly, under twenty-seven months old.—First prize. Sir C.

Rowley ; second, R. Turner.

Colt or gelding, under fifieeu mouths old.—First prize, B.
S earn ; second, W. M. Nnnr.

Filly, under lif een months old.—F.rst prize, W. Byford;
second, W. Wilson.

F^oal.— Firkt prize, J. Scott; second, S. Coppin.

Pair of cart horses. —First prize, H. V. Postaus ; second,

F. Grirawade.
Best mare or filly in any of the above classes.—Prize,

silver cup or value t'> 5s., Sir C. R. lliwley, Bart.

RIDING AN' I) NAG HORSE*.
Heavy-wpght carrying hunter, not less than 15 hands high.

—Prize, silver cup, value £5 5s., C. Bailey.

Light-weight carryieg hunter, n it less than li hands high.

—Fir.-t prize, silver cup, value £5 5j., C. J. Grimwade
;

sec lud, J. F. Ribins m.
Mare or ge'dirg, exceeding i5 hands li'gh, exhibited in

liarness.—i'lrst prize, J. Y. Robinson ; second, W. Grim-
wade.

Riding cob, not exceeding 15 hands high.—First prize, L.
Juby

; secoud, L. Juby.
Cob, not excepding 15 hands high, exhibited in harness.

—

First prize, T. Cliisuall ; second, 11. Newman.
Best jumper in the above classes.—First prize, silver cup, I

valua JCi 3s., J. F. Robinson ; secoud, W. Bear, Acton.
I

Pony, not exceeding 13 hands high.— First prize, T. lla-

Wftrd ; second, W. F. Mortimer.
I'ony, not exceedin? 13 hands liish, exhibited in harness.

—

First prize, J. G. Stowe ; second, R. VVoodgnte. :

Pony, not exceeiling 12 iiaudi high.— First prize, R.
Wrisfht ; second, W . Kersey.

Best jumper iu the pony ciasises.—Prize, W. Kersey.

CATTLE.
I

Ball of any breed.—First pru-, J. F. Rubioson ; second,

R. Partridge.

Foiled cow.—First prize, D. Djer; second, L. Juby.
Best horned cow.— First prize, J. Evere.t; ^ecoIid, Miss

|

Riwley. Commended: L. Ju'y.
|

Fat beast of any ag--.— I'rize, ,J. Rand.
j

Fat steer or heifer, .unler |l rty nmnths old.— First prize, W !

Kersey ; second and tli;id, J. 'co t.
j

PIGS.
Best boar.— First prize, J. F. Robinson ; secoud, F. Grim-

wade.

Best breeding sow.—First and second prizes, J. Hicks.
Best sow with ))ig?.—First prize, J. Norfolk ; second, F.

Grimwade.
Prizes were also given for sheep-shearing, plongliing, Jtc.

HIGHLAND.
The montlily meeting of the directors of this Society was

hell in their chambers. No. 3 George IV. Bridge, iMr.
Dove, Eastiield, in the chair. Mr. F. N. ilcnzies le-
ported apologies lor the absence of Mr. Copland i\lill, of
Ardlethen ; and Mr. j\lurray of Doliir'e.

The business to be brought before tlie?eneral meeting on the
13th current was arranged as follows :—Lleotion of members •

arra.ngemenis .'or Edinburgh and Dumfries Shows
; agricuUmai

education; cliemicnl department
; veteriujiiy dtpartineut me-

morial to the late Marquis of Twecddale : transactions for
1877.

The li^t of Candidates for election at the general meeting
was suhrnitted

; and the Sr*cretary stated that he coul i, in (enns
of the bye-laws, receive additional names up to the moruiii" of
the 13ih.

"

_
The Secretary intimated that lie hnd received fVoni Mr.

Kennedy, countv collector, i'lli, the amount ol the voluntary
assessment in Mid-Lothian towards tiie expensKS of IlieSliow.
The Secretary reported that at a meeting of the Geneial

Ciimmittf e of Superintendence which had just terminated, the
usual sub-committees and two attending members on each set
of judges had been appointed.

A letter was subiiiilled from Mr. 11. Gordon, Clerk otSupplv
Dumfries, sending exiept irora minute ol anninl "euera/me.e'-
jUg of the Commissioners of Supply of the coimts Irom 'which
jt appeared that Colonel Walker moved that £l,(Joi) beguarau-
^eei Ironn the county towwds the expenses ot t'.e Show, and
jhat it be asessed upon Coinrais'ioners of Supply only ;' and
hit this was seconded by Mr. Arandell, and agreed to.

"

ROYAL OF ENGLAND.
MoN'TiiLY Council, Wednesday, June 6th, 1877. Presrut—Lord Skelmersdale, President, in the chair; the Duke

of Bedford, Earl Cathcart, the Eirl of Feversham, the
Earl of Leicester, the Earl of Powis, Lieut.- General
Viscount Bridport, Lord Cheshaiii, Lord Esliugton, M.P..
Lord Vernon, the Hon. W. Egerton, M.I'.,
Sir Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P., Sir A.''K. Jlacdonahl,'

Bart., Sir R. C. Musgrave, Bart., Sir W. E. Weiby-
Gregory, Bart., M.P., Sir Watkiu W. Wynn, Lart, >LP.,
Mr. Avelins, Mr. Aylaier, ^Ir. Bouth, *Mr. Biwly, xMr.

Cantrell, Mr. Edmonds, Mr. Frankish, Jlr. Braulreth
Gibbs, Mr. Heinsley, Mr. Ilorley, Mr. Hornsby, Mr.
Howard, Mr. Bowcn Joue?, Colonel Kingsco'e," C 15.

M.P.. Mr. Leeds, Mr. Maslen, ^^Iv. Mil.vard, JL-. Pain,'
Mr. Randell, Mr. Ransoine, Mr. Ridley, M.l'., :M-.'

Russell, Mr. Sand ly, ^Mr. Shutlleworth, Mr. S;ratton, Mr.
Torr, M.P., Mr- Jabez 'J'urner, Mr. Wakelield,

'

Mr.
\yhitehead, Jlr. Wilson, Professor Sioiond sand Dr.
V'oelcker.

The Earl of Lonsdale, of Lowtlicr, Weitmorelaud, wa»
elected a Governor of the Society, and the following new
members were elected

:

Angus. J^.lin Bearl, Stocksfield, Nortimmberland.
Angus, Jonathan, Brooinloy, Siocksfiehi, Norti.umOerlaaJ.
Biird, Alexander, Uric, Stoueiiavei, N.15.
Biuks, Edwin, 11., liighmoot House, Wigton.
Bell, Geo ;^e John, Nook, Irthinnton, iSroaiptjn, Carlisle.
Bou'.'hey, C.-orge, Luual Kllesinere, .Shrertsbury.

Bruce, Alexander K , Calheriuc-street, Strand, W.C.

E
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r.urrows Thomas, Epperstonc, Nottingham.

Bus!^, Benjamin, llorbmonden, Slaplehurst.

C ir-^, Ji>hn. New Marten, near Chirk, Ruabon.

CtiasMore, Frederick, Park House, Battle, Sussex.

("radock, George, 2, VVilton Parade, Blackpool.

Darlington, Jara>=s, Black Park, Chirk, Ruabon.

Dudney, Thomas, Hiniilpton, Siiorehaiu.

Durham, Chirles Aldenham Abbey, Watford.

Dyer, Bernard, F.C.S. 17, Great Tower S reet, B.C.

i>au3, John Sa^nuei Hugh, Voryd Lodge, Rhyl. |

Gale, John Cnristopher, Aigburth Lodge, Liverpool.

GoKvin, John James, Troy Farm, Somertou, Deddington,

Oxford.

Grt-aves, Jjhn, ThurUtone, Penistone, Yorks.

Green, Dawson, Whittington Hall, Carnforth.

Hayes, William, Fro(*sham, Preston Brook, Cheshire.

James, Richard, Dyffryn Aur, Llanrwst.

J jne", Robert, G aub aae Park, Llandovery, S. Wales.

Jon '8, William, Pikes End, EUesmere, Shrewsbury.

Kelsey, Ed-un, WiLkham Court, Sandwich.

Mackie, John, The Reading Iron Works, Reading.

McQueen, James, Crofts, Dalbeattie, N.B.

Marsh, John, Brad'ey Hall, Gr«ppenhall, Warrington.

Mee, E. D., Broomhills, Billericay, Brentwood.

Montgon^ery, Andrew, i3orcland. Castle Douglas, N.B.

IMorris, John Grant, Allerton Priory, Woolton, Liverpool.

Mort, CharDs, Burlton, Surew-ibury.

M irt, Frederick Drewry, Eastlands, S*aiford.

Neilson, Robert, Hilewood, l/iver|iool.

Nichol-i.n, Kichara AU^^d, Barkhouse, Cockermouth.

Nott, Thomas Letton Court, Brampton Brian, llerel'ordshire.

Penwell, W. btackhouse C, Trehane, Prubus, Cornwall.

Read, J tmes, Huminiiton, Salisbury.

Richards, G orge F., Grem Hill, Llan'"yllin, Jlont.

Sell,Clnrles,Pop'ar Farm, Bassmgboarue, Royston, Carab<.

Siiawe, James, Scirisbrick, Ormskirk.

Slater, Thomas, Boston.

Smith, Charles, care of Mr. William Chattsrton, Hallington,

Louth.
Tanner, Alfred, Shrawardine, Shrewsbury.

Tappen, George, Cliantrey Watson, Chantrey House,

Horley, Crawley.

Thompson, Robert, Mythop Lodge, Weeton, Blackpool.

"Wakeley, W. Rainhaoi, Sittin^bourue.

Walton, J. A., Lockington, Derby.

Warburton, J. S , Charnley-street, Preston.

Webster, Robert, Peakirk, Market Deeping.

Whjte, James, Aldborough Hall, Darlington.

Wisden, Thomas Faulconer, Broadwater, Worthing.

"Woodbridge, George, Manor Farm, Levant, Chichester.

Woods, Arthur, The Wilderness, Walton-on-the-Hill, Liver-

pool.

Woods, Henry William, Clipsfone Park, Mansfield, Notts.

Finances.—Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P. (Chair-

man) presented the report, from which it appeared that

the Se'^retary's receipts during the past mort:i had been

duly examined by the Committee, and by Messrs. Quilter,

Ball, and Co , the Society's accountants, and found correct.

The balance at the bankers oa May 31 was £5,687 16s.

8d., while £2,000 remains at deposit. This report was

adopted.

JoutiNAL.—Mr. M. W. Ridley, M.P., reported that

the spring number of the Journal had been scut to each

member of the Society whose subscriptioa is not „in

arrear ; and the Committee recommended the usual pay-

ments for printing, illustrations, and literary contribu-

tions. This report was adupted.

Chemical.—Mr. Wakefield reported that Dr.

Voclcker's quarterly report had been read, and ordered to

be printed for consideration at the next meeting of* the

Committee. This report was adopted.

General Liverpool.—Ljrd Chesham (Chairman)

reported the following recommendations of the Com-
mittee:— First, that the programme of the Liverpool

meeting, as arranged by the Committee, be adopted

;

second, that the Secretary be authorised to advertise upon

the Liverpool omnibuses and tram-cars; third, that an

omnibus be allowed to ply in the showyarJ, horn the

implement yard to the horse ring, at a fare of 2d. each

person. This report was adopted.

Cattle Plague.—Lieutenant-General Viscount Brid-

port reported that Professor Brown had sent the accom-
panying report to the Committee, detailing the circum-

stances attending the cattle plague which have occurred

since their last meeting. The Committee, in presenting ths

statement to the Council, ventured to express their satis-

faction with the procedure ot the Privy Council, and their

belief that the ])resent state of things justifies a hope

that the country may shortly be declared free of cattle

plague.

Report of Professor Brown.—Two outbreaks of

cattle plague have beeu reported since the last meeting of

the Veterinary Committee on May 1 ; one in Lincoln-

street, Hull, and the other in Whitechapel. In both

cases the evidence was of a character to justify a doubt

as to the true nature of the disease.

The outbreak at Hull was reported to the Veterinary

Department on Miy 5, and Mr. Duguid proceeded to in-

vestigate the case without delay. According to his report

the symptons exhibited by the diseased animal were not

sutficiently marked to enable him to form an opinion, but

after a post-mortem examination he was satisfied that the

disease was cattle plague ; the four cows which were in

the shed with the diseased animals were immediately

destroyed, and the premises declared infected. An inquiry

was instituted at once, but nothing was discovered which

in any way connected the outbreak with centres of in-

fection which had previously existed in the borough. No
case of cattle plague had been reported in Hull (or apeiitd

of six weeks, and a careful inspection of all the cow-sheds

did nut result in the discovery of any circumstances which

would lead to a suspicion that a fatal disease had existed

during that interval. If cattle plague had prevailed,

some of the sheds would certainly have been found empty.

The cow which was reported ill on May 5th was bought

of a dealer on April 22Qd, and two other cows which
were brought into Hull with her remained healthy. The
four cows which were in the shed with the diseased cows

from Wednesday, May 2nd, when the first signs of ill-

ness were observed, to Sunday, May 6lh, showed no indi-

cation of being infected with cattle plague, and no further

outbreak of the disease has occurred in Hull.

The outbreak in Baker's-row, White's-row, White-
chapel, has excited a good deal of attention, in conse-

quence of the statement which was made at a meeting of

the Board of Works, by the Chairman of the Cattle

Plague Committee, to the effect that the Board's inspector

had reported the existence of c:ittle plague, while the

ofiicers of the Privy Council considered the disease to be

pleuro-pneumonia. The attention of the Board of Works
has been called to the fact that the telegram which was
sent by their inspector to the Veterinary Department con-

tained no reference to cattle plague, but merely stated that

some animals required to be inspected, and that the car-

case of one of them, which had been slaughtered the pre-

vious day, was at Mr. Cave's, butcher, Dempsey-street,

Whitechapel. The chief iuspectoi at once proceeded to

the butcher's premises, and was shown the carcase, which

was dressed in the ordmary way, and at the same time

some lungs were produced, in one of which (the left one)

the disease, pleuro-pueumonia, had advau; ed to such an

extent that nearly the whole of the structure was imjdi-

cated.

On visiting the sheds whence the animals had been re-

moved the chief inspector found three cows presenting

sympt.jms which led him to suspect cattle plague, and he

therefore placed the premises in charge of the police, and

took ])ossession of the cai-case at the butchers; the hide

and oti'al had been removed, and it did uot appear that

anything had btcii disiufcctcd.
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The three cows in the shed iu WLite's-row, and two
others, which the owner had kept out of the way in

another part of the premises', were subsequently seen by
Professor SimonJs, and although the evidence was not

quite satisfactory, it was deemed advisable to declare the

existence of cattle plague, and the animals were accord-

ingly destroyed. It may be observed that pleuro-pnen-

inonia was declared by the inspector of the local

authorities to exist in the premises in White's-row on
April 2-lth, on which date there were ten cows in the

sheds.

For some weeks past the inspectors of the Privy
Council have been engaged in directing the cleansing and
disinfection of the premises iu which cattle pliigue had
existed ; this work is now completed. It is, however,
intended to keep all these premises under observation for

sometime after the introduction of fresh stock.

This report was adopted after (/he following discussion

Lad taken place :

Lord PcA IS mentioned that the restrictions which had
been imposed in many cases were now being removed,
in conseqiuence of the cessation of fresh cases of cattle

plague.

Lord EsMNGTON, M.P., and My. Wakefield, having
asked for information in reference to the Whitechapel case

of alleged cattle plague,

Professor SniONDS stated that in consequence of what
had been considered the doubtful character of the White-
chapel case, he had been requested to examine the animals

as well as the carcases of one which had been slaughtered.

This he was shown, together with the lungs, which were
distiiKtly atfected with pleuro-pueumonia, but he had great

doubt whether the latter had been taken out of that

carcase. On visiting the animals which were ill iu the

shed he found thei'e three cows, two of which were unwell,

while the other was perfectly healthy. One of these

animals gave unmistakable evidence of disease of the lungs,

and the other unhealthy animal gave iudicalions of catllo

plague. The animals were planed under the care of a

j)oliceraan. until the following day, when he again visited

the shed, and found that two other cows had been secreted

—i.e. had been taken from the animals the previous day,

and put in another part of the premises where one would

scarcely have supposed any man could put two cows.

This made him more suspicious as to what was going on,

and on examining those two cows, he found evidence of

serious illness, and symptoms of those allied to cattle

plane. At this time there were only four animals left,

one he had seen on the previous day being now dead.

This animal was the one to which he liad referred as

exhibiting symptoms of the disease of the lungs. He pro-

ceeded to make a pod mortem examination, and the

indications that examination afforded were such as would
only lead one to suspect the existence of cattle plague in the

remaining animals. Under the circumstances it was
deemed right and prudent to take the same course as would
have been adopted if there had been no doubt that the

disease was cattle ])lague.

Mr. Jabez TuRNKii wished to ask Professor Simonds
for an expression of his opinion, whether it was possible

forcattle plague and pleuro-pneumonia to exist in thesa.Tie

animal at the same time. lie had heard it frecpiently stated

in the country that many animals which Inid been killed

as snfl'ering from cattle plague were iu reality only affected

with pleuro-prieumonia.

I'rofessor Simo.vds said he had no hesitation in

answering the question. There could be no doubt what-

ever that the two diseases could exist in an animal at the

same time. An animal siiffering from pleuro-pneumonia

will sometimes live two or three weeks, and, if exposed to

the infection of cattle phignc, it would very likely lake i(,

and die from cattle plague, and nut from pleuro-pucutuouia.

Animals also in whom the infecting materials of pleuro-

pneumonia were incubated were equally liable to the infec-

tion of cattle plague.

The Committee had also received the following report

from their Inspector, Mr. Dugnid, iu reference to the liul! ^

case :

—

At the request of Professor Brown I visited Hull on
May 6th to examine a reported case of cattle plague on
the premises of Mr. Kirby, Lincoln-street.

The animal was one of a stock of five cows, and had
been examined by the local Inspector, Mr. Freeman, and
also by another veterinary surgeon, and pronounced to be

suffering from caitle plague.

The cow showed some, though not all, the symptoms
characteristic of the disease, and I had some donbt
whether she was really suffering from rinderpest or not,

bat on making & post mortem examination my doubts were

removed, and I then confirmed the opinion of the local

Inspector, and the other four animals in the shed were

slaughtered by order of the local authority.

The cow had been bought of a dealer only a short time

previous, but the fact that two other cows which had been

brought into Hull along with her remained healthy

precludes the idea of the contagion being brought by her

intO' the shed.

A period of six weeks had elapsed since a case of cattle

plague had been seon in Hull, and no light has yet been

thrown on the source of contagion.

PLEUiu)--PNEUMONrA E-XPEiUMENTS.—In thc report

presented to the Royal A gricult nral Society in December last

on the pleuro-pneumonia experiments being conducted at

the Brown Institution, it was stated that as soon as all

the animals had been inoculated, or exposed to the con-
tagion of pleuro- pneumonia by contact with the organs

of diseased animals which had been slaughtered, they

would then be subjected to cohabitation with animals

suffering from the disease. The existence of cattle plague

iu the Metropolis, and the consequent necessary restric-

tions on the movements of auimals within the Metro-
politan area, have for some time past precluded the

movement of the experimental cattle into infected sheds,

aud therefore the final and important part of the series

of experiments has been delayed. Professor Brown has

kindly ottered to assist in obtaining infected premises for

the purpose as soon as the cattle plague regulations cease,,

and it is to be hoped that in a short time the pi'eseut

series of experiments will be concluded.

The whole of the animals have been inoculated with

the exudation liquid obtained from pleuro-pneumonia

lungs, most of them in more than one way, and soniQ

have, in addition, been brought into contact with the lungs

of diseased animals that had been slaughtered while

suffering from the disease. None of them have become
att'ected with pleuro-pneumonia as the result of these

inoculations, and with one excej)tion they have all re-

mained iu good health. The exception referred to is

the case of one cow, which died on the 24th day after

inoculation, but the cause of death was not pleuro-

pneumonia.

FooT-AND-MOurn DISEASE.—.\l(hough at first some
dilTiculty was experienced in comniiiuicating this disease,

four of the experimental animals have become attecled

with it by feeding them wi:b hay moisfeucd with the

saliva of diseased animals. And hail thc virus of foot-

and-mouth disease been more readily obtained, the others

would in all j)robability have been infected before the

present time. The fn-st opportunity tlnit oilers they will

be subjected to the influence of the virus.'

Show-yard Cg.ntkacts. — Mr. .Iacob Wii.so.n

(chairman), reported that the Surveyor reports that the

show-yard works at Liverpool are not in so forward a

stale at this lime as iu pieviuu' yc:ir?, ow'n<i partly to

E a
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th€ contractors being new to their work, ami partly to

iLe delay caused by the cattle plague during the greater

portion of April. The Surveyor has given his personal

and almost constant attention to these works (since it

was decided to proceed with them at the last meeting of

the Council) in directing and assisting the contractors,

snd by continuing so to do he hopes to get the ^hovv-,yard

ready *for use iu due time. The railway siding for stock

)M in progress, but the second line and the two docks, re-

commendL-d by the Committee, are provided for in another

way. The laying down of the pipes to supply the show-

A-ard with water is also iu progress, and.the works under-

taken by the Liverpool authorities are well forward. The
Committee recommend that the contractor be paid the

second instalment of £2,000 as duly certified by .the Pur-

veyor, and they farther recommended that iccamelled

numbers for cattle and horses be provided. This report

was adopted.

Stock. Prizes.—Mr. Milv.ard (Chairmaui) reported

tie recommcnaation of the Committee that the Liver-

])Ool local committee be asked to nominate judges of

liams and bacon, and that two gentlemen nominated as

inspectors of shearing be duly appointed. This report

was adopted.

Implements.—Mr. TiEiisLET (Chairmafl) reported

the recommendation of the Committee that a sufficient

acreage of wheat and barley be set apart for the trials of

sheaf binding machines, and that three gentlemea be

appointed to act specially as judges of them.

C.A.TTLE Pl.\gle Evidexce.—Mr. RiDiiEr, M.'P.,

reported that the Committee met on Y/ednesday, May
2ud, at 2 p.m., when he was elected Chairman, and tbs

Committee rou^jhly sketched the following,programme of

what they considered should be the heads of inquiry by

the select Commitiee, and resolved to inform themselves

as far as possible of the decision come to by that Com-

mittee as to the scope of their inquiry, and the nature of

the evidence they intended to take, with a view to con-

sidering their own further action :
—

A. Foreign Live Stot'lc.

Principal sources of supply of Foreign Live Animals.

Regulations in different countries with reference to

tsported stock.

jNIanner in which those regulations are carjied out at

,
ports of embarkation.

'Proportion of diseased r^irgoes from each country.

Method of transit from exporting to importing

-countries.

Reception and treatment at ports of debarkation.

Facts relating to the recent outbreak of Ciitle plague.

Importation of pleuro-pneumonia.

Importation of foot-and-mouth disease.

Estimate of loss in home protection of meat end

milk.

Deterrent effect of imported diseases on the home
(breeding and feeding of stock.

B. Foreign Meat Supply.

Existing supply.

Comparison of the condition of foreign, American,

nd Scotch meat.

Recent development of the American trade and pro-

bability of summer supply.

Effect on the price of meat.

Probabilities of future meat supply, -flspecially what

proportion of foreign live stock would be likely to be

eent here as dead meat if .their importation aa live

.animals were prohibited.

Importation of hides, horns, &c.

.Regulations that m.iy b? necessary to prevent iinporta-

'tion of diseases with hides, fcc

C. Amendment of the Act of ISGO.

Since this time the Coniiuittee had been favoured by

the courtesy of the Chairman of the House of Commons
Committee with a copy of the shorthand writer's notes

of the evidence given before that Committee. The
Committee again met yesterday (Tuesday, Bth inst.), and
discussed ithe various heads of their programme in con-

nection with the evidence already given before the

Ilousb of Commons Committee. They made one or two
additions to that prograxnme, and agreed npon the

names of witnesses whom they thought it would be de-

sirable should be examined by the Select Committee in

case it should be necessary to supplement the

evidence brought from other sources before them. In

cview of some necejsary clerk's work, in digesting .some

of the evidence which may be brought forward, the Com-
.mittee asked for a grant not exceeding £.25, to be placed

iinthe hands of the Secretary. This report was adopted.

A letter from Mr. IIigde.v, resigning his seat on the

Council, on the.ground of ill-health, having been read, it

was moved by Lord .Chesham, seconded by Mr. MilwarJ,

and carried unanimously, that Mr. Rigden be requested

to reconsider his determination.

It was moved by Lord Fii:vERSH.\5r, seconded by Lord

Chesham, '' That the Secretary be requested to rejjre-

sent, on behalf of the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society, to those railway compauies who have prohibited

the conveyance of cattle iu horse-boxes, that much in-

convenience will be caused thereby to the agi-icultural

interest, and that it would be a .great advantage if they

wotdd provide horse-boxes or other vehicles suitably

fitted for the conveyance of valuable cattle."

"Lord Povris explained that the action of the railway

companies was due to the issue of an Order by the Privy

Council, but that several railway companies had already

relaxed the rule which they felt it their duty to make, in

conseouence of having obtained permission to do so from

illis Grace the Lord President of the Council.

The resolution was then carried unanimously.

Xiitters of thanks were read from recently-elected

honorary members.

An application from the .Council of the Shorthorn

Society for permission to hold their annual meeting of

members in the members' tent in the Society '5 showyard,

on Thursday, July 13lh, was unanimously granted.

SIIQRTilORN.
A meeting of tl-e Council of .this Society was held at tiie

Society's rooms, ,12, Hanover-square, on Tuesday the 5tli alt.

JPresent—Lord Skelmersdale, in tiie cliair. The Earl of Dun-
more, Colonel G 'inter, Colonel KiQ?scote, C.B., M.P., Colonel

Loyd-Lindsay, MP., Mr. Hugh Aybner, Mr. H. tt^ Beau-
iford, Mr. T. C. Booth, Mr. E. Bowly, Mr. W. Talbot Crosbie,

Mr. F. J. S. Foljarabp, M.P., Mr. C. Howard, Mr. A. Mit-

chell, Rev. T. Staniforth, Mr. R. Stratton, and Mr. Jacob

V/ilson.

(The followine; new members were elected -.

Bruce, John, Barmoor Castle, Beal, Northumberland.

Grahara, William, The Lodee, His<hbiiry, N.
Keasraao, W., Coltsford Mills, Oxted,Godstone, Surrey.

Higgins, E. IL, Machen-place, Newport, Mon.
Hcve, Earl, Gop.sall, Atlierstone.

Ma shall, John, Chalton Park, Belfonl, Northumberland.

S'evenson, A. O., Blairsliinnoch, BiniT, N B.

Stott, John, Greenheads, Muclialls, Stonehaven, N.B.

Walker, Thomas, Stowell Park, Northleach, Gloucester.

Wren, Walter, Grazeley-court, Reading.

EDITING COMMITTEE.
Colonel KiNGScoTE reported that the Committee had had

•before them the ppcligree of a bull sent for entry iu the Heri
B )ok named Duke of Kirklevington, and whose great grandara

was stated to be Lady Kirklevingtoa. by Grand Duke of York

(12,966), out of Kirklevingtoa Otii. The Committee had care-

ful y examined the various entries ia the Herd Bood of Kirk-
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IrvingtoD Otli's prodiicp, and lliey found no record of her ever

having had a calf by Grand Duke of York, although her pro-

duce has been careluUy and regularly recorded up to tlie time

of her ceasing to breed. The Committee were therefore of

Ojiinion that m tl is respect tlie pedigree of the bull as given

«H8 incorrect. The Coramittee, however, further reported

lli'it anottier pfdigree, of the sanie family as the bull in ques-

tion, liad been s-eot in for entry by the Kev. P. Graham. Tlie

t'onimi't«s, from evidence which liad been placed before them,

aiil from a careful investigation of tlie matter, bi lieved that

the pedigree as given by the Rev. P. Graham was correct.

Tlie Coramittee had also investigated two other pedigrees,

aii.l directed the Secretary to send suitable replies.

Geivehal Purposes Committee.—Mr. Jacob Wilson
reported tliat the accounts for the month of May had been

examined, by- Messrs. Quilter, Ball, and Co., and the Com-
mittee, and were fouud to be correct.

Tlie Committee also reported that the Secretarj's petty casii

account had bten examfcd and passed, and showed an etpen-

ditureof £11 Ts.duringthe pastinonih, that the receipts for

the month of May had bsea £161- Gs. Gi(., the balance of the

Society's current account at the bankers being; £67i 16s. 5d.

The Committee recommended that the sura of £1,000 be

invested in Tliree per Cent. Consols in the name oi ihf Short-

lioru Society of Great Britain and Inl.nd.Hnd that the Sec-

retary be empowertd to instruct Ihe bauKers to take the

necessary steps thereto.

The Committee also recommended the payment of various

accounts, rent, and salaries amouDling to £249 17». 4(1.; and-

that the Secretary make arrangements with the Society's

auditors for the auditing of the Society's accounts, to the end
of 187fi, previous to tlie general meeting of rtemljers in July.

The Coramittee further reported that Mr. George Savill,

Irgthorpe, Stamford, and Mr. 11. E. Oliver, Sliolebroke

Lortge, Towcester, had resigned their seats on tie Council,

This report was adopted.

Ou the motion of Mr. Jacob \VIL.so^', and seconded by

Colonel Kii\GSCOTF., it was resolved :

—

"Tiiat an application'

be made to the ttoyal Agricultural Society of ilngland for the

use of their members' tent in the shuwvard at Liverpool, for the

purpofe of holdingthe annual gencrd meetinj; of members of
the Shorthorn Society, on Thursday, July ]2tli, at noon."
The next meeting of the Coui oil was fixed for Tuesday, Jalj.

3rd, at 3 p.m.

ItOTAL. AGRICULTURAL BIINEVOLENT INSTITUTIOi>\

TIic seventeenth anniversary festival of this institution

\v;'s held last Wednesday, June fv, at Willis's Rooms, and

was attended by nearly one hundred gentlemen. The

Earl of DuNJiORE presided, and among those present

were : Sir 11. J. ISIaxweli, Mr. J. J. Meelii, Mr.R. Leeds",

Mr. Thornton, Mr. H. L. Druce, Mr. C. S. < antrell,

Mr. J. Odams, Mr. Charles Shaw, Mr. T. C. Scott, Mr.

J. Trout, Mr. W. Vivian, Mr. F. J. Owen, Mr. A. Gi.r-

rettr, Mr. J. K. Fowler, Mr. J. CoUius, &e.

After the usual loyal toa^its had been proposed from the

chair, and cordially responded to,

Mr. T. C. S<:oTT gave "The Army, Navy, Militia, and
Reserve Forces ; Sir 11. J. Maxwell respoi-ding for the

Navy, and Capt. Edwards for the Reserve Forces.

The CirAiRMAN sM the next toast was one respecting

wliich he regretted^ that it had not been entrusted to abler

hands than his own. It was with extreme diffidence that lie

h.id risen to ask them to drink " Prosperity to the Royal
Agricultural Benevolent Institution ;" and he hopfd they

wou'd bear with him while he mads a few brief remarks ou
that most valuable, serviceable, and charitable Society

(cheers). When he came to consider that in former years

the institution had enjoyed the great privilege of having

such eminent and illustrious statesmen a^ Lord Bea-
consfield. Lord Derby, and the late Lord Lytton to

preside at its anniversary festival, and when he remembered,
too, that in later years his Royal Highness the Prince of

Wales liad also occupied tlie cliair which he was now so

unworthily fillin?, he could not but appreciate the great com-
pliment which had been paid him iu his being asked to pre-

side on that occasion. Althouiih he would not be presump-
tuous enough to attempt to handle the subject before them in

the able manner in wliicli it was dealt with
by his predecessors, yet he would declare that he
yielded to none of tiieni in the interest which he took
iu the work of the Society (cheers) ; and wheu he saw how
much good it had done, and the extent of tliK claims made
npon it, he wondered how the agricultural body was able tago
on so long as it did without such an agency for tlie relief of

those connected with it who had fallen into distress. And this

reminded him of a fact which must never be forgotten so long

as that charity existed, namely, that all lionour and praise was
due to a gentleman whose name had been so long connected
with scientific experiments in relation to husbandry—he meant
Ilia friend Mr. Mechi, tlie founder of the Institution (cheers).

In presiding, in 1860, at the first festival, the present Prime
Minister, in the course of his remarks on the positiou and
characteristics of the British farmer, observed that intercourse

diffused not only knowledge but something more prec ous than

knowledge, namely, sympathy. He rpiite concurred in that

upiuiou. Sympalliy was one of the noblcjt atlribu'cs of our

imperfect nature. It was sympathy wliich led to the forma-

tion of that great organisation ; il was mixing with far.uers of
every class, and especially coming in cont.wl wilii poor strug^

gling occupiers, which produced that bond-of synipatiiy beiweea'

the founder of that S^ciety and his agriculiur<il frieuJs that

resulted in the formation of an instil u' ion winch nii.;lit truly

be called one of lov« and charity (cheer-). The BritiJi fsr-

mer played not the least important part on the st«ge of human
life. The merchant princes of this country mude thniisands

ayesr iu commerce, and the resources of the country were
deemed almost ineshaustibie ; but-, alter all, it was to the soH
of the Ur.ited Kingdom and tl ose who tilled it that the people

of this country would look (or their best bUf plies of produce.

As years hal rolhd ou, and civilisation had extended, tlie bond-

of sympathy between o.vnersof land and the tillers of land had
been more and more strongly cemented, and he had no hesita-

tion in saying that it wa-s to the friendly feelingj and cordial'

re'ations b t*een- the two classes that we were indebted for

much of our naliT,nal greatueiis (Hear, hear). It was syni-

pathet'c interest, for those who belonged to one's own class,,

and that truly British feeling, the desire of the strong to assist'

the weak, which led to thi^ formation of a socie'y iiaving for'

its object to provide for farmers, and the widows and orpnaus-

of farmer^I, who had been oveitakcu by misfortune. Almost
every profession and trade had an institution having a siraiNr

object, and in none could one be more needed than in tl'.s

vocation of the farmer. A great uviuy people tliought tha
farmer had a very nice and very easy time of it. Fine, healthy,,

outdoor exercise; entire esemplion from pauics like thosa-

connected with the operations on the Stock Exchange, bring-

ing innocent people to ruin ; freedom from anything like hard-

manual labour; having nothing to do but put the seed i i tho

ground, see it come up, cut the, grain, harvest i', thresh it

sell it at a good price, and put the money in thei.^

pockets—such were the ideas v\liich mauy persons had of tho

life of a farmer. But let such peo[)'e look for a moment at

the reverse of the picture (Hear, hear), jjct them tliiuk of

fitful atmospheric change.', of foot-and-mouth disea-c, of rin-

derpest, or of blights, of drougtit, and excessive rains, and
then consider that if it were not for tlie existence of that

Institution those who had been ruined by such soils as

these would have had nothiii? to save them from utter destitu-

tion. In some cases the seed-bed was as hard as iron ; theit,

again, there was the turnip fly ; if the crop escaped the Hy it

fell a prey, perhaps, to mildew, and it was always liable to injury

from storms. Still more serious was the loss sustained on many
farms by disease amon;j cattle. And here there arose a most
important question relating to the supply of meat in this

c luntry, and one which deeply concerned Ihe welfare of agri-

culturists as a body, lie himself took whit iniirht be called

a " very stiff" view of that subjccl. He nixiuiamed that, mo

long as any serious disease prr,\Hilrd m tiii. cMiiitry, foreign

live stock should be proliibiled from etiltring il (dear, heai).
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The live stock imported to assist in feedins tlie nation

amounted altogether to only about 5 percent, of the total con-

sumption ; wliile the imported dead meat was abjut 7 per cent.,

leaving 88 per ceut. for home-bred live stock. Would it, he

asked, be impossible for English farmers to make up the 5 per

cent, by increased production, so that tiie country would not

be at ail dependent on supplies from abroad? (Hear, hear).

V/ould it uot be possible to secnre that object by laying down

a little more land for pasture P The rinderpest existed to a

large extent on the Continent, and many cattle had in conse-

quence to be slaughtered. No money payment could compen-

sate English agriculturists for its introduction into this coun-

try. Some of the chief breeds of cattle had been built up, as

it were, through many generations, and no amount of money
could replace Ihem if they were once lost ; and so long as

serious disease existed in this country the importation of live

stock should be stopped, lie might, perhaps, be asked what

all that had to do with the affairs of that Institution. He
would reply, that a large number of the recipients of the

bounty of that Institution had become so in consequence of

losses sustained through the spread of disease among cattle. It

appeared that since the Institution was established in 1S60,

£55,000 had been expended in the relief of disease, and tliat

no less than 610 persons had been recipients ; and he would

like to know how much of that distress arose from diseases

among stock. If there had been no disease among cattle,

there would not have been much n»cesisty for tiie aid of that

Institution ; relief would then only have been required in

cases in which farmers had lost their crops through some
of those visitations of Providence which no amount of human
foresight or care could avert. It was proposed to make
at the forthcoming election an addition of forty-

four to the present number of pensioners, thus

increasing the already heavy demand on the income of the

Institution by £923, and raising the total expenditure to about

£10,000. At the present time there were in tlie receipt of

annuities 90 male pensioners, 37 married couples, 20t widows
Rud onmarried orphans, 14 octogenarians v/ho had been un-

successful candidates ; and besides fh^ adult pensioners tlief*

were 50 orphan children, between 7 and 15 years of age, who
were being 'educated and maintained. 01 the £9,000 odd ex-

pended in the last year only about £800 was derived from
investments, and the fact that the large balance was provided

by means of donations and annual subscriptions was a grati-

fying proof of the vast amount of interest which agriculturists

felt in that Institution. As a Sjotciiman lie regretted to see

so few names of his own countrymen in the list of contribu-

tors, and when he returnfd to Scotland he would certainly

take care to urge its claims upon their attention (cheers).

Perhaps some of them might tell him that Scotch farmers

managed their holdings too well to be likely ever to need

assistance, while others might liear of tiie Society from him
for the first time ; but he would do his best to obtain sub-

scriptions. And now, having shown, as he trusted he had
done, that the Institution deserved every encouragement,

combining as it did the education and maintenance of the

young with the protection of the old, he would call upon
them to drink the toast, coupling with it the name of the

founder of the Institution, Mr. Mechi (loud cheers).

Mr. Mecui briefly responded, and proposed the health of

"The Chairman," which was drunk with great cordiality.

The remaining toasts were " Tlie E.>iecutive Couueil," pro-

posed by Sir Heron J. Maxwell, and responded to by Mr.
A H. Johnson ; "The Secretary" (Mr. C. Bousfield Siiaw),

proposed by the Chairji^^N; and "The Honorary Local

Secretnries," proposed by Mr. C. S. Cantrell, and acknow-
ledged by Mr. h\ Sherborne.

Tlie aggregate donations and subscriptions announced at

the Anniversary was nearly £11,009, this sum including Her
Majesty's annual subscription of 25 guineas, the sameainonnt
from the Chairman, and legacies of £1,000 each from ,tiie late

Mr. George Moore and Mr. T. Congreve.

A selection of vocal music was performed, to the manifest

satisfaction of the company, by Miss florenoe Winn, Mr
Winn, and Mr. Wilford Morgan.

CHAMBERS OF AGRICULTURE.
BEDALE.

VALUATION r.ILI..

A special meeting of the Bedale Ciiamberof Agriculture was

held on Monday, May 28ili, at Bedale, Captain Clarke, the

President, being in the chair. There was a good attendance

of members. The matter which the meeting had been called

to discuss was to examine three clauses of the Valuation Bill.

The Chairman opened the question by saying that Clause 31

stated "That House-tax and lucome-tax shall be ciiargedupon

the gross value in the list in force on the day on or before

-which such tax is payable." Mr. Hubbard will move an

amendment to leave out the word " gross," and insert the word
" rateable." Mr. Smith moved, "That this Chamber supports

.Mr. Hubbard's amendment that the rateable value be the basis

for Income-tax."

Mr. Poole seconded, and the resolution was carried.

'The CuAiRMA?) said the most im.portant amendment in

reference to farmers was with regard to Section 105. Accord-

ing to the Bill the Assessment Committee had power to fix

what was the gross value, whereas the amendment cf Mr. C.

S. Read, M.P., fixed the actual rent as the gross value. If

that amendment was carried it would work very unfairly in

this district.

Mr. Walkee, contended that the Chamber ought to protest

against Mr. Read's amendment, because in this neighbourhood
the rental was anything but uniform, the rent of property on
one side of a hedge being double what it was at the other.

He moved a resolution to the effect that the Chamber protest

against the amendment, and support the original clause in the
:BJ11.

:After some discussion this was carried.

CHESHIRE.
The half-yearly meeting of this Chamber of Agriculture

was held on the 26th May, at Crewe, Mr. W. R. Court,
Middlewich, in the chair.

The Secretary, Mr. Thomas Rigby, read the report of the
Council, from which we extract the following:

—

The half year which has passed since our last annual meet-
ing has been occupied on three occasions by the Chamber in

discussing subjects affecting agricultural interests out of Parlia-

ment, and by three meetings of the Council, at which the Cattle

Plague Resolutions and the Valuation Bill have been duly
considered. The reported outbreak of cattle plague iu London
and in Hull, at the end of January, created much anxiety in

tliis county, and led the magistrates at once, as the Cattle Plague
Authority, to adopt precautionary measures against its introduc-

tion into their district; and the Council of this Chamber, at

its meeting on the 15th of February expressed satisfaction at

their prompt action, and resolved to aid the observance of their

regulations to the utmost. On March the 10th the Council
discussed the question more fully, and resolved, " That this

Council is of opinion that all orders applying to the movement
of cattle in separate counties should emanate from one authority

only, and not be left to county end borough authorities with fre-

quently differing and opposing action"; 'That no cattle should he
moved, either by rail or road, through an infected district with-

out a license" ; and, " That all importation of live stock from
European countries should be entirely stopped for the present."

The necessity of the first resolution is proved even in our own
country by the fact that, although cattle are prohibited from
coming by rail into the district of the county Local Authority,

there is no rule against their coming through that district and
being unloaded in any one of the boroughs, which might thus
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become centres of infection and prac'iciUy destroy Ihe benefits

of tlie more severe reslrictioas enforced in the county, and it

is only due to ihe very diligent watchfulness of tlie Governnient

over ihe outbrenks of cattle plague, and the prohibitory

measures in the districts wlieie it has shown itself, that this lias

uoi occurred. Tliere are difficulties in the way of enforcing

uniform regulations iu the whole cunnty in couaequence of the

diffffeiit authorities tliat exist, but direct Goveniiuent action

might supersede these for a time as in the cuse of the metropo-
lis and of Middlespx at present, pnd should the plague

Unfortunately show itself in Clieshire your Couucil hopes it

would be promptly treated in the nme way. The patience

with which the Cattle Plague Rfgulations of tlie year have
bt-en borne in the county inrlioHles a willingness to co-operate

most h ar ily wth the an h ri ii s in ( oi g everything possible

1 1 prevent the visitations of tlie plague, ami your Council woul 1

pjint to the general freedom from all infectious

diseases in cattle as one of the advantages of

sueh compliances. It is probable that we should have
had more pleuro-pneunionia and foot-and-mouth disease in the

county during the sprintr, judging from past exi>erifuce, if it

iiad not been lor the restriclious imposed by tlie Cattle Pliigue

Authority; aid now that the county of Middlesex, the chief

centre of cattle plague, is prohibited Irom sending cattle alive

out of its boundaries, and the action of the authorities is suc-

cessful in confining its progress therein, it is hoped it will

soon be stamped out altogether. Your Council hopes that

Clieshire may be spared this visitation also. The second re-

solution of the Council, " That no cuttle should be moved
either by rail or road through an infected district without a

license," your Couucil would now make more restrictive, and
prohibit such movement altogether, except for immediate

slaughter, until the district had been clear of cattle plague

for lorty days. The third resolution, desiring the importaiion

of live stock fVom European countries to he stopped lor the

present, must commend itself as most desirable to all the

breeders and graziers of the country. Whether it is one that

should be continued will probably be reported upon by the

Committee of the House of Commons inquiring into the whole

question of cattle diseases and the dead-meat trade of the

country, but to yonr council it appears obvious that the im-

portation of live cattle from countries where the plague is

known to exist almost constantly is fraught with the utmost
danger ; and they think that if a dead-meat trade with the

Coutiueut, similar to that now existing wiih America, were

substituted, it would be attended with benefit to both pro-

ducers and consumers of beef and mutton. The arguments
used against this course are that the markets would sometimes
be so glutted as to entail great los^es upon the exporter, and
that the offals would be lost as an article of food to the poor

of our large towns. The report of the Commitcee will probibly

make this more clear to us than it is now, but your Council

would say that a prudent use of telegraphic communication
would enable the exporter to make liimself acquainted with

the probable quantities oi meat coming to London, and enable

liim to decide whether to slanghter his beasts at the ports of

embarkation at once, or keep them back for the next market
;

and that some mode of preserving the offals, either in a raw
or preserved state, may surely be discovered, so as to make
them still available for food. There can be no doubt that a

large number of young stock would be reared and fed in this

country if farmers were better insured against the invasion of

these fatal diseases, and this would more than supply any

posible loss to consumers that could arise from the prohibiiion

of imports. The discussion of the Valuation Bill of the Go-
vernment resulted in the resolution " That this Council greatly

disapproves of tiie power tlie Bill proposes to put into the

hands of the Surveyor of Taxes, and strongly ohjpcts to his

ollicial interference with any decision of the assessment com-
mittee, or of any of the courts of appeal, as given to him in

clauses 11, 19,35, 38, and 4-3 of the Bill. They have no ohjpction

to copies ot valuation lists being siijiplied to liiiii, or any inlorma-

tion needful to his office, but ttiink it shoulil be limited to his

use as a Governint-nl (fficial ;
" and thia resrlutiou was for-

warded to Sir Philip Grey-l*;gertou, Bart., iVl P., as one of Ihe

county members. Your Cuuncil regrets to have to state tiiat

the required number of 20 pupils at the Sandbach Grammar
School to free the guarantors from pecuniary responsibility is

not yet complete, there having been only 15 in attendance tiie

first quarter of tiiis year and now only 18, and wnuld urge

again upon parents iiaving sous wlioiu they tliiuk of making

into farmers or land agents to avail themselves of the advan-

tages provided in the school for suitable education in those

professions. Your Council are glad to state that the scholar-

ships of tlie Royal A'iiicultural Society of E-.glund are now
open to the pupils of the Sandbach Grammar School, and that

they are awarded by examiners on general competition iu the

usual way. The show of the Society being this year held at

Liverpool will bring its advantages v/ithin the knowledge of

residents in thia and the at'joining counties, and your Council

hope that, wiih favourable .weather, it may realise a great

success.

The report was adopted, and after the transaction of some

unimportant business the meeting termiualed.

EAST KENT.
THE VALUATION OF PKOPEETY BILt,.

At a meeting of the East Kent Chamber of Agriculture held

!,t Canterbury on Saturday, May 2Gih, the above Bill was dis-

cussed and the following resolutions were adopted :
—

L That this Chamber approves of the Clause in the Bill

defining the gross value.

2. That the Chamber is of opinion that home and income
tax should be charged on the rateable value and not on the

gross value as proposed in the Bill.

3. That the Chamber supports Mr. Rodwell's proposition

for a Valuation Board to be formed in every county.

i. That the members for East Kent be requested to support

the rejeci ion of Clause Si, which entitles any incumbent or

holder of an ecclesiastical benefice to deduct from his rateable

value the salary he pays to a curate."

EAST RIDL^vTG,

The monthly meeting of this Chamber was held at Beverley

on June the 2nd, Mr. J. Crust (Catwick), the President, in the

chair. The Chairman congratulated the (jbamber on the re-

moval of the cattle plague restrictions, and observed that it was
clear all infection had been stamped out, as lie did not hear

even of (oot-and-mouth disease. He considered the magistrat s

of the Riding were to be comraeadedfor the enertjy with which
they had acted throughout, and their general desire to prevent

the spread of disease, the meeting on the previous Thursday,

when they prohibited the removal of cattle from Hull into the

Riding, being an additional proof of their vigilance. The^e

remarks were eiidcrs'd by s-veral nipmbers. JMr. Langdale,

who moved that tl e thanks of the Chamber be accorded to

tlie Eibt Riding Justices for their promptitude, ob erved that

the time would probably come vvhenthe importation of foreign

cattle would be prohibited. Mr. D. Bradley (Etton) seconded,

and the motion was cairied.

GLOUCESTER.
VALUATION BILL. HIGHWAY FENCES.

On May 26lh, a meeting of this Chamber was held

at Gloucester, the President, Mr. T. Cadle, iu the chair.

Rating Valuation Bill.—The opinion of the Chamber
was asked by the Central Chamber in regard to certain points

in this Bill, which is no* before Parliament, and a long con-

versational discussion took place. The unfairness of property

being valued at a rate beyond the rental was pointed out, while

several members considered that the actual rental might with-

out injustice be deemed the minimum value. It was remarked

that not unfrequently the village carpenter or blacksmith, who
knew nothing of the value of property, was elected as over-

seer ; hut it was replied that representative government ought

to supply ihe remedy for this, and that if ratepayers did not

elect better qualified men to the ofiice than those of such a class

they deserved to suffer. Ultimately, on the proposal of Mr. D.
Long, seconded by Mr. S. Priday. the following resolution was
adopted:—"That, in the opinion of this Chamber, no hard-

and-fast line should be drawn with regard to making tlie actunl

reutal of property the gross value, but they would prefer that

Clause 38 of the Bill sliould remain as it is."

The next point discussed was the (pu'stion of taking the

rateable value as the basis for income tux.

The Chairman said the reiUal was generally adopted as a

basis, but where the overseers and assessment committee have
put property higher than the rental, the Licome Tax Coramis-
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s-QDcr have the power to take whii-li they please, and thoy
geucrally took t!ie liigliest.

J\Ir. l*AK\vrcK JxvKER would like to srp the fHteable valne
niHde llie IjHsis, bin lie saw no cliauge of t)ia being conceded.

Tlie CiiAiRMA.N said it was very unfair to assess tlie income
tax on tlie jcross valne.

;ilr. 11. BlTT proposed the follovTing: :
'• Tlint this Clianiber

is of opinion that the r-iteable value onglit to be tlie basis for

levying the icconie ta\ instead of the gro-is value." He him-
self was assessed u lo i the gross value, and was yearly payinij;

income-tax upon what he never received.

Mr. T. Sjirrii seconded tlie motion, whicli was carried.

Tiiti Cum rma:n said the next siibj^;. t .sent tiieiu for consider-

ation was •' S.ec al Couny Bjirdi of Appeal."
As tliere w.^re no county bjuj-ds yet in existence it was de-

C"d-d to pass llie question ove •.

lli';ii\vAY Legislation was the next subject discussed, and
tlie loUowiu^ leso'.ution was passed :

—
" That this C'.iauiber n

of ojiiiiio I the cost of disturupiking the roads presses heavily

upon the ratepajers, and that all kinds of proper y should con-
tribute lowirds the exp.^nses o'' the main roads of the kiagdoni,
which are u^ed by the general p blic,"

The Lwv a« to Af.iitci'iTU cat, ^£^'CF.s.—I\Ir. W.
J^-iday piiiiteil to th' importance of the law as to axcricultaral

fences teing properly uuaerstojt. Lately there had been
some iui! ortant coiiaty court decision--, and it was therefore

de irab'.e the cisto n and the law should be made in unisjn, so

that agricultural ojiupiers should knoiv in wli^t position t'ley

fctood. It had b^cu clearly decided tlia^ irrespective of aay
law or ciistoai of the cjuntry it reilly behoved every occupier
to fence aj;ainst tiisown cattle. Tliey knew that an occupier
with a heJgf; in Irs Held had a ri;;ht to go a yarj into the
ditch ou the o her side. The walls on tlie ('ols*old used as
lieilges wrtrt- first put in order by the landlord, and the tenant
was expected to inainttiu tliein. As regarded fences formed
by waterc uirses, it, was clear no such law could exist, and iu

such cises the boundary was sup;)osed to be the centre of the
stream. Each OL'cu|)ier must fence against his own cattle, and
it was desirable some definite uuderstHuding (-liould become
to. He proposed a resolutiou to the itlVct that the C'ouncil of
the (Jmtral Ciiamber be solicited to discusi the liability of
iarmers to keep up agricultural fences.

This was put and agreed to, and the Chamber adjourned.

GOOLK.
A raeelin? of this Chamber was held on June uth, at (he

Lowther lloVl, Rlr. S. S. Laverack presiding. It was uuaui-
jnously resolved to discontinue tae contribution to the Central
Cliambc-r of Agricukure ; and the secretary was instructed to

coiuniunica'e with the York Gliambet witli a view to an
Associated Cliaiubcr of Agriculture fortlic county of York be-
ing formed.

—

Leuc/s Mercuri/.

HEREFORDSHIRE.
VALUATION BILL.

A geueral meeting of this chiniber was hold on May
26l'i, priuoipilly io consider Mr. Clare Se»ell R-^id's proposed
a^uendment to the Valuation Bill. Tne LjrJ L'entf-naat
(Lord Bi'eman), ulio is the president of the clumber for the
year, presided. Tne Clii'uber, having appDveJ the general
principhs of the Goveramcut measure, proceeded to discuss Jlr.

Read's proposi-d ame.idiuents, the principles of which are— (I)
that assc's neufs should be made upon actual rental

; (2) that
the rateable va'ue shall form the basis of assessment for the
Income Tax; ('i) tliat there should be spscial County Boards
for appeal. The several points were discussed seriatim. As to
the first it was n^solved, on the motion of Mr. Duekham,
"Thar,, in the opinion of this chamber, property of all kinds
should be rHied at what it may reasoinbly be suppo-ied to let

a', regirdless of the actual rent paid." Only one gentleman,
Mr. C. Andrews, dissented, and he argued that, sooner or hter,
the actual rent paid must form tin basis of assessment upon
all kinds of real propert). On tli« su^ij -ct ol the second of
Mr. R»aa's propiis-d amendments to the bill, the following
rRsolution was, atu-r discussiui., unanimously agreed upon:
" riial tliH rHK'.ilile vnluR should form the basis of a.sessiirnt
for the properly t,a." No action was taken wilb rrg^rd lo
the tlucd diuGud jitnl. Some remarks as to the d< oirabihiy of

the impoitation of dead meat from aiiroad instead of live

stock were marie by Mr. Ltackli.iui, but uo resolutiou was
passed ou the subject.

LEICESTERSHIRE.

THK VALU.VTION BILL.

At a meeting of this Chamber, under tlie presidency of
Sir Arehualc I'iliner, Bart , the proposed amendments
to the Vahiatii n Bill were discussed.

Mr. r. Wilson said the ino.-t important amend-
ment stood in Mr. C. S. Krtad's name, and it

proposed to make rent the basis of gross value
whicli was a similar principle to that embodied iu the Soleli
Bill of 18.51. In a gieat m-.\ny cases be thought they could
not do better than take the gross va ue from the rent, which
would do away with a great Ueal of ilie feeling connected with
the surveyor of taxes. In the Bi 1 of last year the rent was 'o
be taken a< the niinimam v.ilue, and no* Mr. Read proposed
that it be the maximum, aud if this were adopted the surveyor
of taxes would not be suili a Iu,' bear to the assessment
commiitee as the Bill of last year prouosed to mike him.
Another proposal by Mr. Read would considerably affect
county owner.s, and meet the (litliculty assessment committees
had in rating gentlemen's large houses. Mr. R^ad had propo.sej
an amendment ou clause 10, to the etfect that wliere the
assessment committee is of opinion that •'ny building, by r. asoii
of its size or structure, or of its being adipted only' lor some
speeul purpose, or any other reason, cannot be jiroperly valued
according to the rent which, taking one year wi'li another a
tenant might reasonably be expected to p.ay, and that the gross
value of such huiliiiug, as entered by the overseers in the valua-
tion list, is nit sutKcieiit, it shall be lawful lor the assessment
committee, notwithstanding any provision to the contrary to
determine the gross value of any such building with re'erence
to the actual value thereol' to the person orcupyiug the same
and tlipy may alter the list accordingly. The effect of this a'
he understood it, would be that where a man laid out a l.i'r--'s

sum of money, at say (5 per ceut., the assess.aieut commi'tec
generally put an extra 6 per cent, on the rent. Whenever a
farmer laid out money on a farm it nas valued direcilv, lud he
t'lought the same jrinciple should apply to gentlemen's' houses.
Mr. Rodwell had given notice of an amendment to eslahli.^l^
County Boards, and make them the Courts of Appeal in.Micail
ofihe County Quarter Sessions as at present. Notice ui
another amendment would also be given to the effect that I In;

value of tithes having fluctuated so little for raauy years past^
it was no longer necessary that they should be continued but
become a fixed charge of £100. Great injustice had sometimes
been done lu the payment of tithes in times when prices had
run exceptionally high, because those who had got the hii;li

prices oiteu got off, and those who came after them them had
to piy the higher sum. Mr. AVillson concluded by moving,
" That this Chamb.^r approves of Mr. Read's amendment t'o

make rent a test of gross value."

Mr. lllcuvKUSON seconded the motion.
Several members objected to the principle as unfair, and Mr.

Willson's motion was lost on a divisiim.

An amendment to make tithes a fixed charge of £100 in
conseciuence of having Huctuated so little during the past few
years was approved.

Mr. W'lLLs 'N then moved, "That this Chamber approves of
Mr. Read's amendineul on clause 100, resp^ eiing the value of
buildings, &c., according to their ad ml value to the persons
occupying them."

Mr. BiiiCKWKLL seconded the motion, wliicli was carried
nem. con.

A proposal of Mr. Read to make the Assessment Co-nmit.eR
responsible for the signing of the overseer's rate books instead
of the magistrates, was also discussed ; and several gentlemen
doubted wlielher any benefit would result from Mi-h a ehau.n.

Mr. Wilson then moved that the Chamb.-r approve ot ftlr.

Rodwell's amendment to establish County Bo ants and to make"
thein the Court of Ajipeal instead of the County Qiarler Shh.
sions, as at present. He stated that it was soniewhat of an
anomaly to li ive ca.ses first of all heard |liy the nia.^ii,trates in
I'elty Sessions, and I ben Mm same magistrates lo decide on the
appeal at the Qiiarh r Sossinna.

Mr. KiciiAKi^boiN seconded the moliuii, which '.vao carried.
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LINCULXSIURE.
CATTLK I'L.VGUE KESTRICT'ONS. LOCOMOTIVES ON

ROADS BILL.

A special general m''eting of this Chamber was held at

Lincoln, ou May 25, Mr. Thornas G.nlit [)reaidiiig.

The specinl busiueas tor wiiicii tlie meeUiig was enlivened

was lo (ousider whetlier, in ease tliers should be no lurther

outbreak ot" cattle plague, tlie time has arrived for the re-

o|ieniQg of markets, lairs, exhibitiom, aud sales of catt.e,

within the county of Lincoln.

Tiie Secretary etited ihat he had received the fnHowing

r.'.soliriun pss^ed by tlie Lincoln Town Loimcil on iMny 7il',

i 1 n-lereuce to resolutions of the Clianiber, adopted al iheir

nieeling on the 29tli March, in re'erence to the cattle piigue :

'• That the Town-Clerk acknovledge the receipt ot the

resolutions, aud tint the (JIuiiiber be informed the Council

are of ojiiuioii that owing to tlie nction, they believe, of tlie

C lambers most vexatious reslrictioua still exist as to the

re iiovil of cat^l : fron the city of Lincoln to other pirts of

tlie county, so tliit the city is perfectly isolated, inasiniioh as

c.ittle ciunot be S'-at Iroin tiie ci y for pasturage in the nursh

districts or elsewhere in the county, and the Council is of

opinion that such restrictions shouUl, so far as regards the

cify ot Lincoln, he immediately removed."

Mr. TiioTiER said tliat after what had occurred at the

meeting ot the Lincoln Town Council, he did not knove

whether it was necessary they should take any notice of their

resolution. Perhaps, however, it would only be courteous to

do 80 ; but really the remarks that had been made witii refer-

ence to this Clumber were of snch an ill-conditioned character

that the best Wiiy probably would be to say as little as possible

in reference thereto. At the same time, he must say many of

the observations made could not be borne out by the facts,

and as it was desirable that the public should not be misled

in the matter, he had requested the secretary to epitomise the

action of the Cliaoiber in reference to the cattle plague, so that

the public might be able tojudge whether the course they had

taken was or was not a right one.

The Seckktakv, at the request of Mr. Trotter, then read

asfolio«s:—" irom the reports of recent meetings of the

L ncohi Town Council, it appears that the actitm of this

Ciiamber has been very much misrepresented. The intention

of the Chamber has been to secure uniformity of action

throughout the county, and to take every practicable means
for keeping out of it the much dreaded rinderpest. The
Chamber was formed to watch over these and kindred matters

as well as the legislation of the country silleetiug agricultural

interests. With tills view a special meeting of the Chamber,
attended by upwards of 30 members from different parts of the

county, was held on the 2nd of March—siiortly after tlie

outbreaks in the Jlelropolis and at Hull, and when new eases

were being reported almost daily, at wliicli it was resolved

unanimously, tiiat in tiie opinion of the Chamber it was very

i iiportant to proliibit tlie entry of all stock (oattle, siieep, pigs,

and goats) into tlie county of Line dn, tlie city of Lincoln,

and tlie several boroughs of the county during the month of

March, and the meeting suggested tiiat all the Local

Authorities of the county, city, and boroughs should take

immediate steps for carrying such resohi'ion into effect, and
the meeting further resolved that steps siiould also be taken

for the closing of the various markets, lairs, and fat cattle

sales within the county up to the 1st April. Copies of these

resolutions were forthwith sent to each of the Local Authorities

for the city and borouglis of the county, and, as tlie Executive

Committees for the three divisions of tiie county iiappened to

be then sitting, a deputation went direct from the meeting to

lay before the magistrates ilie views of tlie Ciismber. In the

afternoon of tlie same day (2ud Marcii) a joint deputation

f'Om the Jjincolnshire Agricultural Society and the Chamber
of Agriculture waited upon the Mayor of Lincoln and the

jMarkets Commitlee of the city with regard to tlic removal of

sheep from the fair ground, and they took occasion to com-
muiiica'e at the same time the suggestions of the Chamber
above referred to, and to ask for the co-operation of the City

Authorities. Tiic Executive Committees for the county, and

the Local Autliorities for some of the borou:rhs,at once issued

orders in accordance with tlie views of the Ciiamber, but the

autliorities of other boruiigiis, whilst they prohibited the

introduction or iniportalion of cattle from the ueighbourliood

of a-jy iufccttd dialricl decided to keep open their markets and

fairs. Tills whs leaviiiij snch markets and fairs o)>iii for cattle

Iroin places contiguous to infected districts, and possibly even

from infected places by roundabout ways, or across the

Hiiinber. It whs at the same time unfair to neighbouring

tovina, the markets of whicli had been closed. The relusal of

such authoriiies to close tlieir markets, even lor a limit*

d

tune, was brought under tiie notice of the grand jury lor tb*;

county al the time ot the Lent Assi/.e, and they iinniediately

directed tiiat a ni-niorial should be sent to the Duke of

Richmond, setting lortli all the steps taken in the matter by

the Executive Auihoritirts for the three divisions for the county,

and by some of the bt.niugbs, and the refusal of others I'l

CO ODf rate, and urging that an order slioii'd be is-iiej by the

Council closing the wliole of llie markets and fairs of the

county up to 3Uth March, and prohibiting the introducion

or importation of cattle info the city or county during the

same period. It was in refererce to lliis memorial tiiat a

deputation consisting of representatives from tlie County
Authorities, the Lincolnshire Agricultural Society, and the

Lincolnshire Chamber of Agriculture, waited upon tlie Duke
of lliciiraond, and upon wliich the Privy Council issued tlieir

order of the 6ili of March. Tlirn followed the outbreak at

Beelsby, wliicii lully confirmed tlie wisdom of every step taken

up to that time. No turtlier outbreak occurring in Lincoin-

shire, and no case being reported at ILiU later than the 22nd
of March, a special meeting of the Chamber was convened on
the 13th of April, to consider wiiether, in case ot no furtlier

outbreak, the time had arrived for the re-opening of the

markets and fairs. A meeting of the Council of the Lincoln-

shire Agricultural Society falling on the same day. their

opinion was sought upon the questii n. Unfortunately a very

serious outbreak occurred at Willesdeii during the week
previously, and the representatives of the two societies resolved

unanimously that, in consequence of these outbreaks, a

memorial shou'd be presented to the I'rivy Counsel, asking

thera to continue tiieir restrictions as to fairs and markets for

tiie county, and to extend them to tiie rest ot England."
Tiie Chairman said that was a fair statement of their

proceedings—but the real question for consideration was
whether they themselves th'^ught the time had not arrived fir

re-opening the markets. If they desired to make any pro-

position in reference to the proceedings of anotiier body, tliis

could be done afterwards.

Mr. Tkotter tiieu said he would propose that in the opinion
of the meeting the time had arrived for re-opening all markets,

fairs, and exhibitions and sales of cattle in the county of

Lincoln, excepting for cattle from Hull, i\liddlesex, or other

infected districts.

Mr. Sevrby seconded the proposi:ion, and, in spite of some
opposition, it was carried

Mr. Trotter then u oved, and ]\Ir. Seakby seconded, that

the Privy Council ,be reiiuested to alter the order of the 12tli

March last, so that its prohibitions shall apply only to the

movement of cattle from Hull, Bliddlesex, or places contiguous

thereto ; that a memorial be prepared and signed by tlic

chairman of this meeting, and that Sir W. E. Welby-Gregory,
Bart., M.P., Mr. Uy. Chaplin, M.P., Mr. J. Banks Stanhope,
Mr. T. Garfit, and Mr. T. Trotter, be requested to attend as a

deputation on behalf of the Chamber, and present such

memorial to tiie Lord President of the Privy Council. The
Secretary was also directed to forward copies of tlie resolutions

to the city and borough authorities.

I'l reference to the resolutions of the Lincoln Town Council,

Mr. Prankish proposed, and Mr. Dalton seconded, that

the Secretary acknowledge the reciipt of the same, and refer

the Corporation, in reply, to tlie resolutions passed by the

Chamber to-day.

Air Walter Dudding then rose to suggest that the

Chamber support the action of Mr. Mark Stuart in the lloutc

of Commons, wlio lias given notice that he will " call attention

to the varying and conAicting orders issued by Local Authorities

for the suppression of contagious diseases among stock," and
tiiat he will move "that henceforward in any outbrtak of

cattle plague the I'rivy Council should supersede tlie local

authority, and issue uniform orders throughout the country."
Mr. Dudding urged that it was impossible to secure uniform
action by the present system, and contended that the only

means of doing so was hy placing the power in the hands of

the I'rivy Council. He repudiated any desire to cast any slur

upon tilt) present local authorities, slating his belief they were
quite prepared lor a proposition liLc that of Jir. Stewart's.
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lit" proposed the fdllowirig: " Tliat this Cliamber, feeling tlie

insuperable ditliciilties aid iiicoiiv> ui-iices arising from

conflicting orders and luck of uniform action, cord ally supports

tlie action of Mr. Mark Stewart which he is about to take in

the House of Commons, with rtgird especially to cattle

tiiseses. Tliis Chamber, however, \\isli it to be understood

that tlieir trust iu and respect lor local authorities is in no

way abated."

Mr. I'audison seconded.

Tlie Chairman observed that the wordinpr of Mr. Stewart's

notice was very strong iu wishing the I'rivy Council to

" supersede " the local authority. A propositiou that uniform

orders should be issued would be more Useful. He himself

)iad not the faith iu extreme centralizdtion that Mr. Dudding

appeared to ha\e.

Mr. Trotixr also thought the wording very strong. His

own impression was that the most useful pUn on an outbreak

of cattle plague being reported to the Privy Council would be

for them to send down a commissioner, who would draw a

cordon round the infected district for a certain distance,

wliether reaching to one, two, or three counties, and then

miking the ( riers uniform in that district.

Mr, DuDDi.NG said he only desired thera to support the

principle contained in Mr. Stewart's notice.

Mr. Epxon thought they were quite safe, as at present, in

tlie hauds of the Local Authorities.

Mr. A. Garfit said the action of the county magistrates,

together with that of the Lincolnshire Agricultural Society and

the Chamber of Agriculture, by immediately meeting together

in times of necessity and consulting with the Local Author-

i es, was calculated to be of more benefit than seuding

m morials to the Pi ivy Council. Local Authorities were able

t) take more immediate action, and do more good than leaviig

the matter in tiie hands of tiie Privy Council, who would take

some time before they could work in local places.

Mr. FiEiDSEND having spoken against the proposition, it

was withdrawn.

The meeting then proceeded to discuss the " Locomotives

on Common Rjads Bill." After discussion, a resolution

approving of the bill was passed, and it was recommended that

the Q la'ter Sessions of counties should be constituted local

authorities as well as those already provided for. Copies of

the resolutions were directed to be sent to the county and

borough members, asking them to support the bill.

SOMERSET.
A meeting of the Council of the above Chamber was held

on June 1st, at the Mermaid Hotel, Yeovil, under the presi-

dency of Mr. G. Harbin. Tiiere were also present Messrs. J.

Feaver, S. P. Penny, G. N. Shore, R. H. Darby, W. Dyne, R.

Dampney, R Donne, B. S. Hebditch, W. S. Whatley, &c. The

meeting was called for the purpose of considering Mr. Clare

Sewell Read's amendment to the Valuation Bill now before

Parliament—" That actual rental is the best source for arriving

at the uniform gross value of real property," and also Mr.

Hubbard's amendment—" That the rateable value is the best

basis on which to assess the lucome Tax."

STAFFORDSHIRE.
A general meeting of the Staffordshire Chamber of Agri-

culture was held at the Swan Hotel, Stafford, on May 26,

Mr. J. Brawn presiding. The principal business was the

p-oposed amendments of the Valuation Bill.

The Chairman said the object of the Bill was to secure a

uniformity of valuation on real property, both for the purpose

of local and imperial taxation.

Captain Crmgie moved the following resolution
—"That

the invariable adoption of actual rental as gross value would

operate oppressively on those ratepaying tenants who pay the

highest rents, and consequently are the least able to bear the

burden ; and that objections to valuations should be con-

sidered by Assesament.Commvttees, andjpower given to appeal."

Mr. J. James seconded the motion, which was carried.

The Chairman then proposed—" That the rateable value of

real property, if properly assessed, represents the actual in-

come, and is, therefore, the most equitable basis for income-

tax under Schedule A."
The motion was seconded by Mr. Yates, and was carried.

It was then moved by the Chairman," That appeals against

the decisions of jnsticr.s in special sesvious sliould be heard by
repreACutative county hoards."

Mr. Y'ates seconded the motion, which was carded.

—

Derby
Rdjioiier.

SOUTH WILTS.

On June 26th, a meeting of the Simfh Wilts Chamber o
Agriculture was held at tlie Bnth Arms Hotel, Warminster, to

discuss the provisions of the Valuation of Property Bll, and
the sulij^ctot Highway Legislation. In the unavoidable ab-

sence of the President, Mr. H. D. Seymour, on aceount of

illness, the chair was taken by Mr. W. Stratton, of Deverill.

Mr. Lywood moved," That this Chamber approves Mr. Hub-
bard's amendment to Clause 31, that rateable and not gross

value be taken as the basis of assessment for the income tux."

Mr. T. K. Hardins: moved "That this Chamber approves of

Mr. Clare Sewell Read's proposition for making actual rent

the test of value. Carried unanimously, as was a resolution

in support of an amendment introduced by Sir W. Barteilot,

to the effect tiiat half the salaries of the Clerks to Assessment

Committees should be paid out of the imperial exchequer, and
half from the common fund. It was also resolved—" That as

the local rates are now heavily and unjustly burdened by
having the expeu-e of iurnpike roads thrown upon them, this

Chamber is of opinion that a contribution from imperial or

other sources should be granted for keeping such turnpike

roads in repair."

SWINDON.

ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of this Chamber was held at Swinlon
on May 28, Mr. J. Sadler, President, in the chair. The Ke-

port having been read and adopted, Mr. S. Colborne, vice-

president tor the past year, was elected President, and Mr. A.
L. Goddard, M.P., vice-President for the ensuing year.

WORCESTERSHIRE.
VALUATION BILL.

At a meeting held on May the 26th, the following

resolutionsi, relating to the Valuatioti Bill, were passed at

a small meeting of this Chamber :
—

1. " That, as actual value is not uniform, there could not

be a uniform assessment if actual rental is taken in all cases

as the gross value, and this meeting is of opinion that an
approximate value fairly ascertained, so that lands of equal

staple and quality may be equally assessed, is a more equitable

principle than taking the rental that an individual may happen

to pay as the gross value."

2. "That this Chamber is of opinion that income-tax

should be paid upon the rateable value, instead of upon the

gross value, as heretofore."

3. "That special county boards be established, for the

purpose of hearing appeals."

AN ILL-USED PROVERB—TO^ Theaire, eommentiog
on the proverb generally quoted as " It's an ill wind that

blows nobody any good," says :
—" In Ileywood's Proverbs

1563, is tills :
' It is an ill wind that blows no man to gooil.'

Shakespeare uses it in Henry VI., third part, act ii., scene 5:

' 111 blows the wind that profi.ts nobody.'—a change of form

made for the sake of the metre. In Henry IF., part 2, act

v., scene 3, Pistol says, ' Not the ill wind which blows none

to good,' which is very nearly the popular form as given itt

Heywood."

At one of the goings-down of Atlantic steamers, a couple o

years ego, aa American lady and her two daughters honoured

the ceremony with their presence. The mother was drowned,

the daughters were saved. The younger one recounts the

event by stating that " Mother and we did the splash to-

gether: sister and I bubbled up again; mother did'nt."

—

World.
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THE CATTLE PLAGUE COMMITTEE.
House of Commons, Monday, June 4.

The Select Committee of the House of Commons to-

day resumed its sittings on " Cattle Plague and Live

Iinportatioa," after the adjournment of Parliament over

tlie Whitsun and Derby weeks. There were present :

—

Sir H. Selwin-Ibbetson, Chairman, Mr. W. E. Forster,

Colonel Kingseote, Sir Rainald Knighlley, Mr. Torr, Mr.
Corry, Mr. Elliot, Mr. McLagan, Mr. Jacob Bright, Mr.

Chamberlain, Mr. H. Chaplin, Mr. Arthur Peel, Mr.
Richard, Mr. Anderson, &c.

The first witness examined was Prof. Muller, meraber of the

Berlin College of Anatomy. Alter giving some details of the

veterinary »taff of Geriiiauy for tlie suppression of disease, in

answer to tlie Ciiairmau he wpnt on to a^y that Russian cattle

are prohibited entering into Germany since 1872, and all grey

Steppe cattle from Austria since the jear before. Hungarian
cattle are not admitted into the conntry. A zone of some
distance surrounds the front iers of Germany between it and
Russia and Russian Poland tlirongh which no cattle are per-

mitted to pass, nor are the home cattle bred within this zone

to be trucked on railways except at certain specified places by

special licence. A census and registration of cattle is periodi-

cally made within this zone, and the inspectors have to account

tor the presence of any increase in numbers, and are punished

if foreign cattle are found to have been allowed to en^er it.

The most dangerous part is the boundary between Poland and
Silesia. Wague from Russia is to be particularly feared now,

as all experience proves that plague folows the movements of

Russian armies. Russian or Polish cattle can only enter by

smuggling—a system wliich unfortunately is but too common.
Tlie last outbreak Wis due to smuggling cattle from Poland

into Upper Silesia. The Imperial Government gives full com-
pensation—the ordinary market value, not the fancy breeding

value—for all animals that have either died from rinderpest

or have been slaughtered with a view to stamp out the disease.

The cost of slaughter and disinfection is also pnid for out

of Imperial funds. A law has been passed enabling Government
on the first intimation of an outbreak on the frontiers, or

elsewhere, to control immediately within one day

of the receipt of such information all large

markets—Breslau, Berlin, Dresden, Hamburg, &e.,—by com-

pelling the slaughter of all stock disposed in the markets, not

allowing any to be removed alive into the country. Pleuro-

pneumonia is present constantly in some provinces, as in

Sixony ; in others it seldom appears. Slaughter of the

diseased and isolation of those in contact is enjoined. Com-
pensation in some parts of the empire is one-half, in others

four- fifths, pud out ol the rates of the particular State. The
prevalence of pleuro-pneumonia in Saxony is accounted for

by the large number of cattle bought, fed, and sold every year

in the neighbourhood of the extensive sugar factories there.

He said he did not believe in the efficacy of inoculation as a

preventive, but he must say very high authorities were strongly

in its Javour. He had great hopes they would be able to

stamp out tlie disease. As to foot-and-mouth disease, he said

that although it was possible to exterminate it, the severe

measures necessary to do so would be worse than the disorder.

Besides, it would soon appear again, as it was continually im-

ported from Poland, through the agency of the pig trade.

Professor Muller then put in a table, showing how rapidly

glanders had diminished in the country, since they had

adopted their presentVegulations for slaughter and compensa-

tion. He wished, lie said, to correct a few remarks made by

Professor Brown in his evidfnce, particularly with regard to

Professor Brown's statement that with a dead meal trade be-

tween Germany and Great Britain diseased meat would be

likely to import plague into this country. Now, as they paid

compensation in full for the meat from plague-stricken animals

at home, it was not likely they would attempt to send diseased

bad meat into this country, where it would run the risk of

being seized, or sold at a low price.

In reply to Mr. Forster, Professor MiiUer said that plague

was now present in Poland, and doubtless in lloumania ; also

in Hungary, although that country is reported free. When
plague breaks out in Germany they have power to slaughter

heakhy animals on adjoining premises when thought expeuient.

L'lie loss and alarm occasioned by the last outbreak hod re-

sulted in increased vigilance, but he had no doubt cattle plague

would cross the frontiers agnin. He believed it necessary lor

our protection that we should slaughter all German cattle at

Deptlord, or in I-lington market, if the m«rket was ciosed

against export therefrom.

In answer to Mr. Bight the Professor said Germany should

be a scheduled country, and not subj-ctedto total prohibition

of cattle. Further in his examination, in reply to other

members of the Committee, he stated that he did not think
that Germany would >end us more cattle if unscheduled than
when scheduled. He did not think that men were comraou
vehicles of iutection. Dogs and sheep were more likely to

carry it in their hair or wool. All do?s near infected

premises in Germnny were shut up ; if found at large they

were shot. The inspectors would be punished if an extra beast

was found within the zjue he described. All contagious

diseases of animals, such as rinderpest, pleuro-pneumonia,
sheep pox, foot-and-mouth disease, &c., were propagated by
contagion alone. He did not think a dead meat trade with
England from Germany wonid pay ; all attempts of
the kind from Russia and other prohibited places to

Germany had not proved successful. He could not
deny that it was possible to exterminate foot-and-month
disease in this country. But it would require a great change
in cnr system, and he thought Englishmen would not stand
even the severe measures Germans had to submit to sometimes.
There were, he said, a great many dairies in some of their large

towns, in others few. Town dairies were hotbeds of disease,

such as pleuro-pneumonia. Meat from plague-infected animals
might convey disease toother animals, but no injury had been
known to occur to human beings from consuming it. There
was great smuggling of cattle across the frontier from Siberia.

England must greatly rely on protection from plague on the

efficacy of Prussian regulations.

Mr. Thomas Swan, of the firm of Messrs. Swan and Sons,
stock salesmen, of Edinburgh, was next examined. His
evidenc3 was principally to the effect that he believed the trade
in dead meat with America would diminish. It did not pay.
The cost of transit of a live beast from America cost £3 more
than ot a carcase, but the profit ot a live beast from the better

price obtained for it, and the facility with which it could be
moved about and held over for a change of markets, was £3
in its favour. His firm had not dealt in dead meat since 1866.
He had no practical experience of the dead-meat trade only
what he saw and heard. His firm sold nothing but live stock.
The fluctuation of the markets, and the sudden change of jirice

felt, even in the sale of different portions of a single cargo of
dead meat, made the trade a very precarious one. England
could not rely on American meat. It was getting out of
favour in Scotland. On being repeatedly asked by honourable
members whether he did not admit that the trade in American
me£.t was steadily increasing, he as repeatedly acknowledged
it was ; still he thought that the supply would gradually get
less. In reply to llie member for Glasgow, Mr. Anderson,
Mr. Swan said that no doubt cattle plague was imported, but
pleuro-pneumonia could be generated in the country. Foot-
and-mouth disease may arise of itself, at any time in any place.

It was not an imported disease, '.although he had seen it come
on animals from abroad. He thought it was " atmospheric."

W EDNE.SDAY, JuNE 6.

The Committee met again to-day. Sir H. Selwin-Ibbetsoa
in the chair. There were present also :—Mr. Asshetoa, Mr.
Elliot, Mr. W. E. Forster, Mr. Norwood, Mr. Corry, Mr. Torr,
Mr. Murphy, Sir Rainald Kaightley, Mr. Peel, Col. Kingseote,
Mr. Chaplin, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Chamberlain, Mr. McLagan,
Mr. Pease, &c.

Mr. M»rk Whitwell, managing owner of steamers trading
between Bristol and New York, was first examined. He stated
that some five consignments of dead meat had been imported
from America in their steamers, commencing in April this year
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Tiifl S^st consi^nmeDt was csccUent. Tliree were n >t in such

(jDod couJilioi), buL iliey wurti not bad. Tbere w.4s no rt-asoti

why all slioulil not be as jjood as t'le first. The slialit fai'ings

tliat o(jca?ioDHlly occur can rll be easily obviated by

fireatcr care and skill. la one iiistaui-e ttie supply of ice was

8 ort; in another too iiiach niffHt was pack d into the. cold

CMiniber. He bad notlung 'o do witli tlie, iniportntion or si'e

o ihinieat; the shippers simply tb'a n"id permission to fit

ch inibers ill the stewnur at tiieir own expense. lie tlionght'

liie trade would increase. Tiiere was no prejndice against

American nient in Bristol ; the sam-^ purclinsers came again.

iieet sold by tlie side wholesale ft-tclied from o'j I. to 6Jd. per

pound. He had been told it mnst sell at tliat price to yield a

profi*:. Tne spicei'ithe ship wis let at 30s. per ton of forty

cubic teet. The Iresjiit averaged Id per pound, which did not

include the cost of ice an 1 sn eng neir to look a ter the meat

ou the voyage. A sliip conld not cany meat ulone oa this

system; she wou'd h-ive to obtain soaie o'lier ciriro, or she

Would not be " trim." About oue-tenth part of a S'liip ran be

Used to carry meat. He was of opinion dead m^at conld be

sent du ing the hottest weatlier. The waste of ice would not

be more, as the c'lambers were closed. I) 'ad meat so brought

would travel twelve or fourteen hours by rail without dimtge.

They sent soni^, to London in tliis wav, an 1 it did not deteriorate

(in the j'lurney. To bs very ctndid, the in'"eiii)r lots were

forwarded to the metropolis for sale. I the ra-at arrives in

);(iod condition its price does not fluctuate mmdi—perhaps ^d.

per lb , cording to t '6 state of the market. When it is sold at

M. per lb. it must be because it has not been brought in good

condi'ion.

Mr. May, the Netherlands Consul General, was then called.

A ter giving sone pitticulars of recent legislation in tlie

Netlierlands for the suppression of contajious cattle diseases,

he said that the de. ree of December, 1870, prohibited the

importa'ion of cattle and sheep, hay, straw, unraanu''actured

liair, k!".-, &c. Tney niw a'low the transit of she^p through to

Great Britain. P.euro-pneumonia was t'or.nerly dealt with by

isolation, inoculation, and treatment, but now generally by

tiiau^liter of the diseased and those suspected to be diseased.

By the lat'er means pleuro-poeumonia was now practically

eillnct in bViesland. Inoculation, it is believed, hastens the

c isis in diseased animals, and protects the healthy. The

disease has greatly diminished, only 100 cises being reported in

tie country m the four weeks ending 19i.h Mdv. They have

strong liopes that the measures now in force will stamp it out

T leir veteuaarians ditfering from those in tliis cc uutry, believed

pleuro pneumonia was propagated by mediate contagion. Fjot-

aad-raouth disease was not recognised by law, but rerommenda-

tions were made as to dealing with an outbreak which were

generally observed. They did not, he said, now import cattle

from any Continental country whatever. All live stock were

inspected at the port of export, aud no aniraa's suffering fro 'n

foot-and-mouth disease were allowed to leave in the ships. He
thouglitif we prohibited the importation of live stock it would

discourage breeding in the Netherlands.

M. Thomson, a large breeder and grazier in Schles^ig-Hol-

steiu, was next examined through an interpreter, lie tendered

hiiuseU as a witness chiefly, he said, to advise the Commilt>'e to

allow free importation of the stock of his ountry into Great

B.itain. They could not adopt the dead meat trade. Stock

w( re exported in about 2,500 ships; these ships could not all

be adapted to dead meat traffic, but he admitted large companies

might be formed to carry on the trade. If we prohibited

their live stock from landing, the trade in them would be

diverted elsewhere, or they would have to revert to dairying as

the chief agricultural industry, instead of rearing and feeding

as now. I( we scheduled the country and had all the cattle

slaughtered at Deptford, instead of being allowed to go to

Islington market, they could not compete with some other

countries, such as Denmark, for instance. The loss on killing

at Deptford instead of selline at Islington was from £3 to £3
15s. per held on cattle, and 5s. on sheep.

Mr. T. G. Booth, Warlaby, Yorkshire, as a witness repre-

senting the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-
land, was next called. Mr. Booth said he farmed land his own
property, and also rented land from other parties. He kept a

herd of valuable hi^h-class shorthorns, and had also other sorts

of cattle, which he bouglit and fed. He said he suffered severely

Irom foot-and-mouth disease between 186'J and 1873, so much
a-s to reduce his herd by one-half. There had been great

expense and lucouTfuitnce in conscnucncc of the restrictions

made necessary by the oatbreak of plague, but thej gladly bore

the n to protect their stock from rinderpest. We cannot now,
he said, send high-bred stock abroad ; the market had been
stopped everywhere in consequence ofplague in this country.

For some time previously imports to Australia had been stopped

because of the prevalence of foot-and-mouth disease in Great
Britain. There were commissions from Au-tVali* to the exieut

of £100,000 for the purchase of pure-bred shorthorns at the

present moment, but they coull not beexecu'ed. Even Ireland

and Japan would not receive our cnttle. Firmers did not fear

the importation of dead me it, only imported disease. Abortion

in h'gh-br d cattle was frequent afjer an attack of foot and-

raouth disease. As a result of the disease, one of his herd*,

numbering seventteu co*s, only produced a sinsile live call in

one year. When it was admitted that nearly 1,500 cargoes

ineeted with fo)t-and-mouth disease were landed in tbis coun-

try in three years it could not be doubted tbat several other

infected cargoes escaped detection, and frofessor Brown's
evidence admitted so much. The cist and inconvenience of

r-striciions necessary to exterminate foot-and-mouth d s a»e

were much to be preferred to the disease itself. Faimerswoull
submit to severe measures if they were proteced from the te-

irnporta'ion of disease from abroad. He could afford to sell

meat cheaper if there was no risk from disease. Koot-aud

mouth disease was not generally a fatal malady, but when he

suffered so severely years ago he lost five or n\ of bis mo t

valuable animals. Tbat he had suffered a loss of from £3'),000

to £10,000 in this disease would be a very moderate esiiiiiate.

He thou.;ht it quite possible to rid the country of the malady
;

and far ners would not grumble at either tliecoat of liie process

or its inconvenience to them. The opinions and feelings of

farmers had greit'y changed on the matter during the last six

or seven years. The country had not been for years so '^ree from

foot-and- nouth disease as at the present moment. This was
mainly to b'j accounted for from the present cattle plague re^iu-

lations, the scheduling of other countries, total prouihition from

some, and the stoppage of home movement of cattle over large

areas. Professor Brown prophesied a great outbreak this spring,

but he confesses that the recent regulations luve checked what

seemed to him at one time inevitable. The disewse would not

take long to s'amp out if the country were divided into districts,

under the supervision and control of the Veterinary Department,

and wherever an outbreak occurred, adopting the cat'le plague

regulations as to preventing movement of catth;. He would

give the V^eterinary Department sole authority in infected dis-

tricts. The local authorities and farmers would not complain.

Professor Brown, has, he said, evidently misapprehended the

feelings of farmers as to what they would submit to, if by any

measures they could get rid of the disease, and prevent its re-

iatrodaction into the country.

House or Commons, Friday, June 8.

The Committee rai-.t agiin to-lay. There were present St
H. Selwin-Ibbetson (Chairman), Mr. W. E. Forster, Sir

Rainald Knightley, Mr. Arthur Peel, Colonel Kingscote, Mr.

Elliot, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Assheton, Mr. Chaplin, Mr. Jicob

Bright, Mr. McLagan, Mr. Torr, Mr. Corry, Mr. Murphy,

Mr. Pease, Mr. Norwood, &c.

Baron von Behr, a large landed proprietor and breeder of

stock in Germany, was the first witness examined, lie said

he came to represent the opinion of German farmers. They

looked with great anxiety at the proposal to prohibit live stock

importation from their country. The plague had fully alaraied

them in Germany. Stricter precautionary measnres—some of

which he explained—were proposed to keep it out. If Eng-
lish farmers made any suggestions to them, and asked them

to do this or that thing for mutual protection, he was

sure the German Government would agree to act upon thi-m.

For the purpose of ensuring confidence m the inspection at

the German poits of export, he thought it would be a good

thing if we stationed veterinary inspectors of our own there

to watch proceedings, and be constantly on guard—not to act

officially at the ports, but to use their moral iulluence in pre-

venting the shipping of diseased auimals, if such were likely

to take place, and to give the country early information of a

diseased cargo. Foot-and-mouth disease they did not care

ranch about in Germany. It is seldom fatal. It comes, goes,

and they think little of it.

Mr. Gillett, a large exporter of American meat, was then

called. Mr. Gillett said he had been a breeder and feeder of

stock ou a larjjc farm iu Ohio for Ihirty-uue years. He com-
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mennel p'jporfins malt li'^t An^ist at the Tate of 100 car-

ca!<-8 a wi^ek, and worke I up to 60J. Tlie cattle werti killed

ill NfW York, and tlie, circises hung up oiUside tlie chtmber

five or six hours, and then removed into a refrijeraiiut? room,

where the qu irti-rs hung for about 4-8 lionrs. Thfly were tlien

gtitclind in canvas and put on boird the vessel. Tlie trade

Wis r.ipidly increising. They only de.il in bestquility; the

iilcriur will not suit our mii k-'t. Tlie supply of best qtnlity

will keep pace with the dennnd. Sold at (i.j I. per lb. whole-

sale in LiJodoa leaves a good profv ; it cau be sold in Liver-

pool for lesi. Jlcit cooled do*n to 40 degrees, and taken out

ol t'le ship's chambers on arrival here, will last sound much
longer than fresh me<»t killed in tlie ordinary way in this

country, with the animal beat left in. The inferior shipments

luve all been the result of accident or want of due care. The
most important condition is tint the meat, must be properly

prep ired by cooliu; before it is put on hoard ship. Some
cargoes also, that have not arrived in first-class condition, are

the result of various experim.'iits in attempting to improve

the system, but wh cli have failed. II' sa d he dd not think

r fri^eratiiig store-rooun at all necssary ou th s lide. Ameri-

ca raeit on arrival mi^iht be taken by train 300 miles, and

wonld afterwards remain perfeetly sweet in the retail shops for

three days iu warm weatner. The supp'y of catile iu America

i( shorter than it h s been for ten years. Inconsequence of

slacknf'ss of trade last year fewer cattle were fed in the States,

HI 1 a tention was turned to other stock, &(;. Next year they

would have from 30 to 40 per cent, m )re cattle. The supply

is practioally unlimi;ed. Ue imported since August last, oa

an average, three cargoes per week, two of which were sold

iu Liverpool. There has br-en little ch inge in the wholesale

pricK here. It struck him they would keep going on, and in

twenty years' time they would be able tj supply the meat of

2 J,000 beasts the day we wanted it. lie explained, during

his evidence, that in Aii:^iHt l:i«t the fi st shipment he made

was of beasts killed at New York wli-'ii the theniio iieli-

r

registered 10 1 degrees iu the shade, and it arrived here in

perfect cond tion. I'lie trad-, he siiid, ciu hi carried on in

the hottest weather.

Mr. IL-iU, wholesale butc'ier, Liverpool, was next esa mined

This witness stated that American meat was a great boon to tlie

lower classes. If it had not been lor it meat would have been

at faraineprices— Is. to ls.3J. perlb. N.!verlhele8s, Amerlciu

meat, though tender, was devoid of tiavour, and wh-u cold

after being cooked, very insipid. Ir was jietting out of fav(jur in

Liverpjol, aud he thuught ilie trade c'oud n t increase, lie lud

more faitn in a live-stock trade with America. Importaliou uf

live sto3k from America paid well, notwithstanding that some-

times there were serious losses.

Mr. Link, provision ageut of the Jletropolitan Market, "vas

next called. He rec-'ived consignments of Anierieau meat on

a large scale, but was not an i'liporter. lie said he entirely

concurred in all Mr. Gillett had said respecting the p'iiiie

condition ot the meat, its great keepins; qmlity, aud the proba-

ble development of the trade. As a proot that the trade was

thoroughly established, and the meat of prime qualify, he

instanced the immense quantities imported ; the west end

butchers, liasaid, were large purchasers of the meat, and the

aristocracy were con-uming it without knowing less than that

they were eating ihe best Scotch beef. He admitted there

had been several fai'ures by some processes, but with all he had

had consisrned to him there had only been a few trilling losses.

They supplied regularly two lines of steamers trading between

Liverpool and New York with American meal for the consump-

tion of crew and passengers on the outward journey, a proof of

the good condition of the meat aud of its excellent keeping

quality.

SPELLING R E E O R M.

A conference on spelline reform was held on Tuesday

May 29Lh, at Ihe room of the Society of Arts in the Adelphi.

The Rev. A. II. Sayce, M.A., Deputy Professor of Compara-

tive Philology, Oxford U niversity presided, aiid was surrounded

by several of the most prominent promoters of the movement.

Mr. EnwARD Joxes (the Hon. St-cretary) explained that

the primary object of the conference was to support the request

emanating from the School Board lor London for the appoint-

ment of a Royal Commission to inquire into the sulject of

English spelling, with a view to reforming and simplifying it.

It was distinctly understood that the conveners would not be

committed to any particular scheme of reformed spelling and

that a simplification of spelHng did not necessarily imply the

adoption of new letters. The ohj ct was to obtain an official

investigation of the question, and to discuss in its various rela-

tions a subject which has an important bearing upon general

education, aud respecting which some misapprehension exists

in the public mind. The subject was taken up at a meeting of

the Philological Society ten years ago. Since then the subject

has gained attention in many quarters. The first public body

that declared in favour of change was the National Union of

Elementary Teachers, representing some 10,000 teachers in

England and Wales. The motion was then carried unani-

mously. The Loudon School Board took the important step

of iuvitinz the provincial school boards to join them in the

application, and a hundred school boards responded. Several

gentlemen had expressed their sympathy witl; the object of the

meeting, including Robert Molfat, the v-teran Missionary,

the Rev. Prebendary Wood, Bath, Mr. E. O. Trevelyan, Dr.

Iiigleby, Professor Yorke Powell, the Bishop of Exeter, who
advocated the lormatiou of a society who would pledge them-

selves, bolh in writiug and in print, to spell phonetically, and

80 discard the present system, whose success would greatly

depend on their making the miuimnm of change, and Mr,

Lowe, M.P. At the commencement of the circular convening

the con'erence was this sentence from a paper by Professor

Mas Muller in The Vorlnighlly Recicw—" Is there no states,

men in England sufHciently proof against ridicule to call the

attention of Parliament to what is a growini; national misfor-

tune?" That sentence had probably caught tiic pye of Jlr.

Lowe, viho had written as follows:—

"Sir,—lam not afraid of ridicule, and I have a strong

opinion ou the spelling question. I cannot be present at your

meeting, but you are quite welcome to my opinion. There are,

1 am informed 39 sounds in the Euglish language ; there are

24 letters. I think that each letter should represent one

sound, that 15 new letters should be added, so that there be a

letter for every sound, aud that every one should write as he

speaks. I iiave been iu the habit for many years of having

boys to read to me. I always take them from the sixth standard.

They are unable to read aloud tolerably, and have no ide* of

the pronunciation of the language. The only remedy for this,

in ray opinion, is to teach all the 39 sounds together with the

letters which represent each of them."

The Chairman remarked that the present mode of spelling

caused loss of time and loss of energy, and involved a series of

conundrums and rebuses. English spelling had become what

Carlyle called a sham, and the mind which fed on shams was

apt to forget what truth meant. Even the worst of the

systems of phonetic spelling proposed was infin itely superior

to traditional spelling. Their busiuess to-day was to draw

the attention ol the Government and the public generally to

the extent ol the evil, and tojsecure means for putting a stop

to it by a reform of the mode of spelling.

Three topics were prepared for discussion. The first topic

dealt with the question from the point of view of the teacher
;

the second dealt with etymology and spelling ; while the

third had re'eience to the means of introducing an amended
system of spelling.

Mr. Isaac Pitman opened the discussion, and observed

that nothing could afford him (jreater pleasure than the letter

of Mr. Lowe. His fear had been tiiere was not a man among
the conventional 658 members of the House of Commons who
would lead them to victory; but there was the man. He
then proceeded to dilate on the loss of time caused by tlie

present mode of spelling.

The Rev. Mr. WiinioiiD argued that the missionary work
of the word was hindered by the present system of spelling.

The English language would become the nuiversal medium if

we had a right mode of spelling.

Sir C. Read said he had seen in the schools of the United
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States what great advantages liad resulted from a new mode

of feaching.

The Rev. l)r. R. Morris, the Rev. Alfrkd Cleary, and

Professor Tno Fagliaisdini di'-cussed the second topic, and

Dr. J. II. Glausto.\e and Mr. Ellis the third topic.

A meeting was held in the evening at which Dr. R. Morris

presided.

Sir Charles Rked moved the first resolution :

" Tiiat as the length of time now found necessary to teach

children in Elementary Schools to read and write the English

lanfjmge with ease and correctness is attributable in a great

measure to the difficulties of the present mode of spelling, it

is advisable, (or tlie promotion of education, that some change

sh'uild be etfec'ed, in order to remedy the evil."

In supporting this resolu'ion,

Sir Charles said time was money to every one, hut

esppciiUy to the poor man. It was mostimporiant to implant

in the mind of the c';ilJ the liking to read. Now that the

act of 1870 was passed, supp'.eniPiited by the act of last year,

this became a question of national importance. They wanted

a public inqiiiry, be''ore which the evidence of witnesses from

various otiier countries might be adduced, so that the elemen-

tary work of pdncati(m might be thoroughly effected.

Mr. Jones secouled the resolution, which was put and car-

ried unanimously.

i)r. Angus proposed the second resolutiou :

•' That as much of tlie current spelling of English is at

variance with both etymology and pronunciation, there is a

further reason why a thorough revisioi should be effected."

He gave many striking instances of the capriciousness of

English spelling, and asked wliy we "deigned" to do one

thing, and "disdained" to do another?

Dr. J. 11. Murray, of Mill-hill School, seconded it, and it

was carried.

Mr. A. J. Ellis proposed the third resohition :

"That, as no change would be effectual unless the anieuded

spelling were accepted by School Inspectors, Civil Service

Examiners, and Public Departments, side by side by the pre-

sent spelling, the assistance of the Government will be re-

quired."

Dr. Gladstone seconded it, and ridiculed the " hisforic-1

"

a'gument for the preservation of the present spelling by say-

ing that the two butt)tis on the bnck of a coat are the repre-

sentatives of the sworn belt which all men once wore. But no

one, he argued, would retain them for that reason il they wtre

inconvenient.

Resolutions were also adop*ed on the motion of Mr. Sweet,

Mr. I. Pitman, Mr. Washinitou Moon, and Mr. Butterfill,

appointing Professor Max BluUer, Mr. Sayce, Dr. M'^f'", '^r-

Murray, Mr. Sweet, Mr Ellis, Mr. Pitman, JMr. Moon, Mr.

Arding, witii power to add to their number, as a deputation

authorised to seek an interview with the Education Depart-

ment and present the other resolutions.

FARMING IN SCOTLAND.
Theie has lately been much controversy about the results of

farming in the Lothians, based cliiefly upon a paper wiiich has

b eu compiled, showing that, during the 32 years from 18i3

to 18/6, the changes of tenancies in East Lothian iiave been

2 16 in number, an I that 96 tenants have become bankrupt out

of a total of -1-iS teuans. The rise of rents, a succes^ion of

bad seasons, the injury done to crops by the over preservation

of game, and the increased cost of labour have, it is said,

altered ve y much f jr the wcrse the pos.t o:i of tenant farmers

ill this once model agricultural connty, as well as elsewhere in

Scotland. At a receiit'meeting of the West Lothian Agricul-

tural Association, Mr. Allen read a paper on " Tiie difficulties

farmers have now to contend with." Going back 42 years,

he showed that during this period the price of labour had

increased 150 per cent, for male servant-i, and 100 per cent.

for women. Tne work of the smith and carpenter for the

farm has also risen to the extent of 100 per cent. The price

of farm horses has advanced 200 per cent. ; manure has be-

come much more costly ; and oilcakes has risen £3 per ton.

While the cost of farming has thus increased, ^Ir. Alien also

showed tint the cultivation of cereals had not proved profi'able,

cereals all around being now s dd at less money by 6s. l.^d. per

qr. than tliey used to be 20 years ago ; aud as to cattl-, |and

sheep, any increase o' value is more tlian counterbalanced by the

larger price which must be paid for lean stock and the in-

creased cost of food stuff-. This bill of complaint, however,

did not pass unchallenged. One farmer reminded the meeting

that potatoes had increased in value from £15 to £30 an acre,

and there liad been a corresponding increase in the price of

turnip". Another agriculturist, Mr. Glendinning, had pre-

ptred from his book a comparison from returns of the crops

on a farm of 180 imperial acres in IS^a and 1875, showing

that while the price of wheat, barley, and oits had not risen,

that of hay was higher by about £t per acre, turnips £3 per

acre, and pasture 10s. per acre, the produce of this farm being

now worth £'256 more than it would hive fetched 30 years ago.

Tlie total co4 of labour was now £300 ; 30 jears ago^it would

have loen, say, £195. Then there was an extra allowance for

. risk in horses of £5 a horse, or £20 on the four horses kept,

tlie adiitional cost of management thus being £215, showing

£U more profit ou this farm than 30 years ago. Mr. Glendinn-

ing said he had been a farmer for 50 years, but if any one offered

him the old times back again, he would say, "I am very much
oblitred to jou, but 1 prefer the present." lie was earning 8

to 10 per cent, ou his money,and he thought that was as good

as bring a landlord. Stiniiiiing uji the discussion, the chairman

siiJ lie llioUo'lit it had been bhowu that, uotwillijtauding the

talk of failures amoug farmers, farming was in quite a* healthy

a position now as ever it was.

It is only lair to add that Mr. Glendinning erjojed the

happy and somewlut exceptional position in Scotland of being

a tenant whose rent had not been raised during the period

chosen for his comparison. Other statements which liave

reached us latelj do not corroborate his rosy-co'oured view

of Scotch farming. Setting aside other drawbacks, the

weather during the last twelve months has told much against

thera. The summer of 1876 was an unusually dry one. The
drought caused a gre it scarcity of straw. Then came a very

wet harvest, followed by a winter with no inteuse cold, indeed,

but very prolonged. So that, along with a dearth of fodder

and of stall food, there was also a great want of grass. In the

north-eastern counties of Scotland, especially in Aberdeenshire

and Banffshire, a large supply of fodder is very necessary, be-

cause the stock consists principally of cattle which have to be

fed within doors for six or seven months of the year. Tne
numerous and fine herds of that part of the country have,

therefore, been undergoing great privations. For many years

past there has been not so much need for an early bite of grass

and, unlbrtunate'y, it has been looked for in vain. One
correspondent says :

—
" Within the nieinory of the present generation grass was

never so backward as it was in the middle of May in Scotland.

Hundreds of farmers have had neither fodder nor roots for

their stock (or two or three weeks back. Hay and straw ha^e

been imported at famine prices, and extraneous or concentrated

feeding stuffs have necessarily been resorted to ; but many
farmers, especially the smaller holders, after such unfavour-

able seasons, cannot aflTord to procure those costly articles, and

have thus been obliged to turn their herds upon the bare fields,

where there is usually grass at this time of the year, while now
there is only a pitiful picking, rendered all the mo e inade-

quate, until the last week, by bitterly cold weather, with suow
frequently falling and lying on the ground, at least evening

and morning. The result is that mauy cattle have died from

sheer starvation and from eating frozen grass. Not for 50 or

more years have there been such heavy losses in Scotch lierds

from starvation as have occurred during this spring, aud

high as the rate of mortality is from this cause,

the losses from general deterioration of stock are

even heavier. As to sheep stocks, there has been a great,

though not unprecedented, death rate among lambs, nor have

deaths been rare among old sheep. Hill pastures are very

bHre, and the cold weather, losfither with short rations, has

deprived the ewes of much of their milk, which iiieaiib au lu-
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ferior yield of lambs. Sheep have fallen oH' greatly in condi-

tion since the middle of April. The deaiiis of cattle froin

positive starvation have been cliiefly in the northern cjuuties,

Orkney liaving sufftired much."
A correspondent has taken the trouble to send us raucii

informaiion gatnered by him from several Scotch agricullnr-

uts, chiefly in East Lothian, whose first complaint seems to be

of tlie Law of Hypothec. They do not explain why this law,

after having been so long in existence, should on a sudden be

made respouaible for a period of losses and depression, which

probibly has Its parallel just now in man- districts on this

side of ihe border. Hypothec is obaosions to the tenants be-

cause, as they say, the landlord, being sure of his rent, is eom-
paraliveiy in lilferent whether his tenant possesses adequate

capital ; and thus there is an undue co.npetitim for the Uud,
and hiffher ren's are g veu than the laud is really wortli. A
correspondent says :

—

'• It IS well known that on the estates of one proprietor in

EhsI Lothian, Peeblesshire, and iVrllishire tliere is no less

than £-3(J,0(JU of arrears of rent now dui. Ou some larms one

man a'ter another lias been ousted, and these men would not

luve gut the farxs had it not been for the operation of the Law
of Hypothec. The old class of farmers who were in East

Lotliiaii wlien I came first into the county are rapidly becoming

extinct, as they would not give the rents that were demanded,

and a class of men have been brought in who have neither

skill nor capital. A man with capital will bear up against

soma bid seasons, but, suppo.-ing he has oniy just enough
money as to s'ook his farm, he goes to the wall generally alter

a t)ad season or two. The landlord has generally such a large

claim as to clear out the tenant of everything, leaving but a

8 uall compos tion to the othsr creditors. O.i the estates of

the Duke of Buccleuch there are few failures, simply because

he acts on the principle never to exact higher rents than the

practical valuators he employs consider they are worth, and
because he gives his farms only to men with sufficient capital

to be able to cultivate them. The landlords who do not look

at these things make sure only of getting high rents as long as

the capital lasts, and that is one of the reasons of frequent

changes. The Marqu s of Tweeddale, like the Duke of

Buccleuch, does not ask extravagantly high rents, and always

tikes care to ascertain whether a man who offers for a farm is

possessed of capital. On the last rent day of the Tweeddale
estates the factor said that there was only a sum of £50 of

arrears of rent. That arose from the peculiarly cautious

manner in which the marquis let his farms."

Another complaint made by the farmers of East Lothian is

of the excessive quantity of game preserved. One farmer
says :

—

" No tenant would ever object to legitimate sport, but it is

preserved, and little killed till October, when it is sent into
the market and sold so that it is simply screwing another rent
out ol the tenant. The game is as regularly sent to the market
as the farmer sends his grain. The eldest soi of one laird in the
cjuniy is said to get the produce of the game ' as pocket-
money.'

"

The increased expenses of farming of late years form another
cause of the existing depression. A practical farmer told our
correspondent :

—

" On my own farm the expenses are at least 50 pe- cent,

more than they were a few years ago. Some farmers say
they are 100 per cent., but that is, perhaps, an over-estimate.
My blacksmith's account 30 years ago came to about £10 or
£13 in the half ypar no v it is £20 ; my saddler's account was
£10, now it IS £18 or £20; ray joiner's account is increased in

the same proportion ; and so on. Then the field worker's
wages used to be 5s. a week, now they up to 8s. and 9s. a week,
besides perquisites. We used to get the services of young
persons for about 6d. a day; now we cannot get them at much
less bin the older people. Hinds' wages have risen 20 to 30
per cent. Ordiu'jry ploughmen's wages, including meal, milk,
&c., miy be taken at fro n Ifls. to 18s. a w-ek. The farmers,
however, dj not wish to see tlie wages of tiieir people lower
than they are."

Another well-known agriculturist, formerly resident in Eist
Lothian, says :

—

" It is doubtful if there are three families in East Lothian
occupying the same farm they did half a century ago. A
cliau^e of tenant at the end of a. lease is the rule uud not the

exception, and a great rasny farmi have recently been given
up before the expiry of the le^ise. Wnen a farm is now let it

is taken, in the great m.ijority of cases, by persons who coma
from other pirts of tie cjuatry. Ot these new tenants the
majority are persons who have made more or less money in
other trades, or the sjns of such persons."

This gentleman also points out that the Liw of Hypothec
places a luio of capital at a disa Ivanti^e m olTdriin' for a
farm for which reckless and ignorant " men of straw " also
ort'er. " It is a fact well known," he adds, " that some of tli«

largest landowners have let their farms to the highest bidder
over llie head of the old tenants who had improved the land
and that the new and largely increased rents have not been
paid for any length of time, while in some equally well-known
instances reductions had to be made before the firat rent was
due. The number of sequestrations is worthless as indicatin™-
the state of farming affairs, as landlords only resort to theiu
when the case is utterly hopeless. The landlords do not like
the exposure; it hurts the letting, not oniy ol the individual
farm, but of other farms. It is a generally expressed opinion
among farmers that laud in Etst Lothian is not so well tanned
as a wiiole as it was, say 30 years ago. Tliere is much
misery and poverty among the Lothian farmers that is never
heard of. It has been said that fanners failed in consequence
of their ignorance and great extravagance, althou,'h every one
knows that the farmers who have gone to the waif were always
poor aud lived poorly. The rich, who kept carriages, and
hunters, lS:c., keep them still, having private means. It is not
difficult to lis on the causes that have brought the farmers of
arable land into their present position. Generally, it is be-
cause almost everything for which they have to ' p;iy has
enormously increased in price, while much that they have to
sell has fallen in price: 1. Kent has increased 35 to 30 per
cent, during the last 25 years. 3. The price of labour has
largely increased—that of wom^n 100 per cent. 3. Guano
has risen from, say, £S per ton to Mlk The arable farmer
buys his horses, his cattle, and his sheep

; he cannot breed
them. 4. Horses have risen from £30 or £10 to £30 and
£100. Lean cattle and sheep may be said to have risen to 8 )

per cent. 5. Tradesmen's accounts have mostly risen. 6.
The price of grain which the farmer sells has greatly fal'en!
The only offsets are that hay is a little dearer, but oniy a few
farmers sell it, and many are not allowed to sell it ; cattle and
sheep bring much more money when fat, but the rise in fat i*
not equal to the rise in lean cattle

; potatoes are no* a great
and often profitable trade, but they are a most precarious
crop, and also very expensive to raise. iVeedom of cropping
is most desirable."

Another practical farmer, who has lived upwards of 60
years in East Lothian, says :

" A great many farmers are wishing to give up their farms
because they do not pay. I myself would be glad to give my
lindlord a large sum to be quit ol my farm, but he will not
listen to the proposal."

He also accounts for the bad state of things by high rents
and increased expenses, and blames the Law ot Hypothec
but for which, he siys, many farmers would have got credit
from the merchants and been able to carry on their farms
whereas the merchants know that if the farmers tail the land-
lod can sweep sway the whole stock of the farm, and they
themselves will have little chance of getting anything. This
farmer also complains of the quantity of game. Besides in-
creased expenses in other ways, the cost of labour on his farm
has been more than doubled during the last 17 years. He
fears that the importation of American beef must affect farmers
before another year is over. He adds

:

" I know ths farmers of Etst Lothian very well, and I can
say that a more frugal class of men does not exist. ' Som- no
doubt, keep their carriages, but those who do so have plenty
ot capital. I believe that m.ny of the farmers are ge'.tiu'r a
very small return on their capital, and the proportion of
farmers who have lately been seiincstrated is a much larger
proportion than of those engaged in ordinary conmcrciil
business. 1 do not think that the farming of Eust Lotlii ui is
as good as it was 30 years ago, because the obj-ct ol it now is
to take as much as possible out of the laud in order to meet
the rents.

Lastly, some of our in'"ormants speak of less kern com-
petition lor farms tlian there used to be, and less c igerness
for VJ years leases.— y/zc Tt>Hfs.
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MII.K A SOAVKNGEa OF THE COW'S BODY—
It \i H tact whioii iiiiist li.Hve been noticed l)y all observing

(•iriierj and tiieir I'lmllies Hut nifditiual ageucies, takeu iulo

he s'omtcbs df all milk-givm^ animals, reippear in the milk

olsuc I auim-h. .No fact is more notorious than that any

nicdiiine -cath^Tt c, e ne ic, o" al f-rative—given to a nursing

inotlier aff cts the child in the s ime way it does the mother,

llie medication beinjr carried tiuou/h the milk of the mother

to the siomich of the child in such large pr.iporlious as to

make the ert'-ct upon the ciiid as a 'tive as upon the mo'her.

Tiiia incliuaiiou of the milk glands to carry olf medicinal

iii;itter from the body of tlie milk-giving mother is not an

isolated inclir.ation to carry foreign matter from the system.

J)ispase is carried as readily as medicine. Any and every

disease which taints the blood, as small-pox, raeasel-, typhoid

fever scrolula, Of consumption, are transmittei through milk

as readily as the effects ol medicine. The extretory power of

tlie railk-glaads does not stop with carrying off medicine and

disease—it extends to all loreign matter floating m the blood

of the milk producing animals. Nor is this power couftied to

tUeiuilk-glands. It belongs to the other glands as well. All

ttie larice glaiida of the body act as scavengers ; but each has

H function of its own, to which it is more especially adapted.

The liver and kidneys.are^more active in carryingotf loreign and

waste miiiprr.1 matters, while the central glands are more

active in ejec ing organic substances. Tliese functions, how-

pve', run into each other. The oil of turpentine will appear

i 1 the secretions of the kidneys in fi'teen minutes after being

swallowed, and uitiate of potash wdl about as soon appear, to

s)me extent, in milk as well as in urine. While the milk

glands are not very different fro.n other large glands iu their

general action, their functions have an interest above all others,

11 a sanitary and economical point of view, because of the part

lieir secretions take in our tood and commerce. Tiie esven-

tial oil of plant which gives them distinctive flavour or odour,

as of turnips, onions, &c., the putrid matter in rotten

potatoes, decaying grass, and every other other food in a state

of decomposition, find their way out of the system through

milk. I have been witnessing a striking instance of this from

feeding the whey of a cheese factory to the cows furnishing

milk tor the factories. The whey in the factory was not

different from that of other factories. It was one of six factories

owned or controlled by one man, under whose personal super-

vision they were managed. The whey of all factories, as now

managed, is stale before it leaves the factory ;
incipient decay

is started in it, and the cows partaking of it carry the seeds of

des'ruction into their milk, and tlience into the cheese. In

this instance only a part of the cows supplying milk to the

factory used whey; but it was enongli to infect the cheese.

The cutds acted badly and smelt badly ;
the cheese puffed and

was off flavour, and quite unlike tie cheese of the other five

factories managed in just the same way, so far as manufac'ur-

iu" is concerned. Tiie quality of cheese was depressed a dollar

pe*? 100. The depreciated value br.)iight out a strong re'nons-

trance against feeding whey to the cows, and it was stopped.

The effect abated gradually, disappearing with the third day.

The cheese of the fourth day became like those made in the

other five factories controlled by the same superintendent, de-

monstrating beyond a doubt that the whey, thougli very

slightly affected, carried imo the bodies of the cows the seeds

of"putrefaction, which were cast a^ain in their milk. So with

all other fermenting, stale, or decayed lood. It is sure

to make its impress upon the milk of the cow using it, making

it objectionable and unsafe to feed milch cows with any food,

or to give them any water which contains anything that would

n it be proper to be taken into the hurain stoamch.—Farmers'

Advocale.

BIRD MURDER.—The wanton destruction of song birds

by men who regard them all as enemies has been in so ne

degree checked by the action of the law, but the proper check

to such cruel and injuriuus folly must be Ibund in the diffusion

of knowledge and the proraoiion of gentleness, foi ignorance

and hardness of heart underlie the passion for popping at any-

thing feathered that appears in field or garden. On what, we

may ask, have the 'robin and thrushes and blackbirds been

subsisting since October last ? For the most part on snails,

8lu£;s, insect larv;e, earth-worms, and berries. The robin that

follows the gardener's fp'ide, and the rook that follows the

plough are intent on breakfast, dinner, or supper, or a mere

tnick between whiles, and the grubs of the cockchaffer, the

tipnla. and of butterflies, moths, and beetles innumeralil,-, caw-
sti'ute the daily fare of these birds, and compel them to he
industrious and on the a'ert for ever and ever. That we dale
the consideration from October is in order to nuke a clear

plea so far on behalf of a few o' our pirticulat lriend<, hnt we
cannot of course iijuore the fact that blackbirds and thrushe-,

are foremost amongst the fru^ivorons birds, aud give themselves
up to a life of luxury in the fruit garien from the time when
fruit becomes palatable until the last berry is gathered. Now
there are many birds, as the warblers for example, thnt

scarcely touch grain or fruit, but subsist on insects exclusively.

Of the utility of these there can be no question, and hence our
interest as eaters of bread is intimately bound up with their

preservation. But the loud voiced songsters that are partial

to fruit are not to be hastily condemned because during three

months in the year they make a slight charge 'or the useful

labour they pursue through the remaining nme. Those who
repudiate sentiment may be invited to a business view of th-i

matter. If they were to employ boys to huit for snails and
slugs they would soon discover that the blackbirds and
thrushes do the work more effectunlly and immensely cheaper,

and to come to the plain truth of the matter, the bird

generally leaves (he owner of a tree a fair s'lare of its frnit,

or he at least can generally adopt better measures for its pre-

serva'ion than the destruction of these persistent foes of the

smaller and most insidious marauders. When we take a

wider view of the subject the policy ol preservation is strength-

ened. The smaller song birds subsist almost exclusively on
insects; the fly catch rs and the swallovs devote all their

energies to rid us of onnoxious pests ; the tits are incessantly

searching the walls and the bark of trees f)r eggs and pnpie ;

and among the larger birds we li. id deslrojers of stoa's, rnts,

mice, and rabbits, the lour most iujursous quadru-'eds of ilie

British fauna. Of a very large proportion ol all known birds

large and small—crotkers, squeakers, and songsters— it must
be said that they do at times prey upon man'swealth directly

—

they take grain, and fruit, and herbage ; but, thev wineg
matier broadly, it cannot be questioned that they make an
return in their destruction of smaller enemies, and the prica

they exact is but litt'e compared with the serviL'es they reniler.

In the general view of the case, therefore, it may be said that

all birds should be protected, and that the sportsmin and the

fowler are, by virtue of their pursuits and occupations, the

enemies not only of birds but of mankind. But a general truth is

subject to exceptions, and many kinds o^ birds may be s'lot or

snared with apparent advantage to all parties, more especially

when they are such as the cook can convert into savoury

sustenance. We have a certain amount of knowledge to guide

us, and the acts under which birds are protected are founded

on this knowledge. But we have only to look about us and
it soon becomes evident that bird murder prevails to an in-

jurious extent, and the proper produce of the country is

directly lessened by the gun, the net, and the snare, and this

not less on the rocky coast and the upland pasture than in the

orchard and the garden.

—

Tlie Gardners Magazine.

POTATO GROWTH.—Those who were fortunate enough
to have had their potatoes secure beneath the soil during the

recent sharp frosts are now well repaid for having planted

late, as the growth is coming through the surface in ro')U8t

form, and if no more frosts assail us we may well look for a

fine healthy growth. Although there is no relative connec'ion

between the effects of the spring frosts upon the potato haulm
aud the disease, it is morally certain that the haulm that hau

been cut is much less capaijle of resisting its deadly effects, a' d

it not unfreqnently happens that the rot engen lered in the

young haulm by frost forms a sort of disease in itself, and
materially affects the crop. If the regular lite sprinj; frosts

that now visit us every season d > not warn growers to be wise

in time, nothing will. It is positively useless to attempt to

forestall the seasons unless it is in our power to aff )rJ protec-

tion, and this can only be done with small qiantiiie-i. Lite

spring frosts are awkward comments upon the wisdom of those

who, as regular as the disease appears, exclaina " Ah, the best

remedy is found in early planting !
" What nonsense are

such platitudes as these! Early planting in nine seasons out

often leads to a frosted crop, the gro^tli retarded for a fort-

night, and the haulm in many cases either absolutely destroyed

or so injured as to be of little further •ixWt.— Thi Gjrdeuen'

Majazuii.
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THE CATTLE PLAGL'E COMMITTEE.
HOUSE Of COMxMONS.

Monday, June 11,

The Select Committee ou Cattle Plague and Live Stock

Importation resuraed their investigiitioii tliis day— Sir H.
Selvvin-Ibbetson in the cliair. There was a fair attendHDce of

nieinhers, among whom were Sir RainaUl Knightley, Colonel

Kingscote, Mr. Assheton, Mr. Henry Cliaplin, Mr. Artliur

Peel, Mr. Ciamberlain, Mr. Jacob Bright, Mr. McLagan,
Mr. To'-r, Mr. Norwood, Mr. John Holmes, Mr. W. E.

Forster, Mr. Elliot, Mr. Pease, &c.

Mr. Lvons, master of the London Butchers' Company,
was the first witness called. In reply to the Chairman he

said he had heen connected with the butchers' trade for twenty-

five years. There had been no diminution in the supply of

foreign cattle since D^ptford Market had been established.

The supply of American meat in tons in tiie Metropolitan

Market for the first twenty weeks this year had been 26i, 339,

io-2, 160, 133, 238, 315, 124, 182, 115, 197, 286, 275, 405,

350, 495, 417, 436, 611, and 709 tons respectively. The
larger consignmeuts were principally due to an increased

(ji'iantity of inferior meat .^ent up from the provinces, where
it was unsaleable. American meat was the greatest boon to

butchers and consumers. The flesh of Continental heasts was
not 9o good; it was thinner and poorer. It must be sold fresh

killed with the bloom on it, for it deterioiates in appeiirance

day by day by keeping, and gradually shrinks and gets

un.sal»-able. A dead-meat trade with the Continent he tliought

couhl not be protitably conducted. He had killed tliuusands

of loreign cattle, and had never detected pleuro pnouraonia in

any except in a few Dutch beasts oceasionally. The disease

was very common in this country during the last three or four

jears. He thought it acclimatised, and impossible of

eradication again. He would have quarantine for diseased

foreign store stock. He knew of cargoes of cows recei.t'y

cahed and going to calve that had to be slaughtered at

Deptford, and sold for what they would fetch as dead meat,

namely, about £9 a piece, their real value as milch cows being

between £16 and £28 per head. Best American meat fetched

a high price. Taken altogether, what has come to London
has not averaged G|d. wi olesale, but it must be admitted the

principal drawback resulted from the residue of meat
unsaleable in the provinces.

In reply to Mr. Chaplin, he said that, taken altogether,

there must have been considerable loss on tiie sale of American
meat in London. He knew of tons sold at Jd. per lb. whole-
sale. About a week ago 12 tons were seized as unlit for

food ; as much as 6 tons in one day. Live bullocks from the

Continent were worth 8d. per lb. as they stood.

In reply to Mr. Arthur Feel, he said most of the failures

he believed were due to over packing. It was seldom the

meat was unfit for food. The inferior kinds he spoke of were
mildewed on the outside. Afier being trimmed, the body of

the meat was perfectly healthy food. The American cattle

were of excellent quality ; those from the Continent were
ungainly aniinaU, having more bone than meat.

Questioned by CdI. Kingscote, Mr. Lyons said that the

meat of beasts from the Continent, if brought over dead,

would not fetch B^d. per lb. ; it gets of less value every day
by keeping.

In reply to Mr. Norwood, the witness said that almost
all bu'cheri sell American meat. You can always have it

from them if you ask for it, and you are very likely to be
served with it if yon don't.

He lurther stated in evidence that he had heard of

American meat being sent to Glasgow and forwarded thence
to London, and sold as best Scutch beef. He had seen it

placed in the market in the very hottest weather last year in

splendid condition. There was not such a large supply of
dead meat from Scotland now as twenty years ago. The olfal

of a bullock worth £20 per carcass was worth about 15s. or

16s.

In his re-examination by the Chairman, he stated that in

the first week of the present month lartre (|iiant:ries of

Amcriciiu meat were sold wholesale at Is. 8 . iier st. .^lluh

of it was sold in cosiermongers' barrpws, a''ter being friraraed,

at 4d. per lb. for best joints. Had we not had American

meat, butchers' meat would now be at a very high price. He
believed best American meat just as good as Ec.glish.

Mr. George Roa was theu called. He said he farmed

about 4,0 )0 acres of arable land, 1,000 old feeding pastures,

and from 70,000 to 80,000 acres of sheep land, "llis farm.s

were si'uated in Northumberlund, Lancasliire, aud Scotland,

His evidence was to the effect that the fear of cattle plague

operated unfavourably on the British farmer, who bred less in

cousequenci than he wonld otherwise do. Had it not been

for cattle plague this year he would have bought a great

many more cattle than he had. Speaking of fout-and-mouth

disease, he stated that four oi five years ago he suffered great

loss from the malady. Fifty forvvard cattb in October,

intended to be sold fat at Christmas, were attacked, and were

thrown back in condition so that they did not come out till

the following February and March, the loss to him being

about £3 per head. The high ptice of meat now, he thought,

was greatly due to the cattle plague of 1865 and 1866. Meat
was Gd. to 6.^d. before that time ; it was now 8d. to 8^d. He
was Ihorouglily convinced, he said,that farmers would willingly

submit to any restrictions necessary for the extinction of

foreign cattle disease. He believed that the entire prohibition

of live stock from the Continent would lower the price of meat
and benefit consumers generally.

Wei>xesi>ay, June 13.

The Committee met again to-day—Sir H. Selwin-Ibbstson

in the chair. There were also present—Col. Kingscote, Mr.
Arthur Pell, Mr. John Holms, Mr. W. E. Forster, Mr. Nor-
wood, Mr. I'orr, Mr. M'Lauan, Mr. Jacob Bright, Mr. Cha'U-

berlain, JMr. Elliot, Mr. Kiug-Harman, Mr. Assheton, Mr.
Murphy, Mr. French, &c.

Mr. S. Lambert, cattle-salesman, Manchester, was the first

witness called. He said he had watched the dead-meat trade

with Amerio^, but had no practical acquiiutaace with it.

During the cold weather the meat arrived in good condition.

The quality of some consignments was very m'xed, containiug

carcases of bulls, old cows, &c. At one lime there were
eighteen depots opened in Mmchester for the s le of Americaa
meat. The trade in it, however, had fallen off considerably

—

the people had ceased to ask for it, and the majority of the

shops were now closed. In cold weather the meat was of

very g.ood quality, although complaints were made that when
it was cold, after being cooked, it was insipid, ha' he had

never tasted any himself. H; did not think tlie trade could

be kept up unless the meat was sold witiiin iwo days after its

arrival. The trade in foreign sheep had been very large in.

Manchester ; but since the cattle plague regulations had been

enforced, sheep from Germany were slanghtered at the port

of landing, and thus sheep h id to be supplied fro.u other

sources, such as the London markets. Tne Lancashire

operatives liked small joints of mutton, such as were ob-

tained from foreign sheep, aud the dealers dependfd on these

animals for their supply. In the Sallord market particularly

they depended more every year on the supply ol foreign sheep.

The consumption of mutton had fallen off considerably, for

prices had increased in consequence of the restrictiois im-

posed on the trade. Any measures tliat would pat a stop to

contagious cattle diseases would he a great boon. He vv:ia

a member of the lloyil College of Veteriaary Surgeons, but

did not practice. He thought foot-and-uionth disease hid

become indigenous to the country ; it sometimes breaks out

spontaneously, he sail, especially in hot weather. Pieuro-

puenmoniawas a very fatal disease, and caused serious losses
;

but he did not care much for foot-and-mouth, and it would uuti

be worth while to take the measures necessary to> stamp out

the latter disease. There was nothing so very surprising, ho

thought, in the importation of Iresli American meat; Pro-

fessor Ginigee foretold the possibility of bringing it four or

live years ago.

Jl'r. Archibald Hamilton was then called, lie said lin

rc[iresentcd the opinion of the Gla^guw Associated Sjcicly o {

F
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FWiers. He dealt largely in American meat, which arrives

in very good condition, even in the very liottest weather. It

will keep just as long as our own fresh-killed meat, although

it loses more in colour. Two lines of Glasgow steamers traded

in it. One line brought the meat in better condition than the

other—they adopted different fi tings, &c. Customers do not

complain of the quality of American meat ; it was just as good

as our home meat. It was invariably of the beit quality. It

would keep a fortnight in cold weather, and a week in hot.

American meat, he said, would cure well, for he had cured a

great deal of it himself. None of the consignments that

arrived in Glasgow, or any portion of them, had been con-

demned as unfit for human food. The profits in dealing with

it p!iid well, taking good days, when the market is glutted,

aloug with the bad. It sold Id. per lb. cheaper than our own
meal of the same qu-^lity. The dilference was made simply

because it was American, and not English. No beef in the

world, he added, amidst loud laughter, was as good as the

S;otch.

Mr. J. P. Sheldon, The Siieen, Ashbourne, Staffordshire,

was the next witness. He said he had been recently engaged

in an investigation into the American dead meat trade, for the

purpose of reporting on it in the Journal of the Royal Ar/n-

culhiral Societij. After handing in statistics, referring to the

supply of American meat, he stated that, provided America
consumed 100 lbs. of meat per head of the population annually,

as was the computed rate of consumption in England, she had

enough cattle afterwards to spare us from which she could

supply the whole of Great Britain with animal food. A beast

weighing 913 lbs. nett can be raised in Ontario or in the States,

and delivered at the Atlantic sea-board at about £16. By the

time the carcase of such a beast reached Liverpool in the cold

or dried air sjs'em the total cost would be about £18 10s.

The same kind of animal if transported alive would have

cost in raising, carrirtge, &«., about £3i. The profit on the

dead meat was considerable. The witness said he had seen

the meat-chambers opened on the arrival of steamers at Liver-

pool. The meat rt'as in perfect condition, and the chambers

were as free from offensive odour, and as sweet as any butctier's-

shop containing fresh-killed meat. He had partaken of

American meat himself. It is excellent so far as quality and

flavour are concerned ; its keeping properties are good, and

its cooking properties equal to the average of English killed

meat The trade, he thought, was destined to increase to a

very large extent. At the present prices obtained for it here

America will continue to send detid meat over very freely.

Neither hot nor cold weather will make any difference.

All losses by the meat arriving in a bad condition were

entirely due to accident, the failing of ice, or some fresh

experiment in the system of meat preservation being tried.

The trade in dead meat with America will become an estab-

lished branch of commerce. He thought the importation of

foreign live stock should be prohibited. We could very easily

estabhsh a dead-meal trade with the Continent. It certainly

is cheaper to import an animal dead than alive. That a trade

in dead meal had not been established between us and the

Continent was, he thought, due to the force of custom ; if it

were commenced we should, in the course of a few years,

wonder we had not tried it before. A ship can carry a great

deal more meat dead than alive. It we totally prohibited live

stock importation, meat would eventually cheapen, as a result

of freedom from disease m tliis country. With regard to the

Bnppression of foreign contagious diseases, the witness said

that farmers would submit to almost any amount of incon-

venience for a time if they were assured th:it no further im-

portation of infected toreijn cattle would be allowed, and

that the diseases would be effectually stamped out in this

country.

Ekiday, June 15.

The Committee again met on Friday, Sir II. Selwin-Ibbetson

in the chair. Also present were Colonel Kiogscote, Sir

Rainald Knightley, Mr. Arthur Pell, Mr. Elliott, Mr. Corry,

Mr. Torr, Mr. McLagan, Mr. Norwood, Mr. Chamberlain,

Mr. French, Mr. King-llarraan, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Assheton,

Mr. Jacob 13right, Sir George Jenkinson, Mt. W. E. Forster,

Colonel Morgan, &c.

Mr. Jacob Wilson, Woodham [Manor, Morpeth, Northum-
berland, was the first witness called. He was examined by

the C'lHinnaii, when he stated that he was a tenant farmer and

land-agent. He was deputed to rcprcbcut the Couucil of the

Iloyal Agricultural Socirty. lie said he was the mover of the
resolution at the meeting of the Society which induced the
Privy Council to grant this Committee. The resolution
recommended total prohibition because slaughter at the port of
lauding was inefficient, as proved by the cargo of " Castor."
Considering the large number of cargoes detected each year as
being infected with foot-and-mouth, doubtless, he said, num-
bers escaped without being observed. He thought the Council
would adhere to the resolution, notwithstanding the additional
precautions promised by Girminy, as Professor Miiller him-
self admitted tlwt even then there would always be a risk of
plague crossing into Germany over the Kussian boundary,
blveu with the German promise of giving earlier telegraphic
information to this country of any outbreak, and the closing

of their fairs as sugg.'sted, we should not be safe. Mr. Wilson
said he would totally prohibit cattle importation from all

countries where disease exists, and from any country that im-
ported cattle from infected countries. From all other countries
he would recommend slaughter at the port of debarkation. All
countries should be scheduled, and total prohibition of their

stock should follow wheuever they relaxed their restrictions.

He would not make the same regulitions as to sheep, as they
were not likely to bring plague—he at least would not insist

on it as regards aheep. The resolution of the Society had in
view the fact that everytliiug pointed to a dead-meat supply
as the future great source of food. He thought the trade
destined to ircreise. As to losses from cattle plague. Professor
Brown stated that the direct loss in 1865-6 was £5,000.000.
Calculating indirect loss it must have been twice as much.
The breeding capability of the country suffered even now after

the great losses by plague at that time. The consequence was
that meat was dearer now than before the plague as between
Sjd. and 6|d. per lb. The nnmber of our stock had decreased

since by 1,000,000. We were never so free from foot-and-
mouth disease as in 1865 and 1866, and this was in conse-
quence of cattle-plague regulations. lie never knew the
disease so prevalent as in 1869, 1871, and 1872. The Govern-
ment at the time gut so frightened by its prevalence that they
gave up collecting statistics. (Ijaughter.) He believed th-4

Wdut of uniformity of action by local authorities was a great
evil, as he sliowed by referring to certain circumstances that
had come under his notice in Northumberland. He
thought the central authority should have sole control

of dealing with contagious diseases, and supersede the local

authorities. Unless certain restrictions are laid on tlie im-
portation of cattle into this country it will be utterly futile to

attempt to stamp out disease. If this was done^ then the
country would be perfectly prepared to agree to Professor

Brown's scheme of dividing the country into districts and
stopping the movement, except by licence in-either of those in

which disease appeared. The areas might be much smaller

than the countries. Farmers would submit to such restric-

tions as preferable to the present harrassing and unsatisfactory

system, especially if the regulations were conducted by the

central authority and the Government of the country. He
should deal with Ireland as a part of England. Mr. Wilson
stated that his father practically lost two herds of Shorthorns
by pleuro-pneumonia, one some time before 18i5 and the

other in 1852. The cattle that suffered in one outbreak from
pleuro-pneumonia had suffered severely before by foot-and-

mouth disease. Foot-and-mouth disease occasions serious loss

among cows from abortion, loss of produce, &c. In face of
these diseases, ever since the cattle plague of 1865, many persona
have abandoned breeding because of its risks, and purchase
cattle at fairs. A great deal tan be done in suppressing

pleuro-pneumonia where per-ons are qualifjed to diagnose the

early symptoms. Nothing less iu any case than full compen-
sation should be given for diseased animals slaughtered by
order, lie should like compensation to be considered an
imperial question, for the the supply of food for the country

is imperial rather than local. He should like to see ships

especially fitted for carrying cattle under regular inspection,

and bound to carry no more than a certain number. Town
cowsheds are hot-beds of infection. They should be regu-

larly inspected uu'ier the central authority, but it would be

better to do away with them altogether. Milk car, come from
the country almost any distance if properly cooled down to

take the animal heat out, as in the case of dead meat. There
would be no dilhculty in supplying a large city like Loudon
witli milk entirely from the country. Seventy-five per cent,

of the cattle that die iu the town of Newcastle die I'ruiu
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pleuro-pneumouia. He had seen and tasted American raeat.
It is in excellent condition and of cfood flavour, lie thought
it would keep be;ter than ourown killed meat, for it is thoroughly
cooled down. He considered the meat a great boon, and
hoped it would teach oar butchers some of the elements of
science. No class of people have been so slow to learn as
butchers, who have not yet in England learnt the use of
refrigeration. He wished to state that those who said
American meat will not keep, are giving an English opinion
from an English point of view.
Mr. Wilson was then re-examined by several members of the

Committee, to whom he further explained and supported the
views advanced by him in his examination-in-chief.
Amongst other statements made by him, he said, in reply to

Mr. Assheton, that the direct loss by foot-anc'-mouth disease
on a fattening beast worth £25 would be about £5, not
calculating loss of time in having to fetch him up into the
same condition again.

In reply to Mr. King-Harman, he said|he thought every class
of society did belter when cattle could be bought cheap. Far-
mers did much better when store cattle were cheap.

In answer to Blr. Chamberlain, he said sheep might be
allowed to come into the country from countries practically free

from disease, like Denmark, but he thought total prohibition
the safer plan. He did not admit foot-and-mouth disease and
pleuro-pneumonia were generated spontaneously. He said he
would even submit to an internal dead-meat trade if it was
necessary to prevent the spread of the disease.

Mr. Wilson further remarked, in reply to other members of
the Committee, that the statement that the supply of ice

would fail if we had a dead-meat trade with the Continent
was a diBiculty greatly exaggerated. Ice could be produced
artificially. He would make no distinction whatever between
foreign fat cattle and foreign stores ; we can, he said, do very
well without the stores. The complaint of restrictions for
the suppression of disease was, he affirmed, made by small
cattle dealers and middle-men, and not as a rule by producers
or consumers.

Mr. Hermann Gebhardt, foreign-cattle salesman, Deptford,
was the next witness. He commented somewhat severely on
the delay at Deptford in destroying the plague-stricken cargo
of the " Castor." During his exaraination-in-chief by the
Chairman, which was not completed when the Committee
adjourned, he expressed his opinion that considering, as he
believed, it was impossible to stamp out pleuro-pneumonia in

this country, and that other countries, such as Germany, had
promised they would take increased precautions in future to

prevent the importation of plague, he thought our present
regulations at the port of debarkation were sufficient to pro-
tect us. He did not believe that Continental countries would
embark in the dead-meat trade. The prohibition of live stock
would only drive the supply of meat into other directions.

Monday, June 18.

The Select Committee resumed its investigations, Sir H.
Selwin-Ibbetson in the chair. The following members were
also present :—Mr. W. E. Forster, Mr. Torr, Mr. Jacob Bright,

Mr. Assheton, Mr. King-Harman, Mr. Elliot, Sir George
Jeukinson, Col Kingscote, Mr. Cameron, Mr. Arthur Peel,

Mr. Chaplin, Mr. French, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Wilbraham
Eeerton, Sir Rainald Knightley, Mr. Ritchie, &c.

The first witness called was Lord Fitzhardinge, who said he

took great interest in the cattle trade, especially that between
Ireland and Gloucestershire. Cattle were frequently landed

from Ireland so as to evade inspection. Places where Irish

cattle are landed should be defined parts of the port, and under
rigid inspection by Government officials, not leaving it to the

local authority. Cargoes from Ireland were taken twenty
miles up the Severn, and then driven back to Bristol market,

thus escaping inspection on landing. Farmers would be

delighted to have more stringent regulations to protect them
from disease.

Mr. Peter, land agent to the previous witness, was called,

and, in a very brief examination, corioborated some of the

statements made by Lord F'itzhardinge.

Mr. Hermann Gebhardt was further examined. He ex-

pressed his opinion that if a dead meat trade was solely relied

upon with the Coutiueut, we shtuld have a glut in the market
j

on some days, and a great t'eal of meat wasted. He admitted
that, by the progress of ^cience and more care being taken,

the trade in dead raeat with Araeric:i might succeed, but a
great deal came over at present in bad condition. lie would
return to tlie former state of restrictions before the last out-
break of Plague. He thought it much better to do away with
town dairies, as hotbeds of disease. Milk could be brought into

the metropolis as easily as the food of cows—hay, mangels, &c.
—and as cheaply.

In reply to Mr. W. E. Forster, he stated that the trade in

American raeat was too young to place any reliance on it or
to he able to foretell its probable success or otherwise. The
effect of total prohibition of foreign live stock would make meat
very dear iadeed in London, and raise tlie price generally over
the country. A difference of 2s. a sheep and 10s. a beast would
divert the trade and drive it to Paris. He seldom or ever kept
live stock more than a day without selling them. He thought
that a permanent cordon drawn round London would be serious,

and raise the price of raeat; he, however, admitted the cordon
drawn round the metropolis for the last five months had not
had this effect, because of the American meat, cold weather, &c.

In answer to Mr. Assheton, he said he believed foot-and-

mouth disease might originate spontaneously in any country.
In reply to Mr. Ritchie, the witness stated that his

objection against dead meat trade with the Continent was
that—first, the meat of Couticenfal cattle was poorer, thinner,

than the American ; secondly, that it would have to be sold

comparatively cheaper dead than alive; and, lastly, because a
trade in offal could not be carried on with the Continent.

By Mr. Chaplin : Slaughter of foreign cattle at Deptford
would make meat cheaper in London but dearer in the provinces.

On being re-examined by the chairman, Mr. Gebhardt said

the result of his evidence was to represent to the Committee
that we should let American meat work its own way in

competition with Continental live stock under the usual

regulations, and that it was premature at present to make any
important alterations in the trade in live cattle.

Wednesday, June 20.

The Committee resumed its investigations this day. Sir H.
Selwin-Ibbetsou in the chair ; also present were Col. Kings-
cote, Mr. Arthur Peel, Mr. Torr, Mr. King-Harman, Mr.
Corry, Mr. Cameron, Mr. Chamberlain, Mr. Jacob Bright, Mr.
Elliot, &c.

The first witness called was Mr. Marcus Pool, cattle sales-

man, Islington and Deptford. In reply to the Chairman, he
said the supply of f jreign cattle at Deptford Market is decrear-

ing. The market is in the hands of a few wholesale butchers;
there is no competition of retail dealers, as at Islington. He
had no figures, but the falling-off had been great in French
and Dutch cattle. The supply of these was now merely nominal.
The decrease had not affected the price of meat ; in consequence,
to a certain extent, of the trade in American dead merit. If

there had been open markets for foreign cattle, and American
dead meat arrived here at the same time also, prices would have
been much lower. Had the British farmer bred stock as

rapidly as the foreigner we should not be dependent on foreign

supply. If prices were much lower, and the trade in foreign

cattle remained under severe restrictions, the trade would be
diverted elsewhere, or possibly the Coutinental farmers would
cease breeding, and return to their former position. He said

he had had experience in dealing with American meat delivered

at Southampton and Liverpool ; a great deal of it was in bid
condition. From August to November he dealt in it largely,

bnt had now ceased to have anything to do with it. Pricea
ranged from 2jd. to SjJ., the average being about 4|d. per
lb. A large amount comes over in good condition, and a
large amount in bad. He did not think it a remuucrative
trade; it was principally supported by persons who had patent
processes to cli<po8e of. He would admit he never knew a
trade except this one steadily increase in the face of a steady

loss. He denied that the London cowsheds were hotbeds of
disease. It might be a giiod thing not to allow cows to be stild

from the sheds without being inspected. lie did not believe
pleuro-pneumonia a contagious disease.

In reply to Mr. M'Lsgan, he said he had a farm of 150 acres
principally grass. It oue of his tat beasts wc.i unwell he
would send him, if fit, to market. Foot-and-mouiii uisease was
of atmospheric origin. He did not think a dei d meat trade

with the Continent would pay ; the freight would be greater

than from America ;
the price of meat was alss higher, so that

it would not pay to send it. Ice was too dear, and they would
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lose a market for their offal. Dead meat came to London from
Ireland in the winter, hut did not in summer.
By Mr. KiBg-Uarinau ; He would exclude cattle from all

countries in vvhicli rinderpest was found, but certainly not
from those in winch pleuro-pueu.nionia and foot-and-mouth
were. The loss experienced from condemned dead meat was,
according to the figures given, about 4 per oeuf. He was not
aware that the loss of live cattle from Aoierica, dead and
thrown overboard, was 7| per cent, oyer the year 1876,
although he was not prepared to deny if.

la reply to Mr. JrVel, he said he would abolish Deptford
Mirket, liecaube it was not an open market for general competi-
tion, and it wi.s no security at all for the prerention of the
disease.

To :\rr. Chsplin he said the chief objection to converting
ail our supply of meat into a dead meat trade was, that it would
occasionally be a glut in the market, and it would be impossible
to consume it.

The next witness called was Mr. Burkitt, a salesman of
dead meat at the Smithfield market. Some of the Ainerican
meat was excellent, and sold at a much higher price than
others. American meat that arrived in the last four months
of 1876 was not in'good condition—sold at an average of Sjd.
Speaking of Mr. Link's consignments, from January this year
t.lJ May, the meat was excellent, selling at about T^d. per lb.
wliolesale, being a good profit. He had known the quality in
one cargo vary very greatly. The leading butchers of London
buy American meat freely when it is in good condition : they
are not alraid of supplying this meat to^heir customers when
it is in good order. Some, from Mr. Gillett, hid come
during the last hot days, from Liverpool, in capital condition,
condition. This meat will keep a fortnight or three weeks in
the sprin?, and a month or more in the winter. In hot
weather it will keep a week, sufficient time to allow of the
retail butcher to get rid of it. He said he had also received
consignments last year from the previous witness (Mr. Pool),
some of it in a very bad state. The trade with retail
butchers in the market had considerably increased The Lon-
don butchers are gradually giving up dealing in live animals,
and taking to the dead meat trade. He had dealt largely in
dead meat from Aberdeen. The trade is steadily increasing.
It comes by rail or boat ; it takes nearly two days to come to
London, and is generally in good condition in the hottest
weather. \Ve had a lot of dead meat from Denmark, Tonning,
&c. There is no system of preservation, and the meat comes
in good condition, with :he exception of one or two lots in
August, when they begin too early. The quality is not so
good as the American. There is no difficulty in a trade in
dead meat with the Continent, except that "American meat
would undersell it. The reason American is sold so cheaply

'

is because of prejudice against it. Government, for instance, !

will take none of it, nor workhouses. Some American meat
vras sent up from Glasgow last week in prime order. He did
not think there was any danger of glutting tlie dead meat
zarket. He thought we could do well without foreign
eattle, but not without foreign sheep.

In reply to Mr. Chaplin, he said the American meat will
keep longer than English, Aberdeen longer than either. The
difference in price between best American and best English
is l^d. per lb. If we had a dead meat trade' with. America,
and also with the Conlinenr, meat would certainly be cheaper.

In answer to Mr. Peel, he stated that he had known
American beef—bodies—make Sd. per lb., some inferior, in
had condition, as low as 2|d. Aberdeen beef keeps so well
because the beasts are not driven, and are killed after they
are cool.

In reply to Mr Anderson, he said all hospitals and public
institutions refuse American meat, ^although they have not
tried it

; they had an objection to its appearance.
To Mr. French he said we had dead meat from Hamburg

for many months in the year with no preparation at all.

In answer to Mr. Chamberlain, he said mutton did not
stand the preserving process well from America. Dead mut-
ton, however, might be very well imported from the Conti-
nent.

In reply to Mr. Bright, he thought that, with t> six weeks'
notice, America could send ns all the meat we want, even if
we had none from the Continent. He thought it, however,
a serious thin^ to stop supplies from the Continent ; we must
have meat from them dtad, if not alive, as thev have done
weekly from Hamburg for years, from ^'ovember'to June.

In reply to Mr. Torr, he said he had no doubt, jf the
Germans were not allowed to send us live cat'le, they would
send us dead meat. It disease was stamped out he was sure it

would give an impetus tj the English breeders, and would in-
crease oar supply ol meat, which would be sold at alow price,
and of better quality.

pRIDAY, J0NE 22.

On Friday the Committee again met. Sir H. Selwin-Ibbet-
son in the ct^air ; also present were Mr. W. E. Forster, Mr.
Chaplin, Mr. Asslieton, Colonel Kingscote, Mr. Arthur Pee!,
Mr. Elliot, Mr. King-Harraan, Mr. Anderson, Mr. French,
Mr. Murphy, Mr. Wilbraham Ei^erton, Mr. Chamberlain, Mr,
Jabob Bright, Mr. Holmes, Mr. Kitctiie, &c.

The first wUness called was Mr. John Giblett, cattle sales-

man in the Islington Market. Ue dealt largely in foreign

j

cattle, much more than in home stock. Tlie principal con-
signments to him were from Oporto, France, and America.
There has been a faliing-off of the French cattle since they

I

have had to be slauaihtered at the port of landing. His tiria

I
alone in one year had sold 9,998 head of French beasts some

j

ten years ago. Only abont 2,000 annually came from France
I
to Deptford since the French cattle have been scheduled.

I

Spanish and Portuguese cattle make nearly as much money

I

as English beasts. Their offal is more valu'ible, and their

; hides sell at double the price. They are the healthiest of

j

European cattle. American cattle were consigned to him fia

> Southampton. The trade is increasing, but it does not answer
I except iu fine weather, and cannot be successfully conducted

j
all the year round. During the last three months we had

j

received large quantities of American dead meat. The meat
of American cattle killed in this country is worth 3J. per lb.

more than American imported dead meat. Some of the latter

comes in good condition, others inferior. The dead-meat trade

with America is a great benefit to the poor. A cargo

consigned to him i-ia Southampton was dei9}ed one day on its

journey per railway, and deteriorated during the time about
6^d. per stone, lie believed ttie trade would continue to in-

crease in cold weather, but it would not do in hot weather.

He argued it would be impossible to carry on a dead meat
trade in Spanish cattle—a country where tlie weather is so hot.

Such serious losses occur in the dead meat trade with America
in hot weather, he did not see how it could pay with Spain.

Cattle importation should be allowed from all countries ex-

cept those in which plague exists. As for foot-and-mouth,

it was in every country, and was purely atmospherical ; he
thought the restrictions generally should be relaxed in this

country ; especially, at least, was it necessary to have uniform
regulations throughout, under the direction of the central

authority. He would have all cattle exposed at Islington

Market marked and forbidden under penalty to enter any coun-

try market afterwards.

In reply to Mr. W. E. Forster, the lowest price he had
known beef was 4-J-d. per lb. The causes of the gradual rise

in meat were the increase of population, the cattle disease

restrictions, and the greater prosperity of the working classes.

If we prohibited live cattle from the Continent meat would be

ruinously, fabulously dear. He admitted there were risks and
losses in the transport of live stock as well as of dead ; even
those sent from the Continent suffered sometimes severely from
delay during stress of weather. Cat le he had consigned to

Lira from New York cost £7 10s. per head for freight ; they

Bold ail round at an average of £30 a-piece.

By Mr. Wilbraham Egerton : England does not breed as

many cattle as she might, nor does she seem to care to do so.

Therefore we should not keep out foreign cattle. Fear of

disease is not the reason farmers do not breed more.

In reply to otlier members he continued to assert the spon-

taneous, instantaneous generation of foot-and-mouth disease.

He testified to the extraordinary quality of American-fed

meat, but that wliich was sent here dead liad an unsightly

appearance in hot weather.

The next witness £xamined was Mr. William Stratton,

Kingstone Deverill, Warminster. He said he farmed in

Wiltshire, and suffered severely from foot-and-mouth disease.

He had always taken an interest in the question, especially as

one of the Executive Committee on Contagious Diseases in

Wilts. He had got statistics showing the extent of foot-and-

mouih in that county in 1872 and in 1875, which the witness

read, and from which it appeared that in 1S72 one-half of the

cattle and oue-^isth of the sheep were attacked by foot-aod-
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mouMi disease. The loss was very serious, especialy in a

diiir^ing couuty like tlieira, although deaths were few. In
their county they had applied all the regulations iu their power
towards the prevention of pleuro-puenmonia and loot-uud-

mouth disease. They were only sorry they conld not extend
them further. !Mr. Scratton then read the recofncienda'ions

made by the Central Chamber of Agriculture to the Privy

Council, which contained proposals ot a very stringent nature
for tuppresbion of disease. On this eubject he taid the

Chamber was unanimous. With a view of getting rid of the

disease at home, farmers would certainly submit to the regula-

tions proposed. If we had no foreign diseases the stock of

this country and tlie production of meat would increase to an
enormous extent. Even if dead meat could not be brought
in the summer, if there was a scarcity at that time of the \e;ir,

farmers would prepare to bring out their cattle to meet the

demand, and so keep up the suppiy. He expressed great sur-

prise that the Veterinary Authority of tue Privy Couoeil
should continue to assert that farmers would not submit to

restrictions for the suppression of contagious diseases. Tliere

is less foot-and-mouth in Wi'ts now, he said, than has been

for many years, in consequence of the late restrictions in that

county against plague. lie was confident foot-and-mouth
disease was propagated by contagion only. He wished also

to state that tiie prevalence ol contagious disease in this

country prevented us from exporting high-bred stock for the

improvement of beasts on the Continent and in the colonies,

which was a loss to them and to us.

In reply to Cot. Kingscote, he said the loss from foot-and-

mouth di>ea6e in tlie case of milch cows was £5 per head
;

tnking old and young cattle together the loss would be about
i,3. They always had it in his county from Bristol when in-

lected cargoes arrived there. He was certain the breeding of

cattle was greatly affected by the fear of foreign disease. He
wouldadvocate quarantine stations for the importation of store

stock for breeding purposes.

In reply to Mr. Chamberlain, he said the restrictions pro-

posed should be paid out of the natiunal exchequer, but, even
if this were not done, he thought farmers would not object to

be taxed for the support of local inspectors.

Being questioned by Mr. Ritchie, he said the Central

Cliamber asks for slaugher of foreign animals at the port of

debarkation because Ihoy think it more likely they might get

that than total prohibition of live st ck— a system, however,

which they would much prefer. He was sure a large trade

in dead meat would at once take place with the Continent if

foreign stock were prohibited. Largequantities of dead meat
come here now from the Continent.

Id reply to Mr. Forster, he said that the regulations sug-

gested to the Privy Council last year asked for slaughter at

the port ot debarkation only ; since tiiat they had passed a

resoluticn in favour of slaughter at the port of embarkation.

There were fewer cattle and sheep bred in Wiltshire now than

ten years ago. He was satisfied that foot-and-mouth disease

cannot originate spontaneously by bad treatment, or from any
other cause. If so-called practical men say it can, it is be-

cause they are ignorant, and don't know as much as scientific

men.
In reply to Sir George Jenkinson, he said he mixed with

farmers every day, and knew they would submit to stringent

regulations.

Prolessor Jolin Gamgee was then called- In reply to the

Chairman, Professor tiaragee said, although not practising as a

veterinarian now, he had never ceased to feel a deep interest

in the subject of contagions diseases of foreign origin, lie

stilll continued to believe, as he did wlien he last appealed be-

fore a similar committee to the present one, that the presence

of foreign diseases iu this country was a greater injury to us

than would be the loss of all foreign live stock imports ; and
he still advocated rational interference with the foreign cattle

trade and the minimum of interference with the home trade.

He certainly had foreshadowed the present dead meat trade

before the committee iu 1873. He had since that almost

entiiely devoted himself to a study of tlie subject. For every

•ingle beast that dieu from the ordinary diseases of stock,

three die from the effects of foreign imported contagious

diseases. Seventy-five per cent, of the mortality in our home-
bred stock is due to foreign imported maladies ; 25 per cent.

—

ertainly no more than 3U per cent.— die from indigenous

diseases and accident. Foot-and-mouth is different to almost

all other foreign diseases, in that it will attack all warm-

er

blooded animals ; an absolutely closed place against stock may
be iutected by some of tlie lower animals entering it. But it

is eavily exterminated, for if we closed cur ports to-morrow it

would die out of the country in a year. It is probably the
most perishable of all contagia. It quickly dies out on the
ground, and cannot appear again without tlie iuiro-
daction of fresh germs from abr. ad. The losses by rinderpest
in this country and other countries are nothing to
compare with those resulting from foot-and-mouth and pleuro-
pneumonia— the alarming danger of plague necessitates its

being quickly stamped out. Prohibition of hve stock is more
necessary because of the constant importation of pleuro-
pneumonia and live stock than the occasional importation of
pkgue. He thought the Continent miiht easily turn their
whole trade from live stock into one of dead meat. If our
ports were closed they would at once set np slau^hter-housps
at the ports of embarkation, and send us dead meat. Should
their trade be diverted in another direction, the American
supply would fill np the gap ; there are ten million-, of beasts
in Texas. He was quite certain the consumer would not
suffer. With regard to foot-and-mouth dist-ase we might
return to the state we were in in 1835, without a policeman at
every cow's tail. It is not safe to import from the Uiiiied
States, for the Eastern States are suffering from pleuro-
pueumonia. From 171i to 1770 we were continually affected
wjth disease, and great scarcity of meat prevailed ; between
1770 and 18 iO there was a large increase ot stock and cheap
meat ; from 18iO till 1877 cattle disease again appeared, and
a progressively high price of meat and a scarcity of home stock
has followed. Canada is healthy, and he had no serious objec-
tion against her live stock as such, but he thought it a mistake
commercially to import live cattle from thence. As a matter
of policy he v»ould treat all ahke, and totally prohibit foreign
fat stock, dealing with animals required for breeding purposes
by quarantine under special regulations. He believed town
dairies were great centres of infection. There is nothing really
in them that engenders disease, but the system of buying and
selling cows weekly kept up the infection. He would auolish
town dairies, and have suburban ones instead. He said he
discovered when in Texas, in 1868-9, that to preserve meat by
any method it was necessary to cool the meat down first, and
that by a system of producing currents of cold dry air the meat
was partially dessicated, and would keep for almost any length
of time in such condition. The high price of ice when he was
in America, and the want of effective machinery for the cheap
production of cold, prevented him at the time from successfully
carrying out his experiments.

In reply to Mr. \V. E. Forster, he said that it was in conse-
quence of recent experience of how cattle plague broke out
Irom Deptford, he now advocated slaughter of foreign animals
at the port of embarkation instead of at the ports of landing.
At this stage of Professor Gamgee's examination the Com-

mittee again adjourned.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The cattle trade has not been distinguished by any important

feature during the month. Ttie removal of the restriction*

compelling the slaughter in the immediate neighbourhood of

all beasts once exhibited in the Metropolitan Market, has

caused stock to come to hand rather more freely. The Norfolk
season may now be considered as closed, and the Lincolnshire

commenced. The past season has not been a brilliant one,

and the prospect is still rather discouraging, graziers just now
passing through troublous times, owing to the cattle plague

;

but fresh cases are very scarce, and there is some indication

that the disease has been stamped out. From Scotland and
Ireland we have received nothing during the month, from
abroad America has loi warded us a fair supply, and there

has also beea a good show of Spanish, besides an average

sprinkling from Sweden and Denmark. Traoe at no time has

been brisk. For the best breeds 6s. per S lbs. has seldom been

exceeded, whilst secondary and interior stock has ruled com-
paratively less firm in value.

The sh«ep pens were very sparingly filled, in consequence of

the foreign receipts being mostly detained at Di-ptford But
the quality and condition of the bulk of the supply was

eminently satisfactory. Though not active, the demand has
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r'lled firm m\i M\ pricfls have been realised for fine breeds.

Tlie best Downs and half-breds have made 63. 6d. to 6j. SJ.

per 81bs.

The lamb trade though quiet has been firm. Calves and

pigs have been without feature.

The imports of foreign cattle into London during the

mouth were :

—

Beasts 3,130

Sheep and Lambs 60,570

Calves 2,8S3

Pigs 260

Corresponding period in 1876 68,870

1875 93.838

1S74- 51,703

„ 1873 77,7-t4.

„ 1873 47,133

„ 1871 93,394

„ 1870 35,74i

„ 1809 57,213

„ 1868 24.,655

1867 48,503

1866 47,425

The arrivals of beasts from our own grazing districts, as well

E3 from Scotland and Ireland, have been as under :

—

1877. 1876. 1875. 1874. 1873.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, and
Cambridgeshire 5,250 8,850 10,600 6,800 8,050

Lincolnshire 1,300 1,000 1,200 500 210
Other parts of England... 1,350 2,150 3,270 2,750 1,700

Scotland — 139 271 3^6 7

Ireland — — — 100 560

The total supply of stock exhibited and sold at the Metro-

politan Cattle Market during the month were as follows

:

Beasts 12,460

Sheep and Lambs 74,240
Calves 380
Pigs 120

CoJirArasoN of Sitplies.

SiiEEr. Caxves. Pica.Beasts,

1876 18,710

1875 21,411

1874 20,000

1873 7,425

1873 16,600

1871 15,118

1870 18,551.

1S69 20,309

1868 19,650

1867 16,270
1866 18,830

1865 24,950

1864 25,890

Beasts have sold at 4s. 6d. to 6s. Od., sheep, 53. to 68. 8d.,

lambs, 7s. to 83. 4d., calves, 5s. to 63. 6d., and pigs 4s. to Ss.

per 8 lbs. to sink the offal.

133,440
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by great laaguor, and a teudency towards a further de-

cline ia the value of almost all cereal produce. Buyers

showed very little desire to operate, aud at the opening

of the market business was almost at a standstill. The
week's arrivals of home-grown wheat were 2,953 qrs.,

and the supply fresh up again very small. Factors would

have accepted a reduction of 2s. per qr. on the rates of

the previous Monday, but millers held off, and at the

close of the market very little business had been trans-

acted. The imports of foreign were unusually heavy, the

total arrivals amounting to something over 83,000 qrs.

Of this large supply 2G,000 qrs. were contributed by

Germany, 28,000 qrs. by Russia, and 18,730 qrs. by

India, the arrivals from American Atlantic ports being

4,290 qrs. Prices were unable to stand against such a

heavy importation coming upon an already sufficiently de-

pressed market, and, with a moderate attendance of millers,

who bought very sparingly, all varieties gave way fully 2s.

per qr. on the week. The week's exports were 1,238 qrs.

The arrivals of Barley consisted of 460 qrs. of home-grown
aud j22,241 qrs. of foreign. Malting descriptions were

scarce and nominally unaltered in value, but grinding

sorts were purchasable on rather easier terms, the

trade for both, however, being exceedingly dull. Maize,

also, sold slowly at barely previous currencies, the week's

arrivals being 22,824 qrs. The imports of oats were
72,0t>4 qrs., and, with supply much in excess of demand,
sales could only be effected at a decline of 6d. to Is. per

qr. On Wednesday there were 310 qrs. of English wheat,

and 53.400 qrs. of foreign reported. With a cloudless

sky and an unusually thin attendance even for a Wednes-
day, business was quite lifeless, and, in the absence of

transactions, quotations remained nominally unchanged
both for wheat and spring corn. On Friday the return

showed 740 qrs. of English and 69,680 qrs. of foreign.

Signs of increasing firmness were noticeable in the wheat

trade, and Russian descriptions sold readily at a decline

of 6d. per qr. on Wednesday's prices. Feeding corn was

unaltered. The imports of flour into the United King-

dom for the week ending June 16th were 81,811 cwts.,

against 187,195 cwts. in the previous week. The trade

has been entirely wanting in activity, and, with a languid

inquiry, (values have further receded Is. per sack and
barrel. The week's import of beans were 96,859 cwts.,

and of peas 34,749 cwts., showing an increase on the

former of 12,775 cwts., and a decrease on the latter of

5,029 cwts. Both articles have been in rather better

request, and, although quotations have not advanced, the

present low range of prices has caused beans to attract

more attention. The deliveries of malt were 22,286
qrs., but there were no exports. Sales have progressed

slowly, but former currencies have been fairly supported,

as a continuance of the present weather should be pro-

ductive of increased activity among the brewers. Busi-

ness in agricultural seeds has been confined to a very

narrow compass, as is usual during the summer months,
and the trade has presented no fresh feature calling for

remark. Holders of clover and trefoil still prefer to hold
over their stocks sooner than accept the low prices offered.

I'me mustard and rape are still very scarce, but the in-

quiry for both has been very poor. Canary has also been

difficult to move, and prices evince a drooping tendency.

At the principal provincial exchanges wheat has been

sparingly offered by the farmers, and a languid tone,

consequent upon the brilliant weather, has prevailed

throughout the country trade. In a few in-

stances the firmness of holders has prevented the markets

being written cheaper, but in the majority of cases a

decline of Is. to 23. per q"*. on the week has taken place,

with a dull sale thereat. At Liverpool, on Tuesday, the

market was fairly attended, and, with increased arrivals,

wheat met a slightly improved inquiry, at 2d. per cental

reduction from the currencies of the previous Friday. Flour
was also rather cheaper to sell, but an improved demand
was experienced for maize, at an advance of 6d. to 9d. per
qr. Beans were the turn dearer, but other descriptions of
feeding corn sold slowly at former prices. At Newcastle
there has been scarcely any business passing in wheat, as
buyers have shown no disposition to operate, and many
holders are landiug their grain sooner than force sa'es.

At Peterborough wheat has been marketed very sparingly,

but in the light business done, sellers have accepted Is. per
per qr. less money.
At Edinburgh the markets have been scantily supplied

with grain from the farmers, and wheat was difficult to
sell, although offered at a reduction of Is. per qr. The
price of flour was reduced by millers Is. per sack, but
spring corn realised former currencies. At Leilh the
weather has been flue, although rather cold at night, and
the growing crops have made rapid progress. With fair

arrivals of wheat and oats, the trade has been very de-
pressed, and prices have declined for nearly all articles.

At market on Wednesday the attendance was small, and
both native and foreign Wheat was neglected, and Is. to
2s. per qr. cheaper to sell. Flour was also Is. per sack
cheaper, and Oats could only be moved at a reduction of

6d. per qr. At Glasgow the forcing weather has caused
great dulness in the trade, and buyers have purchased
wheat very sparingly, in spite of the concession of Is. to 23.

per qr. offered them. Maize has been somewhat firmer, ia

spite of large arrivals.

At Dublin the weather has been very warm, but some
show^ers have fallen. The grain trade has been in a state

of staguation, and with next to nothing doing, quotations
remain nominally unaltered for both wheat and maize.
The same may be said of the trade at Cork, where, in the
light business passing, prices have favovred buyers. Maize
has receded 6d. per qr., and oats have ruled quiet at un-
altered quotations.

The weekly reports from Mark Lane are as follows :

—

Monday, June 4.—The arrivals during the past W( ek
have been: English Wheat, 2,245 qrs. ; foreign, 31,786
qrs. Exports, 1,813 qrs. The supply of English Wheat
fresh up to market this morning was again very small,

and factors asked an advance of Is. per qr., but the
change to fine weather checked business, and sales could
only be effected at last Monday's prices. Of foreign

the arrivals were fair, and with an average attendance
of millers an improved demand was experienced, at

fully late rates. Country flour : 13,609 sacks. Foreign:
19,242 sacks, and 1,465 barrels. The trade ruled

quiet but steady, and prices were unchanged for both
sacks and barrels. English barley, 317 qrs. Foreign
9,830 qrs. Both malting and grinding qualities were
fully as dear, with a somewhat improved inquiry. Malt,
English : 18,172 qrs. ; Scotch : 678 qrs. Exports ;

1,110 qrs. A slow sale at last week's quotations.

Maize, 32,046 qrs. The trade oft' stands was difficult, but
a retail business was transacted at last Monday's prices.

English oats, 460 qrs.; Irish, 12 qrs.; foreign 76,20S
qrs. In better request at fully previous currencies.

English Beans, 209 qrs. ; foreign, 12,560 qrs. A slow
sale at nominally late rates. Linseed, 3,751 qrs. Un-
altered in value or demand.

Monday, June 11.—The arrivals during the past week
havobeen: English wheat, 1,139 qrs.; foreign, 62,960
qrs. ; exports, 1,026 qrs. The small supply of English
wheat in factors' hands this morning was held for last

week's prices, but the fine weather exercised a depressing
effect on the trade, aud to make sales a decline of Is. to
23. per qr. on the week had to be submitted to; of
foreign the arrivals were liberal, aud with a fair atten-

dance of millers a quiet consumptive demand waa
experienced at a similar reduction. Country Hour,
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13,470 sacks; foreign, 4,072 sacks and 500 barrels.

Both barrels and sacks were the turn lower to sell.

The nominal top price of town-made was reduced from

60s. to 503. per sack. English barley, -il'J qrs. ; foreijrn,

12,21-iqrs. A qviiet trade, at abont last week's prices.

Malt, English, 15.350 qrs. ; Scotch, 1.486 qrs. Kx-

j).)rts. 109 qrs. Holders were more anxious to sell, but

business was slow, and quotations nominally unaltered.

Maize. 16.577 qrs. A slow sale, at barely last week's

prices. English oats, 384 qrs. ; foreign, 73,76:2 qrs. I'ine

corn was fully as dear, but inferior descriptions of

Rigas were only saleable at Gd. per qr. less money.

English beans, 124 qrs.; foreign, '3,872 qrs. In the

absence of business prices remain nominally unaltered.

Linseed, 8,040 qrs. A slow sale, at late rates.

Monday, June 18.—The arrivals during the past week

have been : English wheat, 2,503 qrs. ; Scotch, 450

qrs.; foreign, 83.042 qrs. Exports, 1,238 qrs. The

supply of English wheat fresh up to market this morning

was again very small, and to effect sales a reduction

of Is. to 29. per qr. on last Mouday's prices was necessary,

but very little business transpired. Of foreign the arrivals

were very heavy, and with a moderate attendance of

millers, the trade ruled slow, at a decline of 23. per qr. on

the week. Country Hour 12,231 sacks; foreign 3,553

sacks. Sales progressed slowly, at about last week's

currencies for both sacks and barrels. English barley,

416 qrs.; Irish, 50 qrs. ; foreign, 22,241 qrs. Business

was excessively dull, but quotations were nominally un-

altered for both grinding and malting varieties. Malt

:

English, 20,791 qrs. ; Scotch, 1,495 qrs. Holders

evinced an increased desire to sell, but there was very

little bnsiuess done. Maize, 22,824 qrs. Exports,

2,281 qrs. A quiet trade, at barely late rates. English

oats, 637 qrs. ; foreign, 72,004 qrs. The continued

heavy arrivals depressed the trade, and sales were diffi-

cult even at a decline of 6d. to Is. per qr. English beans,

100 qrs. ; foreign, 7,138 qrs. Very little inquiry, and

quotations ruled the turn in buyers' favour. Linseed,

1,201 qrs. A slow sale, aud Is. to 23. per qr. cheaper

to sell.

Monday, June 25.—The arrivals during the past week

have been : English wheat, 1,831 qrs. ; foreign, 88,528

qrs.; exports, 770 qrs. The supply of English wheat

fresh up to market this morning was again very small,

and sales progressed slowly at about last Monday's prices
;

of foreign the arrivals were unusually heavy, and con-

sisted princi])al!y of Russian descriptions. There was a

fair attendance of millers, and an improved demand was

experienced at fully late rates. Country flour, 9,805

sacks; foreign, 2,588 sacks aud 160 brls. The trade

ruled quiet for both sacks and barrels at unaltered quota-

tions. English barley, 201 qrs.; Irish, 150 qrs. ; foreign,

3,473 qrs. Malting descriptions were unaltered, but

grinding sorts were dull and the turn cheaper to sell.

Malt : English, 19,015 qrs. ; Scotch, 1,051 qrs. Ex-

ports, 628 qrs. In rather more request, at previous

prices. Maize : 16,614 qrs. A slow sale at last week's

quotations. English oats, 220 qrs. ; foreign, 65,153 qrs.

There was an improved inquiry, and an advance of 3d.

to 6d. per qr. on last Monday's prices was occasionally

obtainable. English beans, 194 qrs. ; foreign, 49 qrs.

1q limited request, and unaltered in value. Linseed,

3,435 qrs. Unchanged.

CURRENT PRICES OF BRITISH GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN MARK LANE.

ShiUings per Quarter
WHEAT, Essex & Kent, white old 57 to 60 new 60 to 65

reel old55 57 new 57
Norfolk, Linclnsh., and Yorksh. red old 53 new 56

BARLEY Chevalier now 47
Griading 36 to 30 Ilistilling 3J,

MALT, iwlo ucw66 72 old OOs.,,, ...brown 513

RYE S() a
OATS, English, feed 25 to 30 Potato — —

— Potato — —
— Fine — —
28 Potato — —
3i Ticks 35 40— Pigeon, old 44 fio

40 Maple 38 to 4'i Grey 33 BO

Sc.jtch, feed..

Irish, feed, white-
Ditto, black 26

BEANS, M.izajjan ...30

Uhitow —
PEAS, whit,e boilers 31
FLUUR, per sack of 2S01bs., best town households

Best co.aitry households, old
Norfolk and SufTolk, old

FOREIGN GRAIN.
ShUlings per

WHEAT, Dantzic, mixed 62 to 61 extrai

Konigsberg 63 61 extra
Rostock 63 68 old
Silesian, red — — whit-e...,.

Pomera., Meckberg., and Uckermrk red
Ghirka 53 to 66. ..Russian, hard, 06 to SS.Saxonska
Danish and Holstein, red — —...red American
Chilian, white 59 ..Californian 63 Australian

BARLEY, grinding 25 to 26 distilling

OATS, Dutch, brewing and Polands 25 to 27 feed
Danish and Swedish, feed 24 to 26...Stralsund ...

Canada 21 to 26 Riga IS to 19 Petersburg...
TAR1<;S, Spring
BEANS, Priesland and Holstein

Italian 31 to 33...Egj'ptian
PEAS, feeding and maple. ..36 3*. fine boilers
MAIZE, white 27 29.. yellow
FLOUR, per sack, French 60 53 ..Spanish, p. sack

American, Der bri 27 29. ..extra and dble.

Quarter— to 67— 66

6fi

60
61
06
43
28
27
25
48

32
40
27
iS
31

BRITISH SHEDS.
Mustard, per bush., brown 13.-?. to I63., white... 133. to 16a.
Canary, per qr new 51s. to 5.5s fine... 583. 6O3.
Clovers ed, fine red and dark pui'ple 903., com... 65s. 703.
Coriander, per cwt 229. 21a.
Tares, winter, new, per bushel 6b. 7s.

Trefoil, new 26s. 293.
Ryegrass, perqr 388. 423.

Linseed, per qr. ...sowing 683. to 683., cru.ihinR 533. 6I3.
Linseed Cakes, per ton £10 IO3. to f II Oa.
Rapeseed, per qr new... 71s. 763.
Rape Cake, per ton £5 to £5 12s. 6d.

FOREIGN SEEDS.
Coriander, per cw-t 21s. to 263.
Cloverseed, red 6l8. to 71s white 69s. 8O3
Hempseed, small 368. to 38s. per qr Dutch 42s. 4l3'
Trefoil 223. 26s'
Ryegrass, per cwt 38«. 42s.
Linseed, per qr Baltic 52s. to 53s. ... Bombay 54s. 658'

Linseed Cakes, per ton £10 5s. to £11 Os.
Rape Cake, per ton , £5 10s. to £5 123. 6d
Rapeseed, Calcutta 548. 6l8
Carraway „ 463. 48a

IMPERIAL AVERAGES
For the week ending June 23, 1877.

VHieat 21,733i qrs. 61a. Ofl.

Barley 312J „ 36a. lid.
Data 932| „ 263. 2d.

LONDON AVERAGES.
Wheat 223 qra. 653. 4i.
Barley 151 „ 36a. 91.
Oats — „ —8. Od.

COMPARATIVE AVERAGES.
WHBAT.

Tears. Qrs.
1873... 39,1S5> .

1874... 21,318|
1875... 43,109J
1876... 29,895
1877... 21,738i

BARLEY
B.
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SOLE AGENTS FOR

IIOUSSEAU AND CO., REIMS;

L. IlIVAZ AND CO., COGNAC.

ESTABLISHED 1847.

Ports-
hcwh Buttled Port 243. per dozen.

Matured Port SOs.

Tawney Port 363,

Cockburn's Old Tawuey, dry ... ... 883.

Alartinez, very light old dry ... ... 44s.

Gould Campbell's old light elegaut ... 46s.

Saudeman's ... ... ... ... 50s.

Thompson and Croft's ... ... 063.

(Jlher WineSj of choice vintages, from 6O3.

Quar/e/- Casks froin £13.

Sherries.
Good Pale Dinner Sherry ... ... 20s. per dozen.

.Superior ditto ... ... ... ... 248.

Flue Pale Dinner Sherry ... ... 36s.

Full-flavoured ... ... ... ... 36s.

Pale Sukra ... ... ... ... 453.

Amontillado ... ... ... ... 483.
" The Finest ditto " 56s.

Qua/ie7--cashs of 27 gallons at from £10 io £30.
Pale Solera in original Quarler-casis at £2;i.

The finest Amontillado in aitto at £3i, duty paid.

Clarets-

Mcduc...

St. Julien

!St. Estephe ...

St. Emihon
Margaux
Grand Puy
I,arose ...

l.ijoville

.Moulou

Ulher Vintage Wines £5, £5 10*., £7, and upwards, per llhd.

in Bond. From tijjer Quarter-cask, duty paid.

Bordeaux—White "Wines.
Biirsac... ... ... ... ... 203. per dozen.

SuU'.erne, from 18s. to 36s. per dozen and upwards.

Champagnes.

lis. and 15s. per dozen.

20s.

25s.

303.

368.

42s.

463.

56s.

633.

tcan and Co.'s Fine Sparkling

Do.
Moiit ...

(.'licquot

Roederer
Peiritr .Touel

Aluiums

First Quality

36s. per dozen.

50s.

At the lowest

itarkct price.

Hocks.
Niersteiner lOs. per dozau.

Geisenheimer ... ... ... ... 24s.

Hochheimer ... ... ... ... 303.

Riidesheimer ... ... ... ... 343.

Marcobrunner ... ... ... ... 46s.

Liebfranmilch ... ... ... ... 523.

Steinberg Cabinet 56s. and 643.

Schloss Johannisberg ... ... 733. and 843.

Sparkling Hocks,
32s., SBs., 44s., 50s., and SGs. per dozen.

Moselles.
20s., 2Gs., 3:?s., and 403. per dozea.

Sparkling Moselles-
323., 38s., 44s., 50s., and 563. per dozen.

Burgundies.
Beaujolais 173., 2O3. per dozeu.

Beaune and Pommard ... 258., SOs. „
Volnay, Nuits, and Riehebourg 343., 383., 56s. „
Chamberlin, Romance, Curton, and

Clos de Vougeot ... ... 60s. to 96s. „
Chablis and Pouilly, I83., 21s., 24s , SSs., 863.

La Moutonne and Montrachet 423., 633. ,,

Austrian and Hungarian Wines.
EED,

per dozea

.

Erlau 173.

Ofen Adelabcjg ... ... ... 19s.

Voslaucr ... ... ... ... 2l8.

Segszarder ... ... ... ... 23s.

Cariuwilz 26$.

Neszraely . . ... ... ... ISs.

Somlau and GoUeck ... .:. 2Ss., 323.

Tokay Imperial, in original bottles ... 72s.

Brandies
Roujer's Case Brandy ... ... 483. per
Martell's or Hennessy's ... ... 483. „
Rivaz and Co.'s Brandy ... ... 4.2s.

Whiskies •

Irish, Finest Quality ... 42s. per dozea.
The " Royal Loch ijii^uv" ... ... 42s.

dozea.

Fine Old Jamaica RUM
Best Unsweetened (ilN

40s. per doz'a,

303.

ALL GOODS DELIVfiRED CARRI.\GE-FREK.
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•%^' a FLOCK^iaSTS!!:

THOMAS BIGG,
Agricultural & Veterinary Chemist,

By Appointment to his late Royal Highness

The Prince Consort, K.G.,

LEICESTER HOUSE., GREAT DOVER STREET,
BOROUGH, LONDON,

BEGS to call the attention of Farmers
and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB

LIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no Boiling, and
may be used with Warm or Cold Water, for effectually

destroying the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injurious to

the Flock, pieventing the alarmmg attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and i;urifying the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the Wool, bdth in quantity and quality, and highly
Contributing to the geuei'al health ol' the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Mann-

factory as above, and sold as lollows, although any other
quantity may be had, if required :

—

1 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 2
6 1b. 30 „ „ ,. 3
81b. 40 „ „ 4
101b. 60 ,, „ ,. 5
20 lb. 100 „ „ (Cai^k and measuro 10
30 lb. 150 „ ,, included) 15
401b. 200 „ „ 10
601b, 250 „ ., ,, 13 6
60 1b. 300 „ „ 17 6
SO lb. 400 ,. „ „ 1 17 6
100 lb. 500 „ „ , 2 6

Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling tho Composition, it

will be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CFRTIFICATE.
From Mr. Hkkbpath, thecelebialeil Analytical Chemist :

—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1801.
Sir,—I have submitted your Sheep Dipping (^omposiuion to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and
the mixture neutral. If it is used according to the directions

f;iven, I feel satisfied, that while it effectually destroys vermin,
t will not injvire the hair roots (or " yolk ") in the skin, the

3eece, or the carcase. I think it deserves the numerou
testimonials published. I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hkeapath, Sen., F.C.S., &.C., &C.,
To Mr, Thomas Bigg Proiessor of Chemistry,

'..eicester House, Great Lover-street Borough London.

He would also especially call attent,iou to his SPECIFIC,
or LOTION, for the SCAB or SHAB, which will be found
a certain remedy for eradicating- that 1 .lathsome and ruinous
disorder in Sheep, and which may be safely used in all

climates, and at all seasons of the year, and to all descriptions
of sheep, even ewes in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon—sufficient on an average for thu'ty Sheep (according
to the virulence of the disease) ; also in wine quart bottles.
Is. 3d. each.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
" Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, Avri] 16th, 1855.

"Dear Sir,—In aijswer to yours of the 4th inst., which
would have been replied to before this had I been at home, I

have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of
your invaluable ' S))eci3c for the cureofScal<in Sheep.' The
600 sheep were all dresseil in August last wich di gallons of
the ' NoN-PoisoKous Sper-.iflc,' that was so highly recom-
mended at the Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the
best attention being paid to the tlock oy my shepherd after
dressing according to instruciious lett ; but uotwitlistanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Being determined to have
the Scab cured if possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your
Specific, which I received the foUowuig day; and although
the weatlicr 'vasroost severe in February during the dressing,
your s-'pi;t.iMC pruved itself an invaluable remedy, for iu

three weeks ihe Sheep were quite cured ; and I am happy to

sa3' the young la.mbs are doing remariiably well at present.
1)1 conclusion, 1 believe it to be ihe safest and Ijest remedy
now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

"For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg.

' "R. RENNEY.
t' Flockiuasteis would bo well to beware of such pre-

parations as " Non-pi-isonous Compositions:" it is only
necessary to appeal to t.hcir goou common souse and judg-
ment to be thoroughly convinced that no " Non-poiso:iou.^ "

article can poison or destroy insect vermin, particularly such
as the Tick, Lice, and Scab Parasites—creatures so tenaci'.ug

of .life. Such advertised iireparations must be wholly iLVPles*.

or they are not what they are represented to be.

DIPPING APE ARATU3 .«'4. £5, £i, & «3.
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PLATE.

THE MAID OF THE MOOR.
While the farmer is gathering in the harvest, or

thiiikiug about it, the M.P , weary of his arduous duties,

gangs away to the Moors, determined, as he has not

mule a hit in the House, to hit or miss out of it. Tom

Barry, the clown, used to tell a story of three M.P.'s

who were out grouse shooting, and late in the day were

overtaken by a thick mist, when close on to an old shed

which they made for and passed the night in
—

" as all the

moor, like every other Moor, was black." Finding they

had only one sandwich left, a long, animated, and eloquent

debate ensued, over a bottle of mountain dew, as to what

should be (^one vvith it, the honourable member for Eng-

lind proposing one thing, and the honourable member for

Scotland another, while the honourable member for Ireland

said he quite agreed with his honourable friends and then

entirely disagreed with them, amidst cries of " divide,"

" move the previous question," " order," "chair," "hear,

hear," " oh, oh," cat-calls, groans, laughter, and cheers,

which must have awoke the Miid of the Moor. At last the

honourable representative of Ireland moved that they should

have a sleep over it and the one that had the most wonder-

ful dream should have the sandwich for his breakfast, which

was UQanimously agreed to. Worn out with State and

domestic atfairs they were soon snoring. Aurora having

dispersed the fog, crept through a crack in the shedding,

and playing on the tip of the jolly nose of the honourable

Scot caused him to sneeze. Upon which he arose and

shook his hoary locks, and the Englishman, saying " VVeel

mon, whit rait ye drame ?" The representative of Ena;-

land, after a yawn, collected his thoughts, and said—-" I

dreamt that I saw forty thousand sheep in a field, and a

shower of rain coming on they all took shelter under the

leaf of a turnip—beat thit." " And I dreamt," continued

the Scot, " that I saw forty thousand men and forty thou-

sand women and twice as many bays and girls hammering a

large rivet into a pot." " And whit was the pot for ?"snid

the Englishman. " To boil your turnip in," replied the

Scot, and then waking the Irishman told him their dreams,

adding, " Weel Pay trick whit mit ye drame?" " Sure,'

said Pat, " I dreamt that I was very hungry and got up

and ate the sandwich !"

ROYAL AGRICULTUR.il SOCIETY OP ENGLANTD.

MEETING AT LIVERPOOL.
THE IMPLEMENTS.

To traverse the miles of shedding containing the im-
plements, machinery, and miscellaneous exhibits at Liver-

pool was a task almost appalling, and if in the limited

time at onr disposal we have omitted to notice any articles

deserving of mention, we shall be readily excused by all

who know what there was to do. There are only a few

more stands than there were at Birmingham last year
;

but the ground occupied is much more extensive, and, if

we are not mistaken, the stands are larger, and fuller of

exhibits, too. The labour of inspecting the implement
department of the show was, however, lisjhtened, as much
as it could be, by the admirable arrangements of the

stands. Never before have we seen them so well set out,

and as at some recent shows we have had occasion to find

fault with the arrangement of the stands, we all the more
gladly give honour to whomsoever is—or are—respon-

sible for the Liverpool arrangement. Going from the

first stand to the last, as we did go, there was not a single

case of ditlicnlty in following the numbers as printed in

the catalogue until we came to the end of Stand .'52.'},

after which it was necessary to go to the opposite side of

Ulu Sekies i'

the yard in order to follow the numbers consecutively.

Visitors were not e.'spected to go np and down each row

of stands in order to follow the cat'ilogue from beginning

to end, as they were at Bath, and as they have been a

many other shows recently visited ; Lut the arrangiinen

was as we have often pointed out that it ought to be

Consequently, the unpleasant alternative of traversing all

the rows of shedding twice, or going backwards through

half the catalogue, was avoided, to the great comfort of

the reporters of the implement and machinery department

of t he show.

Beginning at the beginning, we came first to the stand

of Messrs. Limpitt and Son, of Warwick, on which we
noticed their improved " Acme" silk flour-dressiug,

bran-dressing, and offal-separating machines. On the

next stand Nlessrs. Brookes and Co. showed a number
of ' Lie Trephoer" feeders, which we noticed in our

report of tlie I5ath show. Also noticed at Bath were

.M.issrs. Aggio and Stidolph's self-acting machines for

sejjarating weed-sends from corn aud other agricultural

seeus. These machines have been much imjiroved ^i'lce

Vol. LXXXUL—No. 3.
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'we saw them last year at Birnuugham. In competition

with these, but working on a different principle, was Mr.

Bone's Suffolk seed and grain cleaner and separator.

The Maldon Iron Works Company had r large collection

of horse-gears, chaff cutters, mills, turnip cutters, and

cattle troughs. Mr. John Biker, of Wisbeach, Cam-
bridgeshire, showed his well-known winnowing and

dressing machines. Mr. Boby's dressing and screening

machines were the next to attract attention, and tliese

were unaltered in construction. Boby's haymakers,

again, were apparently in their old form of excellent

adaptation. E. H. Bentall and Co., of Heybridge, Mal-

don, had a large show of their chaff cutters, pulpers,

corn-crushers, and oilcake-breakers 4 also a horse gear and

intermediate motion. An admirable invention as a safety-

guard to a chaff cutter was shown for the first time by

Mr. T. AUcock, of Ivitcliff-on-Trent. This is the most

effective guard of the kind that we have seen, as it seems

to be impossible for the feeder to get his arm drawn into

the machine, a slight pressure on the guard causing an

instantaneous reversal of the motion, and such pressure

being apparently unavoidable as soon ss the arm is on the

road to being drawn in. Chaff engines, horse hoes,

turnip cutters, and cheese presses were to be seen in great

variety on Carson and Toone's stand. In examining Mr.

Kearsley's mowers and reapers we were struck with the

•usefulness of their loose steel i>!ate linings to the fingers.

These linings, which, with the fingers, are held by a

single bolt, can be easily taken out to be sharpened. Mr.

Kearsley has also improved his machines by making them

with frames of wroui;ht augk-irou, and by bringing the

lifting action outside the hinge of the finger-bar. Mr.

William Anson Wood has tMs year adapted the con-

trollable action for rakes to his reapers, with

other improvements of construction. He showed

self-delivery and manuil-delivery reapers, mowers, and

combined machines. Burgess and Key's new reaper was

described in our report of the Bath Show. Their apparatus

for binding corn into sheaves with straw bands is not yet

perfected, and therefore was uot shown, though down in

the catalogue. The latest improvements have been

adapted to the reapers and mowers of this firm, which

was the first to introduce the direct action of the knife.

An improved water lifter, used principally in India, was

also on the stand. In our Bath report we also spoke

most favourably of Yipan and Ileadly's patent combined

horse hoe, ridging-plough, and potato raiser. As a double

ridger this implement will make five complete rids^es, or

raise four rows of ])otatoes in one bout. The Bedford

prize horse-hoe, a new and cheap corn-crusher suitable

for small farms, and a large selection of farm and garden

implements were shown by this firm. F. & II. Mattison

have reconstructed their ' Climax " and " Excelsior
"

reapers ; but when we visited their stand on Tuesday morn-

ing it was not arranged ready for inspection. V. T. & V.

Barford, of Northampton, exhibited several sizes of their

portable farmers' steaming apparatus, a horse-hoe, and

hand-drills. Mr. Baralctt's iron-framed and wood-framed

mowers, reapers, and combined machines are well-known,

and, as they appear to be unaltered in construction, need

110 detailed description.

The chief novelty on Colemaa and Morton's

stand was their patent double - circulating boiler.

The construction and principle of working are thus

described :
—" It consists of two small shells, one above

the other, connected by vertical flanged tubes. Every

alternate connecting tube is lengthened by the insertion of

a light moveable tube reaching to within a few inches of

the lower shell. The fnrnace is placed below the lower

shell, the flame and he ited gases passing along underneath

and returning by the flues on either sido towards the

front, where thcv rise and traverse the sides and bottom of

the upper shell and the vertical tubes, thence passing 'to

the chimney. It will be seen at once that tke natural law

governing the action of heated water comes by this arrange-

ment into full play. The boiler being almost enveloped

in fire and flame, ther^ is a constant aud rapid rush of

heated water from the lower to the upper shell through

the short connecting tubes. At the same time there is a

constant down-pour of water through the long tubes from

the upner to the bottom of the lower shell, thus maintain-

ing a perfect aud rapid circulation over every foot of

heating surface, and especially over the furnace plates,

where the action of the fire is the most powerful. Tliis

incessant and powerful action prevents the deposit of

sediment, aud very mnch lessens any tendency to incrusta-

tion." A working model with glass ends was shown.

The advantages claimed are great safety at high pressure,

convenience in cleaning, and economy in fuel. There was

also a large show of cultivators, water carts, &c., on this

stand. A new cultivator or scarifier of very ingenious

construction was exhibited by Craig & Clark, of Old

jMeldrum, Aberdeen. This implement has a circular

frame, with three twisted steel cutters, all turned the

same way. These may be expanded fiom IS in. to 38in.

according to the nature and condition of the soil, and

there are prongs on the tines for thoroughly breaking

up the soil. A modification of this cultivator, to be

used as a digger, has part of a circular frame, with plates

or socks on the tines. Prongs attached stir up the sub-

soil, while the upper prongs turn over the top-soil. The
new implement is vaei in hop-grounds, to wh'ch it

appears to be admirably adapted, but it is equally useful

as a general cultivator. An improved topping and tailing

machine for turnips was also shown by this firm. This

machine has two thin cutting edges, which rise and fall

to the size of the roots. We should require to see the

implement at work before pronouncing an opinion on its

merits. Corbett and Peek's royal first-prize combination

of corn-winnower, elevator, and weighing-machine,

although extensively used, is not in such general use as

it deserves to be. Dressing, filling sacks, and weighing

in one operation, it effects a great saving in labour. The
"Eclipse" dressing machine, which is a part of the

above-mentioned combination, has obtained eighteen

Royal Society's first prizes. Messrs, Corbett and Peele

also showed their circular-cam revolving mould-board

plough, and a large selection of double and single-furrow

ploughs, drills, grubbers, harrows, rakes, and other im-

plements. In the competition of mowers for prizes

offered by the Preston Agricultural Society at their recent

meeting, 38 machines being tried, the first prize was
awarded to Harrison, McGregor, and Co. We under-

stand that the test was a remarkably good one, and that

the competition was very close—so close, indeed, that

the judges could not agree as to the second prize, and
therefore gave medals to six exhibitors instead. Messrs.

Harrison and Co. won with their old mower, and not

with their new one. Both were shown at Liverpool,

together with a large number of improved reapers, com-
bined machines, chaff-cutters, pulpers, and slicers. Ver-

tical engines, horse gears, Cambridge rollers, and harrows

were exhibited by Cambridge, Parham, and Webb. la
" Magic," " Invincible," and " Victor," Mr. W. A. Fell

has chosen " taking " names for his steel-framed mowers
and combined machines. Strangely, as we think, this

maker has given up open fingers, which he declares to be

of no value. We always expect to see an attractive

stand under the name of the Bristol Waggon Works
Company. At Liverpool the firm had a great collection

of farm and trade carriages of all descriptions, American
horse-rakes, winnovving machines, &c. Waggons, carts,

! and lorries were also shown by Hayes and Son, of Stamford,

Lincolnshire^ the Peterborough (1877j first prize two-
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horse part amongst tliem. Tii passing tlu-ongh the stand

of Mr. David Havvkes, of Knntsford, we stopped to

notice his new drill-harrows, offered for trial, and his

liquid manure chaiu-pninp. The " British Ecouoraical
"

one and two-horse drills made by Ki-U, Keats, and Co.

were shown with the centre-action steerage as at Birming-

ham last year. Pick and Baker's regnlaling-tine drag

harrow is a useful implement, and this, with a variety of

other barrows, horse-hoes, ploughs, &c., made up a good
show of cultivating implements.

Jn this a^e of change it is vjonderful how well the

excellent drills made by James Smyth and Sons, of Peasen-
hall, William, and Paris, hold their own almost without

niodiiiealion. A manure distributor was also shown on

this stand. A new double-furrow plousjk and land-

presser—a useful combination on some soils—was shown
by Davey, Sleep, and Co. It was exhibited for the first

time at Bath. The plonghs of this firm are fitted with

new adjusting share-points, for which a silver medal was
awarded at Preston. A trubb iron whippletree, with
indicator to show when the middle horse is doing more
than its fair share of work, was another novelty on this

stand. Horse and hand drills and hurse-hoes are the

specialities of Muiton and Turner, of Kenninghall. Their

horse-hoes are now fitted with a wheel for adjusting

depth, which gained for them a medal at the Norfolk

Show last year. Perkins and Bellamy's drill is fitted with

a box for drilling cloverseed at the same time with corn.

They showed also water-carts, cattle-cribs, and sheep-

troughs. In Pieece and Son's drills we noted a new
arrausieinent for changing barrel and cog-wheels with

great facility, new leveraije, and coulters. Benjamin Rei.l

and Co. showed their patent disc broadcast sower, and a

new turnip and mangel sower, adapted for sowing regularly

up or down hill without change of wheels or levelling

arrangements, also a hand thrasher for small holders, much
used by crofters in Scotland. The new drain-cleaning

rods made by this firm are jointed in a very ingenious

manner ; when in the drains, however sharp the turnings,

the rods cannot become disconnected. Woolnough and
Company's corn and manure drills and horse hoes are too

Well-known to need descri])tiou. We did not notice any
alteration in tlieir admirable construction. In Mr. J.

Coaltas's drills there is a new winding apparatus.

Wright's Bedford first prize potato-planter was also

exhibited by Mr. Coultas, who manufactures it ; also some
steerage horse- hoes. Deningaud Co., of Chart), and Gower
and Son, of Market Drayton, also showed drills of various

kinds. Everything on Mr. T. Baker's stand was entered as a

"new implement "
; but the only person present when we

visited the stand was unable to inform us wherein the novelty

consisted. Ball and Sou showed their Bedford (irst-prize

waggons, ploughs, and scarifiers. W. Crosskill and Sons,

of Beverley, had, as usual, a grand display of agricultural

carriages of various descriptions, includmg portable farm

railway trucks, also an "Archimedean" root-waslier,

reaping machine, bone mills, &c. Mr. C. Clay, of Wake-
field, showed his Royal first-prize cultivators and bnaJ
shares, with horse hoes and harrows. A good selection of

their well-known grinding mills, and vertical and p'jrtable

engines were shown, both at rest and in motion, by E. R.

and F. Turner, of Ipswich. A decided improvement in

their famous chaff cutters has been effected by Richmond
and Chandler, in the form of a new reverse motion,

which, with their self-feeding machine, has all the requi-

sites of almost absolute s.ifety. The chaff-cutter was at

work in the machiuery-iu-u'otion department ; and there

was a large collection of machines of a similar kind,

of corn-crushers, root-washers, and a turnip-pulper

of new construction on the other stand of this firm.

One of the largest shows of agricultural carriages in

the yard was that of the Beverley Iron and Waggon Com-

pany; besides which they exhibited a new self-raking

reaper (of which we can say nothing, as we have not seen

it at work), their old reaper, rollers, clod-crushers, bone
mills, and engines and thrashing machines in motion.

To their steam engines they have fitted a new governor

—the "Alert" — which is said to be so sen-

sitive that, if the driving belt of the engine

should b-eak it would be impossible for the engine to race

away. Simplicity, power, and durability are also claimed

for it.

Both with machinery in motion and stationary

implements llansotne, Sims, and Head made a great show.

We noticed a new 6-hor?e power l.jcoinotive engine for

agricultural purposes. Tiie boiler is of a good length, and
appears to be strongly constincted, the cylinder being

placed at the fore end, a,nd the crank shaft and gcaiiiig

connected with it strongly mounted on with iron brackets

firmly rivetted to the boiler. The engine has two speeds

—one mile and a half and three miles per hour—and is

furnished with water tank and coal bunker to hold suffi-

cient for an ordinary journey with a thrashing machine.
All the levers for starting the engine, reversing, applying

the brake, and steering are close together, and well under
the control of the driver. A very useful pa'ented

arrangement is also added to the main axle of the road-

wheels of the engi.ie—viz., a winding drum which can be

used when the engine is stationary for drawing the thrash-

ing machine or other load out of ariy very diflicult places,

thus making use of the whole power of the engine. "One
of the well-known straw- burning engines of this firm was
at work, being fed with straw in the same way as a chaff-

cutter is fed. Coal, wood, straw, or vegetable refuse can

be used according to convenience in these engines. They
are fitted with the ''Automatic" governor. Messrs.

Ransome's thrashing machines are now fitted with
reciprocal shakers, patent self-cleaning adjustable screens,

and chaff-bageing apparatus. The self-cleaning action

of these screens is very ingenious and perfect. A new
subsoiling plough attracted our attention. The subsoiler

works in the furrow behind the horses, which thus never

tread over t he subsoiled work—a great advantage. We
also noticed a new reversible lawn mow.r, anew three-

furrow plough, with double lifting apparatus, and other

implements with more or less recent improvements.
Some engines of new construclion were shown in motion
by Mr. ¥. W. Turner, of St. Albsns, one of them Turner's

patent " Silent " expansive engine, wiih two steam-

jacketed cylinders, one piston being balanced by the

other. Williamson Brothers, of Kendal, showed vortex

turbine and centrifugal pumps, horse gears, blowing fans,

and a steam-engine.

The Coalbrookdule (lompany had a large assortment of

garden seats, flower stands, park gates, steampumps, and
a blowing engine. Hunt aud Tawell, of Earl's Colne,

showed their well-known and effective dressing machines,

some chaff-cutting and horse gears with new improve-

ments, turnip cutters, mills, &c. W. and P. Richmond,
of Colne, Lancashire, had a new chain pump with wrought
iron tube, very easy in working, and a large number of

other pumps, water carriages, and milk tanks. Josiali

Le Butt, of Bury St. Eimunds, showed his self-cleaning

corn screens, malt screens, poultry and pheasant feeders,

watering cans of registered |)attern, malt plonghs, and

othor a|)pliatues, all of which are well known to the

public as useful articles. Lowcock and Barr exhibited

the " Emperor " mowers and combined machines, a chaff-

cutter wiih new safety bar guard, entered for trial, anil

other implements. On Samuelson and Co.'s stand we
noticed tlicir new one-horse mower, " T'he Gem," brought

out to meet the wanfs of farmers of small occupations,

and those living in mountainous districts. Tiris, and
Messrs. Samuelsou's other mowers aud reapers, are fitted

r 2
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with their patent steel and iron welded fingers. The

"Omnium," "Original;' "Handy," and "Eclipse"

•reapers were also shown, and are too well known to need

description ; also lawn-mowers, chafl'-cutters, and turnip-

cutters. Stable fittings, troughs, cribs, lawn mowers,

garden chairs, ranges, &c., were exhibited in great variety

by Barnard, Bishop, and l^arnards, of Norwich. B.iyliss,

Jones, and Bnyliss, of Wolverhampton, had a large stand

containing fencing, cattle hurdles, field gates, tree

guards, sheep troughs, and other articles. Another

assortment of the articles just mentioned was to be seen

-on the stand of Mr. W. H. Peake, of Liverpool, amongst

which we notieed wrought iron sheep hurdles, and con-

tinuous bar cattle fencing. Frederick Onne and Co. ex-

hibited farmyard and force pumps, bench drilling

machines, &c. V\^rougbt iron rick stands, rollers, and

sheep and cattle troughs, all of excellent construction,

were shown by Hill and Smith, of Brierley 11.11, Stalford-

shire; also a large selection of gates, hurdles, wire-

fencing, and netting. The "Buckeye" reaper and

imower was amongst a variety of interesting exliibits on

the stand of Keyworth and Co., of Liverpool. Steam-

engines, farm carriages, horse-rakes of American pattern,

chaff-cutters, milk tankards and carriages, weighing,

mansiling, and washing machines, and various other re-

.quisites of the farm, garden, and farmhouse were shown

by the eame firm. Francis Morton and Co., of Liverpool,

had a fine show of wire and iron fencing in all its varieties,

iron gates, iron roofing, steam-plough ropes, lightning

conductors, kc. A new potato digger, a potato separator,

a potato washer, dressing machine, and meat safi-s were

the most prominent exhibits of PeDuey and Co., of Lin-

coln. We noticed a galvanised iron shepherd's house and

dog kennel on Mr. A. E. Peirce's stand. J. G. Rollins

and Cj. showed the improved "Archimedean" lawn-

mower, one of the most effective machines ever intro-

duced, and a number of other American implements and

tools. A large show cf French burr millstones,

"Economic" wheat cleaners, a middlings purifier, and

other millers' requisites was made by William R. Dell

and Sen of Mark-lane, London. We noticed some new

shelter poultry coops shown by Reynolds and Co., of

London. Millers' requisites of various kinds were ex-

hibited by Davies and Sneade, of Liverpool. Mr. II.

Denton, of Wolverhampton, had a good show of chain

and other harrows. A new self-acting horse-rake, and a

new combmed sack-lifting barrow, loader, shooter, holder,

and weighing-machine were exhibited by Tooley and Co.,

of Dunstable. In working the rake the driver has merely

to touch a sliding bolt with his foot, which passes into a

clutch on the travelling wheel, and as the horse moves

forward, pulls over the teeth. When arrived at the

required height, a projecting piece of iron strikes the bolt,

withdrawing it from the clutch, and causing the teeth to

fall into position for raking. No strain is put upon either

the man or the horse, as the teeth are so evenly balanced

that the slightest pull causes them to tip and empty their

load. By a new patented arrangement the rake is firmly

locked in its work. A lever is attached behind, to deliver

the load when walking. Anew corn and seed separator,

with self-acting arrangements, was shown by Mr. J. L.

-Catchpole, Stonham, Larkworthy and Co., of Worcester,

had an. extensive assortment of harrows and scarifiers.

We noticed at Bath the admirable adaptations iu stable

fittings manufactured by the St. Paucras Ironworks

Company.
.Barford and Perkins made a notable show both in the

s'&tionary and machinery-in-raotion departments. Their

steam engines and cultivating machinery are well known.

They showed a new 7-tined cultivator, fitted with a new
.«^If-acting appliance of lifting the lines out of the ground

when at work without stopping the eugiue. The imple-

ment is lifted by means of a crane, placed under the easy

control of the driver. Messrs. Barford and Perkins
showed also a large assortment of their prize grinding,

crushing, and cake mills, steaming apparatus, rollers,

clod crushers, asphalte rollers, &c. Their steam culti-

vating machinery was at work in a field near the show-
yard.

Passing by many stands of greater or less interest to

farmers and other visitors, bearing in mind that it is

simply impossible to notice all, we come to one of the

largest stands in the yard, that of J. and F. Howard, of

Bedford. As in the case of several other large manufac-
turers of reapers, the first entry in ilessrs. Howard's
list was a patent sheiif-binder. This invention is one to

bind with string or rope-yarn, but it is not yet perfected

sulHcienlly for exhibitior, although it is to be tested in

the trials to be held near Liverpool iu harvest-time. The
" Farmer " engine and a double set of steam-tackle were

at work in a field near by, but we were unable to leave the

showyard to see these and other steam cultivators at

work. The " Farmer " engine has been improved by the

perfecting of the coiling apparatus. Beside the engine

we noticed a pair of 8-horse engines for cultivating pur-

poses, a number of self-lifting and turning cultivators, a

self-moving disc anchor, and a set of round-about tackle,

adapted for great celerity in setting ready for work.

There were also two-wheel steam ploughs, a steam cul-

tivator for sugar beets, which will ])luugh and subsoil to a

depth of thirty inches, used chiefly in France, other

ploughs of from two to six furrows, steam harrows,

scariflers (one 'Jft. Gin. wide), and a large selection of

horse-ploughs, harrows, and cultivators. Amongst the

ploughs we noticed a convertible double plough, easily

made into a single-furrow plough by detaching one of the

beams, The beams are of steel, tapering both ways, and
are fitted with new patent slide standards for altering

depth of ploughing. The " Simplex " reaper, noticed at

Bath, was shown at Liverpool with six rakes for swathing

barley. The "Simplex" mower was one of the six

which obtained a silver medal at the Preston Show. Some
important improvements have been made in the fittings of

Messrs. Howard's horse-rake. The fingers can be easily

taken out and straightened, and there is a new arrangement
for the pitch of the teeth. Amongst the other numerous
exhibits on this stand we noticed the central-action hay-

maker, and new steel chain harrows. Aveling and Porter

showed their well-known locomotive engines, with double-

rivetted boilers, having the side-plate all in one piece,

locomotive-waggon, and steam-roller. Newton Wilson
and Co's. sheep-shearing machine we noticed at Bath as

a great requisite of the present time, but too high in price

for the ordinary flockmaster. They also showed their

patent horse-groomer, which is now well-known. Waite,

Burnell, Huggius and Co. had a large show of their

"Excelsior" lawn mowers, which we saw worked, and
praised, at Bath.

We now come to one of the principal novelties of the

show—Captain M. T. Neale's patent sheaf-bindiug

apparatus. This is a beautiful and very ingenious piece

of mechanism, and, if not too complicated for field use,

it looks like doing its work with great effectiveness. It

ties with string iu a tight knot—a very great desidera-

tum. The apparatus was attached to one of Samuelson's

reapers, and its method of working is as follows :—

A

hooked rake, having its centre above a concave platform,

attached to the ordinary platform of the reaper, sweeps

the corn up to two guides. Then an arm, having at its

end a pair of pincers, carries a string round the sheaf.

Before the arm has completed its revolution two loops are

formed in the intermediate poriion of the string, and a

tube advances through them. Inside the tube are grip-

pers which seize the free end of the string, already
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carried forward by ilie arm, and draw it into the tube.

A- small ])late, called a "pusher," which passes freely

over the tube, then forces the two loops olT tlie tube on

to the string already carried round by the armed pincers.

Simultaneously with the action of the pusher, a tension

bar advances and draws the two loops tight. The armed

pincers then seize the string again, and cut it above the

knot, at the same time retaining hold of the string ready

for the next operation. The rake then recedes, the hook

guides fall, and the sheaf, tied with a double reef knot,

drops to the ground. Of course this operation, which

takes so long to describe in detail, is the work of a

moment. To suit straw of different lengths, the whole

tying apparatus can be shifted to and fro on the fixed

frame of the machine by means of a hand wheel and

screw. All the motion is transmitted by one shaft from

the reaper. The whole apparatus, as shown at Liverpool,

was patched by numerous alterations, and its appearance

was naturally that of an experimental machine. When
re-made it will have a much simpler and lighter appear-

ance. The whole machinery is the most compact of any

of the sheaf-binders which we have yet seen. It is to be

tr'ed at harvest.

Holmes and Son«, of Norwich, showed thrashing

machines which separate corn, seeds, &o., and bag the

chaff, a portable stoam-engine, corn, seed, and manure
drills, hand-drills and dressing machines ; also their prize

horse-hoes and turnip-thinuers.

A new agricultural locomotive engine was ex-

hibited by J. and 11. McLaren, of Leeds. This ensfine is

supplied with a new expanding arrangement by whicli

the boiler is allowed to contract and expand without

throwing any strain on the machinery, which is quite

independe.it of the boiler. The new principle consists in

a saddle bolted to the top of the boiler instead of holding

the cylinder direct. The cylinder has a dove- tail on its

bottom side that slides in the saddle, aud the strain of

the engine is taken up by the wrought-iron frame plates.

Another new feature is an improved spring for keeping;

the driving pin from working out vvhfin asceudng a hill.

An American hay-loader, new to this country, was
shown by All'red Field and Co., of Liverpool. It is a light,

useful looking piece of machinery, which can easily be

attached to the hind part of a waggon. The horses walk

ou either side of the row of hay, and the loader elevates

it into the waggon as it travels along. The implement
has been used for two or three seasons in America. It is

so light in draught that one can easily draw it a short

distance by hand. Messrs. Field and Co. also showed
" Buckeye " reapers and combined machines, aud a selec-

tion of American churns and tools.

John Fowler & Co. had at work in a field near the show-

yard a steam plough, a cultivator, a digger, and harrows.

This field, like others spoken of as " near the show-
yard," was really at too great a distance for those to visit

who were not specially interested in steam cultivation

more than in other things to be seen at Liverpool. On
Messrs. Fowler's stand we noticed several specimens of

their excellent engines for cultivating purposes. These
engines are so familiar to the readers of The Mark Lane
Erpress that it is quite unnecessary to describe them, but

there are a few new features iu their construction which
may be noted. One of these is the extensive use of steel

in the machinery, shafts, gearing, and in most of the

boilers, the object being to increase the strength and
durability of the parts most exposed to wear or breakage.

Another new feature is the exclusive use of single-cylinder

engines, by which a saving in fuel and a gain in power
are effected. Wrought-iron crank-^l^lft brackets are also

now used in all the engines used for steam cultivating.

The ploughs aud diggers are made entirely of wrought
iroUj malleable iruu, and steel, only the shares being

,

of chilled cast-iron. An arrangement for altering the

width of furrow with the least possible trouble, and with-

out sacrificing the rigidity, has been adopted in the shape

of a patent attachment of the skife to the frame by means
of a wedge slipped underneath the second skife-head-i

which presses the hind-end of the skife out as far as re-

quired. An implement of novel construction, known as

the " Sutherland " plough, is strongly recommended for

breaking up waste lands, especially moors in which roots

and large stones have to be torn up. A discer is used after

the last-named implement in cases where the ordinary

plough cannot be worked with advantage. This imple-

ment consists of two or more shafts carrying revolving

discs, similar to but larger than revolving coulters, and
placed at a considerable angle to the direction iu which
the implement travels. They are attached and pulled by
asteerable main frame, and the effect is a rough turning-
over and mixing of the soil; v?hich at the same time it'

levels to a certain extent, so that subsequently ordinary
ploughs can be used. Messrs. Fowler now make a new
class of traction engines]for use on rongb roads and irreg-

ular ground, their chief peculiarity being the great size

of the hind wheels. One of these was shown at Liver-

pool with a crane attached. They are intended for work
iu arsenals and engineering establishments, as well as ia

the field and on the road. These engines are very
strongly constructed. Other novelties in waggonS)
water-carts, &c., were to be seen on the stand, but we
are unable to give space for a description of thciu. It

should, however, be remarked that Jlessrs. Fowler now
make steam cultivatinsj machinery to work on four dis--

tinct systems : 1, the double engine system; 2, the clip

drum system, in which a self-moving anchor is substi-

tuted for one of the eugines used in the double system
;

3, what may be termed the winding-drum system,
in which, instead of the clip-drum, the engiua
(which may be kept out of the field if desirable) is pro-
vided with two winding drums, alternately coiling aud
uncoiling their wire rope ; 4, the roundabout system.

Another well-known system of steam cultivation is

that of Fisken and Co , a set of which was fixed and put
iu motion in the Show-yard. We did not notice any im-
portant novelties in the engine or implements. The
balance plough is fitted with steel skifes and mould-
board, and the cultivator has an improved turning appa-
ratus. The engine is erected on a strong cast-iron frame^
distinct and separate from the builer.

One of the most striking novelties of the show was the
" Ilydrotrophe," exhibited by llodgkin, Neuhaus, and
Co., of London. This is a new boiler feeder on the
" Pulsometer" pump principle, and it was being tested

by the judges when we were present—with what result

our readers saw last week. Messrs. llodgkin and (Jo.

have received for it one of the three silver medals awarded
for merit in new inventions. The " Pulsometer" was-
also shown at work ou this stand. It is now widely
known as the best pump ever invented for use in difficult

situations. It is also adapted for raising sewage, mud, iS^c.,

from deep tanks or sewers, and for a ship's puaip. Self-

indicating weighing machines, fitted with oil retainers,

were shown by David lltrt and Co., of London. Weigh-
bridges, weighing machines, and scales were to be seen in.

great variety on the stand of Henry Pooley and Sou, of

Liverpool. We noticed also a novelty in the form of a
triple-revolving steelyard, weighing iu English, French,
or Spanish weights, according to which edge is turned
upward, ft can equally well be graduated to the weights
of any other nation.

King and ]5amford's patent sheaf binder was exhibited
by Mr. H. ,J. II. King, of Newmarket. This machine
binds with string, the cuds of which it twists several

times by way of fastening. We arc of opinion that the
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ordinary twine used will not keep tight by this mere
twisting, thou;^h tarred string possibly might. The sheaf

is carried otT the platform by a reciprocating rake working
under the platform and through slits in it when raking

the corn. The corn is thus brought up to a twister,

which comes over the sheaf, and twists the string several

times, after which the string is cut, and the sheaf is

thrown off at the side of the machine. M'Cormick's
sheaf binder, \^hich was shown on the next stand, is one

of several wire binders now before the public, against

which a strong pi'ejudice exists in this country, though in

America it has quite subsided. The objection to wire is,

vpe fear, ineradicable in a coimtry like this, where so

much straw chatf is used in the feeding of cattle. In this

machine the coru falls on to a coiiveying web platform,

and is taken up by a double canvass elevator to the binding

platform on one side of the machine, where it is bound
with wire by au arm passing over tlie sheaf, the wire

being twisted by means of a small-toothed wheel. The
machine is fitted with a new ailjustable reel, by means of

which the machine can be worked high or low according

to the condition of the crop. This is a new feature in

the M'Cormick harvester, which has been worked in

America for, we believe, two harvests as a sheaf binder.

Another sheaf binder is, we believe, in preparation by
Messrs. Ilornsby and Sous, whose stand we next inspected,

but it is not to be shown till perfected. Horasby's
" Spring Balance" reaper has been improved by the intro-

duction of new gear for raising cr lowering the cut, and
for controlling the rakes, all being placed within easy

reach of the driver, so that he can alter the height of cut,

as well as the rake delivery, without leaving his seat. We
noticed, also, a one-horse self-delivery reaper which we
have not seen before, though it was worked in the trials

succeeding the Birmingham Show last year. We noticed,

also, a new wood plough, both single and double furro«-,

the beam of which is cased with iron, thus rendering it

both lighter and stronger than the ordinary ploughs.

There was a great show of other ploughs,- mowers,
reapers, turnip pulpers, &c. Messrs. Hornsby also ex-

hibited their steam engines and thraa'iing machines in the

machinery-in-motion department.

Mr. Walter A. Wood's harvester and sheaf-binder has

been improved since it was shown at Islington, where we
noticed it, but what the improvements are the person in

charge either could not or would uot state. As the ever-

courteous Col. GrifRn was engaged at the time of our
visit, we had to hurry on without ascertaining what the

alterations were. We need hardly say that the machine
binds with wire, and that it has been used with great

satisfaction iu America, over a thousand of the machines
Laving been worked in that country last harvest. To
obviate the objection to wire bands as far as possible, shears,

speci .lly prepared, are supplied for cutting the wire, and
at the same time holding and drawing it from the sheaf,

so that only through carelessness the wire can pass iuto

the thrashing machine. "But even should this occur,"

Mr. Wood insists, " testimonials amply prove that there

is no objection to the wire, either ou the score of thrash-

ing or of injury to the stock when left in the straw. The
objections to the wire have been utterly exploded by the

most positive proof. Wire bands are less obiectionable

in thrashing than straw bands, and cattle will not eat

wire." Wood's reapers and mowers, which were shown
in their usual variety, need no special notice, as thev are

unaltered in constructiou since last year. Osborne and
Co., of Liverpool, showed " Klrby " and " Wheeler

"

mowers and combined machines, amongst which was a
new " Wheeler," as a mower only. Another wire-binder
was shown by this firm. The grain falls upon an endless

apron, which conveys it to the binder, where it is securely

caught, the wire carried round, cut off, and twisted. The

driver, with a foot treadle, can bind any s'ze sheaf re-
quired. It was awarded the Grand Centennial Medal
and Diploma at the Philadelphia Exhibition. The Albion
Ironworks Company had a great show of chaff-cutters
pulpers, mills, &c., some being in motion

; also a horse-
rake with a new self-acting gear of a very ingenious de-
scription, and a new arrangement for altering the pit.'h
of the teeth. Hunter's " Excelsior " double drill turnip-
topping, tailing, and raising machine we noticed last year
at Birmingham, but it has since been improved by an
arrangement for regulating the height of cutting oiF the
tops of the roots. Woods, Cocksedire, and Co., of Stow-
market, had a large number of chaff cutters with latest
improvements, mills, carts, horse gear, and elevators.
The elevator is Nickersou's patent, of which the speciality
is that the horse gear is fixed to the travelling frame a
great advantage. Picksley, Sims, and Co. nfade a good
display with their reapers, mowers, horse-rakes, chaff-
cuttera, pulpers, and mills. We noticed a new 2-horse
combined back-delivery machine, which dispenses with a
cross-shaft, and uses intermediate gear to transmit motion
from main wheel. The bone mill of this firm, shown iu
motion, received a medal at Preston.

Mr. C. S. Jtffery, of Stamford, showed a haymaker
fitted with new patent hood to prevent blocking, aud
some chatT-cutters made with wrought an'T]e-i>-o"n Ics
and wrought frames; also some vertical and portable
steam-engines. W. N. Nicholson aud Son had a new
pattern engine and boiler with inverted cylinder, an im-
proved twisting engine shown iu motion, aud 'a large
number of their horse rakes, rollers, mills, &c. A great
show of wrought iron cisterns, cattle and sheep troughs,
liquid manure tanks, and bins was made by Burney and'
Co., of London. Cattle feeders, a farmyard manure
spreader, and an artificial manure sower, were exhibited
by Mr. R. Willacy, of Preston. Henry Bamford and
Co., of Uttoxeter, had some improved chaff-cutters, mills
and pumps. A new patent for gearmg providing for two
lengths of chaff, stop, and reverse motion, all on liy-wheel
shaft—thus saving power—has been obtained by John
Williams and Sou, of Ehyl. This chaff-cutter was shown
in motion. We noticed also a new horse gear, the main
wheel of which forms a dome, covering allgearinc. jM,-.

Benjamin Edgington, of London, had^a tasteful drsplay of
such garden equisitts as tents, tents and umbrellas com-
bined, and garden seats ; also, sheep and rabbit netting,
waggon cloths, rick cloths, &c.

Iu the machinery-inmotion department we have
already noticed such exhibitors as had also had stands
in the stationary implement department ; but several are
not included in that category. Amongst these we must
mention Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth, of Linccdu.
We noticed with interest their patent drum-guard and
self-feeder for thrashing machine, which was subsequently
awarded a silver medal by the judges. Their machines
are now fitted with chaff-bagging apparatus. They
showed also a corn elesrator, a portable engine with new
under-carriage, a traction engme with patent steerage,
which keeps segments always level with worm gear, and
some new lifting jacks. W. Tasker and Sons showed a
thrashing machine with safety self-feeding apparatus and
a sheaf-band cutter. The agricultural steam-engine of
Marshall, Sons, and Co., of Gainsborough, are now made
with the boiler entirely independent of the engine, so that
it can readily be removed for examination or repair. With
this object in view they have provided their engine with
a complete frame, this frame carrying the cylinder, the
plummer blocks for the crank-shaft aud counter-shaft, the
bearings for the driving axle, the forecarriage, the water
tank, coal bunkers, &c., while the boiler, which is fi.xed

to the cylinder at the smokebox, and is at the firebox end
merely counected to the frame by brackets, which slide
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on tlie frame and tliiis allow the boiler to expand freely.

The frame consists of a pair of frame plates suitably con-
nected by transverse stays, the cylinder being fixed to

these frame plates at the front end under the smokebox.
Other advantages of their enjiine, which want of space

forbids us to raentioti in detail, can be fully appreciated

by practical engineers. One of their thrashing machines
was ntted with a patent self feeder, band cutter, and
chaff-elevator. They showed also an elevator on the

turnover principle, a saw bench-, a rack-lifting barrow,
and two screw-jacks.

An engine with a water tank fixed to it was exhibited

by Ruston, Proctor, and Co., of Lincoln ; also, Loader's
patent haymaker and loading machine, improved since last

year. Portable and vertical steam-engines, thrashing
machine with Penney 's screen, elevator, horse gear, and
portable circular-saw and boring bench were shown by
W. Foster and Co., of Lincoln. A new drnm*guard
shutting over the drum by the action of a spring, was
Sited to Mr. E. Ilumphries's thrashing macliine. W.
Houghton and Co. had a number of their " Victoria

"

aspirators, sei)arators, and smutters ; also, a new com-
bined offdl and middlings separator, and a new middlings

dusting purifier. A very useful combinatiou is the chaff-

cutter and corn crusher shown by J. Crowley and Co., of

SheflSi-ld, and their safety lever chaff cutter (Edwards's
patent) deserves notice. R. Garrett and Sons, of Sax-
mundham, had, amongst a numberof engines and thrashing

machines, one of the latter fitted wilh Grimaldi's patent

straw chopping apparatus, very useful in prepariu? straw

for cattle fodder. They showed also au improved firebox

for portable and locomotive engine boilers, with corrugated

crown plate, supported by tubes and front plates Hanged
to receive and support the corrugations of the crown, by
means of w'hich the necessity of crown-stays is entirely

dispensed with, the heating surface of the boiler greatly

increased in measurement and elFreieucy, and an increased

durability ensured both in consequence of the freedom
for expansion afforded by the corrugations, and of the

process of manufacture by means of which every flange

is perfected in a single and moderate heat. Garrett and
Sons' straw-burning engines (on the Paul Kotz principle)

have a preliminary heating chamber or hopper, in which
the straw is dried and heated previous to combustion.

The drills and dressing machines of this firm need no
description.

A novelty in traction engines was to b6 seen on the

stand of Charles Burrell and Sons, of Thetford. This
consisted of a winding-drum afiixed to the hind axle of a
traction engine, useful for several purposes, such as haul-

ing a thrashing machine or any other heavy object out of

a boggy place or a ditch. This conibination obtained a

silver medal from tlie Norfolk Society at the recent Show
at Diss. Messrs. Burrell also exhibited a double-blast

thrashing machine fitted with patent adjustable corn
screen for finishing the corn for market. Robey and Co.,

of Lincoln, showed their traction and portable engines,

their patent iron frame thrashing machine fitted with
adjustable corn screen and machine adjuster, and an
improved method of driving the shoes, which is said to

efi'ect a saving in power ; also a circular-saw bench, horse

gear, and corn grinding mill. Tuxford and Sons, of

Boston, exhibited their "coal saving" and double

cylinder portable engines, a combined thrashing and
finishing machine, and centrifrugal pumps, which dis-

charge from 350 to 3,200 gallons of water per minute.

Tangye Brothers showed engines, steam pumps, air pump,
and steam fire engines ; and jVpplcby Brothers had some
steam cranes and hoisting enginis, steam pumps, and
condensing engines. Messrs. E. S. Ilindley had a show
of small vertical engines, a hand sawing machine, hoisting

engine, &c. Riches and Watts exhibited their well-

known engine, mills, and a new revolving hay and
gathering rake. Barrows and Stewart had specimens of

their portable and vertical engine, thrashing machines,
steam cultivators, porters, and anchors. Davey, Paxman,
and Co., of Colchester, showed their excellent portable

and vertical engines ; and Nalder and Nalder exhibited

thrashing machines. A portable hoisting engine, noticed

at Bath, v^as in Brown and May's stand, with other
steam engines. Also noticed in our Bath report was the

new traction engine invented by Mr. W. Box, of Uflington,

Berks. Ilempsted and Co., of Grantham, had a great

show of vertical engines ; and Corcoran, Witt, and Co.
a large number of mills of various kinds, corn screens, and
other exhibits.

In these days of meat-preserving, Siddeley and Com-
pany's patent ice-making machine by means of the
evaporation of ether in vacuo is worthy of notice. Two
tons of block ice can, it is said, be made iu twenty-four
hours by the machine they exhibited. They also showed
a model of their cold chambers for preserving meat, milk,
fruit, and other perishable articles; also a feed-water
beater. On the stand of Samuel Corbett and Son, of
Wellington, Salop, we noticed a new pattern grinding
mill, a new combined potato raising and pulverising
plough, and a variety of root pulpers, strippers, oilcake
breakers, a revolving fork,, and a new land roller.

Passing over many stands that space forbids us to
notice, we must not neglect to mention the exhibition of
Priestman and Company's self-acting bucket and fork.

Quite a crowd was collected round the enclosure in which
this useful invention was at work, raising and unloading
corn, sand, manure, and coal. We described the working
of this contrivance some short time back iu Tke 3fark
Lane Express, and it has now become so widely known
that we need not recapitulate. The perfect ease witli

which the steam engine and machinery worked by one
man did what it was intended to do, excited the admira-
tion of all on-lookers. The filling of the coal seems not
to be at present perfectly arranged for; but we have no
doubt the diflieulty at present felt will be speedily over-
come.

No doubt we have omitted to notice many exhibits
that deserved attention. Tn some cases the attendants
at the stands were absent or engaged, and important
machines or appliances may easily have escaped attention
in the hurry inevitable in the case of such an enormous
collection of miscellaneous articles as was shown at
Liverpool. The numerous stands of road carriages we
have not even attempted to notice, although they were
only too attractive in these " hard times" for farmers.
W^e do not know in what respects the exhibition of mis-
cellaneous articles is limited by the Society. Certainly
there are many articles shown which are not specially

agricultural. One of our contemporaries has taken
special exception to a show of china and crockery ; but
the china shop certainly contains many articles indispen-
sable in the dairy and the farm-house, and we are not
aware of any reason why it should not appear at an agri-
cultural exhibition which allows carriages, sewing-
machines, and washing-machines to be placed in its yard
in great profusion.

THE PIGS.
The exigencies of time and space prevented us giving

our report on this department of tiie Show iu our last

number. As we then remarked, the classes were tolerably
well filled, although the numbers were not so great as at
Birmingham last year by 63 entries. It must be con-
fessed that the quality was not such as we have seen in
former years at the Royal meetings. All the large breeds
are too big for general utility in the present day. The
taste for fat bacon is fast dying out in this country, and
our American cousins arc not slow (are they ever slow ?)
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to note this, and senJ us just that which suits demand

—

small, uiikl-cured, thick-fleshed bacon, to whicli there is

not a particle of waste. Yet in England the old system

still lingers on, and large coarse pigs are bred, although

the superiority of smaller bacon has been clearly proved.

In the class for boars above sis and not exceeding twelve

months old, of the large white breed, the prizes are with-

held for want of merit ; the one-half of the entries are

disqualified on account of their ages, and had this not

been so there would still have been but little merit in the

class, although the exhibits are from breeders who take

the bulk of the prizes in other classes. The Earl of

Ellesmere, Mr. Duckering, and Mr. Peter Eden are the

chief breeders of this kind of pig. The old boars are a

rather better lut, the Earl of Ellesmere be'ng first, and

Mr. Duckering second ; the Earl taking the reserve

number. The three breeders above mentioned make a

good fight with their young sows ; there is nothing like

" pens of three of the same litter" to try resources,

and this class is perhaps the most useful of all. Mure
credit is due here, and the Earl of Ellesmere took first

and second honours ; the reserve number, with a high

commendation, falling very deservedly to Mr. Godfrey.

The older sows are not extraordinary, and again

the Earl of Ellesmere is both first aud second, the

reserve number and high commendation falling to Mr.

Peter Eden. The small white breed is far more to our

mind ; they are tit to eat, and their hair betokens a fair

amount of hardihood. Next to Berkshires this breed of |iig8

are probably the best in the country. With the young boars

there was the usual bother in resjiect of dentition , the

Ea-1 of Ellesmere, first; Lieut.-Colonel Cook, second;

and Mr. Nicholson, reserve lauuiber. With old boars the

Earl again first, and also second, Mr. Duckering reserve

number, and highly commended for a very nice pig, aud

Mr. Wilson obtains a commendation.
With pens of three breeding sows of the same litter

the Earl of Radnor is first, Mr. Lockwood second, and

the Earl of Ellesmere reserve number; these are the

o ily exhibitors in this class. With old sows Mr. Ducker-

ing obtains fiirst honours, and the Earl of Ellesmere takes

the rest.

With the small black breed Mr. Sexton's star is in the

ascendant, but the entries are very few. The Berkshires

are strong in the old boar class, where Mr. Hewer is the

winner. Mr. Ackers is the only exhibitor with pens of

three breeding sows and the judges very fairly awarded

him the first prize; it is easy to show an old boar or an

old sow, but a pen of three out of the same litter is what

the committees of agricultural meetings would do well to

encourage by special prizes. With old sows of the Berk-

shire breed Lord Ckrmout has it nearly all his own way,

aud the animals are very creditable. The " other breeds"

call for no comment.
SEEDS, ROOTS, MANURES, &c.

Eoremost in this department we must notice the magni-

ficent stand of Messrs. Sutton and Sons. The improve-

ments in the external formation and decoration of this

handsome moveable edifice we noticed in our report of

the Bath Show. In the internal management of their

stand Messrs. Sutton carry tasteful management to the

extent of something approaching to tine art. They had

a splendid collection of big roots of last year's growth, m
a capital state of preservation. Their Berkshue prize.

Mammoth Long Red, and Golden Tankard mangels were

all well represented, and not only in last year's growth,

but also in that of the present season, some very forward

Bpecimens of the latter being exhibited. We were espe-

cially pleased with their specimens of giant and rapid-

growing grasses of various kinds, all in pots ; also

with their Prickly Corufrey, and Thousand-headed

Kale. Their dried specimens of grasses formed a

museum that a botanist might spniid days in with

pleasure and instruction, and their collection of

annu; 1 flowers must have delighted all gardeners.

Models, seeds in great variety, aud silver cups ottered for

competition at ditferent shows this year, amounting in

value to upwards of iSaOO, completed an excellent show.

Another very tasteful stand of seed-corn, specimens of

trees, shrubs, and roses, natural and cultivated grasses,

and garden seed, was that of James Dickson and Sons,

of Chester. Edward Webb and Sons, of Wordsley,

Stourbridge, also made a grand show of seed-corn of

various kinds, roots, farm aud garden seed, and potatoes.

W. and H. M. Goulding, of Dublin, Morris and Griftiii,

of Wolverhamptou, Ohleudorlf and Co., Farmer and Co.,

the Phosphu-guano Company, Newton, Keates, and Co;,

and Proctor and Rylands, showed their well-known

manures of various kinds. Day, Son, and Hewitt

exhibited specimens of their famous cattle medicines.

The Drilfield ai.d East Riding Cake Company, and

Messrs. Matthews showed their respective products ; and

cattle food and condiments were exhibited by their several

manufacturers.

CHEESE AND BUTTER.
There was an inci ease in the number of entries in the

show of cheese and butter as compared with that of

Birmingham ; but, as a national show, we cannot con-

sider it satisfactory. Certainly it does not take the place

recently filled so well by the National Dairy Show, which

we arc glad to see is to be held again this year. There

was, however, a good show of cheese at Liverpool, and a

fair show of butter.

IMPLEMENT EXHIBITORS AT THE
LIVERPOOL SHOW.

The following is an alphabetical list of the Implement

Exhibitors at Liverpool, with the numbers of their

stands :

—

S'and.

Adams, M 81

Adamson, R ... ... It-t

Aggio aud Stidolp!) ... 3

Agricultural and Holi-
ciiltural Association

(Limited) 393
Albion Iron Works Co.,

226, 280

Alexanders and Loveridgs 240

Allchiu, W, 328
Allcock, T 10

Aiierican Motor Co. ... 311

Anderson, Abbott, and

Anderson ... ... 20G

Appleby Brothers ... 302

Aruuld aud Sons ... 169

Ashworth Brotliers 330, 405

Atkinson Brothers ... 52

Atmospheric Churn Co. 255

Avel'ng and Porter ... 150

Ajres, Chambers, & Ajre 386

Bagnall, W. G. ... 365

Baker, J 6

Baker, T 50

Ball, G. 71

Ball, W., and Son ... 53

Bainford aud Sous ... 248

Bamlett, A. C 19

Barfonl and Perkins 116, 32t

Barlord, V. T. and V. ... 18

Barnard, Bishop, and
Baruards ... ... 84

Barr and Company ... 385

Borrows and Stewart ... 307

Bateman aud Co. ... 336

B-.yliss, Junes. & Bayliss 85

Beach aud Cu. ... ... 191

Bell and Co 193

Bellamy, J 232

Bennett Brothers 65, 294
Bennett and Son ... 119

Beutall and Co. ... 9

Bettye, James ... ... 411
Beverley Iron & Waggon

Co. (L'mited) 59, 298

Blike and Mackenzie ... iOO

Bligh Brothers... ... 132

Buby, R 8
Bone, W. ,

4.

Boultoa and Paul ... 428

Bowden, AV 139

Box, W 320

Biyall, R.J 142

Bradford, Thomas, and

Co 199,366
Braggins, G. P. and U. 8i

Braiusby and Son ... 122

Bramham, J. ... 246,418
Brickell, W 69

Bristol Waggon Works
Company (Limited) ... 28

Broadbent and Sou ... 341

Brookes and Co. ... 2

Brooksbauk and Watson 191!

Brown, B. aiid J., and Co. 102

Brown and May
Bruce, A. K. ...

Burgess and Key
Burney and Co.

Burrell, C. and Sons

Busii aud Co. ...

310
347
14

215
287
127

Cambridge, Parham, and

Webb 25

Campbell aud Brightnuiu 312

Carsou aud Toune ... 11
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SIalid.

C'-iftcr, Brothers ... 351

Cassell, Tetter, Si Galpia 388
Cassidy, John ... ... 153
('aiclipole, J. L. ... Ill

Clieavin, George ... 178
Chipcliase, llicliard ... 22

Clark, William 161.

Clarke's Crank Co. (Lim.) 352

Clay.C 55

ClHytou & Shuttleworth 262

Coalbrook Dale Co.

73, 367, 407
Coleborn and Sons ... 68

Coleman and ilorton ... 20
C((ucii, Henry ... ... 7

Cooper and Sons ... IjI'

Corbett and I'eele ... 2i

Corb.-tt, S , and Son ... 358
Corujran, Witt, and Co. 323
Coltam and Co. ... 107

Cotirell and Co. ... 270
Coultas, J 46
Cov*an Patents Co.

(Limited) 295
Craig and Clark .. 21

Cranston and Luck ... 417
Crosskill aod Sods ... 54

Crowley and Co. ... 279
Crowlher and Co. ... 313

Crump, H.S 239

Darkin, W. ...
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Sliinii.

.. 1-21)

.. 210

.. 396

.. Ul

.. 213

.. 195

Startin and Sons
Staynes and Sons

Stead, W. and W. H.
Siokes, H. and C.

Stone, J. S. ...

Summerscales & Sons

Sun Auto - Pneumatic
Lip;hting and Heating
Company ... .. SiS

Sutton and Sons ... 372

Tangye Brothers ... 301
1'asker and Sons ... 263

Taylor abd Wilson ... l'J7

Thacker and Company... 3'J3

Theobald, J 167
Tliomas and Taylor 257, 272
Thomas, W 51

Tiiorn, C 131

Thwaites and Carbutt ... 337
Tinkler, R. & Co. ... 251

Tipper, B. C. and Song... 168

Tiiley, T S-ll.

Tonilinsou and Ilayward 172
Tooley and Company ... 110
Turner, E. R. and F, 56, 300
Turner, K W. ... 06, 292
Tuxford and Sons ... 2S'J

Underhill, W. S. ... 33
Unite, J 'J8

Vipan and Ileadley ... 15

Wade, J. and A. ... 118
Waide, W 250
Waite, Burnell, Iluggins,

and Company ... 184

Stand.

Walker and Pendleton... 355
Walker, W., and Son ... 36

Wallis and Steevens ... 265

Walworth and Company 356
Watson and Ilaig ... 27-1

Webb and Sous... ... 371
Webster, J 416
Weigbell, J 290
Welsby.J 378
Whalky, Smith, & Paget 196
Wlieeler, B., and Co. ... 422
V/hite, J., and Co. ... 158
Whitehead, J., and Co.... 335
Whiteleyaud Sons ... 217
Whiteside and Company 155
Whitfield, G 145
Whitfield, H 140
Whitfield, J. ... 260, 420
\^ liiting Manufacturing
Company ... ... 163

Willacy, E, 244
Willcox and Gibbs Sew-

ing Machine Company 175
WiUiam.s J., it Son 258, 269
Williamson Brothers 67, 291
Wilson (Newton) & Co. 165
Windover, C. S. ... 143
Wood, Walter A. ... 222
Wood, W. Anson ... 13
Woodbury Permanent
Photographic Printing

Company ... ... 390
Woods, Cocksedge, and
Company 236, 278, 412

Woolnough and Co. ... 45
Wurr and Lewis ... 329

Yorath, II. 413

UA\ FEVER.—Hay fever is prevalent at this season of

tlie year i'i many districts, and, it not a malady of the most
serious character, it is nevertheless an exceedingly troublesome

and unpleasant one ; and in the interest of those who are

liable to it—and they are very numerous— a discovery which
two Continental professors appear to have made between thera

cannot be too generally known. The victims of this curious

epedimic can never venture into the sunshine or get heated by
exercise between about,the middle of May and the end of June
without an attack of violent sneezing, inflammation of the nose,

severe headache, and general depression—in short, all the

symptoms of a most distressing cold. Prof. Ilelmholtz

observed that the malady was invariably characterised by the

presence of very minnte infusoria, not unlike the queer little

creatures that we sometimes see in rain-water butts, only very

much smaller. These he found sticking most tenaciously in

the cavities and recesses of the nose, and he noticed that at

low temperature they were very sluggish and inactive, and
woke up, as it were, when they were warmed. Here, then,

was the secret of the disease ; but it was Professor Binz whose
investigations suggested the remedy. He found that infusoria

might be poisoned by quinine, and of this fact Ilalraholtz

availed himself in his treatment of hay fever, and from which
he himself had beeen a sufferer in the early summer for 20
years. The learned professor made a very weak solution of

sulphate of quinine, and laying flat on his back with his head
down, he poured a little of it into each nostril, and found
instant relief. By occasionally repeating the opeiatiou he
completely routed the enemy, who, in spite of all his efforts to

prevent them, had for so many years thus audaciously taken
up their summer quarters, not merely under his very nose, but
in it. By this means he could, he found, enjoy entire
immunity even in the hottest weather and during the greatest
bodily exertion. The remedy is a cheap and simple one, and
ought to prove very valuable to those whom this queer affec-

tion deprives of half the pleasure they find in a country walJj

at this delightful seusjoii of the year.—H.S.

THE BLACK SEA.— O.i the Blaok Sea coast winters are

mild ; snow falls, perhaps, but hardly lies, all sorts of southern

Plants thrive in tlie open air, and the rainfall is so abundant

that vegetation is everwhere, even up in the mountains, mar-

vellously profuse. At Poti, the seaport at the mouth of the

Rion which every traveller has for his sins to pass through

the most fever-smitten den in aU Asia, one feels in a perpetual

vapour bath, and soon becomes too enervated to take the most

obvious precautions against the prevailing malady. Higher

up, in the deep valleys of the Ingur and Kodor, rivers which

descend from the great chain, the forests are positively tropical

in the splendour of the trees and the rank luxuriance of the

underwood. If there were a few roads and any enterprise, this

country might drive a magnificent trade in wood and all sorts

of natural productions. This is the general character of the

Black Sea coast. But when you cross the watershed at Suram,
and enter the basin of the Kur, dravving towards the Caspian,

everything changes. The streams are few, the grass is withered

on the hillsides, by degrees even the beechwood begins to dis-

appear ; and as one gets further to the east beyond Tiflis,

there is in autumn hardly a trace o( vegetation either on plain

or hills, except along the courses of the shrunken rivers. In
these regions the winter is very severe, and the summer heats

tremendous. At Lenkoran, on the Caspian, in latitude 38
degrees, the sea is often blocked with ice for two miles from
the shore, and the average winter temperature is the same as

that of Meastricht, in latitude 51 degs., or Reykjavik (in Ice-

land), in latitude 6i degs. The explanation, of course, is that
whilst the moist westerly winds are arrested by the ridge at

Sarura, the eastern steppe lies open to the parching and bitter

blasts which descend from Siberia and tke frozen plains of

Turkestan; while scborchiug summers are not moderated by
the influence of a neighbouring sei, the Caspian being too

small to make any sensible difference to the climate. In
Armenia the same causes operate, with the addition that, as

a good deal of the country stands at a great height above the-

sea level, the winters are iu those parts long as well as terrible.

At Alexaudropol, for instance, the great Russian fortress over
against Kars, where a large part of her array is always sta-

tioned, snow lies till the middle of April, spring lasts only about
a fortnight, and during suravner the country is parched like any
desert.

—

Cornhill Maaaxine.

THE DUTCHMAN AND TRADE.—He did not trouble

himself with doctrines about the opening and closing of mar-

kets, the balance of trade and the estimate of exports and

imports, and the like. His principle in trade was number

one. Wherever he could do a profitable job, he undertook it,

only calling on the rest of the world to leave him alone. In

that same war of the Spanish succession Britain had infinite

difficulty in getting the Dutch traders to join in the non-

intercourse policy against France, and the allies of France,

and that although Britain was sa'e from absolute attack, while

Holland only escaped by the timely arrival of our troops.

With the Dutchman, indeed, trade is a sort of religion. He
used to be a just trader when the rest of Europe mixed piracy

and other forms of rapacity with its transactions. But it was
hard to make Meinheer believe that where he could transact

a profitable and a perfectly fair job there were reasons why ha
must let the opportunity pass. Voltaire assures us that in the

great war, when the country was only saved by the opening of

the sluices. King Louis could never have been so terrible to

the Dutch but for the money the Dutch money-lenders had
advanced to him, and the inunitions of war that the Dutch
dealers had sold to him. While such things could be told in

grave history, there was scarcely malice or injustice in a story

fabricated to represent the overwhelming force of the Dutch-

man's attachment to legitimate, honest trade. It tells how an
English and Dutch vessel had a tough contest, when the

Englishmen wasobserved to send a flag of truce to the enemy.

The cause was that ammunition had been exhausted—would

the Dutchman sell at a highly profitable price a few

kegs of powder ? When the bargain was completed by delivery

of the Koods sold, the peppering recommeuccd.

—

Bhuk wood's

Miijauiite,
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THE COLORADO BEETLE,
The annexed wood-cuts from blocks lent us by the

Editor of l^ature, give a better idea of the insect in its

various stages than the engravings which we published

OH July 9lh. By an anuouncenient made in another

column it will be seen that we are prepared to present

models of the beetle in all its stages to any Farmers'

Club or Chamber of Agriculture.

Totato leaf with ogga of Colorado
iSoctle ou under aido.

Larva of Colorado Beetle
natural size.

—

Note. Tho
double row of black spots
aloiitr llio abdomen is not
yutticicutly distinct in
tliia cut.

Pujia of Colorado Colorado Beetle; Magnified Sketch of

Beetlci natural size, natural size. Coloi-ado Beetle.

At a meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society held

on Tuesday, July 3rd, Lord Alfred Churchill in the

chair, Mr. Andrew Murray, F.L.S., recently appointed

Bcieutiflc secretary to the Society, made a commu-
nication on the Colorado beetle. He first alluded to the

history of the iusect before it becnrae a potato feeder. It

was not till 1858 that it was known oa a potato patch.

Previous to that time it was known only on Solanian ros-

tratrum. It is supposed to have travelled from north to south

in America on the prickly calices of tlip pliint, sticking to the

hair of buffaloes as they roamed. Wiien it had once got

south to Colorado it travelled east by many different means.

It only kept to its original food-plant so far as that extended,

and then went to a potnto patch, and tlien spread wlierever

potatoes extended. The life of an ins-ect occupies about one

month. The eggs take six days to hatch, tlie larva condition

occupies a fortnight, and the pupa lasts about nine days. A
number of specimens were shown arraneced in a case intended

to be added to the entomologicel collection at Bcthnal Green

Museum. It is intended, we believe, to show the case for

some few days at the '^South Kensington Museum. Some
species allied to this beetle are aiso shown. The insect

known as the Colorado beetle, and hitherto called Bury/ihora,

decemliiicala, should be knovvu by some other name, as it is

not dory-phora— spear-bearing—tiicre being uo spear in this

species. Mr. Murray i;-A\\i\i po'ygramma. Speaking of reme-

dies, Mr. Murray said tiiat ttiere was nothing like Paris green

(arscuite of copper) dusted over the infested plants to kill the

insects. The plan adopted at Mulheim, near Cologne, of

burning a crop with sawdust and petroleum, has been found

effective, but it is more costly than Paris green in its results.

Paris ureen is used with effect in America, and it is worth

noticing that in Canada the price of potatoes has not been

raised. The Rev. Cliarles F. Whitcombc, missionary in the dio-

cese of JMiagara, Canada, writes to us from Gloucester ;

" Allow

me to endorse the assertion that the pest cannot he kept out of

England. Its powers of locomotion and ingenuity in traus-

raij;ration are very wonderful. Like all other beetles, it

undergoes the three stages of development— larv;e, pn|pe, and
beetles; in the 'larva' stage it is most destructive. If owners
of potato fields can find the eggs deposited in bunches of from
SO to 50, on the nnder-side of tlie leaf, so much the better

but this is a mode of eradication unlikely to be found practicable.

Allow me also to say that August is a very late season at

which to commence tlie search. In that month, if the beetle

should have made any foothold in England, it will be engaged
in the production of its tliira brood of larvte. The only really

effectual method for the destructiun of this pest is to be found

in the applicaiiou of Paris green (arsenite of copper) to the

potato leaf when the larvje (slugs) are upon it. The method
of such application, the proper admixture of the poison with
flour or g\psum, &c., and caution in its use, may well form
the subject of a Government circular, liberally spread over

tlie lenuth and breadth of Great Britain. Whilst no one can
treat the advent of this pest as a light matter, the people of
England need not fear any universal desfructiou of the potato

crop. Undoubtedly the Colorado beetle has done much damage
to the crop in Canada. The chief reason, therefore, is tliat,

partly owing to slovenly habits so much in vogue amongst
Colonial asriculturalists, partly to an incapacity to ohtaiu

means for its destruction, it has been allowed by a great ma-
jority of farmers to have its own way. With this warning
before them, and with the greater resources at the command
of the farmers and gardeners of England, the war with the

beetle, begun upon the defensive, will, I feel sure, in a few

years succeed in at least levelling this new creature to a place

among tlie normal pests of agriculture. Should the Colorado

beetle make a foothold in English soil this year the first broood
of larva; will be out not later than the month of May. When 1 left

the province of Ontario in the early part of June the first brood

were out in (nil force upon every potato patch or field." Mr.
George Lindsay writes to us from Yardley, Birmingham :—
" During seven months' sojourn last autumn in the United

States I had ample experience of the habits and destructive

propensities of this insect, and especially of its accommodating
dispositton to seek, ' fresh woods and pastures new ' and even

to alter its diet, according to the varying circumstances of

location and opportunity. When, some months aso, litho-

graphic drawings of the beetle were officially sent round to the

principal ports of the United Kingdom to show to the Custom
House olficers what manner of creature they might have to treat

as coutraband interlopers,it was thought everytliing necessaiy in

the way of precaution and protection had been provided. The
Privy Council office, on further representations that the much
dreaded plague is suspiciously near us, has lately had reprinted

for circulation the warnings received from Canada together

with a coloured engraving of the insect. I venture to suggest

for the consideration of his Grace who presides over the

Department, whether specimens of the Colorado beetle

properly prepared would not be a far more trustworthy guide

to knowledge of his ' looks, manners, and habits ' than any
sketch on paper however accurately drawn or elaborately

coloured. I have before me, as I write, several thousands of

these insects in all stages of growth and development,

preserved in spirits. They were gathered by myself from two
or three potato plants in August last, in a village within an
hour's ride of New York. 1 liave no desire to keep them
simply as curiosities, and should be glad to distribute a few

specimens among agricultural' societies or farmers' clubs for

preservation in their museums.'

Mr. J. Boyd, writing from Cologne, has sent the

following interesting letter to The Daily Nevs

:

—

•

I have visited the potato field at Miillieiia where this beetle

was first discovered. It occupied hut a very small ]space—

a

few scpiare yards—but it was nevertheless considered neces-

sary to destroy a larger area of the growing crop, and about

two acres were fired with sawdust and petrohum, and after-

wards drenched with vitriol. Tiicre can \n-. but little doubt

that this dressing has cauiplcttly destroyed the larva', aud
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also sncli Ijpe'lei aa were reaJy to take wing-, and this is ray

Tt-asoii fi r helievin? so—tliat the remaining lialf of that

potato field is p rfectiy tree fiOin the iu!^ec;f ; moreover, there

are some huudreds of acres of potatoes to the right and lelt of

thit spot, and nothing wha'ever lias been seen to indicate its

presence elsewhere in the neighbourhood of Mulheiin. But it

is asserted that the larvre have been discuve ed a few days

since in the town of Viotlio, near 0<iynhauseii, in Westphalia,

some four hours' distjince from iiere by railway. Trenches

were n ade, the potato haulm thrown in, and burnt with

petroleum. Referring to the one beetle that " took, wing,"

a'ld whicli Was confirmed on the spot, it seems a fact th^t

in'y three were captured. Oue was sent to Prince Bismarck,

tiie oilier to the Minister of Agriculture, and the tliird rests

ill the ptsiessioa of the B'irgermeister of JMulheiin on

the Rhine, Mr. Fr. Wilh. Sleinkopf, whose cird I liave

enclosed in c mfirraation of my statement. He received

me very courteously, and moreover exhibited to me some

living specimens of thelarvae, and the chrysalis, and the

beetle emerging from that state to that of the winged

Colorado. These specimens were, as I before observed, in a

living state, and occupied a large-mouthed glass jar, about

twelve inclies d«ep by nine inches iu diameter. A perforated

paper-cover Tvith air-holes jreven'ed their escape or injury.

The 1 irvse were all vigorou-;, and making a hearty meal of the

poiat(j liaulra wi h which they were fed. Two-thirds of this

glasjarwis filled with common earth; about four inches

f.om the surface could be seen several chrysalis, it appearing

as though the larvfe in its changing state (wbicli acts in about

tluee weeks after birth) had descended and attached itself to

llie side of tliejar; and the clirysilis is not what we under-

s and, by the ordinary meaning of the word, as obloig, but is

rather round than long, and bears some resemblance to a very

young potato, only that its colour is redder, and something

like the lulb of ths troppoleum tribe. In size it is not much
larger than a big marrowfat green pea, and is corrugated

horizontally across the puppe or clirysalis.

The eggs of the beetle are somewhat similar to grains of

sago seed, and are invariably depositel on the under-side of

tlie potato leaf, and it is there that the female beetle will be

found at work. She is estimated to lay from 7U0 to 1,2U0

eggs, so that 100 Colorado female beetles would produce

70,000 to 120,000; the second generation arrives iu about 50

days, so that supoosing tlie eggs to be laid in Miy, there would

be produced in July from 2i,000,000 to 72,000,000. There

is no doubt they all passtiirough tlie winter in the chrysalis

stale, and it is therefore in the ground, about four inches under

the surface, that they should be souglit for wheuthe ground is

turned up for lifting the potato.

The Biirgermeister, Mr. Steinkopf, has promised to send me
a beetle or two when hatched— in about twelve or fifteen days

lienco—and I will not fail to forward some to you. In the

meantime I send you a very correct model of the insect from

iu larva state of three days to tiie other stages of fourteen and

twenty-one days, when its transfurmation commences into the

chrysalis- These models have been made by order of the

Government, and such is the demand to posses > them that the

manufacturer cannot keep pace with the requirements of every

Biirgermeister, farmer, and potato grower in Germany,

Belgium, and Holland to possess models, but arrangements

have now been conclui'ed whereby tiie demands of all, however

numerous, can be satisfied in a few days hence.

Messrs. S'oUwerck, the modellers, wish it to be made known
that it is quite impossible for them to correspond with or reply

to tlie numerous correspondence which will arrive from

England, and that they have in consequence appointed a firm

i.i London for the sole purpose of supplying the United King-

dom, and that the particulars of this agency will appear in

your advertising columns in the course of a post or two, or as

soon as the models are ready for delivery, say about the 15th

July. In the interim, for your guidance and information, I

SBul you one of the little cabinets containing a faithful model

of the Colorado family—from the egg, through three stages of

larva;, to the chrysitlis, and the final beetle.

1 make no doubt but that the Privy Council Office ia

England aud its numerous branches in the United Kingdom,
together with every member of every agricultural or horticul-

tural society, and each farmer, guardian, potato

grower, and every gardener, whether public, private, or

cottager, will cvuice a desire to possess a copy of this model

cabinet, which will be found highly iutercsliug as a work uf

precaution and a work of art, and I predict that it will he
found in every public museum of natural history, in the

collection of every naturalist and entomological society, as also

a place on every drawiug-room ta'ile, the mantel-shelf of the

cottager, the study of ths squire, the farmer, his bailitf, and
the private gardener—all are alike interested, and they cannot
too soon instruct their several servants, labourers, and workmen
now to seek, discover, and destroy these pests, which bid fair

to be a thousiud times of greater importance than all the

Piiylloxera, unless it be destroyed iu its earliest stage.

T/ie Irhk Farmers' Gazette says :

—

During the past week some of our daily contenporarres

have been much alarmed by the discovery of certain insects

on board one of the Liverpool steamboats. Tlie insects were
supposed to be the Colorado beetle ; but from all we can learu

we believe they were specimens of a highly itnproved breed

of bugs, which The Marie Lane Ecpr.'ss states Ins been im-

ported into Liverpoil for the special benefit of visitors to the
Royal Agricultural Show. As yet, the Colorado beetle has

not appeared in this country.

A WORD FOR « SAIREY JANE."—Tiie amusing self-

complacency with which servants are rebuked by their mis-

tresses for follies of which the mistresses themselves are

conspicuous examples is one of the most glaring and ludi-

crous anomalies of Society. A lady who dresses herself and

her daughters in the height of fashion complains bitterly of

her servants wearing flowers in their bonnets, or displaying

anything approaching to stylishness in their dress. A lady to

whom flirtation and the incense of male admirers are as the

very breath of her nostrils, who would find life a dreary

desert of ennui without them, becomes almost apoplectic with

indignation at the thought of her servants encouraging
followers in the kitchen. The drawing-room I/elle and the

area belle one would fancy were of a wholly different order

of beings, with different feelings and different organisations.

Yet, in point of fact, both are women ; both are, therefore,

vain, fl'ghty, fond of admiration, and of the companionship of

the other sex. In the matter of human nature they are on a

par, and if iiuman nature is allowed to assert itself in the one
case, how can it he reasonably expected to restrain itself in

the other ? Whatever be the faults of servants— and we
should be the last to deny that those faults are many and
agj^ravating—it must be admitted that they are human beings,

with the feelings, emotions, and inclinations of human beings,

and that a humane regard for these characteristics of human
beings is not only the duty but the best policy of masters and
ra'stresses. The life of household servants is, after all, a

laborious and monotonous one—it needs some little cheerful

colouring—and a little gracious and friendly recognition from

their superiors would do much to relieve its duluess. It should

not be forgotten that servants see their masters and mistresses

enjoying themselves and amusing themselves, and they would

be more than human ii the sight did not provoke some

envious desires, some discontented comparisons, and some
resolves to introduce an element of enjoyment aud amuse-

ment into their own lives. Society generally would, we are

convinced, be all the better for the establishment of a wider

and more general sympathy with labour. We do not insist

upon every gentleman being his own valet or every lady her

own lady's-maid. We do not insist upon young ladies and

gentlemen being forced to do all the menial work of the

house, as the young lords and ladies of the Middle Ages

were compelled to do. We do not insist upon the employment

of lady aud gentlemen " helps." We have no desire to see

Society revolutionised. But we think that gentlefolks might

with advantage abate some of their lofty scorn for all Tiinds of

manual labour, and for those whom necessity compels to be

hewers of wood and drawers of wat^er. And if they would

do this we think we might yet see a return of " the old

Saturnian reign," when there were bonds of interest between

tlic family and the servants which were mutually beneficial to

both.

—

Hjior/ini/ Gazelle.
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THE COBDEN CLUB.
At tlic annual meeting of the Cobden Club, held on the

7lh ult., Mr. T. li. Totter, M.P., iu the chair, the

report was read aud adopted. It enumerated the publica-

tions issued and others circulated by the Club. Those
relating to agriculture were :

—

" llelatioas of Land'ord and Tenant," by William E. Bear,

5,000 copies; " An Essay on the (Juininerc al Trinciples

Applicable to the Hire of Land," by the Duke of Areyll, 3,000
copies; and "An Agricultural Rip Van Winkle," by William E.
Bear (Cas!.ell), 1,000 copies.

Iu tlie clisLUs^ion on the report,

Mr. James Howard said : I have great pleasure in being

able to corroborate what has been stnted as to the progress of

public opinion in favour of Eree Trade principles in the

United Slates. Those principles are taking firm bold of the

more intelligent minds in that country. I cannot say quite

so mucli for our own colonies. New Suutb Wales forms a

brilliant exception. In Canada there seems to be a lingering

after higher protective duties to their manufactures—and

I was not a little surprised when I visited South Africa

last year to find bow great and strong a hold the

principles of IVotection had taken upon the people of

that remote region. I eutirely agree with the reniMrks of the

chairman, and with what has fallen from i\Ir. Baxter, that the

("lub is doing great good. Although we may not be able to in-

fluence t' e masses as we could wish, s'ill the publications of the

('lub have a considerable iulluence upon tbought'ul minds in

this and other countries. I meet with men of diii'jreuc shades

of politicHl opinion, and am olten surprised to find bow fully

they are familiar with the publications of the Club, and I

have been much pleased to find it so. There are, however,

one or two matters in the proceedings of the Club to which I

venture to take exception. I take exception to the writ-

ing of a preface, by the committee, before some of the

Club's publications, if not exactly repudiating some of the

views expressed in those publications, at all events not accept-

ing them, or throwing out bints that the writers bold extreme

or unsound views. Now, the Cobden Club has been established

for tlie dissemination of certain fixed and well-knowu princi-

ples, and It appears to me to be not quite consistent with the

objects of the Club to send forth a paper into the world while

in some measure repudiating the principles enunciated by the

writer. 01 course I refer to the essay by Mr. Bear, and
the Duke of Argyll. With respect to the essay by the

Duke of ArgjU^a name which cannot be mentioned in

Liberal circles witliout respect;— I contend that his pamph-
let on "The Commercial Principles Applicable to the Hire of

Liud" would have been far more properly publiuhei by a Tory
Club than by a Liberal one. It is not in harmony with public

opinion in the Liberal party. Tlie Duke has advocated that

commercial principles should be applied in the relations of

landlord and tenant. I at once say I agree with the Duke on
this ; but I would say at the same time, first abolish the privi-

leges now enjoyed by the landlords, take away the feudal rights

which they have enjoyed, and the privileges which they enjoy

by the law of distraint and the law of hypotliec. I say abolish

the protection which tlie landlord enjoys, and then ihe Duke
may con-istently advocate that commercial principles siiould

apply to the liire of land advocated. But so long as the rights

of tenants are ignored and the privileges of tlie landlords are

St cur d to thera (unjust privileges, as I contend), the time lias

not arrived for tree Traders to advocate the application of

commercial principles to the hire of land. Our first duty is

to remove class protection.

The Chairman said that prefaces had been printed in only

two publications— first in Mr. Bear's pamphlet last year, on

"The Relations between Landlords and Tenants in England and

Scotland ;" and this year in the Duke ot Argyll's pamphlet.

Witli regard to Mr. Bear's pamphlet, it was considered that

it would be well to have an essay on that subject from the

farmers' point of view. He (the chairiu'in) agreed with the

views propounded in Mr. Bear's pamphlet, but there were

gentlemen on the committee who thought that Mr. Bear went

a little too far, aud there was a sort of tacit uuderstauding

that the Duke should be permitted to rep'y. Before the Duke's
pamphlet was printed, copies weie distributed among members
of the committee and otlie,rs, and at l.t>t it was aliiio t unani-

mously resolved to publish it. He (the chairman) confessed

that be did not like these prefaces, but the case of these two
pamidilets was exceptional, aud circumstances seemed to render

a preface necessary,

Mr. J. W. Probtn, as the writer of the preface, said they
arose out of the fact that the committee were not of one mind
as to Mr. Bear's views. Some agreed with Mr. Btiar, while
others thought that the Duke of Arg IPs views were more in

accordance with Free Trade principles than those of Mr. Bear.
The general feeling of the committee was that as the question
was an extremely important one, it was very desirable liiattlie

Club should lend itself to a full and fair argument of the whole
question ; and therefore, without pledtriug itself to the views
expr.'ssed on the farmers' side by Mr. Bear, or on the landlords'

side by the Duke of Argyll, the Club boeame the vehicle of
setting the whole question fully and fairly and f. aukly before
the country. It was thought to be undesirable to send forth

these two pamphlets without a preface, because it was per-

fectly obvious that persons could not agree with both. Eor
hims If, he raiglit say that he and one or two others held
what he might call an intermediate opinion between tlie tAo
pamphlets, and therefore tliere were three sets of opinions upon
that question, and he tliouiht the Cobdeu Club would have
been wantiuu in the fullilment of one of its functions if,

having gone so fir, the comm ttee did not honestly explain
their position in relation to those t«o pamphlets.
Mr. Howard regarded the Club as having been formed for

the dissemination of certain sound and well-defined doctrines
;

a branch of the committee had, therefore, published a pamphlet
on the land question from the farmers' point of view, and
another from the landlirds' point of view—the one totally

opposed to the other. He thought, therefore, they liad better

publish one from the mmutacturers' point of view, and
he (Mr. Howard) would be pleaded to furnisli fliem with an
answer to the Duke of Argyll fro.m a manufacturers' poiul of
view.

The Chairman said he b^^lieved the commi tee would be
disposed to take a favoarible view of Mr. iiow.rd's sajge-t'on.
Eor his own pxrt he vvjul 1 like to see a pa-nphiet published
by the Club from the manufacturers' point of view.

Mr. RiLANDS said : I wis oae who opposed the public itiou

of the Duke's panphlet, and f think Mr. Hjwird is jus ified

in saying tha" this Club is formed for the iii<sem'n<tion of
sound principles; but even that must betaken with some
limitation. There are certain difficulties which have to be
considered. 1 think that Mr. Cobden was one of the most
remarkable men for appreciating public questions. He laid

down principles whieh every day's experience seems to show
were very reliable principles. But he was not an inspired
man, and we do not pretend that he was inspired, or that in
the course of his writings he laid down a complete set of
political principles. The truth is that on this land question,
when Hooked at his writings I found that, althougii there
were certain principles laid down, there are many details to
be considered, and you cannot go and lay down the rule and
say, " These were Cobden's rules." No doubt we are deficient
as a Cobden Club in not having a gospel. We have no
authoritative line of opinion laid down by which we may be
bound. But we have a large number of independent minds
who generally sympatliise with the views of Richard Cobdeu.
We cannot have absolute uniformity of opinion. We must
allow a little divergent. And if wa can direct the public
uiiud and secure discussion on questions in which Cobdeu was
interested, we are doing what I think is the best work we can
do. If we cannot arrive at absolute uniformity of opinion on
one of those questions I do not tiiiuk we must be prohibited
from publishing pamplilats, with or without a preface. Mr.
Howard has made a liandsome oOTer to the Club, and I trust
the committee will avail itself of his offer for the coming year.
I am glad of tlie publiL'ation of the Duke of Argyll's views',
because it gives an opportunity of answering liim aud exposing
what I believe to be some of the fallacies of his pamphlets.
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i\rr. Baxter entirely ngreeA with Mr. Rylands that what

tliey wanted wiis discussion, and he tluuight the committee

Would be ijtreatly indebted to Mr. ILnvard tor his offer. Ee
observed t1iat Mr. Howard did not. dispute the Duke of Argyll's

views with regard to the commercial principles applicable to

the liire of laud, but simply demurred on the ground that the

huui lords had special privileges. He thought the spec al

privileges of landlords would be a good subject for the Club

to take up.

The CuAiRM.vN pointed out that the committee had just

appointed a subcommittee ou " laud laws giving exceptional

jirivilefjes to land and imposing special hardens thereon."

Mr. I'.RfGGS complained that iu the Duke of Argyll's

j)amphlst there was not a word about giv ng the poor farmer

tue Ireedom to malt his own barley or to grow whatever crops

would pay him best. He wished to see the Cobden Club

advocate the freedom of trade iu its fvi('ebt sense.

The motion was then carried, and the committee was re-

elec'ed, tlie name of Mr. Jimes Howard being added to the

committee, and also to the sub-committee ou land laws.

A vcite of tiianks to the chairman, on the motion of Mr.

Tliomas Mihier Gibson, hrouyht the proceedings to a close.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS.
The following aie the special questions selected for discus-

sion at tlie forthcoming congress at Aberdeen :

—

I.

—

Department of Jurisprudexce anp Amendment
or the Law.—International Law Section.— 1 Whether the

jurisdiction of a nation, civil and criminal, over tiie seas ad-

jiiining its territory ought to he general or limited, and, if

limited, to what extent? 3. Whether a prior bankruptcy in

one country ought not to cairy th« right to moveables all over

the world, as against a subsequently declared bankruptcy in

anotlier country? Municipal Law Section.—1. Whether

further legislation is not desirable to prevent or remedy the

frsuds committed by promoters of companies? 2. Whether,

and to what extent, it is expedient and practicable to alter or

control by legislative enactment, contract between landlord and

tenant ? Repression of Crime Section.—1. Is it desirable to

form an iaterraediate industrial school for the preparatory

training of boys for service in the army, as recommended by

the committee of the War Olliee, November, 1866? 2. What
is the best kind of labour lor prisons and reformatory schools

;

(a) in relation to the prisoner
;

(fj) in relation to the labour

market ? 3. Can any better measures be devised for^the preven-

tion and punishment of infanticide ?

II.

—

Education Department.— 1. What are the merits

-and defects of the present system of competitive examination

for public appointments ? 2. What are the best means of

•securifls a hign standard of secondary education ? 3. What
are the remedies for irregular attendance and non attendance

at primary schools ?

III.

—

Health Department.—1. What is the best mode

of providing suitable accommodation for the labouring classes,

and of utilising open spaces in town ? 2. How can the sanitary

condition of the poiiulation engaged in the coast fisheries of

Scotland and the United Kingdom be improved? 3. The
present state of house accommodation in rural districts. Can

its evils be remedied?

IV.—Economy and Trade Department.—1. What are

the causes of the present general depression of trade all over

the world? 2. What are the social effects of trade unions,

strikes, and lock-outs? 3. What are the results of the

administration of the poor laws in Scotland as compared with

those of the other parts of the United Kingdom ?

V.

—

Art Department.—!. What principles should

govern the restoration of anc'ent buildings, or their preserva-

tion as memorials? 2. Is our modern system of art competition

favourable or unfavourab'e to ?rt progress? 3. How can art

be best introduced into the houses of persons of limited income ?

Papers volunteered on other subjrcts coming within the

cope of the several departments will be read and discusseJ.

ENERGY AND PHYSIQUE —There are persons of a

nervous temperament who seem to be always upon wires.

Kature has given them energy ; but their physique is in many
cases inadequate to supply the demands made upon it. The

tteam is there, but the boiler is too we«k. Duke d'Atva, ne-

(ording to Fuller, must have been of this nature. " lie was
one of it lean body and visage, as it his eager soul, biting for

anger at the dug of his body, desired to fret a passage through
it." The same thought was wittily expressed by Sydney
Smith when he exclaimed :

" Why, look there, at Jeffrey ; and
there is my little friend , who has not body enough to

cover his mind decently with ; his intellect is improperly ex
p^sed." Now these are just the sort of people who sliould not
kill themselves, for though wrapped iu small parcels, they
are good goods. They owe it as a duty to themselves and
others not to allow their fiery souls " to fret their pigmy bodies

to decay "—not to throw too much zeal into trifles, in order

that they may iiave a supply of life-force for tilings important.

He who desires to wear well n.ust take for his motto " Notliing

in excess." Such a one, as we have had occasion more thau
oiice to urge, avoids dinners of many courses, goes to bel

before twelve o'clock, and does not devote his energy to the

endurance of over-lieafed assemblies. When young men
around h'ra have got athletics on the brain, he keeps his head
and health by exercising only moderately. He is not ambi-
tious of being in another's place, but tries quietly to adorn liis

own. ''Give me innocence; make others great!" When
o'hers are killing themselves to get money, and to get it

quickly, that witli it they may make a show, he prays the

prayer of anger: " Give me neither poverty nor riches," for

he thinks more of the substance than of the shadow. Tnis
is the truly wise and suci;essl'ul man, and to him shall be given,

by the D.vine laws of nature, ricl>es (that is, contentment) iinil

honour (that is, self-respect), and a long life, because he did

not waste the steam by which the machine was worked. Iu

homely proverb he " kept his breath to cool his porridge,"

and most probably was a disciple of lawk Walton.

—

Cliam-

hcrs^s Journal

RAISING SEEDLING POTATOES. — Experimentalists

in potato-raising will find that it is a comparatively easy

labour, if they have both plenty of time to attend to their

products and plenty of space in which to grow them. When
the sorts to be op rated upon are selected—and there can he

no belter time to do so than the present—the operator should

select a eouple of fairly-expinded blooms, and carefully remove
the yellow pollen cases, leaving the stigma uninjured ; then

take Howers from the pollen parent, and, turning back the

petals, hold the flower between the points of the forefingers,

the thumb-nail of the same hand being brought immediately
beneath the pollen-cases of the flower; touch these sharply

upward with the point of a penknife, and the poUeu will fly

out in minute grains over the surface by the nail ; carry it

thus to the seed-blooms and touch the points of the stigmas

with the pollen. Tie a piece of coloured wool round the stem

of the flower, and mark the cross and colour of wool in your
pocket-book. Look to the berries at times, and remove as

soon as ripe. The ripe berries should b?^ ])laced separately iu

bags or small boxes, or, if done systema'ically, in a shallow

drawer, iu wliich there are many partitions. With each berry

should be put a piece of card ou which is written the names
of the parent kinds. Kept dry, the tissue of the berry will

gradually decav, i>nd dually leave the seed clean and dry

—

The
Gardener^ Md<jaziiie,

ADDLED EGGS.—An egg is said to be addled when, after

it has been sat upon, it is morbid or barren, and so produces

nothing. It is impossible to tell be'orehaud whether or not

an egg will prove fertile, but the que^'tion can be decided at

the end of about ei:.'ht days. Then the unfertile eggs can be
removed, and so those that are left will get more heat, and
the chickens be all the stronger. In order to test the eggs

when the proper time has arrived, remove the hen by candle-

light, and take each egg separately and hold it between the

eye and the light. If Vtie egg be barren it will still be tran-

slucent, the light passing through it almost as if i'' were new
laid. If it be fertile it will appear dark all over, excep*^, per-

haps, a small portion towards the top. Persons who are

greatly experienced in this work can decide which eggs will be

barren at the end of only four days, and then the sterile eggs

can be used for cooking purposes and will be qui'e as good as

many of the eggs that are sold in the shops.

—

CusscWs Do-
tmsdc Dki'wiiarij,
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AGRICULTURAL MEETINGS IN 1S77.

AUGUST (1st week of).—Uoj'al Jersey Agricultural Society.
—Meeting at St. Heliers. Riitrlcs cloaed. Presi-
dent, Admiral Saumarez. Secretary, Mr. Fra. Labey,
Le Patrimoine, Jersey.

AUGUST 2 and 3.—Glamorganaliire Agricultural Society.

—

Meeting at Aberdare. Entries closed. President,
Lord Aberdare. Secretary, Mr. W. V. Huntley, Welsh
St. Donatts, Cowbridge.

AUGUST 7.—Pembroke Agricultural STiowof Horses, Cattle,
Sheep, and Pigs.—Meeting at Pembroke. Secretary, Mr.
Joseph Powell, Pembroke.

AUGUST 8.—Baiminton Farmers' Club.—Meeting at Bad-
minton. Entries closed. President, The Duke of
Beaufort, K.G. Secretary, Mr. Richard W. Lloyd, Bad-
minton.

AUGUST 8, 9, and 10.—Royal Agricultural Society of Ire-
land.—Meeting at Galway. Entries closed. Presi-
dent,Viscount Gougli. Secretary, Mr. Seymour Mowbray,
42, Upper Sackville-street, Dublin.

AUGUST 8, 9, and 10.—Northumberland Agricultural So-
ciety.—Meeting at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Entries
closed. President, Earl Grey, K.G. Secretary, Mr.
Jacob Wilson, Woodhorn Manor, Morpeth.

AUGUST 9.—Whitby Agricultural Society.—Meeting at
Whitby. Entries close July 29. President, Colonel O.
Duncombe. Secretary, Mr. William Stonehouse, 2, Es-
planade, West Cliff, Whitby.

AUGUST U, 15, and 10.—Herefordshire Agricultural Society,
—Meeting at Hereford. Entries closed. Secretary,
Mr. Thomas Duckham, Bavsham Court, Ross.

AUGUST 15.—Blackpool and Fylde Agricultural Society.—
Meeting at Blackpool. Entries close August 1. Presi-
dent, William Henry Cocker, Esq. Secretary, Mr.
Richard Gorst, 11, Church-street, Blackpool.

AUGUST 17.—Durham County Agricultural Society.—Meet-
ing at West Hartlepool. Eutries close July 30. Secretary,
Mr. Thomas Wethtirell, 32. Ciayjiath, Durham.

AUGUST 24.—Cleveland Agricultural SocietJ^—Meeting at
Redcar. Entries close August 8. President, A. H. Tur-
ner Newcomen, Esq. Secretary, Mr. T. Gisborne Fawcett,
Stockton-upon-Tees.

AUGUST 25.—Halifax and Calder Vale i >i-icultural Society.
—Meeting at Halifa.^. Entries close August 11. Pre-
sident, Lieut.-Col. Sir H. Edwards, Bart. Secretary, Mr.
William Hviue, 18, Cheapsida, Halifax.

AUGUST 29.—North-East SomersetParmers' Club.—Meeting
at Keynsham. Entries close August 1. President, The
Earl of Warwick. Secretary, Mr. John Tudball, Chew
Magna, Bristol.

AUGUST 29.—Tarporley Agricultural Society.—Meeting at
Tai-porley. Entries close August IS. President, Major
Egcrton. Secretary, Mr. William Vernon, 4, Lane End.

AUGUST 29.—Lytham and Kirkham Agricultural Society.
—Meeting at Kirkham. Entries close August 18. Secre-
tary, Mr. Joseph Parkinson, 5, Chapel-street, Preston.

AUGUST 30.—Worsley and Swinton Agricultural Society.
—Meeting at Worsley. Entries close — . President, The
Earl of Ellesmere. Secretary, Mr. Alfred Spencer,
Worsley, near Manchester.

AUGUST 30.—Richmondshire Agricultural Society. Meeting
at Bedale. Entries close August 7. President, Lord
Bateman. Secretary, Mr. J. 'tVetherell, Richmond, Yorks.

SEPTEMBER 4.—Leomin.stor Agricultural Society.—Meet-
ing at Leominster. Entries close August 17. Secretary,
Mr. Edwin Grey, 9, Broad-street, Leominster.

SEPTEMBER 4 and 5.—Staffordshire Agricultural Society.
—Meeting at Burton-on-Treut. Eutries close. Stock
August 4; Poultry August 18. President, M. A. Bass,
Esq., M.P. Secretary, Mr. W. Tomkinson, Newcastle,
Staffordshire.

SEPTEMBER 6.—Carlow Agricultural Society.—Meeting at
Bagnalstoun, County Carlow. Entries close August 30.

Secretary, Mr. Thomas P. Batler, Ballin Temple, Tullow,
County Carlow.

SEPTBMIJER. 6 and 7.—Wirral Agricultural Society.—
Meeting at Birkenhead. Entriesclose Aug. 21. President,
Richard Barton, Esq., J. P. Secretary, Mr. A. F.
Gardiner, 28, Hamilton-street, Birkenhead.

SEPTEMBER 11.—North Shropshire Agricultural Society.
Meeting at Market Drayton. General eutries close Au-
gust 20. President, C. D. Hudson, Esq. Secretary, Mr.
W. D. Green, Market Drayton.

SEPTEMBER U and 12 (on or about).—Warwickshire
Agricultural Society. Meeting at Alcestor. Entriesclose

. President, the Earl of Warwick. Secretary, Mr.
John Moore, 2, Northgate-strcet, Warwick.

SEPTEMBER 12.—Wayland AgricuHural Society.—Meeting
at Watton. Entries close August 30. President, Lord
Walsingham. Secrctarj', Mr. H. P. Grigsoii, Watton,
Norfolk.

SEPTEMBER 13.—Waterford Farming Society.—Meeting at
Waterlbrd. Entries close September 6. President, The
Marquis of Waterford. Secretary, Mr. Robt. S. Bloo,
Waterford.

SEPTEMBER 13 and 14.—Northamptonshire Agricultural
Society.—Meeting at Market Harhorough, Entries cli se
August 11. President, R. de Capell Brooke, Esq. Secre-
tary, Mr. John Lovell, Uarpole, Weeilou.

SEPTEMBER 14.—Stanhope Agricultural Society.-Meeting
at Stanhone. Entries c o.se Sentember 1. President,
John R. W. HiUlyard, Esq. Secretary, Mr. William
Morley, Sweet V/ells, Stanhope.

SEPTEMBER 14 and 15.—Cheshire Agricultural Society.—
Meetmj? at Crewe. Entries close September 1. Pre-
sident, Lord Tollemache. Secretary, Mr. John Beckett,
Oulton Pool Cottage, Tarporley.

SEPTEMBER 18 and 19.—Derbyshire Agricultural Society
—Meeting at Derby. Entries close. Stock &c., August 11
Implements and Poultry September 4. President, John
Gilbert Compton, Esq. Secretary, Mr, George Corbett,
Canal Office, Derby.

SEPTEMBER 31.-Carmarthenshire Agricultural Society.—
Meeting at Carmarthen. Entries close September 8,
President, Cowell Stepney, Esq., M.P. Secretary, Mr.
D. Prosser, White House, Carmarthen.

SEPTEMBER21.—Brampton Agricultural Society. Meeting
at Brampton, Cumber-land. Entries close September 13.
President, C. W. G. Howard. Esq. Secretary, Mr. John
Smith, Cotchill, Brampton, Cuirrberland.

SEPTEMBER 21.—Montgomeryshire Agricultural Society.
Meeting at Macliyulleth. Entries close last Saturday ia
August. President, The Marquis of Londonderry.
Secretary, Mr. W. Ashford, Welchpool.

SEPTE MBE'R . —Oxfordshire Agricultural Society.—Meet-
ing at Banbury. Entries close —:-. President, H.
Barnett, Esq. Secretary, Mr. Thos P. Plowman, 1, St,
Aldate-street, Oxford.

NOVEMBER 22, 23, and 24.—Norfolk and Norwich Christ-
mas Show of Stock, Poultry, and Grain. Entries closo
October 20th. Secretary, Mr. H. F. Buren, Norwich.

NOVEMBER 28, and 29.—Oakham Cattle and Poultry Show.
Entries close November 9. Hon. Secretary, and Trea-
surer (Cattle Show), Mr. E. Wortley, Ridlington, Upping-
ham. Sec, (Poultry;Show), Mr. John Pollard, Oakham,

DECEMBE a 5.—Edenbridgo Fat Stock, Corn, and Root Show—Meeting at Edenbridge. Entries cloaa November 13.
President, Geo. Hanbury Field, Esq. Secretary, Mr.
Fred. Stanford, Edenbridge, Kent.

DECEMBER 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6.—Birmingham Agricul-
tural Exhibition Society.—Meeting at Bingley Hall, Bir-
mingham. Entries close November 1. Secretary, Mr.
John B. Lythall, Bingley Hall, Birmingham.

DECEMBER 7 and 8.—Cariterbury Fat Cattle Show.—Meet-
ing at the New Horse Repository, Canterbury. Entries
close November 3. President, Earl GrauviJJa. Secre-
tary, Mr. George Slater, Canterbury.

DECEMBER 10.—Pembroke Show of Fat Cattle, Sheep, and
Pigs. Meeting at Pembroke. Secretary, Mr. Joseph
Powell, Pembroke.

DECEMBER 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14.—Smithfield Club Fat
Cattle Show, in the Agricultural Hall, Ishngton. Entries
close. Live Stock November 1 ; Implements October 1.

President, Lord Walsingham. Hon. Secretary, Mr. B.
T. Brandreth Gibbs. Assistant-Secretary, Mr. David
Pullen, corner of Half-Moon-street, Piccadilly, London.

DECEMBER 11.—Carmarthenshire Agricultural Society's
Fat Stock Show.—Meetirrg at Carmarthen. Entries close
Noveml)er 24. President, Cowell Stepney, Esq., M.P.
Secretary, Mr. D. Prosser, White House, Carmarthen.

DECEMBER 11, 12,and 13.—Yorkshire Society for the Christ-
mas Exhiljition of Stock, Poultry, and Roots. Meeting
at 'ii)rk. Entries close November 22. President,
Leonard Thomijson, Esq. Secretary, Mr. John Watson,
Lendal Bridge, York.

DECEMBER 17, and 18.—Suffolk Pat Cattle Club.—Meeting
at ijiswich. Entries close November 23. Secretary, Mr.
W. R. Bond, Butter Market Ipswich.

DECEMBER 27 and 28.—Chippenham Agricultural Society.
—Meeting at Chijipenham. Entries close December 21

.

President, Sir John Neeld, Bart. Secretary, Mr. E,
Little, Lanhill, Chippenham,
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HOOSE IN CALVES.
rENRITH FARMER'S CLUB.

On the 3rd ult. a meeting of the Club was held in the

Chili-rocmtohear a paper by Mr.Farrall,ot Aspatria.on "Iloose

iu Calves." llie ch.iir was taken by Mr. II. C. Howard, of

G^ey^tuke Castle.

Mr. Farrall said the disease to which he had to call

attention was in some seasons so malignant and widely-spread

as to create serious consternation among s'ockowners and the

farming community in general. A'ter describing at some
lengtb tlie ova and llie varieties of worms which infested the

aiiunal body, he proceeded to speak of the symptoms by which

lioose or husk might he detected. The animals, he said, v/ere

usmlly affect d with the disease in the latter part of Augu^t
or during the months of September or October. When grazing

u on the pastures they grndmlly begin to show symptoms ol

the uisease, wh:cli are nnmistakeable by those who have had
any expfrience in the matter. The first sign mfinifested is a

dry, husky cough, which continues for a few weeks, with

little or no interference with the general condition of the

animal. Very little is seen of the complaint during the heat

of llie day, but after tlie sun has gone down, the symptoms
beu-ome more and more aggravated and apparent ; indee^i,

infested calves may often be seen grazing qu te contented y
when the sun is high up in the sky as ii they we'^e entirely (n e

from aiilinent. This is undoubtedly brought about by the fact

tint the parasite is to a certain extent a nocturnal creature,

lying as it were dormant in the day, and arousing up to re-

newed action with the return of evening. The disease, if

allowed to go on unciiecked, produces ernaciation and

grievous irritation, which too often end in death. In numerous
districts, especially where the land is low-!)iug and the soil

alluvial, or even occasionnlly on tenacious clays, serious looses

are annually felt from invasion by this parasite, and iiusk or

lioose is looked upon as one of the many evils the ftrugKling

farmer has to contend with. The jiost mortem examination

of an affected animal generally reveals the fact that small worms
exist in the windpipe and its branches or bronchi il tubes.

Tiie external appearance of the animal is that of great emacia-

tion, while the tissues are of a yellowish colour, and the

muscles of dark red. The dark appearance is due to the

impure blood circulating iu the body, owing to the bronchial

tubes being filled up with mucus and other froihy matter, thus

preventing the proper oxidation of the blood, wliich naUirally

takes place in tliese organs. All the other internal parts of

the body are in a normal condition, but a little wasted. In

Tery bad cases the lungs are very much congested or discoloured.

On laying open the trachea and bronchial tubes the worms are

usually discovered, but should they not appear wliere indicated,

a positive conclusion should not be too hastily arrived at owing
to the absence ol the parasite. It may be that the dependents,

after a temporary residence, may have quitted the bronchial

tubes and have been coughed up and carried off through the

mouth and nostril^, along with the mucus in which they live,

and falling upon the pistures, become the means of 'infecting

future herds. As to the further question—How do the animals
become affected? Mr. Farrall said it was one o*' the most
important questions connected with the subject. It was one
not easily answered, and one in which many theories have been

promulgated. One theory, accepted by a few of those who
have given attention to the matter, is that the ova or germs of

the tliread worms are taken up by calves when depasturing

upon grounds that have been previously occupied by affected

animals. These eerms, it is maintained, find access to the

stomach of the calf, along with its food, and are then circu-

lated through the blood, or make tlieir way thrciugh the outer

wall of the stomach and diaphragm into the lungs and
bronchial tubes. By what process this migration is ejfected is

not explained ; and lie was unable to conceive how it can be

carried out. Tlie absurdity of the circulating iheoiy becomes
more evident when we consider that the food passes into the
first sto-nach and there undergoes the peculiar process of being
formed into pellets, to be again thrown into the mouth and
re-chewed. It next passes through the three stomachs into

the intestines, and is acted upon by the juices of the stomach
during the passage, ll is therelore exlreiuely problematic

whether th3 ova can be taken up by the small lacfeals, and
which have found their way into the bronchial tubes, and are being
hatched; and as the small thread-like worms begin to develop
in size, the irritation increases, the flesh begins to fall off the
ani'nal, the nose is project d, the neck extended, the back
slighted arched, the belly tuckt-d up, the coat appears stariu?,

the eyes dull and sunken, and the whole countenance heavy
and anxious-looking. Should the animal be iu the fipld, the

disease will soon be shown, and will be carried forward by the
blood to the seat of the Innirs as tlie proper liahUat fir further

development. Mr. Farral! described, in a very interesting

manner, the various means that bad been adopted toarrestthe
spread of this troublesome diease, which, he said, c^u ed
serious loss in sone Ijcalities, and concluded by recommending
the following mixture as effective,and at the same time gentle,

in its effects as any which had come under his notice :—One
ounce of gum camphor, dissolved in three ounces of turpentiee

;

four ounces o' spirits of nitre ; four ounces of Bulsam Capi'i

;

half an ounce of chloroform,and tAfelve ounces of linseed oil

—

two tablespoonfuls of the mixture to he given each night in a

little milk. He then spoke of the virtues of lime and salt

when adminis ered ihternally, and remarked that the applica-

tion of one or both of these articles to the land would also act

beneficially. In fact, it iiad been found to be the case, not

only in the prevention of the disease, but also that of red-water
in cattle and " scour " in calves, red-water being caused 1 y a
want of alkaline matter in the soil ; the herbage was
naturally deficient in saline matter, thus causing a deterinralion

of the blood and a breaking up of the corpuscles, which pass

off by the kidneys, giving the urine a dark colour—hence the

ni^nie " scour" in stirks—caused by the presecce of" flukes
"

in the liver.

Mr. Thompson, V.S , and General Manager of theAspatria
Agricultural Society, then read a paper "On manures and
feeding stuffs, and their effect on animals in health and
disease." Tlie lecturer recommended careful nursing, and
the application of salt to the land. The application of 5 cwt.

to the acre had been the means of almost entirely dispelliLg

the disease from his district.

A discussion followed, in the cjurse of which Mr. Dawson,
V.S., generally endorsed the views of Mr. Farrall, adding that

usually the disease broke out on rich laud over-stocked with
animals.

Air. Thomas Bird said he was acquainted with the nature

of the disease, adding that lie generally found it most preva-

lent in dry weathei, when there was a scarcity of water. He
had great faith in draining, and artificial manure, which had
almost eradicated the disease in his district.

A long discussion followed, at the close of which votes of
thanks were given to the lecturers and the Chairman.

STOCK OF GRAIN IN LONDON
On 1st July, 1877, compared wifh the corresponding period

of 1876,
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AGRICULTURvVL SOCIETIES.
DONCASTER.

(Abridgedfrom The HoKcaster Gazede )
Tfi every respect, except a3 to the place where it was

hi'hl, the Show may be said to have beeu a counterpart o'

th ISC held iu previous years. The Secretary and Committee
liad shown ait equal desire to promote a successful issue,

the various collectors had done their best to secure a

jjood and substantial subscription list, and the Show-yard
Committee had endeavoured to make their arrangements

so that they should be satisfactory to all. But uotwith-

standing this, neither Secretary, Committee, uor, in many
cases, the members of the Society, could forget the one
who had been the mainstay of the Association, and since

its commencement the head of the Society, aud who would
?cnow it no more. The loss of M.". Brown has been

ileeply felt, aud will be hard to replace ; and these were

the thoughts thai recurred to mauy minds as his familiar

face was missed from the show-yard at the opeuiug of the

e.xhibition on Wednesday last.

In point of entries, and the amount of money given,

there was little difference from previous years. As will

\>e. seen by the subjoined statistics, though the entry of

cattle, shtep, aud pigs was less, the loss in this respect

was fully couuterbalanced by the increase in the classes

for horses, poultry, &c. :

—

1876. 1877.
Cattle 78 64
Sheep. 93 70
Horses 223 279
Pigs 63 33
Wool 6 6
Poultry 132 173
I'igeons , 39 31
Dogs 241 216

Total 873
Shoeing Smiths 13

877
10

885 887

In the number of entries wool showed the same as last

year, though the quality was said to be far superior to

that then shown. The whole of the thirty fleeces were
grown iu the district, a fact speaking well for the Don-
tiaster locality. The first prize was awarded to Mr. W.
•.lennings, of llossington, and the second to Mr. Ingham,
cf Marr.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle : G. H. Sanday, Weusley House, Bedale;

J. R. Singleton, Givendale, Pockliagton ; C. Bland, Gad-
desby, Leicester. Sueep and Pigs : C. W. Tindall, Aylesby
Manor, Grimsby; R. Baker, Gamstou, Enst Retford; F.

Dickson, Heshngton, York. IIu;nters and Roadsters:
T. Ellerby, Whitweli, York ; F. Gordon, Thornhaugh,
Wansford ; Capfaiu Skipworth, Howi-ham, Brigg. Coacii-
INO and Agricultural Horses : T. Plowright, jun.,

Pinchbeck, Spalding; C. Wood, South Dnlton, Hull; E.
Godfrey, Brigg. Wool : E. Auckland, St. George's-terrace,

Doncaster. Poultry and Pigeoks : J. Dixon, North
Park, Brad''ord. Dogs : E. Aruptrong, Dauby Lodge,
Y^arm ; W. Lort, King's Norton. Suoling : G. Mather,
DoDcaster. Butter and Eggs : Mrs. CJhapman, Ponte-
fract.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Bulls, any age above three years, which have not previously

obtained the first prize in thia class.—First prize, i'lO, Mar-
quis of Exeter, Burghky Park, Stamford (I'elemachus 6tli)

;

second, £5, T. Atkinson, IManchester (Sergeant Irwin).

Bulls, above two and not exceeding three years old.— First

prize, £1"), T. H. Bland, Market Ilarborougli (General Fusee)

;

second, £10, F. J. S. Foljambe, I\l.l'., Worksop (Lavangro).

Bulls, above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £15, W. B. Tennant, Selby (Calamazoo) ; second, £10,
F. J. S. Foljambe, M.P. (Flag of France} ; third, £5, T. H.
Bland (General Fiir*).

Bull calves, above five and not exceeding twelve months
old.—First prize, £5, not given, there being but one entry

;

second, £3, S. Barker, Doncaster.
Cows of any age above tliree years old, in calf or milk,

which have not previously obtained the first pr ze in this

class.—First prize, £10, aiarquia of Exeter (Teleuiacina)
;

second, £5, T. H. Hut-'hinsoD, Catterick (Lady Alice).

Heifers, not exceeding three years old, in calf or milk.

—

First prize, £10, Lady Pi^-ot, Weybridge, Surrey (Imperious
Queen) ; second, £5, H. Fawcett, Leeds (Maggie Mildred).

Heifers, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £10,
Eirl of Ellesmere, Manchester; second, £5, T. 11. BUnd
(Brazilian Bride) ; third, £3, G. Ashby-Ashby, Rugby (In-

nocence).

Heifer calves, above five and not exceeding twelve months
old.—First prize, £5, A. Garfit, Lincoln (Asphodel) ; second,
£3, J. Snarry, York (Eastern Princess).

Alderney, Jersey, or Guernsey cows or heifers, in calf or
milk.—The president's prize of £10, J. E. Groom, Manor
House, Hootun Roberts ; second, £3, Earl of Wharncliffe,
Wortley Hall J^idy Sasau).

Alderney bulls, fit for service.—The president's prize of £5,
G. M. IIuHou, Kuaith, Gainsbro' ; second, £3, B. H. Brooks-
bank, TickKill.

Cows, for dairy purposes.—First prize, £5, John Sco't,

Woraersley (Carnation) ; second, £3, J. E. Groom, Ilooton
Roberts ; third, £3, W. Dyson, Worksop.
A silver cup, value £35, for the best female Shorthorn in

the show, Earl of Ellesmere, Manchester.
A silver cup, value £10 10s., for the best bull in classes 3,

3, aud 4, VV. Tennant, Selby (Calamazuo).

SHEEP.
leicesters.

Shearling ram.—First prize, £10, and second, £5, T. II'

Hutchinson, Catterick.

Ram of any age.— First prize, £5, and second, £3, W. Cover-
dale, Nawton, York.

Five shearliujT gimniers.—First prize, £10, W. Brown,
York ; second, £5, T. Marris, Ulceby.

LI^'coL^•s.

Shearling ram.—First prize, £10, A. Garfit, Lincoln : se-

cond, £5, R. Wright, Lincoln.

Ram of any age.— First prize, £5, E. J. Howard, Lincoln ;

second, £3, R. Wright, Lincoln.

Five shearling giiuiuers.— I'irst prize, £10, R. Wright;
second, £5, E. J. Howard.

SIICRTWOOLS.
Shearling ram.—First prize, £5, and second, £3, W. Baker,

Atherstone.

Ram of any age.—First prize, £5, and second, £3, W.Baker.
Five shearliug gimmers.—First prize, £5, and second, £2,

W. Baker.
Five shearling wedders.—Prize, £5, J. E. Groom, Ilooton

Roberts.

SPECIAL PRUNES.

A silver cup, value £5 os., for the best pen of five longwoo
shearling wedders, to be shorn not earlier than the 1st day of
April, 1877.—Cup, aud second prize, £2, W. B. Tate, Rus- .

siugton.

Five shearling gimmers, bred by aud the property of farmers
residing within twenty miles of Doncaster.—First prize, £7,
and second, £3, S. Barker, Doncaster.

five ewes, the propeity of farmers residing within twenty
miles of Doncaster, that siia'l have suckled lambs to the time
of the Show.— First prize, £5, J. Winder, Doncaster ; second,
£2, R. D. Job, Bawtry.
A 8 Ivcr cup, value £5, for the best pen of larobs, bred and

reared by a member of this Society.— Fir>t prize, W. Baker,
Atherstone; second, £?, R. D. Job.

G
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Eoar, large breed.—First prize, £i, and second, £2, R. E.

Duckering, Kirton Lindsey.

Sow, lar^e breed, in pig or milk.— First prize, £4, J. and F.

Bramfitt, Leeds ; second, £2, R. £. Duckering.

Boar, small breed.—First prize, £4', R. E. Duckering

;

second, £2, E. Ellis, Bentley.

Sow, small breed, in pig or milk.—First prize, M, R. E.

Duckering second, £2, J. Grabam.
Roar, large breed, not exceeding twelve months old.—First

prize, £4', R. E. Ducksring ; second, £2, T. G, Farrar, Balby.

Sow, large breed, not exceeding twelve months old.—Prize,

£4, R. E. Dnckering.
Boar, small breed, not exceeding twelve months old.—Prise,

£4, R. Addinal', Doncaster.

Sow, small breed, not exceeding twelve months old.—Prize,

R. E. Duckering.
Pon of three store pi?s, of any breed, the same litter.—First

prize, £4, T. Parkinson and Sons, Doncaster Mills ; second,

£2, W. Simister, Stockport.

Cottager's pig, not exceeding twelve months old.—First

prize, £2, C. Swaby, Doncaster ; second, £1, W. Gilivray,

Doncaster; third, 10s., R. Vvebster, Doncaster.

Boar of any breed, not qualified to compete in any other

-class.—First prize, £4, VV. Simister ; second, £2, A. Garfit,

Lincoln.

Sow of any breed, not qualified to compete in any other

class.—First prize, £4, W. Simister ; second, £2, A. Coward,
Doncaster.

HORSES.
ACKICIILTURII..

Stallion for getting agricultural horses.—First prize, £10,

J. F. Crowther, Mirfield (Topsraan) ; second, £5, Stand Stud
Company, Manchester (Young Champion).

Entire agricuhural colt, foaled in 1875.—A silver cup, £5
5s., and £5, H. Campbell, Rotherham (Reynard) ; second,

£5, R. Tweedie, Catterick (The Forester).

I3rood mar« for breeding agricultural horses, with foal suck-

ing.—First prize, £10, Stand Stud Company, second, £5, H.
^Pulleine, Selby.

Three years old agricultural gelding or filly.—First prize,

£10, R. Coggan, Epworth ; second, £5, P. B. D. Cooke, Don-
caster.

Two years old agricultural gelding or filly.—The President's

prize of £5, and the Society's prize of £5, H. Smith, Bingham

;

second, £5, Stsuid Stud Company.
Yearling agricultural colt.—First prize, £5, J.Oxley, Gains-

borough ; second, £2, Stand Stud Company.
Yearling agricultural filly.—First prize, £5, J. Oxley

;

second, £2, Sliund Stud Company.
Pair of drauglit horses, used exclusively for agricultural

purposes.—First prize, £10^ W. Bramley, Amcotts ; second,

£,a, W. Bramley.
Gelding or mare for agricultural purposes.—A silver cup,

value £5 Ss., W. Bramley ; second, £2, J. T. Brown, Don-
caster.

Dray horse or mare for town work.—A silver cup, value

£5 ijs., W. Bramley.
ROADSTERS.

Stallion for getting roadsters.—First prize, £10, Stand Stud

Company ; second, £5, J. Colliugs, Y'crk.

Brood mare for breeding roadsters, with foal suci;ing.

—

First prize, £10, J. Kirby ; second, £2, Stand Stud Company.
Three years old roadster gelding or filly.— First prize, £5,

T. Bowman, Y"ork ; second, £2, VV. Rickell, Pocklington.

Two years old roadster gelding or filly.—First prize, £5, J.

P. Crompton, Burton Agnes ; second, £2, not awarded, there

being only one entry.

Tbret years old coaching gelding or filly.—First prize, £10,

J. Kirby ; second, £5, J. Kitby.

Hackney or roadster, any age or sex, equal to carry 15

stones, not exceeding 15 hands 2 inches high.—First prize,

i£'10, and a silver cup value £5 os , Stand Stud Company,
Manchester ; second, £5, V/. H. Blackman, Uowden.

Hackney or roadster, .iny age or sex, equal to carry 12
stones, not exceeding 15 hsnds high.—First prize, £10, J.
Robinson, Hull; second, £6, W. H, Cranswick, Burton
Agnes.

Gelding or mare, driven in single harness, over 15 hands

2 inches.—First prize, £10, Stand Stud Company; second,

Mb, W. Smith, Derby.

Gelding or mare, driven in single harnes.i, nnder 15 hands
2 inches.—First prize, £10, R. Martin, York ; second, £5,
Stand Slud Company.

Pony, any age or sex, under 14 hands, to be shown driven
in single harness.—First prize, £5, "\V. Askew, Arnside, West-
moreland ; second, £2, W. Brockton, Tudworth,
Brougham horse or mare, to be shown driven in harness.—

A silver cup, value £7 7s., \V. Smith, Derby; second, £3, J.
Baker, Wisbech.
Brood mare for breeding hunters, with foal sucking.—First

priz3, £15, E. Hornby, York; second, £5, H. Wa'.son, New-
begia, Filey.

HUXTERS.
Thoroughbred stallion for getting hunters.—First prize,

£20, W. H. Clark (fur C. J. Lefevre), Howden ; second, £10,
M. Biddulph, Ledbury.

Five years old hunting gelding or mare, substance and breed-
ing to be taken iuto consideration.— First prize, £40, A. J.
Brown, Ponfefract; second, £10, J. C. Bilton, York.

Four years old hunting gelding or filly, equal to carrying
15 stones.— First prize, £15, and £25, E. Paddison, Lincoln;
second, £10, Foord P. Newton, Malton.

Four years old hunting gelding or filly, equal to carrying

13 stones.— First prize, £15, and cup, value £5 53., A. J.
Brown, Pontefract ; second, £10, J. Welbu-n, Hackness.

Tiiree years old hunting gelding or filly, substance to be
taken into consideration.—First prizp, £10, and a silver cup
value £S 5s., G. Lancaster, IN orthallerton ; second, £10, J.

P. Crompton, Burton Agnes.
Two years old hunting gelding or filly.— First prize, £10,

G. Lovel, Malton ; second, £5, J. Sliepberd, Beverley.

Jumping class.—First prize, £10, R. Savile, Sheffield ;

second, £5, W. W. Lovel, Hull.

ro^iiES.

Pony, above 12 and not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches high.

—First prize, £5, J. H. Smith, Market Weighton ; second,

£2, W. H. Blackman, York.
Pony, not exceeding 12 hands high.—First prize, £3, G.

Brown, Sturtou-le-Steeple ; second, £1, J. Elwis, Doncaster.

WOOL.
Five fleeces of wool, grown by the exhibitor,—First prize,

£3, W. Jennings, Doncaster; second, £2, J. Ingham, Don-
caster.

BUTTER.
Three pounds of fresh butter.—A silver cream jug valued at

.£2 5s., Mrs. Penny, Wadworth ; second, a silver butter-

knife valued at £1 5s., A. Turner, Rotherham ; third, iOs., J.

E. Groom, Hooton Roberts ; fourth, Mrs. Battj^, Conisbro'

Lodge.

EGGS.
Dish of twelve eggs.—First prize, £1, Miss E. Barker,

Marr ; second, IOs., R. Kewbitt, Epworth; third, 56., P. B.
D. Cooke, Ovvston.

NORTH-EAST OF IRELAND.

{From Ike Irish Farmer's Gazette).

The annual show of this most thriving Society was held

on June the 21st and 22ud; but properly speaking the

business of the meeting commenced on the 21st, with aa

exhibition of Messrs. John Fowler and Go's., Leeds, steam-

ploughing, which was exhibited at Unicarville. The day's

work was well appreciated by an immense concourse of

visitors. The ploughing apparatus was purchased by
Fitzwilliam Walsh, Esq.

On Thursday morning the work of the day began, at

seven. Shorthorn bulls taking precedence, and in general,

we may remark, we have not seen a better show of Short-

horns at the north-east meetings, and shall rejoice if the

Royal is as good.

The first prize in the aged class of bulls was awarded

to Messrs. Smith's Jove, a great thick bull, carrying as

much flesh as could be placed on his bones. An objection

was lodged against him on the score of insufficient breed-

ing. Mr. M'llderry's British Mantalini, bred by Mr.
George Allen, was put second, a grand bull, which if he

had flesk would have been first easilv. Mr. Downinga
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Eavl of Killerby, a gvaiul Iksliy, substantial, well put to

gether bull, was placed lliird, which position we consider

was due to his very low couditiou.

The young bulls, on the whole, were good, but the best

section was that of yearling Shorthoru heifers, in which

Mr. Allen's heifer Perfection, bred by W. Stawell Garnett,

got the tirst prize and cup as the best Shorthoru iu the

yard.

An unusually good lot of Ayrshires made up the special

contingent, but in the other breeds there was nothing

worthy of remark.

The sheep classes were far below what we have seen at

Nthe orth-east, and, in fact, if it had not been for Mr.
Peake and his Shropshires it would have been a total

failure.

The show of pigs at Belfast is always good ; but this

year we think it exceeded any show of the kind we have
seen in the same place. Lord Clermont's Berkshires, as a

matter of course, were superb ; but we regret to say that

his lordship sustained a heavy loss iu consequence of the

death of his cup boar, from the effects of the extreme heat

of Wednesday. As a consolation, Mr. M'CleUand sold for

liord Clermont three pigs of one litter, barely a year old,

for 75 guineas, to a Canadian buyer, who had seen Lord
Clermont's Wolverhampton Royal sow that went to

Canada, and was determined to have more of the sort ; and
te was right.

The show of horses ^vas very good—old prize-takers

will be recognised.

There was a good show of poultry, and au extensive

«how of implements, to which we may direct attentioa

afterwards,

PRIZE LIST.

HORSES.
STALLIONS.

The late North-East Society's Challenge Cup, value fifty

sovereigns, with ten sovereigns added, for the best thorough-

bred weight-carrying stallion.—Prize, T. Lindsay, Killyleagh,

County Down (Masauissa).

Thorough-bred stallion for getting weight-carrying hunters.

•^First prize, T. Lindsay (Masauissa) ; second, A. lieil, Ban-
gor (Gladstone).

Stallion calculated to get carriage, hack, or hunting horses,

not necessarily thorough-bred.—First prize, T. Lindsay

(Harkaway) ; second, H. Napier, Downpatrick (Poor Pat).

Entire colt, two years old, suitable for general purposes.

—

First prize, S. Gibson, Bulljrobert (Favourite) ; second, D.
Andrews, Ballycrocan (Stratlidee).

Stallion, three years old or upwards, suitable for agricul-

tural purposes.— First prize, J. Park, Dechmont, Carabuslang
(Royal Black Prince) ; second, W. Buchanan, Main-street,

Lame (Dreadnought) ; third, H. M'Cutcheon, Eilenvale (Cale-

donia).

Entire colt, two years old, suitable for agricnltural pur-

poses.—First prize, W. R. Wright, Enniskillen (Cock o' the

North) ; second, J. M'Clure, Moneyrea (Bobby Burns).

BROOD MARES, GELDINGS, AND FILLIES, SUITABLE FORAGUI-
CULTURAL PURI'OSES.

Brood mare, with foal at her foot.—First prize, W. llalston-

Wright (Never Mind Her) ; second, W. Buchanan ; third,

J. B. Houston, Belfast (Blossom).

Gelding or filly, three years old.—First prize, S. M. Alex-

ander, Liraavady (Jane) ; second, T.J. Dugan, Newtownaris
(Young Orphan) ; third, J. Johnston, Lisburn (Charlie).

Geldine or filly, two years old.—First prize, W. Ralston-

Wright (Just in Time) ; second, T. J. Dugan (Scrabo) ; third,

G. Carson, Lisburn (Rufus).

Colt, gelding, or tilly, one year old.—First prize, R. Mur-
dock, Lisbi.irn ; second, J. Greer, Templepalrick ; third, W.
Morrow, Dundonald.

SPECIAL HUNTER PRIZE.
Hunter (mare or gelding), not less than five years old, and

fit to carry Ki «tone and upwards.— First prize, N. Morton,

Ballymena (Hanker) ; second, \V, Bell, Belfast (Blackthorn).

nROOD MARES, GELDINGS, AND FILLIE.S SUITABLE FOR
GENERAL PURPOSES.

Brood mare, with foal at her foot.—First prize, A. D
Lemon, Belfast (Bessie) ; second, W. Pentland, Belfast

third, W. Pentland.

Gelding or filly, four years old.—First prize, W. Boyle,

Carrick'ergus (Irish Boy) ; second, J. Rankin, Kircubbiii

(Viceroy) ; third, R. M. Douglas, Coleraine (Warwick).
Gelding or filly, three years old.—First prize, J. Philips

Moss Side, Dunmurry (Bismarck) ; second, J. Philips (Hobart
Pasha) ; third, W. Boyle, Carrickfergus (Young Eclipse).

Gelding or filly, two years old.—First prize, D. and J.

Cleland, Crossgar ; second, T. Bailie, Newtownards (Jim);
third, W. Herron, Hillsborough.

Colt, geLing, or filly, one year old.—First prize, T. Lindsay
(The Jester) ; second, L. G. P. Filgate, B.dlymouey (Lord
Raglan) ; third, Mrs. T. Taylor, Annacloy County Dovvu
(Roscommon).

CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS.

Bull, calved before 1st January, 187J.—First prize, F. and
W. Smith, Coleraine (Jove) ; second, T. and J. M'llderry,

County Antrim (British Mantalini) ; third, J. Downing,
Fermoy (Earl of Killerby).

Bull, calved in 1875.—First prize, F. and W. Smith (Scotch
Knight) ; second. Earl of Caledon, Caledon (Remus) ; third,

W. Gault, Doagh (Southern Prince).

Bull, calved in 1876.—First prize, R. P. Maxwell, Down-
patrick (VVoodranger) ; second, J. Vance, Maralin (Chief of
Lothian) ; third. Lord Clermont, Duudnlk (Lord Seafield).

Cow, in calf or milk, of any age.—First prize, S. Morrow,
jun.. Moor Ilall, Killinchy (Mariau) ; second, J. Peake,
Monaghan (Village Rose) ; third, G. Allen, Comber (Heather
Bell).

Heifer, in calf or milk, calved in 1874'.—First prize, J.
MulhoUand (Fairy Gwynne) ; second, W. Charley, Dunmurry
(Princess Anna) ; third, J. MulhoUand (Ruby Gwynne).

Heifer, calved in 1875.—First prize, S. Black, Randalstowu
(Red Rose) ; second, W. Charley (Lady Emily) ; third. Lord
Clermont (Matchless II).

Heifer, calved in 1876.—First prize, G. Allen (Perfection)
;

second. Lord Clermont (Lady Bird) ; third, Lord Clermint
(Princess Maude IX).

AYRSHIRES,

Bull, calved before 1st January, 1875.—First prize, Mrs. A.
A. Hope, Castleblayney (Bjb) ; second, W. Martin, Middle-

town (Bob) ; third, 8. M'Neill, Clooney.

Bull, calved in 1875.—First prize, Mrs. A. A. Hope (Hero)
;

second, J. Dickey, Carrickfergus (Sandic).

Bull, calved in 1876.—First prize, Jlrs. A. A. Hope (Prince) ;

second, J. Marshall, Newry (Sandy) ; third, H, Greer, Newry
(Bob).

Cow, in calf or in milk, of any age.—First prize, T. and
D. Patton, Glasslousb (Maud) ; second, T. and D. Patlou

(Jennet II) ; third, J. Watson, Londonderry.
Heifer, in calf or in milk, calved in 187i.—First prize, T.

and D. Pstton (Violet); second, J. Watson; third, J.

Marshall (Jliuiulns).

Heifer, calved iu 1875.—First prize, J. Liken, Coleraine

(Maud); second, Mrs, A, A. Hope (Daisy); third, J.

Watson.
Heifer, calved in 1876.— First prize, S. M'Neill, London-

derry ; second, T. and D. Patton (Maggie) ; third, Jlrs. A. A.

Hope (Ruby).

Bull, of any age.—Prize withheld.

Cow, in calf or in milk, of any age— First prize, J.

Sands (Mrs. Thursbanc) ; second, J. Sands, MagheralVlt
(Mary).

DEVONS.

(Polled, or any distinct breed not included in the foregoing

classes).

Bull, of any age.—First prize, S. Barbour, Belfast ; secoudi

H. Wat^son, Lurgan (lominy).

Cow, in calf or in milk, of any age.—First priz", S. T.

Mercier, Gilford (Jessie).

G 2
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BAIRY COWS.

Pair of diiry cows, in milk St the time of esliibition.—first

prize, G. Gibson, IMalone (Nenforge and Ferguson) ; second,

F. and W. Smith, Culeraine.

SHEEP.

lOXG-WOOLLED 01 AXt PURE BREED.

Ram, of any sge.—First prize G. N. Callwell, Lismoyne,

Dunmurry ; second, T. and J. M'llderry.

Two-shear ram.—First prize, T. Montgomerv, Dunmurry.

Pen of five ewes having had lambs in 1877.— First prize,

T. MontfToraery.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, T. Montgomery.

Pen of five ewe lambs.—First prize, T. Montgomery.

SHORT-WOOLLED OF ANY PtJRE BREED.

Two-shear ram.—First prize, J. Peale (Bedford Reserve

II) ; second, J. PeaVe, Monaghan (Bedford).

Shearling ram.—First prize, J. Peake ; second, J. Peake.

Pen of five ewes having had lambs in 1877.—First prize, J.

Peake ; second, G. Perry, Downpatrick.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, J. Peake ; second,

J. Peake.

Pen of five ewe lambs.—First prize, J. Peake ; second,

J. Peake,
PIGS,

COLOURED.

Boar, over twelve months old.—First prize, D. Glenn,

Kilfennan, Londonderry (Duke of Ulster) ; second, M. H.
Scott, Aughnacloy (Dobbs).

Boar, over six and not exceeding twelve months old.—First

prize. Lord Clermont.

Breeding sow, in pig, or having had a litter within six

months, over eiehteen months old.—First prize Lord Cler-

mont ; second, D. Glenn, Londonderry (Irish Sally).

Breeding sow, not exceeding eighteen months old.—First

prize. Lord Clermont ; second. Lord Clermont,

Pen of three breeding pigs of same litter, under ten months

old.—First prize, D. Glenn.

WHITE.
Boar, over twelve months old.—First prize, A. Traill,

F.T.C.D., Yorkshire (Jupiter) ; second, T. H. Gratham,

Londonderry (Charley).

Boar, over six, and not exceeding twelve months old.—First

prize, J.Peake ;'second, D. Glenn.

Breeding so«r, in pig, or having had a litter within

six months, over ei^'hteen months.old.—T. H.Graham (Sallv).

Breeding sow, not exceeding eighteen months old.—D.

Glenn (Duchess) ; second, A.. Traill (Venus IV).

Pen of three breeding p'gs of same litter, under ten months

oild.—First prize, T. Lindsay ; second, D. Glenn.

farmers' CLASSE.=i.

The following classes were open for competition to all the

counties in the province of Ulster.

SHORTHORNS.

Cow in calf or in litter, ofany age.—First prize, F. and W.
Smith (Lady Rose) ; second, J.Rea, Killinchy (Woodbine

the Third) ; third W. Grey, Lisburu (Leoville).

Heifer, in calf or in milk, calved in 187-i.—First prize, J.

Russell Mountnorris (Guineahen) ; second J. H. Keenan,

Downpatrick (Pink Eye) ; third, T. Lindsey (h^Ay Audley).

Heifer, calved in 1875.—R. Bowden, Cootehill (Isabella) ;

second, S. Smith, Ballyclare (Cherry) ; third, J. Perry (Nell

Gwynne).
Heifer, calved in 1S76,-R Bowd«n (Clarissa) ; second, J,

Ferguson, Co., Down (Ruby Queen) ; third, ditto J.Perry

i(Annie)-

CROSS OR ANY BREED NOT BEI^G SHORTHORNS.

To be competed for by farmers whose holdings exceed fifty

statute acres.

Dairy cow, in calf or in milk, of any age.— First prize, S.

Coleman, Templepatrick (Julia) ; second, G. Gibson, 'Belfast,

(Bell) ; third, F. and W. Smith (Lady).

Heifer in calf or in milk, calved in 1874'.—First prtze,'G.

Gibson (White Rose) ; second, T. Lindsey (Mary).

Heifer calved in 1875.—First prize J. Stewart, Coanty

Downs (Lizzie.)

Heifer calved in 1876.—First prize, J. Perry (Polly)
;

eecoud, J. Russel, (Wildeyes).

CROSS oil ANY BREED NOT BEING SHORTHORNS.
To be competed for by farmers wlio.-e holdings do not exceed

filty statute acres.

Dairy cows, in calf or in milk, of any age.— First prize, J.

Watson, Londonderry ; second, J. M'Clure.Moneyrea (Flora),

third) M. Alexander, P>allymoney,"(Primrose).

Heifer, in calf o? in milk, calved in 1871.—First prize, J.

Watson ; second, H. Megaw, County Down (Strawberry)
;

lliird, A. Bell, Bangor.
Heifer calved in 1875.—First prize, Hugh l\Iegaw (Mifs

Warlaby) ; second, J. Stewart, Island Pule, Killyleagh

(Bessie) ; third, J. Stewart, (Bella).

Heifer, calved in 1876.—Fust prize, J. Stewart (Kate).

SUFFOLK.
MEETING AT SUDBURY.

The preltv, old-fashioned town of Sudbury did its

utmost to justify its selection as the place of meeting of

the Suffolk Society ou June 28th aad 29tb. We never

remember to have Been a town so tastefully decorated ou
the occasion of a county show as Sudbury was on Thursday,

and, what was more conducive to the success of the

meeting, the inhabitants of the town and district were

most liberal in the offer of special prizes. The town,

however, being on the borders of the county, and with

none too-convenient rail accomodation, is not in the most
favourable position for a Suffolk show, so that it is not

surprising that the attendance was less numerous than at

some recent meetings of the Society. The weather was
brilliantly fine ; but this, owing to the prevalence of hay-

making, was not all in favour of a large attendance.

But, if not so successful financially as some previous

meetings, the Show was a remarkably good one, which is

a higher form of success thau a large taking of money
merely. The most noticeable feature of the Show was

the creditable appearence of the local breeds of horses,

cattle, and sheep. The pigs were good enou;^h, but much
less numerous than usual. Of the Suffolk cart horses one

always expects to see a grand show at the county meeting.

So strong are they, indeed, on their own ground, that,

although some of the classes were open to all England,

there were hardly any representatives of other breeds.

The aged stallions struck us as being not quite so good a

lot as we have seen. JMr. Richard Garrett, of Carlefon

Hall, was first with Viceroy, which was first also at Diss,

and Mr. H. Wolton was second. Some of the "knowing
ones " would have reversed the positions. There were

some very good horses amongst the three-year-old entire

colts, Mr. Garrett being again first, with his splendid colt

Cupbearer III., which also took the special prize for the

best Suffolk stallion iu the yard, and the challenge cup,

value one hundred guineas, to be won three limes in

succession by the same exhibitor. Mr. Garrett has now
won it twice. Mr. jManfred Biddell was a good second

with Ben. Mr. Keer, of Orford, also exhibited in this

class a stallion of an excellent stamp, appropriately

named Punch. In the two-year-olds Mr. Catchpole, of

Bramford, took first honours with a colt by Cupbearer XL,

and showed also one of the biggest and best furnished two-

year-olds that we have lately seen, which, however, was

disqualified on account of lameness. Mr. A. C. Wilkin's

Young King Tom was second, and Cock Robin, a handsome

colt, bred and exhibited by Mr. R. E. Lofft, of

Froston Hall, Bury St. Edmunds, was the reserve animal.

The year-old entire colts were not striking. There was a

grand show of mares, especially of gast mares. The
mares with foals at foot were very numerous, and con-

tained some very good specimens, and some that could

only have been sent because their foals were pretty good

ones. Mr. Wolton, of Newbourne Hall, was first with

Newbourne Pride, a grand mare, and second with Royal

Diamond. A fiiiexuare, which, with her foal, we fancied
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better than the seconil prize one, was shown by the Eirl
of Stradbroke, &))right, which was highly commeuded.
The foal is a particularly good oue. Mr. J. A. Green's
beautiful model of a Suffolk mare, Smart, was first, and
gained the special prize iu the gast mares. !Mr. Cross,

of Frating, took the second place wi;,h Kathleen, Essex
thus carrying off all honours in this very creditable class.

Mr. Green was again successful iu the two-year-old

fillies, in which class he gained the second prize with
Pride> which was beaten, in the opinion of the judges, by
Mr. Capon's Matchett II.—a very close run we should
think. We cannot particularise with respect to the one-
year-old colts, and the cart or van pairs. There was a

large and creditable show of hackneys and hunters.

Amongst tbe latter, Colonel Barlow's hunter-stallion.

The Gunner, which was first at Bath, was beaten by The
Beadle, the property of tbe Duke ot Hamilton.
We were pleased to see the Suffolk and Norfolk Polls

put iu such a creditable appearance at Sudbury, The
bulls were very fine specimens of this breed, which might
travel beyond their too narrowly confined area with
advantage. There were also some pretty cows, and
we could not help wondering why strangers who see

such creditable specimens of this docile and symmetrical
breed, do wot more often fall in love with them. The
Polls are well suited for " gentlemen's cows,'' and would,

we believe, be more profitable—at least if it were not for

fashion, which rules prices to so great an extent—than

the mnch over-rated Channel Islands cattle. As usual,

at Suffolk meetings, there was rather a poor show of

Shorthorns ; but Mr. N. Catchpole, of Biamford,and Jlr.

D. A. Green, of Donylaud, Colchester, shewed some good
specimens. There was a fair show of Channel Islands

cattle.

The sheep made rather a large show, but only South-

clowns and Suffolks were represented to any appreciable

extent, no Cotswolds or Leicesters being present, and
even Ilampslnre Downs being few in number. The
Suffolks were very good—for Suffolks—and IMr. J. M.
Green, of Stradishall, Newmarket, carried nearly all

before him. In Southdowns, Lord Braybrooke and Mr.
Coleman, M.P., were the successful exhibitors.

Mr. G. M. Sestou, of Wherstead, had a nice show of

black pigs all to himself, with the satisfactory result of

all prizes and no blanks ; whilst in the white breed Mr.

R. E. Duckering, of Northope, was the winner of most
of the prizes.

The show of implements was not remarkable. Messrs.

Howard and Fowler had their steam cnltivating tackle

at work in fields near the show-yard. The arrangement

of the sheds and stands, and the managment
of the Show generally, were excellent. In criticising the

Show, however, we find it desirable, like Paul Pry, to say
" We hope we don't intrude," as the Secretary apparently

did not desire any press notices.

JUUGES.

—

Aghicultural Horses.— J. A. Ilempson,
Errtartou Hall; D. Sewell, Beaumont Hall. RidIvNK
Houses.—Sir T. B. Lennard, Bart., Belhua ; J. llornsby

,

Castleffftte House, Grantham. Cattle.—A. W. Crisp,

Orlonl ; C. Howard, Biddenham. Sueet.— S-. Wolton.
Butley Abbey ; G. M. Sexton, Wherslead Hall. Plus.
—H. Biddell, I'lajford ; A. A. Steward, Yarmautli.

HORSES.
ACraCULTURAL HORSES.

stallions having served not less tiian twenty mares in the

county in 1877.—First prize, £'20, 11 Gnrrett, Carleton Hall

(Viceroy); second, £10, H. Wolton, Woodliridge (Royalty).

Tiireeyear-old entire colts, foaled in IS?*.— First prize,

£15, R. Garrett (Cupbearer HI.) ; second, Ml, M. Biddell,

Play ford (Ben).

TrtO-year-old entire colts, foaled in 1S7j.—First prize, £15,
N. Catchpole, Brainford ; second, £7, A. C. Wilkin, Kel-
vedou (Youn^' KiutS I'oiu).

Special prize, value £26 5s., for the best Suffolk stallion n
Classes 1, r2, and 3, R. Garrett (Cupljearer UL).

Special prize, tiie Saxmundham Challenge Cup, value 100
guineas, k>r beat animal iu Classes 1, 3, and 3, such animal
to have served not less than twenty mares in the county at a
fee not exceeding 3 guineas, in 1877—the cup to become the
property of the exhibitor winning it three times with the
same animal or with other animals bred by himself—K,
Garrett (Cupbearer HI.).

One-year-old entire colts, foaled in 1876.—First prize, £10,
R. C. Cooke, Livermere; second, J. Grout, Woodbndge
(Adventurer).

Mares with foals at foot.—First prize, £15, H. Wolton;
Newbourne Hall (New bourne Pride) ; becoud, £7, II. Wolton
(Royal Diamond).

Foals foaled in 1877.—First prize, £8, M. Biddell ; second,
£1-, Earl of Stradbroke.

Gast mares.—First prize, £10, D. A. Green, East Donylaud
(Smart) ; second, £5, Exors. of late W.. Cross, Fratiner
(Kathleen).

Three-year old fillies, foaled in 187'i.—First prize, £10,
the Duke of Hamilton and Brandon, Easton Park (Belle of
the Ball) ; second, £5, Ji Toller (Pearl).

Two-y. ar-old tillies, foaled in 1875.—First prize, £10, R.
Capon, Donningtou Lod}^ (Matchit II.) ; second, £5, D. A.
Green (Pride).

Special prize, value MQ, for the best animal in Classes 5, 7,
8, and 9.—Prize, It, A. Green, East Donyland (Smart).
One year old cart fillies, loaled in 1876.—First prize, £10

W. By ford, Glemsford ; second £5, VV. Byfrrd.
Geldings loaled in IS?* or 1875.—First prize, £10, Alfred P

Viall, Cavendish ; second ditto, £5, E. L. Baker, Sudbury
(Bumper).

Special prize, value £10 10s. for the best pair of plough
horses,mares, or .geldings, or mixed, not drawn from other
classes,—First prize, J. Toller (Captain) (Jolly).

Special prize, value £5 5s. for the best pair of van horses
equal to drawing a ton each, suitable for brewers, distillers

or. railway work, E. L. Baker (Tmker and Captain).

RIDING AND COACHING HORSES.

Thorough-bred stallions for hunting purposes, havin«,
served not less than ten mares in the county.—First prized
£30, Duke of Hamilton and Brandon (The Beadle) ; second',
£10, Colonel F. Barlow, Hasketou (The Gunner).

Roadster stallions, having served not less than ten mares in
the county.— First prize, £10 IDs., T. Harper, Bury St.
Edmund's

; second, £5, Col. J. B. Tlullusson, Aldeburgh.
Hunting mares, with foals at foot.—First prize, ±7, Duke

of Hamilton and Brandon (Hirt) ; second, i.'6, H. Wolton
Newborne Hall (Wood Nympii).
Hackney mares, with loals at foot.—First prize, £7, Duke

of Hamilton and Brandon (The Spotted Mare); second,
£3, J. Grout, Woodbricige (Alice Grey).
Hunting foals, bred in tlie county, or by the exhibitor.

Prize, £5 5s. Duke of Hamilton and Brandon.
Roadster foals bred in the county, or by the exhibitor.

—I'rize. £5 5s., Duke of Hamilton i.nd Brandon.
Weight- carrying hunters, mares, or geldings, not less than-

five years old, e'-jual to carrying not less tiiau lourteen stone.

First prize, £10, Duke of Hamilton and Brandon
(ControUei) ; second. Col. F. Barlow, £5, Haskclon (Van-
dyke).

Four-year-old weight-carrying huntmg mares or geldinffs,

having been bred in tlie county or by the exhibitor, aud eqvial

to carrying not less thau.ldi stone, £10, G. M. Sexton, Ipswich.
Weight-carrying hunting mares or geldings, two or tliruo

years old, having, been bred in the county or by the exhibi
tor, and equal to carrying not less tJ.an 14 sttne. No com
petition.

Special prize, value £10 10s. for the best light-weight?
hunting mares or geldings (not to be drawn from other
classes.— Prize J. 0. Dawson, Ipswicli, Limerick.

Special prize, value £10 lO.i., for li e best hunter in fbo
yad,—Prize, The Duke of llamiltou and Brandon,
(Controller).

Riding mares or geldings, not undi r 15 hands high.—Firs
prize, £10, J. Grout, Woodbridgc (Kiity) ; stcond. Rev. J
Foster, Fo.xcarlh, (I'omujy).
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Hackney mares or geldinss, not nuder 14 hands high, and

not exceeding 15 hands.—First prize, £10, Key. J. jfoster
(Madge)

; second, f5,E. C. Cooke, Livermere.
Two and three- ypar-old hackuev mares or geldings, bred in

the county or by the exhibitor.—First prize, £7, R. E Lofft,
(Zoe); second, £3, G. D. Badhara, Bulmer (Spinaway).
Ponies not under 13 iiands high, and not exceeding 14 hands.—rrize, £5, Duke of Hamilton and Brandon (Bosco),

T .? .r"'^"^^^
''^"'^' high.-Prize, £5, F. Branwhite,

Long Melford (Tomtit).
'

Special prizes for the farmers' hunter making the best iump
tbe first day of the Sliow.-First prize, £10, J. F. Robinson,
Hadleigh (Plonghboy)

; second, £5, G. Bond, Cretinghara
Rookery (Watercress).

Special prizes for the best yearling hunter.—First priz«,
•

',
,* ?,

^^""^'iis of Bristol, Ickworth Park ; second, £;i ,
withheld. '

Special prizes £5, for the best riding or hackney yearling
F. Branwhite (The Gem).

^J s

Special prize £5, for the best stallion pony, not exceeding 14
hands high, J. F. Smith, Sudbury (Briollt^

Special prize, £10, for the best matcfied'pair of geldings or
mares for carriage or pi eeton purposes, not less than 142
hands high, to be exhibited and driven in double harness, J.
trout, Woodbndge (Allen and Kitty).

Special prize for the best hackney mare or gelding, of not
less than 14 hands high, nor more than 15-2 hands high, to
be eslubited or driven in single harness-Rev. J. Foster,
lojearth (Madge). '

CATTLE.

Suffolk or Norfolk red polled bulls, not exceeding two years
old.—First prize, £10 10s., J. Foster Palmer, Wilby, Attle-
borough (Daveyson tliird) ; second, £5, A. Taylor, Starston,
Harleston (Easton Duke).

Suffolk or Norfolk red polled bulls, under two years old.—
lirst prize, £10, J. Foster Palmer, Attleborough (King
Charles)

; second, £5, R. E. Lofft (Nelson).
Suffolk or Norfolk red polled bull calves, not exceeding 12

month old,—Prize, £5, R. E. Lofft (Duke).
Special prize, value £10, for the best Suffolk or Norfolk

red polled bull lu the yard.—J. Foster Palmer, Wilby (Davey-
• on 3rd). ' ^ ''

Suffolk or Norfolk red polled cows, in milk or calf.— First
prize, £10, R. E. Loffi (Minnie 3rd); second, £5, J. J.
Colman, M.P., Norwich (Fanny).

_
Under three-year-old Suffolk or Norfolk red polled heifers,

in milk or in calf.—First prize, £10, J. J. Colman, M.P
Norwich (Rosa first) ; second, £5, A. Taylor, Harleston
(Anemone).
Uuder two years old Suffolk or Norfolk red polled heifers

--First prize, £7, F. J. Colcmm, M.P. (fauciful) ; second,
£3, A. Taylur, Uarlesion (Angel).

Special prize, value £7, for the best Suffolk or Norfolk red
polled cow or heilers, in classes 29, 30, and 31, R. E. Lofft
(Miuaie third).

Special prize, value £10, for the best collection of Suffolk
and r>'orrola red polled cattle, A. Taylor, Starston.

Shorthorn bulls, not under two years old.—First prize, £10,
N. Catchpool, Bramford (Royal Cambridge) ; second, £5 D.
A. Green, East Donyland (Roan Duke).

Shorthorn bulls, under two years old.—First prize, £10,
N. Catchpole, Bramford (Asmonean) : second, £5, Lord Bray-
brook (Tablet).

'

Shorthorn bull calves, not exceeding one year old.—Prize,
£5,D. A. Green, East Douvknd (King of the Roses).

Special prize, £10 10s., for the best Shorthorn bull in the
yard.-N. Catclipole (Royal Cambridge).

Shorthorn cows, in milk or in call.—First prize, £10, J,
Upson, Riveuhall (Countess) ; second, £5. N. Catchpole
(Acacia 3rd).

Shorthorn heifers, under three years old, in milk or in calf,
--lirst prize, £10, N. Catchpole ; second, £5, J. R. Chaplin,
ilahtead (Lady E-ama).

Shorthorn Heifers, uuder two years old.—First prize, <£7,
V.A.. Green (Blu.h Rose)

; second, £3, N. Catchpole (Laura).
Special prize £10 for the bett animal in Classes 35, 36, or

37, bred iq Suffolk or Essex.—N. Catchpole.
Special prize, value, £5, for the best three milch cows of any

breed, Channel Island cows e.\aiuded. No entry.

Bulls of any pure breed, not" being red polled, Sutfolk o*'

Norfolk, or Shorthorn.—Prize £10, Sir R. Wallace, Bart,
M.P., Sudbourne Hall (Heartease).

Cows or heifers of the Channel Islands breed, in milk or in

calf, over three years old.—Frst prize, £7, J. Everett, Hadi*
leigh, Alderney cow (Rosa) ; second, .£5, Marcjuis of Bris'.ol,

Jersey cow.

Special prize, value £5 6s., for the best heifer of the Channel
Island breed under three years oid— J- M. Green, Stradishall,

Newmarket, Jersey heifers.

Milch cows iu milk not eligible to compete" in the foregoing
classes,— f rize, £5, G. D. Beadham, Buhner (Strawberry).

Special prizes for Jersey bulls,—First prize, 6. D. Badham
(Hero); Sir R. Wallace, Bart., M,P, (Heartsease).

SHEEP.
Suffolk taps, of any age.—First prize, £7, J. M, Grees,

Stradishall, Newmarket.
Shearling Suffolk tups.—First prize, £7, J. M. Green

;

second, £3, J. Bl. Green.
Suffolk lamb tups.—First prize, £5, J. M. Green ; second,

£2, J, M. Green.

Pens of five Suffolk shearling ewes—First prize, £7, J.
S:nitli ; second, £3, Marquis of Bristol.

Special prize, value £4 4s. for the best pen of ten Suffolk
ewe lambs—J. M. Green.

Southdown tups, of any age.—Prize, £7, Eight Hon. Lord
Braybrooke, Audley Eud.

Southdown shearling tups.—Prize, £7, J. J, Colman, M,P.
Pens of five Southdown shearling ewes,—Prize, £7, J. J.

Colman, M.P,
Short or medium-woolled tups, of any pure breed (not being

Suffolk or Southdown), of any age.—Prize, £7, Henry Lam-
bert, Great Abington.

Shearling short or medium woolled tups, of any pure breed
(not being Suffolk or Southdown).—Prize, £7 Henry Lambert,
Great Abingdon, Hampshire.
Pen of five short or medium woolled shearling ewes of any

pure breed (not being Suffolk or Southdown).—Prize, £7,
Henry Lambert, Hampshire down ewes.

Special prize, value £10 £10s., for the best ram in the yard.
Right. lion. Lord Brajbrooke, Southdown tup.

Pen of ten ewes, of any age or breed, which have had lambs
this year. Prize, £0, J. J, Colman, M,P., Norwich, South-
down ewes.

Pen of ten shearling ewes, of any breed.—Prize, £6,
Marquis of Bristol, Southdown ewes.

Pen of ten ewe lambs, of any breed.—Prize, £6, J, M.
Green, Stradishall, Newmarket, Suffolk lambs.

Special prize, value £10, for the best pen of five sheep, closely

shorn, of any breed, bred by the exhibitor ia Suffolk or adjoin-

ing counties, a sample of wool from the sheep exhibited to be
shown witli the pen.—Prize, J. J. Colman, M.P,

Special prizes.— Six fleeces of wool.—First prize, £3 3s., H.
J. Brand, Great Waldingfield, Sudbury ; secojid, £2 23., E. L,
Baker, Bulmer Kithcen, Sudbury,

PIGS.
Boars of the black breed, not under one year old.-—First

prize, £8, G. M. Sexton, Wherstead Hall, Ipswich (Silvio)

Boars of the black breed, under one year old.—First prize,

£5,G. M. Sexton (Tupsawyer) ; second, G. M. Sexton (King of
Trumps).

Breeding sows of the black breed.—Prize, £8,G. M. Sextca
(Lady Golightly).

Pens of three young sows of the black breed, pigged since

November 1st.—Prize, £5, G. M. Sexton.
Boars of the white breed, not under one year old.—First

prize, £8, R. E. Diickering, Northopp, Kirton Lindsey ; second,

£4, Right Hon. Lord Morcton, Falfield (Keneah).
Boars of the Viihite breed, uuder one year old.—First prize

£5, G. M. Sexton ; second, £3, S, Spencer, Holywell, St. Ives
(P.sycho).

Sows and pigs of the white breed (the pigs not exceeding
ten weeks old.—Prize £8, S. Spencer (Oh ! Joy).

Breeding sows of the white breed.—First prize, £8, R. E.
Duckering ; second, £4, Right Hon. Lord Moreton (Priucess
Whitfield).

Pen of three young sows of the white breed, jiisged since
November 1st.—First prize, £5, R, E. Duckering : second,
£3, W. W. Flatt, Wautisdcn.
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Special pnzp, value £5, for the best boar in yard.— G. BI.

Sexton (Topsawjer).

Siiecial prize, value £5, for the best sow in classes 58, 59,

63, and 6i, bred ia Suffolk.—G. M. &xtoa (Lidy Golightly).

THORN E.

The twenty-fifth Annttal Show of this Society was helU

on June the 20th. The meeting was, on the whole,

the most successful the Society has ever held, the entries

being more numerous than iu any previous year. The
following is the list of prizes :

—

HORSES.

Agricultural mare and foal.—First and sicond prize, M.
Askreu, Levels, Thome.

Hunter, mare and foal.— First prize, W. Coulraan, Barnby
Don ; second, F. Applejard, Grange Farm, Roundhay.

Roadster ditto.— F!rb.t prize, A. Kirby, High Grange,

Market Weighton ; second, J. T. Brown.
Agricultural or draught yearling colt or filly.—First prize,

J. Osley, Bole Fii-li, Giinsbro' ; second, VV. Johnson, Haifield.

Two years old gt^lding or filly.— First, prize, silver cup, W
Biadworth, Luddington ; second, R. S. Blundell, Boucaster.

Three je:irs old ditto.—First prize, silver cup, W. i'indar,

Haldenby ; second, R. Coggon, West Butterwiek.

Pair of draught horses, within 20 miles of Thome.—First

prize, silver cup, W. Bramley, Amootts; second, J. Coulman,
J. P., Thorne.

Pair of draught horses.—First prize, silver cup, value £5,

J. Coulman ; second, ditto.

Gelding or mare, any age.—First prize, J.T. Brown ; second,

J. Coulman.
HUNTERS.

Yearling colt or lilly.—First and second prize, T. Dudding,
Garthorpe.

Two years old gelding or filly.—First prize, W. Burton,

Enstoft iiail; second, C. H. Hudson, Sandall Grove.

Three years old ditto.—First prize, A. J-. Brown, North
Elrasall Hall; second, the Hon. A. F. Hood, Airrayn Hall.

Gelding or mare, any age.—Silver cup, A. J. Brown.

CARRIAGE.
Yearling colt or filly.—F'lrst prize, M. Askren, Levels

;

second, Mr. Morrell, Hellaby Hall

Two years old gelding or lilly.—First prize, W. Rowbottom;
second, W. Spink, Doncaster.

Gelding or mare, any age.—First prize, .silver cop value £5,
G. Wadsworth, Laxton ; second, W. H. Blackniau, Wressle.

ROADSTERS.
Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, J. Scriven, Saltaire

;

second, VV. Barker, Bilne, Snailh.

Two years old gelding or filly.— First prize, A, Kirby;
second, J. Benson, Santiloft.

Three years old di to.—First prize, W. H. Cranswick,
Thornholme; second, i). R. Sowerby, Hull.

Gelding or mare, any age.—First prize, silver cup, value £6,
A. J. Brown, North Eliusall Hall ; second. Dr. Merryweather,
Guisbro'.

Weight-carrying cob.— First prize, T. E. Morrell, Hellaby
Hall ; second, G. F. Fletcher, Sheffield.

CATTLE.
Bull, any age.—First prize, cup, J. Stubbs, Rowley, Walden

;

second, B. Fletcher, Carlton ; third, T. Atkin.oon, TJnsworth.
Bull, not exceeding two years old.— Firat jirize, silver cup,

W. Tennant, Barlow ; secon 1, A. and R. Mann, Thornhill
Dewsbury ; third, Captain Smith, Ilarthill.

Bull calf, not exceeding one year old.—First prize, C.
Strickland, Sutton-on-the-Forest ; second, R. S. BruudelJ,.

Doncaster.

Heifer calf, not exceeding one year old.—First prize, H.
Fawcett, Old Bramhope, Otley ; second, T. Atkinson.

Cow, in calf or milk.— First prize, silver cup, A. and R.
Mann ; second, T. Atkinson.

Heil'er, iu calf or milk, under three years old.—First prize,

H. I'awcctt; second, B. Fletcher, Carlton, Ycadon.
Heifer, not exceeding two years old.—First prize, C.

Strickland ; scuuud, T. Atkinson.

SHEEP.
One-shear Lincoln ram.—First prize, cup, H. Smitii, Crop-

well, uear Bingham ; second, R. Joliu8on,U'eRtbro', Grantham.
Lincoln rain, any age.—F'irst prize, cup, J. Nelaou, Kettleby,

Thorpe
i
second, E. J. Howard, Noctcn Rise.

Ditco gimmers.— F'irst prize, E. J. Howard; second, W.
Roe.

Ditto lambs.—F'irst prize, W. Koe ; second, E. Godfrey,
Bank House, Levels.

PIGS.
Boar, any breed.—First prize, J. Uallas, Huddsrsiield

;

second, T. liannain, Leeds.
Sow, any breed.—First prize, J. Hallas ; second, T. Hannara.
Gilt, any age.—First prize, J. Hallas; second, T. Parkinson

and Sons, Doncaster.

Two store pigs.—First prize, T. Parkinson and Sous

;

second, W. Winter, Goodcop.

THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
CIRENCESTER.

Tlie honours gained by the saccessful students were dis-
tributed by Earl Ducie, on June the Slst, prior to tha-
commencement of the Midsummer vacation, ili-i lordship
observed that the Institution had reached the point in its

career when it was possible as well as desirable to see thaS
Us education was appropriated to those wlio were likely to
use it to advanthge. He was told that the applications for
admission were increasingly numerous, which enabled the
Governors not merely to select the best, but from time to time-
to eliminate the idle. The studies of the College had a peculi-
arity, namely, that in them prog;ress was more easily tested
than in the ola subjects of a liberal education—Greek and
LMtin. Many parents could not readily examine their chil-
dren's proficiency in these, but in agriculture a man's ignorance
was easily tested, and the Governors were resolved to prevent
as much as possible the scattering over the country of young
people who, claiming a kno«loage from their residence at;

Cirencester, would be found quite ignorant of matters which-,
nearly all could test.

The following were the principal awards :

—

Diploma awarded to (full nit-rks 1,800) Featouby Jobsoa
Smith, Dalton, Castle Eden, 1,373 ; William Francis UomCray,
West Retford Rectory, 1,217 ; Gay Sisuu Barber, 4, South'
row, Blackheath, London, 1,200.

Holland Medal.—F'eatonby Jobson Smith.

Scholarships.—First Scholarship to Holt, Mollison, Staues,
W. ; Second Scholarship to Ghosney, Blackie, Tfipp.

We are informed that the Chair of Agriculture at Ciren-
cester, sometime back vacated by Professor Wrigliton, has been
accepted by Mr. J. P. Sheldon, Sheen, Ashbourne, Stalfordshire

FRUIT CROPS.—If the experienoa of other villa gar-
deners is at all like our own, then there is much reason to
fear that but small fruit crops will be realised this year.
There was a rich promise of frnit, but crops of all kinds ap-
pear to have gone wrong. The gardening times are out of
joint, ^nd, as a witty writer remarks, " Tne weather suggests
that March and November have stayed out too lale one
evening and have lost their way and have found themselves
in May. The look of the trees alone makes a lellow
miserable. What was pear- blossom is now ugly blackness
and the leaves that had thought of coming out have changed
their minds. No respectable tree could get un any enthu-
siasm towards such a season." Things have a little changed
for the better, but there is too much redsun to believe that
the fruit crop to a considerable extent is hopeles.'.ly lost.
The peach crop ia a general laiiare.—Gank'/ters' Chronicle..

MR. MECHI'S FARM.—Mr. Mechi requests us to state
that owing to his advanced age (over 75),tlie Tiptrce Annual
Gatherings will bo discontinued, but he liopes that his brother
agriculturists willcomo and lu^^cct his crops before or dniii.
har\est.
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CHAMBERS OF AGRICULTURE.
CENTllAL.

A Council Meeting of tliis Chamber took place on June
5th, at the Salisbury Hotel, the chair being filled, iu the ab-

sence of the President and Vice-President, by Mr. C. M.
Caldecott. A Iftter was read from the latter (Sir George
Jenkinson, M.P.), from which it appeared that he was
suffering from the effdcts of an old sunstroke, and was nnable

to attend.

Mr. Jahez Turner reported, on belialf of the Finance
Committee, that the arrears of subscriptions due from pro-

vincial Chambers amounted to £153, and those due from
individual members to £37, and urged the necessity of their

being paid up as speedily as possible.

Mr. Pell, M.P., Ur. Phipps, M.P., Capt. Craigie, and the

Secretary (Mr. Jolin Algernon Clarke) were appointed a
Rooms' Committee to look out for suitable accommodation for

the Cliamber in the ensuing session.

Mr. Pell, M.P., then read ths Report of the Local Taxation
Committee, which was as follows

:

"The issue, on tho26tli iiU., of the annual volume of Local
Taxation Returns for l-i7o-6 deinands special notice by your
Committee. They observe with satisfactiou the much earlier
date at which it has Ijecn found practicable to submit
to rarliament this interesting review of the ijrowth and
character of local burdens ; and their thinks are
due to the Statisiical Department of the Local Govern-
ment Board for giving cHect to various sugges-
tions for imjirovement in these returns, which your Com-
mittee have repeatedly urged. Convenience of reference is

now greatly facilitated by including abstracts of all the
accounts of local authorities in one volume. By means of
summaries and geogra]ihical grouping increased informa-
tion is available as to the pressure of the chief local imposts
in different districts. Imperial subventions appear in juxta-
position with the rates they were meant to relieve. Correc-
tions have been made where the aggregate rates have on
former occasions improperly included certain other forms
of local taxation. Loan transactions arc more clearly set
forth ; while to some extent, though not j'et so fullj' as your
Committee would desire, information as to the specific cost
of Bomeof the larger objects of local oxpondiiure is afibrded.
Objection must still, however, bo entertained to the practice
of giving abstracts of local revenue and expenditure in
separate tables, somewhat arbitrarily grouped according to

their particular forms of taxation, rather than under the
several classes of authorities in each case. It is a matter ot

regret also that highway and turnpike accounts are still two
years anda-half in arrear of other statements in the present
return ; and that the fiaures of the School Board outlay
relate only to 187J1-0 in an abstract, which, fjr other jjurposes,
refers to 1875-6. Your Committee trust such irregularities
will be put au end to by the early introduciion of Mr. Sclater-
Booth's promised Bill to enforce uniibrinity in I'Xal accounts.
It maj' be convenient to give briefly some of the totals of the
present abstract, from which it appears that the local
revenue of England and Wales is derived from the following
sources, viz :

—

£
From Rates—collected as Poor Rate 12,905,000

„ other Rates 9,571,000

Total Rates 22,176,000
From Dues, Tolls, Fees, and;Dutie3 4,836,000
From Govei-nment Subventions 1,892,000
From Loans raised during the year ]0,166,000
From other som-ces 4,005,000

Total Revenue 43.375,000
"The responsibility for the aggregate expenditure is shared

by the several classes of local authority in the following pro-
portions—viz :

—
Metropolitan, Municipal, and Urban £
Sanitary Authorities spend 23,(i26,000

Toor Law Authoriiies spend 8,14-l,t'00

Harbour, Pilotage, and Maritime
Authorities i-pend 3,759,000

County Authoiities spend 2,889,000
School Board Authorities spend 2,270,000
Highway and Turnpike Authorities
spend 7 2,193,000

All other local authorities spend 1,U59,000

Total expenditure 43,345,000

'•Tho local indebtedness of the country is returned at
£5)9,654,000, and of this sum £70.643,000 is secured on the
ucal rales. Tho ratcaljle value of the property thus charge-

able appears in the present return to bo £119,070,589. The
average rates of England and Wales are now slightly over
3s. yd. in the pound, but the pressure of these imposts varies
very greatly in ditferent districts. Allowing for errcjrs in
earlier official returns, it wonki now appear that the levy of
local rates exceeds by three-iiuarters of a million that of the
preceding year. Rates leviet by urban sanitary authorities
for locally remunerative works (and chirged, as a rule, on
a more equitable scale of assessment than holds good in the
case of poor rate) account for nearly the whole of the increase
now shown. Although some additions have been entailed
elsewhere for School Board and other puriKsea, these have
been, on the whole, practically balanced by reductions con-
setiuent on a better administration of relief to the poor, and
the receipt ofincreasetlsnbventures from imperial funds. The
County Training Schools and Ships Bill, to which attention
has been already directed, came on for second reading on
the IGth ult. It was opposed by Mr. I'hipps, a member of
your Committee, who took occasion to point out the unfair-
ness of this proposal to place new charges on County Rate-
payers for objects acknowledged to be of national importance.
The Bill was thereupon rejected b.y a very large majority. A
measure dealing with the provision of"establishments for
the cure and treatment of habitual drunkards has been in-
troduced into the House of Commons. Your Committee will
not fail to watch the progress of this measure, and to resist
its proposals for creating a new local charge for a special
class of institutions -which might very well be provided by
private agency. The Blind and Deaf Mute Children ( Educa-
tion) Bill embodies provisions for sujipiying an unfortunate
class of the community with mainten:ince and education at
the special charge of the local ratepayers- Your Committte
can see no justification for proposing to increase the many
charges which alreadj^ so unfairly burden real property by
an obligation proiwrly falling on the friends of tho sufferers.''

Mr. Pell having moved, and Mr. Norueys seconded, the
adoption of this report

,

The Chairman observed that the local taxation returns
were, in some respects, not yet correct, and that the County
Lunatic Asylum rate was omitted.

Mr. H. Neild complained that the highway rate and
turnpike accounts were two years and d-half behind, the
matter being one of great importance to the ratepayers.

The Chairman said he could see Hothiug to justify suc'»

delay.

The motion was then agreed to.

Mr. Stratton presented the following Report of the Com-
mittee on Prevention of Contagions Diseases of Animals :

" Your Committee have received the assurance of several
witnesses of their readiness to give evidence belore the Select
Committee of the llouse of Commons, and have arranged the
heads of information wliich these gentlemen are requested to

speak to. Your Committee regret that no opportunity has
been afforded in the llouse of Commons for the discussion or

the motions of Sir George Jenkmson and Mr. Mark Stewart
on Cattle Disease, and trust that the present Session will uot
be allowed to expire without the subject being brought forward
and discussed in Parliament."
The Report was received.

The next business on the agenda piper being to consider
the proposed am^-ndments to the Va. nation Bill, including
retail rental as gross value, rateable value as the basis foi

income tax, and Special County Boards for appeal,
Mr. Jabez Turner moved, "That iu the opinion of this

Council tlie definition of Gross Value contained iu the Valu-
ation Bill, Clause 105, is preterable to the proposal to make
Actual Rent the basis of Gross Value." He said he had risen

witii a certain amount ot reluctance, knowing, as he did, that
on tiiat subject he differed from gentlemen for whose opinions
he generally entertained great respect, among whom was Mr.
Clare S.nvell Read, lie must, however, express his conviction
that the Bill as it now stood was preferable to the Bill as it

would be if the amendment of the Board was adopted. He
tiiought, and he hoped a majority of the Council would agree
with him in thinking, that Clause 105 in the Bill, and the

sub-section to which Mr. Read's anieudraeut had reference,

were ba.sed on a more equitable s\ stern than would be
established by Mr. Read's proposal, lie would shortly state

his objections to that proposal. Tlie sub section said ;

" riie expression, 'gross value,' means the annual rent

which a tenant might reasonably be cxptcttd, tak ng ouc year
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with anotlier, to pay for aa lieiidltument, if llie tenant

uuderlook to pay all usiul tenants' rates and taxes,*' &c.
" Tlie expressioQ 'rateable, value,' nie»ns the gross value, alter

deducting therefrom the prob.ible annual average cost ol

repairs, insurance, and other expenses as aforesaid." That
sub-section, with its definition of value, was based in principle

on the old Act of William IV. ; but that Act was very

vague, and obscure, admitting of various interpretations, and
one object of this liill wns 1 1 make the law more clear, and,

lie would add, more equitable. Mr. Read proposed to substitute

for what he had read tlie followiug: "where a hfredita-

in*nt is Ijona fide let for a yearly rent without fine or
consideration other thau the rent, such rent, and where
a hereditament is not so let, then, according to ihe

valuation of the Assessiiieiit Commiitee. Now, he ob-

jected to that amendment on three grounds— first,

that the (Jouucil passed last year a resolution on wliich objec-

tion was taken to the powers proposed to be conferred upon the

Surveyor of Taxej, and to the plan for making actual rental

Ihe minimum ol gross value; that the proposed alteration

would increase ihepower of the Surveyor ol Taxes, and would in

all cases of tenancy render the existence of an Assessment Coni-
iniltee and Court ot Appeal necessary; and, thirdly, that

greater injustice would occur under the amended Bill than
under the existing one—that is, that the tenant of highly-

rented laud would, of necessity, huve to pay an unfair share of

rates, and the tenant of under-rented land wonld receive an
additional advantage to which he could not be considered en-

tilled. He knew that tbey could not avoid having the Sur-
veyor of Taxes in some way or other, but he wished to take

away his sting, and it appeared to him that if Mr. Head's
amendment was carried m its entirety, that ollicer's powers
would he greatly increased. That amendment would make
actual rent the basis of gross value in all instances.

Captain C'kmgh; remarked that the terras of the amend-
ment did not bear out the expression " in all cases" (Hear,

hear).

Mr. J. TuiiNEit said the words were" without fine or consi-

deration other than the rent," and he must leave the meeting

to say whether they did not mean actual rent (Hear, hear).

He had been twitted with having a hobby on that question,

and with trotting out the " poor man." Well, if he had a

good " poor man," why should he not trot him out? (laugh-

ter), lie thought all the injustice done to the " poor ra?.u"

who paid a liigh rent would be greater under Mr. Head's

amendment than it would be under the Bill as it stood. A
man who rented a small piece of land generally paid a higher

rent in proportion than one who had a large building, and it

would be a great injustice for him to be called upon to pay
increased rates as well. With the permission of the meeting

he would conclude by reading a letter which he had received

from Mr. James Howard, who was precluded by indisposition

from being present. It was as follows :

My Dear Sir,—For the present I do not deem it advisa-

ble to take a part in public discussions orally, but I desire

to record my objection to the principle of taking " actual

rental" as the gross value. My reasons are that rental varies,

not only according to the value of the holding, but by the con-

ditions upon, and the circumstances under, which it is let.

Among tlie various causes 1 may instance the following, {a). A
tenant takes a farm upon the condition that the landlord

erects new buildings, uuderdrains the laud, and makes other

permanent improvements, at his own cost. In consideration

of these advantages the tenant undertakes to pay a propor-

tionately higher rent. {/A. A tenant takes a farm, and cove-

nants to make certain permanent improvements, at his own
expense, on consideration of which outlay by ihe tenant the

landlord consents to take a proportionately lower rent. (c).

Tenants occupying farms upon some ancestral or other estate,

the rents of which are notoriously lower (haii those of ad-

joining estates, would have an advantage in rates to which
tbey were not entitled, {d). Tenants occupying farms under

landlords who, perhaps, from pressing family needs, are

obliged to obtain from their tenants the highest possible rent,

would have to bear an unfair share of the rates. (<;). A
tenant has the offer of a farm, on a lease of Jl or 21 years,

and in consideration of the security of tenure thus afforded is

willing to pay a higher rate than under a yearly tenancy. I

have not drawn fanciful or unusual cases, but such as must
constantly come under the notice of men of ex|icrience. 1

believe the only proper basii lor ratal purposes is what the

occupation would reasonably lei for, and this for the purpose

to which it is applied. This principle will apply to a larin or

market garden, a factory, or dwelling house.

I am yours faithluUy,

Clapliam Fark, Beds, Jioie if/i. Jajies IIowaku.

Mr. Bedale (Yorkshire), in seconding the resolution, said

he was of opinion that if the amendment was carried out the

general rating would be much higher than it is at present.

Mr. SrRATXON proposed an amendment expressing approval

of the amendment in the Bill proposed by Mr. Read. He
said he entertained a strong opinion that the only equitable

system of rating was that of taking reutal as the basis. It

must he recollected that the asiessment was required for

imperial as well as local purposes. The Surveyor of Taxes

formed an important element in the consideration of the

matter ; it was quite certain that he would not allow any mui
to be rated at less than the actual rental, and if land were

rated below the rental the result would be a disturbance of

the relations of landlord and tenant, many lindlords being

thereby told that their laud was let lower tliiin it ought to be.

Tlie ol'jeet of the Bill was to secure an eijuitable assessment,

and what better basis could there be for assessment than that

supplied by the man who let and the man who hired the farm ?

He thought there was very little under- rented laud, and a

great deal of over-rented land ; but if a tenant tliougbt it worth

his while to pay too high a rent he had no right to complaiu

of a corresponding rating (Hear, hear).

Mr. Pell, M.P., in seconding the amendment, said the

Chauiher which he represented, that of L?icestersbire, was

entirely in favour of actual rent being taken as the basis.

How could a valuer leatn what a farm was worth better thau

by being guided by the opinion of the two principal jiarties in

the case, the one who let and the one who took it. it would

be casting a stigma upon landlords and tenants, and treating

them as fools, to suppose that the case was otherwise. He
did not deny that there were foolish people to be fouud among
farmers, persons who would rush in beiore others, and olfer

too much rent ; but legislating for exceptional cases made bad

laws (Hear, hear). Generally speaking there were three or

four other persons behind who were ready to give the same

rent, as the hired land was like meat, and many other things,

to be regarded as a matter of bargain. He was not one of

those who had had the pleasure of meeting with a number of

farms, the rents of which were exceedingly low ; and unless

they were going to have two assessments, one for taxing and

another for rating purposes, it was impossible that there could

be any other basis than rental (Hear, hear).

Mr. D. Lo>'G, in supporting the resolution, alluding to the

provision in the Bill respecting "Justices in Special Sessions,"

said he did not see why such persons should oppose tlie

opinion of the Assessment Committee. In cases in which men
like himself farmed their own land, and there was conse-

quently no rent, somebody must fix the rating, and he

thought it could not be done in a better manner thau it would

be under the Bill.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., said he thought the object of his

amendment had been some^vhat misunderstood. H« did not

like taking rent alone as the basis of assessment ; b it the

case was something like that of the ugly woman of whom
Sam Weller said that she was better thau no woman at all.

Seeing an ugly bill he felt that it was better to take reutthau

to have a Government authority—the Surveyor of Taxes—to

step in and put everyone up to the liigliest level he could.

The Chamber had approved of the main principle of the Bill,

that of having one assessment for imperial taxes and local,

rates. No alteration was made by the Bill in that respect.

Supposing a man gave 5Us. an acre for land which was not

worth more than 30s. The Surveyor of Taxes would uot say

to him, '' You have been so ignorant or so loolisli as to give a

pound an acre more for that land than it is worth, and 1 will

reduce the assessment to what it is worth." On tlie other

hand, the Surveyor of Taxes might, as the Bill stood, apply

the screw-jack in raising the assessment ou land in the

neighbourhood to the high level of that which was let at 50s.,

when its real value was only '60s., and, therefore, he proposed

that the rent should be the basis of assessment. No discretion

to reduce was given, by the Bill, to the assessment coiniiiittee,

and the Surveyor of 'faxes would be likely to put up the

assessment to the highest point. That measure alforded ;m

oppoftuuily of dealing cveu-hauded justice, and lie Lelievtd
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that taking rent as tlie basis woulJ do Uie least liarm to tlie

greatest uumber of occupiers, aud, if it did not do complete

justice, would do something like approximate jusiice to all.

Mr. W. EiDDELL supported the resolution. Knovting a

great dealaboat the rents in SutTolk, he cuuld state that the

rents there were more unequal than the assessments, and he

believed Tarliaraent would proceed ou a false ilieory if it

accepted individual rents as the main Kuiding principle for

assessments. He wished to learn from Mr. Head whether he

meant rent to be taken as the miniiiium basis of assessment.

Mr. Read said he thouglit that, when the rent was bonafide,

uo consideration having been paid for lowering it, it should

be taken as an absolute basis.

Col. 13RISE, M.P. said he did not admit that the Chamber
liad expressed a hearty approval of the Bill. He had himself

an oppo-itioa to a certain kind of Valuation Bill for about

fifteen years, and he now fonnd hinifelf at last approving of a

similar one (Lauf^hter). Mr. P^ead's amendment seemed to

him to be somewhat of a slur upon the Assessment Com-
mittee, and it also appeared to lum to be an amendment in

tlie interest of the large occupiers as against the smaller ones.

Under the Bill the Surveyor of Taxes would have an oppor-

tunity of appealing against any valuation, and if in the

opinion of the Assessment Committee the rental was too low,

they miglit put the valuation a little liiglier.

Mr. KiCAD would ask Col. Brise to put the other side of the

case, that of the rent being too li'gh. The Assessment Com-
mittee could not then put down the valuation.

Col. Bkise said he must admit that they coold not very

easily put it down. Tiie result of an appeal would of course

depend very muclion tlie constitution of the Court of Appeal.

Professor Willis Bunu could not vote either for the motion

or for tlie amendment. It was very improbable that the

Valuation Bill would be passed this year, and in his opinion

it was not desirable that the Council should for the present

commit itself to either of the proposals now submitted to it.

Ue understood Mr. Eead himself to say in effect that if the

question were now being opened de uvea, Iib would not pro-

pose that rent should be taken as a basis, aud that he proposed

it now simply as a choice of evils. The question did not

appear to him in a fit state for decision, and it was possible

tiiat the Government would introduce a new Bill next session.

Mr. Bkawn (Staffordshire) opposed the amendment
because he felt that if i t were made an absolute unalterable rule

that rent should form the basis of assessment, there would

inevitably be threat inequality in the rating. In his own parish

the rate paid for land of tlie same quality varied as much as

50 per cent. In one case a gentleman occupying a farm,

which belonged to his sister, at a moderate rent, was rated at

40 per cent, above the amount of rent, and when he appealed

lie was told, in effect, to go about his business. He should

like to propose a rider to Mr. Stratton's amendment, to the

effect that as iu some cases great inequalities existed, it should

be in the power of the Assessment Committee to take into

consideration any objections which might be raised with regard

to the valuation, aud that there should be power to appeal

against the decision.

The CiiAiioiAN observed that the Bill gave that power.

Mr. Beach, M.P., said some years ago he was very much
afraid of rent being taken as the basis of value, because of

the effects it seemed likely to produce in the case of heredita-

ments let from year to year ; but a good deal had happened
since that time to modify liis views. It had been found that

the amount received for property tax exceeded that received

for rating purposes, and there had been continual attempts to

raise the latter to an equality with the former ; and that was
the reason why a Valuation Bill had been introduced. He
could not conceive for a moment that the Surveyor of Taxes
would ever consent to value being taken below the amount of

rent, and he was quite sure that when that officer was once

admitted into consultation witth the Assessment Committee,
his arguments would be so persuasive that they would be led

to adopt his view. As rent, tlien, was certain to be regarded

as tlie minimum of value, he thouglit it would be best to make
it the basis of assessments (Hear, hear). Rent miglit not in

every case be the actual value, but he tliought that on the
whole It would be the fairest basis. There might be cases in

which small pieces of land were let at a higher rent than adjacent

larger pieces, but they must deal with existing circumstancesj

aud bcaiing iu niiud that, as a rule, they would have to tub-

init to the came basis undet the Bill, he thought it would be
best to make rent, as Mr. Read proposed to do, the basis

of value (Hear, hear).

Mr. Bell (Northumberland) supported the resolution, and
alluded to the case of colliery lands as a reason for so doing.

Mr. AYiLLSON said, havin<^ been on the Assessniest Com"
mittee for three Unions including thai! of Market llarborough
and that of Lutterworth, he had had considerable e.tperience in
relation to tliat subject. In the case of the Lutterworth Uoiou
the magistrates found the gross assessment £15,000 below
what it ought to be m comparison with other Unions, and con-
sequently they upset the arrangement, and, taking rent as the
basis of value, raised the assessnaeiit by about that amount.
Although the owners in that part of the country included one
duke, and a great number of peers, he did not find the rent at

all too low, and the dearest rested farm whicli he met with was
one let by an old bachelor tohis nephew (laughter). His ex-
perience showed that nothing could be fairer than to take
rent as the basis of value ; he had never found any injustice

arising from that in the 110 parishes of the three Unions
to which he had alluded.

Mr. Arkell supported the amendment.
Mr. H. NsiLD observed that one great object of all legisla-

tion should be to make the law as simple as possible, and it was
in accordance with that object to make rent the basis of
assessment, it being in fact tlie mainspring as regarded value.
Tliere was no secret in the ose of rent, the Surveyor of Taxes
always knew the amount, and his (Mr. Neild's) experience
liad convinced him that the value was best arrived at by
means of the rent. lie did not believe that land was let in
many cases at such enormous rents that rent could not be taken
as the basis of value, aud in his opinion they were rapidly adopt-
ing a system which was founded ou true commercial principles

in regard to that matter.

Capt. CiiAiGiE supported the araendjiient without wishing
tlie Council to be pledged to the adoption of any pivrticula?

form of words.

Mr. GoiiyREY was thoroughly opposed to the setting-up of
a hard and fast line, and seeing that the tendency of the
amendment was to increase rates, considered it opposed to all

that had been done by the Local Taxation Committee.
After a few remarks from Mr. WniTAKER-WlLSOlf,
Mr. Turner replied.

The Cjiaiuman thought that before going to a division the
Council ought clearly to understand tlia: the first object of the
Bill was to establish a uniform basis of taxation for imperial
aud local purposes. That being the case, it would, as it ap-
peared to him, be useless to pass the resolution, because "if

imperial taxes were to depend on the same assessment as local

ones no Government and no Parliament would consent to tlie

value being made less than the actual rent. Mr. Read's
amendment would mitigate as far as possible the pressure of
the increasing power of the Government Surveyor, and it

appeared to him that, uuder the circumstances, the best thing
they could do was to accept it.

The amendment was then put and carried, the numbers
being 21 for and 17 against.

Mr. D. Lo^'G said that as a majority cf the local Chambers
were against the amendment, he sliould demand a scrutiny of
the votes.

The amendment having been put as a substantive motion,
Mr. Bell moved an amendment to the effect that rent

should be taken lor the present as the gross value, but that
after the establishment of County Boards they should employ
county valuers to value hereditaments when the Assessment
Committee had reason to believe that intquali'.ias existed.

The amendment having been secouileu was put and nega-
tived, only two or three hands being held up in favour of it.

The Chairman having remarked that soire of the Chambers
represented at that meeting, being in arrear for subscriptions,

were precluded by the bye-laws from voting, Mr. D. Long
withdrew his demand for a scrutiny, and ilr. Stratton's pro-

posal was then carried by 20 votes against 15.

Mr. Bkawn then proposed the following: "That the

Council supports the proposal to charge income-tax upon
rateable instead of gross value."

Mr. Clark (Bedale) having seconded the motion,

Mr. GuliBEK observed that it would be a relief to owner
and occupier alike if what was now propobed was earned
out.
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After a few words from Mr. W.Biddell, and Mr. Startin,
the mutiou was carried unauiinously,

Mr. Neilb moved " Tliat this Council objects to the Court
of Appeal provided by the Valuation Bill, and considers that

uuiforniity of assessment would be btst secured by the

ebtablishraent of representative County Boards."

Mr. Staktin objected to the proposal in the Bill to

est.iblish two courts of appeal, on the ground that such an

arrangement would be very complicated, lie especially ob-

jected to there being an appeal to Petty Sessions, inasmuch as

the appeal would, in many cases, be from gpntleraen siltingon

assessment committees to the same gentlemen sitting at Petty

Sessions. His own Chamber had ujauimously come to tlie

conclusion tliat it would be politic for the Government to

withdraw the Valuation Bill. Before proceeding with such a

measure it should establish County Boards, and then su|iple-

meut that with a Valuation Bill. Everything would then lall

into proper shape. He cordially agreed witli Mr. Neild that

County Representative Boards would be a far better Court of

Appeal than either Petty or Quarter Sessions.

Mr. GoDBER said the Noi;tingharashire Chamber adopted

a resolution to the effect tliat the question of valuation should

be deferred until County Boards had been formed. At present

the Governmeut were going on with the Valuation Bill with-

out appearing to have made up their minds as to what should

be tlie constitution of the Court of Appeal.

Mr. D. Long said liis objection to the Bill rested chiefly on
the appeal to the justices in Petty Sessions, lie thought it

would be a pity to delay the Bill till after the establishment

of County Boards.

Mr. W. BiDDBLL concurred in this view.

Capt. Craigie felt that the appeal to Petty Sessions was
tlie great blot in the Bill, but thought it was scarcely cooope-

tent for the Chamber to say that a Representative Board would
be the best tribunal to hear evidence, and have barristers

pleading before it.

Mr. GuRDON (Norfolk) cordially approved of the motion.

Eventually the following words were, by consent, at the sug-

tion of Mr. Askell, inserted in the motion, after " Valuation
Bill," " especially the justices iu Petty Sessions," and the

motion was then adopted in the following form :
" That this

Council objects to the Court of Appeal provided by the

Valuation Bill, and especially the justices in Petty Sessions,

and considers that uniformity of assessment would be best

secured by the establishmeut of Representative County
Boards."
The business of the day having thus been brought to a

close, the Council adjourned till November,

THE DUTCHMAN AND TRADE.—He did not trouble

himself witli doctrines about the opening and closing of mar-
kets, the balance of trade and the estimate of ecports and
imports, and the like. His principle iu trade was number
one. Wherever he could do a profitable job, he undertook it,

only calling on the rest ot ttie world to lea\e iiim alone. Ii
that saire war of the Spanish succession Briiaiu had infinite

diBicil y in getting the Dutch traders to j jin in the non-
intercourse policy against France, and the allies of France,
and that although Britain was sa'e from absc 1 ite attack, while
Holland only escaped by the timely arrival of our troops.

With the Dutchman, indeed, trade is a sort of religion. He
used to be a just trader when the rest of Europe mixed piracy

and other forms of rapacity with its transactions. But it was
hard to make Meinheer believe that where he could transact

a profitable and a perfectly fair job there were reasons why he
must let the opportunity pass. Vuhaire assures us that in the
great war, wlicu the country was only saved by the opening of
the sluices, King Louis could never have been so terrible to
the Dutch but fir the money the Dutch money-lenders had
advanced to him, and the inunitions of war that the Dutch
dealers had sold to him. While such thing* could be told in

crave history, there was scarcely malice or injustice in a story
f ibricated to represent the overwhelming force of the Dutch-
ma I's attachment to legitimate, lionest trade. It tells how an
English and Dutch vessel had a tough contest, when the
En lishraen wasobserved to send a flag of truce to the enemy.
Til cause was that ammunition had been exhausted—would
the Dutchman sell at a iiighly profitable price a few
kegs of lowder? When the bargain was completed by delivery
of the goods sold, the peppering recommenced,

—

Blackv:ood's

WW FEVER.— Hay fever is prevalent at tiiis scasor. of

the year in many districts, aud, if not a malady of the most
serious character, it is nevertheless an exceedingly troublesome
and unpleasant one ; and in the interest ot tliose who are

liable to it— and they are very numerous— a discovery which
two Continental professors appear to have made between them
cannot be too generally known. The viotiias of tins curious
epedimic can never venture into the sunshine or get heated by

exercise between about. ihe middle of May and the end of June
without an attack of violent sneezing, inflimmation of the nose,

severe headache, and general depression—in short, all the
symptoms of a most distressing cold. Prof. Ilelmholtz

observed that the malady was invariably characterised by the
presence of very minute infusoria, not unlike the queer little

creatures that we sometimes see in rain-water butts, only very

much smaller. These he found sticking most tenaciously iu

the cavities and recesses of the nose, and he noticsJ that at

low temperature they were very sluggish and inative, and
woke up , as it were, when they were warmed. Here, then,
w .s the secret of the disease ; but it was Professor Binz whose
investigations suggested the remedy. He found that infusoria

might be poisoned by quinine, and of this fact llalmholtz
availed himself in his treatment of hay fever, and from which
he himself had beeen a sufferer in the early summer for 20
years. The learned professor made a very weak solution of
sulphate^of quinine, and laying fiat on his back with his head
down, he pcured a little of it into each nostril, and found
ijstant relief. By occasionally repeating the opeiation he
completely routed the enemy, who, in spite of all his efforts to

prevent them, had for so many years thus audaciously taken
up their summer quarters, not merely under his very nose, but
in it. By this means he could, he found, enjoy entire

inmunity even in the hottest weather and during the greatest

bodily exertion. The remedy is a cheap and simple one, and
ought to prove very valuable to those whom this queer affec-

tion deprives of half the pleasure they find in a country walk
at this delightful season of the year.—H.S,

ENERGY AND PHYSIQUE.—There are persons of a
nrrvous temperament who seem to be always upon wires.
Nature has given them energy ; but their physique is in many
cases inadequate to supply the demands made upon it. The
steam is there, but the boiler is too weak. Duke d'Alva, ac-
cording to Fuller, must have been of this nature. " He was
one of a lean body and visage, as if his eager soul, biting for
anger at the clog of his body, desired to fret a passage through
it." The same thought was wittily expressed by Sydney
Smith when he exclaimed :

" Why, look there, at Jeffrey
; and

there is my little Crieud , who has not body enough to
cover his niiud decently with ; his intellect is improperly ex-
posed." Now these are just the sort of people who should not
kill themselves, for though wrapped in small parcels, they
arigood goods. They owe it as a duty to themselves and
others not to allow their fiery souls " to fret their pigmy bodies
to decay "—not to throw too ranch zeal into trifles, in order
that they may have a supply of life-force for things impurtaut.
Ha who desires to wear well n;ust take for his motto " Nothing
in excess." Sucii a one, as we have had occasion more than
once to urge, avoids dinners of many courses, goes to bed
hofore twelve o'clock, and does not devote his energy to the
e idarance of over-heated assemblies. When young men
arjand him have got athletics on the brain, he keeps his head
an 1 health by exercising only moderately. lie is not ambi-
tious of being in another's place, but tries quietly to adorn his
own. ' Give me innocence ; make others great !" When
others are killing themselves to get money, and to get it

quickly, that with it they may mike a show, he prajs the
prayer of anger: "Give me ueiiht-r poverty nor riches," for
he thinks more of the substtnce than of the shadow. This
is the truly wise and successful man, aud to him shall he giver
by the Divine lawsof nature, riches (that is, contenment) and
hmour (that is, self-respect), aud a long life, because lie i.id

not waste the steam by which the machine was worked. In
homely proverb he " kept his breath to cool his porridge,"
and most probably was a disciple of Izaak Walton.— CA.iw-
bcris Journal

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.—This, from a late
number of the Times, is, at least, candid :—" Exchange. A
clergyman, near London, who ' prepares lor the army,' will
lake a youth iu ciiehauije fur his cluushtcr {U):'—I//i(/,
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THE EXTIRPATION OF INSECTS INJU-
RIOUS TO AGRICULTURE.

A Conference was held recently, at the rooms of

tlie Society of Arts, on insects injurious to agriculture. The
Duke of Buccleucli, K.G , took tlie cliair, auri among the

delegates from societi(ia were Mr. P. M'Lngan, M.l'. (Scottish

Chamber of Agricul'ure), Mr. KuowIhs, M.F. (Cheshire Chara-
ber of Agriculture), i\lr. 11. Tovvnsliead (ChairmaQ of
Warwick Chamber of Agriculture), Mr. T. Brll (Newcastle
Farmers' Club), Mr. J. Trask (llaiiip.sliire Cliamber of Agri-
culture), Mr. E. Serivea (Baahury Chamber ot Agriculture),

Mr. Meclii (I'residcut of The Farmers' Club), Mr. W. A.
AVouler (North Yorkshire Chamber of Agricul ure), Mr. Dark
(Newbury Chamber of Agriculture), Prolesaor Voelcker
(Chemist to the Royal Agricultural .Society), Mr. C. S. Head,
M.P., Mr. W. Beach, MP., Professor iieutley (Botanical So-
ciety), Dr. Maxwell JNlasters, Hic. The proceedings commenced
with a paper by Mr. Andrew Murray, P.L.S., who has been
entrusted by the Privy Council witli the arrangement of the
cullectioa of" Economic Entomology" of the Science and Art
Department.
We rciret that the crowded state of our columns prevents us

from giving the full text of Mr. Murray's address; but the
following summary, taken from T/ie Times, gives some idea of

the nature of that gentleman's propositions : The paper
commenced by assuming as an axiom tliat, besides the occa-
sional great injury done by insects, by wliich whole districts

are ravaged, a continual drain is constantly kept up by tliera,

which constitutes a very perceptible percentage ot deduction
from the cultivators' profits ; and, further, that where this loss

can be presented at less cost than the loss it occasions, it

should he prevented. It next maintained that if we wish to

rid a district or a country of an iijurious insect, to be effec-

tive, any attempt to do so must be siimiltaueous and combined,
for to what purpose would it be if one man cleared his farm if

his neiglibour did not clear his, or if the one cleared his one
year aud the other cleared his another ? A central authority,

therefore, is needed to secure united action. It nest consi-

dered the various way in which the insects injurious to agri-

culture might be extirpated. Tlie first, the simplest, the most
poweriul, and the most efficient of these is county or district

rotation of cropping ; farmers know well enough the advan-
tage of a rotation ol cropping (or its equivalent) on their own
farms. By long-continued growth of the same crop on the

same land the soil becomes exhausted of some of the elements
necessary for the proper development of that kind of crop, and
a change of crop brings other elements into use, and relaxes

the demand upon those that have been too much drawn upon.
Exactly the converse of this happens with regard to certain

insects. The great majority of vegetable-feeding insects do
not feed on all kinds of plants indiscriminately ; most of them
are restricted to one kind of plant, and if by cultivation of that

plant its numbers are enormously increased, so will naturally

he the number of the insects that feed upon it ; while if we
should cease to grow that plant, the number of llie insects

would correspondingly diminish. Thus, for instance, if a dis-

trict is almost entirely in pasture, there will be very few wheat-
feeding insects in it, but if it is turned into a wheatcountry, they
will be in myriads, tlost of the wheat insects are only annuals.
If they coula be bani.-hed for one year, they would be banished
eati.-ely, or until re-introduced. Now, if there were a
controlling authority, what would be easier than to say to the
farmers, " Gentlemen, in tiie common interest you will substi-

tute barley for wheat in jour next jeur's rotation." The insect,

deprived of its proper nidus, must then either lay its eggs in

an unsuitable place where they will perish, or have recourse to

the pasture fields for iriiicum rcpens, or other suitable grasses.

By this, of course, the tly would not be exterminated, but its

numbers would be so reduced as to render it comparatively
harmless. Mr. Murrty then went over the various other
means of extirpation—picking and burning infected plants,

the collecting caterpillars, and poisons, and local remedies.
lie also pointed out how essentially this was, in the first in-

stancp, a tenant's or cultivator's question, for it is upon him
alone that the whole loss from insects falls.

The CiiAiuii.vN, whilst admitting that great injury was
done by insects, saia that he was a great disbeliever in the
lluory that small birds were very injurious. lie moved tiio

following resolution, winch was carried :
" That thanks ure

due to the President and Lords of the Privy Council for

having brought the subject of insect damage under the con-
sideration of the agricultural bodies of the kingdom."

Dr. Masteus moved ;
" That much of the loss occasioned

by insects is preventible, and ought to be prevented." He
was of opinion that the extent of the injury cauted by insects

had been under rather than over estimated. One of the great
necessities of t)ie time was that there should be more informa-
tion on the subject, for farmers and gardeners did not know
sutiicienlly what was good and what was harmful for them.
If they were not to be left behind in the race of the present
day, they must follow the example of America, and have a
state entomologist to collect information as to the insects

which were and which were not harmful.
The resolution having been seconded aud carried,

Mr. J. J. Meciii proposed : "That it properly belongs to

Government to provide tiie necessary means for protecting
cultivators from this loss, as it is only by combined and
simultaneous action over considerable districts that it can be
effectually done, and Government alone possesses or can ob-
tain the requisite means of enforcing such action." Mr.
Mechi contended that the damage done by insects was far

greater than most people thcught. la his own district the
destruction by wireworms had almost destroyed the wheat
crop, ile believed, however, that the loss sustained from the

wireworm and the slug was preventible. As a practical farmer
of twenty-five years' experience, he was of opinion that birds

were the farmer's best friends'.

Dr. Voelcker seconded the resolution, and enforced the
necessity of the appointment of a state entomologist. The
Government had much more power for doing good in the way
of imparting sound information about insect life than any
private society. But still it was highly desirable that the
great national agricultural societies should follow in the wake
of the Royal Horticivltural Society, which was the means of
imparting a great deal of instruction on the subject.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., opposed the motion, observing that
whenever the Government interfered in such matters they
were the cause of loss, and their interference was detrimental
rather than beneficial. He suggested that, instead of belong-
ing to Government, it properly belonged to the leading agri-

cultural societies^ to suggest the necessary means for the pro-

tection of cultivators from the loss. He did not know viliati

the Government had to do with' the matter, and he did noti

want them to interfere.

The resolution ot Mr. Mrchi's was' ultimately carried; and
before the meeting separated it was resolved to inform the
President and Lords of the Privy Council of the opinion of the
meeting, and to urge upon the Council to take the subject

into their consideration with a view to providing a remedy.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

On Wednesday, the,20th June, this Society held its Annual
General Meeting at Willis's Rooms, to receive the Annual
Report of the Council for the year ended on the 31st December,
187*5, and for the election of Officers and Pensioners. Mr. J.
J. ilechi presided. Messrs. Jlarten, Collins, Cautrell, aud
Johnson, retiring Members of Council, were re-elected. The
Earl of Dunmore, Mr. Clare Sewell Read, M.P., and Mr,
Robert Leeds were elected in place of Messis. Brandram and
Wagstatt' retiring, and Mr. Baldwin, deceased. Tite cordial

thanks of the Bleeting were voted to the Earl of Dunmore lor

presiding at the Anniversary Festival, to the Honorary Local
Secretaries, and the Auditors. The Secretary was then called

upon to read the Annual Report, as follows :

—

In presenting their Seventeenth Annual Report to the

supporters of the Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution,

tlie Council are happy to araw attention to the same steady

increase in the income, arising from subscriptions and dona-
tions, by which the progress of the Society has beea
characterised since its formation.

At the present election forty-four new Pensioners will be-

added to the list of Annuitants, at an annual cost of £1)28,

thus raising the total yearly expeiidiine, under the head of
Pen.sions and School i'ayment'', to close upon J^IO^OUO, as.

sliowu by the luUowiug liyurcs, \\i ;

—
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M:ilr costing £2,04S

Married Couples „
' 1,800

Females „ 4,480

O .to^ienarians „ 300
Children „ • 1,296

amounting in the aggregate to £1),921.

Tiie Council feel, therefore, that they may justly coneratnlate

the fiiends oCtlie Society, not only on account of the gratifying

increase in the funds already alhuled to, hut also upon the

large number of Pensioners they are thereby able to maiutain,

especially wlieu viewed in connection with the shortness of the

Society's existence. But wliile giving due prominence to an

aspect of alf^irs in itself so satisfactory, it should, nevertheless,

be borne iu mind that the amount to be expended is still

considerably in excess of that accruing from subscriptions and

donations, and will tax to the utmost every available source of

iucorae—circumstances which, when coupled with the further

fact that the number of applicants shows a tendency rather to

increase than diminish, calls for c.mtinued exertions on the

part of all those w ho recognise the objects already achieved by

the Society, and realise the necessity of extending its benevo-

lence. The Council are glad to be able to announce the

following charitable bequests made to the Society since the

publication of the last Balance Sheet, vii :—£1,000 by the

late Mr. George Moore, of Bow Church yard, London ; a

similar sum by Mr. Thomas Consreve, of the Salisbury Hotel

;

£100 by Mr. H. S. Dixon, of Witham, Essex; and £50 by

Mrs. Tyler, of Norwich ; at the same time they deeply regret

to record the decease of JMr. James Coombes, of Steventon,

Berkshire, a liberal subscriber of £100 a year.

The following is a list of successful candidates at the last

election :

—

M.VLE PBNSI0XER3 AT £26 PER ANXUII BACH.

votes.
Hammond, J 316
Rolls, J 301
Stacey, G 272
Lake, W. H 190

votes.
Gan-ett, W 187
BvuTOWs, T 171

Fortmim, W. 169

Johnson, F 109

MAERIED PENSIONERS AT £40 PEE ANNUM EACH.

votes.

Sharp, W ) „,,.

Sharp, M. A i
^^'

Hollis, J. \ .„,

Hollis, S i
*^-

Topham, J "^ ,„j

Topham, M i
"'

Ardley, J
(

Ardley, S J

414

Alsop, .T
)

Alsop, B S
Warner J. W. ; ...

">

Warner A j
Nockolds S \
Nockolds P (

Wright, J )

Wright, M. A )

votes.

411

407

403

TEIIALB PENSIONERS AT £20 PER ANNUM EACH.

Harding, M. A.
Smith, M. A. ...

Akerman, L. M.
Hilder, M. A. ...

Kindred, J.

votes.
.... 383
.... 382
.... 370
.... 361

359
Sutton, M. A 354
Linkhorn, F 352
Daykin, A 34S
Fremlin, M. A 341
Rose, E. W 336

votes.
Roper, S 336
Edwards, M 333
Fisher, E .320

Capon, D 315
Higgins, H 306
Brown, P .303

Parry, A 297
Welsh, F 291
Aylinsr, M 291
Rollinson, P 2S4

THE FOLLOWING ORPHAN CHILDREN WERE ALSO ADMITTED.

Sidney Budd
Charles Denl
Allen WilliinAndrews
James Flint
John Earnest Reeve

William MfredAstill
Bernard Ream Cole
Peninnah Florence Marriott
Hope Dibben

A HERD-BOOK FOR AYRSHIRE CATTLE.
At a meeting held at Ayr on June 26th, the Hon.

G. R. Vernon in the chair, it was resolved that a Society

for establishing au Ayrshire Herd- book should be formed.

A number of gentlemen were named to form a committee,

and several subscriptions were promised. The wide
support already rece'vcd auirurs well for the success of the

new Society. .\n Ayrshire llcrJ-book is, without doubt,

greatly needed.

DARTMOOR.—It is not merely the stir and nicvenient of

the city wiiich have been left heiiind. We have taken our

farewell of the life of civilisation and humanity ; it is Solitude

herself who receives us now ; it is the Abomination of Desola-

tion wliich beckons us forward, telling ns, |as plainly as words

can speak, that we have left joy, hope, all that flavours

existence, behind. Have not those who have travelled this

stem unlovely road, winding weary mile a ter mile through
the bleak moor peopled only by fantastic shapes of grani e,

through rugged joyless valleys, and over the crest of grim
liills, known by the influence of the place, 'wliich has made
itself flit unbidden, without looking forth on the landscape
around, that eacii revolution of the labouring wheel was taking
them deeper into the lieart ol a country reigned over by the
silent relentless Nemesis of crime 1 Never surely had tliat

power a more fitting palace; never had palace a more suitable

antechamber ; never was the approach to it proclaimed by
emblems more significant. Cfranite barriers divide its remotest
precincts from social existence. Leaden and weeping skies

overhang its domain ; shrouds ol mist, driven by the wild
gusts of wind, obscure the landscape and deepen the gloom.
Few cattle find pasture in the stunted herbage. There are
streams and torrents rusliing down the steep gullies, swollen
by recent rains ; but of tree and shrub, no trace, The grey
mist-crowned tors look down upon an occasional homestead in

ruins ; heie and fliere on a cottage whence men and women
go forth to their labour in the morning; at rare intervals on
a group of toilers of the soil, silently and sul'enly buried wilh
spade and pickaxe on a barren declivity. No carolling lark,

high in heaven, cheers their labour; ins'ead, birds of evil

omen, the raven and the crow, liover in the air, or settle on
the broken surface of the moor. When the little town of
Tavistock, the local capital of the house of Russell, has been
left some half-dozeu miles behind, when every loopliolo

throu-^h which any glimpse of humanity and civilisation could
be caught has been effectually closed up, a sudden turn iu the
road, just past the model dwellings of the stone-quarriers to
the right, reveals the palace—that palace which is a prison

—

lying in a basin formed by the hills. It is the prestnt home
of the 'unhappy nobleman.' A collection of bare walls, with
the small iron-barred slits which are called windows, enclosing
narrow courts ; a clo( k-tower in the centre ; an entrance-
arch, over which is the inscription Parccre Si(bjec/is—sunly
it should have run, iu modern Italian, Lasciaie ogni speraiiza,

&c ; nearly opposite, perched on a comraaniiing eminence,
from wluch the country for miles round is visible, a signal-

tower, guarded by sentinel-warelers night and day, to remind
the prisoners, as tliey see it fro/n the yard below, or as they
look up at it from the fields or roadways, when they are
marchea out to hedge and to ditch, to dig and to build,—that
to attempt to escape is a desperate game, not on the whole
worth playing ; tliis is Dartmoor Prison. The village, whicli

lies scattered about it, seems denominated by the influence of
the establishment. Gangs of criminals are working at different

points, and at different kinds of open-air industries, under the
supervision of officers of the pribon, who watch them every
moment. Elsewhere one encounters a detachnent of some
two dozen slowly tramping to or from their cells, dragging it

may be, some iieavily laden ' trolly,' smbject to the same kind
of lynx-eyed generalship. Not a word escapes their lips ; but
tliose who are versed in sucli communinations may detect the
interchange of signs, a forefinger extended or a thumb depressed
which conveys a whole sentence in their mute vocabulary.
Apparently they take no heed of what goes on around them.
Yet there is not a person who passes unobserved by the eyes so
practised in Lunning glances, not a new face or fresh arrivsl
in the village which is unrecorded in their mental viNitors' list

The children, in wham the place abounds, see the dismal
spectacle of the men of ill-favoured countenance, clad in the
prison-dress, working or marching past witli no emotion of
pity or wonder. That the centre piece of their village should
be a gaol, and that upwards of a thousand of its population
should be a convicts, must seem as uatural to these Dartmoor
boys and girls as the heavenward-pointing tower of the solemn
fane, tiie daily services, the clerical processions, to those whose
cradle is a cathedral town. Prisoners' base must be the
favourite game of these children ; a prison-wardership their
ambition ; a prison-cell the stereotyped parental threat iu
their fractious and rebellious hours,— 27i<? Jf'urU.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
SHORTHORN.

A fleeting of the Council of this Society was held at

the Society's Rooms, 12, Hanover Square, oq Tuesday,
the 3id ult. Present: Lord SkelmersJale iu the chair,

the Duke of Manchester, Colonel Gunter, Colonel Kings-
cote, C.B., M.P., Colonel Loyd-Liudsav, M.P., Mr. H.
W. Reauford, Mr. P. J. S. Foljambe, M.P., and Mr. G.
Murton-Tracy.

The following new members were elected :

—

Bslfour, Arthur James, Whittingharae, Prestoukirk, N.B.
Dunn, Frederick, Keyingliam, Hull.

Portescup, A. Irvine, Kingcausie, Aberdeen.
Jardine, James, Dryfeholm, Lockerbie, Dumfries.
Mortimer, William Brook, Hay Carr, Lancaster.

Editing Committee.—Colonel Kiagscote reported
that a portion of the proof of the balls for vol. 23 of the
Herd Book had been received, and the Committee hoped
that the volume would be issued before Christmas.

That the Committee had received an application from
a member of the Society to change the name of a cow,
already entered in the Herd Book. The Committee
recommended that this application be refused, as had been
done in previous cases, as they considered that the prac-
tice would inevitably lead to much confusion.

This report was adopted.

General Purposes Committee.— Colonel Kingscote
reported that the accounts for the month of June had
been examined by Messrs. Qnilter, Ball, and Co., and
the Committee, and were found to be correct.

The Committee also reported that the Secretary's petty
cash account had been examined and passed, and showed
an expenditure of £18 4s. lid. during the past month,
and that the leceipts for the month of June had been £64
17s., the balance of the Society's current account at the
bankers being £294 16s. 6d., and £'500 on deposit.

That the sum of £1,000 had been invested in Three
per Cent. Consols, as directed by the Council at its last

meeting.

The Committee also reported that the annual audit of

the Society's ac?ounts to 31st December, 1876, was held
on the 27th ult., and that an abstract of the cash account
and a copy of the balance-sheet were now laid upon the

table.

The Committee reported with regret that several mem-
bers of the Society were already in arrear with their

subscriptions, several applications having been made to

them without any response. The Committee therefore

recommended that one more application be made by the
Secretary to every member in arrear, informing him that
unless payment be made by 31st August next the matter
will be placed in the hands of the Society's solicitor.

This report was adopted.

On the motion of Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P.,
seconded by the Duke of Manchester, the Earl of Fevers-
ham, of Duncombe Park, Yorkshire, and on the motion
of Mr. H. W. Beauford, seconded by Colorel Gunter, Mr.
Samuel Porter Foster, of Killhow, Cumberland, were
unanimously elected members of the Council, in the place
of Mr. R. E. Oliver and Mr. George SaviU, resigned.

The draft of the report to the annual general meeting
of members was read and adopted.
The following corauiuiiication from the Royal Agricul-

tural Society was laid before the meeting :

—

Royal Agricultural Society of Eugland,
12, Hanover Square, W., June 9th, 1S77.

Df..\.R Sir,—1 have the pleasure of informing you that 1

submitted your letter dated Tuesday last, to tiie Council of the
Society on the following day, when 1 was instructed to inlurui
you that your Society may liold tiieir annual meeting of mem-
bers in the tent used as a members' club in the show-yard at
Liverpool, on the day and at the hour mentioned in your
letter.

Any details in connection veith this meeting should be
settled by you witli the Society's contractor.

I remain, yours very faithfully,

H. M. Jenkins, Secretary.
IL J. Hine, Esq., Secretary Shorthorn Society.

The annual general meeting of members of the Society
will therefore be held in the Royal Agricultural Society's

show-yard at Liverpool, on Thursday, July 12th, at nooi.
The next meeting of the Council was fixed for Tuesday,

July 31st, at 3 p.m.

ESSEX.
MEETING AT CHELMSFORD.

There was a very good show of horses and cattle at

Chelmsford, on the 4th and 5th of July, and, judging
from the thronged appearance of the rather small show-
yard, we should think the exhibition was a financial

success. In point of quality the Show was, on the wholo,
not up to the very high level of the grand collection of
stock gathered at Colchester last year, but that was an
exhibition of very exceptional merit for a country show.
The entries were—horses 431, against 398 last year;
cattle 201, against 240: sheep 71, against 66 ; and pigs

25, against 27. The number of implement entries is not
given in the catalogue, but there was a very good show
for a country society.

Of the agricultural horses it may be said that the show
gave greater credit to the managers of the Society, who,
by opening several classes to the competition of the

United Kingdom, attracted a number of the best horses

in the country, than to the local breeders, whose exhibits,

on the whole, showed a great faliing-off as compared with
those of past times. There were, however, a few notable

exceptions, and with the help of a strong contingent from
Suffolk, Class L, for stallions of any age, competing for

the Chelmsford Town Prize of £50, offered to the best

agricultural stallion which will ravel in the county, and
open to the United Kingdom, vas a large and strong

one. The prize was awarded ,o Paragon, described as
" pure shire bred, out of a ci 1 ;brated mare by British

Ensign," Paragon's sire being Columbus, g. s. Admiral,

g.g.s. Matchless. This powerful horse, althoug^i entered

as Mr. Chas. Clayden's, is the property of a company of

farmers in the Bishop Stortford district, who combmei
to purchase two horses to use amongst their own mares—

•

a very wise example in co-operation. The competition

was between this horse and Jlajor Garrett's Suffolk

stallion Cupbearer III., which won the champion prize at

Sudbury. It is adiflicult task tojudge between two horses of

different breeds, and the judges were a long time in coming
to a decision, but we think they were quite right. la

spite of the beauty of the Suffolk horse, his rival has

more bone, is altogether a heavier and more powerful

animal, and is better suited for getting horses that will

not only plough well but sell well also. In this class

Mr, H. Bultitaft showed King Tom by Honest Tom, a

tine-topped, massive horse, with indifferent legs. Class II.,

for Suffolk stallions three years old and upwards, was a

fairly good though small class. Major Garrett won both

prizes, the first with Cupbearer 111., and the second with
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Viceroy. The most generally meritorious class of agri-

cultural horses was the third, for stallions, not SufFollc,

open to the 1 tiited Kingdom. The choice lay between
three superb stallions—^Ir. Wyiin's Nonpareil by A 1,

out of Matchless, bj^ King of the Valley, took first honours,

as he did in the aged-stallion class at Birminghain last

year. He is a massive bay, nine years old, and therefore

in full maturity, and there was no doubt as to his being

all over a winner, though the friends of the Bishop Stort-

ford horse hoped their favourite might stand first. They
may, however, be well satisfied that he secured the second

prize, as there were many round the ring who would
have put in his place Mr. Dove's splendid three-year-old

Ajax by Hercules, by Heart of Oak. This horse, for

his age, is one of the best we have seen lately, and we
question whether his successful rivals were as good when
they were youngsters. A young horse, however, has

little cliance when competing with older, and therefore

more fully furnished, competitors. The country two-
year-olds were a poor lot, and do not speak well for the

local sires of the future. Essex will certainly have to

import from other counties.

In Class v., for two-year-old colts, open to the

United Kingdom, the Suffolks, as in all other instances in

which they had to compete with outsiders, were beaten,

Mr. Catchpole's Sudbury winner having to give way to

Topsman, the property of Mr. C. Masters, of Saddlebow,

King's Lynn, Mr. Iloulding's of TolleshuDt,D'Arcy taking

the second prize for Essex. The special prize for the best

horse in the preceding classes was won, as a foregone

conclusion, by Nonpariel. There were only two

indifferent yearling colts. There was a fair show of cart

mares in Class "\'1I., but the first prize was won by one of

the least meritorious out of the best half-dozen. Mr.
Jonas's Violet is a plain mare, with a narrow chest, bad

back and shoulders, and ungainly head. Only her legs

and hind quarters were good, and the judges were certainly

wrong for once in putting her above such a beauty as Mr.
D. A.^Green's victorious Smart,which only took the second

prize, though first in a better class at Sudbury. In the

class for mares of four-year-old and upwards, open to the

Kingdom, the Suffolks were nowhere, there being at least

three mares better than a Suffolk could be. Mr. Beart's

Lioness,hy Nonpareil, is a magnificent mare, with such bone

and muscle as are seldom seen. She deservedly took the

first prize, though a good deal of judging was required in

comparing her merits with those of Mr. Wynu's Queen
of Trumps, a magnificent dapple grey, active as a hackney.

Messrs. Stanford, of Steyuing, Sussex, also showed a

grand mare in this class. The pairs and fillies were not

remarkable, and the mares and foals were about an

average lot, with some very good ones amongst them, Mr.
'Wolton, of Woodbridge, being first with Royal Diamond,
a Suffolk mare, and her foal—the only instance in which
a Suffolk stood first in any of the open classes.

Of hunters and hacks the show was a very large and
meritorious one, but as our space is quite insufficient to do

them justice in a detailed criticism, we will not attempt it.

Coming nuw to the Shorthorns, we have to speak of a

good show, both in point of numbers and quality, though
not equal in excelleuce to the extraordinary lot which we
saw at Colchester last year. In the aged bull class there

was not very much competition. Pertwce of Boreham,
was fii st, and Mr. Anderson, of West Thurnock, second. In
the two-year-olds we only fancied one, Mr. D. A.
Green's Roan Duke by Heydon Duke II. In class

XXXV'I, for yearling bulls, Mr. Sturgeon was first with

Oxford Crocus, and Mr. Christy second with the, in this

case, appropriately named Secuudus. In yearling bulls,

open to the Kingdom, Lady Pigot's Bdth winner, the

Beau, was beaten by Mr. Linton's FitzAtthur by Sir

Arthur hr^raui. There were only three bull calves, Mr.

I
D. A. Green being first, and Col. Brise second. Class

[
XXXIX, an open one for bulls of any age, was well filled.

Jlr. W. Linton's gigantic Sir Arthur Ingram was placed

first, and took also the 100 guinea challenge cup for the

best Shorthorn in the yard. This bull was second to the

Marquis of Exeter's Telemachus 6th at Colchester last

year. The second prize fell to Major-General Fytchu for

iloyal Charmer's Duke, Mr. St. John Ackers' Clovis, con-

mended at Bath, being unnoticed by the Essex judges.

In the class of cows of any age, ^Ir. Upson, of Riven-

hall, showed a very nice one. Countess, which took first

prize, with Mr. Green's Lovely for a second. Countess

also won the Chelmsford Town prize, open to the

Kingdom, for the best cow or heifers not under three

years of age, beating Mr. Ackers' Queen of the Georgians,

a well-bred roan noticed in our report of the Bath Show,
and the Marquis of Exeter's Telemacina. Mr. D. A.

Green was first and Mr. Chaplin, second in a small

country class of two - year - old heifers.

Lady's Pigot's beautiful Imperious Queen deservedly

took the place of honour in the open class, as she did at

Bath, Norfolk, and Doncaster, and at many shows last

year. Mr. D. A. Green secured a great advance in his

growing reputation as a Shorthorn breeder by taking the

first prize in both the local and the open class for yearling

heifers with Blush Rose, a promising heifer, by Young
Telemachus, out of Bramford Rose, beating in the littir

class. Lady Pigot, Mr. Linton, Mr. St. John Ackers, and

other breeders. He was also first in a class of two heifer

calves, Mr. Christy being second. The Marquis of

Exeter won the prize for the best bull and cow with calf

with Telemachus 6th, Telemacina, and Telemacina 2nd.

For yearling bull with pair of yearling heifers Lady Pigot

took the honours. There was a large show of the Channel

Islands breeds in spite of the recent dispersion of Mr.
Gilbey's herd, the most noted in the district. Some of

the animals were beautiful specimens of their kind.

The show of sheep was, as usual at the Essex meetings,

a short one, whilst that of pigs was the worst we have

ever seen at any agricultural county meeting.

The implement show was, as before remarked, a large

one. Messrs, Fowler, Howard, and bad some
of their steam tackle at work in fields near the show-yard.

PRIZE LIST.

JUDGES.—C.-VRT Horses : J. H. Plowright, Isle of Ely
;

M. Biddell, Ipswich ; II. Giles, Thetlord. Riding and
Coaching Horses : Lord Portsmouth, Devon ; Sir G.
Wombwell, London ; J. M. K. Elliott, Towcester. Short-
horns : F. Leney, Kent; H. W. Beauford, Thrapstone

;

J. Thompson, Chippenham. Channel Islands and Dairy
Cattle : G. W. Baker, Luton ; R. M. Jary, Wixoe
Sheep and Pigs : J. C. Clayden, Beccles ; R. J. Newtoa
Woodstock. Donkeys : J. F. Bott, Dunmow.

HORSES.
agricultural.

Stallions.—Chelmsford Town Prize, £50, C. Clayden.Bishop
Stortford (Paiagon).

Suffolk stallions, three years old and upwards.—First prize,

£20, Major R. Garrett (Cupbearer the Third) ; second, £10,
Major R. Garrett (Viceroy),

Stallions (not Suffolk), three years old and upwards.—First

prize, £20, W. VVjnu, Stratford-on-Avou (Nonpareil) ; second,

£10, C. Clayden, Bishop Stortford (Paragon).

Two-year-old colts.— First prize, £10, R. Iloulding,

Kelvedon ; second, £7, A. and F. Fyson, Chelmsford (Young
Thumper).

Two-year-old colts.—First prize, £15, C. Masters, King's
Lynn (PopsmHii) ; second, £8, 11. iloulding.

Special prize, lor the best animal in Classes 1 to 5, £25,W.
Wynn, Stratford-on-Avon (Nonpareil).

Yearling entire colts.—First prize, £7, J. JiUings, Saffron

Waldeu ; second, £o, W. Belcher, Chelmsford (Youug
Saudoniau).
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Cnit mares, four years olJ ami npwanls.—First prize, £8,

W. JuDas, Ueydnn Bury (Viole) ; seoud, £5, D. A. Ureen,

Ea^t Donjland (Smart).

Cart mares, four years old and upwards.—First prize, £10,

C. Be.irt, Dowuham Market (Lioness) ; second, £5, W. Wynn,
Slratford-ou-Avon (Queen of Trumis).

Pair of cart mares.—Prize, £21, D. A. Green, East Dony-

laud (Smart).

Two-year-old fillies.—First prize, £8, F. Asplin, East Til-

bury (lioxer) ; second, £5, D. A. Green, East Donyland
(Pride).

Yearling fillies.— First prize, £7, II. W. Pctre, Chelmsford
;

second, £5, P. B. Vincent, Colchester.

Fillies (under four ye^rs).—First prise, £10, E. and A.
Stanford, Steyuing (.Mafjgie).

Mares and foals (Cheluislord town prizes).—First prize,£15,

T. W. Lambert, Ongar (Bonny); second, iS, ditto (Gipsy).

Blares and loals.—First prize, £15, II. Woltou, Wooubriilge

(Royal Diamond) ; second, £7, T. W. Lambert (Bonnj).

Foa's.—First prize, £5, T. W. Lambert ; second, £3, ditto.

Special prize—For the best female animal in the above

classes—cup, value 10 guineas.—C. Beart, Downliam Market
(Lioness).

THOROUGHBREDS A^D HUNTERS.

Thoroughbred stallions.—Prize, £15 with £10 added.

Colonel F. Barlow, Woodbridge (The Gunner).

Hack stallions.—First prize, £15, J. Grout, Woodbridge,
(Reality) ; second, £8, J. Grout (Honesty).

Weight-carrying hunters.—Prize, £20, T. D. Ridley,

Chelmsford (Kildare).

Weight-carrying hunters, (Chelmsford town prizes).—First

prize, £2(3, T. D. Ridley, Chelmsford (Kildare) ; second, £10,

J. W. Wakelin, Braintree (Benedict).

Weight. carrying hunters, up to l-i stone, the property of a

boiiafiik farm tenant, fanning not less than ICO acres in the

county of Essex.—Prize, £21, J. W. Wakelin, Braintree

(Benedict).

Light weight hunters.—First prize, £15, SIrT. B. Leonard,

Bart., Romford (Governess) ; second, £10, A. W. K. Brise,

Witliara.

F'our year-old hunters.—Prize, £10, J. W. Wakelin, Brain-

tree (Benedict).

Hunting mares with foals.—Prize, £10, D. Christy,

Clielmsford.

LEAPERS.
Chelmsford town prizes.— First prize, £10, P. C. Barker

Ingatestone (Polite); second, £5, F. Young, Chelmsford

(Lady Clarissa) ; third, £5, M. A. Freestone, Danmow (Little

Emily).
HACKNEYS.

Hackney mares or geldings, not exceeding 15 hands 1 inch,

Chelmsford town prizes.—First prize, £15, S. Marriage,

Broomfield (Coquetl ; second, £10, J. Cliristy, juu., Writlle

(Blanche) ; third, £5, C. P. Wood, Kelvedon (Laughable).

Hackney mares, or geldings.—Prize, £15, S. Marn.<ge

(Coquet).

Four-year-old riding mares or geldings.—Prize, £10, J
Christy, jun. (Will Scarlett).

Three-year-old riding mares or geldings.—Prize, £8, G. D
Badham, Sudbury (Spinaway).

Hackney mares, with foals at foot.—Prize, £10, W. J.

Beadel, Chelmsford (British Queen).
Hackney mares or geldings, not under 14 hands 2 inches

to be shown in single harness.—I'irst prize, £10, Kev. T.

Atkins, llalsted (Shamrock) ; second, £5, W, Lucking, Great

AValtham (Rocket).

Ladies' riding horses.—First prize, £10, Sir T. B.Lennard,
Bart., Romford (Governess) ; second, £5, J. 0. Parker,

Woodham (Musketeer).

Cobs.—First prize, £10, Pt. C. Cooke, Bury St. Edmunds
(Eclarieur) ; second, £5, W. .J Beadel, Chelmsford (Soda).

PONIES.
Ponies.—First prize, £G, T. D.Ridley, Chelmsford (Monkey)

second, 4, S. Young, Chelmsford.

CATTLE.
PURE SHORTHORNS.

BuUi".—First prize, £15, J. Pertwee, Boreham (Crown
Prince) ; second, £7, G, Anderson, Romford (Baron Havering,
4th).

Two-year-old Bulls.—First prizi*, £25, (including £ir.,
Chelmsford town prize), D. A. Green, Etst I)on\lKiid ;

(Roan Duke); second, £15, J. R. Chaplin, llalsted (Ridgewell
Duke.)

Yearling Bulls.—First prize, £10, C. Sturgeon, Romford
(Oxford Crocus) ; second, £7, J. Christy, Roxwell (Secundus).

Yenrling Bulls.—Prize, £ 15, W. Linton, York (Fitz Arthur).
Bull Calf.—First prize, £7, D. A. Green, East Donyland

(King of the Roses) ; second, £5, Lieut-Col. S. B. B. Brise,
M.P., Braintree (Sweet William).

Bulls, of any age.—First prize, £20, W. Linton, York (Sir
Arthur Ingram)

; second, £10, Majur-General A. F>tche,
C.S I., Havering-atte-Bower (Roval Churmer's Doke).

Cows.— First prize, £15, J. LTpson, Witham (Countess);
second, £lO, I). A. Green (Lidy).
Cow or heifer, not under s'vears old. (Chelmsford Town

prize).— Prize, £20, J. Upson (Countes»).
Two-year-old hei'ers.—First prize, £10, D. A. Green

(Myrtle Flower) ; second, £7, J. R. Chaplin, Halsted (Lady
E nraa).

Two-year-old heifers.—Prize, £10, Lady Pigot, Weyt)ridgB
(Imperious Queen).

Yearling heifers.—First prize, £10, D. A. Green (Blush
Rose)

; second, £7, D. M'lutosh, Romford (Charmer 39th).

Y'esrling heifers.—Prize, £10, D. A. Green, East Donyland
(Blush Rose).

Heifer calf.—First prize, £8, D. A. Green, (Myrtle Leal)
;

second, £6, J. Christy, Roxwell (Miss Liverpool).
Yearling bull and pair of yearling heifers (Chelmsford town

prise.—Prize, £20, Lady Pigot (The Bean).
Bull and cow, with calf, their offspring, the latter calved

after June 1st, 187G.—Pnze, £20, the Marquis of Exeter,
Stamford (Telemachus Gth).
The Second Havering Park Challeiige Cup.—For the best

pure-bred Shorthorn in any class. Value 100 gs., to be taken
three years in succession before it becomes the property of any
exhibitor.—W. Linton, Y'ork (Sir Arthur Ingram).

Shorthorns (without pedigree).—First prize, £7, G. D.
Badham, Buhner (Strawberry) ; second, £5, A. Durrant,

Chelmsford (Snowdrop).
Heifers under three years old.—First prize, £7, J. Blott,

Essex (Nelly) ; second, £5, J. O. Parker (Raspberry).
Pair of yearling heifers (Chelmsford town prize).—Prize

£10, J. 0. Parker (Raspberry).
Tlie best animal in classes 49, 50, and 51 (Chelmsford town

prizes).— First prize, £10, J. Blott (Nelly) ; second, £5, J.

0. Parker (Raspberry).

DAIRY CATTLE (without pedigree).

Cows in milk (Chelmsford town prizes).—First prize, £13,
G. D. Badham (Strawberr\) ; second, £8, A. Durrant (Snow-
drop)

; third, £5, II. C. Wells, Chelms'orrl.

CHANNEL ISLANDS BREEDS.
Bulls exceeding two years old.—First prize, £10, The Earl

ofRosslyn, Dunmow (Grindstone); second, £5,G. D. Bad-
ham (Hero).

Bulls, not exceeding two years old (Chelmsford town prizes)

.

—First prize, £10, H. Cheffins, Dunmow (Jersey) ; second,

£5, W. J. Beadel, Chelmsford (D„iry King).

Cows, exceeding three years old (Chelmsford town prizes).

—First prize, £10, W. J. Beadel (Sealskin) ; second, £5, W.
J. Beadel (Buttercup).

Heifers, not exceeding three years old.—First prize, £10,

W. J. Beadel (Darling) ; second, £5, Rev. M. Shaw, Bury St.

Edmund's (Lilac).

Heifers, not exceeding two years old.— First prize, £10, E,
B. Gibson, Saffron Walden (Maid of Athens) ; second, £5,
The Earl of Rosslyn (Queen Bee).

Jersey cow or heifer, with calf by her side.—Prize, £10, W.
J. Beadel (Darling).

SHEEP.
Southdown ram, any age.—First prize., £8, 1;ord Braybrooke,

Saffron Walden; second, £5, J. J. Colman, M.P., Norwich.

Shearling Southdown ram.—First prize, £10, Lord Bray-

brooke ; second, £7, Lord Braybrooke.

Shortwool ram, any age.—Chelmsford Town prize, £6, J.

M. Green, Newmarket.
Shearling shortwool ram.—First prize, £8, G. Street, Arapt-

hill ; second, £!, J. M. Green.

Pen of five shearling Southdown ewes.—First prize, £7,
F. M. Jonas, SalTrou Wuldcn ; second, £5, J.J. Colman, M.P.
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feu of fivp shearling sliort«0(.l ewes.—First pri?,e, £fi, [I.

Luriibert, Caii)li3 ; second, £ t, T. F. Buxton, Ware.
Stiearliiig Liucula or Leicester ram.— First prize, £8, T.

Guniiell, Csiiibs ; second, £t, C. Sell, Lincola.

Co'swold, Liiicolu, or Lticester rnm, any age (Clielnnsford

Town priz", £3).—MMJor-General A. Fitche, C.S.I., llaver-

in;r<fte-l5awer.

Shearlin* Oxford or Sliropsliire ram.—First prize, £8, G.

Street (Oxford Down) ; second, £i, G Street (Oxl'ord Down).

I'en of five Bhearliiifj O.'iford or Shropshire ewes.—Prize,

£."i, G. Cooke, C«i!ibs (Shropshire).

I'en of five shearling longwool ewes.—Prize, £5, T. Gunnell

(I/'ncohi).

Pi u ol five ewes, with lambs.—First prize, £6, II . Liinhert,

('.tmhs (Uampshire) ; second, £1<, J. Smith, Woodbridge
(Suffolk).

Pen of three fat Southdown wethers.—Prize, £5, Lord
Braybrooke.

Pen of three fat longwnol wethers.—Chelmsford Town
prize, £o, T. Gannell (Lincoln).

Pen of four shoitwo;il lambs (Chelmsford Town prize, £5).

—F. M. Jonas ^Southdown).
PIGS.

B )ar, large breed.—Prize, £5, W. H. Walker, Brentwood.

Sow iu pig, large breed.— Priz", £5, D. Ciiri.'-ty, Ciiehnsford.

Tiiree sow pigs, large breed.—Prize, £5, D. Christy.

Boar, Esses breed.—Prize, £5, W. Thompson, Colchester.

Sow in pig, Essex breed.— Prize, £5, W. Btlcher, Chelms-

ford.

Three sow pigs, Essex breed.—Priz=, £5, W. Foster, Leigh.

Boar, small black.—Prize, £5, T. F. Sewell, ColneEugaine.

Sow in pig, smUl blaok.—Prize, £5, T. F. Sewell.

Boar, smill white.— Prize, £5, G. D. Badham, Bulmer,

Sow in pig, smail white.—Piize, £5, G. D. Badham.
Sow and pi^s, large breed.—P.'ize, £5, A. F. Puckeridge,

Cliigwell.

Sow and pigs, small breed.— Prize, £5, G. D. Badham.
Boar, small breed.—Piize, £3, G. M. Sexton, Ipswich.

RIPON AND CLARO.
The fifteemli annual exhibiiion of the llipon and Claro

Airriculiural Soriety was held on July 6, at Bishopton.

Conip'ircd with former years ihe show was an exceedingly

good one, though the (ntriswere not so numerous as they

might have been, rsevert'ieless, with the exception of tl\e

classes for pigs and poultry, there was an increase in the

number of entries, when compared with last year's show, in

every department. The entries in 1870 were made up as

follows:—Cattle, 43; horses, 151; skeep, 15; pigs, 27;
poultry, 105 ; dogs, 1G8. This year the entries were : —Cattle,

40; horse, 163; sheep, 32; pigs, I'j ; poultry, 121. The
Shorthorned cattle tliroughout were deserving of commenda-
tion, especially in the bull and calf classes. A special prize of

£5, for the best bull, two years old and upwards, was carried

off by Mr. Geo. Yeats, Studley, Ripou, with a roan animal

named "Ciierry Crowu." The second prize was awarded to
" Hutton Couyers," an animal belonging to Mr.Win. llarland,

Blois Hall, Ripon. Tliere were only three competitors for the

Marquis ot llipon's special prze of £5 for the best bull above

one and under two years of age, which was secured by a

promising looking animil belonging: to Mr. H. Fawcett,

Old Bramhope, OJey. " Maggie Mildred," a heifer, also

belonging to Mr. Fawcett, wa* the means of securing

Mr. J. Yorke's special prize of £5, though she was
eloiely followed by "Grateful!," owned by Mr. T. II.

Hutchinson, Ca'terick. In the horse department the two-

year-old colts and fi lies were good elasaes^ and the ponies were
very promising. DrHU.;Iit horses and brood mares possessed

considerable merit. The hunters and roadsters class contained

some really splendid animals, the winner of the first prize, £5,
for the heA iiuutiag gelding or mare under six years old, being

"Perfection," the property of Mr. J. C. Bilton, Iluttons,

Amho, York. A special prize of £10 for the best four-year-

old gelding or filly for hunting brought out a strong field.

The winner was a bay, belonging to Mr. J. Smith, of Ilum-
berton, Boroughbridge, and though it has never been sliown

before, it gives promise of future success. Much interest ap-

peared to be centred in the jinipiug competition, and several

very close contests ensued. £10 was offered for the best

leape', gelding or mare, of any age, which was won by a seren-

year-o'd bay, ' Ernest," the property of Mr. Ilaudley Taylor

York, thus adding another to its many well-earned laurels'

" WlialeLone," a five-yi ar-old, belonging to Major Stapyhou*

York, Was a good second. It raay be stated that the winner

last yi ar secured twenty-six first, two second, and one third

priz s, amouniing in valae t'j about £150. This year, it has

already won live first prizes. Pigs, sheep, and poultry formed

interesting features of the show, and included several speci-

mens of a highly co:i)meQdable character.

LIST OF PRIZES.

Tiie julges : For horses—hunters, R. B itty, Tol'erton,

E isinifwold, and T. Ellerby, Whitwell, York ; harness, U.
V/ade, D.irliiigton, and J.'S, Stowell, Darlington. Cattle,

S. llowhiu Is >n, Darlington, and T. Dodds, Wakefield. Sheep
and pigi, W. Ripley, York, and W. P^obson, York.

SiioRTit >RNED Cattle.— Bull, two ye<i.-s old and upwards,
1,G. Yeats, Studley; 2, W. II irland, Blois Hail, Ripon.
Bull, above one and under two years old, 1, li. Fawcett
Old Cramhope, O'ley ; 2, J. T. Robinson, Leek by Palace,

Tliirsk. Bull calf, under twelve years old, 1, J. T. Shutt,

Harrogate ; 3, T. Striokland, Tliirsk Junction. ,Cow or heifer,

in calf or milk, three years old and upwards, 1, T. II. Hutch-
inson, Catterick ; 2, T. Strickland. Heifer, in calf or milk,

above two and not exceeding three years old and upwards, 1,

II. FrtWeett, ley ; 2, T. H. Hutchinson. Heifer, above one
and under two years old, 1, Lady Mary Vyner, Newhy Hall ;

2, G. Meynell, Nortlr.ill rton. lieifer calf, un^ler twelve mouths
old, 1 and 2, C. Mason, Dishforth. Cow for dairy purposes,

1, T. S. Mason, Ripou ; 3, G. Wliitton, Kirkiiiigtou.

Horses.— (Open to all England.)—For the field.—Brood
mare with foA at foot, 1, M. Wilkinson, Thirsk ; 3, J. T.
Robinson, Tiiirak. Three-year-old gelding, 1, W. Scott,

Boroughbridge; 2, D. Battye, Helperby. Three-year-ohl

filly, 1, R. Mothersill, Northallerton; 2, J. Wood, Bedale.

Two-year-old geldinif or filly, 1, J.T. Robinson ; 3, VV. Scott,

Yearling colt or filly, 1, J. T. Robinson; 2, T. 11. Foden,
Ripon. For harness.—Brood mare with foal at foot or

stinted, 1, T. Higlimoor, Ripon; 3, R. PuUan, Hartwith.

Three-year-old gelding or filly, 1, G. Knowlson, Thormanby
;

2, H. Fawcett, Otley. Two-year-old gelding or filly, 1, G.
Thompson, York; 2, L. Manfield, Tliirsk. Yearling colt or
filly, 1, J. H. Webster, jnn., Northallerton; 2, H. Stanwix,
Ripon. For the road.—Brood mare with foal at foot or
stinted, 1, W. Norfolk, Catterick ; 3, J. Ridsdale, llarewood.

Three-year-old gelding or fily, 1, VY. H. Cranswick, Thorn-
holme ; 3, W. B. Pearson, Mnrton-le-Moor. Two-year.-

old gelding or fill}', 1, F. Birroby, Dishforth ; 2.T. Francis,

Thirsk. Yearling colt, or filly, 1, C. Lancaster, Bedale ; 3,

E. llodgkinson, Topcliffe. For the farm.— (Special prize.

Brood mare with foalorfuot, 1, J. F. Crowther, Mirfield, 2, J.T,
Shipley, llipon Tiirc-«-year-old gelding or filly, 1, I. Denisou.
liarewooS ; 2, R. Pearson, Hutton Conycrs. Two.year-o!d
gelding or filly, 1, R. Tweedie, Catterick; 2, W. llarlaud,

Ripon. Yearling colt or filly, 1, J. Ingledew, Beadle; 2, C.
Nicholson, Littli tliorpe. Huntsrs and Ro.*.dsters.—
Hunting gelding or mare, not more than sis years old, 1, J.

C. Bilton, Unttou Anibo, York; 2, J. B. Booth, Killerby,

Catterick. Special prize.—Four-year-old gelding or filly for

hunting, 1, J. Smith, Humbertou ; 3, E. Hall, Barton.
Leaper, gelding or niare, of any age, 1, II. Taylor, Askbara

;

3, Mnjor Stapylton, York ; 3, E. Wriggleswonh, We t herby ;

4, G. Taylor, Boroughbridge. Roadster, gelaug, or mare, to

be mounted if required, 1, W.ll. Cranswick, Thornholme ; 2,
J. Merryweather, Giiisborough. Ponies.— Pony, not ex-
ceeding 14 bands, to be mouuted if requ'red, 1, J. Morley,
Dishforth; 2, J.T. Robinson, Leckby, Thirsk. Pony, not
exceeding 12 hands, 1, J. Smith, ilambeilon ; 2, J. T.
Reuton, Ripon.

SuEET.—Leicestcrs or Long Wools.—Ram of any age,

Messrs. Dovenor, T. Bedale; 3, W. Yeat,<i, Ripon. Pea
of three shearling gimmers, 1, F. Heugh, Bedale; 3, F. B.
Greenwood, Ripley. Pen of three slicarling weathers', W.
B. Pearson, l^larton-le-Moor ; 2, P. Stevenson, Rainton. Pen
of three shearling gimmers of any other breed, or a cross, 1

and 3, J. Gieen and Son, Silsden. Pen of three shearling
wethers of any oMicr.breed or across, 1 T.Scott, Boroughbridge,
2, R. Pearson, lluttou Conyers.

Pifls.— Boar of any age of the large breed, 1 Graham, Leed",

2, ];. Hi>dgkiasou, Tupchll'e. Sow of any age of the largo

li
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breeil, A. Metcalfe, Ilamptliwaite ;

'2, E. Ilodgkinson. Boar
ofauy age of the small breed, G. Mangles, Givendale ; 2, J.

(iraliam. Sow of any age of the small breed, 1 and 2, G.

Mangles. Cot'ager's pig, sucli cottager paying under £8 rent,

and resident within eight miles of Kipon. W. Strodder, Hutton

Gonyers; 2, C. Thirkill, Martou-le-Moor. - JiWr/y^rf /row

the Leeds Mcreury.

METEOROLOGICAL NOTES.
TO TlIi; EDITOR OF THE MARK'L\NE IXPRESS.

.<5^j{^—The 1S76 rainfall was thus measuTefl at the following

places, viz.,—At Andover, in Jan, 1.70 inches:; ^eb, 3.06;

ilar, J.08 ; Ap, 2. .52 ; May, 0.2a ; June, 2.07 ; July, 0,83 ; Aug,
1.71; Sep, 4.87 ; Get, 0.55 ; Nov, -3. 2 > ; Dec, 6.85 ; inches.—Total
26.72 inches. At O.xforil for these months rospectively, the
rainfall was 1.6S ; 2.81; 3.27; 2.78; 0.75; 1.96; 0.63; 2.58;

.5.60; 1.02; 3.07 and 4.87 inches.—Total 31.02 inch. At Cam-
iK-iilge, 2.03; 2.21, 2.19; 2.11; 4G ; 1.60; 1.18; 1.53; 4.3H;

i:01; 2.57; and 3.89 iuc)ies.—Total 25.20 inch. At Ipswich,
1.11; 2.38; 2.75 ; 1.61; O.^S; 1.68; 0.83; 1.22; 6.38; 4.21;

fi.77 ;and 9.89 inches.—Total, 38.75 inch. At Tcignmouth, 1.07 ;

3.58; 3.92; 2 91; 0.65; 1,16; 0.59 ; 1.22 ; 3.57 ; 1.15;3..50; and
3.87 inches.—Total 27.19 inch. AtToi-rington, 1.88 ; 5.73 : 5.81 ;

3.76; 0.20; 2.21; 1.45; 3.45; 7.02; 4.23; 4.31 ; and^8.43 inch.—
Total 35.17. At Taimtcn,C.90; 3.66; 4.61; 3.22; 0.18; 1.45;

a73; 2.4') ; -5.89 ; 2.90; 4.54; and -HXi'i inches.—Toial 39.10

inch. At Cheadle, 1.69; 3.46; 3.66; 4.07; 1.41; 291; 2.41;

2.42; 5.69; 3.38; 4.02; and 6.37 mches.—Total 41.49 inch.

At Ashby-de-laZouch 1.87; 2.86; 3.24; 3.41; 0.70; 2.43;
1.55;l2;6U. Mo ictunis for Sep., Oct., Nov., or Dec. Total
lor S months 18.'/ 2 inch. At Shap, 4.15; 7.05; 6.34, 2 83;
0.86; 4.53 ; 2.10 ; 4.01 ; 4.73; 5.06 ; 4.<)1 ; a>nd 10.55 inches.—
Total 56.21 inch. At Portmadoc, 2.47 ; 5.57 ; 3.52 ; 4.40

;

•^.68; 2.51; 4.24; 3.92; 4.23; 6.05; 5..32 inches. No return
for Dec—Total for 11 months, 42.91 inch. At Melrose, 0.86

;

4.60 .. 3.81 ; 3.42 ; 9.96 ; 3. 16 ; 2.20 ; 4.02 ; 3.63 ; 2.75 ; 3.62
;

and 8.83 inches.—Total 41.76 inch. At Ceganock, Glasgow,'
ZJi^; 5.14; 5-81; 1.90; 0,81; 3.09; 2.76; 4.64; 2.64; 6.40;
3.64; and 7.04 inches.—Total 47.32 inch. At Rhug Corwen,
(N.W.)1.21; 4.65; 4.45; 4.43; 0.88; 1.28; 2.09; 4.22; 4.82;
4.48; 4.37; and 0. II . inches.—Total 42.99 inch, say 43 inch.
At Bangor, 5.37 ; S.87 ; 7.13 ; 4:20 ; 2.11 ; 4 99 ; 2.14 ; 4.69 .

Sop, Oct, Nov, Dec, no return. (Total-8 months, 37 inch. In'

Ireland, at TraJee, 4.99 ; 2..5S ; 4.72 ; '2;89 ; 1.11; 2.e3; 1.75;
3.60; 3.98; 4,13; 4.07 ; and 8.05 inches.—Total 4 i.76 inch. At.

Kilkenny, 0.93 ; 4.63; 3.18-,_2.24; 0.61; 1.11 ; 1.26; 3.73 ; 3.98;

4.82; 3.79; ajid 8.05 inches.—Total 38.3r incli. At Twvford,
near Athlone, 1.68 ; 4.45; 4.07; 2.59; 58: 1.69; 1. 55;" 4.66;
6.07 ; 6.27 ; 4.*i9 ; and 7.19 inches.^Total 43.99, say 41 inches.
At Ballinabloe, 3.68 ; 2.4S ;0.67 ; 1.54 ; 1.57 ; 4.33i for 6 months
March to Auj^^ust. Sep. no return. Oct, 4.33 ; Nov, 3.07 ;

Dec, 6.35 inches.—Total 27.02 inch. 9moulhs at Cahirciveen,
Jan, 3.33 : Feb, no return. Mar, 4.48 ; Ap, 4.80 ; May, 0.83

;

June, 2.56; July, 2.35; Aug, 5.64; Sep, 7.11; Oct, 5.35;
Nov, 6.19 ; Dec, 8.90 inches.—Total 51.64 inch. At Cork, 2.61 ;

4.36; 3.63; 3.3J ; 0.25; 0.35; 1.39; 2.91: 5.24:6.88; 7.28 ; and
tl.16 iaiches.—Total 46,8iiaoh. VVaterford, 2.24 ; 6.20; 3.63;
2.7C; 0.57;1.39; i.6l ; 3.49; 5.76; 7.02; 6.0. ; and no return
for December.—Total 10.67 inches. In July, At Addisocmbe,
u.397 inches fellxin 6 daj's ; 0.110 inch, on "28th at Worthing
from 9 a.m. to 2.S0p.m., 1.17inchesof rain tell on 20th August
1876. At Watford, from 31st Aug, to 7th Sep, 3.35 inches of
rain fell. On 19th Aug, near Bristol, 3.570 inch, fell from '2

p.m. until 9 a.m on 20th. At Co'.ves, on the iOth Sep. a
destructive tornado was experienced, barley was whirled
i.'ver the sea to the Hampshire coa.st, from the Isle of Wight.

. it lasted 2 minutes, and a girl was ejected for several j-ards

.apwards. At Camden Town, London, the 1876 rainfall was in
Jan, 0.94 inch; Feb, 1.97; March, 2.96; April, 1.90; May,
0.94; 'June, 1.27; July, 0.82; Aug, 1.79; Sep, 2.86 ; Oct, 1.40;
Nov, 3.07; Dec, 6.25 inches.— Total 26. 17 inch. At Maidstone
1.94; .2.65; 1.93; 0.99; 0.98; 0.70 ; 2.52 ; 3.3* ; 1.32; 2.33;
and 5.16 inches.—Total 26.80 inch. At Selborne (The
V/akes) 1.43; 3.87 ; 3 86 ; 3.26 ; 2.10; 0.63; 0.92; 3.71; 5 32;
2.U ; 4.59; and 9.77 inches.—Total 41.57 inch. At Banbury,
1.73; 2.28; 3.40; 2.71 ; 0.31; 2.17; 0.70; 2.75; 1.39; 1.71;
4.4.T ; O.Sl ; 2.5.9 and 3^7 .inches —Total 28.46 inch. At Nor-
wich, March, 2.92; 2.93; 0.94; l.&O; July, August no returns;
Sep, 5.07 ; Oct, KO return ; Nov, 2.76 ; Dec, 3.26.—Total 7
months, in.6« inch. At.Bridport, 1.38 ; 3.49; 3.10; 2.59; 0.29;
2 81 ; 0.82; 2.99; S.tiS

; 2 27; 5.0;; and 9.52 inches.—Total
40.86 inch. At BarnBtapIo, 2.13; 3.99 ; 6.40 ; 2.83 ; O.6I4 1.25;
1.27; 2.74; 8.77; 3.58; 3.53; and 6.91 inches.—Total 39.96
inob. At Bodmin, LH2 ; 4.91 ; 6.10 ; 3.65 ; 0.28 ; 1.75 ; 0.98;
6.44; 6.29; 3.97; 5.06; and 12.09 in<3h68.—Total 51.31 inches,
of which one-fburlh fell in December. At Leicester, 1.87;
2.78; 2.81; 2.83 ; 0.60 ; 1.91 ; 0.69; 2.10; 6.60; 1.55; 2.99;
and 4.8.^ inches.—Total 30.61 inch. At Boston, L' ucolnshire,
1.82; 2.13; 2.42; 4.:'6

; 0.81 ; 3.13; l.hO ; 1,74; 24; 1.17;
i.-^6; iiud 4 26 inches. — Total 31.40 inches. At
i3.-lj3 inches. At Manchester, 1.74; 3.9Sj 3.70; I.C9;3.16;

1.08; 3.15; 3 57; 3.07; 3.17; 2.60; 4.44 inches.-Totfil 3474
inches. At York, 1.02; 2.15; 3.23; 1.62; 0.71 (No return
for June) ; 2.0 ; 1.57 ; 5 03 ; 2.47 , 3.11 (No return for Dec.) .

—Total 10 months, 22.96 inch. At Cardifl', Feb., 6.20 inch.
Haverfordwest, 3.12; 5.01; 3.57; 2.63 ; 33.; 1.97; 2.85; 4.63
7 82; 7.38; 5.99; and 8.16 inches.—Total 53.49 inch. A
Machvnlleln, North Wales, 3.26 ; 9.23; 5.89 ; 3.46 ,-0.68 ; 2^28.,

5.41; 5 69; 6.12; 5 49; 6.03; and 7.71 inches —Total 61.25
inches. "At Llandudno, 1.19;3.01; 2.89 ; 3.08 ; 0.26; 2J16;;
2.28; 2.75; 4.(6; 3.07; 5 50; and 4.17 inches.—Total 34.40
inches At Dumfries, .N.B., 1:86; 6.09; 3.59; 2.70; 0.63;
3.11; 1.79; 3.87; 3.81; 4.18.; 3.65; and 8,68 inches.—Total
43.29 inches. AtBraemar, l;yi; .2.49 ; 4.31 ; 2.52: 1.22; 3,14;
1.07; 2 43; 2.55; 3.53; 2.86, and 8-70 inches.—Total 37.02
inches. At Portree, Skve, 11.87; 6.07; 7.89; 4.37 ; :2.06:;

7.74. (No return for Jub) 4.37; 3.17; 8.13; 3 22: and 5.81

inches —Total 61.20 inch. At Killaloe, in Feb 64-20 ;

5.58 ; March, 6.03 ; Mav, 1.3U ; June, 3.16 ; July, 2.23.;

Aug., 4.55; Sept., 6.30; Oct., 4,.52 ; Nov., 3v66 ;;

Dec. 5 24.—Total 10 months 41.63 mches. At
Trevanich, St. Austell, 1.42; 5.08; 5.41; 3.82; 0.24; 1.49;
1.24; 4 88, 6.23; 471; 6.15; and 12.33 inch.—Total 53'02.

Ar. Addington Manor, 2.02 ; 2.51; 3.63; 3.86; 0.63; 1.59; 0.83;
2.37; 4.84; l.S-i; 3.«0:; and 5.02 inch.— Total 32 24. At
Hessary-Tor-Dartmoor, 3.70; 9.64; 630; 7^5; 0.45; 0,98.;

3.44; 0.98; 12.77 (Sept.), 7.61 ; S.iU; and S1.91 inches in Dec.
To'al 92.97 inches for 1876. At luvepness, Culloden, 0.88 ;

2.08; 4.01 ; 2.28; 070; 2.12; 2.-i4; 1.50: 3.61; 2,.53 ; 1.78 ;

and 1.92 inches.—Total 28.66 inches. At Sandwiek, 2.92 ; 3-153

(no retuni for March) 2.23 ; 1.32 ; 1.45 ; 3:15 ^2,56 ; 3.18 ; 3>80

;

4 70; 5.95 inch.—Total34.81inch. A tHitchiu, total rainfall for

1876 except June, unrecorded 28 85 inches. At Cirencester,
39. .'jO inches. AtGrims'iy (Killingholme), 31.81 inches. At
Mansfield, 35.23 inches. N. Shields, 30.91 inches. Borrowdale

. (eeathviaitf), 10 91; .16.21 ; 12,83 ; 6.04 ; 2,05; 8.34 ; 6,05 ;

977;->8'r23, 7.32; 8.0; 18 31 inches.—TotaL18r6, M4<.03inch.
At Harwick, N.B., 37.82 inches. At Kilmarnock (Annarhill^,
37.91 ijiches for 10 months. (No returns for May and June).
At Castle Towaid, 42.3'J inches for eleven months. (No
return for Decs) At Newport, Isle of Wight, on April lith
and 12th, an inch of snow fell ; temp. 45 deg. At '-iilo p.m.
on 12th soft hail ; temp. 39^. St. Catherine's Down was
covered with sno^v. At Staines, " snow rollers" were ob-
servttl, an unprecedented event in England according.to Mr.
S.\mons. Jilthoi'gh at Ssiudwick in Orkne.y, this fact has been
noted frequently. In the Midland Counties this snow-storm
prevailed considerabl.v. On the£2nd of June at Brighton,
1.99 inches of rain fell, from 8 p.m., on 22nd, till 9 p.m. on
23r6. The total is stated to be the greatest recorded there.

At Worthing the fall was 0.89 inches. At the Dyke 2.15

inches fell. On the 21st a heavy thimderstorm occurred at
Liverpool, 4 p,m. Onillth.Dec, 1876, a fine meteor was ob-
served fi om the ship " Crocodile," il3.30 N. Long., 53.30 E.
at 5.15 p.m. A streak of light appeared aloft, about 15 deg.
above the horizon, and 30 deg. N. of W. It. extended upwards
about 25 deg. in zigrzag form, and it seemed to form 7 letters

of a word. At the lower- end the streak was li feet broad,
and thinner asit Approached the Zenith. On 21st Feb. an
am-ora was observed at Whitehaven. A fine meteor was ob-
served at Berne, ^Switzerland, on 8 November at 5h. 33m. or
6h. 3min. Greenwich time, temp. 15 deg. Fahr., by Mr. M.
F.Ward, F.R.A.S. Between 13 Feb. and 29 March, 1876,
4.90 inche<< of rainfall occuired at Muswell Hill. Rain fell on
every day from 20th of Feb. to the 16th of March. A hail-

storm occurred at Leamington on 31 st ofMarch , stones as large
.as pebbles. Jn April a meteorite nearlj^ 81bs. weightfell near
Wellington, tJalop. On_20May, 1.42, a fine meteor was observed
at Kilbmn, rear London. At Ashley, near Bristol, the rainfall

from Aug. 'i9 to IS Oct. was 13.66 inches in 1876. In 1875,

from Sept. 19 to 20 Nov., '15.942 inches; and in 1874, from
Aug. 6 to 7 Oct., 13.521 inches. Mr. G. Symons's Meteoro-
logical Record stould be seen by rural observers. Stanford,
.of Charing-cross. sells it. I ata, tir, j'ours, &c.

London, June, 1877. Chbisxopheb Codex.

A TIGRESS AT LARGE.—A fine tigress was killed near
the London and North Western Railway, at Long Buckley,
recently. The station-master at Weedon was informed
of the escape of a tiger between Wolvetton and
Rugby, on its « ay to LiArerpooL, and that it was prowling
about the fit-Id iiear. He gathered some friends, and, with
some oflicers from the Weedon Garrison went to the spot oa
au engine. The animal was discovered near the line, her
Dioveraents having been watched from a telegraph post by a
porter who had sighted her. A numbei of country people
acting as beaters, slie was finally despatched after receiving no
less than eight rifle bullets, beside several charges of small
shot. The animal in question belonged to Mr. Jamrack, of
Ratcliff- high way, and was de.spatched by the 8.20 train from
Broad-»treet in what is called a " low-sided junction waggon."
Wiiile at .large it had managed to kill and part!7 devour a
couple of thcep.
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THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

OF ENGLAND AT LIVEHPOOL.
One of the most snrnessfiil meefiii2;s ever held by the

first agricultmal society in the world is that which teriai-

iiated on the ItJth of July. The live stock entries

have been exceeded in number on two or three occasions,

but the entries of implements and miscellaneous exhibits

exceeded even the larpie entry at Birmirij^hara lust year.

The Show-yard in Newsham Park was admirably adapted

for its purpose, the only i^ult, if fault it can be called,

being that there war too much room. Standin;^ on hi^h

ground, it was refreshingly airy, and as the sky was clouded

over for the greater portion of the Show-week, the cool-

ness was very gratifying to those who had much work to

do. The arrangements were admirable, and reflect great

credit upon the managers of the various departmsuts.

The attendance was very satisfactory up to Saturday,

which was a wet day. On the first day the visitors

numbered 0,(573, against 0,891 at Birmingiiam last year.

On Thursday, the first hall-crown day, the number
amounted to 25,074, a considerable advance over the

18,88'J on the corresponding day at Birmingham. On
Friday 22,981 persons paid their half-crowns, against

IT.'IM on the same day last year. A large additional

iininber of season-tickets have been sold. On Saturday

the attendmce was 51, .'533, being about 7,000 sliovt of

th:it at Birmingham last year. This falling off was

doubtless owiug to the wet weather.

THE HORSES.
The stabling, stand, and rings, are excellent, and ad-

mirably arranged, while punctuality is the order of the

day, for soon after nine there are three sets of judges at

w(iik. But, as we pass from ring to ring, so much do

the horses diflcr in character and substance that we cannot i

Make a guess at what their first parents were like, or even

the coujile Noah took into the Ark, though we have a
;

distinct recollection of two cart stallions at the first Royal

meeting at Oxford. And there, as if but yesterday, is the
|

grey with his hairy legs waddliug after thechesnut between
[

the shedding; old Davis, the cattle painter, laying the
'

color on thick, taking the portrait of the chesuut—the
j

jolly dinner party in St. Giles's ; and the race home with
;

"the four spanking tits and good heavy load," which ''Futling I

Billy " has driven off the road, and after them has gone a :

regiment of show-goers whose rauks have been filled up and

multiplied until the puny meeting at Oxford has grown
into the gigantic one at Liverpool. Still the world goes

merrily round like the horses, some of ui choosing the
[

pace of the thoroughbred, too fast to last, others that of
;

the bustling hack, continually on the trot, and some jug
I

on with the measured step of the cart-horse, slow but

f-ure, and, perhaps, the best in the long run. Therefore
'

v»e give precedence to the agricultural horse, more
especially as he is to have a stud-book, like his distant

relative the thoroughbred, wherein will begiveu.no doubt,

the ])edigree3 of the seventy times seven Cham|)ioDS, Con-

([uerors, aud Captains, wiih their buxom ladies, the Beaulys,

Roses, and Darlings of England. But " a breath has

made them as a breath can make," for a favorite pedigree

with dealers some years ago was "got by Whalebone out

of a well-bred mare," and we have seen three or four

hilf-bred stallions awarded thoroughbred stallions' prizes.

No wonder this, when a thoroughbred stallion is olteu

piv"u the prize for picking up his feet like a coach-horse,

as most short-armed horses will do, while the beauty of a

;ho (lUghbred is to have knees and hocks near the ground.

Tn( agricultural clusses were well represented with Shire

horses, Clydesdales, and SutTolks, which mide a grand
show, some of the classes being extraordinarily good.
In fact, the cart horses were much better represented than

: at Manchester in 180'J, whose strength was in thorough-
breds, hunters, and hacks, the weak part of the Liverpool

' Show, though there were names among the few as well

known iu the ring as those of Wombweli and his lions

Wallace and Nero were at the fairs in days of yore. The
all-aged stallious foaied before the 1st January, 1875,

• not qualified to compete as Clydesdales or Suffulks, and
which for brevity we shall describe as Shire

,

horses or mares, were as grand, or grander than
even at Bedford or Birmingham we almost

;

fancy. Still, the handsome thick-set Young Samson,
' glorying in all his hair and poster, is the same
hirse, though greatly improved, that was picked out at

Birmingham last year to travel North Warwickshire, and
that was proclaiii'ied the best of all the agriculliiral

;

stallious in the yard at Bilh, as he was later in the day
here. lie was bred by Mr. Richardson, Chatteris, Can\-
bridge. Then one equally handsome, but dilferently built,

is the lengthy, powerful, short-backed Nunpuriel ; and
' though not to be excelled at Birmingham last year, he does

,

not get t/ii; a[)ple here, but only the second best, lie

first saw the lit;lit at Evesham, W^orcester, and was bred bv
;
Mr. Malin, while his owner's name and address will be found

i

in the prize list. Tliird honours were given to Young
Champion, whose poor feet seem to be all right again.

He is a great hero, and at one time was wont to contest for

honours with Honest Tom and Le Bon, the latter being

in the entry but not in the flcsh which reminjed us of

those days. Young Champion, with white enough about
him to make one think the washing was hanging out to

dry when Stokes' Champion was paying his dam ])ar-

ticular attention, and whose quarters drooped so when he
was first shown, as if the breecliing had been dropped on him
when a foal, has erown out of that into a nice horse, andono
whose action has gained many a prize forMr. Statter,though

he now belongs to the Stand Stud Company. But what ii

rage there is for horse companies ; and we trust the

shareholders of some may not turn out a whole company
of martjrs. Having disposed of the compauits' and prizj

horses, we will run through the glorious array of musclf,

bone, and power, beiiiuning with Sir E. C. Dering's.

The White Horse of Kent, which is a grey Frenchman,
and as handsome as a peacock, but looking at him as a Show
horse, not likely to inijjrove the samples exhibited at Liver-

pool, is we think as much out of his element as the White
Horses of Kingston Lisle, Saveruake, and the Vale wouhl
be. Still, he might improve the horses in Kent,
but we like Amazon, a mare of the same breed
better than the hoi'se, as she is one of the best of

the sort we have seen,, many of them having an inclina-

tion to droop iu the qu;u-tor3. Carleton Tom, asccom/-
prize two-year-old at Bi.rningham, was an absentee, M /•.

Crowlher, his owner, depending on the useful Compact
Tom to fight lor him, and another of fair form. Cock
Robin, both by the celebrated Honest Tom. Mr.
Dcuison's Brown Fiinii-, Paragon, from the Bishoj>

Stortford Agricultural Horse Company, and Lord Ellcs-

mere's Pride of the Shires, arc powerful, deep, vvcU-madu
horses, and for Simon Pure, from the Fyldii

Horse Bi ceding Improvement Coujpany, wc have
said a good word before. The latter Company was the

first bthrted, iu fact, tbeold original whose trade-mark at

one time was nothing but lioueat Tom. The Siaud StuJ

U 2
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Company liad four others hi exclusive of Champion, the

good-looking Uucle Tom, the light-midJled Honest John,

aad the fiue-grown Heart of Oak, with weak second

thighs, and hocks and knees too far from the ground for

the pnll-away, haul-away business, though all three are

Ly Honest Tom ; while another was the neatly-made

Ploughboy, Wy Young Farmer. Mr. Hughes's Young
Tom Sayers was a very taking little horse, while Mr.
Morgan's Duke of Cambridge and tvTo or three more
were in too good company. But one of the nicest for

size, form, action, and quality was Mr. Masters's roan

England's Wonder, by Fyson's England's Wonder. Five-

and-twcnty two-year-old Shire olts made a fair class, and
were headed by Samson the Second, who is by the winner
in the previous class, and has a nice head and neck, good
forehand, capital back and loin, grand quarters, big hocks

and knees, and great bone, though in colour and white

markings reminds us more of Young Champion than his

sire Young Samson. The nest best man proved to be

British Wonder, by Marsters England's Wonder, of

•which we gave a description when first at Bath, and who
comes iuto the ring v/itk a jaunty air, more like some one
who has changed his name for a thumping legacy than a

returned convict, or infamous quack with his tieecings,

creejjing iuto society in a noM de guerre, for he was
Thumper at Bath, and now lands at the good port of

Liverpool as British Wonder. Wonders will never cease,

but increase. The owner of England's Wonder was tltird

with Topsman, a nice, thick-set colt, with hocks not quite

in a line where curbs arise, though a good mover, and
-second at Bath to i\Ir. Street's hor^e with the alias.

Duke of Cambridge, from Worsley Hall, is a nice stamp
of a black cart-horse, of which we said moFC at Bath, and
Roving Boy, also from the same ijuarters, is very well

built and active. Mr. .1. Kampson's Merry 'Eoy, Mr.
Hudson's The Don, Lord Ashburtcu'-s -Captain, aai IMr.

Howell's .Young Drayman were some of the best, while

others were useful, and fiorae that reminded one more of

a bungling job of .;ourney-work than the perfection of

nature—a perfect horse. The Shire yearling stallieus,

eleven in number, were, excepting a few, but a middling

class. The first. Wonder, by Wiseman's Wonder out of

Lioness, is a deep, thick-set, powerful colt, the Worsley
Hall nag, Cambridge Tom, being not so powerful,

while Admiral, from the same stable, was very

showy, the third of Mr. Brew's being common-
looking, with good limbs. For the three classes of

Shire stallions the entry was sixty-thr-ee, fcut there were a

few more absentees than we have named. The Shire

agricultural mares, though omly eight, to fifteen at

Jjirmingham, were a very good class, and we think

deserved, <beiug commended. Lord Ellesmere won
with a very nice mare—Honest Lady by Honest
Tom, and a foal by Young Samson, taking third honours
with Honest Princess by Honest Tom, and a foal by his

lordship's prize nag Y'oung Waggoner ; while Yorkshire
Princess, a well-known poverful prize mare, and a third

at Birmingham, is placid second with a fiue-grown foal

at foot by Honest Tom. There was more hoiuesty in the

class, but surely we have given enough to last any one a

lifetime. The three-year-old Shi:e fillies were nicely

represented, Lidy Woisley being a fine-grown one, with
a big ho<;k as if from a kick, and nothing else to find fault

with but a little slackness in her loins. Beatrice and
Florence, from Merryton. were fairly made ; neither did
Mr. Pitt's Honesty or Mr. BIundelFs Mettle lack form,

-while Mr. Porter's Biddy had ker share, combined witfe

: activity. vV.'e could not see why the poor-looking
• Lavinia, in the two-year-old filly class, was put before the
-.grey Marshland Princess, or Fatiraa, from Pou!tjn-le-
tylde, with her good form. Mr. Blundell's Lofty, and
tie Stud Conij)any'-8 iillies, Bonnj and Dapper, were not

wanting in good looks. lu the three classes of Clydesdale
stallions there were sixty-three entries, which is a good
muster from over the Border, and to watch them step, a

treat, for they move with all the airy elegance of Car-

lotta Grisi, and as if they had the spirit of Cerito in their

feet. Topsman, quite a Hercules on a short leg, was
second to Yoiuig Sarn|)sou at Bath, beating a nice-

looking one here in Paisley, and the well-built Glenlifl'et,

together with Lord Arthur Cecil's Jock o' Hazeldeane, and
Young Lofty, once the i)ride of all the Scots, now in his

seveutei'nth year, and decorated with a necklace of prizes.

We almost omitted to mention Prince Albert, from
Lockinge Park, with the old-fashioned dead-pulling

shoulder, a horse that always appears to be pu'ling

even if standing in his box. Such horses remind one of

the slave with the watering-pot, Sjlisbury, a dark bay,

with a fair amount of white, by Young Conqueror, a

handsome, lengthy, well-built colt, with capital limbs,

and full of quality and Clydesdale character, but rather

short in his neck, was picked as the champion of fifteen

two-year-old colts; though the second, a black, by
Defiance out of Bell, by Sir William, was pery good-^
looking, of capital lonn, with a deep rib,, and moved
better, but he was a trifle lighter in bone. Lord Pol-

worth's Harden, a colt of fair form, was placed before

Mr. Crowther's Commotion, and Mr. Tweedie's Souter

Johnme, both nice made ones. There was no second

priee awarded in the yearling Clydesdale stallions. The
three Clydesdale mares and foals were somewhat equal in

merit, being all three very good, and Princess more to

oui fancy than Kelso Maggie or Lady Muir. In the next

class we were rather iucliijed to agree with an old friend
—-quite a youth, though some years our senior ; for the

question is not how old are you ? but how old do you
feci ? with both man and horse—^who said that he thought

if the judges had put the third first, and the

first third, they would have been nearer the

mark, as Darling is a loose-made filly, light in

her thighs, and leggy, and Kate, though neat and active,

rather small when alongside the Rose of England—a prize

mare at Birmingham, Portsmouth, and other places

Messrs. Stanford's very taking black filly, and a first at

Chelmsford, was m this ciass, the other being Mr. Bruce's

The Lady of the Lea, with not the best of forelegs. Of the

five useful three-year-old Clydesdale fillies we thought

Mettle and Violet 2iid the best. The SufFolks were con-

sidered to be well represented, excepting the two-year olds;

if se there is plenty of room for improvement, as many
of the stallions especially were faulty in their shoulders,

with the stiffest of fore legs tied in under the knee, which
must be coireeted before they will become fashionable with,

the public. It is no use slicking to antiquated notions

and faulty pure breeds while we can improve them with a

cross, as the true-born Englishman with his numerous
crossings has managed to hold his own against all the

pure breeds on the face of the earth, if there are any, and
it is time the Suflblk horses were crossed with something
to alter defects palpable to the most untutored eye. Cup-
bearer 4he third is a powerful horse with some grand

points, but does not move as well, nor is he anything like

as true made throughout as the smaller horse Royalty, or

so hardy looking. In fact we think Mr. Wolton has the

best eye far what a Suffolk should be, and that any one

would covet his grand mare Newboura Pride, and the

Beat short-legged Diamond. As a lot they did not seem
to move as well as they did some years ago ; though

this might only appear so through the breeders of

other animals going for action and the Sufi'olk breeders

standing their ground. As most of the Suffolks

were noticed in reports of the Sudbury and Essex

Shows, we think it unnecessary to say any more about

them.
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The agricultural marcs, with restrictions as to height,

for which prizes were given by the local coinniittee, come
next. The mares under sixteeu bands were a good lot,

the winner, Flora, being a mare of nice form ; while

Mettle, with her cotfiu head, straightish back, and sleepy

movements, got more than she deserved, with such mares

behind her as Mr. G-. Statter's Blossom, Messrs. Stan-

ford's years' old brown, Mr. TeHnaut's Rose, and Lord
Ellesmere's Houny and Dinmond. The pairs of mares or

geldings, not less than sixteen haud^high, were very good,

the first prize going to a grand, powerful brown, and the

second to a nicely-matched pair that moved well, a good

strong couj)le coming in for third honours with

two of Mr. Humphries' well up. The best pair of mares
or geldings under sixteen hands high were a capital pair

of Mr. Wilson's, and the second a light active couple from

the Stand Stud Company, the third being useful.

Countess—the four-year-old prize mare or gelding, not

less than sixteen hands—-was straight in her back, and had

not a powerful loin. The others in the class were very

fair ones, under which denomination the two-year-old

geldings will come. The mares or geldings not less than

live years old were a grand class of sixteen, including

such well-known animals as Mr. Crowther's strapping

mare Yorkshire Princess ; Mr. Heart's line mare-Lioness,

who, with all her llesh, looks a trilie overtopped for her

bone; Messrs. Stanford's sweet mare. The Flower,

whose deeds with her portrait are given in The Fanner s

Magazine of this month, and Lordlillesraere's Honest Lass,

over which, when Mr. Purser'f, there was so much to do

at one of the Sutfulk meetings, the SulTolkitcs stood

out for their cattle like a suob would for leather, some
of theiti saying that none but the chesuuts were til for

agricultural purposes. We. trust they may be foigiven.

Then there were Mr. ileadows' nice made horses.

Champion and Conqueror, Lord Ellesmere's Dainty, and
Sir E. C. Bering's nice .mare of her sort, Amazon, which
we noticed with the stallions, aud last', though not least

that magnificent old mare, Seusatiou, a show of herself,

aud that people, when they see her go, exclaim " Good
Lord ! what a mare." If the Suffolk's had legs and form
like hers we would sing their praises all the day loug.

Some of the judges in the Champion Stallion Cup, which
went to Young Sampson, stood out for the Clydesdales,

Topsman and Lord Salisbury, one declaring that he would
rather take the young one home than either of the others.

J5ut the Clydesdale men were over-matched, till the

Tuesday moruing, when the mares went for their Cup, aud
the two Shire men w'ho were for Lioness fouiid three

in favour of a compact, nicely made chesnut mare,

six years old, breeder unknown, of JMr- Drew's which
was only second in the class of pairs not less

than sixteen hands, through having a partuer, a grey, not

her equal. Slill we think that tive other judges might
have gone for some of the tight-made, thick-set, hand-

some mares, of which there were many. There is a

party spirit with Clydesdale and "Shire" men that runs

as high as ever did that which has been carried on for

so many years between the partizms of Booth aud B ites.

Thus eudeth a very long chapter on cart horses, though
it would have been longer had we space to give the names
of all the good-looking ones.

We now take the thorouglv-breds, wliicli for some
years past have been unmercil'uUy over tasked in their

infancy, so that mauy a promising youngster may be

seen before he is three years old, cowed in spirit,

broken in coustitution, and tottering of limb, doomed
to drag on a miserable existence as a drudge ; or, perhaps,

allowed to stock the country with hereditary disease,

Avashy constitutions, and chu ken-hearted weeds. We
believe there are belter thoi-ou^h bred horses now

tLau vvkuu Eclipse lljuriihcd, and that there arc many

hundreds worse, which have become so simply through
satisfying the cry for fresh dur. i3ut breeding race-

horses is a lottery, always was, aud always will be,,

for that which the breeder once refused has oftea-

become the Sultan or Sultana of the Harem, while

grand looking horses prove little at the stud aud little

ones great. Own brothers and sisters as uulike as can be,

and many noted performers, scarcely leave a descendant

worth naming, while others now and thenget a " chance

horse" which puts breeders on the wrong tack. Never-
theless, let us give our breeders credit for as much
foresight as Mopsus of old, a great judge of pigs, who
foretold how many young ones, and their colour, a sow
about to farrow would bring forth. We fancy we hear au
old friend and judge of pigs exclaim " Dang it, iLister

Mopsus whops us !
" One hundred aud thirty-five pouuds

brought together seventeen thoroughbred stallions, while

at Birmingham eighty pounds enticed nine into the ring.

Citadel, the great son of Stock\v«ll aud -iJortie, fills the
same place in the prize lists he did at Birmiugham,
aud like the fat Oxonian is almost too big for anything,

with his back gradually hollowing^ for he is now in hi^

eighteenth year, aud we cannot say what year of his

reign, but we think he was four or five years old when we
saw him beat a grand lot of thoroughbred stallions at

Islington, The merry-going Gunner^ with good ends

and wiry limbs, but light in the middle, we described

at Bath, and Laug'ning Stock's portrait we have taken in

pen-and-ink year after year, aud show after show,
since he was placed first at the E.oyal meeting held ou tho
race-course at Newcastle. We do not like thee Laughing
stock, and the reason why is an oft-told talc in The Mart
Lane Erpi-css. Bete Noir, Highlander, and Claudius we
described last in our report of the Alexandra Park Horse
Show, as we did Lydon, who was entered here but not oa
the ground. There was something very useful-looking

about the long, low, big-limbed Wandering Minstrel, 1(3

years old, by Fandango out of Gadabout, and so there

was about a brown S years old by Kettledrum, out of

Rosalitta by Pelion. lleslless is a level-topped horse, on
the most stilty-lookiug legs, aud Advance, by Surat out

of Christina, by Maroon, if he advances with the

times, will give up all idea of getting hunters and
fix his thoughts upon the road. Star of Ashton by
Lozenge, out of Seville by Augur. Lozenge, with his hollow

back, and the cripple Augur, have got hunters, but they

were not like the sweet, pretty, peacock which claims

them for his ancestors. Whether the King of the Forest

or Citadel got a chesnut three years old that was exhi-

bited, is a matter of perfect indifference. Poor Picton by
Faughaballagth, out of Victorine by Speculation, in his

twenty-first year, is a sheer hulk, aud looks like carrying

fifteen stone to hounds, that is his own carcass to the

kennels, or joining in sleep the gallant hero and Welsh-
man of the same name. Young Voltigeur by Backing-
ham should be shown to the gclder without delay. So
much for the thoroghbreds. Star of the F>ast is a hack-

ney stallion of nice form and action; Sir George Womb-
well, a very showy goer ; and Little Wonder, of fair form

;

while Norfolk Hero, for size, quality, and action, pleased us

as much as any in a class of nine. Sir George, the per-

fection of a cob, scored his seventh first Royal as a pony
stallion, not less than thirteen two, aud not over fourteen

two hands, Prince Charming was a nice one, aud so

was the roaa. Gold Star, whose blood has been in

possession of the Barlows for seven generations,

Mr. Wilson was again to the front wiUi George thu

Second, a cobby pony, iu a very middling class.

The eight hunting mares aud foals were poor, as thci-o

were but two or three with anything like hunting forni-^

the rising wither, the deep, well-laid shoulder, with [)lcufy

before the saddle, the broad hips auJ lengthy (quarter, tho
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well-set musdiliir Hiiib, willi good sized knees, and hocks

near the ground— in lact, that squareness of build

throutjhout that gives grandeur, and distinguishes the

hunteV from the mere neatness of the hack, or pretliness

of my lady's palfrey. l''or even Lady Lyne, by

Codringtou,*out of Tipsy, by Yaxley, though a nice

mare, reminds one more of a gallant hussar, barking at

his troop, than the sound of the hounds in full cry. Of

hunting mares or geldings up to fifteen stone, live years

old or upwards, there were bat six, but amonnst them was

the winner of the tirst prize in this class last year, JNIr.

T. Pain's " best horse in the world," and our " model

weight carrier," Winder ; also, the second best ticche and

fourteen stone hunter at Alexandra Park, and the second

prize Jh'teen stone hunter here ; and who dare say that

Baldersby, next year, shall not be, as well, the second

prize heavy and light-vv-eight hai k the second best horse

ia single and double harness, ladies palfrey, cob, and pony ?

Lady Goiliva was a hnntiu^-like mare, with fair action,

and so was Mr. Snowball's Hercules, while Mr. Johnson's

Ashplant reminded one of a phaeton and pair. There

were only live hunting mares or geldings, five years old

and upwards, up to 12 stone. And here Glengyle, which

only played second to Vandyke al Birmingham, a horse

that the Kuowsley nag can gallop away from with any

weight, was put in his right place, as he was at

Skipton-iu-Craveu last year, when he galloped

away from everything. Still he was the first turned

out of the ring at Islington, which shows that

good horses only want a roomy ring like that at Liver-

pool, but it was hard going and slippery. Sail is a mare

that shows breed, and can go, as could Mr. Warren's

Polly. There were eight in the class, but two or three

of them absentees. Sir George, the first prize four-year

old hunter at Manchester, Islington, and Alexandra Park,

wehave described as quitea hunter to look at, and wasagaia

to the fore here in a middling class of nine, the second

being a neat light brown marc, Rosalind, not unknown

in the Royal ring ; for last year she played second to the

hunting-like Bellona at Birmingham, and again m< t her

at Skipton-in- Graven, we think. Boyutou, in a fair class

of two-year-olds at Birmiogham last year, was first, and

here, as a three-year-old, in a very decent one of four-

teen. He is a fine, well-made horse, and only wants

to drop a little to his leg. The second to him was

Kate, the first two-year-old filly at Birmingham, a

mare of good form by Laughing Stock, and with action

more adapted for Rotten How than hunting, but no

doubt she was second best as far as appearances go.

Carbine by Caibiueer was neat and blood-like, and Mr.

Lovatt's Beauty, Mr. .Jackson's Rural Dean, Mr. Warren's

chesnut gelding, and Mr. Wakefield's chesaut mare

worthy of notice. There was a good class of nine

hackney mares and foals ; and out of seven, four or five

nice pony mares and foals not exceeding fourteen hands

two inches, which used to be a Galloway in the days of

inches, measuring and wrangling on the turf. The well-

known Silvertail was first in a class of nine twtlve-stone

hacks, with about four good ones among them ; while the

mares and geldings exceeding fifteen hands and up to not

less than fifteen stone, three in number, were headed by

Surprise, a mare of fair form and a stepper. Then, that

well-known flourishing goer, Charles the Second, from

Hull, is always Charles the First, as he was in the

hacks not exceeding tifteen hands and up to twelve stone,

of .which there was not a grand lot. King of the Fairies,

a neat, clever stepper, beat a vulgar one in the hacks up

to fifteen stone. The Duke of Hamiltoa's Bosco added

another victory to his long score in an ordinary class,

which, with a few decent ponies not exceeding thirteen

haudb make up the total. The Judges thought the Society

Blight ^ive a liltlc mure prize money I'oi- huulers, aud so

do we, as owners, when winners, after paying railway -fa c,

and being fleeced by innkeepers, land with a very lit le

money at the old house at home.

THE CATTLE.
It is proverbially easy to follow a multitude, and for

that reason, perhaps, the ring in which the Shorthorns

were being judged was crowded, whilst the others had
scarcely an on-looker. It may be rank heresy to attri-

bute this circumstance to any other cause than that Short-

horns are more deserving attention than other breeds of

stock, but we may put down something at least to the

force of example. At all events, we found oirselvcs

irresistibly drawn to the excited crowd at the ring, which

was fenced in with posts aud rails, as being the correct

and fashionable thing to do, though occasionally direct-

ing a furtive glance towards the simply roped enclosures

where meaner kinds of stock—such as Herefords and

Devons—were receiving the rewards of such merit as

they might be thought to possess.

As the Shorthorn fashion itself is an acquired taste, it

is not to be wondered at that the literature of the subject

should have a nomenclature peculiarly its own. One can

quite understand that ordinary adjectives are not appli-

cable to animals which costs tliousauds of pounds—same
must of necessity be inveuted tor the purpose. Then,

again, it must be very natural to ap])ly such terms as

"grand," '" magnificent," " splendid," " unique," Ace, to

a specimen of bovine aristocracy with the fabulous pedi-

gree of a long line of Dukes and Duchesses—althougti to

tbe uninitiated it might appear to be a rough, coarsie,

unkindly animal, such as coulractors are wont to pur-

chase. But we must not ofi'end ears polite.

The opening scene commenced a little after 9 a.m.,

when sixteen or seveuteeu bulls, above three years old,

were led into the ring. Most of them are known, by

name, at least, to every one who reads an agricultural

newspaper. The animals themselves seem to know what

is going on ; they walk quietly round the ring, probably

recognising old acquaintances and rivals, and possibly

some of the spectators aud officials. Nothing will tempt
them to bad behaviour—not even two hours' indecision—

•

although a fervid imagination might detect certain anxious

glances towards the rosette-box. But to our story. Some
of these old bulls are what an outsider would consider

plain. One ignorant or prejudiced individual actually

called one of them a brute, and the look of contemptuous

scorn and pity with which the remark was received must
have withered his soul. The judges took a long time aud

a vast amount of trouble with these animals, and the

patience of on-lookers began to be well nigh exhausted

before a decided movement was made toward the end of

the enclosure by Mr. Davits' Oxford's King, Mr. Hop-
kins's Duke of St. John's, Mr. Wodehouse's Royal

Havering 2nd, and, after a time, Mr. Tnoinpson's Barou

Barrington 3rd. This last is of nice quality, but is,

perhaps, of rather too feminine a character. Another
long consideration as to whether there were any more
who were not good enough to remain euded by the judges

thinking them at least too good to send away. Then
came the tug of war. The cracks were sent to the front,

the first and second being a foregone conclusion, although

how these two were to be arranged cost them much
trouble. At last the decision of last year was reversed,

and Mr. Linton's Sir Arthur Ingram was awarded the

red rosette, and the Marquis of Exeter's Telemachus 6th

the blue. This award will of course be criticised from
various points of view. The two animals are of a very

difi'erent type, and will scarcely admit of comparison. No
doubt the award is in accordance with show-form, as

d tl'ercnt sections of the " fai.cy " regard the idea conveyed

by that term. The partisans of distinct types of yhutl-
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Rani excellence claim rji/ali/^ hr their two protfffC'^. Thnt
being so, the question is evidently open as- to what q/o/if//

really is. A builock-brecd;;r wottld say without a moment's
hesitation, that hi? idea of quality was exemplilicd by
Telemachus Gth. But what business has a bullock-

breeder to pass heathenish opinions about the awards
made at the Koyal Agricultural Society's show ? He will

fce^, if he is a sensitive man, that in the vicinity of the

Shorthorns, at least, he is dv (rop. lie will be likely to

ask himself, or perchance, incautiously, some one near

him, the very awkward question as to which of those two
rivals are best adapted to get bulls that may p;et other

bulls which will get the best rent-paying stock ! These
removes are quite nearenou^ih. We believe that what we-
term " butchers' animals " arc not liked by the " fancy ;"

but they are exactly vi"iiat farmers want. The rich, mellow
hide and abundance of soft hair, the wealth of flesh and
massive character, are such as would gain favour

for Telemachus Cth from outsiders. But he is

perhaps a' little overdone, fed up too much,
whilst the showy form of Sir Arthur Ingram
58- all' that Shorthorn fanciers can desire. His deep brisket

and hanging dewlap, together with a head well set on,

give him a masculine and. very taking appearance. Yet
there are some plain points about him. and his skin,

though soft, is very thin. Of course- this animal takes

the Champion Cup, value £50, fpr the best Shorthorn
male in the show-yard, given by the Right Hon. Lord
Skelmersdale, President of the Society. The third

prize goes to Mr. Atkinson for 8ergeant Irwin,

who was fourth last year at Birmingham. This
is- a half brother to the winner of the fust

prize, and, like him, has black tips to his horns,

but is a very different handler. He is short on his legs

and meets you well. Then comes Mr. Mitchell's Duke of

Chamburgh, who obtains the fourth award, an animal with
long body and good quarters, but very narrow in his girth

between the shoulders. The Kambler obtains the

reserve and. a high commendat'on. His shoulders are

plain and if the slang expression of having " too much
daylight underneath " is allowable at all, it may be

applied to him. To the uninitiated there would seem
to be better beasts than the two last mentioned
n the class, such, for instance, as Mr. Bee's

Mountain Prince, which gets highly commended.
This animal appears to be lame ; he has many
good qualities, but is not quite round enough, his ribs

scarcely springing as they should—still he is beyond
doubt a good bull. Mr. Brovvn's Pioneer, a beast of

particularly nice quality, is commended, as is Prince

Puck, the property of Mr. Garne, a still better animal,

Very level, good ribs and' (juarters. masculine without

being coarse; yet lie does not handle quite to perfection.

Hindoo Chief is also commended, and, though liked by

.•many, he is rather a coarse bull. The Marquis of Exeter's

Telemachus 9ih gets nothing more than a commenda-
'ion, although he is one of the handsomest in his class.

He is a little wanting where Shorthorns are usually

lefective— behind the shoulders—but his touch is good and
his coat beautiful; for quality and character he is second,

only to his half brother, and together they, are a noble pair.

Royal Irwin and Sober Robin both get commendations,
whilst Baron J^&rrington 3rd is passed over, perhaps on
iccount of his feminine appearance, although his quality

is excellent. Although there are some mediocre animals

ill this class there are some very good ones, and.

highly creditable to Shorthorn society. The influence of

auch as these on the stock of the country cannot be

overrated, because Iheir biood is strong enough to hand
d'own to their posterity the (pialitics of their progenitors,

even though they may not show all llic o'lward and
visible si^jus of posbi'Sbiuu tljciiiiclvcs ; whiUt '.be adapl-

ability of the Shorthorcs to soil and climate will secure

to them the leading position wherever a system of mixed

agriculture is carried out.

The next class for bulls above two and not exccedinc;

three year^ old was well represented, on the whole, but\

not of equal merit to the older bulls. Here again there

were some really bad ones which soon found their way to •

the end of the ring. Some half-dozen were in due time

sent to the front, and the judges did not take quite so long,

toconsidbr abo-at itas with the previous class. There

was very little doubt as to where the first honour would

go, and" the Uuke of Northumbei land's Snowstorm

very fairly earned the first prize. His loin is extraordinary,

and his character and style all that can be desired. But

when the second piize went to " Hear Admiral " there was

some little dissatisfaction expressed by on-lookers. No-

thing, can be neater than this bull, very level, very pretty,

and very taking ; but he is light, Ihiu-eoatetli shelly, long-

legged, and has no masculine style about him—would

have made a handsome steer. Ttiis is not at all a likely bull

to get farmers' stock ; however, he found greater favoui?

at Liverpool than at ii'ath.. Ntxt comes Mr. li'oljambe's

Lavengro for third place, and although he has his

failings in shoulder- and^ ribs, yet he is a noble type ot.

animal, and full of character ; head well set on, a bold

neck, not in the least coarse, long straight body and tail,

like a whip-thong—every inch a gentleman. The fourtk.

prize goes to Mr. Bland's General Fnstc, the very

Antipodes of the preceding. A big framed animal, with

thick coat, good back, ribs, quarters, and chine, but withal..

coarse. Then the reserve and a high commendation is-

taken by Sir Hugo Irwin whose tail rivets attention,,

so badly is it set on ; beside that he has narrow crops-

and is light behind his shoulders. The Baron, a rather

short bull with good forequarters, and Clevis, who has _

nothing particular to boast of, are both commended; so--

also is Gcunt TownelSy, who is not very even behind,

but has many good points in his favour. Ofthe bad ones

it is unnecessary to speak, and as there is nothing more

calling for special remark the class may be dismissed as

not being of extraordinary merit.

The yearling bulls come next.. It is a very un thank-

-

ful office to have to express opinions about yearlings

—

they are so uncertain and dfsappoiftting in their results,

even when the selected youngsters at a Royal Show are

the subject-matter. One of the best of our breeders and

foremost judges remarked in our hearing that it was un-

safe to condemn a youngster for a bad touch, exemplifying :

his argument by q^ioting an instance in which a yearling ,

condemned by him for harshness and unkindliness had

subsequently carried everything before it and turned out

one of the best animals of the day. This case only

proves that there are exceptions to every rule— if s^ucli

.

proof be needed—but it docs not show that this bad.

form was unaccountable at the time. Now that the

showing of animals has grown from a business into a-

profession, it must be suicidiU to exhibit any animal,,

especially a youngster, when, from any cause, it may be

other than in its best trim—that is, hcalt/'ij. It is qnito

possible that any of the many causes which may, and do,

throw an animal out of condition may be misinterpreted i

by the judges, who have only to deal with matters as

they find them ; and that being so, the exhibitors,

and not the judges; ara responsible for any dis-

crepancy which may occur in the awards. Although the

class may be considered below par, as it probably is,' there

are some good animals to be found in it. ilr. Torr's

Fitz ^Yilliam is, perhaps, one of the most prom'siug

Shorthorns in the yard, but his age is unfair to the

others. Putting that on one side, there he is, a good,

bull—he may improve in hi.s ii.-iudllug, au \ not groiv.

patchy rumpcd, which now appears likely. 'valauiazo!:
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Iii1<c3 llie second pnze, and is ceitaiuly a ctedit to Sir
Arthur Ingram. This is aiiparentlj' cut out for a show
bull. His character is Siitly masculine, tail slightly high,

hnt a good handler, deep, stylish (orequarters, aud of a
fiue, masculine character. Mr. FDlJHinbe's Flag of France
is third on the list, and Jlr. Rclph's Bright Duke brings
up the rear. Instead of fourth, he may one day take first

honours, for he is a stylish and promising aninsal, with a
mellow touch. i\Ir. Wand's General Flirt is reserved and
commended, and Mr. llandley's Alfred the Great, a very
promising animal, of excellent quality and style, is also

commended, with more apparent justice.

Of the bull calves it is not at all necessary to speak iu

detail. Calves, like babies, alter in a manner which is not
anticipated, aud certainly not desired. They are snpposed
to grow up contrary to their first promise ; and the num-
ber of " ornary " people is about equivalent to that of
nngelic infants which are idolized by women and care-

fully avoided by men. The class may with propriety be
termed common-place. About half are absentees. Mr.
AYillis' Vice Admiral is a promising fellow, straight and
stylish, v ith good ribs, aud a nice colour— may grow into
a good bull. The Earl of Feversham takes second honours
with Baron llyedall, a thick-coated, mtllow-handling
calf. The Mytton Farming Company are third with Mytton
Chief, a calf of very level and nice quality, that may be
heard of and seen again in good company another day.
The fourth prize goes to Mr. Strattou's Carbuncle—an
ominous name for a bull iiow-a-days. Perhaps the owner
has a "Scrofula" or a "Tuberculosis" i'l the back-
ground! There is not much to say fnr this youngster
beyond a nice touch. Lieut.-Colonel Loxd Lindsay's
Belgrade takes the reserve, but the judges do not think it

wise to commend him. He looks like making a coarse
animal. Nothing else iu the class worth mentioning,
although some two or three might be very fairly

cjudemned.

The cows came nest, and were a very superior lot of
show animals, most of them iu good "show" form, and
otherwise satisfactory to the eye of those who keep animals
on purpose to win prizes. A " milking " man would say
they were patchy old cows, without a good-bagged one
amongst them ; and a grazier would simply declare thoy
bad missed their season for marketing—but in the
Shorthorn world they gave the impressiou of " grandeur,"
" magnificence," aud " splendour " in an overpowering
degree. When cows get on in years, aud have been
liighly-fcd all their lives, there comes a time when they
cease to be siglitly, aud all one can do is to make a mark
against an animal which may have gone fairly through the
process, and had strength of constitution suflijieut to
fome well out of it. All the cows shown here have been
described over and over again, and as they do not get
better it is quite as well to let them rest on their laurels.

Mr. Benjamin St. John Ackers is first with Queen of
the Georgians, and takes the £30 cup given by the Earl
of Eective for the best Shorthoi-n female in the yard.
She is a good cow—as she must have been to take the
lead in such a class—and one might almost say she is

good all. over. Lady Alicia is second, Telemacina third,

Zvezda fourth, Mooushine reserve and highly commended,
Koyal Eose highly couimended, Liurestina 2nd highly
commended, and Alma commended. This will give an
idea of the judges' opinion of the class, whilst outside the
ring they were greatly admired.

The heifers came neit— a small class, which
would have been weak else. Lady Pigot'a Impe-
rious Queen takes the first prize, a very stylish
animal with iudifi'crent horns; Grateful second; Gaiety
3rd is third; Eosalba is fourth (with better quality
Ibau any of them) ; aud Mr. W. llandley's Lily Windsor
is Ihc reserve, -with a high eommcnduliou, which some

would think scarcely meritoriofis. The Stand Slud Co.

show an attractive heifer, which has not character enough
for a prize winner—at least at Liverpool. There should

be some better heifers than these abont somewhere, and
no doubt there are ; for a breeder who keeps a working
herd can scarcely afford to s|)oil one ol his best iu i)re|)ara-

tion for a show. The yearling heifers are not much beyond
a large class with some eight or teu decent animals iu it.

The winner is " as near as no matter " a two-year-old,

and the prize list may be referred to for the rest. It will

be qnite as well to do so in respect to the heifer calves.

The class for cows with not less than two of their offspring

is of course a trying one which borders too much on
piactical utility to please the " fancy." It is too often a

very inconvenient thing to show three generations,

especially as the knowing ones have been said to hint

darkly that not more than one calf in is fit for show
purposes. Such a diss as this, therefore, is not very

agreeable to the feelings of those who compete at our best

shows. All credit, then, is due to the Kinglet family,

which comes out fairly well, and honestly wins. If one
last word is allowable on the subject of Shorthorn breeding

in connection with this show at Liverpool, it is that the

conntry will gain when fvshion in breeding runs— forever

so short a time— iu the direction of practical utility.

"We come now to a class of animals who, being unable

to blow their own trumpets, and professional perfnruiers

having, as a rule, other proclivities, are oblioed to

stand on their merits. Fortunately these are a sullieiently

firm basis on which to rest. No one makes any fuss

about Hereford beasts, because those who know them
best can not only apjireeiate their peculiar worth, but at

the same time are able to value them in their place

without committing the grave error of taking them out

of it. As grass beasts they are unrivalled, and far

more likely to do well in Australia and America
where there is grass aud suitable climate, than the

Shorthorn or any other of our biceds. But in England
the Ilcreforfl is not suitable for other than grazing

districts, and not by any means likely to shine under the

same circumstances and treatment as the cosmopolitan

Shorthorn. It is therefore unlikely that the Ilerefords

will ever command more than local interest and attention
;

at the same time when in season at the cud of suuiiner it

will be conceded that there is no other breed as good for

the butcher's purpose. Iu Liverpool the classes iu which
these attractive animals are arranged are so meagrely

filled that a few profesfional prize-takers simply walk over

the course. Mr. Taylor's Tredegar, first, and Mr.
Thomais's Horace, second, ina class of two entries, are mitl'

tnm hi parvo certainly, but there comes of it nothing of

interest to the Society, except that it is worth while com-
ing to Liverpool—if not from too great a distance—to see

such an animal as Tredegar, if not hitherto known, which

is most unlikely if the visitor has been iu the habit of

visiting the larger agricultural shows. In the younger

class for bulls above two, aud not exceeediug three years

old, jMr. W. Taylor is first, Mrs. Sarah Edwards second,

with an animal which scarcely handles as he shouli from
his parentage, aud Mr. Lister third, with a reserve for

another animal. Mr, Dueklumi cannot get an houourable

mention this time, nor does he altogether deserve one

with Concord ; and Mr. Hewer's Hero is not quite good
enough. For yearling bulls .Mrs. Sarah Edwards, Mr. W.
Taylor, and ilr. Carwardine are in rotation, aud i\lr.

.Taylor takes a reserve with a sou of Tredegar. For cows
above three years old Mr. Tudge is first and third, Mr.
Carwardine second, and the other four all highly com-
mended. Oue does not like to draw comparisons, uor

make invidious distinctions, but judging these Hereford

cows on the same priucijile as in the criticisms which have

been made uu the Shorlhorus, the Herel'urJ cowi are
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butter thnu their fHsliitiiiuble sisdn-s. Tliis is the forte of

the Hereford men, v.tiilat the Shorthorn breedi.TS would

(some of tlienj) want a l.ntiii j)0('in composed on an^tiiing

ver) extraordiiii'ry in the shape of an ohl cow. We
mean no otl'ence. 'I'he rest of the classes are barely

represented, and the friends, whose names we has-e already

mentioned, merely exchange compliments with each other.

The Devons are a very small lot with some thiee or

four breeders as exhibitors. Viscount Falmonth leads

oil" with The Only Jones, and then his I/ordship, Mr. Walter

Farthing, and Mrs. Langtou (juictl}' swallow n|)ev(rytliing,

her Majesty the Quceii being left out m the cold, as has

now become the usual thing in a.show-yaid. The north-

country people are no doubt gratiJi(d by the sighl, of such

animals as The Only Jones and Sirloin, but so far as the

Herefords and Devons are concerned, the prizes are simply

tlirown away, because there is virtually no competition

—

slill more so in respect of Sussex and polled Norfolk breeds,

the number oftntries being scarcely greater than that of

the prizes. Ko useful purpose can be served by this. On
the other hand, there is an excellent show of Welsh black

cattle, and the comj)etition will be of service to the district

in which they are bred, mere especially as these caltl

seldom make a show at the large meetings far away from

their locality. The Ayr^hires and polled Galloways have

also an opportunity of putting in an appearance, and some
IG Longhorns vie with each other in ugliness for a reward.

'J'liese animals have merits if one only knew where to find

them, and they are most likely to be apparent when the

animals are in the ring ; close inspection will never do

—but they are long, wiry, aud good milkers. Sometimes
there are strong signs of this blood iu some of our Short-

horns—ay, fashionable ones too. Let us not despise the

well from which much of o\ir material was hewn, and— let

Us uot talk any more than we can help about the raw
material.

Another very useful scctiou of the show is the dairy

cows, animals in daily use aud prolit contend for supe-

riority, and Mr. Strattou, the Stand Stud Company, Mr.
Stewart, aud Mr. Crowther are the successful exhibitors.

The Jerseys are well represented, aiul the cow class is,

for merit, perhaps the best iu tlie Show, the weakest

entry being quite worthy of the high commendation it

received from the judges' hands. This is something very

enjoyable, even to those who take no interest in this breed

of animals. If the Shorthorn cows were as good of their

kiud as the Jerseys are in respect to the breed they repre-

sent, an idyll might be composed, or at the very least a

song, or possibly some Latin verses, would scarcely be out

of place. The cattle, as a whole, are not any better than

they should be at a Royal Show, aud there are some
breeders who will never learn when to scud au animal

to a show aud wheu to keep it at home.

THE SHEEP.

The classes begin with the Leicesfers, and the first

sheep handled makes one so lilthy that it is positively

necessary to go to the next class— the Border Leicestcrs

—

to find a cleau-woollcd uoii prizetaker to cleanse oue's

hands upm. After this it is hard work to come back

to them. Tweuty-sevcii entries of shearling rams
oiler nothing much to remark upou. The quality

is about as usual, and the same exhibitors' names
are to he found in the catalogue—Mr. Hut(diiuson

first, Mr. Turner second, Mr. Borton third, and Mr.
Crtsswcll takes the reserve. The whole class was com-
mended by the judges. The Border Leicesters are too

high on their legs to make good sheep, but they are very

useful in their proper place. The Cotswolds were in par-

ticularly good form, and were the best classes of that

breed exhibited out of their district for some time. The
Liauolus were about as u^uul, auJ the Oilurd JJowus

another good class, particularly in respect to the ewes.

Shropshires, of course, were the most numerous, there

being sixty-one entries of shearling rams. iVIr. Towns-

hend takes the lead in this class, and Lord (Jhesham is

first with the older sheep of which there are twenty

entries. Here again the ewes were well represented. Lord

Chesham being first with liis usual form, Mr. Hatch

second with a pen of big ewes, Mr. Jowitt third, and
Mr. Farmer reserve number for a most useful lot of long

good shtep that look like rent-payers. The Hampshires

were in small force, and not remarkable. Several visitors

were attracted by the black-faced mountain sheep, the

Herdwicks, the Lonks, aud other curiosities, and some
of the Southdown meu miglit be seen casting timid

glances in that direction. These classes were very inter-

esting.

The Southdowns are a little too far from home for very
full classes, but nearly all the noted breeders have ex-

hibi'ed. The shearling rams are not the best ever shown
at a Royal meeting, and the class may be called rather a
weak one. The first prize is taken by Sir William
Throckmorton with a not very stylish sheep. His back is

good, but his neck and shoulder is light, and so he
is under his thighs ; not only that, but lie has
crooked legs, and altogether he is not the sort

of sheep many breeders would fall in love with. Mr.
lligden is second with a sheep of a very different class-
small, but handles well all over. This sheep was com'
mended at Bath ; he is very level, good twist and dock,
tail perhaps a thought too low, excellent neck and
shoulders, and a sweet countenance

—

quite a medel. Sir
William Throckmorton is third, aud the Messrs. Hcasraan
reserve number and highly commended. This last sheep is

of great length, aud is a very useful sheep (or a farmer's

purpose, as this breeder's animals always are, but he is

scarcely in show form. Mr. Hugh Gorringe is com-
mended for a long, good-hacked sheep, but rather too

paunchy. Mr. Colman also takes a commendation. The
Prince of Wales's sheep, which was lirst at Bath, is passed

over here, and we think with justice ; for the animal is a

bad walker, made up with wool, and is slack behind the

slft)uldcrs. Lord Walsingham's four entries are not in their

usual form, and about the weakest lot Mertou has turned
out for some time. The Duke of Kichmoud sends three

entries, whose character and quality are uot such as have
ere now come from Goodwood. The class can scarcely

be said to be commendable. AVith the older rams Lord
Walsinghain is very deservedly lirst and second, the win-

ner being one of the best animals in the yard, as he was
at Bath. Mr. Jones is third, the Duko of Kichmoud
reserve number and highly commended, and commended
for another entry. Mr. lligden also takes a commeudatiou
for a rather small sheep. The class for shearling ev/es

comes out rather better. Sir W. Throckmorton is first

here as at Bath, and the Prince of Wales second. This

is an admirable pen of ewes—good handlers aud possessing

size, quality, and character. liOrd Walsinghain is third,

and Mr. Coleman's reserve iiiiinber and high commenda-
tion is a very worthy pen of sheep. The pen from
Coodwood are weak in the loin ; one ewe amongst them
shows that the old style aud couutcnauce is uot quite goue.

THE PIGS.

The i)igs were, as usual, so fat that they might more
fairly take honours at the Siuithtield Club Christmas Show
thau as breeding animals. The Bcrkshires, however,
were not in all cases over-done, and there were sows with
good litters to be fouud in some ol the classes. The show-
form of pigs is not agreeable to the ordinary eye, and
must be miaous to the animals. The classes iippcartd to

be very well tilled.
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LIST OF JUDGES.
HORSES.

AGRICUr,TL"I!AL.

W. T. Lnmb, "Welbonrn, Oraiitham.

Ji. Spratrunn, Natferton, Stocksti'lil-on-Tync.

A. Toiiilii)soa, Stenson House. Derby.

Cr.YDESDAI.E AXD SLFIOLK.

R. Findlay, Springhill, Bailluston, Glasgow,

"\V. Thompson, Thorpe, Colchester.

A. Turnbull, Thoruiiigtou, Coldatreain, N.B.

TIIOKOUC.HBRED AXD RIDING IIOKSES.

C. Aldrid^'e, Chippenham Court, Slouch.

Col. Luttrell, Utd^vorth Court, Axbridgc.

W. Parker, Carleton Kill, I'enrilh.

CATTLE.

SHOItTHOUXS.

1\. Aylmer, West Dereham Ahbfy, Stoke Ferry.

H. Vi . Beauford, Sudborongh House, Thrapston.

W. Sanday, Radcliffe-on-Trent.

I£EREFORr).S.

F. Evans, Old Court, Bredwardine.

W. Grces, Brompton, Shrewsbury.

DEVONS. SUSSEX, AND NORFOLK AND SUFFOLK TOLLED.

E. Cane, Berwick Court, Lewes.

T. Potter, Yellowford, Thorverton.

J. Tremain, Polsue, Grampound.

JERSEYS AND GUERNSEYS.

"W. Gilbey, Oxford-street, W.
H. Tait, the Prince Consort's Shaw Farm, Windsor.

LONGHORNS, DAIRY CATTLE, AYRSHIRE, AND POLLED
GALLOWAYS.

W. Rrakpnridgp, Rogertborpe Hall, Pontefract.

J. H. Burbery, Kenilworth.

T. Gibbons, Chiswick-street, Carlisle.

WELSH CATTLE AND SHEEP.

A. Laurie, Baron Hill, Beaumaris.

J. Williams, Gwernhefin, Bala, North Wales-

SHEEP.
LEICESTERS.

S. Spencer, Snareston, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

C. W. Tindale, Aylcsby Manor, Great Grimsby.

BORDER LEICESTERS, CHEVIOTS, AND KOSCOMMONS,

J. Clay, Kerchester-by-Keiso.

G. Kea, Middleton House, Alnwick.

J. Siinson, Clooiia Castle, Ballinasloe.

COTSWOLDS.

R. Game, Aldsworth, Nortbleacb.

T. Walker, Stowcll Park, Northleach.

LINCOLNS.

T. Caswell, Pointon, Folkingham.

C. Clarke, Ashby-de-la-Launde, Sleaford.

OXFORDSHIRE DOWNS.

H. Overman, Weasenham, Brandon.

Z. W. Slilnoe, Adderbury Grounds, Oxon.

SOUTHDOWNS AND HAMrSHIRES.

' E. I;iltle, Lanhill, Chippenham.

.7. E. Rawlence, Bulbridge, Wiltonj Salisbury.

J, S. Turner, Chyngton, S2aford.

SHROrSHIRES.

.7. Evans, rffington, Shrewsbury.

T. Ilorslcy, jiin., The Fossr, Leamington.

T. lubluuc, Callau^htuiJi Much AVcnlock.

BLACK-FACED MOUNTAINS, LONKS, AND HERDWICKS,
J. Hogarth, Julian Bovver, Penrith.

J. Inglcby, Austwick, Cbpham, Lancaster.

J. Irving, The Abbey, Shap, Westmorelaud.

PIGS,

J. Angus, Whitefield, Morpeth.
J. Dak, Spetchley, Worcester.

J. Lynn, Church Farm, Stroxton, Grantham.

CHEESE.
F. Barrett, 63a, Corporation-street, ISIanchester.

J. Eastty, Hibernia Chambers, Loudoa-bridge, S.E.
G. Lewia, Market Drayton.

BUTTER,
W. Clarke, IG, Temple-street, Liverpool.

^I. Hudeoo, 5, Greenwood-street, .\lanchester.

J. Watson, 1, Victoria-street, Liverpool.

PROVISIONS.
T. irarris, South-place, Colne, Wilts.

N. Kilvert, Mark-lane, Withy Green, Manchester.

FARM JUDGES.
W. F. Carrington, Croxden Abbey, Uttoxeter.

E. Jiittle, Lanhill, Chippenham,
J. C. Morton, Northchurch, Berkbampstead.
J. D. Ogilvie, Mardon, Coldstream, N.B.
T- P. Outhwaite, Goldsboro', Knaresborough.

S. D. Shirifl', Saltcoats, Drem, N-B.

PRIZE LIST.
H O R S E S>.

STALLION*.

Agricultural stalllion foaled bsfore 1st Janu.aTy, 1875 (not

qnahfied to compete as Clydesdale or SulFolk.— First prize,

£50, Earl of Ellesraere, Worsley Hall, Manchester (Young
Samson); second, £20, W. Wynn, Ryon Hill Farm, Strat-

ford-on-.\von, Warwicksliire (Nonpareil) ; third, £10, Stund
Stud Company, Stand, Whiietield (Young Champion). Re-
serve and liighly commended : J. Nix, Outseats, Allrtton,

Derby (Beanchiel). Commended: G. and A. Nicol, Hard-
rigg Hall, Skelton, l^eurith (I'opsraan).

Agricultural stallion foaled in the year 1875 (not qualified

to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk).— First prize, £50, Earl
of Ellesraere (S;inison 2nd) ; second, £20, F. Street, Somers-
ham Park, St. Ives, Huntingdonshire (Briti.'<h Wonder)

;

third, £10, C. Marsters, Saddlt-bow, King's Lynn, Norfolk
(Topsman). Reserve and highly coninnended : J. Rowel),
Manor Farm, Bury, Huntingdon (Young Drayman). Reserve :

J. Dean, The Poplars, Behington, ISirkeijheaO, Cheshire

(Second Duke of Riclimond). Highly commended : Earl of
Ellesmere (Roving Bo>).

Yearling agriculturMl stallion (iwt qualified to compete as

Clydesdale or Suffolk).— First prize, £15, C. Beart, Stow
Bardolph, Downham Market, Norfolk (Wonder) ; spcond,

£10, Earl of Ellesmere (Cambridge Tom) ; third, £5, L.
Drew, Merryton, Hamilton, Lanark. Reserve: Earl of
Ellesmere (Admiral).

Clydesdale stHllion fouled before 1st Janunry, 1875.—First

prize, £50, J. F. Crowtlier, Knowl Grove, Mirfield, Yorkshire

(Topsman) ; second, £20. D. Riddell, Blackball (Pai.=iley)

;

third, £10, A. Gemmell, jun., Caplaw, Neilston, Renfrewshire
(Gleniffer).

Clydecdale stallion foaled in the year 1875.—First prize,

£50, J, Thompson, Baillieknowe, Kelso, Roxburghshire (Lord
Salisbury) ; second, £20, R. Andrew, Allan's Farm, Paisley,

Renfrewsliire ; tlrrd, £10, Lord Pulwarth, Mertown House,
St. Boswell's, Berwickshire (Harden). Reserve: D. Riddell

(King-o'-Scots). Highly commended : A. Baird, Urie,

Stonehaven, Kincardine (I'rince. Lawrence), Commended: J-.

F. Crowther (Commotion) ; R. Tweedie, The Forest, Cattc-

rick, Yorkshire (Souter Johnnie) ; J. W. Taveruer, Shelford

House, Nuneaton, Warwick (Happy Returns).

Yearling Clydesdale stallion.— trize, X'lo, Her Majesty the

Queen, Windsor Castle (I'rince George of Wales).

Sull'.jik st.illioH foaled lief.. re (he 1st J»nu.»ry, 1875.—First
prize, £50, R. Uurrelt, Cirkton ll-ll (Cupbcyrcr tiie 3rd)
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second, £20, H. U'ultoii, T'ip Hall, Newhourn, Woodhridf^p,
Siiffulk (Roynliy) ; third, £10, .M . Uiddell, Fl<y(urri, Ipswich,
Sutfiilk (Ben). ileservii : 11. Oirrett (Viferoy). Highly
conimpiided : R. C.ipon, Uc uiiiM;ilon L idge, W ckiimn Market,
Suffolk (Conijueror). Coiinueiuifd : R. G.rrett.

Siilfoik fctalliou loHled in 'lie \cir 1875.— First pri/,e, foO,
S. AVi)lton, BiUley Abbey, AViekhara Murkct, Suffolk ; second,
£•20, W. Toller, Gedifrave, Wickhain Market, Suffolk (Robin
lloud).

Thoroiiprh bred stallion suitable for ffpttins hnnters,—Firgt

prize, £100, T. Gpp, IJewhurst Lod^p, Wadlinrst, Sussex
(Citadel) ; second, Mib, i'". Barlow, llasketon, Wood bridge,

Suffolk (I'he Gunner) ; third, £10, R. H. Hiit^on, 5, Ui.pfr
]}frkeley-street, Portland-suuare, Lonlon (l.augliing Stock).
Highly coinaietidpd : H. ^\'. i'Vceiuau, Newbridge Hill Stud
i'arm, B.ttii (Claudius).

Stallion suitable I'ur getting hnckneys, not less than 1-i

liands 2 iuclies, and not exceeding 15 liands 3 inches.— first

prize, £-25, Stand Stud Cnnpany (.St<r of the East) ; second,

£15, H. Roundeil, Black Horse Hotel, Otley, York (Sir

(ie.orge Woinbwell) ; tliird, £), S and Suid Company (Little

AVouder). Reserve and liiiciily commended : B. BHlderston,

Mount rieasant, Boston, Lincolnshire (Nor((jlk Hero).
I'ony stallion not less than 13 hands 2 inc^ies, aud under

li hands 2 incites. - l^'irst prize, £?5, C. \V. U'lison, High
I'iirk, Kendal, Westmoreland (Sir (reorge) ; second, £15, F.

Birlow (Gold Star); third, £5, R. Marshall, Keyingham,
Hull, Yorkshire (I'riuce Oliarming). Reserve and highly

coTiimended : II. Bultitaft, liedwell Hay, Lly, Cambridgeuhire
(Lie Beau).

Pony stallion under 13 hands 2 inches high.—First prize,

£15, C. W. Wilson (George 2ud); second, £10, T. E. Blun-
dell, Hill, near Rugby, Stockton, Warwickshire (black
I'rince); third, £5, J. Rees, Llanboidy, Whilland, R.S.O.,

Carmarthenshire (Cyinro Bach), Reserve and highly com-
mended : A. Baird (Fireworks).

EROOU M.VRES AND AGRICULTURAL FILLIES.
Agricultural mare and lo il, not qualified to compete as

Clydesdale or Suffolk.— First prize, £ 50, Earl of Ellesmere

(Honest Lady) ; second, £20, T. H. Miller, Singleton Park,
I'oulton-le Fylde, Lancashire (Princess ot Wales) ; third,

£10, Earl of Ellesmere (Honest Princess). Reserve and
highly corameuded : Major H. Piatt, Gorddinog, Bangor,
Carnarvonshire (Jessie). CommeudcJ : J. Waterworth, Seula
Green, North Afliton, Wigan, LHnfa>liire (Dma).

Clydesdale mare and foal.— First prize, £30, J. Thompson
(Kelso Maggie); second, £20, L. Drew (Princess); third,

£10, Earl of Ellesraere (Mr-. Muir).

Suffolk mare and foal.— First pnze, £30, H. Wolton (New-
bourn Pride) ; second, £20, M. Biddcll, Playford, Ipswich,

Suffolk (Pride); third, £10, H. Wolton (Royal DiamonU).
Highly commended : Earl Howe, G 'psall Hall, Atherstoue,

Leicestershire (Scot).

Agricultural cart mare, not exceedini 16 hands, with a foal.

—First prize, £15, Earl of lillesniere (Flora) ; second, £'0,
L. Drew (Mettle) ; third, £5, Earl of Elle.smere (Boiin>)

Reserve : G. F. Statter, Park House, Wlutefield, Lancashire
(Blossom).

Agricultural filly, three years old (not qualified to compete
as Clydesdale or Suffolk).— Fir.st prize, £20, Eail of Ellesmere

(Lady Worsley) ; secoml, £10, J. Jackson, Height o' th' Hill,

Stalinine, Poulton-le-Kylde, Lancaster (Bioek) ; third, £5, L.

Drew (Beatiice). Reserve: L. Dev (Florence). Highly
coinineuded : P. Blundell, Ream Hills, WVetou, Kirkham,
Lancashire (Mettle). Commended : W. P. Miller, Merlewood,
Grange-over-Sands, Lancashire (Honesty)

; A. Baird (Soncie)
;

W. Porter, Wyre Bank, Garstang, Lincas'.er (Biddy); T. F.

Jackson, I'attenliall Hall, near Chester (Flower).

Clydesdale filly, ttirtc years old.— First prize, £20, J.

McQueen, Crofts, Ddlbealtie, N.B. (l)trling); second, £10,
Duelicss of Hamilton. Easton Park, AA'.ckhaiu Market, Suffolk

(Kate) ; third, £5, W. Drewitt, Bramley, (iuildford, Surrey

(Rose of E'lglaiid). Reserve : R. Bruce, Manor Honse,
(Jreat Smeaton, Northallerton, York (The Lady of the Lea).

Commended : F). and A, Stanford, I'^atons, Ashurst, Steyning,

Sussex (Maggie).

Sntfolk filly, three years old.—Prize, £20, J. Toller, Blax-

hall, \\ickhani Market (Pearl).

AgricnlturHl fillv, two ytars old (not qualified to compete as

C'lydcodale or Suffolk).—Fust \'t\if:, i'20, L. Drew (Lavinla;
;

second, £10, f;. MarstPr.'^, Saddlebow, King's [,vnn, Norfolk
(Mar.shland Prinwas)

; thiid, £5, T. H. Miller (Fatin.a),
Reserve aud highly comraeuded : Earl ol Ellesmere (Miss
Linton).

Clydesdale filly, two years old — Firft prize, £20, K.
Tweedie (Meltli)

; second, £10, L. Drew (Jemima) ; Murd,
£5, D, I\IcIiitosh, Havering Park, Komford, E^sfs (V'iolet

2nd). Reserve: C. W. Wilson (Highland Maij).
Sulfolk filly, two years old.— Pr.ze, f 20, R. Capon, Den-

nington Lodge, Wickham Market, Suffolk (Matchet the
2nd).

ftlarc and foal, suitable for breeding hunters.—First prize,

£30, G. F. Statter (Lady Lyne) ; second, £20, B. Bee, Bulls-
nape Hall, Gousnargh, Preston, LaucHsliire (Tidy) ; third,

£10, R. Brocklebank, jun., Cbildwal! Hail, Liverpool (Sv\eet-
bear'). Reserve and highly commended : E. Peel, Brynypys,
Rhuabon, North Wales (Gipsj).

Mare and (oal, suitable for breeding hackneys, not less tlian
1+ hands 3 inches, aud not exceeding 15 hands 2 inches.

—

First piize, £20, A. Kirby, High Grange, Market Weigliton,
Yorkshire (Nelly); second, A'lO, Stand Stud Company
(Miss Polly); third, £5, H. J. Bailey, Rosedale, Tenbuiy,
Herefords'iire (Sybil). Reserve and highly commendi d : A.
Sherratt, Oclepitchard, Hereford (Polly).

Pony mare and foal, not leas than 13 hands 2 inches, and
not exceeding It hands 2 inches.— First prize, £15, B. Gill,
Round Oak, Brierley Hill, Staffordshire (Pet) ; second, £10*
R. Y. Gledhill, Park lload, Bradford, Yorkshire (Lady
Downs)

; third, £5, J. Torr, M.P., Aylesby Manor, Great
Grimsby, Lincolnshire (Lady Godiva). Reserve and highly
commended: G. M. Dixon, Brauley Hall, Ashbourne
(Mona).

Pair of mares or geldings, not les" than 16 hands,— First
prize, £30, W. Bramley, Amcotts Villi, Doncaster (The
General)

; second, £15, L. Drew ; third, £10, C. W. Brierley,
Drinkwater Park, Prestwich, near Manchester (Urayman).
Reserve : E. Humphries, Mount Pleasant Hall, J'ersbore,
Worcestershire (Champion).

Pair of mates or geldings, under 16 hands.—First prize,
£30, C. W. Wilson (Fanny) ; second, £15, Stand Stud Com-
pany (Brown Be.ss)

;
third, £10, Mayor, Aldermen, and

Burgesses of Liverpool, Municipal UIHces, Liverpool (Re-
becca and The Abbot).
Mare or gelding, not less than five years old.—F'irst prize,

£20, C. Beart, Siow-Bardolph, Downhara Market (Lioness)
;

second, £10, Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester
(Honest Las^)

; third, £5, Earl of Ellesmere (Dainty). Re-
serve: J. F. Crowther, Mirfield, Yorkshire (Yorkshire Prin-
cess). Highly commended: W. A. Meaaows, Rainhill, Lan-
cashire (Champion).
Mare or gelding, four years old, not less than sixteen hands.

—First prize, £15, L. Drew, Merryton, Hamilton, N.B,
(Countess); second, £10, Earl of Ellesmere (Pioughhn)).
Reserve: H. Smith, Cropweil Butler, Bingham, Noltiug-
haiiishire (Tlie Mijor).

Mare or gelding, tour years old, under sixteen hands
No merit.

Gelding, three years old, any height.—No merit.
Gelding, two years old, any height.— Fiist prize, £15, H,

Smith (Governor); second, £10, T. H. Miller, Singleton
Park, Poulton-le-Fylde, Lancashire (Merry Tom). Reserve:
C. W. Brierley, Prestwich, Manchester (Miichiei).

HUNTERS.
Mare or gelding, up to fiiteen stone, five years old or

upwards.—First prize, £30, Duke of Hamilton, Wickham
Market, Suffolk (Winder); second, 1115, J. B. Booth, Kil-
lerby, Catterick, York-hire (Baldersby). Reserve: C. W.
Kellock, Gateacre, Lancashire (Lady Godiva).
Mare or gelding, up to twelve stone, five years old or up-

wards.—First prize, £30, T. H. Hutchinson, Catterick, York-
shire (Glengyle)

; second, £15, F. Barlow, AVoodbrid'e
b'uffolk (Vandyke)

; third, £10, J. G. Little, Penrith, Cum'
herland (Sail). Reserve: G. Warren, VVoollou, Liverpool
(Polly).

Mare or ffelding, four years old.—First prize, £30, F. P.
Newton, Malton, Yorkshire (Sir George); second, £J5, J.
Moffat, Cresby-onKden, Cai lisle, Cumberland (Rosalind);
third, £10, II. Rouse, Burley-in-Wharfdale, Yorkshire
(Bellona). Reserve • J. Rickerbv, ^\'ali Head, CarlisU-,
Cumberland (Captain).
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Mare or K'lJinft, tlirce years . Id.—First prize, £30, D"ke of 1

Hamilton (Bojntou) ; sacoml, iiO, J. Rickerby (Young

K itp) ; third, Jia, T. U. Miller ICnrbine). KHsprv.' and

hi^lily coinmeniled : J. J. Bauks, Liuei'oot, KeuJal, West-

moreland (Rural Dean).

HACKNEYS AND ROADSTERS.
Mare or geldiajf, exceeding titeen liaiids, and up to not less

than twelve stoue.—'First prize, £15, Stnnd Stud Company,

Whitctield, Manchester (Sil»ertail) ; second, £10, J, C.

Toppin, Skelton, Cumberland (Major); third, £5, W. W.
Townson, Ilotharn-street, Liverpool. Reserve and highly

commended : .J.Turvey, Soutliport, Lancashire (lVgg\).

Mare or gelding, exceeding lifteen hands, and up to not less

than tiiteeu stone.—First prize, £15, Stand Stud Company
(Surprise) ; second, £10, I). Carlyle, The Crescent, Carlisle,

Curaberlaud (The Colonel).

Mare or gelding, above fourteen and not exceeding fifteen

hands, and up to twelve stone.—First prize, £15, J. R 'binson,

Hessle-road, Hull (Charles tlie Second) ; second, £10, A.
Woodhead, Bowdon, Cheshire (Ivathleen) ; third, £5, J. C.

Rogerson, Manchester (Lady Syuella). Reserve: R. Wright,

Whalley Range, Manchester (IVincess).

Weight-carrying hacks or roadsters, above fourteen and

not exceeding tii'teen hands, no to til'teeo stone.— First prize,

£15, Stand Stud Company ( King of the Fairies).

I'nuy mare or gelding, above thirteen hands and not exceed-

ing fourteen hands.— First prize, £1.5, Duke of Hamilton
(Bosco); second, £10, E. Mather, West Derby, Liverpool

(Charlie) ; third, Jt'o, J. C. Toppin, Skelton, Cumberland
(Fairy Queen). Reserve and highly commended : M. E.

iMat her, Leamington, Warwick (Daphne).

I'ony mare or gelding, not exceeding thirteen hands.—First
pviKe, £1.5, R. V. Mather, Southport, Lincisliire (Rex)

;

second, £10, J. Carr, L?ylind, Lancashire fWelsli Girl)
;

t'lird, £5, E. A. Richards, Preston, Liucashire (Gipsy).

Reserve and highly commended: A. Aslilou, Middletou, Lan-

cashire (Tommy).
CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS.

Bull, above three years old.— First prize, £30,VV. Linton,

SheiilT llullon, York (-lir Arthur IPKrain) ; second, £'20,

Marquis of Esteter, Burghley I'ark, Siainl'ord (IVlemichus

6th); third, £15, T. Atkiuson, Uiisworth, Mancliester

(Sergeant Irwin) ; fourth, £10, W. A. Mitchell, Whilehouse,

Aberdeenshire (Duke of Cliaiuburgli). Highly commended
and reserved: J. and G Gaitskell, Uolmlirook, Cumber-
land (Rambler). Highly commended : B. B e,

i'rcston, Lincashire (Mduutain I'rince). CoMnnended

:

A. 11. Browne, Chuihill, NorlhumherUnd (I'ioneer)

;

G. Game, Chipping Norton, Ox''ordshire (i'rince Puck) ; J.

Relph Sliap, Westmoreland (Sober Robi") ; W. C. T.

]\Iyiiors, Tixall, Stafford (Hindoo Chief) ; Mtrquis of Exeter

(Telemachm 9ih) ; W. Handiey, Milnthorpe, Westmoreland
(Ho\al Irwin).

Bull, above two and not exceeding three jcars old.—First

prize, £25, Duke of Northumberland, Alnwick (Castle, North-
umberland (Snowstorm) ; second, £15, T. Willis, Carperby,

Bedale, York.-hire (Rear Admiral) ; third, £10, F. J. S. Fol-

jambc, M P., Worksi'p, Notts (Lavangro) ; fourth, £5, T. 11.

Bland, of Diu;:ley Grange, Market Harborough, Jjeices'er-

sliire (General Fasee). Reserve and highly cotnmeuded : W.
Linton, Sheritr Uutton, Y'ork (Sir Hugo Irwin). Commended :

]5. S'. J. Ackers, Prinknasli I'ark, I'^inswick (Clovis) ; J.

Rowley, jun., Stubbs Waldcn, PouteCract, Yorkshire (Count
Towneley) ; Sir D. Baird, Ijirt., Newbyth, Piestoukirk,

Haddingtonshire (The IVhtoh).

Yearling bull, above one and iiot excei ding two years old.

—

First prize, £25, J. Torr, M P., Aylesby Manor, Grimsby,
L'ncolnshire (Fi'z William) ; second, £15, W. Tennant,
Barlow, S. ISv, Yorkshire (Ivalamazoo) ; third, £10, F. J. S.

Fidjimbe M.P'. (Fhgol France) ; lourlli, £5, J. Relph (Bright

Duke). Reserve and highly comm nded : T. 11. Bland
(General Flirt). Coramcuded : W. Haiidley (Alfred the
Great).

Bull calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old.

—First rri/.e, £20, T. Willis (Vjce-Admira!) ; second, £15,
Eirl of Feversham, Uiincombe Park, lieliusley, Yorkshire
(Baron Ryedale) ; third, £10, jMytton Farming Company,
Wliallcy, Bli.cklmrn, LancHhIiire (Mytton Chiel) ; foiirih,

X.b; R. Strattou, DullVyu, Newpor*, Mou. (Carbuuclc). K-.

serve : Ijieut. -Colonel Lnyd Lindsay, V.C., M.P., Lockinge
Park, Wantage, Berks (Belgrade).

Cow, above three jrars old.— First prize, £'20, B. St. Jolin

Ackers, Painswick, G'oucestershire (Queen of the Georgians)
;

second, £15, T. 11. Hutchinson, Catterick, Yorkshire (Lady
Alicia) ; third, £10, Marquis of Exeter (Te leinacina) ; I'ourtii,

£5, Emily, Lady I'igot, Wejbridge, Surrey (Zvezda). Reserve

and highly commended ; T. Atkinson (.Moonshine). Highly
commended : 11. ]5ruce, Great Smeaton, Northallerton, York-
shire (Royal Rose) ; W. Graham, Highbury, London (Lau-
resliua 2nd). Commended : W. A. Mitchell, Whiteliouse
(Alma).

Heifer in-tnilk or in-calf not exceeding three years

old.— First prize, £20, Emily, Lady Pigot (Imperious
Q'leen)

i
second, £15, T. 11. Hutchinson (Gratelul) ; third,

£10, J. Angus, Stocksfield-ou-Tyne, Northumberland
(Gaiety 3rd) ; fourth, £5, Emily, Lady I'igot (Rosalba).

Reserve and highly commended: W. llandley (Lily Windsoi).

Yearling heiler, above one and not exceeding two years

old.—First pr ze, £20, R. Marsh, Little Oilley, Ilitchin, Hert-
fordshire (Diaua) ; second, £15, Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley
Hall, Manchester (The Lady); third, £10, T. H. Bland,
Dingley Grange, Market Harborough (Brazilian Bride)

;

fourth, £5, B. St. John Ackers, Prinknasli Park, Painswick
(Second Lady Care»). Reserve and highly commended: Lady
Pigot, West Hall, We) bridge, Surrey (Victoria Lucida).

Heifer cilf, above six and under twelve months old.— First

priie, £20, A. Brassey, Heythrop Park, Chipping Norton,
Oxfordshire (Jemima ^tli) ; second, £15, Lord Sudeley, Tod-
diugton, Winchconib, Gloucestershire (Seraphiaa Bella 4tb)

;

third, ±'10, B. St. John Acl ers (Third Lady Carew) ; fourth,

£5, G. G me, Churchill Heath, Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire

(Portrait 13th). Reserve : The Duke of Northumberland,
Alnwick Castle (Lady Jane). Commended: T. 11. JMiller,

Singleton Park, Poullon-le-Fylde, Lancashire (Flower of
France) ; J. White, Aldborough Hall, Darlington, Yorkshire
(Actresv).

Cow, and not less than two of her offspring.—First prize,

£50, T. H. Miller (Ringlet 2nd) ; second, £25, G. Ashburner,
Low Hall, Kirkby ireleth, Carnlorth, Lancashire (Duchess of

Kirkby) ; third, £10, W. 11. Wodebouse, Woolmers Park.

Hertford (Countess). Reserve : U. Lovatt, Low Hill, Bush-
bury, Wolverhamptou (Medea).

HEREFOKDS.

Bull, above three years old.—First prize, £25, W. Taylor,

Showle Court, Ledbury, Herefordshire (Tredegar) ; secoud,

£15, T. Thomas, St. Hilary, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire
(Horace 2iid).

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, £25, W. Taj lor (Thoughtful); second, £15, Sarah
Edwards, Wintercott, Leominster, Herefordshire (Sir Edward)

;

third, £5, E. Lister, Cel'n Hi., Usk, Monmouthshire (John
Bull). Reserve: E. Lister (May Duke).

Yearling bull, above one and not exceeding two years old.^
First prize, £25, S iraii Edwards (Victor); second, £15, W
Taylor (Telescope); third, £5, T. J. Carwardine, S ocktuu
Bury, Leominster, Herefordshire {Ben Battle). lleserve

:

W. Taylor (Tredegar 2nd).

Bull call, above six and nut exceeding twelve months old.—
First prize, £15, T. J. Carwardine (Anxiety); second, £10,
T. J. Carwardine (The Sullan)

; third, £5, W. Tudge, Leint-
hall, Ludlow (Field Marshal), lleserve : T, Thomas (Horace
2nd).

Cow, above three years old.—First prize, £20, W. Tudge,
Adfortiin (Rosebud) ; secimd, £10, T. J. Carwardine (Helena)

;

third, £5, W. Tudge (Giantess). Reserve : T. Myddletoi ,

Llynaven, Clun, Sliropsliire (Nma). Highly commended: '1

Thomas (Rosaline) ; F. Piatt, Sugwas Court, Hereford (Mi

rella) ; T. Nott, Leltou Court, Brampton Brian, Herefordshii

(Melody -ilh).

Heiler in-milk or in-calf, not excceuing three years old.-

First prize, £15, Sarah Edwards (Mabel) ; second, £10, W
B. Peren, Compton House, S. nth I'l therton, Somerset (Quec
of tlie Roses) ; tiiird, £5, W. Tudge (Beatrice).

Yearling heifer, aliuve one and not exceeding two yeai

old.—First prize, £15, Saiali Edwards (Leonora) ; secon

£10, Sarah Edwards (Bealrice) ; third, H. R. Hall, Ashlo •

House, Leominster (Lady Alice). Reserve : W. Tudge, Ad
forton (Bright E)fs).

Heiler calf, above bix auJ uuJlt twelve moutlii: old.—Fii'
'
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prize, £15, Sarah EUvarJs (Beatrice 2uJ) ; seconJ, £10, W.
Taylor (Lancasliire LasNJ.

CdW, and nut less tlian two of her olTspriiig.—First prize,

£3J, \V. Tajior (11 izi-l) , sejond, £15, T. Noit.

i)EVo:vs.

Bull, ahove three years old.—First prize, £2i5, Viscount

Falmouth, Tregotliuan, i'robus, Cornwall (The only Jones)
;

second, £15, W. Fuiihing, S.owej Court, Eridgewaler (Master

Willie).

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old.—First

prize, £25, Vi-count Faiinoutli (Sirloiu) ; second, £15, Vis-

count Falmouth (Romany llye).

Yearling bull, above one and not exceeding two yeais old.—
First prize, £25, Viscount Falmouth ; second, £15, W. Far-

thing (Royal Aston) ; third, £5, W. Farthing (Uake of Far-

riugton).

Bull calf, above six and not exceeding twelve months old,—
First prize, £15, VV. Fartiiing- ; second, £10, Mrs. Langdon,
I'litton Bartoij, North Moliou, Devonshire (Duke of Flittoa

Ikh) ; tliird, £5, Mrs. Lmgdon (Lord B.itli).

Cow, above three years old.—First prize, £20, W. Farthing

(t'rettytaoe) ; second, £10, Mrs. Laugdon (Actress 8ih) ; third,

£3, F. W. Eirle, Fdeuhurst, liuylon, Liverpool (Blossom).

lieifer iu-niilk or in-calf, not exceeding three years old.

—

Prize, £15, W. Farthing (I'i.Gjtee).

Yearling h;'iler above one and not exceeding two years

old.—First prize, £15, Mrs. LangUou (L'emptresa 8th) ; second,

£10, VV. Faribintf (Lnuybir,!).

IJeifer calf, above s x and under tw^}ve months old.—First

prizp, £15, W. Farthing (I'reltyface 2nd) ; second, £10, W.
Farthing (Moss Rose 5tli) ; third, £j, Mrs. Langdon (Lovely

t^ieen 7tli). Reserve: Her M .j -sty the Queen, VVindsor

Castle, Berkshire (I'lincess Beatrice).

JERSEYS.
Bull, above two years old.— First prize, £20, T. H. Miller,

S ugletou Park, Poultou-le-Fylde, Lancasliire (Father Joseph)

;

second, £10, G. Simpson, Wray Park, Keigate, Surrey

(Rjmeo); third, £5, Lord Cbeshara, Jjatimer, Cheshara,

Bucks (t'au'aron). lleserve : G. Siiupsou (May Duke).

Bull, above one and not exceeding two years old.—First

prize, £20, G. Simpson (I'lie Pride) ; second, £10, G. Simpson
(Gmntlett) ; third, £5, 11. A. lligg, Wykehara L')dge, VValton-

on-Thames, Surrey (Gipsy Lad). Unserve! Sir D. B lird,

B .rt., Newbyth, Prestonkirk, N.B. (Jehu). Highly com-
mended : J . and M. Arnold, Westmeon, Petersfield, Hampshire
(Rooksbury).

Cow, above three years old.— First prize, £20, G. Simpson
(Luna) ; second, £10, II. A. fi-igg (Young Fawn) • thirdj £*5,

G. Simpson (Venus). Reserve: G. Simpson (Lemon-peel

2ud). Highly commended : Lord Chesham (Violet) : l^ord

Chesham (llanhazard) ; T. H. Miller (St. Anne) ; G. Maples,

jun., Clifton House, VVavertree, Liverpool (Countess) ; Biron
W. Von Schroler, The Rookery, Nantwich, Cheshire (Suake)

;

W. H. Wakefield, Sedgwick, Kendal, Westmoreland (Laustu-

nina).

Heifer in-milk or in-ealf, not exceeding three ^ ears old.

—

First prize, £20, G. Simpsou (Promise) ; second, £10, G.
Maples, jun. (Valeutias) ; third, £5, E.B.Gibson, Saffron

Walden, Essex (Maid of Athens). Reserve: Lord Chesham
(Ella). Commended: H. A. Eigg (Flirt).

GUERNSEYS.
Bull, above one year old.—No entry.

Cow, above tliree years old.—Prize, £15, H. S. Woodcock,
The Elms, Wigan, Lancashire.

Heifer in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three years old.

—

Disqualified.

SUSSEX.

Bull, above three years old.—First prize, £15, E. and A.
Stanford, Eaton', Ashurst, Steyning, Sussex (Dorchester)

;

second, £10, C. Whitehead, Barming House, Maidstone, Kent
(May Duke).

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old,— First

prize, £15, G. S nith, Piddockhurst, Crawley, Sussex (Young
Hartlej) ; second, ,£10, E. and A. Stanford (Tunbridge).

Yearling bull, above one and not exceeding two years old.—
First prize, £10, A. Agate, West-street, Horsham, Sussex

(Berry) ; second, £3, E. and A. Stanford (Clayton).

Cow above three years old.— First prizes, £15, E. and A.
Stanford (Dorset) ; second, £10, C. Child, Park House, Slk-
foU, Uurslusiu, Sussex (Gillhope, Berry 2ad).

Heifer in milk or in c;ilf, ah.ive fnii and not exceeding three

jfara old.— t'irst prize, £15, A. Agate (.\delaide 6tli)
;

second, ill), E. and A. Stanlord, (Rosedcw 2ud).

Yi-arlnig heifer, a'love one and not exceding two years

old.— First prize, £10. A. Agate (Oeutle) ; secoud, £5, C.

Child (Jet).

NORFOLK .VNn SUFFJI.IC roi,I,>D.

Bull, above one year (dd.— First prze, £15, J. J, Colman,

M.P., Carrow House, Norrtich (Lord John) ; second, £10, II,

Birkbeck, of Sioke Holy Cross, Norwic'i (lieau).

Cow above three years old,—First prize, £15, J, J. Colman,
M,P. (Fanny).

Heller, in milk or in calf, not exceeding, three years old.—
Prize, £15, H. Birkbeck (Bee).

WELSH.
Bull, two years old and upwards.—First prize, £15, Earl

Cawdor, Stackpole Court, Pembroke (I'rince of Wales) ;'

second, £10, J. D ivies, AUeston, Pembroke, Pembrokeshire (I'lia

Shall) ; third, £5, E. Humpiiries, Royal Hotel, Carnarvon
(Dougla.s). R"sprve and highly coraineuded : R.Humphreys,
Royal Goat Hotel, Buddgelert, Carnarvon (Prince Llewelyn
2nd). Commended; L. Jones, Llwynon, Ansrit-sea,

Bull, under two years old.—First prize, £15, T. Jones, Tax
Ucha, H ifod Elwy, Cerriu'-y-druidion, Di-nbighshire (Prince

Albert) ; second, £l0, C. S. Mainvvaring, Llaetliwryd, Corwen,
Denbighshire (Gemmi) ; third, £5, R. Humphreys (IVince of

Wales 2ud). Reserve and hij;hly commended : J. Gnfliths,

Penallycourt, Tenby, Pembrokeshire (Hobart Pashn).

Cow, in calf or in milk, three years old or upwards.—Flr«t

prize, £15, R. Humphreys (Black Qaeen) ; second, £10, R.
Humphrey (Dnches?) ; third, £5, J. Walters, Mollr e Isa

(Cwrlen). Reserve and highly commended ; W, Evans,

Posty, Blethcistone, Narbarth, Pembrokeshire (Curlen 2nd).

Highly commended : R. Humphreys (Cochen).

ileifer, iu calf or in milk, under three years old.— First

prize, £i5, F. G. Jones, Ciltalnarth, Bih, Meriouethsliira

(Black Queen) ; second, £10, J. D ivies, AUeston, Pembroke,
Peiibrokpshire (Princess) ; third, £5, J. Davies (Favourite),

Reserve and highly commended : R. Humphreys. Commended :

G. Jones Wrexham-street, Mold, Flintshire; W. P. Evans,

Greenfield, Rbjl, Heubighshire (Merch Megan) ; li.

Humphreys.
LONGIIORNS.

Bull, of any age.—lirst prize, £15, Duke of Buckingham
and Chandos, Stowe, Buckingham (Conqueror 3rd) ; second,

£10, S. Forrest, The Chase, Kenilworth, Warwickshire
Sirius) ; tliird, £o, R. Hall, Boro' Fields, Walton, Burton-
on-Trent, Derbyshire (Ranger). Reserve j AV. J. Legh, M P.,

Lyme Park, Disley, Cheshire (Lord Darnley),

Cow, in calf or milk, three years old or upwards.—First

prize, £15, W, G. Farmer, Hinckley, Leicestershire (Spring

Flower) ; second, £10, Bake of Buckingham and Chandos
(Wild Rose) ; third, £5, S. Forrest (Lady). Reserve : S.

Forrest (Strawberry).

Heifer, in ealf or milk, under three years old.—First prize,

£15, R. Hall (Pride of the Park) : second, £10, Duke of

Buckingham and Chandos (Countess of Temple) ; third, £5,
and reserve : R. Ha.ll (Weston's Farewell).

AYRSIIIRES.

Bull of any age.—First prize, £15, J. H, Arkwright,

Hampton Court, Leominster, Herefordsliire (Robert Burn*)
;

seftond, £10, J. F. Crowther, Kaowl Grove, Mirfield, York-
shire ; third, £5, J. Stewart, Burnside Cottages. Strathaveu,

Lanarkshire (Wellington).

Cow or heifer, in calf or in milk.—First prize, £15, A.

Cassels, Border Farm, Gayton, Neston, Cheshire (Jeanie)

;

second, £10, A. Woods, The Wilderness, Walton-on-the-

Hill, Aintree, Liverpool (Beauty); third, £5, J. Stewart,

(Beauty). Reserve ; A. Woods (Daisy).

POLLED OALLOWAVS.
Bull of; any age.—First prize, £15, G. Graham, Oakbaijk,

Longtown, Cumberlaid (Viscount Preston); second, £10,
J. Graham, Parcelstown, Jjongtown (Sim of VVhitram).

Cow or iieifer, in calf or in milk.—First prize, £15,
J. Cunningham, of Tarbreoch, Dalbeattie, Kirkcudbright

(Lady Stanley 3rd); second, £10, J. Cunningham (Brides-

maid) ; third, £5, J. Cunningham (Lady Stanley 2nd).

Reserve : J. Graham (RIaid Marian 7th),

DAIRY CATTLE,
Pair of cows of any breed, in milk, milking propertits to be

specially couiidered,—first prize, £30, R, Stratton, The
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Dulfryn, Newport, ^Monmonflisliire (Fai-y Queen) ; second,

i-OU, Tlie Slaiiii Stud Coniptny, of Stand, Wriilelield, ear

Mancitfjiter (Uosp) ; tliirJ, £10, J. S.ewart. ileserve -. The
S rtnd Stud Company (Dairymaid).

Co*, of any breed, in milk, miikiui,' properties to be gppcially

Considered.— First prize, £ 15, J. F. Crowtlier ; second, £10,
'I'lie Stand Slud Company (liuttere p) ; tliird, £5, J. Stewart

(Diudy). HiKlily c lujueuded: J..G. .Morns, Allerloii Priory,

]., verpool (beautj) ;
Conuueiided : F. W. Earle, of Edenliur.st,

lluytoQ, Liverpool ( IVutford Koae "ttli) ; Tlie Siaud SiuJ

Company (Daisy).

SHEEP.

LKlCEtiTERS.

Shearling ram.—Tir.^-t prize, £20, T. II. Ilutcliinson, North-
amijion- second, £10, G. Turner, jnu., Tliorpelands ; tliirdi

£'>, J. Borton, Manor House, Maltoa. Re-serve and highly com-
mended : R. W. Cresswell, Raveostone. Highly conimeaded :

J. Borton. The whole clasi coinnended.
Ram of any other age.— First prize, £20, J. Borton

;

second, £10, G. Turner, juo. ; tliird, £.5, J. Bjrton. Reserve
and liiglily conuueaded : T. M*rrii, Croxlou, Ulceby, L.n-
ca.<liire. Commended : \V. Bro*n, Higli Gate House, Holme-
on-Spalfiing-Moor, Yurksldre.

I'en of five shearling ewea, of the same (loclc.—First prize,

£1.5, the executors of the late F. Jordan, Easthurn, Dritlieid,

Yorkshire; second, £10, VV. Brown; third, £.5, G. Turner,
jiia. llL'Serve ami highly coinraemled : T. 11. Hutchinson.

BORDER LEICESTERS.
Shearling ram".— F'irst prize, £20, J. Melvin, Wilkieston,

l^lid-LolhiaD ; second, £10, J. Melvin ; tliird, £5 R. Tweedie,
Catteiick. Reserved : R. Twee^ ie.

Ram of any other age.—Prize, £20, R. Tweedie.

Pen of five shearling ewes, of the same Hock.— First prize,

£15, R. Tweedie; second, £10, R. Tweedie; third, £5, J.
Melvin. Reserve : R Tweedie.

COTSWOLDS.
Shearling ram.—First prize, £20, J. Gillett, Charlbury, Ox-

fordshire; second, £10, J. J. Godwin, Troy Farm, Soraerton,

iJrddington, Oxfordshire ; third, £5, J. GiUett. Reserve and
higiily commended : T. Brown, Marliam Hall, Downhara Mar-
ket, Norfolk. Highly commended : T. Brown ; R. Swanwick,
Royal Agricultural College Farm, Cirencester. Cuiumended :

J. Gillelt (two aninaals) ; T. Biown.
Rara of any o*her age.—F'irst prize, £20, S. Smith, Soraer-

ton, Heddington, Oxfordshire; second, £10, J. J. Godwin;
third, £5, R. Swanwick. Reserve: R. Swanwick. Tlie class

generally commended.
Pen of five shearling ewes, of the same flock.—First prize,

£15, R. Jacobs, Signett Hill, Burford, Ox'ordshire ; second,

£10, J. J. Godwin; third, £5, J. Gillett. Reserve, R, Jacobs.

LIKCOLNS.
Shearling ram.—First prize, £20, A. Garfit, Scothern, Lin-

coln ; second, £10, A. G.^rfit ; third, £5, T. Cartwright, Slea-

ford. Reserve and hit;hly coraniended : R. Wright, Nocton
Heath, Lincoln. Commended : J. Byron, Kirby Green, Slea-

ford.

Ram of any other age.—First prize, £20, H. Smith, Binshara,

Nottingham-^hire; second £10, R. Wright ; third, £5, J. Piars,

Mere, Lincoln.

Pen of five shearling ewes, of the same flock. First prize,

£15, J. Pears; second, £10, T. Cartwright; third, £5 R.
Wright. Reserve and highly commended: W. and H. Dud-
ding, Wragby, Lincolnshire. Commended : W. Hesseltine,

Barton-on-Humber.
OXFORDSHIRE DOW.vS.

Shearling ram.—First prize, £20, F\ Street, S^ Ives, Hunts.;
second, £1U, J. Treadwell, Aylesbury ; third, E5, J. Treadwell.

Reserve and highly commended : A. Brassey, Chipping Norton-
Highly commended : J. Treadwell (two animals.) Commended :

J. Treadwell ; G. Street, Maulden, Ampthiu, Beufordsliire ; G.
Adams, Faringdon.
Ram of any other age.—First prize, £20, A. F. Milton Drnce,

Eynsham, Oxon ; second, £10, A. F. Mil'onDruce; third, £5,
F. Street. Reserve and highly commended : A. Brassey. Com-
mended : G. Adams.

Pen of five shearling ewes, of the same flock.—First prize,

£15, G. Adams ; second, £10, J. Treadwell ; third, £5, A. F.
Milton Druce. Reserve and highly commended : A. Brassey,
Commended: J. Treadwell.

sm:TiiDr)\vxs.

Shearliiieram.— Fir-t [.rize, i.2ii. Sir N. W. Throekmnrton,
Bart... Buckland ; second, £10, W. Rigden, Hove ; third, £5, Sir

N. W. Throckmorton. Reserve and highly commenned J.
and A. Hea-man, Angmering. Commeiuled: 11. Gorringe
Kingston-b)-Sea ; J. J. Colinnii, ]\I.P., Norwich.
Ram of any other age.— F'irRt prize, £20, Lord Wal>iu?hain,

Thetford ; second, £10, Lord VVal^ingham ; third, £5, G. Jonas,
Great Chesterford, CaiLbs. R serve and highly coin.iiended :

The Duke of Richmond and (Gordon, K. G., Goodwood. Com-
meiidfd : W. Rigden ; The Duke of Richmond and Gordon,
K.G.

Pen of five shearling ewes, of the same flock.—First prize,

£15, Sir N. W. Throckmorton; second, £10, II.R.H. The
Prince ol Wales, K.G, Sandringhara; third, £5, Lord Wal-
singham. Reserve and highly commended: J. J. Colinan,
M.P. Commended : C. Durham, U atl'ord.

SHIIOPSIIIRES.

Shearling ram.—First prize, £20, H.Townshend, Caldicote

Hall, Nuneaton, Warwickshire ; second, £10. Lord Clifshain,

Latimer; third, £5, T. J. Mansell, Dudinaston Lodge Bridge,
worth. Reserve: Lord Chesham. Highly commended: II.

Townsiieud ; Lord Chesham ; T. Mansell, F^rcall Park. Com-
mended : T. J. Mnnstll; (2 animaU) C. Byrd, Littywood,
Stafford ; T. Jlansell ; J. Pulley, Liwer Elton, Here'oid.

Ram of any other age.— First prize, £20, L ird Clieshara
;

second, £10, T. Manseli ; tiiird, £5, 11. Tovinshend. Reserve
and highly commended : F'. Bach, Onibury, Oaven Arms,
S ilop. Highly commended: T. Manseli. Commended: T.
Fenn, Stonebrook House, Ludlow ; J. PiiUev.

Pen of five shearling ewes oi tlie s\.vae fl ick.—First prize,

£15, Lord Chesham ; "second, £10. F. Bach; third, £5, T.
Nock, Sut'ou ;\Iaddock, Sliiinal, Salop. Reserve and highly

commended : J. E. Fanner, F etlon, Ludlow, Salop. Highly
commended : 11. Smith, New House, Sulton Maddock, Shifnal,

Salop. Commended : J. Pulley.

]I\MfMlIRE AND OTHER SHORT WOOLS.
(Not qualified to compete as Soutlidowus or Shropshires.)

Shearling ram.— First prize, £20, A. Morrison, FoiithiU

House, Tishury, Wilts ; si cond, £10, A. Jloriison, F'onthill

House ; third, £5, H. Lamliert, Abington Park, Cambridge.
Ram of any other age.—First prize, £20, J. and M. Arnold,

Westmeoii, Petersfield, Hants; second, £10, H. Lambert;
third, £5, A. Morrison.

Pen of five shearling ewes of the same flock.—First prize,

£15, J. A. and T. Palmer, Cliddesden, Basingstoke, Hxuts
;

>econd, £10, J. Rigg, Wrotham Hill Park, Sevenoak-", Kent ;

third, £5, VV. Parson«, Monk Sherborne, Basingstoke, Hamp-
shire. Reserve and highly commended : H.Lambert. Com-
mended : T. C. Saunders, Watercombe, Dorchester, Dorset.

CHEVIOTS.
Shearling ram.—First prize, £10, T. E'l.ott, Hindhope,

Jedburgh, Roxburgshire, N.B. ; second, £5. R. Sliortreed,

Attonburn, Kelso, Roxburghshire ; third, £3, J. Robsoii,

BIrness, Oiterburn, Northumberland. Reserve and highly

commended : J. Robson.
Ram of any other age.—First prize, £10, T. Elliott ; second,

£5, T. Elliott ; third, £3, J. Robson. Reserve and highly com-
mended : J. Robson. Coinmend-d : J. Ro'ison.

Pen of five sliearlitig ewe* of the same fljck.—F'irst prize,

£10, T. Eliott ; second, £5, J . Robson.

ISLACK-r.VCED MOUNTA.I.NS.

Shearling ram.—First prize, £10, C. Armstronsr, Ashgillsirle,

Alston, Cumberland ; second, £5, W. Hindson, Sleddale Hall,

Shap, Westmoreland.
Ram of any other aae.—First prize, £10, W. Hindson

;

second, £5, C. Armstrong. Commended: T.Elliott.

Pen of five shearling ewes of the same flock.—Piize, £10, C.

Armstrong.
IIEBDWICKS.

Shearling rams.—First prize, £10, E. Nelson, Gatesgarth,

Buttermere, Cockermouth, Cumberland ; second, £5, G.
Browne, Troutbeck, Windermere, Westmoreland ; third, £;J,

W. Leathes, Lamplugh Hall, Cockermoutii, Cumberland.

Rara ofany other age.— First prize, £10, E. Nelson ; second,

£5, W. Leatlies ; third, £3, G. Browne.

Pen of five sliearling ewes of the sa'ue flock.— First prize,

£10, G. Browne ; second, £5, E. Nelson. Commended: VV.

Leathes.
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LONKS.
Sliparliii? ram.—First prize, £10, J. Greea and So), Low

HirUse riirin,Silsilen, near Leeds, Yorksliire; henou'i, £5, G.

Dewhurst, Townsend Fold Farm. ComniPiided : G. DewhurKt.

Ram ofanv other age.—First prize, £10, J. Greeu and Sun ;

second, £5,G. Uewhurat.
Pen of five sliearlinsr ewes of the same (lock.—First prize,

i£ 10, J.Green and sou; second, £5, G. Dewliurst. (Join-

mended : J. Greeu and Son.

CARNARVON S.

Shearling ram.—First prize, £10, G.Jones, Wrexhara-street,

Mold, Flintshire ; second, £5, E. Thomas, Fen isar'Waen,

Trefnant, Kliutsliire.

llam of any other &ge..—First prize, £10. T. Roberts,

Casteil, Bansror, Carnarvonshire; second, £5, G. Jonea.

Reserve : E. Tliomag.

Pen ot five sliearling ewes, of the same flock.— First prize,

£10, R. Jarae.s, Duffryn A.ur, Llanrwst, Denbigh ; second, £5,
R. James. Reserve; G. Jones, Wiexhara-street, Mold,
Flintshire.

PIGS.
LARGE M'llITE BREF.D.

IJoar, above sis and not exceeding twelve months old.—No
awHrd.

Bear, above twelve months old.—Fir'it prize, £10, TheEarl
of EUesmere, VVorsley ll^li ; second, £5, R. E. Duckerinjr,

Nortliorpe, Kirton Liudsey, Lincolusliire. Reserve : Earl of

Ellfsniere.

Pen of three breeding sow pigs of the same litter, above

tliree and not exceeding six months old.— First prize, £10,
Eirl of Ellesmere ; second, £5, Earl of Ellesmere. llesprve

and higiily commended : J. Godfrey, Wigston Parva, Hinckley,

Leicestershire.

Breedins sow.— First prize, £10, E irl of Ellesmere ; second,

£5, Earl of Ellesmere. Reserve and highly commended : P.

Eden, Cross-lane, Salford, M mcliester. Commended : R.
Thomas, Wiuson-green, Birmingham.

SMALL WHITE BREE]).

Boar, above s'x months and not exceeding twelve months
old.—First prize, £10, Earl of Ellesmere ; second, £5, Lieut.-

Col. B. G. D. Cooke, Colomendy. Reserve : T. Nicholson,
Lowther-streef, Groves, York.

Boar above twelve months old.—First prize, £10, Eirl of

Ellesmere ; second, £5, Earl of E.lesmere. Reserve and
liiifhiy commended : R. E. Daek«ring. Commended : S.

Wilson, Jan., Ramsbottom, Lancasliire.

Pen of three breeding sow pigs of the same litter, abovs

three and not exceeding six months old.—First prize, £10,
Earl of Radnor, Coleshill House, Higliworth, Wilts ; second,

£5, A. C. Lockwood, Chester.Reserve : Earl of Ellesmere.

Breeding sow.—First prizt^, £10, R. E. Duckering ; second.

£5, Earl of Ellesmere. Reserve and highly commended

:

Earl of Ellesmere. Class generally commended.
S.MALL BLACK BREED.

Boar, above six and not exceeding twelve months old.—
First prize, £10, G. M. Sexton, Whersted Hall, Ipswich,

Suffolk , second, £5, G. M. Sexton. Reserve and highly com-
mended : T. Comber, RedclitTe, Newton-le-Willows, Lanca-
ahire.

Boar, above twelve months old.—First prize, £10, G. M.
Sexton.

Pen of tliree breeding sow pigs of the same litter, above
three and not exceeding sis mouths old.—First prize, £10, G.
M. Sexton.

Breeding sow.—First prize. £10, Eirl of Ellesmere ; second,

£5, T. Comber. Reserve and highly commended : G. M.
Sexton. Commended : C. F. Uallas, 47, Manchetter-road,
Huddersfield, Yorkshire.

BERKSHIRE BREED.
Boar, above sis and not exceeding twelve months old.

—

First prize, £10, A. Stewart, Gloucester ; second, £5, Sir N.
W. Throckmorton, Birt., Biickland, Faringdon, Berkshire.

Reserve: 11. Humfrey, Kiugstoue Farm, Shrivenham,
Berkshire.

Boar above twelve months old.— First prize, £10, W.
Hewer, Sevenhampton, Higliworth, Wiltshire; second, £5
H. lluTifrey. Reserve and highly commended : W. Hewer.

Pen of Uiree breeding sow pigs of the same litter, above
three and not exceeding six montlis old.—First prize, £10,
B. St. John Ackers, Pnnkuash Park, Paiuswick, Gloucester-

shire.

Breeding sow.— First prize, £10, Lord Clermont, Rivens
dale Park ; second, £.5, Lord Clermont. Rfservc and highly

commended: Sir N. W. Throckmorton, B irt. lliehly coni-

medded : Lord Clerin mt. Cooiiuended : II. S. Woodcock,
Wigan, Lancashire ; D. Aslicrolt, 11 ligh.tou House, Preston,

Lancashire. Class generally comcneiuied.

OTHER BREEDS.
(Not eligible to compere in any ot the preceding classes.)

Boar, above six and not exceeding twelve mouths old.—
Prize, £10, Earl of Ellesmere.

Boar, above twelve months old.—First prize, £10, S- Wilson,

jun.. Tanner's Farm, Rimsbottom, Lancashire; second, £.j,

P. Eden. Reserve : P. EJen. Class generally commended.
Pen of three breeding sow pigs of the same litter, above

three and not exceeding six months old.— Prize, £1(J, R. E.
Duckering, Nortliorpe, Kirton Lindsey, Lincolnshire.

Breeding sow.—First prize, £10, Earlol Ellesmere ; second,

£5, P. Eden. Cross-lane, Salford. Reserve and highly com-
mended : P. Eden Commended : P. Eden.

BUTTER.
Firkin of Irish butter.—First prize, £5, W. Foden, Salford

;

Recoud, £3, G. F. Jackson, Hatton, Chester ; third, £2, W.
Foden.

Pot or crock of Welsh butter, fourteen pounds or upwards.
—First prize, £5, Miss J. Lloyd, Rhuallt, St. Asaph, Flint-

sliire; second, £3, T. Owen, Hendy, Carnarvon, N. Wales.;
third, £2, E. Humphreys, Royal Hotel, Carnarvon, N. Wales.

Pot or crock o! English butter, fourteen pounds or njjWHrds.

— First prize, £5, J. Marson, Acton Trussell, Sialford

;

second, £3, T. P. Lyon, Appleton Hall, Warrington, Lanca-
shire; third, £3,W. Siieraton, Broom H mse, Ell'-sraere, Salop.

Firkin, crock, or package of Canadian, Arnerican, or foreign

butter, not less than fourteen poun Is each.— First prize, £5,
Burgon and Co., Oxford-road, Manchester, Lancashire

;

second, £3, W. Foden ; third, £2, VV. Foden.
Sis pounds of fresh buttc {any make).— First prize, £0

,

C. J. Butcher, Willaston, Ciiester ; second, £5, W. P. Miller,

Merlewood, Grange-over-Sands, Lancashire ; third, £t, W.
Parker, Great Staoney Hall, Ciiester; fourth, £3, Lord Ches-
ham, Latimer, Chesham, Buckinghamshire.

CHEESE.
CHESHIRE.

Three cheeses, above fifty pounds' weight each, coloured or
plain.—First prize, £20, W. Dudlestou, New Lodge Farm,
Donningion, Newport, Salop ; second, £15, C. Hiiditch,

Wardle Old Hall, Nantwich ; third, £10, G. Cross, Sandiway,
Northwich.

Three cheeses under fiftv pounds' weight each, coloured or
plain.—First prize, £15, W. Uudleston ; stcond, £10, T. H.
llodson, Edleston Farm, Nantwich; tliird, £5, E. WiUiam-
Bon, Wall Stone Farm,Cliorley, Nantwich.

LANCASHIRE.
Three cheeses, any weight, plain or coloured.—First prize,

£20,W, Kirkby, Roseacre, Kirkham ;second.£15, J. Haydock,
Swift's House, Ileskin, Chorley ; third, £10, S. Salthouse,
Roseacre, Kirkham.

ANY OTHER BRITISH MAKE.
Three cheeses above fifty pounds weight each.—First prize,

£15, W. Duddleston; second, £10, J. Smith, Nup-
down Farm, Thorubury, Gloucestershire; third, £5, W.aud
T. Allen, Crookwood, Erchfont, Devizes, Wiltshire.

Three cheeses, above twenty and under fi'^ty pounds' weight
each.—First prize, £15, W. Dudlestou ; second, £10, VV. T.
Carrington, Croxdon Abbey, Uttoxeter, Staffs. ; third, £5, J,
Haydock, Swift's House, Ileskin, Chorley, Lancashire.

CANADIAN, AMERICAN, OR FOREIGN.
Three cheeses, above forty pounds' weight each, coloured or

plain.—First prize, £iO, J. Spens, Low Ardwell, Stranraer,
N.B. ; second, £15, Hodgson Brothers, Liverpool ; third, £10
Hodgson Brothers.

HAMS AND BACON.
Six British hams (long cot), from eighteen to twenty-eight

pounds each.—First prizn, £20, J. Kendall, 25, TancreJ-road
Liverpool ; second, £15, Steen Brothers, Froyle-street, ^Lon-
donderry, Ireland.

S'X Canadian, American, or foreign haras (long cut), from
eighteen to tweii'y-eight pounds each.—First prize, £20, J.
T. Davies, 3'.l, North-street, Liverpool ; second, £15, J. T.
Davies; third, £10, II. Thompson, 9, Elliot-street, Liverpool.
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Tlirpe sliles of BritUli b:icon (Ouniher'aiid or Wilt.>Iiire

cut), from tiiirtj-five to tiity pomuls each.— First prize, £20
[ \<i aivarilj ; secoufl, £15, II. Tkompsua ; third, £10, J.

'Three sides of C inadian, American, or foreigo bacon (Ciim-

tjprlHrid or Wiltshire nui), Irom tliirty-five to filly pounds
P4i'h.— Fiist \)r''/,f, £lO,j.T. Davies ; second, £15, J. T.
I). vies; tiiird, £10, J. Morrell, Morelauds, Birkdale I'iirk,

Sjiitiiport, Lai c isliire.

CHAMPION PRIZES.
• Prize of 100 guineas, given by the Miyor of Liverpool, for

tl\e best agri ultural or cart sitailion in the shoT-yard.—The
Eirl of El.esniere (Viuiig Sinsoii).

Silver Cup, valie £VJ, given by Limit.-C)!.!!!'-! .Ste.fl-, for

the best aijriciillural cart mare oi geUluig.—Mr. Laurence
Drew, of llumiltuu (cliesuut marc).

Silver Clip, vahie £50, giv^n by Li'd Sk'-liuTsdale, for the
liest S lortiiora niile.—Mr. W. Linton (S:r Artiiur Ingram).

Silver Cup, value £30, g'ven by The Etrl of B'ciive, for

die beat Saorthoru female.—Air. St. John Aukeri (CJ leeu of

tiie Georgians).

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
ROYAL OF ENGLAND.

Monthly Council : Wednesday, Juhj itk.—
Present : Lord Skeliiiersdale, President, in the chair,

the Duke of Devonshire, KG., the Ea-l of

J.eicesler, the Earl of Lichfield, the Earl of

J'owis, Major-Geueral Viscount Bridport, Lord
Eiliiigton, M.P.. Lord Chesham, Lord Vernon, Sir A K
Macdonald, Bart., Sir W. E. Welby-Gregory, Bart.,

M.P , Colonel ICingscote, C.B., M.P., iMr. Aveling, Mr.
f)ent, Mr. Prankisii, Mr. Brandreth Gihbs, Mr. llornsby,

Mr. Leeds, Colonel Loyd Lindsay, M.P., Mr. Pain, Mr.
Pole-Gell, Mr. Ransome', Mr. Russell, Mr. Slmttleworth,
]Mr. Torr, M P.. Mr. Wells, Mr, Whitehead, Professor

^irnoiids, and Dr. Voelcker.

The following new members were elected :—
a4ii;ua!l. Win. Gordon, of Cistle Euiine Works, StafTord.

Utsset, Gu^'avns L., of Teliidy, Camljorne, CoruwalL
B-svvick, Wiliain, of Arley, Norwich.
Bradfcifd, James, of Bunker-hill. Fence Houses.
^5rat herton,Geor;je, of Bradvvell, Saudbach.
Bro'An, Bei'junin,of Welliiighani, Brandon.
Brown, John, of Weston, Basclnirch, Salop.

iCamm, Thomas, of O»siiigton, Newark.
.<^anner, Elwin,cf Stanley Graiijje, Derby.

Cho'lton, W. M., of Old lUW, Withington, Manchester,
tolvin, Richard Beale, of Moukham HhH, Walthara Abbey.
Davenport, James Edward, of Meaford Kail Farm, Stone,

Staffs.

Divics, Arthur F., of Bayley, EMe.smere, Salop.

7>.ivies, Benjtmin Lewis, of Gelly, Pump-saint, Llandilo,
CarKarthen.

Dewe, Tom W., of Stone-hill, Drayton, Berks.
Dungey, James of Middletous, Cranbrook.
Edge, Benjamin, of Ashe Farm, Etwall, Derby.
Edieston Ralph J., Rhydorddwyfa-.vr, Rhyl.
J^dwards, Edward, of Cambrian-villa, Newtown, Mont.
i; Iwards, George, of Trevor Ilonse, Ruabon.
Evans, AVilliam, jun., o'' Hampton House, Elleemere, Salop.
Fairies-Humphreys, N. W., of Bank House, Moutgomery.
Fisher, John, of L-nton Hall, Blackpool.
'Foster, San-uel, of Uppingham.
dossop,W. H., of Wood Laiths, Rotherhara.
Hai?, Aienander Willians, of Pen Ithon, liadnorshire (via

Newtown, Mont.).
Harrison, Joseph, of 2, Central Beacli, Blackpool.
Ilayaes, Henry, of Draylon Bassett, Tamworth.
Hde«, John Bickertou, of Wackley, Shrewsbury.
H'lll. W. P , of Churchstoke.
Hudson, Tiinmas, of Shoot Hill Farm, Ford, Shrewsbury.
Hughes, W. C, of Fenaaut, Ruabon.
Johnson, Thomas, of Mtnor E'arm, Wycough, Milpas.
Joues, John Robert, of Ratcliff Hdusp^ Brisbane, Queensland.
Jones, Thomas B , of Northwood Umse, Eilesmere.
Koerner, Theodor, of Hotteben, Sohoasee, Thoru, West

Prussia.

Lewthwaite, Willium, of Broadjate, Broughton-in-Furness.
Lynch, Joseph, of Glascoed Hall, Wrexham.
Macgreeor, Alexander, of E*tou.road, Cliester.
Marrian, Thomas, Jan., of Tnurcroft Hall, Maltby, Rother-

hara.

Morris, Robert, of Hendry, llhuddlan.

Mosey, Wdliain, nf Kiveton Park, ShefUeld.

Mijusley, Eilward Joseph, of Gilgate Street, Stuff.jrJ.

Nicholson, Frincis Frederick, of Stanivell, Briscg.

Nicholson, Ribert, Jan., of Blacou Point, Chester.

I'ay, Jjlin, of Waterirate Street, Eilesmere Silop.

I'lowright, C. H..of Deeping St. Nicholas, Sp ilJing.

Power, Willi im Siyer, of Braneote, Stniford.

Randies, J ihn Brayne. of Ol.l Heath Firm, Shrewsbury.
R'.ynell, Rie'iard, oT Killyno-i, Klliican, Ireland.

<ly, J.isepli, of 11, West'j lurne T'errace, L'ancaster.

Stirton, Tiiumas, ol P. uham Pirk Farm, Newbury.
Stokes, Elward, of Liverton Meadow, Broadway, Worcester.

shire.

Story, John T., of Ilooton Roberts, R)tlierbam.

Sfyle, Albert Frederick, of II lyle Cotiage, Maidstone.

.Sadbury, R'charJ, of StafTord.

Thompson, Jo'in A fred, of Sf inton, Wiachcom'ie, G'.os.

riininis, R ibert, of D yton, Wroseter.

Tye, James, of Rose VilU, Cranbrook.
Vanghaii, Elward, Alford Farm, Middle Slirewsbury.

Walker, Horace, of Osgathorpe, Sli'llield.

Webb, Gtiorge, of Tnnstill, Sittinirboiirne.

Wood, J ilin, of Park llo ise, lla'herton, Nantwich.
Wynne, Robert, of Bachymb d, De.'ibi.ili.

The nominations for membership having been read, it

was moved by Mr. Dsnt, seconded by Major-Gjueral

Viscount BridpohT, and carried unanimously :

—

That the candidates lor election as members of the Society,

whose names have just been read, shall be entitled to ttin

privileges of meml)er5liip at the L v^rpool meeting, on paying

their subscription for 1877, ani signing the usual condi-
tions.

Fkv.vxce.—Colonel Kingscote, M.P., presented the

report, from whioh it appeared that the secretary's re-

ceipts during the past mouth had been duly examined by
the Committee, and by Messrs. Qiiilter, B ill and Co., the

Society's accountants, and found correct. I'he balance in

the hands of the bankers on June 30 was £3,301 2s. 2d.,

and £2,000 remains on deposit. The quarterly state-

ments of subscrijHions and arrears to June 30, and the

quarterly cash account were laid ou the table. This re-

port was adopted.

Chemical.—Mr. Wells (Chairman) presented the

quart>:,rly report of the Chemical Committee, the discussioa

of which was postponed until the November Council.

Geveeal Liveri'ool.—Lird Cheshaji (Chairman)

reported the following recoiiuneaJations of the Com-
mittee : That the arrangements made by the Local Com-
mittee to enable the members of the Society to view the

sights of Liverpool be accepted with thanks ; second,

that sheep be admitted for the purpose of exhibiting tlie

operation of shearing machines in such part of the yard

and at such times as the steward of general arrangements

may appoint ; third, that the Longhorn Society be allowed

to hold a meetiug iu the Members' Club, in the Show-
yard, on "Wednesday, July 11th, at 3 o'clock. This re-

port was adoptel.

Hot'SE.—Colonel Kingscote (Chairman) reported

several recommendations of the Com nittee with reference
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to the ];m-chase and venovation of furniture, cleaninj; the

liouie, aad re-arraugeinent of library. This report was
adopted.

Vf.tkrin'ary.—The lion. W. Egertox, M.P., stated

that the account of the expenditure of the ffrant of £500
for special investigations made by the Council to the

Committee of the Brown Institution last year had been

examined by the Committee and approved of. Dr. Bur-
don Sanderson, PMl.S., had stated to the Committee tiie

course of the investigations pursued during the first half

of the current year, and undertook to prepare a complete

account of the investigations into foot-and-mouth disease

for iHiblication in the next number of the Journal. The
experiments on pleuro-pueumonia, as previously reported,

will be continued as soon as possible after the complete

removal of the cattle plague regulations. The report was
adopted.

(Uttlt; PL.iGUE.—Hon. W. Egeutox, M.P., stated

that Professor Browa had presented the following report

to the Committee :

—

The country is not yet officially declared free of cattle

plague, but I am in a position to state that the disease

has ceased. The prominent facts in the history of the

nutbi-eak are already before the Committee, but it may be

interesting to make a statement of the localities in whicii

the disease has occurred, and the number of animals
which have been sacrificed in consequence.

In Eugland altogether 4G outbreaks occurred among
1,089 cattle, of which S35 were slaughtered healthy, 1

escaped ; 253 were attacked with the disease, of which
21'J were killed and 34 died.

In the several counties the outbreaks were as

follow :
—

In Essex G outbreaks occurred among 23 cattle, of

which 15 were slaughtered healthy ; 8 were attacked with
the disease, of which 7 were killed and 1 died.

In Lincolnshire one outbreak occurred among 24 cattle,

of which 18 were slaughtered healthy ; 6 were attacked
and killed.

In Middlesex (ex Metropolis) there were 5 outbreaks
among 425 cattle, of which 322 were slaughtered
healthy; 103 were attacked, of which 86 were killed and
17 died.

In York (East Riding) there were 7 outbreaks among
65 cattle, of which 46 were slaughtered healthy ; 19 were
attacked, of which 17 were killed and 2 died.

In the Metropolis there were 27 outbreaks among 552
animals, of which 434 were slaughtered healthy, 1

escaped; 117 were attacked, of which 103 were killed

and 14 died.

Since the Privy Council took charge of the metro-

politan police district, in accordance with the suggestions

which were made by the Royal Agricultural Society, the

following outbreaks occurred :

—

The order under which the action of the local au-
thorities in regard to cattle plague was taken by the

Privy Council came into force on April 16th. On April

17th an outbreak occurred at Willesden among 3 cattle,

all of which were attacked, and were immediately slaugh-

tered and buried. On April 19th another outbreak
occurred at Harlesden Green among 66 cattle, of which 7
were attacked (of which 1 died, 6 were killed diseased),

and 58 were slaughtered healthy. On April 22ud an
outbreak occurred in the metropolis, in Ledbury-road,

Bayswater, among 13 animals, which were all immediately

slaughtered. On April 23rd an outbreak occurred at

Kensal-greevi among 75 animals, of which 2 were
attacked (1 of which died, and 1 was killed diseased), and
the remaining 73 were slaughtered healthy. On the 21th
of April an outbreak occurred in Kilburn-lanc, Willesden,

among 124 animals, of which 1 was attacked and was
killed, and the remaining 123 were slaughtered healthy.

On Ajiril 25th another outbreak occurred in Ledbury-road
amoug38 cattle, of which 3 were attacked and slaughtered,

the remaining 35 healthy animals were also slaughtered.

On May 1st an outbreak occurred in the Stoke iSTewing-

ton district among 41 cattle, of which 10 were attacked

and were immediately killed, and the remaining 31 were
slaughtered healthy. On May 15th an outbreak occurred

in Whitechapel among 5 animals, all of which were
attacked, and were immediately slaughtered.

It may be remarked that, shortly after the Privy
Council toyk charge of the metropolitan police distrii.'t

there was reason to enlertain some apprehension that the

disease was spreading, and energetic measures were neces-

sary for the purpose of suppressing it. The means whicii

were adopted were, forlnnately, successful.

At the present time all the regulations which were
made by various local authorities under the Cattle Plaguo
Order of 1877 have ceased to operate, and the movement
of stock in this country is free, with the single exception

of the metropolis. The Metropolitan Cattle Plagun

Order of 1877, under the provisions of which cattle,

sheep, and goats are confined within the metropolitan

boundaries, still remains in force. The necessity for this

will be apparent when it is stated that in all the premise*

where cattle plague has existed, fresh stock have been or

are now being introduced, and it will consequently be

necessary to keep these animals under supervision for

some time, in order to avoid the danger which would be

incurred should an outbreak occur on previously infected

premises; and any infected animals are sent to the Metro-
politan Market, and thence removed to various parts of

the country. It is hoped that in a short time this only

remaining restriction on the free movement of cattle in

the country may be removed. This report was adopted.

Catti.e Plague Evidence Special Committee.—

•

Sir W. E. Welby- Gregory, Bart., M.V., reported as

follows :—-Your committee presented no official list of

witnesses to be examined as on behalf of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society by the House of Commons' Committee.

They have secured, however, that evidence, agricultural

or otherwise, should be heard, and have given clerica'

assistance towards the preparation and presentation of

such evidence. Of the names which they suggested to

the Council at the last meeting the following have been

examined, and your Committee venture to express their

belief that the evidence has been felt to be of a most
useful and representative character:—Mr. Booth, Mv.
Jacob Wilson, and Mr. Rea, as representing English

agriculture ; Mv. Gillett (exporter), Mr. Link (consignee),

and Mr. Burkett (salesman), as representing the American

meat trade, as well as Mr. Sheldon with reference to

American farming and the probability of future supplies

of American meat.

Other witnesses, both practical and scientific, were in

readiness if required by the Committee. In addition ta

this work, Jlr. Booth, ilr. Jacob Wilson, and Mv.
Jenkins have been continually in attendance at the meet-

ings of the Committee, and materially helped the cause of

the enquiry. Looking at the progress of the investigation,

the nature and amount of agricultural evidence sent up
from other sources, and the limit of time imposed upon
themselves by the Committee, your Committee felt it

would be inexpedient and indeed unuecessary to press

any further evidence of their own. The Committee
recommend that the clerieal and other expenses, amount- .

ing to £8 10s. 3d., be paid out of the grant of £2">

voted last mouth. This report was adopted.

Botanical.—Mr. Whitehead (chairman) reported the

recommendation of the Committee that the consulting

botanist be provided with forms for recording the results

of his investigations undertaken for meaibers of the

Society, especially ia rofereace to the germinating power
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and the admixture with weeds or worthless matter of

samples of seed submitted to him, and that he be re-

quested to furnish quarterly reports of the most important

cases tiiat come under his notice. The consulting botanist

submitted a revised table of the rates of charge for the

exaraination of plants and seeds, in which the scale of

charges is generally reduced and the particulars simplified.

The Committee had had before them the following letter

and document from the Privy Council in reference to the

/Colorado beetle.

Council Oifice, 28th Jane, 1877.
• Sir,—1 am directed by the Lords of the Council to acquaint

you, for the information of the Royal Agricultural Society,

tliat, in reply to a telegram addressed to the authorities at

Cologne, their lordships have been informed that the report of

the discovery in a potato field in the neighbourhood of that

city of the Colorado beetle in various stages of development

has been ascertained to be true.

Tlie field in question has been fired with sawdust and petro-

leum, but it is said to be feared that the mischief apprehended

from the ravages of that destructive insect will spread.

The Lords of the Council instruct me to enclose for the in-

formation of the Royal Agricultural Society twenty-five copies

of a memorandum relating to the beetle, by the Canadian

Minister of Agriculture, together with an engraving of the in-

sect, which their lordships have caused to be sent to all the

ports in the kingdom, and to be otherwise widely circulated

throughout the country.— I am, sir, your obedient servant,

C. L. Peel.

P.S.—The Commissioners of Customs have instructed their

officers at the various parts to examine every cargo of potatoes

from America and Germany, with a view to preventing the im-

portation of the Colorado beetle into this country.

The Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society,

12, Hanover Square.

Intimation having been received from Ontario, CaHada,
" that the country around that town is swarming with the

Colorado beetle," the following Memorandum of the

Canadian Minister of Agriculture on the subject of this

beetle, which was published in the newspapers of Novem-
ber last, is reprinted, with a coloured engraving of the

insect appended thereto.

Jh-ivij Cou>icll Office, June 1877.

Memorandum of the Canadian Minister of Agricul-
ture, upon reference of a Despatch of the Secretary of

State for the Colonies, on the Subject of the Colorado

Beetle.

The undersigned, in accordance with a request of the Secre-

tary of State for the Colonies, having careiully examined the

despatches of Lord Carnarvon, respectively bearing date the

3rd of March, 1875, and the 28th August, 1876, has the

honour to report as follows

:

The occasion of considering measures for the prevention of

the introduction of the Colorado potato beetle into other coun-

tries from Canada has not yet presented itself, and the infor-

mation from the German authorities, conveyed to Her Majesty's

Minister at Berlin, of the capture on the insect on board ships,

and at Bremen, as well as other information given by news-

papers relative to its introduction into Sweden, shows that the

beetles had come from the .United States, liaving been shipped

at ports the neighbourhoods of which were invaded by them.

The document furnished to Her Majesty's Minister at Ber-

lin, a copy of which forms part of the despatch of the 28th of

August last, contains the (oUowiag remark :

" It may be considered an almost insoluble problem in regard

to transatlantic ships' traffic to prevent by more eifsiusive

Eupervisicnal measures the iatrodjictioa ot these beetl;s in

Europe."
The difficulty thus foreseen by the German authorities cannot

but be self-evident when the habits and modes of progression

of the insect are examined ; for not only does it move by

flying, and by navigating, so to speak, smooth water, b it also

travel on common vehicles, railway carriages and plat orms, on
decks of vessels. Sec, especially during the months of August
and September.

In localities fully invaded the beetles may be seen creeping

oxi side-wdlksj bridges, and wharves, crawling up buildiugs,

occupying fences, lodging tlwmselves in every crevice,

penetrating houses, and dwellings, ascending and occupy-
ing vehicles of all sorts, finding their way into boats and
vessels, placing themselves on any and every article,

and being found alive after a long sojourn in situations

where there would seem to exist no chance for them to find

any subsistence.

Such a short but correct expose of the habits of tlie

beetle as connected with the possibility of its penetrating

almost anywherp,and by almost any means of transport, renders

indeed insoluble the problem of absolutely preventing its

inroad into nesv fields of devastation, no matter how remote
or by what obstacles they may be separated from the regions

already invaded.

It may be remarked in this respect that potatoes and their

covering are neither more nor less apt to harbour the insect

than anything else.

But if the absolute repelling of the invader is unfortunately

beyond reach , the extent of the disaster is fortunately in a
very great measure under control, involving, of course,

care and expense.

The remedies which necessity has taught on this«ide of the

Atlantic are such as to require for their application the joint

efforts of the community at large, kept alive to its interest and
duties by the authorities, and men of devotedness to the

common welfare.

These remedies are

—

1st. Searching for and crushing every potato-beetle wher-
ever found.

3nd. Frequent visits to the potato fields, and searching

for the eggs deposited on the under-side of the leaves of the
potato-vine ; and

3rd. Watching for the presence of the larvee on the buds,
and on the leaves of the plant, in order to destroy them by
means ol Paris Green, the only substance yet discovered to be

effectually operative on a large scale for the destruction of the

insect in its larvae state.

By these means, and by these means only, the invaded
American States, and the Western part of Canada, have
been able to secure potatoe crops in a measure commen-
surate with the care and energy bestowed, and by similar

means only can the invasion be retarded and lessened in its

effect.

No measure has been taken in Canada, for reasons given,

to prevent the falling or creeping of individual insects on board
ships loading in Dominion seaports.

There is, however, almost a certainty that the environs o'

Montreal will be invaded next year, and with that prospect in

view general orders may be given to public officers | and
employes of the ports to look for and destroy any beetles which
might be observed on the wharves, on sheds, on packages of

^oods to be embarked, or on board ships. A general appeal

might also be made to all persoos having to deal with the

shipping for assistance ia the execution of such preventive

measures.

The undersigned respectfully recommends the adoption of

such precautions, beyond which he does not see that there is

anything within the power of the Canadian GoTernraent to do.

The whole respectfully submitted.

(Signed) L. Lltellier.
Department of Agriculture, Ottawa,

6th October, 1876.

MAcmrieD.

Bein g impressed with the importance of this subject,

the Co mmittee recommended that a letter, signed by the

Presid eut, should be sent to the Privy Council, calling
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nttention to tlie fact that the introduction of the beetle

is more to be dredJeJ in materials used for packing than

with the potato. Potatoes are imported from America in

casks, without packing, and, during the winter and early

spring, when the beetle is hybernating, and unlikely to be

imported. In view of the very large iinportatiou of pota-

toes from Germany, and the recent appearance of the

beetle there, the danger is much greater of i's introduction

into Great Britain from that country. The Comiuiitee
are further of opinion that the document issued by the

Privy Council, giving figures of the beetle in its perfect

stage oniij, is not calculated to assist materially in its

detection, as it would be much more likely to be introduced

during the late spring and summer months in its larva or

pupa state than as a perfect insect. They, therefore,

suggest that the Government be urged to distribute

throughout the country figures of the insect in all its stages,

and for this purpose agiiu call their attention to the plate

published in the Society's Joanial for 1875, in illustra-

tion of Mr. Bates' paper on the subject.

This new danger has again drawn the attention of the

Committee to the desirability of placing within the reach

of members of the Society competent advice on injuries

caused by insects to farm crops. Subject to the approval

of the Council, they have arranged witli the Consulting

Botanist to obtain such information and advice for mem-
bers of the Society at a small rate. With the view of

making this sufficiently known, the Committee recommend,
that a copy of these revised and additional privileges be

sent to each member of the Society, together with instruc-

tions as to the methods of conveying information in

regard to any injuries which their crops may suffer from
insect or other cause, and specially directing the attention

of members of the Society to the paper on the Colorado

beetle by Mr. Bates, and to the accompanying illustra-

tion.

Mr. Whitehead, in moving the adoption of this

report, stated his coavictiou that the Society should give

every possible facility to its members to enable them to

procure the best scientific advice on all matters pertaining

to agriculture, and he would on that account alone be

quite prepared to give notice for the appointment of a

special entomologist to the Society. The subject of
injurious insects had attracted considerable attention of

late, and the recent conference held by the Society of

Arts, and the document which had just been read with

reference to the Colorado potato beetle, together with

other matters, showed that an increased importance was
being attached to the subject of agricultural entomolog}'.

It had, however, been pointed out to him that, ia view of

the grave danger which was suggested in the letter from

the Privy Council, it would be necessary to do something
at once, even although it might be in the nature of a

tempoi ary expedient, and therefore he had conferred with

the Society's botanist, and found him quite prepared to fall

in with any arrangement that might be made with a view

to his obtaining for the use of members of the Society

such entomological aid as they might require, and without

any addition to his present fee. The Committee had
therefore drawn out a scheme of privileges, subject to the

approval of the Council, as stated in the report. He
wished further to draw particular attention to the fact

that the Privy Council in their letter seemed to point to

the imported potatoes as being the only probable vehicle

by means of which the beetle could be conveyed to this

country, whereas it appeared from the investigations made
on behalf of the Society two years ago, that the beetle

was more likely to be conveyed in packing material than

in the casks of potatoes, which were imported in com-
paratively small quantities, atid exclusively for seed pur-

poses. He therefore regarded such substances as hams
and bacon and American meat, which were packed in

canvas, and which jonstitnted a large trade, as forming a

greater source o*' .dn^er.

Mr. Dent .nggested that an extract from the notice

sent withtbe ictter of the Privy Council should be sent

to each luember of the Society, toge'her with a copy of

the platp which had already appeared in the Societ-'s

Juur)wl.

Lord EsLiNGTON, M.P., observed that the beetle ap-

peared to have been introduced into Germany by American

hams and bacon, or in the substances in which those

materials were packed, and he urged that the Privy

Council should investigate the matter to its furtliest point,

and give the most complete information possible, with a

view to assist in the detection of the insect uot only in

the ports bat throughout the country.

This report was adopted.

Showyaed CoNTiiAcrs.—Mr. Aveling reported the

recommendation of the Committee that the contractor be

paid the sum of £1,600 on account of showyard wo ks,

as duly certified by the surveyor.

The Secretary was authorised to sign and seal an

agreement with the authorities of Bristol with reference

to the country meeting of 1878, subject to certain

provisos. The appointment of the General Bristol Com-
mittee was deferred until the meeting of the Council to be

held in the showyard on Wednesday July lllli.

A letter was read from Mr. Rigden, withdrawing hia

resignation as a member of the Council.

PETERBOROUGH.
(Abridged from the Peterhorouyh Sfandiird).

The annual exhibition of the Peterborough Agricultural

Society opened on Thursday, July 5. The morning was

beautifully fine, and a pleasant air was stirring, making

it delightful to be upon the ground, which, in comparison

with several neighbouring show grounds, is laid out to

excellent advantage. The spacious udging and jumping

arenas are *he admiration of all strangers, and the general

arrangements are so excellent that if they do uot give

satisfaction to all concerned it is because satisfaction could

not possibly be given. The show of horses, although

smaller than last year, was an excellent one, and com-

prised some animals fit to compete anywhere. The
horned stock was a most interesting collection, and the

number and quality were good. There, perhaps, never

has been on the Boroughbury ground so many pigs at pre-

vious shows, and certainly the quality has not been

excelled.

PRIZE LIST,
JUDGES,—Nag Horses: E. Paddison, Ingleby ; J. ftl.

K. Elliot, Ileathencote; T. II. Ilutcliinson, L'atterick.

Cart Horses: J. I'lowriglit, Pmchbeck ; J. E. Parsons,

Charweilon. Cattle : E. Wortley, Ridlington ; E. A.
Fawcett, St. Albans. Sheep and Pigs and Imple-
ments : T. Plowriglit, Pinchbeck ; S. Rooke, Gretton

;

F. Battock, St. Ives. Butter: W. Budger, Peterborough.

HORSES.
nags.

Hunter of any age.—First prize, £25, T. IT. D. Bayly,
Ollerton (Rossington) ; second, £10, W. Whitehead, Wollas-
toa (VHnt{u.<rd).

Hunter of any age.—First prize, £15, W. Whitehead
(Vanguard); second, £10, J. Hornsby, Grantham (Jericho).

Hunter, of any age, calculated to carry 12 stone.— First

prizp, £10, T. Benton, Hunts; second, £5, J. llorusby
(IH.hlK'o).

Four-year-old for bunting- purposes, by a thorough-bred
bnrsp —First prize, £10, W. Wliiteliead (Sportsman) ; second
£5 S. Slokes, Stamford (Revolver).

Hjiecial Jumping Prize.—To the best jumper in classes 1, 2,

3, mid 4.— FirHt prize, £8, J. Cossia (Blue Peter); secuad
iii3, Dr. Waller (Ravel)).

12
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Best horsp, not less t1ian'14 haiiils higli, to be exhibited in

harness.—First prize, £10, W. Benton, Peterborough ; second,

£5, J. Baker, "Wisbecli (Daisy).

Hackney not exceeding 15^ hands high.—First prize, £7,
J. Hornsby (Hidalgo) : second, £3, W. Benton.

Weight-carrying cob, above 13 liands^ inches, and not ex-

ceeding 15 hands.—First prize, silver cup, value £5, P.

Hornsby ; J. L. How, Woodstone.
Best jumper in classes 5, 6, and 7.—First prize, £5, Dr.

Waller (Esperauce) ; second, £3, Mr. Barford (Messenger).

Pony not exceeding 14 hands.—First prize, £5, R. Bland,

Baston (Red Robin); second, £i, W. Benton ; third, £-1,0.

H. Kirby, Glapthorne.

Pony not exceeding 13|^ hands.—First prize, £5, W.
Palmer, Peterborough ; second, £2, T. Callow, Castor (Brown

Pony not esceeding I2k hands high.—First prize, £3,
ilnnts ; second, £2, R. Wallis, Thorney.

Three-year-old for hunting purposes.—^Fir«t prize, £7, J

S. Blott, Great Staughton ; second, £3, J. Goodliffe, Hunt-
ingdon.
Two year-old for hunting purposes.—First prize, £7, J. L.

Wright, Peterborough ; second, £3, C. J. Sampson, V/ater-

newton.
Yearling for hunting purposes.—First prize, £7, J.

liaurance, jun., Warmington ; second, £3, T. Carter, Ailes-

worth.

Yearlin? got by liydon.—Extra prize, £5 5s., J. Laurance,

Jan., Warmington.
Mare stutabie for hunting purposes, with foal at foot, girt

by a thorough-brsd stallion.—^^First prize, £10, J. Goodlilf,

Huntingdon (Evangeline) ; secoad, £3, J. Topham, Peter-

borough.
Foal in this class.—Prize, £3, the Marquis of Exeter.

Foal as above, got by Lydon.^First prize, £5, J . Topham.;
second, £3, T. Searle.

Hackney mare, not exceeding lo^ hands, with foal at foot.

—Prize, £5, J. S. Hack, Postland.

CART-KOfiSES.

Pair of cart-horses.—Prize, £10, H. Bird, Peterborough.

Pair of bay horses, 5 and 8 years)—Prize, £5, J. Smith,

Whittlesey.

Cart-mare, with foal at foot.—First prize, the Rowell Cup,
value £10, C. Gulden, Benwick (Empress); second, £5, R. H.
GrifBn, Borough Fen.

Foal in the class.—Prize, £2, W. B. Vawser, March.
Cart-gelding, rising three years old.—First prize, £5, P.

Griffin (Powder Blue) ; second, £2, C. Daintree, Huntinedon.
Cart-filly, rising three years old.—First prize, £5, E.

Whittome, Ramsey (Smiler) ; second, £2, T. Fullard, Tliorney.

Cart-colt,. rising two years old.—First prize, £5, K. Neal,

Baston Fen ; second, £5, C. Shepperson, Glassmoor.

Cart-filly, rking two years old.—First prize, £5, R. Hopper,
Whittlesey ; second, £2, R. Hopper, Whittlesey.

Cart-horse of any age.—Royal Agricultural Society of

England's first prize one-horse cart, value £20,W. G. Maxwell,
Peterborough.

CATTLE.
Ox, without restrictions as to feeding (open to all England).

—First prize, £10, R. Wright, Lincoln ; second, £5, W.
Worth, Holbeach Marsh.

Fat cow or heifer.—First prize, £5, R. Wright, Lincoln

;

second, £2, J. J. Sharpe, Kettering (Prize Bud).
Ball, above two years old.—First prize, £10, the Marquis

of Exeter, Stamford (Telemachus 9th) ; second. £5, T. H.
Bland, Dingley Grange.

Bull, under two years old.—First prize, £10, F. J. Foljambe,
Worksop (Flag of France) ; second, £5, T. H.Bland, Dingley
Grange.

Bull-calf, under one year old.—First pri^e, £5, T. H.
Bland, Dingley Grange; second, £2, J. Turner, Haddoa
Grange.

Special prize, best Shorthorn in Classes 25, 26, 27.—Silver

<:up, value £10, the Marquis of Exeter.
Cow, having had a live calf within 12 months, and being

still in milk or in a breeding state.—First prize, £10, Lady
Pigot, Surrey (Zvezda) ; second, J5, J. J. Shafpe, Broughton
(Julia 11th).

Heifer, in calf or In milk, under three years old.—First

.prize, £7, Lady Pigot (Rosalba); -second, £3, C, W. Griffio,

iStteiboTOUgh (Blushing Eose).

Heifer under two years old.—First prize, £5, T. II. Bland,
Dingley Grange ; second, £2, G. A, Ashby, Rugby (Inno-
cence).

Heifer calf under one year old.—First prize, SA, G. A.
Ashby (Dorothy); second, £2, the Marquis of Exeter
(Carolina).

Pair of cows of ary breed, for dairy pnrposes, not eligible

for entry in the " Herd-book."—Prize £5, S. Pegg, Peter-

boroujjh.

Special prize.—Best Shorthorn in Classes 28, 29, 30, 31,
32.—Silver cup, value £10, Ladv Pigot (Rosalba).

6UEEP.
Long-woolled ram, of any age, the property of, or hired for

the use of, the exhibitor.—First prize, £7, Captain Catling,

Wisbecli ; second, £3, E. J. Howard, Lincoln.

Five long-woolled ewes, having suckled a lamb up to 21st
June preceding, and having been the property of the

exhibitor not less than nine months previous to the exhi-

bition.—First prtzii, c£5, Captain Catling ; second, £3 10s.,

J. M. T. Molcey, West Deeping.

Five lonf-woolled shearling ewes, bred by exhibitor.—First

prize, £5, E. J.Howard, Lincoln; second, £2 10s., Captain
Catling.

Ten long-woolled ewe lambs, bred by exhibitor.—First

prize, £5, Captain Catling; second, £-Z, S. Middleton,

Wftternewton.
Five loDg-wooUed wether lambs, bred by exhibitor.—First

prize, £i, S. Middleton ; second, £2, T. Joiinson, Peter-

borough.

Pea of five cross-bred lambs, bred by exhibitor.—Prize

£1, J. Lewin, Wyton, Hunts. Only one exhibitor.

Pen of three shearling wethers, of any breed.—First prize,

£1, and second £i, W. M''ells, Holme.-Cross-bred wether

sheep (1 year 3 months 3 weeks), Hampshire rara, Lincoln

ewe ; croas-bred wether sheep (1 year 3 months 2 weeks),

Hampshire ram, Xiincoln ewe.

PIGS.
Boar of the large breed.—First prize, i£3, J. B.Vergette,

Holme ; second, £1, C. Daintree, Huntingdon.
Boar of the small breed.—First prize, £3, and second £1,

S. Spencer, Holywell.

Bree^ling sow of the large breed.—-Eirst prize, £3, S.

Spencer; second, J. Turner, Kaddon.
Breeding sow of the small breed.—First prize, £3, and

second £1, S. Spencer.

BUTTER.
Three pounds butter.—First prize, £1, E. A. Skrimshire,

Stanground ; second, lOs., Mrs. J.'V. Smith, Peakirk.

Three pounds butter (Alderney excluded).—First prize,

£1, T. •Nottingham, Ulford; second, lOs., Mrs. W. H.
Cropley, Peterborough.

SHORTHORN.
The annual meeting of this Society was held on July 13,

in a marquee at the Royal Agricultural Show in the Newsham-
park. Liverpool. Lord Skelmersda'e occupied the chair, and
those present included the Duke of Manchester, the Earl of

Bective, Mr. A. P. C. Starkey, M.P., and others. In their

report the Council noticed that since last year's show at Bir-

miugham, five life members and 12 annual members had died,

10 annual members had withdrawn, 1 annual member had
been removed from the Society by order of the Council, and 20
life members and 18 annual members had been added. The
Society now consisted of 424 life members and 647 annual

members, making a total of 1,071, an increase of 52 members.
The accounts showed a balance of £794 16s. 6d. A large

sura having been expended in the purchase of the copyright

and stock of back volumes of the Herd Book, the Council had
invested £1,000 as the nucleus of a reserve fund to provide

for the Society's liabilities as regards its life members, and for

future contingencies. The Council elected Lord Penrhyn
president and Lord Skelmersdale vice-president for the

ensuing year. The Council had elected the Duke of Man-
chester as a member of the Council in the room of Lord
Skelmersdale (elected vice-president of the Society), and Mr.
W. Talbot Crosbie in the place of the Rev. John Storer,

deceased. The other vacancies in the Council had arisen by
the resignation of Mr. R. E. Oliver and Mr. George Savill

;

and the Earl of Feveraham and Mr. Samuel Porter Foster, of
Xillhow, Cumberland, had been elected to fill s.uch vacancies.
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Paring the recent outbreaks of cattle-plapue in this country
tlie Council addressed a coramunicatiou to the Lord President
of the Council, calling attentionto the prevnlence of foot-and-

aiuu'h disease as a calamity, and nrfjing that the breeders of

stock in the United Kiujtdoni should be protected as far as

possible from the importation of foreipn-disease, seein'g tliatthe

losses incurred in the home produce by such diseases- greatly

exceeded the total value of foreign cittle imported; and that

stringent and uniformmeasures should be adopted throughout
the United Kingdom for the suppression of infectious diseases

and severe penalties vigorously euforced for offences against
Bueh measures.

Mr. 13. St. J'. Ackers- moved' the adoption of the report,

and said, one of the most important points of the present day
WIS the importation cf foreign cattle. It was most important,
not only to farmers but also to the inhabitants of large towns
and the consumers of meat g nerally : but until the Society

could induce townspeople to see that cheap meat dfpended'

upon the abftenoe of disease and upon the freedom of breeding,

a 8ati«*'actory state of things would not be arrived at. He
iioped the result of the Parliamentary Committee now sitting

would be to protect- the breeders ami tire public generally from

the importation of disease.

The report was unanimously adopted.

Colonel KiNGSCOTE took the opportunity of commending
thecourse taken by the Council inregard to ihediseases of cattle.

As a member of the Parliamentary Committee he had attended

every meeting. The question must be taken up not by Short-

horn breeders aloae, as it afftcted the whole country ; and
when the evidence taken before the Committee rame to be

published, everybody, he thought, would see how extraordi-

narily strong was the evidence as to the great cost wliich Ihi
(oot-and-mtiuth disease bad entailed upon the country.

SA^LE OF MR- GEORGE FOX'S SHORTHORN CATTLE,

At Elmhurst- Hall, near Litchfield, on Thursday, July 5th.

BY MR. THORNTON.

This is evidently to be a trial sale—at Ifeast so wejudge
liy the catalogue. Of coarse, at this nervous period, when
the market yet heaves with the groundswell of the cattle

plague panic, and when, mo=eover, all but the wealthiest

are obliged to rein in, owing to th« financial depression

that will temporarily make itself felt totlie f-arthest aerve

of society, it would be, to say the least, unb-as.inesslike to

expose to unkind chance gems which have been collected

on ev-ery side, regardless of expense, bat by the saggsstion

of an excellent taste. Still, there aj*e cattle of great value

to be sold, and there is the cross of the noble 24th Duke
of A4rdrie to gild them. Keenly alive to the necessity of

maintaining pure springs of old blood, Mr. Eox, on re-

flectioDjdecided to invest largely in that v/hich, considering

the demand of the future, the wide unpopulated foreign

Jands^, the rate of human increase, aad the approved
excellence of the cosmopolitan Shorthorn, is as safe to pay

ultimately those who can afford to hold on, as the buying

up of acres adjoining a young town which is flush with

the vigour of a prosperous setiiemeut—a plan Vv-hich has

been the making of more than one millionaire in our time.

Shorthorn females whose attributes trace through a length-

ened ancestry, no matter what the particular family,

only provided they can show their origin to be

comparatively unstained, there will be an increasing

demand for. The most ordinary farmer is- awaking fast

to the value of pedigree. But of course upon this

occasion, under the risk of the time, Mr. Fox cannot be

expected to set forth his best for sale. Ills whole
herd we inspected with much gratification almost a year
ago, and writing in anticipation we venture to predict

that there -will be brought on this occasion before

Mr. Thornton a basket of plums from which those

who want will select for thamselves according to

the hue and flavour which is their special fancy.

Such was the idea the first reading of the sale catalogue

threw before us, and now the day arrived we proceed to

describe how it stood the test of fact. It is an idea which
we now find to have pervaded many minds, and iti one
instance a coterie of skilled authorities sat down, pen in

hand, to make their calculation of the probable issue of

the day's sale. Although their figures did not tally with

the prices obtained, still, in a lump sum of nearly six

thousand guineas, they only missed their mark by about

ninety points. Arrived upon the scene of action, we
find the cows and heifers in the meadows adjoining the

homestead. On our way down we had jiassed Ihrougli a

collection of aoble kiuc, which were bciug herJtd iu the

park' by a ctDuple of boys, ona of whom was quick in dis-

gorging their respective names as a- trout is iu swal-

lowing the May fly. The bulls came on parade, and the

judges pronounce the 24th Duke of Airdrie to " have very

little fault," which, in fact, was merely a sort of cautious

proviso, for Yrhen it came to dissection there was little to

uphold depreciation at all. One said his tail-line was
slightly high, another, and he was right, in oar opinion,

thought it was merely that the " fool's point " (the bone

on either side the tail) was an inch or so too lovr.

Imagine the impassibility of larger condemnation ! What a
ong, meaty quarter he has ! Such loins and fore-flank !

He is undoubtedly a success in breeding, and he illustrates

also, by his kindly temper the wisdom of the plan they

follow across the wrater in their treatment of the males.

There is a comparatively small but business-like assem-

blage in the tent, where the D&ke of Manchester takes

the chair. Mr. Fox in a frank and cheery speech won
the hearts of all, and we adjourn to the ring. The first

lot, Joan of Arc, a long, rcemy cow, wanting only the

jjlane over her tail, bred by jMr. Sheldon, and unserved,

went cheap for fifty-five guineas to ^Ir. Court. Mr.
Cheney bought her from Mr. Sheldon ; then Lord
Fitzhardinge owned her, and from Berkeleys he came to

Elmhurst. A heifer of hers brought 3 58 guineas at Col.

Kingscote's sale. Lot 2: Lady Waterloo 22 iid, secured

by Lord Moreton, a "very cheap cow " it was esclaiined

on all sides, is long, full of quality, and has a look of old

Gondomar about her that is very pleasing to the eye.

Earl's Flower, a good roomy cow, goes to adorn the pas-

tures- of a-small pet model farm iu Gloucestershire. Butter

fiy Princess 22nd, unserved, was selected by Lord Bective -

on inquiry- before she was put up; who,, with a prompt,

geuero(>ity which certainly told upon the audience

assented to her remaining at Elmhurst for service. Iu

musical 2nd, by Baron Oxford 4th, a deep symmetrical

roomy cow, having the loveliest horns, flat and incurved,

and almost too free of. stain, Mr. Drewry secures a great

bargain. Her dam made 360 guineas at llolker. " Don't

like the Grenadier cross " murmurs a gentleman at our

elbow, not uninterested in the old bull, her sire. But
the liolker sage is superior to prejudice, especially as re-

gards practice such as produced Third (5rand Duke, and

we shall bear of this cow's progeny again. Lady Superior

Spencer is withdrawn, having slipped her calf. S^he iS'

one of the best cows upon the place, and is iudebtedi.

through her great graudsire 2nd Duke of Ardrie, to M-r,-

S. £. BolJen's succesbful esperiinent, El Hakina, biso
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»ire, havinfj been got by Grand Duke out of Fame. Then
we reach the excilement of the sale. A Red Roae is set

forth. There is so much varied feeling as to this imported

tribe, of which all who have visited Mr. Renick's herd

speak in sutli raptures that it was impossible to say what

she might fetch, from 50 to 1500, no one was prepared

to say. The specimens in England of the sort undoubt-

edly show great quality and elegance of form. The
general public is, as yet, a wee bit timorous about them,

and so she fell very cheap to the bidding of Mr. Alsop

for 430 guineas. Her sire, a grandsire and great-

gandsire, were all bred by the " American Bates," Mr.

A. Renick. Cambridge Knightley, a gooJ-backed cow,

goes to Mr. Court. Then the excitement awakened again.

Another Red Rose, roau (it is said there never has been a

white one), advances. As the two stood together iu the

paddock men's opinions varied, but, on deliberate study,

seemed to settle on this one. She has a large patch of

white at the girthing point of her belly, which absorbs

the eye too much, and interrupts the regularity of the

under-line. She is, as they are all, very long, and has a

capital front, and is, in fact, capital all over from hoof to

rib. Her face is peculiarly but prettily marked with a

sort of tortoiseshell pattern. Mr. Alsop wisely secured

her again for about what she cost Mr. Fox—eleven

hundred guineas. Then we have a capital cow of very

mised but excellent blood, bearing the elsewhere appro-

priated appellation of Surmise. She went cheap to Mr.

Seckham, a new buyer. He also took the next cow of

Sealeby Castle origin. Honeydew 2nd, having the

Fawsley Erigoue foundation, a thick wealthy heifer

with horns a trifle coarse, reminds us somewhat in

character of a carcase of the West Highlander. A few

rebels in a corner had just ventured to whisper this

when Mr. Thornton, by way of encouragement to the

bidding, exlaimed ' "Why this tribe made ninety guineas

a-piece in the Highlauds !" The guilty looked aghast at

each other. Had they been overheard, or was it a fact ?

It was, however, really, and more than that, this identi-

cal heifer had never been into Scotland at all ! Of course

her relatives must have sent her the Argyleshire mode, as

ladies get dress patterns through TIic Queeti newspaper. A
Garland cow is picked up a bargain by Mr. Brogden. Then
Mr. Secorab gets a big fine-backed heifer of the Butterfly

Princess tribe ; and a good fleshy one, with well-sprung

rib, and a rather Red Rose look, called Elvira's Rose, goes

to Mr. Drummond for ninety-two. Christmas Gwynue, a

mellow, thick-fleshed, substantial white heifer. Lord Bec-

tive selects. The result of her union with the glorious

Duke of Underlay we shall be curious to see ; there

ought to be flesh and style in the on"spring. Then an-

other Gwynne, Harefield Gwynne, a heavy, good roan

heifer by that concentrated bull Grand Duke of Weston
8rd, makes 360 gs., and is entered to the familiar name
of Knowles. Then Lady Weston Waterloo, having curious

back-turned horns, black tipped, fetches only 72 gs.

" They've done a rare lot of polishing on these 'ere horns,

as much as ever I seed," an Arcadian observes of Weston's

Musical, the daughter of Mr. Drewry's purchase, and
bought by Mr. Lovett. Excitement again awakens with

the introduction of the white Harefield Darlington, a

daughter of Deepdale, about the best cow of the many
good ones at Elmhurst, and bred by Lord Bective. This

heifer is wealthy-fleshed, and shapely, and shows her

parentage in the back-turning of horns, which, how-
ever, are free from black. That she is somewhat calf-kneed

is no discredit, we presume, to a cow, however it may
affect the value of a horse. Then succeed a few fair ones
causing no astouishment, until GeEeva's Kirklevington
Duchess arrives upon the scene (how did she obtain her
stylish decidedly Booth-ruled ([uartcr ?) and a grand
duel takes place bclwecu Sir W. Salt and Mr. Alsop,

resulting in the victory of the latter for 700 gs. Elm-
hurst Princess goes cheap, very cheap, to Lord Bective,

being thick, level, capital, as they must be for that herd.

The last Red Rose, Red Rose of Severn, had beej ailing with

scour,so Mr. Alsop obtains her for only 255 gs. It isatribe

that must come out, and will supplement, not supplant, as

some fear, the olden tribes of one inheritance. The bulls,

a thick good lot, went cheap, it being a bad time of the

year for such, a Darlington calf, however, born in May,
making ninety-three guineas—it is a tribe that has so

thoroughly now asserted its position in the market. There

is a noble lot left at Elmhurst Hall, and the next sale, the

authorities declare, will be a stiugiug one, at least fur the

public.

COWS AND HEIFERS.
Joan of Arc.—Mr. Court, 55 gs.

Lidy Waterloo 2-2iid.—Lord Moreton, 78 gs.

Eiri's Flower.—Mr. Bliss, 81 rs.

Butterfly Princess 22iid —Lord Bective, 77 gt.

Musical 2ad.— Mr. Drewry, 120 gs.

Grace Rose itii.—Mr. Allsupp, 4i30gs.

Cambridge Knightley.—Mr. Court, 85 gs.

Second Canibridg-i Lady.—Mr. Allsupp, 1,100 gs.

Surruise.—Mr. Seckhiim, 51 gs.

Empress 4th.—Mr. Seckhain, 67 gs-

Honeydew 2nd.—Mr. Walter Wdiiams, 82 gs.

Lady Florence 4th.—Mr. Brogden, 5Ugs.

Butterfly Princess 26th.—Mr. Si-ckliana, 65 gs.

Elvira's Rose.—Mr. Druraiuond, 92 gs.

Christmas Gwynne.—Lord Bective, 235 gs.

Haretield Gwynne.—Mr. Knowles, 3t5U gs.

Lidy Weston Waterloo.—Mr. Loveit, 72 gs.

Weston's Musical.—Mr. L jvett, 67 gs.

Harefield Darlington.—Lord Bective, 185 gs.

Lady Weston Florence.—Mr. G. Graham, 80 gs.

Weston's Honeydew.—Mr. W. Williams, 76 g».

Lady Weston Valiant.—Mr. Court, 45 gs.

I

Weston's Gywnne.—Mr. Lovett, 250 gs.

Weston's Columbia.—Mr. G. Graham, 115 gs.

Elmhurst Mazurka.— Mr. Bliss, 70 gs.

Weston's Flower.—Mr. Bliss, 48 gs.

Wes'ou's Snowdrop.—Mr. Chester, 38 gs.

Geneva Kirklevington Duchess.—Mr. Allsopp, 700 gs.

Elmhurst Princess.—Lord Bective, 275 gs.

Weston's Empress.—Passed.

Lady Worcestsr Wild Eyes.—Mr. Lodge, 200 gs.

Airdrie Knightley.—Mr. Haraer, 60 gs.

lied Rose of Severn.—Mr. Allsopp, 255 gs.

Lady of the Valley.—Mr. Court, 32 gs.

AVater Belle.—Mr. Lovett, 100 gs.

SUMMART.
Total amount, £6,054 6s. Od.

Average, £178 Is. 4d.

BULLS.
Weston's Graceful.—Mr. Cliirnside,30 gs.

Baron Gwynne.—Mr. Clerk, 27 gs.

Weston's Beau.—Mr. Paxton, 40 gs.

Baron Spencer.—Mr. Stubbs, 30 gs.

Duke of Liverpool.— Passed.

Royal Duke 2nd,—Mr. Todd, 33 gs.

Second Elmhurst Priuce.—Mr. Robinson, 35 gs.

Butterfly Prince.—Captain Furniss, 76 gs.

Lord Leicester.—Mr. Darling, 5 gs.

Airdrie Songster.—Mr. Robinson, 45 gs.

Butterfly Prince.—Mr. C. Fox, 16 gs.

Baron Ciaggs.—Pa'*seil,

Darlington Duke.—Mr. Darling, 93 gs.

SUMMARY.
Total araoHut, £451 10s. Ud.

Average, £41 lOs.Od.

COL. H. B. LANE'S SHORTHORNS.
After Mr. fox's herd Col. Lane's herd was disposed

of, Col. Kingscote obtaiug a splendid Cowslip cow for a

mere song aa comjiared with her real worth, both iu blood

and shape.
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Ballet Girl.—Mr. C. Fox, 29 gs.

Cowslip 4th.—Mr. Burrett, 76 gs.

Sweetheart 4th.—Mr. P. C. JMa)lor, 62 gs.

Wellingtonia 8ih.—Passed.

Belinda 2nd.—Mr. J. Morton, 30 gs.

Clarence Sweetheart.—Mr. Atkin, 51 gs.

Columhine.—Mr. Morton, 21 gs.

Cowslip.—Mr. Burrett, 65 gs.

SALE OF THE WAULDBY HERD.
The herd of Shorthorn cattle at Wauldby, Brough, Hear

Hull, the property of Mr, Richard Botterill, was disposed

of on July 20, by public auction. This herd was estab-

lished about seven years ago by the purchase of twelve

cows and heifers, of the old Farnley blood, from the

representatives of the late Mr. Dawson, of Weston Hall

;

other animals were obtained from the Earl of Z-etland's

old established herd, as well as from Mr. J. B. i'aviell's

sale at Stockeld Park, "Wetherby. From the celebrated

Gaddesby herd selections were made of the Waterloo

tribe, and the herd also contained a number of animals of

the favourite Beverley family. The catalogue contained

the pedigrees of niueteen cows and heifers and eleven

young bulls.

COWS AND HEIFERS.

Orange Blossom—Mr. J. W. Hamilton, 62 gs.

Laurel— S'l gs.

Rosiua—Mr. Francis, Keyingham, 31 gs.

Uplealham Rose—Mr. Francis, 34 gs.

Countess Clarence—Mr. Sissons, Moltingliana, 70 gs.

Sycamore 5th—W. H. Carter, Hornsea, 45 gs.

Lady Leonora 3rd—Jno. Singleton, Pocklington, 27 gs,

Blanche Duchess 2nd.—Mr. J. Crust, Catwick, 50 gs.

Lady of Lyons 7th.—Mr. T. C. Dixon, Brandesburion, 42 rs.

Lady Valentine 5th.—Mr. Harland, Holme Wold, 28 gs.

Gwyune Prmcehs 6th.—Mr. F. Barroby, Tliirsk, 41 gs.

Gwynne Princess ?th.—Mr, W. Asliburner, IJlverstone, 81 gs.

Sycamore 10th.—Mr. J. Webbe, Ulceby, Lincolnshire, 30 gs.

IJpleatham Rose 2ud.—Mr. J. Watson, West Ella, 25 gs.

Blanche Duchess 3rd—Mr. J. Watson, 44 gs.

Gwynne Princess 8th.—Mr. W. Ashburner, 100 gs.

Lady of Lyons 8th.—Mr, Hopper, Ki'lleythorpe, 32 gs.

Lady of Lyons 9lh,—Mr. Crust, 18 gs.

BULLS.
Beverley Oxford.—Mr. Parker, Howden, 29 gs.

Beverley Oxford 2nd.—Mr. England, Bilton,. 30 gs.

Iron Duke.—Mr. J. Leonard, Burstwick. 61 gs.

Beverley Oxford 4th.—Earl of Scarborough, 17 gs.

Oxford 16th.—Mr. Farrell, Burnley, 50 gs.

Underley Prince.—Reserved at 100 gs.

Oxford J 9th.—Mr. Wallgate, Aldborough, 25 gs.

Beverley Oxford 5tli.—Mr. R. Lambert, Patrington, 28 gs,

Oxford 20,h.—Mr, Staveley, Tiljthorpe, 30 gs.

Beverley Oxford 6th,—Mr. A. Butterill, 13 gs.

cows AND HEirERS (FROM DAIRY STOCK).
Koan cow.—Mr. Stickney, Dauiliurpe, 22 gs.

Roan cow, calved in 1872.—Mr. Sickncy, 29 gs.

Roan cow, calved in 1873.—Mr. Stickney, 28 gs.

Roan cow, calved in 1873.—Mr. Leonard, 30 gs.

Heifer, calved in 1876.—Mr. Dunliill, Market Weighton, 24 gs.

Heifer, calved in 1876.— Mr. Harland, Holme Wold, 20 gs.

Heifer, calved in 1876.—Mr. Richardson, Rugby, 27 gs.

Heifer, calved in 1876.—Mr. Wright, Humbleton, 20 gs.

Heifer, calved in 1876.—Mr. J. Danby, 15 gs.

Snowball 3rd, calved in 1876.—Mr. England, 25 gs.

Heifer, calved in 1876.—Mr. Wright, 24 gs.

BULLS.
Bull, calved in 1876.—Mr. Bartram, 14 gs.

Bull, calved in 1876.—Mr. Wright, I6,i gs.

Bull, calved in 1876.—Mr. Wrisjlit, 17i gs.

Bull, cilved in 1877.—Mr. J. Watson, 7 gs.

Bull, calved in 1877.—Mr. A. Botterill, lUJ trs.

Bull, calved in 1877.—Mr. T. Carter, Carton, GJ gs.

After the sale of the Shorthorns a few lung-woolled rams
were sold, very few making more tliau the reserve of five

gutueas.

AGRICULTURAL COOPERATION.
The general meeting of members of the Agricultural ai i'

Horticultural Co-operative Association, whose head-quarters

are in Milbank-street, Westminster, was held on Friday, July

20th, in the house adjoining the Show-ground at Liverpool,

which the Association took for the use of its members attend-

inu the Royal Show. There was a good attendasce of raem*

bers, the chair being occupied by I\Ir. Daniel Robert Scratton,

J. P., of Ogwell, Newton Abbott, a member of the governing

Council. The other members of the present Council of the

Association include Vice-Admiral Hornby, Messrs. Thomas
Hughes, Q.C., Wra. H. Anthony (formerly of Liverpool),

Walter Morrison, Edward Vansittart Neale, Alexander R.
AUerton, Richard Hardacre, Wm. Marshall, Frederick 11.

Newton, Major Carlton Smith, and Captain Wm. Taylor,

The Tenth Annual Report stated- that the Council liave the

gratification to report on a period of almost unexampled
progress. In a time of great commercial depression the

Association has increased its sales from £60,400 in 1875-76 '

to nearly £90,C00 in 1876-77. This increase of £23,000 in

one year is more than double the largest increase in any pre-

vious year. The chief cause is doubtless the confidence

inspired by ten years of honest supply of pure and unadul-

terated goods. The gross profits have been £6,490 8s. 2d.,

or about 7 per cent, upon the sales. Year by year the mem-
bers have reaped advantages in successive reductions of price

until the gross profits, which averaged over 13 per cent, at

the outset, are now barely half the former percentage. The
members are now being regularly supplied with articUs of the

very highest (luality at prices frequently lower than they

were formerly paying private dealers tor inferior goods. Thu
outi-ide agricultural public, too, has been greatly benefitted by

the general reductions in price and abatements allowed for

cash. The working expenses remain almost unaltered, not-

withstanding the large increase in the business. The total

expentes have been £3,369 lis. 6d., or 3J per cent, upon tho

sales. The previous year they were £3,286 158. Od., or

nearly 5 per cent. oH' the salec. Notwiihstanding the low
prices at which goods are sold, the uett profits of the year

amount to about 17! per cent, on the share-capital, after

paying 5 per cent, on deposits. The total gross profits is,

therefore, thus accounted for in the present accounts :—

£807 7 2 Interest on Shares

748 14 6 Interest on Deposits

446 12 4 Profit allowances off Seeds

459 4 5 Profit allowances off Implements
658 18 3 Surplus absorbed as named.

£3,120 16 8

The report and balance-sheet were unanimously adopted by/"

the meeting. Dr. Voelcker, Professor Sibson, and Mr. Dyer
were re-elected as consulting analysts. A suggestion to

appoint an olBcial consulting botanist was referred to the

Council, A resolution proposed by a member involving

censure upon the management fell through for want of a
supporter, and an amendment expressing confidence in Mr.
Edward Owen Greening, the Managing Director, in appre-
ciation of his services, was carried unaairnoUBly. Some
discussion took place upon trade prices and customs iu

Liverpool, and the proceedings closed with a vote of thanks to

the Chairman,

It is stated that in ten years the Association has returned

in interest and profit allowances to its members £16,937,
besides supplying pure goods, carefully tested by analy «s, and

'

sold at very low prices. The Society commenced with 7
members, ending its first year with 147 members, and has-

now 1,113, Its share capital is £16,495, and its deposit

capital £14,279. It has branches iu Liverpool, Southampton,
and other places.

AN AMERICAN FLORA is in course of prepipation by
Mr. Thomas Meehan. From what we have seen of the manu-
script, by favour of the author, the work will happily combine
the scientific with the " popular," that is to say, it will be a
work of scientific value, sntliciently embellished with anec-
dote and poetry to render it Hltraclivc to the mysterious
beiiia known as the " general reader."— i'/;t; Ganhneri!
Mci/uiiitc,
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THE AMERICAN GRANGES AND AGRICULTURAL UNITY.

Mr. J. P. Sheldon, Sheen, Ashborne, Derbyshire,

recently read the following paper before the Maidatoue

Farmers' Club :—

-

The first part of ray p.iper may be conveuienlly devoted to

giving you a concise history and description of the most re-

markable and important agricultural movement of tliis age,

and indeed of any previous one— I allude to the American

order of "the grange." lu all probability but few English

farmers have more than an imperfect knowledge about, and

many of them liave scarcely heard of, " the frrange," or, as it

is otherwise called, " patrons of liusbandry." This at first

sight appears strange when we reflect that the grange is a

purely agricultural organisation, and that it has become a

great power on the other side of the Atlantic. The absence

of knowledge about the order may, however, in some measure

be accounted for by the widespread dislike which we English

unwisely cherisli against most tilings of American origin.

Aud, indeed, the order has grown up in a quiet and unpre-

tentious manner, minding its own business, and opposing none

but manifest abuse?.

This great idea of agricultural combination occurred first of

all, it appears, to the mind of Mr. O. 11. Kelley, a Minnesota

farmer, and it is very interesting to read how he and the few

other men whom he had succeeded in interesting, met, time

after time, to discuss the great and pressing probiem of rnral

reform. In his " History of the Patrons of Husbandry," * Mr.
Kelley gives us a faithful and vivid picture of the various

difficulties under which they laboured, and the disappointments

they had to endure ; and he tells how, when their project had •

begun to attract notice, a few of the newspapers supported

the idea, and how o'hers—the ordinary bigoted ones these

—

assailed it with all the rancour of which they were capable,

and how they laughed to scorn the idea of farmers uniting in

the pursuit of any co-operative principle whatever. As in

England, so in America, farmers seemed to possess no faculty

for combination ; and we cannot wonder that they wfre deemed
to be incapable of collective action, of combiuatiou, of cohesion

— for hitherto they had given no evidence of possessing these

qualities. And, indeed, there are many men in England who
declare their belief that to our farmers, as a class,

the principles of unity and organisation are utterly foreign,

and that the present generation, at all events, will never learn

to combine for mutual benefit, for progress, and for liberty. I

venture to doubt the truth of these assumptions, for I fancy I

can see the co-operative idea gradually, though somewhat
slowly, but still surely, making its way amongst us. Let us

once more become familiar with the idea, aud its practical

development is assured. The fact that English farmers seldom
will have anything to do with a thing they do not fully under
stand reflects, indeed, great credit on them, so far as the virtue

of discretion is concerned, and it is undoubtedly a safeguard to

them against the pitfalls into which other classes of our
citizens tumble at times with marvellous ease ; but, at the

same time, it is no less true that a virtue carried to excess

becomes equivalent to a vice.

In the year 1866 Mr. Kelley was employed by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture to make a tour of inspection through
" the States lately in hostili'y against the Government," with
a view of obtaining statistical and other information, the

collection of which had been suspended during tlie war. It

was during this tour that the idea occured to him of forming
a secret society of agriculturists, with a view of restoring

kindly feeling amongst the people, llis observations forced

upon him the conviction that the " politicians would never re-

store peace to the country ; if it came at all, it must be thrcugh
fraternity." This social feature was, however, not the only
nor even the most important oue ; it was wiih justice

contemplated that the order would prove to be an important
factor in all departments of agricultural progress, and that it

* "Origin and Progress of the Order of the Patrons of
Ilusbandi-y m the United States." By O. H. KoUey, secretajy
I'f the National Grange. J. II. WagenseUor, publisher.
rhilad«lphia.

would tend to remove certain disabilities and abuses by which
American farmers as a class were oppressed.

The order is a young one, indeed very young. Tlie first

grange was formally established, though in a very small way,
on December i, 1867. There were then only a very few men
and women who were inteiested in the matter, but these were
full of earnestness and energy. They worked with untiring

zeal and perseverance ; and, indeed, without these qualities

being present in the eminent degree they were, the task would
have been impossible to accomplish. Numberless disappoint-

ments and obitacles wt-re met and overcome ; but, interspersed

among these, come occasional encouragments and assistance

which helped to balance matters. After a time, spent in or-

fanisiug granges in certain parts of the country vvhich were
esirons to give tliein a trial, the fullest success came. I copy

here a sentence from the publisher's preface to Mr. Kelley '3

book :
—"The unprecedented successor this Institution is one

of tlie most prominent incentives on record to perserverance

under trying and almost insurmountable difficulties." Again,

this time I quote from the address of the master of the

national grange, delivered at the eightth session, held at

Charleston, South Carolina, February 3id to 16th, 1875 :

—

"This uprising of a great and scattered interest has not a

parallel in the history of the world. The magnitude and
lorce of the movement have surprised its friends, and astounded

and alarmed its foes. It has burst upon us with the sudden-

ness of the erratic comet, yet promises to remain with the

brilliancy and permanency of the sun. It found the agricul-

turists of the nation unorganised, isolated, unrecognised, weak,

plodding, and their voices virtually unheard in the councils of

the land. To-day tliey are organised, united, strong, thought-

ful, and duly respected and recognised as one of the great

p owers that be.

The language here used is rather magniloquent, but it never-

theless expresses a great and important fact. This will be
understood wlien 1 state to you that there are at the present

time upwards of 21,000 granges, with an aggregate member-
ship of upwards of a million. The order first took root in

Washington in a small and feeble way, and was confined to a

few penons who believed they saw great power for good iu it.

It has since spread from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and from

far north of the great lakes to the Gulf of Mexico.
Having given a necessarily short and imperfect historical

sketch of an order which can hardly fail to be interesting to

the farmers of other countries than America, being, as it is,

confined to the|farming classes of that country, I may now go ou
to describe with equal brevity what the grange is, giving aa
outline o' some of its principle features, and to a limited ex-

tent a sketch of the modus operandi which has been adopted :—
The grange is purely an agricultural organisation. No

persons are admitted to it whose principal occupation is not
agriculture, or whose calling may in any way be regarded a*

alien to the interests of agriculture, or who have anything
which may conflict with the purposes of the erder. It is not

merely a social and ideal order, like that of freemasonry,

eschewing as much as possible the active work of every day
life ; but, in addition to the amenities and ornamentations
which, iu common with freemasonry, it tends to confer oa
life, it is thoroughly practical in everything which relates to

the business of the husbandman. The grange resembles free-

masonry in this— it is a secret order ; secret, that is, so far as

its meetings go, and as to the business trautacted thereat ; but
its secrecy, equally with that of freemasonry, is one of the

nr.ost pleasant and harmless kind ; nay, iu this it has improved
on freemasonry, and there is less of an air of mystery about it.

I'he measure of secrecy which the grange has adopted is no
morellian is found necessary by large commercial firms in the

transaction of their business, and it was adopted simply to add
an element of interest to the older, and to enable tlie members
to keep their own counsel.

The grange differs from all other organisations of the same
kind in this most important particular—ladies are admitted to

full membership. In the olden times, wlieu secret orders were

much more common 11 an they are now, women were nut ad-
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inittfd to auy participatiou in the iilfasures or beuefits derived

therefrom ; and tliey were not excluded merely because they

were judged to be constitutionally incapable of keeping a

secret—a cruel and stupid superstition which, strange to siy,

btill lives in some, minds—but principally became the sex was
universally regarded as vastly inferior to man in all re-pects,

and in consequence untit to participate with him in the higher

amenities of life. This amounted to an article of faith, and
was even concurred in by the women themselves. But all this

sort of thing is now changed, and woman has properl) come
to be regarded, morally and intellectually, as the equal of man

;

and her claim to enjoy equal privileges of li'e and equal pro-

tection and encouragement is now generally recognised. The
grange has happily liid hold of this great fact in our advanc-
ing civilisation, and there can be no manner of doubt that a
great part of its astounding success, and also a great portion

ot its immense influence, is owing to the wise and just position

which has been given to woman in the ceremonies and in the

bu!>iness of the order. She holds otiices in it which are equul

in honour and dignity with those lield by men, and this posi-

tion, far from being in any sense opposed to that of the male
members, simply supilemeuts and adorns it.

The method of conducting the meetings of the granges

resembles, but is simpler than the ritual of Masonic lodges.

It is also far less constrained, and is more devoted to a discus-

sion of topics which have a general bearing on the fortunes of

the members. Two subjects only are not permitted to be dis-

cussed in grange meetings—politics as^ina part ofjnature and
religion. When a question arises, possessed of more than
ordinary interest for grangers as individuals or as a body, on
wliich it IS desirous that a general and collective grange
opinion be obtained, it is submitted by the national grange to

each state grange, and by the state granges to the county
granges in their respective states, and by the latter to each
subordinate grange in their respective counties. The opinion

of each grange is thus easily obtained, and forwarded to the

state grange, which then represents to the national grange the

result of the inquiry. Knowing this, the national grange can
speak with powerful authority. The Master for ihe time being

speaks in the name of a million persons, each of whom occu-

pies a more or less substantial position, and is interested in the

beat welfare of the country. I need not point out the immense
potency embodied in such a system as this.

As in England, so in America, and everywhere else, farmers

are the backbone and mainstay of the nation. They are the

food-producers—they sustain the life of the people. And as

their capital, to a not insignificant extent, is buried in the soil

tiiey cultivate, and as they cannot realise it except by the lapse

of seasons and m the course of nature, it follows that they are

less a shif'ing population than almost any other class of our
citizens, and that their interest in the prosperity of the state is

a decidedly fixed and tangible quantity. Now, it will not be

denied that an order which has bound together the disjointed

elements of so vast and important a cla^s as the farmers of

America—bound them together in a bond of union which has

already been of incalculable service to them, socially, finan-

cially, and politically—is a very practical order indeed.

You will now be on the point of inquiring what the gr.»nge

lias done in the interests of American farmers to entitle it to

the great consideration and esteem with wliicli it is regarded

by its members. I will not trouble you now with details as

to the influence it has had on the interests of agricultural

progress, because it has adopted similar means to that end
that your Club iiere has done—namely, the reading of papers,

addresses delivered, discussions on these, and so on ; and you
are consequently in a position to apprehend the value of this

feature of the grange even better than 1 am. Going beyoud
these, however, it has established co-operative societies, by
means of which farmers are now supplied «ith agricultural

machines and implements, and with various other necessaries

of tlieir calling, on reasonable terras instead of unreasonable

terms lieretofore ; it has brought producer and consumer into

closer intercourse, thereby lessening to the latter the costs of

the necessaries of life without diminishing the just profits of

the former ; it has brought about a system of direct trading,

by means of grange agencies, between ajiricultural implement
manufacturers and farmers ; it has established a system of

cash payments for goods supplied—a re'brm in itself of in-

calculable importance and advantage, based on the grand old

dictum, " Keep out of debt, and you keep out of danger."

lu a word, it has done away with a number of surplus

middle-men, the loss of wliose services has been found to be
an advautaae to every one concerned but themselves.

One of the best features of the organisation of the Patrons
of Husbandry is the settlement of differences, wliether pecu-
niary or otlierwise, between members by arbitration. Instead
ot going to law, and feeing lawyers, officers, and courts, and
spending time and money to secure some legal or technical

advantage of a neighbour, by the plan introduced in the

granges all those little questions of dispute are now setled
in an equitable, and generally in an amicable, manner by re-

ference to committees or arbitrators consisting of mutual
friends. It is true that this plan deprives the lawyers, officers,

and courts of a great deal of business, but while they are

losers in a pecuniary way, the farmers are the gainers, n it

only in a pecuniary sense, but in many other ways. Friend-
ship between individuals is thus promoted and maintained,
ditficulties atFecting neighbourlioods are avoided, and tiie whole
community are greatly the gainers, while outsiders are none
the wiser.

But beyond these merely local and personal matters the
grange has soared in its aims, and has grappled successfully

with certain interests which are of national rather than of
class importance. I may mention the courage «ith which it

has strenuously opposed certain evils more or less connected
with American railroad enterprises. Among these evils are
such schemes as the " Credit Mobilier," the watering of stock,

lavirh gifts of public land and money without proper re-

strictions, lending the national credit for payment of interest

on railroad bonds without proper security for repayment,
granting railroad corporations such unlimited powers that
many of them persisted in charging exorbitant freights and
fares. These things told heavily against the industry of the
farmer. He could not get his grain to market without paying
on them a freight which almost swallowed up the whole pro-

ceeds from the sale of the goods. The gran, rs properly

held the opinion that corporations, no less than . .dividuals,

should be subject to laws securing the rights and privileges of
all citizens alike. The railway companies disregarded this

assertion of a broad and beneficent principle ; the sequel I

quote from The Pacific Rural Press of March 17 in the pre-
sent year :

—" This very action of these railroad corapaniea

had more to do with the organisation of the Order of the
Patrons of Husbandry, and its extraordinary growth in the
West, than any other cause. The farmers realised the fact

that they liad to fight the monopolists with their own weapons,
or, in other words, to form among themselves combination
equally strong, binding, and lasting. Though not a political

organisation, yet the emergency led the farmers to unite iu

electing legislators favourable to their interests; consequently
laws were enacted regulating fares and freights on railroad

lines. The courts were invoked to enforce these laws, and
here again the grangers had to come to the front; money was
needed and raised, and eminent counsel were emplojed on
both sides. Beaten in the lower courts, the railroad companies
took an appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States, and
that august tribunal, on the first day of the present month
(March), rendered its decision sllirming the right of the

legislature of a State to enact laws regulating the fares and
freights on railroad lines within the limits of its jurisdictioa

and territory."

The decision regarding railway companies in America and
their customers, the public, therefore stands thus recorded :^
That until Congress undertakes to legislate for the whole
country, it is within the jurisdiction of each or any State to

regulate, when they become exorbitant, and consequently op-
pressive, the fares and rates imposed by the companies on their

customers within the territory of such State. Prima facie
this decision may appear to some amongst you as undue in-

terference with freedom of contract ; but 1 need go no further

in removing this impression, if it be entertained by snyone,
than to remind you that our Parliament has for some time
exercised a similar discretionary control over our English
railroads, and I scarcely tliiuk anyone will be prepared to say
that such control is either unjust or unnesessary.

I might go on to tell you interesting facts concerning
reforms which the grangers have brought about in the com-
mercial world of Western America, but that my paper would
run a risk of swelling out into unre;i30nable and tedious limits.

One gigantic system of monopoly I must, however, briefly refer

to, that of tlie great " Wheat Kings," as they were termed,

whose centre was chiefly iu Chicago, but whusc operalious
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extended over all the great grain-raisin* States of the West,

even including golden California. For details of this great

monopoly, which very seriously injured the agriculture of the

States over which it spread itsupas-branches, I must refer you

to Dr. E. S. Carr's interesting pages.* Suffice it here to say

that the great " Wheat Kings "—the monopolists—the ca-

pitalists—the bankers—had established a network of agencies

over these Western States, by which they manipulated the

grain markets to suit their own advantage. They circulated

false quotations of the English markets to deceive tlie farmers,

and thus placed them at a disadvantajre, the results of which

were equally favourable to the capitalists and unfavourable to

their victims. Beyond this, and to make their powti- the

more secure, these monopolists got control of the various

railways and rivers by which the grain was conveyed to the

shipping ports, and they were thus able to prevent the

farmers, as individuals, sending their grain to any market

except by passing it through their hands. Not content with

this, they always were careful to charter all ships which were

in the habit of loading grain at San Francisco and at other

ports on the Pacific coast, so that if any grain happened to

reach the ports independently of themselves they could pre-

vent its bein? shipped off to foreign markets, except at rates

of which they had the fixing themselves. As you may imagine,

this great tyranny became intolerable to the agriculturists of

the West, and you will not be surprised that they were anxious

to adopt some means or other by which they could break

through the imposition. The order of the grange had been

formed a few years before the period (1871) to wh ch I am now
more particularly alluding, and to this the Western farmers

turned their eyes as I lie means by which they could unite their

scattered interests into a strong, compact organisation, which

would enable them to have free access to the best markets for

their produce. There were always existing in these States

farmers' clubs and other agricultural societies, but no bond

united any two of these together, no system of interdependence

had been established among them ; hence they, as societies,
|

were as practically impotent for combined action in the desired

direction as were the farmers themselves as individuals. The
grange system, however, altered all this. The farmers' clubs

aud societies became subordinate granges, and these were in

turn affiliated to the State granges, and thus was combined

action secured.

The farmers united, there was at once an end to the mono-

polies which had galled and oppressed them. The "rings"

which the capitalists had formed, and their great network of

agencies, fell to pieces like a house built of cards. The

grange established an agency of its own, whose office was to

secure to the members reliable quotations of foreign markets

and the best prices for their produce. For the Pacific States

the grange has built in San Francisco its own business

association and its bank buildings, and to judge from the

engravings of these, which are given in Dr. Carr's book, they

are ornaments to the city in which they stand. The farmers

are thus their own merchants and bankers. They ship their

own grain and other produce to Europe, and those of them

who have occasion to borrow money in advance on their crops,

borrow it from their own fraternity, and not from outside

capitalists. It is to this organisation that we in England owe

the cheap corn of various kinds which we now receive from

the far West, which comes to us with the number of inter-

mediate profits on it greatly reduced—hence its marvellous

cheapness. And I may, in face of the above facts, venture to

predict that we shall always have cheap bread from America,

except in case of failure of crops or from some other cause

over which man has no controlling power. Last, though not

least, in this connection I may point ont the excellent openings

for the investment of farmers' capital with which the farmers

are provided by these various combined enterprises ; it is the

true co-operative principle which is employed, aud it is abso-

lutely free from the vicissitudes and panics, from the liability

to insolvency, to which ordinary commerce is continually ex-

posed- In these beneficent enterprises the farmers of the

West have already many millions of dollars invested, and

there is ample room for the investment of hundreds of

millions more as the plans are more and more developed.

I now pass on to the second part of my paper—a very short

* " The Patrons of Husbandry on the Pacific Coast." By
Ezra S. Can-, M.D., t,T>.D., late Professor of AgricuHure in

the TTniversit.y of Califuruia, Sau Francisco : A. L. Bancroft

and Co. Wo.

part, I assure yon—vir,., how does the subject of which I

have hitherto spoken affect the farmers of this country ? I

am not now concerned to advocate the formation of granges

in England, because I am not sure either that the country is

ripe enough for organisation, or that the grange, as it exists

Jn America, is exactly the thing to suit our insular and old-

fashioned tastes. Apart entirely, however, from the question

of granges becoming introduced into our islands, it is impos-

sible that British agriculture and British agriculturists should

avoid being directly or indirectly influenced by the existence

and the work of such an order|on the other side of the Atlantic.

American productions have all along, throughout the present

century more particularly, been exercising a continually,

increasing influence over English farming. The removal of

the last vestige ot protective duties on imported corn has

placed American farmers on exactly the same footing as our
own in British markets, except for the cost of transit, and this

is now a comparatively insignificant item. With the exception

of live cattle, in time of plague, restrictive duties and con-

ditions are placed on no kind of food coming to this country

from abroad which competes with the English farmer in his

own department. Corn, beef, mutton, cheese, butter, all

come in freely, subject to none but natural disabilities ; and
the English farmer has to compete with the rest of the world

on perfectly even terras so far as the commercial or marketing

aspect of the case is concerned, but on very uneven ones so

far as restrictions go.

There is no room, gentlemen, to dispute the fact that

English farmers are heavily handicapped in tlie race they are

running and must run against their numerous foreign com-
petitors. As a set-off against the cost of transit of their

produce to our markets, the American farmers have their land

for next to nothing. What the English farmer pays as rent

for one year only would purchase the fee-simple of the same
quantity of land, of a better quality, and in a better climate,,

in some of the Western States of the Union. It fell to ray

lot a few years ago to travel through a good many of the

States, and I was then strongly impressed with the belief that,

with their superior natural advantages, the American farmers

would soon push the English farmers very hard into a corner,

if, indeed, they would not push them out of the fi^ld alto-

gether, unless something substantial was speedily done to

relieve the burdens of the latter. I do not intend to say that

the American farmers are growing fat as fast as the English

farmers are growing lean. This is probably not the case.

But the American farmers push the English farmers none the

less hardly on account of this. It is njue the less a fact that

they are able so to push them. In fact they are bound so to

push ; this is a growing necessity of their existence as farmer»

out yonder. English gold they must have, and English gold

they are determined to have.

Now, what must be done to place English farmers on a

more favourable, or, rather, on a less unfavourable footing ?

1 yield to no raan in desire for free-trade, and in appreciation

of the immense benefits which it has conferred on this coun-

try. But, as a natural sequel to free-trade I want to see

something else free. This something else is freedom from

the vexatious disabilities and restrictions in tenancy agree-

ments, which now practically tie English farmers' hands

behind their backs. Gentlemen, I propound it to you as one

of the strangest anomalies of our time, that our statesmen,.

with far-seeing wisdom, should have given us the measure

they did of what is called free-trade with foreign countries

and that they should have given no corresponding freedom

of action to the English farmer.

There are also many reforms, of a political rather than of a

social nature, which need to be brought about in order that

farmers may occupy that just and fair position which they

have a right to demand. The greatest and most pressing of

these is Tenant Right. I may not now enlarge on this all-

important topic beyond saying tl at a compulsory Tenant-

Right law of the land, made as much in the interests of

farmers as of landlords—that is, in the interests of neither

party—such a law as this becomes each year increasingly

necessary to the prosperity, nay, to the very existence, of

the tenant-farmer of this country. It is no more than bare

justice that the capital of a tenant-farmer should be just as

much his own as the capital of the tradesman, the merchant,

the banker, nay, the landlord himself, is their own, and it is

only equally fair th-it ho should be as able to realise his

capital a8 they arc to realise theirs.
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It is no less necessary to the maintenance of the farmer in

Ilia position as an important factor in the industrial element
of this country that the present disastrous restrictions on
cropping, and on the selling off of produce, should be done
away with. At present we have pennissioa to buy, in one form
or another, as much manure as we like on our farms. Tliere is

no restriction to this ; but we are securely bound not to sell otf

anything except what the landlord or his agent kindly permits.

The opponents of the abolition of these restrictions say that

Ihey are imposed as a check on tenants who would otherwise
impoverish their farms. This is mere claptrap. You know,
gentlemen, quite as well as I do and better, that an impover-
ishing tenant cannot make ends meet and tie in these days

;

and. again, he would only impoverish one farm, fur no Undiord
wuuld allow him to experiment the same way on a second.
Then look at the ditference in the general reputation and
character ot an iraprovini^ tenant wlien compared with that

of one who impoverishes ? Bad farming pays no one, either

in pocket, in character, or in anything else. It is necessary,

therefore, and expedient, that to all kinds of farm produce the

principles of free-trade should be extended to the utmost.

The game laws are no less a standing disgrace to this

country and to the present age, than they are a fruitful source

of loss, of danger, of crime, and of heartburning. If not
entirely abolished, tliese laws need to be greatly modified.

Taxation of all kinds, local as well as imperial, requires to

be placed on a sounder foundation than it at present enjoys, so

that the land may bear no more than its just burden. Because
ti.e larmer's income can be so easily arrived at is no reason at

all that he should be made to contribute more than his share

to the expenses of Government, of supporting the helpless poor,

or of maintaining in good repair the various roads ot the

kingdom.

There is yet another that stands in the very front rank of
tlie most important politico-agricultural questions, and to this

1 will briefly allude—it is the importation of live stock from
fjreign countries, and the contagious diseases which such im-
portation introduces from time to time into these islands. Mr.
James Howard, of Bedford, in a paper on " Our Meat Supply,"

read before the Central Farmers' Club in February of last year,

gives it as his opinion that these imported diseases have
dt-stroyed of our own cattle a higher money value than the som-
total of the whole of the cattle we have imported in the same
period. This opinion is supported by Professor Garagee, than

whom there is no greater authority on the subject of diseases

amongst animals. Now, admitting this statement to be even
approximately true, what a strangely suidical policy does it not
reveal? If it were not a fact patent before our eyes, who
would believe that the intelligence of this country would sit

down quietly year after year with this monstrous piece of folly ?

Here we have the rinderpest again amongst us—again coming
to us with imported cattle; sliall we sit down any longer with
this sort of thing? "Pleuro" aud " foot and-mouth " have,

by being repeatedly imported, become almost naturalized to

these islands. Presently rinderpest will be indigenoas too.

Our American cousins have demonstrated to us that they can
send us fresh meat from the other side of the Atlantic, killed

at the port of embarkation. Nothing less than this system
must in luture be permitted in the meat-trade from the Con-
tinent of Europe. All cattle and sheep must come to us as

dead meat, and not as live animals. Their store stock we can
do without. The English farmer has enough to contend with
without foreign diseases being brought to atflict and destroy his

sheep and cattle.

There are also questions, not at all of a political nature, and
to which a political cure can hardly be expected to be applied,

which also present ample room aud scope for improvement.
The chief among these is the way in which the great bulk of
English farmers purchase their artificial manures and feeding-

stuffs. Mr. Saowsell, a few months ago, at Cirencester, made
some startling revelations as to the manner and extent to which
farmers are being swindled in the artificial manures which are

supplied to them by agents who attend country markets. It

appears these agents receive a commission of 308, per ton for

their severe exertions in booking orders for manures which,
not uncommonly, are intrinsically worth little more than half

what the farmer has to pay for them. Now, here are men

—

going about seeking whom they may devour, I had almost said

—having no capital, or next to none, of their own employed,
and consequently running no risks, and yet contriving to make
a profit out of the farmer of 15 to 25 per cent, on all the

transactions he is unwise enongli to have with them ; and th

farmer himself, meanwhile, has to be content with a very much
smaller profit on a risky capital employed, and on a year's

operations. Passing strange all this, but so the facts stand

recorded. When we come across these instances of impudent
overcharge on the one part, and of placid submission on the

other, thinking of the farmer we are tempted to exclaim

—

San eta SimplicUas !

Now, what is needed to accomplish not only the few salient

political and commercial reforms I have specified, but also otheni

which exist a little in the background ? We all know how few

of onr Governments ever undertake any special kind of legis-

lation until pre^sure of an earnest, powerful, and unmistakeable
sort is brought to bear ; but when this is done legislation of

the kind required quickly follows. This pressure, this expression

of opinion, is, however, indispensable ; and, indeed, they who
ask timidly and fitfully scarcely merit what they ask, nor can
they wonder at being refused their request. One great principle

is essential to the success of a demand of this sort—the principle

of unity. Without it the asking is commonly in vain. It

therefore follows that if farmers must get their grievances
redressed they must be united in their demands. And yet howr
seldom are they united as they ought to be ! They seem to
possess no genius in devising systems which would not only
unite them but give expression to their unity. I am speaking
now of English farmers. In December last Mr. Glare Sewell
Read made a powerful speech before the Central Farmers' Club
on the " Agricultural Labourer." In the course of that speech
he declared that farmers ought to organise Defence Associations,

so as to meet union with union. But he greatly feared that

would not be done until many farmers were ruined. " You are
like a rope of sand," said he, addressing the farmers of England.
I commend to your notice these singularly powerful words :

" You are like a rope of sand." Coming from Mr. Read, to
wnom none will deny the title of " larmers' friend," they are of
great significance.

It would be scarcely becoming on my part to presume to

dictate, or even to recommend, to the farmers of my country
any special system of unity or organization. Othen there are

who are far more capable than I to do this,and I am well content
to follow the lead of some one else. You have, however,
kindly given me an opportunity of bringing under your notice

an order in a distant country, which has done for the farmer*
there nearly all that the farmers of England require to have
done for themselves here. It may be that the grange would not
suit the tastes of Englishmen, and I do indeed think there are

certain features in it which would not, but these features are

not by any means a vital part of it. Be that as it may, however,
it is beyond a doubt that English farmers need unity ; and it

is equally certain that they could, if properly organized, obtain
everything they ought to receive. One prominent expression
of such unity would, as a matter of course, take form in the
sending of more of their own class to Parliament. When we
come to think the matter quietly over, it is simply wonderful
that the farmers of these islands should have been, as it would
seem, content with only one or two members of their own class

in the House ; and our wonder deepens into sheer amazement
when we consider with this the correlative fact, that they cuuld
if they choose send their own representatives for almost every

county constituency in the kingdom ! And I may venture to

say that farmers, as a class are more truly represented by the
borough members, whom they do not send, than they are by
the county members whom they do send, to St. Stephen's.

Commending this last statement to you as a fact of deep sig-

nificance, I now bring my paper to a conclusion.

MESSRS. GIBB3 AND CO. AND THE COLORADO
BEETLE.— Messrs. James Gibbs and Co., the chemical
manufacturers, have undertaken in this country, at their own
expense, the work which in Austria and Germany has been
taken up by the Government at the public cost. They have
made and enclosed in neat caskets under glass, 10,000 models
of the beetle in all its stages, and it is their intention to
distribute them gratis to the farmers of the three kingdoms in
the course of the current week. Tiie distribution will com-
mence at the Highland Society's Show in Edinburgh on
Tuesday (to-morrow), and simultaneously caskets will be sent
through the post from Messrs. Gibba'a otiiuf, Mark-laue,
Luudoo.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN T R A D E,

FROM TUE 31ARK LANE EXPRESS FOR THE WEEK ENDING JULY 23.

A ma.-ked depression took place in the temperature at

the comniencement of last week, and rain fell ia abun-
dance. The weather subsequently has been broken and
showery, and the nights have been decidedly cold. Aj^ri-

cultural reports have consequeutly been less favourable as

to the aspect of the cereal crops, whose progress towards
maturity has been slow and unsatisfactory. Wheat
appears to be a fair standing crop, but nothing more, and
even with a speedy return of genial summer weather
harvest will be ten days or a fortnight late. A certain

amount of blight has, however, been observable, especially

in white wheat, in some large wheat-growing disiricts in

the home counties, and many of the ears are of an un-
healthy colour, and badly filled. Barley and oats are
poorly spoken of in almost all localities, and although no
doubt somewhat benefited by the rains, the plants are
uneven and thin on the ground, and do not promise an
average yield. The greater part of this year's fine hay
crop has been secured in good order, but in those districts

where cutting has been late, the heavy rain of the past
week has been too much for the farmers. In Scotland
some severe storms of rain and hail have occurred, which
have to some extent damaged the standing crops ; still,

as a rule, cereals promise fairly, and with increased
warmth and sunshine will probably produce an average
yield. Mangels also appear to give satisfaction, and
although some few complaints have been heard about
potatoes, the present appearance of this valuable esculent
does not give rise to any alarm. The return of rain at

this critical period of the cereal year has been productive
of considerable animation throughout the grain trade, and
the value of nearly all articles has tended upwards both
at Mark Lane and in the provincial Exchanges. It is

quite evident that both in England and France stocks of
wheat in farmers' hands are surprisingly short ; indeed,
at the present moment they appear to be almost cleared
out, and anythinz like an abundant supply cannot be looked
for until after harvest. Prices have consequently advanced
2s. to 3s. per qr., and even at this improvement choice has
been so restricted that millers have scarcely been able to
satisfy their requirements, demand having exceeded supply
in most of the principal markets. The consumptive wants
of the country have, therefore had to be met out of foreign
produce, for which a large sale has been experienced
at fully 2s. per qr. advance. This activity of trade
has taken place in face of continued heavy imports,
both into London and Liverpool, and although some of
the advance would probably be lost should favourable
weather set in, appearances do not certainly indicate
any marked decline for wheat this side of harvest.
After that period the most important factors in the
trade must be looked for in the quality and quantity of
home-grown wheat yielded at harvest this year, and
the probable outward movement to be expected from
America. An important feature in the week's business
has been the rise in the value of Maize in London and
Liverpool. This seems to have been due to cable ad-
vices of smaller shipments from America, the stoppage
of the Dinube and Odessa supplies, and also to an
increased consumptive demand ; and although sales have
been effected at an improvement of Is. per qr., when the
present relative values of wheat and maize are compared,
268. 6d. per 4S0 lbs. for mixed American can hardly be
regarded as other than a moderate figure. Barley has
also sold more readily at improved quotations, but the

continuous stream of heavy supplies has prevented the
oat trade from exhibiting any quotable advance. The
sales of English wheat noted last week were 1G,785 qrs.,

at 62s. 3d., against 21,567 qrs., at 48s. 5d. in the
previous year. The Loudon averages were 6o3. lid. on
92'J qrs. The imports into the kingdom for the week
ending July 11th were 1,308,327 cwts. wheat, and
69,034 cwts. Flour. The market on Monday was largely

attended, and the strength apparent in the trade at the
close of the previous week was further increased by the
rainy weather, quotations for almost all varieties of grain
exhibiting an advance on those of the preceding week.

The arrival of English wheat was only 829 qrs., and the

few aamples offering on factors' stands were readily sold

at an improvement of 2s. per qr-, as the damand' was-

much in excess of the supply. The imports of foreign

amounted to 53,911 qr^., to which quantity the principal

contributions were 15,070 qrs. from North Russia, and
about 26,500 qrs. from Persia and the East Indies-;

The arrivals from the United States were only 2,738 qrs.,

and the week's exports to 2,213 qrs. The choice of Eng-
lish being so much restricted, millers bought freely of

foreign at 2s. per qr, more money, and the trade closed-

with some signs of a further improvement. The week's

arrivals of barley consisted of 191 qrs. of home-grown,,
and 4,638 qrs. of foreign. An improved inquiry was ex-

perienced for this article, and grinding sorts were in good
demand at an advance of 6d. to Is. per qr. The imports

of maize were 20,860 qrs., the bulk of the supply

being from American Atlantic ports, and a considerable

amount of business was^ done at an improvement of Is..

per qr. on the quotations of the previous Monday. There
were 84,112 qrs. of oats reported, and, in spite of the

eontinued heavy arrivals, a decidedly better trade was ex-
perienced at the extreme prices of the preceding week.

On Wednesday no fresh arrival of English wheat was
reported, but there were 49,810 qrs. of foreign. With
rather brighter weather the market was somewhat flat,

but wheat supported previous prices, while barley and
maize were in fairly active request at an advance of 6d.

per qr. on Monday's quotations. On Friday the return

gave 150 qrs. of English wheat, and 73,190 qrs. of

foreign. With fine weather the trade for wheat was quiet,

but steady at Monday's prices. Maize, however, was the

turn cheaper to sell. The imports of flour into the

United Kingdom for the week ending July 14th, were
69,034 cwts., against 90,329 cwts. in the previous week..

The receipts have been light, only 13,164 sacks being

reported, and no barrels. Sales have been effected with

greater facility, and the increased inquiry has caused

values to advance fully Is. per brl. and sack. The
week's imports of beans were 53,976 cwts., andi

of peas 30,169 cwts., showing an increase on the

former of 29,756 cwt., and a decrease on the

latter of 8,058 cwts. There has been rather more
business done in both articles at last week's extreme
prices. The deliveries of malt were 16,065 qrs., and the

exports 1,346 qis. The trade has shown but little

activity, but quotations have undergone no change.

Business in agricultural seeds has shown some indications-

of renewed animation, the demand for field mustard and
rape having been stimulated by the return of rainy

weather. There has also been some speculative inquiry

for yearling trefoil, and sales have been made at advanced

prices, reports of the growing crop both at home and
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abroad being still nnsatisnictoiy. Clovers do not at

present attract any attention, and there has been no busi-

ness doing. Canary continues dull and neglected, the

few transactions which have taken place having been quite

on a retail scale. At the principal country markets held

last week supplies of wheat were very small, and pro-

vincial trade ruled very steady at an advance of Is. per

qr. At 'Liverpool, on Tuesday, the market was well

attended, and a large consumptive inquiry wvs experienced

for all descriptions of wheat, at an improvement of 4d,

to 6d. per cental on the week. Flour was also Is. to 2s.

per sack and barrel dearer, and maize, owing to reduced

offerings ex-quay and cable advices of smaller shipments

from America, advanced 2s. per qr^, with a steady de-

mand. Other sorts of feeding corn were steady, but un-

altered in value. The week's imports were 124,000 qrs.

of wheat, and 23,500 qrs. of maize. At Newcastle the

wheat trade has ruled very firm, and prices have ad-

vanced Is. to 2s. per qr. Feeding-stuffs have not varied,

with the exception of maize, for which 6d. to Is. more
money has been paid, while flour has realised Is. per sack

and barrel advance. At Hull and Leeds wheat has im-

proved 23., and maize Is. perqr., and the general tendency

of prices for all articles has been against buyers. At
Peterborough the limited ottering of Euglish wheat has

realised an advance of 23. to Ss. per qr. on the week, or

nearly 5s. per qr. on the fortnight. At Edinburgh the

supplies of grain from the farmei's have been moderate,

and a ready sale has been experienced for wheat at an
improvement of 2s. to 33. per qr. Millers raised the

price of flour Is. per sack, and oats were rather dearer,

but no change took place in other articles. At Leith the

weather has been very wet, and some of the crops on the

low-lying lands have sustained injury by the overflowing

of the rivers. The arrivals of wheat and flour from
abroad have been large, and at Wednesday's market the

trade ruled firm for both Scotch and foreign wheat, at an

advance of Is. to 23. per qr. Flour was Is. per sack

dearer, and barley and oats also brought rather higher

prices. At Glasgow the imports have been on a more
moderate scale, and a fair business has been done in

wheat and flour at an improvement of Is. per qr. and
sack respectively. At Dublin the weather continues

showery, and the grain trade has manifested increased

activity, both wheat and maize haung advanced fully la.

per qr. At Belfast the market has also been strong, and
with a steady demand 6d. to Is. per qr. more money has

been paid for wheat, while maize has brought Is. per

qr. advance, and prices continue to present a hardening
appearance.

The following are the reports from Mark-lane for the

past four weeks :

—

Monday, July 2.—The arrivals during the past week
have been : English wheat, 1,439 qrs. ; foreign, 58,108
qrs. Exports, 1,250 qrs. The supply of English wheat
fresh up to market this morning was quite insignificant,

and the trade ruled dull at last Monday's prices ; of

foreign the arrivals were again liberal, and, with a good
attendance of millers, a steady consumptive demand was
experienced at an occasional advance of Is. per qr. on the

week. Country flour, 7i955 sacks ; foreign, 5,096 sacks

and 2,000 barrels. There was but little business passing,

and quotations remain unchanged. English barley, 209
qrs. ; Irish, 13 qrs. ; foreign, 8,252 qrs. Malting varieties

unaltered ;
grinding sorts slow, and the turn cheaper to

sell. Malt : English, 15,112 qrs.; Scotch, 806 qrs.;

Irish, 400 qrs. Exports, 1,425 qrs. A quiet trade, at

last week's currencies. Maize, 29,541 qrs. A slow sale

for both round and flat corn, at a decline of 3d. per qr. on

the week. English oats, 479 qrs.; foreign, 66,285 qrs.

With continued liberal imports, business ruled inactive,

and last week's currencies were barely supported. Eng-

lish Beans. 270 qrs.; foreign 6,158 qrs. A dull trade,

at nominally late rates. Linseed. 10,228 qrs. Unaltered.
Monday, .July 9.—The arrivals during the past week

have been : English wheat, 1,141 qrs.; Scotch, 240;
foreign, 74,076 qrs. Exports, 2,105 qrs. There was
only a small supply of home-grown wheat at market this

morning, which sold slowly at an advance of Is. per qr.

Of foieign the arrivals were again liberal, and with a
large attendance of millers, an active demand was expe-
rienced, at a similar improvement. Country flour, 9,675
sacks ; foreign, 4,394 sacks and 5,550 barrels. Country
flour was Is. per sack dearer, and for foreign there was a
better demand, at fully late rates. English barley, 431
qrs.; Scotch, 25 qrs.; foreign, 14,213 qrs. In some-
what improved request, but still not active. Malting and
grinding qualities were quite as dear as last Monday.
Malt. English, 16,085 qrs. ; Scotch, 1,059 qrs. Exports,
1,400 qrs. The trade was quiet, and quotations under-
went no alteration. Maize, 36,792 qrs. An improved
inquiry was experienced at an advance of &d. per qr. on
the week. English oats, 153 qrs.; foreign, 153,891 qrs.

Business was quiet, and, under the pressure of unusually
heavy supplies, all descriptions gave way 3d. to 6d, per qr.

English beans, 230 qrs. ; foreign, 1,130 qrs. A slow
sale.'at former currencies. Linseed, 5,009 qrs. No change.

Monday, July 16.— The arrivals during the past week
have been :—English wheat, 829 qrs.; foreign, 53,911
qrs. Exports, 2,213 qrs. The supply of English wheat
fresh up to market this morning was again very limited,

and sales progressed steadily, at an advance of 2s. per qr.

on the week. Of foreign the arrivals were liberal, and,
with a large attendance of millers, an active demand was
experienced, at a similar improvement. Country flour,

12,402 sacks; foreign, 762 sacks. The amount of busi-

ness passing was not large, but quotations advanced Is.

per sack and barrel on the week. English barley, 180
qrs.; Irish, 11 qrs.; foreign, 4,638 qrs. Malting and
grinding qualities were in rather better request, and prices

improved 6d. to Is. per qr. for both descriptions. Eng-
lish malt, 15,505 qrs ; Scotch, 560 qrs. Exports, 1,346
qrs. The trade ruled quiet, without quotable alteration.

Maize, 20,860 qrs. In steady demand at an advance
of Is. per qr. on the week. Fine mixed American selling

off stands at 26s. for 4801bs. ex ship. English oats, 254
qrs. ; foreign, 84,112 qrs. With continued heavy arrivals

there was a moderate inquiry at an advance of 3d. to 6d.
per qr. from the recent lowest point. English beans,

533 qrs. A quiet trade at last week's prices. Linseed,

1,174 qrs. Rather firmer, but not quotably dearer.

Monday, July 23.—The arrivals during the past week
have been : English wheat, 1,297 qrs. ; foreign, 73,687
qrs. Exports 5,904 qrs. At this morning's market the

supply of English wheat was again exceedingly small, and
sales progressed slowly at an ad -ance of Is. per qr.

Of foreign the arrivals were liberal, and with a large

attendance of millers a steady consumptive demand was
experienced at the extreme prices of last Monday, all in-

tervening depression being recovered. Country flour,

11,826 sacks ; foreign, 2,846 sacks and 3,471 barrels.

There was aa improved demand for both sacks and barrels

at fully late rates. Euglish barley, 131 qrs. ; foreign,

1,123 qrs. A steady trade at an advance of Is. per qr.

on grinding descriptions. Malt : English, 19,846 qrs.

;

Scotch, 285 qrs. Exports, 1,268 qrs. Business ruled
quiet at former currencies. Maize, 21,049 qrs. Exports,

1,248 qrs. In active request at an improvement of 6d.

to Is. per qr. on the week. English oats, 548 qrs.;

foreign, 128,383 qrs. Exports, 52 qrs. Fine qualities

were 6d. to Is. per qr. dearer, and.inferior sorts also

realised rather higher prices. English beans, 698 qrs.

;

foreign, 394 qrs. A quiet trade at unaltered quotations.

Linseed, 835 qrs. Without alteration.
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IMPERIAL AVERAGES
For the week ending July 21, 1877.

Wheat 21,78i| qr». 638. 01.

Barley 105 „ 328. 51.

Oats 914 „ 288. Oi.

LONDON AVERAGES.
Wheat 929 qra. 65s. lid.

Barley — it —a. 01.

Oats — ,t —s. Od.

COMPARATIVE AVERAGES.
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FLOOK^ASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG,
Agricultural & Veterinary Chemist,

By Appointment to his late Royal Highness

The Prince Consort, K.G.,

LEICESTER HOUSE. GREA'L' DOVER STREET,

BOROUGH, LONDON,

BEGS to call the attention of Farmers
and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB

DIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no Boiling, and
mny be used with Warm or Cold Water, for effectually

dc-stioying the Tick, Lice, and all other ineccts injurious to

the Flock, preventing the al.irming attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and purifj'ing the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the Wool, both in quantity and quality, and highlj-

Oontributins- to the general health of the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manu-

factory as above, and sold as loUows, although any other
tjuantity may be had, if re(iuircd:

—

i lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 2
61b. 30 ,, „ , 3
81b. 40 ,, ,, ,, 4
101b. 50 „ „ , 6
20 lb. 100 „ ,, (Cask and measuro 10
30 lb. 150 ., ,, included) 15

40 1b. 200 „ „ „ 10
CO lb. 2.50 „ ., „ 13 6
00 lb. 300 „ „ ,

17 6
SO lb. 400 ,. „ ,, 1 17 6

100 lb. 500 ,, ,, , 2 5

Should any Flockmastcr prefer boiling the Composition, it

Wi'i be equally efleciive.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
from Mr. IIiiiiKrATH, the celebrated Analytical Chemist:

—

Bristol Laboraiorj-, Old Park, Januaiy 18th, 1861.

Sir,—I have submitted your Sheep lUpping (Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and
the mixture neutral. If it is used according to the directions
gi%eu, I feel satisfied, that while it eflectualiy destroys vermin,
U will not injure the hair roots (or " yolk ") iu the skin, the

3eece, or the carcase. I think it deserves the nnmerou
testimonials published. I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hebapath, Sen., F.C.S., &c., Ac,
To Mr. Thomas Bigg I'rofessor of Chemistry,

'^icester House, Great Dover-street Borough London.

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIO,
or LOTION, for the SCAB or SHAB, which will be found
a certain remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous
disorder in Sheep, and whicii may be safely uced in all

climates, and at a 11 seasons of the year, and to all descriptions
of sheep, even ewes in laanb. I'rice FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon—sufficient on an average for thirty Sheep (according
to the virulence of the disease) ; also in wine quart bottles,

IMPORTANT Ti:STIMONIAL.
" Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855.

"Dear Sir,—In answer to yours ol the 4th inst., which
would have been replied to beibre this had I been at home, I
have much plea.sure in bearing testimony to the etlicacy of
your invaluable ' Specific for thu cure of Scab in Sheep.'' The
UOO sheep were all dressed in August last wiih 84 gallons of
the * NoN-poiKOjious S])eeific,' that was so highly recom-
mended at the Lincoln ShSw, and by their own dresser, thp
best attention being paid to the flock oy my shepherd after

dressing according to instrucuons left ; but notwithstanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Being determined to have
the Scab cured if possible, 1 wrote to you for a su]>ply of your
Specific, which 1 received the following day; and although
the weather was most severe in Februai y during the dressing,

your Specific proved itself an invaluable remedj-, for iu

three weeks the Sheep were quite cured ; and I am happy tp

say the young lambs are doing remarkably well at present.

In conclusion, I believe it to be the safest and best remedy
now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

"For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg. ' " R. KENNEY.
tt\' Flockniasters would be well to beware of such pro-

par.ations as " Non-ptison&us Compositions:" it is only

necessary to appeal to their sccl" common sense and judg-

ment to be thoroughly conviuccil that im "Non-poisonous"
article can ]'oison or destroy insect vermin, particularly such

as the Tick, I^ice, and Scab"Pa.rasile.s—creatures so tenacious

ol life. Such advertised preparations nuistbe wholly nsrle^a,

or they are not what they are represented to be.

DIPPING API A,RATU§ «'4. £5, £i, & ^3.
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PLATE.

ROSSINGTON,
The Property of T. Harvey D. Bayly, Ebq, Edvtinsto'WE House, Ollertox.

Rossington is a light bay gelding by Caia, out of a

Cauute mare, aad a very nice lookiug fifteen stone huuteri

showing plenty of breed on good short limbs, which he

brings well under him when galloping. He is one of the

best looking of the many Edwinstowe nags which have

been txhibited, a hobby which must cost his worthy

owner a good round sum annually iu purchasing horses

of that form which, in his judgment, will win the approba-

tion of the triumvirate in a show-ring. Rossington has only

appeared iu the arena seven times, and has won tha

following hunter's prizes;—The second at Alexaudrr-

park, and at the Royal Agricultural Show at Birmingham,

in 1876 ; the first at Manchester ; the third at Islington
;

the first light weight, and the first heavy weight at

Aleiaudra-park ; and the first at Peterborough, ia

1877.

OUR FOOD SUPPLIES.

In accordance with an Order of the House of

Commons in March last, the British Consular
Representatives in Europe, North Africa, the
United States, Brazil, and the River Plate have
forwarded statistical information as to the number
of cattle and sheep in their several consulates,

and their views on the capabilities of these

localities to supplement the food supplies of

Great Britain. On the whole it cannot be said

that we are in the possession of much informa-

tion fron this Government return. All the facts

were pretty well known before, though this is the

first time public attention has been officially

called to them. Yet there are some interesting

features in the reports to which we shall call

especial attention.

Taking Europe first, and beginning nearest

home, we find that France is, at present, scarcely

able to supply herself with animal food, and that

we certainly cannot look to her for any appre-
ciable addition to our own meat supplies. Prior
to the Franco-German war we received a con-

siderable number of very excellent animals from
France, coming chiefly to the port of Southamp-
ton ; but the trade has almost entirely fallen oft'.

At the present time the price of meat is higher
in Paris and the other principal towns in France
than in London and corresponding country
districts in England. Although the several

accounts show that the number of live stock is

now as great as it was before the war, there does
not appear to be an excess of supply over
demand which would enable any considerable

exportation to be carried on. In the Bordeaux

Old Sxbies. 1

district the statistics show that the number of
live stock does not sensibly increase, although
there is abundant room for greater production.
The farm holdings are small, averaging under 24
acres of arable and meadow land throughout
France, and, even with the uncultivated land,
they would not average 30 acres ; whilst in the
Bordeaux district they are smaller still, averaging
under 18 acres, or about 25 acres, including waste
lands. From this circumstance the Consul fairly
argues that these small farmers are deficient both
in the capital and the enterprise necessary for
the creation of an export cattle trade, and that
their energies are even now taxed to supply
local wants.
The annual consumption of animal food in

France is estimated to be equal to about 38 per
cent, of the home stock, and 24 per cent, of tho
sheep. In 1875 France imported 1,428,537 head
of stock, and exported 190,519 head, and in
the Bordeaux district the importation was six

times as great as the exportation in respect of
cattle, and twenty times as gi-eat in respect of
sheep and lambs. From Cherbourg we receive
eggs, butter, and pigs, but few cattle. From
Havre we get a few cattle, but, as the Consul
remarks, considering the high price of meat iu
that town it is strange that any cattle should be
exported. From Calais there are only occasionally

a few animals exported. Marseilles is an
importing district, cattle being sent to that
market from Sardinia and Algeria. The Consul
reports that a ship is being fitted up with a
refrigerating apparatus to trade between the

Toi. LXiXIII.-No. 3.
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River Plate and Marseilles with dead meat. In
Brittany there appears to be a considerable

imxinctiou of stock, whicli is in excess of th«

local couKiunption. Part of this might beconie

available for tlie English market in the shape of

dead meat, if English capital and English
industry hi directed to it, but net unless. The
last official returns showed the total number of

homied cattl? of all ages in France to be
11,7l'1.45'.», sheep '25. 035. 114, pigs 5,755,056, and
g.-ats 1,704,837.

Taking France as a whole, then, she mu.st l>e

regarded as an importing rather than an export-

ing country in the matter of animal food. Meat
is dearer in France than in England, and
fl,lthough tlie climate is favourable to agricultwral

imprcnement, and, nGtwith.standing there are

iindevoloped resources, there is a want of the

capital and enterprise wliich are recpiisite for an
export cattle trade.

The returns from Denmark show that the
cattle on the mainland (Jutland) are principally

roared for consumption as meat, whereas those
on the islands are chiefly dairy stock. The
Consul gives prominence to the efforts made both
publicly and privately, to conform to the con-

<lition3 of the English market, the harbour of

Esbjerg having been built at a great expense
with the sole view of developing the cattle trade

between that port and England. He points out
that the restiictions imposed from time to time
by the English Government have a prejudicial

eliect on the cattle trade of Denmark, and that,

as a result, dairying is becoming more prevalent
tn the mainland, and so far displacing the cattle-

rearing industry ; he tells us, too, that the
" export of fresh meat has at no period shown
itself to be a paying speculation, and no trade
in the article is now carried on ; thus all the
public and pri\ate an-angements and regulations

made have only had the live cattle trade in view.

"

'I'his is signidcant. The Consul appears to have
in liis uund the welfare of Denmark, and between
the lines one may read, " What will become of

'US if you prohibit live stock importation to

England I" That is ii">t our business ; England
must take care of herself, and Denmark will have
to do the same. If the export of fresh meat has
not been made protitable there, it has elsewhere.
Danish exports are chiefly • to Germany
'Schleswig-Holstein) and Great Britain. In 1875
ve took 50,200 horned stock, and 55,200 sheep,
md there were also exported to Schleswig-
Holstein 45,400 horned cattle and 14,500 sheep.
The trade with Great Britain has been steadily

increasing, whilst that with Germany has
remained nearly stationary. The number of

horned stock in the country is said to have
doubled itself every second year since 1869, and
in 1875 the uundjer of sheep was fovar times
greater than in the preceding year. In 1871
thetotalnnmber of horned stock, including calves,
was 1,238,898, and of sheep and lambs 1,842,481.
'I'he export trade of the Netherlands is carried
<)n chiefly from the ports of Rotterdam,
Harlingen, and Nieuwediep, in British steamers.
2n 1874 there were 16,570 bulls, 920,788 milch
tows, 449,965 calves, 65,101 oxen and cows for

slauLrhler, and 10,653 draught oxen, together

1,469,07T head of horned stock. In the same
year the sheep numbered 936,429, and the pigs

352,369. The exports of live stock to Great
Britain in 1875 were 42,520 bulls, cows, and
oxen, 38,935 calves, 406,881 sheep, 1,698 lambs,
and 39,844 pigs.

Germany is the chief cattle-exporting country
of Europe. The breeding and rearing of cattle

is carried on principally in Baden, Wurtemburg,
Bavaria, and Hesse. In 1873 the total number
of horned cattle of all ages was 15,776,702; sheep
and lambs, 24,999,406 ;

pigs, 7,124,088 ; and
goats, 2,320,000. On the whole, it appears that

Germany is increasing her production of animal
food, and the quality of her cattle especially ia

being improved by the use of English sires. The
sheep-breeding industry is not so satisfactory

throughout the country ; but in certain districts

great atteution is paid to the breeding of animals
suitable to the English market. There is no
doubt that Germany possesses resources from
which a large supply of njeat could be sent to

Great Britain ; and whilst, as is the case with
Denmark, the whole export trade is in the shape
of living cattle (with the exception of a small
quantity of fresh meat from Hamburg), there is no
reason but that of the cost and inconvenience of

altering existing arrangements why we should not
take all the beef and mutton Germany has to

spare. Mr. Ward, the British Consul at Bre-
merhaven, alludes to the great dissatisfaction

expressed by the cattle-owners in his district at

the restrictions placed on the export trade by
the Privy Coimcil, which are, they say, " preju-

dicial to their interests." No doubt they are
;

they were not made in the interests of the
German cattle trade, but ostensibly in the
interests of the British public. To solicit the
British Privy Council to I'elax or remove these
restrictions because they do not conduce to the
prosperity of German cattle breeders and
exporters is an utter absurdity. But Mr. Ward
very justly points out that, notwithstanding the
utmost caution, diseases do come to England,
via Germany, and therefore the interests of

British cattle-owners will still be exposed to risk

so long as the traffic in living animals continues
;

and not only the British cattle-owners but the
British public as well will be sufferers. Mr.
Ward calls attention to the fact of Russian and
Hungarian cattle being mixed up with the
German stock exported to Great Britain. He
says:—"The very short time which, owing to

improved railway communication, is, as a ride,

now occupied in the transit journey of sxich

auimals thi-ough Germany from their native
districts (frequently mere hot-beds for Cattle

Plague and minor diseases) renders it impossible
for even the most experienced veterinary authori-

ties to discover at all times, with infallible

certainty, traces of disease amongst such beasts."

In like manner Consul Herstlet, speaking of the

cattle-trade of the Konigsberg district of Prussia,

says :—" In Russia the Rinderj)est is always
in existence in some part or other of

these extensive dominions. Formerly, before

the existence of railways, it was naturally
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iniposslblo to get infected cattle to walk tlie

enornioua distance ; but now cattle can bo
brought by unscrupulous persona near to the
borders, and then smuggled into Germany."
Thus it will be seen that Germany, in spite of

her utmost precautions, constantly receives cattle

diseases from Russia, and becomes a source of

infection to other European countries. A glance
at the map of Europe will show the narrow sea-

board along which the German cattle must be
concentrated before export to Great Britain, and
when it is considered tliat cattle from all parts of

Germany go not only to the Weser poi'ts—
Bremerhaven, Geestemunde, and Nordenhamm
—but also to Hamburg, it is not ditficult to see

the danger to which we are exposed from the
importation of German cattle. It has previously
been shown that a very large proportion of the

Danish beasts go to Schleswig-Holstein, and
these no doubt come to us I'ia Tonning, as

Schleswig-Holstein is a cattle exporting country,

and Tonning is the chief port from which the

trade is carried on. Schleswig-Htjlstein is,

therefore, reckoned as safe as Denmark ; but
there is nothing to show that German cattle from
all sources do not tind their way to Tonning as

well as to Hamburg, and in that case the proposed
exemption of Schleswig-Holstein from the general

prohibition to be put on Germany would simply
result in making Tonning the outlet for all

Germany. It is very clear that slaughter at the

ports of debarkation will not suffice to keep
infection from our shores ; and as we have had
painful experience of the impossibility of keeping
imported diseases within the defined parts of

ports, such a half-measure will probably soon
show its inefhcacy. Consul Annesley states that

the exports from Schleswig (Tonning and Husuin)
consist almost entirely of cattle reared in the

province ; but he does not tell us what becomes of

the large importations from Denmark. On the

other hand, he admits that those exported from
Hamburg are derived from '

' some of the most
remote parts of Germany." Notwithstanding
the restrictions, the exports of sheep from
Germany are largely increasing.

Austria is constantly infected Avith Cattle

Plague from Russia and Poland. In the absence

of statistical information of any kind since 1869,

Consul Nathan can do little more than point out
the fact of Austria not possessing sufhcient cattle

for its own consumption ; nevertheless there
does actually exist a small export trade consist-

ing of richly-fed oxen which are bought by
dealers from the breweries of JSilesia, Moravia,
and Bohemia, and sent to England, via

Hamburg and Geestemunde. From this will l>e

seen the danger lurking in these German ports.

Austria appears to have undeveloped resources
;

but she cannot, at present, be reckoned
on to contribute any appreciable supply to

Great Britain. Southern Russia may iitilisc

her cattle production in the next gtinerati<jn

perhaps. Turkey has enough to do to feed

herself, and the quality of her cattle is

not such as would ensure them a market in

England. With the finest climate and most
prodnctive soil, perliar.s, in the world, T'ukey ia

littlo better than a wllJorneas. The cat lie of

Norway and Sweden are too small for English

markets. Spain has every facility for sending

us cattle. All she wants is capital, energy, and
a few such enthusiasts as Yice-Consul March,
who is anxious to go into the trade at once.

He thinks he knows how to go to work now

—

having made a little mistake some time ago

—

and " respectfully suggests " that he should be
empowered to make a little purchase straight

oil; say to the extent of 5,000 or 10,000 head of

cattle, as a connnencement. As for dead meat,
it could be sent, he says, in any quantities,

without refrigeration, if the ships were only fast

enough ! If this gentleman remains at San-
tander, and receives the encouragement he
deserves, the hungiy may soon expect to be
filled with good things. Spain has to thank her
natural boiindary of mountains for her immmiity
from cattle diseases of the mcu'e virulent type.

We may look to Spain for future supplies.

Italy consumes her own produce, with the
exception of a small export trade with France.
North Africa may come into the field some

day. Her resources are good ; but the semi-

barbarism of many of the States—Morocco t<»

wit—does not admit of cattle traffic, and at

present exports are prohibited. Brazil, being
in its infancy, has not yet begun to grow cattle

beyond its own wants ; and these have to be
supplemented with " charque,"' or jerked beef,

from the Argentine Republic. The future of

the cattle or meat traffic of the Argentine
Republic no one can foresee. The recent

importation of fresh meat from Buenos Ayres
in the Frigorifique, opens up a wide field of

speculative industry. The resources of the La
Plata States are vast and undeveloped ; and, now
that we can get supplies from beyond the tropics,

the meat-producing capabilities of Europe fade

into insignificance. The United States of

America have almost inexhaustible resources,

which are now being turned to account in the
English market. Last week we gave an extract

from this Report in especial reference to the
development of the export trade in fresh meat
from the States, showing the success of the
industry, and the prospects of the supplies being
largely increased. AVith 28,074,582 head of

horned stock and 28,477,951 sheep at the last

census (1870), a spirit of enterprise which finds

tlie world almost too small for its scope, plenty
of capital, and an undeveloped countiy, our
American cousins are not likely to let us want
meat so long as we have money to pay for it.

In recapitulation, we find tlnit Spain (and
Portugal, although not mentioned in the Report),

Germany, Denmark, and the Netherlands have
cattle to send us. They have been in the habit

of sending them alive, and are loud in their

protest against a change of custom. But there
is nothing, except the want of capital and
enterprise, to prevent them sending us their

surplus produce in the shape «.>f dead meat ;

and it will be better for them to bo put to the
inconvenience of finding such capital and energy
as may be requisite than for iia to be cxposeil

tv losses from theia" cattle difjeascs. With the

I i
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•Ignited States and Canada on the one hand, and
"Smith America on the other, not forgetting

Australia in the background, it will probably
soon be a matter of comparative indifference to

«s whether Europe can send us cattle or not
;

and cei'tainly we need take no notice of threats

to divert the existing supplies to other channels.

As long as we are the best customers of European
meat-producers, they are not likely to let an
alteration in the system of traffic prevent them
from sending us what we require, and can pay
for.

THE TRIAL OF SELF - BINDING
REAPERS.

The work of these novel machines was so satisfactory

—

icoDsidering it was the first public experiment of the

kind that has been tried iu this country—that we believe

it will soon be shown that the coit of it will be the best

laid out money the Royal Agricultural Society of Eugland
Las ever expended.

The cutting took place on the farm of Mr. Scotson,
rear Liverpool, on August 16th and 17th. Previous to

the recent Show of the Royal Agricultural Society, held

in Liverpool, the gold medal of the Society was oflfe'red for

"an efficient sheaf-binding machine, either attached to a
reaper or otherwise," and out of this off ;r arose the present

flrial. Originally there wereentered for competition machines
belonging to eight exhibitors at the Liverpool meeting,
viz :— Messrs. Burgess and Key, of London; Messrs. J.

imd F. Howard, of Bedford ; Messrs. Phiilips and Co., of

Grantham ; Mr. M. F. Neale. of London ; Mr. Walter A.
Wood, of London

; Messrs. D- M. Osborne and Co., of
'Liverpool; Mr. H. J. H. King, of Stroud; and Mr. Chyms
II. M'Cormick, of Chicago, U.S.A. The first three of
these firms did not send their machines for exhibition to
Liverpool

, and the only two machines shown here by which
the binding process is performed with string or yarn were
withdrawu from competition, leaving but three machines,
all of which are constructed for binding with wire, to be
stibmitted to trial.

We cannot enter at length on -this occasion into the
mechanical details of these machiees. Indeed, it is next
to an impossibility to write an intelligible description of
them unless illustrative diagrams be at the same time
given. But with regard to the work done we may say that
-we were agreeably surprised at the near approach to really

pood practical cutting and tying which was turned off.

•Here, too, we cannot enter minutely into details to-day, as

the wet prevented more than half-a-days' work being done
on Thursday, and therefore thejudges could not be expected
to get through their final trials and settle their awards till

late on Friday. While, however, we prefer
to defer our full description and discussion of
the several pointe that arose during the meeting, we are
pleased that we can give our readers the official announoe-
luent of the Judge's and the Secretary's statement, that the
recommendation of the Judges has been adopted by the
Stewards.

The work was begun and continued under the following
;regulations :

—
L The ExliibitoTS will draw lots for the half-acre plots.

2. They will set their machines at such height and make
•such sheaves as they consider will enable them to work at the
best advantage.

3. They will be allowed one leader for the horses and one
man to mtend the machine besides the driver, tiiat is to say,
three men in all.

As a summary of the work done, we may say Mr.
McCormick, who drew lot 1, cut his corn well, but as the
-wheat was too green it was diflScult to get it on to the
f)latform, particularly as the proportions cf the machine

were more adapted for light American crops, and whert
the stubble is cut nine inches to a foot high,

than for English crops, the stubble of which is required

to be cut close. The divider was too short in front, and
too high behind ; therefore when the ears lay across the
divider, as they did going down the hill, the straw bent,

and the heads hung over the divider till they were drivea

to a full-sized sheaf, when this excessive accumulation
was thrust upon the endless webbing for carrying it to

I he binder, the result being a frequent block. The binder

proper, therefore, did not have a fair chance here. But,

considering all things, the work was well done, and the

causes of the defects on this occision may be easily ob-

viated in the future. From the numerom blocks it took

59 min. to do the half-acre.

Mr. Wood cut his half-acre in an excellent manner ia

forty-five minutes. His machine was, however, stopped

four times at a loss of eight and a half minutes, from the

straw being too green and harsh to work properly
;

there was no fault of the divider in this case, however, as

Mr. Wood has had too much experience of English crops

to make a mistake of this kind.

Mr. Osborne's machine is defective in the binding and

clearing arrangements, so the sheaves were mixed together

at the heads and butts, and hung one to the other till four

or five were being dragged, when the weight of them
pulled the two nearer the platform apart.

In the standing oats Mr. McCormick and Mr. Wood
did as good work as could possibly have been done by
hand ; Mr. Osborne's machine, however, failed entirely

here in the binding, as we have explained it did in the

wheat. But these points we will farther explain next

week.

The following is the official announcement to which

we have referred above :

Royal Agricultural Society of England. Trial of Automatic
Sheaf-binding Machinery, Liverpool, August 17, 1877.

The Judges report that havini; made a careful aud thorough

examination of the American sheaf-binding machines, which
were tried on wheat and oats on Mr. Scotson's farm at

Aigburth, they are of opinion that whilst great credit is due

to the three inventions, viz., those of Walter A. Wood, D. M.
Osborne and Co^ and C. M. M'Cormick, for the considerable

efficiency attained, neither of thetn have, as regards the re-

quirements of English farmers, attained that p rfection which

wo Id justify them in awarding the Gold Medal of the Society.

They, however, strongly recommend that a Silver Medal be

awarded to Walter A. Wood as a recognition of progress, and

that High Commendation be beitowed on the binding me-
chanism employed by D. M. Osborne and Co.

Believing in the great importance of this invention, when
made practically efficient, they were glad to know that the

Society proposes to continue their offer of a Gold Medal for

an efficient self-binder.

(Signed) Henet Canteell.
John C 'Liman.

The recommendation of the Judges has been adopted by

the Stewards. U. M. Jfnkins, Secretary.

" SCIENTIFIC " EXPERIMENTS.—The absurdities of

the scientific world are rather beyond a joke. One enthusiast

for acclimatisation introduced rabbits into Australia, where

they have since become a nuisance of the gravest kind.

Another threw a plant of the Anacharis into a Cambridge
watercourse, from which it has spread half over England, antl

entails the necessity of spending many thousands of pounds

everj year for its extirpation. But tlie wickedest thing of

this kind has been done by an enterprising Yankee from Texas,

named Snowie, and an English friend who lives near Man-
checter. Mr. Snowie provided himself with a hundred Colo-

rado beetles, whose habits he carefully observed. These he

presented to his friend, who has put them into his garden, and

intenas making observations on their feeding, mode of life,

and so forth. I du not think the word " atrocity " it ia thit

case at all.too itiong.— TtUUr.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
HEREFORD.

"Well, what sort of a show ?" we ask an official as we
entered. " Very good, bar the raio " is the reply, and
such, on iaspectiou, we tiud it. The elements are no
doubt superfluously spiteful, considering the rarity of the

labourers' holiday, and the amount of corn that the uu-

fortunate farmer has beeu tempted by the late hot days

to out down. However, there's no help for it, and
although in the late afternoon the paths get to be one
line of slush, for the present we move pleasantly over

•ward in a well-ordered yard. The machinery we have
little time to dwell ou, and fortunately the Hereford

cattle, the speciality as one would expect of the exhibition,

are close at hand. If their reputation depended ou this

Show, it would scarcely be as high as it is. At least we
may say so of the first class on the list, the " bull, cow,

and otlspring " lot. In entry number one, Mr. Lewis's

Little Bill is a long auimal, old-fashioned, both in hue,

and character, such as we fiud deliueated as the frontis-

piece of the older magazines, some fifty years ago. His
partner was considerably lighter in hue than himself. The
dark as a rule admire the light, and vice versa. To
this lot the second prize was adjudged. Mr. Price's

Truro (No. 2) is a meaty usetul beast, got by the

famous Horace. This lot had reserve number, lu the

third prize assortment we found a warning not to

breed from an animal having a palpable defect, for the

calf, as its aire was badly high at the tail. Both sire and
dam were cow-hocked, and close behind as Welsh
hillside ponies. They have been possibly tied up too

Diuch ou a sloping floor. It was thus that the defect

arose in the last stock at Fawsley. This lot had capital

flesh, and plenty of it. They stood, unfortunately, near

to Tredegar, so gentle and unpretending despite the

nineteen first prizes with which he is credited, or the

cards nailed in gay patch work before him indicate.

Grand and symmetrica: as he is, he begins to give way.
Over the crops he was always a little weak, and now
the weight of his " breeches " has began to take from
the plumpness of his middle round, as is the case

also with the renowned Devon, " The On'y Jones."

He is otherwise a most evenly turned bull, aud has

a great depth of juicy meat over his compact frame.

His partner. Beauty, is a good cow, but the calf scarcely

as promiaing as either parent yet ; they are, however,

a very distinguished trio. Next to them a dark bull,

Cupid, is licking the head of and apparently cheering

under their defeat his golden-yellow partner. Tredegar
and his bride are in unfortunate proximity. Amongst the

bull calves Mr. Carwardine wins with Anxiety, a deep-

bodied thick youngster of rare tout h and quality, but not

80 truly modelled over as we could wish, and he sinks in

his back a little. Oswold, the second prize holder, is

flattish in the rib. This was not a taking class; in fact,

being all as nearly as possible a year old, they had lost

their infantine beauty, aud are in the out-at-elbows lot.

The yearling bull class includes some capital stock. Mrs.
Sarah Edwards's Victor was in some respects a perfect

wonder. He had magnificent rounds aud loin. His
flank is about the heaviest for his age we ever felt.

His head is plaioish, the horns being set back unusually

far, and he straddles curiously wide with his fore-legs
;

this arises, it was said, from his being used too early.

Mr. Carwardine's Ben Battle is excellent over the crops,

and has the look of growing into a fine bull. He won
second prize, but there were those who preferred to him
Mr. Plait's Poet. The Rev. A. Clive's Devereux pos-

sesses all the mellow quality of that well-known her(?,-

but is high at the tail. The same breeder shows a very

lump of meat in the two-year-old Keutchurch, by Trede--

gar. This sire was wisely chosen to meet the require-

ments of Mr. Clive's cows, which have much chai-acter

and an old-fashioned uniform type, but want smoothing'

over, the very thing I'redegar is adapted to do for them.

It is worthy of mention that this eminent bull descends

from stock that belonged to the active, enthusiastic,

Hereford Herd Book editor, Mr. Duckham. For the-

excellence of the heifers Mrs. Edwards's entries, Leonora
and Beatrice, sufficLsutly testify. Then the prizes for the

best cow iu-milk, Srst aud second go to the grand pair,

Rosebud and Helena, whose respective beauties have beeu

so often described. Rosebud has as beautiful a front as

can be imagined, though some take exception slightly to her
horns. The steers are kiudly and good throughout. The class

of four breeding cows includes a fine lot of Mr. fudge's,

well fed up for show, Mr. Clive's second prize assortment

uot having been as much favoured apparently, uuleas--

naturally on a smaller scale than the winners. Amongst
the Shorthorns Mr. Straiten reigns almost supreme.-

His bull calf, Pandemonium, has a rare ifevel back; a>

little more spring of rib, aud a slight improvement io'

his rump would make him hard to beat. The old bulls

are one and all very indifferent, after Dursley. There is

a good but small show of pigs, Mr. Wheeler sweeping

the decks, in black and white breeds, with professional

travelling advertisements whom it is hopeless for the

ordinary breeder to meet. The Jersey cows, first aud
second, both bred in the Island, were charming specimens

of the sort. The prize Gotswold sheep are good, as might
be predicted when Mr. Swanwick entered the lists as an

exhibitor. There is a large entry of Shropshires, but

nothing in the ram line so good as the winniug yearling

at the West Midland Show. Mr. Bailey shows a capital

Oxford Down ram, and Mr. Waller a Southdown, excel-

lent over the back aud at the rump, where general im-

provement in Down flocks is so much required. In these

respects he was unquestionably superior. Time was when
Hereford horses were 'n great request, and it seems likely

to be the case again. The cart sires that won were uot .

big as we saw at Liverpool, but better adapted to the

plough, and very shapely. Mr. Piatt's second prize cart

mare has top lines of beauty; would that she were but

evenly proporiioned all over. Mr. Davies's well-known

General is first prize agricultural stallion ; nothing can

live with him in bis walk. Mujor Peploo's brown hunter

brood mare was a very fine animal ; this gentleman

showed also a marvel of a weight-carrier. Colonel Hey-
wood's grey up to 14 stone is very neat and v/orkmau-

like. In fact, there was a large coliei^liou of very excel-

lent horses ou the ground, and the jumjMng prizes were

well contended for in a spacious ring, some horses per-

forming admirably. The poultry were well arranged, and

open without extra charge to the visitor. lu

.

fact, we congratulate the county of Hereford

upon a most creditable show, from every poiut of view.

There wai great excitement over the leaping of the

Galloways, not exceeding fifteen hands, a bay of Mr.
Hills, of Hereford, Lillle Charlie, who has o.'ten under

like circumstances been credited with first honours, clear-

ing the gossed hurdles at speed in the ueatest way. The
horse that attracted most attention, however, was an.

ordinary looking four-year-old of Mr. F.irmer's, who at

first sight went lolloping along, but who was soon found

to cover the ground well aud to kap in the eascat, mosj,
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thorough way iiuapinable, as though his deserved success

were really a matter of the most utter inditt'ereuce to him.

Mr. Hope Barton's bay mare, Brenda, was of excelleut

character as a huuter, up to 12 stone, and Mr. Plait's

Pickpocket, in the same class, very neat. IMr. Morris's

chesnut mare, Kate, dam by Ancient Briton, showed

decided traces of Welsh pony blood, and looked as if she

could fence and gallop for ever under eleven stone. Mr.

Phillpotl's Ninirod, by Christmas Carol, dam by Little

Tommy (famous in Herefordshire a gencraiion since), was

full of strength and quality ; his head was, heavy, how-

ever, to our taste. Mr. Bailey's Precocity scored another

victory. His brown filly, The Witch, exhibits much pro-

mise, having the flattest and strongest of legs. Hence

we adjourned to the " Yankee notions " stall, where,

kaving invested ia a shilling glass-cutter tfat is to super-

sede the diamond, our first performance is t" »isvpou wiih

it to cat our stick.

PRIZE LIST.

JUDGES.—Cattle (Herefords) -. Mr. George Pitt, Chad-

nor Court, Uiiwyn; Mr. J. W. James, Muppowder, Dorset.

Shortiiok^'s and Channel Island : Mr. P. Morris,

Measmawr, Gloucester ; Mr. K. J. Ne«ton, Carapstield,

Oxfordshire. Sheep : Mr. Robert Ganil, Ald»worih,

Northleach ; Mr. C. R. Keelinp, Couireve, Peiikridjce,

Stafford; Mr. J.Treadwell, Upper Wiacheudim, Aylesbur).

Pigs : Mr. P. Morris, Measmawr; and Mr. R. J. Newton,

Carapsfield, Woodstock. HoKsi's : lluiiters and roadsters ;

Col. Liittreli, Badgworth Court, Axbridge ; and Captain

Preke Lewis, Abbeydore Court. Agriculrurrtl : Mr. W.
Allen, Hartpury, Gloucester ; Mr. John Marton, of Wil-

lersley.

CHAMPION PRIZES.

Prize of £25 for the best bull exhibited in any of the classes

of the Heretord breed, W.Taylor (Tredegar).

Prize of £15 for the best cow or iiei'er, lu any of the classes

of the Hereford breed, Mrs. S. Edwards (Leonora).

Prize £10 for the best ram in any of the classes.—R.

Swanwick, Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester.

Prize of £10 for the best pen or lot of ewes, in any of the

oksses.—J. E. Parmer. Felton, Ludlow.

CATl'LE.

IIEREPORUS.

Bull, cow, and their offspring.—First prize, £10, W.Tiylor,

Showle Court, L^dbary (Tredfgar) ; second. £7, E. J. Lewis,

Brienton, Here'ord (Little Bill) ; third, £3, T. Middleton,

Lynaven, CluQ, Salop (Baron •ith). Reserve number, J.

Price, Pembridge (Truro).

Bull not exceeding one year old on the 1st July, 1877.

—

First prize, £10, J. Caiwardine (Auxiety) ; second, £7, J.

Price, Court House, Pembridge (Arnold) ; third, £3, J. Price

(Arthur). Reserve number: W. Taylor, Showie Court, Led-
bury (Ihe Royalist).

Bull not pxceediug two years old oa the 1st July, 1877.

—

First prize, £10, S. Edwards, Wintercott, Leouiiusler (Victor)
;

ecpoud, £5. T. J. Carwardine (Ben Battle), Comnieuded . F.

Piatt, Sugwas Court, Hereford (Poet). Reserve number : W.
Taylor, Siiowle (Telescope).

Bull exceeuing two years old on the 1st July, 1877.—First

prize, £10, W. Taylor (Thought(ul) ; second, £5, Rev. A.
Clivp, Whitfield, Hereford (Ruperra). Highly commended :

W. Taylor (Fanuton). Commended: J. L. Hewer, Mardeu,
Hereford (Hero). Reserte ; A. Rogers, The Rodd, Kington
(Gratefal).

Heifer not exceeding one year old on the 1st July, 1^77.—
First prize, £5, S. Edwards (Beatrice 2iicl) ; second £3, J.
Price, Court House (Spangle). Reserve: VV. Taylor (Lauca-
ehire Lass),

Heifers not exceediag two years on the ist July 1877.-—
First prize, £5, S. Edwards (Leonora) ; iecoud, £3, S. Eiwards
(bedtrice).

tieifer lu calf nr in milk not exceeding three'year* old on
the 1st July, 1877.—First prize, £5, W. ludae, Adtorton,
Leiutwardine (Beatrice) ; gecond, £3, Rev. A. Clive (Belle).
R«3»-rre; S. Ldwards (Mabel).

to« lu cilf uriu milL—i'libt priie; £o, W. Tudgc (Rose-

bnd) ; second, ofi3, T. J. Carwardine (Helena). Reserve: F.
Plati (Morella 2nd).

Steer uot exceea'ng one year old on the Ist July, 1877.—

'

First prize, £5, J. Price; second, £3, P. Turner, The Leen,
Pembridge. Reserve, W. Taylor.

Steer uot exceeding two years old on the 1st of July, 1877.
—First prize, £5, W. Taylor ; second, £3, W. Taylor. Reserve
P. Turner.

Steer exceeding two years old on the Ist July, 1877.— First

prize, £6, F. Piatt ; second, £3, P. Turner. Reserve : F.

Piatt.

Four breeding cows or heifers exceeding three years old, in

calf or in milk.—First prize, £10, W. Tudge (Bannerette,

Giantess, Brunette, and Minnet) ; second, £5, Rev. A. Clive

(Silver 2Qd, Sylph, Satin, Saucj) ; third, £3, F. Piatt (Naughty,
Duchess 3rd, Lovely 2Dd, Cliance). Higiily commended : J.

Morris, Lulham, Hereford (Chignon.Ddrky, Pigeon &Browny);
J. H. B. Lutley, Brockhampton Park, Worcester (Hagar, Queen
Charlotte, L<dy Lucy, and Cherry 18th). Reserve : T. No't,

Letton Court, Brampton Brian (Melody, 4th, Gem, Lady, and
Spangle 3rd).

SHOKTHORN.S.
Cow and her offspring.— First prize, £10, R. Stratton, The

Dulfryn, Newport, Monmouthshire (Fiir Rosalie).

Bull not exceeding one year old on the 1st July, 1877.—
Prize £10, R. Stratton (Carbuncle).

Bull exceeding one year old on the 1st July, 1877.— Prize,

£10, C. T. Mvnors, Ti.\all, Stafford (Hindoo Chief). Reserve:
R. Stratton (Hampden).

Heifer, not exceeding one year old on the 1st July, 1877.—
Prize, £5. No entry.

JERSEYS OR ALDERNEY8.
Bull, not exceeding two years old.— Prize, £3. No eutry.

Cow, exceeding three years old.—First prize, £5, J. P.
Jones, Overbury Lodge, Hereford (Butter Cup) ; second, £3,
H. Meredith, Kington (Blossom).

DAIRY tWTTLS.
Prize, £5. No entry.

SHEEP.
SHROPSHIRES.

Shearling ram.—First prize, £5, J. E. Farmer, Felton,
Lndlow ; second, £3, T. Jowit/., The Old Weir, Hereford.

Ram, of any age.—First prize, £5, F. Bacli, O.nbury,
Salop ; second, £3, Mrs, H. Smith, Sutton Maddock, Shiffnal,

Salop.

Five ram lambs.—Prize, £5, Mrs. H, Smith; commended,
F. Bach, J. E. Farmer.

Five breeding ewes.—First prize, £5, F'. Bach ; second, £3,
Mrs. H. Smith ; reserved, F. Piatt.

Five shearling ewes,—First prize, £5, J. E. Farmer ; second,
Mrs. H. Smith ; reserved, T. Jowitt.

F'ive ewe lambs.—Prize, £5, Mrs. H. Smith.
COTSWCiLDS.

Shearling ram.—Prize, £5, J. Gillett, Oaklands, Charlbury,
Oxfordshire ; second, £3, R. Swauwick, Royal Agricultural

CoUejie Farm, Cirencester ; highly commended, J. Gillett.

Ram, of any other age.—First prize, £5, R. Swauwick;
second, £3, R Swauwick. Highly commended, R. S.vauwiclc.

Five ram lamb^.—Prize, J. Gillett; highly commended,
Mrs. E. Yeomans, Stretton Court, Hereford.

F'ive breeding ewes.—I'irst prize, £5, Mrs. E. Yeomans
;

second, £3, W. Wheeler, Long Comptou, Shipston-ou-8lour.
F'ive shearling ewes.— Prize, £5, J. Gillett.

I'iTC ewe lambs.—Prize, £5, J. Gillett.

RYEIANB, OR A^Y OTHER BREED.
(Not quali&ed to compete as Shropshire or Cotswold).

Shearling ra-u.— First prize, £5, H. J. Bailey, Rosedale,
Tenbury ; second, £3, H. J. Bailey.

Ram, of any other age.—First prize, £5, H. S. Waller,
Farmingtoo, Northleach ; second, ±'3, H. J. Bailey.

Five shearling ewes.—Prize, £o, H. J. Bailey.

PIGS.
BLACK BREED.

Boar exceeding nine mouths old. Prize £3, W. Wheeler,
Long Compton, Shipstou-on-b'our.

Sow in or with pigs. Prize, £3, W. Wlieeler ; highly com-
mended. Major D. Peploe, M.P., Gurnstone, Weohley.

WHITE BREED.
Boar exceeding nine months old. Prize £3, '^S'. Wheeler,
5off lu or vMlh p)g«. Fnze, £3, W. Wheeler.
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HORSES.
Agricultural stallion.—First prize, £15. Stephen Davisi

Woolashill. Pershore; second. £15, J. Hy(le,iliffin Mill.Boden-
ham, LeuriiinEter ; rrserved, T. Timms, Alfrick, Worcester.

Thoroughbred stallion suitnble for fretting sound and stout

weight-carrying produce.—First prize, £15, J. Price, Buckuell,
Salop.

Stallion suitable forgetting sound and stont produce.—First

prize, R. Woodward, Town Farm, Llauvapley, Abergnvenny
;

second, V. Galliers, Bucton Park, Leinwardine ; highly com-
mended, J. Langley, Shirenewton, Chepstow.

Agricultural or cart mare and foal.—First prize, £10, E.
Powell, Warliam, Here''ord ; second, £5, E. Farr, Pillith,

Knightou, Radnor ; reserved, F. Piatt.

Filly or gelding foaled in ISy*.—First prize, £5, J. Bourne,
Home Farm, Burghill, Hereford.

Filly or gelding foaled in 1875.—First prize, £5, S. Davis.

HUNTERS.
Mare and foal not less th«n 15 hands —F^irst p'ize, £10,

Major Peploe ; se ond, .£5, E. J. Morris, Gwernaffel,

Kniihton, Radnor. Highly commended : H. J. Bailey

(Flower.)

Mare or gelding up to 14 stone.—First prize, £15, Lieut.

-

Col. T. Heywood, Ocle Cotirt, Hereford (Northern Light)
;

second, £5, T. O'daker, (The Valletts). Highly commended:
W. M. Hills, Haywood Lod^e, Hereford (Sampson).

Mare or gelding up to 12 stone.—First prize, £10, Mrs. H.
Barton, Stapleton Park, Pontefract (Brenda) ; second, £5,
J. Morgan, jun., Tardebige, Bromsgrove, (Lottery.) Highly
commended : F. Evans, Old Court, Bredwardine, Hereford,

(Sir Isaac).

Filly or gelding foaled in 1873.—First prize, £'0, H. J.

Bailey, (Precocity) ; second, £5, E. J. Morris (Katie).

Filly or gelding foaled in 1874.—First prize. £10, Major
Peploe (Tibate) ; second, £5, R. Baskerville-Mynora, £van-
coyd, Kington (Mi tnonette).

Colt foaled in 1875.— First prize, £5, J. Mason, The
Lawnps, Nunniueton, Hereford.

Filly foaled in 1875,—First prize, £5, H. J. Bailey, Rose-
dale, Tenbury, Herefordshire (The Witch.) Highly com-
mended ; F. Piatt.

ROADSTERS.
Mare or gelding, not under 14 hands, nor exceeding 15

hands.—First prize, £7, F. Piatt (Pignette) , second, £6, H.
J. Bailey. Highly commended : H. J. Btiley (Darkie).

Cob mare or gelding, not under 13 hands, nor esceeding 14
hands.— First prize, £5, A. Ashton, Parkfii-ld, Midilleton,

Lancashire ; second, £3, H. R. Hall, Ashton House, Leomin-
ster (Nellie). Highly commended : J. Parry Jones, Ovt-rbury

Lodge, Hereford (Kitty). Comriiendfld : J. Mason ; J. liionel

Barling, King-street, Hereford (Dick).

Pony mare oi gelding, under 13 hands.—First prize, £3, A.
Ash'ou, Parkftf Id, Middleton, Lancashire (roramy) ; second,

£2, W. Pye, Uolmer, Hereford (Dick). Commended: S.

Smith, Woodmanton, Her^ford (Punch).
JUMPING PRIZES.

First day.—For the best jumper in class 46.—Prize, £7, H.
W. Lovejoy (The Albert) ; a^pecial prize, £1, for jumper in

any of the hunter classes, H. W. Lovej ly (I'lie Albert).

Second dav.— Best jumper in class 4.— Prize, i'7, J. Mor-
gan (Lottery) ; second, special, E. E. Edwards ( Tatfy).

Third day.—Best jumper in any of the classes.—Prize, £5,
H. W. Lovtj.)y (I'he Albert). Best jumper of any of the
beaten horses of the two preceding days.—First prize, £5, H.
Taylor (Jack ot Holmero) ; second, £1, E. E. Edwards (Taffy).

ROYAL OF IRELAND.
Meeting at Galway.—August 8, 9, and 10.

The Annual Show iu connection with the Society was
held this year in Galway, and was, to a great extent, a

success. There were a few drawbacks in the first in-

stance, the chief being that the John Taylor, a screw

Bieamer, chartered from Liverpool for the conveyance of

the machinery of the English exhibitors, which left Liver-

pool oa Thursday afternoon, and was duo in Galway on
Saturday night, was not sighted until a latehouron Monday
night. The storm was so great during the night after

I
the vessel was sighted, that she ccmlJ not come in, and

' it was feared that she was stianded or wrecked, and no

tidings of a positive character coald be obtained of the

John Taylor until the following morning, so violenE was

the storm. The greatest uneasiness prevailed amongst

the agents and attendants of some fifteen or twenty Eng-
lish exhibitors, ail of whose goods were on board, as to

their ultimate safety. The Royal and Local Committee

were also "in a state of mind" as to the safety of their

goods, but fortunately the storm subsided without injury

to the vessel, and although there was some delay as regards

getting in all the goods at the opening of the Show, the Eng-

glish exhibitors were enabled to make a very presentable

appearance. It is now twenty-five years since the Royal

Agricultural Society's Annual Show was held in Galway
;

and then the late Ijord Eglington presided at the banquet.

The Earl of Eglinton said then, " 1 come to urge upoa

yon the necessity of cultivating that rich soil which will

so amply repay your labours. I believe that t!\ere can be

no doubt that on the proper cultivation of the laud all

real prosperity is based, and from that source all other

prosperitv, both commercial and manufacturing, springs.

Cultivate your lands, reclaim your waste lands, manure
and properly till your fields, drain and subsoil joiir

marshes, cultivate a.id encourage the growth of flax,-

mangels, turnips, &c. Only pay to the land the attention

which it requires, and every other improvement will

follow after, and the merchandise of the world will fill

your bay"
To those who were acquainted with the state of'

the t!ounty Galway as to live stock in 1852 and 1857,

it will be found that the number of cattle in the coimty

in 187G was 175,351, being 48,346 head more than ia

1852, and that the number of sheep in 1876 was 637,1 57,

being 250,800 over the number in 1852. In 1852,

however, there were in the county of Galway and other

parts of the west of Ireland large areas of land lying,

untenanted after the famine, aud without live stock of.

any kind. An extensive import trade iu live stock from.

Great Britain spruug np, and gradually the waste lands-

became stocked.

The Show in 1852 was considered a successful meeting.

Mr. Chrisp's Plioiiiix, which had previously proved the

premier Shorthorn bull in England and Suo laud, got the

gold medal, and was sold at the Show to Lord Talbot de

Malahide for 200 guineas—a big price at the time.^

Colonel Towneley's famous Butterfly, then a three-year-

old heifer, won the Purcell Cup, and amongst other

winners were the Hon. A. F. Nugent's grand cow .Maid

of Killerby, and his well-known heifers Ruby and Musliut-

Mr. R. W. Reynell supplied the llerefords ; Lord Talbot

de Malahide was strong in polled Angus cattle ; and Mr.
William Owen iu West Highlands. The show of sheep

was very good. The leading exhibitors of Leicesters were

Mr. Fred. T. Hamilton Scales, of Yorkshire ; George-

Spencer, of Leicester; and Mr. Thomaa Roberts, of

Strokestown. In "other long-woo'.led breeds " Mr.
Sylvester Rait, Mr. D. Kerr, Mr. F. T. Hamilton, and

Mr. Samuel Garoett were the winners of prizes. In the

implement department there were 25 stands of imple-

ments aud farm produce. One reaping machine, Hussey's

improved, was exhibited by Crosskill, and judging from,

the report, did not work very satisfactorily.

In the Galway meeting of last Wednesday the Lord
Lieutenant and her Grace the Duchess of Marlborough,,

who had been the guests of Lord Gough, the President of

the Society, since Monday, visited the Show in the after-

noon, and spent a considerable time iu going through the

different departments.

The chief feature was the Shorthorns, which were
visited by large numbers throughout the day, and in

reference to which the judges inudc a special meraorand\utt
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as to excellence generally of the rarioas classes of the

Shorthorned cattle. There were some excellent specimens
of horned stock, many of the animals having won honour-
»Me ribbons already, as a reference to the list of prizes

will show.

In the Leicester Department there was nearly an
average. lu the shearling ram class Mr. Seymour
Massby deservedly took first prize, Mrs. Meade taking

ccond, and Mr. R. Cioke third. Mr. Cooke's rams, we
might add, were highly commended.

In the Border Leiceaters Messis. Duthie and Beat took
first prize, Mr. Leigh second prize, and Mr. M. H.
Ames third. Lord De Ves(;i took the first prize iu the

aged class, won by a lengthy ram, and Messrs. Arres and
Mathers second. Mr. F. A. Leigh, formerly known to

W'eiford agriculturists, took the first prize in the shearling

ewe class, eihibiling some magnificent sheep, as to

quality of flesh and wool.

So far as the shearling rams are concerned, it will be
BufiBcient to mention that with scarce an exception, Mr.
Bland's Liucolus carried off tht prizes ; whilst Messrs.
Hannan and R. R. Jersse's were highly commended.

The practice being prevalent in the counties of Ros-
common and Galway of shearing sheep in the very early

spring, the show of rams was, in this respect, by no
means satisfactory, and the result was that disqualifications

took place, which, under ordinary circumstances, would
not have occurred.

The show of pigs was creditable, and in point of quality

excellent. The first honours were awarded to Mr. Ulenu,
Waterside, Loudouderry, who is entitled to public recog-

nition as a breeder of some very valuable cattle. The
p ultry was of an average class, some of the cages being
very good.

Mr. M. Mahony, of Baldoyle, exhibited some very fine

e|)ecimeu». Mr. J. B. Smyth took the first prize iu duck
Brahmas, and in French fowl, game, &c. Mr. Mackay's
display was highly popular.

PRIZE LIST.

JUDGES.—Shorthorns : A. Mitchell, Alloa, N. B.; and E.
W. Meade- Waldo, Stonewall, Keut. Other Brekds : J.
Marston, Arbuur, Eardisley. Herefords : E. Rae, Keel,
C'astleinaine. LeiCesters ani) other Long-woollbd
Sheep ; T. M rri», Croxtou, Ulceby ; A. Wirbiirtou, Keii,

S raff.iu. Border Leicesters, Cheviots, and Beack-
J CED : J. S. UuunKou, St. Biiswell's, N. B. ; W. Jobsou,
C laihili. Ro«CuM.MON Sheep: J. Simson, Btllinrobe ; R.
Ganc., Ruscu'umun. Short-woolled Sheep: R H.
Jlasfen, Hoiv^rliampton ; R. Junes, Nortou, Shrewsbury.
I'lGS : A. Warburton, Kell, Srratfdn ; J. C. Cioper,
Coopeihiil, Limerick. Produce : W. A. Greene, MuUin-
^ir. Cereals: J. Roberuun, Malahide. Thorough-
bred Horses, Hunters, Ponies, &c. : Earl of Huniing-
don, Sliaravogue, Rusurea ; H. M. Richardiion, Russlad,
LaliycasHidy ; Colonel Carden, Kuightstown, Portariiogtou.

Auricultural Horses: A. Mitchell, Alloa, N. B. ; D.
Kerr, Clouiu,Edenderry.

CATTLE.
shorthorns.

' The Pardon Challenge Cup, value 60 gnineas, for the best

Snorlhorn huil calvrd on or after Ist January, 1872.— R.
Chiloner, Kingscourt, Moyualty (Royal Arthur).

Bull calved on or after Ist January, 1872, aiid previous to

the 1st Jauuary, 1875.—first prizf, R. Ciialouer (Koyal
Arthur) ; seconu, T. K. M'UliQtock, Buubury, Carlo*
(Anchor) ; third, A. H. Browne, Chathill, Northuinberlaud
(Piouepr).

Bull calved in 1875.—First prizp, R. Reynell, Killynon,

KnluL-an (I'rince Jainex) ; second, Mrs. Villiere Stuart, Castle-

to<*u, C»rnck-on-Suir (The Lord ot the Soil) ; third, J. Ganly,
l»iewtovtntc)rbeb (Mantreil).

Bull calved iu 1876.—First prize, Captain Cosby, Q'leen's

Coiiut) ; secead, B. J. Greene, Lecarrow (Prince Rupert) ; )

third, Lord Cluubrock, Ahascragh (Fjtmoui Lad).

Cow in calf or in milk.—First prize, P.Taaffe, Foxborongh,
County Roscommon (Daisy 11); second, H. L. Barton,
S raffau (Uu'^hess of Leins'er).

HcLfer calved iu IST'i.—First priz , P. Tsaffe, Foxborongh,
County Ruscomoion .(Suowflake) ; secoud, Captain Cosby,
Queen's County.

HERErORDS.

Hereford bull o" any age.—First prize, G. A. Stephens'

St. DouloDgh's, County Dublin ; second, W. Reynell, KulynoD,
Killucau.

Hereford cow in calf or in milk.—Prize, W. St.

George, Oranmore, couuty Galway.
Heiier calved iu 18/5 — Prize, Q. A. Stephens.

polled ANGUS.
Polled Angus bull of auy age. — Price, Sir C. Koox

Gore, Beileck Manor, Ballina.

Polled Augus cow iu calf or in milk—Prize, A.
Polluk, Balliuablue.

AYRSHIRS.
Best Ayrshire cow iu calf or in milk.—Prize, D.

Patton, Glasslough.

Ayrshire heiter calved in 1875.—First prize, D. Patton,

Glassluugh.

WEST HISHLAND.
West Highland cow lu cal. or ui milk.—First prize, J. P.

Bagot, Aughraue, Ballygar.

KERRl.
Kerry bull of any age.—First prize, J. Robertson, Mala-

hide, Busaco.

Kerry cow in calf or in milk.—First prize, J . Robertson.

Kerry heifer of auy age.—First prizv, J. Rubertsou.

ANY other breed OR CROSS BREED NOT CLASSED.

Cow in calt or milk.— First, W. B. P. Trousdell, Atbenrjr

Heifer of any age.—First, W. B. P. Trousdeli, Atiieury.

liiNANT-FARMEKs' COMPETITION.

Cow in calf or milk.—First, L) . PaUuu, Giaaslough ; second,

M. CoUin^ham, Gaitvay.

Hdiler culved in 1875.—First, D. Patton.

SHEEP.
LEICJlSTERS.

Shering ram.—First, S. Mowbray, Killeany, Mount-
rath ; secoud, VV. R. Meade, BaUiuhaonig ; thiru, R.
Cooke, Fcthard.

Ra u of auy age.—First, W. R. Meade ; second, same.
Pen of five biiearuug Evves.—First prize, R. Cooke,

Fethard ; secoud, same.

BORDER LEICESTERS.
Shearling Ram.—First prize, D.iiiue aad Beate, Stradbally,

Queen's Cuuuty ; secoud, F. R. Leigh, Hoti Ross ; thirU, M.
H. Franks, MuUutiath.
Ram of auy other age.—First prize, Viscount de Vesci,

Abbey leix; second, Arres, Mather, aud Arres, Falty, Ballinasloe.

Pen ot five sliearliug ewes.—First prize, F. A. Leigh, Now
R >ss ; secoud, M. H. Frauks, Muuutraih.

LONtt-WOOLLED OTHER THAN LEICESTERS OR BORDER
LEICESTERS.

Shearliug ram.— First prize, J. L. Bland, Abbey leix

second, sa ue ; third, same.

Ram of any oilier age.—First prize, J. L. Bland ; secoud,

B. Hannan, KiUucau.
Pen o I five Bhearling ewes.—First prize, B. Hannan,

Killucanj second, J. L. Bianri.

ROSCOMMON.
Sliearling rara.—First prize, B. Hannan, second tame;

third. Captain Balfe, Castlerea.

Ram of auy other age.—First prize, B. Hannan ; second
Capt. Balfe, Castlerea; third, B. Hauuan.
Pen ot five shearliuif ewes.—First prize, B. Hannan, KiUu-

cau ; second, Capt. Balfe, Castlerea.

BLACKrACED.
Ram of any age.—First prize, W. Beattie, Pettigo ; second,

same.

Pen of five ewes of any age.—First prize, W. Beattie

Pettigo ; second, same.
SHROPSHIRE SHEEP.

Challenge Cup for the best shearling Shropshire Down ram;
to be won three years.—J. L. Naper, Loagiierew Oidca»tle.
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Shearlinir ram.—First prize, J. L. Niper; second, same
;

third, C. W.Hamilton, Glonee.

Ram of any other »ge.—First prize, J. Peake, Monaghaa
;

second, C W. Hamilton.
Pen of five shearling ewes.—First prize, J. Peake, Motaghan;

Bccond, same.

Limited for competition to tenant farmers. Pen of fl»e

e*e» of any age.—First prize, Duthie and Beste, Stradballj
;

lecond, W. U. Halliday, BdUina.

PIGS.
COLOURED BREEDS.

Boar over 18 month- and under 33 months old.—First

prize. Lord Clonbrock, Ahascragh ; second, D, Glenn, London-
derry.

Breeding sow under 18 months old. —First prize, D. Glenn,
Londomieiry ; second, T.K IVl'dintock, Carlow.

Breeding sow over 18 months old.—First prize, D. Glenn
;

second, J. K. MiUner, Dublin.
Sow and litter of not less than six pigs under three months

old.—Prize, J. Molloy, Dublin.
Three breeding pigs ot tlie same litter above three and not

xceeding eight nionths old.— First prize, T. K. M'Clintuck,

Carlow ; second, D. Glenn.
WHITE BREED.

Boar nnder 18 months old.—First prize, Lieutenant-

Colonel D. Cooke, Mold, North Wales; second, same.

Boar over 18 and under 36 months old.—Prize, Lieut-Col.

D. Cooke.
Breeding sow under 18 months old.—First prize, J. Moiloy,

Duiilin ; second, T. W. Webber, Portarllngton.

Breeding sow over 18 months old.—First prize, J. Molloy
;

lecond, Lieut-Col. D. Cooke.
For the best sow and litter of not less than six pigs under

three months old.—Prize, Earl of Wicklow, Arklow.
Lot ol three breeding pigs of the larae litter above three

and not exceeding eiglit months old.—First prize, Lie\it-Col.

D. Cooke; second, D. Glenn.

TENAJNT-FARMERS' COMPETITION.
For the best breedmg sow over six and under 18 months

old.—First prize, D. Glenn ; second, same.

Breeding sow over 18 months in pig or with a litter under

three months old.—First prize, D. Glenn ; second, same.

To tenant-farmers whose valuation is under £50 per annum.
Breeding sow.—First prize, D. Glenn ; second, same.

HORSES.
The Croker Challenge Cup, value 50 sovereigns, for the

best weight-carrying thoroughbred stallion.—Prize, J.

M'Mahon, Raheen, Queen's County.
THOROUGHBRED STAXLIONS.

Thoroughbred sire lor breeding purposes.—First prize, J.

M'Mahon ; secoml, Messrs. Christy, Brothers, Adare, county
[

Limerick ; third, P. O'Connor, Q.iC'-n-street, Dublin.

AGRICULTURAL STALLIONS.
Agricultural stallion of any breed.— First prize, Arres,

Mnther, and Arres, Falty, Ballinasloe ; second, Hon. N. G.
Mai>>ey, Clarina, county Limerick ; third P. O'Connor.
The Scoiclirath Challenge Cup of 40 guineas (limited to

Irish exhibitors only) for tiie best agricultural brood mare in

fual, or having produced a foal in 1876 or 1877.—Prize, B.
Hannan, Killuuan.

Agricultural brood mares in foal, or hsving ' roduced a foal

in 1876 or 1877.—First prize, B. Hannan ; second, W. Irvine,

Fraukfield, Cork ; third, Arres, Mather, and Arres.

Mares calculated to produce weitrht-carryiog hunters, in

foal, or having produced foals in 1876 or 1877-—First pnz',

Capt. Cosby, Stradbally Hall, Queen's County ; second, Rev.

R. D. Falkiner, Claremorris ; third, J. Blake, Galway.
HUNTERS.

Gelding or m^re not less than five years old, able to carry

14 stone and upwards.—First prize, Capt. M.J. Bilfe, Castle-

rea ; second, B. Sweeny, Cahir, County Roscommon.
Gelding or mare not less than five years old, able to carry

from 12 to 14 stone.—First prize, T. A. Costello, Galway
;

second, F. R. Lambert, Atheury ; third, M. B. Jojce, Rossina,

Cloubur.
Four year old gelding or mare caleiilated to make a weight-

carrying hunter.—First prize, P. Taaffe, Foiburgh, county

Roscommon; second, J. Golding, Caruane, Tuam ; third, A.

I: . Ball, R. M., Tuam. I

Geldings or fillies foaled in 1874 calculated to make good
hunter".—First prize, R. Pigott, Capurd, Rosenallis ; second,

Rev, J. Commins, P.P., Gilway ; th^rd, Capt. D. Ruiledge,
Tuain.

T*o-year-oId gelding or fi'ly calculated to make a weight-

carrying hunter.—Prize C. J. O'Kelly, Galldgli, Tuam<
ladies' HORSES.

First prize. Miss Persse, Moyode Castle, Athenry ; second,

P. Jii)ce, jun,

Conuemara ponies not over 14 hands, any age, trained.

—

First prize, R. Strouts, Oak.uount, Tuam ; second, Capt. D.
Rutledge.

DAIRY PRODUCE.
Firkin of butter of not less than 65 lbs., made on the farm

of the exhibitor during 1877.—First prize, P. Crowe, Kill'enora

county Clare ; second, W. B. P. Trousdell.

Cool of butter, not less than 3U lbs., made on the farm of

the exhibitor duriug 1877-— First prize, P. Crowe, couut;
Clare ; second, D. DriscoU, Cluglier, county Cork.

Three rolls or prints of fre»h butter.—Prize, Mrs. Lynch.

BADMINTON FARMERS' CLUB.
The nineteenth annual Exhibition of the Badminton Farmers

Club «as held on August 8ih, in that portion ol the Duke
of Beaufort's park known as "The Huntsman's Close." The
weaiher was very far from propitious, heavy downpours of

rain being the order of the day, but this did not prevent a very

large influx of visitors from Bristol and the country surround-

ing the scene of the Show. The Show itself may be pro-

nounced a decided success, although in some classes there was
a falling of in the number of entries as compared with former
years, but this was lully compensated for in the numbers that

were entered in other classes. The entries ol horses were
about 120; cattle, 48; sheep, 29; pigs, 4; roots. 8. The
horses were the most prominent feature of the Exhibition, and
as usual with the Badminton Show the hunting classes were
extremely well represented, as Badminton is the centre of one
of the largest hunting districts in the kingdom. His Grace
the Duke of Beaufort, ai on former occasions, exhibited in the

extra stock classes, and his animals were greatly admited for

their extremely fine forms. In the cUss tor yearlings, colts,

or fillies there were eVven entries, and a better lot of colts it

would be difficult to find. The class lor two-year-olds was one
of the best ever shown, the whole of the class being com-
mended. Capt. Blathwayt took the first prize with a splendid

chesnut filly, and the spectators were loud in their praises of

her as she was paraded in the ring. In both these classes the
Duke ol Beaulort and the Marquis of Worcester exhib'ted

extra stock. The three-year-olds were also an excellent class,

and Mr. Brown's bay filly was well worthy ol taking first

honours, being an extremely handsome animal. In the four-

year-olds Capt. Blathwayt again took first prize with a bay
filly, by Birdhill,and Mrs. Granville Somerset's Forester, which
took the blue ribbon in the five-year-old class, was a very

shapely animal, and well deserved the admiration it evoked.
The prize offered by the Duke of Beauiort, for competition

amongst his tenants, lor the hest hunter, mare or gelding, of five

years old, fell to the lot of Mr. J. Bennett's fine grey gelding

Robin. The I hree-year-old roadsters were a very large class,

and included some very useful animals ; and the ponies were
80 good that the judges commended lour of them, the extra

stock shown by the Duke ol B-autort and Mr. C. H. Pvatt

beiuj; exceptionably good. In the entries of horses for agri-

cultural purposes there was a slight falling off, and the quality

ol some of the animals was inferior. Tlie rlass for brood
mares and foals for agricultural purposes was a really good
one, and four animals out of five shown were commended by
the judges. Mr. Teaiile, of Chippenham, exhibited a very

nice mare, but being faulty in the neck the judges passed her
over for tne first prize. The Uuke of Beaulort in this class

showed a very fine mare as extra stock, and slie was highly
commended. There was a good competition in the two-year-

old gelding and filly class, and a bay Clydesdale mare shown
by the Duke of Beaufort as extra stock was highly com-
mended. There were forty-eight entries in the cattle classes,

but therr was a very small show of bullocks. The show of
cows and heifers was, on the other hand, extremely good, and
the competition in many instances very keen. The Snorthoms
were particularly good, and the competition between Mr.
Thomson, Mr. Long, Mr. Goulter, aud Mr. Gould was ex-
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tremely close. Tlie show of sheep was fairly large for Bad-

minton, but there was only one entry for short'woob. and the

prise was withheld. The long-wools were very pood indeed.

The entry for pitrs was small. In the root cUsses there were

eight entries. The time for roots is ratlier early, and taking

this into consideration the spfcitnens shown were highly cre-

ditable. Tlie horticuliural ^how may be pronounced very

Rood. The floral eihibits of the cottagers de-serve the highest

Commendation, especially ihe dahlias ; and the vegetables were

the fiuest lot we have ever seen. Tlie cottagers also displayed

the greatest ta-te in the hand bouquets. In class 81, for the

best nosegay of wild flowers made by school children, there

Were 7~ entries, and it is surprising what artistic taste some

of the little ones showed in assorting the flowers. We must

liot iorget to mention the table decorations, which were really

Very beautiful. At five o'clock there was a series of jumping
prizes competed for by hunters, roadsters, and ponies, and this

attracted universal attention. Mr. Dyer, of Staple-lull house

Bristol, took two first prizes with his bay gelding by Londoner
whicli is an extremely clever fencer, and took the hurdles in

splendid style. The competition was very keen, all the horses

entered being very good jumpers. Mr. S. Summer's grey mare

took the first prize for roidsters or ponies. There were three

flights of hurdles, the first fliglit having some stiff furze on the

top, and the second flight was placed within a few yards of

it, tiius making the jumping very difficult.

—

Bristol Timet.

DURHAM COUNTY.
The thirty-fourth annual Show in connection with this

Society was held at West Hartlepool, ou Aug. 19, in a

spacious field at Belle Vue, belonging to the North Eastern

Railway Company. The weather was dull, and at times

Bhowers fell, this doubtless having a good deal to do with

the paucity of attendance, which was undoubtedly much
below the past year at Sunderland ; still, the uumher of

persons who passed the gates could scarcely have been less

than 12,000 or 13,000i Although limited in many respects,

the Show abounded in quality, this being very noticeable

in the homed catte classes, in which the honours were

•har*'d chiefly between Mr. W. H. Linton, Sheriff Hutton.

York, who carried off the principal prizes for bulls, and Mr.
Mr. Hutchinson of Catterick, whose name is a household

word in the Shorthorn classes at most of the local shows.

The eihibitors of pigs included Mr. Dnckering, who, it is

needless to say, carried oflf the highest honours of the day

in this department. In almost all the leading classes

Messrs. Green and Sons, of Silsdale, Leeds, took the

valuable prizes; but for shearling rams Mr. Hutchinson
was the successful competitor. In the open hunter's

class the ten guinea cup, given by Mr. I. L. Bell, M.P.,

as well as the first prize in Class 32, fell to the share

of Mr. Hutchinson's " Glengyle." There were some
rare young cart horses, and in these classes the Marquis of

Londonderry was a formidable competitor. Mr. T.

Bowman, of Sledmere, achieved the almost unprecedented

feat of carrying off, with the same animal, the first prize

in Classes 53, 54, and 55 for the best gentleman's hack,

the best roadster under 15.2, and the best ladies' hack.

A very strong class of ponies competed in Class 56, the

first honours falling to Mr. Stephenson, of Leeds, with
*' Princess," the second honours falling to Mr. George
Pyman, of West Hartlepool ; and in the pooy class,

limited to 12 hands, the former gentleman was also suc-

cessful. The luncheon was held in a spacious tent, aud
capitally served by Mr. Hohson, of the Commercial
Hotel, but owing to the customary courtesy to the repre-

sentatives of the press being withheld, we need only say

that Mr. I. L. Bell, M.P., occupied the chair. Appended
is a list of the awards :

—

Cattle.—Shorthorned bulls, exceeding two years old, 1

and cup, W. Liuton, Sheriff Hutton, York. Shorthorned
Lulls, exceeding one and uadt-r two years old, 1, W. Lmtou,
York ; 2, W. Tenant Barlow, Selby, York. Shorthorned bull

c^lveB, under 12 mouths, 1, J. Strickland, Thirsk ; 2, T. II.

Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick. Shorthorned cows,

in calf or milk, having had a calf within the last 12 rooDth)',

1 and cup, T. H. Hutchinson, Catterick ; 2, J. Nimmo and
Son, Castle Eden. Shorthorned heifers, not exceeding three

years old, in call, 1, T. 11. Hutchinson, Catterick ; 2, Messrs.

Ddvener, Theakstone Grange, Bedale. Shorthorned yearling

heifers, 1, W. Linton, York ; 2, Messrs. Dovener, Bedale.

Shorthorned heiler calves, under 12 months old, 1, J. Nimmo
and S )n, Cast!e Eden. Shorthorned bulls, under four years

old, belonging to a tenant farmer in the county of Durham, 1,

J. Vitkers, Mo«n Meadows, Crook; 2, Messrs. T. and J.
Efnerton, Unthank, Stanhope. Shorthorned cows, in calf

or milk, having hid a calf within the last 12 months, 1, M.
Johnson, Harrogate, Dirlington ; 2, E. J. Weightinan, North
Ford, I'allion, Sunderland. Shorthorned heifers, not exceed-

ing three jears old, in calf, 1 and 2, J. Vickers, Crook.

Dairy Cattle.—Cows of any breed, for dairy purposes, in

calf or milk (not eligible for entry in the herd book, and been

in possession of exhibitor three months before the day of

show), 1, J. Bellwood, Northallerton ; 2, J. Henderson,
Aycliffe, Darlington.

Fat and Grazing Cattle.—Fat beast, G. J. Robinson,
Thirsk ; 2, A. Wilki^.son, Castle Eden.

Sheef.—Leicester or L^ng-wool.—Rams, two shear or

upwards, 1, Messrs. J. Green and Son, Sil-den ; 2, T. H.
Hulchiuson, Catterick. Shearling rams, 1 and 2, T. H. Hut-

chinson, Calter ck. Pen of five ewes, having reared lambs
this year, 1, Messrs. Green and Son,Silsden ; 2, R. Harrison,

Poud Dale. Pen of five shearling giramers, 1, '('. U. Hutcliin-

sou, Catterick ; 2, R. Harrison. Pond Dale. Pen of ewes or

gimmers of any breed, 1, Messrs. J. Green and Son, Silsden.

Pigs.—Boars of the large breed, 1, R. E. Dnckering
Lincoln ; 2, J. M'Morrin, Sedgefield- Boars of the small

breed, 1, R. E. Dnckering, Lincoln ; 2, J. A. Lynn, West
Hartlepool. Sows of the Lnrge breed, R. E. Duckering,

Lincoln. Sows of the small breed, 1, R. E. Duckering, Lin-
coln; 2, M. Lynn, West Hartlepool. Pen of breeding sows

of any breed, from four to nine months old, 1, R. E. Ducker-
ing, Lincoln. Cottagers' pigs whose rental does not exceed

£10, 1, G. Riddle, West Hartlepool ; 2, S. Fox, West Hartle-

pool. Pigs belonging to cottagers residing within tlie par-

liamentary borough of the Hartiepools, 1, J. White, West
Hartlepool; 2, G. Sinclair, West Hartlepool.

Horses.— Mares for breeding roadsters, with foal at foot

J. Kirby, Stamford Bridge, York ; 2, J. M. Mease, Hutton
RuJby, iarm. Mares lor breeding harness horses, with foal

at foot, F. Stainthorpe, Hawsker, Whitby ; 2, J. and T.
Reader, Holme, York. Mares for breeding draught horses,

with foal at foot, H. PuUeine, Ba.Kter Hall, Selby, York ; 'Z,

W. J. Dobson, High Grange, Wolviston. Draught mares, uot

having produced a ioal in 1877, but to produce a living foal in

187», W. Ho»doQ, Pockerlcy, Chester-le-slreet; 2, Marquis

of Londonderry, Sealiam Hall. Hunters, five years old and

upwards, mares or geldings cup, T. H. Hutchinson, Manor
House ; 2, C. J. Johnson, Oakwood, Croft. Four-year-old,

hunters, mares or geldings, J. Welborn, Mowthorpe Harkness,

Scarborough. Hunters, mares or geldings, exceeding four

years oil, A. Stephenson, Hart Manor, Castle Eden ; 2, R.

W. Brown, Sheraton, Castle Eden. Three-year-old hunting

geldings, W. Scott, Bruo.n Close, Boroughbridge ; 2, T. Law-
son, Marwood. Three-year-old hunting fillies, G. Lancaster,

Morton Grange. Two-year-old hunting geldings. G. Lancas-

ter ; 2, J. T. Scurr, Kirky Sigston, Northallerton, Two-year-

old hunting fillies, J. Davison, jun.,Trittington Hall; 2,J. Watt,

Sealon Carew, West Hartlepool. Two-year-old hunting

fillies, 1. G. Lancaster, Morton Grange; 2, Marquis of Lon-

donderry, Sealiam Hall. Two-year-old fillies, 1, Maiquis of

Londonderry, Sealiam Hall ; 2, G. Thompson, Hutton Ambo,
York. Three-years-old gelding, 1, R. T. Ogle, Kenujthorpe,

Maltou. Three-years-old-fiUies, 1, W. Howdon, Pockerley,

Chester-le-Street ; 2, J. Waddell, Edinburgh and Sunoerlaud.

Two-years-old geldings, 1, Marquis of Londonderry, Seaham
Hall ; 2, Messrs. Elliott and Hunter, Charlaw Colliery. Two-
years-old fillies, 1, J. Waddell, Ediuburgh ; 2, Marquis of

Londonderry, Seaham Hall. Yeirliog geldings, 1, G. Crooks,

Dauby Wske, Northalltrton ; 2, S. Potts, Mill House, Sea-

ham. Yeailiug fillies, 1 and 2, Marquis of Londonderry, Sea-

ham Hall. Pair of draught horses, of either sex, cup, J.

Bamlett, ^larbh House, Greatham, We^t Hartlepool ; 2, M
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BaJUB, inn., High Peaumont Hill, Darlinaton. Dray or

roUey l.orses, 1, 2, Hnd cup, J. Waddell, Ediobiirgh. Dray

or rv.ley liorsfs, either sex, cup, R. Lauder West Hartleporl

;

2,^ . Wad'lell, Sunderland and Euinburg. Qintlenieu's liai k.

Hacks, mates or reldu^s, 1, I. Bo*man, Troom House, Seed-

intre, York; 2, Dr. Merryweaiher, Guisbrougli, York. Road-

sters, mares or geldings, auy age, not exceedinif loj liHi.ds, 1,

f. Bowman, Troome House, Sledmeie ; 2, Dr. Merrjweather,

Guisborongh. Ladies hackneys, mares or geluings, 1, T.

Bowman ; 2, J. Welburn, Mowthorpe Harkness. Ponies,

mares, or geldings, not exceeding 14 hands, 1, J. Stevenson,

Rounubay-road, Leeds ; 2, G. Pyman, jun., Rosebank, West
Hartlepool. Ponies, mares, or geldings, not exceeding 12

Imnds, 1, J. Stevenson; 2, S. Gourley, West Hirtlepool.

Marei or geldinjis, exhibited and driven in single liarness, 1, R.

Mirtin, Scoreby, York ; 2, R. M. Gallon, Royal hotel. West
Hartlepool. Cobs or ponies, not eiceediug I4i hands, to be

exhibited and driven in single harness, 1, T. C. Hutcliinsou,

Hililer House, MiJdlesborough ; 2, W. Richardson, West
Hartlepool. Hunters of any age, mares or geldings, 1, J.

Welburn ; 2, W. Langhord, Mill Hill, Haydon Bridge ; 3, H.

Davison, Trittiugton Hall. Mares or geldings not exceeding

14 hands, that shall leap the artificial fauces the best, 1, W.
Atkinson, Waldron House, Bishop Auckland ; 2, W. Furnies,

Sadler's Hotel, Stockton.

—

Leeds Mercury.

BLACKPOOL AGRICliLTURAL SOCIETY. — The
tenth annual exliibilion of the Blackpool and Fylde Aaricu!-^

tural Society was held on August 23, at llnikes Hall Park

Blackpool, and, favoured by fine weather, was a great success

Tlie promo ere of tke show are especially fortunate in having

80 admirable a site as the Raikes Hall estate for holding the

exhibition. The number of entries was large, being 869—an

excess in almost every department. This increase is shown
especially in the horses, a class which nnn>bers 277 this year

against 176 last year. Tlie cattle also show remarkably well

botli in quality and quantity, the agricultural horses especially

being the best ever shown in this part of the country, in some

of the classes even beating winners of the Royal Show which

have competed with them. The sheep are a very fair class

—

as good as can be expected in a grass country. The dogs and

poultry are also quite up to the mark. The following are

some of the principal awards :—Two-year-old bull, of any

breed.—1, T. Atkinson, Unsworth ; 2, R. Thompson, Black-

pool. Bull under two years.—1, J. Thompson, Elswick ; 2,

B. Bee, Goosenargh. Bull calf.—1, B. B?e ; 2, R. Thompson.
Two dairy cows, in calf or milk.— 1, W. Nelson, Preston; 2,

J. Bradshaw, Bisphara. Dairy cow above three years.— 1,

T. Atkinson ; 2, W. Nelson, Cadley. Heifer above two years

and under three.— 1, W. Nelson ; 2, T. Atkinson. Heifer

between one and two years.— 1, J. Nelson ; 2, T. Atkinson.

Heifer calf.— 1 and 2, R, Tnompson. Eat cow.— 1, T.

Masheter, ilaikes Halt; 2, R. Walknr, Peel. Pair of agri-

cultural horses.— 1, J. Parkinson, Moss Hall; 2, W. Kirk-

Lara, Poulton. Pair of draught horses.— 1, C. W. Brierley,

Prestwich ; 2, Mrs. Nancy Hornby, Preston. Brood mare

for agricultural purposes.— 1, J. Jackson, Stalinine; 2,

J. Parkinson, Lytham. Brood mare for draught purposes.— 1,

P. Blundell, Weeton ; 2, R. Porter, Fleetwood. Mare or

gelding lor agricultural purposes, three or four years.— 1,

Executors of R. I'liornton, Garstaug ; 2, J. Parkinson. Ditto

lor draught purposes.— 1, P. Blundell ; 2, J. Fisher, Black-

pool. Two-year-old gelding or filly for drau^iht or agricul-

tural purposes.— 1, R. Balderstoue, Nateby ; 2, T. Blundell.

Yearling gelding or filly for draught or agricul-

tural purposes.— 1, Mary Hothersall and Son, Full-

wood ; 2, R. Thompnon. Colt or filly foal ditto.

—

1, D. Dewhurst, Weeton ; 2, J. Fisher. R. Porter and J.

Bowiuan obtained respectively the first prizes uS'ered by Fylde

Cart-horse Breeding Improvement Company tor the best colt

and filly foal. The judging for the remainiug classes of

horses was not completed until a late hour. In the class of

sheep the prize for the long-woolled ra;n was taken by H. L.

Birley, Kirkham ; and for the loug-woolled ram lamb, by J.

Wells, Freckleton. Mr. Birley was also first in the class of

ehort-wool rams ; iu fact, he carried away the whole of the

first prizes iu these classes. In the class for pigs S. Wilson,

llamsbottom, obtained first honours lu every class. The
poultry, dogs, and vegetables also made a very respectable

show. The afternoou was devoted to lvapiu;j cuutcsti.

—

ilanchcihr Exaiuinci',

ACTION? BY THE LONBON AKD NORTH-
WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY*

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.
At the BloomsOnry Cijuu'y Courts on Friday last, tliE case

of the Company r.Wood was heard betore Mr. Judge Russell,

in which ihn plaiutilTs sued the delendimt, a larnier, at Boudy-

«ote, near Baubury, to recover the sura of £4 odd for carringe

'»f 8t sheep from Baubury to Maiden-lane, Londun. Mr.

Hirmsworth, the Company's counsel, having proved the plain*

tifT^i' claim, the defendant was called upon to prove his coanler*

*laim, and in doing so said that on the 28ih October last he

-x^-nt 84 sheep (rom Banbury to London, and instead of reach-

ing the Cattle xMarket in the state in which they were sent,

they were, by being improperly packed in the trucks provided

by the Company, in such a state that, instead of realizing 67».

each, 30 were told ht CO-'., and 24 at 58s. He now sui d the

Company by way of coiintir claim. The plaintiff in the

counter-claim, proved his claim by the evidence ot Knowles, a

drover in the raarkf t, who said the sheep were loaded " thick,"

and in consequence of which they were trampled on and their

wool made dirty. Thomas Dodri, a salesman in the Cattle

Market, said that in consequence ol the sheep being inaprojierly

packed they had deteriorated iu value about 4<. each. Tlie

Company called several witnesses to prove that the truck had

been loaded at Banbury by the directions of the plainlitt', and

that if any injury had been incurred it was entirely owing to

his negligence, and not attributable to the Company or their

servauts. The foreman at Maiden-lane said it was not an

uncommon circuiustauce to put as many as 40 sheep in a large

trucK. He had done so frequently. He unloaded about 1,800

waggons a week. After his evidence, his Honour said that

as the carriage was not in dispute there would be a verdict for

the Company on that ground, and that «o far as the set off had

to be considered, he was of opinion that the sheep had been

packed under the plaintiff's supervision ; therefore he should

give judgment in favour of the Company, with costs.

WHEN TO CUT WHEAT.—Wheat should never be

fully ripe before cutting, for it then loses colour, weight, and

quality, and is liable to loss from shedding in the field. But
it unfortunately happens that in this age ol inquiry and com-

petitive trials we cannot adopt an improvement without

rushing into the opposite extreme of the fault we would

remedy. It is so in the case of harvesting, as some one or t«o

of our neighbourine farmers will find to their cost this season,

if they will but fairly test the question. Wheat can never be

cut, without unuue shrinking of the kernel, until you caa

press it (the kernel) between your thumb and forefinger with,

ou', squeezing out any liquid, or " milk," as farmers call it.

If cut until tills, in the process of ripening, is converted into a

substance like " dough," a sure loss ol measure—sometimes

very serious—will be the result, and no advania^je gained, as

is most mischievously held by some theoretical writers to

whom amateur farmers are too prone to listen, over wheat cut

when the milk is quite out of it, A week after that stage it

will still be in the best condition for tutting, and even should

a small portion be standing a little longer no harm will come
of it, and the extra bushels iu yield will far more than com-

pensate for the loss of a little colour and weight which the

prematurely cut may possess. In years past 1 have thoroughly

tested the three systems : cuttiug green—when the milk is

just out, and wheu "goose-necked" or dead ripe, and I

always found the trial decidedly against the green cutting.

There is risk iu the over-ripe systt-m if high winds prevail,

but the chances are that once in three years you may lose two

bushels per acre blown out, while by cuttiug too early you

certainly lose every year troni four to six bushels per acre by

shrinking. But there is no need in these days of efficient

machinery for prolonging the wheat cutting on any farm

beyond ten days, which will admit ol waiting until it is

properly fit before beginning, and finishing belore auy of the

crop is over-ripe and iu danger of itheddiug,—J. T. T. in llanqi'

shire Chronicle.

A NEW INSECT PEST.—A companion to the Colorado

beetle has manifested itsell in an anonymous insect just dis-

covered in Hungary, Istria, and other Austrian provinces.

Its special weakness is for maize. Nearly five hundred fields

of maize are said to have been attacked by the enemy. It

attacks the crowu of tlio root of the maize plant, whereutKin

the plant turus yellow, ncltens, and bears no Iruit.

—

Moyfnir.
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CHAMBERS OF AGRICULTURE.
SCOTTISH.

The half-yearly general meetiug of the Scottish Cham-
ber of Agriculture, was held at Perth, on Friday, August

the lOib, Mr. Melviu, of Bouniogton, President of the

Chamber, occupied the chair.

The Abolition of Agricultura.l Hypothec.—
Mr, A. E. MaCKNight, Eainuurgh, moved the lolJowing

rtiolutiou :

—

"'Ihe attempts in Parliament to deal with the abolition of

tlie law of agricultural hypothec having tailed, this meeting

renews the resolution of last raeetini; at Perth, viz., to use

every means in the power of the Chamber and of individual

members thereof to have that law, which blocks agricultural

advancement and the growth of the people's food, removed
from the statute book ; and, seeing the unanimity ol Scotch

meiubrrs on the subject, to petition the Government to intro-

duce such a Bill as a Government measure."
This resolution would, he tliought, meet with the approba-

tiua of every member of the Chamber. He thought the

present was the proper time to make renewed expression of

their opinions on this subject. They had seen another
essioii of Parliament almost at a close, and the result of it

had been a total 'ailure : there had been nothing done in

regard to thi> subject. There had been a studied and evident

wish on the part of the Government, and generally speaking
ot Parliament, that this measure should not be passed at all.

It was, therefore, most proi^er that they should emphatically
declare their opinions again on the subject, it being their

business a^ a Chamber of Agriculture to enlighten the country
and Parliament on this question They condemned this law
of agricultural hypothec in the first place as being a law of

special privilege, as a law ot protection to one class of the

community. He believed they were all free-traders, and they

condemned the principle of any law which gave protecion to

any particular class. Then the question arose, this being a

law of special privilege, was it a just one ? Let them look at

how it worked. Under this law, which secured the whole
crop on the ground to the landlord, it was quite clear in the

first place, that this injured the tenants' capital,—they could
not get assistance from friends, landlords, nor from bank, in

order to carry on in a vigorous way the cultivation of their

farms, because ot the landlord's prior claim, which swallowed
everything. The tenant's object should be to cultivate the soil

as highly as he could, but with his credit crippled in that way
he was prevented from doing justice to the land. And what
Was the result ? It was simply this, that the land was not done
justice to, there was not a suflBcient amount of capital brought
to bear on its cultivation, and consequently there were poor
crojs. That being so, all parties suffered. The tenant sufl'ered

by not reapirg the benefit ot his crop, and the public suffered

because the cr.<p was not so large in amount as it would have
been had the land been thoroughly cultivated, Ttiese were
very important and strong grounds on which they condemned
the existing law. The resolution was agreed to.

UoADs AND Bridges Bill.—On this subject the following
resolution was parsed :

—

"Tiiat the Chamber appoints the directors and such of them
as can attend to wait in deputation on the Lord Advocate, to

nrge upon his Lordship the re-introduction of his Bill, with
•uch amendments as the Chamber has to submit to him.

The Importation of Cattle Disease. — Mr.
Smith, West Drums, in rising to move a resolution on
the above subject, said he did so with some hesitation, as he
would have preferred to have had more time to go over the
particulars bearing upon it. He was aware that very able
evidence had been given before the Select Committee of the
House of Commons on this subject by their President, Mr.
Melvin, but they had not had an opportunity of seeing the
evidence at very great length. He was in expectation that
they would have that day had a copy of the evidence in an
extended shape, when they would have been better able to
have satisfied themselves on some points which were still not
quite explained. Ho had, however, great pleasure in moving,
« That the Chamber records its thanks to Mr. Melvin for the
latisfactory eviaetjce he gave before the Cattle Plague Com-

mittee, and resolves to petition for legislation generally on the

lines of the report of the Committee recently issued."

So (ar as he had seen, Mr. Melvin's evidence wa- of the most
satisfactory kind, and would not be found to conflict with the

opinions of almost any member of the Chamber. He would
refer, in particular, to one or two points where Mr. Melvin's

evidence appeared to have had great weight with the Com-
mittee. He was very glad to find their Chamber so well and
ably represented as it wa», and that their views and those of

Mr. Melvin had considerable weight. He noticed, for

example, that Mr. Melvin enforced strongly the necessity of

uniformity of action in regard to cattle plague and cattle

disease matters. He did not know that they could be belter

placed for adding an instance of the necessity of this uni- •

formity of action than they happened to be at that moment,
situated as they were in the county town of Perth. He hap-
pened to be a member of the Forfar"hire local authority, and
he could assure the meeting that they had experienced the

greatest difficulty in carrying out matters connected with

Perlhsh're, simply on account of the action which the burgh
of Perth took in regard to cattle plague. With the county of

Perth they had no fault to find, as their regulations were

much the same as prevailed in Forfarshire ; but the burgh of

Perth kept itself open, he might say, to all the world ; and
as the county did not close the burgh off, the Forfarshire local

authority were under the necessity of closing off Perthshire,

to the great detriment and inconvenience of farmers, espe-

cially those on the frontier parts ot the county. That was
an instance in point, and another member of the local

authority present would bear him out in what he had said.

Two or three burghs maintained their own course, and kept
open while the county was fighting to keep out disease, whilst

the other two took the same view as the county ; whereas,

had there been the same unformity of action recommended by
Mr. Melvin they would have been saved the immense trouble

they had experienced. He would now refer to a part of the

Committee's recommendations which he thouglit appeared to

be somewhat dangerous. As time did not permit of his read-

ing the whole of the recommendation, he would content him-
self with reading the following clause :

—'* That in any case of

pleuro-pufumouia or foot-and-mouth disease breaking out, the
Privy Council shall have power to tix the limits of the dis' rict

which is to be treated as infected." The word " district " in

the clause quoted was confusing, as it might mean a pretty

large rf>dius of country, and might end in great inconvenience

and hardship to most stockowners, were a large district to be
pronounced infected because foot-and-mouth disease or pleuro-

pneumonia had been found on a farm. He demurred to any-

thing like that, and Mr. Melvin said it would admit of

explanation. He was of opinion that the clause should be
made to read :

—" In any case of pleuro-pneuraonia or foot-

and-mouth disease breaking out, the Privy Council shall have
power to fix the limits of the places which are to be treated

as infected." That would save them as stockowners, and
would make the clause more satisfactory ; but he left it for

the Chamber to take a practical view ot the matter. Then as

to the restrictions iu regard to the landing of Irish cattle, he
thought Mr. Melvin put that admirably before the Com-
mittee, though it was not so explicitly eatered in the report

he held in his hand as he could have wished. A great deal of
their disease had, from time to time, arisen from the fact

that their Irish store cattle were necessarily exposed to disease

by having to pass through Glasgow, and being laid in the

lairs there for a night or two. They would observe how care-

fully this was watched and guarded against in London
;
yet

Glasgow, second in importance to London, was of great

importance to stockowners, and dise&se was as likely to be

caught there as in the case of a store animal entered in the

lairs in London. He thoueht the clause in regard to this

should be altered to the effect that none of these animals
should be allowed to enter the lairs of fat cattle markets.

The resolution having been unanimously adopted.

The Chairman thanked the Chamber for the compliment
which had been paid him. Re.!arding the evidence he had
given before the Committ«e, he must fraukly tell them that all

he did in the matter was to submit in &i clear and practical a
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form as possible the views of the Chamber. Going to a meet-

ing of the CoDiraittee after it had sat for bix weeks, three days

in each week, and lour hours every day, and alter having ex-

amined all and sundry from England, and got to a certain

extent tired out with the line of examination, he saw it was
necessary jto reconstruct his evidence, in order to represent as far

as possible all the views he had to eubiuit for consideration.

He might state that the groundwork of his evidf-nce had been

the admirable memorial which was drawn originally by Mr.
Goodlet, and thereafter altered to a slight extent by the

directors. That gave him solid ground to stand on, and

enabled him to face any cross-examination to which he was
subjected. As all the various opinions were represented in

the (Jharaber, it was necessary to be prepared to meet all the

different views which the members present chose to take.

However, tlie accurate way in which the questions were put

enabled him, to a certain extent, satisfactorily to do this.

There wa» one very oIjvious line of exnmiuation carried out,

and that was, to make it appear tliat the restrictions which
were being urged were directly in the face of free trade, and on
that ground sliould be opposed. He could hardly take that

view of the matter, because holding the opinion that the

diaeases of which they complained—cattle plague, pieuro-pneu-

monia, and foot-and-mouth disease—were not self-produced or

naturally produced in this country, but weie foreign diseases

which were brought here with animals from other cDuntries,

it occurred to him that this removed them out of the line of

tile arguments in favour of iree tnde. Tliev would, for exam-
ple, never think of allowing vessels wherein yellow fever or

Asiatic cholera were known to exist to litnd their passengers

in this country without some time elapsing to admit of re-

moval of disease from the passengers aflected, when clear bills

of health would be givea. It they applied the same principle

to cattle—and he thought ihey were entitled to do so—tlien

the question came to be, if tho e individuals who import cat-

tle here in ships were compelled to keep sucu ships away from

the docks iu quarantine, the expense would be such as to

involve the complete prevention of cattle being brought here

at all. In these circumstmces, the most mercilul and most
businesi-like plan was, if possible, to prevent the spread of

infectious diseases all over llie country, by having the cattle

slaughtered at the port of debarkation, and thus preventing

their flocks and herds Irom being in'ected. He was quite

aware, however, that there would be considerable difiiculty in

getting the recommendations of the Comrailtee carried out.

Several meetings had already been held by the importers ; and

from their tone and temper it was evident that the importers

were determined to do all they possibly could to have the

same privilege of spreading cattle over the country as they

had hitherto enjoyed. He thought the Chamber was doing

right in endeavouring to oppose such action. The question

of the prevention of disease by quarantine was also beiore the

Commitiee. This was, however, a method which he was not

prepared to assent to. At Leith, for instance, there was
actually no prevention at all. All their own flocks and herds

were subject to continual supervision, but the cattle lauded

from abroad at Leith were put in a shed, and within twelve

hours were allowed to be spread all over the country. Tliey

were all aware that pleuro-pukumonia might be latent lor

two or three months, and fuot-aud-mouth disease mii^ht be

latent lor a good many days, and the run from Holland to this

country, or even from Hamburg, often occupied not more
than two days. The consequence was that these cattle, ex-

posed to all the annoyances of the voyage, got excited, and
when they were put into sheds, this excitement was kept up.

The animals being gathered together in yards, it was a difficult

matter for a veterinary surgeon to examine them in their

natural state; and iu this way he believed cattle had been

allowed to pass into the country containing the seeds of disease,

and so infected other districts. In his evidence about Irish

btore cattle he had endeavoured to show as clearly as

possible that all towns should be carefully avoided by

these cattle, and that they should be taken to some quiet

port, and landed by rail direct to the markets throughout the

country. This he thought was a very important matter, con-

sidering the large numbers of Irish store cattle sent over here.

Atarecent meeiing ol the Royal Agricultural Society ot Ireland

it wag stated that lastyear Ireland sent to England and Scotland

cattle to the value ol £13,000,000. That was a large sum to

go into the pockets of Irishmen, and he thought they could

Aot object to beiag subjected to tbe same tuiet tegarding

disease which were in force here. The whole question of the

importation of meat was one of those questions that should be

fully and fairly considered, aud if he mii!ht be allowed to

occupy their time for a little, he would say a few words on the

mat'er. Last year they i'npnrted about £20,000,000 worth of

animal food. Of that, £7 000,000 had to be set down as the

value of the live animals imp irted, and the remainder for

Ainerican beef and other salted and prepared provisions. Well,

of course, they required an immense quantity of food in addi-

tion to what they produced in this country. As the people of

this country encouraged the introduction of slauglitered food

or dead meat, they extended the radius from which they could

obtain food. The discovery of the process by which meat
could be brought over from America had enabled the public to

obtain a great quantity of meat from Ame ica. This was a
trade which he believed was only jnst beginning. The resources

of America were such that they would ultimately be able to

send over still larger quantities of meat. It was true there

was at present some depression felt in that country, but they

had only to consider the vast extent of territory there to con-

vince them that America was able to send large supplies of

cattle. Then if the time came, as he had no doubt it would,

when it would be possible to bring slaughtered meat from
Australia, another large source of supply would be opened up,

and an immense quantity of meat might be brought to this

country. Eight or nine years ago, at a meeting of the High-
land Society, held soon after his return from New Zealand, tho

question ca ne up for consideration as to the effect of a pre-

served meat trade on the home markets. He then stated that

he did not look upon the introduction of such meat as involv-

ing any serious consequences to the British farmer, because in

that form it was not popular, and not likely to be, owing to

the fact that at the hi.;h price which its production involved,

it would not pay to bring it over. But with the refrigerator

process, by which slaughtered meat can be brought from
America iu an entire state, it would be a very different matter,

because that was such an immense quantity to send. Ten
years ago they had about 4,000,000 of cattle in Australasia,

including Australia and New Zealand, and about 40,000,000
of sheep. Now there were about 7,000,000 of cattle and
70,000,000 of sheep, the population not exceeding 2^ millions.

There they had about three oxen for each human being, and
somewhere about 30 sheep, which indicated an enormous
quantity of butcher meat. In this country, including Ireland,

there were somewhere about 10,000,000 of cattle and about
30,000,000 of sheep, with a population of some thirty-two

millions. From Australia, where there was an extraordinary

supply (which he believed was much superior in quality to that

of the United States), they could bring a continuous supply of
meat, as they were well able to produce it. Taking everything
into account, he believed they could sell meat at from i^d. to

3d. per lb. wholesale, leaving a raari;in of about 3d. per lb.

for expense of carriage to enable it to be sold here at 6d. He
thought the consumers, in their own interest, ought rather to
eocournge such a trade, and they as agriculturists were entitled

—seeing they were brouijht into competition with all these
countries—to have their flocks and herds protected against
disease ; and by slaughtering at the port of debarkation, they
afforded inventors every inducement to perfect their process as
much as they could in order to bring dead meat from those
countries where it abounded and where it was che.ap,

Mr. Bethune seconded the motion.

Mr. DiNOWALL, Ramornie, Fit'eshire, was inclined to differ

from what had been said regarding slaughter at the port of
debarkation. He had a strong feeling that this was not
enough to save them from the effects of foreign disease. They
could never be altogether safe unless tbey insisted that all

store cattle brought to this country from the Continent of
Europe should be slaughtered at the port of embarkation.
The motion was agreed to.

The Game Laws.—The Secretary read tlie following
resolution, which was to have been moved by Mr.
Shepherd, Gleghornie :

—
" Mr. M'Lagan's Bill, as passed

into law, being of no benefit topractical agriculture
but, on the contrary, raises rabbits into tbe game list

the Chamber resolves to urge members of Parliament to
introduce a measure in next session of Parliament aboUsh-
ing the Game Laws, at least giving the occupant the
power of protecting his crops from injury by ground game,
and to petition both Houses of Pariiauieut io favour of such a
measure when introdaced."
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Mr.SuEPiiERD aaid he had heard H stated that, through the

blluence of the Dak-^ of Arsyll, the clause of assessmeut for-

merly contained in Mr. M^La^an's Bill had been removed. It

looked as if the Diike could not touch anvthiuK connected with

the aifricnlture of the country without injuring it. He num-

bered hims If among the Liberals, but he seemed to be a

leader aoiong the Conservatives in regard to all liis own

privile?e-i. If there was any me iudaitry which deserved to

be kept free from injury bv their o*n laws it was the indus-

try of ajjriculfure. Nothing could be more evident than that

the tenantry should have the power of protectintt their own

crops and he would lay it down as a principle that unless

this were allowed, their trade was a ridiculous trade. They

should be allowed to protect their own growing cropsj; other-

wise, if they allowed as the game law did, indefinite interfer-

ence with their industry, they, in fact, by law established a

principle that according to the will of any landlord might

lead to I he ruin of his tenants. This subject had been often

before the Ch>imber, and they were all fHmiliar with it, though

of late years it hud fallen into abeyance in some degree,

because the tenants as a class were unwilling to be warring on

this question with the landlords. Still the feelings of that

Chamber were unaltered fro;n what they were at the begin-

n ng. Mr. M'Lagan had recently introduced a Bill into Par-

liament, but like all their other friends in Parliament he had

allowed himself to be talked away alU)gether. and his Bill was

now of no value. Tue Bill of Sir Alexander Gordon remained,

he believed, unchanged, and the Cliamberlast year petitioned

in favour of it, and it would not have been improper to con-

tiaue that petition instead of simply asking for the abolition

of the Gime Liws, as it would be welUo keep to an attainable

«nd. However, he had no desire to s^e a division, and he

was perfectly willing to petition that the game laws be entirely

abolished.

After some discussion it was decided to instruct the Director*

to take into consideration Mr. M'L»gau's Bill at their next

meeting.

The Educatiom Act.—The Secretart read a memorial

which had been piepared by the Directors on this subject, ob-

jecting to the method of tlie present assessment, and asking

that power should be given to the Board of Education in Scot-

land to take the necessary steps to secure that the standard of

education hitherto existing in parochial schools bhall be

maintained, or in some other way to secure to tlie people the

educational advantages formerly enjoyed in the parochial

schools of Scotland, without compelling them to seek it

at greater expense than many of them can afford in university

towns.

Mr. Macknight moved :
" That this Chamber approves of

the memorial and the Directors acting, and remits to the

Directors to watch over the subject, and to take further action

in the same direction as regards all rural schools."

Mr. GooDLET seconded tlie motion, which was carried.

Mr. Barclay's Security for lurROTEUENTS Bill.—
The Directors reported that they were satisfied with the

honesty of Mr. Barclay's Bill as being one of simple justice

between man and man, and reootamended the Chamber to

urge the re-introiu"tion of it next session, and they sugiiested

a number of detailed a terationa which they intend to ask Mr.

Barclay to emtiody iu his Bill.

Mr. Bethu.ve moved :
" That the Chamber approves of the

report and rem't« to the Directors to communicate with the

author of the Bill, in view of the re-introdaction of the

measure next session, with the Chamber's suggested amend-

ments tliereon."

Mr. NiCOL seconded the resolution, which was passed.

The Poor-law Amendyent Bill.—The Directors'

report on this Bill recommended :liMt no further powers be

placed in the hands of the Bodrd of Supervision liulil it be

made an open court.

Mr. Mackn IG 11 r moved-. '• That the Chamber approves of

the Directors' report, and remits to the Directors to watch

legislation on this subject,"

The iDotion was agreed to.

The Duke of Argyll on the Land Question.—The
Secretary reported that the liirectors had that foreaooa

agreed to thank Mr. Goodlet for the pamphlet he had issued

ii^ answer to the Duke of Argyll's essay on the land question,

t« approve of the same, aud to recommend the Chamber to

p iblish it..

Tlie CuAiRKAN said he had read with ^eat pleasure Mr.

Goodlet's pamphlet in answer to the Duke of Argyll's essay

on the above subject. The pamphlet of Mr. Ouodlet was

clearly and temperately written, aud fairly met the questions

raised by the Duke, who had strangely omitted all re'ereuce

to the law of freedom ofcintract. Having omittad all reference

to this law which was the basis of the contract, the case of his

Grace wat greatly weakened. The wav in which the subject

had been treated by Mr. Goodlet justified them in thinking

that it was a co uplete answtr to the Duke's arguments, and
he had great pleasure in moving " That the thanks of tliis

Chamber be given to Mr. Goodlet for his excellent answer, and
that they adopt the recommendation of the Directors to direct

the Secretary to have the pamphlet published and circulated to

the be.st advantage."

Mr. Macknight seconded the motion, stating his belief

that the ingenious aim of the Duke was to throw dust in tlie

eyes of the tenantry and public generally, but it had been

bdffled by Mr. Goodlet's pamphlet, which would be a valuable

means of enlightening the public on this question.

After some discussion it was agreed that the Chamber should

publish the pamphlet.

MR. J. J. MECHI AT TIPTREE HALL.
A good type of tiie ideal British farmer—burly, hearty, and

genial—meets the frequent visitors who drive up to the hos-

pitable doors of Tiutree Hall. For twenty-nine successive

years Mr. Mechi had entertained his agricultural friends at his

well-known " annual gatherings ;" but this jeir he issued a

notice excusing himself from receiving his friend* en masse, on
the ground of advancing age. In a tent ou tlie lawn in Jront

of the mansion as many as two hundred guests have enjoyed

the good cheer and the good sayings of the most genial of

hosts, after inspecting the crops, the stock, and the farm-

premises. At the age of seventy-five it is no wonder that Mr.
Mechi gives op those large gatherings which, in a somewhat
remote country house, must have occasioned a great deal of

labour and anxiety. At the same time, visitors, singly or in

small groups, are as freely welcome as ever to view what has

been a show-farm for more than thirty years. It is not easy

to believe that the hearty active man who walks round the

farm with you as briskly as a young one, and who enjoys a

good dinner and a good cigar as well as when he was a Londou
alderman, has passed by half a decade the limit of threescore

years and ten. But he will tell you that he was born at

Blackheath on the 38th of May, 1802 ; and you have only to

come to the couclusion that you have one before you with

whom Tune has dealt gently, and one who, iu spite of reverses

that would have embittered a less genial nature, tias taken life

easily.

Mr. Mechi's father, a native of Bologna, settled in London
itt the latter part of the last century. John Joseph received

the greater part of his education from the late Rev. Mr.
Watson, aud at the age of seventeeu he became clerk to a

mercantile firm iu the City, and remained with them until

1827, when he opened the business in Leadenhall-street that

was to bec'>rae eo well kuowu and successful. For nearly fifty

years Mr. Mechi may be said to have been a public man ; for

long before he attempted to teach men how to farm profitably,

he supplied them with the means of shaving comfortably. Mr.
Mechi has, very properly, as much priue in his early business

life as iu his farming occupations, and he will speak as freely

of his introduction of commercial specialities as of the broach-

ing of agricultural theories. To thousands in all parts of the

world, to whom shaving had been torture, Mr. Mechi became

a benefactor. After a lengthened period of experimentalising

upon the best sharpening materials for razors, he hit upon his

renowned " magic paste," which, with his famous strops and
razors, became quite the rage with the shaving community.

The razors were of the best Sheffield steel, and the strops aud

paste remain to this day unsurpassed in etliciency. So great

was their success that when the fashion of wearing beards

came in, it diminislied Mr. Mechi's income to tlie extent of

£1,600 annually. Tlins a great business of a miscellaneons

character was developed, and a large establishment was opened

in Regent Street, in addition to the one in Leadenhall Street.

By the year 18 tl Mr. Mechi had realised a considerable

fortune, which he invested in the purchase of four farms. At
the time he had no idea of becomintr a farmer, and it was

almost an accideut which iuduccd Lim to become uue, lie
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had from his youth been fond of hie gun and his fibhing-rod,

and in the pursuit of sport he had made frequent visits to

friends, chietly farmers, in Essex and Sulfolk. In ine course

of these visits he had noticed great differfnees in farming

prHc.tice, with correspondiniily diverse results. But let Mr.
Mechi tell his o«n tale. In the firxt letter which he ever

published, written to tlie Agricultural Gazette on the IBth of

March, 18 ii, he thus explains lua devotion to farming
pursuits

:

1 may be asked, " What can you. as a Londoner, know-
about farming?" I will answer, "I alwaj-s loved the beau-
ties of Naurs, the pure air of heaven, the spoi-ts of the field,

and the hospitalit.y of our honest yeomen. I have seen one
farmer making a fortune and his next neighbour losing one.
I have seen one field all corn, and another nearly all weeds.
I asked, ' How is thisi" inquired into tKe causes ; noted the
results ; obtained from all the best farmers and all tho best
agricultural books within my reach ever3' information bear-
ing on agricultural pursuits

;
practised in my own little gar-

den, on a small scale, a variety of experunents ; and, after

carefully weighing the evidence, I came to the conclusion
that want of drainaga, waste of manure, shallow ploughing,
and short leases are among the greatest curses to this coun-
try ; and I, as lar as m.y individual means will permit, am
resolved on remedying them."

This, liowever, does not account for what has above been

termed the " accident" which led Mr. Mechi to become a

practical farmer. When he purchased Tiptree Hall, he found

the land was suffering from the want of draining, and he offered

to drain it for his tenant if the latter would pay a small per-

centage on the outlay. But the man was incredulous as to

the benefits of draining, and, in the enH, Mr. Mechi bought

hira out, and entered on the work of improvement at Tiptree

Hall on his own account. The present mansion was then

built, with some of the excellent faim-preraises ; the land was

draiuf d ; miles of fences were knocked down, and hundreds of

wretched pollards and other hedgerow trees with them. The
soil was not one of the most hopeful to work on, having been

more or less recently reclaimed from Tiptree Heath ; but by

keeping a large quantity of stock, and feeding wiih purchased

cake and other materials, togetlier with draining, chalking,

and steam cuhivation, the farm was soon nude one of the most

fruitful in the ccuntry, showing a marked buperiority to those

immediately surrounding it.

Mr. Mechi'b firbt agricultural letter, describing his opera-

tions in draining and other improvements, rendered liim

famous. Landowners and farmers came to see hira, and he

was soon engaged in a large public and private correspondence.

He is properly described as an agricultural preacher, and a

preacher who says not only " Do as I say," but " Do as I do"

also. Thus the " sayings and doings" of Mr. Mechi were

coupled together, and formed the titling title of one of his

works. The principal points which he insisted on as esseuiial

to good and economical farming may he thus enumerated :

Tile draining ; deep cultivation ; thin seeding ; covered and

ventilated stock-yards with paved floors; clo^e folding for

sheep; a certain portion of land irrigated with sewage ; the

absence of hedgerow timber ; freedom of cultivation ; tlie use

of straw as food for stock ; and the use of steam as a motive

power. All, or nearly all, these points had been introduced by

different agricultural relormers before Mr. Mechi combined

them in his practice and became tie indefatigable apostle of

them all. Over thirty years he has been pounding away on

these and kindred topics with more or less etfect. Many who
at first laughed at the " cockney farmer" learned to imitate

him, and others have been warned by his mistakes, whilst

profiling by lii« successes ; for Mr. Mechi, like all bold experi-

menters, has had his failures. He made a mistake in drain-

ing with stones below the drain-tiles—an expensive process

wliich no one has ever thought of imitating, and which Mr.

Mechi himself does not recommend, altliough he declares that

the drains at Tiptree thus laid are still more clear than any

others. But the most costly mistake which the then wealthy

land-iraprover ever made was the laying down of irrigation

pipes over his whole farm. Mr. Mechi admits now that he

has never seen the interest for this heavy outlay, and that he

should have been content with the irrigation of about the

twentieth part of his farm, with the object of lorcing crops of

ryegrass and other fodder for his stock.

In the early days of his agricultural apostleship, Mr. Mechi

was subjected to a great de*l of dislike, and even to vitupera-

tion and threatening, bjf some of his lellow-farmers, who

thought that, by telling their landlords how much more the

land could be made to produce, he was leading up to the

raising of rents. Anonymous letters, ftiled with the vilest of

abuse and the direst of thrtats, came ever and anon to the

spinied farmer of Tiptree Hall; and even at hi* own table

Mr. Mechi has more than once bet-n most grossly insnhed.

His imperturbable good temper, however, rendered fiim pro jf

against these contemptible demonstrations; the anonymous
letters were first laughed over and then put in the fire, and

public abuse was answered by public argument. That the

tenant-farmers should ha?e been annoyed and alarmed wden a

London tradesman came down into the country to teach th'-m

how to farm, and to declare publicly that the land of England did

not produce more than one-half what it might he made to pro-

duce, is not surprising. It must be admitted, too, that Mr. Meihi
began to teach when he had yet a great deal to learn. Ou the

whole his principles of farming were sound at the first.and he has

had occ sion to alter very little. Slill it was annoying for

farmers ol experience thus to be put to school, and landlords

did undoubtedly prick up their ears with thoughts of hig'^er

rents, especially when Mr. Mechi began to publish his (arm

balance-sheets. But what the farmers in their annoyance
forgot wa.«, that Mr. Meciii insisted as strongly on the outy of

the landlord te execute permanent improvements ou his land,

as on that of the tenaut to farm well. To the land-owner*

he said :
" Drain your land ; pat up good farm buildint;s

;

cut down yimr woithless and wasteful hedgerow timber,

especially those wretched pollards ; and give your tenants

reasonable freedom of cultivation, and fair compensation tor

unexhausted improvements." To the tenants he said : 'Keep
plenty of slock ; utilise your fariu produce as food to ihe

utmost; do not waste your seed by overthick sowing, or jour

mauure by exposure in open yards and hills; keep your land

clean ; and stir the soil ueeply." Both have profited by his

lessons, though all are not; equally well fitted for all cases.

Thin sowing, (or instance, on poor soils, or on land subject

to certain almost ineradicable weed^, would be a mistake,

Eveii Mr. Mechi himself has never been disposed to sow his

lamous " peck an acre" on more than a very small portion of

his farm, ttiough he has often been able to challenge his

visitors to distinguish the patch from the rest of the field, oa
which a bushel, or five pecks an acre, had been drilled.

Covered farmyards are still, unlbrtunHtely,the rare exceptions

to a general rule, and the ancient muckhill, turned and re-

turned greatly to its wa'-te, is nearly as cimraon as ever.

Progress in the agricultural world is slow, though a compari-

son of things as they were at the beginning and are at the

latter part of Mr. Mechi's farming career shows that it is sure.

Pollards and hedges are fewer, partly as the result of Mr.

Mechi's teachings ; less thick, though not very thin, sowinjy

is quite usual; and other prac ices that the Tiptree Hall

farmer was once launhed at for recomineoding have been

commonly adopted. Moat pleasing of all to think of, the ill-

feeling against Mr. Mechi, on the part of the farmers, has

passed away, and he is for the curreut year the chairman of

ithe London Farmeis' Club, the most important association of

ts kiud in the kingdom. At meetings of this club, and at

those of other associadons in all parts of the country, Mr,
Meclii has at various times read valuable agricultural papers,

and he has been a constant contributor to the press. Most

of his papers, letters, speeches, and notes have been collected

in three volumes, which have been published for him by

Messrs. Routledge, and which have had a very extensive

circulation.

Mr. Mechi has been twice married, first in 1823, and a

second time in 1846. By his first marriage he had no chil-

dren, but by the second he has one son and four daughters.

In 1856 he was made Slieriff of London and Middlesex, and

in 1858 he was unanimously elected Alderman of the Ward
of Lime-street. This position he resigned in 1866, on

aecoun*, of heavy losses consequent upon the winding up of

the Unity Bank, for the liabilities of wliich Mr. Meclii wa»

to a great extent responsible. On his resignation an illu-

minated address, testifying to his honourable conduct duriug

a long business career and expressing regret at hi» giving up

his office^ was presented to him by his brother alderman and

the inliabitants of the Lime-street Ward. By the failure of

the Uuity Bank Mr. Mechi lost £iO,000 ; but he has the

pleasure of boasting that his was the only bank that paid all

its creditors before closing its doors. This heavy loss ooia-
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pelled Mr. Mechi to reduce his establisliraent, aud—what wai

perhaps the (treatest grief of all—to reduce his farm capital

also. Another address, which, like the first mentioafd, is to

be seen in the drawing-room of Tiptree Hall, is one which

commemorates the presentation of an erabl- raatic silver

centrepiece, subscribed (or by upwards of four hundred of his

friends, whose contributions were limited to a guinea each.

One of the most useful acts of a useful life was the establish-

ment of the Agricultural Institution, which Mr. Mechi started

in 1860, and which last year distributed annuities amounting

to nearly £10,000 to destitute farmers, farmers' widows, and

farmers' daughters. Of the many public and private expres-

sions of appreciation which he has received, he prizes none

more than a memorandum written by his late friend Mr.

George Moore, as follows :
—

" I have valued my honest

gfraightlorward friend Mechi for a quarter of a ceniury, and

wish I had the same amiable temper and disinterested nature.

Few men would h»ve dashed the cup from their lips when he

could have been Lord Mayor of London, because lie thought

he was not sufficiently rich to maintain the dignity of the

position. I had tiim down to Cumberland, and invited eighty

farmers to meet him at White Hall; and he delighted

them all. His example got me into farming, which has been

the plague of my life."

Mr. Mechi still carries on his London business, but spends

the greater part of his time in the country. When at Tiptree

he ri^es early, dines in the middle of the day, and lives as

simply as his agricultural neighbours. His time is occupied

with farming, receiving numerous visitors, and writing, which

last Item includes a large private correspondence. His con-

versation is spiced with humour and varied with anecdotes, of

which his store is considerable. A» a public speaker he is

fluent and illustrative, and what would be a fault with most

men—the tendency to diverge into purely personal histoiy and

experience—is agreeably and instructively egotistical in one

who has 80 much that is interestiue and important to tell

about himbelf and his doings

—

The World.

THE LORD LIEUTENANT ON IRISH
AGRICULTURE.

At the banqaet in connection with the recent meeting

of the Royal Agricultural Society at Galway, the Duke of

Marlborough said :

—

It had been his good fortune lately to visit the North pro-

vince ot Ireland, and there he had an opportunity of witness-

ing the great strides of commercial and manufacturing industry

and activity. It might be well that he should refer to the

few statistics ol the agriculture of the country. The returns

for the current year showed an increase of 2,000 acres under

wheat. He was not sure that this was altogether a healthy

coudiiion, for he believed it might be attributed in a great

decree to the very fine harvest of wheat last year. There had
been an increase of the quantity under barley of 5,000 acres,

and a somewhat peculiar increase in cabbages, There had
been an increase of 4,500 acres of rape and vetches, but the

most extraordiuary increase was that of 64',000 acres in

meadow clover. It was evident that this was an increase

arising Ironi the conviction, and the very fair and
proper conviction, that the rearing and feeding of

cattle was one of the chief elements of Irish agriculture, that

the nature of the soil is suited for the production of tirass, and
that the particular features of the climate are also well suited

to the production of that particular crop upon which the feed-

jni; of cattle depends. Ttiere had also been an increase of

15,000 acres ot oats. There was also a singular increase in

the breadth under potatos. He did not think the diminution

in this crop that had taken place in recently preceding years

was to be deplored. That diminution from 1867 to 1877 had
been 121,000 acres. The decrease in wheat for the. sime
decennial period was l-i2,0U0 aces; of oats, 17,0J0 ; fl>'x,

121,000 ; while in barley tl ere had been an increase of 49,000
acres—and in this latter item th«y had an evidence ot the

iudufctry now prevailing, namely, that large industry with

whicii so respected a name as that of Guinness was associated.

He would not advance any opposing argument to the argu-
ment that the conversion of the land out of tillage into gra»s

was an unpatriotic act, but it was generally found that things

fouud their own level in agriculture as in aay other employ-
ment, and it was impossible to prescribe any rigid way in

wkicli the ftirtilicy of ihe boU was to be developed. There

were 121,000 fewer cattle, and 19,000 fewtr sheep, but they

had exported during the year J613, 105,000 «»orth of live btock,

so that if the amount of stock had decreased they had this

reflection to fall back upon, that the large sum of £13,000,000
had been paid into the hands of the farmers of the country.
They find, however, there were in the country at present

3,996,000 cattle, being more by 350,000 than there wera
two years ago. Pigs also were more by 533,000. In sheep
there was no extraordinary decrease. Taking all these I'ucts

into consideration, he thouglit that, as regards the agriculture

debit and credit account, the country was to be congratulated,

and there was no cause for alarm or despondency. There had
been great progress made under provisions of the Land Act,
enabling some farmers to purchase their holdings, and their

was a great advance in the co idition of the labouring class.

There was also a large increase in the Joint-Stock and Po-il-

office Savings Banks' deposits. His Grace then referred tj

the subjects of drainage and educ&tion, and congratulated tha

company that in respect of law and order the country was
greatly improving.

FARMS AND RENTS.—The English farmer cannot com-
p'ain in these latter days that he suffers from a lack of advice.

Everybudy is busy advisintr him, and not a few mingle a good
deal of pity with their advice. " Poor fellow !" they say, " if

he does not take care he will soon be polished off the lace of

the earth. Everything is against him, tlie seasons, rent>, land-

lords, American beef, Colorado beetle", bad trade, foreign com-
petiiion, rise in wages, and a dozen other evils, wliicli are all

known of, but which we will not de.scrible too minutely. If

the larmer has everything against bun, and nothing fur hiip,

what is to become oi him? He can't go on for ever—as

Tennyson's Brook does—with matters as they are now. He
must soon reach the end of his capital, and then what will

become of him ? lor a farmer who has lost all he has in tha

world is in a worse plight than a dragoon in battle who has

had a horse shot under him." Now we all know, pretty well,

that commiseration of this sort, pitying wonder, stupid com-
passion, has Deen plentifully bestowed on the farmer. And
perhaps if we look roun'l us we can easily guess why this is

the case. First of all, everyone has had it forced on his or her

notice that farmers are in a pitiable plight. Next, farmers,

as their manner is, are not much given to hiding their grief

under a bushel. They don't suffer in silence. If hey hava
something to grumble at, as we all have at times, they don't

do their grumbling with bated breath. They speak out, and
speak plainly, and speak frequently. Sometimes it is even
said .hat for reasons best known to themselves they maka
the most and the worst of vkhatever particular calamity they

are called upon to face. They don't do their groaning in

secret. They take all men into their confidence, and whether
at market ordinaries or at agricultural dinners, they are only

too ready to disburden their minds of what is pressing on them
most painfully. But when we make every allowance for dys-

peptic views of matters, and for exaggerated notions of evils

which may never come, there stil remains a fair share ot pro-

bability that the English farmer of the present day has good
grounds for strong complaints, and good cause to fear the future

which is immediately before him. Grave journalists, grave

students of the principles of agricultural success, grave farm
bailiffs, grave landlord', grave rectors of parishes, arR pretty

much of one mind, when they talk at all, that the English

farmer's present condition is not the most, satisfactory of con-

ditions. And the landlords are told to look to themselves

also, for the worse off the farmers become, thj worse will it be

for rents. If the farmers are ruined or exhausted, or deliber-

ately turn their backs on agriculture, what will the landlords

be able to do ? They cannot farm all the land which may
soon be unoccupied. Many of them cannot afford to reduce

rents. Scores of estates are eaten into by raortnages. The
fall of rents is becoming a plain tact which landlords will be

compelled to deal with. And if rents lall, many a landlord

will know a good many sleepless nights. If there is no com-

petition for farms at present rents, how, or by what process,

can rents be kept up ? Farmers do not rent to pay more than

they can afford to pay, merely for the pleasure of keeping

landlords comfortable and easy-minded. They would prefer

to seeing their landlords pinched to seeing themselves pinched.

And they are not at all eager to embark in a business, such as

fHrminif is now, which means all loss aad no profit.

—

Yorkikir*
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETI E'S.

BEDFORDSHIRE.
MEETIN'G AT BEDFORD.

The annual Sliow of this Associalion was helil on the

19.h July. The weather proved delit;litrull_v fine, and
tliere was a Quraerous attendance of visitors. The Show
was in almost all respects a remarkable success. The
only drawback was the fact that there was but a short and
poor entry of sheep for a county so famous for its sheep
as Bedfordshire, the principal exhibits being Oxford Down
shearling rams, which were retnariiably good throughout.
The show of cart horses generally was exceedingly good,
and in the hunters' class the \ujih reputation of this meet-

ing was thoroughly sustained. Mr. Geariie Street's

yearling colt, out ot Cardiff Liss, of " Royal" celebuty,

by Stokes' Champion, attr.icted considerable attention.

There were some excellent pigs shown, and we noticed that

the judges left out in the cold a sow whicli took Hist prize

at Huutiugdon on Wednesday. This year there was a

very fine collectiou of agricultural implements, although

if more space had been available it would have been
occupied.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Caut Horses: Mr. Tlios. Plowriglit,?iaf>bbeck,

Lincoln; Mr. W. I'lioraps'ju, Thorpe, Colchester; Mr. C.
Sworder, Williau, Uitchin. Nag Horsks : Mr. John
Tahor, liockiiig: Hall, Braiiitree; Mr. F. Gordon, WansCord,
Peterboro'; .Mr. R. Russell, Faruiiii£liain,Ddrtlord. Cattle:
Mr. M. Reynolds, Warden ; Mr, Joseiih Robinson, Clifton

Pastures, Newport Pajjnell ; Mr. G. Baker, Luton. Sheef
Pigs, and Dogs ; Mr. A. F. Milton Druce, Eynshan-, Ox'ord;
Mr. Joseph Bennett, Southcourt, LiusJade. BUTTER : Mr.
W. Maddam*, Biggleswade.

HORSES.
Cart Stallions.—Exhibited at Bedford on Saturday, April

7th, 1877. First prize, i'20, " Youn? Charaniou," clie-tnut, 8

years, the propeny of Mr. Thomas Stokes, Caidecote, Upping-
ham ; second, £5, " Young Champion of England," the pro-

perty of the Exors. of the late Mr. F. Horn, Pull./xhill.

Yearling cart colt.— First prize, £5, G. Street, Maulden
;

second, £3, Mrs. Street, Cople.

Yearling cart filly.— First prize, £5, R. Prew, Sharnbrook
;

second, £3, R. Horrell, Oakley.

Two-) ear-old cart gelding.—First prize, £6, F. Allwood,
Walsworth

;
second, £!•, F. Allwood.

Two-year-old tart filly.— First prize, £6, Miss Trevor,

Tingrith ; second, £t, R. Pre*, Sliarnbrook.

Pair of cart lior.'-es for agricultural purposes.—First prize,

£15, E. Humphries, Persliore ; .'ecoud, £10, C. Howard,
Biddeuham ; third, £5, J. and F. Howard, Clipliain.

Mare and loal lor agricultural purposes.— First priz,<», £10,
J. Gilbert, Sibbertoft; second, £5, J, Prole, Elstow ; third,

C. Howard, BidilenliHm.

Cart loal.— .-"rize, £ i, J. Gilbert, Sibberto''t.

Cart njare or gelding of any age.—Prize, £10, E.
IXmiphries, Persliore.

Four-year-old lioise or mare for liunlinir purposes, bred in

the county ol Bed'ord.—Prize, £10 10s., W. Purser, Cople.

Huuter not exceeding six jears old last spring, up to 13

stone, being the bona j'lJ: proper y of a tenant farmer or his

sun residing within tlie limits of the Oakley Hunt.—Prize,

£10, W. Whitehead, Wollaston.

Hunter not exceediuK six years old list spring, up to 13

stone, being the bona fide property of a ti-nant fanner or his

son residing within the limits o! the Cambridgesiiire ilunt.

—

Prize, £10, C. C. Hajward, Sou'liill.

Hackney of any age.— Prize, £10, J. Hall, Bythorn.

Hackney of any a^je, not exceeding 15 bauds 1 in., suitable

for general purposes.—Prize, £5, J. H. Tuke, llitciiin.

Cob above 13 and under 15 hands —First prize, .£5, II. H.
Green, Felmersham ; second, £3, J. Hall, Cross Hall, St.

Neol'a.

P)ny not exceeding 13 hands.—Piize, cup value 5 gs, H.
J. Hopkins, Northampton.

Miire iu foal, or wi h foal at foot, suitable for breeding

hunfers, the 'bal to be by a thoroughbred horse.—First prize

11. Pii'ser, Williuiton ; second £.j, G. Woodward, Warden.
Harness horse not under 15 hands 1 in., to be siiowu in

single harness.—First prize, £10, R. Uorrell, 0.ikl-y ; second,

£5, W. T. Wood, Bfdiord.

Cob not pxceedins 15 bandi, to be shoTTn in single harness.

—Prizrt, £10, J. Hall, Bythorn.

Harness po ly, not excfedin^ 13 bands, to be shown in

siuijle harness.— Prize, £5, J. Tidey, N.^rtliampton.

Horse of any age that jumps lus fences iu ihn heat nmnner.
— First prize, £10, L. Wlute, Goldington ; seco.id, £5, J. A.
Peacock, Ravensden.
Cob or pony, nofcfxc?edin? 14 hands, that jumps bis fences

in the best manner.-—Prize, £5, H. F. Holland, Ampthilj.

Silver cup, value £21, lor llie best animal in any of the Nag
IIor'B Classes, btiug the property of a tenant farmer residing

iu B-'dfordsbire, or within 20 miles of the town of B.dfoid.—
J. Hall, Cross Hall, S'. Neot's.

CATtLE.
Bill above two and under five years old.—Firft nr'ze, £10,

Marqiis of Exeter, Burleigh Park ; second, £5, J. N. Beaslry,

Brampton, Northampton.
Bull above one and under two years old.—F'rst prizf, £10,

Duke of Manchester, Kimbolton; second, £o, R. Marsh,
LitleOffl y.

Cow of any age.—First prize, £10, T. Kingslej, Boarscroft

;

second, £5, J. Sharp, Bruugbtoa.
Cow or heif r in calf or in milk, not exceeding throe years

old.— First prize, £5, J. A. Muraford, Brill House, Thame;
second, £3, T. Kingsley, Boarscroft.

Heifer, not exceeding two years old.—First priz", £5, R.
Marsh, Little Oifley ; secou'', £3, G. A. Ashby, Naseby
Woolej's, Rugby.
Three annuals of the Shorthorn breed, inc'uding a bull, a

cow in eal or in milk, and a heiler not less than 12 mouths
old.—First prize, £25, Marquis of Exeter ; second, £10, J. A.

Mumford, Brill House, Thiiue.

Diiry cow in milk or in calf.—First prize, £5, T. Kingsley,

Boarscroft ; second, £3, G. Underwood, Little Gaddesden.

Dairy cow, bred in the county.—Prize, £5, M. Norman,
Blunham.

Channel Islands cow.—Pri^e, £5, no award.

Fat ox.— Prize, £5, J. Rogers, Cliellington.

Fat cow or heifer.—Prize, £5, R. Mar»b, Little Offley.

A silver cup, value £5 5s., for the best fat ox, cow, or

heifer, fed in the county of B dford, G. Street, Maulden.
SHEEP.

Long-woolled shearling rain.—First prize, £5, H. J H pkins,

Moulton Grange Farm; second, £2 10s., Charles Sell, Buosiu^-

bourne.

S lort-woolled shearling ram.—First prize, £5,J. Treadwdl,

Upper Wincliendon ; second, £2 10<., J. Treadweil

Pen of live long-wo jlled sliearling ewps.—First priz°, £5, C.

Sell, Bassingbourne; second, £2, J. Wo itton, Cardington.

Pen of five Down or cross-bred shearling ewes.—First prize.

£5, J. Treadweil; 8ecouJ,£2, no award.

Pen of five breeding ewes, of any age or breed, which shall

have suckled lambs up to the first day of June, 1877.—First

prize, £5, G. Street, Maulden ; second, £2, no awara.

Pen of three fat long-wooiled shearling wethei-s.—First

prize, £5, C. Sell, Bassingbourne ; second, £2, H. J. Hopkins.

Pen of three fat Down or cross-bred sliearling wethers.—

First prize, £5, J. Walker, Goldington; second, £2 10s, no

award.

Pen of five long-woolled ewe lambs.—Prize, ^83, F. Allwood,

Walsworth.
Pen of five Down or cross-bred ewe lambc—First prize, £3,

J. 11. Bhindell Luton ; second, £1 10s., W. Purser, Cople.

Pen ol five long-woolled wellier lambs.—No exhibition.

Pen of five Down or cross-bred we'her lambs.— First prize,

£3, J. ilorris, Ampthill ; second, J. U. Bhindell, Luton.
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PIGS.
Boar intended for U8e.—First prize, £S, J. aud F. Howard,

Clnphara ; seconJ, £2, S. Spencer, Holvwell.

Sow with pigs.—First prize, £3, W. Butt, Maulden ; second,

£3, S. Spencer, Holywell.

In-pig sow.—First prize, £3, S. Spencer, Holywell ; second,

£2, J. Brown, Marstrn.

Three fat pies.—Prize, £3. T. W. Grant, Langford.

BUTTE a.

Tor the best three pounds of butter.—First prize, G. Street,

Maulden ; second, W. Leaberry, Ilulcote 4 third, J. A.

ElkingtoQ, Bedford; fourth, G. Cook, Flitwick ; fiilli, Mrs.

Street, -Cople.

—

Medfenkhire Times,

CAMBRIDGESHIRE AND ISLE OF ELY.

The aacient city of Ely has this year been the selected

place for the holding of the annual show of the Cam-

bridgeshire and Isle of Ely Agricultural Society, and

Jaly the 25th and 2Gth were the days fixed for holding

it. Whilst there are in adjoining counties, and even in

our own, suggestions for the amalgamation of several of

the county Shows into one, like that of the Bath and

Royal Counties Show in the West of England, the Cam-
bridgeshire and Isle of Ely Society has gone on success-

fully, and is probably stronger and more prosperous now

than at any previous period of its fourteen years' ex-

istence. The County and Isle alternately receive the

Society, and this year it—for the third time— visited

vEly, and was received by the inhabitants generally with

that liberality and heartiness which tended greatly to

secure success. There was a very good display of horses

,iu nearly all the classes, but especially amongst cart

horses and entire horses for agricultural purposes. There

was also a fine show of mares and foals. In the cattle

classes Mr. Griffin, of Werrington, had almost a mono-

poly in some classes. There was about an average show

of sheep, the Soulhdowns being very good. Pigs were a

much better show than usual, several of the prize animals

being absolutely porcine leviathans. The root show was

the smallest we remember to have seen at this Show,

.there being only one lot of mangels exhibited.

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

rOK AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

•Stallion.—First prize, £10, G. Wayman, Girton (Golden

/Ball) ; second, £5, H. Cockle, Hilrow (Honest Tom).

Entire three-year-old colt.—First prize, £10, W. Little,

Littleport (Marquis) ; second, £5, J. Linton, Westwick

: Hall.

Entire two-year old colt.—Fir«t prize, £10, F. Street,

Soraersham I'Hrk (British Wonder, ]af€ Thumper) ;
second,

£5, G. Jones, Dowuham Market (Leviathan).

Cart mare, not under four years old.—First prize, £8, C.

Beart, Stow Bardolph (Lioness) ; second, £1, W. il. Cropley,

Upware, Wicken.
Mare and loal.—First prize, £10, C. Golden, Benwick

(Empress) ; second, £5, J. Bays, Chatteris (Brisk).

Two-year-old cart gelding.—First prize, £5, W. Pate, Ely

;

second, £3, C. Daiiitree, F«nton.

Two-year-old filly.^First prize, E. Whittome, Ramsey

;

second, £4, J. Martin, Littleport.

Yearling colt.—First prize, £5, R. Beldam, Witch ford

(Black Prince) ; second, £3, C. Beart, Stow Bardolph (Wax-

work).

Yearling filly.—first prite, £5^G. Palmer, Barway (Smiler)
;

second, £3, J. Morton, VVisbeeh.

Three-year-old cart gelding, foaled since 1st January, 187i.

—Prize, £*, C. and S. J'ree, Madingley.

Three-vear-old cart mare, foaled since Ist January, IS?!.

—First prizp, £8, J. Martin ; second, £4, J. Martin^

Cart gelding, not uuder four years old.—Prize, £5, C. and

S. Free.

Team of four cart horses, mares or geldings (not in har-

fflese).— Prize, £20, G. Jones, Slow, Downham Market.

Pair of cart horses, mares or geldlogo, or mire and gelding,

the property of a tenant farmer.—Prize, £10, \i. Beldam,
Bluntishaiii.

Pair of two-year-old cart fillies, the property of anl bred

by exhibitor.—Prize, cup, value £5 58., J. Martin.
Pair of two-ye«r-old cart geldings, the property of and

bred by the exhibitor.—Prize, cup, value £5 58., J. Cullack,

Littleport.

Cart foal.—First prize, £5, W. Skelton, Manea ; seconJ,

i5 J. C. Humphrey, Nori,hdelph.

Foal by Hercules, Ajnx, Hector, or The Trojan.—Prise,

cup, value £t 4a., G. Morton, South Hitpay.

Yearling, eitlipr entire, gelding, or filly, by Hercules.—
Prize, £6 6s., R. Beldam.

Foal by King Tom (open to all England).—Prize, cup,

value £5 5s., E Few, Wiiiingham.

Entire horse lor agricultural purposes (open to all England).

—Prize, cup. value £20, G. Way man, Girton (Golden

Ball.

Best cart mare or selding in the yard, having taken a first

prize in any class.— Prize, £10, C. Beart.

BIDING AND COACHING HORSES.
Stallion best calculated to ^eX weight-carrying hnnters.—

First prize, £15, 11. Jones, Littleport, Lydon ; second, £10,
T. Granger, Haddenham (Young Pretender).

Hackney stallion.—First prize, £10, J. Howell, Holme
(Rifleman) ; second, £5, W. Flandeis, Mildenhall (Con-

lidence).

Mare or gelding, under five years, adapted for hunting pur-

poses.—First prize, £5, A. R. Mason, Waterbeach ; second,

£3, T. Benton, Eariih.

Hackney mare or gelding.—First prize, £5, H. Wayman,
D iwnham Market; second, £3, R. C. Cook, Livermere.

Mire which is best calculated to breed a hunter.—First

prize, £8, J. Home, Ely ; second, £4, G. S. Hall, Ely.

Weight-carrying cob.—Prize, £5, E Holmes, Ely.

Hunter of any age.—Prize, £10, T. Benton. Earith.

Hunter, not exceeding six years.—Prize, Cup, value £7
7s.. T. Benton, Earith.

Riding cob, mare, or gelding.—Prize, Cup, value £10 10s.,

W. R. Cockle, Hilrow.

Hackuey mare, with foal at foot, the property of a resident

in the county or isle.—First prize, £5, J, Sindall, Ely ; second,

£3, A. and B. Hall, Ely.

Mare or gelding, showing the best trotting action in saddle

or harness.—First prize, £K) 10s., H. Wayman, Downham
Market ; second, £5, T. Benton, Eirilh.

Driving mare or gelding, to he driven in harness.—Prize, A
cup, value £5 Ss , T. Wallis, Witchford.

Saddle pony, the property of a resident in the county or

isle.—First prize, £5, D. Camp, Haddenham; second, £2,
D. Camps.

Entire cob.—Prize, £5. 53., W. Flanders, Mildenhall.

Hors-e or mare that shall jump ia the best form.—First

prizo, C. Ambroi-e, Siuntney Hall ; second, £3, G. S. Hall.

Pony that shall jump the fences in the best form—No entry.

The Consslatiou Prizes for jumping were won on Thursday

by G. S Hall, (firsi), and T. Bunton (second), with horses

ridden by Mrs. Williamson and Miss King.

CATTLE.
Best bull of any age.—Prize £10, C. W. Griffin, Werring-

ton.

Bull, not exceeding two years.—First prize, £10, C
W. GriiRn ; second, £5, G. E. Daintree, Fenton.

Bull, not exceeding one year.—First prize, £6, R. K.
Porter, Mepal ; second, £3, J. Morton, Stow, Dowuham
Market.
Cow in calf or in milk.—First prize, £6, T. Gunnell, Mil-

ton; second, £3, J. Morton.

Heifer, not exceeding three years, in calf or in milk.—First

prize, £6, C. W. Griffin ; second, J. R, Chaplin,

Halstead.

Heifer, not exceeding two years.—First prize, £6, C. W.
Griffin ; second, £3, R. K. Porter.

Heifer, not exceeding one year.—First prize, £4, C. W.
Griffin ; second, £2, W. Little, Littleport.

Cow or heifer for breeding purposes, in calf or in milk, not

under two years.—Cup, value £5 6s., T. Gunnell.

Heifer for breeding purposes, not exceeding two years.—

Cup, value £0 3s., C. W, Griffin.
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Cow in calf or milk, not eligilile to be pntered iu the llerd-

hook.— First prize, cup, value £5 5s., W. Johnson, WHlpoIe,
Sc. Pt^ter's ; second, £3, W. Pate, Kly.

Pair of tal bullocks, fed by exhibitor.—No entry.

Pair of grazing steers or heifers.—Prize £5, J, Martin,
liittleport.

Bull, sow, and offsprinsr (open to all England).—Prize £10,C Ambrose, Stuntney Hall.

SHEEP.
Shearling L^icpster or Liucoln ram.—First prize, £5, T.

Cunnell; second, C. Sell, Bassingbourn.
Five Leicester or Lincoln ram lambs.—First prize, £5, T.

Gunuell ; second, £3, Captain Catling, Wisbech.
Five Leicester or Lincoln ewes.— First prize, £5, Captain

Catling ; second, G. E. Daintree, Fenton.
Five shearUog Leicester or Lincoln ewes.—First prize, £5,

C. S.^11, Bassingliourn ; second, T. Gunnell.
Five Leicester or Lincoln ewe lambs —First prize, T.

Gunnel ; seconrl, Captain Catling
Shearling Southdown ram.— First prize, £5, Lord Bray-

brooke, Audley End ; second, £3, Lord Braybrooke.
Five Southdown ram lambs — First prize, £5, F. N. Jonaa,

Chrishall Grange ; second, £5, G. .lonaa, Ickleton.

Five Soutlido^u ewes.—First prize, £5, F. M. Jonas, Chris-
hall Grange ; second, £3, Lord Br»)brooke.

Five shearling Southdown ewes.— First prize, £5, F. M.
Jonas ; !-eeoud, £3, G. Jonas, Ickleton.

Five Southdown ewe lambs.—I'lrst prize, £5, F. M. Jouas,
Chrishall Grange ; spcond, £3, G. Jonas, Ickleton.

Shearling short-woolled rain (not Southdown).— First prize,

£5, Mr. F. Street, Somersham-park, Oxlorrtshire ; second, £3,
H. Lambert, Abington-park, Ilampihire Down.

Five short-woolled ram lambs (not Southdowns).— First

prize, £5, Mr. Lambert, Abington-park, Hampshire Down
,

second, £3, F. Ellis, Chesterton.

Pen of five short-woolled ewes (not Southdowns).—First
prize, H.Lambert, Abington-park; second, MS, G. Cooke,
Horseheath.park.

Five shearling short-woolled ewes (not Southdowns).—First

prize, £5, II. Lambert, AbiugtDn-park, Hampshire Down
;

second £3, G. Cooke, Horseheath-park, pure Shropshire.

Five short-wooled ewe lambs (not Southdowns).—First

pri2e, £5, U. Ltmbert, Abington-park, Hampshire Dovtn;
second, £3, A. M. Robinson, Milton.

Five cross-bred lambs.—First prize, £i, J. Taylor, Soham
;

second £'2, H. Lambert, Abineton-park, Hampshire Down.
Southdown ram.—Prize, £5 5s., Lord Braybrooke.
Five shearling Lincoln ewes.—Cup, value £5 6s., C. Sell,

Bassingbourn.
PIGS.

Boar, large breed.— First prize, £4, Mr. Burgess, Lynn
;

second, £2, C. Daintree, F'enton.

Boar, small breed.—First prize, £1, Mr. Spencer, Holywell

;

second, £2, Mr. Spencer.

Sow, large brted.—F^irst prize, £4, Mr. Spencer ; second,

£a, Mr. Spencer.

Sow. small breed.—First prize, £t, Mr. Spencer; second,

£2, Mr. Spencer.

Three yelts, large breed, not six months.—£3, Mr. Spencer.

Tliree yelts, small breed, not six months.—£3, Mr.
Spcactr.—CamOri^ffe Indejiendent

CLECKIIEATON.

The ninth annusi exhibition of the Cleckheaton and Dis-

trict Agricultural Society was held on Ju'y '28. The entries

were clashed as follows:—Cattle 61, horses 151, pigs 44.

Amongst the prizes in the cattle department were no less than
five silver cup'*. Two of these were carried off by Mr. T.

Atkinson, Unsworth, with a shorthorn bull, over t«o years

old, and a shorthorn cow ; two by Mr. 11. Fawcett, Otley, with

a fhorthorn bull under two years old, and a two-year-old

heifer; and one by Mr. J. Scott, Womersliy, with a cow lor

dairy purposes. The horses in the various classes mustered

the prizes ofieted for the best groomed draught

mare or gelding; and so even were their merits

strongly, and some very promising animals were paraded be-

fore the ]Mi.i,e,*. Nine splendid annuals competed lor

that the judges experienced some ililfioulty in coming to their

decision. Uiiiualcly they awarded the Urut prize lu Mesiirc.

W. Atkinson and Son, Cleckheaton ; the second to Mr. Holt
Merchant Fields ; and the third and fourth prizes to Mr. R
Crawshaw, Heckraondwike. A silver cup of the value of £10
10s. for the best roadster mare or gelding not more than 15^
hands high was secured by Charles II., the property of Mr. J.
Kobinson, of Hull, whilst a similar prize for the be^t mare or
gelding exceeding 14 hands, to he shown in harness and trap,

was awarded to an animal belonging to Mr. K. Martin,
Flaxton. Hunters and leapers though not numercus, were of
good (|uality and high breed, the cu; s olfered fallins to the
lot of Messrs. A. J. Brown, Poutefract ; li. CrosNley, Ad-
walton ; and W. Wright, Halifax. There was a good show of

plus, poultry, pigeons, and rabbits, a large proportion ol the

exiiibi's being commended by the judges. Sporting and non-
sporting dogs formed a prominent feature of the exhibition,

the winners being prodnced by Messrs. J. WaJdingion, Brig-
huuse, and P. Civauagh, Leeds.

THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL.
Though not in the aggregate number of entries, but yet

in the over-all merit of the live stock exhibited, the
Highland Society's Show, which was held iu the West
Meadows of Edinburgh, compares favourably with former
Shows. In some ot the departments, indeed, t!ie merit
is perceptibly higher. The display of Cl)debdale», of

border Leicester sheep, as well as Cheviot and blaekfaced,

ofthe Angus or Aberdeen polleds, and the im|)lenents

was never better. And vet, it must be observed

that the entries ofthe last Edinburgh Show, which was
held in the West Meadows eight years ago, were about

300 more ; but a walk along the live-stock sheds, the

stables, and the irapltment stands was sufficient to strike

one very impressively as to the advance made since then

in the general " bring-out" of the animals, and in the

mechanism of the machines and implements, b ith iu

principle and workmanship. In 186S the total entries of

live-stock amounted to 1,985 as compared with 1,015
this year, but it is interesting to notice how this increase

was mainly made up. Eight years ago the entries iu

these departments were, cattle, 310; horses, 212 , sheep,

704; swine, 42
;
poultry, 717 ; this year, cattle, 350;

horses, 340 ; shtep, 515, swine, 40; poultry, 370; so

that while there has been a fair increase in cattle, a

third more in horses, and nearly the same in swine, there

has been a third less in sheep, and a half less in poultry,

The decrease in sheep and poultry alone represent up-

wards of 500 entries. There are about 100 less entries

this year than at the Aberdeen Show last year, and the

decrease has taken place principally in the cattle and
swine, and poultry ; and the decrease would have been

very much more had there not been a material increase in

sheep and horses- Cattle at Aberdeen always turn out

in strong force; and this is not to be wondered at con-

sidering the large scale on which rearing and feuding is

ccnducted throughout the country. The display of im-
plements, the entries of which are 2,714, is the largest

the Society has had. The whole extent of the yard this

year is about 35 acres, which appears to be barely sudl-

cient room for the requirements ofthe exhibition, especially

in the vicinity of a large city, where so m'lny thousands

flock to see it. The places at which the Shows usually

meets with the greatest financial success are Glasgow and

Edinburgh ; and this year's Show in this respect is not

far behind that held in the Scottish western metropolis

two yars ago. T'he weather, altogether, since the open-

ing of the Show, has been dry, sunny, and waim,
chtqucred only by an occasional passing shower.

THE SHORTHORNS.
Although the display of Shorthorns was not signnlisod

by the presence of any outstandingly " crack " animal,

yet there was sullicient general and iuvividual merit to

pronounce it equal to any exhibition here of the breed.

Nvt the Icddt iulcrceitiiig and curiuuii leatuie ;ibout Iho

K 2
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Shorthorn department this year is the complete reversion,

in more than one instance of the Royal decisions at Liver-

pool, Mr. Lintoa's Sir Arthur Ingram, the preraiuni-

honour, and fifty guinea cup bull at Liverpool has been

put second to Mr. Brown's Pomeer, which only got com-
mended there. A good deal of controversy as to the

accuracy of the decision of course has taken place, but

whether or not the reverses of Sir Arthur were owing
to his trip north having made him look less in bloom,

than at Liverpool, it is sufficieat to say that the northern

judges were not wanting in material on which to found

their decision. Sir Arthur, no doubt, could not be ap-

proached in length of quarter, depth of brisket, great-

ness of fore-arm, but he lacked the general wealth of

flesh and thickness, the well-sprung rib, and pleasant

handling of Pomeer, notwithstanding his rather inferior

hind-quarter. Both have been well-known honour-takers at

the national shows since their calf-hood, and their

honours need not be enlarged upon here ; but one cir-

cumstance is worthy of notice, that Pomeer, llosarie, and

Duke of Aosta, sire of these two, and belonging to ilr.

Browne, all stood respectively at the head of the yearling

two-year-old and aged bull classes at the Glasgow Show
of the Highland Society two years ago. In the tussle

for the nest two positions, a decision of the Royal Nor-
thern Show judges at Aberdeen recently was reversed in

placing Mr. Bruce's Earl of March before Duke of Cham-
hurgh. Both are good bulN, but the Duke, althoudi a little

deficient in girth, has perhaps a better top, broader loins,

and finer quality than the Earl. The two year-old class

was an excellent one ; and here, if a royal decision was
not reversed, the animal was '" taken down a peg." Mr.
Willis's first-Royal light roan, Rear Admiral, was placed

second to quite a new-comer, which had been a prize-

taker at the Northern Sale Mart. Rear Admiral's rare

style and gait, and fine quality, was not thought sufficient

to eclipse the great size, the splendid coat, the magnifi-

cent rib and shoulder, of the bull which came first,

namely, Master Tree, belonging to Mi*. Charles Stirling

Hame Drummond Moray, of Abercairny. But while the

•former might be said to want size and coat, the latter

lacked levelness on the top, especially at the tail-head,

.which the judges had to give weight. Master Tree, we
helieve, has been sold to Mr. Ross Dirgwall, at a high
figure. With ^'ice-Admiral, Mr. Willis, in the yearling

class, had moi( success. His bull, which got first at the
Royal, was placed here before the champion yearling of the

Birmingham Show Lst spring, from Dochfour. The
latter is rather heiferish-looking in the head, but he has
a finetoufh, and abundanceof evenly laid on flesh, although
lacking the sweetneas and general style of Mr. Willis's

bull. Mr. Crisp and Mr. R. Bruce got the two remaining
honours with promising animals. The display of Shorthorns
was good, although it has been seen better in point of general
merit. Mr. R. Bruce's Miss Fox had no difficulty in coming
iirst with her beautiful front, shoulders, and frame.
Mr. Bruce's second cow, Royal Rose, had not the general
symmetry of his first, although it was perhaps a little

longer in the hind-quarter, and was 4iiite as fine in
quality. Her Majesty's Carolina 5th, a threeyear-old
roan, who was second at the Aberdeen Show last year in
the two-year-old class, eaaie in for third ticket. Her
hind-quarters are not at all attractive, but her frame
forward has beautiful shapes. Wallflower, a thickly-fleshed
broadly-loined cow from Dalkeith Park, was awarded the
highly commended ticket ; and the commended to a good
useful-lookicg cow from Mertoun. The two-year-old
heifers were not a large class, but represented fair merit.
A fashionably-coloured long-horned heifer. Lady Ellen,
tut with only fair neck and hind-quai-ters, belonging to
Sir Thomas Hepburn, got first, while a roan,the property
oi Major Ramsay, of Barra, scarcely so fleshy nor so

large, hut as sweet and more level in the top, secnred the

second ticket. Thomas Lambert, Haydon-bridge, was
third with a lengthy, stylish red and white. Au uuusually

large number of promising yearling heifers entered the

ring for honours. Mr. Linton came in first with a

daughter of Sir Arthur Ingram, the daughter of the

second aged bull, with great size and good shapes ; while

Mr. William Laughoru, Haydon-bridge, was placed second

with Diadem, a heifer with a grand coat, and fine shape

and substance. The Duke of Richmond and Gordon
secured the third and highly-commended tickets with a

promising pair of animals who took first at Aberdeen

recently. Mr. Tweedie, Denchrie, a young enterprising

breeder, was deservedly given the commended ticket for a

level, well-fed heifer, which had never been shown before.

POLLED ANGUS OR ABERDEEN.

Although there has been once or twice a larger displs^y

of polled Angus or Aberdeen cattle, it is beyond question

that there never was so close competition, so much near-

ness in individual mei'it, nor, of course, so much difficulty

experienced in judging the various sections. The first-

prize aged bull of the Glasgow was forward, and in virtue

of that he was, as usual, awarded the medium gold medal.

He belongs to the Marquis of Huntley, is long and
stylish, and still doing good service at Aboyne. YoRng
Viscount, the Aberdeen warrior, was also awarded the

gold medal for being forward, and still had a good chance,

had he been allowed to compete, of taking a leading prize.

He is the property of Viscount Macduff, M.P., and has

taken three first prizes in succession at the Highland

Society's Shows. The aged bulls were an excellent class.

The lengthy, substantial, level bull Logic the Laird,

l)elonging to Lieut. -Colonel George Arthur Ferguson, of

Pitfour, was first, although it must be said he was lighter

in the flink than we could have wished. He was bred by
the famous breeder Mr. Bowie, Mains of Kelley, and a

weil-fleshed, though shorter, and narrower cropped hull.

Prince Albert IL, from Tullochallinn, which was first at

Aberdeen recently, was awarded the second honour. The
three remaining tickets were awarded to wealthily-fleshed

symmetrical bulls from Duffhonse, Aboyne, and Drum in.

Eight two-year-olds were then judged, when Sir

Thomas Gladstone got first prize with an animal

of great substance, front, and fine head, but with only

fair underline, and unevenly covered rib. Indeed it was

the opinion of not a few that Mr. Hannay's bull. Sir

Wilfred, which was placed second, was the more
deserving of the first premium of the two,

with less marked liveliness and thickness of flesh.

Sir Wilfred was first as a yearling at the Highland Society

Show. A handsome shapely bnll from Ballindalloch

secured the third honour, and Mr. Mc, Combie, of Easter

Skene, and Mr. Robertson, Buruside, deservedly followed

with promising animals. In a smiU but good class of

yearling bulls Mr. Hannay's Warrior was placed first.

He is level, and long, and was first at the Royal Northern
Show at Aberdeen, Mr. Mc. Combie, of Tillyfour, and
Mr. Taylor, Huntly, were the winners immediately follow-

ing with shapely well-bred animals. Lord Macduff"3

cow, Innes, which was first at Aberdeen last year, and
tirst in the two-year-old heifer class, was forward for the

gold medal. The keenest competition prevailed amongst
the cows, where an unpopular decision seemed to have

been given in placing Mr. Mc.Combie's (of Tillyfour), Alice

in the first position ; and the judges, it may be remarked,

took more time in putting this cow, and Sir George Mac-
pherson Grant's Eva, which got the second honour, into

position than in the judging of the remaining sections.

Mr. McCombit'scow has great length of hind-quarters, and

levelness of flesh, and has carried off many honours in

the north. Sir George Macpherson Grant's Eva, although
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not so long in frame or leg, has grand front, loin, and

fairly level top. She was second in the co'v classes at the

Highland Society last year. Jewel and Violet, the pro-

perty of Viscount Macdutf. M.P.,and Jean II., belonging

to Mr. Scott, Easter TuUock, animals possessing more
than ordinary merit, were the winners of the remaiui'ig

honours. Ten two-year-^ld heifers, generally plump and

level, entered the ring for honours ; but here the judges,

it Vfould seem, made a very unpopular decision in

putting Mr. Reed's Blossom of the Baads iu first position.

She has h^il a calf recently, and is certainly not in bloom,

aud the judges may have taken that into account. She
has, moreover, not at all attractive hind-quarters, while

her spring of rib and shape of shoulder is only fair. The
Marquis of Huntley's Dorinda, got se'^oud honour. She
has beautiful hind quarters, aud many other admirable

points which could be mentioned, but she is a trifle slack

in the back. A thick beast, of fiue quality, from DufF-

house, got third,while Blackbird, of Croskie, from the same
place, andGaiety, from Drumin,got theremaining honours

deservedly. Twelve yearling bulls of fair merit entered

the ring for adjudication, but they puzzled the judges a

good deal. Tlie bull for first position lay between Mr.
McCombie's first prize yearling at the Aberdeen Royal
Northern Show, levtl and stilish, and Mr. Skinner's

(Drnmiii) heifer, with substance aud grandly laid

shoulders ; but the palm was ultimately given to the

Drumin heifer. Mr. JMcCombie's heifer has more gaiety

and style ; but in the hind-quarters and in one or two
minor points the latter might be considered the better

bull. Promising bulls from Ballndalloch, Uuffhouse, and
Easter Skene, take the remaining honours.

The Galloways made an excellent show in point of

merit, although it was not large. In aged bulls Mr.
John Wedhol me, Carlisle, came to the front with a par-

ticularly thick, deep-framed animal. A Tarbreoch bull

heads the class in the two-year-olds ; while the Duke of

Buccleuch and Mr. Cunninghame (Tarbreoeh) have for-

warded former prize-wiuning cows, in splendid condition,

for the medium gold medal. A finely-ribbed, nobly-

breasted cow, from Dalkeith Park, came first in the cow
ekss, while Mr. Cunninghame takes a similar position in.

the two-year-old heifers, with a stylish, well-bred animal

A massive, grauuly-girthed yearling belonging to the

Dake of Buccleuch tops his class. The display was
good for a summer Show, this time of the season being

not at all favourable to the real exhibition of their merits.

The Duke of Buccleuch, Mr. Geo. Carson, Dumfriesshire,

Mr. John Rennie, Talkirk, and Mr. Juhn Michael Seafield,

old prize-winners, secured their former prominent position

in this breed. The shaggy breed, native to Highland
mountains, were forward in comparatively large numbers,
and the prize-winning animals from Duutulm, Blair

Castle, Blair Athole, Taymouth Castle, and Blair

Drummond, attracted, as they invariably do, a great deal of

attention. The display of tat stock was not large, but
there were comprised in it a few plump well-brought-out

animals, those from Blair Drummond, Castle Grant,

Galljway House, Tillyfour, J. and W. Martin, Aberdeen,
Invergordou, Grange, Dunfermline, were specially so. Sir

David Baird had an Alderney bull forward which was
awarded a commended ticket, and which was the object

of much attraction. The report of Sheep and Pigs next

week.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Cattle, Sliortiioms: E. Cruickshank, Inveru-

rie; J. Wood, Ripon ; A. Young, Dunblane. Polled An-
gus or Aberdeen: Hon. C. Carnefiie, Brechin; T. Fergu-

son, Coupar Angus; W. Walker, Mussat. Galloways: J.

Hanuay, Banff; J. Little, Loiigtown. Ayrshires : A.
Allan, Ayr ; II. Kirkwood, Killtrinont, Miiryhill, Giaspow

;

R. M' Alister, Ruthesay. Highlands : J, Maclarlan, Gare-
;

I

lochead ; J. J. llobertson, Strontian. Fat Stock: C. Sciith,

.

! Prestonkirk ; and J. Wilson, Edinburgh.
Horses.— Draught stallions and entire colts: A.Buchanan,

Milnj^avie; J. Cunningham, Dalbeattie; R. M'Kean,
Lumloch, Bishopbrigtjs. Drauglit mares, fillies, and geld-

ings : S. Jack, Coldstream ; W. findlay, Bishopbriggs
;

J. Macadam, Drymen. Hunters, roadster?, ponies, and
extra horses : The Earl of Haddington ; J. Jardiue, Lock-

erbie ; J. W.J. Patterson, Lanfiholm. ;.

Sheep.—Cheviots :. T. Elliot, Selkirk ; W. Grieve, Hawick
V/. Mitchell, Diirnoch. Black'aced : J. Craig, Craigdar-

roch,Muirkirk ; T. Howison, Errol ; J. Johnstone, Biggar.

Border Leicesters : L. C. Chrisp,^Alnwick ; J. Lees, Gif-

ford : C. Lyall, Montrose. Leicester, Cutswolds, Lincolus,

and Shropshires : W. Ford, Dalkeith; aud R. C. Yeoman,
Marsk-by-the-Sea, Yorks.

Pigs J. Deans, Dalkieth ; and J. Fisher, Crossbill, Yorks.

PiULTUY.—D. Stratton, Eiinbuigh ; and R. Teebay, Preston.

Wool.—S. Adam, Leith ; G. Torrence, Dunse.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Bulls calved before 1st January, 1875.—First prize, A. H.
Browne, Doxford ; second, W. Linton, York; third, J. Bruce,

Fochabers,

Bulls calved after Ist January, 1875.—First prize, C. S. H.
Drummond, Moray of Abercairy, Chrieff ; second, T. Willis,

jun., Bedale ; third, Duke of Northumberland.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 187G.—First prize, T.

Willis, jun. ; second, E. Bailie, Dochfour, Inverness; third,

A. H. Browne, Doxford.

First prize cows at former shows—Exhibited for Medium
Gold Medal, Aberdeen, IS?**, when the property of the pre-

sent exhibitor.—W. A. Mitchell, Auchnagalhle.

Cows of any age.—First and second prizes, R. Bruce,

Northallerton; third. Her Majesty the Queen.
Heifers calved after 1st January, 1875.—First prize. Sir T.

B. Hepburn, Bart., Smeaton ; second. Major Ramsay, Aber-

deen ; third, T. Lambert, Haydon Bridge.

Heifer calved after 1st January, 1876.—First prize, W.
Linton, York ; second, W. Langborn, Haydon Bridge ; third.

The Duke of Richmond and Gordon.
POLLED AWGUS OK, ABERDEEN.

First prize bulls at forraer shows.—Exhibited for Medium
Gold Medal , Glasgow, 1875, when the property of the pre-

sent exhibitor,^ The Marquis of Huntly ; Aberdeen, 1876,

when the property of the Earl of Fife, K.T.—Viscount Mac-
duff, M.P.

Bulls calved before 1st January, 1875.—First prize, Lieut.^

Colonel G. A. Ferguson, Pilfbur ; second, G. Gordon, Duff-

town ; third. Viscount Macduff, M.P.
Bulls calved after 1st January, 1875.—First prize. Sir T.

Gladstone Fasque, Bart. ; second, J. Hannay, Banff ; third.

Sir G. M. Grant, Bart.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1876.—First prize, J. Ilan-

nay ; second, W. M'Combie, Easter Skene ; third, W. J. Tayler,,.

Huntly.
First prize cows at former shows, exhibited for medium

gold medal ; Aberdeen, 1876, when the property of the EirL

of Fife, K.T.—Prize, Viscount Macduff, M.P.
Cows of any age.—First prize, W. M'Combie ; second, Sir

G. M. Grant, Bart. ;. third, Viscount Macduff, M.P.

Heifers calved after Ist January, 18/5.—First prize, G.

Reid, Aberdeen ; second, Marquis of Huntly ; third. Viscount

Macduff, U.P.
Heifers calved after 1st January, 1876.—First prize, W. M.

Skinner, Drumin ; second, W. JU'Combie ; third, Sir G. M.
Grant, Bart.

GALLOWAY.
First prize bulls at former shows, exhibited for medium

gold medal ; Aberdeen, 1876, when the property of the present

exhibitor.—Prize, J. Graham, Parcelatown, L nigtown.

Balls calved before 1st January, 1875.— First prize, VV.and

J. Shennan, Kirkcudbright; second, Duke of Buccleuch;.

third, J. J. Paterson, Lockerbie.

Bulls calved after Ist January, 1875.— First prize, J. Milli-

can, Carlisle ; second, J. Cunainghain, Tiirbreucli ; third, G.
Graham.

Bulls calved after Ist January, 1876.—First prize, J. Cun-
inghaui ; second, J. Thomson, Crocketford.

First priise cows at former shows, cihibited for mediuui
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gold medal ; Glasjow, 1875, wlirn the property of the present

exhibitor, J. Cunninghara ; Aberdeen. 1876, wlien the pro-

perty of the present exhibitor.— Prize, Duke of Buccleuch.

Cows of any age.—First and second prizes, Duke of Buc-

cleuch ; third, J. CunDingham.
Heifers calved a'ter 1st January, 1875.—First prze, J.

Cunninghara ; second and third, Duke nt Bucoleujjh.

Heifers calved after 1st Janniry, 1876.—First prize, Duke
of Buccleuch ; second, J. Cunningham ; third, Duke of

Buccleuch.
AYRSHIRE.

First prize bulls at former shovs's, exhibited for mediom ffold

medal ; Glasgow, 1875, when the propeity of tiie preseut ex-

hibitor.— Prize, W. Smith, Chanlocktoot, Penpont.

Bulls calved before 1st January, 1875.— First prize, Duke
of Buccleuch ; second, R. Wilson, Kilbarchan ; third, D. C.
Willison, Sanquhar.

Bulls calved after 1st Jannary, 1875.—First prize, J.

Rennie, Falkirk ; second, G. Corson, Thornhill, Dumfries-

shire; third, the Duke of Bucclench. Higiiiy commended :

J. Orr, Mosshead, New Kilpatrick.

Bulls calved after the 1st January, 1876.—First prize, D.
C. Willison, Sanquhar ; second, W. Hunter, Abingdou ; third,

R. Wardrop, Old Cumnock.
First prize cows at former shows, exhibited for Medium

Gold Medal.— Glasgow, 1875, when in milk and the properly

of the present exhibitor.—The Duke of Bucclench ; Aberdeen,

1876, when in calf, and the property of J. M. Martin, jr. of

Auchendennan.—The Duke of Buccleuch ; Aberdeen, 1876,
when in milk, and the property of the present exhibitor.—A.
R. Foulds, Clerkland, Stewarton.

Cows in milk, of any age.—First prize, the Duke of Buc-
cleuch and Queensberry ; second, J. Meikle, Bathgate ; third,

the Duke of Buccleuch.

Cows in calf, of any age, or heifers in calf, calved before

tlie Ist January, 1875.—Firs-t prize, J. Meikle; second and
third, the Duke of Bucclench.

Heifer calved after Ist January, 1875.—First prize, the

Duke of Buccleuch and Queensberry ; second, R. Stark, Fal-

kirk ; third, the Duke of Bucclench.

Heifers calved after 1st January, 1876.—First and second

prizes, the Duke of Buccleuch ; third, W. Hunter, Craighead.

HIGHLAND.
First prize bulls at former shows, exhibited for Medium

Gold Medal.—Glasgow, 1875, when the property of J. Camp-
bell, Ormaig, Kilraartin.—The Master of Blantyre ; Aber-
deen, 1876, when the property of the present exhibitor.—J.

Grant, Inverlaidnan, Carr Bridge.

Bulls calved before 1st January, 1854.—Prize, J. Stewart,

Portree.

Bulls calved after Ist January, 187't.—First prize, J.

Stewart, Duutulm ; second, J. Stewart, Callander ; third, the
Ear! of Brfadalbane.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1875.—First prize, J.
Duncan, Benmore ; second, trustees of the late R. Peter,

Aberfeldy ; tiiird, the Duke of Athole.

First prize cows at former shows, exhibited for Medium Gold
Medal.—Glasgow, 1875, when the property of the present
exhibitor.—J. Stewart, Bocnaslle ; Aberdeen, 1876, when
the property of the present exhibitor.—The Duke of Athole.
Cows of any age.—First prize, the Duke of A.thoIe

;

second, J. Stewart, Duntulm ; third, J. Stewart, Bochastle.

Heifers, calved after 1st January, 187'i.— First and third

prizes, the Earl of Seafield ; second, the Duke of Athole.

Heifers calved after Ist January, 1875.—First prize, J.
Stewart, Duntulm ; second, the Duke of Athole ; third, the

Earl of Seafield.

HORSES.

rOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.
Stallions foaled before 1st January, 1874.—First prize, D.

Riddeil, Paisley ; second, P. Crawford, Strathblane ; tliird,

1). Kiddell; fourth, A. Clark, Bn ge of Weir.
Entire colts foaled after 1st. January, 1874.— First prize,

A. Weir, East Kilhride ; second, D. Riddell, Blackball; third,
I. Uouldsworth, Coltness ; fourth, D. Riddell.

Entire colts foaled after 1st January, 1875.—First prize, J.
i horapson, Kelso ; second, J. Brown, Kilwiuning ; third P.

( rawf jrd, Dumgoyack
; fourth, A. Bkckwood, Inchinnan.

Kntire colts foaled alter 1st January 1876.—First prize, D.
Ki dell, Blackball , second, K. Brewster, Kilmalcolm; third

Sir W. Stirling Maxwell, Bart.; fourth, P. Crawford, Dura-
govack.

Mires with foal at foot, foaled before 1st January, 187i.

—

First prize, W. iiendersun, Liulithgow ; stcond, J. Thompson,
Kelso ; third, J. Hendry, CoHtbridge ; fourth, L. Drew.

First prize mares at former shows—exhibi:ed for Medium
Gold Medal, Aberdeen 1876, when, wi h foal at foot, and the
property of A. Buchanan, Mains—D. Buchaaan, New Kil-
patrick.

Mares in foal, foaled before 1st January, 1 87+.—First prize.

Sir W. Stirling Maxwell, Hart. ; second, L. Drew ; third, D.
Buchanan, Garscadden Mains ; fourtii, W. IMItck, Barus,
Y.-ker.

Fillies, foaled after 1st January, 187*.—First prize, W. J.
Uouldsworth, Co/tuesa ; second, A. Biird, Urie ; third, A.
Smith, Stevenson Mains ; fourth, J. Meikle, Seafield.

Fillies, foaled after l^c January 1875 —First pr'ze, J. M.
Martin, B^llocli ; second, J Young, Cambu-lang ; third, J.
Waddell, Inch ; fonrtli, L. Drew.

Fillies, foaled after Ist January 1876.—First prize, the Earl
of Strathmore ; second and third, A. Baird, Urie; fourth,

L. Drew.
Draught geldings, foaled before Ist Ji-iniry, 1874-—First

prize, R. Stark, Caraelon ; second, A. Aikenhead, PoUoek-
bhaws ; thiid, J. Smith, Biillindalluch.

Draught geldings, foaled after 1st January, 1874'.—First

prize, D. Robertson, Paisley ; second, G. Brothers, Larbert.

IIUNTIRS ANB KOAWSTERS.
Brood mares (with foal at foot) sui'able for field.— First

prize, J. W. Hodgson, Flatt, Carlisle; second, 11. Elliot,

Hawick ; third, W. J. Houldsworth, Coltness.

Yeld mares or geldings suitable for field, heavy weight,

foaled before 1st January, 1873—First prize, J. Shaw, Dundee;
second, J. Lesslie, Boghall; third, R. L. Paterson, Dalkeith.

Yeld mares or geldiugs suituble for field, light weight
foaled before l»t January, 1873.— First prize, T. M'Dougall'
Ptnicuik ; second, D. Kippen, Busby ; third, T. Foster, juu.

Beal.

Mares or geldings suitable forfield, foaled after Ist Januiry
1873.—First prize, J. Motfat, Carlisle ; second, J. Dryburgh
Cupar-Fife; third, T. Foster, jun.

Mares or (geldings suitable tur field, foaled after 1st January
1 874.—Firtt prize, S. Jack, Coldstream ; second, G. Scoddtrt
Newton Mearn.s ; third, R. Pace, Ormiaton Mains.
Mares or geldings, suitable for carriage, foaled before 1st

January, 1873.— First prize, W. Ford, Dalkeith; second, R.
Younger, Edinburgh ; third, J. S. Browu, Dunlerraline.

Mares or geldings, suitable as hackneys or roadsters,

between 14 and 15 hands high.— First prize, J. Houldsworth,
Coltness ; second, T. Lawrie, Gorebridge ; third, G. Black,
Bathgate.

Stallions, mares, or geldings, for leaping.—First prize, J,
Black, Bowgate ; second, J. Jamieson, Edinburgh , tliird, U.
Welsh, Eiinburgh.

PONIES.
,

First prize stallions at former shows, exhibited for Medium
Gold Medal, Aberdeen, 1876, when the property of the present
exhibitor—The Duke of Athole.

Highland stallions, 14^ hands and under.—A. Baird, of
Urie.

Highland mares or geldings between 13 and 14^ hands high.
—First prize, A. Naismith, Edinburgh ; second, B. O'Connell,
Edinburgh ; third, W. Torrance, Bathgate.

First prize mares at former shows, exhibited for Medium
G Id Medal—Aberdeen, 1876, when the property of thepresent
exhibitor—A. Baird, Une.

Mares or geldings, between 12^ and 14 hands high—First

prize, P. Melrose, Eddlestone ; second, J. Aitchison, Edin-
burgh ; third, D. Roberton, Paisley,

Mares or geldings, under 12^ hands hijih.— First prize, A
Tweed ie. Ha dd icgion ; second, J. Sjme, Edinburgh ; third, 1)

Johnstone, Roslin.

SHEEP.
CHEVIOT.

Tups, three shear and upwards.—First and third prizes, T.
Welsh, Moffat.

Tups, two shear.— First prize, J. Brydon, Jnn., Holm of
Drtlquhairn ; second, J. Brydon, Moffat ; third, J. A. John-
stone, Moffat.

Shearling tups.—First prize, H. Brydon, .Selkirk
; second,

J. Brjdon, Kiunclhcad ; third, T. Elliot, llmdhope.
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Pens of fivfi ewes above one shear.—First prizR, J.

Archibald, Glengeli ; srcoud, J. lirjdon, Kiuntlhead; ihird,

T. Elliot, Hitidhope.

Pens of five shparling ewP9 or gimmprs.— il'irst prize, J-

Archibald, GleDgilt ; secoud, T. Elliot, liiodliope ; third, J.

Brydon, Kinaelhead.

Wool.—Prize, H. Brydon.

Lambs.—First pri^e, J. Brydon ; second, T. Elliot.

BLACKFACED.
Tups, three shear and upwards.—First prize, D. Foyer,

Lennoxtowa; second, J. Fleming, Sirathaven ; third, D.
Foyer.

Tups, two shear.—First prize, J. Arlicibald ; second aad
third, T. Aitken, Baleruo.

Shearling tups.— First prize, J. Watson, Biggar ; second,

C Howatson, Macliliue ; J, Greensliiflds, Lesmahatjow.
Pens of five ewes abo>e one shear.— First prize, J. J.

Currie, Gort-bridge; seconJ, J. Archibald; third, A. Cjuborough
Milngavie.

Lambs.— First prize, J. Arcliib^ild : second. J. J. Currie.

Pens of five sheariine ewes or giriiniers.—First prize, P.

Melrose ; second, T. Aftken ; third, 1). Foyer.

Wool.—First prize, J. Y. Currie.

BOHDER LtlCSTER.
Tups above one shear.— First prize, W. Purves, Thurso

;

secoud, J. C>ark, Cockburnspath ; third, J. Aiaslie, Ediu-

burtih.

Shearling tups, J. Clark, Oldhamstocks Mains, spcoad, T.

Ferguson, Coupar-Angus ; third, A. Smith, Giffurd.

Pens of five ewes above one shear.—F'trst prize, J. Nisbet,

Larabden, Dunse ; second, R. Tweedie, Catterick ; third,

Eirl of Dalliousie.

Pen of five sliearling ewes or gimmers.—First prize, J.

Clarke ; second, Marquis of Tweeddale ; third, J. Melvin,

Ratho.
LEICESTER.

Tups of any pge.—First and second prize, E. Sutherland,

Burghead ; third, T. Smith, Dundee.

Peu of five ewes of any age, or Kiinmera.—First and second

prizp, E. Sutherland; third, T. Siuilh.

Wool.— First prize, J. Ainslie.

COTSWOLD.
Tups of any age.—First, second, and third prize, F. Gibson,

Dalkeith.

Pens of five ewes of any age, or gimmers.—First and second

prize, F. Gibson.
LINCOLN.

Tups of any age.—First, second, and third prize, T. Wilkin,

Dumfries, two shear.

Pen of five ewes of any age, or gimmers.—First and second

prize, T. Wilkin.
SHROPSHIRE.

Tups of any age.—First and second prizes. Earl of Zet-

land ; third. Lord Chesham.
Pens of five ewes of any a?e, or gimmers.—First prize,

Lord Chesham ; second and third, B'. Gibson.

EXTRA SECTIONS.

Pens of five Cheviot wethers, not above three shear.—First

priz •, Sir G. G. Montgomery, Bart. ; secoud, T. Irving, Dum-
fries.

Pens of five blackfaced wedders, not above four shear.

—

First prizp, C. S. Pluinraer, Selkirk ; second, A. Munro, Inver-

gorden.

Pens of five wether hoggs of any cross, not above one

•hear.—Prize, A. K. 11a ig, Haddington.

PIGS.
Boars, large breed.—First prize, E irl of Ellesmere ; second,

B. O'Connell, Edinburgh.

Sow, large breed.—First prize, Earl of Ellesmere ; second,

B. O'Connell.

Pens of three pigs not above eight months old, large breed.

—First and second prizes, Earl of Ellesmere.

Boars, black or JBerkshire breed.— First prize, J. Duncan,

Greenock ; second, A. P. liopp, Dunbar ; third. Lord

Chesham.
Sowc, black or Berkshire breed.—First prize. Earl of Elles-

mere ; second, A. Naismith, Kdinbur>:h ; third, J. Duncan.

Pens of three pies net above eight months old, black or

Brrksliire breed.— Prize, A. P. Hope.

Boars, small breed.—First priice, Liirl of Ellebiacrc; second,
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E^rl of Wemyss and March ;: third, Hon. G. R. Vernon,
Kilmarnock.

Sows, small breed.—First prize. Earl of Ellesmere ; second

^

lion. G. R. Vernon; third, Earl of Wemyss and March.
Pens of three pigs not above eight mouths old, small breed

—Pi ize, Earl of Ellesmere.

L r N c li N s II r R e:

Meeting at Boston.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

It is not often that so good a Showyard is to be founds

q'Uiie close to a town as was available to the Lincolnshire

Society for the meeting at Boston on July 2t>th, and two
following days. Roomy, and nicely shaded by tine tree*,

.

it WHS all that could be desired, whilst it was so near to

the heart of the town that one might have tbrowa a alone

from cue side of it and hit the famous tower, sometimes

irreverently termed "Boston Stump," but not the less

admired as one of the finest church towers in the country.

THE HORSES.
At the Lincolnshire meetings one expects to see good

horses, and last week the visitors were certainly not dis-

appointed. Whether they could see all the horses, how-
ever, depended upon the time they were able to spend at

the Show ; for as the judging on Wednesday was going

on in three rings at the same time, it was impossible to

see all out in one day, and those animals which could not

be seen out were in many cases not to be seen at all, on

account of being locked up in their stables with double

doors, both fastened. This is an extraordinary arrange-

ment, and one with which we feel particularly aggrieved,-

as it prevented us from seeing much of the hunters and-

backs after the judging of the agricultural horses and

Shorthorns was over. We were assured that there was-

an excellent show of these classes of horses, and what

little we saw of them confirmed this opinion, which tha

names of the entries, indeed, might almost have sutIiL-e4

to endorse. However, our business was more with tha

horses for agricultural and other heavy work,

and the judging of these took up a great parb

of the day. The order of judging was not the order

of the catalogue, the draught stallions of any age

being judged last. They were a wonderfully good lot,

attracted no doubt by the liberal first prize of £100,
given on condition that the winner shall serve not less,

than fifty mares in Lincolnshire during the season of 1878.

There were sixteen entries, all of which were in the ring.

Two or three old favourities, missed this year at the Royal,

were amongst them, notably the winner of the first

prize, Le Bon, who now looks better than ever before.

This is just the right stamp of horse for agricultural pur-

poses, and one that will fulfil the conditions on which ha

takes bis prize to the great advantage of the county. He
has short legs, plenty of bone and substance, and moves

as a cart horse should move. He had, however, some

worthy competitors, and the judges were a long time

deciding upon the few amongst so many good ones which,

should stand to the fore as possible prize- takers. Mr.

Brooks' Honest Tom the 2nd was placed in the secoud

place, and it seemed for a long time doubtful whether he,

would not be first, so good a representative is he of a

famous family. Mr. Hack's Stanton, a good three-year-

old bay, was commended. Mr. Key, of Market Rasen,,

showed y^oung Napoleon, a black four-year-old, which- was-

greatly admired, and amongst the other notable competi-

tors were Mr. Greenham's Brown Stout, Mr. Campion's

Ploughboy, and the grand old Scotchman, The Banker,

shown by Mr. Byron, of Sleafonl. In the class fv»r

two year-old draught stallions there were nine present out

ol lIcvcu entries. These, again, were a very goud lot, and.
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required carerul judging. The first honour went to Mr.
"Waltham's handsome chestnut by Mr. Drakard's Match-
less, who has not yet apparently been christened. He
has plenty of bone, and moves remarkably well. j\Ir.

Burges's Matchless took the second place, and jMr.

Ealand's Young Topsraan was the reserved animal. The
latter horse has hardly bone enough, but for quality was
not surpassed, if equalled, by any present, whilst for action

he was unapproached. Mr. Balderstone's Bang-up is a

powerful horse, and a rare sort to cross with maies, like

the Suifolks, that have none too much bone ; but

something which we did not notice ai)|)arently rendered

the judges indifferent to him. Mr. Campbell's llenard

is a useful-looking farmers' horse, but his hocks are not

quite so clean as they should be. The year-old entire

colts were a fair lot. Mr. Beart took the first prize for

Norfolk, as he did at Liverpool, with his chesnut AVonder,

which, however, is a Lincohishire-brel colt. Mr. Couke's

colt, which looks like miking a good one, was placed

second. In Class 37, for mares for breeding draught
horses, each of which had a foal at foot or had bred one
during the season, there was a noble show. Of fifteen

entries there was not a single absentee. The Stud Com-
pany's great prize-taker Royal Duchtss was placed first,

her style being unapproached, though she was not the

best stamp of mare present as a producer of farm horses,

for which purpose we should prefer ^Ir. Nidler's Princess

of Wales, a grand five-year-old mare, with a capital foal

at her side. Mr. Mayfield took the third prize for a big

c'lesnut mare, which we did not fancy so well as several

o':hers present. No one, however, could complain that

the judges went all for one point of excellence in making
their awards iu this class ; for the first prize was given

f jr style, the second for usefuluess and substance, and the

third for size. Messrs. Cafferata and Co., of Newark,
showed a handsome mare. Beauty, and Mr. Burkitt had a

noble grey, a good mover, but walking too widely for a

perfect plough mare. There were several other capital

mares, which looked like coming right out of work,
instead of having been got up for show. Indeed, taking

the show of horses as a whole, we have never seen one
in which mere fat was so little relied on by the exhibitors.

The foals seemed to us, on the whole, to be hardly worthy
of their sires and dams ; but many of them were late ones

and rather poor as well. There were a few very good
ones, the second prize mare's foal, already honoured with
a name. Princess Olga, being a grand one. The show of

cart geldings was a very small one, only three out of eight

entries putting in an appearaace. In Class 56, fur two-
year-old fillies, there were ten present out of an entry of

fourteen. Mr. Paddisou's big grey filly was placed first,

a decision which somewhat surprised us, and Mr. Miller's

Fatima, a filly of much better style, took the second
place. Mr. Winter showed a nice brown filly and Mr.
Epton a good black one. Mr. Little's " Brisk " also

deserves notice. The one-year-old cart fillies, of which
only four appeared, do not call for any remark, and the

pairs of draught horses made up the worst class ever seen

in Lincolnshire, or, perhaps, any other county. There
was not a good pair amongst them.

THE SHORTHORNS.
The Shorthorns were not nearly as numerous as they

have been at some previous shows ; but in point of qua-
lily, the show was probably quite up to the average.

Indeed, this last remark need hardly be made, bearing in

mind that some of the crack prize-takers of this year were
at Boston. In Class I., for bulls of three years and up-
wards, Mr. Atkinson's Sergeant Irwin, which was third

at Liverpool, was placed first ; Mr. Moss's General
Wharfedale, second; the Marquis of Eieter's Telemachus
yih, third. As the first and third of these were noticed
so recently iu our report of the Liverpool Show, we

need n"t criticise them in detail, and this remark applies,

more or less, to the other classes. In the tv?o-y ear- olds
another Liverpool third-prize animal, Mr. Foljambe's
Livangro, took first honours, winning the £20 prize, as
the best iu his "lass, and the Challeuge Cup, as the best
hull in the yard. General Fusee was one notch below
him, as at the Royal, only being second instead of fourth.

Mr. Rowley's Count Towneley, which was commended at

Liverpool, took the third prize. Two white beauties

were first and second in the yearling bull class—namely^
Mr. Torr's Fitzwilliam, and Mr. Foljambe's Flag of
FrHUce. These were respectively first and third at
I iverpool. The sei'ond prize Liverpool animal was not
present. General Flirt, commended at the Royal, was
third. Of the " babies," Messrs. Hutton, Bland, and
Pears showed the winners in the order ia which their

names are placed. We do not think the first is the best
in point of symmetry, though he is iu that of quality.

Still it is possible he may grow into a good one. In the
competition for " consolation" prizes, given to members
of the Society, for animals which had not obtained prizes

in the open classes we did not feel much interest. There
was a small but good lot of milch cows over four years of

age. Mr. Atkins's Moonshine was first ; Mr. Hutton's
Economy 3rd, second; and the Stand Company's Blooming
Bride, third. In ths three-year-old hei'ers, which have
produced a calf at the natural time. Lady Pigot's unpro-
nounceable and ungainly Zvzda was put first ; Mr. Hut-
ton's Melpomene 3rd, second; and the Marquis of Exe-
ter's Queen of Ithaca, third. Lady Pigot had nothing

to stand against her in the two-year-olds, and
took first and second honours with her two
beauties, Imperious Queen and Rosalba, the
Stand Company being third, with Lady Beautiful.

There was a good show of one-year-old heifers, and the
first and second Liverpool animals not being at Boston,
the heifers which were respectively third, fourth, and re-

served at the Royal, were first, second, and third at th«

Lincolnshire Show. In the class for heifer calves Mr.
St. John Ackers was first with his Royal third prize calf

Third Lidy Carew, Mr. Garfit second, with Asphodel,
and Mr. Ashby third, with Dorothy. There were only
three entries to compete for two prizes for pairs of bul-

locks, but they were three good ones. Two very useful

prizes were given by the Corporation of Boston for the

ox or heifer which, from early maturity, quality, and fit-

ness for the butcher, appeared to have brought the greatest

profit to the exhibition. Mr. Thos. Bond was first

with a remarkably well-bred and grazed roan, and Mr.
Rowland second with another good one, also a roan.

Indeed, it is remarkable that all but two of the animals

competing in this class were roans.

THE SHEEP.
The show of sheep was not so large as at some previous

meetings, the entries being only 90, against 123 at Lin-

coln last year. There was, however, a capital lot of Lin-

colns, and a fair show of Leicesters, crossbreds being barely

represented. In the Leicesters Mr. Turner, of Thorpe-
lands, Northampton, was the most successful exhibitor,

and Mr. Marris, of Croxton, Ulceby, beiag the only other

exhibitor in these classes, the two gentlemen divided the

prizes between them. There was a great muster of Lin-

coln shearling rams. Mr. Garfit won the first and fourth,

and Mr. Wright the second and third prizes. For the

other classes we must refer our readers to the prize list.

A most extraordinary exhibit appeared as the only repre-

sentative of the extra stock, and it was so undeniably

"extra," having one leg and two feet more than ordinary

sheep, that it is not surprising it had no competitors. If

it had been in a penny show outside it might have brought

something to its owner; but the judges were not im-

pressed with its merit.
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THE riGS.

There was a small show of svviue in the lerge breed

classes. Mr. Duckerlng hati only one competitor, and in

the small breed classes he also carried off nearly all the

prizes, Mr. Arthur Garfit being bis only successful com-
petitor, and that only in one class. In the Berkshires,

again, there was hardly any competition, and Mr. Duclter-

iiig took three piizes out of five, one beiug in a class with

a siugle entry.

THE IMPLEMENTS, &c.

We do not notice implements in detail at county

shows, and having only last week given a long report of

those shown at Liverpool, it would be absurd to repeat a

part of it on the preseut occasion. Liucolashire, is, how-
ever, the homo of niiny lirge manufacturers of agricul-

Xural implements, and there was consequeatly quite a

large show. There was also an exhibition of poultry and

—

labourers

!

Bull, three years old or upwards.— First prizp, £35, Tj

Atkinson (Sprgenut Irwin) ; second, £7, Iv. Mo>s (Gfiifra'

Wharfdalf) ; third, £'i, Mirquis of Exeter (Teleraaclius 9th).

Bull, two years old.— Firat prize, £20, F. J.S. Foljiiube

(Lavaufiro) ; second, £7, T. II. B'aud (General Fusee)
;

third, ±'3, J. Rowley (Couot Towneley).

Yeariins buil.—First nrize, £-20, J. Torr (Fitz-Wiliiana) ;,

second, £7, F. J. S. Foljambe (Flag of France); third, £-i

T. H. BUnd (General Flirt).

Bull calf under a year old.— First prize, £15, W. Hutton
(Garrick) ; second, <£7, T. H. Bland (General F'avourite)

;

third, £3, T. Pears (Arius).

Bu4, two years old or upwards, bred by or the properly of a

member of the Society residing or farming in the counly of

Lincoln, and for which first or second prize sh:dl not have been

awjirded in any other class.—First prize, £10, F. Curtois

(Telemaclius 7th) ; second, .£5, J. M.Frudd (Prince Charlie).

Bull, under two yesirs old, as above.—First prize, £7, T.

Pears (Anus) ; second £<, T. frotler (Waterloo Beau).

Bull, of any age, exhibited at the Society's show, to be

held by the winner until the next ensuing annual show.

—

Prize, challenge cup, value twenty guineas, F. J. S. Foljambe
(Lavangro).

Cow, more than four years old, in milk or in calf.—Eirst

prize, £25, T. Atkinson (Moonshine) ; second, £7, W.
fiutton (Economy); third, £3, Stand Stud Company (Bloom-
ing Bride).

Heifer, three years old, having produced a calf at its natnra

time.—F'irst prize, £15, Lady Pigot (Zvezda) ; second, £7, W.
Ilulton (Melpomene 3rd) ; third, £3, Marquis of Exeter

(Queen ol Ithaca).

I'wo years old heifer in milk or in calf.—First; prize, £15,
Lidy Pigot (Imperious Queen) ; second, £7, Lady I'igot

(Rosalba) ; third, £3, Stand Stud Company (Lady Beautiful).

One year old heifer—F^irst prize, £15, T. H. Bland
(Brazilian Bride) ; second, £7, B. Ackers (2nd Lady Carew)

;

third, .£3, Lady Pigot (Victoria Lncida).

She-calf, under one year old.—First yirize, £10, B. Ackers

(3rd Lidy Carew) ; second, £5, A. Garfit (Asphodel) ; third,

£3, G. A. Ashby (Dorothy).

Cow or heifer, in milk or in calf, bred by or the property of

a member of the Society residing at or farming in the county

of Lincoln, and for which a first or second prize shall not

have been awarded in any other clas's.—First prize, £L0, A.

Blanchard (Strawberry) ; second, £5, J. Oldham.
Heifer, under two years old as above.—F^irst prize, £7, and

second, £3, W. Hutton (Strawberry and Golden Drop).

Pair of bullocks, provided tliere are not less than three

entries.—First prize, a piece of plate value £10, or the sura of

£10, T. Bond, North Thorsby, Louth ; second, £5, W. Chat-

terlon, Hallinffton, Louth.

Ox or heifer wliich, from early matority, quality, and fit-

ness for the butcher, appears to have brought the greatest

profit to the exhibitor.

COTTAGEHS' PRIZES.

Milch cow or heifer, in milk or in calf at the time of show-

ing, tlie property of a cottager, the tenant occupier of not

more than 10 acres, who is getting his livmg principally

as a day labourer or as a working mechanic.

SHEEP.
LFICESTERS.

8hearling ram.—Firft prize, £15, and second, £5, G.
Turner, jun>, Tiiorpelands, Northampton.
Two shear or older ram.— First prize, £10, T. Marris,

Croxton, Ulceby ; second, £5, G. Turner.

Pell of five ewes, iiaving suckled lambs up to the 10th July,

1877.— Prize, £8, T. Marris.

Pen of five shearling gimmers.—First prize, £S, G. Turner
;

second, £i, T. Marris.

Ll.NCOLSSinnE LOINGWOOLS.
(Not being Leicestera

)

Two-shear ram.—First prize, £10, E. J. Howard, Noctoa
Rise, Lincoln ; second, £5, C. S^-l , Bassiugbournc, Roystoa

;

third, £3, J. Peiirs, Mere, Lincoln.

Three-shear or older ram.—F^irst prize, £10, R. Wright,
Lincoln ; second, £5, li. Smith, Bingham.

Pen ol five ewes, haviujj suckled lambs up to the 10th July.

—First prize, £10, W. Roe, Norlh Scarle Field, Newark

;

second, £5, J. Byron, Sleaford.

Pen ol five shearling gimmers.—First prize, £10, W. Ilessel-

tiiie, B-rtou-oa-Humber ; second, £3, J. Pears ; third, £2, R.
Wriuht.

Pen of ten she lambs.—Prize, £5, G. Saul, Boston.

Pen of five shearling wethers.—Firat prize, £10, C. Sell ;

second, £5, J. Byton, Kirkhy Green.

CKOSS-BUEDS.
Pen of five cross-bred wethers.—First prize, £7, W. Bett,

Fosdyke ; second, £3, J. J\I. FVudd, Bloxholm.

Longwool ram (not being a Lsicester) exhibited at the

Society's show, to be held by the winner until the next ensuing

show.

HORSES.
rOR BREEDING.

ADDITIONAL PRIZES.

To every stallion exhibited in Class 29 passed by the

Society's veterinary inspector as free from hereditary lameness

or disease, and pronounced by the judges of sufficient merit, a
certificate of merit. Such certificate entitles the owner to

a premium of £10 on production by him of projf that the

horse has served not less than 30 mares in Lincolnshire, at

not more than £5 5s. each mare, during the season ot 1878.

Stallion for roadsters.— I'irdt prize, £10, E. B. Bettinson

(A 1) ; second, £5, R. Wales (Fireaway).

Stallion for draught horses, that shall serve not less than
50 mares in Lincolnsliire during the season of 1878, at a

price not exceeding £2 2s. each mare.—First prize, £100,
J. Nix (Lord of the Manor) ; second, £10, C. Brooks
(Honest Tom the 2nd) ; third, J. Byron (The Banker).

Stallion for draugiit horses, two years old.—First prize,

£15, J. Walthara, Wisbeach ; second, £7, Wm. Burgess

(Matchless).

Entire cart colt, one year.—First prize, £10, C. Beart
(Wonder) ; second, £t, J. Cooke, Crowland,

Mare tor breeding hunters with a foal at her heels, or

having had a living foal in the season of 1878.—Fir t prize,

£15, H. Watson (Lady Decanter) ; second, £7, G. F. Statter

(Lady Lynn) ; third, £3, G. S. Smith.

Hunting loal, the pedigree (if any) to be taken into con-

sideration.— First prize, £10, B. Upton ; second, £7, H. Wat-
son ; third, £4', G. S. Smith ; fourth, £2, J. Martin.

Mare for breeding roadsters, with a foal at her heels, or

having had a living foal in the season of 1877.—First prize,

£10, Stand Stud Company (Miss Polly) ; second, £5, T. H.
Miller (Mabel Grey).

Mare for breeding draught horses, with a foal at her heels,

or having had a living foal in the season of 1877.— First

prize, £15, Stand Stud Company (Roval Duchess); second,

£7, T. H. Miller (Princess of Wales) ; third, £3, T.

Mayfield.

Cart foal.—First prize, .£10, T. H. Miller (Princess Olga)
;

second, £7, T. Harris, Great Hale; third, £!•, T. llorry

Boston West ; fourt i, £2, H. Bsuraber, Boston.

HUNTERS.
Gelding or mare of five or six years old. — First prize,

£30, J. B. Booth (Bildersby); second, £15, W.
Whitehead (Chief Baron); third, £5, A. J. Brown (The
Sherilf).

Gelding or mare, four years old, calculated to make a
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liunter, aubafancp and breeding to be taken into consideration.

—First prite, £30, E. Paddison (Snowstorm); second, £15,

W. Wtiilehead (Sportsman) ; Ibird, £5, A. J. Brown (The

Lamb).
liunter, four years old or upwards, np to carrying not less

than 13 stone bred in Lincolnsiiire).—First prize, £15, J.

Hornsby (Jericho) ; second, £5, C. Lacy (Othello).

Gt^ldinu: or tilly, three years old, breeding to be taken into

cousidfration.— Fir-t prize, a whip, value £5, and a sum of

£•20, J. Dnvey (Mid Lincoln) ; second, £10, R. G. F. Howard
(Snowdrop).

Coir, iwo years old, the pedigree (if any) to be taken into

consideratioa.— First prize, £5, and additional prize for same
coir, £5, W. Young (Rustic) ; second, £5, S. S. Mossop
(A-thelstan).

Col', one-year-old, the pedigree (if any) to be taken into

consideration.— First prize, £10, B. G. Upton, Rdithby
;

second, £3, VV. Young (Rural).

Fiily, two years old, the pedigree (if any) to be taken into

consideration.—First prize, £IU, F. C. MurshaU (Snowdrop)
;

second, £5, J. Glover, Boston.

Filly, one jear old, the pedigree (if any) to be taken into

consideration.—First prize, £?, J. Martin, Wainfleet ; second,

£3, C. Clarke, Ashby-de-la-Launde.

Gelding or mare which, oa being ridden and tried npon
the show ground, on the 26th of July, shall be adjndged to

be the cleverest jumper.—First prize, £10 ; second, £5.

Uor:>e in hnrness, with the best park action (consideration

given to pace).—First prize, £10; second, £5.

Horses in harness with best park acti n.—First prize, £10,
second, £5.

Weiglit-carrying cob, mare or gelding, not exceeding eight

years old, and not being under H hands, nor above 15 hands,

quality and action to be sp»cially considered.—First prize,

i'lO, J. Green, Blankney; second, £5, J. Oldham, Frith-
ville.

Hack, mare or gelding, exceeding 14 hands, and not ex-

ceeding 15 hands 2 inches.—First prize, £10, second, £5.
Pony, mare or gelding, not exceeding l-l bands.—First prize,

£10 ; second, £5 ; third, £3.

AGRICULTURAL HORSES.
Cart gelding, two years old.—First prize, £10, Mr. Smith

;

second, £4, W. H. Uoldsworth.
Cart fiily, two years old.—First prize, £10, C. F. Paddison,

Newark; second, £4, T. H. Miller (Fatima).

Curt fiily, one-year-old.—Yirst prize, £7, R. Hopper,
Whittlesey; second, £3, W. F. Robinson (Ginger Brandy).

Pair of draught horses, geldings, or mares, under eight years

old.—First prize, £10 ; second, £5.
Extra S'ock Agricultural Horses.—Prize, £2, C. P. S*ain,

Leverton, Boston.

PIGS.

Boar, large breed, not less than twelve months old.—First

prize, £J0, R. E. Duckering, Northorpe ; second, £5, R. E.
Luokering.

Boar, large breed, not exceeding twelve months old.—First

prize, £5, R. E. Duckering ; second, £2, R. E. Duckering.
Boar, small breed, not less than twelve months old.—First

prize, £10, R. E. Duckering ; second, £5, R. E. Duckering
;

G. P. Watson, Londonthorpe, reserved.

Boar, small breed, not exceeding twelve months old,—First

prize, £5 ; second, £2. Withheld.
Berkshire boar.—First prize, £5, A. Garfit, Scothern

;

second, £2, C. E. Duckering, Whitehoe.
Sow, large breed, having had a litter since Ist March, 1877,

or in pig at the time of showinff.—First prize, £5, R. E.
Duckering ; second, £3, R. E. Duckering.

Sow, small breed, having had a litter since 1st March, 1877,
or in pig at the time of showing.—First prize, £5, C. E.
Duckering ; second, £3, R,. E. Duckering.

Berkshire sow, having had a litter since 1st March, 1877,
or in pig at the time of showing.—First prize, £5, C. E.
Duckering ; second, £2, B. S. J. Ackers, Painswick, Glouces-
tershire.

Three breeding pigs of the same litter, not exceeding sis
months old, large breed.—Prize, £5, R. E. Duckering.

Three breeding pigs of the same litter, not exceeding six
months old, small breed.—Prize, £5, R. E. Duckering.

Three breeding pigs of the same litter, not exceeding six
months old, Berkshire breed.—Priic, £5, A. Garfit.

WOOL.
For the best five fleeces of hogg wool.—First prize, 408., O.

Saul, Sibsey, Boston ; see&ud, 12s. 6d., J. Martin, Waiufleet,

Boston.

For the best five fleeces of ewe or wether wool.—First prize,

40a., J. E. Robinson, Titton Hall, Boston (wether wool) ;

second, I2s. 6d , J. Martin.

HORSE SHOEING.
To the smith exhibiting the greatest skill in shoeing a

hunter.—First prize, £5 ; second, £3 ; third, £2 ; fourth,

£1.
To the smith exhibiting the greatest skill in shoeing a

draught horse used for agricultural purposes.—First prize,

£5 ; second, £3 ; third, £2 ; fourth, £1.

SHROPSHIRE AND WEST MIDLAND.
So soon after Liverpool, and bo near to the district,

we were anxious to see how the wave had carried on, fojr

there is a change in the destinies of local agricultural

shows. At one time, and a deal of good it did, they

began popping up tbeir little heads in every part of the

kiugdom. This excited in the small farmer's mind a

feverishneis which led him gradually to the larger

displays when common sense showed him he had so much:

to learn and utilise. Now that he has beguu to lravel>

and moreover likes a foal from a famous horse, and pigs

with a less inquiring snout, in the natural course ot

things these tiny exhibitions have had an inclination to run

together. Of this kind is the Shropshire and West
Midland Society's Show, or rather will he in time

especially so. It is well supported by a healthy neigh-

bourhood, and has this year for its President a gentleinan

bearing the suggestive title of Harlech, some thirty year»

since so famous for its Galloway and pony races, where
sires of the sort lived whose blood and character you can

trace over to-day in choice specimens all over the

kingdom, showing what solid good they do for their

country who cultivate or introduce superior breeds. The
great merit of those glorious ponies, tiny specimens of

which made fifty guineas the pair at a time when the

ordinary sort were sold for as many shillings, was due to

that popular and hospitable sportsman. Colonel Vaughan,
of Bug. The Vice-President we remember so well in

Oxford on the river, and in this " grind " also

thirty years since; aud the pluck which distinguished

that college crew and those daring horsemen, we
rejoice to find, yet lives to inspirit a patriotic

movement in the cause of agriculture. This
Society has been only established three years, but the

arrangements are good, and the accommodation ample.

Unfortunately this year it clashes with the Worcestershire

Show. Some of the classes are consequently thinly filled

by comparison with last year. There was also another

meeting at Wynstay, which kept many visitors away.

The exhibition is, however, open for three days. There
arc three judging rings, in which, respectively as we enter,

{he thoroughbred horses, the cart horses, aud the Short-

horn bulls arc being pronounced upon. Shropshire ha»

always had a name for good hunting cattle. The sires

we see all fill the eye respectably. There are also famou*
strains represented, Marsyas, Irish Birdcatcher, Faugh-a-

ballagh, Teddington, Beadsman, Stockwell, Kettledrum,

Voltigeur, West Australian, Trumpeter, Caractacus all

being named in our co.talogue as sires on the one side or

the other. The judges are not long, however, in sorting

out two damson browns for first and second prizes, the

one Happy Laud by Kettledruna, the other Polardine by
Beadsman, dam by Stockwell, the property of the Master
of the Shrewsbury Hunt. Between the two an excellent

steed might have been produced. Happy Land, the winner

of first honours, has a good back and limbs, but has nit

the fire and blood-likc appearanue of the seiioud prize
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horse. Tliey are, however, both a credit to the district,

but for choice we should take tlie secoud to breed by.

They are both neat and hunter-like, so far as thorough-

breds look huater-like. Ilajipy Land had best front

action, but did not go so well behind as his rival. la

performance on the turf they were both surpassed by

Lambasb by Marsyas, who showed his game nature in

his irritation at being reined up behind his more successful

adversaries in the ring. The hunting mare class included

a medley. Mr. John Hill's Fanny, aged 15, the winner

of the prize in tiiis class last year, failed to satisfy the

judges to-day. Her front legs are gone, and she is quite

cramped from early work, having in her day been a

famous performer. The prize went to Nelly B'y, a

mealy chesuut, which could move better, but did not

look so business-like for the cover side ; a bay Cleveland-

like mare of Mr. Earl's taking second honours. Amongst
the hunters foaled in 1873 Mr. Humphries' white-

legged chesnut had an easy win. He was full at once of

power and quality, looked deliirhtful to ride, and difficult

to pass in the field. Mr. Maddocka was first amongst

the two-year-olds with a brown geldini^, and Mr. Clay

amongst the yearlings with a powerful and blooJ-like

chesnut. For the best hack, the property of a tenant-

farmer, only one candidate appeared, Mr. Harrison's

grey, an animal, however, that obtained considerable

admiration. The weight-carrying cobs, between 14 and

15 hands, included some very good samples. The best

mover in every pace but the gallop, when, as is the case

with high-actioned horses, she went round, and a very

neat one to boor, was Mr. Nelson's Madge. She was, in the

end, for some reason, put altogether aside, and the prize

given to a black gelding, whose paces were his best point.

Rev. J. Hill was second, with a dapple-grey stout cob of

taking appearance, and the beat gallopper by far of the

lot. In the trot he has not the same amount of high-

knee action as his rival. Above 14 and under 15 hands,

Jlr. Hogg's brown horse won first place—a fairly-turned

animal— Mr. Darby being second with a very

corky and excitable bay, who was placed first at the

Royal last year. He is a fine mjver, but wants better

putting together above. The ponies included a

rare-actioned grey in the winner, (Mr. Wood-
bourne's Daisy, Mr. Jones's black Jack going strong

and stoutly for second place. Amongst the best hunters

to carry not less than 13 stone Mr. Hill's Glue Pot,

the winner last year, a very fast and stout animal, had,

after much consideration, to give way to Mr. Darby's

black, a neat performer over the hurdles, but not having

the pace of his rival. His build is, however, much more
powerful, and the decision pleased everyone. The prize

for the best agricultural stallion was won by the well-

known chesnut Clydesdale, Topsman, whose trotting is a

marvel, second honours going to a very stout and good

mover, the Stand Stud Company's Young Champion, also

well known in the prize ring. There were some other

very good local stallions shown had these famous itinerant

champions been only away. As a two-year-old Mr.
Crowther's bay, a colt of great promise, wins, the second

belonging to the Stand Stud Company, and a very neat if

less powerful horse than his rival. They have both

pleasant heads, but especially the last, who is just the

horse for farm work, the other looking more fitted for the

dray. The cart mares were inferior to the stallions. Mr.
Jackson's black Flower, amongst the two-year-olds,

showed power and activity, and is good looking to boot.

Mr. Moore's yearling. Darby, is neat and strong, and has

the cleanest of legs. But the sight of the Show was Mr.
Meadows's pair of waggon horses, a browu and bay, such

immense animals, short-legged, and active as ponies. The
second prize pair was also admirable, and Mr. Nicolson's

roans were well matched. The Shorthorns were nothing

particular, the prize cow simply being neat. The bulls

showed a good deal of fine quality, but were apparently

fresh off dairy farms, and so did not exhibit to the advan-

tage they mis;ht have done had they been only stall-fed

for competition. The Herefords were also under the

mark, the concurrent Worcester Show being credited with

their presence. The pigs were mainly white, some lirge,

some small, and there were a few very ordinary Berk-

shires in the pens, the odour from which was detestable.

There ought always to be a layer of burnt clay or ashes

under the straw in the pig pens to absorb moisture and

smell—it were so easily done. The Shmpshire sheep

were a good exhibition, Mr. Mansell's first-prize

shearling, who was also adjudged the extra special prize,

being particularly good, of fine even character, very long,

and low on leg, his fleece tilling the hand with that re-

spondent elasticity the connoisseur requires. The whole

number shown were more of a sort than we saw last year,

the variety of under-material which had been experi-

mented upun not being so apparent. The shorn fleeces

on a shelf looked clear of dark scain, but we were glad to

adjourn to the adjoining shed, where there was a per-

vading scent of freshness in butter and cheese. The
samples looked delicious amidst nettle leaves, and the

farmers' wives and daughters who gathired to criticise

were blooming as the blush rose, and fragrant as whey.

We could not at first understand why the scientific!, as

they followed in the rank along, kept gently pressing

their thumbs upon the surface of the cheeses, but we
found on inquiry that it was for the same reason fi>r

which young gentlemen are said to press their partner's

hand in the dauce—that is, to ascertain if there be a

possible weak spot in the heart.

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

Cart sfallioD, of any age, for agricultural purposes,—First

prize, J. F. Crowtlier, Mirfield ; second. Stand Sluf Company.

Cart stallion, not exceediD;; three years old on January Is',

1877.—First prize, J. F. Crowlher ; second, Stand Stud

Company.
Cart mare and foal.—First prize, A. Darby, Shrewsbury

(Gipsy) ; second, G. Bowen, Salop.

Cart mare and foal, the property of a tenant farnoer.—First

prize, J. Gtilflihs, Whitchurch (Smiler) ; secoud, J. Piatt,

Malpas.
Cart mare or gelding, foaled in 1874.—First prize, T. F.

Jackson, Chester (flower) ; second, T. Gieen, Salop.

Cart mare or gelding, foaled in 1875.— First prize, L. L.

Moore, Glanmehely (Darby) ; second, C. W. Brierly, Prest-

wich (Mischief).

Cart mare or gelding, of any age, the property of a tenant

farmer.—Prize, W. Brown, Chester.

Pair of waggon horses, the property of a tenant farmer.—

First prize, W. A. Meadows, Rainhill ; second, C. W. Btierly,

Prestwich.

Pair of waggon horses, the property of a tenant farmer.—

Prize, T. Lowe, Chester.

Tliorough-bred stallion, suitable for getting weight-carrying

hunters.— First prize, J. Poinons, Tarporley (Happy Lsnd)
;

second, M. Ilulton-Harrop, Shrewsbury (Polarditie).

Brood mare and foal, lor honiiiig purposes.— First prize, J.

Gouldbourn,juu., Salop (Nelly Bly) ; second, F. Eirl, Shifnal.

Mare or gelding, for hunting purposes, foaled in 1873.—
First prize, J. Uuinphreys, Salop (Brilliant) ; second, A. Price,

Salop (Polly).

JVlare or gelding, for hunting purposes.—First prize, S.

Maddocka, Whitchurch ; second, R. Nicholson, jun., Chester

(Rufus).

Mare or gelding, for hunting purposes, foaled in 1873 or

1874!.—Prize, S. Maddocka, lladley.

Mare or gelding, for bunting purposes.—First prize, C.

Clay, Whitchurch ; second, L. L. Moore, Glanmehely, Kerry.

Hack or harness mare or gelding, of any age, not under

15 hands, the property of a tenant farmer or tradesman.-
Prize, J. G. Harrison, jun., Whitchurch.

Wiighl-carryiug cob, a roadster, not exceeding 15 hands,
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and not under It hands.— First prize, T. M. L. Vernon,

Tushingliam ; second, Rev. J. Hill, Shrewsbury (Punch).

Cob, hack, or roadster, notexcieding 15 hands.—First prize,

C. W. Hogs, Congleton (Hob Ro}) ; second, A. Darby,

Shrewsbury (Prince).

Pony, not exceeding thirteen hands.—First prize, M. Wood-
burne, Salop (Daisy) ; second, J. Jones, Shrewsbury (Black

Jack).

Hunter, of any age, mare or gelding, qualified to carry not

les8 than thirteen stone.— First prize, A. D^rby, Shrewsbury.

(Black Jack) ; second, J. Hill, Salop (Glue Pot).

CATTLE.
SHOIlTHOK>'S.

Bull, not under two jears old on January 1st, 1877.—First

prize, T. Hiles, Shrewsbury (Marquis of Shrewsburj) ; second,

R. Eirdley, Salop (Major Buckstone).

Bull not exceeding iiiree jears old on January 1st, 1877,
the property of a tenint farmer.— First prize, R. Eardky,
Aud em ; second, Ed. Richardson, Taporley (Bonfire).

BuP, above one year and not exceeding two jears old on
January I'^t, 1S77-— First prize, T. Coomer, Nantwich,
(Kijihih Duke ot Keele) ; second, G. G. Blantern, Salop
(Colliiigwood).

Bull, not exceeding twelve months old on January 1st,

1877.—First prize, G. Houlding, Salop ; second, T. Burgess,

Whitchurch (Ironmaster).

Cow in milk or in caF, having produced a calf within
twelve months.—F rst prizp, P. H. Chesters, Nantwich
(PriLcess Victoria) ; second, W. Brierley, Pres'wich (Rosa).

Pair of heifers, in milk or in calf, not exceeding three years

old on January 1st, 1877.—First prize G. T. Phillips, New-
port ; second, W. Nevett, Shrewsbury.

Pair of heifers, not exceeding two years old on January 1st,

1877-—First prize, S. Dickin, Shrewsbury ; second, T. Atkin-
son, Manchester.

Pair of heifers, not exceeding twelve months old ou
January 1st, 1877 —Fint prize, G. T. Phillips, Newport ;

Bicond, C. W. Brierley, Prestwich.

HEKEFOKDS.
Bull, not under two years old on January 1st, 1877.—First

and ex'ra special prize, A. Rogers, Kington (Grateful) ; second,

Sjrah EJwards, Lsorainster (Sir Edward).
Bull, not exceeding two years old on January 1st, 1877.—

First prize, G. Robinson, Salop (Marquis 3nd) ; second, Mrs.
Aiterley, Oswestry, (Daupbiu 8th).

Bull, not exceeding twelve mouths old on the Istof January,
1877-—First prize, T. J. Carwardine, Leominster (The
Suhan) ; second, T. J. Carwardine (The Czar).

Cow in milk or in calf, having produced a calf within twelve
months.—First prize, T. Myddleton, (Nina) ; second, T.
Nott, Brampton Brian (Melody 4th).

Pair of heifers, in milk or in calf, not exceeding three years

old on January 1st, 1877-—First prize, T. Myddleton.
Pair of heifers, not exceeding two years old on January 1st,

1877.— First prize, A. Rogers, Kington.
Pair of heifers, not exceeding twelve months old on

January 1st, 1877.— First prize, Sarah Edwards, Leominster
;

second, T. Nott.

Pair of dairy cows, in milk, of any breed.—First prize, T.
Burgess, Whitchurch ; second, W. Nevett, Shrewsbury ; third,

W. INevett.

Pair of dairy cows, of any breed, in milk or in calf, having
pro .uced a calf withiu eight months, the property ot a tenant
farmer.—Prize, T. Burgess, Whitchurch.

Dairy cow, of any breed, in milk or in calf, having produced
a calf within eight months.—Prize, W. Brown, llandley.

Pair of heiters, of any breed, in milk, best adapted for

dairying purposes, not exceeding three years old on January
Ist, 1877, the property of a tenant fanner.—First prize, T.
Burgess, Whitchurch ; second, VV. Nunnerley, Whitchurch.

Pair of heifers of any breed, best adapted for dairying pur-
poses, not exceeding two years old on January Ist, 1877, the

property of a tenant farmer.—Prize, P. H. Chesters, Nant-
wich.

Pair of heifers of any breed, best adapted for dairying pur-
poses, not exceeding one year old on January 1st, 1877, the
property of a tenant farmer.—Prize, J. Cooke, Malpas.

Fat beast (presented by the butchers of Whitchurch and
neighbourhood).—First prize, T. Nuunerley, Whitchurch
second, W. Brown, llandley.

SHEEP.
SHROPsniRES.

Shearling ram.—First prize, T. Mansell, Salop ; second, T
Fenn, Ludlow.
Ram, of any other age.—First prize, T. Mansell ; second*,

T. J. Mansell, Bridgnorth.

Pen often breeding ewes, having reared lambs this season
—First prize, F. Bach, Salop ; second, R. Thomas, Salop.

Pen of ten shearling evei.—First prize, R. Thomas, Bas-
cliurch ; second, W. Holder, Shrewsbury.
Pen of five shearhng ewes.—First prize, Mrs. H. Smith.

Shifnal ; second, R. Edwards, Shrewsbury.
LAMBS.

Pen of ten ewe lambs, in the Shropshire class. A silver

cup.—First prize, R. Thomas, Salop ; second, J. E. Farmer,
Ludlow.
Pen often ewe lambs, in the Shropshire class, the property

of a tenant larmer—Prize, T. Tophura, Whitchurch.
PIGS.

LARGE BREED, EXCLUDING BERKSIIIBES.
Boar,—First prize, W. Brown, Handley ; second, G. F.

Jackson, Clle^ter.

Sow, in pig or with pigs.—First prize, J. H. Kemp, Market
Drayton; second, W. O. Foster, Shifnal.

SMALL BREEDS, EXCLrDlKG BERKSHIRES.
Boar.—First aud second prize, B. G. D. Cooke, Mold

Flintshire.
,

Sow, in pig, or with pigs.—First prize, B. G. D. Cooke,
Mold; second, R. K. Mainwaring, Market Drayton.

BERKSHIRES.
Boar.—First prize, M. Wood'ourne, EUesmere ; second, A.

B. Foster, Tamworth.
Sow, in pig or with pigs.—First and second prize, A. B.

Foster, Tamworth.
Boar, of any age or breed.—Prize, M. Woodburne, EUes-

mere.

Sow, of any age or breed, in pig or with pigs.—Prize, J. H.
Kemp, Market Drayton.

EXTRA SPECIAL LIVE STOCK.
The sura of £25 (added to the Suciety's first prize) for the

best cart stallion, any age, to travel or stand in the year 1878
through or in the town of Whitchurch (open).—Prize,

J. F. Crowther (Honest Tom).
Silver cup or piece of plate, value £10 10s., for the beat)

thorough-bred stallion, having served with the county during

the season of 1877, and being the property of a member of the
Society.—Prize, Mr. Hulton-Harrop (Polardine).

Silver cup or piece of plate, value £5 5s., for the best Short-

horn bull exhibited iu the above classes, and being

the property of a member of the Society.—Prize, T. Hiles,

Shrewsbury.

A silver cup of the value of £5 5a., for the best ram in the

Shropshire classes, the owner being a member of the Society.—
Prize, T. Mansell, Ercall Park.

Silver cup or piece of plate, value £5, for the best mare or

gelding for hunting, foaled in 1874, the property of a member.
—Prize Mr. Maddock, Hadley.

Extra special priae of £5 5s., for the best Hereford bull

exhibited in Class 29 or 30, being the property of a mem-
ber of the Society.—Prize, Mr. Aaron Rogers, Kington.

CHEESE.
Samples of four cheese, exceeding SOlbs. each.—First prize,

H Willis, Tarpirley; second, J. Ravenshaw, Salop; third,

J. Brereton, Chester.

Samples of four cheese, not less than 201bs., not exceeding

SOlbs. each.—First T. Williams, Whiichurch ; second, C
Mort, Shrewsbury ; third. Fern Hill Milk and Cheese Factory

Company.
CHEESE—OTHER THAN CHEDDAR.

Sample of four cheese exceeding 501bs. each.—First, H.
Willis, Tarporley ; second, J. Ravenshaw, Preston, Brockhurst,

Sample of four cheese not exceeding oOlbs. each.—First, T.

Williams, Whitchurch ; second, W. Mort, Salop.

CHEDDAR CHEESE.
Samples of four Cheddar cheese not less than 201bs. each.

—First, J. Ravenshaw, Preston, Brockhurst; second, J. Goul-

burne,juu.j Whitchurch.
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Tub of butter, not less than OUlbs.—First, J. Jacks, Elles-
Eere ; second, R. T. Mjrria, Ellesineie.

Gibs, of fresh butter, in single lbs.—First prize, W. Heath,
S ilop ; second, Mr. Morgan.

6lb. of Iresh butter, in single lbs.—-First pri^e, T, Burgess,
Whitchurch ; second, W. S leriton. Ellesmere.

WOOL.
Five fl"pces of S'lropshire wool.—First prize, S. Amies,

Craven Arms; second, W. Fowler, Shrewsbury.

WORCESTERSHIRE.
The annual exhibition of this Society was opened on

July 24, at Kiddermipster, in a spacious meidow, at
'• The Elms," which has been kindly lent for the occasion

by Mr. W. P. Goodwin ; and, although not so extensive

as some of its predecessors, is nevertheless of a very

satisfactory description. There is a falling-oit' in the entries

of cattle, which number only fifty-one, as compared witfa

sixty-five at Dudley in 1875—no Show being held last

year, in consequence of the visit of the Royal Society to

this town—but in the aggregate they are of fully average

merit. Tbis will be appareut from the fact that amoug
the Sborthoru bulls are to be found such an animal as the

Marquis of Exeter's grand roan Telemachus 6th, which
was first in his class at the Birmingham Royal, and like-

R-ise took honours at Liverpool ; and among the females

his lordship's beautiful cow Telemacina, The Herefords

are well represented, foremost among the bulls being

Mr. Taylor's Tredegar and Thoughtful, well known as

.prize-winners in the Royal and local competitions ; while

the cow and heifer classes include some first-rate specimens

of the breed. Tbe sheep muster in about the same
numerical strength as in 1875, the Shropshires, as usual,

taking the lead. The Cotswolds, however, the only long-

woolled varieties upon the ground, are very good. The
-pigs are a very praiseworthy collection, Mr. R. Tommas,
Gt Winson Green, near Birmingham, winning not only a

majority of the prizes for the white varieties, but one of

those for Berkshire sows. Of horses the entries present

an aggregate of 105, agaiust 135 at Dudley ; and they

form a noteworthy feature.

The following are amoug the prizes awarded :

—

CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS.
Bull, above two years old.—First prize, £10, the Toddiogton

challenge cup, and Karl Beauchanap's prize for the best bull

in the Shorthorn classes, the Marquis of Eseter ; second, £5,
W. C. T. Mynors.

Bull, above tvvo years old, the property of a tenant farmer

resident in Worcestershire.—First pr.ze, £8, T. Harris

;

second, £t, T. M. Hopkins.

BuU, above one and under two years old.—First prize, £10,
0. Elwell ; second, £5, J. Briscoe.

Short-horu bull, unler two years old, the property of a

tenant farmer resident, in Worcestershire.—First prize, £8, J.

Briscoe ; second, £1-, T. M. Hopkins.
Cow, in milk or in calf.— First prize, £8, the Marquis of

Exeter ; second, £!•, W. G. Game.
Co(V, in milk or in cnlf, the preperty of a tenant farmer in

Worcestershire.— First prize, £6, and the prize of £10, for

the best beast bred and exhibited by a Worcestershire tenant

farmer, T. Hnrris; second, £i, J. Woodward.
Yearling heifer.—First prize, £G, and second, £i, W. G.

Girne ; third. £-2, T. Harris.

IIEREFORBS.
Bull above two years old.—First and the President's prize of

£20 for the best animal ia the Hereford classes, W. Teiylor;

second, £5, W. Taylor.

Bull above one year and under two years old.—First prize,

£10, S. Edwards ; second, £5, J. T. Carwardine ; third, &2,
F. Piatt.

Cow in milk or in calf.—First prize, £8, and prize

of £10 for the best cow or heifer in the cattle clashes, W.
I'udge ; second, £i; J. T. Carwardine.

Two-year-old heifer in milk or in calf.—Prize, £8, W*
Tu lire.

Yearling heifer.—First prize, £6, and second £4, S.
Edvvards.

Pair o( dairy cows in milk, any breed.—First prize, £8, and
second, £1, the Earl of Bdauchainp.

HORSES.

Stallion cart horse for agricultural purposes.—First prize,
Mr. Wynn ; second, E. Pearse.

Stallion cart horse, in Worcestershire, or within a radius of
twenty miles of Kidderminster.—First prize, J. Nott ; second
S. Davies.

Stallion cart colt for agr icultural porposes, not exceeding
three years old.—First prize, W. Coney ; second, E. Green.
Dray or cart horse gelding or mare, four years old and up-

wards.—First prize, W. Wynn ; second, E. Pease.
Pair of cart geldinfs or mares.—Prize, E. Huraphrie".
Cart gelding or mare, three years old.—First prize, G.

Groves ; second, J. B. Workman.
Cart gelding or filly, two years old.—First prize, G. Groves;

second, J. B. Workman.
Cart or agricultural mare and foal.—First prize, G. Groves

;

second, J. Giles,

Hunter, above five years old.—First prize, G. Carless; second,
C. P. Noel.

Hunter, equal to 12 stone.—First prize, G. Carless ; second,
G. B. Essex.

Hunter, the property of a tenant farmer or tradesman in
Worcestershire or within ten miles of Kidderminster.—Fiist
prize, Mr. Carless ; second, H. J. B liley.

Hunter, the property of a tenant farmer resident in Wor-
cestershire, equal to 15 stone weiglit.— Prize, R. Bagnall.

Hunting mare or geldinir under five years old.—First prize,

H. J. Biiley ; second, ^V . E. Tharme.
Three-year-old gelding or mare, by a thorough-bred horse.
—First prize, C. Beavan ; second, T. Cook.

Geldiu^g or filley, two years old.—Prize, H. J. Bailey.
Weight-carrying cob not exceeding 15 hands.—First prize,

H. J. Btiley ; second, G. Carless.

Hick, not exceeding fifteen hands.—Prize, W. P. Hughes.
Pony under fourteen hands.—First prize, J. Grove ; second,

J. B. Workman.
Brood mare for producing hunters.—Prize, E. V. Wheeler.
Pair of c irriage horses (to be driven on to the ground).

—

Prize, Rev. G. D. Boyle, Kidderminster.

—

Midland Coiailiea

Herald

ROYAL NORTHERN.

The show of this Society, at Aberdeen, on July the 'lOth,
was attended with fair success. The weather was fine in the
early part of the day ; hut rain fell in tbe evening, which pre-
vented the town's people from attending. The sbowyard was
visited by most of the resident erentry in the county and by a
large body of agriculturists. Th^ amount drawn at the gates
was £10i l-hi. lOd., being about £54 less than was drawn at

the last show of the Society in 1875. The arrangement of
the sbowyard was excellent, reflecting creditably on the exertion
of Blr. Yeats, advocate, tbe Secretary. As usmjil, a luncheon
took place in the sbowyard in the afternoon, at which the
Eirl of Aberdeen presided, and proposed the customary toasts.

The entries in the various departments numbered 8 IS, being
33 fewer than at the last show.—Baiiff'shire Journal.

MINERAL WATERS.—Where will it end, this importa
tion of mineral waters? Here is my old friend Gie.-shubler,

which we used to think so delicious when mixed witli Gum-
poldljeirohser during the blazing heat of tiie Vienna Exhibition
year, now regularly arclimatised amongst us. The same may
be said of Taunus, St. Galmier, and ApoUinaris

; while Burrows
bottles the sparkling Malvern spring, Fleet liquefies his potash,
and Schweppe declares that his sale of Brighton and Nassau
Beltzer is as great as ever. The " efferwcscence" of which
Mrs. Gamp corapLiined seems to be highly popular just now.— fforld.
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MR. J. B. LAWES ON AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

The following lecture by Mr. J. B. Lawes, delivered at

Haddington, ou April 20th, with the discussion which

followed, is given on the '' better-late- tban-never

"

principle.

Mr. L.vWES began by stating that many yeirs ago a friend

of his took up the subject of agricultural chemistry, but after

a time abandoned it for some other pursuit, the reaion for this

change being, to quote his own words, " agricultural chemistry

was nothing but ammonia aud phosphorus." lie was rather

afraid that after hearing what he was about, to siy they would

ou their return home, if questioned on the subject, give the

sirae answer. Cliemistry in its application to agriculture was

oie of the most modern of sciences, if a sulject of which so

little was really knotvn had any claim to be called a science

Tne manuring of land wa^, however, a very ancient operation,

and would be found mentioned in the writings of Greek and

Roman authors, but to define what a complex body was—to

separate its constituents and define the part played by each in

the growth of crops was a thing that owed its introduction
tt the present century. Artificial manures, so far as they re-

lated to the present, had their origin so recently as to come
within his own recollection. Before they could thoroughly

understand the action of the common manures on the farm,

they would require to know something of the substances of
wliich these inanares were composed. That there was much
yet left to be learnt with regard to the common manures they
were well aware, and there was no one more ready to confess

his ignorance than the person who now addressed them. He
knew that he had before him a body of agriculturists who
had earned a high reputa'ion for skill and ability, but he did

not despair of being able to add something to the knowledge
which they already possessed. He proposed to show the com-
position of farmyard dung, the constituents by which it fer-

tilisfld their crops, the lasting propeities of the bulkj manure,
and how it was enriched by purchased food, and the conaec-
tion between farmyard dung and the artincial compounds. *He
would refer to experiments which had been carried on for a
long time on his own farm at Hothamsted, which had occu-
pied a good deal of his attention, but he knew if his calculations

did not appear to be justified by the evidence he would place

before them, they would not hesitate to reject them. Let
them assume the case of a farm of 400 acres of arable land,

with four course rotation. The straw was consumed in the
yard—one.fifth by stock and four-fifths as litter. The food

and litter of that farm would give 840 tons of dung, or, if

they deducted water, 2i2 tons. H iw was this quantity made
up ? Nearly four-fifths of the whole was made up of straw,

and this straw must form a large proportion of farmyard
dung, when they considered the amount of food consumed by
animals and what was required for the processes of respira-

tion. By the table No. 1 on the wall (given below), they would
see what was the average composition of the whole of that
duug. He left out unimportant substances in the estimates

submitted, and had simply given the three substances of most
importance—potash, phosphate of lime, and nitrogen. The
figures given had not been arrived at by practical analysis,

but had been calculated from experiments, and were closely

onfirraed by several analyses of farmyard dung. Professor
Voelcker had told them in what state of combination these

substances were, and had shown them to be in great part very
insoluble, so that plants could not get hold of them until they
went through further changes of soil. Of nitrogen, Hlbs.
was about eijuivalent to ITlbs. of ammonia, and only 3^ of
that was in ttie form of salts of ammonia, or the active form
of ammonia. They all knew about soluble and insoluble

phosphates—he suppo ed there was hardly a farmer in Scot-
land but knew as much about these as he did himself. But
what of soluble and iosoluljle nitrogen, which was a much
more costly thing ? The geutlemeu who closely analysed

chemical substances, telling them all about them with 'an
accuracy that was astonishing to a scientific man, told them
nothing of these. Ttiey were content to turn these into

ammonia, under the designation " yielding ammonia," leaving
them in a happy state of ignorance as to when such changes
took places in tlieir soils. Here straw occupied a very larga

pla'ie, and he proceeded to show what straw did for crops.

On two pieces of land, half grass and half pprmanent pas-
ture, they had applied at Rothamsted an equal amount, one
receiving 2,000lba. per acre of cut wheat straw. Several years

elapsed be ore any action was visible, but a combination hnd
at length taken place, and during the last ten years the crop
had amounted to 11 cwt. of hay per annum. Uu a field of
permanent barley they found by experiments that not more
than 6 quarters per acre could be grown, beciuse if they tried

to increase the crop heyond that, it, to use a common phrase,
" runs to straw." Aud to grow 6 quarters of barley they had
every year to use a considerable quantity of so uble ammonia.
They required to have 50. bs. of soluble ammonia or some
equivalent of nitrate of soda. Of farmyard manure they re-

quired •2601bs., because that sulistance was in an insoluble

form. He next referred to a field lately brought into potato

cultivation, which had been for twenty years under manure,
and the produce of whicti exceeded that of the nnmanured
land by 8 cwt. In another field they cut off about an acre

and left it in manure. After a lapse of fully twenty-five years

the careful observer could still see slight indications of where
the previous dung liad beeu. Dung exercised a mucli greater

influence on crops than was generally supposed. It acted first

of all by supplying a large amount of matter in an insoluble

state, hence its lasting properties were very great. Probably
part of the dun^ applied on the first day of eatry on a farm
might form part of the crop at the end of a nineteen vears'

lease. What were the mannrial properties of dung ? W as it

possible that the sole manurial properties of that dark mass
of strong-smelling snbsrance they called farmyard manure
were due to chemical salts? and was it true that plants pre-

ferred their food in that form ? He wished them to assent to

this if he proved to their satisfaction that the organic matter
which consti'uted so large a proportion of farmyard dung did

not act as manure. If the organic matter of crops was de-
rived from the soil, then they must depend on the stores accu-

mulated by previous dunging, and artificial manures would
consequently have a much more limited application. The ques-

tion was undoubtedly one of great importance, as 90 to 95
per cent, of their crops consisted of organic matter. If, how-
ever, this matter came from the atmosphere, and not the soil,

then the connection between farmyard manure and the other

kinds of manures was much closer than was generally admitted.

He referred to table No. 1 (annexed), showing that organic

matter and water left but a small residue of farmyard manure,
and remarked that the question arose when they applied a
subUance which did not contain organic matter and increased

their crop, was that increase made at the expense of organic

matter, or was it utterly independent of that ? That was a
question which could not be answered by one or two experi-

ments. But suppose they were to make an investigation, how
would they go about it ? Well, as dung contained a great

deal of organic matter they might keep an acre always in dung
and another acre always in manures which did not contain

orgauic matter. Suppose they did this, how long would it

take to decide whether the organic matter did or did not tend

to help their crops ? Assuming that the crop with chemical
salts was always as big or bigger than where these were not

employed, some might say five years, and others might give

ten years, as the period that would have to elapse. But he
dared say the most sceptical of them, if they saw year after

year a crop as good whethei these were put oa or not, would
be satisfied that putting on organic matter did not help their

crops. The experiments he now referred to extended further

back than nineteen years—in one case to nearly double that

space of time. He would read an account of what had been

done at Rothamsted bearing upon tiie points referred to. From
one acre of land produce bad beeu removed where organic
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tnaiter was appl'reJ ehcli year ia manure aad where there was
an absence of tliis, as follows :

—

Produce in 1876, Produce in 1876,

Last year when with dung each »'itliout organic

duug was used. year. matter in manure.

Wheat... 36 years ago 1 ton 13 cwts. 2 ton 12 cwts.

Barley... 30 yei»rs ago 3 ton li cwts. 2 ton 7 cwts.

Mangels. 34 years ago 19j ton cwfs. 25 ton cwts.

Pasture.. 22 years ago 2 ton 1 cwts. 3 ton 12 cwts

In all these cases the evidence would be seen to be exceedingly

strong in favour of the view that plants did not take up their

organic matter out of tlie soil at all. Possibly there were
quantities of mineral matter that could be taken out of the soil

every year, but it was obvious that a very large quantity of

matter came from a source not supplied through t'le soiJ, and
lie thought they might safely conclude that the organic matter
in dung did not act as a manure at all. What, then, were the

functions performed by organic matter ? If they referred to

4<heir garden soil, they would find it far superior to that of the

farm, but then gardens received manure in a way which they
an farmers could not apply it, and gardening and farming must
be held to be quite distinct. At Rothamsted there was a

wheat field which for three years in succession had received

14 tons per acre, yet it could not be compared to his garden

soil. With reference to the enrichment of dung by artificial

food, they had to look at quality not qaantiiy, bearing in mind
the great amount wasted in respiration and the quantity stored

up in the animal. Some fifteen years ago he prepared and
published a table regarding the manure properties of the dif-

ferent kinds of purchased food and their commercial value, but
the table was not much regarded at the time, as indeed had
been the case with many things of his. It had, however,
received some attention on the pa^^sing of the Irish Land Act
and the Agiicultural Holdings Act, and about a year ago a
member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England intro-

duced a proposition that a grant of money should be made in

the interests of farmers with a view lo conduct experiments for

testing the value of the figures he then gave. The matter was
ultimately referred to a chemical committee, and farmers,

landowners, and scientific men were examined. The result was
tiiat they agreed as to the desirability of conducting the pro-

posed experiments, although it was deemed improbable that

farmers and others, not accustomed to make investigations of

the kind, would not be able to prove whether these figures were
correct or not. The Duke of Bedford offered a farm (or the

purpose of making the investigation, but further examination
showed that the fifId was not suited for the purpose, whereupon
the Duke allowed them to select any farm they might choose
on his estate. They at length obtained 27 acres which were
suited for these experiments. To a depth of about six feet the

soil appeared to be nothing but saud. The experiments in

progress were first of all the devoting of 16 acres to rotation

experiments with the different cattle foods. Manure equivalent

to cake and corn had to be supplied in artificial compounds
{ia conformity with the tables already referred to) as follows :

1,000 lbs. l,0001bs. of maize
of cake. or Indian corn.

Bone ash lOOIbs. leibs.

Sulphate potash 62 „ 7 „
Sulphate magnesia 65 „ 11 „
Nitrate soda 361 „ 76 „

If there was any truth in chemistry, they ought to arrive at

very important results from these experiments ; but the results

themselves were a question of time. Referring to the action

of potash, phosphate of lime, and nitrogen on the soil, he said

the two lorraer entered more quickly into combination witii

the soil, and were taken up by plants with great ease. For the

last thirty years he had observed that they had never descended
into the subsoil at all—tlie first nine inches contained them.
It was very diifrfrent, however, with nitrogen, soluble nitrogen,

salts of ammonia, or nitric acid, which was its ultimate form.

They had no combining power with the soil, and the water

from wells and rivers over England and Scotland had always
been found to contain more or less of nitric acid. It was not

to be wondered at that their loss here should be immense, some
of which they might arrest, whilst it was impossible to arrest

other portions of it. Willi regard to the action of these very

important substances, he referred them to table 3 (see below).

If they wanted to grow grain by dung, they must use a great

*»ce!!« of potash, m order to get it to act properly— it would

not do merely to allow one ton of farmyard raannre to one ton
of cereal. As a great number of the fanners la Great Britain
exported from their soils hardly anything else besides grain,
they would see what an immeuse boon the introduction of
guano was. Sometimes, however, they exported other sub-
stances besides grain, and as he was now in a potato-growing
district perhaps he ouj»ht to refer to this particular kind of
produce. The potash of one ton of potatoes and that in one
tou of dung represeuted each other very closely. Yet although
R ton of grain was a fair crop off an acre of land, a ton of
potatoes was nothing at all—they would expect to have eight
or nine tons. Therelore ou an acre of potatoes he would say
they should put 96 lbs. of potash. They would see tliat they
could not use guano so liberally on potatoes as they could on
grain because of the excess of potash which they had to deal
with. It had been clearly demonstrated tliat the bulky ma-
nures were always good where they exported from the soil root
crops, and although purchased dung would be dear to grew
grain with, it was very cheap in the case of potatoes, potash
forming a large item in grass and roots of all sorts. Wherever
they exported root crops they must largely depend on the bulky
manures, unless they chose to buy potash. At Rothamsted
they had grown barley 25 years in succession, aad the results

of the produce were 48| bushels of grain and 29.^ cwts. of
straw, where superphosphate and nitrate were used, as against
48^ bushels grain and 3lf cwts. straw, where potash had bt-ea

used. Potash, if anything, gave the smallest grain produce,
but, on the other hand, they got 2 cwts. more straw. On
some soils it was nothing but a waste of time and power to
put on potash, and they must always be guided by what was to
be exported from the laud. Referring to table No. 3, he
pointed out that artificial manures contained the following
substances: Nitrogen, as ammonia or nitric acid, phosphoric
acid, soluble and insoluble, ia combination with sulphate of
lime, and but rarely potash. These artificial compounds were
found to act a« stimulants, supplying certain necessary ingre-
dients to crops, and also enabling crops to gather up manure
out of the soil, which would otherwise be wasted. Mineral
superphosphate of lime, or what they called bone—burnt bone
decomposed in phosphoric acid—supplied soluble phosphoric
acid and gypsum. This had been used alone on land at
Rothamsted for the last twenty to thirty years. In permanent
root crops it was found that dung alone gave better results

thau dung and superphosphate. Oa permanent pasture the
average of twenty years showed that not more than 1 cwt. of
hay per acre was due to superphosphate. In the case of per-
manent wheat and barley, not more than from 3 to 5 bushels
increase was attributable to superphosphate. It was only when
they came to rotation that they saw the effects of using super-
ptiosphate. He then referred to the results of a thirty years'

rotation of swedes, barley, beans, and wheat, with red clover
instead of beans twice in the thirty years. The roots were
consumed on the land without any other food. One rotation
was unmanured the whole time, and in the other mineral
superphosphate was added to the root crop every four years.
The last produce of the four crops now beginning the eighth
rotation was as follows :

—

Unmanured. Suoerphosphate.
1876-7. Swedes 1 ton. 11 tons.

1875. Wheat 19^ bushels. 3 If bushels.

1874. Red clover 1 t. 8 cts. hay. 3 ts. 2 cts. hay.
1873. Barley 23 bushels. 29 bushels.

They would observe that the effect on red clover had been
marvellous. The unmanured plant covered the ground, yet
had no moans of growing, and that grown with superphos-
phate trebled the crop. It might be partly accounted for by
the fact that phosphates with soluble lime very much extended
the roots, and during summer and autumn they picked up a
great deal of food in the soil which would otherwise be washed
out by winter raius. So far as this kind of produce was con-
cerned, the idea that the crop took its ammonia from the
atmosphere (which he was sure was not the case) was contra-
dicted by the crop deriving food from the soil which was liable

to be washed away by rains, while also laying hold of what
was not so washed away. Root crops were very exhiusting to

the land ; indeed his experience went to show that they were
the most exhausting of all kinds of produce. The great diffe-

rence between the clover crops and the slight difference

noticeable in the bean crops were not easily explained, and it

was not yet known how the leguminous plants took up their

food. Speaking of the actiou of nitrogen, he ubserved [that
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this sould not aecUnnulate largely in the soil and bs in a state

or activity. Mineral manures, however, increased crops by

enabling plants to gather up nitrogen from the soil which

would otherwise be wastel, and nitrogen in manures added to

the stock of nitrogen in the soils thus assisting plants to obtain

fresh supplies of food from the air> tie then submitted the

following gpneral conclusions arrived at by experiments!—
1. fh^t a mineral superphosphate, of Lme, has given a Con»

siderable iucirftse in eacti crop of a rotation, although used

without any other manure, for a period of thirty years. 2.

Tiiat in cjuseqieuce of gr.iin containing large quantities of

iiitroi^eo ai-d pliosphoric auid and small quintities of potash,

manures containing soluble phosphoric acid and soluble

nitrogen, as ammonia or nitric acid, are espec ally appiicible

to these crops. 3. That wiien crops contaiuiug large quinti-

ties of p3'ash, such as roots, potato-iS, anl hay, are sold olf the

farm, manures coutaining potash, such as purchased duu^s, ap-

pear to be more suitable, i. That although potash, phosphoric

acid, and nitrogen are the chief ingredients in farmyard dun^,

the manure from artifi lal food and in artificial mnuures, still

the difference in form in which these substancHS are ra^t with

grpat'y affect their value; the present meihod of an ilysin^

mmures does not properly recognise these distinctions, and

the valuations founded upon these analyses are altogether faise

and erroneouo.

Discussion having been invited,

Mr. Uarvey, Whittingham, observed that m that part of

the country they had great difficulty in growing a bean crop

without farmyard manure—a circumstance which Mr. Lawes
mifrht be able to explain.

Mr. L.vffES, in reply, said he had been silent on the subject

of these crop?, because he was very ignorant about them. It

was not because he had not tried to grow them, for he had
spent the best part of his life trying to get a clear kno.vledge

of how these substances take their food out of the soil, and he

was almost as ignorant now as bf fore. At Rothamsted tliey

had, he dared say, spent £10,0'J0 in this|investigation,|but they

could not put their hands on the substances which
this crop took out of the soil, particularly red

clover. They had had beans under experiments for

thirty years, but could not produce what they would call a

big crop, and still less of red clover, by means of a chemical

compound. When they did discover the secret connected with

the growth of the crop, it was not probable that|it would be in

the form of a manure which they could purchase and apply.

It appeared probible that certain changes took place in the

soil during long periods, and substances were formed, the com-
position of which tliey did not know. Tliat would be seen by

his reference to the thirty years' rotation ; still he could offer

no solution of this difficulty. He was obliged to say he knew
nothing about the growth of bean crops.

Mr. CnRisTiE, West Maine, submitted, in the absence of

Mr. Paton, Standingstones, a series of questions on paper for

Mr. Lawes to ansvver.

The C11AIRMA.N remarked, with reference to the growth of

beans, that it would be well if they could know why beans

were not grown so well now as thirty years ago. He recol-

lected beans grown on his farm in the Abbey which were the

pride of his father (who, considering he was an old soldier,

was as good an agriculturist as most). Those beans were six

feet in height, and one was lost almost in goiu2 among them.
They were, moreover, podded from top to bottom, and they

were emsidered the best in the world.

A Voice; It would not have carried that every year.

Mr. Lawes said these leguminous crops had an aversion to

ammonia, but did not dislike nitrate of soda so much, and
he believed the use of ammonia might jhave something to do
with the fact of their not now growing bean crops so well.

Mr. Smith, Whittingham, said his experience of beans
went to show that they got a better crop of beans where the

straw was in medium quantity than where straw was very

luxuriant.

A FAitifER rose and said he once laid out £40 on 14 acres,

and he thought he hid thrown away his £iO.
Mr. Lawes then replied to the questions handed to him on

behalf of Mr. Paton, Standingstones. The first was whether
Mr. Liwes could tell why superphosphate grows turnips, and
even potatoes, so well in many parts of England, when they in

East Lothian, with what might be said to be much better or
richer soils, found that it did comparatively 'ittle good ? They
would observe that he had almost answered that questiott

'

in relating his exp-^riments of the great results from super-

phosphate on land never dunged. Where tlify had put a
quantity of dung on rojts every year, snperphosphite had ilone

rather more htrm thau good. The liigber they fanned in ro-

tationj there was the less necessity for superphosphate of lime,

which enabled plants to gather residue from a soil when it

would otherwise not obtain the residue. Superphosphate of
lims had been the |makitig of Cornwall, for example. With
corn after cjrn, and corn after corn, they would iiud it very

valuable to gather and utilise a quantity of soluble ammonia
or nitric ac^d. Tney would obtain a better crop from super-

phosphate of lime anl ' itrtte of soda than frotn sudt only.

The second question was—Can Mr LaA'es gii/e us a reason wtiy

in this cou'i'y, even on the superior or richer soils, a mixture
ofuiirate of sola and supe phosphate—analysing the same as

Peruvian or Ic laboe guano—does not give such good results

as the latter ? Mr. Lives said th^t he was not sure that lliis

was not dui to the superior qualities of nitrate of soda, which,
however, rpq lirf.d great care in its use. From its ex reme
solubility it was apt to bi washed away, and was apt to over-

grow their crops unless carefully used, though one of the

finest manures. Their crop mu-t, he thought, take the bulk

of its foo^ as nitrate of soda in some form, because am Jonid
did not diffuse thro'if<h the soil till it became converted into

nitric acid. Ammonia combined with the soil, but plants

could only get hold of it when close to it, and directly it got

hold of nitric acid it went all over the soil. More experience
in the use of nitrate of soda would probably make them think
better ot it. At Rothamsted, where both kinds had been
tried, they preferred nitrateof soda to amm )nia, as giving b.^tter

crops, whether of roots, grass, or corn. The third and last ques-

tion on the paper submitted was—Seeing that no mannrc has

yet been found to equal guano for the stronger soils of East
Lothian, and, as this manure is always get inj^ scarcer, wh-tt

would Mr. Lawes recommend as the best suostitute, bearing in

mind that superphosphate is of comparatively little value

on the soils of Eist Lothian? That question, Mr. Lawes re-

marked, was almost answered in what we had just said. So
long as they could get guano with 10 or 15 per cent, of am-
monia they could not have much better manure than that—
the only fault was that very little could be got
containing tnat quantity. They might get one, two, three

and twelve per cent, of ammonia, every cargo varied, and it

was a ques ion what they got. If tiiey went to artificial

manure of some sort they must resort to nitric acid, wliich was
a very forcing manure, and must be used carefully. He
could not, Iiowever, say what the results in their case might be.

Mr. Stein, Broomhouse, understood Mr. Liwes to speak of
the special necessity of a lar^e quantity of farmyard manure
being used for potatoes. There was a practice occasionally

tried in that county (where potatoes were of great value)

whereby they grew turnips, ate then all off the field, and then
took potatoes, with the addition of some artificial manures.
He desired to know how that would affect the fertility of the
soil, or how it could be maintained in the frequent recurrence

of such a course of cropping?
Mr. Lawes replied that when a crop of roots was thus

eaten off the land the export was small, and they had after,

wards pretty much the same substance. A great deal depended
on how they manured their turnip crop. With a late dressing

of superphosphate of lime they mi^ht not perhaps have enough
potash to carry them through, and, as a rule, whenever they
exported root crop from the soil they must look to potash as

being an important item, whether in the form of dung or in

artificial manures. Unless the soil was of a very rich kind
they could not trust to anything like guano, and they had to

guard against a loss of ammonia, which was liable to be
washed away by winter rains. He was quite sure from his

own experience that he would grow as big a crop and bigger

than they did without ever putting on dung. It was not a
quesiion whether they coull do this or not, but whether it

would pay them to do it. Potash was not a very dear thing to

buy, but it might be a question whether it was economy to buy
dung. Dung would be dear for some crops and cheap for

others—dear, if they were to grow only corn crops, but possibly

cheap with root crops, if these were to be sold. It was simply

a question as to what was economy in agriculture, and without

a special case a general opinion on the matter could not be
given.

Mr. Richardson, Morham Mains, referring to the danger

alleged to exist as to the mising of nitrate of soda and super-
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phosphafe, dfsired to know what would be a safe plan of

niixitig in view of the chemical change which took place ?

Mr. L.vwES referred to two plans for doing this. In the

case of barley, the whole of the manures, superphosphate of

lime and nitrate of soda were mixed and thrown over the land

before it was ploughed. That plan was the oue first adopted,

and it had been continued at Rothamsted, as they did not like

to alter anyihing so as to destroy the harmony of the experi-

ments. On his own farm he mixed superphosphate and nitrate

of soda and sowed them broadcast behiud the drill.

Mr. Richardson asked how long the ingredients lay mixed
before being used P

Mr. La.\tes said they were generally mixed as they went
round the field. It was not «afe to mix larje quantities to-

gether, however. He had never known of combustion, but lie

should not like to mix 100 lbs together, iu case of producing
what was called spontaneous combustion. In far'ning light

land with a rocky sub-soil, there was a dinger of a lot goiug
off by washing. With sandy or shallow soil he preferred to

wait until the crop wns fairly growing before adding nitrate of
soda.

Mr. Rob KRTSON, Newmaius, asked what class of land Mr.
Lawes experimented on.

Mr. La.wbs s'ated that it had a subsoil of yellow elay, below
that about 9 feet being chalk.

A Voice : Does .Mr. Lawes approve of covered courts ?

Mr. Lawes : I approve of everything that saves manure if

that is the object.

A Voice : In this county for the last six monUii we have
had something like running streams from our courts.

Mr. Lawes Siiid no doubt jeovered courts would ensure a
preat saving of straw and a great saving of manure. The more
they economised in this respect the less they needed to buy

;

there could be no question as to that.

A question was asked as to the relative value of ammonia
from phosphatesand coprolites. They had been given to uuder-
stand that their chemical value was the same, but practically it

had bsen found that ammonia from piiosphates was the more
valuable of the two. The source made a great difference iu

the money value of the article, and many were perplexed to

know whether they were better to invest iu the cheaper phos-
phates, or in the more expensive one,

Mr. Lawes said it would probably occupy them a whole
day were he to give them the different sources of ammonia. It

assumed exceedingly different forms of solubility, and it was
highly unsatisfactory for any one merely to pnt this substance
into a red-hot tube, and say it yielded am nonia—it might
yield this 20 years hence. Some of the forms in which it oc-

curred never yielded ammonia till after a lapse of about eight
years, others yielded it the very next day, and some within 241

hours. It was obvions that the form in which ammonia could
be more quickly had was more valuable than that wiiich did

|

yield it for several years. As time was of great value to them,
this was a very important consideration. All these sub-

stances, however, had their value, and no human being had
been able accurately to estimate this value, because he did

not know when it would come out. Rape cake he had found
to operate quite as well as the salts of ammonia, and he had
used it for barley growing these twenty-five years. It de-

cayed rapidly, and they got out the ammonia at once, but they
could not say this of every substance. Bones, again, on some
soils never decomposed, while on soils of a different character
Ihey decomposed as rapidly as sugar in water. Guano, too,

was a substance affording a re<idy form of ammonia, and, like

salts of ammonia or nitric acid, had a higher value than sub-
stances that were slowly formed. Dung, he pointed
out, had not a higher value than artificial com-
pounds that make dung, and they would give more
for the three substances, potnsh, phosphoric acid, and
nitrogen, than for dung. They did not value dung
merely for the sake of price, and they knew that if they u^ed
dung they must use a great deal more of it, becanse they could
not get its constituents to come out as readily, owing to their

insolubility. It was a question not settled yet whether, when
these substances were added in dung, or add»d in chemica
salt representing dung, the ultimate crop would be bigger in

one ease than in the other. They could not tell which yielded
most or where there was the greatest loss. The first crops
would be better, no doubt, where the chemical manures went,
bat ho believed that, like the race bet*een the hare and the
tortoise, they would not bo able to settle the question at first,

end might have to wait for a lapse of twenty years to see which
inffredieat yielded most.

Iu reply to a question" whether soluble phosphate was de-
rived from a mineral source or bone,

Mr' Lawes said bone-ash was a mineral phosnhate, and
nothing else. He would not make a disti'ictiuii lietweea

them
;
they could not consider that a bone burnt could be a

bone any longer, any more than they would look upon a man
after he whs burnt as beini> a man. The nitrogeueous matter
in the case of bone disappeared with this process, leaving

soluble phosphate and nothing else. Bone had 43 per cent.

of ammonia and possessed a high value. It was in the propor-
tion to nitrogen of phosphate in bone, but they would require
a great deal more nitrogen with phospliate. Allowing 5 per
cent, nitrogen to 6U percent, phosphate in hone, tliev needed
more than oU per cent, bone to nitrogen. Tiiere whs mora
nitrogen than phosphoric acid in corn, thersfore bone was
not suitable for corn unless they addt-d large quiutiues ol am-
monia.

Mr, Scott, Beanston : Am I right with regard to super-
phosphate, that it is a great assistant to the turnip crop in its

early stages ?

Mr. Lawes said it was, no doubt, a very important thing
for this crop. Its value was immense where it could be
used, and good results hud been got ou highly culuvaied
farms.

In reply to a question as to how much potash should be ap-
plied per acre,

Mr. Lawes said muriate of potash contained one-half
of absolute potash. Three cwts. would be a large dressing
for a root crop, and it was nut usual to put on more. If,

however, they did not export roots, they did not waut
potash.

Another question asked was : In what form does potash
occur in farmyard manure?
Mr. Lawes : Partly soluble and partly insoluble.

Mr. F. MuiRHEAD asked whether Mr. Liwes attributed
any value to the mechanical action of duug upon the soil.

Mr. Lawes said in the distributing of manures it was of
importance that the same amount of matter should be spread
all over the land. The more they used chemical salts the
more they required careful distribution. At llotliamsted they
were nearly driven frantic about this, as it was difficult to get
the small quantities properly distributed by machine or hand
For tliplast twenty or thirty years they had been always fiud

ing fault with their men in regard to irregular distribution
II Ihey desired nitrate of soda to have full etffrt every single,

square foot should have the same amount put ou it. They
must meet this difficulty by throwing in added waste, so that
what the man threw badly one way he might throw bettt-r

the other way_; still they must suffer very much from bad dis-

tribution.

The Chairman moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Lawes for
the kind and explicit manner in which he had gone through
every single subject which the meeting had been plea-ed to
lay before him. It was very seldom that they had such aa
agricultural treat as they had had for the last hour and a half
and it would be of great importance if they could have ocna'
sional visits from Mr. Lawes, just to tell them what he thought
during the time he iiad been away. He (the chairman) had re-

ceived a message from Lord Wemjss, expressing regret that,
owing to extreme indisposition, he was not able to take tlie

chair that day.

The motion having been cordially agreed to,

Mr. Lawes, in ackuowledtjing the compliment, said, thoueii
he was a scientific farmer, he had some amount of practieal
experience, having taken a farm in 1834, since whicdi time Im
had held a very larsre farm, which he had carried on so as to
lose as little money as possible. He did not think he would
make a very bad practical farmer were he to settle among
them to-morrow. He did not object, however, to a litllfl

science in these days of what was called ariiliciftl farminif.
They made a great many mistakes in these days, which raijfht

be rectified if they knew the science of farming. A number of
foreign countries were p^tug more attention to this subject
than they were now doing at home. France, Gcrminy, tlia

United States, and one or two other countries, were now pay-
ing greater attention to this science tlian they had ever
d )ne, and watched very closely its progress. He should not
like to see his countrymen fallingbHck in this race now jjoin-y

ou in the world, and he thought the tennutry, iu whose hunU*
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-was the produce of ths land, required to know far more of the

science of agriculture than they knew nt present.

This having terminated tlie proceediugs, ths meeting dis-

persed.

Tlie following are the tables referred to in tlie course of Mr.
Lawes' lecture :

—

TABLE T.

Farmyard Manure without Purchased Food, Average Com-
position, One Ton contains^

Organic matter ... ... ... ... 5y cwts.

Mineral matter ... ... ... ... Oj „
Total dry matter 6 cwts.

Water 14 „
Total 20 cwts.

Selected Constituents.

Potash 11 Ibe.

, Phosphoric acid, reckoned as phosphate of

lime 8 „
Nitrogen 12 „

Total 31 lbs.

TABLE XL
Comparison between 1 ton farmyard manure and 1 ton

produce—
.Phosphoric

acid as phoE:-

Pofash. phate lime. Nitrogen.

:1 ton farmyard manure 11 lbs. 8 lbs. li lbs.

.'1 ton cereal grain 11 „ So „ 40 to451bs.

Grain more or less

than manure +27 +28 or +33
1 ton farmyard manure 11 8 12

1 ton potatoes 12 -8 8

More or less than '0

manure -fl —

4

TABLE in.
Comparison between 8 tons potatoes and farmyard manure

containing the sams potash

—

Phosphoric
acid as phos-

Potash. phate lime. Kitrogen,

8j tons farmyard raiinure 96 lbs. 70 lbs. 105 lbs

8 tons potatoes 96 „ 64. „ Gl,. •

Potatoes less than manure lbs. 41 lbs.

BRITISH DAIRY FARMERS'
ASSOCIATION.

COilMITTKE MEETING.

Ju/// 28.—A meeting of the Committee of this Asso-

ciation was held at Mr. Raftety's office, Agricultural Hall,

Islington, London, N., to-day, at 3 p.m. Present : Mr.
G. T. Jackson, in the chair, Messrs. J. H. RafTety,

John Whittaker, Matthew Walker, and Henry F. Moore,
the Hon. Secretary.

Letters of apology for non-attendauce were read from
Mr. J. G. Crompton, the President of the Association,

Messrs. J. P. Sheldon, and R. Porteons. A letter

announcing the death, on June 22 last, of Mr. James
Dumbrill, of Ditchling, Sussex, a member of the Com-
mittee was also read.

The Hon. Secretary announced that t;he Association

was making satisfactory progress, and that its members
now included not only some of our best English agricul-

turists, but also representative men in Germany, Russia,

Bavaria, Holland, and the United States of America.
The actual number of members was 177. After paying
all expenses they had £29 in hand, and there were un-

paid subscriptions to the amount of £12 still owing.
'He read the names of the following new members :

Bland, Vladimir, Moscow, Russia.
Bourne, John, Rectory Farm, Mucklestone-street, Market

JJrajton.

Breggen, Ph. Vun der, Iladdinsveen, near Qonda, Ilollind.
Brough, W., Buxton-road, Leek, Stoke-on-Trent.
Broughton, E. D. Wastaston Hall, Nantwich, Cheshire.
Byrd, David, Spurston Hall, Tarporley.
Chawner, jun., H., Houndshill, Uttoxeter.
Darling, John, Bean Desert, Rugeley.
Eustly, John, Hibernian Chambers, E.G.
Eastwood, F., Clifton-terrace, Ashton, Preston.
Gibbs and Co., J., 16, Mark-lane, E.C.
Gilliugs, VY., 35, Church-street, Lieson-grove.
Kirsh, Adolphu", Nicola Railway Station, Zawidowo, Russia.
Klenze, Dr. de, Ph. D., M.A., Weinstephan,Frie8iDg,Ba.varia.
McAdam, J., Craigraplook, Kirkcudbright.
Shiroboroff, Leonia, Msta Station, Rybinsko, Bolsgewskay,

Russia.

Simpson, G., Wray Park, Reigate.
Terntown, Adolphus, Smolensk, Russia.
Treadwell, John, Upper VVinchenden, Aylesbury.
Vereshagen, Nicholas, Nicola Railway Station, Zawidowo,

Russia.

Warren, Stokes, and Co., 4, Beresford-place, Dublin.
Wenogradoff, Paul, Vologdality, Russia.

London Dai^y Suow.—A long discussion took place
as to what part the Association would take in the forth-
coming dairy show at the Agricultural Hall, Islingtoa, ia
October nest ; and what certificates, medals, or prises
the Association would offer. It was ultimately decided to
offer silver medals in the cheese and butter classes, and
certificates of merit to the makers of any praiseworthy
samples in those classes. A sub-committee, consisting
of the London members of the Committee and the Hon.
Secretary, was appointed to arrange details.

Other Dairy Shows.—It was afterwards decided to
offer two silver medals and certificates of merit to the
makers at the Frome Show, and the same at the Kilmar-
nock Show, subject, of course, to the approval of the
Frome and Ayrshire Agricultural Societies. It was also
decided that the Association should be represented at
those shows.

The Joujlnal of tke Association.—It was resolved
to publish this at 2s. Cd. to non-members. Mr. Joha
Whittaker and Mr. H. F. Moore were asked to prepare
for it a full report of last year's Londou Dairy Show,
with a list of the awards.
The Late Mk. J. Dumbrill.—A minute, expressing

the regret with which the Committee heard of the death
of Mr. James Dumbrill, who took a great interest in the
formation and work of the Association, was passed.
Tke uauie of Lord Richard Howe Browne was added

to the list of members of the Committee.
A vote of thanks to the Chairmaa closed the pro

ceedings.

THE NORTH-EAST AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
OF IRELAND. — At a meeting of this society on July
2S, the Rev. Joseph Bradshaw observed that the Central
Chamber of Agriculture and otiier agricultural societies had
passed resolutions iu favour cf a total prohibition against im-
porting foreign cattle into this country. It appeared to be the
opinion of those societies that this was the only means by
which the country would be kept effectually free from cattle
plague, and it seemed to kim that an association of such im-
portance as this shov-ld give expression to its opinion on the
subject, and he, therefore, moved that, " la the opinion of
this committee, all cattle imported iuto this country from the
European Continent should be slaughtered at the port of de-
barkation, as this course would benefit the producers and con-
sumers of meat, inasmuch as freedom from disease is most
conducive to the plentiful production of animal food, and
therefore to its cheapness." The motion was seconded by
George Allen, Esq., and unanimously adopted. The committee
then adjourned, as usual, till the second Friday in October.

LOFTUS AGRICULTURAL SHOW. — The eighth
annual show of the Loftus Agricultural Society was held on
July 26, in a field on the estate of the Earl of Zetland, occu-
pied by Mr. Preatwick.
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REPORT OF THE CATTLE PLAGUE COMMITTEE.
' The following is the full text of the report of the Select

Committee appointed to inquire into the causes of the

recent outbreak of Cattle Play;ue, and the tnoasures taken

for its repression ; and into the effect which the importa-

tion of live foreign animals has upon the introduction of

disease into this country, and upon the supply and price

of lood :
—

1. Your Committee have examined witnesses from tlie Privy

Council Department and representatives of the different

trades affected, as well as of the agricultural interest, and
liave taken much evidence as to the dead meat trade recently

establislied with America, and the supply of food to tlie

manufacturing towns,

2. They have had before them the evidence taken upon thi'

subject by the Committee of 1873, and their report.

3. Your Committee will firbt consider the question of cattle

plague.

4). They have cirefully gone into the causes of the recent

outbreak, and have ascertained tliat the disease was imported

by aniinals arriving from Ilamburyh before the authorities

here liad any official intimation ot the outbreak at that place.

Tbey iire glad to be able to report that they are satisfied by

the evideni e that, with proper regulations, catile plagxie might
be stampeil out in a short time, and that no ground really

exists for the fear of its becoraintr as destructive as it wns in

18(35. But the existing provisions, whether lor iis preven-

tion or for its suppression, require considerable improvement.

5. With respect to the risk of introduction ot disease into

this kingdom, serious difficulties must always surround the

importation of cattle from abroad, especially from a country

like Germany, with a long exposed frontier, lu such a cnse

no measures short of prohibition would give the necessary

security ; whilst as to other countries the evidence leaves no
doubt as to tlie necessity of foreign Governments imposing
stricter reguktious on their export trade in live stock, and
e?pecirdly providing that notice of any outbreak of cattle

plague shall be forthwith communicated by telegraph to the

authorities of this country. These are matters which should

he made the subject of international arrangement,

6, With regard to home arrangements, the recent outbreak

ic this country suffices to prove that the tysten under which
the powers of dealing with disease are, in the first instance,

committed to the local authority, does not work >atistaetorily,

and that the powers of the Privy Council should, in every

instance, be exercised at the earliest moment, and that, with

this view, it should be the duty of the local authority ac once

to inform the Privy Council of any outbreak of the malady.

7. That the power to order the slaughter of suspected

animals should extend to animals on premises adjoining to

those actually infected, seems as necessary to your Committee
as it did to the Committee of 1873,

8, Your Committee are also of opinion that further in-

ducement should be held out to owners of stosk to report the

lust appearance of the cattle plague amongst their stock. At
present, whilst one-half of the value is paid as compensation

for any animal actually diseased, only three-quarters is

allowed for an animal slaughtered on suspicion. Your Com-
mittee consider that in the latter case the full value should be

paid, subject only to a maximum of £tO.
ft. Lastly, your Committee recommend that all compensation

for the slaughter of animals on account of cattle plague,

whetiior such animals are actually diseased or only suspected,

should in future be defrayed out of im[ienal and not, as now,
out ot local funds. This change in the incidence of the charge

• almost a necessary consequence of the change previously

recommended, under which the order for slaughter will, in all

oases, proceed from the central instead of the local authority
;

but apart from this it appears justified by considerations of

public expediency. The rapidity with which cattle plague, if

eft unchecked, spreads far and wide makes it a matter of

general concern that measures should be immediately taken

for its suppression. Experience has shown that it can with

certainty be suppressed by the slaughter of all animals within

the zone of suspicion, and by no other course ; and further,

that if the case is promptly dealt with, the limits oi

this zone are comparatively narrow. The order for the neces-

sary slaughter is therefore one which should be mti'o without

hesitation, and any compensation which in co:isequence

b comes payable may be deemed a ciieap insurance against

what; would otherwise become a national misfortune.

10. But cattle plague is not the only question. It was
abundantly proved in evidence that the ravages of cattle

plague since the Act of 18Qy, and the diminution of the bteed-

lag herds of the kingdom from the fear of breaking out of

onltle plague, are as nothing compared with the losses in-.

flicted and the enterprise checked by pleuro-pneumonia anil

loot-andmouth complaint. In addition to the losses to the

community of animals actually destroyed by either of those

diseases, or slaughtered to prevent the spread of pleuro-

pneumonia, the agricultural and other witnesses laid great

stress on the fact, that whatever loss fell Uiion the firmer

from the deterioration of his stock througti foot-and-mouth
complaint, reacted injuriously on the consumer, by tim

diminution in the number of tat stock which the farmer was
able to place on the market in a given time.

11. One witness, it is true, Mr. Gebhart, qnesiioned thn

capability ot the grazing lands of the country to support herds

much larger thnn those which now exist ; but in this view lie

stood alone. Witnesses with praoiical experience like Mr.
Booth, Mr. Clare Read, Mr. Jacob Wilson, Mr. .lames

Howard, Mr. Adam Smith, and the President of the Siut^h
Chamber of Coraterce, Mr. Melvin, all aj^reed that if im-
munity from these two scourges were assured beforehand, such
an increase might be anticipated in the bree ling herds as

would in the course of a certain time be lartre enough to

make up for whatever diminution of supplv miglit be occa-

stoned by any new restrictions on the import from foreign

countries.

13. Both these diseases are attributed to foreign oriein
;

at all events, it v»as admitted that they are widely prevalent

in some countries from which importation now takes place
j

and the number of cargoes stopped at the ports on account of
disease having been actually discovered in the animals when
landed, justifies the opinion that in many other cases animals
really contagious are passed by the inspectors at the ports,

owing to the voyage having been too short to allow the malady
to develope to that stage where it is jpen to detection. Tins
is more especially the case in pleuro-])neumonia, which has
often been known to lie dormant for periods varying from two
to three months,

13. If, however, it was proved how inseparable from the
importation of foreign cattle is the risk of the introduction of
these two diseases, it was shown beyond a doubt, that at tlio

present moment they both exisi so largely in this country that
unless further restrictions are applied to the movements o(
our home stock, no restrictions on the foreign trade can give
the least hope of the eradication of these diseases which is the
necessary condition of any adequate development of the home
supply. In fact it was admitted by every witness that if these

diseases are to be stamped out, both kinds of restrictions were
equally indispensable,

14. lu the opinion, therefore, of your Committee, thn
first matter to he decided really is, whether the farmers of this

country are prepared to submit to the inconvenience of such
home regulations as may be found to be requisite. Should
this be the case, then, and then only, would arise tl^e further

question as to whether new restrictions bhould be placed on
the foreign import.

15. Adopting this order, your Committee proceed to
consider the liome regulations which the various wiiuesses
insisted upon as necessarv.

16. On this point. Professor Brown expressed a very
strong opinion, that whether for the purpose of dealing with
cattle plague, should it arise, or of stamping out pleuro-pneu-
monia and foot-and-mouth disease, one of the most important
amendments of the existing system would be the establishment
of uniform regculations applicable to the whole country, such
regulations to be issued by the Privy Council, and to be carried
out by Privy Council inspectors stationed in each district.

17. So far as relates to the necessity (f uniform rules to I «
issued by the central authority, Professor Brown's viewsweia
s rong'y supported by Lord Fitzhardinge, Mr. Ilea, 3Ir. Wi »
son, IVlr. Slratton, Mr. Adam Smith, M:, Melviu, Mr. Soulby,
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and Mr. Clare Read, on t]ie part of the afrricultural interestH
,

^v Mr. Tisdall, representing the Dairynien's Society ; by Mr
;

Giblett and Mr. Lambert, two salesmen ; and by Mr. P. Rud-

iin, on the part of the market authority of the city of London.

The evils of the prpsert want ot uniformity were forcibly

illustrated by Mr. Wilson's dffcription of the different regula-

tions which had recently prevailed at the meeting point tf the

districts of three local authorities at Newcastle.

18. But when it came to that part of the suggestion which

placed the appointment of the local inspectors in the central

authority, the witnesses were not so nnanimou". Lord Fitz-

hardinge, Mr. Rea, Mr. Wilson, Jlr. Adim Smith, Mr. Tisdall,

and Mr. Stratton were of opinion that if, as they suggested,

the central authority were to makeregnlations for the whole of

the country, the central authority should also, in order to

ensure their regulations being carried ont, have the noniina-

tiwi of the inspectors. On the other hand, Mr. Melvin recom-

mended that the localities should appoint their own inspectors

as now, but that the Privy Council should have a travelling

staff to see that these local inspectors properly carried out the

riiles, -ust as inspectors of the Local Government Board

supervise the action of the local poor law authorities. Mr. C.

Read supported the latter view, with the qualification that all

local authorities in the same county should be united for the

•purpose of appointing inspectors, while Mr. .Tames Howard
• and i\[r. Soulby urged that the police, responsible, as they

fire- to quarter sessions in counties and to town ccnncils in

boroughs, are sufTicient to carry out any regulations, subject

only to the intfrventiou of the Privy Council in the case of a

serious outbreak.

19. \ our Committee are of opinion that the Privy Council

- could not undertake the work of local inspection throughout

the kingdom, and agree with Mr. Melvin that the appointment

of inspectors should rest with the local authority, subject to

the supervision of the Privy Council.

20. But whatever difference of opinion existed as to the

antherity which should enforce tlie regulations, it was

admitted that farmers would fiud themselves nnder a much
stricter regime than that which has hitherto been in operation

inasmuch as in every district where eitherplnuro-pneumoaia or

foot-and-mouth disease existed, all Movement ot cattle would

he prohibited except under liceqse ; fairs and markets would

'be under similar restrictions, and absolute prohibition of

movement would be enforced against infected farms for periods

varying from two months in pleuro-pueuraonia to 28 days in

outbreaks of foot-and-mouth disease. Further, the same

regulations would have to be extended to Ireland and the

Channel Islands, or else animals brought by sea from those

parts of the kingdom should not be permitted to be landed

except at defined ports, wliere provision was made for subject-

ing them to proper inspection.

21. Upon the question whether such restrictions would be

accepted, Professor Brown stated his own opinion to be

that as these restrictions must be expected to

to last for a considerable pi'riod before the diseases could be

stamped out, the country would not endure them, and would

prefer the continuance of tne diseases to such a cure. Pro-

fessor Brown, however, admitted that this opinion was not in

accordance with what he had been informed were the views

of agriculturists ; and as a fact, with the one exception of

Mr. Soulby, all the agricultural witnesses who appeared hefore

'your Committee—and many of them spoke as representatives

of large bodies of farmers in various parts of the country

—

expressed themselves with confidence that, provided there was

an assurance against the re-iniroductionof disease from abroad,

these home relations would he willingly accepted by the farmers

of the country.

22. And your Committee with this evidence before them

can hardly resist the conclusion that such would be the case.

23. In the be'ief then that such regulations as have been

indicated would he accepted by the home trade, jour Com-
mittee pass to the question as to what additional restrictions

to the foreign trade would have to be combined with sueli home
regulations in order to give the requisite security.

24. The inspection of the poris being admittedly in-

• snfQcient as a protection against pleuro-pneumonia, and un-

certain even in the case of foot-and-mouth complaint, some
.witnesses advocated the to'al prohibition ot live animals from
•Abroad, suggesting their slaughter at the port of embarkation.

Sut tlie greater number of the agricultural witnesses, includ-

ing Mr. Odaras, Mr. James Howard, Mr. Melvin, Mr. Clare
Read, admitted the difficulties of euch a courfe, considering

that the conntry was not prepared for so complete a change,
and that the result might be to drive the foreign supply into

other markets. They therefore preferred to advise the
compulsory slaughter of imported animals at the port of
debarkation, all countries, with the exception perhaps of
America, being thus treated as scheduled countries are at

the present moment.
25. A third proposal which was brought before your Com-

mittee was, that on the one hand, so far as regards Belgium
and Germany, the importation from those countries of live

cattle should be »b«olutely prohibited, and of live sheep should

be allowed only on the condition that they should be
slaughtered at the port of debarkation ; and that, on the

other, as to unscheduled countries, such as Spain, Portugal,

and Denmark now are, all animals coming from there siiould

be freely admitted iuto our ports, and allowed to pass inland,

provided only that the Privy Council were satisfied with the
precautionary regulations in force in such countries.

20. This sugtrestion as to the prohibition of the importa-
tion of cattle from Germany and Be'guira, was founded oa
the extreme umsertainty of obtaining timely information

here of any outbreak of disease in Germany, and on the con-

sideration that Belgium is a transit country for Germaa
cat'le.

27. On the wholt-, after considering the various alternatives,

your Committee would recommend that, as a statutory

arrangement, the importation of all animals from Russia, and
all cattle from Germany (with the exception of Schleswig-

Holstein) and Belgium, should be prohibited, and these last

two countries as to other animals, and the rest of Europe as

to all animals, should be added to the list of scheduled

countries, with power to the Privy Council to forbid the im-
portation of animals from other countries if they think fit.

And all fat cattle imported therefrom should be slaughtered

at the port, such ports being defined, of debarkation ; and that

all store, or dairy, cattle should be quarantined for li days at

certain defined ports of lading. Such g^ock on removal, to be

registered as to where sent, and there to be under restraiat and
immovable for two months.

28. Your Committee believe thut these combined restric-

tions at the ports and inland, would succeed, if enforced, in

stamping out these diseases, and assuming tnisto be the case,

the great question would still remain how far the result would
affect the supply of meat to the country, especially to large

manufacturing towns.

29. It was acknowledged that to bring about such an in-

crease in the home supply as the witnesses anticipated from
the greater security against these complaints, must take time ;

and the foreign importers aod salesmen who opposed these

restriction? asserted, as they did in 1873, that any such inter-

ference with the present established trade as would arise from
slaughter at the ports would drive the foreign trade to other

markets, and thus not only reduce the supply and make meat
dearer, but in the interval before the promised increase in the

ho ne stock had been realised, raiee the price of meat unduly
in many of our inland towns.

30. On the other hand, many practical witnesses assured your
Co nmittee that instead of diminishing and driving away the

supply, the establishment of any -fixed rule rendering slaughter

at the port compulsory v/ould really increase the number and
the quality of tiie animals sent. They pointed out that the pie-

.'ent regulations are not favourable to the exporter. The fact

that if on the arrival of his cargo at the port of debarkatioa

disease is detected he has to reship his animals and take tliera

on to Deptford, or some other port for immediate slaughter,

renders him at all times uncertain of his market, and frequently

puts him to much expense. The samecauses, in their opinion,

operate injuriously to Deptlord Market itself. The supply to

that market mainly comes either from countries temporarily

scheduled, i e., countries from which cattle cannot be imported

except into a port where provision is made for their imme-
diate slaughter, or else from casual cargoes, which were origin-

ally consigned to other ports, but which on account of infec-

tion having broken ont it has been necessary to bring on to

Deptford for slaughter. The supply, therefore, is uncertaia

from day to day ; buyers In consequence are not attracted, and
from the want ot competition, prices are irregular. If, on
the other h^nd, it was once made a rule that all foreign

animals are to be slaughtered on tlieir arrival iu port, it wai
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confidently asserted that a steady trade wonld ar sp, and compe-

tition be the same as at Islington Mnrket
; and in confirmation

of this ?iew is was shown that during the rec nt period of re-

atrictions h»rge supplies had been sent 07 r witli the full

knowledge that the animals would be slaugiiiered at the port.

31. It was nest obji^cted, that even if the number of animals

sent to this country was not dimiiiiahed by the animals being

slaughtered at the ports, the difficulties of ctrrying the fuiraals

from those ports as dead meat to the inland towns would in

hot weather be so great as to deprive those towns of

much of iheir present supply, more particularly in foreign

sheep ; and the butchers from northern towns esppcially urged

that their trade could not be carried on unless they were able

as now to take the live animals from the port of debarkation

to their own slaughter-houses, there to be killed as wanted
for their customers.

33. But the evidence given by Mr. Rudkin, strengthened

as it was by that of the deputy Chairman of the Great

Western Railway, Sir Alexander Wood, and other witnesses,

ead your Committee to believe that these feirs are without

foundation, that there is no real difficulty in the supply of

dead meat, and, with proper arrangements, even of offal to

those town, and th.it for some time a dead-meat trade,

especially in sheep, has been regularly carried on from Dept-
ford Mark's! all over the country, increasing since the restric-

tions were enforced. Dead sh^ep liave been also sent in large

numbers to Wales, not unfrequently crming back to London
as Welch mutton. And the fact that the Aberdeen supply of

dead meat to the London market has of late largely increased

(reaching an average of from 60 to 70 tons a day, even in liot

weather), affurds additional evidence in this direction.

33. Having, then, carefully considered the evidence, your

Committee have arrived at the conclusion that compulsory
slaughter, at the port of debarkation, is not like'y to discourage

foreign importation, or to diniiu'sh the supply of our large

towns, or generally to raise the price of meat. The change,

however, would be a considerable interference with the pre-

sent system of trade carried on by butchers and salesmen.

ior this reason, and because proper arrangements would in

niany cases have to be m*de at the ports selected for debarka-
tion, your Committee feel that it would be well to postpone

the commencement of the charge for a time sufficient to enable
the neceseary preparations to be carried out,

34. With regard to the importation of dead meat from
America, as affecting this question, the evidence shows that

there are hardly any limits to the amount of meat which can
be imported from that country ; that ia cool weather the meat
can without difficulty be delivered here in perfect order, and
that with greater care in the packing, and with better arrange
inents for storage here, it could be brought over in the

hottest months. Ameriem meat already forms a useful

supplementary supply to the meat markets of this country,

and in no very distant future will probably constitute a most
important addition, and will materially aid the carrying out of
such a system as your Committee have suggested above. But
thetradeisat present in too uncertain and experimental a

condition to justify reliance upon it for an unfailing supply.

35. Another important recommendation which was sug
gested for checking the spread of these diseases was made by
Mr. Rudkio, Mr. Gebhart, and other witnesses ; viz., that

catllfc exposed in Islington Market shonid not be allowed to

be removed for exposure in any otlier market. For this

purpose, they proposed that all animals, on arriving at Isling-

ton, should be marked for si lugliter, and that the making use

of such market in other places, or the exposure in any other
market of an animal to marked, should be prohibited under
severe penalties. It was shown that this market u the hot-

bed ot various diseases, more especially that the lairs arc

tainted with the foot-and-mouth disease, and that it is the
practice of small jobbers to buy fat beasts in this market in

order to remove them for re-sale to some local market, where
they are necessarily brought into contact with both fat and
store stock, and thus become the means of setting up fresh

sources ol contagion in various parts of the country. These
jobbers would no doubt be affected by the restriction proposed,

but no loss would fall on either the producer or the consumer,
and your Committee have no hesitation in recommending the

chaogH as one of cousiderable valae.

36. In connection with this part of the subject, the atten-

tion of your Committee was also uirectcd to the prevalence of

disease in the dairy sheds in the metropolis and large towns,

and the great danger of contagion being carried from them
into the markets, and thus spread throuirhuut the country.

The evidence show'ed the constantly-changing nature of the

trade, that cows are seat into the markets on showing the

least symptom of being affected, and their places filled by fresh

stock. The danger from these sheds was strikingly proved by
the last outbreak of cattle plague in London.

Much evidence has also been given as to the feasibility of

superceding town dairies by milk from the country. It was
proved that by far the larger part of the present supply of

London vvas bronght from dairy farms established for the pur-

pose, often at a considerable distance from town ; nor is there

any reason to suppose that the milk thus supplied is inferior

in quality. Mr. Tisdall, who appeared on the partof the Djiry
Association, stated that there was no difference in the quality

or the price of the milk produced as between his dairy at Epsoia

and his cow-shed in London, and admitted that the metropoli-

tan supply from the country dairies arrived in perfect condition.

From his evidence, your Committee were also led to believe

that the Dairy Association were well aware of the dangers of

infection from their town sheds, and were willing to submit to

regulations and inspection. On tlie whole, notwithstanding

ranch evidence agiinst the continuance of dairy-shed.; in large

towns, your Committe are of opinion that if registra'ior , a real

inspection, and sufficient regulations as to the rai.7eit.ent of

animals to and from these places are enforced, they- may be

allowed to remain without danger to the public.

37. Your committee have already alluded to the necessity

which, in event of the same regulations not being adopted in

the three parts ot the kingdom, which arise for defining ports

in Great Britain, where alone aniuials Irom Ireland or the

Channel Islands would be allowed to be imported by sea, and
where they would be esaniined by an inspector befora-

being suffered to pass inland. The evidence of Lord
Fitzharding and Mr. Peters showed that it has

occurred that infected animals from Ireland have been
landed at a British port where tiiere is no provision lor

inspection, and have been then driven through healthy districts'

to the various markets, and thus distributed throufrhont the

country. Such a system your Committee feel could not he

permitted to continue if, with a view to stamp out the diseases^.

Great Britain was subject to regulations controlling the move-
ment of home stock, and adding permanently to the number of

scheduled countries. And your Committee think it to be their,

duty, in view of the evidence which they have received, ta

recommend that a searching inquiry should be made into tha.

subject of the transit of cattle from Ireland to the ports of

Great Britain ; into the provisions made for tlieir reception at.

the ports of departure and of arrival, and into theiiwtreatmeut

during the voyage.

38. In conclusion, yourComraittee recommend as follows ;

—

1. That a« a statutory arrangement the irapoitation of all

animals from Russia, and of cattle from Germany (except

Schleswig-Holstein) and Belgium, be proliibiied, whilst that of

other animals from these last two countries, and of all aniiuala .

from the rest of Fjurope, should be subject to the provisions of

the same schedule ;
power being reserved to the Privy Council to

prohibit the importation of animals trom other countries if they

think fit. An exception, however, should be made in favour of

store and dairy animals, provided they remain in quarantine for

fourteen days, and afterwards are placed under inspection for

two months.
2. That the Privy Council should be err powered to deal

directly with the cattle plague whenever it appears in this

country, and that for this purpose it should receive from the

local authority immediate notice of every outbreak.

3. That the power to order the slaughter of auiraais sus-

pected of cattle plague should extend to animals ia premises
adjoining to the infected premises.

4. That whilst the compensation for the slaughter of animals
affected by cattle plague should remain as it is at present, the

compensation for the slaughier of animals suspected of that

disease should be the full value (not however exceeiiuif £10;.
5. That all compensation for the animals so slaunhtcred,

whether diseased or suspect-id, should be defrayed from
imperial funds.

6. That iu case of pleuro"pncumonia or foot-aud-raouth'
disease breaking out, the Privy Council should have power to

fix the limits of the district which is to be treated as infected.
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7. That uniform rales applicable to all distriits declared

infected should be issued by the Privy Council, but should be

enforced by the 'ocal authority, subject to the supervision of

the Privy Council.

8. Tliat, in the case of pleuropneumonia, the compensation

for the slaughter of animals, whether suspected or diseased,

sliouU be at the same rate as iu the case of cattle plague, but

siiould be payable out of local funds<

9. That stock ixposed in I-.lingtoii Marltet should not be

allowed to leave tlie metropolitan district alive.

10. That, in the uetropolis and large towns, dairy and

cattle sheds should be subject to registration, inspection, and

regulations.

11. That the restrictions applicable to Great Britain should

be extended to Ireland and the Channel Islandn, or else that

florts should be specified in Great Britain by tlie Privy Council,

t ) which alone importation of live animals from Ireland and

the Channel Islands should be lawful, the animals not being

permitted to be taken inland unless examined and passed by a

Pnvy Council Inspector at the port of debarkation.

12. And your Committee are of opinion that no further

restrictions sliould be placed on the importation of foreign

animals in respect to foot-and-mouth disease and pleuro-

pneumonia, unless at the same time orders be enforced

throughout Great Britain, thnt in every distiict where either

pi uro-pneumonia or foot-and-moutli diser.se exists, and which

Jus been declared by the Privy Council to be infected, all

movement of cattle be prohibited except under license ; tnat

fairs and markets be under similar restrictions, and that

absolute prohibition of movement be enforced against infected

fdrms for periods varying from two months in pleuro-

paeumouia, to twent) -eight days in outbreaks ol foot-and-mouth

disease.

13 That where required effect should be given by the

L aisKture to these recommendations.
25 July, 1877.

Proff s^or Gameee sends us the following letter addrcise

by him to the Editor of the Manchester Gtiardia: d

Sir,—" If this is not Protection, the word has lost its old

meaning." With these words you condfimn the best report

ever yet drawn by a Parliamentary Committee on the question

of cattle disease prevention.

The Right Hon. W. E. Forster, M.P., addressing an infla-

entihl audience at Bradford, said he had the previous day been
present at a meeting of the Cattle Plague Committee, at which

,

if he WIS not prepared to abnegate his functions, it was abso-
luti l.v necessary for him to attend, in order to protect the in-

teresis of the large towns as against the agricultural interests.

It is twenty years since I was coolly informed by the farmers
and cittle dealers of the North that to prevent the sale of
dis a-ied meat as human food was an unwarrantable interference

with free trade, and with their necessnry safety-valve or source
o'' salvage when pestilence invaded their farmyards.

I had almost been driven into the veterinary profession
because an eMer brother had so distinguished himself bs a
medical student tliat an a'lle surgeon considered hira too good
for the I u nble calliufr. My tastes were in the direction of a
broader view lh)»u had ever been taken of the dnties of those
who m ide the diseases of animals their study. I was shocked
at the idea that our remedy lor disease was to eat diseased
animal-^, and, in bold defiance of old advisers, I.spared no time,
no labour, no money, to ascertain the origin of the destroctive
diseases which condemuerl not only our poor but the rieli to
eat ciriion. It was in ISGiJ that, through the influence of
Mr. J'din Simon, f'e distinguished chief of the Medical De-
p-irtri e It of the Privy Council, I was enabled ofTicialiy to
re;iort that prior lo so-called free-trade in live animals our
In I was the healtliiestiu tlie wide world, and that the maladies
so destructive to our live sloek had been, and wire always, the
resul's of disease imports. The soundness and justice of my
i'lferences wera endorsed by Mr. Simon, and from that day to
t'lis—thanks, no doul.t, to tlie influence of Mr. John Algernon
• 'larke and Chambers of Agriculture—thanks to a staui.ch
Liberal and Free-trader, Mr. James Howard—thanks to an
n,jrii;ht, lueorrupii'jle, and common-sense tenant-farmer mem-
ber of the House, Mr. Clare Sewell Head, the truth has gained
wide acceptance, and the cattle and sheep breeders and feeders
6f tills country no longer say that pla-uea are inevitable dis^

pensations of Providence ; but they do say, in unmistakeable
language, " We are willing to submit to any sacrifice for the
prevention of preventible diseases and for the good of our
country-—we recognise that the sale of diseased animals as

human food is a criminal act, and we desire the most stringent
measures at home against disease, without asking for any—
not for the slightest—restriction on the meat trade."

It has not been iny duty, and certainly not my policy, to

rank myself either with the Liberal or the Conservative party

on this question. From my experience, both parties have
been equally slow to move in the direction indicated by ecientific

enquiries of the most pamprehen'ive kind. The one person
who understood the question best as Vice-President of the
Privv Council was Mr. Austin Bruce—now Lord Aberdare

—

and I felt something of the same confidence when replying the

other day to Sir Henry Selwin-Ibbetson, Bart., whose method
of eliciting information was in striking contrast—at all events,

so far as its influence on me was concerned—to that manifested

on two occasions by Mr. Forster, I always have been and
ever shall be, a Liberal of the most definite colour. 1 am not
a farmer, and my life-lontr labours have been, in the interest of

meat consumers and of the larj<e cities in which I have lived.

Can I be otherwise than an advanced Free-trader, and one of

those who believe that "pefect freedom of industry " ensures,

and can only ensure, the " blessings of plenty and of

peace ?"

The Cattle Plague Committee has not gone far enough ; I am
fold they dare not. It was for this reason they did not en-

dorse my recommendation—sure to be followed when the truth

has been sufliciently disseminated—of the aooiition of live

stock imports, except in relation to breeding stock. And why
did I recommend it ? Because experience proves that trnde

must not be harassed by partial and fitful regulations. The
meat trade, like the corn trade, should be free to tlie world,

wiihout enthusiastic policemen bunting down the London
cows or daring a West Highland bull, and without an inspector

searching for that which is present but not visible in the in-

cubative stage of disease, and entailing delays, detentions, and
uncertainty in the transference of animals from perfectly

heslthy homes through the centres of an infected cattle trade.

No trade ever has been so harassed and damaged by in-

sufficient and unintelligible disease prevention measures as the

trade in meat.

And why should it be so harrassed ? If we import wheat,

we do n( t wish it—it would be manifestly foolish—in the con-

dition of the perishable green-growing crop. We require the

corn suitab'y garnered and well cared for in transport, and
it is the trade in grain and not in standing crops wliicU enables

us to withstand the influences of bad trade so eloquently set

forth by Mr. John Bright, at Bradford. Live cattle, sheep,

and piss in the liolds of steamers suffer waste, and constitute

the fertile soil for disease germs, the accumulation and propo-

gation of which is inevitable in the international cattle trade

as understood in the past. For twelve years I have been
persistently advocating the transport o meat rather than live

animals, and had our Government encouraged researches iu

this direction instead of wastiu ; money on inspectors and clerks

in an ill-conducted because ill-informed veterinary department,

thev might have ensured that the plan I carried out in Texas

in 1868-9, of blowing cold air round the carcases of animals

1 would have brought down the price of meat even before the

i
beneficial trade inaugurated by enterprising Americans. The
work is done, and tlie great economy of carrying dead meat

—

let alone humanity—as against live animals will satisfy the

wants of our islands and enhance their prosperity. It has

however, been found, during the first -tO years of the century,

that we can pioduce all the meat required, and sell it to con-

sumers at a profit, at prices much lower than those now ruling.

The only condition essential for this is not protection in the

protectionist sense, but protection in Mr. Forster's sense, lie

has something to protect. He is to protect the interests of

the large towns as against the agricultural interests. To protect

the large towns and the agricultural community—to prot ;ct

our CO mtry and all other countries—to protect the sacred

interests of free trade we must arrest the ravages by disease

at home and abroad. It is now easy, for the origin of cattle

disease is known. The Russians are sufl'ering Irom it, as did

our forefathers when they fought. The curse of war was
always tlie precursor of famine and cattle diseases. They are

destroying cattle as well as men in the East, and the plague
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germs now multiplying into a luxurious crop on the shores of

the Danube v\ill take a few more millions sterling out of our
pockets if we are foolish enougli to permit tiieiu.

I protest iu the nsost soleiun manner agaiast class being

pitted against class. The farmers, the landowDers, the cattle

breeders and feeders of this country have slowly but surely

karat that they haye not been led in vain for it) years past in

the study of cattle plagues and tiieir means of prevention,

Self-interest has opened their eyes to preat truths—truths that

I call great because fundamental, and tlieir recognition implies

the good of all. What did the late Emperor Napoleon say to

Richard Cobden P " The difficulty is this : the monopolists

may b.^ the few, the minority—their interests are not to be

compared with those of the nation—but they are an organised

body, a disciplined army, and the great eonsumiug public is

only a mob." It is our duty to enlighten the great consuming
public on the meat question. Able political economists,

eminent disciples of Joiin Stuart Mill, have boldly endorsed

my views, however much their first impressions may have been

against me. I assert and vouch for the fact that the farmers

are not in this case monopolists. It is unjust, unfair, and in-

jurious to the public interests to propagate such an impression >

and I am quite sure you will, with your usual courtesy, enable

me—not a farmer, but simply an expert devoted to the science

of the question—to state my views to the people of Manchester

and the North. We are either right or we are wrong ; that

can be determined, as it has been determined to the satisfaction

of the best informed, by patient research and calm discussion.

Your worthy Mayor in a very generous way offered me, some
time since, the use of his parlour and promised to preside at

any meeting destined to place this question fairly belore the

public men of your town. My time lias been so fully occupied

that I have not yet troubled him, but I take this opportunity

publicly not only to thauk hira, but to ask him to name a day
;

and feeble as I may be in disputing with so great a champion
as Mr. Forster, since he has undertaken to protect the interests

of the large tovi'ns, I shall be happy to find him in our midst

ready to annihilate me, or to become a convert to that doctrine

which has now gained wide aceeptance,viz.,that free Trade ia

disease is not Free Trade in meat.—I am, &c.,

Jou-\ Gamgee..
Victoria Hotel, Sonthport, July 27.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
CORK COUNTY.

This Shovv was held, as usual, in the Corn-market, on

Tuesday, the 31st July, and although rather a poor

show as to the nuoiber of entries, was yet disliiiguished

by the presence of several really good animals in almost

every class and section. The attendance seemed to be

kss than that of former years, judging by the ease with

which one could move about, uothiug like a crowd being

collected around any animal or object, however interesting:

and shy attendance tells greatly against this Show, as the

receipts are of more than usual consequence to the So-

ciety, on accoimt of the extreme poverty of the subscrip-

tiou list. So meagre are the amounts received from the

gentlemen and farmers of this great county that this im-

portant Society, which has for its sole object the pro-

motion of the leading interest, and that by which the

bulk of the population obtaiu a living, has to struggle for

very existence, and can only afford the miserable sum of

£8 in each of the leading sections for Shorthorned bulls,

£4 for cows and heifers ; £10, iu first and second prizes,

for thoroitghbred stallions, £'J in first and second prizes

for each of the two sections devoted to cart-stallions, and

£6 for draught- mares. Such prizes offer poor encou-

ragement to owners of valuable stock, and the entries

have dwindled te the lowest possible point consistent

with holding a show at all, the first two sections being

represented by only two animals each, the entire entries

of stock being only 252. When things are at their

worst, however, it is popularly supposed they will begiu

to mend, and the friends and well-wishers of this Society

are in fair hopes that this will prove to be the case with

it, and that a great improvement may be expected by the

next meeting, as, ])riucipally by the exertions of the

President, v\'hose ell'orts in this direction have been most
praiseworthy, about sixty new members have been added

to the roll, most of them being men of some inllueuce in

the county, and largely couiiccled with agricidture.

In the sections for Shorthorns the familiar names of

J. I'ophara, Laragh-Bandon, ]\[armadnke Cramer,
Kinsale, John Downing and Arthur J. Campbell, both

from Fermoy, W. II. Massey, Macroom, and R. J. M.
Gumbleton, Glcnatore, appear as the leading prize-takers,

the honours having been pretty fairly divided amongst
them, and each having shown a few first-class animals.

The Ayrshires were nearly all dis(|iialilied for want of

merit, even the prize cow of last year's

Koyal being thus extinguished, although iu full milk

and blooming condition. After such treatment

of exhibitors, it would be more courteous of

the managers of this Society to exclude this class alto-

i^ether fi'om their premium sheet, as it is quite evidenb

that Ayrshires have been declining iu popular favour for

many years, and are scarcely to be fouud exactly pure,

and when brought forward the slightest approach to a
white nose is taken as evidence of an admixture of Short-

horn blood, and the animals are, as a necessary conse-

quence, thrown out by the judges. Iu the next class,

which was that for dairy cows, it was easy to see that the •

days of the Ayrshire in the south of Ireland are num-
bered, as far as utility is concerned, as the animals which
tilled it wereall magnilicent specimens of the half and three-

quarter bred Shorthorns, useful both for the pail and
shambles, each worth a large sura of money, alike a credit

to the county which produced them and their owners, the

leading exhib'tors in this class being J. McDonnell Carri-

galine, D. Driscoll, Blarney-road, and M. A. Forrest,

Killeens, near Cork, names long and honourably--

associated with the cattle breeding and dairy business of

the Cork district. Jn thoroughbred horses there were
six entries, all being good animals, and difficult 'to place.

Singularly enough, although the judges took a longtime
in examining and comparing the diifereut horses,

their award gave almost universal dissatisfaction,

and the prize horse was scarcely looked at

for the rest of the day, unless to pick out his deficiencies,

which were principally a want of substance behind the

shoulder, and somewhat eccentric action iu trottiug.

Carlos, Mr. Smith Barry's horse,took first place certainly

iu the opinion of the judges, but Mr. Power's magnificent

horse York was the popular favourite, and delighted the

onlookers by his splendid action, grand quarters, and
general appearance of unusual strength and display of

muscle. In draught stallions, to which two sections were
devoted, the Clydesdales and Suft'olks had their usual, and
as it would almost appear, their inevitable, trial of strength,

the latter however, for the first time, getting the best of

it by carrying off tlie challenge cu]), Mr. Ilelfenmn's

Retaliation taking it from Mr. Irvine's Young Champion,
who won it from an uirusyally large Held at last year's Royal.

Mr. Irvine's Prince Alford, a Clydesdale colt not ijuite three

years old, took the lirst prize in his class, and was greatly

admired, but the centre of attraction to thepracticil farmers,

and indeed to the general sightseer, were the two Sullblks,

Retaliation and King George,both the property of Mr. John
Hetrerman, Blarney, their noble ]iro|)orlioii3aud enormous
load of llesh, calling forth exjii-essious of surprise and
admiration from every visitor to this department.

The classes for sheep, comprising Leicester, bordef
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Leicester, and short-woi.lled breeds, were moderately well-

filled, and soDie hieV.ly-bred nniiiials were exhibited, but

the prize-takers were in general so artificially trimmed,

and 80 forced out of all resemblance to a comfortable sheep,

that had led an enjoyable existence on good, sound, and

abundant pasture, and whose mutton would by-and-bye

become profitable to the butcher and useful to the con-

sumer, that coniparativelyliltle attention was paid to them
by the practical men present nor yet by the general

visitors, whose sympathies are more with a nicely mixed

loin of mutton, than with a barrel of chandler's grease.

The implement and machiHery departments were well

represented, and formed a constant centre of attraction

and interest, the Messrs. M'Kenzie, of Camden Quay,

whose 84 entries comprised everything new or useful, for

field, faarm, or garden, being the leading exhibitors in this

most useful department.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
Meeting at Dursley.

Are societies and secretaries bound irretrievably to a

angle day ? If so, it is an exceeding pity. We will

speak only of such cases as have affected our own enjoy-

ment. In the first place that capital show of horses at

Barnstaple (a young meeting which sprang at once into

a full blaze of success, and promises to be a source not

only of agreeable review, but of real usefulness to the

country at large), was this time fixed during the Liverpool

week. Then the Shropshire and West Midland was
f cacurrent with the Worcestershire Show, the entries of

the famous local cattle and sheep breeds especially being

80 curtailed at both places. Then this popular and suc-

cessful Gloui'cstershire meeting is fixed for the same date

ns the Yorkshire and Glamorganshire, their respective

entries being thus again most seriously diminished. Can
nothing be done? Verbuni sap. Anyhow we tind our-

selves at Dursley on the pleasantest of eloping lawns,

studded with fine branching elms, beneath which the

sightseers had seats to rest on from the sunshine, whilst

their ears were regaled with the strains of Dan Godfrey's

band. The upper end was girt in by the wooded scraea

of the famous Stinchcombe Hill, whereon, we doubt not,

many a doating vixen read her playful cubs a lecture on

the approaching perils of the season, which Lord Fitz-

hardiuge opens next Monday, as she took quiet stock of

the crowded steeds in the ring and sheds of the tented

plain below her lair. It was a rare good ring to try the

JO vers ot the com|)eting horses, and many a fine specimen

ot hack and hunter had to resign all chance of the prize

a.s his heart sank and his thigh muscle failed under strain

of til at oft repeated oval gallop. Lord Arthur Somerset,

and that splendid horseman the Hon. Frederic Morgan,
judged the hunters, the maxim of the last one being in all

d)ubtful cases to mark the effect of protracted exert on on

the style ot goi ig. Lots of horses can perform well for a

short d stance which a straight-necked fox would demo-
ralise in an hour. But of the agricultural horses first.

It is a geod district for such as well, and the winner to-

day is the roan stallion vvho was placed over a grand lot

of competitors at the Hereford Meeting of the Bath and

West of England Show. He was bred at Pershore. His

htail is plain, but he has plenty of bone, h'aX walks much
faster than any ot his rivals. Lord Fitzharuinge's Clydes-

dale, a mealy bay, is neat and cobby, but decidedly tl)wer

in his walk than the winner. The judges, moreover,

found his bone to be less. In his behalf it is t) be

observed that he was so ill an hour before he started for

the show that tbey thought he must die. He is calculated

to do LTp.at good in the district, having been selected of

the fort 01 purpose to fit the requirements of the fariuers

here, who have their eye ou cult-breed n^ to the ladeu

wains upon the streets of Bristol no less than to the cul-

tivation of the beau-producing clay of the sticky Vale.

There were several other very serviceable and well-turned

horses shown of the sort—bay, brown, and bine roan.

The cart mares and foals were not much thought of by
the judges, although we must say we liked in her box,

where alune we saw her, the first prize winner—a low and
lengthy Clydesdale of Col. Loyd-Lindsay's, by name Rosa
Bonheur. Mr. Stephen Davis's bay filly was a noble

animal, of a good colour, welt grown, and clever as a

pony. Col. Lindsay shows some Sutfolks of good
character and substance, but over-matched in size by
the winner. In the class of " Sl-allions for getting

Hunters and Roadsters, &c," there were seven entries,

and the animals shown were good. There was some
outside astonishment at Siderolites not being placed

first, considering his bone, size, and his performances on
the turf. To get hunters, however, the authorities did

not consider him adapted. The prize went to Lord
Fitzhardinge's, Red Cloud, by Maccaroni, dara Potomac,
by Newminster,whose look is rather that of the cover-side

than of the race-course. His shoulders were condemned
by the disappointed, but the slope of their central line is

45 deg., the orthodox angle, and as regards their thickness

through at top, since the days of Eclipse, who could carry

a firkin of butter before the saddle bow, all horsemen
value the characteristic in infinite preference to the high

fine-drawn withers that are useful to keep on the harness,

but don't do in the drop leap. He has a sensible head.

A beautiful head has the second prize winner, Hot Shot,

whose grandsire was Touchstone, to whom he bears a re-

markable likeness ; but these beautiful heads are pro-

nounced by an authority to be a defect in the hunter.

Horses so favoured are more apt at the end of a long day

to be " fixing their eyes upon the rider's boots than the

coming fence." Such are the graphic words in which one
of the judges conveyed his opinion under the thoughtful

influence of the postprandial cheroot. Sixteen years of age

this fiery horse kept leaping and prancing around. It is no
wonder that his thighs are muscular. The hunter brood

mares, half a score in number, were a composite class,

some almost fitted for the cart and plough, and not one of

that unmistakable mark which is pounced on at once by
the judicial eye. M r. Bick's Black Duchess was a roomy
animal, but wanted style for her vocation. She was, how-
ever, set apart as reserve number. The first prize went
to a dark chesnut, Cinderella, who has plenty of

blood and bone, but looked somewhat ragged behind.

We pass with pleasure to the next class
—" Hunters of

any age "—a very strong collection, as might be expected

in the vicinity of so many famous packs, and which gave

the judges some hours' hard work, for they did their

work with stern and patient discrimination. The hopes

of exhibitors, as the feelings of the lookers-on, were

oftentimes excited to fever heat, but in vain. Mr.
Crawshay's renowned Barry, whose high action rather

befits Rotten Row than stiff plough, was, after some time,

dismissed. The first draft had been of the smaller ones

amongst which a dapple brown mare (Lottery) of Mr.
T. Master's, took our fancy much by her style

of going both before and behind. There was
evidently some good reason for her rejection which
did not reach our eye or ear, for she had about the best

hunter paces in the class, and was good-looking to boot.

Mr. Toogood's black horse. Sambo, by Mainstay, looked a

thorough workman, and had plenty of power. He was
small for competition with others shown, and clapped his

tail in so close as to disfigure his appearance. Mr.
Peter's brown gelding went well. Mr. Godman's Tor-

pedo was tall, and uneven in build, but wiry and blood-

like. He had also the great advantage of being well-

ridden. He was placed secoud. The unmistakable
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prize horse was Mr. Taylor's grey, who had a fiue

front, but appeared to U3 outside to be flattisb,

as old Bauker was, bchiud the saddle. His owner rode

Lim in a surtout, which looked a kindred performauce to

Mr. Ward's jacket-flap trick when he has a darkish nose

to disguise. The grey was bought out of an Irish drove

after the pick was supposed to be gone. He is a rare,

animal, we hear, across country. But liis rider is not

of the timid order. There was a handsome dapple bay
carriage horse shown. Mr. Bowly had three siylish

animals as usual to exhibit, and at one time we thought
he was drawn for first and second. He eventually,

however, got only " highly commended " and " com-
mended " for two. Mr. Estcourt's oldchesnut was much
admired, and had a reputation, but to our eye went stilTly

in the off hock. In the '' hunter class under five years

old " Mr. Fletcher won with a powerful black that

wanted turning to please the eye, but was full of substance

and sufflcieut in quality. Mr. Bailey came second with

his well known Precocity, whose g^Uop it is pleasant to

view. This geiitltmau's hitherto succeessful hack, Peter,

was discarded as lame, to his great disgust. He seems to

have had a cut about the fetlock. There was a good
exhibition of hacks equal to twelve stone, not exceeding

fifteen hands. Mr. Stratton's prize horse, Larkspur,

failed to catch the judges' eye, who put a chestnut first,

and Mr. Borton's black second, both of which we had
spotted in our book as winners ere they entered

the ring. The ponies seemed a good lot. Mr. Bowly's

Maguet went splendidly about the showyard, well ridden

by a boy, although only reserve number. The judging

we managed to miss.

What were shown as Hereford cattle were very

good, the exhibition being confined, in four classes,

to ten animals altogether. They were, however, all

choice specimens. There was a good exhibition

of Shorthorns, as became the county. Mr. Stratton's

rich lumj) of meat. Protector, never looked better. He
took first prize amongst the old hulls, and the champion
prize as well. It was a creditabk sight to see the three

bulls advance as competitors for the champion prize, all

good, and the property of one man, as were Jlr. Strat-

ton's Protector, Peal Diver, and Carbuncle. Colonel

Kingscote's two bull calves were al.'io capital, especially

the winner of the second prize, Cowslip Boy. In fact,

it was an excellent show of males. Lord Fitzhardinge

won first prize for breeding cows and champion prize as

well, with Hugia Niblett, by Royal Butterfly 20th (how
these famous old sorts keep hatching out winners con-

tinually !). As proof of the quality of the cattle shown
we read repeatedly on the catalogue page the suggestive

title " Duke of Geneva." Mr. Ashby's heifer Innocence,

by Telemachus Sr-d, dam Inquiry, by 3rd Duke of Geneva,

was a very good one, and stoutly contested the champion
prize. Colonel Kingscote's heifer calf, Honey 60lh,

snatched first honours from the celebrated Seraphina

Bella 4th, being all over an exceedingly true-buiU

youngster.

The pigs of every grade were good, as were the

Cotswold sheep. There were some Southdown rams

from Kingscote that showed admirably all over, even

beside Sir W. Throckmorton's Royal winner in that large

Liverpool class.

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

CART HORSES.
Stallion.—First prize, £50, S. Davis, Woolaahill, Pershore

;

second, Lord Fitzhardinge, Berkeley Castle, Berkeley.

Mare and foal.—First prize, Lieut-Colonel Loyri Lindsay,

V.C., M.P., Lockinge-park, Wantage ; second, \V J. Marsh,

Luridge, near Berkeley,

Gr-lding or filly, under three year* old.—First prize, S.
Davis ; second, J . R. Line, Bengrove, Gloucester.

HUJfTEKS A?ID ROADSTERS, &C.

Stallion.—First prize, £5U, Lord Fitzhardinge ; second, £25,
W. Wilson, Walthnm.
Brood mare.—Prize, Captain F. Henry, Elmestree, Tetbnry.
Hunter of any age.— First prize, T. Taylor, Tuikdean,

Northbeach: second, E. T. Goodman, Bdiiks Fee, Morelon-
in-Mar>h.

Hunter, under five years old.—First prize, W. II. Fletcher,

ShiptoD, near Audoverslord ; second, J. Pearce, Kmgswestou,
Bristol,

Hick equal to 15 stone, not exceeding 15 hands.—Prize
withheld.

Hack equal to 12 stone, not exceei'ing 15 hands.—First
prize, J, P. Downing, Sianton St. Qiuntiu, Chippenham ;

seciind, W. Bortou, Preston, Cirencester.

Pony, above li and under 13 hands.—First prize, H.
Villar, Ch riton Kings, Cheltenham ; second, W. Hewer,
Sevenhampton, Higliwurth.

Pony, above V6 and under 14) hands.—First prize, J. L.
Smith, Stonehouse ; second, J. G. Palhug, Castleton, Cardiff.

Pouy, not exceeding 12 hands.—First prize, withheld ;

second, C. ChapLuan, Frocester Court, Sionel'ouse.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Bull, above two years old.—First and champion prize for
be>t male animul in Shorthorn classes, R. Slrattou, JNcwport;
s cind, G. Game, Chipping JNorton,

Bull, above one and under two years old.—First prize,
R. Stratton ; second. Lord Fitzhardinge, Berkeley Castle.

Bull calf, above six months and under one year old.—First
prize, R. Stratton

; second, Col. Kingscote, C.B., M.P.,
Kingscote.

Breeding cows.— First and champion prize. Lord Fitz-
hardinge ; second, W. J. Marsh, Berkeley.

Heiler, under three years old.—Prize, G. Game.
Heifer, under t'vo years old.—First and reserved number,

G. A. Asliby, Rugby ; second, R. Stratton.

Heifer calf, above six months and under one year old,—First
prize. Col. Kingscote, C.B., M.P. ; second, Lord Sudeley,
W'inchcombe.

HEREFOKDS,

Bull, above one year old.— First prize, Mrs. Edwards,
Leominster; second, T. J. Carwardine, Leominster,
Cow or heifer, above one year old.— i'lrst prize, Mrs.

Edwards ; second, T. J. Car«ardine.
Bull calf, above six ra®nths and under one year old.—First

prize, T. J, Carwardine ; second, T. Cadle, Longcroft,
Heifer calf, above six montlis and under one year old.—

First prize, Mrs. Edwards ; second, T. Cadle.
Three dairy cows.— First prize, R, Stratton ; second, F.

Harvey, Gloucester,

Bull, cow, and their offspring—Prize, J. Bennett, Dursley.
Two dairy cows.—Prize, J. H. Knight, Wottou-under-

Mdge.

CHANNEL ISLANDS.
Bull, of any age.—Prize, J. R. Buckler, Strond.
Cow or heiler, in calf or in milk.—First aud second prize,

J. Buckman, Sherborne.

SHEEP.
LONG-WOOLS.

Shearling ram.—First prize, J.Gillett; second, R. Swan-
Vfick, Cirencester.

Ram, of any age.—First and second prize, R. Swan wick.
I'ive yearling ewes.—First prize, J.Gillett; second, 11, E.

Raynbird, Basingstoke,

SHORT-WOOLS.
Shearling ram,—First aud second prize, Sir N, W, Throck-

morton, Bart., Faringdon.
Ram, of any age.—First and second prize. Colonel Kings-

cote, C.B., M.P,
^

Five yearling ewes.— Fir.st prize, Sir N. W. Throckmorton,
Bart, M.P. ; second, C. Chapman, Stoneiiouse,

Five cross-bred yearling ewes.—First prize, J. Bennett
Dursley ; second, G. Harris, Dursley.

Five cross-bred shearling rams.—First prize, G. Harris •

second, Mr. Richards, Dursley.
*

Five cross-bred ewe lambs,—Second prize, J. Bennett.
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SHErilERDS.

First prize, W. Sessiona, shepherd to Mr. Henry Playne,

Clialiord, Stroud, reared 283 laiubs from 191 ewes, up to 1st.

May, 1877 ; second, P. Carter, shepherd to Mr. W. Peacey,

Chedglow, Tetbury, reared 23(i iambs Irom 215 ewes, up to

l8t May, 1877.
PIGS.

Under a year old.

Berkshire boar.—First prize, A. Stewart, Gloucester; second,

Sir N. W. ThrockmortoQ, Bart.

Boar of any other breed.—Prize withheld.

Berkshire sow.—First prize, W. Hewer, Sevenhampton,

HiKhworth ; second, R. Swanwick.
Sow of any other breed.— First and second prizes, R. E.

Uuckering, fsorthope, Kirton Lindsey.

Over a year old.

Berkshire boar.—First prize, W. Hewer; second, A.

Stewart.

Boar of any other breed.—First prize, Lord Morefon, Tort-

worth-court, Falfteld, ll.S.O.

Berkshire sow.—First prize, R. Tommas ; second, N. Benja-

field, Molcambe, Shaftesbury.

Sow of any other breed.— First prize. Lord Moreton ; second,

R. E. Duckering.

Three sow pigs, of tlie same litter, under nine months old.

—First prize, R. E. Duckering ; second, W. P. Want, Dursley.

Sow and pigs.—First prize, 11. Swanwick; second, A.

Stewart.
CHEESE.

One cwt. thick cheese.—First prize, J. Pad field. Puddle-

town, Dorchester ; second, S. M. Harding, Huish, Bristol,

One cwt. double cheese.—First prize, T. Gabb ; second, G.

Hairis, Cam.
One cwt, thin cheese.—First prize, G. Harris ; second, J.

T. Hill, Whitminster.
BUTTER.

lyb. of butter.—First prize, C. Harris, Breadstone, Berke-

ley ; second, J. Buaton, Darsley ; third, T. Camm, Stinch-

combe, Dursley.
IMPLEMENTS, &c.

First prize, R. A. Lister, Victoria iron Works, Dursley
;

extra prize of £3, E. Humphries, Pershore ; extra prize JE2, of

Robey and Co., engineers, Lincoln.

HIGHLAND— (Co^^e/«<f6'rf from p. 15?).

SHEEP.
Cheviots,which are placed first in the catalogue,were never

been better represented. Mr. Thomas Welsh, Ernstane,

came to the front with splendid aged rams of his own
breeding. He took first and third honours ; the former

he secured by a beautiful three-shear, well backed and

coated, and with a fine neck ; the latter with a sheep

aaving well covered frame of both mutton and wool,

hlthough wanting a little in gaiety. Mr. Thomas Elliot,

Hindhope, secured the second, fourth, and fifth, with his

excellent sheep, who were prize winners at Liverpool.

Mr. James Archibald, Glengeltjwasawarded the commended

ticket with a sheep of fair shape and wool. The two-

shearling rams were a good displuy, headed by a strongly

quartered, beautifully-countenanced, and necked sheep

belonging to Mr. James Brydon, Kinnelhead Mofi"at.

Mr. Brydon had the second honours with a shapely,

strongly constitutioned animal, while Mr. John Johnston,

Archbank, had the third with a sheep of unusual size.

In a good class of shearlings Mr. Herbert Brydon,

Hurlfcstane Hope, was first with a sheep possessing

abundance of fine mutton and wool, the former evenly laid

on, and the latter nice and open. He secured by it the

first prize for wool also. A good handler with, pleasing

shape, was the Kinnelhead second sheep which was alsj

commended for wool. Only third honours fell to the

Buccessfu] Livei pool sheep, belonging to Mr. Elliot. The

ewe and giramer sections were in merit and numbers an

admirable display. The first ewes, well bred, large, and

shapely, came from Glengelt. The Kinnelhead second

ewes might be considered quite as symmetrical as the

former, although not having the same quantity of mutton
or wool. The lambs of the latter, however, were deservedly

first. Clearly first for gimmers were the Messrs.
Archibald ; their true symmetry, grand coat, and
countenance not surpassed by even the Hindhope sheep,

which came off' victoriously at LiverpooL Mr. Elliot had
to be pleased with second ; and Mr. Brydon third. The
blackfaced sheep were no less conspicuous for their merit

and numbers ; indeed, the shearling rams were the best

ever seen at the Highland Show. With a splendidly

coated, necked and quartered sbeep, Mr. Foyer,
Knowehead, took the premium honour. He also got

third with a fairly shaped and covered sheep ; while Mr,
Fleming, Ploughland, had secured the honour preceding

this with an animal of his own breeding, with sweet

countenance, and well-developed quarters. Mr. John
Archibald, Overshids, in the two-shear rams had no
difficulty in coming first with his beautifully horned,

distinctively coloured face, and flowing open coat. The
other two next tickets went to Mr. Aiken, Listonshid»,

with vigorous, well quartered sheep. In the shearling

class individual merit was close, and the judges were
some considerable time in deciding the positions of the

animals, jMr. John Watson, with a large, well-woolled,

finely-faced sheep, got first honour, and was commended,
by the same sheep for wool. A finely-boned, symmetrical
sheep from Dornat (Mr. Howatson) secured the second

honour. The first prize for wool in this class went to

Mr. Currie, Yorkston. This latter gentlman also got the

premier ticket for the best pen of ewes, one or two of

which were, as gimmers, prize winners at Aberdeen.

Their ewes, strong and healthy, got second. In the

gimmer class, which was a particularly strong one, Mr.
Melrose, Westloch, was easy first, with large, well covered

sheep, while Mr. Aitkin's sheep, though not so large but

as symmetrical, were put second. The Border Leicester*

were a splendid exhibition of grand, well-bred sheep ; Mr.
Purves, Caithness, was first in the aged ram class with a

sheep of rare quality, with great length, but with
moderate rib and coat. Messrs. Clarke's, Oldhamstocks,
Mains, second ram had a better sprung rib,and better skin,

although not so long in the hindquarters. The third

sheep, belonging to Mr. Aiuslie, Hillend, was a sheep of

great loin, and fine general symmetry, and might easily

have been placed further forward. He got, however, the

special prize for the best wool. Mr. Richard Tweedie'a

large substantial sheep,who was first at the Royal, was left

out in the cold, the judges here going in more for style

and quality than weight of mutton or wool. The com-
petition in the shearling tups is always an interesting

part of the scene. The first prize, after a laborious

shearing-down of a large splendid lot to one or two, was
given to the Messrs. Clarke with grandly-girthing hand-
ling sheep, and with sweet head ; while the second honour
was given to Mr. Ferguson's (Kinnochloy) ram, with

great length and size, but not so white and
purely-wooUed on the face as his more successful

opponent, whom he gave a hard runs for the first honour.
JNlr. Smith, of Castlemains, got third with a handsome
sheep, but on the small side and a little lucking in depth

of front. Mr. MeJvin's sheep, who were at the Royal
and took prizes, did not come into the list ; they did not

aPjiear to be looking so well as at the Liverpool meeting.

Mr. Nisbet, Lambden, came out strongly in the ewe
classes, as he always does. His first sheep were an even

lot, ad the animals being lengthy and shapely. Great

abundance of mutton, well carried, especially over the

loin, rib, and front, were the characteristics of the Forrest

sheep, which got second. The Messrs. Clarke's gimmers
were clearly first, although the judges took considerable

time to give them first position ; but this was^ we believe.
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owing to one of the judges having a fancy for the Marquis
of Trteedclcile's lot, which were not nearly so handsome on

most points as the Oldhaiuotocks sheep. The giuimers of

Mr. ilelviu, which got nothing at the Royal, got third

here. As usual, the Rosevalley Leicesters carried off most
of the honours in the sections of this breed ; the Cots-

wolds from Woolmet, and Lincolns from Tiuwald Downs,
and the Shropshires from Latimer, took the same pro-

minent positions in their respective breeds.

HORSES.
As indicated before, the display of Clydesdales was ua-

usunlly graijd. In the aged stallions Mr. Riddle's Darnby,
whivh has twice been lirst in the same class at Glasgow,
was selected for the first ticket. This animal is admir-

ably put together, and has a fine head and neck, aud clean,

strong bone. In short, he possesses a great deal of

Clydesdale character which is seldom found iu one horse.

Ivanhoe, belonging to Mr. Crawford, Strathblane, was
put second, and had taken a similar honour at the Glasgow
Stallion Sbow last spring. Ivanhot is a nicely-pasterued

aud buttocked horse, with great muscle and bone. Mr.
Kiddall's Paisley, which was so successful at Liverpool,

only got third, but although he gave Ivanhoe a good
heat for his position. Paisley, we understand, has

been sold at a sum bordering on £600 to go to Australia.

A large and magniticeut class was the three-year-old colts.

Prince George I rederick, belonging to Mr. Weir, East

Kilbride, was put first here, as at Glasgow in ^lay last.

He has well-developed muscle, fine strong bone, aud good
action. Mr. Weir bought him when a yearling from the

breeder, Mr. Martin, Aucheudenuan, at 3U0 gs. ; since

then he has taken many prizes. Mr. Lavvson, Deebaok,
was second with a handsome, strongly-built horse. Mr.
llouldsworth's third horse by Prince of Wales was bred

by ^Ir. Peter Brown, is beautifully coupled and nicely-

honed, aud was first last year as a yearling. The two-year-

old colts were a large and fine class. The bay colt which

was first at Glasgow, Ayr, and Liverpool came in easily

for the first honour, while the Kilwiuniug colt got

second, with well-built frame, powerful limbs, and pleas-

ing action. Mr. Crawford's colt, which was third here,

was first as a yearling at Glasgow, and commended at

that city last May. In the yearling colt class the colt

which Mr Riddell bought from Drew, and which is by

Prince of Wales, got first, while ^Ir. Brewster got third,

Sir Stirling Maxwell fourth, and Colonel Williamson, of

Lawers, commended, with remarkably strong, promising

animals. Colonel Williamson's yearling colt, we under-

stand, was sold to Lord Dunraore for £500, which is

about the largest price given for a yearling. The mare
class, although not large, comprised some animals of

great merit aud celebriiy. Mr. W. Henderson Hardie,

Borrowstoun Mains, had the first award given him for

Ranee, a dark brown mare of five years old, which had

Black Prince for her sire. She has splendid fore-legs

and feet, and is altogether well proportioned. At her

foot is a very fine strong foal of nine weeks old. Ranee
has taken many prizes in the course of her lifetime. She
ranked first as a one-year-old and two-year-old respect-

ively at the Highland and Agricultural Society's Shows
in Stirling and Inverness, was second wlien a three-year-

old at the Society's Glasgow Sbow, and fourth last year

at Aberdeen. In the course of this summer she has

takeu first prizes at Ayr and Glasgow, and yesterday

regained the reputation with which she set out in life,

standing as she now does first iu her section. Kelso

Maggie, a splendid animal, belonging to ]Mr. Thompson,
Baillie Kuowe, and bred by Mr. Symington, Kiikcarse-

well, [was placed second ; and the Dora of Mr. John
Hendrie, Kirkwood, a dark brown mare of twelve years

old, bred by Mr. Todd, Auchluuch, stood third, though

in the opinion of some she might have been placed

higher, Maggie, which was shown by M'. David
Buchanan, Garscadden Mains, at Aberdeen iu

1876, with foal at foot, and obtained the first

prize, is forward now for the silver medal, and
was also entered in the section for aged mares
in foal. Here, however, she has to be content with third

honours, the first place being given to Netty, a beautiful

bay of four years, belong'ng to Sir William Stirling-

Maxwell. Netty was bought for Sir William from the

Merryton stud in the spring at the price of 595 guineas.

She has been a very extensive prize-taker. In Northum-
berland last year she beat this year's prize mare at Liver-

pool. Mr. Drew was placed second with Sheba, a

chesnut of six years old. Iu the section of three-year-old

fillies Mr. Houldsworth, Coltness, again figured to advan-
tage. His Sally, a very handsome animal, with a good
free action, bred by Sir Wm. Stirliug-Maxwcll, gained
the first prize, repeating the houours she had previously

won. At various important shows she has during the

last two years secured no fewer than fourteen first prize

tickets. At Glasgow, besides gaining the first prize iu

her section, she carried olf the £20 silver cup for the best

mare or filly in the show ; she was first in the aged class

even at Hamilton, and got, in addition to the first prize

in her section, a silver medal offered for the best horse iu

the show. Mr. .\lexander Baird, of Urie, won the second
prize with Jess, which was bred by Mr. Steel, Lochwood

;

and Mr. Adam Smith, Stevenson Mains, obtained the

third prize with Milly. In the competitions with younger
fillies the principal awards fell to Mr. J. M. JNIartin's

Damsel, the Earl of Strathmore's Bess, bred by Mr. W.
Whyte, Hatton, Glamis ; the Jean of Mr. Baird of Urie,.

bred by Mr. Muirhead, Meikle Richorn ; and the Jessy

of Mr. Young, Hamilton Farm, Cambuslang. There was
a very large show of hunters and I'oadsters, but as a class

they do not by any means come up to the same stand-

point of excellence as the Clydesdales. There was a

small show of ponies. Among the number, however, were
the first prize stallion at Aberdeen of the Duke of Athole,
" Glengarry," which is now shown for the medium gold

medal ; and the first prize mai'e at the same exhibition of

Mr. Baird of Urie, also now brought forwaid for the

medal.

PIGS.

In the swine department, in which there was a smaller

display than on some previous occasions, the Earl of

Ellesmere, as usual, carried ofi' most of the leading prizes

with splendidly fed and bred pigs. In the poultry classes-

there were not much competition aud large numbers, but

the display was signalised by the j'reseuce of one or two-

birds of great merit.

Pinancialiy the Edinburgh Show has proved the most
successful the Society has had. The total drawing was
£6,717 ; while those at Glasgow, two years ago, were

£6,231, which up to the present time had been the highest

attained.

IMPLEMENT AWARDS.
The following are some of the implement awards : The

Jlinor Gold Medal was awarded to Stand No. 01, Wm,
Lincoln and Co., for No. 875, self-sustaining screw

pulley, block, &;c., invented by Wm. Thompson and Co.
Glasgow. Silver medals were awarded to the followiui; ,

Staud No. yS, Robey and Co., Lincoln, for No. S'jy,

self-acting circular-saw bench. Stand No. 100, Johu
Williams and Sou, Rhinddlan, Rhyl, for No. 001, patent

chall'-cutter, invented by Johu Whittaker. Stand No.

87, George Hathaway, Chippenham, Wilts, for barrel churn
with .Vrchimedean dasher aud metallic mouth. The
following were recommended for trial : Stand No. 80,

Brigham aud Co., Berwick, for Nos, 8~1 aud 82:i,
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turnip sliawer and rooter ; and No, 823, turnip thinner, I

invented by exhibitor. Staud No. 83, J. L. Catchpole,
'

Framsdeu, Stonham, Suffolk, for Nos. 829 and 830,

patent corn and seed separator, invented by exhibitor.

Stand No. 85, John Gregory, Westoe, South Shields,

for No. 833, turnip topping and tailing machine. Stand

No. 88, Haughton and Thomson, Carlisle, for Nos. 871

and 832, adjustable horse rakes, invented by exhibitor.

Stand No. <J0, J. and H. Keyvvorth and Co., 35, Tarleton-

street, Liverpool, for No. 874, the anchor self-discharg-

ing hay rake, invented by the exhibitor.

THE CLYDESDALE HORSE SOCIETY.

The Clydesdale Horse Society, which has been recently

originated, held its first general meeting in the sbowyard on

the Wednesday. Lord Dunmore, who has taken an active

interest in its formation, as well as in the proposed pub-

lication of the Clydesdale Stud Book, which is one of the

objects of the Society, occupied the chair. Amongst the

gentlemen present at the meeting were—The Hon. Walde-

grave Leslie, Colonel Williamson, of Lawers, Mr. Jacob

Wil-on, Woodhouse Manor, Morpeth ; Mr. James

Grahame, Purcelston ; Mr. Richard Tweedie, The Forest,

Yorkshire; Mr. John Marr, Kinguodie; Mr. David

Walker, Millbank ; Mr. James M'Queen, Crofts ; Jacob

Meuzies, Kelloe Mains ; Duncan M'Farlane, Terr, Helens-

burgh ; Mr. John Thomson, Bailieknowes, Kelso ; Mr.
Robert Mowbray, Cambus, &c. The business of the

meeting was to receive the report of the Council held

already that day, and to appoint auditors.

The Council minutes, which Lord Dunmore read, bore

that it was resolved that the Editing Committee should

cjnsist of five members, and that the following gentlemen

were appointed :—Lord Dunmore, Mr. Martin, Mr.

Young, Kier Mains ; Mr. Oliphant Brown, Shiel ; and

Mr. Keen, Lamloch. Tie General Purpose Committee of

seven members was appointed, among whom were—Lord
Dunmore, Colonel Williamson, of Lawers, Mr. Smith,

Stevenson Mains; and Mr. Clay, jun., Kerchesters. The
limitation of the number of life members was fixed.

Lord Dunmore stated that he had secured 92 life

governors as members of the society at 10 guineas, which

represented nearly £1,000 to start with. (Applause.)

The Council had appointed Mr. BIyth, accountant, as

auditor, Mr. Henry as treasurer, and Mr. Thos. Dykes,

Glasgow, as secretary. Mr. Duncan M'Farlane moved
the adoption of the report, which was seconded by Mr.

Grahame, and unanimously agreed to. Lord Dunmore
moved a vote of thanks to Mr.Henry for the valuable assist-

ance that he had given him in the collection of pedigrees,

and who had given the use of his office in Glasgow as the

registered office of the Society. Colonel Williamson, of

Lawers, proposed a vote of thanks to Lord Dunmore for

his great labours in connection with the Society, and the

courtesy and consideration he had shown to all who had

had intercourse with him in connection with the pros-

pective Stud-Book. Mr. Jacob Wilson bore testimony to

the great amount of labour which his Lordship had in

connection with the preparation of the Clydesdale Stud

Book, and the energy and perseverance with which it was

performed. They were told that they would get no

funds, but the fact that they had got ninety-two life

governors, representing nearly £1,000, showed that the

matter had been gone about in a proper way. Lord

Dunmore, in replying to the vote of thanks, said they

had £1,200 of funds at present, and owing to his under-

taking the expense of the first volume himself, there

would be very little expense for some time to come. He
had two clerks at home in London with himself busy work-

ing among bundles of pedigrees. He had, on the suggestion

of some parties, extended the time ol receiving pedigrees

to the 1st of August ; but horses which were not entered

by the 1st of August for the first volume could be entered

in a subsequent volume, so that every bred Clydesdale

horse would be entered in the Stud- Book sometime or
other. He could not say when the Stud-Book would be
ready, but that would depend a great deal upon the
breeders. He would not, however, attempt to print it

until it had been approved of by the Editing Committee.
In answer to a gentleman present, his Lordship stated it

was intended to enter mares and their produce in the

next Tolnme. This eoneluded the proceedings.

ROYAL OF E>fGLAND.

Monthly Council, Wednesday, August \st, 1877.
Present : Lord Skelmersdale in the chair, the Earl of

Powis, Lord Chesham, Lord Eslingtou, M.P., Sir A. K,
Macdonald, Bart., Mr. J. H. Arkwright, Mr. Aveling,

Mr. Cantrell, Mr. Leeds, Mr. Martin, Mr. Randell, Mr,
Ransome, Mr. Sanday, Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. George
Turntr, and Dr. Voelcker.

The following new members were elected :—
Abbot, Thomas, of Newark-on-Trent.

Blackstock, A. D., of Hayton Castle, Marjport.

Boubfield, Edward, oi Newark.
Campbell, Archibald, of Vulcan Iron Works, Thrapston*,

Campbell, Murdoch, of Clourcher Castle, Maryborough,
Queen's Co.

Carlisle, H. N., of Row End Firm, Markgate Street, Duns-
taole.

Cartwright, Thomas, of The Buildings Farm, West Felton»
R.S.O., Salop.

Clayden, Charles, of Maunden, Bishop Stortford.

Conwy, M^jor Conwy Rowley, of Bodrhyddan, Rhyl.
Craufield, W. N., of Morton Grange, Retford.

Forwood, Thos. B., of Thornton Manor, Neston, Chester.

Franks, Matthew H., of Westfield, Mountrath, Queen's Co,
Gaitskell, John, of Hall Santon, Holmrook, Caruforth.

Gardiner, Robert, of Birchgrove, Aberystwith.

Gardner, Wra. H.,of Llaner'yl, Welshpool.

Gregson, S. Leigh, of Overton Hall, Malpas.

GrjUs, Thomas Henry, of Tiscall Cottage, Stafford.

Hudson, James, of St. Andrew's Place, Penrith.

Hughes, Thomas, of Maesbury House, Oswestry.

Hughes, T. H. R., of Neuadd-fawr, Lampeter.
Joicey, J. G., ot Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Marshall, Richaid H., of Trenoon, St. Mawgan, St. Colamb,
Cornwall.

Morris, Edward Rowley, of Horaestay, Newtown, Mont.
Neale, Melville T., of 2, Park Villas West, Richmond, Surrey,

Nightingale, William Riraell, of Bishampton, Pershore.

Orraiston, John, of Wigfair, St. Asaph.

Parkin, William, of Blaithwaite, Aspatria.

Payne, James, of Thornhill, Dumfries.

Pickstone, William, of Maesmynan Hall, Holywell.

Pilkington, George, of Stoneleigh, Woolton, Liverpool.

Pryer, Frederick, of Daviogton, Faversham.
Pye-Smith, Arthur, of St. Pancras Iron Works, St. Pancra»

Road, N.W.
Reeves, Charl*?, of Manor Farm, Wooburn, Beaconsfield.

Rogers, Edward, of White Rock, Llanymynech, Mont.
Shepherd, Arthur, of Straw Eud, Kendal.

Smyth, Hugh Lyle, of Crabwell Hall, Chester,

Tod, A. J., of Woolton Grange, Woolton, Liverpool.

Williams, John, of Phoenix Iron Works, Rhuddlan, Rhyl.
Wortliington, John, of Whalley Range, Manchester.

Journal.—The Editor reported that he bad received

several of the papers for the memoir on British Agri-

eulture to be laid before the Agricultural Congress to be

held at Paris next year, and that the remainder of the

papers had been promised to be delivered in a few days.

This report was adopted.

Finance.—Mr. Randell presented the report, from
which it appeared that the Secretary's receipt sduring the

past month had been examiued by the Committee, and

by Messrs. Quilter, Ball and Co., the Society's aocount-
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ants, and were found correct. The balance in the hands

of the Society's bankers on July 31st was £3,090 7s. 7d.,

and at the Liverpool baukers £14,336 ISs. 5d., the sum
of £2,000 remaining on deposit.

Tlie Committee recommended that £4,000 be invested

ia the new 3 per cents. This report was adopted.

General, Bufstol.—Mr. Randell reported the

rL-commeadations of the Committee that the permanent
buildings of the Society be placed upon some land in the

Beighbourhood of the show-yard, as there is adifficnlty in

placing them upon the show grouud until next year
;

also that Mr. T. Dyke, of Ashton Ledge, who had been

invited and had accepted the office of steward of forage

for the Bristol meeting, be dtily appointed as such

;

further, that the Secretary be authorised to accept offers

of farm prizes by the Local Committee subject to the

conditions being such as have been already approved by

the Council. It was also recommended that in the

arrangement of the show -yard at Bristol the possibility of

separating miscellaneous machinery and non-agricultural

exhibits from the implements and machinery which are

purely agricultural be taken iuto consideration. This

report was ado.pted.

It was reported that the following noblemen and
f^entlemen had been appointed a general Brist<^ Com-
mittee :

Jones, J. Bowen.
Martin, J.

M sfen, R. H.
Milward, Richard.

Nichols, George.

Pole-Gell, n.Chandos.
Randell, Charles.

Ransunie, R. C.
Riwlence, J.

Sanday, G. H.
Shuttleworth, S.

Stratton, R.
Thomas, Christopher J.

1 urberville. Major Picton.

Turner, George.
Turner, Jabez.

Wakefield, W. H.
Wells, W.
Whitehead, Charles.

Wilson, Jacob.

Skelmersdale, Lord (Chair-

man).
Bridport, Viscount.

Chesham, Lord.

Lopes, Sir Massey, Bart

.

Musgrave, Sir R., Bart.

A.veling, T.
Ayimer, H.
Booth, T. C.

Bowly, Edward.
Bristol, High Siieriff of.

Bristol, Mayor of
Cantrell, Cliarles S.

Dyke, T.
Egerton, Hon. W.
Franlish, W.
Gibbs, B. T. Brandreth.
Hem8ley,J.
Horley, T , jun.

Horusby, Richard.
Jones, J. A.

General. Liverpool. — Mr. Shuttleworth pre-

•ented the repoit of the Committee in reference to the

accounts for the Liverpool meeting, which had been laid

before the Committee, and which it was recommended
should be paid. This report was adopred.

Showyaed Contract. — Mr. Shuttleworth re-

ported that the Committee had received a certilicate from
the Surveyor for the payment of £1,500 to Messrs. Fry
and Sons, being the fourth instalment on account of the

works at Liverpool, and they recommended that this

amount be paid accordingly. They further recommended
that Mr. Hunt's ordinary account for salary and expenses

connected with the Liverpool meeting be paid. This

report was adopted.

Cattlb Plague. — The following report was re-

ceived from Professor Brown, and ordered to be pub-

lished :

—

Aa outbreak of cattle plague was discovered on July M,
OB premises iu Norfolk-street, Bethnal-green, among ten cows,

all of which were found to be affected with the disease in

various stages, and one, to which further reference will be
made, died soon after the existence of the disease was detected.

Tlie animals were first seen by Mr. Shaw, the inspector of the

local anthority, and suli8e€[uently by the chief mspector of

the Veterinary Department, and also by Professor Siraonds,

Mr. Priestraan, and Mr. Ray ment, inspector of the Metropolitan
Market, all of whom agreed in the opinion that the symptoms
aai pusimorle/n appearances indicated cattle plague of the

most pronounced type. The true character of Ibe disease

having been delRrmincd, the source of the infection only

remained to be investigated, and, considering that there was

a long interval between the last outbreak and the one iinnie-

diately preceding it, a suspicion of the re-iniroduction of con-

tagion from abroad was immediately entertained. All the

facts however are in opposition to this idea. Cattle from

Germany and Belgium, the only countries throutch wliicli

cattle plague is likely to reach us, are excluded, and, further,

it has been ascertained that no foreign animals hid been

recently introduced mto the shed where the disease appeared.

The OEly other assumption is that tlie contagiura of cattle

plague had been preserved in some way in ilie Bethnal green

district • and thu inquiry which has baeu made has led to the

disc'ivery of circumstances which favour this view. Taken

in the order of their occurrence, the facts are as follows :—
The last reported case of cattle plague in the East of London

occurred on May 17th. Abo\it that time there were eleven

cows in the shed iu Norfolk-street, where cattle plague had

not, up to that time, broken out. Early in June pleuro-

pneumonia was reported to exist in the dairy, and at the time

of the inspector's visit only eight cows were in the shed ; one

of them was affected with lung disease, and was slaughtered.

The missing cows had been sold, it was stated, to a butcher

p'obably on account of pleuro pneumonia. Seven cows re-

mained apparently in good health, and towards the end of

Jnae a cow, the one which died of cattle plague on July 14,

was added to the stock, and in the beginning of July two

more were purchased, making the number up to ten which

were in the shed when cattle plague was detected.

• Suspicion was natnrally directed to the three newly pur-

chased cows, and an inquiry was at once instituted as to their

origin. Two of them it was ascertained came from perfectly

healthy premises on July 3rd ; the other one has a history

which quite justifies the assumption that it was infected when

it was brought into the shed in Bethnal Green. The animal

was purchased of a jobber and drover, who has a small

slaughterhouse in Bethnal Green, where he disposes of such

animals, cows chiefly, as he can purchase advantageously from

time to time. It will not be unfair to suggest that during the

existence of cattle plague in the district, many cows affected

with the disease were killed and dressed in these premises.

The cow in question was bought by the dealer at Romford

Market, and put into the slaughter house for the purpose of

being killed. On the following day the cow appeared to have

a good bag of mi!k,and the dealer, instead of fulfilhng his

first intention, decided that the animal would be more valuable

for dairy purposes, and accordingly he sold her to the dairy-

man in Norfolk-street, to whose shed she was taken direct from

the slaughter house. The date of purchase of the cow has not

been clearly made ont. The drover asserts that he bought the

animal on Wednesday, June 27th. The dairyman thinks that

she came into his shed on June 23rd. It is a fact that she

was ill on July 10th, and died on July 14th ; and it is further

certain that the disease had extended to all the animals in the

shed when the first inspection was made. The whole history

of the outbreak is quite consistent with the idea of an infected

animal having been introduced mto the shed about the end of

June.
" Every precaution has been taken to prevent the spreadiug

of the disease. The slaughter house and premises from which

the cow was taken have been disinfected, a district round the

dairy has been declared an infected area, and the movement of

cows out of any cow-shed in the area has been stopped. The

order which prohibits the removal of cattle, sheep, and

goats out of the metropolis still remains in force, and also the

Order which makes the Metropolitan market a place for the

sale of animals exclusively for slaughter.

"Cattle plague has again appeared in Germany, near the

Polish frontier, having been introduced, it is believeii, by meat

from Poland. Active measures have been taken by the Ger-

man Government to prevent the extension of the disease."

Protests were read iu reference to decisions of the

stewards, veteriuary inspectors, and judges at the Liver-

pool meeting. The Council in every case determined

to uphold the conclusions already arrived at.

The following vote of thanks to the Council for their

action in reference to cattle plague, which was passed at

the general meeting of members held in the show yard at

Liverpool was laid before the Council ;

—
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Proposeil 'by Mr. Altred Ashworth, seconded by E.

W. Meade Waldo, and carried unanimously:—" Tbat

the best thanks of the Society be given to the members

of the Council, and especially to Mr. Booth, iM'-. "Wilson,

and Mr. Jenkins for the tjreat assistaiK!9 they gave to the

Parliamentary Cattle Plague Committee by obtaining

evidence to be laii before it."

The Secretary was authorised to sign and seal as

agreement with the Local Committee at Bristol.

Cordial votes of thanks were passed to the H«ad Con-

stable of Liverpool, the Chief -Constable of Lancashire,

the Postmaster of Liverpool, and the Manchester and

Liverpool District Bank, for their efficient assistance

during the Liverpool meeting. It was moved by Mr.

Kaxdell, seconded by the Earl of Pewis, and carried

unanimously :

—

" That, with the sanction of-fche •Corporation of Liver-

pool, a timepiece, with a suitable inscription, be pre-

sented to Chief Superintendent 'Hancox, of the Liverpool

Police, in recognition of 'his valuable services during the

period of the Liverpool Show."

The following correspondence between the President of

the Society and the Privy Council was then read :

—

Royal Agricultural Sociftv of England.

12, Hanover Square, London, W., July 5th, 1877.

My Lord Duke,— I liave the honour to inform you that at

the meetine of the Council of the Society held yesterday, a

letter dated June 2Sth was read from the Clerk of the Council,

stating that the report of the Colorado beetle having been

found in a potato-field ia the neigbourhood of Cologne, has

been ascertained to be true, and detailing the steps which have

been taken to prevent its spreading.

With this letter were sent twenty-iive copies of a memoran-

dum relating to the beetle by the Canadian Minister of

Agriculture, together with an engraving of the insect ; audit

was staled that the Lords of the Council had caused these

documents to be sent to all the ports in the kingdom, and to

be otherwise widely circulated throughout the country;

and further that the Commissioners of Customs had

instructed their oEcers at the various ports to examine

every cargo of potatoes from America and Germany with a

7iew to prevent the introduction of the beetle into this

'Country.

I was thereupon desired by the Council of the Society to

call your attention to the fact that the introduction of the

(beetle is more to be dreaded in materals used for packing than

•with the potato. It appears that potatoes are imported from

America in casks without packing, and during the winter and

-early spring when the beetle is hybernating and unlikely to be

'.imported into Great Britian from that country. Tlie Council of

the Society were further of opinion that the document which

had been issued by the Lords of the Council, giving figures of

;the beetle in its perfect stage only has not calculated to assist

materially in its detection, as it would be mucn more likely

:to be introduced during the late spring and summer months

•in its larva or pupa state than as a perfect insect. They

therefore desired me to urge upon the Government to distri-

bute throughout the country figures of the insect in all its

stages, and for this purpose to call your Grace's attention to

the plate published in the Society's Journal for 1875, in

illustration of a paper by Mr. Bates ou the subject. A copy

of this Jo!(r«aM have the honour to enclose. I have the

honour to be, my Lord Duke, your obedient servant,

(Signed) Skelmersdalk, Prendent.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond and Gordon, K.G.

Privy Council Olfice, 7th July, 1S77.

My Loed,—T am directed by the Lord President of the

'Council to acknowledge the rect ipt of your lordship's letter of

the 5tli inst., and to request that you will be so good as to

convey to the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society the

expression of his Grace's thanks for the valuable suggestion

contained in your letter, and for the copy of the Society's

Journal which accompanied it.

The Lord President is most anxious that no effort should be

spared to prevent the introduction of the Colorado beetle into

this country, and his Grace has caused instructions to he

issued for tlie exercise by the otlicers of the Customs of tie

utmost possible vigilance in the eiaminaMon of cargr^s ar-

riving from any ports from which tlie iu>ects would be likely

to arrive, with a view to their imraeiliate des' ruction sliould

they unfortunately make their appearance. His Grace is folly

sensible of the importance of the suggestion contained in the

last paragraph of your lordship's letter, and has given directions

for the preparation and circulation of a drawing of the Beetle

in all its stages of development similar to that contained in

the volume you were so good as to send for his Grace's
inspection.—lam, my lord, your obedient servant,

(Signed) C. L. Peel.
The Lord S^lmersdale, &c., fee.

Some applications havinsj been received from landowers,

who are members of the Society, for additional copies of

the plate issued by the Society illustrating the Colorado

beetle in its various stages of development, it was resolved,

on the motion of Mr. Shuttlev/orth, that they he sup-

plied to members of the Society at the rate of 3s. per

hundred.

The Secretary laid before the Council a proposition

by Mr. P. W. Eeynolds, of the firm of Reynolds and Co.,

wood-working machinists, Soi'thwark, who were exhibi-

tors at Liverpool, suggesting that a subscription should be

raised for the benefit of the widow and children of Mr.
isaac Wtlson, who was accidentally killed in the Society's

Show-yard at Liverpool by the bursting of an emery
wheel, and requesting the Secretary to act as honorary

treasurer. It was thereupon resolved unanimously that

the Secretary be empowered to act in that capacity.

A letter was read from the Science and Art I3epartment

asking that the Jotinials of the Society from 1874, and
in future as published, be presented to the library of that

Department. This request was granted unanimously.

Letters suggesting prizes for potato-digging machines,

horses to be exhibited in harness, and for Longhorns,

were referred to the Implement and Stock Prizes

Committee respectively.

A letter was read from Mr. SsiiiH, of Woolston, in

reference to steam cultivation.

The usual holidays having bee granted to the Secretary

and Clerks, the Council adjourned over the recesa until

Wednesday, November .7th.

SHORTHOEN.
A meeting of the Council of this Society was held at the

Society's rooms, 12, Hanover-square, on Tuesday, July

81st. Present: Lord Skelmersdale, vice-presideat, in

the chair.

The following new members were elected :^^

Adkins, John Caleb, Milcote, Stratford-on-Avon.

Brooke-Hunt, A- E., Peer's Court, Dursley, Gloucestershire.

Sutherland, Charles Leslie, Coombe, Croydon, Surrey.

Withington, Thomas EUames, Holton Cottage, Wheatley,
Oxon.

Editing Committee.—The Earl of Dunmore re-

ported that the whole of the pedigrees of bulls in Vol. -23

were in type, and that there was every probability of the

volume being in the hands of the members by Chiistmas.

General Purposes Committee.—Mr. G. Murton
Tracy reported that the accounts for the month of July

had been esamined by Messrs. Quilter, Ball, and Co., and
the Committee, and v/ere found to be correct.

The Committee also reported that the Secretary's petty-

cash account had been examined and passed, and showed
an expenditure of £13 lOs. 4d. during the past moath ;

that the receipts for the month of July had been

£63 17s. 6d., the balance of the Society's current account

at the banker's being £857 12s, lOd., and £500 on
deposit.

The Committee recommended that cheques be

drawn for various accounts and salaries, amouatiug to

£173 18s. 2d.

The Committee also recommended the Council to ?»'
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Uiorise Uic Serivt;iry to seal, with the Snciefy's seal, the

power of attorney for the receiving of dividends by the

London and Westminster Bank.
This report was adopted.

In aceordanee with the 11th article of association, on
the motion of the Earl of Dunmore, seconded by Mr. G,
JIurton Tracy, Lord Skelmersdale was elected president

of the Society for the ensuing year; and on the motion
of Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Kart, seconded by Mr. Charles

Howard, the Earl of Dunmore was elected vice-president

of the Society for the ensuing year.

The Chairman, with much regret, reported the death

of the Rev. J. N. Micklethwait, a member of the Council.

Notice was given that at the next meeting of the Council

a member would be elected to fill the vacancy caused
thereby.

Leave of absence having been granted to the Secretary

and Cleik, the Couacil adjourned over the recess until

Tuesday, Noveaiber Gth, at three p.m.

YORKSHIRE.
jrEETIXG AT YORK.

Now that we ride without horses, and can go from
Loudon to York in one-fifth of the time it took in the

days of stage coaches, and for a sum that a moderate toper

of those times would have laid out in brandy and water

for himself, the coachman, and guard, still fancy in her

flights outstrips the rail and even the wires, as long before

the train ha<il reached the ancient city, through the soporific

influence of beat combined with reading and travelling

with our backs to the engine, we were comfortably seated

in the coffee rocm of the Royal Station Hotel, where the

waiter placing a smoking sirloin on a table announced
that dinner was ready. " Booth or Bates ? Where's the

pedigree ?" enquired we. But as no pedigree was forth-

coming, or hide, although we insisted on seeing it, to

ascertain whether the nose was black or flesh-coloured, the

horns waxy, green or yellow, and with or without black

tips, and the hair mossy, wavy, silky, curly, red, white, or

roan, as we positively refused to touch a bit until we
knew whether it was cut from a pure bred Booth or Bates

animal, the waiter, after a time, ushered in the Patron and
President of the Society, His Royal Highness the Prince

of Wales, and the Right Hon. the Earl of Zetland, with

the Memljeis of the Council brought up by Mr. Parrington,

the Secretary, and his assistant Mr. Stephenson, who, hats

in hand, begged to assure us that it was pure Booth beef

of the old Rose tribe (red or white), and consequently

descended in a direct line from Julius Cajsar or Belshazzar.

Thanking his Royal Highness and the deputation very

much, we, as they retreated backwards treading on one

another's toes, politely bowed them ont, and then were

just going to make a slash in the beef when we were again

awoke to the realities of this every-day life by the cry of
" Tickets, tickets." Aroused, we made for the excellent

hotel we had been dreaming of, in time to secure a bed

at ten-and-sixpence per night, including attendance, which

was reasonable in comparison to what we and others have

paid when attending the Yorkshire Shows ; still, it is too

much, and we think if the Yorkites really wished success

to their admirably managed Exhibition they would have

followed the example set by the good people of Birming-

ham, who, when the Royal was held there, agreed that

not more than five shillings per night should be charged

for a bed. Some leading Yorkite should have seen to this,

and the city set an example to other Yorkshire towns, at

which the Show is held, whose exorbitant charges are

notorious, and a drag to the progress of a Society which

has done and is striving to do their county some service,

by keeping hundreds of exhibitorsand others away. As he

has not done so

—

"OlT with his head, arid set it or. York eates,

So that York may overlook the towu of York."

The fortieth meeting of the Society commenced on
July 31st, and was held on Kuavesuiire, a name given to
the race-corn se by the good people of York in days when
you could tell a rogue by the cut of his hair, that is, one
just fresh from durance vile, but now, as we all go in for

the close crop, it is impossible to tell who has escaped
from Dartmoor, Han well, or from the many mansions we
have for the poor. But we are wandering from the mire,
which when saturated with rain, is heavy going, so that
the rogue is easily distinguished from the stout-hearted,
honest horse, and whereon ]\Ir. Parriugton for the second
time during his stewardship, has laid out with artistic

skill and taste the Society's tents and stabling. What
an improvement it all is to that of Howden, in 1804,
the year before Mr. Parrington took the reins, where
half-a-do^en horses attached to a light beam by halters,

having broken away with it from some hastily run-up
shedding, might have been seen dancing amongst the
company, and causing ladies and gentlemen of high
degree to pick up their feet as if fine action as well as
quality was essential to that state of life in which they
were placed.

As a show of stock it was decidedly good, for the Short-
horns were excellent, though a few short in numbers of
some other Shows ; then thcLeicesters and Lincolns were
good, but the pigs miserable for Yorkshire, but this was
owing to a change in the entry, which, instead of " under
twelve months and over twelve months," as at previous
Shows and the Royal, was " six months to twenty-four
months old." The cart-horses were good, but not
namerous, the coaching classes middling, the roadsters
and hacks fairly represented, the thorough-bred stal-

lions aud the hunters very well, though the latter were
not up to the form of many Shows we remember ; while
the ponies, as it came on a heavy storm on the second
day, when they were being judged, we did not see much
of. On the first day part of the riding classes were
judged in one ring, and the cattle in an adjoining one
behind the stand, and on the secoud day the remainder
of the riding classes, the cart-horses, and coaching classes.

The judges were supplied with catalogues giving the
names of the owaer and the animal, which, as we have
said before, is not quite our idea of a fair fight and no
favour ; nor do we see any reason for giving them. We
should like to know one.

We will now run through the classes, beginning with
the agricultural stallions above three years old, which had
an entry of fourteen, but only seven in the flesh, the
principal absentees being Le Bon, Young Samson, Simon
Pure, and Beauchief. The victor turned up in the now
famous Topsmaa—a horse of capital form, great power,
and good action, who played second to Young Samson at

Bath, and for the Champion Cup at the Royal, and who
now had, as his second best man, our ancient friend

Young Champion, with his white markings, and as well
known in the ring as one of his judges is as a breeder
of Shorthorns, the third being the compact and useful

Champion Clydesdale by Conqueror, with Ambition by
Heart of Oak, a very nice black cart-horse, from the
same stable. There were seven, again, out of an entry
of eleven, in the entire colts foaled in 1875, and the
udges got a goosing for placing a nice small active
Clydesdale—Souter Johnnie by Tam o'Shanter, out of
Jess, which only came in for a commendation at the
Royal among the Clydesdales—before the elect of all the
Royal Shire colts, viz.. Lord Ellesmere's powerful, big-
boned colt, Samson the Second. He was also put before
Topsman by Champion, the second at Bath and
third at the Royal. Mr. H. Outhw^aite's York-
shire Champion, and Mr. Grave's Scotchman,
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were fairly-made colts. The two-year-old agricul-

tural geldings and fillies were a good class, but

many could not see why the Royal verdict was reversed

and given to Bonny, which, althaufrh a nice filly, was

only commended at Liverpool. In fact, Lord Ellesmere's

prey Marshland- Princess was quite overlooked, although

as sweet, compact, nice-moving filly as any one would

wish to look at, and a first at Bath, and second at the

Rnyal. She has changed hands since the Royal, and was

only entered here as a " grey, sire Engl8.nd's Wonder."

This omission might have had something to do with it;

tut mind, we don't say so, Fatima, a thick-set mare, by
Honest Tom, and a third Royal being secand. Mr.

Tweedie's Nettle, ^Ir. ^larster's Miss Wonder, and Lord

l.econfield's bay by Royal Oak, we mark-ed for some-

thing good. There were half-a-dosea useful agricultural

geldings or fillies, the first being the strapping Lady
"Worsley, a Rayal winner, and the second Honesty,

though not so powerful, bat a nice short-legged filly, by

Honest Tom. Lord Leconfield's Bute was a good looking

'black. There were six out of seven capital cart mares,

with foals at foot, and all pretty well known in the ring.

Princess, a second at the Royal this year, with a grand

foal by Honest Tom, was placed before Lord Ellesmere's

iirst Royal, Honest Lady, which was only third, as Mrs.

Muir, from the same stable, was now put before her,

and Princess, also one of the Worsley string being highly

'commended. Mr. Staffer's Royal Dachess, and Mr.
Wright's thick-set chesnut mare make up the six. The
following was at the bottom of the class, and applies to

•brood mares and foals of all breeds :
" All foals must be

the produce of the mares with which they are exhibited,

and the judges in awarding the prizes for brood mares will

bo. instructed to give due consideration to the quality and
promise of the offspring." We thiuk it would be more
satisfactory to judges and exhibitors to give one of the

prizes for foals solely, and the other two for the

Lest mares, which is done at some Shows and
approved of by many judges. The sixteen coaching

stallions which came into the ring, with the excep-

tion of the couple selected by the judges, we thought had
Dot quite fashion enough for the present day, although

Penzance is a nicely made three-year-old, showing plenty

'of breed combined with good action, and The Count is a

four-year-old of power, but not showing so much quality

as the victoi', though a very useful horse and fair mover,

"years ago, when hounds did not go the pace they do now,
the Clevelands, in the county of Durham, were used as

hunters as well as to cut a dash in the family carriage,

and to speed the plough ; and now a colt or filly by a

thoroughbred horse out of a Cleveland mare is so sweet

to look upon in the eyes of some judges fond of flesh

and substance rather than blood, that they have taken

many a Yorkshire hunting prize. The best of the

coaching broodmares was old Bonny, a beautifully made,
Bhort-legged mare, with a handsome one of nice form by
Wonderful Lad as second best ; while the third prize.

Lady Jane, a brown, with Miss Porapey from Rexby, and
Nance, of Dalton-on-Tees, were good. There were eight

three-year-old coaching geldings, and three or four fillies,

but nothing of any extraordinary merit, and half-a-dozen

or so ordinary-looking two-year-old geldings with three

useful fillies. There were twenty-two roadsters out of an

entry of twenty-eight, but we looked in vain for such

smart little merry-going nags as All Fours, a bay with

four white heels, or one with the handsome cobby
character and breed that Sir Edwin Landseer, a one-eyed
black had, both of which, we think, were on Knavesmire
when the Prince of Wales was at the Show in 1866, and
faalf-a guinea was charged a gentleman for sitting in an
arm-chair that night at York. We fancy we see the late

Professor Spooner looking over Sir Edwin Landseer, aad

running his hand down his hoc1(s. when he held the office

that Mr. Pritchard now holds, and aCs his part so unob-
trusively. The first was Star of the East, a nag of power,
and a grand goer that we have noticed several times since

Skipton, when Mr. Holmes's, of Beverley. Sir Alfred is

of a nice size, with quality and action, and so is Prime
Minister, a very taking nag. Ofthe others we marked Mr.
Laverack's Matchless, Mr. Leake's Young Lord Derby, Mr-
Cousin's Weighton, Merrylegs, tho'igh rather over-topped,

Mr. Collin's Charley Merrylegs, and Mr. Ellerby's Kin^
Christian as some of the best. The ten roadster brood
mares, with several well known ones in, made a very

fair class, and amongst those not in the prize list were
iMr. Cook's Eclipse, Mr. Miller's Mabel Grey, and Mr.
Wright's Polly Horsley. The hackney or roadster geld-

diugs and mares, from four to six years old up to filteea

stone, were five fair ones, the fight for the first honours
being between Lady Wilton, shown by Mr. Hutchinson,
and Mr. Robinson's Brownbell, both showing very well

in the saddle, though when led we thought Brownbell
did it a little the best, as she stepped as horses do
when loose and startled. Still, it was hard
to say which picked their legs up the highest,

Brownbe'l or [,ady Wilton, Mr. Robinson or Mr.
Hutchinson. Oar old friend Charles the Second was
again first, and reminded us of the days of Hammering
Polly, of Sledmere—a mare we often thought would
require a new pair of forelegs every six months. Sir George
—not any of the horses of that name, but the Lord of New-
burgh Park—lode Sunshine, a very pretty clever haek,

but a heavy storm coming on must have put the drag on
to any pleasure there might be in riding about the ring;

but this is a matter of opinion, as, long after, Mr,
Arkwright, though he must have been soaked, might
nave been seen riding the Duke of Hamilton's BosfHj

ound and round again and again, apparently as delighted

fa duck in a thunderstorm.

If one could only get perched up in a cloud, and gee

now we all manage to amuse ourselves during the day,

what fun it would be ! This struck us in the Grand
Stand, wheQ we were a notch or two above everyone,

where there was a " cut-aud-come-again, there-you-are

and here-you-have-it luncheon," at three shillings per
head—payable before sight I

In the thoroughbred stallions, four years old and upwards,

suitable for propagating the breed of sound and stout

horses for racing or stud purposes, of which there were
eleven out of an entry of thirteen, the absentees being

Vul;;an and Merry Snnshine, the best was declared to be

Citadel by Stockwell, out of Sortie by Melbourne, that

we are tired of describing. The second best, King Lud,
by King Tom, out of Qui Vive, by Voltigeur, a horse that

has done some racing, and that every one was talking

about, bat that we should not have picked out as anything

very grand, as he struck us as being light and leggy, with

not the best of fore-legs, and though racing-like^ not at

present a show horse ; but we had not time to look them
over after they left the ring. Preakness, by Lexington,

out of Bayleaf, by Yorkshire, the American, we described

when placed first at Alexandra-park as a coach horse, and
think that if stripped of his flesh he would make one ofthe

worst of skeletons. The Gunner by Crater, out of

Double Shot by Stockwell, is dropping to his leg and
filling out, and with his capital ends and limbs should

make a nice horse. Pedomster by King Tom, out of

Miss Peddle by Poynton, has a deal of character, and is

hunting-like, remiadng us of Sir John Barleycorn on a

small scale. Then Asteroid by Stockwell, out of Teetotum
by Touchstone, though his ankles are queer, and he is in

his twentieth year,has something about him that we believe

in, and looks a good one. Syrian, by Mentmore, out of

Princess by Autocrat, with a pedigree in the catalogue
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laking liim back to Mosea, wliosc portr.iit we

have, is a very useful-lookinjj horse and found iiiaiiy ad-

mirers. Laiighiiii; Stock by Stockwell we have described

ovtr and over again, and so we have the neat handsome

Suffolk by Norlh Lincoln, out of Protection by U::fence,

and a nice horse, banirip; a little shortness in his second

tliighs and a want of freedom in his hind-lesr action,

liiveresk by Lainbton, his dam, by Arthur Welieshy

out of Polly Melandras by Ratan ; but what is the use

of a jiedij^ree to such an animal but to remind one of

1urnij)-tops. Kirby FJectham by the Streamer, out of

Miss Whip by Brother to Bird on the Wiuir, would want

a good pair of v\i;is;s to make a ilyer of him, as he has

about the coarsest head, neck, and fore-hand weever saw

on a thoroughbred horse. The owners of these two horses

should send them out propagating in foreign parts. Had
any cue talked to a leader of a stallion forty years ago

about " pro])agators " he would have thought he was

alluding to his gaiters. The thoronghbred stallions for

getting hunters, which shall have served balf-brid mares

in the county of Yoik during thesiason 1877 at a fee not

exceeding five guiueas, or •,'hich will serve half-bred

mares in the county of York during the season of 1878
at a similar fee, the prize not to be paid under the

latter condition till fultilled, were a fair lot of eiglit,

though Young Yaxley, a brown two-year-old huiitiug-

like horse, by Dominio, dam by Yaxley, which is no

pedigree, did not look a thoroughbred. The winner,

Due de Beaufoit, by Ventre St. Gris out of Dame
D'Honueur, by the Baron, a Frenchman by birth,

v^'ith the sire of Stockwell as his grandsire, is a very taking

horse, showing a deal of blood, with length and good

quarters, and limbs well placed, with kness and hocks

near the ground ; but he has rather round and almost

beefy shoulders, with lightish back ribs— it always takes

two horses to make anything like a perfect one. The
JVIallard by Knowsley, out of the Drake's Dam by
Pyrrhus the First, is a mnscular-built horse on short

limbs, with hind legs well under him, but rather twisted

fore-pasterns— still a very nice nag for the purpose, as

well as a good mover. So we described him when he

won this prize last year at Skipton. Then Plonghboy by
Van Galen, out of Liittle Casino by Inheritor, is a

lengthy, light-made horse, and a long, slovenly mover.

Bondsman by Bondholder, out of Maid of the Wo!d by

Sir Tatton Sykes, is deep-ribbed and useful. Lifeguard

by Lancer, dam by Magnum, is a horse of fair form.

Cedric by Volturno dam by King Caradoc, is a short,

fair-topped, corky horse, with stilty hind legs ; and the

other one was Young Yaxley, a three-year-old, by Dominio,

dam by Yaxley. This |too-short "dam by," pedigree,

reminds us of a nervous man with a slight impediment in

his speech, who asked, when Amsterdam was shown

—

" I-s-s-s tha-a-at Aras-Araster-dam Amster-dam ?" Nine

hunting brood mares and foals made a very good class,

but not up to that at Skipton last year—no more than

was a neat little mare, Snowfl;tke by Domino, dam by

Domino, like unto the Snowllnke by Magnum, dam by

Professor Buck, which beat Lady Derwent and eleven

other good ones there. The mare Achievement by Knows-
ley, dam by Laughing Stock, is a big, roomy, plain mare,

with a deep hunting fore hand, but rather plain in her

quarters and smallish second thighs. The third mare,

Lady Decanter by Codrington, is very neat and hunting-

like, and with Lady Derwent and the real Snowlhike,

which, be it understood, was not here—have been showing

themselves for some years, and so has Go-ah(ad by

Stephenson, wiiich we said a good word for at Thirsk ten

or eleven years ago when unnoticed in a class of, we
think, over thirty ; but she beat the winner afterwards at

Beverley or Malton in the days when judges were not

supplied with catalogues, for, miraculous as it may ap^jcar,

;
ic of Ihe same judges at Thirsk was iu office, and vhea

[

we told him he had put the Thirsk winner out altogether

[
and |iiit, the discarded Go-ahead first, he said he was not

j

aware that he had seen tlum before, though a good judge

i (oo. The corky Lady Lyune, the first Royal, was here

; with Mr. Batty 's Lady Caroliue, Mr. Kirk's Lady Swale,

I and Mr. Robinson's Gipsy, all hunting like, more or less.

Joker, out of Jester's dam, headed a fair class of hunting

yearlings, geldings, and fiilies, and a nice hunting-like

chesnut he is, though a little high on the leg at present,

with a very good one from Mytton Hall by Knight of the

Garter, dam i^y King of Trumps. Mr. Einmerson's

Doctor by East Coast, dam by King Caradoc, had also

hunting character with bone, and Mr. II. \V. Cholmeley'a

Landlady by The Baron, dam Lady Angela by Angelus,

had form, but was high on the leg. There were ten iu the

class, out of an entry of sixteen. The two-year-old hunting

geldings were very fairly represented by fourteen, and the

judges were a long time before they fixed on the winners.

Crispin by The Baron or Plouehboy, out of Clara by
Hubert, a good-lookiug one bred by the executors of the

late Sir George Cholniely, who was as famous for his

chesnuts as Suffolk is, which beat a very handsome blood-

like chesnut in Hambleton by Laadmark out of Sister to

Tiger by Codrington. Mr. Kirk had a deep-ribbed

brown, with good limbs by Highthorue, dam by Hadji,

and Mr. Lovel a nice-topped horse, but with anything

but wearing-looking legs, by George Osbaldestone. Nelly,

a tine filly of breed by East Coast, was queen of a small

but good class of two-year-old fillies. Mr. Dobson's

Chatterbox, Mr. Gowlands' Miss Stewart, and Mr.
Thompson's Evie being some of the best. The three-

year-old hunting geldings, with an entry of fourteen, had

some very good ones, including Boyuton, the Royal

winner at Birmingham and Liverpool, which was bred ia

I'^orkshire, and knows how to use his hind-legs ; the

second. Barrister, is a fine one by King Bruin, and, like

his sire, a disher, who we remember when at the Royal at

Battersea. Mr, Lancasters' brown by Biron Cavendish,

a good-looking horse with limbs, was not noticed, though

first last year at Skiplon. Mr. Crompton's Nobleman,

Mr. Scott's Speculation, Mr. Harrison's Ilulam, and jNIr.

Millers' Carbine, and some others were in the class.

Mr. Lett was first in a useful class of thrce-yoai--old

fillies with Baroness, a lengthy short-legged filly, with

good limbs, the second to him being Emblem, with breed

but queer forelegs, and the third the short-legged

Miss Watson. Mr. Jacob Smith was first with

Statesman by Baron Cavendish, a very sporting-

looking horse, nice and handy, and a goer,

beating Sir George, who till now has won everything of

any note—it was a very near thing. When the Prince of

Wales was on Knavesmire, in 186(5, Mr. Smith won with

The Savvell, very nice hunter, which the Prince bought

Mr.Woodcock's Ganton was a neat horse and a pretty goer,

and Mr. "Welburn's Canute, Mr. Ellis's Tomboy, and some

others were woithy of notice. There were four nice

four-year-old mares, the one not in the prize-list being

Bellona, which like Countess and Triumph is not un-

known in the ring or the columns of this paper. There

were eleven five or six-year-old hunting geldings or

mares up to fifteen stone with liounds, which was

won by Sir George, a chesnut by Theobald, dam by

Newmarket, a nice hunting-like horse, and a goer,

which we noticed at I-lington, when one of the first

of the dismissed, Baldersby being second ; while Perfec-

tion, a level-topped but decp-chestid chesnut and a goer,

of Mr. Bit ton's, seemed to be much fancied by the Master

of the Cakley. Mr. Kirby 's Toby, Mr. Brown's Grey

Friar, Mr. Brown's Hercules, and Mr. Whitehead a

Generous, a nice stamp but slow, were some of the besl:-

looking. Glengyle, with his grand stride, was agaiu to
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-the fsre in ri good class of eisliteeu, with The SherilT,

another giilloper, and a second to him at Skiptun, now
iiowhere, as the second was Rosamo'id, a neat dark-

chesnut mare and a fair goer, while the hunting-like

iMHJor came in for third honours. Mr. Ringrose's Sarah

is a sweet little mare, rather slack in her back, but a

jiretty galloper, and as quick aa lightning. C^iptaiu

•Preston had two, Eiiimeline and a bay by Wyndbam
Bud Mr. Musgrave, Uaiiby, all worthy of notice.

'" The object of the Council of the Society in ofFerintc

prizes for families of Shorthorns is to induce breeders to

fihovv their animals ill a nalni-al breeding state, and not

made up for exhibition, and the judsjes are instructed to

dfsqaalify any family wherein an animal has been forced

'into an unnatural condition." Bravo! This is a ste]) in

the right direction, and why should not these excellent

•instructions apply to bulls and cows shown for breeding

purposes, as it is well-known that this over-feeding and
.pimpering ia often the ruin of the pick of the land, and
through it we hear that Jupier is falling-ofF, surfeited,

lo is getting patchy in her rump—and that Augeas will not

exhibit his stock. In the Roman triumphs, the public

^etecutioaer walked behind the conqueror, and most cer-

tainly the butcher ought to follow up many a prize beast

shown for breeding purposes at an agricultural sliow.

These instructions show that the Yorkshire Agricultural

"Bociety's object is not to turn the kingdom into a nursery

for mere fancy, pampered breeds, and to discuss trifles

light as air, worthy only of toy-terriers and bantam
fanciers, but to encourage the breed of well-formed

animals, with sound bodies in sound hides, and that will

at the least cost grow into good beef, mutton, and bacon,

and sc pay the producer and help to feed a daily-increasing

^ population, and rear men stout of heart and limb, who in

an hour of need may be able to assist us iu holding our
• own. The Shorthorns, though in numbers a few short of

last year, made a -strong and good show; for the sweet

i-head, graceful neck, and full bosom, with the nicely pro-

vportioned deep frame and circular ribs—as if the animal
had takea to 'the discarded c'inoline—the long <juarter,

well-covered hip, deep twist, rounded arm, massive thigh,

and tapering leg, were to "be seen wherever the roving eye
rested for the moment. Mr. T. H. Miller's grand and
happy-looking family were not wanting in any of the
points we have been dilating on. They were Ringlet 11.,

Ringlet IV., Ringlet V., Ringlet VI., Ringlet VII., and
Becedictine, a red and white buU, who should have been
christened The Baron

—

" The advent'rous Baron the bright locks admired."

In fact, they were the same family, with an increase of

one, Ringlet VII., which were at the Royal, and here had
•simply to walk round the ring and ehow themselves for

£50 ; for Mr. Ashburner's famii-y, the only other entry,

were not in the yard—so the Society had to put away
till next year the other £35 they had so liberally offered

,
in prizes. The bulls, of any age above three, certi-

fied to be th-e sire of live calves, and also to

iave served three cows or heifers since the 1st of
January, 1877, were six well knowa in the ring
Sir Arthur Ingram, the firs! Royal; Teleraachus VI., the
second Royal ; and Baron Brunaow, a neat bull which
took third place, beating the third Royal, Serjeant Irwin,
for beating him, which the Serjeant has done. The
others were General Fusee, the fourth Royal, in bulls not
exceeding three years old, which he did at York by six

days ; and the Duke of Chamburgh, a fourth Royal. In
the Shorthorn bulls above two and not exceeding three

^ years old, Lavangro, the light, elegant, and lengthy third
iJRoyal was first, beating Snowstorm the Grand, and the
l^rst Eoyal, and Rear Admiral, the second Royal. La-
vangro, after this, exploit, is going to Germany ; so there
will be no chaace of their fighting it out again with him.

The others were the highly commended at the Royal, Sir
Hugh Irwin; the commended. Count Townelt^y, Clovis,

and the useful Fox from Sledinere, which was not at
Liverpool. There were seven bulls above one year old
and not ab')ve two years old, the Flag of France, a very
compact bull with a good head, and a third Royal, being
first, and Kalrnazzo, a secou.! R lyal, close up, and very
showy he is, ivith his t.iil a little too high, while the third
was Prince of Geori'ia, with a steery horn, and a
patchy rump. Mr. Linton's Fitz Arthur, a tine, taking
white bull, and which li;is beat ilie lot, has fallen awav,
and looks flat in his rib ai"' quarter, and high in the leg.

The others were G-nera! Ilirt, a highly commended at

the Royal, and Prince O leida and Biron Aston, of Sir

F. Custable's. Tne Shorthorn bull calve« above five aud
not exceeding twelvemonths, were five, Vice-Adiniral, the

first Royal, and a prize-taker at the Highland S)ciety,

being the elect—and a loug. level, broad-cbesleil bull he is

—the second being Baron Rigedale, a second Royal, who
looks like going in theloiu, while the third was the neat
Lord lieuediirt. The handsorn"; General Favourite was
here, l\Ir. Jt-fferson's (lat-ribbed Gazette and Lady
Pigott's steery-horned Noblis.

The Shorthorn cows above three years old were good,
the first being the well-known Royal Lady Alicia, with
her fine fore-qnarters, and a neat, thick-set frame, with
hooped ribs, beating Zvezda, which walked, or rather

waddled, along with her back arched as if she was
dragging on a miserable existence ; and it was whispered
she was going

—"Where? "said we, innocently—she is

another victim of over-stuffing, that cannot stand high life,

and is going all to pieces, while a sweet cowof great character

is Queen Ithaca, though out of it. Royal Rose was third,

while the great coarse lilooiiiing Bride looks like a butcher's

bride, and a full blown one too, and as patchy as she can be.

showing high living in every wrinkle, while Fairy in her
twelfth year, who seems to have led a sober life,

is now but a wreck, still the dam of General Flirt,

General F'avorite, and General Fusee. The highly com-
mended Alma is very level and even, but with no great

character, but Mr. Atkinson's Moonshine is a sweet cow.
Mr. Hutchinson is again to the fore with the good-looking,

deep, broad-framed Grateful, a secoud Royal winner, and
now beating Imperious Queen, who is said to be going
ofi-gluttony again ! If people only knew when they
had enough how happy we might all be—at least

not hungry. The others were Mr. Fawcett's

Bramhope Darling, the Stand Stud Company's Lady-

Beautiful and T. Bland's Brazilian Bride. In the Short-

horn heifers not exceeding two years old, we could not

see why the raw-looking steery Victoria Lucida came to

be placed before The Lady of Worsley Hall, a very-

massive animal, with a nice head, and the winner of the

first Champion Cup at Bath for any breed, a second Royal
and a first at Doncaster, as over-pampering has not been

abolished, or before the " Second Lady Carew." Mr.
Ward's Sweetheart would lose her lover in such company,
and Mr. Linton's Carnation is a flower that would not

attract. There were eight heifer calves, and most of them
neat and pretty. There were three cows for dairy

purposes, with such glorious bags, ready to burst,

poor brutes ! We inspected them while the judges were
gone to luncheon and before they were judged, when the
milk was actually streaming from the teats of the second
prize, and on telling one of the judges we should notice

it he said " I really hope you will, for it is cruelty to

animals, and I thought she might have died with milk
fever." There were only two Alderney's through the

death of Mr. Brown, of Rossington, Doncaster, a great

exhibitor of them.

The Leicesters we have said were good, and Mr.
Hutchinson was a long way ahead of any, with hi»
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Royal shearling ram, which was pronounced by all to be a

wonderful sheep, so time throughout. Nlr. Bortou

being a poor second, though he had five entries for his

sheep, wanted a leg of mutton ; while Mr. Turner was
nowhere with his three. Messrs. Coverdalc, Leake, and

Jordan were the other exhibitors. la a good even lot of

aged rams Mr. Borton was first with an excellent sheep,

and Mr. Creswell with a good one, who had a hard tight

with one of Mr. Coverdaie's for second honours. There

were representatives from the flocks of Messrs. Marris,

Turner, Leake, and Brown. Five nice pens of gim-

niers bring us to the end of the Leicesters. The Lincolns

wer« also well represented with the pick of the following

well-known flocks, Messrs. Howard, Johnson, Cart-

wright, Byron, Wright, Dudding, Pears, and Smith. In

sixteen entries, the first and second Royal shearling rams
were placed as at Liverpool. There were but four aged

rams, the first and second being very good, and not much
t ) find fault with the other two, while five fair pens of

s'learling gimmers bring us to the twenty pe"s of sheep,

of any Down breed, in three classes, which bothered the

judges cruelly, S3 much so, that they advised that

there should be no more of it. Still this sort

of thiog takes place when there is a champion cup.

for the best animal in the yard. The best sheariint; ram
was an Osford, and the second sod third Shropshires

all useful sheep. Mr. Pilgrim won the first and second

prizes, with two short wooled aged rams in a class of five

entries, and His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, the

first shearling gimmers, with some very nice Soirthdowns

from the Sandringham flock, and as round as balls of

wool. Mr. Baker being the second, and Mr. H.
Miller the reserve, with some matching Shrope.

The pigs as we have explained before, were a failure,

and with the exception of a few nice Berkshires, one or

two of the white and a few nice black, were an ordinary

collection.

The show was a success and well attended, and is to be

held next year at Northallerton.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle : G. Drewry, Ilolker, Carke-in-Cartmel,

Lincashire ; W. Parker, Penrith ; L. C. Clirisp, Alnwick.
Skeep.—C. Stephenson, Woburn ; G. Walmbley, Bridlington

;

T. C Dixon, Brandesburton, Beverley.

Pigs.—J. Wilson, Morpeth; W. Goodrick, Corbridge-ou-

Tyne,
Horses.—Tiioroughbreds, hunters, and roadsters -. R. Ark-

wright, Wellingboro' ; Jf. M. Richardson, Ulceby ; W. T.

Scarth, Darlinpton. Coaching and Agricultural : T.

Gibbono, Carlisle; E. Godfrey, Brigg; J. Outhwaite,

Catterick.

HoKSE SiioElXG.—T. Bowman, York; R. Durnford, Tad-

caster.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Families of Shorthorns, to consist of cow of anv age, and

t*o or more of her descendants.— First prize, £.5(1, T. H.
Miller, Poultott-le-Fylde, Lancashire (Ringlet 2nd and five

descendants).

Bulls, of any age above three years old.— First prize, £20,

W. Linton, Sheiitf Hutton, York (Sir Arthur Injrram) ;

second, i'lO, Marquis of Exeter, Burgblt-y Park (Tclemachus

6tli) ; third, £5, B. Fletcher, Carlton, Yeadou, Leeds (Baron

Brnnnow).
Bull, above two and not exceedin;; three years old.— First

prize, £20, F. J. S. Foljamhe, M P., Worksop (Lavangro)
;

•econd, £10, the Duke of Northumberland, Alnwick Cunile

(Snowstorm) ; third, £5, T. Willis, Carperby, Bedale (Rear
Admiral).

Bull, above one and iiot exceedin? two years old.—First

prize, £25, F. J. S. Foljambe, M P. (Flag of France) ; second,

£10, W. Tennant, Selby (Kalamazoo); ih^rfl, £5, B. St. J.

Ackers, Painswick, Gloucestershire (Prince of Georgia).

Bull calves, above five and not exceeding twelve months
old.— First prize, £10, T. Willis (Vice-Adraira!) ; tecood,

£10, Eir! of Fnverslnm, Uelin->ley, Yorks'nre (Bi<rot Rye-
dale)

; tliird, £), T. Strickland, Tliirsk Junction (Lurd
Benedict).

Cows, of nnv a^R above three years old, in calf or having
produced a (ully matured calf since Anaust 1, 1876.—First

prize, £20, 'l\ H. Hntchinson, Catterick (Lady Alic's) ;

sec )nd, £10, E'nily, L'^dy Pigo', Weybridse, Surrry (Zvezda)
;

tlnnl, £5, R. Rrnce, Nortnallerton (Royal Rose).

lleitVrs, not exceedin? three years old in-c^lf or milk.

—

First prize, £20, T. H. Hutchinson (Grateful) ; second, £10,
K mly. Lady Pigot (Imperious Queen) ; third, £5, Emily,

Lady Piiot (Rosalha).

Heifers, not exceedin? two years old.—Fir«t priise, £20,
Ei.ily, Lady Pigot (Victoria lui^i la) ; secord, £10, Enrl of
Ellesmere. Manclie-ter (The Lad)); third, £5, B. St. John
Acker", Painswick (Second Ladv Carew).

Heifer calves, above five and nit exreedine twelve months
old.—First prize, £15, J, Snarry, S'ediiere, York (Eakteru

Princess) ; second, £10, B. St. John Ackers (Third Lidy
Carew) ; third, £5, T. H. Miller, Poulton-le-Fylde (Flower
of France).

DAtRY CATTLE.
Cows for dairy pnrposes.— First prize, £7, J. Scott, Ponte-

fract (Carnation) , second, £'5, S. Frank, Brandsby, Ea^ing-

woM.
Alderne», Jersey, or G icnsey cows or heifers in calf or

milk.— Pjrst prize, £7, .Mr. Pearson, Pontefract ; second, £3,
Lord Wnarnclilfe, Shellield (fi.dy Susan).

SHEEP.
LEICKSTERS.

Shearling rams.—First prize, £10, T. H. Hutchinson,
Catteriek ; second. £10, J. Borton, Manor House, Mal'on

;

third, £5, W. Kendall, Ness.

kged rams.— First prize, £10, J. Borton ; second, £5. R.
W. ('re«well, Rivenstone.

Five sliearline; gimmers.—First priz", £15, F. Jordan's

Executors, Eastburn, Driftield ; second, £7, W. Brown, Holme.
on-Spalding Moor; third, £3, T. H. lluruby, Ganlon, York.

LINCOLNS.
Sliearling rams.—First prize, £15, and second, £7, A.

Garfit, Scothern, Lincoln ; third, £3, E. J. Howard, Noetou,

Lincoln.

Aged rams.— First prize, £10, E. J. Howard ; second, £."),

H. Smith, Bingham, Notts.

Five shearling gimmers.— First pri/,e, £10^ J. Pears, Mere,

Lincoln; second, £5, T. Cartwri^ht, Lincoln.

ANY DOWN BRIBED.

Short-vroolled shearling rams.— First prize, £15, G. Street,

Maulden ; second, £7, Earl of Zetland, Richmond, Yorkshire
;

third, £3, T. H. Miller.

Short-woolled ajied rams.—First prize, £10, and seconl,

£5, T. C. Pilgrim, Hinckley, Leicestershire.

Five thort-woolled shearling tjimmers.— First prize, £10,
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. K.G., Sandringhaui ; second,

£5, T. C. Pilgrim.

PIGS.
SIX TO TWENTY FOUR MONTHS OLD.

Boars of the 'arge breed.— Prize, ^£5, G. Sedgewiek, Yo.-k

(Lincoln).

Sows of large breed, in pig or milk.—No entries.

Boar of small breed.—No entries.

Sow of small breed in pit; or milk.—First prize, £5,
and second, £2, G. Sedgwick (Queen).

Boars of black or Berkshire breed.—First prize, £.3, J.

Marshall, Shipton, York ; second, £2, J. MoUett, York (Kid-

brok.).

Sows of black or Berkshire breed in pis or mi'k.— First

prize, £5, and second, £2, B. St. John Ackers, Painswitk
(Snowflake II. and Snowdrop II ).

Boars of any breed, iiot (pialifieJ to compete in Classes 21,

23, and 2.") — Prize, £5, W. Holmes, York (,
Brutus).

Sows, of any breed, in pig or milk, not ^ludified to compete
in Classes 22, 24, and 26.— Firet priz", £5, L. Bar-tow,
llazelbuiji, York (Sally) ; second £2, G. Sedgewiek, York
( Lncy).

Th ee breeding sows of any breed, und"r twelve months
old --First yri", £5, J. Mollett, York (Rase, Moss Rose,
and Dfwdrop) ; seco.-d, £2, J. J. Hunt, York.

HDRSES.
THOROUniinREDS.

SlalHoui, four ye.^rs old aud upwards, suitable for propa-
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gating the breed of sound aiid stout horses for racing or stud

/purposes.—First prize, £100, T. Gee, Wadhurst, Sussex

((Citadel); second, £.30, Earl of Zetland, KiclinioiKl (King

I'Lud) ; third, £25, Duke of Haoiiltou, Eiston Park, Wickliam

j^Market (PreHkness).

Stallions, tliorouxhbred for getting hunters, which s^hall

' have served Inilf-bred mares in the couuty of York during tlie

season of 1877, at a fee not exceeding five guineas, or wliicli

will serve half-bred niaresjin the county ot York during the

season of 1S7S, at a eimilar fee. (I'he prize not to be paid

under the latter condition till fu'fillsd.— Eirst prize, £'iO, ti.

E. Clare A'yner, llipoa (luc de Beiufort):; second, £-25, M.

Bidduiph, M.P., Ledbury (The Mallard) ; third,^10, J.Gilby,

> Beverley (Ploughboy).

Coaching stallions.—First prize, £15, W. Kirby, Stimford

\Bridge, York (Lord Penzance) ; second, £5, F. Leak*", North
tJave, Brough (The Count).

lloadster s-tallioBs.—Firs-t priz», £15, Tlie Stnnd Stud Com-
panv, Whitefield, Mancliester (Star of the East) ; second, £5,

G. Wilberforce, Pocklington (Sir Alfrea).

Agricultural stallions, three years old and upwards.— First

^prize, £30, J. F. Crowther, IMirfield (Topsman) ; second. £15,

;The Stand Stud Company (Young Champion) ; third, £5, \V.

> S.mpkin,, JIull (Clydesdale Champion).
.Entire agiicultural colts, foaled in 1875.—First prizp, £15,

: R. Tweedie, Catterick (Souter Johnny).; second, £5, Eirl of

iEllesmere, VVorsley Hall, (-Samson .Second).

Hunting brood mares and foals.— Firbt prize, £30, C. 11.

tHart, Dunuington Lodge, York (Achievement) ; second, £-2i',

"E. Hornby, Ganton, York (Lady Dervpent) ; third, £10, 11.

AVatson, Xewbiggin, Filey (Lady Decanter).

Coaching brood mares and foals.—First prize, £20, J. and

T. Reader, Holme (Bonny) ; second, £10, G. Robinson, Haux-
weli, Bedale ; tliird, £5, J. Train, Aulaby Common, Hull

(Lady Jane).

Roadster brood mares and foals.— First prize, £20, J. Kirbv,

Stamford Bridge (M.id of all Work) ; second, £10, I'he Statid

Stud Company, Whitefield (Miss Polly); third, £5, W.
J^Iorfo,lk, Appleton, Catterick (Jenn_\).

Agricpltiiral brood mares and foals —First prize, £30, T.

11. Miller, Poulton-le-F>lde, Lmcashire (Princess of Wiles)
;

second, £20, Eul of Ellesmerf, Manchester (Mrs. Muir) j

rthird, £10, Eirl of EUf.smere^lf^onest Jjidy).

Two years old agricultural geldinis or fillies.—First prize,

£12, The Stand Stud Company (B <nnyt) ; second, £6, T. H.
Miller (Fa'ima).

Three years old agricultural geldings or fillies.—First prizp,

£15, Earl of Elh'Sinere (Lady Worsley) ; second, £5, W. P.
Miller, Merlewood, Lincasliire (Honesty).

COAril IIORSE.S.

T*o years old coaching gfldings.—First prize, £10, J.

Kirby (Belthorp) ; second, £5, J. Potter, Kirbymoorside
(Leading Article).

Two years old coachice fillies.—First prize, £y, T. Irving,

Bowness on Solway (Belle) ; second, £5, J. Thompson,
.Selhy (Bee).

Three years old coaching gelding'.—First nri^e, £15, J.
Kirby (Prince Imperial); second, £1), 11. Watson; third,

£5, J. Kirby (Yorkshireman).
Three years old coadiiog lillies.—First prize, £10, T.Irving

Bowness-onSolway (Kate); second, £5, W. Wray, Long
Marston, York (Kitty).

ROADS PEKS, HACKNEYS, AND rONIES.
Hackneys or roadsters, geldings or mares, Irom four to six

years old, equal to carry fifteen stones.— First prize, £20, J.

Robinson, llessle 11 )ad, Hull (Brownbell) ; second, £10, W
H. Blackinan, Howden (Lady Wil on).

Hackneys or roadsterf, geldiijgs or msres, from four to six

years old, equal to carry twelve stones.— Ji'irst priz-, £15, J.
Robinson, Churles; second, £5, T. Eowmm, SleJmere
.(Victory).

Ponies, geldings, or mares, not less than 12^ hands, and
not exceeding U^ hands high.—First prizp, £10, J. 11. Smith,
Shipton, Market, Weigiiton (Queen of the Fairies) ; second,
£5, Duke of Hamilton, Easton Park, Wickliam Market
(B ;xo).

Ponies of any age or sex, not exceeding 12^ hands high
suitable for children, to be ridden in tiie ring by boys under
fifieen years old.—First prize, £10, A. H. T. Newcomeu,
K-dcar (Jii)

; second, £5, Miss Newton, Norton, Malton
(Lilly).

HUNTERS,

Year'in? hunting geldings or fiMies.—First prize, £10, Duke
of Hanii Itou, Easton Park, Wickham Market (Juker) ; second,

£5, Mmjof Srapylton, Helperby.

Two 3 ears old bunting geldings.—First prize, £15, H.
W, Ctiol'ieley, Rilling*tou (Crispin); second, £5, B. liomby
(Hambletoi.)'.

Two V ears old hunting fil'ies.—First prize, £15, M. Haw,
Piers, b idge, Dariiiigton (Nelly) ; second, £5, A.J. Cholmley,
Rillingto'i (Coromandel).

Three years old hunting geldings.—First prize, £20, Duke
of Haini loa ; second, £10, J. D. Crompton, Thornhotme
(Barris er) ; third, £5, J. Dickson, llazlebush, \o:\
(Stockton).

Three yeirs old hunting fillies.—First prire, £20, J. Lett,

Scftmpst'in, York (Bironess) ; second, ,£10, T. Carter, Drif-

field (E'nblem) ; third, £5, W. H. Key, Fulford, York (Miss

Watson).
Four yea-s old hun'ang geldings.—First prize, £20, J,

Smith, lluinberton, Ilelperby ((.Statesman); second, £10, F.

P. Newton, Norton, Malton (Sir George) ; th.ird, £5, A. J.
Brown, North Klmsall Hall (I'he Lnmb).

Fuur-year-old hunting mares;.—Fiist prize, J. Akenhead,
Fluston (Countess) ; second, £10, J. Musgrave (Ti.iuinphj) ;

third, J. Darrell, York (Viscountess).,

u'"'iv« or six yeirs old hunters, geldings, or mares, up to 15

•s'ones with hounds.— First prize, £20, G. Holmes, Beverley

(Sir George) ; second, £10, J. B. IVioth, Killerby, Catterick

(lialdersb)); third, £5, W. Whitehead, Wellingboro''

(Generous)

Five or tis years old hunters, geldings, or mare«, up to 12

stones with hounds.—First prize, £20, T. II. llntchinson,

Catterick, Yorkshire (Glengyle) ; second, £10, W. Wri.!ht,

Noltiugham (Rosamond) ; third, £5, P. Matthews, York
(M.j.r).

SUMMATvY OF ENTRIES OF LIVE STOCK.
Cattle 86
Sheep 131
Pigs 33
Horses 352

Total. (i03

NORTHUMBERLAND.

The ann«al Show of the Northumberland Agricultural

Society was opened on August 8th, on the Town Moor,
at Newcastle. The liberal preiniuuis offered this year

—

amounting to £1,300, iacludiog twenty silver cups given

by various bodies and individuals — brought together

eiost of the prize-wiuuers at recent large Shows, both in

the Shorthoru and horse departments.

Of the nine entries in the aged bull class of Shorthorns

only five appeared. Sir Arthur Ingram was at once put

aside for the lirst place, and the contest lay b-^tvveen Duke
of Charaburgh, Duke of Howl, and Cloves for second and

third honours. From the first the judges seemed to look

favourably upon the Duke of Howl, and it ultimately

obtained the second prisje, Cloves coming third, while

Mv. M'tcheirs bull was highly commeuded. There were

only two absentees from the two-year-old bull class, and
the seven which appeared were a beautiful lot. Snow-
sttrm and Albany, the Duke of Northumberland's pair,

were greatly admired, and the former— first at the Iloyal

this year— was at once selected for the first place. After

soine ddiberation, Albury, which was first as a yearling

at Binniugham and third at Edinburgh, received the third

priz", and R'-ar-Admiral was placed in the same position

relatively to Snowstorm as he occupied at Liverpool. The
yearlings were a large class, and, most of them being

nearly equal in merit, were rather a difllciilt class to judge.

Kalamazoo, the second winner at the Royal, was placed

first, and the son of Arthur Ingram (Fitzarthur) took

second honours. Kosecrai.z, a son of the celebrated

Duke of Aosta, and the largest bull of the class, came in

third, Yearliugs were a promising lot. The first prize.
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was taken by ^rr. Willis's Vice-Admiral, which occupied

the same position at Liverpool. The cows were a decidedly

superior collection. The judges were occupied a long

time in makiug their awards. They soon selected the

Catterick cow. Lady Alicia (the second winner at Liver-

pool), for the first place, Mr. Mitchell's Alma being

second, and the Shaw I'aniij cow Carolina &th, third.

Three two-year-old heifers appeared, and the judges I'e-

versed the Royal decision by placing the Catterick heifer,

Grateful, after Gaie'y »rd. Ten ovA of thirteen repre-

sented the yearling class, the p ize winners being iud
Lady Carew, from Fdinswick, and Diadem 2nd. The
heifer calves were a nice lot, and the fii-st prize was
awarded to Sj'd Lady Carew. As soon as the first pr'ze

b«Hs were led into the rinse, the judges avvarded the cup

offered by the Newcastle Corporation for the best bull to

Sir Arthur Ingram. The silver cup given for the best

Shorthorn cow or heifer was given to Gaiety 3rd.

"^he horses, of which there was a splendid show, were

vrsU represented- in all classes. Not a few of the prizes

went to Yorkshire and Scotland. Most of the prizes

in the sheep department went to Yorkshire and the

borders. Nearly all the prizes for pigs vvexe taken by the

Earl of l^Uesmere.

r R I Z E LIST.
CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS.
©uUs, above three and undtr seven years old.—First prisp,

M;lO, ;u)(i cup, vulue £-25, \V. Linton, Sherilf llutton, York
(Sir Artliur lujfraiii) ; second, £10, J., \fickers, Crook (Duke
of llowi) ; third, £5, B. St. Jolin Ackers, Paiuswick
(,Clovi.«).

Bulls, above two a.ad under three years old.—First prize,

£l.j, Duke of I\ortliuinl)eriand (^Snowsturm) ;. second, £6, T.

Willis, Bednle (Rear- Admiral) ; tliird, £3, Duke of Nurth-
umberiaDd (Alburj).

Bulls, above one and under two years old.—First prize,

£15, Mr. Teunant, Barlow, Selhy ( Ivalaniazoo], ; second, £6,
W. Linton (b'it^-Arthur) ; tliird, £i, A. H. Browne, Cliat-

kill (llosacru'i).

Bull calves, mider twelve months old.—First prize, £3, T.

Wdlis (Vice-Admiral), ; second, £3, Sir J. SAinburne, Bart.,

NdWcastle-upon-Tjne (Wild Prince of Oxford 2u(l).

Cows.— b'lrst pr ze, ^1.";, T. II.. llutciiiusou, Caterick
(Lady Alicia) ; second, £0, W. A. Mitchell, Aberdeen (Alma)

;

third, £3, Her Majesty the Queen (Carolina olli).

Heifers abave two and under three years old.— 5"irst prize,

£10, and silver cup, value £2.j, J. Angua, Stocksfieid-on

T^ne (Gaiety 3rd) ; second, £5, T. II. Hutchinson (Grrtteful).

Heii'ers above one and under two years old,—Prize, £7,
B. St. John Ackers (:?ud Lidy Carew).

LI«ifer calves, uQ(?er twelve mouths old.—First prize, £3,
B. St. John Ackers (3rd L idy Cnrew) ; second, £2, Sir W.
C. Treveljan, Bart, (fiih Oxford Welfare).

G.VLLOWAY CVTTLE.
Bulls, above two yenrs old.—First prize, £10, and a silver

cup, value £20, T. Teasdale, Bogjf, Alston (llobin Hood)
;

second, £.'), J. Cunningham, Dalbeattie (I'lie Mackintosh).

Bull", under two years.—Prize, £10, J. Cunningham
(Lauriston).

Cows or heifer.", above three years old.—First prize, £8,
J. Cunningham (Bride of Brampton); second, £4, J. Cun-
ningham (Maid Marian).
Cows or heifers under three years old.—First prize, £8, and

second, £1, J. Cunuinf^ham (Luly Stanley 3rd).

GH.VJiNEIj ISLES.

""Cows or heifers of auy age.— Fir.st prize, £(i. Sir M.
W. Ridley, Bart., Cramlington ; second, £:l, T. Wilson,

Noftliumberland ; third, £1, Sir J. Marjoribanks, Bart.,

Coldstream (Lilly),

AYRSHIRE.
Cows or heifers of nny age.—First prize, £(i. Sir M. W.

Ridley, Bart..; second, £3, J. Bruce, Barraoor Castle, Beal.

SHEEP.
BORDER LEICESIERS,

Rains, of any age.— First prize, £l0, R, Tvvccdic, Catterick

(Filz .lames); second, £5, W. Linn, Ackhngton ; third, £3
J. and S. Clark, Cockburnspatli.

Shearling rams.— First prize, £l,j and a silver cup, value

£10, second, £8, and third, £3, J. and T. Clark.

Pen of live ewes.—First prize, £10, and second, £5, R..

i
Tweedie.

j

Pens of five gimmprs.—First prize, £10, J. and T. Clark
;

second, £.3, J.. Melvin, Eliaburgh; third, £3, A. Smith,
i ILiddington.

I

GUEVIOTS.

I

Rams, of any a?e, above two-shear.—First prize, £6, and a

silver cup, value £10, for the best ram^ and second, .£t, T
Elliot, J«dburgh.

Two-shear rains.—First prize, SB, and second, £t, T. Elliot.

-

Jedburgh.
Shearling rams.—First prize, £6, J. Robson, Otterburn

(jMasterpiece)-; second, £1, T. Elliot.

P-ns of five ewes.—First priz', £1, T. Elliot ; second, £-3j

J. Robson, Oiterburn.

Pens of live gimmers.—First prize, £1-, and second, £2, T,.

Elliot.

BLACK FACED JIOUXTAIM.
Rams, ahove two shear.—First prize, £'i, J. McCrackcn,.

Kirkwhelpington ; second, £1, T. Elliot.

Rams, two she ir.— First prize, £i, T. Elliot; second, £3,
J'. i\[cCracken, Kirkwhelpington.

Pens of five ewes or gimmers.—First prize, £1, T. Elliot;

second, £3, C. Armstrong, Alston.

HORSES.
AGRLCULTLRAL.

Clydesdale or other agricultural stallions, of anv ^S".—First

prize, £50, J. F. Crov/.lher, York (Topsman) ; second, £20,.

A. Gemmell, Renfrewshire (Glenilfer).

Brood mares, not Clydesdale, with foal at foot.—First prize,

£10; T. H. Miller, Boulton-le-Fylde (I'rine.ess of Wale.i)
;

second, £6, Earl of Ellesinere, Manchester (llunest Priucess) ;

.

third, £3, H. Pulleine,.Selby (Pattis).

Brood mares, not Clydesdale, in foal at the time of show.—
First prize, £L0,, and a silver cup, value £30, for the best

agricultHral brood mare, L. Drew, llamilton (Slieba) ; second^

£6, Earl of Ellesmere ; third, .£3, and a silver cup, value £15,
for the best agricultural brood mare, the property of au ex-

hibitor, residing in the couoiy of Northumberland only, W.
T. IJowden, Otterburn (Janet).

Clydesdale brood mares, with foal at foot, or in foal at the

time of show.—First prize, £30, J-. J.diuston, Lanarkshi.-e

(Darling) ; second, £10, J. Thompson, Kelso (Kelso Miggie).,

Agricultural geldings or fillies, three years o d.— First prize,

£10, J. Cunningham, Dalbeattie ;. gecoud, £!, W. Howdeu,.
Ciiester-le-street (Blossom).

Agricultural geldings or fillies, two years old.—First prize,

£8, Eul of Ellesmere ; second, £t, J. Waddell, Edinburgh
(Milleta).

Agricultural colts, geldings, or fillies, one year old.—First

prize, £8, Earl of Ellesmere ; second, £1, T. Liws, Whick-
ham.

Pair of geldings or mare, of any age, for agricultural pur*

poses.—First prize, silver cup, value£10, J. \V:i(l lell (Darling

and Sail}) ; second, £5, J. Waddell (L'rince and t'harley).

Pair ot geldings or raares, of any age, suitable for dray ot.

colliery purposes.— First prize, silver cup, value £10, J.

Waddell (Willie and Grace) ; secjnd, £5, L. Drew,
Hamilton.

HOUSES FOR THE FIELD.

Brood mares w itii foal at foot or in foal at the time of

show.—First prize, £10, and silver cup, value £35, R. F..

Treuliolm, Scdi; field (Countess) ; second, £5, E. Hornby,
Uanton (Lady Derwent) ; third, £3, J. W. Hodgson, Carlisle

(Borealis).

Tiiree-year-old geldings.— First prize, £5, and silver cup,

value £10, lor the best oolt, gelding, or filly, Duke of Hamilton,

Wickam JIarket, Sulfolk (lioyuton); second, £3,11. Dand,
jun., Acklington (Decrfoot).

Threeyear-old fillies.— First prize, £5, R. Emmerson,
Darlington (Topsy's Farewell) ; second, £3, J. Rickerby,

Crosby-on-Eden (Young Ivate).

Two-year-old geldings.—First prize, £5, J. Thompson,
Baillie Knowe, Kelso.

Two-year-old fillies.—First prize, £5, J. Percival, Carlisle ;

second, £3, F. J. Suowball, Dudley (lleatlierbcll).
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Yearling colts or geldings.—Pirst prize, £5, C. Knamerson,

Darlington (Doctor) ; second, L'i, Duke ol Hamilton (Joker),
Yearling fillies.—jb'irst prize, £5, G. W. Elliott, M.r.,

Teiice Houses; second, J. Davison, jun., Tritlington, Morpeth
(Braw La»9),

Hunters of an)' age confined to the district comprising the
counties of Northumberland and Durham, and regularly

hanted therein during the last season by the present owner.

—

First prize, a silver cup, value 25 g-"., and one-half of a sweep-
stakes of 10s. each, J. Cooksjn, Morpeth (The Old Boy)

;

Bscond, £5, and one-half of the sneepstakea, Mrs. Baker,
Durham.

Huiters five years old, and not exceeding seven years old,

qualified to carry at least 12 stones with hounds.— First prize,

a silver cop, value £25, J. B. Bot-th, Catterick (Baldersby)
;

second, £b, J. B. Cook»on, Morpeth (Irish Lass).

Hunters, five years old and not exceeding seven years old,

quahfied to Ctirry at least 12 stones with hounds.—First
prize, a silver cup, value £25, T. H. liutchinson, Catterick
(Glengyle)

; second, £5, J. Shaw, Dundee (Leotard).

Gildings or mares, four years old. —First priz"*, a silver

cnp, value £25, given by Mrs. A. H. Browne, F. P. Newton,
Malton (Sir George) ; second, £5, T. Forster, jun., Beal
(King John).

HACKNEYS.
Geldings or mares of any age, not exceeding 15 hands high,

and qu ilitied to carry 15 stone.".—First prize, a silver cup,
value £20, J. Robinson, Hull (Charles 11) > second, £5,
Major Briggs, Hylton Cabtte, Sunderlaud (Joiin I'eel).

Geldings or mares of any age, not exceeding 14.2 hands high
and qualified to carry 12 stouesk—First prize, a silver cup,
value £20, Duke of Hamilton ( Bosco) ; second, £5, J. H.
Smith, Market Weighton (Queen of the Falrje^).

MONIES.
Geldings or mares of any age, not exceeding 13.2 hands

high.—First prize, a silver cup, value 10 gs., T. Gray, Gates-
head (Sam) ; second, £!•, Sir 11. Clayeriug, Bart., Bla^don
(Zoe) ; third, £2, E. Stout, Newcastle (Spider)

Geldings or mares of any age, not exceeding 12 hands high.—F'irst prize, a silver cnp, value £10, T. VValli8,Stock8field

(Donald); second £3, J. Nelson, Wjlmslow (Toby); third,

£2, J. Mulcaster, Carlisle (Moppet).

PIGS.
Boars of tlie large white breed, of any age.—First prize, £5,

E.. E. Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey ; second, £2,
Earl of Ellesraere.

Boars of tiie small white breed, of any age.—First prize, £5,
and second, £2, Earl of Ellesraere.

Boars of the Berkshire breed, of any age.—First prize, £5,
Lord Arthur Cecil, Innerleithen : second, £2, C, Koope,
P.M C, Whitley.
Sows of the large white breed of any age.—First prize, £5,

and s: cond, £2, Earl of EJlesmere.
Soui of the small white breed, of any age.—F^irut prize, £5,

R. E. Duckering; second, £2, Earl of Ellesmere.

Sows of the Berkshire breed, of any age.—First prize, £5,
and SHC„nd, £2, B. St. John Ackers, Painswick.

Sow of breed not eligible for preceding classes, of any age.—-
I'irst prize, £5, and second, £2, Earl of Ellesraere.

Fen of three sow pigs of the large breed, of any colour,

under 16 weeks old.—First prize, £2, Earl of Ellesraere.

Pen of three sow pigs of the small tjreed, of any colour,

under 16 weeks old.—First prize, £2, Earl of Ellesraere.

Pen of three, black sow pigs, of any colour, under 16 weeks
old.—First prize, £2, Lord Arthur CecW.—Leeds Mercury.

BRADFORD, TONG, AND DUDLEY HILL.

The sixteenth annual Show of this Society was held on
July 28tb, in the large field attached to the Greenfield

Hotel, at Cutler Heights. The weather was rather un-

favourable, rain falling once or twice during the afternoon,

and this tended somewhat to reduce the number of visitors as

compared with the attendance in previous years. The Show
was one of great excellence. The number of entries in all

classes was nearly double that of last year. Prizes of the
value of £300 and 17 silver cups were distributed. As usual,

the Show combined collections of horses,'pig8, poultry, pigeons,

rabbits, ducks, dogs, &c. An exhibition of agricultural and
horticultural produce was also added to the attractions of the

day. The show of horses was numerous, and in some classes

—especially in cobs, hunters, and draught horses—the animals
were of very superior quality. Every variety of poultry wa»
well represented. Mr. Beldon, of Gjitstock, and Mr. B.
Kawnsley, of Bingley, were conspicuous as successful competi-
tors in this department ; the show of pigeons was also good.
Dogs of almost every breed appeared in keen competition.
Steeplechases and pony-races created a large amount of escite-
raent,e specially the former, as the course lay over a number of
hurdles, and a water jump.

—

Leeds Mercury.

BRAWITH, KNAYTON, AND DISTRICT.
On August 5th the sixteenth annual exhibition of this

Society was held in a field convenienily situated at the eastern
side of the village. There was by far the largest number of
entries that had been kssowa at this Show. Although the
attendance of the pnblie was not so large as in prefioos years,

owing to the threatening weather duriug the early part of (be
day, and most of the farmers in the district being in the
midst of their hay harvest, yet the Show may rank as one of
the most success! ul ever held at Knayton. There was an ex-
cellent show of sheep, no less than 143 being entered for

competition. Fat lambs were also a ve?y good show- Pigs
were not a great show, but the quality of the swine was good.
In the agricultural horse classes there was one of the best ex-
hibitions that has been known at Kniyton. Hunters were
very good, and both coaching horses aud roadsters were a
fair show, and good in quility. During the dty the Tairsk
brass Band, under the leadership of Mr. John Green, was ia

attendance.

—

Leeds Mercury.

DORCHESTER.
The Rnnual exhibition of horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs ro

connection with this Society was held at Dorchester on
Aiiga.t 1. The number of entries in the different classes

was ranch smaller than on some previons occasions. There
was a fair show of horses and pig*, but in the cattle iJepart-

ment the falling-olT was very striking.

EAST DERBYSHIRE.
The 25th annual exhibition of the Norton Farmers' Club

and Eist Derbyshire Agricultural Society concluded on August
9, the two days' show at Chesterfield being successful in
bringing together a large quantity of live stock, dogs, and
poultry, and in attracting a large number of visitors. The
horses were a good show. A stout little pair, full of activity,

although aged, took the first prize in the class of harness horses.

They belonged to Mr. J. B. Barrow, Kingwood Hall, Chester-
fielil. The Duke of Rutland's prize for the larger aniraals went to

a fine five-year-old biy, shown by Mr. S. Burkitt, of Chester-
field, who took the second prixe with a bro*n gelding not »juite

so well built. In the nag classes Mr. H. W. Grimes, Scarcliffe

Grange, showed a very promising foal, by " Tom Bowline,"
which took the special prize, the dam getting first hoaonrs a»
the best brood marc with foal at foot. John Siddall a Ches-
terfield lad, living at S tainsby, Hardwick, was adjudged the
spurs offered for the best rider under 16 years of age.
" Beaucliief," the property of Mr. Nix, of Outseats, Alfreton,

took the first prize for stallions. Mr. Nix also took the
second prize. In the bulls Mr. F\ N. Smith was first, and
Mr. Jeukinson second in the two-year-olds. In those from
one to two-years Mr. Barkitt^took first and Mr. T. H. Oakes
second prize. Mr, Smith's bull received the prize for the best

bull in the yard. Mr. Oikes was first, and Mr. T. Hopkinson
second in the cow class, and Mr. S. Burkitt took both prizes

for heifers. Mr. Hopkinson and Mr. O ikes also carried off

prizes for younger animals. In the long-wooUed sheep Mr.
H. Johnson was first and second in the ram class, and first for

shearling rams. Mr. W. Roe took several prizes for ewes.—
Derby Reporter,

TYNESIDE.
The fortieth annual Show of the Tyneside Agricultural

Society was held on August 1st, at Hexham. From a
financial point of view the promoters could not have been

better favoured, while a more lovely or more commanding acre-
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aje for the holdinpf of a iriReting o' this cliaracter flian that

stf'jrdcl hy the tliree tiel Is placinl nl llie disposal ot'iheSjc et^

by Mr. VVm. Ccoke, auctiuiieT, Ilx.ani, c3uld sctrcely have

been obtiinfd. Tiie euiries w,-re larger than iu previous

years iu every class, and iu poiut of qualiiy were
everyihiug ihtt could be dusired. A slio* of dogs was a nevv

feature iutroiluced, aud secured aa eairy of no tewer than H6
animals, including some well known iirize-wiuners. Trie

Shtrtlioras were an exceptionally fine lot, pretty evenly

balinced in point of merit, and were a credit to a local show.
There was a very good show of cows, iu Cilf and iu milk

;

two-year-old heilers, yearling heifers, aud lieiler calves. The
vale of the Tyne has lou;i held a foremost place in the breeding

of Leicester sheep, ami yesterday's Show fully maiirained

that reputation, thejud^es experiencing considerable clilliculty

in making their awards, s-o close were the merits of each class

under inspnctiou. There was an excellent stiow of ye,iilini<s.

The ewes were also a capital and even lot, a remark which
also applies to the giaimers. The tup lambs were few iu

number, bat very good in quality. The horses in all classes

were capilally represented, aud some very tl le animals tacej

the judges. Messrs. Spraggoa and Xilferion were tli; most
8ucces8'ul exhibitors amongst the horses, obt ining the silver

cup and fiist prize for the best mare for oreeding draught

horses, also first prize for the best two year-old gelding or

filly, and fir.-t for tire best pair of draught mares or geldiufjs.

Iliirers were not so larj^ely represented as hacknejs, t!ie

8rlv,-r cup in the former class beiu^ ob'ained by Mr. A.J.
lilacketi Ord, of VVIiilSeld Iliil, with a four-year-old brown
geiiliuf; by Langar, while Mr. W. C Patterson, High
Thorneyhurn, Falstoire, carried (i(f tlie ptlmlor hackneys wiih

his bai five-\e,ar.old ^laggie. Trie aitendance was large, the

stand during the parade and leaping beiuir well patroiii-.e,l. In

the alleruoon a luncheon was partaken of in a marqnee on the

ground. Mr. Wallace, Old Rid ey, presided.

—

Newcastle

INDIAN TEA.—The rapidl_\ -increasing consumption of

Indian tea in this country is a mttter lor national congratula-

tion, seeing that India is a poriion of the British Empire, and
that the prosperity of a part bears a certain propfjrtiou to the

prosperity of the whole. I( India can supply us with as gO)d
ta as that now obtained from China, and at as low a relative

pr ce, there is every reason for encouraging the inde. The
in ports of tea in 1&75 amounted iu value to £l3,7'i6,y(U, by

far the greater jart of which, large sum of money went to

China. Authorities in India s-iy that that country is capable,

when the culture ol tea has b?en fnl y developed, of supplying

Us with all we consume, and if that is correct, it is otivious

that the eucouraKement of this i.ranch of Indian production

is highly desirable. As the proof ol the " pudd n^ is in the

eating," howevei, the increased consurtption of Indian tea in

this country nill depend chieHy upon its flavour and price.

Old Indian residents, returned to this country, are said greatly

to prefer Indian to t^liina tea, and it has been a subject of

regret to them that they have had so much ddficulty in xt^tling

former article genuine, a great deal ot inferior tea Irom China
Iiavin;; been palmed oti' on the pibl c as Indian tea. Tut
Indian Tea Atfency, ol 2, Jerm) n-street, London, has been

started to supply tl'e need thus fell, aud il they act up to their

announced intention of supplying a genuine article at a

moderate price, they have no renson to fear a lack of public

support. Tire poverty ol India is a distressing problem to our

statesmen, and an}thin(; tmding to eurrcli lii'r must be looked

on liopefully by ail who take an interest in public aflTairs.

The ripid increase in her lea trade durir'g tlie last sixteen

years is one of the niost hopeful si^us of future prosperity.

IRISH AGRICULTUIIA.L STAriVFICS FUR 1877.—
Trie otiicial agricultural statistics tor Ireland were published

OQ Aug. 10. The corre-pondeiit o! the Daily News teleniaphs

the following summary :—Tnere is an inrcease of land under
crojiS of all heads to the extent of 58,1 8t acres. The incre»,se

iiniier wheat is :33,619 acres; under barley, 5,1(J9 acres;

cabbage, 5 839 Hcres ; vetches aud rape, 4,5 1 acres ; and

under meadow and clover, 64',0i0 teres. The crops in which
here is a decreafe are oats, 15,468 i ores

;
potatoes, 9,194

aires; turnips, 8,436 acres ; other green crops, 1,73S acres
;

and tlax, 9,576 acres. As regards live s oc'<, there is an in-

crease ot 18,578 horses and ninles, 1,577 as-eo, 4~,957 pigs
;

and a decrease in cattle of 1~1,H3, in bi eep of 19,9/9, and in
,

poultry 68,971. i

WASTED SEWAGE.
Mr. Mechi writing to Public Health, say? :

—
I plead guilty aid apologise. I ought not to have reproiched

sanitary science with sending our rounds of bsel an 1 ciriartera

loaves down the sewers after we have dons i^'ith them, in'

order that they should convert tne purj waters of. oer rivers-

into unsavoury soup. The fact is that our Government is tiie

guilty party, or perhaps the more ti-nid Metropolitan Board of

Works. The latter let to a compai>y tlw, vrhole of the North
London sewage for (ii>y years, to pass 40 miles through and
fertilise much of Essex, attd to culminate on 20,1101) acres of
rtclaimed land (the Maplio Sands). The plans were drawn
and approved, tne Act; of Parliament oh auied, the Board of
Directors iormed, and £-2o,UU0 deposited wi h the Board of
Works as a guarantie tliat the work should b completed witli a-
nine years. Well, seven or more years have elapsed: ti.e

work, ap hough co nmeneeJ, was never cirried out, the Thames
has been poisoned for seven years, and the land has been
deprived of its fertilsinir agents ; but the BorrJ o Works-
still "grip " the £2,J,U0O and re'use to part with it. What
an have been the cause, of all this deUy, iiisa;ipoi,itment, and-
waste of money and of manure? I repl;^, " The want of a-
srngle word 'gu irautee.' ' As with our Eist Indian UaiUays,

.

shareholders had no taitli, and would not subscribe their money-
unless the Government, or Board of Works, or boili would
guarantee a moderate dividend on the two or three millions
required; nud as this g"arantce was not, forthcoming, the
concern collapsed. The Thames has been poisoned, its bed
shallowed, and the land has b 'en deprived of an immense
.sapp'y of food producing material, while the people lost one
great soirrce of home-grown food. After a bng pause and
period of hesitation aud inaction, we have at last got a River*
Pollution Act (the metropolis, I believe, still excepted), and.
most of our municipalities are lloundenug amid engineering
(iilferences aud discrepancies, incurring enormous expenditure, .

without any common or auilioritative uniformity of procedure.
Ill the great cise ol Birmingham, it was positively and success-
luUy obstructed by an individual opposition, conseuttd to by
the House of Commons—all this while thousnuds of acres of
poor and uncultivated lands are lannuishiug in poverty and
non-productive for want of the very tiuids which now coutamic
iiate our rivers. Take, for iustance, Woking Co ninon and
many districts of now poor wastes, chalk downs, and sands.
The sewage question is simply one of a pump to raise it, n
pipe to carry it, and sand to receive it. Theost of raising.
1,000 tons of sewage StW feet high (which would'
give a fall of 5 feet {xsr mile for 60 miles on the level) was
proved before the ( onmons Committee by two hyarauPc
engineers lo be only l.js. to Us. Now, with a fall of 5 feet
per mile (equal to an elevation of ~I)IJ leet) Glasgow receives
from Loch Katrine, 40 miles distant, 22,UUO,OOU gallons of
water d.ily, and this through an iron pipe of only 4 feet m
diameter. This cost a million of money. The sauie quantity
of sewage might pass at the same cost, as shown by the evidence
before referred to. In fact, there is no engineering difficulty

in conveying the London si wage to the laud. When once ll.e

Government or Metropolitan Board of Works shall have
guaranteed a 4 or 5 per cent, dividend on a well-considered
scheme, any number of reiinired millions could be at once
obtained, and every nallon ol sewage would be applied to the
pioduction of human and atiimal food. It is no question of
experiment, for the results are all well known. Indian rail-

ways would never have been made without a Governmeut
guarantee, and it is the waul of a guarantee which alone pre-
vents the utilisation of the London sewage. The Board of
Works receives power to raise millions lor our streets and.
public ways, but have never asked for thera to convey thesew-
ai;e to the land. As it takes the annual average produce of
-0,000 acres of land to teed tlie people of London for a single-
day, it is easy to measure tlie national loss caused by the present
8) stem. The people of this country want to be taught from
their early jouth, like the Chinese, that no portion of the food-
producing element should pass from them except to a receptacle
for its preseivdiion aud utilisation. It is thus in China; and,
conse.)uently, some 300,000,000 or 400,000,000 of people are
ffd b) hoine-orown pioduce, unaided by loreitn impons of
either li^od or manure. What a lesson lor us 1
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FARMERS' CLUBS,
CARMARTHENSHIRE.

HAKVESTIXG CORN IX WET WEATHER.
Tlie quarterly lUeeting of this Cl".b was heid at Carmarthen

on the 1st ult., when the discussioa of the above suhjfc', a^J-

journed from the last meeting, was resumed. We regret that

on account of the number of Shows reported in our present

number we are unable to give tlie disrussiun ia full. Mr.
Brodie, in iatroducingthesulject, decl ireJ liisdisheliefas to tiie

possibility of applying Mr. Gibbi's system prufita'oly. and, after

reviewing the different plans recomraendoj by thespenkers at

the previous meeting, concluded as follows:—" iMr. C. S.

E.ead, M.P. for Norfolk, who at one, time, I believe, was in

Wales, writing in T.ie Jariadhiyal Joiirn(,I says, ' that butts or

little stacks in the field, containing about 100 sheaves, are

worth consideration.' I have used them miny j'ears ;'go in

the East Coast of Scotland, but in that district thr.y are, onlv

resorted to in desperation. An early friend of mine— wlii>, by-

the-bye, competed for the Society of Arts' Prize, and was
highly commended hy the judges, being the tbii-d in merit,

and who for some time farmed his own land in the SjuiIi

West of Scotland, where the rainfall is much the same as in

South Walgs, but the harvest considerably later— in wriiing me
a few days ago, says, 'thit sma'l sheaves, erect stocks, and
hand-hutting are the best security against dropping, and
broken weatlier. The hutting in the field by trained bauds
of the West is alike cheap, tffijient, and brief ; it can be done
for Is. 6d. per acre. The operator finishes tlie top standing
on the ground. They could not be dispensed with without
serious damage to the crops in the majority of seasons.' But
he is dead against leaving the corn l)iug on the ground for

even one day. lie recommends having it tied up as soon as it

is'cnt, and siooked,then hutted in four or five days. I also con-
sider this the best and safest mode. Mr. Whig-rra, who was
for six or eight years at Castle Malgwm, Cardigan, whom, I

dare say, many of you knew, and who is now land-steward to

the Duke of Leinster, at Canteen MaynooUi, says, ' That the
usual custom in Ireland is, that the corn is put into mows,
which I consider a plan that should be adopted by every-
one.'

"

WHITBY.
This old-established Society, of which the Ma-quis of Nor-

jna-iby is the patron, and the Ilun. Octavius Duncombe
president, held its annual exhibition on August 9, iu fields

agoiningthe Union Mill. In respect to exhibits the number
was fully up to the average, and this, too, in the more import-
ant classes. Whitby is now at the height of its season. The
arrangements in the field were as nearly as possible perfect in

every respect, a result due in large measure to the raanage-
meut o( Mr. W. Stonehouse, who acts as the lion, secretary to

llie Society. The horses were the principal attrac'ion in the
Show, and a notable feature were the Cleveland bays. Ihe
entry was a good one, and there was a capital compeliticn.
Tliis breed of useful horses is, unfoitunately, becoming rare,

notwithstanding the great eff'orts that are being made among
some of tie leading agriculturists and horse-breeders to keep
up the reputation which it has deservedly earned. The Hon.
O. D'lncoinbe is among the foremost of these, and at the show
lie ofi'ercd a magnificent cup as a prize. Of coaching brood
mares, coaching foals, and coaching yearling cobs or geldings
tliere were numerous entries, and some useful animals were
exhibited in all the classes set apart for those intended for

purely agricultural purposes. Cattle formed a very attractive

frature of the Show. A. silver cup, value JEi, given by ]\Ir.

G. Cusfons, was won by a fine yearling heifer, the properly of
Mr. J. AV'aind. Mr. T. Strickland and Mr. G. fyman won
the frst prize for a bull-calf and yearhng bull respectively.
Sheep were not numerous, but the quali y was s-poken of by
the judges as exce lent. The fine sheep peculiar to the wild
moors of the locality were specially cmaiented upon, and
S'^veral notable sheep-breeders of the South who attended the
^ how were unanimous in their praise of their fine, healthy
rppMiaace. Mr. W. Rudsdale was the principal prize-taker
m this class. There was a poor entry of pig«, except iu th

c'ass for co'tagers, the chief prize in which was one hy Mr.
•T. Filbui-n. The speclil prize of a silver cup, value £S, for

'he best Icaper, was v/on by a grey gelding (" Wildfire ") be-

lonsiing to Mr. T. Beef irtli. I'lie prize was keenly cjute-ted,

and was \\\'. source of much phasiirable excitement. The
whip fur the best riiler was given to F. Wrighlson, and the
spurs, for the second best, to W. Sealing, who rode a horse

belonging to Mr. Coverd ile. Tiie second prize, value £3,
«as ace irded to a fine black m re, belonging to Mr. J. Well-
burn. The luncheon was held iu a marquee, and was provided

by Mr. Tiiomas Crosby, of the Little Angel lun. Mr. C.
Bagnall, J .P., Sneaton Cistle, occupied the chair. Occupying
a promiaent position on the grounds were some agrieuitufal

implements. There was not'.iing puticu'arly ne.w, tboa;jh a

few improvements in some of the remote pieces of mechaDisii)

in one or two engiaes "vere pointed out. Mr. J. VVeigbill

took the chief prize, and Messrs. Jackson Bros, the sccoud,—
Abridged from the L'jeds Jleniir//.

B.VDMINTON FARMERS' CLUB.—The nJneteenll.

annujl exhibition held under the auspices of this Club took

place on August S, in the Huntsman's Close, Badmiaton
;

and notwithstanding that the weather was very unfavourable
there was a large attendance. The committee of management,
and the secretary and tre isurer (Mr. R. W. Lloyd), have every

reason to .congratulate themselves upon the success which
attended the show of live stock, fur though in some classes

there was a smaller number of competitors than usual, this

deficiency was more than compensated for by the increased

entries in other departments. The following are the number
of entries:—Horses, 105 ; extra stock, 15 ; cittle, 45 ; sheep,

28; extra stock, 1 ;
pigs, 4 ; roots, 8. His Grace the DuKe

of Beaufort was, as usual, a large exhibitor of extra stock, and
the animals shown by him and by the Marquis of \\'orcester

were of very fine quality. The hunters were esceptionally

good. There were eleven entries iu the class for jearling

colts or fillies, and a better lot of youngsters seldom came
bs'bre the judges ; but, good as they were, they were surpassed

by the two-year-olds, wliich nuTibered fourteen, the whole of

this class being commended by the judges. The three and
fjur-year-olds were highly deserving of commendation ; and
there was a keen competition amongst the three-year-old

roadsters, the lot including some very useful animals. The
ponies were really capital. There was a falling-off in the

entries of horses for agricultural purposes <-ompared with pre-

vious
J
ears, and the quality was hardly up to the average.

The brood mares and foals, however, formed a capital class,

and of the five entries only one iailed to win the favour of the

judges. Turning to the cattle department, we may mentioQ

that the number of bulls stalled was rather limited, but there

was an excellent collection of cows and heifers, and the

conpetition in several of the classe? was very k' en. The
Shorthorn cows were particularly deserving of praise, and the

heifers were very good. A tair number of sheep were pennei'

,

and the quali'y of the long-wools, which were well represented,

was excellent. The pigs were few in number, and there was
not a great amount of competiion for the prizes for roots, but

the specimens shown were very good considering the earliness

of the season.— G'oncestershire Chronic'e.

THE CROPS IN SCOTLAND.—If the crops could be
reaped at the present moment they would be of a very fair

aveia;;e, both as regards quantity and quality. Everything

therefore depends upon the weathi r during the next few weeks.

In most districts the oats are particularly good, whilst the

wheat crops are very heavy in the ear. General anxiety pre-

vails amongst farmers in reference to the hay crop, which is

very large. Owing to the unsuitable weather, a considerable

portion of the hay—probably one-fifth

—

will be more or less

damaged. The root crops are on the whole excellent. Few
symptoms of potato disease have yet appeared ; and should the

hay crop turnout to be deficient, this will be made up by an
abundant supply of turnips. Beans and peas are very good,

and blooming well.

—

Glasgow Ileiald,
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CHAMBERS OF AGRICULTURE.
BEDALE.

On August. 7 a special meeting of tl'.is Ctiambcr was helJ

at BcJale, wlien Captain Clark, ot The llennita^R, I'resident,

occupied the clwir.—Ca|>taia Clark read a paper on " The scale.

of deductions allowed from gross annual value i>n different

kinds of rateable property wlien makiiig out valuation lists lor

loc^l purposes." Cajitain ( lark, in introducing Ids paper,

stated that as the present Yihution liill was about to be
withdrawn, lie. thought the lime opportune for discussing a

mutiter which appeared to him ot sucii vital importance. lie

proceeded to note thesys'ein followed in nuking out valuation

iistsj and stated that the gross value \va& taken as ths b.i-iiS of

as,srs;5.niei!,t, the Assessment Co^niiiittee liavin;; the power to

deaiie what shall be the gros? va'u^i of any hereditaiueut.

This po^er was confirmed in the dra!t of the late Valuation

Bill, and he trusted such power would be retained in any Bl.l

which might in the future be passed. AMiougli up to the

present time there has been no fixed rule or scale of deductions

(fps-aking generally), those deductions varying in different

countries and even parts of countries, still there had been the

uavavyiag rule that whereas the minininra of those deductions

had fallen upon land, the maximum had fallen on lots

of other classes of property. After reviewing the

dilTerent classes of property and their deductions, he said his

object that day was to state that in regard to laud there were
exhausted or weakened parts rer|uiring renewals, of which no
account was taken when making deductions, and vihicli were
ot greater importance than gates, hedges, &c., already referred

lo, and were as much entitled to deductions as any of

the worn-out parts of either manufactories or blast furnaces.

lie regarded land in the hands of the farmer as a purt of the

machinery whereby he raises his cro[is, and he had as great a

claim for the " wear and tear" of his land as either the manu-
ficturer or the irouniKster. lie further arj^ued that if it

were 'o lod necessary to allow the ironmastsr 83J per cent,

for general depreciation, it was equally equitable to grant

deductions to the farmer for unexhausted condition of the soil

after each ciop. Captain Clark then urged upon the members
of the Chamber to take the nutter into their serious

consideration, and to ask themselves why it vras that owners
of manulactories and blast furnaces were allowed every third

year (so to speak) to pay no rates ? or why the private

gentlemen and mercantile men had IfiJ per cent,

deduction allowed for his residence, and the tenant-farmer,

already d'ubly burdened, but 5 per cent, on liis hnd ? Tlie

Vice-president (Mr. J. Smith, of Uighmoor), at the conclusion

of the reading of the Chairman's paper, addressed the Chamber,
during which lie warmly supported the views expressed by the

I'resiJent, and was follovi'cd by Mr. Injjildew, Mr. G 11, and

others, who also supported the paper. Mr. J. Smith proposed
" That the Chairman's paper be published in the form of a

pamphlet, and circulated amongst the members of I'arliaraent,"

which was carried with acclam ition. A vote of thanks, pro-

posed by Mr. Teale, and seconded by Mr, J. Smith, to the

Chairman closed the proceedings of the meeting.

GOOLE.

A meetiijg of tliis body was held on August 8th,

at Gjole, Mr. T. Bladworth presiding. The Cli lirmaii saia

that as the country was threatened with an invasion by the

Colorado beetle, it behoved them, as a Chamber which con-

sisted of farmers who were the largest growers of potatoes in

the country, to petition the I'rivy Council to enforce severe

restrictions on tlie importation of foreign potatoes, which was
especially needed at Goole, at which port there was more
danger of the Colorado beetle being landed than at any other

in the country, lie proposed that a petition be forwarded to

tlie President of the I'rivy Council to that effect ; and he

would also add that much harm was to be feared from

naturalists being allowed to have live Colorado beetles in their

possession. The motion was seconded by Mr. James llobiuson,

aad adopted. The meeting then adjourned.

MO.NMO.UTIISBIRE.

On August 1st a general raeeling of the mem-
bers of this Chamber was held at Newport for the purpose of

hearing a paper read by Mr. Fotheri^ill, of Tredfj/ar, on
"Moiintiin SJieep F.irmiug in Wales." Mr. ilichard Stratton,

The ButFryn, presided.

In commencing liis paper, llr. yotliergill c'rew attention to

the fact that in Ib^o the couacil of the Royal Agricultural

Society had set about ascertaining the causes ot so many
British fa^'iners luviiig given up the breeding of horses. The
ou'.come of this had been to lead up to tbe inquiry, as far as

possible, aa to which of the various classea ot stock was tlie

most prolitahle to breed and maintain. Tne ideas which liad

been recived were uenerally in favou,r of breedini; sheep, as

being the most profitable l<ind of stock to the British farmer.

Under good management there was a quicker return from the

flrfece, as well as fl^*sli, of the sheep, wliioh gave the 11 )ck an
advantage over tUe herd, lie had e iibraced within his paper
the whole of the six counties com;jrising Siu'li Wales, and
trea'ed them as one district. Mr. Eothergill proceeded to

treat the natural condi'ions of the soil on the mountainoin
districts, and the peculiarities of the herbage to bs found in

these localities, pointing out that on wiiich sheep thrived, and
that from which no benefit was deiived. He likewise dealt

with the carelessness and indifference of many owners of

flocks in the matter of breeding, and the little attention they paid

to the dressing and careful watching of their flock. To this

inattention he attributed the extraordinary mortality in sheep

on the mountains of Wales. Little, if any, discrimination was
exercised by many flockmasters, who too often had to lament

serious losses through circumstances which they might have

controlled. Various disea,ses broke out amongst the flocks,

and, until recently, little attention was paid to it, Mr.
Eothergill detailed many of these diseases and their causes, as

well as the remedy to be applied both for prevention and cure.

He dealt also, in a thoroughly practical vvay, with the means
calculated to alter and improve the existing state of things,

and pertinently asked what would the Scotch aariculturist say

of the Welsh mode of sheep farming. Mr. Eoihergill drew
attention to another great evil from which the Welsh sheep-

farmer had to contend. He designated the evil the dog
nuisance, and commented upon the disastrous effects on a

flock of sheep which had been worried by dogs. At a recent

coursing match in the llliondda Valley no less than 3) grey-

hounds present belonged to coUiers, and one farmer had lost

as many as 117 sheep from being woi;ried by dogs. Another
evil with which they had lo contend was the gadfly, which
deposited its egj in the nostril of a sheep, from which a grub

was produced. This insect found its way into the head some-
times at the base of the horn, and even got into the braiu.

It produced a disea-e known as the "snuff." The evil was a

terrible one, but could be prevented by the application of a
solution of coal tar or diluted pirafline. Mr. l''otliergill drew
an interesting contrast between the Cheviot flocks, the Radnor,

and the present breed of Welsli mountain sheep. At a recent

sale KiO Cheviots had realised an average of £15 per head.

A ram had been sold for the su n of .£53, whilst a Welsh
llookraaster would think £10 a most excessive sum. The
matter of breeding and realising profits from sheep was not a

mere matter of chance, lie recommended the pure white-

faced Welsh sheep as the best for all purposes in this district,

and argued that profitable results would assuredly follow good
management. He condemned tlie present system of overstock-

ing the land as ruinous in practice. It was estimated that

upwards of -10 million pounds of wool was imported into

this country annually. With more care and attention much
larger supplies of wool might be obtained in this country, Mr.
Folhergill gave instances of the advantageous results of sheep

breeding by the Radnorshire tanners, results which might be
secured in the mountainous districts of Wales if the meiins

were properly applied. It was resolved on the motion of the

chairman, that the paper staud over for discussion to a luUer

meetiug of the Chamber.
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NORFOLK.
IIIC.I1WA.Y LEGISLVnON.

A mee'ing of the Norfolk Chamber of A^ric iltare waslieM on

Au;.ust 4tli, at the Norfolk Hotel, to take into coQ-idera-

lion the su'iject of " Future HigrUway Letrislaliou." The Pre-

Bi.leut (R. T. Gurdon, Esq.), occupied the chair.

The Chairman, in openiDg the discussion, said : When it

was decided a few years ago that liiglmays sliould be abolislied,

it occurred to everybody that the expenditure fur the highways

would fall so uDfqially and uufairly on ciTtain parishes and

individuals that it wa^ univer-ally agreed that further legis-

lation wtis required. As it was a matter en which everyone

seemed pretty well agreed, and not mixrd up with party

politics, one might be justified in liie iiope that their desires

would be carried out. l^ast year a very weak Bill was brought

into Parliament, which did not come up to their expectations
;

bat it it had gone into committee it might have been altered

and improved, and it v»ould then have been better than noth-

ing at all. But to their astonishment and dismay it never got

into committee, and had b en entirely dropped; while this

session the matter had been quite ignored. la view of this,

the Central Chamber, being annoyed at the course tilings had

taken, desired to gather hints from otlier Chambers and to get

some independent member to bring in the Bill next year. The
Central Chamber requested all liie Associated Chambers to

call a meeting on the subject, and communicate the result. He
knew it was easier to find fault with what others had done, or

not 'done, than to suggest anything one's self, and he felt

sure they were all agreed in regretting liie fact that no action

liad taken place, though tliey might not be equally well

agreeJ as to the direction which that action should take. Who
were the people upon whom the expenditure of highways ought

to fall ? He replied that the expense oughtto fall on those who
used them, and those who benefitted by them. Everybody
benefitted by them, for the result of their being good roads was

a benefit to everybody in the country, because goods were

brougiit cheaper from place to place, and could be sold at a

lower rate than would be the case if the roads were bad. It

was exceedingly hard ihat the whole expense of the highways

shouli fall on real property. This was the case, however,

and it was done even more unfairly in that the expense did

not fall in a fair proportion on those who used them. In the

old days of tiie turnpikes there was a sort of rough-and-ready

way of meeting tiiat, and the cost fel' tolerably fairly on tiiose

who used them. The enormous expenditure on the turnpike.s,

and he establishment charges amounting to 35 or 40 per cent.,

were matters which caused great scandal, and these were con-

sidered 80 seriou? that turnpikes were doomed. He did net

desire to bring turnpikes back, but he considered the present

system was excessively unfair. He begged to movd the follow-

i.Tg resolutions:— (1) That this Cliamber regrets that the

promised highway legislation has been again deferred, (i)

That this Chamber is of opinion that an unfair proportion of

highway exjenditure falls on the owners and occupiers of

land. (3) That the sum derived from taxes on locoraoliou

siiould be handed over to the county boards, to be by them
applitd to the diminution of the expenditure for the roads. (4)

Ihat the said county bjards shall declare which of the roads

are main roads, and shall be empowered to charge such charge

for their maintenance as they may think fit on the general

county rate. The Chairman, alluding speciilly to the third

resolution, said the proposal embodied in it would make a sub-

stantial sura, which would be applied in mitigation of their

present heavy expenditure. Tne sum derived from the

a'sessed taxes on carriages of every description would be added

to by imposing a heavy assessment on the traction engines,

which injured the roads so much. All this should be iianded

to the county boards, to be divided by the parish or highway
districts, or by whatever authority it might be managed in liie

future. They were promised legislation on county boards

next year, and they must hope the promise would be made
jfood. In conclusion, he said he felt his resolutions were not

strong enough, but they went in the right direction. He
should like the expenses of the roads, or, at all events, of the

oil turnpikes, to bo borne in some way by the whole com-
munity ; and if this were done, they would experience some
alleviation in their present expenses.

Mr. tl. S. Gkimmek seconded the resolutions.

Mr. Sfelman asked whether it was intended by the resolu-

tions that where an engine passed through a district or parish

to the great iujiry or the road, to propose that the license to

be paid by the eneiue should be Iianded over to the
county board, and applied to the general expendilu'C ot the
county, or in aid of llie expenditure in that particular district

or parish ?

The Chairman said he intended that the owner of
an entiine shuulu apply to the county board to travel on n
certain journey, or else to travel over the vihole county. If

the engine travelled a certain journey, then the amount ptid
as license would be handed over to the parish or parishei
through which the journey was made; but if the application
was lor the wIidIh of the county, then tlie sura paid us

license would go to the county board.

Mr. Spklmam cited tlie case of a parish which had a mill
at one end and a station at the other ; and he stated that the
highway was so much injured by the traffic of traction engines
that the road cost five times as much as previously, and was
moieover a very bad road. This was a serious matter for

a small parish ; and in this case he thought the license money
to be paid for the engine should be applied to the parish
Itself.

The Chairman said the money would be handed over to
the county board, and the parish would apply for a certain

amoont from the board.

Mr. A. J. N. Chamberlin said all the damage to the road»
was not done by traciiou engines ; for his firm conviction was
[hat just as much damage was done by the large brewers' drays

of the towns and cities. Atall events he could say, taking the

year through, that where he met one traction engine he met
500 brewers' drays and other wagons of equal weigiit. What
they wanted was a coun'y board, with I lie direction of their

own affairs, the gathering of their own money, and the paying
of their own expenses,

Mr. R. Smith said the hi.jhways were publia property, and
tlierelore the expenses of them ought not to be borne by the
parishes in which they were, but by the county at large. This
should have been done when the turnpikes were abolished;
and he supported the resolutions.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., quite agreed with what had been said

by Mr. Chamberlin witii regard to the damage done to the
roads by brewers' and other traders' vans ; but he did not quiie

agree with him as to the nifthod by which this was to be met.

Almost all the brewers in Norfolk were situated in the city

of Norwi eh, and of course wou'd not be assessed to a county-

rate ; and even if they were assessed to the county-rate, and
supposing they had a brewery »nd farm in the stme parish, the

brewery wouldjpay perhips £100 andthe farm £400. Yet which
was likely to do the most damage to the roads in the neigh-

bourhond ? Of course the brewery would. Unless they had
some ditft-reucein tlie assessment he did not think, they could

meet tlie point put forward by Mr. Chamberlin. They had
that mode of assessment in some parishes in Scotland, and it

was carried out in this way. They put land by itself, and
then certain manufactures, then quarries and minerals, charg-
ing the latter, he believed, ."something like four times the

amount which was charged upon the naked land. It was
possible that a power might be given to the coucty board to

classify the assessment in this way. If, however, everybody
were as-essed alike, as was at present the case, certain in-

du>tiie8 which injured the roafis very much would still escape,

although they would " catch it " a little more than they did

now. The old system of tolls was the best, thongh it was
productive of some injustice and a great deal of inconvenience.

A large portion of tnem were wasted in management, and
there were many different turnpike trusts which might have
been amalgamated into one. He remembered the riots in South
Wales in consequence of the Urge number of tolls. No
doubt they were very iieavy, and as there was considerable

wasteful expenditure in the management, at last the Govern-
ment insisted on the whole of the roads in South Wales being

put under the control of the different counties. As a result,

the expense was]at once diminished, and he believed the system

worked well, giving general satisfaction, and the roads being

kept in good repair. In some par s of Euiland it would be

iraposbible to go on maintaining the roa'is without toll ; but

he did not think that was the case in this pirt of the country.

Take, for instauce, two manufacturing towns between which
there was an enormous traffic ; they could not by any p ssi-

bility meet the expense uf the highway by a county rate.

There was no system so just and fair, thjugli iucouvenieut, ai
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tolls ; aud he believed they would be revived iu some form or

other in some parts of the. country. It was very disappoiutina

tliat there had been no legislation on Ihis subject, but there

had beeu other subjects, eveu more important, which had not
received any attention in this Parliament. He feared that if

the Highway Bill were brought in next year, it would not
pass; and he believed nei her a Highway Bill nor a Valuation
Bill wonld be of any use until they had obtained county
boards. As he had remarked in the House, they must not put
the cart before the horse ; but they must have the horses in

the right place, and in the form of good county boards. He
had recently noticed a great deterioration in the roads of tiie

county, especially in those formerly turnpikes ; and he ob-

served it the other day in Bedfordshire, a county noted for its

good roads. There he saw a wide ro«d with only a narrow
track on the top of it repaired, the two sides being entirely

gone. They boasted of their great civilisation ; but they
were positivtly lapsing into bubarism in this matter, for tliey

turned their rivers into sewers, and their roads into sheets

and rivers of mud. Wlien this subject was before the

Chamber in the winter, he had observed that in the ci'y of

Norwich the roads were a perfect disgrace to a great and
opulent city ; and some city magnate afterwards told him that

he would drive him over all the roads in the ctj without
giving him a jolt. All he could say was that on this very

iDOrniog he had had considerable jolting in Norwich ; but as

at the time the Norwich gentleman spoke the place was ankle

deep with slash, he might have taken him (Mr. Read) across

the streets in a flat-bottomed boat without serious ditliculty.

He had seen that day that they had actually cased a Norwich
road with gravel, here in the month of July ; and what would
be said it such a thing were done in the country, he really did

not know. If they had good roads in the country, he thought
those in the city ought to be made better ; but of course a

county board could not in any way interfere with the city.

With regard to the extension of the highway districts, lie did

not think that would be any great improvement. They had
bad roads in Norfolk ; but he found in other places where
they had l-.ighway districts, that the roads were, if possible,

worse than theirs, and cost twice as much. Aud, again,

deputations kept waiting on the Pre.-ilent of the Local
Government Board from these highway districts asking to

come back to the old parish system, althuugh that had certain

disadvantages. Until they got a central authority in coun-
ties which could afford help with regard to the main roads,

he did not think the extension of the Highway Act to all the

kingdom would be of any material advantage. He had great

pleasure in supporting the resolutions.

Mr. R. H. Blake-HumfREY said some people appeared to

have the idea that all the roads in this country ran through
country villages, whereas there were miles of streets running
through towns for which the townsfolk had to pay. The
brewers and others, who it was proposed to mulct, were pay-

ing a high rate towards keeping their streets and roads in

order, by which they benefited their country neighbours. In
regard to throwing the whole expense of the highways on the

county rate in general, that ssemed as broad as it was long,

for if this were done they would only be doing exac ly what
was being done now. They were throwing the cost on each
parish, and the only benefit which could be derived from that

would be that some parishes which pay rather more
in proportion to their mileage of roads than others would find

the cost levied between them equally. The establishment of

a county board would assist very much in equalising these

charges, as it would have the power of applying money in a

fair aud equal manner.
The Chairman replied to certain points of the discnssion,

and the resolutions, on being put to the meeting, were carried

nnanimoDsly, and the proceedings terminated.

NOTTS.
THE PROrOSED UL.VCIAKIirM.

At the last meeting of this Chamber, Mr. Enfield, in

ducing a deputation on the proposed Glaciarium,

said their object was not to ask for any

monetary assistance, but entirely for the advice and

co-operatiou of the Chamber on the subject—a subject which

appeared to them to be one of considerable iiopoitance to

many difl'crent classes of society. The success of a scheme of

that kind must depend upon the wisdom of those who carried

it out, and therefore it seemed they ought to solicit the advice

and asmstance of those best able to judge on the different

departments upon the subject. Pt-rhap s one of the most im-
portant departments was the question of the meat trade, and
therefore, looking at tlieir body as being the most competent
to give advice as to the best mode of carrying out the idea of

a dead meat store, they had come to ask them to appoint, if

they thought fit, a committee or sub- committee to confer and
co-operate with the local committee that has been appointed

as to what steps should be taken. The scheme proposed to

be carried out in Nottinghati was not yet in operation in anX
other locality except Southport, where the amusement part ot

the scheme received the greatest attention. In Nottingham
the meat trade must be made the chief part of the project, and
they wished to look ab ut to find the best way of doing it in

the inteiest of agriculturists who had interests at stake ia

connection with the importation of meat.

Professor Gamgee then addressed the Chamber, and allud-

ing to the present state of the question of meat supply, said it

was of the highest moment that the Nottingham Chamber of
Agricilture should speak with no uneriiog sound on the kind
of agitation it was proposed to develop throughout the country
as against the salutary measures that were proposed during the

p:»st week by the Ca.tle Plague Committee. An attempt had
certainly been made to show that the interest of towns w.*s

against the country interest on this question, and they bore
that in mind in coming before the Chamber of Agriculture
that day to consult as to the best means of carrying out a very

important social and domestic improvement in a method of
distributing the food provided for their wants. It was
probable that a calm discussion and careful inquiry into tlie

subject would lead, not to the protection it was leared, but,

on the contrary, to a full development of free trade in the
interests of all. He could not refrain from drawing attention

to the words that were spoken the other day at Bradford by
the Right Hon. W. E. Forster. The right hon. gentlcuan
said: " Having iu the course of the day (2kh) besn present at

a meeting of the Cattle Plague Committee, which, if I was
not prepared to al)negate my functions, it was absolutely

necessary for me to attend in order to protect the interest of
the large towns as against the agricultural interest, I am sorry

to say that I did not succeed ; and I would now venture to

advise the Br.idford Chamber of Commerce to gravely look out
in the future to the interests of the large towns as the Cham-
bers of Agricnlture appear to be looking after the interests of
agriculture. I do not charge the farmers with an attempt to

bring back protection ; but I thought it my duty to protest

yesterday against a disposition which amounted in ray opinion
to very much the same thing." Professor Gamgee went on to
say that the interests of agriculture were the interests of the
empire, and the statement of Mr. Forster required some further
explanation, for the measures proposed were very wise and
destined to exterminate disease. These were attempts to set

class against class, and they found such an absurd statement
in the Manchesler Guardian, that " farmers were seeking a
monopoly of trade in superior descriptions of meat." For
years farmers had.had to contend with inferior beasts, and now
they had to compete with the first cattle in the world—those
of America. But farmers do not say, " Protect us from
American meat," but they said, " Protect ns against disease."

The proposition of the Manchester Guardian was a monstrous
one. Another paper, tiie Manchesler Critic, had "the highest
authority for saying that this was the most dangerous violation

of the principle of free trade since 18t-6." Professor Gamgee
said he had been'told that Mr. Gladstone was very suspicious o
the agitation going on in favour of the restrictions ol the im-
portation of live and tat cittle, and was very much frightened
at the wholesome proposal he (the Professor) had made, and
in which he stood al ne—the abolition of live stock in ports
relating specially to the slaughter of animals, and he, therefore,
thought it of importance to know the opinion of tlie leaders
of the Liberal party. He addressed the lolhwing to Mr.
Gladstone:—"The time has 'inquestionably arrived when the
voice of the country will sound in no doubtful manner in
favour of rational measures for the permanent extinction of
contagious cattle plague. The course of trade and the world's
progress are determining the issue of a strife prolonged, in my
case, over twenty-five years, during which I have had to lament
the diiliculty of convincing men in high places more than tiie

slow growth of public opinion. The recent development of
the American meat trade impoees on us a duty which should
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not altogptlur be Irft to tltcslow procss of titire and fortuitous

action. Our forefuthnrs bred biiortUorns wliicli formed the

groundwork of the finest people- feeding herds the world bas

ever seen, and wbicb are scattered over North America.

These nerds reach us simply by tiie use of natur-e's antiseptic

—cold— in the form of currents of dry air blown inces-^antly

round t'-e suspended and clothed quarters of dressed beef in

tbe ship's holds. The only druwbick is that so soon as tlie

meat is landed here it is subject to rough handling:, imperfect

storage, lieat, aud wet in the hands-of carriers and others who
run no personal risk in destroying Mint which people have been

at such pains to preserve aud send us. The natural,prudent, aud

.sHtisfactory cnur-e is so to encourage this importation of dead-

meat as to drive bick from ou.r shores the ill-fed, ill bred, and

oft-infected cattle whicli have mainly interfered with our home
meat production, and have actually raised instead of lowering

the price of meat. It is a case for wise and general co-opera

ton. We now know how to turn a live meat trade into a deid

meat trade, and tlie reduction of tiie price of meat to 6d. per

lb., which we may coufi lently anticipate from free trade in

Bound meat, will do more for the comfort and prosperity of our

working classes than perhaps any. other simple trade measure

to lie suggested." In reply to his letter he received one from

Mr. Gltdstone, who said, '•! have received and am obliged by

your letter and enclosures. I view with much interest all

efforts tenf'ing to substitute a dead for a livs meat, trade at-

home and from abroad, otherwise than by legislative coercion

and prohibition. But it is entirely leyond my power to take

a persoual share in these efforts." Professor Gamgee went on

to remark that he need scarcely say those engaged in Notting-.

ham were not in e. conspiracy to do what it had been said they

were doing, aud he continued to point out the great advanta^-e

to be derived by the agricultural interest in bringing dead

meat ius'ead of live animals to this country. They proposed

that llnssian cattle, the cattle of Bessirabia, tlie cattle coming
fr-ora those rinderpest districts where disease followed human
coufliot, should not corae alive to their shores, and that when-
ever there was a su.'^piciou of disease in a European country,

those countries should be scheduled, and thus do away with

the chance of diseased animals being brought unknowingly in

their midst. It was proposed to slaughter cattle at the puint

of embarkation. The Professor forcibly pointed out the risk

aud dangers of the present system, and mentioned the recom-

mendati' ns of the Cumraittee of tlie House of Commons, lie

did not lie-ilate to say that this was the best Report ever

presented by a Committte of the kind, although it did not aim
at that simple measure which would lead to the immediate

cessation of those harassing restrictions on trade incidental to

the system of inspection and dealing with fat animals at ports

of debarkation. Tlitre was only one way of dealing with the

home and foreign meat trade which RIj. Gladstone told thera

was desirable to be carried out, and that was the bringing

into large towns the best and cheapest means of storage which
would prevent putrefaction in provisions—the use of cold,

Tiiey wished to acquire such a regulation as met the wants of

the consumer on the one hand and the producer—the farmer

•—on the other. This was no experiment, but the initiation

of a great system. There was no stauncher supporter of free

trale than himself, but free trade in meat was impossible un-

less there should be a system the reverse of disease, putrefac-

tion, and decay, such as hid taken millions from the pockets

of the Britisli people in the last few years. The proposal met
with cordial support from members of the Chamber, and ulti-

mately a committee of three gentlemen was formed to confer

with the committee formed in the town to further the scheme

TRIAL OF MOWERS.—On July 31 a highly interesting

and important trial of grass mowers, haymakers, and horse

rakes took place inconnexion with the annual show of the Coquet-

dale Agricultural Society. Mr. Bamlett led off the ball with a

two-horse implement of easy draught, which cuts smoothly
and swathes well. Messrs. Brigham began work at the same
time, but their mower, thougii it cut fairly did not swathe
well, and was rivalled by that of Mr. Simm. Mr. Ivearsley's

did very good work ; so did Messrs. Picksley's, while Mr.
Arkle's was scarcely equal to the task. Messrs. S^muelson's
luower was shown to be an exceedingly good implement, and
for a time opinion seemed to be divided between it and Messrs.
Harrison and McGregor's, which cut very low and exceedingly
clean. Mr. Carsb's mower did much better towards the close,

when it worked in a highly creditable manner, tlie swathing
being much better than it was at the commencement. On tiie

other hand Messrs. Kemp and Nicholson's went better at the

outset. But the implement which attracted most notice for a

considerable time was Mr. Walter A. Wood's, which has-

carried ofEwe know not how many prizes, and appeared likely

to take first place here. It was uncommonly well driven, as,

indeed, all the mowers were, more especially that belongiag
to Messrs. Harrison and MiGregor. Ajfter a first trial a
sflection was made, and Messrs. Bamlet, Siram,.Kears!ey,

Picksley, Siimuelson,, Harrison and McGregor, and Walter.

A^Iood were invited to compete again. This trial, which
greatly simplified the work of the judges, took place in an ad-

joining field forming part of Mr. Mat/ier's farm. They first

cut on the flat and afterwards over the rigs, when the superi-

ority, of the machines was shown in the following order :

—

Messrs. Harrison, McGregor, and Co-, first prize ;, Mr. J,.

Syraan, second. These were, of course, all two horse mowers
with bars of i(t. 3iu., but there was also a trial of one horse

implements, although the crop was much too heavy for

machines of the kind. The competitors were Mr. B imlett,

Mr. Wood, Messrs. Harrison and McGregor, Mr. liearsley,.

and Messrs. Picksley and Sims, every one of whose mowers
were admirably adapted for hill farms whf ne a great breadth

of cut is not deemed essential, but for level ground their

limited stroke was thought to be raucli too short. The fol--

lowing were the awards in the one horse mower class :
—

Messrs. Harrison, McGregor, and Co., first prize ; Mr. Walter
A. Wood, second. The successful competitors in rakes were
Messrs. Haughtou and Thouipsou, Carlisle. — Nexocas'li

JOid'/ial.

TIPTREE HALL—If Mr. Mechi,did not choose his farm,

for its natural fertility, he certainly did not fix upon Tiptree as

a country residence on account of the beauty of its scenery.

Tiptree 11 ill is four-and-a-half miles from K.-'lvedon Station ;.

and although Ivelvedon itself is rather pretty, when Tiptree

ILeatli is reached, the country is Hit, the trees are scrubby, and.

there-is nothing but the growing crops to please the eye. The
Hall is a plain square building, well suited to the character of

tlie unattractive country around it. In the spacious diuin^-

room there is a plain, and in the drawing-room a more orna-

mental specimen of the improved fire-grate so strongly

recommended by Mr. Mechi last yeat in some letters to T/ie

Times. Any blacksmith can convert an ordinary reg'ster-

stove into one of these improved grates which have fire-clay

backs and whole bottoms level with the floor. Eor heating

and economising (uel they are excellent. I'or the convenience
of his London friends Mr. Mechi shows one at his place in

Regent street, where instructions how to make the grates, or

where to procure them ready made, may be obtained. One
great advantage of these grates is that fires in thera require no
stoking; and the distressing problem to a visitor, whether lie

hos known his host long enough to be entitled to the priyilega

of poking the fire, is abrogated by their use.— JJorld.

THE CROPS IN CANADA.- From all sides the news
reaches us every day that the fall wheat, of which a much,
greater breadth than usual was sown this season, is not ouly

lar above the avemge in the amount of the yield, but is the

finest sample of grain we have been favoured with for a long
time. This will enable the farmer to ooramand the highest

price for all he has to sell, as well as send to market much
more than the usual quantity. In some few localities there

are drawbacks to record in the form of local droughts, blight-

ing frosts, or destructive tornados ; but, take the harvest for,

all in all, the room for complaint is astonishingly small. la
many places there will be twice the average yield, and from
fifty to sixty bushels to the acre will be no uncommon return

in many parts of Western Ontario. The present week will

see the fall wheat nearly all harv.ested, and should the weather,

remain as it has been the condition in which it has been
secured will be far better than usual. There is reason ta.

believe that spring wheat will be not much more than an
average crop, if it reaches that point, though at its present

rate of progress it is possible that it may turn out much
better than is now expected. The other spring grains are,

however, excellent crops. Oats are lU many places better than

they have been for years, and so are peas and barley, though
neither of these is of so mucli importance as- wheat.—T.oronto

Daily Cfoic, July J26th.
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TilE !SARVEST PROSPECTS IN PRUSSIA.

^q crisr to obtain reliable early statistics of this year's

liarvest the central agricultural Societies of Prussia had
been requested by the Miuistry of Aa;riculture to 'furnish

reports of this year's harvest prospects by July 25. The
harvest to be expected was to be expressed iu figures

rQT)resenting the perceatage of an avera'^e crop, the latter

•being equal to 100. According to T/n' Cologne Gazette—
to which we are indebted for these statements and the

table below—the reports had been furnished to the

central Societies by the branch Associations already

between the 15th and 2(9th July; consequently the

figures for the summer crops are only estimates, which

were liable to many changes accCrdlng'to the state of the

weather. But it itiay in general be stated that the esti-

mates given for the summer crops are somewhat too low,

the effects of the drought of June having beeu remedied

by recent rains. The harVctt of the winter crops, on the

contrary, at le&st as Tegards quality, may probiibly be

affected" injtiriously by damp weather. With regard to

bulb and root crops, the final results will not be known
until the issue of the harvest tables in October. The
averages of the whole Monarchy, and the figures for the

differout provinces, as far as they may be calculated from

the reports to hand, are at present as follows :

CRors,

Wheat

Rye

BAilT.E'Y

<G)ATS
I

Peas 5

Beans \

Buckwheat.. I

Rape I

Corn.

Straw
Corn.

Straw
Corn
Straw

Corn.

Straw

Corn.

Si raw

C ifn

Straw

Corn
Straw

Corn
Straw

Potatoes ..,

Beetroots
Mangold ..,

Hay
Clover ,

Lupines ..

Flax ,

Hops
Vetches ..

— c
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AGRICULTURE OF THE ITALIAN PROVINCE OF FERRARA.

The report mide by Consul Colnaghi states that the

principal products of the province, which is almost

exclusively agricultural, are wheat, hemp, maize, wine,

rice, beans, hay, straw, firewood, cocoons, garden produce,

fish, game, reeds, rushes, &c. The wheat grown is soft.

The hard quality has beea tried several times, but,

although successful at first, it soon degenerated. Spring
wheat is only cultivated occasionally to replace the

autumn grain, should the latter either have been pre-

vented being sown, or have become spoilt from excess of

wet, or other causes. In some localities spring wheat,
planted between January and February, is more pio-
diR-tive than the autumnal sowings. Tiiere seems no
duubt but that the agriculture of the province his greatly

improved of late years, and is still progressing. Thrashing
machines are imported from England. Within the last

seven or eight years more than a hundred have been
introduced iiito the provi«ce. Fowler's steam plough
was tried in 1868, but the division of the laud into small

plots, surrounded by trees, prevented, among other
reasons, its adoption. Agricultural implements in

general are improving. The average yield of wheat,
which ten years ago hardly exceeded nine hectolitres per
acre, may now be considered to have obtained fourteen

hectolitres. This increase is due to the renewal of seed,

to its relation and preparatioQ. to a system of thin
sowing, and to th« care taken of the young wheat.

The cultivation of hemp has improved, so that in some
parts of the province the product, for quality, greatly

resembles that of the province of Bjlogna. This plant

i«, however, exposed to serious injury from the broom-
rape {orohaiLche), which checks the production wherever
it prevails. The disease of the vine has beea conquered
by means of sulphuration, and the cultivation of the viae
lie the province has regained its former importance. The
humid nature of the soil, however, does not allow the

vines to be grown low, as on the hills of the Monferrato,
btt requires them to be festooned in the trees, and the
wine produced has little alcoholic force, with a tendency
io excess of acidity. This cultivation, in a wine-making
sense at least, might advantageously be abandoned,
tlthough, witn more care in the selection of the grapes,

sad in the making, the present quality of wine produced
could doubtless be improved. The cultivation of silk-

worms was formerly attended to with great care, and was
tending towards an increase, when, finally, the disease,

which for some years had spared, extended its ravages to,

this province, causing the industry to be given up by
some cultivators, the remainder continuing it with
diminished energy. The Ferrarese cocoons have always
been prized for their beanty, and there was, at one time,

a demand for the grain from this province in Loiiibardy
&nd Yenetia.

In the province of Ferrara large estates are, to small,

in the proportion of one-third, with a tendency to

increase, for want of capital on the part of the smaller

proprietors. The system of raised culture, trees and
vines with cereals, &c., prevailing in this province, and
which was favoured by the protectionism of former
times, has, with the modern facilities of carriage and
exchange, become incompatible with the progress of
agriculture, and must be abandoned for distinctive culti-

vation. The rotation of crops, being confined to hemp
and wheat, is also defective : it is opposed to the economy
of manures , and is considered to foster, more than is

generally supposed, the parasitical enemies of the two I

piaats. Until the adoption of a more suitable rota- !

tioo, a grass crop might be introduced between the wheat

and the hemp, either clover, or Hedi/sarum Corouirium.
Lind is, for the most part, farmed under the system of
" Boaria," which is considered by competent persons to

he among the least happy of the systems of tenancy that

flourish in Italy, greatly inferior to the mdai/er sy%iem in

its effects, both on the landlord and on the tenant—on
the landlord from the difficulty he finds in meeting with
good and faithful servants ; on the tenant, as, except

where hemp is cultivated, he is said hardly to be able to

keep out of debt.

The number of persons engaged in the cultivation of

the soil, according to the census of 1871, was 49,272
persons. The estates are usually divided into farms of

20, or sometimes 30, hectares, with a house, from ten to

fourteen oxen, two cows, and the necessary far n imple-

ments, which are all the property of the landlord, instead

of, as in the metayer system, belonging to the tenant. The
landlord also provides the seed. In each " versuro," or

farm, a family of about eight individuals is attached, com-
posed as follows : Men, the " boaro," or " colono," the

head of the family, who has the care of the cattle, ploughs

the land, carries and stores the crops, and two " brag-

liani," or farm labourers, who sow, reap, attend to the

vines, &(;. Women (three in number) : The wife of the
" boaro," who attends solely to the household ma'ters,

the wives of the labourers, who also work in the fields.

Boys : A ploughboy and cowherd. Any other children

there may be are not counted.

The " boaro " receives from the landlord, for the

services of the entire family, 6 hectolitres of wheat, the

same of Indian-corn, tO or 50 lire in money, one-third of

the hemp, or one-half when the ground is dug up by
the tenants, a ninth or tenth part of the wheat, and one-

third of the Indian-corn as payment ^or reaping. The
tenants have also a share in the butter, cheese, and
ricotfa made on the farm, and a right to one out of four

of the calves that may be born. The " boaro " is

required to give the landlord a yearly present of eggs,

poultry, and pork of the value of about 53 lire, under the

term of " onoraoze."

The food of the peasantry, for the greater part of the

year, is polenta bread for two or three months, pastes,

sometimes meat, and generally soup made with lard.

Their houses are mt very well spoken of, but there is

said to be generally riom enough for the inmates.

The method of cultivation is as follows: The land is

divided into " pezze," or divisions, 50 metres broad and

lOO metres in length. It first undergoes the operation

of •'colmatura," by which the soil is heaped up in an

arched shape, replai;ing draining. The " pizze " run

north and south, with drains on either side ; the space

between each " pezza " is called " strena," and is

generally occupied by rows of trees—elm, walnut, or

mulberry—supporting the vines. At either end of the
" pezza " is a pathway called " cavedagni," or " cappez-

zani," running east and west, and two or three metres

wide. The land is ploughed to the depth of 40 or 50

centimetres, with five or six yoke of oxen. After plou.;h-

ing, when it has to be prepared for hemp to succeed

wheat, comes the " ravagliatura," by which the furrows

are made by the plough, and are dug out to the depth of

another foot with the spade—a process equivalent to

subsoil ploughing. Manure is also laid for hemp after

wheat, but not in all cases. After hemp, for wheat,

pkughing alone is sufficient. In reaping, the straw is

not cut low, the stubble, with weeds intermixed, being

afterwards cut and used as winter food for cattle.

The Ferrarese horses are strong, robust, and of a
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Bansuine tempernment, with a well-shaped head anJ
powerful nerlc. Their average height is 1.50 metres.

The horses are generally used for draiisrht and agricultural

purposes, except ploughiner; but (he peasants work rhe

fonls loo youn?. The principal horse markets are held

at Ferrara and Copparo. The condition of the stables is

good
; the animals are, however, pastured out for more

than half the year. The native breed of grey-coated
oxen is generally of small siz--, but strong and robust,

crossed, as in common, with the "pugliese" race, it

gains in size and strength. When the cattle are no
1 )nger fit for work they Hre made over to the butcher.
The system of raising stock might be improved. The
stalls are for the most part ili-»entiiated, while the well-
water is scanty, and saturated with unhealthy elements.
These defects are, however, being corrected. But little

care is given ia the province to the breeding of sheep and
goats; and the extensive pasture-lands that it contains
are peopled, in great part, with the periodical immigra-
tion of sheep from the Ueggian, Modenese, and Bologtiese
mountains. The animals are kept in the open air, for

the sake of the manure, especially in the hemp. fields. In
mid-winter, when the laud is covered with snow, they
«ie fed with dry fodder. The local breed has need of

a nelioration The cheese is of inferior quality, and the
wool sells for little more than 200 li.e per quintal.

Lambs and kids are slaughtered for local consumption,
and are also exported to other provinces. Of pigs the
I'alian breed prevails in the province, imported in large
numbers from the lunbria and the Romagua for repro-
duction and slaughtering. The markets are held at Ferrara
and Copparo. The styes greatly require improvement.
In the absence of acorns the animals are fed entirely on
the refuse of grain. In the district of Cento the Reggian
breed is preferred, lu a province so eminently agricul-
tural as that of Ferrara, tlie breeding of stock, more care-
fully attended to, would not only render great assistance
to the improvemeni of agriculture, but itself become au
important source of wealth.

LONDON CENTRAL MEAT, POULTRY,
AND PROVISION MARKETS.

The Annual Report of the Markets' Committee for the
past year has been presented to the Court of Com-
mon Council. The total receipts for the several years
since the opening of the Market are as follows :

£
187t 51523
1875 53 U9
1870 68,25i

£ s. d.

1870 49.850 19 4
1871 50,554 2 10
1872 51,089 1 3
1873 51,165 18 1^

To each of these totals must be added £3,000, the yearly
rental paid by the railway companies for the substructure
of the Meat Market. The revenue from the New Poultry
and Provision Market it brought into account for the
first time in the 187C receipts. The weight of goods
brought into the markets during the financial year of
firty-three weeks, ending September 30th, 1876, is as
follows

:

CoBNTRTf Meat. Tons. Cts. Qrs. £ s. d
From railway companips 88,188 7 2 ... 9 798 14 2

„ shipping 2.649 16 ... 294 8 4

Town and Foreign Killed
Meat.

From salesmen, town carriers,

and slauKhtermen 43,631. 7 I ... 48t8 5 3
„ toll paid at gates 30,440 7 1 ...4,048 18 7
„ American meat 5,250 0... 583 G 8

Total 170,163 17 £19,573 13

Allowing for the increased revenue derived from the

Poultry and Provision Market, the toUi show an increase

of about £1,000 on the year.

The relative proportions of country meat, and of town
and foreign-killed meat, delivered in each month from
January 1st to December 31st, compared with the previous
year, are shown in the followiug table :

1875.

Country.

Tons.
January 9,359
F«bruary 8 773
March 9 180
April 8,370
May 6,991.

June 5,6o8
July 5,399
August 4,002
September ... 4 789
October 7,129
NovemVr ... 7,628
December ... 9 6.S3

Town and
Fo'eijjn.

Tons.

5 700
5,220 ,

5,709

6 188 7 730

1S70.

Country.

Tons.

. 10 270
. 9.220

10,738

5,873
6 4^38

7,435

5,732
6,908 4,529
6,33()

6,789

7 803
7.72-.

6,808

3,807
5.751

7 009
7 897
9,K6i

Town and
Foreiijn.

Tons.

0,439

5,782

0,073
6.141

7.351
6.82

1

7,027
7,44(i

7 445
S 308
7,900

7,370

Totals ...80,970 77,'63 89,495 84,712

The quantities of American meat sent into the market
during the same period are

:

Tons. Tons.
January 125 July 200
February 90 August 3.53
March 240 September 550
April 40i October 73,s
May 400 November 1,034
June 425 December 1,13

4
In respect of this the Report remarks :

" During the
past year the experiment of bringing fresh (unfrozen}
American-killed meat into the British Isles has been
successfully tried, and has resulted in the importation of
about 5,513 tons into these Markets alone, a portion of
which arrived in excellent condition during the excep-
tional hot weather of last August, thus proving its perfect
practicability. . . Much^of the meat is of superior
quality, and will, doubtless, prove of great advantage to
the country. . . . The supplieshave at present been
irregular iu their time of arrival, and uncertain in quan-
tity, and have consequently interfered with and prevented
some other sources of supply. . . No doubt in a
short tio'c it will have assumed its proper position
among the daily deliveries, and then the full extent of
the boon will be appreciated, not only in London, but in
the proviuces."—Abridged (lomT/ieJieai and I'rovUirm
'Trades' Reotew.

THE COLORADO BEETLE SCARE.-The Berlin cor-
respondent of The Times telegraphs that Professor Gers'aecker
one ot the zoologists directing the anti-Colorado measures near
Cologne, having discovered that the beetle when depositing its
eggs proceeds in a regular curve, the dangerous insect can be
traced and destroyed with greater certainty. At the Berlin
Agricultural Museum numerous Colorado beetles are bein?
carefully nursed and tended, to afford naturalists an opportunity
of studying the liabits and customs of the unwelcome s'ranger
Land and Hater says :

" There is one point we wish to call
attention to-it is the preparing for the dreaded inva.ion of
the Colorado beetle by a studied preservation of its enemies.
1 heee enemies are without doubt, rooks. We wish to persuade
the owne^rs of rookeries that by sparing the young rooks next
sprmg they would double the defensive force in the country
against the expected invasion. Spare the rook and you will
stamp out the beetle. The rook is the true ' beetle crusher."
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'^HE GERM THEORY.
The following letter from tir. TynJall to T/ie Times,

of July 2'4th, cannot fail to ihtfitest those who are cOq-

ccrued with the question of cbhtagioUscdttle diseiises :

—

Oq the rStli of 'June I sought, with your kind permission

to answer Dr. Bistian accortlina to his deserts, lie had

(liven your readers to understand that I took advantage of my
position liere to eiuiiiuiate ray own views and to pxctuJe Ins.

I, therefore, thouglit it only fair to siiow that the tloyal

'Institution diil not stand alone, and a&orJingiy asked him
"wliether the 'very Society to which he belongs, anl whose ia-

tignia, F.R.S., he tikes a just pride in appendiiiE; to his name,
had not declined his communication. The Iliyal Society,

moreover, being an arena tor scientific discussion, wliicli tlie

Royal Institution is not, I took cccteion tt slio.v tliat when
an opportunity for discassio'n before the Royal Society was

'afrurded hiin, he did not use it. He has given his reason,

with which I do not pfbpose'to tneddle.

I have no personal or profcsaiotial interest to serve iu this

matter, but those who have followed what I have written upon
'tlie subject must be aware how profoutidly its gravity impresses

•tne. 'Por tlie f.rst lime in huff, in history science -jrapples

'with an enemy & thousand times more deadly to man than all

'the battle-fields of the world

—

crippling hini here, killing him
'there, and never ceasing to cripple and kill. Let your readt^rs

'turn for information ou this head to the May number of tlie

Ninckenik Ccnfrvy, where Sir Thomas Watson strikes the

Ttey-note of his article " On the Aboliticnof-Zjinotic Disease"
with these pregnant words :—

" As life proceeds only from precedisg life—as accor'ding'to

'the verdict of exact e.xperiraent there is no such thing as spon-

^aneous generation—so under similsr testiuony there is, uow-
"a-days, at least, no spontaneous origin of specific disorders.

. . . •. In tho'se serious and procreant disorders, happeli-

'ing, if at all, 'cnly once in a lifetime, the discovery, combined
with the arrest, o f their several producing caUses, is equivalent

to the possibility of their total abolition."

In a question of such importanr ^ the personal claim to

accuracy of either Dr. Bastian or invself is of small moment

;

'still, accuracy even in small ftatters is desirable, lest the in-

fection of inaccuracy should extend'itself to great ones. In
additiot to otiiers already disposed of I will, therefore, Iisk

you to allow ine to correct certain erroneous statements in

'regard to matters of fact to which Dr. Bastian has committed
'himself in tlie last letter which he lias addressed to you.

Fifteen years ago M. Pasteur ftunouuced that Organisms
Vhich v/ere killed by btiling ic acid infusions survived the

"same SVaount of boiling in alkaline ones. Three years ago
some very remarkable differences of the same kind v/ere

'observed by Dr. William Roberts in hay infusions. I had
previously experimented upon hay infusions in their natural

acid condition ; but from these I turned for a brief period

'Eside'to repeat some of the experiuLents of Er. Roberts. My
results dit not tally wiih his, but seeing the extent ot the field

of inquiry, I clc ed ray first laborious paper in the Philo-

sophical Tfaiisucliom with the announcement that the inquiry

was postponed.

Last September I resumed my work, gathering round me hay
of various kinds. One of these samples of hay behaved
differently from the others. The possible influence of age

suggested itself, atd the hint was sullinent to cause me to seek

'through the country for samples of old hay. Lord Claud
Hamilton was good enough to send me some from Heathfield.

From Colchester I obtained hay five years old, and from other

places hay in different stages of de'^sication. I hunted the

•hay-coutagiura down till T coull place my finger on it, and I

howed by experiments, long-continued nod laborious, the

savages'it produced amonginfuSions of all kinds.

These results have be-n in part given to the world, and 1

am liappy to know that they are considered perfectly conclu-

sive by some of the best heads in Germany and England.

They will be fully given in a Memoir embracing all the "wild

hypothesis " willi which Dr. Eastip,n credits me, but which.,

nevertheless, the Council of the Royal Society lias honoured
with a place in the Philosophical Ti-ansadioic's. There is no
icontradiction whatever between these results and my earlier

ones. My first experiments are quite as valid as my last, and
Dr. Bastian's parallel passages are absolutely irrelevant to the

•conclusion which he seeks to establish.

What Dr. Bastian "says regarding the ab.'indontnent of my
'closed chambers and my " searching \\nvn " is pure f'lintasy; I.

have not abliadolied 'hem. They have been used in n>j most
rec lit inquiries, and the demonatratiuus founded on thetc will

"conliuue valid throughout all time.

What he savs regarding bnseen germs is Rlso said without
knowledge. Tlie -gerins are seen collectively, though the
iticro-sct;pe ir.ity tail to resolve them. A patch ot blue-belts oa
a hill-slope is not the less a patch of blue-bells because from
a distance you are onlv conscious cT their colour and "fail to

dislinguioh the iudividiul fiowers.

Br. Bs.5tife.n cdlls ray adherence to the germ theory " a
conclusion of a foregone nature." Here, a's elsewhere, he is

entirely wrong. The hay bacillus is an organism as definite

as a kidupy-bean. It propagates itself liy npores. 1 tjytcll iu

the <(ir certein particles slurtien from hay and sow tliera m a
nutritive infusion which lus remained lor six months astrans-
'p'arent as distilled water and as void ot life.. Forty eiglrt hours
after the act of sowing, the infusion is found thick witli

mj'riids olhr.ci'.'i. Ttiis experiment, I say, proves to demons-
tration th'at the sown particles Were tlie germs of the btil'illi,

and the test I holi to be universally valid. Dr. l\ istian says
,

" No
;
your iuierence is a wild hypothesis. This swarming

li e arises not from living genus, but from dead, decaying
organic dust, whose very dealli ajd dreiv I, Dr. Bastian aliirni

confer on ii'the power of producing life." To the observed
method of Nature he'thus opposes the arbitrary fancy of his

individual brtiit!, and 'I repeat thafit v/ould be a misuse of
words to call this fancy an " interpretation."

Let me conclude by saying tlmt neither the statements
marked " 1 " and " 2," with which Dr. Bastian so categorically

credits rae, nor the words " hasty and erroneous," whidi he
also puts into my moUlh, v/ere ever uttered by me.

Ilere tiiis correspondence, as far as I am Concerned, must
end. At a future time I may ask your permission to publish

a condensed review of tlie entire question, of putrefactiea. and
infection.

"THE RUSSIAN GRAIN TRADE.—The Gatalle of

i^^. Peterslmrg gives the following details of the conference

lately summoned by the Russian Government for the purpose

cf considering— first, the quantity of eereak which Russia on

an average year would be able to export ; second, the mode ia

which that export could be eff^'cted now that "tlie southern

ports have been blockaded, and also in the event of the

blockade extending to all the ports of the -empire. The

conference was attended by delegates from the chief railway

companies, Assisted by persons intimately connected with the

grain trade, and from the proceedings it appears that the

average export of grain has risen within the past three years

to about ii3 millions -of bushels. The shipments from the

Black Sea and the Sea of Azof, with the exeeption of the

ports of Kertch and Eish, amount on an average to about &%

millions of .bushels; as this year only 12 millions were

exported, it is calculated that about BO millions of bushels

remain in the Southern provinces, to be transported by rail

either to the northern ports or to frontier towns. The

capacity of the railway system to overtake this increased

traftic was the subject of much consideration by tlie confer-

ence, and ultimately a table was drawn up showing the

numbers of trains which would require to be despatched daily

on each of the lines, so as to meet the demands for transport..

•From this it appears that if the export is not to be delayed,

the number of trains per day en the principal lines must be

increased from about '130 to 190, and it remains to be seen

whether, when the resources of the companies are so greatly

taxed by tlie war traffic, so,much additional work caa be gtHt

through."

—

Economist.
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THE PRESERVATION OF FRESH MEAT.

Durinp: tlie past half century the atteution of

scieiititic men and conuuerciiil siieculators lias been
directed to the perfecting of various systems of

food preservation, having' for their chief object

the utilisation of tlie surphis produce of j'oung-,

partially developed, or sparsely populated coun-
tries. Diverse and varied liave been tlie principles

on which the piroces.-es have been b.ised, and,

until very recently, not one of the very numerous
])atents has ever been a complete success. The
tinned meats of Australia, South America, and,

more recently, of the United States, are all of

them successes so far as real efllciency is concerned
;

but they are coiumercial failures in respect of the

object for which they were originally intended,

iuasQiuch as they have fiiund but partial favour

with consumers. Thus, whilst these cooked meats
are excellent in themselves, and deserving of

greater attention, the bulk sold is so small that

our food supplies are uot materially increased

thereby ; neither are the surplus stores of pro-

ducing countries sensibly affected by the trade

in preserved meats. Jn this cise, therefore, a

complete success in one point of view is a partial

failure in another. The various extracts of meat
may be classed in the same category. The sun-

dried meat "r cliarqui of the La Plata States is

good and wholesome, but utterly useless for the

Eno-lish market, if intended for human food.

Antiseptic agents of many kinds have been used
for the preservation of meat ; but they have all

failed, not in preserving the meat, but in rendering

it acceptable to consumers. It is needless to say

that the many schemes for injecting tliese agents

into the blood-vessels of slaughtered animals, and
absurd suggestions for introducing them into the

sj^stem with the food during life, have never been
attended witli tlie slightest practical success.

The most signal failure has been in the attempt
to utilise the action of frost, and, strange to say,

there are men who, at the present day, still

advocate the freeziiio' of meat as a preservative in

ordinary and extraordinary transit. i

It is perfectly true that organic matter, such as

the flesh of animals, will keep literally for ages

while it continues frozen ; the perfect remains of

the extinct mammoth found embedded in ice at

the mouth of the Lena in Siberia, and other

instances of the kind, will sulRce to show the

unlimited preservative power of ice. But it has

the property, k'uown to every school-boy, of

occupying greater space than the water of which
it is composed prior to congealatiou. The bursting
of a water-pipe, or the disintegration of a piece

of chalk, must have come under the notice of all.

In the case of frozen meat the tissues being
elastic are not actually broken up and separated

as the particles of chalk are, but they are never-
theless broken and bruised to an extent which
ensures rapid decomposition as sooa as thawing
takes place. Every butcher knows this, and
accordingly protects his meat from frost to the

beat of his ability. It is, therefore, a matter of

surprise that the idea of sending frozen meat from;
Australia to Great Britain should still retain its

vitality at the Antipodes, as recent advices seem to
indicate. There would be no real difficulty in
keeping meat artilicially frozen during a voyage
round the world, if necessary; and, therefore, if

frozen meat were of any use in our markets it could
easily be sent. Chilled ciiambers, iu which a
low teninerature is kept up, have proved p.irtiallv

successful for the transit of meat, and this was
the beginning of a variety of projects wluch have
resulted in the discovery of a principle which ha,8-

proved successful in every respect—scientific,
practical, and tinancial—although until quita
recently it has not been perfected in detail.

Jn iS40 a patent was taken out by Mr. W. E.'

Newtop which had for its object the preservation
of fruit aud vegetables by keeping them at a
temperature "nearly approaching the freezing
point of water without being actually allowed to
freeze." This appears to have been the inaugura-
tion of the principle. From that time to this,
hundreds of patents have been taken out which
are based upon it. It was not long before it was
found that a uniform temperature slightly above
the freezing point of water was uot in itself
sufficient to preserve perishable articles of food.
The presence of moisture rendered the processes
more or less uncertain in their results, and atten-
tion accordingly turned to means by which a"r-
could be deprived of its moisture. This has been
effected_ in various ways by the action of lime,
sulphuric acid, chloride of calcium, cotton-wool,,
aud many other agents ; but the simplest and
most effective plan is by the action of cold itself,.

as_ will presently be shown. It must be borne in
mind that meat, to be saleable in English
markets, must not only be fresh, but at the same
time in a perfectly natural state aud condition. It
must not have been treated with antiseptics nor
frozen. Cold air, which has been rendered
anhydrous or chemically dry, is therefore the only
agent which has proved chemically and practically
successful. Processes which merely cool the aiV
by passing it over or between ice or freezing mix-
tures do not provide at the same time for its
perfect dryness, aud consequently they are onlv
partially successful. Apain, the employment of
ice entails great cost, from its bulky nature and
great weight, as well as the risk of failure from
its inel ting before the calculated time. An instance
of this occured with the Atlantic steamer City of
Brussels, which was delayed on her passa^a
owing to an accident to her propeller, in which
case the meat was spoiled. The processes of refri-
geration now iu actual use on the Atlantic steamers
for the transit of dead-meat may be described as
two. In the "ice and salt "' process, which is said
to be the cheaper of the two, the meat compart-
ment is cooled by pipes through which run water
which has been chilled by their passing under aud
through the ice and "salt. The Inmau and
Ounard steamers, arc iitted in this way. I'he
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otliei" lines of meat-eaiTyiDg steamers are arranged

for the " cool-air " process, in -which the air is

cooled iu the ice compartment, and forced

through that iu which the meat is hung by means
of fans or blowers. Both of the processes are

sufficiently effective to bring meat from the

Ameiican States and Canada to this country,

generally ia good condition, all the year round. But
the air not being perfectly dry, the result is not a

complete success, iu proof of which may be cited

the fact of cargoes coming occasionally tu hand
"out of condition." At the same time they have
succeeded linaucially, and a great and expanding
trade has been established by these means.

If, however, our supplies are to be augme;ited b}^

contributions from the Colonies, or from South
Amei'ica, which in either case would necessitate a

long journey through the tropics, it is evident that

no imperfect system will avail, and the employ-
ment of ice is out of the question.

M. Tellier's patent, with which the
Frigorifique is fitted, may be taken as a

type of the processes to which we must look
for complete success. It consists in the pro-

duction of cold by the evaporation of a hydro-
carbon such as ether ; the circulation of an

uncongealable agent, such as the solution of chloride

of calcium, in metal pipes; the precipitation of the

moisture of the atmosphere by the cold thus pro-

duced ; and the circulation of the cold dr}'^ air thus

obtained through an air-tight meat compartment.
By these, or similar means, the cold can be supplied

for any length of time without a weighty or

bulky agent being employed, the air readily de-

prived of its moisture, and the meat gradually

desiccated. In theory, the result is that the germs
of animal and vegetable organisms, to which fer-

mentation and putrefaction are supposed to be

due, are rendered dormant by the low temperature;

that the drying of the surfaces of the meat
renders it impervious to the atmosphere ; and that

the process, if indefinitely continued, would, or

should result in the gradual and complete des-

siccation of the meat, without fermentation or

putrefaction taking place. In practice the result

should be the preservation of fresh meat in per-

fectly good and marketable condition, with loss of

moisture iu proportion to the duration of the pro-

cess, in transit from the Antipodes to Europe.

This result has actually been obtained. Last

week we noticed the arrival of the Frigorifique

with her experimental cargo in excellent condition.

True to the theory of the patent, the dryness of the

atmosphere and uniformity of the temperature,

maintained as easily in the tropics as in the

English channel, effectually preserved the meat from
decay. The loss by evaporation was ver}' considera-

ble, being estimated, as we have previously stated,

at about 30 per cent, of the original weight of the

carcases. It is possible that the greater part of

this loss Oc'cured during the earlier stages of the

process, as the dried surfaces of the meat on its

arrival would scarcely admit of sensible evapora-

tion. Bat of this we are we are not at present

informed. The appearance of the carcases fully

warranted the opinion that they would have kept

good for au iudetiuitely extended trial—in fact,

that they would have dried up without putrefac-

tion taking place. The loss of weight is clearly an
exporter's question, and the consumer benefits from
having to purchase so much the less water. The beef

was smaller and of better quality than we had an-

ticipated, and, greatly to our surprise, produced an
abundance of gravy in the cooking. To the taste

it was sweet and tender, whilst a haunch of mutton
from a four-year-old Merino wether, was simply
perfection. The complete scientific and practical

success of the experiment is thus placed beyond
even the shadow of doubt.

The ultimate bearing of this result on British

agriculture it is impossible to foresee. Unquestion-
ably it places our markets within the reach of every

meat-producing country in tlie world ; and it is

not a little significant that this result should have
been achieved at the very time when our Conti-

nental neighbours who are within thirty-six hours
of our markets are vociferous in their declarations

of the impracticabilit}' of the dead-meat trade in

their several instances. Again, the transit from
the North American Continent is but 12 of the 112
days of this trial. If, therefore, the same or

a similar process were adapted to the vessels

engaged in the trade of the United States and
Canada, the twelve days may eventually come to

be considered as scarcely equal to the necessary
" ripening " of fresh meat. Then it must be borne

in mind that the ordinary transit from Australia

occupies but three-fourths of the time which has

been taken up by this venture, and the journey

from the River Plate can be done in one quarter

the time. We may therefore conclude that the

trial has exceeded anything which is likely to

occur in ordinary practice ; and although a few
weeks, or even months, may make no difference to

the soundness of the meat, it would make a very

great difference to the loss by evaporation. When
all these matters are duly considered, it is im-
possible to come to a conclusion other than that

the British producer has further competition to

meet ; but this he will not fear if he has a fair

chance in the fight. With diseased herds and
flocks, and constantly imported supplies of con-

tagium, the British producer cannot compete with
the world in meat producing, and therefore we
remind him again and again that he must make a

determined stand against the continuance of the

foreign cattle trafiic, in his own vital interest.

This point gained, we believe he may, with lessened

cost of production and increased profit, successfully

compete with all the world in supplying the

British consumer with beef and mutton.

MIDDLETON TYAS AND DISTRICT HORSE AND
FOAL snow.—This show was Ivld on August 22, at

Middleton Tyas, nnar Richmond. Tiiroughouc the day it

rained incessantly, and the Sliow-ground was a perfect puddle.

Far more people attended than could have been expected under

the circumstances. The arrane;ements, which were under the

control of Mr. Pybus Home, tiie honorary secretary, and Mr.

C. Robinson, the treasurer, were liighly creditable. The
Judges were Mr. Stowell, ol Darlingtou ; Mr. Hutchinson, of

("atterick; and Mr. Hopkinson, of Guisbro', for horses; Mr.

Rowlaudson, of Newton Morrell, for roots and grain ; Mr.

Brown, of Marske, for dogs; and Mr. Shields Gill, of Reeth,

for butter. They had to deal with 270 entries, including dogs,

grain, &c. Of this number 180 were horses and foals.—

Yurlisliire Gu^cUe.
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THE SANDRINGHAM SALE.
The exleiit of tlie ioterest taken in the sale at

Sandringham, on August 15, of pure-bred Shorthorn

cattle, Jersey htifers, and Southdown sheep, the property

of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, was pkrr>ly indicated by

the attendance of some live or sis hundred breeders and
farmers from all parts of Norfolk, and from reighbourius^

and distant counties. The occasion of the auction was
the disposal of surplus stock through the letting of

Wolferton Farm, the stock consisting of 26 Shorthorn

cows, two calves, and 12 Shorthorn bulls, of the purest

strains, 12 of (he more and more fashionable Jerseys, 60
pure Southdown shenrliug ewes, 25 tivo-shear ewes, 25

three-shear ewes, 25 full-mouthed ewes, 25 broken-

mouthed ewts, 30 ewe lambs, 5 shearling rams, 4 aged

rams, and 10 ram lambs. All the stock, which were in

good health and splendid breeding condition, were sold

without reserve. Excellent arrangements were made for

the sale, which his Royal Highness entrusted to Mr.
Thornton. Every facility was given for inspecting the

stock previous to the sale, and the greatest panctuality

was observed in all the proceedings.

Mr. Thornton opened the sale by remarking that the

large company brought together testified lo the popularity

of his Royal Highness as a country gentleman, whose
example was worthy of imitation by every landed pro-

prietor, for his Royal Highness had improved the land,

and endeavoured to increase the food of the people by

giving attention to the breeding of live stock. NuW that the

estate had been imp.-oved, some of the land had been let,

and so some of the stock would be sold. In founding his

herd of Shorthorns, His Royal Highness looked to the

stock of the county—to that of those gentlemen who had

been the means of improving the county stock during

many generations. His Royal Highness had gone for his

bulls to Mr. Hugh Ayliner, who stood highest in the

county, and who held a high position in the kingdom.

They had also been obtained from Mr. Micklethwaite, who
might be regarded as the father of Shorthorns in the

county. The first object in raising a herd of cattle

was to produce good two-j'ear-old bullocks, and this

object the Sandiinghara herd had realised, for it had pro-

duced some tine grazing stock.

The following is a list of the several lots and their

purchaser*.

COWS AND HEIFERS.

Fledge.—Mr. W. Iradfield, 30 es.

Castane.tte.—Mr. H Goulder, 32 gs.

Feather.—Mr. H. Gouldt-r, 35 gs.

Canzonet.—Mr. Worth, 31 ^a.

Coral.—Mr. Hamoud, 30 gs.

Friendship.— Mr. J. Rickwood, 36 gs.

Panc;)kp.—Mr. Griffin, Peterborough, 43 gs. Her calf,

Mr. Jirvis, 13 gs.

Flight.—Jlr. J. Morton, ?>2 ffs.

Peony.—Mr. Briggs, Lincolnshire, 30 gs.

Caelialoug. — Mr. Jarvis, 36 gs. Her calf, Mr. Jur»is,

20 gR.

L')uisa.—Mr. Wa'son, 54- gs.

Wee Wee.— Mr. Briggs, 4S gs.

Tone.—Mr. H.Gorringp, Sussex, 3t {js.

Marguerite.—Mr. E. lleineraann, 46 gs.

Lady Audrey.—Mr. Watson, 41 ga.

Misa Constance.—Mr. A. Hainond, 46 gs.

Charlotte.— Mr. C. Ellis, 27 gs.

Wild Aenpg.—Mr. Worth, -23 gs.

Lola Monies.—Mr. A. Haraond, 37 gs.

Lady Burwell.—Mr. Jarvis, 27 ge.

Jessica.—Mr. Purrant, 40 gs.

Lidy A.—Mr. Jarvis, 30 gs.

Nell Gvtynne.—Mr. B. B. Sapwell, 19 -».

Festive.—Mr. G. Day, 12 gs.

Pansy.— Mr. G. Day, 20 gs,

Irene.—Mr. Jarvis, 30 gs.

£ s.

Total . 956 U
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IMPORTS FROM THE UNITED STATES.

A report by Mr. Pluukett on the commerce of the

United States Jias recently been issued from the Foreign

Office. From an ehiborate summary published in The
Globe we extract the fullowinsi :

SpeakinK in ruuud iiuiuber.«, if mHV be said that more than

one-half of the exports (rom the Uuiied States are made up of

breadstuffs, luintral uil.«, provisions, and tobrcco leaf
; and if

we add to them the one item more of raw cotton ^ 187,062,425

dollars), we find lliat the five together represent about limr-

fifths of the total amount e^porttd in 1876. In utder to illus-

trade more clearly the extent to which llie exuort irade of tlie

United States depends on raw, or only partially manufactured,

articles, Mr. Tlunkett shows that of tlie total domesUL- exports

last year less than 11 per cent, consisted of maiiufaitnrtd

articles, and tliat they showed au increase of only ;-577,8o'3

dollars (£75,571) over the previous year. Biead-tutfs re|.re-

sent about 20 per cent. ; raw cotton, about 29 percent; mine-

ral oils, nearly S percent.; provisions, ahout 13 pt-r cent.

;

tobacco leaf, about, 5 per cent, of the total domestic exports,

excliiding:, of couise, c in and liullion. Tlie steady, alilionjih

small, increase in tlie exportation of Americun manufactured,
cotton goods has, savs llr. Plunkett, attracted much atteiuiou,

and has inspired ureat hopes on the American side of tlie At-

lantic, while causing son.e anxiety on tlie other. WIiiIk the

iff.pjrtation of cotton goods has fallen off by nearly one-fourth,

the exportation of cotton goods has almost doubled itself in ihe

twelve months; and on a review of the whole lour years it

appears that not only has tlie importation of (oreisin cotton

goods in that period fallen off almost to half what it was, but
t'le exportation of American cotton goods has nearly quadru-
pled itself.

Mr. Plunkett gives the following facts heariner more dirfctly

on the trade between Great Britain and tlie United States :

By far the largest amount of breadstuff's went to the British

Isles. They took, in round numbers, over 91,000,000 dollars'

worth of breadstuffs out of a total of somewhat over 130,000,000.
Trovisions also were exported chielly to the British Islands.

Tliey took over 56,000,000 out of a total somewhat exceedina:

8i,000,000 dollars. A new and singular feature in the pro\i-

sion trade between the United Slates and Great Britain \'i the

increasing exportation of fresh beef, wliich is killed on that

side of the Atlantic very largely indeed as tar away as Chicago,
and 13 then sent over in ice to Liverpool, where it is sold at a

lower rale than beef of the same quality can be bought for in

the retail markets of New York. At the present low riilintr

of freights between American and English ports, this trade is

fiund to be remunerative, and measures are being taken (or

carrying it out on a still larger scale. The best customers
lor American iron and for manufactures of iron and steel

were the British North American colonies.

DURBAN.
The following is an extract from the letter of a resident

\q the Colony ;

I enclose a bird's-eye view of Durban, as seen.from the
Cerea hills. The fore-ground is a low, flat, swamp of

coarse grass, bulrusiies. and sand, or what is here called a
" vley." Between it and Ihe town is a narrow belt of

bushes. There is the beautiful bay, with ships at anchor.
It is two miles across from the town to the hills opposite,

which are about 300 feet high, thickly wooded, and
swarm with monkeys, snakes, and other wild animals. A
lighthouse on the end, called the bluff, on the left of

which you catch a glimpse of the harbour bar and Indian
Ocean. The narrow strip of land just under the light-

house is called the Point, on which are the wharves and
landing-place. It is three miles from the town, by which
it is coiiiiectcd by a railway. ' You may readily perceive
that Durban stands in a low, flat situation, scarcely aboye
the level of the sea. But it is well situated for c immerce,
there beiug no other poits nearer than East Loudon on
the south, and Delagoa Bay on the north, each about 250
miles distant.^ All the trade of the colony, and most of
lUat of the I'ree State and Transvaal, passes throui;h it.

You are aware that England has recenlly annexed the

latter to her South Afiican possessions. It is said to be

a fine country, us large as Fiance, with a salubrious

climate—more so than Natal—and with much belter land.

It is here the gold fields are. I'hey are making a railway

from Durbau to JMarilzburg. It is a much nari'ower

gauge thau I ever saw in England, but little, if any

more than a yard wide between the rails. It will be a

jear, if not two years yet, before it is opened.

lUirban is about the size of Sudbury. Its population

consists of about four thousand white people, and two or

three thousand Kalfiis, Indian coolies, Chinese, Fieiich

Creoles, &c. The whole of Natal contains no more white

population now than it did twenty years ago, which does

not look like being prosperous, but is a proof that quite

as many, if not more, people leave it than come into it.

Notwithstanding all that has been said and written about

its woiideilul leitility, it appeal's to me to be but little

better thau a barren waste. Everything is scorched up
by the sun the greater part of the year. There is sup-

j osed to be not more than one acre out of every hundred,
t.dce ihe colony through, under cultivdtiou. The principal

article of cuhivatiou is the s'agar-cane, a few patches of

coffee, maize, and sweet potatoes. The fruits that thrive

b st are bananas, pine ajiples, orangts, and lemons, which
are now in season and plentil'ul ; but grapes we never get.

We depend entirely upon Australia for our bread-stuffs,

which is imported iu the form of bags of flour (chielly

from Adelaide). There is no such a thing as a flour-mill

iu Natal. Our chief exports are sugar and hides. Vege-
tables are always very scarce and dear. They talk now
of sending to England for potatoes. We get uo good
meat here; the beef is as tough as old leather. It might
be sujiposed that we should get very tender beef, because

the poor oxen are driven for many years up and down the

country, and hammered about most iininercifully by Kallir

drivers whilst Ihey are drawing the loaded waggons ; but

it does not a])pear that such treatment causes their liesh

to be more tender when killed. Such a common and
necessary article as milk is sold here at Sd. per pint, and
eggs, 3d. each. Bread more than double the price at

home, aud likely to go up. Beer is Gd. per pint, and
there is no water fit to drink in Durban except the rain

water, which they catch aud keep in tanks and barrels.

The wells contain only beastly stuff that drains off the

surface.

This country swarms with all kinds of abominable
reptiles and insects. The sprightly English flea, or loath-

some London bug are resjicclable members of society

compared with some of the horrid things we have here.

I woijder there is not more sickness here than there is.

This is not a desirable place to live iu except for business.

This climate does not suit everyone. 1 I^oow several

that have been obliged to leave it. People who have
been here many years look much older than they are, and
those that are born here lose their teeth very early ; this

is attributed to the water. There is a fine opening here

for a dentist. There is only one here, and he has made
his fortune through exorbitant charges and much prac-

tice, and become quite saucy and independent. They say

it would be a good speculation for anybody to bring out

a load of false teeth.

NOXIOUS INSECTS.—Among the many projects for

the extinction of noxious insects i> one which certainly has
the advantage of being orijiinal. Many of tlie pests to vege-
tation are restricted in their food to one plant. It is proposed
that the farmers iu a wide section do not raise the plants

necessary for 'such insects for one season, and the argument is

that |the insects being deprived of their food will die off, and
lint tiie crops after the famine will be unmolested. What will

they do about the wild geuu.i,

—

i'tiarlc Farmer,
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THE SCOPWICK RAM SALE.
Tliri spHsoii fur ihe silc oC L'iic)liisliire Ion»-wool rcris was

irmutr'ira'ed on Aug. 23, at Scopwick, wlipu llie 11 ick of

Mr. Churlps CUrkfi was siihmitti-d to public compftilion by

Messrs. Brigsjs. The. S '"pwick flock is cue of tlie best and

ildest ill tliK fdunty, and the blood is held iu liigli n-pute by

hrpftlers gpner.illv.

Mr. BrisTRs couducted the Sale. The bid'lincs for

tlip first eitjhtppu lots wpre unusuaUy spirited ; but later on

m.Tny of the slieep were di-posed of at less tliau iialf their

value. Lot 3, a very liaiidsome shearline, was knocked
down fo Mr. C. Clarke, of Ashby, for 76 gns., and the

SHin» gentlemtn secured Lot 11 — the handsoinest sheep

on the ground — (or 75 gns., alter a spirited competition.

L')t 4, a very n^at little shearling, was pnrchased by

Mr llo'latid, of Market Deepinc, for 25 gns. ; Mr. C. Tin-

dall secured lor Mr. John T.irr, M.P., Lot 5—one ol the biggest

sliearliiiijs we ever saw— for 3'i gn-s. ; and Mr. ILick and Mr.

W. Dudflinir eaeli give 3 J gns., for remarkably handsome
sliearlings, L-its 6 and 7. A grand np standing slitarlinsf, Lot

18, was knocked do*n to Mr. llarvvood Maekiader, for 4'2 amt.

Tne 50 shearlings reali>ed £S 27 9'-, an average of about £10
lis. each. Ttie following is a li;t of the purchasers ol tlie

ceveral lots :

Lot gns

l_Mr. AV. P.idding 11

2— .Mr. B Biggs 9

3— Mr. C. Clarke, Asht)\7(j

4— Mr. inland .".25

5—Mr. .L Torr 3tj

6-Mr. lla-k 80
7_Mr. \V. Duddii.g 30
8-Dit o 15

9-Mr. J. Byron Itj

111—Mr. Smith 23

11— Mr. C. C arke, Ashby 75

12—Mr. K Briggs 10

13— Mr. Twidale 12
l-i—Mr. Stephenson 13
15—Mr. Bruce Toralinson 15

16— Jlr. Bourne 7

17_Mr.J. Bormau 12!

18 -Mr. lid. Mackinder...42

19—Mr. W. Budding 8

20—Mr. Oliver H
21—Mr.Minta 17
22—Mr. Pears, Hackthorn 8

23—Mr. J. H.Caswell 20
24—Mr. Swift Bi

25—Ditto 5?,

Lot gns.

2o—Mr. Stephenson 20
27—Mr. Phillips 8.^

28-Mr.L.mb 8*-

29-Mr. Walker 21

30—Mr. Bourne 7^
31—»Tr. Swift 5^
32—Mr. Philhpi 7i
33—Mr. Svilt 5^
31—Jlr. Graves 9

35—Mr. Robt. Howard ..18

3'5—Mr. Oliver 15^
37—Mr. Swift 5.J

3S—Mr. F.Bartholotnew...l7

39—Mr. J. Torr 7

40—Mr. Lamb 9

41— Mr. VV. Gilbert IS^
42—Mr. Monk 6

43—Mr. Pepper 14|
41—Mr. Pears, sen Cj
45—Mr. W. Budding 8
46—Mr. Pears, Hackthorn 6^
47—Mr. Holland 12"

48—Mr. Godson 6

49—Mr, B. Briggs S

50—Mr. Borraan 6

HARVEST PRICES.
A CORRESPONBENCE.
Rathfarnham, Dublin, August 15, 1877.

Bear Sir,—From a letter of jours in the Times, it appears

tint you can get your corn crops cut and carted and thatched

fur 12s. Gd. per acre, you (as I understand) supplying reaping

mHcliine, horses and cirt-^, but no men.
Twelve shiliiBgs and sixpence per statute acre is equal to

20j. per Irish acre, and my experience, and that of others

whom I know, is that we would consider ourselves fortunate

to get the work done for, say, £2 10-'. the Irish acre, equivalent

to £1 lis. 6d. per statute acre. Our harvest wages are 3s. fld.

per day for men, and 3s. for women, and weight of straw o to

3^ ton per Irish acre.

If it would not he trespassing too much on your valuable

time, would you kindly inform me how you manage— l;ow

many liar.ds attend the raachin';, and what quantity is cut,

hound, and stooked per day ?—aud any other hint would be

most thankfully received.

1 liiid the pleasure and profit some years s'nee of visiting

Tiptiee farm about three or four weeks be'ore hardest.

Will yon kindly accept a little essay of mine, wl'ich I send

you, and for which I obtained a prize in public competition in

18G5. I atn conscious of its mauy defects, but adhere to the

principles expressed in it 12 years ago.

The crops in this county, as a general rule, promise wel'

—

oats and birley, the principal cereal crops of Ireland, Imve good

head and grain full. Cutting will commcuce iu about a week,
if tlie vvcatiiei is favourable.

Turnips promise well ; also potatoes, Tliere lias been a
scare about tlie blight in tlie latter, but I hive not seen any of
it. I am, sir, yours faithfully,

J. J. Mechi, Esq. ..

Tiptree Hall, Kelvedon, Essex,

Aug. 17, 1877.
Bear Sir,—I cheerfully comply with your request. The

liarvesting is done by my old taitlifui workmen, several of

them having been with me for 30 year,-'. Tiiey are good, quick
labourers. Ihey mow wheat, barley, and oats with the scyihe

where the machine cannot work. One binder has to make
haste to tie to one mower. When the reaping machine ma
work all^ou^ld the piece, it will keep six to eight binders at

work ; the men provide the driver.

It is very remarkable that while at 12.s. 6d. per acre my
men earn 5s. 6d. per day, your men only earn 3.h. Cd. at 31s.
6d. per acre. Sureiy day-work is a sad mistake. We do nol;

employ women at harvesting.

We do not use waggous, vvliich are (and have been proved
to be) a great agricultural mistake and waste ol time and
money. We use long, light 1-horse carts. They are about
12 feet long and 7 feet wide over the wheels.
When the wheat is good, with abundant straw, one pitcher

and one loader will (as in 1S68) send to the stackers 80 qrs.
in one long harvest day. That quantity was also passed
through the thrashing machine on that day, the sheaves being
thrown into the machine instead of stacking.

1 frequently look to my watch when thrasling, and tliink the
wheat yit Ids well when a sack (1 Winclieser bnsh.) (conio
thruugliin three minutes (1(J qis. per hour) ; more ll.aii this

has bteo sometimes done. Small toys bring home the loads, ai d
there is no binding of the load with con.'s.

Our people would have no patience with the lumbering old
wa.'gons, emblems of a slow agricultural age. My fields are
open and free from fences and obstructions, and there i>; a'

a good main road. On 100 acres I have only one low f ;uce,'

Fences and trees will not profit enough to pay rent, tithes,

rates, and waste. My back road answers as a heudhind for
two large fields. If we are to compete successfully with
foreigners, all these old-fashioned prejudices and practices
must be reformed

; and I hope that ouri.indowners are coming
to think so. Your jirize essay (for which I thank you) wtll
deserves the reward it obtained.

I tlirashed part of one field yesterday, and it yielded 5 qrs.

per acre of good wheat; and I hope and believe I have
several other fields nearly as good, one better, I think : but
still, in a grand season, I have grown much more. In 1863,
a good ye.ir, I averaged 7 qrs. of wheat per imperial acre,
including Rivett wheat ; and one field of white wheat yielded
8 qrs. per acre, and sold right away at G3s. per qr.—£25 4i.

per acre. I only gave £25 per acre for the freehold of t! e
land, so the straw, which realised £4 per acre, was an addi-
tional giiia. Plenty of rich shed manure and the cake-fed
shfep-lold are the causes of large crops on well-drained and
deeply cultivated soils free of weeds.
The history of the cost of producing a quarter of wheat,-

derived from every county and district of the United King-
dom, would bea useful, astounding, admonishing, and awakening
document.

I cannot afford to grow weeds among corn or ether crops.
The preven i on or removal of them is one ol the most prulit-

able of operations.

I tliink, Irom observation, a reform in haymaking in youf
county would make the agricultural purse more lieavy.

I usually grow on my 170 acres ;iuip(rial) ;

—

V\'heat 50
Brtrley 20
Onts 9
Peas (pickid for Loudon) 20
Red clover 20
Itiliau rye-grass 12
Maui'el 7
Kohl-r;ibi and rabbage
Permm pnr pasture G
Winter tares 6

Total 102

I an, dear : ir, jours t nly,

J. J. -Micnf,
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FARMING IN KENTUCKY.
la many respects Keutucky is probably one of the most

desirable regions in America. It has an escellent climate

—

moderate rainfall and mild winters—it iindulatt-s gracefully,

is beaxitilully wooded, and adorned with liaudsome palatial

residences and itMguificent gardens, which lend to the lovely

landscape an air of affluence and genuine social e'ljoyment

and a settled B>pect noc to be observed in many other parts of

the Stites. The eient of wood in the State is equal to 4-8

,
per cect. cf its whole area, which meHsnres J-t,! 15,000 acres.

The population in 1870 was 1 321,011. Limestone is the

surface ruck in the greater part of the State, and the soil is a

kindly, fertile, lisht-coloured loam, quite plentiful in the lovver

parts, but scarce on the hilly regions. It is probably not so

•rich as the soil of a large area of Illincis'and similar Stat-es,

but then it is very sharp and produe ive, and, by virtue of its

limy cliaracter, is-specinlly adapted to the production of grass.

The " Blue Grass Kegion" of Kentucky, which includes the

whole of five counties and ^art of several others, is one of
the famed spots of America. It is almosl unequalled for tlie

richness and durabilitv of its pastures, is well sheltered fro n
wind, and equally well shaded from the sun ; and barring its

niul itudinuus army of restless insects, it is probably oce of

the best stuck districts on either continent. The blu"? erass

ii th ' universal garment of the soil, and though it seldi)m

grows quite lung enough (for want of moisture) to make hav,

it atfurOs LO" only abundance of suranjef pasure, but aNo, if

preaerved, ^deuty of fodder in winter. This much-talked-of
)jrass seems to be none else ihin the Pea Prafe/isis of the

English meadows ; and though there is diversity of opinion
an the subject, the most generally accepted and beet supported
it ei is that tlie blue grass seed was first imported from Eng-
land to Virginia, and alterwards from there to Ohio, and
I'hence to Kentucky, about a century ago. Blue grass seed is

in creat demand all over the older settled States, and Ken-
iDcky farmers realise consideiable sums by stripping the seed

)rom the fields by implements that run like reapers, and stll-

iui it. It yields from 2 to 10 bushels per acre, and brings

Inm 30 to 50 cents per bushel.

Kentucky has been well settled for more than half a century,
And very few of its pioneers are now alive. Their sons, in

fact, have grown grey, while their great-graurehildren roam
about in happy childhood. A few farms change owners every
year, but there are probably fewer transactions of this kind in

K>'niucky than ia any otiier State in the Union. Tl e in-
-crease in the value ot land has been very slight for ten years,

and many ex}«rienced farmers say it is not likely to increase
very largely for some years to come. Current prices range
Irom 65 to 150 dollars per acre (£13 to £30), according to
locality, quality of land, and value of improvements. Less
draining is required here than in Illinois, and the i'liprovr-

n ents consist mainly of houses, fences, and roads. The main
thoroughfares ot the State are good turnpikes, and so also are
inany of the private roads. Fencing is pretty complete, though
in many cases it is feeble and temporary. The most general
fence is the utieivilised-looking Virginian rail fence, which
consists of rails of wood bniit up in something like thesysttm
on which I have seen wooden fences stored iu the old country,
and which, to put it mildly, is a great waste of both soil and
timber. Drystone dykes and orange hedges enclose some
fcrms. The dwelling-houses generally are excellent, and the
stables for horses and Shorthorns are good ; but for the
ftrdinary cattle scarcely any house accommodation is provided
in any part of the Stat*.

The arable area of Kentucky in 1875 was 3,233,143 acres,
exclusive of 206,31-9 acres under tobacco. Indian corn occu-
pied 1,807,807 acres; wheat, 790,000; ry«, 94,017; oats,

295,238 ; barley, 11,707 ; potatoes, 16,836 ; and hay, 211,538.
Indian corn averaged 33 bushels per acre, worth 41 cents per
bubhel ; wheat, lo bushels, worth 1 dollar and 5 cents ; rye,
11 bushels, worth 91 cents; oais, 21 bushels, worth 46 cents;
barley, 20 bushels, worth 90 cents

;
potat<jes, 98 bushels, worth

49 cents ; and hay, one ton and a-half, worth 14 aoilars and
25 cents per ton. Tue cost of -raising these grain crops
(exclusive of interest ou value of land) may be
KtHted at^ from 6 to 7 dols. per acre, so
thiit in 1875 the profit per acre from Indian corn would have
been iibuui 6^ dol»., or .«l 6j. ; wheat about 4idols., or 18s.;
»ye 4 dols., or 16s. ; oaxs 3^ dols., orjlls. ; and barlev, 11 or

12 dols., or £2 4s. or £2 Ss. Tiiis year tht crop promises
better. Wheat especially loots well, and it is expected that
it may reach an average yield of 18 or 20 bushels per acre.

Winter wheat is sown almost for all, and is usually ready for

harvesting in the last two weeks of June. It is now ait in

stock or thrashed and sold. Wheat is now f-elling at 1 dollar

and 30 cents per bushel, and, of course, this high price hastens
farmers with thrashing. The quantity of hay rnised in Keu-
tucky is great, but a very large portion of it is si.ed fur liorses,

the rearing of trotting liorses being a prominent feature in the
rurnl economy of the Sta*e. Timothy and clover are sown
largely for hay, and grow well. A very large portion of the
blue grass region lias never been cultivated at all. It has only

been thinned of wood and bushes, and now it carries rich pas-

tures of hue grass, "red top" (i coarse natural variety of

gras-), and white clover.

The number of cows in Kentucky at the 1st of January,
1876, was 244,700, and their estimated value £5 12<. «-head

;

and of oxen and other cattle 389,600, estimated at £4 4s. a-

head. L-^aving out the Shorthorns, which are so numcous as

to demand special notice, the general cattle stock of the State

is not one whit better than that of Illiuo s—that is, the per-

centage of improved cattle or cattle containing Shorthorn
blood is not larger here than in Illinois—while the common
cattle of the two States are very much alike. It might have
been thought that where so many Shorthorns have bred for so

many years as has been the case in Kentucky, almost every

animal would by this time have the stamp of the fashionable

Shorthorn upon it ; hut the fact is, and facts must come out

—

(I may refer more fully to it afterwards)—Shorthorn breeding
iu America has been so conducted that the country generally

has derived but very little benefit from it in comparison to

what it ought to have done. Fewer steers are led in Ken-
tucky now than there were several years ago, owing mainly to

the increased attention bestowed on Shorthorns and horses ;

but still upwards of 30,000 beef steers leave the blue grass

region every year, averaging iu weight alive about 1,500 or

],600 1b. Of these, probably not more than one-tliird show
Shorthorn blood, while only about one-tenth would rank among
average Scotch crosses or grades. I examined a lot of three-

year-old steers iu the blue grass region, the other day, that

would barely come up to the average of Scotch crosses of the

same age, and three experienced Kentucky farmers, who
accompanied me, asserted that they could not find more than
3,000 three-jear-old steers in the State that would equal or

surpass these.

In Bourbon county, in this neighbourhood, a few excep-

tionally fine lots of high-grade steers are fed off every year,

weighing close on 2,000 lb., at three and a-half years, and
these seem now to be mostly all finding their way into the

British markets. Messrs. Bedford, Kennedy, and Ferguson, of

this town, represent Mr. Eastman of N«w York here, and
every week they send him over 200 head of the choicest steers

to be had. This firm has just purchased auc' s: nt through Mr.
Eastman to Messrs. Bell and Louis, of Glasgow, five three-

year-old Shorthorn steers averaging 2,000 Ib^ in weight, and
bred by Mr. F. P. Bedford, Bourbou county. They are meaut
to represent Kentucky at British fat stock shows. Mr. Buck-
ner, also of Bourbou county, bred high-grade cattle for many
years with so much care and liberality that his

herd became a strong rival in individual merit to

the best Shorthorn herds in the State. He fed his

cattle almost exclusively on grass iu the open field all

the year round, and allowed to each animal about four acres

of grass for the twelve months. He dispersed the main part

of his herd about a year ago, but has retained about a dozen
of the best of his cows for a new start. These are, on the

whole, as fine a lot of grade cows as I have ever seen—by far

the best i have seen iu America.

Very few steers are fed by their breeders. Stock men and
farm'-rswho do not feed many, buy up steers in the Fall, when
about thirty months old, and feed them in open fields (uo

shedding here) during winter with Indian corn, aud perhaps

a little hay or corn fodder, and then graze them all summer,
and sell them off as beef in the Fall. The more enterprifing

farmers handle only the best lots, and (eed them pretty liber-

ally when they have them. They go round in summer and
1 «elect these choice steers in small lots, sometimes as small as

I twos and threes, and take delivery of thein iu the fall. The
I demand for the better cla»8 o( bteers is unusually active this
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BeasoQ, aud already they are al:nost all bought up at 5 and 5^

cents per lb., or about one cent per lb. above the buying

prices ofl ast year. When boujiht lean these finer steers will

weigh about 1,300 1b., and during their breeding year they

will take on between 400 and 500 lb. It is expected that this

year a liule over 6 or probably 6^ cents per lb. may be ob-

tained when tlie steers are fat, which would make 11\e value o'

a 1,700 lb, steer from 105 to 110 dols., or £21 or £22. The
cost of a 1,300 lb. lean steer last fall (at 4^ cents per lb.) was

51 dols., or £11 12s., which would leave a balance of about

50 dols. for the year's feedin» and profit. During the winter

of six months (supposing the steer is a year in his feeder's

possession) a steer consames about 60 bushels of ludian corn,

worth about 20 dols. ; and then the grass he eats during the

otiier sii months, if rented, would cost twelve dollars (two

doilais a month). Salt and labour would cost another two
dollars, and thus the total coct of the year's feeding (minus

incidental expenses) amounts to about 34 dollars, or £6 ICis.

The profits this year will be larger than for a loug time back,

and they are not likely to be so large again for some time—that

is t') say, the buying price is not likely to be so low as it was last

year.Farmers generally consider that 40 dollars a-head would pay

well for a year's handling. The better class of Kentucky steers

—those referred to in the above calculations—would probably

dress from 55 to 60 lb. of beef to the 100 lb. of live weight,

and thus with carriage, which would add barely half a cent

per lb., the cost of their dressed beef iu New York would be

from 10^ to 12 cents, or from 4|J. to 5|i. per lb.

The demand in Kentucky, as all over Americi, for improved
Shorthorn bulls is growing steadily, and greatly inceased at-

tention is likely to be bestowed on the rearing of cattle of good
quality. Farmers are begiuuingto realise better than ever the

advantages to be derived (rom the raising of the best possible

class of cattle, and they know that it is by using Shorthorn

bulls, and in that way only, that they can convert their in-

ferior lierds into aninuls of good quality. Kentucky farmers

do not think tiiat the cost of beef-production will increase very

largely for, at any rate, ten or filteen year.', but they think

that by that time there will be ten improved steers for every

one at the present day. Tiiey think the exportation trade will

bring about great inproveraent in the general cattle stock of

the country, by creating a reliable aud profitable outlet for the

better quality of beef.

The number of sheep in Kentucky in 1876 was 683,600,

and their assessed value barely lis. a heal. The Hocks are

mixed and inferior. A number of g jod Sjutlidowns have

been imported within the past few years, but it is a pity to see

such an inferior c ass of sheep ocsupyin? so rich a country.

In the same year hogs numbered over a million and a lulf, and
were valued at £1 2s. a-head. B-rksliires predominate.

In this State fnrm servants get about 15 dols. a mouth (£18
a half-year) and their board.

—

Sco'sman.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION AND THE
COLORADO BEETLE.

At a meeting of the British Association, on Ausf. 28, great

interest was excited by a discussion upon the Colorado beetle.

Mr. M'Lachlan introduced it by a paper in which, after de-

scribing its entomological classification, its structure, habits,

and general characteristics, he passed on to refer to the panic
created in i his country, owing to the danger of its becoming
acclimatised. That panic he unequivocally condemned as

likely to result in mischief rather than in good, though he by
no means under-estimated the danger. The bill passed by the

Duke of Richmond in the expiring days of the session was,
In his opinion, a hasty piece of legislation, forced upon the

Government by the panic which had suddenly seized the pub-
lic mind because certain sensational paragraphs had of Nte
been published in the newspapers. lir; could not altogether

see why such an act had been passed this year. Just as much
necessity lor ouch legislation exi»tea four years ago as existed

now. He did uot object to the legislation in itself so mucli

as the panic which had produced i;, and he thought it would
have been better had the Government taken time to consider

its proposals. Passing from this point, he discussed the

question of the danger which was run by Europe of having the
|

beetle imported. Tiiis raised the question of the importation
I

of potatoes from America aud the conditions under which that 1

importation occurred. He believed that very few potatoes

were imported to be used as food ; but a corsiderablo

quantify was brought over to be used for seed. Well, these

latter were always sent across in the cleanest possible condi-

tion. All earthy matter was washed away Irom them, so

that it was almost impossible for the eggs to be imported.

Unless, therefore, American potatoes were sent to this country

in far larger quantities and nuder more careless conditions

there was little to fear Irom their introduction by means of

that agency. But as it had been asserted that the quays of

Xew York have been known to swarm with these creatures,

he thought more danger of their general importation lay in

this cause thm through the carrying of potatoes. There was

another channel through which the insects ni ght become

obnoxious in this country. It was possible that the beetles

might be sent over, not to gratify the curiosity of entomologists,

but to be exhibited to the vulgar. Ignorant persons mi°ht

become possessed of them, and they might be turned adrift

out of a pure spirit of mischiet. For himself, he could sec no

cause for alarm in respect to the Britisli Islands. He ad-

mitted, however, that grave apprehensions might be enter-

tained with respect to tlie Continent. Even admitting that

the beetle would be introduced into England, the question

arose would they he able to propagate to such an extent as to

become dangerous? lie himself did not think so. Our
climate was too damp for the beetle. Very possibly the insect

might in time accommodate itself to new conditions of climate

as, indeed, it had already done since it left its original home
in Culorndo. But he saw no ground for the unreasoning

panic that had prevailed. As to artificiiil remedies, Paris

green was the best, because it destroyed the insect without

injuring the crop. In conclusion, he hoped that before sen-

sational paragraphs were sent to the newspapers their authors

would lake care to acquaint themselves as to the accuracy of

their assertions. Naturalists were to be found in all large

towns, and to these should be submitted lor inspection all in-

sects supposed to be those which had committed such devasta-

tion.—Mr. Gwyn Jefferys concurred in the view that a great

deal of unnecessary alarm had been caused in the country by

reports based on ignorance and mistakes.—Professor Jones

intimated that Lady Hooker had received a letter from her

husband. Sir J. Hooker, in America, containing the curious

statera(mt that the beetle did not feed upon the potatoes in

Colorado, which was its native home.—Mr. Broom NapiiT

suggested that Government ethnologists should be appointed

for each country, as was the cise in the United States, by

which means proper infurmation was obtained when a strauge

insect appeared.—Pro'essor Kew ton wished to know whether
it was true that the beetle had also attacked carrots and par-

snips. He dwelt upon the fact that American animals had
never become naturally domesticated in Europe, and that pos-

sibly the btetle might not find our climate congenial.—Mr.
M'Lachlan was unable positively to say whether carrots had
been attacked by the insect, as suggested. Tlie discussion

closed with the customary vote of thauks.

" STEAM SUPERSEDED."—The death is announced of

Mr. William WalUork, who was engaged maturing an inven-

tion which he styled " a new motive power, to supersede

steam," aud which it is stated he completed about six days

before his death took place. It is stated positively that the

machine has been worked by Mr. Parr, and fully justifies

what Mr. Wallrtork had stated to him it would do. Its power,

he stated, was unlimited— of course increasing tlic strength of

the material—and at a trial it blew olf air at a pressure of

40 lb., as tested by a patent steam gauge. Mr. Mason (says /"//ij

Pcndlchuri) Times) is patenting tlie invention—wliicli is ex-

tremely simple in construction, and is a wonder to those who
have witnessed it how it has been kept so many years in abey-

ance—at a considerable cost in all countries. It will be put
to a large engiue and tried practically in the place of steam.

Having no fire, of course it emits no smoke, works without
noise, aud the first raachiue, it is said, will do the work of a 50-

liorse power engine, yet it takes up so little room that a liglit

cart aud one horse carried it all the way, including the pat-

terns. If all this turns out to be correct we may look for a
revolution in the engineering and manufacturing world ; and
Mr. Mason, a practical man, is sanguine as to the retults.—
Public Ujjii:iij.i,
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
BURY.

The spvpiitli annual exhihition of the Agricultural Society

waa lipid on A«^. x:3, at Fi^bl)Ool, Bury. Tlie weather, foriu-

nately, proved tinp, and lliere was a le.rge attendance of

•FjiPCtii'tMrs. The exhibition was of an average charactrt", the

stock aliown h^ing, as a rule, eood, but the number of entries

was smaller tiian usual. The liorned cattle were an avprnue

thow, buth in legard to numher and qu ili'y, and the sheep,

although not nmnerous, were, of good quality. The farm

produce was, however, considerably below the average. The

S)cipty unlorfuna'-.Hly,co'tim?nced the present season involved

in debr, and a general feeling exists that unless the debt is

cleared off hy the proceeds of the present exhibition, the

Society will come to an end, at least for some years, but, for

the credit of the agriculturi^s of the district it is to be

lioped .such will not be the case. The entries niimbrri'd

upwards of 1,120, including 47 of cattle, 24 of sheep, 127 ot

liorses, 135 of dogs, 7C of pigs, 28 of implenietits, and

217 ol piiultry. la the classes for horned cattle the chief

prizes were s cired by Mr. T. Atkinson, of Unswortb, who

exhibited lU animals and obtained Hi prizes, 8 bfins first

prizes, First prizes were also obtained by B. Lee, Bullsnape

•I'lall, Preston ; Mr. Dugaale, Mytton Bridge. The Stand

Stud Company, Whitefield (3) ; li. Baker, Todmorden ; A..

lYardle, Bury ; W. Smilii, Bury ; and 11. Mercer, Tuttingtou

The classes contained niHiiv excellent animals, but it is matter

^f regret tiiat several which wpie open only to tlip tenant far

mers of the district were but indiff rently filled. Tlie

clni-ses for horses were one of the best features in the

•exhibition, the agricultural or draught hor-ses being ex-

ceedingly good. The Stand Stul Company were by far the

.largest" exhibitors, and in the classes for agricultural horses

tlipy obtained four first and three second prizes. First prizes

ivpre also obtained by C. \V. Wilson, Kendal W. A.

Meadows, Raiuhill ; Mr, Brierley,PrP8twich ; J. Butterworth,

xPilsworth
; K. Cliambers. Whitefield ; and G. F. Statter,

'Stand. ib'or saddle and harness horses first prizes were

taken by S. Norbury, Wilmslow, the Stand Stud Company ;

-G, P. Statter; J. W. Crowther, Mirfield ; Mytton Fartiiing

Company, near Whalley ; B. Lee, Preston
; T. Jackson,

Unswort'li ; W. Lucas, Fazuke 'ley ; and J. VVindle, Salter-

ford. First prizes were al-o secured by R. MiUet, Bury ; S.

'Biunt, Bury ;
Bland and Sons, Bury ; and 11. Lindsey, Roach

Bank. Tlie chief prizes in tlie classes ibr pigs were obtained

by tbeEarlof Ellesmerp,whosecured fice first and three spcond

prizes for eight very fine animals. First prizes «pre also ob-

tained by S. Wil.^on,iun.,Ramsbottom; A. Crowther, Bury
; J.

and J. Nuttall, n-ywood; R. Ward, Bury; and S. Yates,

Bury. In llie classes limited to the district of Bury J. anu

J. Nnttall obtained six first prizes. Sheep were not numerous,

there being but 2i entries, and of thes^i 11 were made by

G. Dewluirs*, Rawtenstall, who obtained three first and three

Kecond pri.'.es. First prizes were also awarded to J. Taylor,

Rawtenstall; S. Ta\lor, lUwtenstall ; R. Ormerod,

Worsthome ; and S. Statter, There was an excellent show

o< poultry, and upwards of 235 entries of dogs, the latter

including many first-class animals, and those two depart-

ments increased largely the general attraction of the

show. The vegetables, fruit, and farm produce had evidently

Fufferpd somewhat from an unfavourable season.

—

3Ianchester

.Ejcamiiier.

CLEVELAND.

The forty-fourth annual show of the Cleveland Agricultural

Society took place on Aug. 24, on the Redcar Race-course. The
-*how of eai tie was very good. The number of horses shown

•was considerably in advance of l»st year, and the animals were

generally in good condition. Sheep and pigs were a fair

.average siiow, and in number also were greatly in advance of

last year. The atleiidaucc of the public was very large. The
'fullov»ing is the numbtir of tutries, viz:—Cattle 37; Sheep

37; Pigs 21; Horses 2SS ; Poultry, &c., 115; Implements
14.

PRIZE LIST.

SiiORTiiORNED Cattle —Open to all parts of the Ignited

Kiiigf'om.— BulU any age, 1, G. Yeates, Ripon ; 2, W. Bun-
gay, Marake-by-the-Sea. Cow in calf or niiik, 1 , T. U. Hut-
chinson, Catterick ; 2, ,T. Richardson, Great Ajton. Hei'ers

in calf or milk, 1, T. 11. Hutchinson, Catterick; 2, Messrs.

D ivenor, Bedale. Grazing bullocks under three years, 1, T.

Wilson, Guisborongh ; 2, W. Wood, Mirske. Grazing heilers

under three years, R. Colling, Mar>ke-by-the-Spa ; 2, J.

Richardson, Great Ayton. District Classes —Bulls not

exceeding two years, 1, JI. Rudsdale, Danby ; 2, J. Nishtm-
gaie, Guisborongh. Shorthorned cows, in calf or milk, 1, M.
Rudsdale, Dauby ; 2, J. Nicholson, Northallerton. Short-

horned t*o-y?ar.old heifers, in calf or milk, J. Sinton. Cows
for dairy purposes, in calf or milk, 1, A. B. Murray, Redcar

;

2, J. Marwood, Redcar. Extra slock, T. Blatiierwick, Red-
car.

Sheep—Leicesters and Lo:»g-wooj,t,ed. — Shearling

ram", 1 aud 2, R Peirson, Northallerton. T<*o-shear and up-

wards, 1 and 2, H. Peirson. Five breeding ewes, R. IVirson
;

2, J. Law, Stokpsipy. Five shearling uimmers, 1, J. Law ; 2,

R. Peirsou. Five gunmer Umbs, 1, J. Law ; 2, G.D.T'Otter,

Upleathara. Two tup lambs, 1, .J. Proud, Redcar
; 2 J.

Law. Bl.vckfaced Mountain.—'Tups, 1 and 2, W. Ru.ladale,

Yarm. Five breeding ewes, 1 and 2, W. Rudsdale. A^Y BliEED.

—Five fat sheep, 1, J. Iliigill, Dauby End.

Pigs— District Classes.—Boar under two years old, of

large breed, 1, VV. Rudsdale ; 2, J. Bayles, Yarm. Boar under

two years old, of small breed, 1, G. Potts, Great Ayton. Sow
of any age, large Ijreed, in pig or milk, 1, W. Howe, Marske-
by-the-Sea. Sow of any age, small breed, in pig or milk, 1,

P. Sturdy, Ormesby ; 2, J. Proud. Boar under two years, old,

black or Berkshire, 1, J. Nightingale, Guisborongh. Si>w of

any age, black, Berkshire, or any other, 1, G. Wren, Redcar
;

2, J. Lynes, Redcar. Two store pigs of any breed, and of the

same litter, not exceeding twelve months old, 1, J. Potts,

Stokesley ; 2, J. Marwood, Redcar. Litter of pigs under

eisht weeks of age, 1, A. B. Murray, Rrdcar ; 2, J. Porriit,

Gainsborough. Fat pigs, the properly of labourers, tradesmen,

or mechanics, 1, R. Ficiler, Stokesley ; 2, .1. M'Neil, Marske.
Horses (open to all parts of the United Kingdom).—

CIpvpIhu t bavs—Brood mares glinted to a Cleveland horse,

1

,

y. St i .th( r, e, Whitby ; 2, R. J. Saver, Great Ayton. Colts

or fihies R. J. S<>er, Great Ayton ; 2, M. Young, Skeltoii.

Yearling fillies 1, J. Well'ord, Sallburn-by-tbe-Sea ; 2, G.
Lancaster, Northallerton.—Coaching horses—Brood mares,

stinted in milk, 1, J. Kirby, Stamford Bridge ; 2, 1). Dale,

Darlington. Foals, J. Clark, Ormesby ; 2, J. Porritf, Guis-

borongh Yearling ge'dings or fillies, 1,T. Wilson, Guisborough
;

2, J. Gill, Northallerton. Two years old geldings or fillies,

1, J. T. Potter, Ki'by Moorside ; 2, J. Knaggs, Guisborough.

Three years old geldings or fillies, 1, H. R. W. Hart, York ; 2.

J. Allison, Upleatham. Carriage gelding, 2, 3, or 4 years

old, T. Fhntotf, Stockton. Single harness geldings or mares
to be driven on the show ground in suitable two-wheeled
conveyance, 1, J. W. Pease, M. P., Guisborough. Ponies.

—

Mare or gelding, under 8 years, from 13 to 14 hands 2 inches

hii;h,l,J. T. Wharton, Marske-by-the-Sea ; 2, J. W. Pease,

JI.P., Hutton Hall, Guisboroueli. Mare or gelding under 8

years of age, not lo exceed 13 hands high, 1, J. W. Pease,

Guisborough ; 2, J. W. Pease, M. P., Guisborough. Hunters.

—

Brood mare, stinted or in milk, 1, J. P. Adamson, Marske-
by the-Sea ; 2, J. T. R-obinson, Tliirsk. Colt foal.

1, E. Turner, Marske-by-the-Sea ; 2, B. Dowson, Yarm.
F'llly foal, 1, W. Harrison, North Ormesby; 2, J. P. Adam-
son, Marske by-the-S a. Special Prizes.— Colt foal got by
" Merry Sunshine," I, E. Turner, Marske-by-the-Sea ; 2, Mrs.
E. Robinson, Yarm. FMly foal got by "Merry Sunshine," 1,

W. Harrisofl, North Ormesby; 2, M. Hall, BroUierton.

Yearling geldin?, 1, J. and J. Blackburn, Northallerfon ; 2,

J. Rutlier ord, Redcar. Yearling fillies, 1, A. Savers, Bedale;

2, J. II. Moon, Stokesley. Two year old geldings, 1, G. Liu-
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caster, NorthallpTton ; 2, J. J. Scnrr, Nnrfliallprton. Two
year old til lies, 1, i\l. Raw, DHrliticton ; 2, I). D.iIp, Darlinpfton.

Three year old fjeldings, 1, W. Scott, Bnrniijjlihiidsfp ; 2, 0.
LancHster. TIitpp yoarold fillip«, 1, II. Flinprson, Darlinir'on;

2, G. 1). Trotter, Uijlpathain. Fourypar old limiting (jeljliig',

by a tliorouslihrpd horsp, 1, a silver cup, C. W. Neweiimpn,

Kedcar ; 2, J Welhiirn, Scarboroufih. Four ypar old luintini<

niarps hy a tliorougiibrpd horsp, 1, J. Akpnhead, York ; 2, 11.

Kirhy, Nortliallerton. Five ypar old -iiid upwards hunting
pfldings or mares by a thoroiiffhbrpd ho->e, 1, J. B. Booth,

Catteriik ; 2, D. Battye, York. Two year old and
upwards hunting geldiuL's or mart's, by a thorouglibred

horse, 1, '1'. H. Ilntcliinsnn, Gleng\lp; 2, W. Stpplienson.

Cleveland Hunt Cui'.—Hunting gelding or mare of any

aere, by a Ihorougli-bied horse, 1, silver cup, J V. Fetch,

Roswarp, and won a fnttbpr prive o( £5 ; 2, A. W. Watson,
Stainsby, Sioukton. Leatim; Piu/.e.— For horses any agp,

spx, or breed, 1, 11. \A'pii;hell, Middle^borough ; 2, J. P. IVlch,

b'kelton. AgT'cultural lL>rses.— Brood mares, stinted or in

milk, 1, R. Watson, Stockton ; 2, T. Potts, Nortbal'erton.

C(dt foals, 1, W. Nellist, S okeslny ; 3, G. S'lypr Gnisborongh.

Filly foals, 1, P. Wallis, West Coaiham ; 2, J T. Wharton,
Marske-hv-the-Sea. Yearling, 1 , G. Crooks, Nortliallerton;

2, R. Co'llins, llarskp-by.ihe-Spa. Yearling fillirs, 1, H.

Peirson, Carlton ; 2, AV. Nellist, Stokpsley. Two-\ear-old geld-

ings, 1, U. C(dling ; 2, J. Birngh, Stockton on-Tees. Twn-
year-old tillies, 1, W. Love, Wal-in(ihain, Darlington; 2, R.
Robinson, Guisborougb. Tbree-year-old fillies, 1, W. Love,

Walsiiigha'ii ; 2, J. Clapham, Nortliallerton. Geldings or

mares, any age, best adapted for ironworks or trolley purposes,

1 and 2, Pease and Partners, Upleatham, M rske. Pairs of

young draught horses, mares or gt-ldings, eilhei two or three

years •sId, the hum Jiilc proper'y of one or two persons resident

within the di-trict^ 1, J. Peir-on, Great Avton ; 2, W. Nellist,

Stokesley. Extra stock, J. Peirson. Roadsters, brnod mares
stinted or in milk, 1, W. Norton, Appleron, Catterick ; 2, W.
F. Pilter, South Preston, North Shields. Foals, 1, Messrs.

Stillborn, Darlington ; 2, R. Burnside, Darlington. Yearling,

geldings, or fillies, 1, A. 11. T. Newcoitien, Redear. Two-year-
old geldings or fillies, 1, T. and G. Knowles, Yarin ; 2, J.

Nightingale, Guisborougli. Three - year - old geldings

or fillies, 1, (L. Dale, Northalhron; 2, J. and J.

Blackburn, Northallerton. Roadster, gelding, or mi>e, not
more than 15 hands 2in. high, and not less than four, but
under eight, years of age, qualified to carry 13 stones weight

on the roads, 1, C. Rose, Nortor, Malton ; 2, A. B. Murray,
Redcar. Ladies' hackneys, gel('ings, or mares, not to exceed

15 hands Sin. iiigli, and not Ifss than four, but under eitfht

years of age, 1, C. Middletor, Marton ; 2, J. W. Clarke,

Guisbcrough.—Abridged frop the Leeds Mercury.

Clio RLE Y.

The Chorley Agricultural Society held their second annual
Show on August 22, in a field adjoining St. Thomas's-road,

(/horley. The exhibition unfortunately resulted in a consider-

able pecuniary loss to the Society, as a heavy and almost

incessant downfall of rain, which began about hall past

eleven and continued till abont four o'clock in the a'ternoon,

caused the public attendance to be very small. The Show, in

fact, began to break up soon after one o'clock, the Secretary

(Mr. James Waring) giving permission for the removalof the

exhibits. In itselt, however, the Show was snjierior to its

predecessors, b"th as regarded extent and quality. There
were 822 entries. Implements nnmbered 138; roots i9

;

horned cattle 82
;
plus 44 ; sheep 39 ; horses and turn-outs

180; dairy produce 18; dogs 140 ; poultry 110; and pigeors

11. Perhaps the most notable feature of the Show was the

stallion iiorses, which attracted consideral)le admiration.

Horned cattle al'O formed an extremely praiseworthy depart,

ment ; and the sheep, pigs, dogs, and poultry were not below

the average of similar collectious el-ewhere. The value of the

prizes was nearly £2 K), or abont £3') more than last year.

Among exhibitors of liorned cattle first pri/.es were won in

the gentlpmaii's class, vviiicli was open for general co'npeti-

tion, by Mr. Benjamin Bee, Goosnargli, for the beat Short-

liorn bull, agid more than two years; Mr. John Harrison,

Much Iloole, for the best animal among cows in calf or milk
;

Mr. D. Harrison, Tarleton, for the best two-year-old heifer
;

and Mr. J. Nel.on, Higher Brockhoies, for the best licifer

under two years of age. lu the farmers' class, which was

restricted to the Chorley district, fir>t prizes wete awarded to
Mr. J. Koorroft, "^cdeston, for a Shorthorn btill, more than
twoyars; Messrs J. and 11. Riding, Coppull, for a Shorthoru
hull between one and two years of age; Mr, J. Harrison,
Much iloole, for a bull ciU', also for a sow, and again for

two cowH
;
Mr. D. Harrison, Tarleton, for a two-year-old

Iteifer
; Mr. J. Harrison, for a one-year-htil'er, and also for a

heifer calf.

Fir^t prizes for pigs, the competition beinx confined to the
district, were Won by Mr. J. Crns', Lejland, with a boar of
Inrge breed

; Mr. P. Ashcroft, Rutford, with a boar of miildle

breed; iMr. D. Harrison, Tarleton , with a sow of the middle
breed

; Mr. T. J. Ihire, Chorley, witli a sow of the srall
brred

; Mr. E. Mawdsley, AVigan, lane, with a sow
and farrow of pigs; Mr. R. Wilson Thorn, Duxbury, with
a store pig ; and Mr. C. Walls, Chorley, with a cottager's
pig.

The winners of first prizes for sheen, the department being,
open for general competition, were Mr. C. Mercer, Preston
whose successful exhibits was a ram of the long-wool breed

;

Mr. T. Hare, ChorUy, who showed the best ram of the short-
wool breed

;
Mr. W. Harrison, Jan., Cliorley who showfd the

best three ewes or the shrrt-wool breed; Mr, R. Moulding,
Leyland, who exhibited the best three Ions-wool ewes wiiicli

had produced lambs this year; and Mr. C. Mercer, Prestoa
who showed the he>t pen of lambs.
The fol'o.»in2 exhibitors obtained first prizes for horses in

the classes in which there were no restrictions as regarded the
district for nhich competitors were accepted: Messrs.
P. tort and Sens, Kei;;hley, for a thoronghbied stallion

;

Mr. J. Gill, Silsden, Leeds, for a roadster s'allion ; Mr. Geo.
Worsley, l,owpr D.irwen, for the best animal among stallions

for draught or agricultural purposes
; Mr. J. Sutton, Rulfurd,

for a stallion, apel between two and three years, for drau;;ht

or agricultural purtosps; the executors of Mr. James Holt,
Cliorley, for a pair of horses for draught or agricultural pur-
poses ; Jlr. B. Bee, Goosnargli, for a three-year-old gelding
for road or harness, and also for a two-year-uld filly for road
or harness; Mr. E. Topping, Much Hoole, for a yearling for
road or harness ; Mr. B. Bee, for a foal for road or harness
]Mr. W. J. Larwick AVatkin, Pemberton, for a roadster mare!
not less than 15 hands; Mr. T. Wild, Rice, juu, Charnock,
Richard, for a cob under 15 hands in height ; Mr. J. Carr,
Leyland, for a pony not more than 13 hands high ; Mr. J. R.
Richards, Preston, for the best hunter—the competing ani-

mals beine tested at jumping over hurdles and water ; Mr. J.

Cossins, Northwich, lor the best fencer; Mr. £. Heywortli,
Blackburn, for the neatest, cleanest, and best turn-out, the
horse being over 14 hands in height ; Mr. J. Carr, Leyland,
for a turn out, including a cob not more than fourteen hands
high

; and Mr. G. Whittle, Fulwood, for the best tandem
turn-out, the management of it by its driver being taken into

consideration by the Judges. p]xhibitors of horses belonging
to the Chorley district gained fir,-t prizes as follows : P-<ir of
Iiorses for draught or agricultural purposes, Mr. G. Orrell,

Wrightington ; brood mare for agricultural purposes, Mr. T.
Grimshaw, Ulness Walton ; mare or gelding, not less than
four years old, for agricultural work, Mr. R. Hunt, Much
Hoole; mare or gelding, three years old, for draught or agri-

cultural work, Mr. J. Tuson, Croston
; filly or gelding, t«o

years old, for draught or agricultural work, Mr. C. H.
Dickinson, Croston

;
yearly filly or gelding, for draught or

agricultural purposes, Mr. J. llaydock, Heskin
; foal for

draught or agricultural work, Mr. J. Eddlestou, Lower
Darwen.

—

Manchesler E-annincr.

INVERNESS.
Tiie annual show of the Inverness Farmers' Society was

held in Bell's Park, Inverness, on August 17lh. There was
an unusually good turn-out. Shorthorus were the best section
at the show. The first prize aged bull from AVester Lovat was
Royal Edeii, a heavy roan bred by Mr. Dent, Kaber Fold.
The second prize animal was A'ictor Royal, a son of Baron
Killerhy. lu the yearling class Mr. Baillie, of Docf.four, was
first with Oliver Cromwell, second at Edinburgh ; the second
prize animal from Rosehaugh, Balliraore 2nd, after Rojal Hope
at Gordon Castle, and out of Mysie. The third prize bull
was first at Nairn. Of the thirtreu cows shown, nine catue
from Dochlour, these being chitily of the Sittjton Mint and
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Uppermill straius. The first prise weut to Red Rocket, a two-

year-old heiler with calf at foot, from Dochfour. Slie was

bred to the exhibitor out of Rocket, sad is after Golden Glove.

The second prize went to H-lena If., ont of an Uppcrniill

cow, Helena, and after Golilea Glove. The third prize went

to Golden Locket, hy No Mistake, and out of Golden Rose.

T*o-)ear-old lieifers were a large class. R«d Rocket appeared

iu this class aUo. fur which she was eli«ible, being under the

age prescribed. She was quickly picked out as the first prize

winner. Gip.-y Queen, bred and exhibited by Mr. Fraser,

Brackia, after Baron H^tvering, and out of Cutty Sark, the

winner of the first prize at Nairn this year, was second. Mr.

Flt-tcher, Roseliaugh, the winner of two first prizes at Inver-

ness and t»o at Fortrose at previous competitions, was placed

third. Mr. Baillie was first iu the yearling class wiih a

heifer out of Marigold 13th, and after Flower of the Forest.

As usual, there was a good show ol' lligliland cattle, tlie

Ejrl of Seafield, Mr. Grant, Inverlaidnan, and Mr. Anderson,

of Loclidhu, being the chiei prize winners.

The show of Polled cattle was almost entirely confined to a

nuuibtr of splendid entries from Mains of Advie.

There was a creditable show of crosses.

Horses were about as good a show as was ever seen at In-

verness.— Banffshire Journal.

PENISTONE.
The twenty-fourth annual exhibition of this Society took

place in the sccustomfd fields outside the town (on Aug. 23)

and the day being fine, a large number of people were present

from the principal villages in the district. There was an in-

crease in the total number of entries of seventy-seven over

last year, and the quality of the stock generally was considered

quite equal to previous exliibitions. The number of cattle

shown was 56, slieep 47, pigs 31, liorses 57, ponies

10, donkeys 4-, poultry 19t, pigeons 11, rabbits 31,

and dogs 191. Cattle was an exceeding good class,

and the first prize and cup for the best Shorthorned

hull was awarded to Mr. Jolm Kowley, of Stubbs

Walden (Count Towneley). In the classes for sheep were

some splendid spfcimens, and the duties of the judges were

in some cases very onerous. Horses, although not large in

auinber, were excellent in quality. Poultry and dogs were

very numerous, and each were inspected by a large number

of the visitors. Mr. Edmund Ellis, of Bentley, Don-
caster, took first prizes for retrievers (dog and bitch) ; Mr. J.

T. Crowcroft, of Carr Grange, D jncister, the first prize for

smootli-haired sheep curs, and he was also awarded first prize

for Rouen ducks, and was liighly coraniended for geese. Mr.
J. E. Crofts, of Ranskill, obtained second prize for greyhounds-

The ioUowiuK were the Judges, and appended are their

awards :—Cattle, sheep, and agricultural produce—Mr. H.
Borton, jun. B<rton-le-sireet, Malton ; Mr. W. Rhodes,

Swiuton ; Mr. T. Askren, The L-^vels, Thome. Pigs—Mr.
W. Hey, Shambles-street; Barnsley ; Mr. J. Roebuck,

Netherfield. Horses, ponies, and donkeys—Mr. R. Metcalf,

Lower-street, Malton ; Mr. R. Cowton, Great Kelk, Low-
thorp, Hull. Poultry, pigeons, and rabbits—Mr. W. Cannan,

Adolphus Chemical Works, Bradford ; Mr. J. Dixon.

Norili Park, Bradford. Dogs—Mr. S. Handley, Harrison-

treet, Pendleton, Manchester ; Mr. John Inman, Brighthouse.

CA'ITLE.— ShortlKirned bull of any age, 1 and cup, John
Ro«ley, Weni Bank House, Stubbs Walilen, Poutelract ; 2,

B. Fletcher, Carlton Yeadon, Leeds. Shorthorned bull under

two years old, 1, Wm. Tennant, Barlow, Selby ; 2, Henry
Fawcett, Old Brirahope, Otiey ; highly cotrmended, A. and

R.Man. Siiorthorned cow or hei er, in calf or milk, 1, H.
F'awcett, Old Bramhopp, Otley ; 2, H. Binder, Ecclesfield.

Two years old Shortliorned heifer, 1, B. Fletcher, Carlton

Yeadon, Leeds ; 2, H. Fawcett, Old Bramhope, Otley ; highly

commended, W. Smith. Shorthorned heifer under two years

old, 1, H. Fawcett, Old Bramhope, Otley ; 2 and 3, W. Smith
Barnes Hall, Sheflicld.— For tenant farmers within a radius

of twenty miles of Prnistoiie : Shorthorned bull of

any age, 1, A. and R. Man, Park Huuse,Thornhill, Dewsbury
;

2, R. Richmond, Banks Hall Firm, Cawthoro ; 3, J. B.-dford.

Shorthorned cow or heiler, in calf or milk, 1, cup, and 2, A.
and R. Man, Park Ilou.«e, Thornhill; highly commended, G.
Widdison. Cow for dairy purposes, 1, G. Widdison, Butter-

tLwmte; 2, the executors of the late W. Stead, Owlerton;

highly commended, H. Binder. Two years old Shorthorued
heifer, 1, G. Widdison, Butterthwaite ; 2, A. and R. Man,
P.nrk House, Thornhill. Siiorthorned heifer under two years

old, 1 and cup, G. Widdison, Buttertbwaite ; 2, G. >5ayle8,

Eci^lesfield Common; commended, G. VViddij^on.

SHEEP.— (Leicesters aud longwools).—Ram, of any age,

1 J. Green and Son, Silsden, Leeds ; 2 J. Dransfielil, Ox^pring
Hou^e. Shearling ram, 1 J. Green and Sons ; 2 and 3 J.

F. Moorhouse, New Chapel. Pen of three shearlinj gimmers,
1 J. Green and Sons ; 2 R. Parkin, Pond Farm, Wortley ; 3
J.Thompson, Roughbirchworth. (Leicesters and others, not

Lincolns).—Ram of any age, 1 G. Hattersley, Greasbro',

Rotherham ; 2 C. Marsh, Sheepliou^e. Sliearliog ram, 1 and
2 J. Birks, Penistone. Tup lamb, bred in 1877, 1 C. Walker,
Whitefield ; 2 J. Nicholson, Eistfield, Thurgoland ; 3 C.

Marsh, Sheephouse. Pen of three ewes, having suckled lambs
iu 1877, 1 G. Hatter.sley ; 2 C. Marsh ; commended J. Ni-

cholson. Pen of three shearling gimraera, 2 C. Marsh. Pea
of three ewe lambs bred in 1877, 1 C. Walker ; 2 J CoulJ-

well, Hurishelf Hall ; 3 C. Marsh. Linc')lus and others (not

Leicesters), open to all competi'ors within a radius of twenty

miles, 1 J. Couldwell; 2 C. Walker. Shearling ram, 2 C.

Walker. Three shearling gimmers, 1 and 2 J. Dransfield.

PIGS.— Best boar, large breed, 1 and cup, R. E. Dackering,
Norihorpe, Kirton Lindsey ; 2 J. Graham, Leeds. Boar,

middle breed, T. R. Beacon, Hill-road, Newark; 3 C. F.

Hallas, lluddersfield. Boar, small breed, 1 R. E. Duckering ;

2 R. Adiiinall, Doucaster. Sow, lar^ie breed, for breeding

purposes, in pig or niih litter sucking, R. E. Duckeriug. So-.v,

middle breed, for breeding purposes, in pig or with litter suck-

ing, 1 and cup C. F. Hallas, lluddersfield, 2 T. Lindle>,

Grimesthorpp. Sow, sra ill breed, for breeding purposes, in

pig or with litter sucking, T. Hannan, Li^eds ; 2 R. E. Duck-
ering.

—

Cottage L\boureiis' Pi&.—Best stoie pig of any
breed, D. Green, Penistone ; 2 J. Moody, Tluiristoue.

HORSES.—Gelding or ratre for agricultural purposes, J.

F". Crowther, Knowl Grove, Mirfield ; 2 W. Savile, Swiithe
House, Barnsley. Brood raare for agricultural purposes, with

a foal, W. Tennant, Barlow, Selby ; 2 F. W. Addey, Cudworth,
Barnsley ; 3 G. Wood, Greuo Wood Head. Foal of 1871,
gelding or filly, for agricultural purposes, J. Dransfield, O^-
spring House ; 2 W. Siiith, Barnes Hall. Foal ot 1875,
gelding or fi Iv, for agricultural purposes, W. Dickinson, High
lloyland; 2 Earl Wharnclifl'e, Woriley Hall. Foal of 1877,
colt or filly, for agricultural purposes, G. Wood, Greno Wood
Head; 2 C. Marsh, Sheephouse ; highly commended, F. W.
Addey.

PONIES.—Pony not exceeding thirteen hands. Mrs. R.
C. Clarke, Noblethorpe Hall ; highly commended, J. Thomp-
son.

—

Boncader Gazette.

ROCHDALE.
The annual show of the Rochdale Agricultural Society was

hftld on August 23, on grounds belonging to Mr. C. M.
Royds, president of the Society, at Greenhill. The day

proved to be unfortunately chosen, for the weather in Roch-
dale, as everywhere else in the district, was excessively bad,

and had a most disastrous eflect on the exhibition. Those
who ventured to attend did so under much discomfort, for,

apart from the incessant rain, the ground iu every part was
soon trampled into a swamp more than ankle deep in mud.
On its own merits the Show well deserved success. Though
less numerous by several hundreds than last year, the entries

of live stock in all ileparl meats were more than usually good.

The number of entries in the various classes were : Cattle,

46, as against 48 last year ; horses, 183, against 218 ; sheep,

32, against 42; pigs, 42, against 3t; poultry, 345, against

4U0; pgeons, 593, against 700; and dogs, 319 against 300,

making, with the addition ol 98 entries for rabbits, a total

for this year of 1,658 compared with 2,500 last year. There

were besides nearly a hundrtd entries of vegetables and dairy

produce, and 905 ol implements.

The fort) -six entries of cattle made a very admirable show
when they were first brouj<ht to the ground, but towards the

close of the day most of them presented a very woe-begone

appearance, and ma' y owners expressed serious appreheusions

for the health of the animals after so trying an exposure. It

is to be regretted that the rule which forbade annuals to be

taken out of the yard before half-past tour o'clock vas uut
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relaxed some.wlial unJer tlie circumstances, especially as Ion?

before that time everybody had ceased to take mueli interest

ill any part of the exhibition, except that of the horse-jnmping

ill the ring. The principnl prizes for cattle fell to Mr. T.
Atkintou, Whitefield ; tl)e Stand Stud Company, Whitefield

;

Wr. C W, Brierley, Prestwich ; Mes.srs. Du^daie, Mytton
BriHge ; Mr. R. Barker, Todraorden ; Mr. J. H.ev»,

R-chdnle; Mr. J. S. Robinson, Rochdale; Mr. P.
Hutchinson, Rochdale ; and Mr. J. A. Mason,
Milarow. Though few of tlie horse classes hail more ttian six

or seven entries, and some not more than two or three, there

was nothing to complain of in the quality of most of the

animals, and all tiie prize winners would probably have stood

ju^t as good a chance of winning had the eoinpotition been five

liines as keen. The prizes were taken chit fly by Mr. J. W.
Crowther, Mil field ; the Stand Stud Company; Mr. J. II.

Kenworthy, Rochdale; Mr. W. Mills, Radchffe; Mr. B.
Il^ape, Rochdde ; Mr. J. VVaritleworth, Bury ; Mr. J. Cossins,

Northwich ; Mrs. J. Crossley, H.lif^x ; Mr. J. W. Radcliffe,

Oldham; Mr. C. W. Wilson, Kendal; the Mytton Farming
Company; Mr J. C. R'>gerson, Manchester ; Mr. W. Lucas,
Tazackerley ; Mr. J. Nflson, Wilmslow ; Cnptiin Mitchell,

Waterfoot; Mr. G. F. Salter, Whitefield ; and Mr. J. Geen-
wood.Todinorden. Amongst the winners of prizes for sheep,

which were generally excellent, may be mentioned the names
of Mr. J. Tajlor, Rawtenstall ; Mr. J. CoUinge,
Clitheroe; Mr. G. Dewhirst, Rawtenstall ; Mr. G.
Bridge, Neweliurch; and Mr. R. Ormerod, Burnley;
and the chief prize winners for the pigs were Messrs. S.

VVil.son, Rarasbottom ; J. and G. Nu'tall, Heywood; A.
Crowther, Bury

; J. Jones, Oidtiam
; J. Piatt, Oldham ; and

J. Tajlor, Rochdale. We may aUo mention with commenda-
tion the show of poultry, pigeons, and dogs, which, as the
figures above show, made up no inconsiderable portion of the
exhibition, and testified to the interest taken in these depart-

ments in the district.

—

Manchester Examiner.

THE NEW POTATO DIGGER.—For more than fi'ly

years past have people been trying to invent a machine
whereby potatoes can be dug from out of the earth without

peeling or injuring them, and at the same time do away with

that perpetual bore—of which farmers are always complain-

ing—the excessive sums to be paid for manual labour. Mr.
Aspinwall, to whom all praise is due, has, after years of

labour and much anxiety, succeeded in inventing such a

machine, he having devoted his lifetime to such a result. The
machine tried jesterday on Mr. Howard's farm, near Rufford,

is the perfection of what has for a long time been required

by agriculturists. Its capacity, with an orainary pair of horses,

is from three and a halt to four and a half acres per day, but

with those yoked to it yesterdiy the rate might be put down
at five acres. The machine leaves the potatoes entirely on
the surface, clear from the tops, and never "chokes," a fanit

which, we believe, it possessed last year. The potatoes are

deposited directly in the rear of. the plough, without their

being in the least injured, and the gatherers have not the

slightest difficulty in petting them. With respect to the

draught of the machine, it is so easy that on such land as that

on which it was tiied yesterday one horse would have sufficed

to work it, while the management of it is such th«t a boy is

only required to hold the reins. From what we saw of it it

will do good work in either green or dry tops, in all kinds of

soil, and under all conditions, and certainly by its use farmers

would save money. The machine consists of a revolving flit

separator, which revolves at a speed sufficient to remove the

earth and potatoes gradually as they are brought back by the

plough or shovel, and yesterday it seemed to give entire satis-

faction. Farmers were there from all parts of Lancashire

and one and all spoke in high praise of Aspinwall's invention.

Thousfh the tops were " green," the potatoes were brought up
and laid on the surface as clean as if it were done by hand
labour, and, consequently, the (general remarks were—" This is

the machine which we have fo long required." That it will

now become popular there cannot he the least doubt, and that

it will work in any soil is also now fully demonstrated. From
the evidence of those present yesterday, and from our own
actual observation, we can earnestly recommend the machine
te those farmers who wish to save about 40 per cent, of their

present labour.

—

Southport Visitor,

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
DYNAMOMETER TRIALS.

We append the results of the Royal .Agricultural

Society's Dynamometer trials. The most remarkable
feature of the table is the pace at which the horses

walked, viz., upwards of three miles an hour. At
Learaingtou, last year, the " mean speed" with the self-

rakers was about two and a-half miles an hour. Thus
in pace alone there will be a gain of oue-sixth iu the
rate of cutting.

Dynamometer Trials with Sheaf Binders at Aigburth,
Liverpool, August 17th, 1877.

On Wheat.
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REVimV or THE CORN TRADE,
FROM THE MARK LANE EXPRESS FOR THE ^VEEK ENDING AUGTIST 27.

The weather lias been very unsettled during the pji't

week thnuiihoiit the United Kingdom, and fannrrs have

been considerahly delayed in slacking and thrashing

wheat, although cutting has been carried on without much
interruption. Sunshine is now wanted to harden the

grain and check the tendency to sprouting, which is

always to be feared when the ingathering of the crops

takes place under a warm damp atmosphere. The thun-

derstorms in the Midland Counties referreil to last week

did a good deal of damage, but it is considered that the

yield of wheat on the Fen lauds, will not turn out far

short of an average. Re])orts are variable as to barley

and oats, but the crops have much improved, and with a

fair spell of dry weather they should be ready for the

reaping machiue next week. lu Scotland cere ils have

been making unusually slow progress towards matui-ity

under the retarding influence of wet unseasonable weather,

but appearances indicate a fair yield of grain, ahhungh of

«n interior quality, while tliere also appears good promise

of abundant straw. The root crops have benefited by

the rain, and turnips and mangels promise well, but

complaints of tl'e potato disease unfortunately appear to

be on the increase. The publication of the agricultural

Returns shows the area planted with wheat this year to

liave been about 3,168,000 acres. This is about 172,500

acres in excess pf last year, but about the same quantity

less than was sown in 1875. It also appears from the

Returns that, when compared with last year, harle}' and

oats have been sown upon a slightly diminished area.

The prosecution of harvest worif has so entirely engaged

farmers lately that there has been very little business

passing in the country markets, but where sales have

been made prices indicate a fall of Is. to 23. per qr. on

wheat since last Monday. The few lots of new wheat

shown in the ])rovincial Exchanges have been in poor

condition, and scarcely fit for present use ; but the con-

dition of the majority of the samples offered at Mark
Lane on Monday last was tolerably good, and sales were

made at 043. for white, and 61s. for red descriptions.

Although no great activity is ever to be looked for in the

grain trade during harvest time, the depression has been

greater than usml during the past week, owing to the en-

ormous arrivals of foreign wheat and oats. Supplies have

now been upon a large scale for some weeks past, and the

return on Monday last gave over 92,000 qrs. while the

subsequent arrivals up to Friday have amounted to 55,120

qrs. Prices have necessarily given way in face of such

heavy supplies, and a decline of Ss. to 3s. per qr. was

ouoted la.st Monday on wheat, and fully Is. per qr. on

oats. Other articles remain without much variation, but

the trade generally has been overweighted by the supplies

which have been pouring in upon us at such a I'ate that

the resources of the various dock companies have been

taxed to jthe uttermost to discharge the vessels, and
merchants have been seriously inconvenienced by the

dilTiculty in obtaining granary room for their corn. Evi-

dently there are two conflicting forces in operation in the

trade at the present time, and it is difficult to foresee

which may prove the stronger. On the one hand
America, Russia, and Hungary, all important sources of

supply, have been favoured with abuudant crops ; whilst

on the other, the deticient harvests in France and Eng-
land, the blockade of the Southern Russian ports, and the

uncertainty of politics are facts which cannot be despised,

and which mav during the winter mouths assume a

potential force greater than at present. The sales of
English wheat noted last week were 2 f,43G qrs., at G4s.
yd , aijainst 21,298 qrs., at 453. 5d. in the previous year.

The London averages were 033. 7d. on 1,04S qrs. The
imports into the kinud. m for the week ending Aunist
18th were 1,322,647 cwt?. wheat, and 104,615 cwts.

flour. Business at JMark Lane opened verj- quietly at

market on Mondiy last, owing to the continued large

arrivals of grain from abroad, and the depression conse-

quent on line weather. Some special interest, howeve'-,

was attached to the trade, as the first sales of any conse-

quence were made of new Englisli wheat, of which there

was a moderate supply off^ering, the grain being mostly in

fair condition. The week's arrivals only amounted to

1,169 qrs., and little or nothing was done in old wheat.

,
The ruling prices for the new crop were 643. to 65s. for

f white, and 60s. to 02s. for red descriptions, but rather

j

higher rates were obtained for some e.xtre flne white sorts

for seed. The imports of foreign were exceedingly heavy,
amounting in all to nearly 93,000 qrs., more than one-

third of which quantity was from Persia and theEist
Indies. The arrivals from North Russia were 34 671
qrs., and those from New Zealand 7,863 qrs., but Ame-
rica was not represented in the Return. There was a

good attendance of millers, who bought sparingly at an
all-round decline of 23. per qr. on the previous Monday's
currencies, but where sales of Russian sorts weie
pressed ex-ship, sellars had to accept an even greater

reduction. The week's ex])orts were 5,441 qrs. The
supply of barley consisted of 92 qrs. of home-grown,
and 1,801 qrs. of foieign. Sales progressed slowly,

but the full prices of the previous week were maintained,
owing to scarcity. There were only 1,034 qrs. of maize
reported, and prices did not undergo any quotable varia-

tion. The arrivals of foreign oats were uuusuaUy heavy,
in all 121,610 qrs., aud under pressure of these, which
were forced off ex-ship, owing to the dilll -ulty in obtain-

ing granary room, a decline of fully Is. per qr. took
place. On Wednesday the return gave 160 qrs. of Eng-
lish wheat, and 50,160 qrs. of foreign. The trade was
exceedingly dull until nearly the close of the market,
when a more active demand was experienced, and a fair

amount of business was don? at Monday's currencies. On
Friday there were 430 qrs. of home-grown wheat, aud
55,120 q.-s of tbreign. Wheat sold slowly at Wednesday's
prices, but the inquiry was quite of a retail nature.

Maize was decidedly tirmer, and 6J. per qr. more money
was obtainable. The imports of flour into the United
Kingdom for the week ending August 18th were 104,615
cwts., against 117,458 cwts. in the previous week. The
receipts were 10,614 sacks of English, and 1,824 sacks of

foreign, but no barrels were reported. The trade has
been slow, and both sacks and barrels have declined fully

Is. on the week. The week's imports of beans were
92,003 cwts., and of peas 7,680 cwts.. showing a decrease

of 78,160 cwts. on the former, and 25,719 cwts. on the

latter. Both articles have rided steady, and a fair amount
of business has been done at unaltered quotations. The
deliveries of malt were 17,654 qrs., aud the exports 1,315
qrs. Prices have uadergoue no change siuce last week,
but a brisker inquiry has been met, and sales have been
made to a fair extent for the time of year. A steary

trade has been done in agricultural seeds required lor.

sowing purposes, aud the state of quietude into vvhichi

this branch of business relapses during the summer may be
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slioi-tly exprctcJ to give wny io increased activity.

Yearling parcels still conunaviil very full ])rices. Fine

samples of new i*ape have realised an advance of 3s to

4,-i. per qr. ou the week, as the yield of this crop turns out

everyvvliere unsatisfactory. lleinpsced has also

slightly improved in value, and canary, althoiigh

not quofably dearer, has been more inquired for

Provincial trade has riiled quiet throughout the j)asf

week, and wheat has declined Is. to 2s. per qr. in most

of the country markets. At Liverpool, on Tuesday,

white wheat was in fair request at an advance of IJ.

fo 2d. per cental ou the previocs Friday's prices, but

the ini[)rovemeut was subsequently lust. A somewhat
improved iuquiry has also beeu experienced in Oour,

but feeaiug slufl's have undergone no quotable

change. The week's imports were about 7'-',0U0 qrs.

of wheat, and about 31,000 qrs. of maize. At New-
castle the trade has beeu dull, both for English and

foreign wheat, at a decline of Is. per qr., in spie of

broken weather. Barley has realised rather higher rates,

but other articles remain unaltered. At Peterborough,

Wisbeach, and most ot the iuland markets, business has

been almost nominal, as farmers have been too busy

harvesting to attend the markets. At Edinburgh the

market has been fairly supj)Iied with grain from the

farmers, and a slow sale has been experienced for wheat

at a dealine of Is. per qr., while Hour was also quoted

Is. per sack cheaper. At Lcith the weather has been

windy and very wet, and the cereal crops has been much
broken and laid by the heavy rain. In spite of the un-

settled weather the grain trade has been very inanimate,

but holders of wheat have not pressed sales, preferring to

warehouse their grain rather than accept a further reduc-

tion. At Wednesday's market Scotch wheat could only

be moved at a decline of Is. per qr., while foreign was
nominally unaltered, but with very little business passing.

Barley and oats were in fair request at fully last week's

prices for fine qualities, and flour ruled quiet at former

rates. At Glasgow, ou Wednesday, the market was
(airly attended, and the wheat trade ruled quii-t, but the

tone was rather stronger towards the close. There was a

moderate inquiry for Hour, and barley and oats were both

the turn dearer. At Cork the weather has been -unsettled,

and heavy rain lias fallen at times, which has delayed

harvest operations. There has been very little business

passing in wheat, and millers have beeu enabled to supply

their vvauts at Is. per qr. less mouey. ]Maize has ruled

dull, and prices have declined 6il. per qr., but oats

remain as last quoted. At BeKa-jt the weather has been

generally speaking, fine, and a moderate consuinptive

demand has beeu experienced for wheat and maize at

barely late rates.

The reports from Mark Lane for the past four weeks
are as follows :

—

Monday, Aug. G.— The arrivals during the past week
liave beeu : English wheat 4S0 qis. ; foreign 57,2'JO qrs.

English wheat, of which the olferings were exceedingly

light, sold slowly at about Jlouday's prices, but towards

the close of the market millers showed more disposition to

purchase foreign, aud previous values were maintained.

Country Hour, 1,2S0 sacks; foreign 580 brls. The
trade ruled slow for both sacks and barrels at about

former currencies. English barley, 510 qrs.; foreign,

2,050 qrs. (^uiet but steady at j\londay's advance.

Malt: A slow sale at late rates. Maize, 11,050 qrs.

la limifel request at barely Monday's ])rice3. Oafs :

foreign 71,210 qrs. With continued heavy arrivals

from abroad previous values were with dilliculty main-

tained. Beans unaltered in value or demand. Linseed :

Aery little doing and quotations unchanged:

jMonday, August 13.—The arrivals during the past

week have beeu : English wheat, 1,SG1 qrs. ; foreign,

Gl,877 qrs. Exports, 2,311 qrs. The supply of English
wtieat fresh up to market this morning was again very
smill, and sales progressed slowly at about late rates.

Of foriigu the arrivals were liberal, and a quiet con-
sumptive demand was eX|)crieuced, at a decline of Is. per
qr. ou the foitnight. Country Hour, 11,970 sac^ss

;

foreign, '3,'.)Gl sacks aud 7,2GI brls. A limited sale for

both sacks aud barrels, at former currencies. English
barley, 227 qrs. ; foreign, 8,330 qrs- The trade was
Him, but quiet, without quotable alteration. ^lalt, Eng-
lish, 17,-118 qrs. , Scotch, 235 qrs. Exports, 1,001 qrs.

A moderate ;unmnt of business passing at about previous
prices. JNiaiie, 12,423 (|rs. In steady request, aud fully

as dear. English oats, 310 qrs. ; foreign, 05,951 qrs. A
slow sale at a decline of 6d. to Is. per qr. ou the fort-

night. English beans, 778 qrs. ; foreign, 1 qr. A ijuiet

demand, at about late rates. Linseed. 10,717 qrs. Ex-
ports, 210 qrs. Unchanged.

iMond.iy, August 20.—The arrivals during the past
week have been : Ensjlish wheat, 1,1GD qrs.

;

foreign, 93,908 qrs. Export?, 5111 qrs. Tnere
was a small supply of English wheat of this
yeu-'s growth at market tliis morning, which sold slowlv
at about 65s- for white, and G2s. for red ; of foreign the
arrivals were exceedingly heavy, and with a large atten-

dance of millers aud brilliant weather, a quiet consumptive
demand was experienced at a decline of 2s. per qr. on the
week. Country Hour, 10,61-1 sacks; foreign, 1,824 sacks. A
slow sale at a decline of Is. per sack, and Od. per b.irreL

English barley, 92 qrs.; foreign, 1,801 qrs. The-
trade, although quiet, was steady, and last week's prices

were maintained. English malt, 16,354 qrs. ; Scotch,.

1,300 qrs. Exports, 1,315 qrs. In quiet demand, at
former values. Maize, 1,034 qrs. Exports, 231 qrs.

There was a moderate inquiry, and previous prices
were fairly supported. English oats, 296 qrs. ; foreign,,

121,610 qrs. Exports, 17 qrs. A dull trade, under
pressure of very heavy foreign arrivals. All descrip-

tions were Is. per qr. cheaper to sell. English beans, 393
qrs.

; foreign, 3,409 qrs. Steady at last week's quota-
tions, Linseed, 2,542 qrs. Exports, 910 qrs. Unaltered.

Monday, .\ug. 27-—The arrivals during the past week
have been : English wheat, 2,526 qrs.; foreign, 74,710 qrs.;

exports, 8,402 qrs. 'I'here was a limited supply of home-
grojvn wheatat market this moruing, includingafair sprink-
ling of samples of the new crop, aud sales progressed slowly
at last week's pri(ei. Of foreign the arrivals were agai^i

very heavy, and with a fair attendance of millers a quiet

consumptive demand was experienced at fully late rates.

Country flour, 8,824 sacks ; foreign, 1,141 sacks, aud
1.917 brls. The trade ruled quiet, but previous quota-
tions were fairly maintained for both sacks and barrels.

English barley, 419 qrs. ; foreign, 8,509 qrs. A
steady trade at last week's prices. Malt : English, 21,4G0
qrs. ; Scotch, 500 qrs. Exports, 2,047 qrs. In fair

request at late rates. jMaize, 8,812 qrs. Exports,
2,140 qrs. There was a decidedly improved demand
at an advance of 6J. per qr. on the week. English
oats, 892 qrs. : foreign, 100,825 qrs. Exports,
251 qrs. In sjiite of heavy imports I he dejiression noticeable
towards the close of last week was recovered, and prices

remain about the same as thoy were on Monday last.

English beans, 451 qrs.; foreign, 5,243 ([rs. '(^uiet

but steady. Linseed, 3,759 qrs. E.xports, 400 qrs. L ii-

chauged.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES
For the week endinpf Au^-. 2.5, 1877.

W'heat 1!),in:j; qrs. tns. lod.
Barley 2yi „ 3.is. Ud.
Oats 1,512^ „ 2S8. Ki

rrioted by U.\Z£ll, Watson, & ViM£r,265, Strand, London.



LONDON AND COUNTY BANKING COMPANY.
Established in 1836, and incorporated in 1871, under " The Companiea Act, 1862."

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL —£3,7:0,000, in 75,000 Shares of £oO ench.

REPORT ADOPTED AT THE IIaLF YE.VRLY GENERAL MEETING, 2nD A0GU3T, 1877.

FREDERICK FRA^'CIS, Esq., in the Chair.

The Directors, in presenting to the Proprietors the Balance-

Sheet of the Bank for the Half-Year ended the 30th June

last, have the satisfaction ti report that, after paying

interest to CustDmers aad all char^^es, allowing for Rebate,

and making provision for bad and doubtful debts, the Net

Profits amount, to £122,339 Us. lOd. This sum, added to

£11,166 8a. 3d., brought forward from the last account, pro-

duces a total of £134,056 Oa. Id.

They have declared an Interim Dividend for the Half-

Year at the rate of H per cent, per annum, which virill absorb

£120,000, leaving a balance of £14,056 03. Id. to be carried

forward to Profit and Loss New Account.

The Dividend, £1 12s. per share, free of Income -Tax, will

be payable at the Head OEfice, or at any of the Branches, on

or after ilouday, 13th instant.

BALANCE SHEET of the London and County Banking

Company, 30th Jane, 1877.

Dr.

To capital paid up £1,500,000

To reserve fund 7-0,000

To amount due by the Bank
forcu8tomers'balance8,&c. 22,384,730 1 5

To liabilities on acceptances,

covered by setTirities 2,233,925 2 10

21,698,655 4 3

To profit and loss balance

brought from last account 11,168 8 3

To gross profit for the half-

year, after making provl-

Bion for bad and doubtful

debts, viz 319,679 7

. 360,815 8 10

£27,159,500 13 1

Cr.

By cash on hand at Head

Office and Branches, and

with Bank of England 2,713,601 9 2

By cash placed at call and at

notice, covered by securi-

ties 2,731,937 2 8

Investments, viz.

:

By Government and guaran-

teed stocks 2,822,997 18 8

By Colonial Government and

other stocks and securities 279,317 12 6

By discounted bills, and ad-

vances to customers in

town and country 15,706,005 18

By liabilities of customers for

drafts accepted by the Bank
(aa per contra) 2,233,925 3 10

6,417,538 11 lO

3,102,3163 11

By freehold premises in Lombard-street and
Nicholas-lane, freehold and leasehold pro-

perty at the branches, with fixtures and
fittings 482,802 19

By interest paid to customers 62,296 18

By salaries and all other expenses at head-
office and branches, including income-tax

on profits and salaries 131,615 11

-17,930,931 10

£27,159,500 13 1

Profit and Loss Account.

To interest paid to customers, as above £52,296 18 6

To expenses, as above 134,615 11 1

To rebate on bills not due, carried to new
account 39,876 19 3

To dividend of 8 per cent, for half-year 120,000

To balance iarried forward 11,056 1

£360,845 8 10

Bybalancebroughtforward from last account 11,166 8 3

By gross profit for the half-year, after making
provision for bad and doubtful debts 319,679 7

£360,845 8 10

We, the undersigned, have examined the foregoing Balance

Sheet, and have found iho same to be correct.

MUNGO McGBORGE, ")

WILLIAM NORMAN, {•Auditors.
RICHARD H. SWAINE, )

London and County Bank, 26th July, 1877.

LONDON AND COUNTY BANKING
COMPANY.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a DIVIDEND on the

Capital of the Company, at the rate of 8 per cent, for the

Half-year ended June 30th, 1877, will be PAYABLE to

the Proprietors, either at the Head Office, 21, Lombard-

street, or at any of the Company's Branches, on or after

Monday, the 13th iastant.

By Order of the Board,

W McKEWAN, General Manager.

21, LOMBABB SiBBBT, August 3rdJIB77
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GENERAL ADVERTISING.

C. H. MAY k C 0.,

ADVEllTISIXO OFFICES,

78, GRACEGHURCH STREET, LOJ^DON, E.G.

ESTABLISHED 18i6.

APPOINTED AGENTS TO THE ADMIRALTY, TRINITY HOUSE, &c., &c.

ADVERTISEMENTS INSERTED
IN ALL 13RITLSII, EOREIGN, AND COLONLVL PAPERS.

TRANSLATIONS IN ALL LANGUAGES. •

THE

MAUK LANE EXPEESS
AND

AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL

LARGEST AND THE LEADING FARMER'S AND GRAZIER'S NEWSPAPER.

rUBLISHED EVERY MONDAY EVENING, IN TIME FOR TOST.

Office of Publicatiou and for Advertisements, 265, Strand, London. May be had of all Booksellers

and Newsmen throughout the Kingdom, price 7d., or £1 10s. 4d. per annum.



WESTOIsT T. TUXFOED k CO.,

WINE AND SPIRIT IMPORTEEB,

48, FENCHURCH-STREET, LONDON, E.G.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

ROUSSEAU AND CO.. REIMS;

L. RIYAZ AND CO., COGNAC.

ESTABLISHED 1847.

Ports.
Newly Bottled Port

Matured Port

Tawuey Port ...

Coekburn's Old Tawney, dry ...

Martinez, very light old dry ...

Gould Campbell's old light elegant ...

Sauderaau's

Thompson and Croft's

Ulher Wines, of choice vintages, from

Qaaiier Casks fro/u £13.

Sherries.
Good Pale Dinner Sherry

Superior ditto ... ... ... ...

I'iue Paie Dinner Sherry

Pull-liavoured ...

Pale Solera

AinoutilUdo ...

" The Finest ditto"

24s.



"PVERY ONE SHOULD USE

BRAG Q'S
CHARCOAL SOAP ; it cares all eruptions and irritation of the skin, and prevents contagion.CHARCOAL
Is well known to possess great curative powers, and to be of much service in removing offensive exhalations, whether
arising from perspiration or other causes, but by its combination with Glycerine and other ingredients of the fiacfi

quality in this

SOAP
It is presented in a form in which, by coming in contact with the pores of the skin in the act of washing, its beae-
ficial properties are developed to the utmost extent. By its use the skin will improve in texture and softness, and be
rendered impervious to all changes of climate and atmosphere. Fragrant, emollient, refreshing. In Boxes containing
One and Three Tablets, at 6d. and Is. 6d. each, of all Chemists, &c., throughout the World, or Post-free from

109, BISHOPSGATE STREET, CITY, LONDON.

BEAUTIFUL TEETH.

BRAG-Q'S
CHARCOAL TOOTH PASTE

WHITENS THE TEETH and preserves them from decay, renlers the gums red. firm, and healthy, immediately

removes all unpleasant smell and taste from the mouth, sweetens and purifies the breath, and imparts a

delightful sensation of freshness, unattainable by tae use of any other preparation.

Post-free, in Collapsible Tubes, Is. 6d. each, of the Proprietor of

BRAGG' S CHARCOAL SOAP,

109, BISHOPSGATE STREET, CITY, LONDON, AND ALL CHEMISTS.

F. LYON'S
ORIGINAL

TRANSPARENT COSMBTIQUE
POSSESSES THE FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES:—

It is not greasy.

It is far more adhesive than any other.

It is quite unaffected by heat or cold, and never becomes hard in winter or soft in summer.
It never becomes rancid or loses its perfume.

It is equally adapted for light or dark hair.

It is very economical, One Shilling Stick outlasting two of any other.

TRY ONE.
The superiority of LYON'S ORIGINAL TRANSPARENf COSMETIQUE has caused numerous inferior

imitations to be offered.

The Genuine is always in White Metal Cases, price ONE SHILLING each.

Of all Chemists and Perfumers ; or Post Free from the Proprietor of " Bbagg's Charcoal Soap."

109, BISHOPSGATE STREE T WITHIN, LONDON.
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lONDON AND COUNTY BANKING COMPANY,
ESTABLISHED IN 1836, AND INCORPORATED IN 1871 UNDER "THE COMPANIES ACT, 18U2."

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL, ..£3,750,000, in 75,000 SHARES of £50 EACH.
PAID-UP CAPITAL , £1,499.970

EESERYE FUND 699,985

SIR THOMAS TYRINGHAM BER-
NARD, Baut.

PlOBT. ALEX. BROOKS, Esq.
JOHN JABIES CATER, Es(i.

THOMAS STOCK COWIE, Esq.

DIRECTORS.
FREDERICK FRANCIS, Esq.
FREDERICK HARRISON, Esq.
EDWARD HARBORD LUSHING-
TON, Esq.

JAMES MORLEY, Esq.

WILLTA"M NTCOL. Esq.
ABRAHAM H. PIIILLPOTTS, Esq;
WILLIAM HENRY STONE, Esq.
JAMES D. THOMSON, Esq.

Gexeeal Managkr.—"WILLIAM JIcKEWAN, Esq.

OHIEF INSPECTOR.
W. J. NORFOLK, Esq.

CHIEF ACCOUNTANT.
JAMES GRAY, Esq.

SECRETARY.
GEORGE GOUGH, Esq.-

HEAD OFFICE, 31, LOMBARD STREET.
Head OmcE Managers.—WILLIAM: HOWARD Esq.; JOSEPH ALFRED SMITH, Esq.

THE LONDON AND COUNTY BANK opens^
DRAWING ACCOUNTS with Commercial Houses and Private Individnals, upon the plan usually adopted bj other

Eaukers.
DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS.—Deposit Receipts are issued for sums of Money placed upon these Accounts, and Interest ia

allowed for such periods and at such rates as may be a'^reed upoa, reforenoe bolus? had to the state of the Money Market.
CIRCULAR NOTES AND LETTERS OF CREDIT are issued, payable in the principal Cities and Towns of the Con-

tinent, in Australia, Cfinada, India, and China, the United States, and elsewhere.
The Agencj' of Foreign and Country Banks is ifn^ertaken.
The Pdbchasb and Sa.i,e of Government and other Stocks, ci English or Foreign Shares efiTected, ajid Ditissitds,

AxfjruiTiES, &o , received for Customers of the Bank.
Great facilities are also afforded to the Customers of the Bank for the receipt of Money from the Towns where the Com*

pany has Branches.
The Oliicers of th^ Bank are boui^d not to disclose the transactions of any of its Customers.

By Order of the Directors, WAI. McKEWAN, General Manager.

THOMAS BIGa,
Ag^ricultiiral & Veterinary Chemist,

By Appointment to his lata Royal Highness

The Prince Consort, K.G.,

LEICESTER HOUSE, GREAT DOVER STREET,
BOROUGH, LONDON,

BEGS to call the attention of Farmers
and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB

DIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no Boiling, raid

may be used with Warm or Cold Water, for eflectually
destroying the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injurious to

the Flock, preventing the alarming attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and purif'yuig the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the W'ocl, both in quantitj- and qualitj', and highlj'
iiojitributing to the general health of the ani^ial.
Prepai-ed only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, <Sc., at his Manu-

factory as above, and sold as lollows, althoug}i any oihcr
quantity may be had, if required :

—

lib. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 2
6 lb. 30 „ „ „ "0 3
81b. 40 „ „ 4

1011). 60 „ „ , 5
201b, 100 ,, „ (Cft-ik aad measui'e 6 10
30 lb. 150 „ „ ' in-iludedi 15
401b. 200 „ ,, „ 10
601b. 250 „ ., 13
601b. 300 „ „ , 17 6
801b. 400 ,. „ ,, 1 17 6

100 lb. 500 ,, „ „ 2 5

Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling tha Composition, it

WiU be equally eflectivs.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Mr. Hkrepath, the celebrated Analytical Chemist ;—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1S(;1.

Su»,—Ihavc submitted your Sheep Dipping (jomposition to
analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and
tlift mixture neutral. If it is used according to the directions
^vcn, I feel satisfied, that while it eflectually destroj-s vermin.
It will not injure the hair roote (or "yolk") in the skin, the

Iiieece, or the carcase. I think it deserves the numerov}
testimonials published. I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

William Ukbapath, Sen., F.C.S., Ac, &c..
To Mr. Thomas Bigg Professor of Chemistry,

'^icester House, Great Loyer-street Borough London.
He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC,

or LOTION, for the SCAB or SHAB, which will be found
a certain remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous
disorder in Sheep, and which may be safely used in all
climates, and at all seasons of the year, and to all descriptiona
of sheep, even ewes in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon—sufficient on an average for tliirty Sheep (according
to the virulence of the disease) ; also in wine quart bottles.
Is. 3d. each.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
" Scpulton, near Uingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1865.

"Dear Sir,—In answer to yours ot the 4th inst., which
would have been replied to before this had I been at home, I
have much pleasure in beaiing testimony to the etlicacy of
your invaluable ' Specific for the cureofScjib in Sheep.' The
GOO sheep were s,\\ dressed in August last wiih 84 gallons of
the 'NpN-ppisoNOus Specific,' that was so highly recom-
mended at the Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, thp
best attention being paid to the flock oy my shepherd after
dressing according to instrucuons left; but notwithstanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Being determined to have
the Scab cured if possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your
Specific, which 1 received the following day; and although
the weather was most severe in Fphruai y during the dressing,
your SPECiric proved itself an invaluable remedy, for in
three weeks the Sheep were quite cui-eit ; and I am happy to
say the young l.ambs are do^ng remariiably well at present.
lu conclusion, I bplieve it to be the safest and best remedy
now in use. '' I remain, de.or Sir,

"For JOHN TINGBY, Esq.,
" To Mr. ThomaB Bigg.

'

"R. BENNEY.
K-H' Flockmasters would be well to beware of such pre*

paratipns as " Nbn-pcisonons Compositions :" it is only
necessary to appeal to their good common sense and judg-
ment to be thoroughly convinced that no "Non-poisonous''
article can poison or destroy insect vermin, particularly such
as the Tick, Lice, and Scab Parasites—creatures so tenacious
of life. Such advertised preparations nuist be wholly nsglesa,
or they are not what they are represented to be.

DIPPING APIARATUS «H, £5, £i, & £3.
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PLATE.

THE ONLY J0N5S>

The pRorERTY of Lokd Falmoutu, Tregotiinax, Puobui, Cornwall.

The Oiilj' Jones is a three-yearold Devon bull by

Arthur 997, dam Photograph, and was bred by f^ord Fal-

mouth. At the Gentennial Meeting of the Bath and

West of England Agricultural Society, held at Bath this

year, he was declared not only the best of Devon bulls

brd tire champion or best bull of any breed in thfl yard.

He was also first in his class at the Royal Agricultural

Meeting at Liverpool, where Lord Falmouth also took

first and second pri'^es with Sirloin and Romany in the

Devon bulls above two years old, and a first prize in the

yearling buUs^ The Only Jones is a lengthy, round,

•stnrdy little fellow, and was likened by an able critic in

T/ie yiark- Lane Krpress to a German sausage. In

fact he is a capital specimen of the Devou, and in every

way a credit to the West Country*

THE DUKE OF ARGYLL ON TENANT-RIGHT.

From T/ic Mnrk Lane E.qn-ess, for September 3rd, lOtb, and 17tb.

The Duke of Argyll, in his essay on "The
Commercial Principles Applicable to Couh*acts

for the Hire of Land," takes exception at the

outset to the investigation of the history of land
tenure with which some writers upon the Tenant-
Right question have thought it desirable to

preface their arguments. His Grace re-

marks:—"It is alvrays possible that the interests

of society may require us to modify the existing

rights of individuals, and whether such necessity

has arisen is the main pcjint of our inquiry." By
all means ; but surely the Duke does not deny
that, iu any application for legislative reform,
precedent goes a long way with statesmen so

C(jnservative as the English of almost .all parties are.

If it can be shown that there is nothing unprece-
dented in the principle of land tenure that it is

desired to establish, or rather to revive, the pre-

judice with which most people regard anything
new will be materially diminished in force.

However, if the Duke is willing to set precedent
entirely aside in the consideration of the question

at issue, the advocates of compensation to tenants

for their unexhausted impi'ovemcnts will be (juite

ready to join hands with him. They will be only

too glad to let the interests of society be tlie test-

point of the controver.sy between the Duke and
tiiemselves, feeling assured that those interests

ai'e quite strong enough to justify the modification

of the existing rights of individuals iu resi)ect of

the letting and holding of laud. Similarly wo
agree with the Did<e, wlu nhe ^)rocecds still further

to disencumber the controversy of unncces-!ary

complications by admitting the iiselessncss of

OiD Series. O

inquiries as to the right of the State to restrict

individual freedom in such matters as contracts
for the hire of land. "I know of no abstract
limit," he says, " to tlie right of the State to do
anything ;" and he proceeds to illustrate

thiit position by asserting that in the
interest of ec(momy the State may pass
sumptuary laws, or regulate the wages of farm
labourers, or "i-eiiuire that no tenant should
take land unless he could show that he possessed
a cex"tain mininmm of capital per acre," or "enact
that no man shall hire land who could not jjass

an examination in scientific agriculture." It is

not the right of the State to do such things,

which is in question, he urges, but the expe-
diency. Here, again, we are willing to meet
the Duke on his own ground, and we pass
on, therefore, to consider how he uses his

premisses. He proceeds to ^how that it was
not foiuid to be conducive to the couimon good
for Parliament to pass sumiituary laws, to regu-
late wages, or to select tenants, althougli some
attempts of the kind were made in past times.
" The great principle whicli lies at the root of
their condemnation and abandonment," he says,
" is simply this—that individual men are always
in the long-run the best judges of their pecuniary
or economical interests, and that the interests of
the [mblic, or of the State, are l)e3t served, on the
whole, when men are allowed in all such matters
to pursue freely their own instincts and desires."

Nt) doubt, in the instances cited ; but we shall
presently have something to say of the applica-
tion of this theory to other cases. These instances

Vol. LXXXIIL—No. 4
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are analogous to State interference with tho

valuation of rents,, which no English advocate of

Tenant-Ilight proposes. Tliat they do nut run
<ni all fours with these restrictions of the land-

lord's apj^>ropriation of his tenant's goods, a

merely cursory examination is sufficient to show.

The dictation'by the Scato of the kind of apparel

which the members of a particular class shall
j

Avear, and of the articles of diet which they

shall subsist upon, is an indefensible interference

with individual liberty which is obviously as

distinct in principle as anything can be from a

law giving a tenant an indefeasible right to claim

payment for his unexhausted improvements.

Similarly, the regulation of labourers' wages by
Act of Parliament would be an interference

• with the law of supply and demand which would,

indeed, be akin to the regulation of rents by
State authority, but which has nothing in com-
mon with a lavv' giving such security to a tenant's

property as he is powerless tc obtain by contract.

The supposed provision for ensuring that the

holder of land has suflicient knowledge and
capital to do justice to it as the principal source

of the national food supply does not, pei'haps,

difler in pruiciple fi'cm a lavv- overriding favm
contracts in order to promote the application of

capital to farming ; )jut it would be a much more
extreme application of the principle, and it

would apply to the landowner as well as to the

tenant. It would, further, involve a trouble-

some and vexatious inrpiisition into •& ma,n's

private concerns which would not follow in what
the Duke considers to be a parallel case. On
the whole, the Duke is welcome to our admission

of partial similitude, and if he can show as good
reason for, with as few objections to, this form of

Parliamentary interference as we can show in

our plea fur conipulsory Tenant-Right, we shall

.be willing to consider any definite proposal which

.he makes, provided that it embraces landlords

and tenants alike in its provisions.

In considering whether there are any excep-

tional circumstances C(jnnected with contracts for

the hire of land which render State interference

desirable, the Didce denies that the parties to

the bargain in such cases are in more unequal
positions than people are in nrany other matters of

business, when one person desires the use or the

purchase of what another possesses ; and he
proceeds to argue that whejiever the State has

interfei^d in such cases it has been in the interest

of health or morality. Hence^ he contends,
" it i^ impossible to djny that a strong presump-
tion aiisos against any and every attempt to limit

individual freedom in matters purely economic."
Here we have, then, one of the very same appeals

lo historic precedent which the Duke at the

commencenient of his essay deprecated. His
.Grace may s.upport his negative argument
by attempting to show from history that inter-

•ference of the kind desired by the advocate of

legislative Tenant-Ilight,hasa strong presumption
. against it ; but his opponents may not urge other

"historic precedents as a. presumption in their

favour. Surely, this is hardly fair. Nor is this

ii'ue :
—" The grounds on which special legislation

is .recommended in this business have no reference

to the health of those who hii'e land, nor to the
preservation of their morals, but have reference
exclusively to their success in business." Kow,
it might appear somewhat far-fetched to iu"ge

against this,that the health of widows and orphans
is often altected by the appropriation of a deceased
tenant's investments by his landlord. As to the
morality, it is the landlords', and not the tenants',
morals that a just law would tend to improve, by
teacliing them that it is their duty to pay for

value received. But what we most strongly
protest against in this last-quoted passage is the
assertion that the grounds cf proposed legislation

have reference exclusively to the tenants' success
in business. Nothing could be more misleading
than this statement. The claim for compulsory
Tenant-Right rests, not on a desire to bolster up
artificially a tenant's success in business, but, first

on the ground of the public welfare, and, second,
on that of individual justice. Nor can we be veiy
gi'ateful for a notable admission which is made
in the next paragraph, seeing tliat it is followed
by another objectionable assiimption. It is

fair of the Duke to make this admission :
—

" Nevertheless, the conditions of human society

are so infinitely complex that in "the science of

politics—if there be such a science—it is perhaps
not possible to deny positively, upon abstract

principles, the wisdom of a proposal even suclias

this." But it was not fair to add :
—" Enough if

we begin our inquiry with a very clear perception
that the bui-den of proof lies very heavily upon
those who recommend a course so peculiar and
exceptional ;" for here we have the same dAvelling

on precedents favourable to his own argument,
while he denies the validity of his opponents'
precedents, which we have before complained of.

We do not care to follow :the Duke in his pro-

tests against the use of the word "monopoly " as
applied to the ownership of land. To all effects

and purposes that ownership, as far as it relates

to the hire of land, is a modified monopoly,
inasmuch as nearly all the land let out in farms
is in the hands of a limited and homogeneous
class, and a class strong in its adhesion to semi-
feudal privileges and customs. But just now the
force of that modified monopoly is broken,
temporarily .^t least, by the disastrotis crisis in
farming which we unhappily witness .thi'oughout

the length and breadth of the country,

The attempt to draw a parallel between the
owners of land, a comparatively compact
and seldom changing body, artificially pre-

served by entail and primogenitui'e, and the
hirers of farms, a constantly-changing body, free

for anyone to enter without artificial restriction

of any kind, seems to us to be scarcely deserving
of serious confutation. Whether landlords are
monopolists or not, there is not the slightest

pretext for apjilying the term to tenants, espe-

cially in the Duke of Argyll's own country,

where farms are commonly let by tender. In
the sense in which we have above declared that

the ownership of land in this country is a modified
monopoly, the tenancy of land certainly is not,

as there is no more heterogeneous class than that

of the tenant-farmers, who are always ready to

compete with each other to a most disastrous
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extent whei'cvev farming aflforda a liare livoli'

hood. What the Duke means by arguing against
any limitation of this competition we are quite
at a loss to imagine, since we are not aware that
anything of the kind has been proposed in
England or Scotland. That Irish tenants wotild
be to all effects and purposes monopolists, in the
sense in which landowners m^iy be so termed, if

lliey obtain.ed what they ask for—the right to

sell their goodwill and improvements to the
highest bidder, whilst their rents woiild be
valued, instead of being left to be governed by
open competition—it must be admitted ; but the
English and Scotch advocates of Tenant-Right
ask for nothing in the slightest degree akin to

this Irish demand. We conclude, then, that the
Duke's attempt to prove that " in the only sense
in which owners can be called monopolists,
farmers are raonopolists also,'' is most distinctly

a failure.

In proceeding to examine all the claims for

compulsory compensation for unexhansted im-
provements, the Duke states that there are in

reality two different lines of argument to be
considered. We do not acknowledge the dis-

tinction as the Duke puts it. Broadly speaking,
there are only two parties of Tenant-Right
advocates—those who are in favom* of permissive
legislation, and those who advocate a compulsory
measure. To show that the Duke's distinction

is not correctly drawn, we must quote at some
length from his essay. " One line of ai'guraent,"

he says, *' is this :—That in many parts of the
country the farmers of land on hire, holding
from year to year, are, owing to the shortness

and uncertainty of this tenure, liable to a special

risk in respect to capital laid out upon im})rove-

ments of the soil—the risk, namely, of having
their enterprise put an end to by unexpected
renio\al before they have had time to recoup
themselves, with the usual rate of j'^rofit or of

interest, out of the proceeds of that improvement.
It is contended that this is an evil which does as

a matter of fact discourage and diminish the

amount of capital laid out upon improvements,
and that this is an evil requiring a legislative

remedy. The end in view is that farmers should
be exempted from this special risk by some pro-

vision that in the event of their enterprise

being thus interrupted they should have so much
of their outlay repaid to them as they have not
had time allowed them to recover, with interest

out of the proceeds of the improvements they
may have made. This is the aim and object of

the Lincolnshire Custom ; this is the aim and
object of many other local customs ; this is the
aim of still more numerous private contracts

;

this is the aim of all those who recommend com-
pulsory legislation modelled witli more or less

change of detail on the Lincolnshire Custom, or

on i)rivate agreements to the like effect.''

Against this aim and object the Duke of Argyll

makes the important admission that lie has nothing
whatever to say, because he agrees that it is an end
in itself desirable. But he has much to say, first,

as to the conditions under which, and the extent

to which, the evil really exists ; and, secondly,

as to the incfhciency and iixexpedieixcy of tho

remedy proposed. "The other line of argu-

ment," the Duke continues, "is this :—Tint it 13

a public misfortune that farmers of stiil and
capital should be found willing to embark that

capital in improvements of the soil for the mere
return of that capital vfith ordinary interest or

profit ; that there is a kind of security for

capital, and an amount of return upon it, Avhich,

as a matter of right and justice, ought to be

guaranteed to farmers over and above those

which (unfortunately, it is said) excellent farmers

are found willing to accept ; that far more than

they are fx>und willing to accept is due to them,
and that as this excess of profit cannot be

secured to them in the market, owing to the

willingness of innumerable farmers to bo content

with less, the State must secure it to them by
compulsory regulations. In short, an abstract

idea of justice dictates some scale of returns

which are due to the business of farming ; and
farmers themselves must be forbidden to accept

any terms less favourable, however much they
may desire it."

We have here a most unnecessary and
unwarrantable complication of a simple claim.

We do not know of any advocates of comj^ulsory

compensation to tenants who ask merely for

the repayment of "so much of their outlay as

they have not had time allowed them to recover

with interest out of the improvements they have
made." Still more do we object to the descrip-

tion of the second class of claimants, when they

are represented as regarding it as a publie

misfortune '
' that farmers of skill and capital

should be found willing to embark that capital

in improvement of the soil for the mere return

of that capital Avith ordinary interest or profit."

Those who ask for a compulsory law, all ask, as

far as we are av^are, simply for payment for

value received by the landlord, independently of

any profit or loss which the tenant may have
received or incurred by his investments. We
liave never seen it stated that it is a public

misfortune that farmers of skill and capital

should be found willing to invest at the ordinary

risk. It is a private misfortune that farmers

should so often risk and lose their capital by
investing it without real security ; but the

public misfortune is inherent to the fact that

farmers, as a rule, do not risk their capital in

anything beyond what is termed " hanel-to-

mouth" farming, for the sufficient reason that it

is not safe for them to do so. We know
nothing of any "abstract idea of justice" which

"dictates some scale of returns which are not

due to the business of farming." We only

know compensation for the value of unexhausted

improvements, whatever that value may be, and
whether the investor has profited or lost by his

investments. The claim we, in common witJi all

logical advocates of Tenant-Right urge is, not

that any peculiar advantage should be conferred

ou the tenant, but tluit he should have an
indefeasil>le right to be repaid whatever amount
he has added to the property of his landlord.

This is nothing more nor less than payment for

value received, and tliere is surely nothing

uureusouable ov exceptional iu that. For the

02
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sake of convenience it has been assumed that

improvements of various kinds are exhausted iji

different terms of years, beyond vyhich no claim

for compensation should be valid. In this

arrangement ail advocates of Tenant-Right
concur ; or, if there are any exceptions, it is

not worth Avhile to consider them in proposing

a general scheme of legislative settlement. The
convenience of having such terms is obvious,

and the chief points of difference have been
as io their respective duration. Within these

terms it has been urged that valuers should be
free to exercise their judgment as to the amount
o; the unexhausted value of improvements
carried out by tenants. The question whether
the tenant has profited by his investment er not
does not come into the account. All that he
can fairly ask the landlord to pay him is the
amount which the landlord has. according to the
estimate of skilled valuers, received. The Duke
of Argyll appears to ignore this only fair

principle of compensation to tenants from
landlords, and he complicates his argumentation
by a large number of immaterial compvitations.

To be fair, he should argue, either that the
tenant should be paid "a fair profit with
interest" on his investments, whether wisely or
foolislily made ; or, that the tenant should be
paid the value to the landlord of those invest-
ments, whether that value be great or small.

-He adopts neither alternative, but only propesee
to allow the tenant reasonable time for barely
recouping himself for successful investments,
whilst the unsuccessful ones are to be unrecom-
l^ensed. Thus the tenant is to take always all

the risk, but not always all the profit. We
would allow the tenant to take all the risk ; but,
as he would bear the whole loss of unprofitable
expenditure, we would secure to him the whole
profit of successful outlay.

We may with advantage break off here in our
examination of the essay which we have ])efore

us, because so far the Duke has dealt witli his
own abstract of the Tenant-Right arguments

—

an abstract which, as we have seen, is open to
very strong objections. His Grace next jiro-

ceeds to deal with Mr. W. E. Bear's essay on
" The Relations of Landlord and Tenant in
England and Scotland," and on this portion (^f

his treatise we shall have something to say next
week.

The Diike cf Argyll commences his criticism
of "The Relations of Landlord and Tenant"
thus :

—"The abstract doctrine of equity which
is set up on behalf of farming can be gathered
very clearly from Mr. Bear's essay. It is this :—That when a man hires land belonging to
another, and when by drainage or other outlays
upon it he gets out of the qualities of the soil a
largely increased return, no part of that increase
is ever to be shared by the owner of the soil, but
the whole of it is to belong exclusively to the
tenant, and this not for a time only, till his
Q itlay has been repaid with interest, but for
ever, or until the owner has bought back his
own land at what is called 'its full value.' This
expression of ' full value ' is specially defined to

mean the full value ' to the owner,' whenever lie

may come into possession, at the termination of

the tenancy." The expression, "until the
owner h&s bought back his own land " in the
above passage sufficiently shows its incorrectness

as an interpietation of the do«trine laid down in
Mr. Bear's essay, in which the owner's land and
the tenant's improvements are throughout kept
carefully distinct. In that essay it is plainly

stated that an improvement is something super-
added to the land, and to be valued as such, and
not as a part of, or in the same manner as the
estate itself. The landlord is not asked to buy
back his own land, but only to buy the increment
of value conferi'ed upon it solely by the enter-

prise and expenditure of the tenant. But let us
follow the Duke a little further in his fallacious

statement of his opponent's doctrine. To
illuetrate it he supposes the very extreme case of

land being made by draining worth fifty shillings

an acre annually more than it was worth in its

undrained condition, and then assumes that the
tenant, who has done the draining,, at the cost of
£8 an acre, enjoys a large profit from it for fifteen

or twenty years, being in that time repaid his

outlay with interest '

' many times over.
"

"Nevertheless," the Duke complains, "the
proposition is, that the tenant who has made this

outlay on land belonging to another, and has
sec^ired from that land such returns, must in
justice, at the end of his lease, be paid by the
owner the ' full value' of the increased rental of
fifty shillings an acre, which at thirty years
purchase would be £75Q." The extreme exag-
geration of the whole illustration will raise a
smile ; but it does not affect the principle at

issue. What we have to object to is that the
Duke has entirely misconceived that principle.

The '
' proposition " which he criticises is a

figment of his own brain, and notliing of the
kind has been advanced, as far as we know, by
any English advocate of Tenant-Right, certainly

not by the author of '
' The Relations of Landlord

and Tenant. " The notion of a tenant claiming
as the unexhausted value of draining that had
been done fifteen yeai's—to take tlie Duke's
shortest term—an amount equivalent to thirty

years' purchase of the increased annual value ©f

,the land, is simply absurd. The Duke may well

complain that if such a demand were yielded to,
'

' the present tenants of agricultural land
capable of improvement would acquire an
indefeasible right of pre-emption at many fewer
years' piurchase than it would fetch in the
market. " But no demand of the kind has been
made by the writer whom the Duke is here
attempting to refute. The fallacy of the Duke's
assumption lies in this—that he supposes
improvements to be, like land, everlasting, and
consequently worth as many years' purchase.
This fallacy—a most extraordinary one for a
landowner of long and wide experience to have
fallen into—pervades the whole of the Duke's
argument in reply to Mr. Bear, and, therefore,

to a great extent invalidates it. Draining, when
well done, is one of the most permanent of

improvements ; but it does not last for ever. On
the contrary, after a time—varying with the
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natvu'e of tlie subsoil and other jjeculiaritiea—

the value of the iuiprovement becomes less

every year, until it is ultimately exhausted. A
valuer assessing tlie unexhausted value of

draining done fifteen years ago would be more
likely l<? put it at three than at thirty years'

piurchase of the increased annual value which it

had in the first instance been estimated to confer
on the land, and he would look upon a tenant
who ahoidd presume to ask for an amount equal
k> tliirty years' purchase as one attempting to

defraud. Why did not the Duke take the
simpler illustration of farm-buildings erected by
the tenant as a test of the principle which he
condemns ? Would he insist that it is unfair

that tlie tenant wlio erected them should, on
quitting, be paid the full value to the owner at

which they are assessed by impartial valuers ]

If not, he admits the whole case of his opponents
;

for there is no distinction in principle between
paying the full value of buildings and paying
the full Talue of drains or other improvements.
But to carry out his tlieory consistently the
Duke must insist that if the tenant li;xs enjoj'ed

the vise of the buildings long enough to recoup
himself for his expenditure with interest, the
landlord ought to have them free, even if tliey

are worth a thousand pounds to the-estate. To
take art imaginary case, soiaewhat less exaggerated
than that above refen-ed to, let us suppose that

a tenant erects a covered homestead at his own
expense, at the cost of £500. He has a lease of

fifteen years to run, ai«i be feeds cattle at such
a great profit, and gets such valuable manure
from his coveretl yards, that at the end of his

lease he has more than repaid himself for his

expenditure, with interest. The covered home-
stead is worth, say, £400 to the estate at the end
of his lease ; yet, according to the Duke of

Argyll's argument, he ought not to claim a peimy
for it, as he has already been repaid his ex]^)endi-

ture with interest ! Now, this supposed case is

precisely analogous to that of any other unex-
hausted tenant's improvement, and it is therefore

a fair test-point of the opposite doctrines of the

Duke of Argyll and the ^Titer whom he is

criticising in the pamphlet before us. Which,
then, is the moi'e reasonable and just? Should
the tenant be paid the £400—the " full value to

the landlord" of the unexhausted improvement?
Or should the landh)rd be allowed to appro-
priate it I

The Duke's doctrine that there are two factors

to an improvement—one the liaadlord's property,

and the other the tenant's investment—holds
with buildings as with all other improvements.
The buildings would be of very little value if

erected in a desert, and their usefulness consists

chiefl}" in their position on a farm where stock

may be fed on the produce of the land. The
landlord's factor in this case, then, is the ground
occupied in a peculiarly convenient situatitm, and
the tenant's is the capital expended judiciously

in appropriate buildings. According to the

Duke's argument, it follows that if the tenant has

enjoyed the use of the buildings lo.ng enough to

repay himself with interest for his expenditure,

whtn he leaves, the kndlord ahould ha-\ o them

handed over to him free of cost. If this is not
palpably unfair we do not know what •mfairness

is. The landlord's factor would have remained
the same if the buildings had not been erected,

and by removing them and selling the materials,

the site miglit be restored to its original con-

dition. Yet if they are allowed to remain, the

argument is that they should—as in point of law
they actually do, if erected without the owner's

written consent—belong to the landlord- It in

possible, however, that the Duke may object

that the landlord's factor in this case of building

is less clearly to be shown than it is with respect

to some other improvements. Let us, therefore,

take the illustration of his position which the

Duke himself gives, namely, that in which a
large profit is obtained by adding some extraneous
material, such as chalk, to the soil. It is the

mixture of the two materials, the clay and the

chalk, the Duke says, which result in increased

productiveness, and he complains that Mr. Beaj:

asserts that the nian who contributes the chalk

has an absolute right to the whole result for

ever, and that the man who contributes the clay

is to get none of it at all, although he has paid

for it ten times the sum which the tenant hag

paid for the chalk. Now, we have already shown
the fallaciousness of the "for ever" in this

complaint. The chalk does not last for ever, as

the clay does, and consequently the tenant could

have no reasonable claim to as many years'

purchase of the value of the chalk as the land-

lord would have to that of the clay. But what
ground is tliere for complaining tliat if the

tenant on quitting ia to ha\e the Avhole unex-

hausted value of the improvement, the landlord

will not receive anything for his factor ? The rent

is payment for the landlord's factor, and if his clay

is left to him increased in value by the tenant's

enterprise, why should he object to pay fair

compensation for that increment ? The tenant

pays what is considered a fair amount for the

use of the land, the landlord's factor, and his

object is to grow as large crops as he can by
farming that land to the best of his ability. Ho
finds it, Ave will suppose, deficient in one of the

most important of plant-foods, lime, pjid tl\is he
sivpplies in the form of chalk, which has

generally to be brought from a distance at a

great expense. If he renuiins long enough
on the farun to exhaust all or nearly all

this i>lAnt-food supplied by his expenditiu-e,

which is roughly estimated to take place in

twenty years, he will have no claim upon his

landlord, and his landlord will surely have no
claim upon him, as the clay will be at least in

no worse condition after tlie chalk has been all

used up than it was in before it was api^lied. It

is equitable, then, that ho shoiild wholly

exhaust his improvement, and the landlord all

the time of the tenancy receive payment for

his " factor" in the shape of rent. But if it is

equitable that the teniuit should wholly

exhaust his improvement, it cannot be fair

that he should only half exliaust it. As
the vjfclue of the improvement becomes less

every year after the first three or four

years, whibt the chalk is thoroughly iucor-
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porating itself wltli the soil, wo may take
eight years as the term at tlie end of which half
the value of the chalk will be exhausted. Then
if the tenant leaves at this period, is it «ot
obviously just tliat he should be paid for the un-
exhausted value of his improvement as nearly as
that can be ascertained by impartial valuers ?

According to tlie Duke of Argyll, if the tenant
had repaid himself for his expenditure in the
eight years, he ought to receive nothing, and the
landlord would receive an addition to
the value of his property which he had
neither bargained for nor paid for. If,

through ignorance, the chalk had been applied
to land which did not need it, so that no
benefit would have resulted, it is generally and
rightly agreed that the total loss should fall upon
the tenant who made the injudicious investment
of capital ; but if there is a gain, the Duke
maintains that the landlords should take part of
it. Thus the tenant is to take all the risk, and
only half the profit. All loss is to be his, but
only part of the gain. This is equity according
to the champion of the landlord's interest !

Let us see what would follow if this theory
of equity were logically carried out, as, imfor-
tmiately it actually is carried out in practice
under oiu- grossly unjust land tenancy laws.
If the tenant is not in justice entitled to
be paid the full unexhausted valne to
the landlord of his improvement, it follows that
it is not fair that he should be allowed to exhaust
that value without paying compensation to the
kndlord. Consequently if, instead of quitting
his farm when the improvement is half exhausted
he continues to occupy till it is wholly exliausted,
he ought to pay an additional rent on his own
improvement for the latter half of the term. As
a matter of fact, this is what commonly takes place
where there is no lease, and according to the
Duke's doctrine of the two factors it is perfectly
just that it should be so. We are, however,
utterly at a loss to see on what grounds this doc-
trine can be maintained. Every one admits that
if a tenant who has hired under an ordinary farm
agreenaent has maintained his land in as good
condition as it was in when he took it, the land-
lord has no claim upon him for anything beyond
the annual rent agreed upon. No addition to the
value of the farm, then, is due from him to his
landlord. How, then, can it be said that if he
adds by his improvements to the value of the
estate something which was not due to his land-
lord, the latter should not pay for value thus
received, but should, on the contrary, charge the
tenant an additional rent on the gratuity if the
latter continues in the farm ? Verily such notions
of equity are beyond our comprehension.

That the Duke of Argyll does maintain in all
its nakedness the doctrine that the landlord
should reap where he lias not sowed, and that
the tenant should never be allowed to take the
whole of the .crop, the following passage is
sufficient to show:—"The equitable arrange
ment in such cases is surely obvious enouc^h. "l^
is the arrangement which is generally s'ecured
under freedom of contract—namely, that the
tenant should enjoy the whole increment of pro-

I
duce until the value of his labour has bccrt
returned with profit, and that after tliis the
increment of produce should be divided in the-
usual proportions which are represented by an
improved rent. Even after this improved rent
has boen obtained by the owner the interest he
realises on hia capital will be much lower than-
that realised by the tenant. Consequently there
are numbers of men who will always be willing to-

undertake agricultural improvements on tlfese
terms. They are terms which, as a business
transaction, are found to be often highly remu-
nerative."

It will be seen from this- and from the preced-
ing passage quoted from the Duke's essay that
he entertains a most exaggei-atetl idea of the
profitableness of agricultural improvensents, and
the wonder is, seeing that landlords can a-iwaya
obtain money at a lower interest than tenants
have to pay for it, that his Grace does not
strongly advise his fellow-landlords to carry out
all these enormously remunerative improvements
themselves. Such advice, if followed, would be
highly appreciated by tenants. As a matter of
fact, however, it is very seldom that a tenant
reaps any advantage from an improvement unless
he ren^ains long eno>igh to nearly or quite ex-
haust its benefits, and too often in these '

' bad
times" he never recovers the whole of his capital.
But it cannot be too strongly insisted that the
tenant's remuneration or non-remuneration has
nothing whatever to do with his just claims upon
his landlord at the termination of his tenancy.
All that he canfairly ask from his landlord is pay-
ment for value received, and this we miist insist,,

in spite of the contraiy doctrine of the Duke of
Argyll, no honest man can refuse.

In order to show more clearly, as he thinksy
the unreasonableness of the tenant's claim to the
full value of his unexhausted improvements, the
Duke compares it to the claim of a workman for
the full value of his labour, and cites the case
of an artisan who denied the right of hi»
employer to get any profit out of his labour. The
analogy, however, would be more correctly used
conversely, for in the cases compared it is the
landlord who is in a similar position to that of
the workman, and the tenant to that of the
manufacturer.

_
The reply to the workman is

that his labour is worth what it will command iu
the market. If he prefers to employ it on liia

own account, he can do so ; but if he lets it out
to a capitalist, the latter, who takes all risk, must
also take all profit. When he finds his employer's
profits are increasiug, he demands higher wages,
and, as in such a case his services are in demand,
he usually obtains what he asks. Thus, he really
gets what is a roughly-estimated share of the
joint profits of labour and capital, and probably
receives more than he would earn if worlcing for
himself with little or no capital, and with inferior
appliances for making and selling the articles
which he is qualified to make. Until co-partner-
ship and co-operation have been made successful
there is no better way of assessing his fair share
in the joint profits, and he certainly has no right
to say to his master :

—" You shall take all risks,

and if you succeed you shall pay me and iny
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foUow-workmon part of yotiv jirofits. " Now, the
landloi'd is in a similar position. He lets his

land, as the workman lets liis labour, to a
capitalist, because he has not sufficient capital or

skill to farm it himself, and can do better by
letting it. He, like the workman again, is paid
his wages in the forms of rent, according to the

market rate, and he is as nnruasonable as tie
artisan mentioned by tlie Duke if he says to the
tenant-capitalist:—"You shall take all the risk

in your investments ; if you lose i will not share
your loss, but if you gain I demand part of your
prt)iits." Should the business of farming be
permanently remunerative, the landlord, like the
"workman, asks and receives the equivalent of

liigher wages for his land, because the demand for

it increases. In no other way can he justly

claim to share the profits of his tenant's enter-

prise, inaless he enters into co-operation with
him, by joining in carrying out improvements, or

by letting his farm at a specially low rent for a

certain term on the distinct un'lerstanding that

certain improvements are to be made by the

tenant.

The form of co-operation last mentioned is

what is termed an Improvement Lease, and on
this point the Duke claims to have convicted his

opponent of inconsistency. As the point is an
ini]3ortant one, we give the passage at length :

—

'"It is indeed well worthy of. remai'k that,

although Mr. Bear states his principle with groat

clearness, and witli manifest sincerity of convic-

tion in its fairness, he nevertheless admits that it

does not apply in one particular case—that case

being the very one which brings it to the sharpest

and clearest test. I refer to the case of what
are called Improvement Leas3s. An Improve-
ment Lease is one under which one man hires

the land of another at a certain rent, and
generally for a longer term than usual, because
of the large outlay which the improvement of

the land requires, and because of the consequent
length of time required for the repayment of

that outlay with a profit. In this case Mr.
Bear admits that no c()mi)ensation is due to the

tenant at the termination of the lease, because
he has already got that compensation by specitic

agreement in the lownoss of rent, in the length

of enjoyment, and in the increased returns. But
this admission is quite inconsisteni with the
principle that what is due to tlie tenant is the
' full value to the o-wiier ' of the improvement
effected by the tenant, however long he may have
enjoyed it. The conclusion Mr. Bear comes to

in' respect to Improvement Leases is indeed
obviously right, but it rests entirely upon the
opposite doctrine to that which he had before
maintained. It rests upon the doctrine that a
cei'tain length of enjoyment does ecpiitably

exhaust the tenant's legitimate interest in results

which are not due to his outlay alone,, but to that

outlay combinod with other elements of value

which are not his own, but the property of

another."
Where is the inconsistency ? The writer referred

to has never argued that the landlord should pay
for improvements twice over, which ho would do
if after in reality paying for thorn beforehand in

tlie form of a reduction off the rent that the land

would let for to a non-improving tenant, he
were called upon to pay again Avhen the

tenant quitted the farm. The Duke is incorrect

in stating that this conclusion rests upon the

doctrine that a certain length of enjoyment-

equitably exhausts tha tenant's claim for the

value of improvements. It is a certain length of

enjoyment ^?/»s a sum allowed anmudhj off the

rent by iccq/ of payment Ivj instalments fur the

improvements. In short, the arrangement ia

based on a rough estimate of the fall value to

the landlord of the stipulated improvements, and
an admission of its equity cannot, therefore, be
inconsistent with Mr. Bear's doctrine. ISTor

would he deny tint length of enjoyment alone-

Avould be sufficient to satisfy the just claims of

the tenant ; only the term must be long enough
to approximately exhaust the value of the im-
provements, which, again, must all be made a'j

the beginning of the term—the great mischief o0
this kind of payment to tenants. The Duke
contends that "every lease is in its own
pi'oportion an' improvement leas3 ;" but we have
already in effect disposed of this doctrine, aud-

it is distinctly refuted in "The Relations of

Landlord and Tenant," page 80, where it is shown
that as an improving and a non-improving
tenant in ordinary ins'ancss hire on the-

same terms, the Dake's argument is unsoimd.'

The "preferential rents," aboiit which the Dnko
has so much to say, may be payment for political-

subserviency or game devastation, or they may
bj charity ; but compensation for unexhausted
improvements they cannot be, except whera there-

is an Improvement Lease. Indeed, a kw rent,

especially when, as usually, accompanied witii'

swarming game, is never an inducement to-

improvement, but is rather a solatium for a hand-'

to-mouth system of farming rendered advisable-

by the insecurity of tenant's capital. As to the-

prevalence of these "preferential rents," which
the Duke is never tired of dwelling- upon, and"

upon which he bases a great part of his argument,

we are of opinion that his C4race very much over-

rates it. From Scotland wo hear of farming

failures by wh^lesaloj and in all parts of England -

farms are being vacated and rents reduced. The-
"preferential rent" of a few years ago is the

commercial rent of to-day. Nevertheless, we-
freely admit that many farms have been let at

what, until recently, were lower rents than could-

have been obtained for them in the open market ;

but what we contend for is that the bonus thus-

allowed to tenants has commonly been virtually a

bribe to political subserviency, or a payment fov
game damage, and that even in the compara-

tively few cases in which it has been the result-

of pure generosity or easy-going indifference, it

has never been regarded as payment for, ami has

not conduced to, agricultural iiuprovenxent.

Having, so far, dealt with the Duke's objec-

tions to what we regard as the .only equitable -

principle of Tenant-Ilight, we shall next week

.

conclude our notice of his essay with sonie

remarks upon those proposals of partiiii compen-
sation to tenants to wliich ho has given his absent.

\^'e owe no apolof:»y to our readers for \liiw
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dwelling at length upon tliis pamphlet, because

it is the most inii^oi'tant contribution to the land-

lord's side of the question before us which has

yet been published ; and the position which The

Mark Lane Express has taken upon the subfect

since it first became a topic of public discussion

renders it imperative upon us to give to the Duke's

essay ? distinct and comprehensive reply.

In proceeding with his remarks upon the

proposals of the advocates of compensation to

tenants for their unexhausted improvements, the

Duke of Ai'gyll contrasts what he terms the

extreme d'jctrine laid down in " The Relations of

Landlord and Tenant" with the views of Mr.
James Howard and Mr. C. S. Read. The pro-

position of these two gentlemen the Duke
describes as simply one for such a fair amount
of security for tenants' capital, and for a return
upon it, as will be adequate to encourage and
stimulate healthy enterprise in the cultivation of

the soil, with especial regard to repayment for

so much of their outlay on real improvements as

they have not been allowed time to reajver out
of the increased profits arising therefrom. To
this proposition the Duke declares he gives his
*' most unreserved assent "—with respect to which
admission the first question that arises in the mind
of the astonished reader is. Why, then, did not the
Duke support the Landlt^rd and Tenant Bill /

That measure would have been accepted as a
fair settlement of the Tenant-Right claims, and
by none was it more streniiously supported than
by the author of " The Relations of Landlord
and Tenant."' Under it the tenant would have
been secured compensation for the unexhaiisted
value of his outlay in improvements which added
to the letting value of the farm. The Duke, we
presume, would draw a distinction between the
unexhausted value of outlay on improvements
and the unexhausted value of the improvements
themselves ; but practically there w^juld be no
difference in . -c \;ist majority of instances. In
the case of a ;;i:'.nt quitting a farm iumiediately
after having executed some especially profitable

improvements, the unexhausted value of the
improvements themselves—that is, the result of

the outlay—would be greater than the unex-
hausted value of the outlay, Avhich could never
exceed the amount spent. But the Landlord
and Tenant Bill especially provided against the
summary dismissal of improving tenants, by
insisting on a year's notice to quit in the case of

tenants from year to year, a provision which
would in eftett have aftbrded security for the
enjoyment of the result of an improvement for
two years after its execution. Now, agi'icultural

improvements are not usually so valuable but
that after two years' partial exhaustion of their
results the amount of the outlay upon tlieui

would cover the amount of their unexliausted
value to the landlord. That in exceptional cases
the tenant woyld not have received the full

value of his improvements under the measure
referred to must be admitted ; but in practical
legislation we never expect to carry out perfectly
abstract principles. When we assert that the
t.-nant has a just claim upon the landlord for the

full value of his improvements, we simply state

what is true as a general principle. When we
some to tieai with the question by legislation, we
have to consider how that value can be ascer-

tained, and then we have to admit that it is

extremely difficult to assess the value of au
improvement independently of a consideration
of the amount of oi>tlay expended up( vii it. J ust,

then, as we arbiti'arily fix upon a certain term
of years as that witliin which Ave assume au
improvement of a particular dassto be e:{l?ai>*ted,

80 we assume that the value of a real improve-
ment is, at the time of its completion, the sum
expended upon it. Upon this assumption the
Landlord and Tenant Bill, as a scheme of praic-

tical legislation, proceeded. It is important to

notice, however, that it contains nothing to
support the Duke's plea that if a tenant has bee-u

repaid hia expenditure Avith profit he shall ha\''e

no claim Avith respect to his improvements. There
was not a word in the Bill about the advantages
which the tenant i«ay have receiA'ed from his
improvements. He is to be paid the unex-
hausted value of his outlay, if that has added to
the letting value of the holding, whether or not
he has derived profit from his investment.
Taking the Landlord and Tenant Bill, then, as

the best exposition of the vieAvs of Mr. Howard
and Mr. Read, we cannot admit that the
Duke of Argyll is justified in assuming that
there is a division in the camp of the Tenant-
Right advocates to whom he especially refers.

We do not, of course, presume to commit the
gentlemen just named to all Mr. Bear's A'iews ;

we simply assert that they are not shoAvn to be
antagonistic to these views. The isolated passage
from one of Mr. Read's speeches does not appear
to us so clear of ambiguity as the Duke considers

it to be. It is this :

—"A farmer ought not to

be compensated for all the improvements he lias

effected, but merely for thf)se of Avhich he has
not been allowed to reap the benefits." If by
'

' benefits " Mr. Read meant the complete
benefits, these Avould comprise the exhaustion of

the advantages of the improvements.
It is at least something that the Duke should

admit the justice and expediency of encouraging
agricultural improvement by giAdng to tenants
security for the unexhausted outlay on such
improvements as they have not reaped the
advantage of Avhen they quit their occupations.

From one of the most vigorous opponents of

CA-en so mild a measure as the Agricultural

Holdings Act Ave should not liaA^e expected the

admission. But the Duke hastens to assure his

readers that under the present conditions of

letting and hiring land such security is really

quite sufficiently enjoyed. Under a lease he
assumes that the outlay on improvements is

usually repaid with great profit, although the

extensive farming failures in some of the best-

farmed districts of Scotland seem to tell a
diff'erent tale. In support of this assumption
his Grace cites the keen competition for farms
which until recently prevailed. This keen com-
petition no longer exists, and Avhen it prcA'ailed

it was no proof of the security of tenants'

capital if invested in 'anything beyond luiim-
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proving farming. There is so general a love of

agricultural pursuits amongst the people oi this

and most other countries that as lo^g as a bare

livelihood can be obtained by fai'niing, tliose who
are brouglit up to it will, for the most i^art, cling

to it, and their numbers will be constantly

recruited by an influx of outsiders. Nor is it

only men Avho liave a living to get by their

business who comprise the competitor's for farms.

On the contrary, the demand for hind is greatly

increased by the requirements of those—a very

numerous body—wlio desire to farm merely fur

amusement, caring little for profit, and not even
shrinking from a small annual loss. Tlie keen-

ness of competition for farms, then, is no measure
either of the security of the farmer's capital or

of the proportion of his profit. On the other

hand, the farming panic wliich at present prevails

is a sad proof of the unprofitableness of farming,

and that unprofitableness we have good reason

to believe is partially owing to the insecurity of

tenants' capital.

In maintaining that imder the existing con-

ditions of contracts for the hire of land tenants

really enjoy quite sufficient security for a liberal

investment in improvements, the Duke is

strongest where he deals with long leases. A^'e

have already admitted that a lease, if long

enough, and if "farmed out," aftbrds a sufficient

security to the tenant for improvements executed

at the commencement of the term. But a

tenant is very seldom in a position to carry out

all desirable improvements immediately after

entering into his occupation ; and when he is it

is both inconvenient and extravagant to do all

the work at once. The most natural, convenient,

and economical plan is to execute improvements
by instalments. For instance, if a tenant takes

a farm which requires draining, he will be able

to do the work very much iiKjre cheaply if he
drains a limited number of acres every year, in

the slack season, till he has gone over the whole
farm. In the winter he has very little profitable

work for his regular hands, and these will suftice

to do the work of draining on fr(jm ten to tA\'enty

acres every winter according to the size of his

farm. If he does not set them to draining, he
will very likely have often to " find them a job,"

which means set them to work on something
which it will not pay him to do, just for the sake

of finding them employment. Thus, a farmer
who had security for his improvements might
drain his farm in the most economical way. His
men would earn higher wages in the slack season,

and he would have profitable work done instead

of the "marking time" work which he would
otherwise have to set his men to rather than pay
them oft" when they would have only the Poor-
law Board to look to for maintenance. If, on
the other hand, he has, by the exigencies of his

contract, to do all his draining at the commence-
ment of his lease, he will be compelled to oft'er

excessive wages in ordur to attract additional

workmen from a distance, and his improvement
will thus cost him much more than it would have

cost if he had taken his time about it, whilst

for the remainder of his lease, after the improve-

mont .has been executed, he will have labourers

on his hands in the slack seasons with no
remunerative Avork for thcui to do.

It is further to- be observed that tenants do
not always farm out their leases. Indeed, in

Scotland —• if we may accept as true recent
jTiiblic statements—it is rather the exce[)tion

than the rule for a farmer to complete his term.

The IS<:ofsmaii, has recently cited many cases in

which improving tenants, living under anything
but " preferential "" rents, have had to quit their

farms nearly or quite bankrupt, without a penny
for compensation, leaving their unexhausted
improvements as a bonus to swell the
value of the "landlord's factor" in the estate.

Again, an improving tenant may die prematurely,
and it may be extremely inconvenient, or
impossible, for his widow or heir to carrj^ on the
farm

; yet if it be given np, all the unexhausted
improvements of the late tenant have to be
presented as a free gift to the landlord, who i.s

thus enriched to the impoverishment, purhaps,
of the unhappy widow and orphans. Such a
lamentable result has occurred in numberless
instances, although they have only seldom been
made public. A lease, then, cannot be an adequate
encouragement to a tenant to carry on improve-
ments as long as they are desirable, and it is not
in all cases a suflicient security for investments
made even at the beginning of the term.

Although the Duke plainly states his preference
for leases, he professes to find much in favour of

the arguments of those who assert that the yearly
tenant has really a better security for his capital

than the leaseholder, because he is less liable to

be turned out of his farm, and less frequently
has his rent advanced. We believe that the
chief reason why the yearly tenant's rent is not
so often advanced as the leaseholder's is because
he, as a rule, afi'ords his landlord smaller oppor-
tunity for appropriating his invested capital. He
knows that his greatest safeguard against an
advanced rent is tokeephis farm poor in condition,

or at least to avoid all such expenditure as he
cannot reap the advantage of quickly. When
the Duke asserts that the tenant from year to

year has a sufficient security for his outlay in

improvements, because he has a reasonable expec-
tation that he will be allowed to hold his farm as

long as he deshes, provided that he farms fairly,

his Grace must be perfectly aware that a '

' reason-

able expectation" is far from being a real security.

He knows that a petty dispute about game,
political insubordination, religious rancour, or
a quarrel with the agent, may at any time cause
a disruption of the friendly relations between
the yearly tenant and his landlord, upon which,
alone, the "reasonable expectation" of the
tenant is based. He cannot honestly pretend,
then, that a j^early tenant, with or without a
"preferential rent," has anything approaching
to what can properly be called security for his

investments in improvements of a durable
nature.

The Duke of Argyll's strongest objections

are reserved for tlie proposal to make a conqiul-

sory law, to over-ride what is called '•freedom of
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contract," with the object of giving to tenants a
real security for tlieir investments of capital on
their hmdlords' estates. Such a law, he says,

would be both unjust and unsuccessful. It

would be unjust, he maintains, because tenants

in very numerous instances are really jiaid for

their improvements beforehand in the form of

"preferential rents" — an argument which,
although the Duke again and again recurs to it

throughout his essay, we must consider to have
been already sufficiently confuted. It would be
unsuccessful, he alleges, because landlords would
at once put up their rents, and so discount all

the prospective advantages which their tenants
might expect to reap from a compulsory law. Let
them put up their rents if they can, is our reply
to this argument. We have a strong faith in the
commercial system, thoroughly applied, as the
best in the long run for both parties concerned in

what is really a commercial contract. We take it

that tenants, with extremely few exceptions, pay,
in one u-ay or anot/ier, for all the advantages
which they receive when they hire land. The real

or imaginary prevalence of "preferential rents"
unnaturally increases the competition for farms,

and if a few are benefited the majority have to

suffer. Let there be a fair field and no favour,
with compulsory compensation for value received
by the landlord, and the freedom of farming that
would be sure to result from the thoroiigh appli-

cation of the commercial system, and farmers
would be in a better and more independent posi-

tion than they now enjoy, held as they so com-
monly are in leading strings, with the sugar-plum
of a "preferential rent" offered as a douceur for

all gi'ievauces.

And if the farmers would be better off under
the commercial system, with legal security for

their unexhausted improvements, it is obvious
that the consumers, whose claims upon our legis-

lators are pre-eminent, simply because they com-
prise the vast majority of those concerned in

the proper cultivation of the soil, would receive
still greater advantage. No one can pretend that
" preferential rents" are beneficial to the nation
at large, as it has been distinctly proved that an
allowance off a fair commercial rent is no stimu-
lus to the development of the resources of the
soil, but rather the reverse.

The farm labourers would especially reap the
advantage which the consumers would derive in

common with them from a compulsory Tenant-
Right law, which would do more than anything
else could do to promote the application of capi-

tal to the development of the resources of the
land, and so increase the demand for their

services.

Who, then, would be injured ? We have given
our reasons for expecting that consumers, tenants,
and labourers would be benefited ; and landlords,
on the Duke's own showing, would be enriched
by the receipt of higher rents. Against such
universal benefit all that there is to be urged is

a sentimental objection to over-riding freedom of
contract, an objection that has been repeatedly
over-ruled by our legislators, and that becomes
weaker every day as the desirableness of the
end to be attaiuud is more and more regarded as

the primai*y consideration in politics, and as the
force of precedent and prejudice becomes a less

important factor in our social economy. Per-
missive legislation has been tried, in the form of

the Agricultural Holdings Act, and has been
found' to be, as we predicted it would be, an utter
failure. There never was a time when there was
Ifess necessity for insisting upon a compulsoiy law
of Tenant-Right than the present. Just now
tenants have, for the first time in this generation,
the upper hand in contracting for the hire of land.

Such a dearth of demand for farms as now pre-

vails has not been known for nearly half a century.
If the farmers only knew their strength they
could exact such terms for themselves as would
at least secure them from such disasters as they
have in recent years been liable to. But low-

rents, and freedom of cultivation and sale of

produce, will not by themselves sufficiently stimu-
late agricultural advancement, simply because
they can never give adequate security for capital

invested in durable improvements. The public

are gi-eatly averse to the recognition of the com-
munity of their interests with those of the tenant-
farmers, as W'e see only too plainly in relation to

the mea^t-supply question. If they were botli

wise and well-informed they would insist on such
legislation, as would render tlie capital of farm-
tenants secure against confiscation, just as they
woudd consent to provisions for ensuring the
valual>le live stock of the country against decima-
tion by foreign diseases. But we have little

hope, as- yet, of interference from outsiders, and
our arguments are, consequently, chiefly

addressed to the farmers, who have quite
sufficient political power, if they would but
exercise it courageously and independently, to

ensfia-e the triumph of their just demands,
and the protection of their lawful interests. J''

at a time like this, when they have so small ai.

inducement to cling to their holdings, they have
not the heart and the will to emerge from their

political minority—not to call it slavery—their

case i& hopeless indeed, and those who wish them
well must resign themselves to seeing Lord
Burghleys sent to represent the agricultural

interest until the political preponderance which
that interest really has at its command has been
swamped by a re-distribution of political pow er.

To comeback from a divergence which, although
apiH-opriate enough to the main issues of the sub-

ject before us, is not distinctively a portion of

our reply to the Duke of Argyll's essay, we may
conclude our remarks upon that production by
summing up its author's leading positions.

His foremost plea against what we should regard
as a satisfactory provision iov securing the capital

of improving tenants is that nothing whatever
needs to be done, because, he asserts, farm
tenants already enjoy a somewhat uncommon
security for their capital. But, as if he foresaw
that this plea would not hold good when tested by
the light of experience, he admits that tenants
should— by means of voluntary agi'eements
which, with extremely few exceptions, land-

lords absolutely refuse to enter into — be
ali'orded seciaity for such of their investments
as they have uot time to proiit by before they
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quit ttieir funiis, biit contends that all ulterior

profits upon those mvestnients should go to the

landlords, although the latter are to bear no por-

tion of the loss incurred in unprofitable hivest-

nients. Ltxstly, he urges that, whatever addi-

tional security may be required for tenants"

capital, it would be both xmjust and wseless to

afford that security by means of a compulsory
law. Now, with respect to these three positions,

if our arguments are sound, we have shown
that the first is based upon incorrect statements,

the second upon an utterly one-sided idea of

justice, and the third upon a combination of

fallacious arguments and impolitic prejudice. If

this Slimming up of our controversy with the

Duke is not very complimentaiy, the opprobrium
must be attributed to the weakness of his case,

and not to his advocacy of it. Having so weak
a case it is to his ci'cdit that he has not taken
the proA'erbial course of " abusing the plaintiff's

attorney." There is not a word of abuse, or even
of denunciation, in his whole essay. All is calm
arginnentation, whether valid or not ; and if we,
in our reply, have not uniformly, as we think
we have generally, preserved an equal coolness,
a sufficient excuse is aft'orded by the considera-
tion of the fact that, whilst the Duke is on the
at present winning side in the contest, we are
concerned far the sufl'erers from an intolerable
wronsr.

MR. JAMES HOWARD ON TENANTS' OUTLAY AND COMPENSATION.

The following letter to the Editor was written be-

fore Mr. Howard had seen our remarks in reply to

the Duke of Argyll upon tenants' outlay and com-
pensation, which appeared in our leading columns
on the 17th inst. ; and owr leader was in type when
tliis letter was received. We have since obtained Mr.

Howard's consent to the publication of his letter in

order to show that we correctly explained the views

and intentions of the autliors of the Landlord and
Tenant Bill in making the outlay of the tenant the

limit of his claim for compensation in respect of

unexhausted improvements.

My Dear Sir,—la reply to your letter of yesterday,

the word " outlay " was introduced in the Landlord and

Tenant Bill after due consideration. When drawing the

Bill, we did not lose sight of the fact that by judicious

means a tenant might often add to the value of an estate

much more than the amount of the outlay upon his

improvements. For instance, a well-known agriculturist

in Worcestershire, at small cost, embanked a meadow for

a short distance at a particular point which raised the value

of a considerable number of acres. Suppose under these

circumstances that the word " outlay" had been omitted

from the Act, and the tenant had been allowed to claim for

the value of the improvement, the arbitrators, as practical

men, would have been sure to ask what was the amount of

the outlay ? and would have measured the value accordingly.

To avoid doubt upon the point, and to shut the mouths of
objectors like the Duke of Argyll, the word "outlay" was
introduced with a full conviction that in practice it would
make no difference. Oa broad principles I think the
tenant has just as righteous a claim to be paid for the
exercise of his skill in raising the value of an estate as

for the outlay of his money ; Ijut in framing the Bill, what
was likely to be carried had to be considered. From the
foregoing explanation you will see that we are in entire

accord upon the question at issue.

Since my return from Africa I have been perpetually

occupied with my own affairs, or long since I should have
replied to the Duke of Argyll's criticisms of my state-

ments and probably upon the whole question. In my
opinion his Grace misstates the views of his opponents in

a manner almost unpardonable, and like other writers

who have quoted from my " Freedom of Contract," he
never once attempted to grapple with the arguments. After
reading the pamphlet I laid it down with the thought
that the Duke might well be asked how, as a member of
the Gladstone Cabinet, and therefore responsible for the
Irish Land Act, he could consistently take up many
of the positions laid down in his pamphlet?— Yours very
truly, .Iames Howard.
Clapham Park, Bedfordshire.

September 15th.

VALE OF CONWAY PRIZE FARMS.—The judges

appointpd by the Vale of Couwav Agricultural Society to make
the awards for the best farms in the above district have handed

in their report, which is as follows :—To the tenant of tlie

neatest, best managed, and best cultivated farm, not less tlian

acres in extent— 1st prize,) £5 ; 2ad prize, £3. Tiiree

competitors. The Ist prize we give to Mr. John Owen,
Tyddyn Uclia', Llangerniew, a farm of 81 acres, which is in a

very liigh state of cultivation, very neat, and well managed
The 2ad prize we give to Mr. William Morris, Hendre, Llan-

gerniew, comprising 47 acres well cropped and stocked, and

the fences, &c., very neat. To tiie tenant of a farm exceed-

ing 150 acres who has laid down to permanent pasture not

less than 3 i acres in the most approved manner, £3. Two
competitors. The prize we give to Mr. Borthwick, of

Nant-y-wrach, Llanrwst, who has laid down 40 acres of very

good grass. To the tenant of a farm exceeding 80 acres

who has laid down not less than 16 acres to permanent
pasture in the most approved manner, £2. Two competitors.

The prize we give to Mr. Borthwick, Tandderwen, Bettws

Abergele, who has by far the best Held of grass we saw.

THE IMPORTATION OF EGGS.—liist year tlie value
of the effgs imported into England was £2,012,231, but even
this large importation failed to satisfy our requireraeDts, and
the high price of eggs in the market at tlie present time shows
that we can buy more and eat more if we can only get them.
It seems probable that substantial help in this as in other
matters relating to food supply will come from the other side

of the Atlantic. Canada is establishing an egg trade with us
which promises to assume important dimensions. Last week
one steamer alone brought to Liverpool from Cauaaa '280

barrels of ef.'gs, and there is every prospect of a continuous
stream of e^'gs setting in from that country. The Canadians
cannot, in lact, keep up with their hens, who lay more eggs
than the colony can consume. The market report of the
Hamilton (Ontario) Spcchdor of the 9th of August mentions
that eggs were " very quiet," there being really no wholesale
trade in them at present. In Ottawa tresli eggs were selling

at 12 cents, that is, sixpence, a dozen. Eggs at this price
would be a boon to the British housekeepor, and might take
the place of meat, in which case there would be less grumbhug
and gout.—Pc//^ Mall Gazdlc.
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PROSPECTS OF THE TENANT-FARMER.

There is uot a single department of agriculture

wbich cau accurately be said to pa\', unless it be

dairy farming, at the present time. Stock breeding

is remunerative only so long as diseases can be

kept from the herds and flocks, the risks being

so great that the industry is discouraged, and is

uow, like every other branch of farming, in anything

but a thriving condition. It has been the policy

of some political economists to represent the vital

interests of trade and agriculture as being antagon-

istic, and a more mischievous doctrine it would

be diHicult to conceive. The home or consumptive

trade of the country is positively dependent on the

productiveness of the land for its vitality, and from

that source comes what is called the spending

power of the people. The export trade may be

represented in some instances as a branch, and in

others as merely a parasitic growth, in either ease

deriving direct or indirect nourishment from the

same tree, the roots of which are in the soil.

Therefore the depression now obtaining in trade

and commerce has for its greatest factor agricul-

tural adversity. When we speak of the times being

bad, and trade being dull, we use conventional

terms to express the effect of certain causes which

are not usually apparent, and which may be

unknown or uot understood. In the present

instance there are two primary causes at worlc, one

of which is on the surface, and the other deeply

hidden. A long and almost unbroken series of

unfavourable seasons—in which, as in the present

year, climatic influences have been more or less

adverse to agricultural operations—has resulted in

diminished capital and an unprosperous condition

of agriculture throughout the country. This is

apparent and clearly intelligible. The occupation

of the farmer—so coveted by naturalists, envied by
townspeople, and eulogised by all—is, in one sense,

entirely dependent on the elements, over which he

has no control, and against which he is unable to

provide. Burns, who was well acquainted with

the vicissitudes of a farmer's life, spoke feelingly as

well as practically when he declared that " The
best-laid schemes o' mice and men gang oft a-gley

;"

for no amount of foresight, energy, intelligence,

and capital combined can alter or anticipate the

workings of Nature. Townspeople, especially, will

do well to give full weight to this set-off against

the health, rude plenty, and unconventional

freedom a country life affords. On the other

Laud, there is, and has long been, an active influence

at work—occult in its nature and recondite in its

bearings—antagonistic to farmers, which, when
" divested of its accidents" (like the " elemental

bone" in Charles Lamb's cold shoulder of mutton),

will be found to be a hydra- headed spectre,

amongst whose many countenances may be recog-

nised Entail and Primogeniture, Game liaws.

Hypothec, Preference Rents, and that grinning

Mephistopheles—Freedom of Contract. With
this only we have to deal ; and leaving, therefore,

out of consideration all thoughts for the morrow,
so far us the elements are concerned, we may safely

devote our whole attention, for the time, to such
matters connected with our interest as are clearly

and distinctly within our power and control.

The adverse influences delineated above are

clearly and distinctly within the power and con-
trol of the tenant farmers, if they could only be
induced to ta&e advantage of their opportunities.

It is quite time a fresh line of action was not only
chalked out, but scrupulously walked upon.
Tenant farmers And the capital— all iusuflicient

though it be—to cultivate the soil of England,
which gives "rights," privileges," and "•spoi-t" to.

those who, by virtue of their birth, are the owners
thereof. This class tlLen, these tenant farmers, are,

at the present time at least, as indispensable to the

j

owners as to the public. Why, then, should they

fear either the one or the other ? The farmer Ima
i to " carry on his back "—to use the words of a
' homely old ad^age—the " parson ami the squire.."

He pays tithes to the one and vents to the other.

But in this paying for value received (that is, the

use of the farm ; for tithe, rent-charge, and rent

proper are all the same to the farmer, and parson

and squire must settle that poiiit between them)
: there is notliing in law or equity to call for any
' sub-contract on the part of the farmer to bolster up
the spiritual power of the one, and to further the

temporal power of the other. And we are very

distinctly of opinion that the time has come for

I

him not only to cease to do eithei', bitt positively to

refuse to do anything of the kind for the future.

We have said many times that farmers do not

j

want " protection." What they need is emancipa-
tion. They sign contracts containing antiquated

and prejudicial stipulations ; they allow themselves

to be eaten up alive with game ; they submit to

the degrading and insulting espionage of ignorant

I

game-keepers ; they vote for the landlord's

I

nominee ; and they go to the landlord's church, in

! conformity to a tacit or openly stated understaud-

[

ing—possibly for a similar reason to that which is-

given to explain why the old wooden plough is not

quite out of date yet ; that is to say, the present

i generation of farmers are loth to depart from time-

j

honoured customs, recollecting the paternal

j

advice:

—

!
" Then, Tommy, my lad, never heed what they say,

But get thee on still iu thee feyther'ss owd way,"

But the emergencies of the case call for a d&partur©

from these traditions of the elders. The British

farmer of to-day must think and act for himself.

He must work to a plan, and that plan should

include the liberty to grow what he pleases, and to

sell what he pleases (withoutinjuring his landlord),

and, at the same time, an agreement which would
secure to him the value of anything in or on the

farm at the expiration of his tenancy which was
not there at its commencement. If these equitable

conditions were pressed, especially at a time like

]

this, landowners would be as unable to refuse them
as they are to farm the laud themselves. It is a

,
matter affecting the public, and public attention
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slioultl be directed to it, nmd public opinion ex-

pressed on it ; but tbe farmers have quite power
enough to work out the reform for themselves if

they would only act like men—commercially,

politically, and socially.

Meauwhile, something will have to be done
to relieve "the position. Rents must come
down ; and, indeed, there are not wanting signs

of a very general reduction. But, although this

is the readiest course to pursue, it cannot do more
than give a temporary relief of the nature of a

second mortgage. Rents are too high ouly because

the conditions under which the farms are generally

let are not such as will admit of agriculture

becoming a remunerative industry. That being

so, no permanent relief will be afforded by
reduced rents. The gist of the whole matter lies

in the covenants. They will have to be constructed

en a very different basis—not of protection, but

of liberty. The question of large and small

farms has nothing whatever to do with it. There
are now, practically, only two classes of farms
wuich can afford their holders a reasonable

livelihood—small farms and large ones. In the

oiie labour takes the place of capital ; in the other

at least £12 lOs. per acre are required. The number
of the former is gradually diminishing, but it will

be a long time before the class of men who rent

an acreage which is within the scope of their own
labour to cultivate becomes extinct. The old and
wise saw which declai-es that " he who at the

farm would thrive must either hold the plough

himself or drive " is likely to find a modern
instance as long as farming lasts. But tlie large

farm is moi'e suited to the requii'ements of modern
agricnltui'e. The capitalist alone can provide

stock, machinery, and appliances which are posi-

tively necessai-y, and on large farms only can the

landlord erect suitable buiJdiugs and accommoda-
tion. To split up large holdings into smaller ones

would be a mistake and a retrogression. There is

but one course open to the English farmer ; he

must be both a breeder and feeder of stock—

a

manufacturer of meat, and other animal products.

There can scarcely be a division of opinion on
this point. To do this he must have a compensating

lease, or some ctlier form of Teuant-Ilight. Now
is the time to get it.

THE AMEEICAN DEAD MEAT TRADE.
Corroborative -evidence reaches us, evea as we write,

from across the Atlaatic, of the correctness of our views

epon this subject as recently printed in thece columns.

Of a dozen Ainericen papers there is not one the tone of

which is not tinted with the conviction that, notwith-

standing the abundance of cattle from Texas and Colo-

rado, there is but little adapted for exportation to

England. There is a prevailing want of quality. Let us

eull them as they come. Tn 2'/te Albany Couidri/ Genlle-

man we read in the New York market report, Aug. 20 1

' Beeves — per cwt., dressed beef — extra beeves

12 d. 50c. to 13 d., good 11 d. 23c. to ild. 50c.;

average, 10 d. 25c., Texans 7 d. 30c. to 10 d." In The
Amerlciiii Agncn/tiirist, September :

" Fat stock fit for

shipment scarce, the best reaching 13 jc. per lb. ; whereas

common stock had a hard time at the close of our report,

and Texans sold for lie. to Wjc. per lb." In The

Michiijan Fanner, Aug. 21, we read: "Live stock

markets, Detroit.—A fair supply of State cattle at the

Central Yards, and quite a large supply of Western cattle.

The supply of Texans, Cherokees, Colorados, and other

light stock from the South-west have been so krge as to

force prices down. Good fat cattle are in request, and are

picked up readily by the shippers for New York and the

East. Only the best cattle are wanted to meet the

demand of the export trade. High-grade Shorthorns are

wkat are needed, and the sooner our farmers get to using

good bulls the more profitable they will find their cattle

stock." At Chicago: " As .the week passed the market

improved, and good cattle were wanted. One lot of 83

good steers sold at 5 d. 60c. Large numbers of cows and

Texans, from 700 to over 900 lb., sold from 2 d. aOc. to

3d. 50c." At New York: "The exporters have taken

to Texans, and 800 of them were killed to be taken as

dressed beef on board the steamers. There is a consider-

able demand for steers to ship dressed, arising from the

prohibition of cattle into England from the Continent on

account of the rinderpest. Most of the stock ottered at

the opening of the market last week were Texans, Colo-

rados, and Cherokees, and the quality below medium.
The rest of the week the demand was very moderate, and

a large proportiou of the cattle was rather common, and

but ill adapted to either the shippers or to the batchers.

Choice cattle were needed." Then, in the Union Stock

Yards, Chicago, on Tuesday :
" A large proportiou of the

fresh receipts were butchering cattle, consisting of Texas

and Colorado cattle, with a considerable number of native

€ows and common steers. All cattle of this kind sold at

extremely weak prices, and stock steers were in very slow

demand." On Wednesday :
" Weither remarkably plea-

sant ; buyers disposed to take hold freely as to all gocd

and choice shipping cattle. It should be i-emarked, how-
ever, that the proportion of really good cattle among the

offerings was small. Choice heavy ripe steers were

wanted for the English trade, and the few lots of these

that were offered brought comparatively strong prices.

A large supply of Texas, Colorado, Montana, and Min-
nesota cattle, but trade in this department was very slow,

at weak, irregular prices." Weekly Glube, Aug. ii, Mont-
real :

" About 60 cows and 40 butchers' cattle were

offered to-day. Little inquiry was experienced for milch

cows, and still less for beef ' critters.' " Drovers^

Journal: " Friday last Mr. Bird bought for use in his meat-

market a heifer which weighed 1,3201b., and cost

4 d- 75c. per cwt. ller flesh was fine-grained, tender,

and cheap at the money, even as stock is selling now.

She was about thiee-fourths Shorthorn, and shows what

quality will do on a hard market." This drift of quotation

indicates but one feeling across the herring-pond, and

is all in favour of spirited action amongst breeders at

this side of the ocean. In an amusing notice of Shorlhora

cattle, advertised to be sold at Wisconsin State Fair, at

Janesi'ille, on September the 11th, 12th, and 13th, after

a fling at the ' gild-edged strains," and an emphatic

declaration that the cattle they propose to set up for

auction ' are equal in point of purity of breeding, and also

equal, if not superior, in point of individual merit, to

many of the strains that command fancy prices, simply

through the accident of fashion," the sellers proceed to

express their " trust that the farmers of Wisconsin will

not let this excellent opportunity for securing well-bred

bulls at reasonable prices pass by them unimproved.

Good beef is bound to bring a good price. The inunense

foreign demand for choice beef has created a market
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for it, which our stock-raisers should not fail to

profit by. Since ncmbs and scalawag steers are not

wanted to supply this growing demand, we see no reason

in the world why the brtedors and feeders of high-grade

Shorthorns have not a brilliant future in store for them.^'

It is quite clear now that, at present and for some time

to come, until a revolution in point of quality shall have

been effected, there is no prospect of beef supplies to the

English market from the Western and South Western

States of America. " British farmers have little or

nothing to fear from any shipments of Texas or native

cattle " are the words into which a writer in The

Nutional Live Stock Journal has translated the opinion

of their recent visitor Mr. JIacdonald :
" the proportion

of bone and inferior meat in these cattle is too great " at

present. They were struck by Mr. M.'s " choice of steers

iu several kts being invariably tlie compaot, 4eep, round-

bodied, comparatively fine-boned animals.; whilst he has

a hearty detestation for ' Gothic-roofed,' sharp-ruraped

beasts." They are pleased, too, that he netes the im-

portance attached to pedigree by the breeders of Iowa.

Well, now, the moral of this story is that the English

agriculturist ought to be awake to this new demand
•Ecross the Atlantic, and, being assured that the best

always win in the end, and that the coarse is open

to all, to avail himself of the many opportunities

which Shorthorn sales in this country afford of

picking up well authenticated cows of old Wood to

pair with the choice bull of bluest blood, which he

can now buy so cheaply at Biagley Hall and elsewhere.

And he will find a good market at home for his damaged
•corn stuffs, as well as in the yonng stock sales a protec-

tive margin against the vicissitudes of our harvest weather.

Let the intelligent take this \]m\ before it be too late.

All things are changing. Steam launches are about (o

supersede the old-fashioned herring coble, and whole
villages are in alarm, anticipating ruin by the score. But
this is not the way to meet the improvements of science.

Rather look out to see whether yoa cannot adapt them
to your own use. Capitally writes an American :

" Ne
money is ever made in buying unthrifty and inferior

stock, unless it be immediately disposed of. It will not

do to keep ; it will yield no profit in grazing or feeding.

In the first place, every pound of fiesh we put on in

animals of this description will cost from 20 to 50 per

cent, more in feed than the flesh we make when well-bred,

and well-formed stock is used, and they are woith less to

sell in the end. There is no excuse now for a coutiau~

Euoe of this unimproved, inferior-, aiid unprofitable stock

upon our farms. la the first place, well-bred and well-

formed male animals should be secured in every neigh-

bourhood, and no calf from any other should ever be

reared, because it will not paj'. There is no excuse for

breeding a cow to an inferior and ill-bred bull, when a

good one of pure blood can be had at from 100 to 2U0
dollars a piece, which the increased value of 20 calves

would pay in a single year. But besides, all well-to-do

farmers, whose land is adapted to grazing, should have a

few thorouffhhrcd COWS: it will be an investment that will

make the most satisfactory returns, not only in the plea-

sure but in cash." Besides all this, there is a pleasure

which every -enterprisiag citizen should appreciate, in

the reflection that his labours are contributing something

t0 the promotion ef the general welfare. This excellent

advice, wafted to us from our Transatlantic cousins, we
heartily endorse,

VlGII,.

A PRACTICAL IMPLEMENT EXHIBITION IN SUFFOLK.

On September 2Ist and'22nd a highly interesting trial

of agricultural machinery was carried out, near Bury St.

Edmnnd's, by Messrs. Ransomes, Sims, and Head, acting

conjointly with Messrs. Barford and Perkins. This eshi-

bition took place on the farm of Mr. Harvey, of Tim-
worth, three miles north of Bury ; and it was mainly

organised by Messrs. Castledine and Nunn, the enter-

prising implement agents of Bury St. Edmunds. But
an important element in tils organisation was Mr.
Harvey, who considerately placed any quantity of the

land and crop of his 800-acre farm at the disposal o€ tbe

firms for whom Messrs. Castledine and Nunn acted. Mr.
Harvey, also, as Mr. J. E. Ransomes said, provided an

unlimited number of horses and men, which conduct Mr.
Barford contrasted with the treatment they generally met
with at Royal Shows, where they often had to pay £10
per acre for every acre they required to show their imple-

ments at work—and this charge was made, too, at the

same time that they ploughed and cultivated the

field in a sound and practical manner. A notable

instance of this grasping treatment occurred

at a recent Show, when the land was hired

for ploughing and cultivating at so much per acre.

The land was simultaneously being cleared of tares which
were sold at a high price per acre, but the tares were not

cleared off in the fore-part and middle of the week as fast

as the laud was wanted, and at the latter part of the week
some of the tares still remained, and all the land could not

be used although many farmers were taken out to see the im-

plements work. Yet a bill was sent in for every acre that

was hired. This, too, was on the laud of a noble lord

who professes to take a great interest la the progress of

aRricullure. But it is to be hoped that this noble lord

does uot kuow as yet of all the details of this traubaotiou.

And for the credit of the laaded interest it would perhaps

be advisable to give his lordship a hint of his agent's

conduct in the matter, either before the bill is paid or

subsequently.

On arriving at the field the first operation we came to

was a set of Messrs. Barford and Perkins roundabout tackle,

with a three-furrow plough being drawn by one of Messrs,

Ransomes' elegantly made 8-horse engines. These three

ploughs were being easily drawn through the strong down-

trodden clover-layer, with the steam blowing off at 60 lbs.

pressure. This work,as Mr.Barford explained publicly, after

the luncheon, was costing under 6s. per acre, everything

included. It was being worked with three men, which,

as a rule, are preferable to two men and two boys ; for by

the men taking their meals at different times the work
may be continued all day without the intervals which

horses and men ordinarily require. The main object of

showing this work was to prove to farmers who have

ordinary portable engines for doing the thrashing, corn-

grindiag, and chaff-cuttiug of the homestead, that by a

small outlay they cau have a set of tackle and implements

that will enable them to be master of their work at such

busy times as August, when autumn cultivation ought to

be begun, and nearly completed, in ordinary seasons for

wheat to ripen in. Or, if any farmer has not a portable

engine, this work, in combination with the thrashing

going on elsewhere, was intended to demonstrate that int

£431 lOs. for tackle and implements, £210 for the 8-

horse engine of Messrs. Ransome's that was working it,

and of £150 for one of their combined thrashing machines,

that is, for £800, a man mayj be master of the situation

as regards himself, and if he be uot a large farmer he

may a earn good suia annually by assisting his next-door

neighbours.
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Messrs. Ransomes, Sims, and Head also worked their

Newcastle prize plough, their siugle plough and subsoiler,

their two-fuiTovv K. L. C. D. plough, a three-furrow

plough, while Jarnes Barker did a little "'prke" work
just to show what could be done by way of placing furrows

in what may be termed perfect form. 'Brickwork or

masonry that had been done with rule and line could not

be more accurate than were the furrows that Barker
turned. The single plough and subsoiler is an excellent

implement for many kinds of tillage and seed-beds, for a

pair of horses can easily draw this implemout at a depth

of ten inches, and as the subsoiler is worked in the pre-

vious furrow, the broken subsoil is immediately covered

with the furrow being simultaneously turned, while the

depth of the furrow slice may be varied from three inches

to seven inches, and the remaining depth to the ten inches

mentioned, then stirred with the subsoiler. By this

arrangement, too, the stirred subsoil is not trodden down
again in the same way as it is when the subsoiiingarm and

share follow the body of the plough. The tbree-furrow

plough was heavy work on titia strong soil for three

horses to draw, but on light soil with three furrows three

or four horses could draw it easily, whereby the work
would be expeditiously done, and of icourse as one man
can work three horses, and one man and a boy could

easily work four horses, a great saving, both of horse

power and manual labour, would be thereby saved.

In adjoining fields Messrs. Mansomes had two thrashing

machines at work ; one of theee was a single blast and the

other a double blast machine. These machines have been

so long before the public that a general description of them
is unnecessary. But we may say that a new ei'panding

screen, of circular form, which is made of an endless wire

is, in combination with an edged screw that runs between
each wire, a very effective apparatus. The wire may be

expanded so as to suit large or small grain, and the edges

of the screw, which work 4ia the top at the outside, pass

between each wire so tiiat it la impossible for any grain to

stick between the wires further than the top where this

screw is placed. Thus «ach time the revolving cylindrical

ecreen receives the corn at the bottom it is as clean as it

was before being used.

The eugiues which worked these machines v/ece : first an

ordinary eight-horse 'pertable one for the double blast

finishing machine, and the new six-horse traction engine

for agricultural purjjoses, which Messrs. Ransomes have

recently designed, and fitted with every known improve-

ment. These new engines have been favourably noticed

by engineers and practical men, and we have no doubt

that in due time they will be extensi^'ely used to save

horses in hauling machines and their appendages from

stack to stack or farm to farna. We are informed that

because Messrs. Ransomes have not been able to get a

number of orders for these engines completed, this one

was kindly lent for the occasion by Mr- ©eans, of Baldock?,

Herts, who has used it fer thrashing corn for ditfereni;

farmers in this district, and he spoke very highly of the

easy and very eftective way in which it did its work, add-

ing that it was a great favourite amongst the farmen*

whose corn it had thrashed. It is a Jocemotive engiue,

and it will take itself from place to place without the

aid of horses. This is a very considerable advantage, as

pulling machinery of this kind about is very heavy work

for farmers' horses, and the animals are only too often

strained and otherwise injured. This engiue, which has

been constructed from entirely new designs and patterns,

wijill easily take a thrashing machine and one waggon
from pla&e t« jlace ever ordinary faim roads. It is

steered from the foot plate, acd all the apparatus fof

starting it, reversing and applying the brake, are pl.\ce4

close together. The engine is very simple, and does not

require a skilled mechanic to work it. it is is intended

far working thrashing machinery, steam cultivation,

sawing, pumping, &c., for renaoviug agricultural pro-

duce, and in fact for all purposes for which steam can be
applied as a motive power in farm work.

A more interesting field-day for exhibiting labour-

saving agricultural machinery we have never witnessed,

although we have attended most o^ the principal exhi-

bitions of similar kinds for manj ^ears past.

DENBIGHSHIRE AND FLINTSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

AWARDS OF PRIZES fGR BEST CULTIVATED
FARMS, 1«77.

judge'* KEiPORT.

There are fen entries for cempe'-itios for tlie prizes offered

by the Society this year—five in tlie class " above 150 acres

each," three in the class of " not less than 80 acres and not

more than 150," and two in the class of occupiers holding be-

tween " 50 and 80 acres." Four of the live claimants i-a the

first-named class have repeatedly won prices for their farms,

and the fifih is a worlliy competitor. It has been pleasant to

walk over their farmi, and exchange ideas with tiiera while

doing so, but noio tlie task of awarding the prize brings me
anxious thought, because of tlie close comparisons of detail

and results to be instituted, and the various practices and
customs which have to be considered. One of the five has

withdrawn from thecompetition since inspection, because it was
explained to him lliat there was a technical doubt of his claim

being eligible, and tliis has relieved me of some responsibility,

but differences of various kinds in the otliers still remain.

One is a stiff clay land farm, three or four hundred feet above

sea level ; two are of medium loams and gravelly soils about

the same height ; and the fourth is a peaty light soil, part of

it lying on the rock and part on clay, nearly three times the

extent of the others, and from 800 to 1,000 feet high.

The terms of the premium stipulate that all the land held

by claimants shall be consiilered, and its proper subdivisioa

into fields, its draining as tojudiciousuess, and the state of the

watercourses, roads, fences, gates, stiles, farmyard, &c., as t«

neat and exact order ; also that the arable land shall be under

the most approved course of cropping, and the grass land in

the neatest and best condition, and that situ^ion aul soil shall

be duly considered and allowed for.

My awajd must therefore embrace a considirition of all

these points, and the competitors will please observe this.

The high-lying farm with its 340 acres of pasture, 80 of oats,

and 30 turnips is looking remarkably well. It is under well-

sustained mauagement, and the wet season has suited it.

The stiff clay land farm is being started in a course of

improvement, which will soon raise it to the position of a

prize farm. The tenant has occupied it only three years, but

in that time has seeded down about 60 acres after cleaning

well, has put up new gates to every field, and reduced some

old over-grown hedges to a better form of fence by cutting in,

and has fallowed and is applying lime to several fields with

very good results. He has got a first-class stock of both cattle

and sheep grazing upon the farm, and has expended several

hundred pounds in lime, bones, nitrate, &c-, in improving its

fertility, and several hundreds more in improvement of house

«nd buildings in co-operation with his landlord. The tenant

on one of the other two farms has laid out a large sum of

money in the improvemcut and caltivationof his farm, during;

an occupation of nine years, in the most enterprising and
skilful manner. I have known it now for six years, and never

saw it more fertile or productive. Tlie crjpsof barley, wheat,

and roots are as good and clean as any that are to be seen in

the Vale of Clwjd. The other farm, very similar in character
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and size to tins, comes nearest, however, to fnlfi'ling a'l the

conditions of the premium, paiticr'arly the two last, which
are ttie most important, and to its tenant, Mr. Daniel Koberts,

of Bithal'ara, near iliiihin, I must award the prize.

His farm contains 153 acres, 41 of which is in pasture, all

of good character and clean ; 3C meadow and seeds mown,
and the after-jjrowth very good ; 13^ wheat, a thick crop well

headed, and brij^ht in straw; 46 acres of birlej of average

promise ; li acres of swedes, healthy and clean, but patchy ip.

places as most crops of swedes are this year ; two acres pota-

toes, two mangolds, half carrots, three oats, and one beans.

Seven acres in course of fallowing after clover mowed was

•being limed for wheat ; 27 acres has lately been covered with

a mixture of marl and lime; SOO yards of old fences eradicated,

and 300 yards of new ones planted. Tenant has also repaired

the road leading to his farm across another occKpaticn at a

cost of £40, and claims that he has brought the farm from

a most foul and barren state, in which he got it seven years

ago, into a state of cleanliness and fertility tliat is at least very

commendable. The five-course system o." cropping is pursued.

About five tons of artificial manures and 7G tons of lime are

•used annually. All the hay, straw, and turnips are consumed
on the farm. The stock kept consists of four farm horses, six

•colts and hacks, eight dairy cows, one bull, six bullocks, eight

rearing calves, forty-five breeding ewes, and two breeding

sows ; all were ef good character, and well adapted •to the

holding. Tlie manure made on the farm by the stock is

chiefly ploughed under, a course which it is always best to

follow when it can be done in preference to using it as a top-

dressing. Mr. Roberts has a very useful collection ot farm

implements. A new bullock-shed is justhuilt, and the farm
buildings are conveniently arranged, but the roof, and the roof

of the house, require repairs that ought to be attended to

forthwith. The farmyard and premises, watercourses, roads,

gates, fences, &c., were in good keeping, and the kitchen

garden and orchard in a clean and fairly productive state.

For the prize of £7, offered to holders of from 80 to 150
•acres, under same conditions, there are three claimants. I

aw'arded the prize, in my own mind, at once, upon inspection,

to Mr. Thomas Jones, Glan Clwyd, Ruthin, and subsequent

thought confirms the decision. His farm contains 130 acres,

il6 of which is in pasture, 30 meadow and seeds, 24 wheat, 10

oats, Hi barley, 1 potatoes, 11 turnips, 1 mangel wnrzel, 3

orchard, garden, homestead, S;c. The grass ia tlie pasture is

•of good quality and free from thistles. The wheat is a heavy

crop, ripe, and in course of cutting. The oats a fair average

crop. Barley variable ; the best fields a full crop. Turnips

good and clean, but a large patch of land had been largely

cleared of plants by rooks. These birds and wood-pigeons

are far too numerous in the Vale. The damage they do at

seeding time is very great, and the loss they occasion the

farmer at harvest time, by beating down the straw and stealing

the grain, is more than is generally thought. The rook does

some good by taking worms, and the wood-pigeon by gather-

ing the seeds of some bad weeds, perhaps, but they exact high

wages for their labour, and make such wanton waste in collect-

ing that it is always very anno}Jng, and when they alight on

the fields in large flocks, as I frequently saw, it is simply

ruinous. Most farmers would rather do without their help at

any price, and both owners and occupiers should unite in elf'ort

to curtail their numbers largely. Mr. Jones' stock consisted

of 4 horses, 1 colt, 7 dairy cows, 14 heifers and stirks, 7
rearing calves, 15 breeding ewes of the Shropshire breed, 2

breeding sows, and 4 s\ore pigs. All hay, straw, and turnips

are consumed on the premises. Five tons of artificial manure
and ten tons of salt are used annually, and his account book

showed that an average of 200 tons of manure had been carted

on to the farm from the town of Rutiiin within the last six

years. This, with the manure made from the stock, keeps up
and improves the fertility of the farm. Manure is the farmer's

right hand, and the best evidence of a farm being well managed
is the presence of large and well-cared-for middens and heaps

of compost. The farmyard, stackyard, buildings and premises

were in complete order, and the implements included a five-

horse power engine and machinery for chaff cuttinir, grinding

corn, &c. ; the roadt^, fences, and gates were good and neatly

kept. Mr. Jones's lellow-uompetitors are doing well to their

h(ddings, and both are good fanners. One has held his farm
only threeyears, and in that time has made many improvements,
but several more wait doing. The other is labouring under
difficulties that would daunt any but the most industrious and

persevering man who was fond of Ins occupation."? His bulla-
ings are eld and ^insuflicient, land detached, and much of it

Tetuires draining, but he manages to grow some good crops,
and his hope'ul and contented spirit is supported by capable
and economical roanagenrent, both indoors and on the farm.t
The two claimants for the f.fhe of £5 for farms above 50

and under 80 acres both reside near St. Asaph. One
qno-es his farm of 79 acres estect : the otlrer 78 j. Both are
well Tnanaged, and a credit to their tenants. Of the two the
first named is the best, and to the tenant, Mr. Edward Tiiomas,
Penisa Waen, who holds under Mr. Wliitehall Dod, I award
the prize. He has 19 acres in pasture, and 14 meadow, ia
which were grazing eight dairy cows, h) heifers, and about 30
ewes, and 50 feeding sheep ; 23 acres were in wheat, eight of
which were a fair crop, nearly ripe, and.the other fifteen spring
sown, somewhat lighter, and much later ; seven acres of oats,
a full crop, clean in the stubble, and sown with trefoil, which
Mr. Jones finds succeeds as well or {better than clover on his
land

; six acres of winter beans, a full crop, cut and seasoned,
were waiting a dry day to cart ; nitie acres of vetches after

fallow had the look of a snatch crop, fairly full, but the laud
not (KCT clean. The garden was neatly kept ; house new but
small, stands pleasantly, and is convenient. Buildings new,
substantial, well arranged, and commodious. Stackyard and
farmyard neat and clean, fences by the roadside trimmed, and
the whole occupation in good order. Mr. Thomas has held
the f^rm five years, and says he uses about £70 worth of arti-

ficial manure and salt, and 15 tons of lime annually ; consumes
all the hay and straw grown on the premises and buys more
and has subsoiled about eight acres. Suhsoiling greatly im-
proves strong soils devoted to tillage wh«n well done and in
the right season, and the application of salt in limited quanti-
ties, and frequently, as a top dressing, is a practice which grow-
ing experience recommends as most beneficial.

Thomas Rigby.
September 14th, 1877.

P-S.—The farms reported on were all inspected between th«
22nd and 25th August.

BR1GHA.M YOUNG'S WILL.—The latest American
papers received contain the will of Brigham Young, which
was read at Salt L*ke, in the presence of ail his wives and
childi-en. The estate is stated to be worth two million
dollars. He leaves his property to be divided equally amongst
lijs seventeen wives and fifty six children, but sundry houses
are given to special favourites, notably his first wife, Amelia,
to whom is given the Amelia Palace, a large and handsome
modern building. The reading of the will was well received
liy the crowd of interested persons present.

LIGHTNING-KILLED CATTLE.—A correspondent of a
morning contemporary calls attention to what, if his opinion
may be relied upon, is certainly a rather stupid waste of good
food. Healthy bullocks, he says, are not uofrequently found
dead in the field after a thunderstorm, and these, it appears,

are generally buried where they fall. If lightning-struck

bullocks were sent to market it is said the butchers would not
buy them, because the public would not re-purchase. A
belief is prevalent, indeed, that the electric discharge renders

the meat unwholesome. This, the correspondent referred to—
Mr. Attfield, Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Phar-
maceutical Society of Great Britain—altogether disputes.

Moreover, it frequently happens that sheep and cattle are

killed indirectly by a thunderstorm. At Mistley, in Essex, says

Mr. Attfield, a day or two ago three bullocks were found dead
under an unstruck tree, and presenting no bruise or unnatural

mark on their bodies, " hence they had probably heen killed by
the concussion resulting from a suddenly and enormously
expanded mass of air, expanded.by the great heat attendant on
some adjacent electrical discharge rather than by the electric

force itself." Even if struck by the lightning, however, it

amounts to nothing more than slaughter by a method which has

frequently been advocated as a vast improvement on the pole-

axe, and thus it would certainly appear to be a very unnecessary

waste of valuable property to bury animals |so ^kil'ed. At all

events, it seems clear that when the accident is discovered as

scon as it has occurred, there is no good reason why
animals that have bec-n struck down by lightning should not be

dealt with just as a living animal would be, and the meatat
once prepared for the market.— <7/oi(?.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
OXFORDSHIRE,
SCEETtNG AT BANBURY,

Thiscwinty Society is one of the most remarkable in-

stances ^f rapid development that we have ever met with.

On the catalogue it is mentioned as having been started

tn 1811. bat till within the last three or four years

—

indeed, until last .^'ear, wbea the annual meeting was at

the pleasant little Tharaes-side town of Henley—it was
scarcely heard of outside the county. Now, however,
it has taken a position as being one of the most important
county shows in the kingdom. As some proof o'»its

rapid progress and its present importance we may say that

when it was at Banbury in 1808 there were 88 members,
94) entries of stock, 9 implement stands, and the amount
given in prices was £177 17s. At Oxford the next year

there were 10 1 members, 100 entries ot stock, 9

imptemeat stands, and the amount of prices w»s £177 2s.

In 1870 there was no show. In 1871 Banbury was
again visited, when there were 92 members, 111 entries of

stock, 7 implement stands, and £196 7s. given in prizes.

From that time, however, a new condition of existence

apt^ears to have been infused into the Society ; for the

annual meeting was held at Thame, Bicester, Witney,
Chipping Norton, and Healey-oa-Thame3,each year show-
ing an increase in every department, till last year there

were 296 members, 358 entries of stock, 41 implement
stands, and £677 7s. given in prizes. But even that

success was greatly exceeded at Banbury last week, when
there were 400 members, 635 entries of stock, 45 imple

ment stands, and £1,07<? offered in prizes, besides as many
supplementary special prizes as will raise that amouc. to

about £1,100, That advance certainly reflects credit

both on the authorities of the Society and on the

town of Banbury, for everything was done ia

a most liberal and energetic manner by the

Local Committee, who raised £400 for the occasion, of

which £250 was given in special prizes and the balance

was spent in decorating the town and otherwise making a

display to indicate a hearty welcome.

The Show-ground was on an elevated pasture besides

the Oxford-road, and about a mile from the Cross. Cattle

were honoured with the first position in the stalls, and

although the prizes were offered foi the best animal " of

any breed," with the exception of one exhibitor and in the

special classes for Channel Islanders, the animals were all

Shorthorns. But this exceptional breeder, who had the

confidence to send some of his Herefords to compete in

classes that were sure to be mainly filled with first-class

S horthorns, has probably commenced a turning-point in

county Shows, particularly in such districts as the

Midland and Western counties, where Hereford cattle do

most abound. This exceptional exhibitor was Mr, AV.

Taylor, Showle Court, Ledbury, whose name will be found

in our prize list as the winner of the second prize in Class

1 for aged bulls, and as the winner of the 1st in Class 3

for yearling bulls. When we say, too, that the judges were

Shorthorn men and near neighbours, and at the same time

as nearly of one mind about cattle, and particularly

Shorthorns, as two men can well be, this triumph is all

the greater. Sir Arthur Ingram was placed first, but his

size and form are so well known by this time that it would

be superfluous to go over his quality and points. Tredegar

was the name of the Hereford that was placed second to bim
and a grand specimen, at four years of age, of the white-

faces he is. A strong class was in competition, as will be

seen whea we say the highly commeadedRniniali were Mr.

Bland's Waterloo 2nd (the reserve number) ; Mr. Wood-
house's Royal Havering 2Qd; the Marquis of Exeter's Son of

Ttlemachus; and the commended animals, Mr. Grifliu's

Telemachus 10th ; Mr. Hopkin's D. of St. John's, and

Mr. G. Game's Prince Puck. In the two-year-olds the

Earl of Ellesmert's Attractive Lord was again distinguished

above his fellows in the yard, for he was awarded, in addi*

tion to the first in his class, two £10 special prJKes, and a

£5 champion pri«e, beating Mr. Bland's General Fusea

and other good bulls. In the yearlings, as we Lave

intimated, a Hereford, Telescope, son of Tredegar above

mentioned, was placed first in a strong class of 19 Short-

horns, Mr. Bland's General Flirt,Mr Willis's Rear Admiral

(the reserve number), and several other first-class animals

being in competition with him, Mr, Willis's caK, Vice

Admiral, was first, and from his extraordinary likeness to

his brother, Rear Admiral, it seems that his sire. Admiral

Windsor, is likely to establish a family in the same
way as the original Telemachus has done.

The cows were 20 entries, but they were not a very

prime collection. Mr. Griffin's heifer. Blushing Rose,

sire Telemachus 2nd, has grown wonderfully thick—too

thick for a class of breeding animals—which is as much as

to say the sooner she is put on plainer food the better it

will be for her future career, both as a Show animal and a

breeder. Mr. Mumford's Country Lass has grown over-

patchy for a young one from over-feeding ; and Lady
Pigot's Imperious Queen, which calved early this year,

and is reported to be ia calf again, has gone very much
" all to pieces." In the calves Mr. Acker's 3rd Lady
Carew, a 6 months* calf, was again present, and looked

more than ever like being a second Lady Mary as a

prize-taker. She was first at Banbury, beating Innocence,

daughter of Talemachus 3rd, 11 months of age.

The success of Mr. Wodehouse in Class 9, for bull, cow
and offspring, was a surprise, particularly as the ilarquis of

Exeter's Telemachus 6th, Queen of Ithaca, and

Telemaciua were in competition. But then there is a

strong prejudice among: some pedigree men against the

Telemachus family, although they are a grand tribe as

they stand.

The £5 prize for dairy cows brought out 25 entries from

the other classes, and the prizes for pairs brought out 10

couples, many of which had appeared in the previous class

;

but the second prize was taken for the best pair of

Guernsey cows that we have seen for a long time. The
other classes for Channel Islanders were of interest to

local breeders and amateurs, but they were not of much
public consequence.

The horses were a great show for a county which has

no hcrsey reputation. The hunters and " miscellaneous"

classes of hacks, nags, cobs, and ponies were shown iu 19

classes. However, although the Show was a good one it;

was of local rather than genaral interest.

The agricultural horses, however, were worthy of some
attention. Mr. Wynne's dapple-grey mare, Queen of

Trumps, is very compact and powerful, and she has the

largest neck in proportion to her size that we ever saw on

a mare ; while Mrs. Iluraphries' grey gtMing looked larger

and larger the longer he was looked at and the closer he

was inspected. He is a good-looking horse of great

power, in a compact form. Mr. Russell, Lower
Shuckburgh, sent two capital old-fashioned brown mares

that are exactly adapted for a hilly country. Bonny, 10
years old, was the dam of Rose, six years of age. 'I'here

were some capital mares and foals, also geldings,

fillies, aad colta. Among the two-year-olds Mr. Parsoa'a
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first was an extra good one. This animal beat the

Royal winner at Brackley, was first at Burleigh in 1876,

and ditto at Banbury at the last spring show.

The entire cart horses were leu entries, eight of which

were good ones. Mr. Wynne's Nonpareil is a compact,

active, and powerful bay that is tit to stand first in any

company, and Mr. Jackman's Young Basildon, a tive-

year-uld black roan, was good enough to stand second

anywhere, and first, too, in most places.

The sheep were a great show of 112 entries that were

divided into seventeen classes. As, too, there were eight

classes in which five sheep were shown iu each lot, and

two classes iu which pairs of ram lambs were shown, it

will be seeu the sheep were far more numerous
llian the 112 entries appear to make them. Oxford-

shire Downs were the leading breed. Mr. Druce

took the special and champion prizes with his

excellent sheep Campsfield, that beat everything at

Buth, and has won so many prizes elsewhere. The
classes for " Shropshire or other Downs (excepting

Oxfordshire) " brought out some good Shrops and Hants,

but there were no Southdowns shown. The Shrops had
the best of it in the yearling rams, but the first in pairs

of yearling rams' went to the Hants, Mr. Baker, Moor
Barns, being second. In the ewes that had bred lambs

this year, too, the first went to Hampshire and the second

to Shropshire, which was the case, and to the same
breeders, iu the yearling ewes, but in the latter instance

Messrs. Palmer took the champion prize for an extraordi-

nary pen of young ewes. Some classes for long-wooUed
sheep, which were all Cotswolds, completed a capital

show. The awards will be found below.

The pigs were a failure as regards numbers, and the

few present were but middling. There were only

1 G entries, and half of them did not put in an ap-

peirance.

The leading implement makers were represented

generally by Mr. J. P. Barford, Banbury, who had a very

large stand of machinery ana implements.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Cattle, Shorthorks, &c.—C. Howard, Bidden-
ham, Bedford; J. Robinson, Clifton Pastures; G. W.
Baker, Luton lloo, Beds ; W. Champion, Whitley, Read-
ing. Jersey and Alderney.—H. Middleton, Cutteslowe

;

II. Tait, Prince Consort's Parm, Windsor. Houses.—
Hunters aud Nags— J. E. Bennett, Teddingwortb, Rugby;
E. Kuott, Penny Compton ; R. Tompkins, R ading.
Driving horses—Viscount Valentia ;'Lord Norris ; Algernon
Kusliout, Esq. Jumping—E&rl of Jersey ; the Right Hon.
Willoughby De Broke; Holford €. Risley, Esq.
Agiicuhural horses—J. Xirby, South Moreton, Walliugford

;

P. Street, Somersliam Park, St. Ives. Sheep.—R. Game,
Aldsworth, Northleach ; C. Randell, Chadbury, Evesham

;

G. Street, Maulden, Arapthill. Pigs.—H. Middleton,
Cutteslowe ; II. Tait, Prince Consort's Farm, Windsor.
Butter.—0. Grimbly, Oxford ; H. Warlaud, Oxford.

CATTLE.
Bull of any breed, three years and upwards.— First prize,

f 15, W. Linton, Slieriff Hutton, York (Sir Arthur Ingram)
;

tec >iid, £10, \V. Taylor, Sbowle Court, Ledbury, Hereford
bull ( I'redegar).

Bull of any breed, two years and under three years.—First

prije, £15, the Earl of Ellei>mere, Shorthorn (Attractive Lord)
;

8"cmd, £10, T. H. Bland, Market Harborough (General
f jsee).

Bull of any breed, one year and under two years.— First
prize, £15, W. Taylor, Hereford bull (Telescope) ; second,
£10, T. U. Bland (General Flirt).

Bull calf of any breed, six months and under one year.

—

First prize, £10, T. Wallis, roan Shorthorn (Vice- Admiral)

;

tecond, £5, R. Stratton (Carbuncle).
Cow of any breed (having already produced a calf), in milk

or in calf, of three years and upwards.—First prize, £15,
Marquis of Exeter (Te.lemaciDa) ; second, £10, T. Kingsley,
Boar's Croft, Trin^ (Seraphina Cth),

Heifer of any breed, in milk or in c^lf, two years and under
three years.—First prixe, £15, C. W. Grillin, VVerrinxton,

Peterborough, Shorthorn (Blushing Rose) ; second, £10, J.

A. Mumford, Thame (Country Lass).

Heifer of any breed, lor breeding purposes, one year and
under two years.—First prize, £15, Earl of Ellesmere, Short-

horn (Tli« Lady); second, £10, Lady I'igot, Shorthorn
(Victoria Lucida).

Heifer calf of any breed, six months and under one year.

—

First prize, £10, B. St. John Ackers, Shorthorn (Third Lady
Carew) ; second, £5, G. A. Ashby, Naseby Woolleys, Rugby
(Innocence).

Given by E. W. Harcourt, Esq., for the best bull, cow, and
offspring (latter under twelve months).—Prize, £10, W. H.
Wodehouse (Countes;-).

Best dairy cow of any breed, a good supply of milk to be the

chief qualification.—Prize, £5, 11. T. Sothara.

Specially adapted for dairy purposes. Pair of cows in milk,

four years and upwards.—First prize, £10, H. T. Sothara,

Water Eaton ; second, £5, W. E. Fitt, Xerrfield House,
Winchester, Guernsey (Playful and Lilly).

Pair of cows or heifers, under four years, in milk,

—First prize, £10, S. Smith, Somerton ; second, £5, J.
Hutt, Water Eaton.

Pair of steers, under 4 years, the property of a tenant

armer—First prize, £10, F. Sellers, Broughton, (Shorthorn) ;

fsecond,£5, W.H.Austin.
Pair of steers, under 2| years, the property oi a tenant

farmer.—First prize, £10, F. Piatt, Sugwas-court, Hereford
;

second, £5, H. W. Abbots, Bodicote, Banbury.
Jersey and Alderney bull, over 1 year and under 3 years.

—Prize, £10, G. Simpson.
Jersey and Alderney cow in milk or in calf, 3 years and

upwards.—First prize, £10, G. Simpson, Reigate, fawn
Jersey (Luna) ; second, £5, G. Simpson, fawn Jersey

(Pretty Maid).
Jersey or Alderney heifer, under 3 years.—First prize,J£10,

G. Simpson, silver-grey Jersey (Venus) ; second, £5,
G. Simpson, silver-grey Jersey (Milkie).

CUAMPION PRIZES.

Best horned animal in the yard.—Prize, £5 53., Earl of
Ellesmere (Attractive Lord).

Best bull in the yard, £10 ; best cow or heifer in the

cattle classes.—Prize, Etrl of Ellesmere ( flie Lidy).

Shorthorn bull, qualified for Herd Book entry, in Classes

2 or 3.—Prize, £10, Earl of Ellesmere (Attractive Lord) ; best

Shorthorn heifer, qualified for Herd Book entry, in Classes 6
or 7.—Prize, £5, Earl of Ellesmere (The Lady).

HORSES.
HUNTERS.

Brooa mare for breeding hunters,—Prize, £5 58., A. Robert"
sou, and foal, 13 years.

Brood mare for breeding hunters, the property of a tenant

farmer.—First prize, £10, A. R. How laud, Ludesdon,
Thame ; second, £5, F. Dandridge, Norlhcourt, Abing-
don, with foal.

Mare or gelding to carry at least 15 stone—First prize,

£15, W. Whitehead, Wollaston ; second, £10, H. Ford,
Leamington.
Mare or gelding to carry at least 15 stone, the property of

a professional gentleman, tenant farmer, or tradesman, Uving
within 15 miles of Banbury.—First prize, £10, T
Fowler, Banbury ; second, £5, B. Bliss, Wardington, Banbury
Mare or gelding to carry at least 12 stone—Prize, £10, J

M. K, Elliott, Green's Norton Hall, Towcester.
Mare or gelding to carry at least 13 stone, the property of a

professional gentleman, tenant farmer, or tradesman, living

withiu 15 miles of Banbury.—First prize, £10, T. Hunt,
Middleton Cheney; second, £5, J. Harbage, Burton Hill,

Leamington.
M^re or gelding, to carry at l«ast 12 stone, under 5 years.

—First prize, £10, J. Harbage, Moreton-in-Marsh
;

Gecond, £5, J. M. K. Elliott.

Mare or gelding of 5 years and upwards, to carry at least 13
stone, the property of a tenant farmer.—Prize, £10, W.
Whitehead.

CHAMPION PRIZES.

Hunter, under 5 years.—Prize, £10, J. Harbage, Burton
Hill.
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Mare or gelding that shall jump in the best form, the pro-
pprty of a tenant farmer.— t'irsl prize, £10, 11. Gerriug

;

secoud, £5, J. Hutt.

AGRICULTURAL.
Best gelding or filly, above 4 years old.—First prize, £10,

W. Wynu, Stratford-on-Avon (Quten of Trumps) ; second, £5,
E. Hurapliries (Brown Prince).

Mare with colt, or in foal this season.—First prize, £10, J.

Anderton (Poppet) ; second, £5, J. P. Chapman, Woodeaton,
with colt.

Gelding above 3 and under 4 years.—Prize, £10, W.
Barber, Congerstone, Atherstone.

Filly above 2 and under 4 years.—First prize, £10, H. War-
land, Oxford ; second, £5, E. and A. Stanford, Batons, Ashurst,

Sussex.

Colt cr geldin?, not over 2 years.—First prize, £10, C.
Marsters, Saddlebow, King's Lynn; second, £5, J, Ilawkes,

Farnborough.
Filly, not over 2 years.—First prize, £10, J. E. Parsons,

Charweltou, Daventry ; second, £5, J. B. Owen, Hungerlord.
Entire cart horse.—Firs*; prize, £10, W. Wynn, Stralford-

on-Avon ; second, £5, W. Jackraan, Brill (Young Basildon).

Pair of draught mares or geldings, or mare and gelding,

which sliall have been employed bona Jide in agricultural work
before January 1st, 1S77, and which continue to be so emp'oyed
at the time of show; animals entered in other classes com-
pete.—First prize, £20, E. Humphries, Pershore ; second, £10,
T. Russell.

SHEEP.
Oxfordshire Down shearling ram.—First prize, £10, and

second, £5, J. Treadwell, Upper Winchendon.
Oxfordshire Down ram of any other age.—First prize, £10,

A. F. M. Druce, Eynsham ; second, £5, Z. W. Stilgoe,

Adderbury.
Best ram in Classes 45 or 46.—Prize, £4 4a., A. F. M,

D'uce.

Pair of Oxfordshire Down ram Iambs, born in 1S77.—First

Srize, £7, A. F. M. Druce, Eynsham ; second, £3, the Earl of

er^ey.

Pen of five Oxfordshire Down shearling ewes.—First prize,

£10, A. F. M. Druce, Eynsham ; second, £5, A. Brassey, Hey-
throp Park.

Pen of five Oxfordshire Down ewes, having bred lambs in

1877.—First prize, £10, A. Brassey ; second, £5, A. F. M.
Druce, Eynsham.

Pen of Oxfordshire Down ewe hrabs, born in 1877.—First

prize, £10, A. F. M. Druce, Eynsham ; second, £5, A.
Brassey.

Pen of five Oxfordshire Down shearling wethers.—First

prze, £10, A. Brassey ; second, £5, N. Stilgoe.

Shropshire or other Down (except Oxfordshire) shearling

ram.—First prize £10, H. J. Sheldon, Brailes House
(Shropshire Down) ; second, £5, Mrs. Smith, Sutton Maddock,
Salop.

Pair of Shropshire or other Down (except Oxfordshire)

ram lambs, born iu 1877.—First prize, £10, A. J. and T.
Palmer, Cliddesden, Basingstoke; second, £5, Mrs. Smith,

Sutton Maddock, Salop.

Pen of five Shropshire or other Downs (except Oxford-

shire) ewes, liaving bred lambs in 1877.—First prize, ^£10,

J. A. and T. Palmer ; second, £5, Mrs. Smith, Sutton

Maddock.
Five Shropshire or other Down (except Oxfordshire) shear-

ling ewes.—First prize, £10, J. A. and T. Palmer, Cliddesden

Basingstoke ; second £5, Mrs. Smith.
Pen of five short-woolled ewe lambs.—Prize, £5, R. F. M.

Druce.
Lougwoolled shearling ram.—First prize, £10, J. Gillctt,

Oaklauds, Charleliury ; second £5, R, Swanwick Royal Agri-
cultural College Farm.

Lonn-woolied ram of any age.—First prize, £10,
G. Smith, Soniertou ; second £5, 11. Swanwick.

Pair of long-woolled ram lambs, born iu 1877.— Prize,

silver cup, value £10 10s., J. Gillett, Oaklands.

F;ve long-wuuled shearling ewes.— First prize £10, J. J.
Godwin, SuiuerloM ; second, £5, S. Smith, S )inertoii.

Five lunu'woolled ewes, hnving bred lambs in 1877—
First prizp, £10, K. Swaiiwick.Cireucister ; second £5, E. II.

Ravubird, Basingstoke.
i'l'u of five long-wo lied ewe lambs, born iu 1S77.—First

Prize, £5, aud stcuud £ 1, J. UiUett, Oakluuds,

Pen of five long-woollcd ewe Jambs.—Prize, £5, J. G.llet.

Ram of any age or breed.—Prize, £10, A. F, M. Druce.
Pen of five shearling or aged ewes, of any breed.—Piize,

£j, J. A. aud T. Palmer.
PIGS.

AN\ BREED.
Boar not exceeding 18 months.—First prize, £7, H.

Humfrev, Shrivenham.
Sow in farrow or with pigs.—First prize, £7, n.iHumphrey;

second, £3j Yen. Archdeacon Holbech, Berkshire breed with
pigs.

Berkshire boar, not over 12 months.—First prize £7, aud
second £5, H. Humphrey.

Berkshire sow unuer l8 months in farrow or with pip.—
First prize £7, H. Humphrey ; second £?, R. Fowler, Brough
ton, Aylesbury,

Not fur competition.—R. C. Humphn y, Banbury, two pigs

Indian breed.

Best boar in the yard.—Prize £3, H. Humphrey.

ASPATRIA.
The ninth annual exhibition of this Society was held at

Aspatria, on August 30, and was a better Show than that

of last year. The Shorthorns fell off somewhat in tiie number
of entries, but were a fair average in respect of qua'iiy, the

heifers and cows being quite up to the mark. Tliere was a

good show of horses, sheep, and pigs. The weather threatened

to be wet, but " cleared up," as the day advanced, and there

was a good attendance.

CRAVEN,
The twenty-third annual exhibition of the Craven Agricul-

tural Society was held on August 31 at Skipton. Lastjear

the Show was not held as usual, in consequence of the Great

Yorkslrre visiting the district. In 1875, however, the exhibi-

tion proved to be one of the most successful the Society has ever

had, the entries being large.but this year there was a falling off

in thenumberof entries, the decrease being especially observable

in the horse department. Unfortunately the weather during

the whole of the day was of the most unfavourable kind. Iu

the cattle department of the Sliow there was an increase oi 25

in the number of entries, the animals exhibited being of

excellent quality throughout. The Sborthorned cattle, open to

the United Kingdom, were a very good lot. In the class for

bulls, two-years-old and upwards, Mr. Linton's "Sir Arthur

Ingrain " took the premier award, thus adding another to it*

long list of laurels. Amongst the yeailing bulls a son of

"Sir Arthur Ingram," though deserving of high commendation,

was defeated by " Alfred the Great," the property of Mr. W.
Ilandley, Miluthorp. Ldy Pigot, West Hall, Weybrldse,

Surrey, was an extensive exhibitor, and carried otf the premier

awards in the bull calf, cow in calf or milk, aud yearling hei er

classes. A silver cup, of the value of £21, was offered for the

best collection of Shorthorns of not less than three in nuti.ber.

Tiie issue of the contest [lay between Mr. W. Linton's and

Lady Piirut's collection. The former showed "Sir Arthur

Ingram," " Fitz-Arthur," and " Carnation II.," whilst Luly

Pigot's collection included " The Beau," " Nobolis," "imperi-

ous Queen," " Victoria Lueida," " Uosalba," and anotber.

Owing to a weak point in "Carnation H., " the judges

awarded the prize to Lady Pigot's collection. The cuttla

belonging to the tenaut-larmers iu the district reflected great

credit on the exhibitors. In this department the £10 lOs.

silver cup for the best collection of Shorthorns fell to the lot

ot Mr. B. Fletcher, Carlton, Yeadon, Leeds. Amongst the

horses there was a falling ofi'of 57tntiies, though ihe quality of

the exhibits, was, as usual, of a superior order. The roadsters

and draught stallions and brood mares were especially com.

mondable. Geldings, fillies, and ponies were also well repre-

sented. Amonic the hunters and leapeis were several well-

known prizt -takers, many of whom had competed against eucli

other at previous Shows. Sheep, though not numerous, were

a good show. A number of roots were exhibited, but gener-

ally they were of an inferior character, owing to the lateness

of the season. In the pig classes there was a great falling off

in point of quality, the Show being abwi.t one of the worst the

Sociu'y has ever had. Amongst the sows of the htrge

breed there were three entries, but in consf(pience of

P 2
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their inferior character, the judge declined to award a
prize.

The following table will show the list of entries since

1874:—
1877. 1876. 1874.

Cattle 118 93 98
Horses... 133 190 2'il

Sheep 115 13|. 128
Pigs 56 71 85
Poultry and pigeon* 24-8 2*1 253
Roofs *1 64 44
Do(C8. ic 168 123 183
Implements 110 89 97

Total 989 1,005 1,129—Abridged from the Leeds Mercury,

LEOMINSTER.
The seventh annual Show of horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs

was held at Leominster, on Aug. 4. The Show has con-
tinued to increase in importance since its establish leeHt in

1871, and seeing the position that it has this year attained as
a local exhibition of stock, it is by no means snrpnsing that
those who have been instruraefital is establishing it and carry-
ing it on with so much success should look with a degree of
suspicion on any step that might appear to tend to interfere

with its progress and its existence as a purely Leominster
institution. The Show this year showed an increase in all

departments as compared with that of last year, while in some
classes the improvement was very noticeable. The arrange-
ments in all respects were very satisfactory, and all those
engaged in carrying them out are to be congratulated upon the
success which attended their exertions. With regard t« the
cattle it is also needless to state that they rery fairly repre-

sented the famous Hereford breed, while some of the priucifial

prize-takers would bear comparison with the best of the kind.
The first prize, however, for tlie best ball, cow, and ofr>pring

went out of the county, it having been awarded to " Grateful,"
" Fairmaid," and " Fancy," the property of Mr. Aaron Rogers,
^)fthe Rodd, Presteign. The bull " Grateful " took the first

•prize in his class at the Shropshire and West Midland Show,
at Whitchurch, this year, and also the special prize as the
best Hereford bull in the yard. Mr. Price, of Pembridge, was
again a prominent exhibitor and principal prize-taker, as will

be Been by the prize list. Mrs. Edwardi, of Leominster, also

-maintained her reputation as a prize-taker. The heifers
" Leonora " and " Beatrice," which were so moch admired at
the Hereford Show, attracted considerable notice here ; and
" Leonora," with " Beatrice," not only took the prize for the
second best pair of heifers calved since the Ist of March, but i

•also the special prize for the best beast in any of the classes. !

Some of the classes, it must be admitted, were not so well filled

as could be desired, but all the beasts exhibited showed un-
-mistakeable quality. The sheep and pig classes were small,
hut showing no decrease as compared with last year. There
were altogether 20 entries in the sheep classes, and some very
good pens of Shropsliire and other breeds were exhibited.
The classes for horses were very fairly filled, and it is almost
impossible to speak in too high praise of the animals showe.
To begin with Class 27, the horses were not, perhaps, as a
•class, above what might be termed ordinary, as they did not
•how up so well on the ground as they might have done, but
.they were, probably, a very good lot of animala ; Class 28 in-

cluded, however, a really very fine lot of hunters, but three of
the noble animals were especially admired. They were Mr.
"Nelson's " Spoon Stealer," Mr. Stevenson's bay gelding, and
Mr. J. Stuart Mason's Uaek gel ing "(Exchange." The
firet prize was awarded to "Spoon Stealer," but of
the two Mr. Stevenson's biy was undoubtedly the best
mover on the ground, the drawback in him being a bad hock.
Out of 15 entries in the class, 12 put in an appearance, and
the whole cla€3 was highly commended by the judges. The
class, beyond doubt, deserved the fullest commendation, for it

is seldom that such a splendid lot of hunters are shown at any
«how, and especially at a local show. In Class 29 cobs were
very well represented, but out of the five entered only three
showed up. Two of them were exceedingly pretty animals.
The nag mares and colts and yearling geldings and fillies also
-showed up very well ; and there were some ?ery fine cart

geHings and mares exhibited. In the class for entire horses
for agricnltDral purposes there were four entries. The priate

went to " Fresident," the property of Mr. Hyde, of Bodenhara.
The jumping trials took place as asual in a field adjoining the
Show-ground. There were five obstacles to be got over, in-

cluding gorsed hurdles and -water jump at the finish. Ib
the classes very good work was done, tailing the trials

altogether, but both in Class A and Class B nothing could
approach Mr. Lovejoy's gray geldinf?. "The Alert," as an all-

round fencer. He stopped at nothing, and cleared the water
jump, which of course was the prmcipal test, in splendid

st>le. The nearest thing to him was Mr. R. C. Bolton's
"Sir George," who did hia work very well. In Class C
Mr. Bedford's "Little Officer," and iMr, Yeld's "Tho
Doctor," fenced very well. Mr. Vanghan Gallier's (Brampton
Bryan) bay pony, " Repentance," struck his knees against the

gorsed hurdles at the water jump, and pony and rider (Peter

Stephens) had a " regular cropper." Stephens was stnnned,

but soon came to, and, with this exception, everything pasted

off without a hiich.—Hereford Times.

L Y T II A M AND K I R K II A M.

This Show was held at Kirkham, on August 29, and
was as successful as the Shows at that place generally are.

There was a fine lot of horses, great attention having been
foeefltly paid in the district to horse-breeding. Cattle, sheep,

and pigs were not namerously represented, but there was a

good show of poultry.

STAFFORDSHIRE.
This annual Show opened with most favourable weather at

Burton on August 4. The Show, as is now the case with the

Derbyshire exhibition, occupies two days :

On the first day the poultry formed the most attractive

feature. They were more namerous than in previous years, and
the quality was excellent, the rarity of birds without
merit being a very striking feature of the Show. There were
220 entries in the 29 classes, and in addition to the prizes the
cards recording commendation were in great reqnest.

The exhibition was continued on Wednesday when tho

whole of the departments were open to the public.

The stock entries this year were as follows :—Cattle, 103
Horses, 120 ; Sheep, 65 ; Pigs, 50 ; extra stock, 19 ; Poultry,

220 total, 577,as compared with 97 Cattle entries, 133
Horses 57 Sheep, 54 Pigs, 25 of extra stock, and 220 of
Poultry—total, 586, at the exhibition at Stone twelre months
ago.

Tie exhibition of Cattle was, as a whole, remarkably good,

for though there were no animals entered of national celebrity

there was a splendid competition of what may be regarded as

representatives of the stock bred by the principal agricultu-

rists of the districts for the benefit of which the Society exists

Particularly was this the case in the classes for dairy stock,

which formed a collection such as is seldom surpassed at a loca,

Show, and which were creditable to the county in a high de-1

gree. Space forbids us entering into a detailed description of

the classes, and we mutt, therefore, content ourselves with

noticing a few of the most prominent features. The cow and
heifer classes were particularly ^ood. " Maid of the Mist,"—
the first prize cow—exhibited by the Rev. W. Sneyd, of Keele

Hall, Newcastle—in form, coat, and colour, well deserved the

universally-voted epithet of " beautiful." Mr. Wardle's

•'Welcome Dawn," which gained the second prize, was like-

wise raeiitorious, as was also a very large cow exhibited by

Mr. W. T. Carrington, of Croxden Abbey, Uttoxeter. The
latter, which the judges highly commended, has been among
the winners of firs't prizes at the Smithfield Show. Mr. Car-

rington was the only exhibitor of heifers in pairs, in calf or

milk, and took both prizes with exhibits which well de-erved

the honours accorded to them. In the class for heifers in pairs,

under two years old, there was more competition. There
were five entriee made by the Rev. W. Sneyd, Mr. W. T.
Carrington, Mr. H. Wardle, of Burton-on-Trent, and Mr. C.

E. Lyon, Eceleshall. Mr. Sneyd fairly won the first with a

most beautiful pair, but neither of the other stalls was passed

uncommended by the judges. Mr. Gervase Wood, of Crox-

den Abbey, showed a promising young bull, and the pair of

C0W8 under four years shown by Mr. T. Carrington were pro-
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raising animals. Sir J. H. Crewe, Bart,, was the exhibitor

of a notably fine bull, of the true Longliorn type. The Long-
horn cows and heifers in pairs, shown by Sir J, Harpur Crewe
aud Mr. R. Hall, of Walttm were remarkable. Among the

fat cattle, however. Sir Joiin Crewe showed a leviathan Long-
horn OS, which formed one of the most interesting features in

the department. There were some good fat heifers, and in the

extra stock class an ornamental cow (half-bred Indian horn
bnll and Brahma cow), shown by Sir J. Hardy, Bart. i at-

tracted considerable attention. The prizetakers for Shorthorns
include Mr. W. T. Carrington, of Oroxden Abbey, who took

2ud for yearling bulls, Ist and 2nd for heifers in pairs in calf

or milk, and Sad for heifers in pairs under two yeara old ; Mr.
IL Wardle, of Highfield, Burton, took the 2nd prize in Class

4: for cows. The local prize-" inners in the classes of any breed

for dairy purposes, were Mr. Gervase Wood, Uttoxeter ; Mr.
W.T. Carrington, Uttoxeter, Mr. J. Bestwick, Burton ; Mr.
W. Loverock, Hnrninglow, and Mr. G. Bagnall, Draycot,

Burton ; Sir. J. H. Crewe, Bart., obtained the first prize for

Jxinghorned bulls, and Mr. R. Hall, of Walton, the second. Mr.
Hall also obtained prizes for heifers in calf or milk, and for

animals onder two years old. Sir J. II. Crewe was first for

a Longhorn ox, and Mr. R. RatcliS, Ikirton, second, for fat

cow or heifer. A medal was awarded to Mr. M. T. Bass,

M.P.., for extra stock.

There was a large and fairly good show of sheep, the local

priirt winners being Mr. G. German, Nurmanton-le-Heath, and
Mr. 11 Johnson, of Kirk Ireton (Ist and 2nd for Leicester or

long-woolled ram).
In the Pig Department the Show was remarkably good,

both in extent and quality, the pigs of smsil breed being en-

titled to the highest commendation. Mr. Matthew Walker,
of Chaddeaden, took the first prize for boar of a large breed,

and the second for boar of a small breed. Mr, J. Langley, of

MickleoTer, was first in the class for boars of Berkshire breed,

aud second for breeding sows of the same kind. The other

prize winners were Mr. C. Miles, Tatenhill ; Mr. F. N. Cope-
land, Burton ; Mr. S. Walker, Tutbury ; Mr. T. Warren,
Branstone ; Mr. J. King and Mr. T. Hudson, both of Burton.
The classes for Horses, although not so well filled as they

were at the last Show, were sufficiently interesting, and the

exhibits, taken as a whole, may be pronounced of decided merit.

The prize of £50 and the Society's silver medal for an entire

agricultural horse, was taken by "Lord of the Manor," 6yrs.,

the property of Mr. John Nix, of Alfreton. The animal is a

handsome and shapely roan, powerfully built. Class 41, mare
and foal, secured a vaiied lot of entries, decidedly the best

being Mr. John Brandon's (Stone) exhibit, to wliich was
awarded first prize ; whilst Mr. Thomas Lowndes, of Ash-
bourne, with a good black mare and promising brown foal,

came second. There was a good show of geldings or mares
in pairs in Class 4r2, the Stonebrough Colliery Co., of Lawton,
Cheshire, securing premier honours, and Sir John Hardy, o£

Burton-on-Trent, second Mr. J. L. P. Barber, of Burtoo,
showing a handsome pair, which were awarded the reserve

Card. The only exiiibits of dray geldings or mares were made
by Messrs. Bass a»d Co., who sent three magnificent couples,

and were deservedly awarded both prizes offered. Mr. John
Hellaby, of Twyfoid, Derby, took first prize for two years-old

geldings, with a small grey ; and Mr. Robert RatclifT, ol Bur-
ton, came second. In the class for two-year-old fi lies Mr.
A. Tomlinson, of Derby, was placed first, with a promising,

grey ; and Mr. James Hawksworth, of Derby, second,, withi

his " Beauty." Mr. Hawksworth came first in the next class,

for yearling geldings or fillies; and Mr. S. Wade, of Derby,

secobd. Tlie hunters' classes were also well filled, and much
merit was apparent in many of the animals.—Absidged from^

27i€ Derby iifiwrter..

T I> M 0. R D K N»

The eighth annual meeting o£ this Society took place em
September 1, at Sandholme. The day opened with slight

showers, but as it advanced tlie weather improved, and even-

tually turned out all that could t)e desired, although the rain

which fell during the preceding days rendered the grounds un-
pleasant. The entries amounted to nearly 1,100, which were
(lightly below those of last year, but the falling off in that

Tespect was chiefly amongst the less important sections, an^
upon the whole the stock exhibited was up to the

nighe&t btaudaida of othei }«ais. As tt»aal^ the jum.

ping contest excitei the liveliest interest, and the horse

which took the first prize did its work in the ueate"t manner
possible.—/wftft/J Mercury.

W I R R A L .

The thirty-fifth annual Show of this Society was opened on
Sept. 6, at Bidston. The element of weather was favourable

enough throughout the hours when any fall of rain might have
interfered with the success of the Show, and there was only
one circumstance to which the attendance during the early

portion of the day may have pointed, namely the concurrence
of the Liverpool Festival, which it appears the committee found
it impossible to avoid by a change in arrangements made 8o»

early as March. The effect of the exodus to the Lancashire
side of the river of large numbers of the residents Df Birken-
head and neighbourhood was observable in the Show-yard from
ten o'clock, the opening hour, to about two p.m. Later in tlw
afternoon this contrast with last year's attendance became re-

versed, for the total receipts of the day up to sis p.m. appear
to be in excess of those ot the first day of last year's Show by
£96, The general arrangements were excellent, and in the
absence of rain, which last year gave a monopoly of mud to-

portions of the ground, the pleasure and comfort of visitors-

were at their highest. lu number of exhibitors, as well as in

aggregate excellence, the Show was superior to that of last

year, and included more than 1,000 specimens in the differenlr^

departments. The display of horses was unusually good, the •

local competitors being well represented. The specimens -

shown in the agricultural class were fully up to, sometimes
surpassing, the average of excellence by which the Show has
hitherto been distinguished in this department. There was »
tolerably brisk competition in the class confined to the Society ,8-

district, Mr. Charles Cogswell, of Eastham, Mr. J. J.
Houghton, of Neston, and Mrs. M. Stanley, of Sanghall i

Massie, bringing away first prizes for really fine animals. la
the open competition hunters were well represented, as well as-

horses for draught, agricultural, road, aud field purposes. Mr.
Thomas II. Jackson, of Birkenhead, took two awards for best -

bnnters, up to carrying 16 stone. There was a large show of

roadsters, a first prize in which department fell to Mr. W. .

Townson, of Liverpool. The Rev. P. Robin, of Birkenhead,

showed the best filly under two years. There was consider-

able competition for the priie for the best harness horse driven

OB the ground in carriage. The cattle were numerically

superior to that of last year. The show of bulls and'

heifers incladed fine beasts in both classes, the

principal local exhibitors being Mr.D. Maclver, M.P., Mr. J.

Russell, Mr. C. Cogswell, Mr. J. J. Houghton, Stc. There -

were the usaal displays of Channel Island cows, Shorthora-'.

bulls, and Shorthorn heifers, with occasional excellence in all--

of these classes. In sheep, as well, the same numerical
soperiority is observable, with competition well distributed and
of average briskness throughout the various classes. There
was a marked falling off in the number of pigs exhibited, as

cempared with last year's display. The exhihitors concerned in

an unusually large display of grains and roots principally repre-

sent the Society's district, the open competition in this depart-

ment not being exceptionally brisk. For butter, and cheese the
entries were nearly twice as numeroua- as on the last occasioa. .

— Chotier Okronich.

GAR L.O V/v
The thirty-seoond annual Show of the Carlow Agricwltnral-

Society was held at Bagenalstown on Sept. & in a field >

convenient to the town. In its most important features the

Sliow compared favourably with those of former y«ars, save

in regard to- the number of entries, in which there was, as

Qompared with-lastyear, agreat falling-off ; that, however, is

acoounted for by the fact that the Society cerebrated its

annual raseting last year in Tullon—a district celebrated

for its stock-breeding. The entries on that occasion reached
356—the largest number ever received ; while at the previous

Sliowi, which was held at Carlow, the entries numbered 294-,

and> as contrasted with it, this year's Show only showed a.

decrease of 6t The Society evinces a sound appreciatiou

of the objects of their displays in holding, them in Carlow,
Tullow, aud Bagenalstown in successive years. It has the
double effect of popularising the Society and of meeting the -

convenience of the industrious tenantry, who can badly spare-^

the time at thi« teaaoa of the year tu take their eattk to- a^
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distaut part of the country for purposes of exhibition. In

point of qnality the animals exhibited at tliis yeir's Show
liift VI ry littio to desire. Several of the spc'ions—notablj

those for cattle in the first, second, and third class—con-

tained a number of really splfndid animals. The Society's

cballenee cup for the best meat-breeding animals was won

by Mr. T. J. M'Clintock, Bunbury. A very valuable challeoRe

cup, presented by Mr. Jamea Smith, Little Mojle, for the

best breeding animal in the yard, to be competed for by

tenant-farmers only, was awarded to Mr. Peter Salter, for an

animal bred by Mr. Smith. The sections for sheep and pigs

were well filled, and the average merits of the exhibits was

quite in keeping with that of the other sections. There was

a good display of butter, poultry, and farm produce. Several

stands of implements were exhibited. The weather was most

favourable, and large crowds of people from the surrounding

district visited the Show-yard during the day. The judges

were :—Mr. Bloomfield, Mr. Michael Kelly, Mr. Webster, and

Mr. James Smith.

—

Irish Farmers' Gazette.

WEXFORD.
The annual cattle Show of this Society was held on Sept. 4,

Rt Enniscorthy, on the new Fair Green adjacent to the town.

The Green i self has a wild appearance and the outskirts of

the town, by which it is flanked, looked as if they wnnted a

wave or two of the wand of progress over them. However,
elements of hopefulness were afforded by the Show, which was

one of the best the Society ever had, especially as regards the

quantity of the stock ; and the more weight is due to this

i'act when it is borne in mind that the Show is very much one

for the farming class. The total number of entries was about

230; the horses numbering over 30, the horned cattle nearly

80, and the bheep nearly GO. The following gentlemen acted

as judges :—Messrs. James H. Jones, D.L., Muliinabiona
;

Charles G. Gray, Enniscorthy ; and Charles Davidson, New
Riss.

AIREDALE.
The eleventh anniversary of the Airedale Agricultural

Society was celebrated on August 29, by the holding of

the annual exhibition of farming stock, &c., in the Park

at Myrtle Grove, Bingley. It will probably be remem-
bered that last year the financial success of the show was
greatly marred by the inclement weather, the decrease in

receipts compared with those of ''^75 being no less than

£160. Nevertheless, after jjayi la: f '! expenses, there was

a balance in tand of £40, a sum which, without doubt,

will have been considerably increased when the receipts

for the present show are made cut. The weather yester-

day was an agreeable change to that experienced for the

past few days. The sun shone out brightly throughout

the whole of the day, tempting many thousands of people

to visit the show-ground from the various towns and
villages in the district. Since the establishment of the

Society the numbers of entries in the various departments

have gradually increased, until last year they amounted
io 1,124. Upon the latter number yesterday there was a

falling off of 75, the decrease principally being in the

dog department. The followiug table will show the entries

at the show for the past four years :

—

1877. 1876. 1875. 1874. 1873.
Cattle... 54 ... 66 ... 55 ... 50 ... 55
Ilor.e3.142 ... 170 ... 14:3 ... 181 ... 165
Slieep... 30 ... 49 ... 45 ... 52 ... 34
Tics ... 22 ... 27 ... 22 ... 19 ... 16
Poultry. 201 ... 172 ... 180 ... PJ7 ... 146
Pigeous. 381 ... 379 ... 348 ... 247 ... 219
Dogs ... 216 ... 261 ... 209 ... 200 ... 148
Stands... 3 ... — ... — ... — ... —

1,049 l,12i 1,002 916 • 783

The amount offered by the Society in prizes was £450,
in addition to wliich several silver cups were competed
for. The show of cattle was decidedly sujierior in quality
to that of any previous year, aud coulaiued animals wliich

have carried off prizes at almost the whole of the principal

exhibitions in England. Amongst the Shorthorn bulls,

which were a grand class throughout, the almost invincible

Sir Arthur Ingram, a roan five years aud seveu mouths
old, the property of Mr. Win. Linton, Sheriff llutton,

York, came oil with first honours. This auiraal took the

first prize in the aged-bull class at; the recent Royal Show
at Liverpool. It also carried off the £50 cup as the best

bull in the yard. At the Norfolk County Show it ob-

tained the premier award, along with the Prince of

Wales' plate as a special prize. It was afterwards

victorious at the Essex County Show at Chelmsford, aud
received the 100 guineas cup as the best animal in the

yard. At the Yorkshire County Show at York, the Dur-
ham County Show, and at Newcastle it was equally

successful. The winner of the second prize was The
Beau, twenty-one months old, the property of Lady Pigot.

The Beau recently took the premier award at the Bath

and West of Eoglaud Show, and the third prize at the

Norfolk County Show. Nobilis, a roan, 10 months
and 28 days old, also the property of Lady Pigot, carried

off the first prize amcy^st the bull calves under twelve

mouths old, this being the second time it has been exhi-

bited. There were nine entries in the class for Short-

horn cows or heifers over two years old, the whole of the

animals exhibited having previously gained distinction at

local shows. The winner was Mr. T. 11. Hutchinson's

Lady Alicia, an animal which has obtained the following

prizes during the present season :—Second at the lloyal

Show, at Liverpool ; first at the Yorkshire Show, at

York ; first at the Newcastle Show ; first at the Durham
County Show, at Hartlepool ; and first at the Rcdcar
Show, on Friday last. The second prize was awarded to

Lady Pigot's Imperious Queen—a roan cow, which has

previously carried off no less than 35 prizes, 33 firsts,

and 2 seconds. During the present year it has taken cups

at Northumberland, Bedford, aud Northampton, and also

the' 100 guineas cup at Uiverstone. Amongst the sheep

there was little competition, though the stock exhibited

were of good quality. Amongst pigs the small and
middle breeds were capital classes. The cup was secured

by Mr. Hannan, Leeds, with an animal deserving of the

prize. Pigeons were a good all-round show, the cup bird

in the carrier class, shown by Mr. Ackroyd, being a very

superior one. The judging of horses, which was watched
throughout the day by an immense crowd, was a work of

considerable time. The entries in almost all departments

were up to the mark, including, as they did, some of the

finest animals in Yorkshire. Amongst the roadster

stallions were some well-known animals. Prime Minister,

the property of Mr. Trelfit, Wold Farm, Huggate, Pock-
'iugton, this time beating his old antagonist Charley

Merrylegs, owued by Mr. Collins, Houghton, York.

Hunters were also a capital, though not a numerous,

show. The premier award was a silver cup, or £20,
which was won by Mr. P. Newton's bay, Sir George.

The second prize, £10, was awarded to Mr. A. J. Brown,
Poutefract ; and the third to Mr. T. H. Hutchinson,

with Glengyle. The leaping contest over hurdles and
stone walls excittd a great amount of interest. For
the best leaper over hurdles a silver cup, of the value of

£10, was offered. After an exciting competition, the prize

was carried off by Mr. P. Jowitt, Hipperholme, whilst a

similar prize, for the best lea])er over a stone wall, was
taken by Mr. J. Welburn, Scarborough.

The followiug is a list of the awards :

—

HORSES.
Roadster, colt, gelding, or filly, one year old.—First prize,

S. Mitchell, Batley; second, M. Spencer, Sutton, near Cross-

hills.

Roadster, gelding, or filly, two years old.— First prize, J.

Midgley, llookes-lane, Pudsey ; second, 11. Faruhill, Batley.
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Uoaflster, geldin? or filly, three years old.—First prize, R.

Farnliiil; second, II. Cantley, Prospect Hill, Biaraley.

lloadster, raarH and I'oal.— First, prize, J. F. Crowther,
Mirfieid ) second, Ji Smith, North Villas, Keifjlilpy.

Draught or agricultural mare or foal.—First prize, J.

Glarkson, Silsden ; second, T. Salt, Biuf^ley.

Drau<;lit mare or .^elding-.

—

Fiist prize, J, F. Crowther;
second. Executors of J. JI. Kirk, Halifax.

Mare or ,e;eldirip for af:riculfural or g;eneral purposes.—
First prize, Executors of J. M. Kirk; second, J. Greeu and
Son, Ryshworth Bridge, Biugley ; third, J. Clarksen.

Mare or geldinp: for agricultural or general purposes, open
to the parish of Bingley, and no winner of first prize in this

class, in any previous year be allowed to compete.—First

prize, J. Green and S in j secomd, T. Salt ; third. Thorp and
Stathara, Dowley Gap, Bingley.

Pony in saddle, not exceiding 14 hands high.—First prisp,

J. Stephenson, Leeds ; second, F. Tankard, Bowling Hall,

Bradford.

Pony in saddle, under 12^ hands high.—First prize, T.
Pape, Leeds ; second, T. Butler, Burley, Leeds.

Draught stailion.—First prize, J. F. Crowther, Knowl
Grove, Mirfield; second, B. Gledhill, Little Lepton, near

Huddersfield.

Roadster stallion.— First prize, P. Treflit, Wold Farm,
Pocklington ; second, J Collins, Houshton, York; third, J.

Gill, Stud Farm, Sealiam, Silsden, near Leeds.

Cob, not exceeding 16 liands high.—First prize, J Robin-
son, Iie?sle-road, Hull ; second, H. Mason, Bankfield, Bingley
third, T. H. Thwaites, Horton-road, Bradford.

;

Nag or roadster.— First prize, J. Robinson, Hull ; Becond,

C Rose, Norton, Malton ; third, R. Y. Gledhill, Park-road,
Bradford.

Pony, in single harness, not exceeding 13 hands high.

—

Fir»t prize, W. Reyner, Crown Hotel, Wyke, Bradford ; second,

C. U. Thorpe, Dudley Hill, Bradford.

Pony in single harness, not exceeding 14 hands high.-^
first prize, H. Lacy ; second, J. Stephenson.

Horse or mare in single harness.—Prize, R. Martin, Scoreby
Flax'on, York.

Hunter, without condition as to weight.—First prize, F. P.
Newton, Norton, Malton ; second ; A. J. Brown, North Elm-
sail Hall; Pontelract ; third, T. H.Hutchinson.

Leaper.— First prize, P. Jowett, Hipperholrae ; second, J.

Welburn, Hackness, Scarborough ; third, H. Crossley, Ad-
walton.

Stonewall leaper.—First prize, J. Welbu-rn j aeeond, W. U.
Statter, Bury ; third, H. Crossley.

CATTLE.
SIIORTIIORNS.

Bull, over twelve months old.—First prize, W. Linton,

Sheriff Hutton, York ; second, Lady Pigot, West Hall, By-
fleet, Surrey.

Bull calf, un<ler twelve months old.—First prize. Lady
Pigot ; second, T. H. Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick.

Cow or heifer, over two years old.—First prize, T. H.
Hutchinson ; second, Lady Pigot.

Heifer, over twelve months :ind not exceeding tv?o years old.

•^First prize. Lady Pigot ; second, W. Linton.

Heifer calf, under twelve months old.—First prize, Lady
Pigot ; second, G. Hargreaves.

T«o Shorthorns, any ses or age.—First prize, W. Linton
;

second, Lady Pigot.

Bull, over twelve months old.—Prize, B. Fletcher.

Bull, under twelve mouths old.—First prize, A. King,

K> ighley ; second, T. Dlbb, Cottingley.

Cow or heifer, over two years old.— First prise, J. Rol)ert-

sha.w, The Grange, Allerton ; second, B^ Fletcher.

Heifer calf, under twelve months old.—First prize, II. O.

Horsfall, Brierfield Brewery, near Burnley ; second, B.

Fletcher.

Cow for dairy purposes.—First prize, J. Smith, Hainworth
Shay, near Keighley ; second, T. Dibb.

SHEEP. .

LEICESTER, OR OTHER LONG-WOOLS.

Ram, one-shear or aged.—First aiid second prizes, J. Green

and Son.

Ram lamb.—First prize, J. Green and Son ; second, W. M.
Speace, Weston, Otley.

Three ewes, one-shear or aged.—First and second prizes, J.
Green and Son.

Three ewe lambs.—First prize, J . Dales, Kearley, Welherby

;

second, J. Green aud Son.

LONKS.
Ram, one-shear or aged.— Ftrst prize, F. Harrison, Long

Lee, Keighley ; second, 3. Green and Son.

Rare lareb.—First and second prizes, J. Green and Son.
Three ewes, one-shear or aged.—First and second prizes, J.

Green and Son.
Three ewe lambs.—First and second prizes, J. Green and

Son.
CE0S9-BREED.

(Confined to the parisli of Bingley.)

Three halt- bred ewes, one-shear or aged.— First prize, W.
Barron, Micklethwaite; second, W. Walsh, Gilstead.

Three half-bred ewe lambs.—First prize, VV. Barron ;

second, VT. H. Jackson.
PIGS.

Boar, middle breed.—First prize, W. Parker, Golden Lion,
Bradford ; second, J. Graham, York-road, Leeds.

Boars, small breed.—Prize, W. Parker.

Sow, middle breed.— First prize, J. Bennett, High-street,
Great Horton ; second, W. H. Clay, Shay Bottom, Den-
holme.

Sow, small breed.—First prize, cup, T.H^nnan, Beckett-
street, Leeds ; second, W. Parker, Bradford.

Fat or store.—First and second prizes, W. Williamson,
York-road, Leeds.

Sow and litter of pigs, conffned to the parish of Bingley.^
First prize, W. Walsh ; second, Holmes Brothers, Diibb, ,

Bingley.

—

T/ie Lseds Mercury^

HALIFAX AND CALDER VALE.

On Au2;nst 2^ the Halifax and Calder Vale Agri-
cultural Society held its thirty-ninth annual exhibition of
cattle, horses, pigs, harriers, wool, &p., in the Craven
Lodge Grounds, Halifax. Th« exhibition, compared with
those of former years, was about the best the Society has
ever had. Though in the two principal departments—hors( s

and cattle—there was a slight falling off in point of num-
bers, the entries, in the aggregate, exceeded those of any
previous year. Last year the entries numbered 'J'JC,

while this year they were 1,02-1. Their olassiircation w;;s

as follows:— 1876—Cattle 83; horses 251, pigs 71, hai-
riers, 18, wool 73j pens of poultry 163, pens of
pigeons 134^ eggs 1, roots 28, buiter 6, implemenls
151. 1877— Cattle 81, horses 238, pigs S3, harriers 18,
wool 80, pens of poultry, 180, pens of pigeons 82, eggs 11,,;

roots 34, butter 3, implements 21-4. The amount offerea

by the Society in prizes was upwards of £600. In addition,

47 silver cups were completed for, along with the following
special prizes :—£10 for the best thoroughbred stallion,

£20 for the best draught stallion, and £15 for the bes«

hunter. Increased prises were also offered for the best

leapers and harness horses. In the quality of the exhibits

in the cattle department there was a marked improvement^
Shorthorn bulls especially possessing merit. For the
silver cup of the value of £5 5s., offered by Mr. E. Akroyd,
J. P., Bankfield, for the best two-year-old aud aged Short-
horned bull, there were four conipetitorsv The winm s
was "Sergeant Irwin," the property of Mr. T.
Atkinson, Higher House, Unsworth, Whitefield^

Mr. Atkinson also carried off the silver cup offered

by the Mayor of Halifax for the best three-year-old and .

aged Shorthorned cow. In the dairy cow classes the

entries were not large, though some very promising^:
animals were exhibited. The silver cup for the best-

dairy cow above three years old, offered by Mr. S. T.
Rigge, Halifax, was awarded to Mr.^ J. Stausfield^

Oldham ; whilst a similar prize, offered by Mr. J, S»
AVhitehcad, Park-road, was secured by Mr. A. Stana-

field, Rodwell Head, Todraorden. Several other caps,

the winners of which will be found in the appeadsd-
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list of prize-takers, were offered for competition.

The horsea were a capital show, especially ia the

hunters, roadsters, and stallion departmeata. A
silver cup of the value of £10 10s., oiferedby Messrs.

G. and J. Scarborough, was carried from four other

competitors by " Grand Master," owned by Messrs. J.

and W. Cocksbott, Cringles, near Leeds. A prize of a

like value, offered by Messrs. C Fuller, Savile Lodge, and

W. Ambler, Kirby Leas, for the best hunter of any age,

to carry 15 stone with hounds, was taken by " Colonel," a

five-year-old belonging to Mr. J. Shepherd, Beverley.

Some capital animals were exhibited amongst the leapers,

and after a prolonged competition the principal prizes were

awarded :—The Licensed Victuallers' Silver Cup, value

£10 10s., lo Mr. H. Cossins, Northwich, Cheshire ; and

Mr. W. H. Kawson, J.P.'s, silver cup, value £5 5s., to Mr.
W. "Wright, Halifax. The event which appeared to ex-

cite the greatest interest during the day was the compe-

tition amongst stallions of any age for the £20 silver

cup offered by the Society and Mr. G. Sunderland, Salter-

lee. There were six entries, the snccessful competitor

being Mr. J. ¥. Crowther, Knowl Grove, Mirfield. The
show of wool was a good one, especially in the Lincoln

wether department. Pigs, poultry, pigeons, and imple-

ments formed attractive additions to the exhibition. The
weather during the day was cold and dull, and towards
evening several showers of rain fell. Though not quite

equal to that of last year, the attendance of spectators

was very large. The Show-ground consequently was
crowded, and hence the inconvenience experienced

last year in passing through the narrow opening from

one field to auother was repeated. During the afternoon

a luncheon was provided on the ground, when Sir Henry
Edwards, Bart., presided.

The following is the award of prizes ;—
CATTLE.
lULLS.

(Open to the United Kingdom.)
Two-year-old and aged Shorthorned bull.

—

Y\nt prize,

T. Atkinson, Whitefield ; second, J. Rowley, Pontefract.

One-year-old Shorthorned bull.—First prize, W. Tennant
Selby ; second, H. Fawcett, Otley.

Shorthorned bull calf, nnder twelve mouths old.—First

prize, J. Brown, Warley.
Alderney or Guernsey bull, any age.—First prize, T. Riley,

Mytholmroyd.
Shorthorned bull, any age.—First prize, S. Turner,

Korthowram ; second, R. Greenwood, M^ftholmroyd.

cows.
Three-year-old and aged Shorthorned cow.—First prize,

T. Atkinson, Whitefield ; second, Stand Stud Company, Man
cheater.

Two-year-old Shorthorned cow.—First prize. Stand Stud
Compacy, Manchester ; second, H. Fawcett, Otley.

One-year-old Shorthorned cow.—First prize. Stand Stud
Company, Manchester; second, T. Atkinson, Whitefield.

Shorthorned Wye calf, nnder twelve months old.—First

prize, II. Fawcett, Old Bramhope; second, T. Atkinson,
Whitefield,

Alderney or Jersey coir, any age.—First prize, S. Water-
house, M.P., Elland.

Ayrshire cows, any age.—First prize, Stand Stud Com-
pany, Whitefield ; second, T. Riley, Mytholmroyd.

Dairy cow, above three years old (except pure-bred Short-
horned).—First prize, J. Stansfield, Oldham; second, J.
Scott, Womersley, near Pontefract,

Dairy cow, under three years old (except pure-bred Short-
homed),—First prize, J. Stansfield, Oldham,

Best of any of the following breeds or fanciful cross breeds
of cattle, viz., Welsh, Irish, Scotch, Devon, Kerry, Brittany, or
any other breeds or cross-breeds not already classed, most use-
ful for milking purposes.—First prize.R. Barker, Todmorden

;

A. Stansfield, Todmorden.
Two dairy cows, any age, the property of a cattle dealer only,

—Fust and second priies, A. Stansfield, Todmorden.

Two cows, under three years old, the property of a cattfe

dealer only.—First prize, J. Wright, Luddenden Food
second, A. Stansfield, Todmorden.

Three-year-old and aged Shorthorn cow.—First prize, S.
Turner ; secoud, R Barker, Todmorden.

Two-year-old Sliorthorned cow—.Prize, S. Lord, Tod-
morden,

Oue-year-old Shorthorned cow.—First prize, R. Barker
second, J, B. Bancroft, Ovenden Wood.

Shorthorned Wye calf, under twelve months old.—First

prize, R. Barker; second, W. Briggs, Clayton.
Dairy cow, any age or breed, or cross breed (except pure-

bred Shorthorned) most likely for milking or dairy purposes.—
First prize, S. Lord ; second, S. Turner.

Dairy cow, any age or breed, the property of a farmer nnder
Major Stocks, of Shibden Hall.— Prize, W, Gill, Shibden.

Dairy cow, of any age or breed, the property of a farmer
resident in the township of Ovenden.—Prize, J. B. Ban
croft.

Dairy cow, of any age or breed, the property of a farmer
resident in the township of Ovenden —Prize, J. and
S. Greenwood, Warley.

HORSES.
(Open to the United Kingdom.)

Thoroughbred stallion, any age, which must travel in the
parish of Halifax during the season IS7S, and be expressly
subject to tiie provisions of General Rule II.—Cup, First

prize, J. and H. Cockshott, Cringle, near Leeds ; second, T.
Riley, Mytholmroyd.

Foal of 1877, got by "Lord Frederick."—First prize.

Medal, R. J. Midgley, Springfield, Shibden ; second, W.
Worsick, Mytholmroyd.

Hunter, any age, to carry 15 stones and upwards, with
hounds.—First prize, J. Shepherd, Beverley ; second, G. F.
Statter, Whitefield.

Hunter, any age, to carry 12 stones and upwards.—First
prize, cnp, A. J. Brown, Pontefract ; secoud, R. Exley, Hors>
forth, Leeds.

Mare or gelding for hunting purposes, not exceeding
four years old.— First prize, A. J. Brown, Pontefract ; second,
J. Holdsworth, Halifax.

Leaper, mounted, any age or height.—First prize. Cup,
J. Cossins, Northwich ; second, C. Sanderson, Pontefract

;

third, H. Taylor, Askham, York.
Leaper (mounted), Hhandsandunderjany age.—First prize,

W. Wrigfit, HaUfax ; second, Isaac Hall, Over Darwen ; tliird,

Mr. Bussey, Chester-court, Selby.

nOADSTERS.
Stallion, any age.—First prize. Stand Stud Company,

Whitefield, Manchester ; second, R. TrefBt, Huggate Wold
Farm, near Pocklington.

Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, S. Michael, Batley

;

second, James F. Crowther, Knowl-grove, Mirfield.

Two-year-old geldmg or filly.—First prize, W. Rickcll,

Warter, near Pocklington ; second, Robert Farnhill, Batley.
Three-year-old gelding or filly.—First prize, William

Rickell, Warter, near Pocklington ; second, T. Bowman,
Croome Honse, Sledmere, York.
Mare or gelding, 4 years old and upwards, to be furnished

with saddle and bridle.—First prize, J. Robinson, 2, Clyde-
road, Hessle-road, Hull ; second, J. Cossinn, Northwich,
Cheshire ; third, J. G. Sykes, 78, Rodney, Liverpool.

Mare or gelding for saddle or harness, of any age or height,
the property of a member of the Association.—Prize, P.
Speak, jun., Queensbnry.

Roadster mare and foal.—First prize, J. Kirby, Stamford
Bridge ; second, Stand Stud Company, Manchester.

Stallion of any age, for draught or agricultural purposes.
-"First and second prize, J. F. Crowther, Mirfield.

Yearling colt or filly, for draught or agricultural purposes.
—First prize. Stand Stud Company ; second, W. Tennant,
Selby.

Two-year-old gelding or filly, for draught or agricultural

purposes.—First prize, Stand Stud Company.
Three.year-old gelding or ^Uy, for draught or agricultural

purposes.—First prize, J. Jenuings and Son, Halifax ; second,
W. Ingham and Sods, Leeds.
Draught mare or gelding, any height, four years old and up-

wards.—First prize, J, F. Crowther, Mirfield.

Draught mare or geldmg, any height, four years old and up.
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wards, the property of a tradesman or farmer resident within

the parish of Halifax.—First prize, A. Piilman and Sons, Hali-

fax ; second, J. M. Kirli.'s Executors, H-ilifax

Mare or geldiug, for ran purposes, not exceeding 16^ hands,

any age, the property of a tradesman or farmer resident within

the parish of Halilax.—First prize, J. Crossley and Son*,

Halifax ; second, Sowerby Bridge Flour Society.

Mare or gelding, for agricultural purposes, not

exceeding 16^ hands, any age, the property of a tradesman

or farmer resident within the parish of Halifax.—First

prize, J. M. Kirk's Executors, Halifax
;

,iecond, J. Ackroyd
and Son, Limited, Halifax.

Mare or gelding, for draught or agricultural purposes

not exceeding 16 hands, any age, the property of a trades'

man or farmer resident within tlie parish of Halifax.—First

prize, A. Pulman and Sons, Halifax; second, J. Ackroyd and
Son, Limited, Halifax.

,

Fair of draught horses, any age or height, the property

of a tradesman or farmer resident within the parish of Halifax.

—First prize, A, Pulman and Sons, Halifax; second, J. M.
Kirk's Executors, Halifax.

Mare and foal, for draught and agricultural purposes.

—

First prize, Savile Mills Company, Dewsbury ; lecond, W.
Tennant, Selby.

Horse, most suitable for yeomanry earalry purposes,

any age.—First prize, John Maude, Leeds; second, Joseph
Barraclottgh, Mirfield.

Stallion of :iny age, for coaching purposes, whose
owner must give an undertaking if he gets the priz« that

the horse will travel in the parish of Halifax during the season

1878, and be expressly subject to the provisions of General

Rule No. 11.—First prize, Edmund Fort, Silsden, Leeds

;

second, H. P. Rhodes , Bingley.

Carriage horse, any age.—First prize. Sir H. Edwards, Bart.,

Halifax ; second, J. Kirby, Stamford Bridge, near York.

Ladys' pad.—First prize, T. Bowman, Sledmere, York

;

second, M. Myer, Bradford.

Cob (mounted) not exceeding li^ hands, any age.

—

First prize, J. Nelson, Wilmslow ; second, J. C. Rogerson,
Manchester

.

Cob, not exceeding 14^ hands, any ige, for harness

purposes, to be shown in harness and trap.—First prize,

James Stevenson, Leeds ; second, Edward Stead, Hebden
Bridge.

Mate or gelding, any age, to be shown in harness and
single broDgham, the property of a member of the Association.

—First iprize, S. G. Webster, Ovenden ;
jsecond, Paul Speak,

jun., Queensbury.
Mare or gelding for harness purposes, any age or

height, to be shown in harness and trap.—First prize, Stand
Stud Company, Manchester ; second, Mrs. J. Crossley, Halifax.

Appointed tandem of horses over 15^ hands, any age,—
First prize, Mrs. J. Crossley, Halifax ; second, W. H. Smith,

Undercliffe.

Pony, not exceeding 13^ hands, any age, to be shown in har-

ness and trap.—First prize, H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge ; second

H. Thorp, Bradford.

Pony (naounted), not exceeding 13^ hands, any age.—
First prize, and bridle, H. Lacy ; second, J. Holdsworth,
Halifax.

Pony (moanted), not exceeding 12^ hands, any age.-
First prize, T. Pape, Leeds ; second, A. Ashton, Middleton,

Lancashire.

Cab horse, any age or height.—First prize , J. TifiFany, Hali-

fax ; second, T. G. Howell, Halifax.

Two-year-old gelding or filly , for draught or agricultural

purposes, bred by exhibitor, the property of a farmer reiident

within the parish of Halifax.—First prize, W. Driver,

Southowram.
Groomed draught horse , and gear kept in best condition.

•—First prize, Balmer and Pritcliard, Halifax ; second, A.
Micklethwaite, Longwood.
Donkey or mule and cart, ma'e or female, any age.—First

prize, 11. Simpson, Selby ; second, J. Ackroyd, Thornton ; third

B. Lockwood, Holmfirth.

PIGS.

Boar, large breed, any age.—First prize. Earl of Ellesmere>

Worsley Hall, Manchester; second, R. £. Duckering>
Noithorpe, Kiitoa Liudiey,

Boar, middle breed, any age.—First prize, Richard Speij;ht,

3, Grant-street, off Leed^-rond, Bradford ; second, Juhn and
Joseph Nuttall, 13, Longfield, Ueywood.

Boar, small breed, any age.—First prize, Earl of Ellesmere,

Worsley Hall, Manchester ; second, R. E. Duckenug,
Norlhorpe, Ki.-ton Lindsey.

Black boar, any age or breed.—First prize, Charles Bramald

,

Westmoreland-street, Wakefield ; second, Mitchell Walton,
Foundry-street, Halifax.

Boar, under six months old, any breed.—First prize, Charles

Haley, 12, Cross-lane, Great Horton, Bradford ; second,

Alfred Crowther, Star Inn, Bridge-street, Bury.
Sow, any age or breed, and litter of pigs.—First prize,

Alfred Jackson, Spring Wood -street, South-street, Hudders-
field ; second, Charles F. Hallas, 47, Manchester-road,
Huddersfirld.

Sow, large breed, aged.—First and second prizes, Earl of
Ellesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester.
Sow, middle breed, any age.—First prize. Earl ofEllesmere,

Worsley Hall, Manchester ; second, Charles F. Hallas, 47,
Manchester-road, Huddersfield.

Sow, small breed, any age.—First prize, Earl of Ellesmere,
Worsley Hall, Manchester ; second, R. £. Duckering,
Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey.

Black sow, any age or breed.— First prize. Earl of Elles*

mere, Worsley Hall, Manchester ; second, C. £. Duckeringt
Whitehoe, Kirton Lindsey.

Gilt, under six months old, any breed.—First prize, Charles
Haley, Cross-lane, Great Horton, Bradford; second, Allea
Coates, Lower Shelf, near Halifax.

Store pig, large or middle breed, any age.—First prize

Alfred Crowther, Bridge-street, Bury ; second, John and
Joseph Nuttall, Longfield, Heywood.

Store pig, small breed, any age.—First prize, Alfred

Crowther, Bury ; second, Abm. Barratt, Sunnyside, Range-
lane, Haley Hill.

Black store pig, any age or breed.—First prize, Mitchell
Walton, Foundry -street, Halifax ; second, Charles F. Hallas,

47i Manchestei-road, Hnddersfield.

Premiums.
(Open to working men resident within the parish of

Halifax). Pig, any sex or breed, any age above six months
old, the Society's silver cup.—First prize, Jeremiah Kushton,
(cup), Southowram ; second, W. D. Dewbirst, Sowood House,
Hipperholme.

Gilt, any breed, under six months old, Vice-President's

silver cap, Reuben Squire (cup), Hare-street, Halifax ; second,

J. Rushton.
The Borough Member's silver cup (Right Hon. J.

Stansfeld's), boar, of any age, colour, or breed (except black).—*
Prize, Earl of Ellesmere.

The Society's silver cup, to sow of any age, colour, or breed
(except black).—Prize, Earl of Ellesmere.

The Vice-President's (Mr. W. Foster, J.P.,) silver *cnp

black pig, anj age, sex, or breed.—Prize, Charles Bramald'

WOOL.
Three fleeces Northumberland picked hogg wool.— First prize*

J. A. Holmes, Bradford ; second, W. W. Sykes, Bradford.

Three fleeces Northumberland snper hogg wool.—First and
second prizes, J. A. Holmes.

Three fleeces Northumberland wether wool.—First prise, J,

A. Holmes ; second, W. W, Sykes.

Three fleeces Irish hogg wool.—First and second prizes, S. M.
Cockin, Halifax.

Three fleeces Irish'wether wool.—First and second^prizes,

J. A. Holmes.
Three fleeees Midland or South Counties hogg wooI.~

First prize, E. Webb and Sons, Bradford ; second, W. Gank*
roger, Halifax.

Three fleeces Midland or South Counties wether wool.—First

prize, E. Webb and Sons, Bradford; second, J. A. Holmes,
Bradford.

Three fleeces Lincoln hogg wool.—First prize, Stanfield and
Co., Halifax ; second, R. B. Holdsworth, Halifax.

Three fleeces Lincoln wether wool.—First and second prizes,

R. B. Holdsworth.
Three fleeces Norfolk or Shropshire hogg wool.—First

prize, J, Woodhead, Wibsey ; second, S. Brier and Co., Hali*
lax.
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Three fleecps, N )rfolk or Shropshire wether wool.—First

prize, S. Brier aud Co,, lialilax ; second, J. A. Holmes,

Brnflord.

I'hrce flefcps Yorkshire liogf: wool.—First prize, R. B.

IL.ldsworth, Halifax ; second, Stansfield and Co., Halifax,

Three fleeces Yorksliire wether wool.—First prize,

B, B. Holdsworth, Halifax) seconc', Stansfield and Co.,

Halifax.

Three fl'-eces any other sort, English and foreign, hoggwool.
— First prize, Thomas Taylor and Son, woolataplers, Halifax

;

second, J. A.. Hulmes, Piccadilly, Bradford.

Three fleeces any other sort, English and foreign, wether

^ool.— First prize, Thomas Taylor and Son, woolstaplers,

Halifax ; second, J. A.. Holmes, Piccadilly, Bradford.

—Leech Mercury.

LANCASTER.
' The seventeenth annual exhibition was held at Lanca"

shire on August 29. The total number of entries waS

897, against 1,017 last year, apportioned as follows :

Cattle, 120 entries, sheep 144, horses 207, pigs 16,

dogs 54, poultry 68, butter, roots, &e., 81, implements

207. The show of horses was a remarkably good one,

ond the competition was keen in several departments.

The cattle generally, especially bulls and Shorthorn cows,

were a creditable class. Sheep were not so numerons as

on former occasions, and there was a falling off in dogs.

The display of implements was about the same as usual.

The prizes offered for competition represented a value of

£330. The weather was fine, and the attendance of

visitors highly satisfactory. Subjoined is a list of winners

of first prizes in the principal classes :

Cattle.—Shorthorned bull, two years old or npwards,

Messrs. Gaitskell, Hall, Sainton
;
yearling bull, W. Handley,

Greenhead ; bull calf, Messrs. Giitskell ; cow in calf or mi'k

not fed for the butcher, Messrs. Gaitskell ; heifer ditto, W.
Handley

;
yearling ditto, \V. Handley ; three dairy cows, W.

Handley ; fat cattle, J. Jackson, Garstang. Special prizes for

tenant-farmers within ten miles of Lmcaster : Bull, two years

old or upwards, J. Leece, Melting
;
yearling bull, J. Bromley,

Fcmton ; bull calf, A. Cottam, ExclifTe Hall ; cow, W. Roskell,

Halton ; two-year-old heifer, J. Cottam, Scotforth ;
yearling

ditto, R. Sandham, Lancaster; heifer calf, J. Cottam ; three

cows, R. Sandham.
Sheep.—Leicester: Shearling ram, J. Cock, Coat Green,

Burton ; ram of any age, J. Cock ; three one-shear giramers,

J. Cock; pen of ewes, J. Smith, Lancaster
;
gimmer lambs,

J. Cock ; tup lamb, J. Cock. Challenge Cup for collection

of Leicester slieep, J. Cock. Down or shortwoolled : Shear-

ling ram, W. Garnett, Quernraore Park ; ram of any age, R.
Bowling, Scotforth ; three one-shear giramers, W. Garnett

;

three ewes, W. Handley, Greenhead ; tup lamb, W. Handley
;

girpmer lambs, R. Bowlinff ; challenge cup, for best collection,

W. Garnet. Longwoolled sheep : Shearling ram, J. Sedgwick,

Kendal ; three one-shear gimmers, J. Sedgwick ; rara of any

age, J. Sedgwick ; three ewes, J. Sedgwick
;
gimmer lambs, J.

Sedgwick; tup^Iamb, W. W. Ruttledge, Kendal; collection of

longwoolled, not being Leicester, J. Sedgwick.

Horses.—Road or field brood mare, B. Bee, Goosnargh
;

three-year-old gelding, W. Mason, Outerthwaite ; ditto filly,

J. Logan, Low Wood ; two-year-old gelding, W. Mason
;

ditto filly, W. Richardson, Buxton
;

yearling gelding, J.

Dixon, Dalton
;
yearling filly, W. JNIaeon ; colt foal, J.

Albright, Carnforth Hall ; filly foal, J. Jackson, Yeajand.

Challenge cup for three-year-old gelding, W. Mason. Agri-
cultural horses: Brood mare, C. W. Wilson, Kendal ; three-

year-old gelding or filly, W. Cape, Grange.
Pigs.—Boar, large breed, W. Lamb, Skerton ; breeding

Fow, J. Thompson, Scotforth , ditto small breed, R. Burrow,
Wrayton Hall ; store pig, R. Atkinson, Skerton ; Berkshire
boar, R. Bowling, Scotforth ; ditto sow, R. Bowling.
A lunclieon was held on the ground, under the presidency

of the Right Hon. Lord Winmarleigh.

—

Manchesier Examiner.

RICHMONDSHIRE.
A special meeting of the members of the Richmondshire

Agricultural Association, convened by circular, was held on

August 25, in Richmond Town HaH, under the presi-

dency of Mr. W. II. Wilaon-Todd. The circular stated

''The Council have decided to postpone their Show inte'ided

to be holden on the 30th of August, in consequence of a
fever of a serious nature being very prevalent at Bedale,"
And tiie meeting was called" to arrange as to what steps should
be taken."

Mr. A. Young proposed that the Show be abandoned for the

present year, as it seemed to be the general opinion of the
Council that it should be so.

Mr. J. O. Trotter seconded the motion.

Mr. R. CiiArnAN spoke of the Yorkshire Show hein»
held at Northallerton next year, and considered it would
greatly interfere with the Richmondshire Show being lield at

Bedale.

The Mayor of Richmond thought the Sliow might be helvJ

at Richmond this year, the question being whether there was
time before the autumn was too far advanced.

Mr. R. Simpson would have been glad to support his Wor-
ship, hut he was afraid there was not sufficient lime left for the

holding of the Show at Riclintond this year ; neither did he
think the people of Richmond would be prepared to substitue

the special prizes which had been offered. He therefore

supported Mr. Young's motion,

Mr. W. P. HoRNE shared this opinion and considered,

under the existing circumstances, it would be as well to

abandon the Show until next year, whether it was held at

Richmond or Bedale. The motion was then put to the meeting
and carried.

The Chairman s^aid it was most unfortunate that the Show
had to be abandoned, because the entries showed a consider-

able increase on the previous year, and he thought it would be

interesting to read a list of entries for the two years. They
were as follows :

—

Cattle ^
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for afrricultural purposes, in which Mr. "Wade, of Utkinton,
took the first prize, tliore was a large number of animal'* shown,
but the quality of nearly ail was very idiffrrent. The first prize

horse was a very good sppcin]en,and contrasted very favourably
Bonie of Ills whiloiu neighbours. The show of mares or geldings

for auricultural purposes was of capital quality, and the entries

were large, allowing for the fact tliat the show is only a local

oue. The entries were also large in the class for colts for

agricultural purposes, and included some very promising
animals ; but in the classes for colts the show was indifferent.

Those belonging to Mr. Wm. Vernon, of Four Lane Ends,
were undoubtedly the two best of the lot. The show of cattle

was not a large one, but the quality was on tlie whole very
good. The first class, for bulls above two years old, did not
obtain many entries, but what were shown were excellent

beasts. The one with which Mr. Beecroft, of Upton, took the

first prize, was a grand animal. In the class for younger bulls

there was notiiing shown worthy of a special notice, and the

same may be said of the show of bull calves. The dairy cows
were exceedingly good, and included three pairs of really fine

milkers. " Young Oudine," shown by Mr. Chesters, of Nant-
wich, and which won for him a first prize, was as fine a cow
of the kind as we have seen for a long time. The show of

Channel Island cows was a very small one, but the quality of

those which were shown was very good. Mr. Chesters, of

Nautwich, was again successlul in the class for pairs of two-
year-old heifers, with a really splendid puir of beasts. In the

class for younger heifers only three pairs were shown, and
there was nothing very particular about any of them. The
cottagers of the neighbourhood only sent two ciws to compete
in the class for cottager's cows, but the first prize beast, though
a little out of condition, was a very nice useful beast. The heiter

calves were large In number, and also excellent in quality. The
show of sheep was comparatively small, but in point of quality

was—at least the majority of the visitors said so—very good in-

deed. Sir Philip Ei<erton, Mr. Parker, of Stanney, and Mr.
Cheers, of Barrow, were the largest exhibitors ind prize takers

Pigs were, so competent judges said, as a whole, a very poor

show. In the class for old boars only two were shown. The
first was a very fair pig, and so was the first in the next class,

for young boars, which belongs to Mr. A. C. Lockwood. The
remainder do not deserve any special notice. The best thing

in the show was the really grand display of butter and cheese.

Of the first every one spoke in terms of high commendation.
Tlie prizes went mostly to others than farmers, who entered in

very small numbers. In the only class for butter there were
sixteen entries, and nearly all the prizes were awarded to

cream butter. The three first prizes went respectively to Mr.
Dawson, of Stapleford, Dr. Seller, of Tarporley, and the Earl

of iljiddinKton—a miller, a doctor, and a h)rd. The fourth

prize went to S. Blain, Tarporley ; and Mr.Vernon, of Gosland

Green, obtained a high commendation.

—

Chcs/er Ghronide.

CHESHIRE, SHROPSHIRE, AND NORTH
WALES FARMERS' SUPPLY ASSOCIA-
TION.
A general meeting of the shareholders of the above Society

was held at the Royal Hotel, Crewe, on August 21, Mr
G. W. Latham (Chairman of Directors) presiding.

The Secretary read the notice convening the meeting,
after which the minutes of the previjus meeting were read and
C)nfirmed.

The Secretary read the auditor's report as follows :
—" My

Lords and Gentlemen,— I beg leave to report that I have
audited the accounts of the Cheshire, Shropshire, and North
Wales Farmers' Supply Association. Limited, for the year ending
30th June, 1877, and that tlie subjoined ba'ance-sheet con-

tains the particulars as required by the regulations of the

Associatijn, and is properly drawn up so as to exhibit a true

and correct view of the state of the Society's afi'airs. It will

be noticed that, notwithstanding the amount for goods sold ex-

ceeds by close on £4-,000 that of the preceding year, the pro-

fits are less by £300—caused, in a great measure, by the re-

duced charge for ' two ton lots of cake, or twenty sacks of

corn or meal,' authorised by the Diri-ctors, in May, 1S7<), to

the advantage of the large at ihe expense of the small pur-

chaser, which will, I respectfully bubmit, tend to cause a feel-

ing of dissatisfaction, and is inimical to the best interests of
the rtissociation. I feel that I should hardly be doing justice to

the Secretary were I to allow the report of this, my sixth

annual audit, to pass without especi Hy testifying to tlie very

accurate and satisfactory state in which I have invariably

found the books and accounts.
" I have the honour to remain, my lords and gentlemen,

" Your obedient servant,

" J. ToMi.iNsoN, Auditor."

The report of the Directors was ne^t read and adopted.

Oil the motion of the Ciiairmam, seconded by Mr. Byrd,
a dividend of £1 fis. Id. was declared, and the sum of £1:6

carried to the reserve fund.

THE EAST OF ENGLAND HORSE SHOW.

This exhibition, which we believe is the third edition for

this year, was held at Colchester, on September and 7- As
a show of horses there is not very mucfi to be said in favour
of this meeting. The entries were not numerous, there heiug
only 130, including ponies, and these were not all present on
the first day. T'he last number in the catalogue was 200, and
the natural conclusion of anyone looking carelessly at the
numbers would be that there were 200 entries ; but between
the several classes there were numbers not represented, a
peculiarity which requires explanation. The East of England
Show, however, is popular in its district, not as a horse Show
merely, but chiefly for the jumping and riding sports of various
kinds which take place. Besides the racing, jumping,aud trotting

pr zes, a Polo match, a pony race, taking the apple, cutting

the lemon, sword exercise, post practice, picking up baskets
with swords, and tilting the ring attracted the attention of a
fairly numerous body of spectators. The Polo match was
between the officers of the 6th Dragoon Guards and the Essex
Polo Club, and the former were victorions. This sport is no
doubt very exciting both to players and lookers-on ; but it is

terribly cruel, and onght to be prohibited by law. The un
fortunate ponies get serious blows, besides being galloped'
beaten, and spurred unmercifully, or pulled up sharply, as the
exigencies of the game require. We are informed that the
unfortunate animals dread the game so much that, after being
used to it a little time, it is diflicult to drive them into the
ground where they know the sport is to take place. So'ne of
the other horse exercises and feats of skill were graceful and
unobjectionable. These acts of horsemanship were chiefly

performed by troopers and their officers from the Colchester
Cnnip. In the iiunters Col. Barlow's King Charming took the
first prize, Mr. Benton's bay being second. The jumping over
hurdles was not brilliant, most of the horses knocking down
two or three hurdles out of the six at each round.

BURGESS AND KEY'S IMPROVED REGULATING
REAPER.—This improved reaper, of which we spoke favour-

ably in reporting on the Bcith Show, was tried recently on
Bowrraan's Green Farm, near St. Albans. The crop, we are

informed, was heavy in parts and a good deal laid ; but the
reaper cut it in all directions closely and well, leaving the corn
in square sheaves well laid for bindinsr, so that but little was
left for the horse rake to clear up. The machine has since

continued cutting on the same farm, and the proprietor now
writes :

" I am using the reaper on barley with great satis-

faction ; it makes excellent work. The more I see of the reaper

the better I like it. " Turning to our report of the Bath Show
we find this reaper thus noticed :

—" A new regulating reaper,

which attracted attention, was that of Messrs. Burgess and
Key, of London. The regulating arrangement is elToctcd by
means of a swinging cam, and by an ingenious system of
gearing the driver is able, by simply moving a lever, to vary
the rate of sheaf-delivery as he moves along, as well as to

carry the cut corn round the corners of the standing crop.
The gearing of the rakes is outside and the knife gearing
inside the main wheel, and the weight of the gearing as well

as that of the driver is kept off the small wheel— a great

desideratum."
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THE SHORTHOBN SALES IN THE NORTH OP ENGLAND.

MR. COCHRANE'S SALE.

Oq Tuesday, Sppt. 4th, Mr. Thornton held the first of hit

three days' salea in the Lake district, at Millbeckstock,

Bowness, Mestmoreland. The Crown Hotel, Bowness,

has lon^ been noted as the resort of American visitors to

our Lakes, and to Mr. Cloudsdale were the stock of the

Hon. M. H. Cochrane, of Hillhurst, Compton, Canada,

with a few from Mr. Beattie, of Annan, Scotland, con-

signed. They arrived all well, a fortnight before the

sale, and they were certainly in the height of condition.

They embraced selections of both Bates and Booth cattle.

Luncheon was served ty Mr. Cloudsdale to between 400

and 500 guests on the sale field, in an immense marquee,

presided over by Earl Bective, and which contained nearly

all the principal breeders of the kingdom. In responding

to the toast of his health, Mr. Cochrane said two reasons

induced him to send his stock to England for sale. In

the first place, his herd was getting too large ; in the

second, he needed money, and the credit system which

prevailed across the Atlantic at present foHxide a ready-

money sale there.

The day was beautifully fine, and the cattle showed to

the best advantage. The greatest excitement prevailed

during the sale of the Third and Fifth Duchesses of Hill-

hurst, the contests being between Mr. Loder and the Earl

of Bective, each of whom carried off one. When the first

of these fine cows, a beautiful red, came into the ring,

1,000 guineas were at once offered, and after some spirited

bidding the sand ran out at Mr. Loder's bid of 4,100

guineas, and Mr. Thornton declared that the cow was the

highest-priced one in England. She was not destined to

remain so long, however ; for, when Fifth Duchess of

Hillhurst came into the ring, Lord Bective was evidently

determined not to let Mr. Loder have her also, and, after

his bid of 3,300 guineas had been capped by one of 3,500,

his lordship advanced 1,000 on his previous offer, and the

cow was his for 4,300 guineas, the highest price ever

made with one exception—that of the 7,000 guineas

Duchess sold at the famous sale at New York Mills. For

critical notes of the sale we must refer our readers to

" Live Stock Notes." The following is the sale list

:

COWS AND HEIiERS.
The figures refer to " Coates' Herd Book," except thoee in

brackets, which refer to the American Herd Book.

Vernal Star, red and white, calved April 22, 1866 ; sire The
Sutler 23061, dam Venus Star by Prince George 15510.—
Mr. A. Derby, Shropshire, 460 gs.

Kilierby Queen, roan, calved in July, 1867; sire Brigade

Major 21312, dam Clara by Fitz-Clareuce 14652.—Mr.
John Torr, M.P., Aylesby, 41 gs.

White Rose, white, calved March 7, 1868; sire Mountain

Chief 20383, dam British Rose by Prince George 13510.—
Rev. T. Staniforth, Storr'a Hall, 300 gs.

Queen of Beauty, red and white, calved April 4, 1868; sire

Knight Errant 18154, dam Queen of the Glen by Velasco

15i43.—Mr. J. B. Booth, Kilierby. 120 gs.

Bright Lady, roan, calved April 6, 1868 ; sire Lord Blithe

22126, dam Bright Countess by Breast Plate 19337.—Mr.
Torr, M.P., Aylesby, 330 gs.

Rotedale 3rd, roan, calved February 24, 1869 ; sire Royal

Buckingliam 20718, dam Rosy by Master Belville 11795.—
Mr. Topping, Skelton, 62 g».

British Queen, roan, calved December 1, 1869 ; sire Sovereign

27638, dam British Maid by British Prince 14197.—Rev.
T. Staniforth, Storr's Hall, 230 g».

Boyal Rose, white, calved November 17, 1870 ; sire Royal
Briton 37351, dam White Rose by Mountain Chief 20383.
»>Mr- A . Metcalfe, Ravenstonedale, 66 gs.

Her heifer calf.—Mr. Metcalfe, 40 gs.

Welcome Lady, light roan, calved Deceniber 30, 1870 ; sire

Banner Bearer 27907, dam Lady of the Lake by Kuight
Errant 18164.—Mr. J. B. Booth, 200 gs.

Her bull calf,—Mr. J. B. Booth, 26 gs.

Vetper St-tr, red and little white, calved May 12, 1871 ; sire

Sir Windsor Broughton 27507, dam Star Queen by The
Sutler 23061 .—Mr. T. Crosbre, Co, Kerry, Ireland, 1,000 gs.

Baroness Conyers (Mr. BeattieV), roan, calved September 16,

1871 ; sire Baron Kilierby 27949, dam Sylvia by Champion
23529.—Mr. C. H. Cock, Barnett, 60 gs.

Welfare, red and white, calved January 8, 1872 ; sire Royal
Commander 29857, dam Weal Bliss by Lord Msthe 22126.
—Mr. J. Torr, M.P., 105 gs.

Stetira, roan, calved July 5, 1872 ; sire Royal Blithe [I284i],

dam Star Flower by Eleventh Duke of Thorndale 31024.

—

Mr. Richardson, Penrith, 66 gs.

Tacita 4th (Mr. Beattie's), white, calved August 22, 1873 ;

lire Oxford Beau 2nd 32012, dam Tacita 3rd by Third Duke
of Claro 23729'.—Mr. Massicks, The Oaks, Ciunberland',

21 g..

Second Princess of the >ralley, roan, caWed October 25, 1873
;

sire Second Baron Morley [13427], dam Damask 2nd by

Millbrook 34851.—Mr. Sheldon, Brailes, 130 gs.

Her heifer calf.—Mr. H^ford, Market Marborongh,
6 gs.

Winifred, red, calved March 15, 1874 ; sbe Cavalier [13625]^

dam Welfare by Royal Commander 39857.—Mr. J, Pery,

Ireland. 100 gs.

Forty-first Duchess of Goodness (Mr. Beattie's), red, cahed
May 19, 1874 ; sire Eleventh Duke of Geneva [9t843], dam
Twenty-fifth Duchess of Goodness by Fourteenth Duke of

Thorndale 28469.—Lord Bective, Underley, 205 gs.

Lady Sale of Burlington 2nd (Mr. Beattie's), red and white,

calved May 29, 1874; sire Franklin Boy [11983], dam
Lady Sale of Burlington by Climax [5453].—Sir i. Swin-
burne, Newcasile-on-Tyne, 51 gs.

Queen Bess, white, calved May 12, 1875 ; sire Louis le Grand
[17610], dam British Queen by Sovereign a753S.—Mr.
Rhodes, Pontefract, 62 gs.

Waxwork, white, calved May 18, 1875 ; sire Royal Com-
mander 29367, dam Royal Rose by Royal Briton 273S1.—

.

Mr. Smith, Goole, Yorkshire, 76 gs.

Third Tuberose of Fairview (Mr. Beattie's), red and white,

calved September 20, 1875 ; sire Second Duke of Oneida
33702, dam First Tuberose of Brattleboro' by Sberidaa

[6179].—Mr. Brogden, M.P., Holme Island, 115 gs.

Marchioness of Barriugton, roan, calved November 11, 1875 ;

sire Grand Duke 22pd 34062, dam Grand Duchess of Bar-
ringtonia by Eighteenth Duke of Oxford 25995.—Sir W.
H. Salt, Leicestershire, 800 gs.

Third Duchess of Hillhurst, red, calved December 25, 1875 ;

sire Second Duke of Hillhurst, dam Tenth Duchess of

Airdrie by Royal Oxford 18774.—Mr. Loder, Whittkbury,
Towcester, 4,100 gs.

Lady Rosedale, red and little white, calved October 23, 1875 ;

sire Sirius, dam Rosedale 3rd by Royal Buckingham 20718.

—Mr. Whyte, Aldborough, Darlington, 73 gs.

Tacita 5th (Mr. Beattie's), white, calved January 13, 1876 ;

sire Oxford Beau 2nd 32012, dam Tacita 3rd by Third Duke
of Claro 23729.—Mr. W. Ashburner, Ulverstone, 145 gs.

Vesper Queen, roan, calved March 7, 1876; sire Royal Com-
mander 29857, dam Vernal Star by The Sutler 23061.—
Mr. A. Derby, Shropshire, 700 gs.

Baroness Conyers 2nd (Mr. Beattie's), roan, calved April 27,

1876 ; sire Royal Cherub [20896], dam Baroness Conyers.

by Baron Kilierby 27949.—Mr. Cock, Barnet, 31 gs.

Stella, red and little white, calved April 24, 1876 ; sireSirins,

dam Statira by Royal Blithe [12844].—Mr. B. Wilson,

Heversham, Westraorelaud, 35 gs.

Fifth Duchess of Hillhurst, red, calved May 1, 1876 ; sire

Second Duke of Hillhurst, dam Airdrie Duchess by Four-

teenth Duke of Thorndale 28459.—Lord Bective, Underley,

4,300 gs.
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Princes* of Vermont, roan, calved May 10, 1876 ; sire Royal

Oxford [15412], dam Blowom^Hd by Franklin Boy [11983].

—Sir J. Swinburne, 41 g»,

Airdrie Gwynne (Mr. Beattie's), roan, calved May 15, 1876 ^

sire Twenty-third Duke of Airdrie f19393], dam Medora6th
by Eclipse [1501].—Mr. Holford, 63 ga.

Double Rose Ist (twin to Double Rose 2Bd), liftht roan, calved

June 23, 1876 ; sire Sirius, dam Royal Rose, by Royai
Briton 27351 Mr. Pears, Lincolnshire, 71 gs.

Double Rose 2nd (twin to Double Rose 1st), dark roan, calved

June 23, 1876; sire Sirius, dam Royal Rose by Royal
Briton 27351.—Mr. Pears, 82 gs.

Lady Surmise, roan, calved June 26, 1870 ; sire Second Duke
of llilihurst, dam Surmise Duchess 5th by Grand Duke of
Geneva 28756.—Sir W. Salt, 400 gs.

Rosalind, red and white, calved September 14, 1876 ; sire

Sirius, dam Rosedale 3rd by Royal Buckingham 20718.

—

Mr. Darling, Durham, 31 gs.

VcBper Princess, red, calved January 21, 1877 ; sire Curaber-

mede, dam Vesper Star by Sir Windsor Bioughton 27507.
Mr. Whyte, 206 gs.

Baroness Gouyers 3rd (Mr. Beattie's), red, calved May 28,

1877 ; sire Lord Brighteyei, dam Baroness Conyers by

Baron Killerby 27949.—Mr. Cock, Barnet, 20 gs,

BULLS.
Second Duke of Ilillhnrst, red and white, calved July 17,

1871 ; sire Sixth Duke of Geneva 30959, dam Duchess 97th

byTiiirdDuke of AVharfedale 21619.—Mr. Longman, Uemel
Hempstead, 800 gs.

Cumbermede, red, calved March 13, 1875 ; sire Sirius, dam
Queen of Beauty by Knight Errant 18151.—Mr. Topham,
51 gs.

Baron Aylesby, red, calved March 8, 1876 ; sire Royal Com-
mander 29857, dam Bright Lady by Lord Blithe 22126—
Rev. T. Staniforth, Storr's Hall, Windermere, 355 gs.

Brigadier, roan, calved March 24, 1876 ; sire Siriut, dam
British Queen by Sovereign 27538.—Mr. Dodding, Lincoln-

shire, 46 gs.

Killerby Star, red, calved September 9, 1876 : sire Sirins, dam
Killerby Queen by Brigade-Major 21312.—Mr. W. Lambert,
40 gs.

Earl of Annan (Mr. Beattie's), red, calved March 2, 1877;
sire Twenty-third Duke of Airdrie [19393], dam Tacita ith
by Oxford Beau 2nd 32012.—Mr. Harrison, 5 gs.

The following Heifer and two Bulls, the property of E. W.
Meade-Waldo, Esq., Kent, were sold after the above.

Water Lady, roan, calved March 22, 1876 ; sire Mr. Booth'i
Lieutenant-General 31600, dam Waterloo 27tU by Prince
Bertram 27119.—Mr. Holford, 40 gs.

Fite-Rufus, roan, calved March 6, 1876 ; sire Mr. Booth's
King Rufns 34351, dam Flower Bloom (bred at Aylesby)

by Blinkhoolie 23428.—Mr. R. Fisher, Leconfield, 44 e».

Guardian, red, calved April 7, 1876 ; sire Mr. Booth's King
Rufns 34351, dam Gnidage (bred at Aylesby) by Blink-

hoolie 23428.—Mr. Lofthouse, 50 gi.

SUMM.^^KY.

£ s. d. £ «. d.

S7cowi and heifert averaged 422 15 Oi 15,641 17
BbulU „ 226 19 6 1,361 17

43 animal* 395 8 8 17,003 14

EEV. T. STANIFORTH'S SALE.
The weather, on Wednesday, was again beautifully fine,

and most of the attendants at Tuesday's sale assembled at

Storr's Farm. Luacheon was served in the marquee, which
had done service on the previous day, though the gather-

ing was, perhaps, not quite so large. Earl Bective again
presided, and some 300 to 400 guests sat down. The
Rev. T. Staniforth proposed the health of the Queen,
and the remainder of the toasts were :

" The health of Mr.
Staniforth," by Mr. T. C. Booth ;

" The Strangers," by
Mr. Torr, M.P. ; responded to by Mr. Cochrane ;

" Mr.
Thornton," by Mr. Jacob Wilson. The company then
went to the sale-ring ; but the glamour of the " blue
blood" had departed, and the whole of Mr. Staniforth's

animals, which, with but some three exceptions, were nice,

level animals, failed to reach the price of oae of the

Duchessea of llillhurst, sold the previons day. The fol-

lowing is a list of the animals, their prices, and pur-

chasers :

COWS AND HEIFERS.

Piincess Gwynne, roan, culved November 17, 1869; sire

Knight of Santon (24275), dum Dainty Gwynne by Sir

Windsor (22927).—Mr. llolt-Bevor, Herefordshire, 40 gs.

Her bull calf.—Mr. Rhodes, 16 gs.

Frances 9th, roan, calved February 15, 1870; sire Prince

Christian (22581), dam Frances 5th by King of Diamonds
(20063).—Mr. Atkinson, Rochdale, 35 g«.

Cressida 4th A 1, roan, calved June 9, 1870 ; sire Peer of

the Realm (27057), dam Uressida 4th A by Grenadier

(21876).—Mr. Topham, Wragby, 61 g!.

Lady of the Mere, roan, calved February 5, 1872 ; sire Eng-
land's Glory (23889), dam Lady of the Manor by British

Crown (21322). -Mr. Walde. Kent, 100 gs.

Her bull calf.—Mr. Dargue, Clifton, 33 gs.

Blooming Daisy, red and white, calved March 19, 1872; lire

Blood Royal (38047), dam Elina by Mac Turk (14872).-
Mr. D. Beattie, Annan, 78 gs.

Good Manners, red and white, calved June 11, 1872 ; sire

Prince Christian (22581), dam Ladylike 4th by Ravenspur
(,20628).—Mr. Pery, Ireland, 300 gs.

Lady of the Mansion (twin to Lady of the Moor), roan, calved

January 9, 1873 ; sire High Sheriff (26392), dam Lady of

the Manor by British Crown (21322).—Mr. Phillips,

Staffardshire, 225 gs.

Lady of the Moor (twin to Lady of the Mansion), roan, calvrd

January 9, 1873 ; sire High Sheriff (26392), dam Lady of

the Manor by British Crown (21322).—Mr. Phillips,

Staffordshire, 190 gs.

Rowena Gwynne, red and white, calved November 30, 1873 ;

sire Knight of Killerby (29000), dam Regina Gwynne by

Count of the Realm (23640).—Mr. Kennedy, Ulverston,

40 gs.

Lady Elima, roan, calved December 17, 1874 ; sire Knight of
Knowlmere 2nd (31542), dam Lady Booth by The Suttler

(23061).—Mr. Burnyeat, Isle of Man, 70 gs.

Seclusion, roan, calved March 3, 1875 ; sire Judge of Assize

(34280), dam Probation by High Sheriff (26392)—Mr. A.
Mitchell, Alloa, 67 gs.

Lily of the Vale, white, calved March 30, 1876 ; sire Knight
of Knowlmere 2nd (31542), dam Eliza bj Mao Turk
(14872),—Mr. Beattie, Anna 66 gs.

Raiment, white, calved December 20, 1873 ; sire Royal
Brou^hton (27352), dam Novice by Monk (11824).—Mr.
Meadi-Waldo, Kent, 46 gs.

Rose of Lindeth, red and white, calved February, 19, 1874 ;

sire Royal Broughtoa (27352), dam Roseberry by Baron
Killerby (23364).—Mr. L. C. Crisp, Northumberland,
175 gs.

Frances 10th white, calved October 28, 1874; sire Royal
Bronghton (27352), dam Frances 9th if Prince Christian

(22581).—Mr. C. Wilson, Oxenholme. 30 gs.

Lady Knowlemere, roan, calved January 14, 1875 ; sire

Knight of Knowlesmere 2nd (31542), dam Lady Blithe by
Lord Blythe (22126).—Mr. Foljambe, Osberton, 225 gs.

Sister Mabel, red and white, calved April 8, 1875 ; sire T. C.
B. (35722), dam Sister Marion by High Sheriff (26392).—
Baron Von Schroeder, Nantwich, 48 gs.

April Foggathorpe, red and white, calved April 11, 1875 ;

sire T. C. B (35722), dam October Foggathorpe by High
Sheriff (26392).—Sir F. Smyth, Salop, 61 gs.

Good Behaviour, red and white, calved April 19, 1875 ; sira

T.C.B. (35723), dam Good Manners by Prince Christian
(22581) -Mr. J. Torr, M.P., Aylesby, 130 g».

May Day Gwynne, red and white, calved May 1, 1875 ; sire

British Knight (33230), dam Princess Gwynne by Knt. of
Santon (21275).—Mr. Rhodes, Pontefract, 54 gs.

Cressida 4th A 3, roan, calved June 10, 1875 ; sire Judge of
Assize (34280), dam Cressida 4th A. Oy Grenadier (21876).
—Mr. Foljambe, 51 gs.

Alina, red and white, calved November 6, 1876 ; sire T.C.B.
(35722), dam Alinda by High Sheriff (26322).—Sir F.
Smyth, 51 gs.

Sincerity, roan, calved February 17, 1876 ; sire K.C.B.
(26492), dam Sobriety by High Sheriff (26392) .^Col.
Williamson, Large, 54 gs.
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Lady of the Manse, roan, calved June 23, 1S7G ; eire Corvdon

(33450), duui Lady ofthe Mauaioa by iligli Sheriff (26393).

—Mr. i'liillips, 125 gs.

Miss York, roan, calved July 7, 1S7C ; sire ilacedon (34-716),

dair Lady Mayoress of York by Emperor of the North
(23SS8) —Mr. A. Mitchell, Alloa, 56 gs.

Sister Agatha, roan, calved July 11, 1S76: sire Agathon

(32'JI6), dam Sister Marion by High Sheriff (26392).—Mr.
Marshall, Couistou, 33 gs.

Nannie Givyuue, red and white, calved August 9, 1876 ; sire

Brilisii Knight (33220), dam Rowena Gwynne by Kut. of

Killerby (29000).—Mr. A. Graham, Yarmouth, 26 gs.

Hero's Pride, red and vihite, calved January 29, 1877 ; sire

British Hero (3060t), dam Soldier's Pride by Grenadier

(21976).—Mr. W. Robinson, Ulverston, 50 gs.

Hermitage, roan, calved May 9, 1877; sire Sir Wilfrid

(3718i), dam Seclusion by Judge of Assize (34280).—Mr. J.

WilsoD, Morpeth, 49 gs.

BULLS,
British Knight (33220), roan, calved December 5, 1872 ; sire

Knight of tlie Sliire (26552), dam British Girl by llaven-

spur (20328).—Mr. Bumyeat, Isle of Man, 125 g«.

Lord of the Moor (36991), red, calved November 18, 1875
;

sire T.C.B. (35722), dam Lady ofthe Moor by High Sheriff

(26392).-Mr. Wakefield, Kendal, 47 gs.

Kiiiglit of Windermere, roan, calved September 17, 1876 ; sire

K.C.B. (264-92), dam Rose of Windermere by Lord Blithe-

some (29067) •—Mr. Greenwood, Yorkshire, 135 gs.

Frankenthal, roin, calved January 17, 1877 ; sire British

Knight (33220), dam Frances 9th by Prince Christian

(22581).-Mr. Marshall, Coniston, 31 gs.

Probationer, roan, calved January 30, 1877; sire British

Hero (30604), dam Probation bv High Sheriff (26392).—
Mr. Rhodes, 38 gs.

Titanus, white, calved May 1, 1877 : sire Titan (35805), dam
Lady Elima by Knight of Knowlmere 2nd (31542).—Mr.
Darling, Durham, 16 gs.

Marathon, roan, calved July 9, 1877; sire Royal Benedict

(27348), dam Cre sida 4th A 1 by Peer of the Realm
(27957).—Mr. R. Jefferson, Preston Hows, 23 gs.

King of Annan, roau, calved July 13, 1877 ; sire King James

(28971), dam Blooming Daisy by Blood Royal (28047).

—Mr. A. Graham, Yanwath, 25 gs.

SuiiMAKT :

—

£ 8. d. ^e 8. d.

29 cows and heifers averaged 93 11 ... 2,713 4
8 bulls „ 67 15 ... 462

S7 animals 85 IS 2i ... 3,175 4

MESSRS. ASHBURNER AND LODGE'S SALE.

On Thursday, Mr. Thorntou completed his three days'

engagement in the North, and most of the company who

had attended at the Lake sales were present. Luncheon

was presided over by Mr. Starkie, M.P., who gave the

customary toasts, and the guests went to the sale ring,

when there were offered selections from the herds of Mr.

W. Ashburner, Conishead-grange, Ulverston ; Mr.

Lodge, Bishopdale, Yorkshire ; aud Mr. George Ash-

burner, Low Hall, near Ulverstou. Mr. Ashburner was

unfortunate in having three doubtful breeders iu Lis lot,

and those, though of " blue-blood " pedigree, weat for

butchtrs' prices iu consequence. Mr. Alsop was the

priucipal bidder, and took all the highest-priced auimals

of the sale.
,

We appen.d the result.

COWS AND HEIFERS.
Antonia (Mr. Lodge's), red aud white, calved January 16,

1867; sire Duke of Darlington (21586), dam Antoineite

by Fourth Duke of Thorudale (17750).—Mr. SiielJon,

Brailes, 75 gs.

Clierry Duchess 13th (Mr. Ashburuer's), red, calved March
16, 1868 ; sire Third Duke of Wharfedale (21619 , dam
Clierry Duchess 9th by Marmaduke (14897).—Mr. Lesh,

CJlverstoD, 43 gs.

Waterloo Duchess 4th (Mr. Lodge's), roan, calved February

22, lb09 ; sire Thirteeutk Duke of Oifoid (21G04), dam

Waterloo 19th by Grand Duke 2nd (12961).—Mr. Brog-
dfn, M.P., Ulverston, 40 gs.

Lall> 12ih (Mr. Ashhurner's), roan, calved May 21,1869;
si^e Third Duke of Claro (33729), dam Lally 6th by Third
Lord Oxford (22200).—Mr. Lousraau, Hertfordshire. 40 gs.

Wild Eyes 30ih (Mr. Ashburner's), red and white, calved
June 12, 1869; sire Don John (19583), dam Wild Eyes
27th by Gainsford 5th (12013).—Mr. Lovett, Bushbury,
Wolverhampton, 42 gs.

Waterloo 29th (Mr. Ashburner's), red and white, calved
November 30, 1870 ; sire Grand Duke of Lightburne 2nd
(26291), dam Waterloo 26th by Ravenspur (20628)—Mr.
Cock, Hertfordshire, 51 gs.

Aninga (Mr. Lodge's), red, calved December 25, 1871 ; sire

Eighteenth Duke of Oxford (25995), dam Antnnia by
Duke of Darlington (21586).—Colonel Gunter, Welherly,
30 gs.

Fuchsia 12th (Mr. Ashburner's), i-oan, calved February 15,
1872; sire Duke of Albany (25931), dam Fuchsia 10th
by Grand Dake of York (24017).—Mr. Drewry, Holker,
110 gs.

Duchess 12th (Mr. Ashburner's), roan, calved March 18,

1872; sire Barringtou Oxford (25607), dam Duchess 8th
by Grand Duke of Lancaster (19853).—Mr. Massicks,

Cumberland, 100 gs.

Mild Eyes 4th (Mr. Ashburner' (<), roan, calved November 10,

1872 ; sire Royal Lancaster (29870), dam Mild Eyes 3rd
by Fourth Duke of Thorndale (17750).—Mr. Alsop,

Worcestershire, GIG gs.

Grand Duchess of Oxford 25th fMr. Ashburner's), white,

calved November 30, 1872 ; sire Baron Oxford 4th (2558(i),

dam Grand Duchess of Oxford 15th by Grand Duke 7th
(24064).—Mr. Longman, 81 gs.

Oxford Jlinstrel (Mr. AshDurner's), roan, calved February 6,

1873 : sire Oxford-le-Grand (29496), dam Park Minstrel
by Hematite (21917), Mr. Lovett, 72 gs.

Wild Eyes 34th (Mr. Ashburner's), red and little white, calved

June 25, 1873 ; sire Bramble 2Dd (36259), dam Wild Eyes
30th by Don John (19583).—Mr. Baxter, Middlesex, 63 gs.

Waterloo Duchess 5th (Mr. Lodge's), roan, calved July 23,

1874 ; sire Fifth Duke of Wetherby (31033), dam Waterloo
Duchess 4th by 13th Duke of Oxford (21604).—Mr. Alsop,

370 gs.

Antonia 2nd (Mr. Lodge's), red and white, calved January
20, 1875 ; sire Baron Oxford 3rd (35579), dam Antonia by
Duke of Darlington (21586).—Colonel Gunter 130 gs.

Royal Gwynne (Mr. Ashburner's), roan, calved March 21,
1875; sire 22nd Duke of Oxford (31000), dam Ross
Gwynpe 2nd by Royal Cambridge (25009).—Mr. Alsop,

Worcestershire, 430 gs.

Rose of Lightburne 3rd (Mr. Ashhurner's) roan, calved April

11, 1875 ; sire Grand Duke of Kent 2ad (38759), dam
Elvira 2nd by Eighth Duke of Oxford (15939).—Hon. C.
Duncan, Yorkshire, 105 gs.

Cherry Oxford 4th (Mr. Ashburner's), roau, calved September
18,1875; sire Second Duke of Gloucester (38392), dam
Cherry Oxford by Thirteenth Duke of Oxford (21604),—
Mr. Botterill, 80 gs.

Princess Alice (Mr. Lodge's), roan, calved November 19,

1875 ; sire Eighteenth Duke of.Oxford (25995), dam Princetg

Royal by Duke of Athelstane (21562).—Mr. Lovett, 74 gs

Bright Eyes 6ih (Mr. Ashburner's), white, calved January 30
1876 ; sire Biron Oxford 4th (25580), dam Bright Eyes
4th by 3rd Duke of Wharfedale (21619).—Mr. Alsop, 780 gs.

Wild Eyes 37th (Mr. Ashburner's), roan, calved April 23,

187C ; sire Lord Darlington 8th (34520), dam Wild E^es
30th by Don John (19583).—Mr. Lovett, 120 gs.

Beverley Duchess 8lh (Mr. Ashburner's), roan, calved May
16, 1876; sire Oxford-le-Grand (29496), dam Miss
Beverley 4th by Van Thol (32755),—Mr. Beaufort, North-
araptoushire, 96 gs.

Roan Duclipss 2ud (Mr. Asliburner's), roan, calved October

12, 1876; sire Second Duke of Glo'ster (28393), dam
Roan Duchess by Barringtou Oxford (25607).—Mr. Baxter,

38 gs.

Rosabella 3rd (Mr. Ashburner's), roan, calved Marcli 13,

. 1877 ; sire King Henry (36843), dam llosabella 2ud by

Hyperiou (3iyo6J,—Mr, ilobinsun, Ulverston, 30 gs.
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Jessy Princess 5th (Mr. Aslibnrner's), roan, calved March 27,
1877 ; sire Secoud Duke of Glo'ster (28392), dam Jessy

Princess 2ud by King of Oade (26565).—Mr. ilorstall,

Burnley, 21 gs.

Conishead Waterloo (Mr. Ashburner's), roan, calved April

25, 1877; sire Second Duke of Giu'ster (28393), dam
Waterloo 29tli by Grand Duke of Lightburne 2ad
(26291).— Mr. Cock, 55 gs.

Conishead Fuchsia (Mr. Ashburner's), red, calved June 1,

1877; sire Twenty-fourth Duke of Airdrie (36460), dam
Fuchsia 12th by Duke of Albany (25931).—Mr. Alsop,

170 gs.

Conishead Wild Eyes (Mr. Ashburner's), white, calved June
10,1877; sire Twenty-fourth Duke of Airdrie (364.60),

dam Bright Eyes 5th by llojal Lancaster (29870).—Mr.
Alsop, 610 gs,

BULLS.
Second Duke of Glo'ster (28392) (Mr. Ashburner's), roan,

calved in November, 1S70 ; sire Seventh Duke of York
(17754), dam 11th Ducliess of Geneva by Baron of Oslord
(23371).—Not sold, reserved at 750 gs.

Prince of Waterloo 2nd (Mr. Lodge's), white, calved August
31, 1876 ; sire Fuurth Duke of Clarence (33597), dam
Waterloo Duchess 5tli by 5th Duke of Wetherby (31033).
—Mr. R. Harrett, Nortliumberland, 50 gs.

Prince of the Vale (Mr. Lodge's), roan, calved January 1,

1877 ; sire Fourth Duke of Clarence (33597), dam Princess

Royal by Duke of Athelstane (21562)—Mr. W. Slater,

Ulverston, 30 gs.

Prince of the Valley (Mr. Lodge's), roan, calved January 1,

1877; sire Fourth Duke of Clarence (33597), dam Princess

Royal by Duke of Athelstane (21562).—Mr. lliley, Ulver-
ston, 23 gs.

Lally Duke (Mr. Ashburner's), white, calved October 11,

1376; sire Second Duke of Glo'ster (28392), dam Lally

Duchess by Grand Prince of Claro (2878L).—Jlr. Lovett,

55 gs.

Conishead Prince (Mr. Ashburner's), roan, calved January 16,

1877 ; sire 24th Duke of Airdrie (36460), dam Fuchsia
14th by Duke of Albany (25931).—Mr. 11. C. Nay lor,

Nortliamptonshire, 51 gs.

Conishead Duke (Mr. Ashburner's), white, calved February 1,

1877 ; sire 24th Duke of Airdrie (36460), dam Mild Eyes
4th by Royal Lancaster (29870).—Mr. Graham, Hertford-

shire, 58 gs.

Airdrie Duke (Mr. Ashburner's), roan, calved February 28,

1877 ; sire 24th Duke of Airdrie (36460), dam Bright

Eyes 4th by 3rd Duke of Wharfedale (21619).—Mr. Alsop,

22 gs.

Sir Clifford (Mr. Lodge's), roan, calved March 7, 1877 ; sire

Fourth Duke of Clarence (33597), dam Antonia by JDuke
of Darlington (21586). — Mr. Hetherington, Kendal,
28 g8.

Conishead Duke Snd (Mr. Ashburner's), roan, calved March
17, 1877 ; sire Derwent Duke, dam Wild Eyes 30th by Don
John (19583).—Mr. Rigg, Grange-over-Sands, 12 gs.

Summary.
£. 8. d. £. 8. d.

28 Cows, heifers, and calves

averaged 167 9 6 4;:3j C

9 Bulls averaged 38 7 8 315 'j

37 Animals averaged ...... 136 1 C 5,034 15

The following animals are liie projjerty of Mr. George
Ashburner :

—

Ruby 9th, red, calved in January, 1805 ; sireOxrord (30449),
dam Ruby 7th by Valentine (17161).—Mr. Massicks, Cum-
berland, 28 gs.

Blsuche, red and little white, c.ilved April 20, 1868; sire

General Napier (24023), dam Blanchellower by May Duke
2nd (18372).—Mr. Woodhouse, Lancaster, 37 gs.

Waterloo 28th, red, calved June 1, 1S70 ; sire I'rinoe Bertram

(27119), dam Waterloo 22nd by Speculator (13775).—Mr.
Horsfall, Brierrteld, 44 gs.

Maria 7tli, roan, calved in November, 1871 ; sire Sockbnrn
Lad (30021), dam Maria 3rd by Oxford (20419).-Mr.
llarker, Kirkliy Stephen, 45 gs.

May Ruby, red and white, calved May 25, 1876 ; sire Duke of

Oxford (31004), dam Red Ruby by O.^ford (20119).—Mr.
Masbicks, 31 gs.

Oxford Maria, roan, calved Auirnst 31, 1S76 ; sire Duke of
Oxford (3 loot), dam Maria 7th by Suckburn Lad (30024).—Mr. A^bcroft, 27gs.

Cherry Maria, roan, ca'ved October 14, 1876 ; sire Cherry
Duke of Lightljurne (36349), dam Red Maria by Grand
Duke of LightburneSrd (28761). -Mr. W. Mason, Grange,
12 gs.

Cherry Ruby, roan, calved February 8, 1877; sire Cherry
Duke of Lightburne (36349), dam Duchess of Cxford by
Suckburn Lad (30024).—Mr. Cock, 15 gs.

Cherry Ruby 2nd, roan, calved February 27, 1877 ; !<iro

Cherry Duke of Lightburne (36319), dam Ruby 9th by
Oxford (20149).—Mr. Bowness, Ambleside, 21 g?.

Waterloo Banner, ie:l, calved December 20, 187C ; sire

Banner Bearer (37907), dam Waterloo 28th by Prince
Bertram (27119).—Mr. W. Robinson, Arrad Foot, 15 gs.

Mr. George Ashburner's ten animals realised a total of
^288 15s,

HARVEST PROSPECTS IN SCOTLAND.—Now that

the product of this year's harvest can be estimated witli some-

thing like certainty it is feared that all the gloomy forebodings

that have of late been indulged in will prove too near the truth.

In the earlier districts of Fife and the Lothians a beginning

has been made with tiie cutting of barley and oats ; and it is

being ascertained in many places that, while the quality is of
the inferior nature anticipated, the bulk of oats, at all events,

will not be up to promise. On wheat, again, the loss threatens
to be even more serious than was a week ago looked for. la
East Lothian complaints as to this cereal are particularly loud,

it being stated that the heads are so badly filled that the yield

at most can only be about a third of a full crop. In the
neighbourhood of Elinburgh the state of matters is reported

to be less disappointing ; but even there it is thought that
careful inspection of the fields would show that only in favoured
localities will farmers be much better off. As regards potatoi s

the most discouraging reports also come from East Lothian.
In Mid Lothian, where the crop is of course later, the tubers

are, thanks to recent bracing weather, still keeping in wonder-
fully sound condition, thou^ih disease has here and there made
itself too apparent, having, for example, reduced the yield of
Dalmahoys in a field about five miles west of Edinburgh to two
tons an acre—a poor substitute for the seven tons which would
have constituted a good crop. 1 n East Lothian, however,
disease is said to be very widespread, and this among fields

which at their best would have given only half of a full return.—Morninj Post. •

FARMING PROSPECTS IN AUSTRALIA.—Tlie farm-

ing prospects continue as bright as ever. Never in the liistory

of the colony has there been a more favourable season for the

cultivators of the soil. Copious rains, intermingled with days

of sunshine, have produced a richness of growth such as has

never been surpassed. This is not the casein one district only,

but throughout the colony. From the extreme South to the

furtliermost outpost of agricultural settlement in the North
the fields are clotlied with a luxuriuLje of vegetation which
awakens hopes of an abundant bar v- '.. It is much too early

as yet to count upon the result of II.l- ingathering which will

take place at the end of the year , W. , if the prospects of the

present remain unbliglited there «. . be a surplus of bread-

stuffs for export far exjeeliug a.i}cl...ig as yet known in the

annals of South Auiitralia. The '..eather lias been equally

propitious for the sq.iatter, who re ^. ires some little encourage-

ment in view of the diapiritiug .esiiits of his operations during

the past year or two. lu miuin^;, unfortunately, tliere is much
depression, owing Ij llie persi.stently low price of copper.

Numbers of men at U'allaroo have been thrown out of employ-
ment, and several L.ive gone ta New Caledonia under engage-

ment to work at iho niiues there. The Moouta for the first

time for many years has omitted the payment of the quarterly

dividend, and oporaLious at most of the smaller properties ate

being prosecuted in only a languid way. In all other respects,

however, the outlook is satisfactory and trade ia iu a fairly

buoyant state.— iSVii^/i duilraliuii Rcjislcr,
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FARMING IN THE EAST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE.

At<he present time, when our supply of corn for the eoraing

twelve raonthg must be a subject of general anxiety, it may be

interesting to those in other parts of the country to learn

something of the harvest prospects in the north-eastern district

of Yorksliire, which is quite a corn-producing country.

Agriculture is carried on here under certain natural advan-

tages, which, doubtless, contribute considerably towards the

excellent results attained ; there are rich clay loams, producing

fine crops of wheat, and a large proportion of lighter soil well

snitfd for roots and bsrley ; there are tracts of land almost, or

quite naturally, free from hedgerow timber, so often a cause of

loss to the farmer. We wish we could see landlords more

indulgent to their tenants about such trees. In many cases

they might be reraofcd with great advantage to the ftflds, and

even to the general appearance of the estate. We know
however, too well that natural advantages may co-exist with

very poor crop*, and we must take into comideration other

eauses which lead to the very creditable crops produced. For

this we must look back a good many years to the time when
much of the land, now let at 26s. per acre and higher, was

but 2s. 6d. per acre, and, even witbiu the memory of tenants

now living, 5s. per acre, and wheat higher than it is now. It

was in such times that money was made by farming and put

by, and it is the money then saved which enables the men of

the present day to carry on the high farming which will alone

enable this generation to make a respectable living by agricul-

ture. Capital must be laid outon improved buildings, on drain-

ai;e, on steam power, and all the latest inventions for saving

labour, and on the producing of natural and the purchase of

-artificial manures, by which only the farmer can produce the

large proportion of corn crops now neceasary to his very ex-

istence. Landlords do much, and might do more, but often

they have not the means, and some of these agencies to high

farming it is the business of the tenant to procure. For all

this capital is required, and this capital is supplied in very

many cases by tenants whose fathers have made money in years

past, and whose families have often held their farms from

jgeneration to generation.

¥et even these men cannot always make a living in the

firesent day ; and there are such cases, among the best farmers,

«s a man losing more in one year than he can make in the

following three. Such examples should make landlords pause

before attempting, as is too common, to raise their rents with-

out due reflection, and so run the risk of losing tenants who
take an interest in farms as if they were their own, only to

fain those whose only object it is to drain out everything they

can, and then move on to do the same elsewhere. Let the

landlord take care, when he contemplates iucreaBing his rents,

that the farm will fairly bear the increase, and that a living

•can still be made out of the land ; and he can do this only by

employing a valuer who understands his business, and not a

man whose only experience has perhaps been in collecting

rents. Let landowners think, too, whether it is not possible to

nduce expenditure in the place of increasing revenue.

The harvest must no doubt be very late. In this district a

full fortnight later than usual will be the rule ; and this will

^bring us to a time of year when even less dependence can be

.placed on the weather than at onr usual harvest season ; add
to this the wet and uncertain summer, which shows every

prospect of keeping up its character to the end, and i t will be

evident that this year, more than is usually the case, the price

of corn will depend on the weather of the next sis weeks.

Should we be fortunate in this respect, the farmer's labour

in this district will not be thrown away, as the crops look very

healthy, and in most cases there is every prospect of a good

yield. Though no great rel<ance can be placed on what must

be guess-work, some of the finest crops will probably give five,

•six, and eight quarters per acre for wheat, barley, and oats

respectively, and it is by such crops alone that the farming we
ee here can be made to pay. Fields are kept so free from

weeds, and the fences are so trim and regular, that the farms

have the appearance of garden cultivation, and this where
60-acre fields are common, and where we even saw one of 7&
acres. This is surely argument enough against small holdings

'«nd every man having his own acre, of which we have heard

so much. How much wonld be lost in fences alone were tin's

75 acres given to seventy-five cottages ? Even with hand-
tillage, the produce could hardly be greater. Who would
encourage steam appliances and all agricultural improvements
if large farms such as these, some of them from 1,000 to

2,000 acres, were done away with ? That there may b« bad
farming on large farms and good land we all know ; but if any
one wishes to see what may be done with capital on a large

scale, let him see this district.

The labourers, too, are better than if they attempted to cul-

tivate a plot each for himself. Many keep a cow, and gain the

advantsije of the pasture, of which there is generally a fair

strip on either side of the high road, and which they are

allowed to grase without rent ; and, with the help of a pig, a

good garden and cottage, and liberal wages, they can live very

comfortably if they keep from the public-house.

The fences are certainly a prominent feature. Blackthorn
flourishes, and every advantage is taken uf it. Hedge-trimming
is reduced to an art, so even and compact are the fences, the

secret being to keep them broad at the bottom, and cut to a
point at the lop. Sheep cannot then reach the upper part

and destroy the young wood, and the drippings in wet weather

do not fall from the upper shoots and injure those below.

Immediately under the fence two rows of potatoes are often

planted, which saves waste of land, and, above all, prevents

the growth of weeds, which in most parts of the country find

a regular nursery in the hedgerows.

Turnips look well, and they certainly have every chance, as

hardly a weed is to be seen. In a few places there are signs

of " fingers and toes," attributed to the land not bearing so

frequent a repetitioii of the crop ; but, as a rule, they are strong

and forward. They are always sown on the flat, which is said

to facilitate weeding and singling, and certainly saves labour

where it can be followed with advantage.

Peas are frequently sown alternately in the rotation with
eljver, to prevent clover sickness ; they will give a large yield,

but many fields are a good deal blighted, and this blight was
observed to be in some way connected with the fall of honey-
dew. Beans are found to be a very uncertain crop, and are not
grown.

Seeds invariably look well, and we are glad to find that rye-
grass is never mixed with the clover ; being of the same
natuie as a corn crop, it is manifestly unfair to the land to sow
it with clover, as in a great measure it destroys the advantage
of the fallow crops. Seeds are often sown down with oats,

and even wheat, the rotation varying with the nature of the

land, and the old four-course being by no means strictly foU
lowed. One landowner has foolishly restricted his tenants

from having two corn crops in succession without special leave

from himself ; such antiquated regulations are, however, almost

unknown, and tenants are allowed to crop as much as they

like, so long as results show they farm well. Such examples

as turnips followed by oats, barley, peas, wheat and wheat,

turnips, wheat, seeds, wheat, are not unknown. Tenants are

not allowed to sell straw, and, as it is so plentiful, it is nsed

extravagantly ; a good tenant would do well to consider whe-
ther he could not make it answer to get the restriction re-

moved, and save and sell as much straw as possible by building

covered yards and Dutch barns. The sale certainly is not good
in the immediate neighbourhood, but we think it might be

made to answer ; and, at any rate, covered yards, which are

never oeen in this district, would tend much to improve the

quality of the manure, of which so much is made, and on which
such store is justly set.

Some fields of Brownlow wheat, square-headed, white straw,

look remarkably promising. This variety stands up well, pro-

duces stout straw, and has a large, full, square ear ; but only

does well on strongish land. On the lighter soils Creeping

and Golden Cluster are the favourite kinds.

Waterloo oats have been brought up from the south, and
are coming much into favour : oats, with 2 cwt. nitrate of soda,

frequently follow barley, and produce as much as 10 qrs. per

acre. Tnere is a full crop of barley, but in places it is short

of straw. Very little hay is made. Oa one farm of 800
acres only eight acres are mown, all the grass being required
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for pasturing the greater number of beasts and sheep ; one
field has been fed and caked for forty years. Sixty to eiglity

beasts are seat off this farm every year. Decorticated cotton
cake and oil cake mised are chiefly used ; they are made iu the
district at a mill set op by the agriculturists iu tiie neigh-
bourhood. It sends out at the rate of 40 tons a day, and u a
good example of local enterprise.

Cattle are not much bred in the district, bat are bought in

and finished off. There are fine flocks of sheep, especially

some remarkable Leicesters, on some farms where there is

little grass; it is fouid to answer better to bay in the sheep
and teed rather than breed.

After seeing the suocessful farming in this district, we are
more than ever convinced that judicious high farming bIjub
can be made to answer in the long run in these days, and t'lat

even that does not pay every year is a proo"", not that su h
farming is a mistake, but that the most profitable farming doe)
n t yield the same returns as iu years past,—2%tf Field,

THE DEAD MEAT TRADE.
How will it affect the English breeder? It has come, I re-

joice to say, exactly to what we anticipated. There is greater

encouragement than ever to cultivate, and keep pure as we
can, the rare old blood we possess in our island home.
The American breeder will do equally well with his

Duchesses, his Red Roses, and the other strains of better

class, imported from this country half a century or so ago,

80 long as he diligently keeps them to their kind. In

one of the interesting prints which reach one across the

Atlantic there has been lately a graphic description of

the Texan cattle, whose lathy frames evidently want put-

ting together by union with the compact and mellow
sorts that thought and care and perseverance, not unaided

by gold, have gradually produced in sundry successful

homesteads of the " auld countrie." The description to

which 1 refer runs thus ; it is quoted from a report made
to the British Scotsman, by a Special Commissioner
" now in Texas, sent out to investigate the (American)

capacity for beef production :" The Texan cattle " are none
else than Spanish cattle, direct descendants of those un-
seemingly rough, lanky, longhorned animals, reared for ao

long, and in such large herds, by the Moors on the plains

of Andalusia. The Spaniards who discovered Mexico, and
afterwards settled in Texas, brought cattle with them

;

and so exclusively have the descendants of these been reared

in Texas that the Texan cattle of to-day may be called

full-blooded Spaniards, inheriting and displaying all the

characteristics of the herds that roamed on their native

plains," &c. " The characteristics of the Spanish breed, as

generally recognised, may be summed op thus—long,

spreading, half-back turned horns, long legs, thin lanky

body, big ill-put-together bones, throwing the body high

at the hocks, and low on the rumps and loins, coarse head,

thin thighs, light waist, a great amount of offal, compared
to the weight of beef; and various colours, yellow, red^

roan, dun, and black, with very often an iron-coloured

stripe along the back. They have never been regarded as

good milkers, and their beef, as a rule, is inferior. I have

already seen nearly twenty thousand Texan cattle, and
though there certainly were a few very fair beasts among
them, I could not modify any of the above terms in

describing an average specimen." Eti passant, one would
like to know whether the roan were a blue or purple roan,

which is so coveted by the Bates school, oryellow roan, such

as was common to Warlaby, Towueley, the Foggerthorpes,

&c., and which was the hue of Belvedere himself. Com-
pared, too, with this description of the Spanish-descended

cattle of Texas, it is interesting to read the following

account (given in " Anson's Voyage Around the World,"
commenced in September, 1740, and undertaken " to cut
off the principal resources of the Spaniards," and prevent

their having the means to " carry on a war against Great

Britain"), of the cattle the crews found in the Island

of Tinian (iu Polynesia) described as a " very paradise,"

owing to its "spacious lawns" and "stately woods,"
and where there was plenty of good water^ and an
incredible number of cattle, hogs, and poultry running
wild, and all of them excellent " in their kind." On the

Island there were but a few Indians resident, in charge

of what was kept up as a reservoir of provisions for the
Spanish garrison on the adjoining Island of Guam. The
cattle were " all of the.ii milk-white except their ears,which
are generally black or brown ; and it was not uncommon
to seesome hundreds feeding together in a large meadow."
" The cattle of Tinian were computed to amount to at
least ten thousand." " Their flesh was extremely well-

tasted, and was thought to be more easily digested than
any they had yet met with." The ships, be it observed,
had come across to this Island direct from the coast of
Mexico, where they had probably partaken of something
resembling the Texan beef. As regards the vegetation
in the two districts, was it difficult to account for this ?

From Mr. Thornton vsre know that " near the River
Mohawk there is very fine pasture land," and that " good
hay is stored hardly so full of herbage as in England."
Then in the " Province of Quebec white clovers and

'

Timothy-grass grow luxuriantly." On the other hand,
in that terrestrial paradise which Anson's crew found at

Tinian, " the lawns, of a considerable breadth, were
covered with a clean and uniform turf, composed of 'a

very fine trefoil intermixed with a variety of flowers^

'

Between these districts, so widely apart, is the Texan
pasturage less favourable to the growth of sweet meat ?

If so, their herds will requiie all the oftener an infusion of
a fattening tribe.

On both sides of the Atlantic we find an impression
prevailing that the beef, to meet " the large and rapidly

increasing dead-meat trade, must come from the Western
States and territories;" and it is predicted in New York
that, within a few years, the " vast grazing pastures of
the West and South-west will furnish meat for the masses
in Europe who are cow unable to purchase it." We sin-

cerely hope they will. It is right for our labourers and
cottagers to have fresh meat oftener than they do ; and
this will be the case, with, not only only no loss, but an
actually increased profit to their employer, the tenant-

farmer, if this trade continue, and due pains be taken to

improve our home-herds, to which the Americana will

come for fresh sires continually, because, above all

things, it is certain that only good, well-fatted stock will

pay for transportation ; and if the above description of

the Texan cattle, as they exist now, be correct, there will

be a strong call for our best blood for some time to come.

It is stated that there has never bten a time in the history

of Iowa when there was so large a demand for good young
Shorthorn bulls as the present seison.

In these Western States the cattle exhibit far

too great a proportion of bone and inferior meat.

As an American puts it, " We have the ability to furnish

in quantity all that a demand can be found for," and " if

a profitable market seems certain, we can work up the

quality of our cattle until we can supply in quantity meat
equal to any." Our object then to-day is to urge upon
the tenant-farmer the wisdom of picking up females of
value, of good old blood : never mind what particular

strain, only look that it is pure for many generutions

back. Young bulls of the most approved so ts \ou cau.

buy in nuaibers now, uot only at the Binuiu^hani sa^Si,.
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iiiit on the breeder's premises. But remember your

luture success will depend upon the material you supply.

I'he first-cross animal is usually superb, but he does not

lie to go on with. The ordinary farmer won't believe

ihis. When he has a good bull-calf boru he uses him in

turn, and with that step drifts back. To make a sire of

value both parents must be as thoroughbred as possible.

\\.o^ often, Cassandra-like, have we not preached this

doctrine ? Nine out of teu turu a deaf ear, and conse-

quently stick almost where they are ; the tenth, after a

lew years' perseverance in the use of thoroughbred bulls,

tinds himself in possession of a herd exhibiting the best

points possible, and not only breeding true themselves,

but producing bull-calves whose stock again satisfies the

buyer, so causing him to call again when he requires a

}0UDg8ter, I see lately commeudatiou of the Columella

tribe, which was full of Coates's pet blood, and yet a

v/hole herd of which was recently dispersed at an absurd

average, just merely the market value. What blooms

that old stock will throw up in skilful hands ! Study
well the earlier volumes of the " Herd Book," and every

catalogue you have sent you. There Are plenty of tribes

to be picked up yet comparatively cheap, and which yet

hold the best old blood of the CoHing's in their veins. I

have known a breeder quite spoil a splendid start by
stupidly ex porting 7i>A/!-tTow bulls, whose otfspring threw

back with a veugeauce. " Who was your granddam?"
you may ask the mare that cries " Hold, enough 1" in

the third ploughed field ; and the like holds good ia

cattle. Renick raised his superb herd from a single pure-

blood cow. Can you not do the same ?

NOTES ON ROMAN AGRICULTURE.

By Cbeon.

The 'ancient Romans were probably more devoted to

agriculture than any other nation before or since. Some
of their greatest military commanders were called from

the plough-tail, Cincinnatus, for example ; the senators

principally lived in the country and cultivated the laud

with their own hands, and many of the noblest families,!

derived their suruames from cultivating various kinds o

grain, as the Fabii, Lentnli, and Cicerones. Moreover,

as a further proof of the importance of agriculture

in the eyes of the nation is the fact that who-

ever neglected his ground, or cultivated it improperly,

was liable to the animadversions of the Censors.

The division of laud in the early days of the Roman
Empire seems to have beer made so that no citizen was

allowed more than he could himself cultivate. Romulus
i.llotted to each only two acres. After the expulsion of

the kings, however, as many as seven acres were granted

to each, and this proportion was observed when dividing

the lands of conquered nations. It is on record that

Regulus, Curius,and Fabricius had no more, and, according

to Pliny, Cincinnatus had no more than four acres assigned

to him.

The persons whom proprietors employed to take charge

of the grounds in their own hands were usually from the

lower stratum of the population. The cultivators of the

public grounds of the Roman people were, however,

drawn from the natives of provinces, or were citizens

of Rome itself. As riches increased, leases were allowed

to cultivators in a manner corresponding to our own
system, only that their leases were for terms of five years,

ii'stead of our seven. Agricoloj was the genuine name
lor all cultivators, whether of laud, trees, vines, or sheep.

The various soils were characterised, and their respective

qualities were investigated, as far as possible—unfortu-

uately, however, without the aid of modern agricultural

chemistry. The general distinctions, six in number, were

as follows—fat and lean, free and stiff, wet and dry, which

were adapted, it was said, to produce different crops. The
ivee soil was most proper for vines, and the stiff for corn.

I'he qualities ascribed to the best soil were, according to

Virgil and various other authors, blackish colour, gluti-

nous when wet and easily crumbled when dry, an

agreeable smell and a certain sweetness, imbibes water,

letains a due quantity and discharj^es a superfluity, when
])loughed exhales mist and flying smoke, not hurting the

ilough-irons with salt rust, the ploughman followed by
rooks, crows, &c., and when at rest this ideal soil carried

a thick grassy turf.

For the improvement of soils the Roman agriculturists

used varioas manures, particularly dung, which they were

careful to prepare in a particular manner. Pigeons' dung,

and that of various other birds was sown on the fields, and

mixed with the soil by meaus of the sarcle or weediug-

hooks. lu the absence of dung it was customary to mix

various soils, or to sow lupines and plough them in. The
Greeks used beans for the same purpose. Stubble and

various shrubs or growths of underwood were used for

the same end. The Romans were acquainted with calx,

or lime, but do not seem to have used it for agricultural

purposes uutil quite late. Pliny mentions its use in

Gaul, and probably it was afterwards tried in Italy. He
also mentions marl of various kinds. Drainage seemed

to be also known and practised.

The agricultural instruments in use were numerous, and

of simple form for the most part. The form of plough,

however, has not yet been quite determined. Its chief

parts, however, were : tcmo, the beam to which the yoke

was fastened ; stiva, the plough-tail, on which was a

cross-bar, which the ploughman took hold of, and by it

directed the plough ; buris, a crooked piece of wood
which went between the beam and the plough-share— to it

was fitted the dentate, the share-beam, a piece of timber

on which the share was fixed. To the buris were also

fixed two aures, supposed to have served in place of what

we call earth-boards, by which the furrow is enlarged and

the earth thrown back ; the coulter, or culter, much the

same as our own ; and the ralla, the plough-staff used for

cleaning the plough-share, complete the catalogue. Of

course other more simple ploughs were in use, but I hafe

described the most important of these instruments.

The Romans always ploughed with oxen, usually with

a single pair, often more, sometimes with three in a yoke.

These animals, when young, were trained with great care

for the purpose. They were yoked by the neck usually,

but sometimes by the horns. The length of a common
furrow without turning was 120 feet. The oxen were

allowed to rest a little at each turning, and not at any
other time. These people seemed never to plough in

ridges unless they sowed at the same time. They did

not go round when they came to the end of a field, as

modern ploughmen do, but returned in the same
track. They were very particular as to the regularity

of each furrow, and an opprobrious epithet was
derived from an expression used to signify a plough-

man who went wrong or crookedly. The furrows were

commonly made so narrow, especially on much ploughed

land, as to render it impossible to distinguish where the

plough had actually gone, the plough when held upright

hardly turning the earth aside, and only stirring it.

I la cultivating the ground the Romans alternately
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planted and feft it fallow. The idea was that the earth
became exhausted of nutritive power by carrying a crop,
and needed a year's recuperation to enable it to regain its

productive powers. They also very freijuently ploughed
the land, some stiff soils being turned over in this way as
many as niue times ere a seed was sown. Fallow ground
was ploughed in spring and auti>mn ; dry ricb land in
winter ; wet and stiff land generally in summer. The
depth of the furrow in the first ploughing was usually
nine inches. The seed was sown from a basket,
and the hand always moved with the step, that the
seed might fall equally. The principal seed times, espe-
cially for barley and wheat, were from the autumnal
equinox to the winter solstice, and as sooa in the spring
as the weather permitted.

The grain principally cultivated was wheat of various
kinds and having different cognominations

—

tricilum,

siliffo robus, and Far. Barley also, as I have indicated,

was very much cultivated, chieffy as food for horses.

Oats, flax, and various species of legunmio, or pulse, sucli

as vetches, peas, beans, lupines, &c., were also grown for

nearly the same kind of usage as at this day. Haymaking
was carried on also nearly the same as with us, and
placed in stacks wider cover, the art of thatching being
evidently unknown. The same methods of harvesting

and thrashing corn (Stained amongst the Greeks and

Jews as with the Bbmans (vide la, 28, 27, and Homers-
Iliad 20, 497).

Whilst individuals were restricted to a certain portion
of land, and the citizens themselves cultivated their laud;

little or no necessity for importation was found
;
pro-

visions were in plenty, prices were low, and a general
satisfaction amongst all classes apparently^ prevailed.
Mbu also of a sturdy and respectable class were available
for military defence, obviously because of tteir involved
interests. Under the Emperors, however, the aspect of
these affairs ehanged. Enormous estates were absorbed
by the favoured few, and the cultivation of these was
almost entirely left to slaves. The result was that Rome
was obliged to depend on the provinces, both for supplies
of provisions and' men ; an^ it is to the overgrown
fortunes of these monopolists that the age of luxury and
initial ruin must be ascribed.

The Roman people vrere ever careful as to the propa-
gation of their trees. Virgil gives a complete stock of
instructions as to this matter. The forests were raised
from seed, but the fruit grafted or inoculated. Curiously
enough, Virgil and Golun>ella both aver that any scion
may be grafted on any stock, as apples on a pear stock,
and Cfornels or Cornelian cherries- on a prune or plum
stock, apples on a plane tree, pears on a wild ash—hence
the passage, <7OT««j surculus ornni arbori inseri poiett ti
non tit ei, tut inseritur, coriiee cUmmilist

FARMING IN IRELAND.
At the last raeetrsg of the Mall»w Farmers' Club,. Mr.

James Byene, the Preaident, said :—The present Parliament

will be prorogued in a few days, and for all the good it has

done the Irish farmers it might as well have never opened.

However, it is quite on a par with the three sessions *hich

have preceded it. The Irish, from their traditioB«r»hoiild hai^e

a leaning to Toryism ; but the modern Tory, forgetfttl of past

favours, has made it an article of faith to cmsh out and

trample on the rights and legitimate aspirations of the Irish

people. Our representatives craved for an assimilation of the

franchise between Great Britain and Ireland, and they were
refosed—on what grounds I do not know. They demanded
an increase of pay for the Natioual Teachers, and they received

but a mere dole. They pleaded for Self-government and
Denominational Education, and we know with what result.

They beseeched au amnesty to the few reiaaming political

prisoners, and they were met by insults. Mr. Butt brought in

his Bill to root the Irish farmer in the soil, and we know the

overwhelming majority by which it was overthrown. Subse-

quently Mr. Sharraan Crawford brought in his Bill, which was

far more moderate in its scope, but this Bill was ousted by the

obstructive policy of the Government ; they actually talked it

out. The entire strength of the Liberal party was to. be ac-

corded to Mr. Crawford's measure, but the Government, fear-

ing defeat, resorted to a ruse which they now condemn in such

unmeasured language when availed of by a few high-mettkd,

uncompromising Irish members, who resent the manner in

which Irish questions have lately been treated in the House.

We did not expect much from the Tories, therefore we cannot

»ay we were disappointed. We have at least this consolation,

that as far as Ireland is concerned she is weeding out her Tory
representatives quite rapidly. In all the South ol Ireland we
have none of them save such as got in by a flake (Mr. Gonld-

ing) and whose term of office is very precarious indeed. In

Dublin and Carlow the Liberal registration is beiug attended

to, so that at the firsc opportunity these great strongholds of

Toryism will be razed to tlie ground. lu Antrim the farmers

have two candidates ready for the field, and the men of Down
are impatiently waiting for a dissolution of Parliament to

send in a meet companion to Mr. Crawford. All over Ulster

the farmers are beginning to feel that they need something

more substantial, if they wish to remain in ihe homes of their

lires, than the occasional flaunting of yellow ribbons, and say-

ing hard things of their neighbours, with whom they ought to

make a common cause. They cannot' shiit their eyes to the
fact that even the Duke of Abercorn-did not scruple the other
day to turn a tenant ont of the world for £120 compensation,
although a neighbour would give him £220 for his interest, if

accepted by the Duke. Iq Donegal'a clergyman paid a large
sum for a small holdine:, and on it he erected a good house
and offices, but because, forsooth, the judge considered the
house too good for the holding, he awarded the clergyman less

compensation than if he built no house at all ; or in other
words, a very good house on a farm deteriorates its value.

A^gaia>-ia.the case of Mr. Delacherois, a recent ruling would
seem to indicate that althcagli t^maat-right prevailed on as
ettate some years ago, if no sales took place recenuy t!!»* «l'a-

good old custom lapsed. All over Ulster the Land Courts
show that tenure is most precarious. The good landlord is

handicapped, whi'e the unscrapuloBS one is uncontrolled.
This state of things cannot last—and this even the Tories must
shortly learn. In the model county of East Lothian there is

nothing bat evictions and sequestrations. All over England
abatements of rent are conceded, and several farms are in the
market, for which the landlords are begging for tensMits. At
the different Farmers' Clubs in England the speakers complain
of their inability to make ends meet. The representative
farmer, Mr. Clare S; Read, MvP., speaking some time ago,
aeknowledged he has been working fat a loss for some years.
At tl»e Cirencester Chamber of Agriculture Mr. Ruck de*
manded the abolition of the Game Laws, freedom of tillage,,

the repeal of the- Law of' Distress, and a reduction of rent

;

and at the same meeting Mr. Wrightson, Professor of Agricul-
ture, said that he could not coasoientiously recommend any
young gentleman to engage in farming pursuits with any hope
of profit. We have American cattle- coming over regularly,

with fresh beef and mutton, cheese, and: batter fresh, salted^:

and any amount of oleo-margarine, so well adapted for adul-
terating butter. We have also their chesse,. egi;s, hwA, afi(i

even oysters, and at the present rate of things all oi>r agricul-
tural implements will be of American manufacture. Even in-

the village of Sh&nballymore our worthy hon. sec. has a large

stock of American-made goods, including mowinf; and> reaping
machines, horse-rakes, ploughs, washing machinesj. butterr

workers, forks, shovels, wheel-barrows, pumps, nails, and all.

descriptions of carpenters'' tools. We import all American
produce free. The Americans put on a prohibitive tax on n«.

Ii this reciprocity P Perhaps to. And as to American corn^ife

0^3
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bat coAe to this, that a very extensive farmer asked me a few
months lince if I would advise him to plough up a field lo

grow oatt to feed his cattle, or if I would consider it more
economical for him to purchase corn grown hy a farmer in tlie

Far West of the United States. A Devonshire farmer told me
the other day it would be madness to plough laud at all in

Ireland. Are these times for rent-raising or disturbing that

security which a farmer should have for his investments?

Shoold it not be more the duty of wise legislators to instil into

the minds of the people tliat they have a home in their own
dear land if they are sober, industrious, and law-abiding P At
a time when the red dogs of war are perpetrating unheard of

savagery—when changes of the most astounding nature are

certain to take place in the map of Europe, or, perhaps, in

Asia, too—when an ancient and powerful race are ahout being

wiped off the face of the earth—when communism and social-

ism are banding tegether to subvert order and legitimacy— is

this a time for our statesmen to be bandying Billingsgate for

whole nights in Parliament with a few Irishmen who feel

goaded to resistance? Oris the miglity issue now being
played for at the Balkans to be decided by the conferring of a

certain title, or a mock heroic speech amid a fusillade of

champagne corks at a Guildhall banquet ? This is a critical

time for Great Britain, and she ought to close up the differ-

ences io her own household. A most important motion was
introduced this session by an English Radical member, Mr.
Shaw Lefevre, to enquire liow far the Bright clauses of the

Land Act might be extended towards establishing a farmer

proprietary in Ireland, and the evidence given before the

Select Committee has been most favourable, particularly that

by Mr. Godley, Secretary to the Church Temporalities Com-
missioners. M r. Godley spoke from experience, and went so

far as to recommend the sale of properties to farmers on

mortgage, to be repaid by terminable annuities extending over

fifty-two years. The evidence of the Board of Works' odicials

was not 80 satisfactory. It appears the Board oi Works is a

Castle of Indolence. The Board did not meet for the last three

years. Their minute book was principally filled up with news-
paper scraps, and it appears each official (rames rules tor his

own convenience. No wonder that the Bright clauses were a

dead letter in the hands of such a body. We have frequently

referred to the anomalous state of the Grand Jury Laws, but
each assizes gives us fresh proof of their defectiveness. At
the Roscommon Assizes the Grand Jury awarded compensation
to Mrs. Young for the loss of her husband in the sum of

£4,000, to be levied off four adjoining baronies. There was
not a scintilla of proof that the crime was agrarian, nor that

it was the result of a conspiracy ; stiii ihe poor farmers were
Jiiulciedin the sum of £4',000. The O'Conor Don, as foreman,
protested against the demand ; still that same gentleman votes

regularly against Mr. Butt's Bill, which would be the only
remedy for this most unconstitutional branch of the legisla-

ture. The men of Roscommon must see that their votes are

not recorded for members whose leading acts in the House are

giving opposition to any measure calculated to benefit the
tenant farmers. Our strength lies in the union that exists

between Irish farmers. South and North, the ballot, the purity

of our representatives, and the assistance which we are certain

to get from deep-thinking, unprejudiced statesmen in Great
Britain. The peasant proprietary scheme is now on the lapis—it is a favourite one of mine. I read a long paper on the
subject to the Cork farmers' Club, in 1869, and sketched out
a scheme which, if acted on in 1870, would be the means of
rooting some thousands of farmers in the country by this time.

It is for us to hope that the experience of seven years has
shown that a measure which, when introduced, was howled
down as confiscation, may now be regarded as the solution of
the laud ditiicully in Ireland, even by parties never remarkable
lor their friend>hip to us. But whether by establishing fixity

of tenure at fair rents, or by creating a farmer proprietary, the
liish land question must be speedily settled.

CUCUMBERS EA.TEN BY A CAT.-In reference to
this subject, another correspoadent says he knows of an
1 xactly similar experience with a dog. The dog, however,
V* as not suspected ; but he was at length caught in the act ol
I atiog the cucumbers with as much apparent relish as meat.—
Hardeners' Chronicle. '

OUR FOOD SUPPLIES.

In an article on our food supply T/ie Daily Telegraph

says :

—

Tlie secret of the tardy development of agriculture among
ns, we apprehend, will be found traceable to serious defects in
the land laws, by which many enterprising farmers are dis-

couraged from investing large capital in agricultural operations,
and not a few, disheartened, are consequently impelled to seek
other pursuits. If capital is to be tempted into farming upon
a large scale more satisfactory conditions of tenure than exist

at present must be secured, and a Valuation Act must be
passed which will have the effect of equalising the rating of
farms in every county. In respect to the import of meat our
confidence for the future is amply justified. As with the
culture of wheat, the supply of live stock in this country has
diminished, and is likely to diminish so long as it is necessary
to subject graziers to the restrictions with which the dread of
the cattle disease perpetually visits them. This diminution
lias been progressive since IST-i. But it is now proved
beyond question that abundant supplies of dead meat are ob-
tainable from all parts of the world. Considering the
deterioration to which live stock from the European continent
and America are liable on the passage, it is hardly surprising

that the importation of oxen and sheep shonid be decreasing.

Yet it is a significent fact, that imports of fresli meat should be
notably on the increase. A conception of the vast dimensions
this branch of trade is destined to acquire may be formed from
the statement that whereas in 1875 we only imported 25,771
cwt. of beef " fresh or slightly salted," in the corresponding
period of this year the quantity introduced amounted to

337,380 cwt. The efiiciency of iM. Tellier's patent for pre-

sffving meat in sound condition during a voyage of any
distance and in any climate was recently demonstrated by the
arrival of the Erigorifique, with her experimental cargo in an
excellent state. The ultimate efi'ect of this triumph of science

upon British agriculture will reveal itself in due time. One
thing, however, is indubitable, England is now placed witliin

easy reach of every meat-producing country on the globe, and
it is probable that sooner or later, in view of these augmented
facilities for obtaining mtat supplies without the risk of
importing the cattle plague, the foreign live gtook trade with
England nill cease.

SHOOTING RIGHTS.—A decision affecting the rights

of shooting was given recently by the Saffron Walden
county bench. Charles Richardson, gamekeeper, was sum-
moned for trespassing upon land in the occupation of
Mr. Alfred Burleigh, at Little Chesterford, Essex. It was
proved that Captain Elliott hired the shooting over the same
land from Lord Charles Hervey, and had exercised such right

lor ten or a dozen years, and therefore it was urged in defence

that Lord Ciiarles Hervey had no power to grant any right of
shooting in connection with the letting of the land to Mr.
Burleigh. Mr. Ackland, counsel for the prosecution, however,
contended that as there was no written agreement between
Lord Charles Hervey and Captain Elliott, and as a right could

only be granted by deed, the de'^endant had no right to shoot

over the land, and the magistrates held this contention to be
good, notwitiistanding a letter produced by the defendant from
Lord Charles Hervey, in which his lordship denied that Mr.
Burleigh had any right of shooting, and admitting that the

right had been granted by a verbal agreement to Captain
Elliott.—The defendant was fined for the offence.

WHIST IN NEW ZEALAND.—Etymologists teach us
'Cti^X, pecunla was derived from pecus, in days when patriarchs

ruled and flocks and herds were the staple of wealth. The
ages of the world reproduce themselves. A friend of mine
was recently up country in New Zealand, on a trip round the

Globe. He stopped for 'a night at a squatter's hut, and was
asked to cut in for a rubber of whist. Taking his seat he
casually asked, " What points ? " Said his partner in

surprise—not knowing but that he was addressing some
neighbouring squatter newly established—"Wky ! the usual

game, of course : sheep points and a bullock on the rubber.

"

— Whitehall Review.
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WORDS OF WARNING TO "IMPROVING FARMERS."

Southeru Scotland is a rich agricultural country, finely

wooded, and consequently well sheltered ; the natural drainage

is unequalled, while the climate is sulhcieutly dry for successful

sheep-raising and feeding. The rents ha»e risen withiu thirty

years in a marvellous nianaer ; most of the improvements,
with the exception of buildings, have been doue at the expense

of the tenant. But with all those qualifications which have
rendered its farmers and peasantry a happy and contented

people, it is a remarkable fact, no mere theory, but a practical

solution,which needs no demonstration, that the landlords of this

favoured district are in many cases poor, rather narrow-minded
men. With a few really noble exceptions they live up to, and
many of them above, their incomes. Looking back upon the

history of some families who boast of a long, glorious pedigree,

we cannot help exclaiming, " How are the mighty fallen !

"

" Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime."

That fashionable sport, horse-racing, has brought, or is

bringing, not a few into the spider-net of the Jew. Strange

as it may seem, the larger majority of our upper classes cannot

afford to stay at home. More tlian a score of lordly palaces

stand empty mouths aud months, no tenants but some
servants dragging out a weary existence upon board

wages, and nothing to do, while the owners leave the land of

their fathers to the management of lawjers, factors, etc., and

spend their life amid the festivities of the capital ; or hide

themselves for a few months at some Continental spa to recruit

their shattered finances, and possibly frames, after wasting

their means in a luxurious aud gay life. Under such baneful

influences, combined with an iudolent class of farmers and a

miserable lot of labourers, the agriculture of some of the

richest sections of England has reached a low ebb. As yet

Scotland has not suffered to any degree; but if " coming events

cast their shadows before," it is more likely that the tenants

of Scotland will deteriorate in personal worth and education,

and consequently the interests of many parties will suffer.

Nothing can be more hurtlul than to stop the march of

improvement. I^ast Whit-Sunday saw one of the ablest and
best farmers in the couuty of Berwick leave his home. It

was perhaps not such a hard case as the one we quoted

previously, but it has its interesting features.

Not far from a well-known old Border town is situated a

small but good estate. One of the farms was occupied by a

most intelligent tenant, who prided himself upon good cattle

and first-class crops. The expenditure upon artificial food and

manure was very large, and no expense was spaied in the

matter of labour. The land was clean and the fences were

trim. Some nine years ago the tenant, who was watching the

course of events, applied for an extension of lease, as his

yearly expendiluie was very large, and it was clear that he

would either have to stop manuring so extensively or get

some promise that he was to have his farm on reasonable

terms again. The landlord at that time was indebted to his

industrious tenant in more ways than one, and he accordingly

gave his word that he would never think of parting with his

well-tried tenant. With such an assurance the cake and

manure bill waxed larger year by year, while the culture o(

the farm was the admiration of the surrounding neighbour-
hood. Last autumn negotiations were entered upon for a

renewal of the lease, which expired at Whit-Sunday 1877. It

would be needless to follow up all the turns and aspects of the

ca-e. The tenant, although he had lent a needy landlord

money when his credit was at a low ebb, was now turned

round upon, and the screw applied. It was not as if a king

had arisen, who " knew not Joseph," but simply the self-tame

gentleman who nine years before had encouraged his tenant to

goon improving his land. The old tenant offered £1,2G0; and

being salisfieil that such a sum was as much as he could wisely

give, and perhaps more than the farm cculd afford, resolved to

leave it rather than give more. After being advertised for a

long time, and liaving the date for receiving offers more than

once extended, the farm has been let at something Iikej61,t00

per annum, with what conditions attached we are not aware.

Another farm of a lesser extent fell out of lease at the same
time. The proprietor determined to sell it, as it l»y far from

his other estates. The tenant of this place was also a mos
industrious man, but he was a blood-sucker of the most

inveterate character, and at the end of the lease this farm was

in a most deplorable state. In round numbers the rent was
±'000 a year, and it was sold at about £18,000, which, at the

price larrd is selling round about the district would not be np

to the old rent. We do not defend the course this tenant

pursued. Far from it. He was as bad, even worse, in some

respects, than a landlord who rates his tenant upon his

improvements. In the one case the food-producing properties

are seriously affected ; in the other a tenant is grievously

wronged.
These cases are placed here, side by side, to compare and

analyse the injustice that an improving tenant has to labour

under. The first-named tenant improved his farm to the

extent of three or four hundred pounds per annum in com-
parison to the latter. We pass over the individual slight

passed upon the honest farmer, because every one who knows
the landlord and his tenant are sufficiently able to judge

of their means, character, and personal worth without going

into an explanation in the pages of this Journal.

The question founded upon these individual cases grows into

a public one, and one that Parliament will need to face ere

long. Most farmers wish to improve the food-producing

powers of our country, but under this system of taking

advantage of their position it is impossible for the land to get

a fair chance. Farmers, as a rule, know how to look alter

their pockets, and quite right ; but they are also well aware

that good and liberal farming is the sure way to make most

money. The poor spirit of some landlords, who grudge the

success of their prosperous tenants because they themselves

are worthless and indolent, is a formidable barrier in the way
of improvement. Nejrly every farm in Southern Scotland has

to undergo this sweating system— this vile blood-sucking,

before the end of a lease. It is a crying evil. We know one

of the very best farmers in the Borders who at present is

devising every means in his power to draw the last Bhilling

out of his land. Like Solomon, he knows not who may come
alter him, and, taking time by the forelock, he will try to get

as much cash out of his farm during the next four or five years

as he possibly can. We protest in the most emphatic manner
against this system ; but where is the remedy if landlords can

abuse improving tenants in the most unrighteous manner?
If the best tenant that Scotland has produced this century was

evicted from his farm for his political opinions—if one of the

most enterprising tenants in the Borders has to bend his knee

at a ducal altar because he has been induced to lay out

thousands upon his rented land—what can be expected? Are
these cases not enough to raise the indignation of a generous

public ? Are they not monuments set up in the highways to

warn their brethren of broken faith and cold inhumanity ?—
North British Jgrioulturist.

THE efficiency of M. Tellier's patent for preserving meat

in sound condi*ion during a voyage of any distance and in any

climate was recently demonstrated by the arrival of the

Frigoriflque, with her experimental cargo iu an excellent state.

The ultimate effect of this triumph of science upon British

agriculture will reveal itself i n due time. One thing, how-

ever, is indubitable, England is now placed within easy reach

of every meat producing country on the globe, and it is pro-

bable that sooner or later, in view of these augmented facili-

ties for obtaining meat supplies without the risk of importing

the cattle plague, the foreign live stock trade with England,

will cease.

—

Daily Telegraph.

A NEW FEEDING CAKE.—Messrs. James Gibbs and

Co. liavo added a new department to their business in the sale

of their new mixed feeding cake. They have, at great expense,

erected mills at Limehouse for the manufacture of this new
variety of cattle food,which has been analyzed by Dr. Vocelcker,

.^rofessor Sibson, and Dr. Macadam, whose reports are very

favourable. We have not yet seen a sample ol this cake,

which we believe has not yet been exhibited at any show,

having only recently been perfected to the satisfaction of the

inveaioi:] after a lengthened aeries of experiments,
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THE FALL IN EENTS,
The following article from TA< Spectator has already been

-referred to in these columns ; but we find it has attracted

such general attention that we give it entire :

—

There is a change comicp over British agricultcre of which

we are likely to hear more than^enough, for it affects the class

which of all others can best make itself heard. If* we may
believe the grumblings which reach ns from three points of

the compass, from the North, from the South, and from the

£,ast—there is some doubt about the West, but the cry comes

tp loudest of »11 from the Midland shires—the luckiest of

English classes, the landlords, are beginning at last to suffer

so severely that their williugness to hear of a war, not to say

their readiness to provoke one, is becoming a factor in the

polictics of the ho&r. Tiiey cannot £nd tenants for their

iE:t;er farms. As leases expire, or fariaers die, or old tenants

move off, they find that farms are thrown on their hands, that

agents look anxious or shamefaced, and that lawyers nutter

about the badaess of the times. The pleasaat days which

have lasted so loBg during which there have always been

three applicants for every vacancy on a farm, and interest has

been made for " holdings" as actively as if they were " livings"

e; appointments, have passed away, apparently never to

' return, and an applicant has to be treated like a capitalist

willing to lead money on a second mortgage. He wishes to

-tee the landlord, not the agent. He is entirely dissatisfied

with the estate rules. He wants his farm to be in as

perfect order as a London house with a heavy premium
on it, and stipulates for as much liberty of action as if he

expected to be the freeholder. £ven when the concessions

are made—and it is astonishing what concessions can be

made when the alternative for the landlord is, figuratively

speaking, to cart the muck for himself—he draws back,

declares that he should like a few days to consider, and
fiaally demands a direct and very often a serious decrease of

r^nt. In Scotland it is asserted on excellent authority that

this decrease sometimes amounts in direct cash loss to twelve

per cent., equivalent to an income-tax of half-a-crown in the

ponnd, and that landlords are yielding everywhere lest worse

should befall them, and lest the loss which arises on the

delay in letting should be followed by further loss from injury

to the land. Two years of neglect means five years' loss of

farm profit. In the Midland Counties—and the richest bits of

them too—the decline is estimated at tea per cent., or two
hillings in the pound ; and in the South it is at least as

much, with the further aggravation that even on these terms,

which seem to landlords revolutionary, there is no choice of

' tenants to be had. Only in the West, where farms are still

comparatively small, and . farmers undignified and ignorant,

does the old quiet continue, and even there an unmistakable

demand is arising for better terms in every respect but rent.

There are estates where, many leases having been granted at

one time, thousands of acres have been thrown up at once,

and where the smaller farmers are beginning to think and
say that, if they had no consciences, the position of baihffs to

a -great owner forced suddenly to take over his own land

—

that is, in faet, forced to turn farmer withont an idea of the

minute thrift which alone makes farming profitable—is better

"by heaps " than the position of a tenant with ever so good
, a lease. " Why, Ae finds the capital ?" they say, at the smaller

'v ordinarirs, and think of their own money with a new sense of

love and reverence, beca«se it is going to stay in the bankers'

or the lawyers' hands.

There is no doubt of the fact, or that for landlords it is a

.grave one, although we do not know that they deserve any

very serious commiseration. They have enjoyed the pleasant

things of the world for a long time, have nsed their power
very often a little roughly, and have even now far more secure

positions than any other persons engaged in necensary and
-customary trades. They have dealt in an article which man-
kind could not do without, have enjoyed a monopoly of pro-

duction, and unlike brewers or mnufactusrers of ahirtings, have
made their own laws. Nobody has ventured to fine them
because labourers worked too long hours, or children were sent

•oa the land too soon, and nobody has ever interfered with
-their management of cottages, or their neglect to supply
Aoase drainage, good water, or reasonable ventilation. Still,

a ten-per-cent. fall in the incomes of the most secure and
powerful class in the country means an immense reduction in

the aggregate purchasiug fund, even if the purchases are
mostly luxuries, and may involve important political conse-
quences, if only because all county members are feeling a new
anxiety ; and it is worth while to inqaire into the reason of the
decline. The popular explanation does not seem to meet all

the fact*. Many of the landlords, all the farmers, and, we
perceive, most of those who write upon the subject, say that
the change is due to a perceptible decrease in the average pro-
fit of farming. I'armers cannot get the old eight per cent., or
whatever the interest was which they were willing

to concede in confidence that they usually made.
The price of wheat is now so entirely regulated by
the foreign su^^ly that it is doabtfal even if a war,
unless it were a war with America, would greatly increase the
averages ; and even in tha4; case the new importations from
India would probably in a few months make up all the deficit.

The price of meat is threatened by the new trade in dead meat
from America, till Protectionist devices against the cattle

plagne are almost worthless, and the grand ultimate threat, to

"lay the land down to grass," has become almost a meaning-
less menace. At the same time, the cost of production is gone
np. Manure, the farmer's most costly necessity, has increased

in price all round some forty per cent. Horseflesh, his most
necessary machinery, has become dearer, both to buy and to

keep, by at least one-quarter, perhaps as regards keep by one-
third. And human labour, upon which his outlay in cash is

largest—the usual cost of labour per annum about equalling

the rent—has risen all round in cash, or in exchange of cheap
perquisites for cash, by three shillings on twelve—that is, by
five-and-twenty per cent. Profit is, therefore, it is alleged, un-
procurable, and the farmer sees no direction in which com-
pensation c«n be obtained except a rednction of rent, upon
which, therefore, he insists, with a dry persistence not de-

creased by a consciousness that for once he has got the logical

as well as the actual upper hand of the owner of the soil.

There can be no doubt that the farmers' complaint is in

some measure true, but there are other causes—or at least,

one other cause—at work to which we desire to call attention.

As we are informed, the trouble is felt principally with re-

gard to farms above 250 acres. The smaller farmer is not

half so worried as his larger neighbour. He has more to pay
for labour, for horses, and for manure ; but the increase ia

upon a more limited surface of expenditure, while he feela

directly and keenly certain new advantages—the high price of

his hay, the excessive demand for milk, and the great profit

obtainable if he devotes a few acres to that rough market-

gardening, in which the master's eye does so much, and of

which, for some incomprehensible reason, the larger farmer

is half or wholly ashamed. [We do not know if the feeling

is local, but we can testify to one district where a large growth

of profitable vegetables is considered an undignified proceeding

in a farmer, justifying severe sneers at the ordinary, and jeers

in the market place of the plainest and the hardest kind,] It

is the larger farmer who is retiring, not the smaller, and it is

not quite certain that his only motive is a fear of want of

profit. Another, and perhaps a stronger one, is distaste for aa

occupation which, though in some respects pleasant, involvet

a great loss ol independence, which is more affected by th«

caprice of the capitalist who lets the " plant " than any other,

and which, while demanding every year larger means, every

year affords less and less of those liappy chances

offered by almost every other kind of occupation.

It takes a man with £7,500 now-a-days to farm

five hundred acres with auything like certainty of

reasonable profit, and a man with £7,600 now-a-

days is comparatively educated, knows quite well where New
Zealand is, and what Michigan or Oregon is like, sees what

ean be done in trade, and even in the professions—though the

comparative profitableness of these latter is declining day by

day—and is entirely unwilling to ask as a favour to be allowed

to enter on an occupation in which chances scarcely exist,

good social position is unattainable, security for his money is

not yet conceded, and the individual who is most important to

him regards him as his inferior. The large farmer thinks ho
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could do better with his money, dissnades his children from
his own pursuit, and, unless tied to the soil by age, habits, or
temperament, retires from an occupation which has ceased to
be ia consonance with his new intellectual position. He might
still be tempted by a farm which lie could hold" as if he were
owner," with no conditions but rental, but he will no longer
remain in a trade in which the dealer, in every action of his

life, implies to his customer that he has done him a favour in

selling his goods, demanding in return both deference and
gratitude, " The man was rude," says the dealer in shirtings,
*' but he was a good customer." " The man was rude," says

the dealer in farms, " though he was actually one of
my own tenants

!

" The class willing to take large

farms decreases, therefore, rapidly, and there is little chance
that, except through a distinct change of system, affecting all

social relations, it will ever revive again, and the immediate
consequence of the change is disastrous to the landlord. We
say the immediate consequence, because we imagine that the

end which some anticipate is still very far off, and that the
andlorda 'vill, for the most part, yield only for a moment.
The possession of power is too dear to the wealthy to be
readily given up, and we expect to see a recurrence to small
farms, with all their drawbacks and annoyances, before the
landlords join the Liberals in finally making land an ordinary
marketable commodity. There are still men to take a hundred
and fifty acres, pay rent, aud touch their hats for the privilege

of paying it; and though the erection of new farm buildinijs

is a pinch, and the retrogression in the style of farming is a
pain, the landlords will meet the pinch and bear the pain
before they surrender power. We do not expect to see rents

permanently lowered, for lowering them in a moderate degree
will not meet the whole case, nor do we expect to see land-

lords farming their own estates, for they want their lives for

other ends than managing details of agriculture ; but we do
expect to see a rapid, perhaps a violent, return to little hold-

ings, in the hands of men but little above the labourers, to

whom they are of necessity the harshest of employers, and
t]iroui;h whom they also, as time goes on, will some day be
defeated.

" A West Norfolk Farmer " writes to The Lynn
Advertiser

:

—
I have read in your paper of the 11th inst. the article from

Tke Spectator on this subject, with the writer of whicii I

entirely agree.

Although one of the class, I cannot but admit that the

present extravagant rate at which farms in this county—es-

pecially those composed of light land—are let, is due, in a
great measure, to the tenant farmers themselves, in bidding

against each other for such occupations ; but the last three

years have, I think, opened our eyes, and put a complete stop

on the insane competition which has been the rule for too

long a period. It is high time that landowners, who have
had the benefit of this, and several of whom have, moreover,

endeavoured to encourage the notion that rents must advance

to a still higher pitch, should try their hands at a business

which they profess to believe to be so very lucrative. The
Earl of Leicester (one of the largest landowners in the county,

and a thoroughly practical man of business) told hia tenants at

his audit in (I believe) 187i, that his capital employed in

farming paid him 17 per cent.—a statement which, finding its

way into Tke Times and other papers, obtained a world-wide

publicity, and which, emanating from such an authority, could

not fail to create the impression that farming is an extremely

profitable business. In fact, most outsiders would infer from it

that 17 per cent, represents about an average return for a far-

mer's time and capital. We have not heard the result of his lord-

ship's farming operations for the last three years, nor has any
public allusion been made to his balance slieet since the occa-

sion to which I refer ; but seeing from his statement how
advantageously he can carry on the farms which he has in

hand, I shall not be deemed uncharitable in saying that I wish

he had been farming 10,000 acres during that period.

About the time that this balance sheet was the subject of

discussion amongst farmers, some influential person interested

in land (vith whose name I cannot at the moment charge my
memory, but I am inclined to think it was the noble Earl in

question) stated in public that farmers might expect to pay

higher rents, seeing that landed proprietors and gentlemen of

fortune would be placing their sons in a business so lucrative

and satisfactory, and that, witii this additional competition for

farm!, they would aasuredly command enhanced rates.

I am not aware that any juvenile land owners or young
gentlemen of fortune have been placed in farms in this county,

whatever may have been the case elsewhere ; but I know of

some of the parents going into business, merely because they

can no longer find simpletons with capital to hire their farms at

the extravagant-rents which have been too longthe rule, or to be

eaten up alive with game, witlr both of which drawbacks many
tenants have had, and still have, to contend. One woul.l

suppose that if landlords really believe farming to be so good
a thing as they wish to represent it, it would answer their

purpose to raise money at SJ to 4 per cent, and invest it in a

business which holds out such a glorious return as 17 per cent.,

or even /ia//" that rate, for the capital so employed.

I occupy a light land farm of somewhat under 1,000 acres,

and I have not only been working three years for nothing, so

far as regards my own time, but my capital, which' has yielded

me no interest whatever in the interval, is less by upwards of

£2,000 than it was three years ago ; and, however good the

crop of the present year may be, it cannot possibly recoup my
losses of the last three years, so that by the time it is realised

I shall have had a four years' innings for nothing, with still

a balance to the bad. Few men in any other business can, I

hope, say as much. This is not an exceptional case, but I

believe that nine-tenths of the light land farmers in Norfolk
are in the same boat. To enable a man to take a farm of

1,000 acres, with live and dead stock, &c., at the present

prices, he should have at his command at least £13,000 to

£14',000; and, in view of the experience of the last three

years of the prospects as regards foreign competition, both in

corn and wool, and the unsatisfactory state of the labour market

at home, which the new educational movement will render still

more unfavourable to the employer, without in any v-
benefiting the labourer, no sane man with that amoun' of

capital, or anything approachiiuj it, will be found to embark it

in sucli a business, unless he can hire an occupation eniireti/

to his mind and oh his own terms. If I were out of the business

nothing should induce me to re-embark in it, but I am too old

to transplant, and am adapted for nothing else.

Eight per cent, {not seventeen') can hardly be considered an

extravagant return for capital employed in a business to which
a man devotes his whole time and attention ; and I very much
question whether one occupier of a light land farm in this

county out of every fifty, who keeps correct and reliable

accounts, can show an annual return of eight per cent.,

taking an average of the last twenty years.

If any such there he, they are more fortunate than I,

UNITED STATES DAIRIES.—The report of the Chief

of the Bureau of Statistics, Washington, for the last half of

the year ]S7G shows a rapid progress in the amount of dairy

produce exported from the United States. The quantities

and value exported during the aeven years ended December

31st, 187G, are stated as follows -.—In 1S70, butter, 2,079,751

lb. 570,+32dols.; cheese, 60,115,0901b., 8,646,491 dols. In

1871, butter, 8,568,0121b., 1,606,239 dols. ; clieese,

69,907,1671b., 8,027,754 dols. In 1872, butter, 5,044,2271b.,

1,041032 dols.; cheese, 65,459,4621b., 8,421,114 dols. In

1873 butter, 4,074,6571b., 947,986 dols. ;
cheese, 91.358,077

lb 11911 541 dols. In 1874, butter, 5,832,8061b., 1 467,066

dols.: cheese, 95,607,3251b., 13,071,946 dols. In 1875,

butter 5 293 6711b., 1,249,244 doU. ; cheese, 98,575,6871b.,

12 767,836 dols. In 1876, butter, 13,827,3131b., 2,953,722

dols. ; cheese, 100,179,3961b., 11,817.006 dols. The statistics

of the export trade with South America areas follows:

—

United States of Columbia—butter, 206,2021b., valued at

63 075 dols.; cheese, 4^3,2141b., 6,244 dols. Venezuela-

butter, 133.0061b.. 35,218 dols.; cheese, 16,llllb., 2,290

dols. Brazils—butter. 7.7131b., 1,617 dols. ; cheese, 1,9871b.,

257 dols. Argentine Republic—butter, 6271b., 190 dols.

ChiU aud Peru—butter, 8,0401b., 2,470 dols. Uruguay-
butter, 1051b.. i>5 dols.

NO MISTAKE, THIS TIME.—Lodger.—"Dear me,

Mrs. Cribbles, your Cat's been at this Mutton again
!"

Landlauy. " On no mum, it can't be the cat. My 'Usbaiid

says he b'lieves it's the CoUerlarda Beetle V— Punch.

TRADE MARKS IN SOUTU AFRICA.—A Bill to pro-

vide for the registration of trade marks under a permissive

system has been recently introduced by the Attorney-General,

and read a «econd time ift the Capo Parliament.— jfVa^i'tf

Marks,
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THE MARQUIS OF HUNTLY ON THE
LABOUR QUESTION AND FARMING.
In the course of a speech at the recent agricultural meetinS

at Tarland, the Marquis of Huntly said the labour question

was a problem only to be solved by improving the dwellings

of the labourers iu the rural districts. You cannot prevent

any able-bodied man from going into the towns and getting

employment at higher wages, and you can only induce a part

of the family to remain as labourers on the soil by giving

them good houses and gardens. You would thereby con-

tribute towards creating a love for the soil, and induce them

to stop on it. I do not think that any other way is to be

foond out by which the labourers can be kept. But still, with

all that, as the prices rise in the towns so will the prices rise

in the rural districts. I look forward to days when there will

be a much greater rise than there has been in the agricultural

market. But, as I have already said, the only way you can

keep the labourers is by giving them better houses. I wish

to see more of a movement to do away with the bothy system

in this district and in Scotland. I believe Lord Aberdeen has

built a great many cottages for labourers on his estate. I am
cert lin that all through the north of Scotland it would be a

good thing if the bothy system were done away with. There

is another way, which is not sufficiently followed up in

Aberdeenshire, by which ^ou would be able to meet expensive

farming, and that is feeding the sheep upon the grass with

cake. Colonel Junes suggested that if you did away with the

half of the turnip crop you would be able to keep more sheep

on your ground, but you could not do that unless you feed

tnem with cake upon the grass. In Torfarshire, where I

spent a few days lately, it is almost the universal plan. The
people work their farms upon the sixth shift, keeping them
three years in grass, and manuring them the third year by

giving the sheep cake upon the grass. They improve to an
extraordinary extent the value of the land. I have seen many
instances of this in the south, and I would recommend any
farmer here to try it on a small scale, and he will not repent

it. I have tried it myself, and have seen the most marvellous

effects. You can keep more sheep, and the expenditure in

cake will be returned to you a hundredfold. I saw that

Colonel Innes went in for pressing the advisability of a know-
ledge of agricultural chemistry. You are all aware that has

been one of the things I have been urging for many years.

I think every farmer ought to have a knowledge of the

chemical properties of land. I am pleased to tell yon that

when the classes started at Aberdeen last year a joung lad,

ton of a tenant of mine, went in on my recommendation, and
has had the honour of taking two first prizes. I believe the

whole of Deeside only sent in three or four students to Mr.
Jamieson's lectures, and when we send such a limited number,
and one able to distinguiBh himseltj why should you not send

others ? If any of you have young lads that you could send

in every Saturday to attend these classes, it would be a great

benefit to them.

The noble Marquis having referred to a recent speech made
by Col. Innes, of Learuey, on Agriculture, the gallant Colonel
in the course of a reply says :—I will venture so far as to say

that the cost of labour in Aberdeenshire is a great obstacle to

continuing successiuUy our present system of turnip hus-
bandry, and that this difficulty is not met by your Lordship's

suggestion, that the labouring class should be iacreasied by
providing more and better house accommodation for them, for

the simple reason that the supply of more and better labourers'

houses involves more expenses instead of less. I agree entirely
with you in the propriety and advantage of maintaining and
increasing and bettering the house accommodation of the
working classes, but so long as that cannot be expected to

reduce the cost of labour, it is a question apart from our
present discussion, and it is best to take one thing at a
time.

Assuming, then, that the money cost of labour in Aberdeen-
shire is high, and cannot be expected to be materially reduced,
this difficulty must necessarily be carefully considered with
reference to the turnip crop, which is the crop which involves
in its cultivation, by tlie application of farmyard manure, and
in its consumptioE by house-fed cattle, the main branch of
outlay in Aberdeenshire husbandry. And haviog thus, I trust,

reached a platform on which we can stand, I am gratified to
observe thisit, is the further progrese of ths discaasion I can

concur, to a great extent, in the views expressed by your
Lordship.

You do indeed controvert my suggestion that, except on
lands well suited lor it, it may be desirable to limit the turnip

crop, but practically you support my suggestion by proposing
what would be a substitute for the turnip crop, namely, cake
feeding of sheep upon the pastures.

The saving of labour, however, which I propose for discus-

sion with reference to the turnip crop, is not merely the

reduction of that crop on heavy lands unsuited for it, but also

he saving of cost in its consumption by feeding it off on light

land by sheep, instead of carting it home to be consumed in

byres by cattle, and carting it back to the fields in the shape
of farmyard manure. This includes also the saving of outlay

in farm buildings.

The discussion of such an important topic cannot fail to be
of use, and I trust it will not be allowed to die out until we
see oar way to economise labour and manures by employing
labour to better purpose, and applying manures and feeding

stuffs with more descrimination ; and that thus, if the cost of
farming cannot he met by diminished outlay ,it may at all events

be compensated for by increased production.

I shall be happy to discuss the question of the supply of
labour on some future occasion. I will merely observe just

now that the first step is to make labour profitable. If labour

is expended in agricultural work which does not yield a

profitable return, the farmer grudges the wages, the labourer

cannot pay house rent, and the landlord will not build houses
at an outlay which yields no return. If farmers find that they

can employ labour to advantage, aud pay good and constaut

wages, the labourers will find that they can pay the rent of

good houses, and the supply of houses will in due course

increase.

THE MANHATTAN ABATTOIR.
The Manhattan Abattoir, originally built for a market, is an

immense brick structure of the Composite order, surmounted
by various domes and steeples. The market occupies a whole
block, some 200 by 800 feet, and is situated between Eleventh
and Twelfth Avenues and Thirty-fourth and Thirty-fifth

Streets. The superficial area is four acres- About one-half
of the market is occupied by the abattoir. The roof is sup-
ported by pillars, and the ventilation is absolutely perfect.

The abattoir is divided up into various stalls and killing-pens.

Fronting on the river there is an ample space where cattle can
be landed, and allowed to find repose prior to slaughtering.
From these cattle enclosures there runs a tunnel under Twelfth
Avenue, where the animals can be brought at once into the
shambles. This is au admirable arrangement, from the fact

that the animals are not seen by the outside pablic from the
time of their landing until they are converted into beef. That
harrying of cattle, that chasing and driving them about, is

entirely evaded in the Manhattan Abattoir.

The absolute method applied to slaughtering cattle is as
follows:—When the cattle are all in the pens, one of the
slaughterer's assistants quietly approaches an animal and
passes a rope around the steer's hind leg above thejoint, and
by means of a windlass the beast is carefully and deliberately

drawn up until it hangs suspended, head downward, some
three feet from the floor. If the animal struggles at first all

violent motion soon ceases, and the brute appears as if dazed.
The slaughterer whets his knife—au exceedingly short one,
not over six inches long—and with two rapid strokes almost
severs the head of the animal from the body. It takes hardly
a second, such is the certainty with which the cuts are given.
Instantly large tin pans are placed under the bleeding animal.
The expression in regard to torrents of blood flowing from an
animal is an exaggeration— five gallons is about the quantity.

The struggles of the animal are but few. To the first violent
quiverings follow what are called the automatic movements.
After the first second of pain evidently all physical anguish
has passed away, and, if it might be so expressed, the animal
is dead before he is conscious of it. A test used by the killer

to satisfy himself that the animal is dead is to crook his tail.

No sooner has the last quiver passed than flaying aud disem-
bowelling take place. Two or three men are busy with the
carcase, and in an incredibly short space of time the beef is

halved and the sides are pushed along a railroad overhead to

cool. A skilful killer, with his assistants, when cattle are
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docile, can slaughter and dress six animals in an hour. When
urged to its utmost capacity the Manhattan Abattoir can kill

and dress in a day 1,000 cattle.

The use of chill-rooms, in order to prepare cattle in the

warm weather for the home market or for exportation, is most
important to get rid of the animal heat in beef. Such ice-

rooms or chill-rooms are now being built in all abattoirs.

The construction of a chill-room is quite simple. In all

modern methoc's of refrigerating food ice is kept apart from
the :^liInenta^y substances. An ice-chamber is erected either

in the chill-room or adjacent to it, and by means of a fan or

blower a current of air is made to pass through the ice-

chamber, thence into the room, the same cold dry air being

always in circulation. Of late years the temperature at which
Bleat could he kept has been well determined. Not lower

than S3 degrees or above 38 degrees is about what is wanted.

An even temperature is most desirable. At lower tempera-

tures meat will keep for ever, but at a loss of flavour. Certain

physical changes rather than chemical ones take place in the

fibre of meat when esposed to low temperatures, which deprive

it of its peculiar excellence.

Everything about an animal being good for some purpose,

and having a mercantile value, the rendering house in the

abattoir is of interest. Here the blood, the offal, all the

scrapings, the minutest fragment of waste flesh, are placed,

and the tallow and fat are eliminated. A visit to the render-

ing house of the Manhattan Abattoir would convince the most
delicate as to their olfactory senses that rendering can be

carried on on a most extensive scale without the least per-

ceptible odour. In fact, it may be roundly asserted that when
a rendering factory becomes offensive it is due to sheer care-

lessness. As a thorough process always gives the best results,

it may be stated that the tallow products of the Manhattan
Abattoir command a high price in the market.

The shipment of American Beef to England and Scotland

has assumed such enormous proportions of late as to have
directed considerable attention to it. During the months of

Marcti, April, and May of this year the weekly shipments

abroad have been over 3,500 cattle from New York alone, not

counting dressed cattle sent from some other ports. After the

sides of beef have been properly chilled they are covered with

canvass, and so suspended from hooks in the chiU-rooms of

the steamer. In winter the transportation of the meat from
the chill- rooms of the abattoir to the vessel can be carried on
at any time, but in summer night is the season for hauling the

beef to the steamer. It is an interesting sight to witness the

arrival of such a caravan of butchers' meat, some twenty
trucks crowding the piers at a time. As celerity is everything,

all the movements in putting the beef on board are as rapid as

possible. The lowering of the temperature by a degree or

more means a waste of ice. On the steamers the chill-rooms

are constructed precisely like those in the abattoirs. The fan

is driven by the machinery of the ship.

The Manhattan Abattoir, which we have selected as the

type of a slaughterhouse, is to be considered as a model esta-

blishment of its kind. With those practical and economic
considerations which its originator, Professor Henry Draper,

has brought to bear on the management of this abattoir, he

has added a certain humanitarianism in regard to the treatment

of cattle. If an hour spent at the Manhattan Abattoir may
not call forth precisely the same emotions as one feels in visit-

ing a picture gallery, as a carnivorous creature, it must be a

satisfaction to know that the poor beasts are kindly dealt with.

A positive assertion of this kind has more than its sentimental

side, for badly-killed meat, when animals have been abused or

tortured, gives for result tough, flavourless, and unwholesome
beef.—Abridged from The Meat and Frovision Trades' Review

_

LOCAL TAXATION.—By an Act passed on the day of the

Prorogation, the returns as to local taxation are to be made
by the local authorities, for the year ending the 25th of March
or such other day as the Local Government board may pre-

scribe. Such returns are to be forwarded to the Local Govern

ment Board and not to the Secretary of State, and within one

month after the audit of the receipts and expenditure. It is

declared to be the duty of the clerk of the " local authority " to

send the return, and where there is uo such clerk, then the

treasurer or other officer, under a penalty of £20. The
first return under this Act is to be made for the financial year

1878, and the Local Government Board to act accordingly,—

Times.

HOW TO PROVIDE GAME EGGS WITH-
OUT BUYING OR STEALING.

Mr. Thomas Charles Cade, of Spondon, Derby,
writes as follows to The Field

:

Sir,—Pheasant rearing and pheasant egg stealing have
assumed such gigantic proportions of late years, that anything
which will facilitate the former and diminish the latter appears

to me to be of great importance.

For more than fifty years I have been in the habit of rear-

ing pheasants on a small scale, and last year determined to

make some accurate observations on the subject. In order to

do so, I reared a brood of pheasants in close confinement.
From this brood I selected two hens and a cock, and bestowed
great attention on their rearing, so as to make them as fine

birds as possible. The result has been to me most satisfactory.

One of the hens commenced laying on the 15th of April, and
has continued steadily until the present date, during which
period she has laid seventy-nine eggs, and still shows no signs

of stopping. The other has laid only seventeen eggs, and these

at irregular intervals ; but it is evident that she is suffering

from some disease of the reproductive organs, as her eggs
have been invariably deformed. It is impossible that the eggs
of the one could have been mistaken tor those of the other, as,

besides the deformity, the colour of the eggs was different—in

the one case green, in the other a rich brown. These eggs
have produced the following results:—From the first sitting of

fifteen eggs there were no chickens, as the hen was accidentally

shut off from her nest ; bnt from five sittings, of sixty-eight

eggs, fifty-two chickens have been produced, the last sitting of
fourteen producing eleven birds, showing that the fertility of
the eggs has not diminished towards the end of the season.

Eight of the remaining sixteen eggs were broken in the nest,

five birds died in the shell, and only three eggs were unfertile,

one of these being double-yolked. It should be remembered
that all the green, deformed eggs were included among the
above-mentioned sittings, and I have no doubt that, from the

thinness of their shells, they formed a large proportion of those

that were broken. The size of the eggs was extraordinary
;

when weighed against wild ones they easily overbalanced
them, and the size of the chickens was such that, as the game-
keepers expressed it, " they were a week old when they were
hatched."

This large production of eggs I attribute to three causes—
the age at which the birds were placed in confinement, and the

method in which they were housed and fed.

First, these birds were in confinement from the day that

they were hatched, and never knew more liberty than a range
of five yards by four would afford them. I have no doubt
hat the plan usually adopted by gamekeepers of taking their

birds up in February, just before the breeding season—is the

oue of all others calculated to destroy their fertility. The
birds are shy and wild, they pine for their hberty, and refuse

to eat as they ought, and in consequence the number of eggs
they lay is small, and the quality indifferent. My birds, on
the contrary, are comparatively tame, and though kept in a
garden where they are constantly disturbed by passers by, have
not, as I think the results show, been affected by their exposed

position.

Secondly, as to their housing, my arrangements have beeu
simple and inexpensive. They are confined in an inclosure

four yards by five in area, and 2ft. high, easily constructed

with eight boards—a place that any skilled labourer could

knock together in an hour—and covered with a strong neck
dipped in a preparation of oil and soap. Two wooden coops,

each about a cubic yard in dimensions, with a perch, are placed

at one end ; a crooked branch for an outside perch, aud a fir

bough, behind which the hens may lay, complete the whole
arrangements.

The inclosure is placed upon light gravelly soil, not turf;

and this I regard as most important, as thus the excrement is

always deposited in the earth and rendered innocuous ; so that,

although the place has never been moved, and only once in the
course of the year due over (not because it was necessary, but

because opportunity offered), the ground is now as sweet as it

was on the first day the birds were put in.

Thirdly, as to. feeding, ray birds have had all the ordinary

varieties of grain, and in addition buckwheat, plenty of red

mangel, and—what I regard as the great secret of my suc-

cess—a constant supply of boiled sheep paoaches, at the rate
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of one for every four pheasants per week. The paunches,

which cost abott a penny apiece, should be well cleaned,

thoroughly boiled, and cut in o strips about 2in. long. Some-

thing of this description is an absolute necessity, to supply the

want of insect food, and is devoured with the greatest eager-

ness by both old and young birds.

I have said nothing about ttie rearing of the young birds,

but I feel confident, from ray own long experience, that out of

a hundred chickens fairly hatched, the offspring of birds kept

as I have described, ninety-five in an ordinary year ought to

be raised, provided only that they are kept on light soil, not

turf, and well supplied with animal food.

Supposing, then, that any gentleman wishes to rear 500

pheasants next year, let him take up at once from his young

broods twelve hens and four cocks, and devote eighty square

yards of light soil in the way that I have described, placing

one cock to every three hens, and I will guarantee him at

least that amount. If he wants 5,000 let him take up ten

times that number.

I am not here supposing that each hen will lay him seventy-

nine eggs as mine has done ; but I feel sure that if the birds

are properly fed and housed the average shoula certainly not

fall below sixty.

Should any of your readers wish to put any questions to me
with reference to this subject, I shall be most happy to answer

theB, either directly or through your columns.

I must apologise for taking up so much of your valuable

•pace, but 1 feel that it is highly desirable that publicity shoald

be given to anything which may tend to diminish the disgrace-

ful practice of egg stealing—a trade which, as Lord Stradbroke

•hows in a letter to The Times, has reached a height that 1

never could have believed possible.

THE MODEL FARMS OF IRELAND.
IMPORTANT FIELD EXPERIMENTS.

About twelve months ago the Commissioners of National
Education sold or surrendered a number uf their model farms.

Six, the most prosperous and successful of these institutions,

have been retained—namely, the Albert Farm, Glasnevin,

under the immediate superintendence of Professor Baldwin,
one at Kilkenny, one at Cork, one at Limerick, one at Athy,
and one at Ballymoney. The disposal of the farm was looked

upon by many as auguring the downfall of the whole system
of agricultural education. This feeling became so general as

to have exercised an unfavourable effect on the remaining ones.

We are of opinion that these establishments could be made
eminently useful. The most intelligent agriculturists in Scot-

land are making'energetic efforts to establish a means for

performing the same work as the sanguine founders of our
model farms had in view. Similar institutions have been
established in America, in England, Germany, France, and
elsewhere.

The model farms which have been disposed of were well
known to have signally failed, and their suppression (which
was strongly urged by Professor Baldwin, the head of the
agricultural department) did not call for the slightest indica-

tion of remonstrance on the part of the public]; their failure

was so marked that we have no reason to regret their disap-
pearance. At the same time we should like, in the interest of
agricultural progress, to see the cause of their failure fully

explained. As already noted we do not regard their
abolition as any loss to the public, but we do regret very much
to find the feeling becoming prevalent that the farms which
have been retained are to meet with the same fate. So
anxious are we to remove this false impression^from the minds
of the public, that we feel very great pleasure in drawing
attention to a the fact that the commissioners have authorised
Professor Baldwin to institute experiments on each of the
remaining farms. This will make the results, even of a single
year, most valuable. These experiments are conducted on the
Kilkenny farm by the careful and pains taking agriculturist,
Mr. Ross, and we feel certain that the results obtained under
his vigilant superintendence will prove extremely useful to
the neiglibouring farmers, and merit the approbation of all
men connected with the cultivation of the land.
The plan on which the experiments are being conducted is

extremely simple. This will make the results more reliable.
Two crops liave been experimented on this year, namely, oats

and swedes. Land of nnifonn quality was selected. For the

swedes the ground was marked in the same way—an equal

number of drills opened in all tlie plots, and the same
manures applied as for oats, but at a different rate per acre.

The successful importation of American meat, coupled with
the spread of contagious diseases, are so seriously affecting the

profits of the grazier and stock producers that it is almost

certain Irish farmers will be obliged to till more than hitherto.

They cannot hold their own by continuing their old-fashioned

primitive models of farming. In order to make money on
land nowadays, it requires the application of an amount of
skill, knowledge, judgment, and business capacity which were
quite unnecessary among our successful forefathers. In order

to produce remunerative crops, farmers who pay a high rent

must resort to the use of artificial manures to supplement the

home-made manure. And there is no branch of the farmer'*

profession of which he is so ignorant as of the action and use

of these manures.
The crops which are raised on the fam require food. Ex-

perience has taught the farmer that the different classes of

farm animals require different food ; so it is also with the

different plants which he cultivates—but he has no such ex-

perience to aid him. He is not aware that a potash manure
benefits his crop, and a phosphatic manure another crop, or

that both would be sometimes required in considerable quantity

by some plants. He buys this manure for turnips, and that

for grain, and he is quite at the mercy of the manure vendors.

We feel confident that the experiments to which we refer will

be productive of great good, especially to the neighbouring

farmers, who will have an opportunity of examining for them-

selves the growing crops, and seeing the various effects of the

several artificial manures upon them.
We have lately inspected these experiments, and can say

that the results on the swedes are truly interesting and in-

structive, and we advise the .farmers of the district to go and
look at them.
We cannot take leave of this subject for the present with-

out expressing our sense of all that is due by this kingdom at

large to Professor Baldwin, for all that he has done to dis-

seminate enlightened views on the science and economy of
agriculture. His books on various branches of husbandry

have become standard works. With a strong devotion he has

for many years laboured to forward the best material interests

of Ireland and of her agricultural population ; and whether

we regard hira as the able writer, the eloquent lecturer, or the

courteous official, we believe that in either capacity he de-

serves well of all his fellow-countrymen. We trust that Pro-

fessor Baldwin will be enabled to give the public in due time

the full results of these important and interesting experiments,

and that the details in connection with each class of experi-

ment will be amply given. We know if they do appear they

will be intelligently given, and valuable information will be

conveyed through this medium to the agriculturists of Ireland.

We would at the same time impress on the farmers of those

districts where model farms are still maintained the great

advantages they may obtain for their sons through those

institutions.

—

Kilkenny Moderator.

WHICH IS RICHEST, MORNING'S OR EVENING'S
MILK ?—This subject has now been put to the test of

chemical analysis, and the result is that the evening's milk is

found to be the richer. Professor Boedeker analysed the

milk of a healthy cow at different periods of the day. The
Professor found that the solids of the.evening's milk (13 per

cent.) exceeded those of the morning's milk (10 per cent.)
;

while the water contained in the fluid was diminished from

89 per cent, to 86 per cent. The fatty matter gradually in-

creases as the day progresses. In the morning it amouats to

2\ per cent., at noon 3j per cent., and in the evening 5f per

cent. The practical importance of this discovery is at once

apparent ; it develops tlie fact that while 16 oz. of morning's

milk will yield but^ oz. of butter, about double the quantity

can be obtained from the evening's milk. The casein is also

increased in the evening's milk Irom 2j to 2f per cent., but

the albumen is diminished from M-lOOths per cent, to

31-lOOths per cent. Sugar is least abundant at midnight

(4i per cent.) and most plenty at noon (4f per cent.) The
percentage of the salt undergoes almost no change at any time

of the day.—Canada Glgbe,
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HARVEST TIDE.
Of the whole year harveit time seems beyond doubt to be the

most delightful portion. At other periods Nature claims out
admiration for her richness and beauty ; at this it is her bounty
which most forcibly strikes us. It Is then that her real end is

reached in fruition, to 'which the other seasons are subordina!«
aad preparatory, A sense of ripeness seems to pervade the
Tery air and sky^ the trees drop beiieath the weight of
luscious fruit j ttte golden corn, borne down by the heavy ears

of sustenance, bends grEtcefully to the light breeze ; tke

*' Soft and winnowing winds do cool

The gloamin o' the year,"

and the »aa sheds full rays of glory upon a laadicape, which
everywhere meets the eye softened aad mellowed by a deep rich

colouring.

In speaking of the customs wit/h which the natural feelings

of rejoicing and gladness have surrounded this period of the

year, it were needless to refer for their origi«i to the mists of

antiquity, possessing, as they do, a fitaess to which their preser-

vation was, perhaps, in a greater measure due, than to that mere
demand ot custom which, in the ease of many of our observ-

ances, was the only cause of tkeir continuance, the object and
origin having been long forgotten, or the necessity pass d
away. Certain it is that from the earliest period harvest festivi-

ties have been the universal rule : from the feast of ingather-

ing which the Israelites were commanded to keep, to the

Boman festival of Ceres, or later to the hearty English har-

vest-home. In every age, and among every people, the great

staple of life, the value of corn to man, is fully testified by
the fact that even far back in history it was deemed necessary

to make special laws in reference to it. It has, moreover, been
said by botanists to be nowhere found in its primitive state,

and like fire by some, has been regarded as a revelation to man
rather than a devetopraeut.

One of the most glorious pages in the great book of nature
is a ripe, waving cornfield ; and well, indeed, it is that the

colour should be golden of what is wealth in its truest, fullest

sense. There is a solemn sublimity over it all which affects

the most careless, and unconsciously fills the heart with a
Biiugled sense ofjoy and thankfulness ; it seems to have a feel-

ing, as it were, of a duty proudly accomplished, as in the
breeze the laden ears whisper the glad intelligence that the

work is done, that Nature's generous gift to man is ready to

be rendered up. And when in the hands of the reapeis, there

are no more picturesque scenes than that afforded by the

harvest-field, with its busy band of workers, whose white
shirt-sleeves gleam in the sun, whilst from every side comes
the hum of labour, the rustle of the grain, the peculiar rattle

of the reaping-machine as it goes quickly along, leaving

behind it a track of gracefully-falling corn, and ever and anon
the delightl'ul bark of the farmer's dog, which, as it plays

amongst the stubble, seems to enter into the joyfulness of the

occasion. Said William Howitt, " Such groups are often seen

in the wheat-fields as deserve the immortality of the pencil.

There is something, too, about wheat harvest which carries

back the mind, and feasts it with the pleasures of antiquity.

The sickle is almost the only implement which has descended
from the olden time in its pristine simplicity to the present

hour, neither altering its form nor becoming obsolete, amid all

the fashions and improvements of the world. It is the same
now as it was in those scenes of rural beauty which the scrip-

ture history, without any laboured description, often by a sin-

gle stroke, presents so lovingly to the imagination, as it was
when tender thoughts passed

' Through the sad heart of Ruth, when sick for home,
She stood in tears amid the alien corn ;

'

when the minstrel-king wandered through the solitudes of

Paran, or fields, reposing at the foot of Carmel ; or, ' as it fell

on a day, that the child of the good Shunamite went out to

his father to the reapers.' " Since Howitt wrote, however,
even the sickle has at length succumbed in the march of
invention, and is rarely now to be met with.

In Scotland and Northumberland the festivity which ac-
companied or rather concluded the ingathering was called the

Urn, evidently a corruption of the word corn. When the last

field was nearly completed it became a strnggle amongst the
reapers which should arrive at the end of a ridge first. The
ast handful cut was dressed up with ribbons and trimmings,
and called a kirn baby, or harvest doll, no donbt representing
the Roman goddess Ceres, and carried home at the head of a
procession of reapers singing and dancing to the music of
fiddles and bagpipes. This was liung up over the harvest
supper-tables and preserved in the farmer's house until the
season returned another year, when it was replaced. Some-
times this last portion was left to be cut by the prettiest girl
present, who was called the Harvest Queen. In other parts of
the north of England this final struggle bore the name of a
mell, and the after feast a mell-snpper. Various derivations of
this term have been conjectured. It doubtless comes from the
French word melee, which we may translate as a struggle ; but
the Norse mehl (tarina) has been also suggested. In the
South of Eugland it was customary for the hibourers at the
commencement of the harvest to choose one from amongst
themselves, to whom was given the title of the "Lord of the
Harvest." According to Tusser Redivivus (174'4), he was
" generally some stayed, sober-working man, who understands
all sorts of harvest work. If he be of able body he commonly
leads the swarth in reaping and mowing. It is customary to
jive gloves to reapers, especially where the wheat is thistly."
In Norfolk the reapers were wont to leave their work at any
time under their "lords" and beg a "largess" of passers-by.
This practice is mentioHed ia the " New Drollery" (1673) ;

" We have a custom nowhere else is known,
F^ r here we reap where nothing e'er was sown

;

Our harvest-men shall run ye cap and leg.

And leave their work at any time to beg,"

This was also done in Hereford, Suffolk, and Essex, after
the harvest sapper was over, from some neighbouring emin-
ence, when

" Twas near mpon as light as noon,
A largess on the hill

They shouted to the full round moon."
In lomeparts the last graincut was called a war*, and sent to th"
nearest neighbour who had got his harvest in, a name and
custom appearing to have their origin in the feelings of joy
and superiority over one another, arising from the fact that it

had been safely gathered before the fields had been entered and
the grain trampled down by wild mares. Dr. Johnson, hater
of the Scotch as he was, condescended in his Tour io tke
llehride* to take notice of some of their customs. The strokes
of the sickle, he tells us, were timed by the modulation of the
harvest song, in which all their voices united. There seems to
have been no meaning in this, but was simply to gain regularity
and impart cheerfulness, similar to the song every resident ia
a seaport will have heird sailors use in heaving the anchor or
hauling upon ropes.

The wagon containing the last load in many parts of rural
England was called the " hock cart," and proceeded along the
road ia a kind of procession accompanied by the reapers play-
ing and dancing. In Lincolnshire those on the summit of the
wagon had handbells, which they rang, singing the following
distich :

—

The boughs do shake, the bells do ring,

So merrily comes our harvest in,

Our harvest in, our harvest in,

So merrily comes our harvest in.

In some counties much merriment was caused by ambuscades
waylaying and drenching the hock cart with water.
But the great ceremonial of the harvest home was the harvest

supper. After the similar festivals of the Romans when they
sacrificed to Vacuna, the goddess of rest, the masters were
accustomed to sit at the table with their servants, through
whose labours the fruits had been gathered in. This good
custom was still retained to modern times, all being on an
equal level at this season of rejoicing. The mell supper was
usually held in a large barn or room where a substantial meal,
with no lack of good ale wherewith to wash it down, was
prepared. Then ensued a scene of the enjoyment only to bo
felt by thoso who have experienced hard toil and anxiety, when
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at last their work is ended and they know that they are
receiving a well earned reward. Grahame, in his " British
Georgics," thus describes the kirn supper as held in the north
of England :

—

The fields are swept, a tranquil silence reigns,

And pause of rural labour far and near :

Bright, now, the shortening day and blythe its close,

When to the kirn the neighbours old and young
Come dropping in to share the well-earned feast.

from the barn
The threshers hie to don their Sunday coats.

Simply adorned, with ribands blue and pink
Bound round their braided hair, the lasses trip

To grace the fea.st, which now is smoking rangad
On tables of all shape, and size, and height,

Joined awkwardly yet to the crowded guests

A seemly, joyous show, all loaded well.

When ended, the repast, and board, and bench
Vanish like thought, by many hands removed.
Up strikes the fiddle, quick upon the floor

The youths lead out the haU-reluctant maids.
Bashful at first, and darting thro' the reels

With timid steps, till by the music cheered
With free and airy steps they bound along.

Sometimes two ancient couples o'er the floor

Skim through a reel, and think of youthful years
;

Meanwiiile the frothing bickers soon as filled

Are drained, and to the gauntress oft repair,

Where gossips sit unmindful of the dance.

Singing also finds a place in this merry-makfng. In Norfolk>
tlie following health-drinking catch is sung by the company:

Now supper is ended and all things are past.

Here's our mistress's good health in a full flowing glass.
She is a good mistress, she provides us good cheer.
Here's our mistress's good health, boys,—Come drink half

your beer.

Here's a health to our master, the lord of the feast,

God bless his endeavours and give him increase.

And send him good crops that we may meet another year.
Here's our master's good health, boys,—Come drink off

your beer.

Moat, indeed we may say all, these customs with which harvest
home was once celebrated are now but memories of a departed
period. A writer, however, in the Newcastle Chronicle, of a
few years ago, asserts having witnessed some of these in his
native parish of Monk Wearmouth since ISSi, "not once in
a way, but as a regular and invariable thing at the end of
every harvest. At this day every farmer still has his mell-
•upper as far as I know, but it is a long time now since I saw
the mell-baby." Though in some remote corners this good old
custom may be preserved, in the generality of cases it issuper-
aededby the less romantic, if certainly more appropriate thanks-
givings in the various churches, with, it may be, competitive
games and t«a-drinking in a tent.

—

Reginald Corlass in
The Gardener's Magazine,

POPULATION AND PUBLIC DEBT OF THE UNITED
STATES.—The population of the United States in 1790 was
3,929,214 ; in 1870 according to the census, it was 3,855,371.
The population of Illinois in 1810 was 12,282 ; in 1870 it

amounted to 2,539,891. The population of Chicago in 1830
was only 70, and it is now (1877) estimated to be 520,000.
The public debt of the United States in 1791 amounted to
75,463,176.52 dols. which was reduced to 29,108,905 in 1836,
the lowest figure since the establishment of the Republic. la
1866 the debt has swelled to the enormous sum of
2,783,425,879.21 dols. but for the past eleven years a very
sensible reduction has been effected, amounting nearly to
seven hundred millions of dollars, the amount of the debt now
being 2,092,921,241.81.—5oar^ of Trade.
An error has been committed by a correspondent of the

Agence Havas, announcing that the harvest in Hungary would
be very abundant. He has mistaken the Austrian centuer of
fifty-six kilos for the French quintal of one hnudred kilos

;

80 that his estimate of a harvest of fourteen millions of quiu-
taux of wheat, five of rye, and five of barley means really
little more than half of these figures. This error was repro-
duced by all the French papers, and in consequence a not
unimportant movement took place on the markets of the Con-
tinent."— ^<«-W,

THE MAN-EATING TREE OF
MAD AG AS CAR.

The following description of this singular tree, found in

the Island of Madagascar, is copied from The New York
World. It was originally published in the last " Graefe and
Walther's Magazine" of Carlsruhe, together with notes upon it

by Dr. Omelius Fredlowski, to whom the letter of Carl
Leche, the discoverer, from which the following is extracted,

was addressed :
—

" The Mkodos are a very primitive race,

going entirely naked, having only faint vestiges of tribal re-

lations, and no religion beyond that of the awful reverence
which thpy pay to the sacred tree. They dwell entirely in
caves hollowed out of the limestone rocks in^their hills, and
are one of the smallest of races, the men seldom exceeding
56 inches in height. At the bottom of a valley (I had no
barometer, but should think it not over 400 feet above the
level of the sea), and near its eastern extremity, we come to a
deep tarn-like lake, about a mile in diameter, the sluggish waters
of which overflowed into a tortuous reedv canal that went
unwillingly into the recesses of a black forest, jungle below,
palm above. A path diverging from its southern side struck

boldly for the heart of the forbidding and seemingly impene-
trable forest. Henrick led the way along this path. I fol-

lowed closely, and behind me a carious rabble of Mkodos men

,

women, and children. Suddenly all the natives began to cry,
' Tepe ! Tepe !' and Henrick, stopping short, said ' Look !

'

The sluggish, canal-like stream here wound slowly by, and in

a bare spot in its bend was the most singular of trees. I have
called it the Crinoda, because when its leaves are in action it

bears a striking resemblance to that well-known fossil the
crinoid lilystone, or St. Cuthbert's beads. It was now at rest,

however, and I will try to describe it to you. If you can
imagine a pineapple eight feet high and thick in proportion
resting upon its base, and denuded of leaves, you will have a

good idea of the trunk of the tree, which, however, was not
the colour of anana, but a dark, dingy brown, and apparently
hard as iron. From the apex of this truncated cone (at least

wo feet in diameter) eight leaves hung sheer to the ground,
like doors slung back on their hinges. These leaves, which
were joined at the top of the tree at regular intervals, were
about eleven or twelve feet long, and shaped very much
like the American aguave or century plant. They were two
feet through in their thickest part, and three feet wide, taper-

ing to a sharp point that looked like a cow's horn very con-
vex on the outer (but now under) surface, and on the inner

(now upper) surface slightly concave. This concave face was
thickly set with very strong thorny hooks, like those upon fhe

head of the teazle. These leaves, hanging thus limp and
lifeless, dead green in colour, had in appearance the massive
strength of oak fibre. The apex of the rone was a round white,

concave figure, like a smaller plate set within a larger one.

This was not a flower but a receptacle, and there exuded into

it a clear, treacly liquid, honey sweet, and possessed of violent

intoxicating and soporific properties. From underneath the
rim (so to speak) of the undermost plate a series of long, hairy

green tendrils stretched iu every direction towards the horizon.

These were seven or eight feet long each, and tapered from
four inches to a half-incli in diameter, yet they stretched out
stiffly as iron rods. Above these (from between the upper
and under cup) six white, almost transparent, palpi reared

themselves towards the sky, twirling and twisting with a mar-
vellous incessant motion, yet constantly reaching npward.
Thin as reeds and frail as quills apparently, they were yet five

or six feet tall, and were so constantly and vigorously in

motion, with such a subtle, sinuous, silent throbbing against

the air, that they made me shudder in spite of myself with
their suggestion of serpents flayed, yet dancing on their tails.

The description I am giving you now is partly made up from
a subsequent careful inspection of the plant. My observations

on this occasion were suddenly interrupted by the natives, who
had been shrieking around the tree in their shrill voices and
chanting what Henrick told me were propitiatory hymns to

the great tree devil. With still wilder shrieks and chants

they surrounded one of the women, and urged her with the

points of their javelins, until slowly, and with despairing face,

she climbed up the stalk of the tree, and stood on the summit
of the cone, the palpi twirling all about her. " Tisk ! Tisk !

'*

(" drink ! drink ! ") cried the men, and stooping she drank

of the viscid fluid in the cup, rising instantly again with wild
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frenzy in her face and convulsive cholera in her limbs. But
she did not jump down as ihe seemed to intend to do, 0,no!
The atrocious cannibal I that had been so inert and dead

came to sudden, savage life. The slender delicate palpi, with

the fury ol' starved serpents, quivered a moment over her head
then, as if by instinct with demoniac intelligence, fastened

upon her in sudden coils, lound and round her neck and arras ;

then while her awful screams and yet mote awtui laughter

rose wilder, to be instantly strangled down again into a gurg-

gling moan, the tendrils, one alier another, like great green

serpents, with brutal energy and infernal rapidity rose, re-

tracted themselves, and wrapt her about in fold after fold, ever

tightening, with the cruel swiftness, and savage tenacity of ana-

condas fastening upon their prey. It was the barbarity of the

laocoon without its beauty—this strange, horrible murder.
And now the great leaves rose slowly and stiffly, like the arms
of a derrick, erected themselves in the air, approaching one
another, and closed about the dead and hampered victim with

the silent force of an hydraulic press and the ruthless purpose

of a thumbscrew. A moment more, and, while I could see

the bases of these great levers pressing more tightly toward

each other, from their interstices there trickled down the stalk,

•trearas of the viscid honey-like fluid, mingled horribly with the

blood and oozing viscera of the victim. At sight of this the

savage hordes around me, jelling madly, bounded forward,

crowded to the tree, clasped it, and wiih cups, leaves, hands,

and tongues, got each one enough of the liquor to send him
read and frantic. Then ensued a grotesque and indescribably

hideous orgie, from which, even while its convulsive madness
was turning rapidly into delirium and insensibility, llenrick

dragged me hurriedly away into the recesses of the forest,

hiding me from the dangerous brutes and the hrutes from me.
May I never see such a sight again ! The indescribable

rapidity and energy of its movements may be inferred from the

fact that I saw a smaller one seize, capture, and destroy an
active litttle lemur which, dropping by accident upon it while

watching and grinning at me, in vain endeavoured to escape

from the fatal coils. With Henrick's assistance and the

consent of some of the head men of the Mkodos (who, how-
ever, did not dare to stay to witness the act of sacrilege), I

cut down one of the minor trees and dissected it carfully."

—

Karl Leche.

YELLOW LIGHT.
Mr. Watson Smith, F.C.S., writes as follows to The Binly

News, in comment on a letter which we copied in a recent

number :

—

The letter ofDr. Robert Charles Croft on the above subject,

which appeared in a recent impression, shows several mis<;on-

ceptions with regard to the compositions and qualities of light.

The facts he mentions are perfectly in order, and his experience

that yellow light (light deprived ot its chemically active con-

stituents, the blue rays) is influential in abating the irritation

and force of small-pox is undoubtedly valuable. But he
seriously misses his way when he commences to make deduc-
tions, and to suggest precautions and remedies for sunburns
and icflaraed and weak eyes. It is a pity, in fact, he did mot
try the effect of wearing yellow glass spectacles to mitigate the

glare of sunlight before writing this letter. Injustice to any of

your lady readers at the seaside, to whom these suggestions appear
to have been thrown out, will you allow me to explain briefly

the composition and qualities of sunlight, and then our fair

friends can judge for themselves if yellow veils or spectacles

are better than blue or green ones. Common white light is not
simple or elementary, but is a mixture of all the beautiful

shades of colour observed on letting it pass through a comm.on
glass prism. In white light all these coloured rays areblendid
together, and the effect of the prism is to unravel them and
lay them side by side, as in the opening of a many-coloured
fan. Removing the prism is like closing the fan ; the rays, so

to speak, fallJtogether|again, and white.light is produced. Now,
the peculiar band of coloured light produced by the prism is

called the solar spectrum, and it commences with red at one
end, and goes through orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, to

violet at the other end. Again, out of this spectrum flows the

rays of heat, luminosity or light, and chemical activity or
actinic rays. But these rays do not flow equally from all parts

of the coloured strip of spectrum. From beyond the red end

of the spectrum, and gradually diminishing to the blue, flow the

heat rays, the maximum of heat proceeding out of the dark-

ness beyond the red therefore. The maximum of intensity of

light is in the yellow and orange, but this falls off rapidly in

the green, and still more in the blue. However, just in the

blue, where the light is fading, the chemical activity com-

mences to spring up, and goes on increasing as the depth of

blue increases, till the maximum is attained in the darkness

beyond the violet. Now, a body is coloured, because it absorbs

all the other colours out of the white light which falls upon

it, and tej»cts the one which appears to colour it, throwing it

off in rays of coloured light. For example, a flower is blue

because it absorbs from the mixture white light, which falls

upon it, all the red, orange, and yellow rays, and rejects or

throws out the blue. In like manner a coloured glass absorbs

from white light passing through it all rays of a diC'erent

colour to itself, bnt these it lets freely pass. Thus blue glass

allows only blue rays to pass, and absorbs and keeps back

yellow, orange, and red rays, and consequently with them the

intense light or glare (yellow) and the heat (red). Green

glass is more mild ; being a mixed colour (blue and yellow), it

permits more light to pass than blue glass would, but the pre-

sence in it of the blue considerably mitigates the glare. Now,
yellow glass allows the most intense light rays to pass, and

with them a considerable amount of heat rays also, and hence

is just the worst medium that could be used to pass sunlight

through in order to diminish glare, and would also be too in-

effective as regards scorching by the sun. The blue rays are

coolest and most free from light, and their chemical activity

has no effect upon the eye, which is only constructed for the

reception and utilisation of the light rays. On the other hand,

when a part has been burnt or scorched, and the cuticle

destroyed, an inflammation sets in, in which probably oxidation

of the tissue takes place, and it is possible in such a case that

the chemically active rays might have some deleterious effect

in favouring this action to some extent. But the important

thing is to prevent the scorching and inflammation, and for

this a blue medium, and not a yellow, is best.

Dr. Croft replies thus :

—

It has given me much gratification to find that the humble

suggestion I made through your columns respecting " the

application of yellow light as a remedial agent" has met with

so much attention, both from the public and from scientific

men, although the latter seem disposed to cavil because they

cannot at present reconcile their theoretical knowledge of light

to the practical uses I have suggested. One gentleman, under

the signature of " Watson Smith, F.C.S.," is so emphatic upon

the matter that I beg permission to say a few words in answer.

This correspondent gives me credit for advising yellow light in

small-pox, but says that I "seriously go out of my way" in

making other suggestions—that it is a pity I did not try the

effect of yellow spectacles (taking it for granted that I did

not do so) before I wrote the letter suggesting their use and

the use of yellow veils for inflamed eyes and sunburns ; and

he goes on not only to depreciate yellow light, but to advise

yonr " lady readers" before adopting it to read his elaborate

deeariplion of the composition of light, andto"judge for them-

selves" whether afterwards they will wear blue or yellow. All

this is very well, but very little to the purpose. The letter is

admirably written, and the description of the spectrum clever

enough ; indeed, I fancy it is almost too clever to interest the

fair readers whom he addresses. Let me in my turn state one

or two facts. I am -vriting this letter in the glaring sunlight,

wearing spectacles over which I have placed a piece of deep

yellow glass, and I am writing in the greatest comfort, whilst

if I remove the yellow glass the glare is too painful to endure.

Thus protected I have just beeu out in the garden, and can

look up straight at the sun without the least inconvenience.

Anyone can try this plan (yellow spectacles cannot yet be had),

and if it be found that by using some yellow medium we can

endure more glare and derive more comfort than we can obtain

by any other means, surely it is best to try the practical ex-

periments first and to theorise afterwards. As regards the

use of blue spectacles, they relieve for a few moments, but the

eyes almost always fed peculiarly uncomfortable after they

have been worn for some little time. Perhaps I may be

allowed to put the case before your fair readers in a less

learned and more familiar manner. Light possesses three

properties:—1. Illuminating power; 2, Heating power; 3.

Chemical power. You can certainly separate the chemical
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power from the others, or the photograjrher's " occupation
would be gone," for light filtered through a yellow medium,
although it retains its ilium inating po^er, loses its chemical

properties, and the sensitive plates are not affected. Now,
what I want ascertained by experiment is this—Can the three

properties of light named above be separated or combined aa^
used in any way as agents to cure disease or to ailleviate suffer-

ing ? I quite believe this to be possible, but as one man can
only hope to get together a very small amonnt of experiraen-

tal knowledge, I have elected to make public what little I

know in ihe hope that others will assist in ascertaining any
facts connected therewith, and I make this public with the

less hesitation seeing that it involves no questioa of medical

treatment, but it is an experiment so simple and inexpensive

that if there be no ultimate benefit gained, at least ao harm
will result. The ktters I continue to receive relating to the

temporal effects of yellow light in special cases are enconrag-
ing, and I hope the subject wiU not be lost sight o-f.

WHAT SQUIRRELS CAN DO.
The Pacific Mitral Prtss publishes the folbwing letter and

comments :—
Editors Pbess :—As you have commented largely on the

destruction of the squirrel, I send you the wheat taken from
the pockets of a healthy squirrel on the evening of the 2nd
inst., just as he was going home. Please weigh and make
Buch comments as seem to you best for the public good.

—

LoBEirzo Tabeb, Capay, Yolo county.

We have weighed and counted the above. The weight was
one and five-eighths ounces ; the number of kernels, 1,520.
This is the largest " find" of this kind which we now know of,

but we shall name some below which are quite large enough
to be alarming. It would be quite proper now to have an eye
on these things and collect proof of the enormous loss which
these pests entail upon our farmers. This proc f will serve to

arrest the attention of law-makers this winter, and cause them
to give the subject such attention as it needs.

We have read our exchanges this week with one eye open
for squirrel outrages, and have caught several. The Pajaro-
nian says :

" Capt. Allender presented us last week with a
bottle cjntaining 1,270 grains of plump wheat. This wheat
was taken from the pouches of a squirrel killed July 18th,

1877, by George Allender, on the Ordish Place, one-half mile
from a grain field."

The Antioch Ledger, of August 4th, has the following :

—

James Hobson, a substantial farmer, who lives at the head of
Lone Tree Valley, recently dug out of one hole 101 squirrels.

He says in that vicinity squirrels are thicker than ever before,

Wow if we multiply 101 by the figures representing the damage
one squirrel can do, as illustrated in the following from the
Stockton Independent, we shall have some idea of how offen-

sive these pests are to farmers :
" Patrick Sexton, a farmer,

who leases one of Captain Moss's farms, one and a half miles
east of Atlanta, in this county, yesterday brought to this office

a package of wheat he had taken from the pouch of a squirrel

killed by his dogs. The quantity was astonishing. There were
788 grains, weighing three-quarters of an ounce. The grains
were not all plump and full sized, as in that proportion it

would require 1,051 of them to make an ounce, whereas an
ounce of average plump wheat contains only from 9*25 to 950
grains. We could scarcely have believed that a squirrel had
the capacity for carrying off so much grain, but Mr. Sexton
states that there were two witnesses to the removal of tlie

grain from the cheeks of the dead squirrel, who with himself
will make affidavit to the facts. At this rate, it would not
take long for an industrious family of squirrels to eat up a
crop of grain. Estimating that a squirrel will fill his pouch,
take it to his hole and empty it every five minutes, taking three
fourths of an ounce at each load, he would get away with eigiit

pounds in a day of 13 hours, and a colony of 100 of them
would, inside of three weeks, steal nearly six tons, worth at
present prices 270 dollars. As there is scarcely a farm in the
county that has not at least from one to five hundred squirrels,
it can readily be seen how much destruction these pests are
capable of doing. In this county alone the squirrels can be
enumerated by the million, each one capable of doing at least
one doCar.s worth^of damage in a season. The necessity for a
united, relentless and systematic warfare upon these destructive
little animals is apparent, and should demand the serious atten-
tion of the farmers. But unless all farmers poison their

iquirrels it is almost useless for one to doit. They breed as
rapidly as fleas, and an industrious pair will soon populate a
whole county.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS BILL.

The foUovriag i» th« full text of the Bill for preventing the-

introdactioa and spreading of insects destriictive to crops,.

GREAT BRITAIN.
1. The Lords and others of Her Majesty's Most Honour-

able Privy Council (m this Act referred to as the Privy
Council) may frore time to time make such Osders as they
think expedient for preventing the introdiBction int& Great
Britain of the insect designated as Doryphora decemlineata,
and commonly called the Colorado beetle.

Any such Order, if the Privy Council think fit^raay pro-
hibit or regakte the landing in Great Britain of potatos or
of the stalks and leaves of potatos, or other vegetable sub-
stance, or other article, brought from any place out of Great
Britain, the landing whereof laay appear to the Privy Council
likely to introduce the said ieseet into Great Britain, and may
direct or authorise the destruction of any such article, if

landed.

If any persoQ lands or attempts to land any article in con-
travention of any Order under this Act^ such artisle shall b»
liable to be forfeited in like manner as good& the impo^tatioa
wh«reof is prohibited Wy the Acts relating to the customs are

liable to be forfeited ; and the person so offending shall be
liable, according to those Acts, to such penalties as are imposed
on persons importing or attempting to import goods the im»
portation whereof is prohibited by those Acts,

2. The Privy Council may from time to time make such
Orders as they think expedaent for preventing the spreading
in Great Britain of the said rnseet.

Any such Order may, if the Privy Council think fit, direct

or authorise the removal or destruetion of any crop of potatos
or other crop or substance on which the said insect, in any
stage of existence, is found, or to or by means of which th»
said insect may appear to the Privy Council lik-eLy to spread,

and the entering on any lands for the purpose of such removal
or destruction, or for the purpose of any examina-
tion or inquiry authorised by the Order,, or for any other
purpose of the Order,

Any such Order may, if tlie Privy Council think fit, pro-

li^it the selling, or exposing or offering for sale, of living

specimens of the said insect, in any stage of existence, or the
distribution in any other manner of such specimens.

Any such Order may impose penalties for offences agaiwst

the Order, not exceeding £10 for any offence ; and those
penalties shall by virtue of this Act be recoverable, with
costs, on summary conviction before two justices of the peace,
and shall be applied as penalties recovered under the Contagious
Diseases (Animals) Act, 1869, are applicable.

3. Where by any Order under this Aet, the Privy Connc3
direct or authorise the removal or destruction of any crop they
ay direct or authorise the payment by the Local Aathority

of compensation for the crop ; and the Local Authority shall

may the same, subject and according to the following pro
visions

:

(1.) In the case of a crop ob which the said insect, in any
stage of existence, is found, the compensation shall not exceed
one half of the value of the crop,

(2.) In every other case the compensation shall not exceed
three-fourths of the value of the crop.

(3.) The value of the crop shall in each case be taken to
be the value which, in ordinary circumstances, the crop would
have had at the time of its removal or destruction.

(4.) The Local Authority may, if they think fit^ require

the value of the crop to be ascertained by their officers or by
arbitration.

(5) The Local Authority may, if they think fit, withhold
compensation if, in relation to the crop, the owner or the

person having charge thereof, has, in their judgment, done
anything in contravention of, or failed to do anything ia

compliance with, any Order under this Act.

4. The Local Authorities under the Contagious Disease}

(Animals) Act, 1869, with their respective districts, local rates.
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clerks, and corarailtees, sliall be, in like manner, Local
Autlioritios for the puriioses of this Act,
The Privy Council may, if they think fit, require a Local

Autliority to carry into effect any Order of the Privy Council
under this Act.

The expenses incurred and compensation paid by a Local
Authority in pursuance of any Order under this Act shall be
paid by thftm out of the local rate.

Every Local Authority shall keep, in such manner and form
as the Privy Couucil from time to time by Order direct, a
record relative to proceediugs in pursuance of any Order under
this Act, stating the date of the removal or destruction of any
crop or substance, and other proper particulars, which record
shall be admitted in evidence.

5. Every Order of the Vrivy Council under this Act shall

be published, if it relates to Eugland, in the London Gaxeile,

and if it relates to Scotland, m the Edinburgh Gazette ; save
that, where the Order affects only specified lauds, the insertion

in the London or Edinburgh Gaxette (as the case may require)

of a notice of the making of the Order shall be sufficient.

Any Order of the Privy Couucil under this Act shall be pub-
lished by any Local Authority, to whom it is sent by the Privy

Council for publication, in such manner as the Privy Council
direct, and, subject to, or in the absence of, any such direction,

in such manner as the Local Authority think sufficient and
proper to ensure publicity.

6. The powers by this Act conferred on the Privy Cooncil
may be exercised by any two or more of the Lords and others

of the Privy Council, and, as regards the making of Orders
affecting only specified lands, may be exercised by the Lord
President or one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of

Stitte.

IRELAND.
7. The foregoing provisions of this Act shall apply to Ire-

land, as if Ireland were named therein instead of Great Britain,
but subjpct to the provisions of this section :

(1.) The powers conferred on tlie Privy Council shall be
vested in the Lord-Lieutenant, or other chief governor or
governors, of Ireland, acting by the advice of Her Majesty's
Privy Council in Ireland.

(2.) The Local Authorities shall be the boards of guardians
of the several poor-law anions.

(3.) The expenses incurred and compensation paid by a
Local Authority shall be paid by the treasurer of the union
out of union funds ; that is to say, out of any money in his

hands to the credit of the guardiaus of the union, and if there
is not sufficient money in his hands, then out of the money
next received by him and placed to their credit,

(4.) Penalties (other than penalties recoverable nnder the
Acts relating to the Customs) shall be recovered iu a summary
manner, and shall be applied according to the provision* of the
Fines Act (Ireland), 1851, and any Act amending the same.

(5.) Orders shall be published in the Dublin Gazette.

GENERAL.
8. Every Order under this Act shall be laid before both

Houses of Parliament within 10 days after the making thereof,

if Parliament is then sitting, and if not, then within 10 days
after the next meeting of Parhament.

9. The expenses of the execution of this Act, other than
expenses and compensation paia by Local Authorities, shall be
paid out of money to be provided by Parliament.

10. This Act may be citea as the Destractive Insects Act
1877.

THE COLORADO BEETLE.
Mr. Vernon Gregg writes to The r/mw, under date Milford,

New Jersey, United States, Aug. 8 : "It is really amusing to

read in the columns of the British Press the vast importance
you attach to our institutions. Here, for instance, is the

Colorado beetle, or, as it is termed in common parlance, the
' Potato bug,' which, like the skunk, we claim as an original

production of this Continent, for whose anticipated arrival you
are preparing such a warm reception. Now, I grant that

the bog is not a profitable acquisition, at least, we have not

utilised him to any great extent as yet ; still, there is no nse

making a bugbear of him. This is my third year of intimate

intercourse with him. He makes his appearance with the

potato tops in perfect form, full dress, and in pairs they flit

from plant to plant quickly, the female leaving little orange

mementos on the under side of the leaves, not only of potatoes,

but of weeds and even dead leave* without hurting the plants

themselves ; but in a few days a new race appear which eat

all before them, and so on through the seasou. Now, the

enlightened Granger of this great Republic, instead of going

into fi.t8, goes into the drug store, and having got a pound or

two of Paris green (not Prussian blue), as he may require,

takes his watering pot with a very fine sprinkler attached, fills

it with water, adds a tea-spoonful of the green, and keeping it

Btirred, lets a small jet fail on each plant, say in the evening,

and then retires calmly to sleep. In the dewy morn he goes

to his patch, but the host of the past evening ' lies scattered

and strewn.' This he repeats at intervals, and if the weather

M good, as this season, the crop is simply enormous. We also

XlM the green mixed with any poor flour and sifted on lightly,

while the dew is on ; it forms a paste which will not wash off

for weeks. Of course there are some people who will not use

the ' pizen,' just as there are people in England who will not

have their children vaccinated, aud we have a neighbour who
is too conscientious to destroy what the Almighty sends,

though he confessed to carrying the water for those who did,

and most likely paid for the ' pizen' in an indirect way, for con-

science sake. My potato vines are covered with a third brood

at present writing, and it will take the balance of a pound of

green to finish them for this season, and raise, say, 50 bushels

of tubers, the green costing 40 cents., or 20 pence, so that the

remedy is not only simple, but cheap, and with proper care

perfectly safe in the hands of one of average intelligence.

Nov to compare this afflictiou with the drought of last sum-

mer would be as a mosquito to an elephant. And though we
have been eating Paris green, according to some learned au-
thorities, for three years, we still live. It would seem some-
times as if it had become a recreation for idiots to advise
farmers. For instance, as a cure for the cabbage worm, we
were told that coal-oil was a sovereign remedy, and a dupe
writes to say that he had lost several thousands of plants by
the experiment. A late number of an agricultural paper had
an illustrated article on ' How to Milk,' and as ' It is never
too late to learn,' the artist teaches os in the engraving that
we have been all these years milking on the wrong side of the
cow."—" M. G." writes to us from Eastbourne: "As a
resident of a district in the United States which is infested by
the Colorado beetle, I have taken much interest in the mea-
sures adopted there to stay the ravages of this insect. My
first visit to an infected field was at a country place of my
brother's, near the city of New York, early in the present
month. One of his fields of potatoes, about an acre in extent,
litterally swarmed with beetles in every stage of existence.
The vines were nearly full grown, and at a little distance
looked healthy, and it was only by close inspection that I
discovered the presence of the insect and the damage it was
doing. Supposing that the crop would be lost, I asked if

there was no means of arresting its destruction. The reply
was that the crop wa» in no danger, and that after one or two
dressings of Paris green every beetle would disappear. On
the following day the vines were sprinkled with a solution of
Paris green, about one ounce being put in a watering-pot
which contained three gallons of water. On the following
morning I again examined the vines, and found, to my
surprise, that the insects were dead, great numbers having
fallen to the ground. A week later, on August 9, the field

presented the appearance of perfect health, and it was thought
that a second sprinkling would not be required. My brother,
who is a physician, assured me that no danger whatever could
arise from the use of Paris green in the diluted form in which
it was applied. The place referred to is in what may be
called the heart of the infected district. Yet potatoes of this
year's growth and of the very finest quality were being sold
there at 30 cents per bushel, 15d. English. In the markets
of New York city, on the 9th of August, I saw potatoes of
the best quality on sale at \\ dollar, 6s. English, per barrel

(about three bushels), and the market was tending down-
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ward."—Mr. J. E. Mayall, writing from Stork's Nest, Lancing,

Sussex, sends ns a consignment of dead " Colorado Beetles,"

he has received from Dr. HoIIick, of New York, with the fol-

lowing letter :
" Seeing in your paper so much about the

Colorado beetle, or potato bug, and seeing in my garden such

a crowd of them, I thought, perhaps, a few genuine specimens

might interest you or your friends. I gathered a handful,

icalded and dried them, and here they are. Should like to

take a contract to send any number of bushels o1 them. They
have eaten me out of potatoes, and we are now fighting them
off from the egg plants and5 omatoes. They attack all sola-

nacae, even deadly nightsiiade. Principal characteristics un-

bonndedly prolific, destructive. One will destroy 20 times his

weight in a day. Can't you get a Bull from the Pope against

them. They are no joke, I tell you. I saw them this morn-
ing on the Docks falling into the sea by thousands, and all

heading due east ; so look out."—At the Richmond (Surrey)

Petty Sessions, on Wednesday, the clerk (Mr. Josiah Cart-

ledge) said that last week he laid before the bench an Order
in Council with reference to the Colorado beetle. He asked if

the police had received any instructions on the subject.

Acting Inspector Clarke said that they had received instructions

to the effect that any person finding a Colorado beetle should
give notice thereof to a police-constable, the constable should
give notice thereof with all practical speed to the local autho-
rity, and the local authority should give notice thereof by
telegraph to the Privy Council (A laugh). He asked who
was to be considered the " local authority ?" The clerk said

he thought the magistrates were. He observed that while the
Act prohibited keeping the beetle, it did not state that it was
to be killed. He suggested that while the " red-tapeism"
referred to was being carried ont, the police should also be in-

structed to kill the beetle if the person finding it had not done
so. The magistrates gave instructions to that effect to the

acting inspector, adding that the beetle should be destroyed

in such a way as not to prevent its being identified afterwards

The Board of Trade have received a copy of a decree

of the President of the French Republic prohibiting

the importation of potatoes into France from Germany
in consequence of the appearance of the Colorado
beetle in that country. Dr. D. G. F. Macdonaid writes:

—"The much dreaded invasion of the Colorado beetle

continues to attract public attention, although I do not think

there is cause for such intense alarm, because the circumstances

which are favourable to its development in America are want-
ing in this country. Although it has a powerful migratory

instinct, I very much doubt it can propagate in such numbers
in our variable climate as to cause any serious damage to the

potato, especially in the face ofmany parasites, and its natural

enemy the rook. Mr. Frank Buckland says, ' Spare the rook
and you stamp out the beetle.' From my own experience as a
farmer I know that we have few better friends than the much-
despised rook, who plays an important part in the great world
of nature, and I verily believe were this one species of bird ex-

tinct to-morrow that the labour of the husbandman would be

nearly all in vain. In America the potato beetle is known to

ravage within a limited area or zone only where the summer
and winter temperatures range to about the same mean in the
year, and from the knowledge I acquired of the habits of the
creature when travelling in the States I do not believe that it

can become acclimatised in this country at all, the climate here
being so very different from the atmosphere in its native home.
About October the perfect beetle in America leaves the surface

and hybernates at a depth at which 1 think the rain of our
winter and spring would infallibly drown it. The Colorado
beetle is not by any means a new genus of insect. It has long
been known. How comes it, then, that we are only now
alarmed abont the stranger invading this country and becoming
a national calamity ? Several eminent entomologists confirm
my views to a very considerable extent, such as Mr. Andrew
Murray, Mr. Henry Walter Bates, &c. Now, sir, whilst I
think it is right to be prepared—to be forearmed after being
farewarned—yet I much fear the stringent measures sanctioned
by our legislators when somewhat panic-stricken may be put
in force too inflexibly, without due regard to the interests of
the general community, and thus stop the importation of a
most precious vegetable so important to the masses of the
people at the time when food is already so dear. I trust,
therefore, though I see no reason for such great alarm, that

more information may be published in the press about the

habits of this dreaded foe, and that my views may be supported

by other distinguished entomologists than those I have named,
so that the Privy Councilmay be induced not to enforce the

illimitable powers given by Parliament in the Destructive

Insects Bill rigorously. Any measures that interfere unduly
with the free importation of potatoes, which form the common
food of the great bulk of the population of Great Britain,

would indeed be a misfortune to the entire nation. Let it

once be clearly shown that the Colorado beetle cannot erxistin

the mother country in numbers to commit serious ravages on
the potato plant, and not only will the alarm subside, but the

prohibition on lauding potatoes and other vegetable substances

on our shores will be relaxed, if not altogether abrogated."

THE POST OFFICE. — The report of the Postmaster

General for 1876 has been issued, and, as usual, is a very

interesting and instructive document. The correspondence of

the kingdom is so extensive that the number of letters posted

is equivalent to 31 per head of the population. This is ex-

clusive of book packets, newspapers, and post-cards, of which
some millions pass through the post. There were over five

million registered letters, but notwithstanding this, a very

large number of letters containing valuables are posted without

registration. Thirty -three thousand were dispatched—such is

the carelessness of some people—without any addresses at all,

and of this number 832 contained £390 in cash and bank notes,

and £5,000 in cheques. A letter containing £8,000 addressed

to a bank, was discovered unfastened ; while, to conclude the

catalogue of carelessness, 78,575 postage stamps were in-

securely stuck on the letters ; while upwards of 14,000 articles

were found without covers. Among the curiosities of the con-
tents of the mail bags was a live snake found in the Holyhead
and Kingston Marine Post-office, and it speaks volumes for the

care of the Post-office officials that this unwelcome passenger

was carefully kept alive iu the hope of being claimed. No
person, however, came forwsrd to own the reptile, which was
forwarded to the Zoological Gardens. There is a remarkable
fact commented on in the report, and that is the actipathy

which appears to exist between dogs and postmen. These
hard-worked officials seem more than any other class to be

liable to attack, whether this is attributable to their uniform
the Postmaster cannot decide. But in one town in the north
of England it appears that more than 20 per cent, of the post-

men were bitten by dogs. Cheap as postage is, the ingenuity

to avoid payment exercised by the public is something extra-

ordinary. Postage stamps, cigars, collars, sermons, stockings,

lace, and even gold coins have been frequently found in the

half-penny wrapper folded round a newspaper. With all these

temptations it is wonderful that the number of missing articles

is not greater.

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878.—The grand central building

which is intended to be permanent, already presents a fine

effect; the walls are carried to their full height, and thg

skeleton of the iron roof is being fast got into place. Th
dome, which is to surmount the central building, will be aboue
110 to 120 feet iu diameter, and the massive stone walls, cont

structed of enormous blocks, which are to support the dome-
at the height of about seventy feet from the surface of the hill,

have a grand effect. The wings of the building have the iron-

work of the roof all iu place. Two fine square salles, one on
each side, have five columns of brilliantly polished stone of the

Jura, protected at present by thick coats of straw. The grand
colonnade, which forms a highly important feature in the

design, has all * its columns in place, and the

cornice is being executed rapidly. The difficulties which
surrounded these gigantic works on the Trocadero were greatly

enhanced by the fact that the hill had been honeycombed
beneath for the stone, which it contained ages ago, and the

workmen discovered not long since that the old quarrymen
had not completed their working, for in excavating for the

basin of the grand fountain they came upon a fine stratum of

stone which will go far to defray the expenses of this part of

the works. The awards in the divisions of Agriculture and
Industry are set down as follows :—One hundred Grand Prizes

and exceptional pecuniary awards ; one thousand Gold
Medals ; four hundred Silver Medals ; eight hundred Bronze
MedaU; and eight hundred Honourable Mentions.

—

2'rac^t

Marks. -
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
CHESHIRE.

MEETING AT CREWE.

The 39th annual show of the Cheshire Agricultural
iSociety, the patron of which is the Uuke of Westminster,
K.G., and the presideat for the year, Bnroa ToUemache,
of Heliningham, was opened ott Sept. 14>, at Crewe, and
though there was a slight falling otf iu the eihibitiou

compared with that of the previous year, it was a» ex-

tremely creditable one. The entries, aa- com-pared with
the previous year, show* the following result : The total

Bumber of entries in the general show is 3-yy, as against

382 last year ; aad as analysis shows the coniparative

entries as- fdk)ws— Cheese, 46, against 2y ; butter, 12,

against II ; horses, 163, against 131 ; cattle, 81, against

89 ; sheep, 6G, against 69 ; and pigs 20 against 21.

The show of stock was, on the whole,, a vary good
one, and one of the judges remarked that it was " the

best show the Society ever had." in the open class the

Shorthorns, although not large in>the matter of quantity,

were of the finest quality. The bulls shown by the resi-

dents iu the county were unusually good, and the com-
petition was 30- strong that the judges had, so to speak,

to resort to- the " casting vote" of the referee, Mr. Sax-
ton, of Whersted Hall, Suffolk. The dairy cows were
also a good class, and the heifer calves were of remarkably
good quality.

The exhibition of horses is generally pronounced the

best that has been seen at any show of the Cheshire,

more particularly as concerns the draught horses, which
are of exceptional quiality. Two draught horses shown by
Mr. Meadows, of Uainhill, near Liverpool, in this class,

were u«i-versally admired for their symmetry and extra-

ordiuaiy girbh. In thi» eiasa there waa-another excep-

tional feature, three horses which obtained priaes at the

last show of the iloyal .^agricultural Society at Liverpool
;

and a competeut judge remarked, coucerniog these, that

they were, beyond dispute, the three best cart horses iu

England, barring the one belonging to Lord Ellesmere,

which won the champion priste of £50 at Liverpool. In

the classes for brood mares for breeding huuters, prii^s

were given by the Duke of Westminster, the entries were

numerous, and the quality excellent. The geldiug^ for

hunting purposes were equal iu quality to the brood mares,

and the cobs aud ponies, though smaU iB> number, were

Tery meritorious classes.

Of sheep there was a really exccltent show, an^ it would
be difiicult to say which were the principal features in it.

The only faalty lot in it were the shearling- rams, some of

which looked especially weo.k and poor. With thi» excep-

tion the whole class was remarkably good. The pens of

long-woolled ewes of any age were a> splendid' lot of animals,

quality being good and superb in shape and wool. The
short-wooUed rams of any age were a well-represented

clas?, and the same was the case with the class for long-

woolled tup lambs. There was also a good show of long-

woolled ewes and shearling ewes. The short-woolled rams
were a very creditable lot, and the short-woo Ucd tup

lumbs both a large class iu number and of more than

ordinary quality. All the other classes were well repre-

sented.

The show of pigs was smaller in point of the number
of entries by one than it was last year, but the quality of

the exhibits was above the usual merit at the shows of the

Cheshire Society. The whole class of small breed boars,

of any age, was good, and special features iu it were the

entries by Lifut.-f'olonel H. (t. 0. Cuoke, of ColoiuenJy

Mold. The large breed boars were a good clads, anxl "Bo

were the breediug sows aud the pairs of gilts. The litters

of large breeds of pig^ were but indifferent. All the classes

in the small-breeds pigs were good both iu number and io

quality.

The competitiou for cheese was thrown open', and the
consequence was that several exhibits were sent from a
distaHcc V/e noticed cheese from Wiltshire aud Stafford-

shire. The cutrieJ of most ofthe classes were numtrous,
aud the quality of the cheese was very much above the
average. One of the judges—who said he had beeiva
judge of cheese at shows for mauy years—prououuced it

the best he had ever seen at the Cheshire Show, and the
geiiB al opinion was that it was much superior in quality

to the cheese at the Liverpool Show of the Koyal Agri-
cultural Society. The exhibitions iu the better cUss was
not numerous, being caly 12, but the qsalky^ as a whcfe,
was very good.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

—

Agricultural Hoksks: Mr. Bromley, Laa-
caster, Mr. Edwards, Hoole, near Chester. Hu^'Tbrs and
Roadsters : Capt. Masaey, Alvaston, Nantwich ; Mr. C.
Kay, Davenliam liali. Cattle : Mr. Bell, Bodryhyddau
lllijl; Mr. Clieethaiu, Norbiiry, Stockport. SujijsF : Mr.
\\i Bourne, Astburj ; Mr. W. Carter, Litlywood, Stafford.

I'lGs : Mr. Gaiuou, Clieater ; Mr. Walker, Derby. Cu-uzsiJ
A.\D Butter: i^lr. Barratt, Manchester; Mr. Bate, Tar-
porley.

HORS'ES'.

i'OR AGRlCiLTUKAL TUFPOSES,
Pair of horses.—Eirst prize, £6, J. Robinson, Earnslow

Grange, Northwich ; second, £1, R. Nicholson, juu., Blacou
Point, Cheater.

Mare or gelding.—Eirst prize, £t, T. R. Jacksou, Tatten-
hall Hall; second, £2, R. Nichohon, juu.

Brood mare, with foal at her feet.—First prize, £5, S.
Wade, Utkinton Hallj Tarporley ; second, £3, G. Chadwick,
LawtoD.
Two years old geldiug or filly,—First prize, £3, S. Wade

;

•econd, £2, Sir P. De Malpas Grey Egertou, Batt., M.P'.,
Oultou Park, Tarporley.

Yearliug gel'iiug, or filly.—First prize, £-3, J. Wright,
Churcli Minsiiull; second, £l,Ji Beecroft, Upton, Chester.

Mare or fcelding.as a roadster.—F'irst prize, £6, J. Cossins,

.

Sandiway, Northwich ; second, £3, W. Wright, Earle-street,,

Crev/e.

Cart or draught stallion, of any as*.—First prize, £10, W.
Wynn, Stratford-on-Avon ; second, £5^ J. F. Crowther, Mir-
ileld, Yorkshire.

Tliorouj;libred stallions, of any age, for road or hunting -

purpohes.— Firsts prize, £10, J. Poiaons, Tarpurlpy ; second,

£5, S. L. Radford, Willastou, Chester (prize withheld until •

owner proves him tiioroughbred).

Piiir of cart or draught liorses, eitheriuares or geldiuga.—
Prize, £10, \V. A. Meadows, lUiuhiil..

Brood luares, for breediug liuuters.—Prize, £i, G. 1'. Statter, .

Wliitefield, Prestwich.

Four-year-old mares or geldings, for hunting purposes.—
Prize, £5, W. Moltraoi, NantwicU.

JUMPING.
MareB or geldings as the best performers a« hunters.—First

prize, £6, W. Dodoworth, Audlem ; second, £3, J. Cossins, .

Sandiway, Northwich.
F'armers' jumping prize, given by the Society.—First prize, .

£10. S. II. BoUhaw, Miushull Uall,Middlewich ; second, £6, -

T. Johnson, Manor Farm, Malpas ; tliird, £3, 0. F, Statter, .

Whittfield, Prestwich.

CArrLE.
U!IOia'!lORN»i

Bulls, aboTe two years old.—First prize, £10, Eirl of
Elleomerp, Manchester ; second, £6, T. Atkiusuu, Uus^urth,
iMancliesttr-. . .
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Bulls, above one ttnd under Iwo J'cars old.—First prize,

£10, T. Coomer, Bssford, TS'anlwich ; second, £5, Stand tjtud

Company, Whitetield, IManchester.

Cows, in milk or iu calf, of any age.—First prize, £10, P.

H. Chesters, Nantwicli ; second, £5, Stand Stud Company.

Heifers, under three years old.—First prize, £10, Stand

Stud Company ; second, £5, Earl of EUesmerc.

CHEESE.
Dairy of cheese, either old or new, and not less than 501hs.

weight each.—First prize, £10, J. Brereton, Ilarthill
;

spcond, £6, Mrs. E. Williamson, Chorley, Nautwich ; third,

£3, W. Swettenham, Sound, Wrenbury.

Dairy of new cheese, not less tlwn £201bs., nor more than

501bs. weight each.—First prize, £t, J. Challinor, Nantnich
;

second, £3, J. Wood, Over ; third, £1, J. Comes, Spurstow,

Tarporley.

Dairy of cheese, averaging 401bs. each.— I'rize, £12, J. S.

Vernon, Bunbury, Tarporley.

Dairy of cheese, not on the average exceedine 401bs. weight

each.—Prize, G. Marrow, Occleston, Middlewich.

BUTTER.

Six dishes of butter, made by the exhibitor.—First prize,

£2, A. Cooke, Sound, Nantwich ; second, £1 10s., J. S.

Vernon ; third, £1, T. L. Hill, Blakelow, Nantwich.

The attendance in the early part of the day was but small,

but in the afternoon it increased considerably, and before the

yard closed there was a large number of visitors registered at

the gates. Thanks to the exertions of the energetic Secretary,

Mr. Beckett, and the members of the comrailtpe, no discom-

fort was experienced, and the whole of the proceedings passed

off in a most satisfactory manner.—Abridged from T/ie

Chester Chronklc.

CHADDERTON.
The fifth annual show of the Chadderton Agricultural

Society was held on Sept. 17, at Moston Park. In point of

number the entries, amounting in every department to 518,

were about 50 in excess of those of last year, and with respect

to the quality this exhibition was fairly up to the average.

Cattle numbered 31; horses, 137; donkeys, 8; pifjs, 6;
pouUryand pigeons, 144 ; rabbits and dogs, tiO; and there was

al a good show of dairy produce, flowers, root-', aud imple-

ments. The sum given in prizes was nearly £tOO. 'J'lie follow-

ing were the chief prizes awarded ;—District competition :

Bull under two years old, J. L, Becker, Foxdenton Hail ; dniry

cow, M. Meanock, Thornham ; two-year-old heifer, J. L.

Becker; one-year-old heifer, J. Stansfield, Oltbam ; heiter

calf, J. Stansfield ; two dairy cows, T. Howard, Royton
;
geld

cow, J. Huddkston, Failsworth. General competition : Bull

under two years old, Stand Stud Co., Whitefiekl ; hull under 12

mouths, Stand Stud Co.; d.iiry cow. Stand SudCo.; two-

year-old heifer. Stand Stud Co. ; one-year-old heifer. Stand

Stud Co. two dairy cows. Stand Stud Co.; geld cow, Stand

Stud Co. Horses.—District competition : Agricultural strtUion,

S. Sidebottom, lloclidale ; brood mare, S. Clieetiiam aud Co.,

Middleton ; mare or geld, not exceeding 16 bauds, S. Side-

bottom ; mare or geld, not exceeding 17 hands, Braybrouk and

Kershaw, Oldham. Plough horses, J. and S. Lees, Chadaer-

lon ; three-year-old gelding or filly, J. Hilton, tv\oyfar-

old gelding or filly, W. Franklin, lloyton ; one-

year-old gelding or filly, S. Cheethara and Co. ; weaning colt,

S. CUeetbam and Co. General competi'ion: Agricultural

stallion. Stand Stud Co. ; brood mare, P. Booth, Chadderton
;

mare or gelding, not exceeding 16 hands, J. Bardsley, Lees
,

mare or gelding, not exceeding 17 hands, C. W. Brierley,

Prestwich
;

pair ol horses, C. W. Brierley ; three-jear-old

gelding or filly, Stand Stud Co. ; two-year-old gelding or filly,

Stand Stud Co. ; one-year-old gelding or filly. Stand Stud Co.
;

weaning colt, S. Cheetham and Co. lload or field horses :

Brcod mare, 11. W. Buckley, HoUinwood ; mare or geldings,

J. W. Radcliffe, Oldham ; two-year-old gelding or filly, W.
Mills, iladclitfe ; one-year-old gelding or filly, J. Wardleworth,
Bury ; weaning colt, R. Ashton, Holliuwood. Cobs and ponies :

juare or gelding, not exceeding 14^ hands, J. W. Radcliffe
;

not exceeding \2.h hands, A. Ashton, Middleton. Best foal got
liy I'armet'b Friend, W. Johnsloue, Rochdale. Turnout: :

b;aud Stud Co. The firsl prices fur pi^'s were won by Mr, J.

Jones (Oldham) and Mr. W. Shaw (Failsworth), ami a silver

cup, given for the best pack of barriers, was awarded to Islr.

T. A. Harrison, Stalybridge, Tlic show was visited daring
the day by a large number of people.

—

Jla/iv/iesier Kmminer.

D E E B Y S H I R E.

The annnal Show in connectiou with the Derbyshire
Agricultural and Horticultiiral Society, which was opencil

on Sept. 18, was continacd on the 19th ; the horses anii

cattle which were not exhibited on the previous day VYere

sent in for competition. Though the sky was overcast
during the whole day, and though a slight and transient

shower of rain fell iu the al'tenioon, the weather was not,

on the whole, unfavourable for the success of the exhibi-

tion. As regards the number of persons who paid for

admission at the gates, from the moment that the Show
was opened till the time when it was closed in the even-
ing a continuous stream of people poured into the Cattle

Market, which consequently presented a very animated
appearance that was not lessened by the nnusisallj large

number of booths which were erected in different parts

of the ground for the sale of "notions" and the amuse-
ment of simple-minded swains. All the approaches to

the Show were tilled with these erections, Sags and ban-
nerets floated from numerous windows, and a great por-

tion of the town bore a holiday appearance. Visitors ta

the show, as we have already indicated, were very
numerous, and on this account the faulty arrangements
for the admission of the public to the Market must be
deprecated. Ingress could only be obtained by means of

one or two very narrow gateways, through which only

one person could pass at a time, and consequently when
the pressure of the crowd was great—as indeed it was all

day—a number of ladies and others were somewhat
hustled about. Any discomfort experienced iu this way,
however, was compensated for by the really splendid

exhibition of stock iuside the grounds. The cattle

and horses were very numei'ous, and the quality was
superior in most cases to what has been witnessed

at any previous Show held under the auspices of

this Society. Indeed, on no former occasion have
the efforts of the committee—who have beeu
most indefatigable iu their exertions—been crowned with
such signal success, and the fact that it was found neces-

sary to extend the Show over two days, in place of limiting

it to one day, sufficiently shows that the Society is be-
coming more prosperous. The implements were specially

deserving of notice, and the field in which they were jilaccd

was visited by large numbers of persons. In all the
difl'erent classes of stock and horses the Show of Wednesday
may be pronounced as of a superior description. Some
good heifers were sent in for competition, aud Mr. T. E.
Stevenson, as will be seen from the prize list which
follows hereon, was awarded first honours for a splendid

animal aged two years and stveu mouths. For stirkcs

under two years belongiug to a teuaut farmer there was
only one competitor—Mr. Carriugton—who of course,

carried off the prize offered for this class, and Mr. T. H
Oakes obtained first prize in the same class for members
of the Society who owued not less than 12 cows. Very few
calves were forwarded, and Mr. Oakes obtained the .first

place. The best Sborthorned bull class, for three years
old and upwards, comprised some really good animals, aud
the judges, who had some difliculty in making their

award, ultimately decided iu favour of Mr. Oakes, who
was indeed extremely fortunate iu obtaining prizes in

various departmcuts of the Show, having sent for competi-.

tioD a number of unusually good cattle. The difl'erent classes

of horses were above the average, but the interest of the

non-professional portion of the visitors was ceufrcd in

the juiiipiug cuuipcliliou, which cuiumeuctd at two u'duuk
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withitt' aa enclosure, for whicS an extra charge for

admission was made. The following is the prize Irst :^

CITTLE.
DAIRY COWS:

F-mr cows for dairy purposes.—First prize and filver cup,

J. II. Oakcs, Kiddings House ; second, T. Uopkinson, Wood-
thorpe.

Two C0W9 for dairy purposes.—First, second, and third

prizes, E. ?ale. Rose Kill.

Tare bred Shorthorn cow, having had a living calf since

Junuary, 1st, 1877.—First prize, 11 H; Oakes ; second,

W. 1'. Carrington, Croxden ; third, T. liriggs, Fisherwick,

Lichfield.

HEIFERS.
Pair of heifers under three years old.—First prize, T. E.

Stevenson, Asliby ; seconJ, Colonel Ellis, B.agworth ; third,

W. T. Carrington, Croxden Abbey;
IMir of in- calf heifersi belougir.ff to a- tenant farmer,

diirying not less tbau twelve cows. ^Fir.'itpri"e, E. "7ule,Rose

Hill ; second, VV. T. Carrington, Croxden Abbey ; third, W.
l\)mlJnson, Stanley.

STIP.KS.

Pairofstirks urrdertwo years "Id, most adapted for dairy

purposes, belonging to - a tenant farmer,— irize, W. T.

Garriugfon, Croxden Abbey.
Pairofstirks under two years old, most adapted for dairy

jrarposes, belonging to members not dairying less tlian twelve

cows, and bred by exhibitor.—First prize, P;H. Oakes, Riddings
House

; second, ?I. T. Ilopkinson, Woodthorpe ; third, VV. T.
Uarrington, Croxden Abbey.

Rearins cow calves, bred by the exhibitor since J-anuary 1st

1&77.—First prize, T. 11. Oakes, Riddings House; second, C-
M. Dixon, J3radley Hall.

LONGIIORNS,
Bail of any age.—Prize, R. Hall, Walton-on-Trent.

Pair of dairy cows in milk.—Prize, 11. Hall, Walton-on-
TVent.

Pair of heifers, over two and under three years-old, in-calf.—

K. Hall.

Pair of heifers, two-yrars-oUl. '-Prize, R- Hall.

SHORTIIORXS.
Shorlhornad bull, tliree-years-old and upwards.—First

prize, T. H-. Oakes, iUddings- House ; second^ W. Harrison,

Goton Park.

Sliorthorned bull, two-years-old, and not exceeding

three years.—First pri~e, E. V'ale, Rose Hill ; second, R.
Br.gys, Alvaston ; third, 11. Hall, juo., Howick House,
Wlialpy Bridge,

Yearling (or not exceeding tv/o years old) buH, ofthe^pure

Shorthorn breed, most suitable for breeding purposes.— birst

prize, W. T. Carrington, Croxden Abbey ; second,W . lloUings-

worth, Stauton-grove ; iliird, E. M. Mundy, Shipley Hall.

Bull calf, not exceeding twelve months old.—First
prize, W. T. Carrington; second, U. Chandos Pole Oell,

Hoptou Hall,

r\T- STOOK.
Fat beasiofanv breed.— First prize. Col. Sllis,Bagwortli

;

second, R.llatcliffe, Newton Hall ;.thiid, Col. Ellis, Mlistou

Ifarni, Bagworlli.

Bull and tliree cov«, of any age, the property of a mera-

her. Any of tlic cows above two years to be in milk or iu

calf at the time of show —First prize, T. H. Oakes, Riddings

House ; second, jSI. T. Ilopkinson, V/tJodlhorpe ; third, T. U.
©akes.

HORSES.
Brood marc and foal for agricultural purposes.—A- special

prize of five pounds, given by Mr. J. Mayer, for the best foal

by either of his horst for 1876, Also a special prize of five

pounds, given by Mr Tomlinson, for the best loal by;

i'armer's Glory, for 1876.— First prise, T. Orrae, Iloon Loston
;

second, Mr. Duniclow, Ticknall ; third, W.|C1iaiidos- Pole Gelj

Houton Hall. Mr. Tonilinson's priie—J. Hellaby, Twyford
Mr. Mayer's prize—Mr. Chambers.

Two-year-old gelding for agricult jt.tI purposes.—First-pri;-^,

R. lUtcliffe, Newton Hall ; second, J. Hellaby.

Two-yeai-old filly for agricultural purposps.—First prize, J.

Thompson, Melbourne ; second, B. Hind, Mickleover.

One-year-old gcldiug for agricultural purposes.—lirst and

setjoud prizes, S. Wade, Mickleover.

One-year-old fiily for agricaltuvral purposes.—First prize, J.

nnkwsworth, Barfcn ; second, \V. '*liut, Smesby.

Pair of horses, for agricuhural p-jrpoees.—First prize, W.
Barber, Congerstoue ; second, and third, T. U. Oakesj
Riddiugs House.
Brood mare, best fitted for breeding hunters, with foal v.t

foot.—i'lrst priie, J. Smith, Weston-on-Trent ; second, S. W:
Cox, Spondon.
H^ck above four years.—First prize, R. G. Buckstoue, Derby;

second, J, Cowlishaw, Ashby,
Gelding or filly, of the value of £50, not thoroughbred, above

three and unde? ioiip years of age, for hunting purposes.—-
Prise, E. Kill, Shottle.

JUMPING CLASSES.
Jumper.—First prize, A. O. Worthing ou, Needwood ;

8 cond, J. H. Gascoyne, Littleover; thir I, W. Ileywood,
I')!-tock.

Horse or mare, not more than three years old, for hunting
or riding purposes, bred within the Society's district.—First-

prize, S. llobsou, Blelbcurue ; second, W. Hollingsworth,

Alfretoa.

Two-year-old for hunting purposes.—First prize, A, O,
Worthington, ,: second, J. T. !Martin, Derby.

Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, BIr. New bold, Milton
;

second, W. Robinson, Tatenhill, Burton.

Cob, Dot exceeding 14\ hands.—First prize, 0. E. Pari.

Derby; second, G. Hoibrook, At-tenborough. ,

Huuter, equal to 15 stone.—First prize, M. Walwyu,
Osmaston ; second, S. Burkitt, jun., Chesterfield.

Hunter, four years old and upwards, equal to 12 stone.—
First prize, W-. Wright, Wollatoa ; second, J. FentoP, .

Shardlow ; third, S. Robson,Melbourne.

SHEEP (lOXG-WOOLLEu).

Five breeding ewes, having had lambs iu 1877, and
suckled them to the 1st of Jiine.—First prize, Mr. Newbold,
Milton ; second, R. Johnson, Kirk Iretou; third, Mr. Newbold,
Milton.

Five long-v.ooUed theaves.—First prize, R. Johnson, Kirk
Ireton ; second, J. Bryer, Vicar Wood ; third, J. Grammer,
Sawley

,

Class 39.—First prize, J. Crammer ; second, J. Sketchley,
Ambaston.

Lo3g-wool!nd rara, of any age al)Ove a shearling, boiia-fiJe

the property of the exhibitor at the time of entry.— First

pri:^e, R. Johnson, Kirk Iretou ; second, R. Johnson ; third,

R. Johnson.
Shearling long-v/oolled ram.—First prize, R. Johnson

;

second, R. Lee, Knivcton ; third, R. Johnson.
Long-wooUed ram-lamh.--First prize, R. Johnson; second.

JjMellor, Atlow Mill.

?.IiORT-\i^)OM,T',D.

Five breeding ewos, having had lamb.s in 1877, and suckled
them up to tho 1st of June.— First prize, Q. German, Norman-
ton-le-heath ; second, C. Smith, Lmgley ; third, J. Rose,
The Ash, Etwali.

Five short-woolled theaves.—First and second prizes, W.
Baker, Athrrstone.

Five sbort-wooUcd ewe lambs.—First prize, C. Smith,
Langley ; second, Mr. Knight, Caldwell.

Short-woolled ram, of any age above a shearling.—First

prize, W. Baker, Atherstoue ; second, C. Smith, Langlcy ; third,

W. Baker.
Shearling short-v.'oolled ram.—First and second prizes, "^

.

Baker; third, C. Smith, ijaiigley;

Pen of five fst wether sheep of ariy breed, not exceeding
23 months old.—First prize, G. German, Normanton-le-
Healh.

Three Shropshire ranilambs.—First and seooud prizes, C.
Smith, Langley.

PIGS.

Boar, of any age, best adapted for general use.—First priz.e,

P. Spencer, Alvastou ; second, J. B. Gregory, Chesterfield;

third, W. Stevenson, Duflield.

Sow of any age.— First prize, J. Spalfou, Bowbridge Farm ;

second, T. H. Oakes, Riddiujs House ; third, J. Langley,

IMickleover.

Three breeding pigs ofone lilter.^—First prize, T. H. Oakes;
spcnnd, W. .1. Sketchley, Auibastou ; third, J, Rayner, N*^^
Field, Elwrll,
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Pig, (he property of an agricultural labourer.—First prize,

J. Slartin, Brislinircote House, Burton : secoud, T. Cartiug-
J.n, Burtou-ruad, Etwall.

—

yu/fa Gaardiau,

EASINGWOLD.
The Seventeenth Auaual Exhibition of this Society was

lield on Sept. 19, when tbe attendance was greatly iucrra^fd

by the knowledge tbal the rriiiua of Wales, who was tie

guest of Sir Georu'e ^\'ombwfll, of New burgh I'ark, would be

present. The entries were more numerous tliau ou some pre-

Tious occasioas, and the Show as a whole was considered a

good one. Alter the luncheon Sir Henry iley»ey-Tbompson,
who presided, gave the toast of " The Princs of Wales," and
eaid :

—"They would all be exceedingly glad to sectlie I'rince

amongst thera ; and lie was sure that tiiey would welcome
him for many reasons—not ouly because lie was the sou of the

Queen, the nio.st popular Sovereign in the known world, as

tlie lieir to the greaiest empire the world had ever known
;

but also as an English country gentleiuau—as a farmer who
is deeply interested in agriculture, and comiug from the East
of England to see liow they did up in tlie Easiugwold district.

They were, perhaps, not all aware how deeply interested in

agriculture the Prince of Wales was; but his Kojal High-
ness had commissioned him that morning to inform them
that he was a great farmer, and had in his own XvA'-ia nearl)

800 acres of land. He was not only an extensive farmer, but
lie took a great interest in the general welfare ot the British

farmer in all parts ol the kingdom. He was also a very great
shower. In 1874 he won what might be called the agricul-

tural Derby—the blue riband of English Shows—in baving
taken the first prize for cattle atSmithfield. It migbt sitisfy

tlieir curiosity further to kuo* that an animal was purchased
by Mr. Baura, roasted, and given away to the poor ai Clirit.t-

maa. As a proof of the great interest Sir George Wombwell
tnok in those Shows, he might tell them that it was by the
advice of Sir George that the Prince had an entry at the
Yorkshire Show, in which he took fir^t prize. The sheep his

Kojal Highness entered thm were bred by himself on his o«n
farm. The Prince took the greatest interest, not only iu Ins

tenants, but also iu the labourers and all those couiiccted with
Lira. He gave prizes every year for the best cottage g:irdens,

and prizes for other purposes for the benefit of those around
him. He was always perfectly at home at a show of liorses

;

and he was a capital judge and a hard rider to bounds.
When he added to what he liad said tlie Prince was uiosl

jiopular amongst those who knew him—that he was most kind
of heart, and never happier than when he was niakiug oiher
people happy—that he was most interested iu all the objects

of the Show, in the breeding of stock and horses, and making
two blades of grass grow where before there had been but one,
and at the same lime was a pleasant couutry geullemau—he
need say no more than that he was sure they would give liim

the warmest welcome thai Yorkshire throats could give
txpressiou to. 4

LONG SUTTON.

The forty-first annual Show of this Society was held ou
£ej)tember 19th and 2Uth. The number of entries was
larger than ou any previous occasion, being : Horses, 169

;

C ttle, 33 ; sheep, 32 ;
pigs, 30 ; roots, 40. Amongst

the exbibitors was the Prince of Wales, who sent some
SouthdoA-u sheep. Of iiuplemeuts there was a cou-
biderable show for a local exhibition, the number of
entries being 140. A horticultural eihibitiou, ploughing
matches, and allotment judging formed features of the
Show,

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

Cart stallions over two years old (open).—First prize, R. K.
FoUey, Long Suotou ; secoud, R. Kilham, Tydd St. Mary.
Wisbech.

' •"

Yearling cart colts.—first prize, C. Beart, Stow, Downham

;

second, J. Cook, Crowland.
Pair of draught geldings or mares.—First prize, T. Bowles,

Moulton Marsh, Spaldiug ; secoud, T. Uearlove, Tydd St.

iJraugtit geldings or mares.—First prize, <1. Whitsed, Post*
lau.l, Crowlaud ; second, C. Edwardt, Oulwell, Wibbech.

Mares for breeding draught horses, «aeh having a foal.—
First prize, G. Horn, SultouSt, James, Wibbech ; second, \V.

Johnson, Walpole St. Peter's, Wisbi-ch.

Cart foala.— First prize, C. Goy, Monlton Eaugate, Spald-

iug; second, W. Johnson.
Yt-arling cart geldings.—Prize, J. Tomlinson, Lutton

Marsh, Long Sutton.

Two-)ear-old cart geldings —Prize, R. Lawson, Spalding.

Yccirling cart fillies.—tirst prize, S. Kingston, Spalding
secoud, J. Wahham, Parson Drove, Wisbech,

Two-year-old cart fillies.—First prize, G. Horn; secou'l,

W. Nayior, Long Sutton.

Hackney stallions, over two years old (ipeu).—First prize,

B. Balderslon, Mount Pleasant, Boston; second, R. Wales,
Wimbotshaui, Downham Market.

Horses or mares, not under fourteen hands high, for jump-
ing.—First prize, 11. Redhead ; second, G. C. I. Howard,
Loug Suttjn.

Hackney horses or mares, over fourteen hands.—I'irst priz«,

S. Cainpain, juu.. Deeping St. Nicholas, Spalding ; second, H.
Waymau, Downham.
Haruens horses or mares, over foarteen hands, with park

action.—First prize, H. Wayraan ; second, W. Giddens, Wal-
pole, Norfolk.

Hunters, of any age (open).—First prize, F, Howard,
Wisbech ; secoud, W. S. Black, Saxby, Melton.

Mares for breeding huuters, each having a foal.—First

prize, S. S. Mossop, Long Sutton ; second, J. Codling, Whap-
lode, Spalding.

Marfs for breeding roadsters, each having a foal.—First

prize, G. Skelton, Long Sutton ; secoud, G. P. Hobson, Long
Sutton.

Nag foals.— First piize, J. T. Stephenson, Whaplode St.

Catherine, Spalding ; secoud. G. P. Hobson.
Yearling nag geldings.—l^irsl prize, S. S. Mossop , second,

G. Clarke, Lutton Marsh, Long Sutton.

Ycarliug nag fillies —First prize, G. Skelton ; second, J. C.
Uobsou, Long Sutton.

Two-year-old nag geldings.—First prize, G. Clarke ; secoud,

S. S. Mossop.
Two-year-old nag fillies,—I'lrst prize, S. S. Mossop ; second,

G. Clarke.

Cubs, not exceeding fifteen, and not under fourteen hands
(sho«u in saddle).—First prize, U. Wayman, Downham
secoud, J. Oldham, F'rilhviUe, Boston,

I'oiiies, not exceeding fourteen liauds (shown in harness).—
First prize, R. Bland, Baston, Market Deeping ; second, R. K.
Wrinht, Gedney Marsh,

Hunting geldings or mares, four years old or under.—I'irst

prize, G. Clarke ; second, J. Tonilius<>n.

Harness horses or mares, any age or size.—First prize, R.
Blaiiil ; secoud, U. Wayman,

Horses ur mares, any age or size, for jumping (open).—
First prize, Dr. Waller, Peterboro' ; second, J. Hudson, Den-
tun iluuse, Peterboro'; third, G.C. 1. Howard.
Jumping.—Prize, T. Dearlove, Tydd St. Giles.

CATTLE.
Bulls above two years old.—First prize, C, W. Griffin,

Werriuglon ; second, J. Morton, Stow, Downham.
Bulls under two years old,—F'irst prize, G. Clarke, Lutton

Marsh ; second, C. W. Gr ffin.

Cows above three years old, in calf, or having had a calf

within nine months.— First prize, J. Morton; secoud, W,
Johnson, Walpole St. Peter's.

Heilers not exceeding three years old, having had a calf

or being in calf.—First prize, C. W, Grithu ; second, W.
Johnson.

Pair of heifers, not exceeding two years old.—First prize,

C. W. Grifliu ; secoud, W. Wright, Lutton,

Pair of steers not exceeding two years old.— I'irst prize, G.
H. Fullar'd, Thorney ; secoud, W. Wright.

Pair of heifers not exceeding one year old.—Prize, R. Kil-

ham, Tydd St. Mary.
Beasts not eligible for entry in Classes 28 to 34(.—First and

second prize, W, O. Worth, Holbeach Marsh.

SHEEP.
Five Lincoln ewes of any age, having suckled lambs up to

June let.—i'tiBt aud secoud priics, W. Wright.
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Five Lincoln shearling ewes.—First and second prizes, O.

Horn, Sutton St. James.

Five Lincoln ewe Urabs.—First and second prizes, G. llorn.

Five ewe lambs, of any breed.—Fir.st prize, T. Keaiu,
Newton ; second, J. M. Driug, Long Sutton.

Five Lincoln Heder lambs.—^Prize, Mrs. Portugal Tydd St.

Giles.

Fi?e Heder lambs of any breed.—First prize, J. Jl. Oriog;
second, T. Ream.

Five Lincoln shearling wethers.— First prize, J. Cooke,
Crowland ; second,!'. Aitken.jun., Spalding.

Five shearling wethers of any breed.—G. liettinson, Luttou
;

second, W. Looker, Clenchwarton.
Pen of five sheep not eligible for entry in classes Sfi lo 43.

—

First prize, J. Cook; second, J. Eastland, Waljiole S'.

Andrew's.
PIGS.

Boar«, large breed, not less than twelve mouths old.—First

prize, J. G. Burgess, Magd:tlen, Lynu ; second, J. Hunter,
Emueth, Norfolk.

Boars, small breed, ditto.—Prize, J. Codling, Wiiaplode,

Spalding.

Sows, large breed, having had a litter within six months, or
in pig at the time of show.— tirat prize, W. Cuuuiiigtoii, juu..

Long Sutton ; second, J. Codling ; third, J. G. Uohson, Lung
Sutton,

Sows, small breel ditto.—F rst an' second przes, ). Cod-
ling.

'I'liree 'gilts of one litter not exceeding six months old.

—

First prize, J. G. Hobson ; second, C. Beart, Stow.
Three pigs, of one litter, ditto.—First prize, IL A. Kilhara

;

second, E. B. Bettinson, Geduey.
Pigs, not eligible for entry in Classes 45 to 50.—First prize,

W. VVriuhl; second, J. Eastland.

ROOTS.
Swede turnips.—First prize, R. K. Wright, Gedney ; second,

G. Oldershaw, Gedney, Marsh.
Turnips, any other variety.—First prize, T. Smith, Lutton

JIarsh ; second, T, G. Leader, Sutton Bridge.

Long red mangels.—First prize, Mr. Leader ; second, J. W.
Clifton, Long Sutton.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
This is an eminently successfnl Society, and everything

is admirably managed with the exceptioa tliat a few of

the minor details will always somehow lag; behind for

completion on the Show-day. As an instance, on Sept.

I'i, the covering, in of the "Grand Staiid" was not begun

till late in the morning, aud it was not completed when
we left the grjund in the afternoon as the company took

possession of the seats at the appointed time for horse

parading and jumping. Fortunately there was no sun and
not much rain, or the company would have had a poor

shilling's worth. Then the ring for the horse-shoeiug was

not touched till about noon on Thursday, when men were

put to work and had to sweat away to get the arrange-

ments for this operation complete in time. Whether this

delay is due to oue man having too much to do, or too

much left to him, or whether the stewardi shirk their

duty, we are not informed, but, with mouths beforehand,

it does certainly seem odd that so good a Society in such au

important county should have to make a rush with work
on the opening day of the Show.

Fat cattle led off at this meeting, and Mr. Wright, of

NoctoQ Heath, Lincoln, probably did an unprecedented

thing in showing three animals aud fairly carrying otf the

first prize in each. In Class 1 his 4 years and 2 mouths
Shorthorn ox is a roau of great size aud depth of llcsb,

while his quarters are very evenly balanced. His weight

last week was 23 cwt. 3 qrs., and, as we were informtd,

his girth was 9ft. Ain. His sire was " Double Wharfedale"

(28334J, his dam, according to his entry, " A pure Short-

horn cow." Mr. Wright's Shorthorn cow, four

years six months of age is aoolher well bred

animal, sire " Geneva Duke," and ahe is

of admirable form, being straight both along the back

and from her bosom to her twist. Mr. Wright's 2 yeara
aud 10 mouths heifer is very level and firm, and as bloom-
ing in her rich red skin as skilled feeding and attention

rould make her. The Earl of Lonsdale's bteer is perfectly

ripe at 2 years and 5 months of age, aud some care will

be required lo kiep him in form and in tirm couditiod

till the Chiistmas shows come on. Earl ISpencer's steer

4 months under 2 yeirs of age is a straight and level

beauty. Mr. Sharp's cow, C yea^'^ old, is as patchy a

one as we have seen in a show-yard for some time.

In the class for bulls of any age Telemachus 6th was
placed first, and Hindoo Chief, a very heavy strawberry

and white, wastbesecond. In the second class John of Kent,
a very large and good blood-red three-year-old, was placed
before Telemachus 10th, and in the yearlings Mr. Bland's
General Flirt, of fine quality and form, but with un-
fortunate staring horns, was placed first, aud Mr.
Faulkner's King of the Roses second. The latter is a very
promisiug animal, as he has a good head and horn, is of
line quality, aud a fine white aud strawberry colour.

In the females Telemaciua, a fine cow, with ample
frame and suitable knees and hocks for a Stiorthorn, was
again first, to which another patchy female, Julia llth,
four years old, sent by Mr. Sharp, was placed second.

There were some capital yearlings, for, in addition to the
prize animals, Mr. Ashby, Naseby, Rugby, sent a very
wide and deep-quartered red, of fine quality ; and in the

calves Mr. Giitfith's Blush 8th, of the Telemachus tribe,

was very promising. In Class 14 Messrs. Hope's cup
for the best female (store or fat) fell to Mr. Ashby 's

Innocence, thecup for the best male having been previously

given for Mr. Wright's large ox above mentioned.
The st:illioQ prizes are awarded in the spring, when

Young Champion, the property of Mr. Stokes, Caldccot,

Rockingham, won the first, and Priuce Bismarck, Mr.
Jelley's Great Harrowden, the second.

The mares for hunting purposes witli foal at foot came
next, and the Mirquis of Exeter's beauciiuUy-topped bay,

by Voltigeur, won the first. This mare has a remarkable
rupture in the near flank, but it does not appear to injure

her in the least. This was a very capital class of 13, and
the foals were mostly of great promise. Mr. Richardson's

s.C' nl appeared as a grand leu-year-old bay, so was Air.

Bennet's chtsnut mare Roma, sire Oxford, dim Area,
by Gladiator.

The hunters, mare or gelding, above 5 years old, up to

15 itone, were very select. Mr. Whitehead took both
prizes, the first with Vanguard, the grand chesnut geld-

ing that took first at Huuiiugdou, Melton, and Peter-

borough. Vanguard is a grand horse for appearance,

power, aud style of moving. The hunters up to 12 stone
were more numerous, 18 being present, and they were a
capital lot. The first was by Reinfrid, siie of dam,
Rochester. The second was a beautiful dark chcsuut.

Mr. Fraukliu's excellent bay mare, that was first at

Alcester, on Tuesday, was out of condition, and did not

show at ail well, so she lust her chance ou this occasion,

lu the four-year-olds Mr. Whitehead's Sportsman, that

won the cup for the best horse at Bedford, and has betu
successful at other county shows, was by " Baron Caven-
dish," sire of cam Bay Middletou. Among the

younger animals Mr. i'arkci sent a pair of good colts, two
years of age, which were placed the same at the Meltuu
Show as they were at Maiket Harborough, being first aud
second.

The agricultural horses were not considered by the judgei
to be as good as usual, but there were some very uselul

animals. Mr- Ashby's four-year-old roan, in the rough,
with foal at foot, was an excellent specimen of a farm mare,
as ahe had large hind-quarters and great arms aud thighs.

Her foal was small, as might be expected, at «o young au
age. The prize cart tiUies and geldings were excellent. Ou
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the evening of Tiiesda • a challenge wns miie and accepted

bjlweeii the owner of the iirst prize two-year-old tiliy at

Baubury and the fii:t bere, it being underatood that

botb are entered for "Weedon. The Baubury tirst is

•apparently more powerful, but the bay that was first last

Thursday is very active, of fine quality, and in bloomiug

couditica. They are both good, and the decision will

just depend on the proclivities of the judges, .Mr.

Hopper's lirit prize filly, sire Prince of the Isles, was

citraorJiaary for size, while she is a very good-looking

worker.

The sheep were nominated as long-woolled, which let

in Leicesters, Lincolns, and Cotswolds. The Liuolns,

however, were generally in favour, as shown by the

greater number. ^Ir. Smith, Somerton, however, suc-

ceeded in winning more ihau one prize, with his splendid

Cotswc'd, and in the shearling tups Mr. Swanwick's
Cutswold took second to Mr. Wright's Lincoln. Mr.
Algernon Hack, Buckminster, sent a pair of sheep, of

good character, and in the two-shear Mr. Hack's ram
was a good second to Mr. Howard's, which has won at

several Shows this year. Mr. Smith's long-wooUed lambs
were extra rdiuary for the weight of wool they carried.

. In the bliortwoolled the JMarcjnis of Exeter's were very

fine of character for meat. They were the produce of

Southdown ewes, by Shropshire sires, most of them being
- of a large Down size, with'black faces.

The pigs were all good, Mr. Duckering, as will be

seen below, coming in for the lion's shave ot the prizes.

JUDGES.—Cattle : C. Howard, Biddenhatn ; J. Lynn,
Stroxton ; R. Marsli, Little Otiiey. Horses : Lieut.-Cul.

Lattrell, Somerset; J. Gee, Welford ; Ij. .Foster, Irthling-

borougli ; U. Craig, J'jthpringliay, Oundle ; J. Rooke,
.VMdoa GraugR, Wansfurd ; J. Parsons, Charwelton,
Daventry. Siie&f axd I'igs: G. Turner, Thorpelands;
R. Brilten, Abington ; J. Bryon, Kirby Green.

CATTLE.
FAT STOCK.

Ox, exceeding three years and three months old on the 1st

ot December next, and not to exceed the age of live years at

the same date.—First prize, i'lO and Hope's Cup, R.
Wright, Lincoln ; second, £5, J. Rogers, Chelliugton, Beds.

' Steer not exceeding three years and three raontlis old on the

. ILst of December next.—First prize, £10, E«l of Lonsdale,
ytamford ; second, £5, Eirl Spencer, K.G.

Steer.—First prize, £7, E. Wright; second, £3, Earl
Spencer, Iv.G.

Heifer, not exceeding four years old on the 1st of December
next.—First prize, £7, R. Wright^ second, ±'3, P. -Phij>ps,

Is'ortharapton.

BREEDING AND STORE STOCK.
The Burghley Park Cliallenge Cup, value 100 guineas, to

the owner of the best Shorthorn bull, cow, or heifer.

—

Prize, Lord Exeter.

Bull ot any age.—Jirst prize, £10, Marquis of Exeter
;

second, £5, W. C. F. JVlynors, Tlxall, Staflord,

Bull above two years old, the property of, cr hired by , the
exhibitor.—First pri^e, £10, J. N. Beasiey, Northampton

;

second, £5, C. W. GrifSn, Peterborongh.
Bull, above oue and under two years of age.—F'irst prize,

£10,T. H. Bland, M.rket ilarborough ; secoud, £5 5s., v\'m.
-Faulkuer, Northampton.

Bull-calf, above six and under twelve months old.—^First
prize, £10, R. Loder, Towcester ; secoud, £5, T. H.JBland.

Cow, in milk or in calf.—First prize, £7, Marquis of
'.Exeter ; second, £3, J. Jervis Sharp, Kettering.

Heller, of any breed, in milk or in calf, above three and
under four years old.—First prize, £7, T. Kingsley ; second,
£3, Marquis of Exeter.

Heifer, of any breed, in milk or in calf, above two and
under three years old.—First prize, £7, C. W. Griffin ; second,
£3, T. H. Bland.

Ueiter of any breed, above one and under two years of
a?e.—First prize, £7, C. W. Griffin ; second, £3, Marquis of
2iieter.

.
Heifer-calf, of any breed, under twelve months old.—first

prize, £3, Duke of Bnccleuch and Queena^erry, K.G,,
Kettering ; second, £2, JIarquis of Exeter.

Shorihurned heifer, above one and under two years old, to

have been in the exhibitor's possession six months previous to
tlie day of show.—First prize, £10, andilope's Cup, Captain
G. A. Ashby ; e^cond,.£5, J. J. Sharp.

Ox or steer (store or (at) that has been fed on'food sessoned
with Hope's cattle food, their silver Cup, value five guineas,

—

.11. Wright.

Cow or heifer (store or fat) that Iw.s been :fed on food

seasoned with Hope's cattle food, their silver Cup, .value .five

guineas.—Captain G. A. Ashby.

HORSES.
Stallion for agricultural purposes.—:Fir«t prize, £15, T.

Stokes, Caldecott, Rockingham ; second, £5, J. Jeiley, Great
yarrov/den.

Stallion for agricultural purposes.—Prize, piece of plate,

value £10, J. Jeiley.

Mare and (ap.\, for. hunting purposes, the foal to have beea
got by a thoroughbred stalliou.—Fir.4 prize, £15, Marquis of
Exeter; second, £5, J. Richardson, Gaulby, Leicester.

Mare orgelding, adapted for hunting purposes.—F'lrst prize,

£15, and second £5, W. Whitehead, Wollaston.

Mare or gelding.—rFirst prize, £15, J. T. I'awle'.t, .Rugby ;

second, £5, <E. K. Fisher.

Mare or gelding.—-First prize, -£15, Mrs. M. A. and W.
George, Gayton ; second, £5, S. Stokes, Duddington.
Mare or gelding.—First prize, £10, W. Whitehead ; second,

£5, T. Manning, Northampton.
Mare or gelding.—First prize, £10, A. R. Adcock, 'Eoton ;

second, £5, Captain J . .W. .I5aillie, Leicester.

Gelding or filly.—First prize, £7, G. H. Parker, Ashley
Folwell, Melton Mowbray ; secoud. £3, G. H.I'arker.

Gelding or filly.—First prize, £7, Earl of Car.ysfort, .V/arra-

ington, Oundle ; second, £3, T. R3wlatt,jun., Market Har-
bora4;gh.

Hackney, tnare or geldin?.—First prize, £7, C. H. Frank-
lin, Towcester; second, £3, J, N. Beasley, Northampton.
-Cub, mare or gelding.—First prize, £7, F. M. Turnell,

Northampton ; second, £3, O. .E. Part, Derby.

Pony, mare or gelding.—First prize, £3, U. J. Hopkins,
Jloulton Grange; second, £2, J. Nunneley, Market ilar-

borough.

Cart mare, with foal at foot.—First prize, £10, J. Ashby,
Murcott, Rugby ; second, £5, J. Gilbert, Sibbertoft, Rugby.

Cart gelding.—First prize, £/, J. Glover, Willows, Rush-
ton ; second, £3, J. Walker, Newnham, Daventry.

Cart filly.—^First prize, ,£7, E. Singleton, Preston Deanery;
second, £3, F. J. Berry, Stanion.

Cart gelding.—First prize, £7, R. Timms, Braunston
;

second, £3, F. 3. Berry.

Cart gelding.—First prize, £7, R. Hoppei;, Whittlesea
;

second, £3, R. Trew,.Sharn brook.

SHEEP.

Ten long-woolled ewes, that have suckled lambs to the Ist

June, 1877.—First prize, £7 7s., T. W. D. Harris, North-
arapton ; second, £3 Ss., T. Holford, Market Harborough.

Five long-woolled theaves.—First prize, £5, T. Close, junr.,

Stamford ; second, £3 Ss., S. Smith, Deddington, Oxon.
Five short-woolled or cross-bred ewes, that have suckled

lambs to the 1st June, 1877.—Prize £5, Marquis of Exeter.

Three short-woolled or cross-bred shear hogs.—First prize,

£5, T. Holford ; second, £2 lOs., Sir W. de Capel Brooke,
Bart.

Three long-woolled shear hoes.—First prize, £5, S. Smith
;

second, £2 iOs., J. Hopkins, Moulton Grange Farm, North-
amptonshire.

Shearling long-woolled tup.—First prize, £7, R. Wright

;

second, £3, R. Swanwick, Cirencester.

Long-woolled tup, two-shear and upwards, that has proved
himself a stock-getter.—First prize, £7 ; second, £3, A.
Hack, Grantham.

Shearling Down tup, of any distinct breed.—First prize,

£5, C. Barge, W^eedon ; secoud, £2, R. Phipps, North-
ampton.

Five long-wooUed wether lambs. — First prize, £3,

S. Smith, Somerton, Deddington, Oxford ; second, £1 10s.,

Marquis 6f Exeter,
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tive long-wooiled ewe Ltinhs.—First prize, £3, T. Close,
•jnn., ; second, £1 lOi , J. GilleU, Oaklauds, Cliarlbury,
Oxon.

i'cve short-woelkd cr cross-bred wettior lambs.—Eirst
prize, £3, Marquis of Exeter; second, £1 10s., tj. W. «ray>
Courteuiiall Grange, Norlli.impton.

Five sliort-woullfd or erosa-brej lambs.— First pri?e, £3^
C. VV. Griiy 5 secoml, £1 10*.. T. Ilolfoid.

rios.

Boar of tUe krge bveed.—Prise £3, E. E. Uuckering aud
Sods, Kirtou Lindsey.

Boar of the small breed.—First prize, £3, R. £. Duckering
5nd Sjiis; second, £3, S. Spencer, Holywell, St. Ives.

Breeding or suckling sow of the large breed.—Prize £3,
R. E. Buckeiiiig and Sous. One entry.

Breiding or suckling sow of a small breed.—First prize,

£3, 11. E. Uackeriug aud Sons ; second, £2, Lieut.-Col. T.
Artlmr, Desborougb.

Tliree fat pigs of one litter.—First pri'/e. .€3, R. E. Ducker-
ing anil Sons; second, £:^, G. Strattoii, Husbands Boswortii.

Five breeding pigs of one liitcr, e.\cceiling three and not
excee.iing six nioutlis old.— First prize, £3, S. Spencer; second,
£'-i, J. B. ilanbury, Northampton.

The following Medals were awarded according to the

c.jnditious named .-

—

Mobbs, Sftow, aii.d Wood, INortharapton, for Iheir general
coUecliun of agricultural Implements, iiiacbinery, &c. Mobbs,
Snow, aud Wood, for llornsby's new pattut five-arni controlla-

ble rake reaper, with lar^e wrought iron road wheel, with
various improvements. W. Ball, Nortiiamj)ton, for broad
share. W. Ball, for general oUeetion "f ploughs, carts,

wagons, impleinenis, &c. Val. Thomas and Val. Barford, North-
ampton, lor general colieetiou of implemems, portable boilers,

drills, &c. Barford aud Perkins, Peterb .rough, for general

collection of agricultural machinery, &c. Bartord and Perkius,

for .self-lifting and self-acting steam cultivators. Ransomes,
Siras, aud Head, Ipswich, for improvements in Manchester
pi ize patent " Star " horse rakes. Marshall, Sons, and Co.,

(J.iiusborough, for patent self-feeder lor thrastiiug machine,
witii safety guard attached. Hayes and Sou, Peterborongli,

aud Slamlord, for '(eneral collection of R.A.S.E. prize agri-

cultural carts, waggons, and market carts,

NORTH SHROPSHIRE.
This Society held its annual exlubiiion of horses, cattle

sheep, pigs, poultry, irn[)leiueuls, &c., ou Stpteiuber II,

at Market Drayton, on the grounds of Mr. Ilarcourt

Griffin, Pell ^Vall, situate about five minutes' walk from

the town. Most unfortunately the weather was of the

most wretched description, heavy rain falling almost con-

tinuously from teu o'clock until five, when the Show was

closed. In a pecuniary point of view therefore the Show
was a failure, and this is much to be regretted as the com-
mittee had spared no efforts to make it a success. Up to

two o'clock, when the admission was 2s., there could uof

at any time have been 500 persons on the ground, aud as

after that hour the rain came down literally in torrents

the numbers were not very perceptibly increased. Taken

in its entirety, the Show was a Koud one, although iu

several of the classes the entries were meagre, notably in

the class for pairs of agricultural horses, agricultural colls,

foaled in 1876, agricultural horses, open to all comers,

colt, suitable for a hunter or liack, foaled 1S75, bull,

calved 1875 (one entry only, and that not of snlliiieut

merit to be entitled to a first prize), pair of heifers calved

1875, bull of any age, other breeds (two entries), cow of

any age having produced a calf iu 18/7, three entries

heifer, calved 1875, three entries, pair of heifers, calved,

187'i, one entry. As there were only two'cutries for a

pen of 20 ewes of any age, the second prize of £5 was

not given, and iu the sheep, extra stock (opeu (o all

comers), the second prize, silver mcdul, was not awarded.

There is uothiug particularly special to note about the

horses, but the mares with foal came in for the greatest

notice, Mr. Bourne, of the Arbour Farm, ^arktt Dray-

ton, easily won the first of .€4 for pair of heifers calved

1875, aud We have not seen better for some time. In the

pair of cows for dairy purposes, any breed, Mr. Thomas
13urgt;s3, of Eurleydam, Whitchurch, gained the first prize

with two splendid animals. The sheep Vvcre above the

average in quality, but the entries were far from numerous,

and the same remark will also apply to the pigs. Tircro

were exhibits of four cheese exceeding S'Jlbs. iu weiglit,

and nine not exceeding aOlbs., and most of these were of

prime quality. The exhibits for butter numbered
twelve, and the judges awarded the first prize of £2 to

Mr. Waine, of The Rowney, IMarket Drayton. The wool

calls for no special notice. As usual, the display of im*

plements formed a great feature of the Show. Gold
medals were awarded to Messrs. A. W. Gower and Son,

Market Drayton, Messrs. R. T. Smith and Co., Whit-
church, Messrs. S. Corbett aud Son, Wellington, and
Messrs. John Rodeuhurstand Co., Limited, Market Dray-
ton, for general collection ; also a silver meda! to Jlessrs.

R. T. Haynes andCo., Wellington and ]\luch Wenlock,
for Hornby's new patent spring-balance self-raking

reaper, with controllable rakers, to jNIr. W. S. Underhill,

of St. ilary's Works Newport, for 2-horse povver

vertical steam engine, aud to Messrs. Corbett and Pcele,

of the Perseverance Iron Works, Shrewsbury, for general

collection of implements.

The " highly commended " included Messrs. Gower
and Sou's Whittingham's patent millstone drcssinj^

machine, and a locomotive waggon for agricultural and

other purposes ; Stacy and Son, Newport, for agricul-

tural waggons ; ilr. A, Walker, Shrewsbury, for a. '.U

horse-power vertical machine aud boiler combined ; Mr.
J. Robinson, of Whitchurch, for milk vats, cheese tubs,

churns, Cheddar vats, cheese vats, &c. ; Mr. J. Rodeuhurst.

of Market Drayton, for fire ranges ; Messrs. S. Corbett

and Sun for an improved champion prise • barrel root-

pulper. aud new ])atent " Challenge the World " combined

potato raising plough ; Messrs. R. T. Smith aud Co., of

Whitchurch, for cattle, pig, and sheep hurdles, hurdles for

deer, park fence, galvanised wire fence, &c.

PRIZE LIST .

HORSES.
AGRICULTURAL.

Agricultural stallions, best suited to travel the districf, itt

tlie season of ls78.— First prize, J. Busby, Billington

;

second, J. Harvey, Stone.

Mares wiili foal, for agricultural purposes.—First prize, (f.

]]o*en,Silop ; second, A. Darby, Shrewsbury.

Pair of liorBcs for agricultural purposes.—First prize, J,

Bourne, Market Drayton ; second, E. B. Steedraau.

Horses for agricultural purposes.—First prize, S. Winnall,

Newport, Salop ; second, Sarah Corfield, Cheshire

Colt for agricultural purposes, foaled 187(3.—First priee, W.
Rider, Wellington, Salop ; second, T. Bourne, Ecclcshall.

Colt for agricultural purposes, foaled 1875.—First pri/.e. A,

Darby, Shrewsbury ; second, T.Burges, Whitchurch, Salup.

Colt lor agricultural purposes, foaled 1876.—Firat aul
second, prizes,J. Harvey.

EXTllA STOCK.

—

AGRICULTURAL HORSES.
(Open to all comer-,)

Prize, S. Bourne, Wiiitchurch, Salop ; no second prire ; not

sudioient merit.

HUNTING AND HACKNEY HORSES.

Mare, with foal, for iiunting purposes.—First pri'.e, J .

(Jouldbourn, jun., Whitchurch, Salop ; second, F. Earl, Shifuai,

Salop.

SPECIAL ADDITIONAL CLASS.

Hunter, four years old and upwards, bona fide the properfey

of a Member of the Society since Marcii, 1877.— First \>rhe,

S. Hudson, Wytheford, Shawbury ; second, R. S. Wilkin-on,

Newcastle-uuder-Lyme.
Hack or roadster, 15 hands or over.— First prize, The Hon,

F,. II. Pierrepout, Market Drayton ; Bccond, E. W. Hirdioj,

Market Drajtou.
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C<i}», hack, or roa lister, nnder 15 hands.—First and second

pritp, 11. Wyatt, Stafford.

Colt, suitable for a hunter or hack, foaled IS?*.—First prize,

T. Dicken, Wellington ; second, 11. K. Maiuwaring, Market
Drayton.

Colt, suitable for a hunter or hack, foaled 1875.—First prize,

F. Earl ; second, II. Bo-drne, Market Drayton.

Pony, not exceeding 13 hands.—First prize, G. Wayne,
ilarket Drayton ; second, R. Eardley, Audlem, Cheshire,

EXTRA STOCK.—HUNTING AND HACK KOKSES.
(Open to all comers.)

First prize, F. Eirl ; second, Mrs. S. Ackers, Market
Drayton.

CATTLE.
SHORT'llOKNS.

Bull of any age (but age to be taken into consideration), by

tlm president.—First prize, T. Nash, Featherstone, Wolver-
hirapton ; second, R. Eardley, Audlem, Cheshire.

Bull, calved 1875.—Prize, P. Buchanan, Market Drayton.

Bull, calved 1876.—First prize, T. Burgess, Whitchurch,
Stlop; second, H. Ward, Market Drayton.

Cow of any age (but age to be taken into consideration)

having produced a calf in 1S77.—Pir«t prize, P. H. Chesters,

Nantwirh ; second, G. T. Phillips, Newport, Salop.

Pair of heifers, calved 1875.—First prize, J. Bourne, Market
Drayton ; second, R. Cooke, ]\Iarket Drayton

.

Heifer, calved 1875.— First prize, P. II. Chesters, Nantwich;
ee 'Olid, A. Taylor, Newport, Salop.

Pair of heifers, calved \ii76.— First prize. Rev. W. Sneyd,
N'wcastle, Staffordshire; iecond, Q. T. Pnillips, Newjjort,

Salop.
OTHKR BRKEDS, NOT SHORTHORNS.

Bull, any a^e (but ag-e to be taken into cousideralion).

—

Prize, ,T. Jlill, Church Stretton.

Cow, of any age (but age to be taken into consideration),

having produced a calf in 1877.—First and second prizes, J.

Hill, Church Stretton.

Heifer, calved 1875.— First prize, J. Millf secend, R
iCooke, Market Drayton.

Pair of heifers, calved 1876.—Prize, J. Hill.

ANY BREED.
'Pair of oows, for dairy purposes, each having produced a

calf in 1877.—First pri^ie, T. Burgess, Wlutchurch^ Sailop;
Eccond, F. L. I,ightfoot, Market Drayton.

Cow, for dairy purposes, liaving produced a calf in 1877.—
first prize, T. Burgess, Whiteiiurch, Salop; second,

liouiue, Whitchurch, Salop.

EXTRA STOCK.—CATTLE.
(Open to all-comsrs.)

'First-class medal of the Society and a silver medal.—First

jjhe. Rev. W. Sueyd, Newcastle, StaCordshire ; second, Q. T.

, I'liillips, Newport, Salop.

SHEEP.
SHROPSHIRE OR OTHER SHORT WOOI.LED.

Ram of any age (but age to be taken into consideration).

—

Prize, T. Neck, Shifnal, Salop.

-Ram, lambed 1876.—Prize, T. Nock"; second, M. II.

> Griffin.

Ram, lambed 1876, the property «f a bona-fide tenant
farmer, who has not been an exliibitor atany Show of tlie

Royal Agricultural Society.—First prize, B. Goodall,
Market Drayton ; second, R. Cordon Pooler, Newport,
Salop.

Rum lamb, lambed lin 1*77.—First prize, T. Nock ; flecond,

^M. H.Grifli*.

Pen of five ram lambs, lambed lin 1877, the property of a
• boaa-fide tenant farmer, who has not been as exhibitor at

,aay Show ot the Royal Agricultural Society.— First prize, W,
.'Picken, Newport, Salop; second, W. H. Goodall, Market
Drayton.

Pen of twenty 'eweB.^f any age, each having produced a
lamb in 1877.—Prize, M. H. Griffin.

Pen of ten ewes, of any age, .each having produced a lamb
ki 1877, the property of a bona fide tenant farmer who has
not been an eitbibitor at any Show of the Royal Agricul-
ftural Society,—First prize, B. Gooaall; second, R.Jones,
liewport, Salop.

Pen of five ewes, of any age, each haviug produced a
.iamb in 1877.—I'lrot prize, T. Nock; second, C, C. Cotes,
.H.P., Newport, Salop,

Pen of five ewes, lambed in ] 876.—First prize, M. H.
OrifSn ; eecond, T. Nock.

Pen of five ewes, lambed in 1876, the property of a bona
fide tenant farmer, who has rot been an eihibitor at any
Show of the Royal Agricultural Society.—First prize, W.
Fowler ; second, W. Picken,

EXTRA STOCK.

SHEEP.
(Open to all comers.)

First prize, II. M. Giifiin ; second, medal withheJ'd—nothi«g
of sufficient merit shown.

PIGS.
LAK'GE AND MIDDLE BREED,

Boar of any age.—FirKt prize, G. Bradford, Ilanley, Sfaf-

fordsliire ; sicond, J. H. Kemp, Market Drayton.
Breeding sow, in pig, or with farrow of sucking pig'.—"

Fi'st prize, J. II, Kemp ; second, T. Burgess, Whitchurch,
Salop.

SMALL BRRED.
Boar e^ any age.—First prize, R. K. Mainwaring, Market

Dray on- second, W, Godwin, jun., Market Drayton.
Breedicg sow, in pig, «r with farrow of sucking pigs.—

First prize, T. Radcliffe ; second, R. K. Mainwaring.
ANY BREED.

Pen of pigs of the same farrow, above four and under ei(»ht

months old.—First prize, C. Mort ; second, W. Godwin, jun,

EXTRA STOCK.

PIGS.

(Opea to all comers.)

Prize, F. Godwin, Market Drayton.

CHEESE.
Sample of four cheese, each exceediug 501bs. in weight.

—

F'irst prize, J. H. Kemp ; second, E. Massey, Market
Drayton.

Sample of four cheese, each not exceeding 501bs. in weight.
—First priz', C. Mort ; second, J. Gonldboum, Whitchurch.

BUTTER.
Butter, not less than 41bs.—First prize, C. D. Iludson,

Cheswariine Hali; second, W. H. P. Nock, Burlington,
Newport.

WOOL.
Five fleeces of Shropshire wool.—First prize, J. Fowler,

Foxley, Wem ; second, W. Fawler, Shrewsbury.—Abridged
from T/ie Osxcestry Advertiter.

"WARWICKSHIRE.
MEETING AT ALCESTEE.

Tke weather on Sept. 11, was the worst for the opening
of a show that we ever experienced, for it began to raiu

hard soon after 9 o'elock, and the only change till past

4 o'clock was a regular stormy downposir at intervals.

This, no doubt, was a great loss to the finances of the

Society, for nearly all the visitors present were members
of the Society who had free a,dmis8ion. The Alcester

Local Committee, however, had eserted themselves greatly,

and collected epwards of £500 in the interest of the

county meeting in their little town of something less thaa

3,000 inhabitants. Of this, we were informed, £400 was
presented to the Society for offering as prizes, and the

remainder was spent in preliminary expenses and orna-

menting the town. But the general topic of conversation

during the day—and there was a plenty of opportunity

for a general chat, as the members of the Society were
sheltering in small parties nearly all day—was the self-

evident want of renewed energy in the management of the

Warwickshire Society. Nearly all the classes were very

meanly filled, which it was clear was more dne to want of

management oa the part of the authorities than to the

avowed resources at their eommand. According to an
" inspired" report in a Birmingham " daily," the finance

committee had £800 at their disposal, which, with the

£400 above mentioned, would make £1,200 for distribu-

tion in prizes ; but by calculating the araouot actually

awarded, iucludiug smaU prizes for cheese, butter, roots,
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prrsin, and implements, tlie amount given was less than

£600. This small sum for a county show, together with

the want of energy, courtesy, and buoyancy which pre-

vails among the oiBcials and authorities, s^ifficiently

accounts for the meanness of the show in general.

The ShoTthonis were only a very middling collection.

For the best bull above three years of age only £10 were

offered. This went to Telemarhus fith. Mr. Bland's

General Fuzee was the ressrve number, and Mr. Ackers'

Clovis, Mr. Game's Prince Puck, and Mr Harris' Water-
loo Prince were commended. In the next class Mr.
Glaod was first with General Flirt, Bainesse Windsor
being second. This was a very middling class. In the

class for animals over ten and vinder twenty inontfas Mr.
Stratton's bull, oddly named Carbuncle, came in first, and
Mr. Game's Thorodale Geneva second. The females*

were a mean lot as s whole. Telemacina, the first, was
the only one worth looking at among the cows. In the

h«ifers Mr. Bland's very handsome Brazilian Bride was
first, feutehe wants substance to make her a rent-paying

specimen of a Shorthorn. In the yearling heifers Mr.
Ashby's Innocence agaia attained the ttrst position, whife

the second was Mr. Ackers' beautiful young heifer, 3rd
Lady Carew. Mr- Stratton's Wildflower, a very showy
roau ^f fashionahle parts, was not noticed by the judges,

which, to say the least of it, is singular. The Loughoms
were only seven, and this number presented all the eccen-

tric conformation of body and horn whic^ this hreed dis-

plays. The eihibitors' names will be found in our priae

list. The £3 offered for the best bull of any breed was
won by Telemachus 9th, the only other one in competi-

tion being a very middling Hereford bull. Some very

useful dairy cows were shown in pairs, but they were all

eclipsed by Mr. Stratton's Fairy Queen by Reflector

(2725), and Hanwern 2nd by Orontes (24G95). These
were grand cows, both as beef producers and for milking

capacities. The tenant farmers' milking cows, particularly

those shown by Mrs. Brown, weie first-class animals.

The sheep were a poor lot as a whole. Mr. Turner,

jun., Thorpelands, Northampton, sent four lots from his

llock, and he was fairly awarded all the prizes for Leices-

ters, although he had no competitors. The Cofswolds

which were sent by Mr. Gillett were as good as he usually

exhibits, but Mr. Raynbird's yearling ram was a very

mean brute. The awards will be found below. The
Shropshires were not many, although they are the general

stock of Warwickshire. Mr. Lythall's first yearling was
not much to boast of, and Mr. Randall's commanded less

Eofice. There were two in the two-shears, and Mr. Pil-

grim rejoiced as the winner of both the prizes- Lord
Leigh was surprised at being first and second in ewes,

while Lord Ernest Seymour sent some useful ewes fresh

from grass, their wool being of its natural colour and
condition. Of the " other shortwoolled sheep" there was
only one pen of five shearling ewes. The other classes

were of no public importance.

The agricultural horses were worth looking at in many
iastances. In the stallions Mr. Russell's Bonny Tom is

a splendid little farmer's horse for strength and activity

in a small compass ; while Mr. Wynn's second, a black,

and third, a brown, are excellent stock animals. The
mares with a foal at foot were as good a class of farm

horses as we have seen for some time. There were some
capital foals at the same time, among which was Mr.
Tipping's, of Inkberrow. The geldings and fillies were

,^^)od, but generally of an ordiuary type and character,

lu the geldings above foUr years of age Mr. Humphrey's
grey, six years old, that was first at Banbury last week,

was agaiu the favourite ; and in the mares above four

years of age Mr. Wynn's dapple grey was first. This

pair of greys were together at Banbury in a mixed class,

and the mare was placed first and the horse second ; but

some spectators said the grey horse in thi« instance was
the better animal, in which we agree. The principal

hunters were dealers' horses, as neither landlords nor far-

mers appear to be disposed to exhibit at their county

meeting. Mr. Ford as one winner, and Mr. Franklin as

the other, are dealers at Leamingtoa, and they eihilntcd

the same horses as were noticed the week before at Ban-
bury, The former made a wrong entry with Golden
Drop, and was disqualified, but Golden Brop won in the

open class. Mr, Franklin's first, by Camerino, dam by
Dagobert, is a very powerful and haodsome bay mare,

with fine paces. The cobs, hacks, and ponies were only

of local interest.

The pigs were a small but good show. Mr. Godfrey's

white sow and ten evenly-matched suckling pigs attracted

much attention : so did Mr. Tommas's white sow with
eight sucklers all alike. The Berkshires, however, carried

off the greater admiration by practical men, which they

merited,

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cattle : T. Morris, Maisemore Court, Glouces-

ter ; E. Wortley, Ricllington, Uppineliam. Shekf aud
Pigs : T. luston, Calloughlon, Much Wenlock ; J. Tread-
well, Upper Winchendon, Aylesbury. Agricultural
Horses: 11. Lo5\e, ComberforJ, Tarn worth ; W. Baker,
Moor Barns, Atherstone. Hunting Horses, Hacks,
PoNiFS, &(>. : J. B. Watts, Melcombe Horsey, Dorchester ;

J. M. K. Elliott, Greens Norton Hall, Towcester. Imple-
ments: 11. li. Masford, Pendeford.

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS,

Bull, over three years old,—Piizp, The Marquis of Exeter,
Barghley Park, Stamford (Telemachus 6th).

Bull, over twenty months and under three years old.—First

prize, T. H. Bland, Market Uarhorongh (Gpneral Flirt)
;

second, J. Elwell, Castle Bromwich (Bninesse Windsor).
Bull, over ten and under twenty months old.—First prize,

R. Stratton, Newport (Carbuncle) ; second. G. Game,
Churchill Heath (I'horndale Geneva).
Cow in-milk, above three years old.—First prize, The Mar-

quis of Exeter (Telemacina) ; second, T, Harris, Redditch
(Mennie).

Heifer, under three years old, in.milk or in-calf.—First

prize, T. M, Bland, Market Harborough ; second, T. Harris,
Stoney Lane House.

Heifer, under two years old.—First prize, G. A. Ashby,
Nasebj Wolleys, Northamptonshire ; second, B. St. John
Ackers.

LONGHORNS.
Bull.—Prize, R. Hall, Burton-on-Trcnt.
Cow or heifer in-milk.—First prize, W. G. Farmer, Hinck-

ley ; second, S. Forest, Kenilworth Chase.
Bull for breeding purposes, of any breed.—Prize, The Mar«

quis of Exeter (Telemachus 9th—Shorthorn),

DAIRY CATTLE.
Pair of cows in-railk.—First prize, R, Stratton, Newport;

second, C. Corbett, Broad Marston.
Pair of dairy cows in-milk, the property of tenant-farmeri

in the Alcester Poor-law Union district.—First and second
prizes, Mrs, Brown, Beauchamp Court, Alcester.

Extra prize of £10 for best beast in all ttve classes, the pro-
perty of a Warwickshire tenant-farmer.—C. Corbett, Broad
Marstou.

SHEEP.
LEICESTERS.

Shearling ram.—First and second prizes, G. Turner, jun.,

Northaiuptou.

Two shear ram.—Prize, G. Turner, jun.

Pen of five shearlinj; ewes.—Prize, G. Tomer, jun.
COTSWOLDS.

Shearling ram.—First and second prizes, J, Gillett, Charl-
bury.

Two-shear ram.—Prize, W. Wheeler, Long Compton,
Shipston.

Five shearUog ewes.—First prize, J. Gillett; second, H.
E. Ra^ ubiid.
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Shearling ram,—I'rizp, VV. Wlieeler, Loog Uorajiton.

Five shearling ewes.—No entry.

•suiiorsniREs.

Shearling ram.—First and extra prizes, E. Ljthall, Radford

Hall ; second, C. Randall, Ev-esliaiii.

Two-shear rams.—First and second prizes, S. C Pilgrim,

Ilinckky.

I'en of five shearling ewes.—First prize, S. C. I'ilgrim
;

second, Loru Leigh.

OXnKR SIIORT-'^'OOLLED SHEEP.

Shearling ram.—No entry.

Pen of five shearling ewes.—Prize, J. Lane, Akester,

PIGS.

Boar, large hreed (except Berkshire), 'ander eighteen months
old.—Prizp; R> Tomnias, Birmingliara.

Boar, large breed (except Berkshire), above eighteen months
old.—First pnzp, W. Wlieeler, Shipston ; second, R. Tcmmas.

Boar, small breed, under eighteen months old.—First prize,

R. Tommas ; second, ^^'. Wheeler,

]5oar, small breed, above eigiiteen months old.—First prke,

W. Wheeler; second, R. Tommas.
Boar, Berkshire breed, under eighteen mouths old.—Prize,

II. llurafrey, SliriveEham-.

Boar, ]3erksliire breed, above eighteen months old.—First

pr'ze, II. llurafrey ; second, B. St. Joiiii Ackers.

Breeding sow suckling pigs, large breed (e.xcept Berkshire).

•^First priiC, J. Godfrey, Hinckley ; second, R. Tommas.
Breeding sow, small breed.—Prizp, W. Wheeler.
Berkshire sow.—First prize, B. St. John Ackers ; second,

li. Tommas.
Three breeding pigs of one farrow of 1877, large breed.

—

Prize, R. Tommas.
Three breeding pigs of one farrow of 1877, small breed.—

Prize, AV. Wheeler.
Three breeding pigs ef one farrow of 1877 (Berkshires) .

—

Prizp, B. St. John Ackers.

Breeding sow .'uckling pigs (large breed), the property of

any person residing in Alcester Union district.—Prize, J.

Canning, Alcester.

Sow of any breed,—No entry.

HORSES.
AGraCULTURAL.

Stallion which has been used in the county in 1877.—First

prize, T. Russell, Daventry (lionny Tom); second, W. Wynn,
S ratlord-on-Avon (Ace of Trumps) ; third, W. Wynn (Cliim-

ney Sweeper).

Mare witii foal.—First price, W. Butler, Warwick ; second,

U. B. Boraford, Exhall Court.

Gelding under three years old.—Prize, H. J. Bomford,
Alcester.

Filly under three years old.—Prize, Lord Ernest Seymour,
Kingley, Alcester.

Geldiug under four years old.— Prize, J. Garner, Tachbrook
Hill.

Filly under four years old.—Prize, J. Prosser, Broadway.
Cart gelding.—Prize, E. Humphries, Pershore.

Cart mare.—Prize, W. Wyiin, Stratford-on-Avon.

Pair of agricultural draught horses, the property of a tenant-

farmer.—Local committee's prize, J. W. Wall, Exhall Court.
IIUMTEllS.

Stallion best adapted for hunting purpose?, used in (he
county in 1877.—Prize, W. Goodwin, Byiield (Castilian).

Hunter that has been ridden in the past season with the

Warwickshire, North Warwickshire, Atherstone, Pytchley,

Bicester, Quern, Lord Coventry's, lleythorp. North Cotswoid,
or Worcestershire Hounds.— Prize, W. E. Franklin, Leaming-
ton (bay mare by Camerino).

Hunter, four years old and upwards.—First prize, H. Ford,
Leamington (Mareiuis.) ; second, T. II. Hardman, Stratiord-

ou Avon.
Four-year-old gelding or filly, adapted for hunting purposes,

the property of a Warwickshire tenant-farmer.—First prize,

J. Gibbs, Wootton Wawen ; second, W. P. Silvester, Alcester.

Hunter which has been hunted during the last season with
either the Warwickshire or North Warwickshire Hounds, the
property of a tenant farmer.—Prize, C. Corbett, Broad
Warston.

Half-bred two-year-old colt or filly, the properly cf a mem-
ber.—Prize, C. M. Uaraer, Snitteitield.

UACKNEVS A^D rOMES.
Hackney, exceeding fifteen hands high.— Prize, MissMofTatt,

Soutji Kensington (Charley).

Hackney, uot exceeding fifteen hands high.—Prize, Miss
Mnfratt'(liella).

I'ony, above thirteen and not exceeding fourteen hands high.

—Piize, W. W. Neale, Coventry.

Pony, above twelve and not exceeding thiiteen hands high.

—Priae, E. P. Turner.

y^ L S I N G H A M .

On Sept. 11 the annual exhibition of stock in connec'ion
with the Wulsiughara and Wear Valley Agricultural Soci«'ty,

took place in s, field op. the su'itli ot the. village. Tlie entries

consisted of bulls of different ages, 19 ; cows and heifers, 33
j

Leicester sheep, 20 ; moor sheep, 23
;

pigs, li; sadd'e and
liaruess horses, Hi ; do. driving class. It ; draught, horses, yl ;

]]onies, 3i ; leapers, 10 ; dogs, 129
;
poultry, :;i31

;
pigeons,

12; rabbits, .30 ; bniter, 23 ,- eggs, 10; and shoeing smiths, 8

—

making a total of 6iS(), being considerably over last year's entry.

The show wrs a good one, all classes being represented.

WATERFORD.
The annual show of this Society was held on Sept. 1.3,

in the Court-house grounds, Watcrford. The entries were
numerous, and the exhibition proved successful.

PRIZE LIST.

CTIALI.ENGE CLTS FOR OPEN COMrsTITION,
The Cooke Challenge Cup, value £20, for the beat heifer

call of the Shorlhorned breed, bred by exhibitor, calved on or

after the Ist of January, 187?.— Prise, F, G, Kent, Island

View, Dunmore Eist (LiW),
The Paul Challenge Cup (a pair), value £50, for the best

colt or filly three or four years of age,—First prize, the Mar-
quis of Watcrford ; second, F, Budd, Sweelbrier, Tramore
(Actress),

The Exliibition Challenge Cup, value £50, for the best two
yearling heifers of the Shorthorncd breed.— Prize, II. Smith,
Mountmellick, Queen's County (Britannia lllb).

(Prizes confined to members of the Society.)

CATTLE.
gentlemen's class.

Yearling bull,—First prize, E. Doran, Jerpoint House,
Thomastown (Fairy King); second, Sir 11, J. Paul, Bart.,Bally-

glan, Watcrford.

Bull, two years old and upwards, and for the service of which
not more than 10s. shall be charged to 15 cows.—Prize, Mrs.
V. Stuart, Castletown, Carrick-on-Suir (Lord of the Soil).

Bull calf.—First prize. Sir R. J. Paul, Birt,, Bjllyglan,

Waterford (Trooper) ; second, same (Trumpet),

Cow in calf or milk.—First prize, Mrs. V. Stuart (Miss

Patrick IV,) ; second, B. Banbury, Glenville, Waterford (Lady
Juverna).

Two-year-old heifer in calf.—First prize. Sir R, J. Paul,

Bart. (Satchel) ; second, J. J. Jones, Mullina-ro', Waterford
(Magic).

Ileifer calf.—First prize, F.G. Kent, Island View, Dunmore
East (Lily) ; second, same (Daphne).

310TI1 lAKMEKS' CLASSE.S.

Bull under five years of age, in the opinion of the judges a
thorough-bred animal.—First prize, F. G. Kent, Island View,
Dunmore East (Lord of the Isles) ; second, D. Murphy, Blos-

som Hill, Kilmacow (Bismarck).

farmers' first class.

(Open to tenant farmers whose holdings are valued by tlie

tenement valuation over £100 per annum.)
Cow in calf or milk.—First prize, D. Murphy ; second, T.

Cleary, Prospect, Farrybank.
Three-year-old heifer in calf or milk—First prize, F. G.

Kent (Dewdrop); second, D. Murphy.
Two-year-old.—Prize, T. Barry, Waterford.

Yearling heifer.— Fir»t prize, I). Murphy, Blossom Hill,

Waterford ; second, F, G, Kpnt, Ireland View, Dunmore East
(Elizabeth Cth).
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Ileifer calf.—First prize, M. Hurley, Kilfearry, Waterfonl

;

secoad, F. G. Kent (Elizabeth 8th).

'?AK3IEKS' SECOND CLASS.
(Open to working fanners liviug principally by husbandry,
whose holdings are valued by the tenement valuation under
£100 per anuura.)

Cow in calf or in milk.—First prize, 51. Maddocl<, Grace-
dtflu, VVaterford ; second, J. Curtin, IVUymaclode, Waterford.

Tiiree-yeiir-old heiler in calf or milk.—Prize, 1). Jlurpby.

Two-year-old heifer.—First prize, 1'. Lyons, Williamstown,
Wutrrford ; second, T. Jordan, Balljnaneesha, Waterford.

Yearling heifer.—Prize, i). J\lutpliy.

SIIBBP

—

GENTLT.MEN'S CLASSES.
Ram.—First prize, S. Mowbray, Killeauy, Mountrath

;

second, same.

Five breeding ewes.—First prize, Mrs. Y. Stuart, Castle-

town, Carrick on-Suir ; second, M. Barroa, Uallyrobin,

Waterford.

SHEEP—BOTH farmers' CLASSES.
Kara.—^First prize, M. Barron.

Three breeding ewes.— First prise, M. Hurley, Kilbarry,

Waterlord ; second, M. Shanaban, Castletown, Waterford.
Five ewe lambs.—Prize, JI. Barron.

SWINE—GENTLEllEK^S CLASS.

l?oar belween six and twenty-four months' old,—Prize, J.

, Eudd, Sweetbriar, 'Jhramore.

So# and litter of not less than six pigs, not more thau four
months old, First prize, J. Biv.h! ; second, ]\1. Shanahatu

]5rei'ding sow in pig.— Prize, J. Endd.
Boar o; tlie Yorksiiire breed.—Prize, J. Budd, Sweetbriar.

SWI.VE— EOTII FAR:MERS' CLASSES.
Boar betv.'een six and twenty-four months' old.—Prizft, J.

Gasey, Dnnhill, Waterford.

Sow and litter of pigi not more than fonr monlha' oU.—
Prize, M. Shanaban.

Breeding sow in pig.— Prize, M. Shahalian,

HORSES.

(Open to all classes).

Ilnnter, either horse or mare, five or more years of age.—

>

First prize, the Marquis of Waterford
; (L'he Clown) ; second,

T. W. Anderson, Prospect, Waterford.
Thoroughbred stallion, suited ibr general purposes.

—

No
merit.

Brood mare, suited for general purposes, in f-al or with
a foal at foot.—First prize, T. Cleary, Prospect, Waterford^
second, P. Gower, Kilbride, Waterford.

BOTH farmers' CLASSES.
Brood rjare, suited for general purposes, in foal or with foal

at foot.—First prize, W. M'Quire, Woodstown, Waterford;
second, T. Cleary.

THE GADDESBY HALL SHORTHORN SALE.
Industrial depression and commercial stagnation, Euro-

pean wars and Indian famine, a wet season and an indif-

ferent harvest do not materially afl'ect tlie value of the

highest class of Shorthorns. Three weeks ago two smart
young Duchess heifers from Mr. Cochrane's celebrated

American herd were sold in Cumberland for upwards of

four thousand guineas each, and last, week, in Leicester-

shire and Northamptonshire, fully half these large amounts
have been realised for matroiiiy Duchesses considerably

past their prime.

It is a dozen years since Mr. Cheney began breeding

Shorthorns. Not satisfied with the pick of British herds,

he had repeated selections from first-class American
sources of Duchesses, Oxfords, and Princesses. In July,

1873, he sold 35 head at the handsome average of £'lQi

10s. 2d., and in September, 1874, 27 lots made £41U
Is. 4d. Such substantial results help to counterbalance

disappointments and losses which have recently been fre-

quent at Gaddesb}"-, notwithstandiug Mr. Bland's careful

and intelligent management. The 14th Duchess of Air-

drie, safely orer her calving, and catalogued for the sale

three weeks ago, appeared a little out of sorts, and when
receiving a stimulating drench was accidentally choked.

Her bull calf, a promising youngster, who might have

added a good thousand to the sale a fortnight ago

drooped, showed evidence of indigestion, and died on

Sunday week from obstruction of the bowels caused by a

ball of hair from his own abundant mossy coat.

Thte goodly company assembled at Gaddesby comprised

all the most notable Shorthorn breeders or their repre-

sentatives ; but the sale cannot be called a brisk one.

Many of the lots were entered at low figures, and only

crept up slowly, as Mr. StrafTord descanted on their

merits and value. The first two entries having been dis-

posed of, the 13th Duchess of Airdrie entered the ring,

having been substituted for the sister cow, which, as

already mentioned, had been lost. She was in store con-

dition. She is a good-looking red seven-and-a-half year

old. Her recent behaviour having been unsatisfactory, a

guarantee was given of her being in calf; between Lord

Bective, Lord Skelmersdale, Mr. Foster, and Mr. Loder a

keen corapetition ensued, and she went down to the

bid of the master of Whittlebary Park for 2,200 gs.

The two Oxford cows next following were capital spe-

cimens of high-bred Shorthorns. Seldom does one

see a more stylish symmetrical cow thau 10th Maid
of Oxford, of January 16, 1S71, got by 4th Duke
of Geneva, and with the i\Iarquis of Carrabas cross,

which soKie authorities aver improves both pedigree and
appearance. She had calved a week, and had many adaiirers,

but Lord Bective out-distanced the several bidders, and
got her at 1,603 gs. Her bull calf of i3th Se])tember, if

fortunate, will prove a good purchase to Mr. Loder, who
had him for 180 gs. Thirteenth Lady of Oxford, a smart,

kindly, good six-year-old, mother of tvvo heifers, which
sold for upwards of 2,000 each, and safe in calf, will prove

a bargain to Mr. Ileury Allsop at 1,900 gs. Foiled ia

his efforts to get one of the older cows, Mr. Ashburner
made a good stand for Eleventh Maid of Oxford—

a

very promising heifer, calved February 9th, 1876, and
not dear at 1,400 gs. Princesses have not recently made
the advances in value which their long good descent might
have justified, and the three averaged 350 gs. The three

Wild Eyes scarcely reached this average. The Fidgets

from Mr. Bates' Fletcher tribe, and Mr. Bowly's Musi-
cals, were not in such favour as they have been. Breeders

are not willing to give high figures for five-year-old bulls,

even when as active and good as Third Duke of Glo'ster,

which Mr. John Lynn secured for 550 gs. There was
keener competition for Seventh Duke of Glo'ster— a red,

heavy -fleshed, growing yearling by 9th Duke of Geneva,

whose stock have been so many years the pride of

Gaddesby. The bids came quick and strong from many
quarters, but Mr. Drewry carried him oft' for the Duke of

Devonshire at 1,850 gs. The Oxford bull, having gone
amiss, was not oll'ercd. The 5 bulls averaged £526 73.

3d.; the 20 cows and heifers brought £557 19s. 9d.

;

tlie total average stands at £532 13s. 8d.—being thehighest

Shorthorn average made this year, and the highest but
two ever realised in this country.

For further remarks upon the stock sold at this ini-

portant sale we must refer readers to our " Live Stock
Notes."
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COWS AND HEIl^ERS.
Cleopatra 12th, wliite, calved April 13. 1863 ; by Grand

Diikf. of Essex 4th (-34068) , dam CleopHfra otli by Ninth
Duke of Oxiord (17738).—Rev. J. D. Jefferson, Thicket
Priory, 52 gs.

flPELiTY 2kd, rosn, calved Jannary 8, 1870 ; by Millhrook

(34851), dam frantic 4th by Duke of Oxford (33703),—
B. Botterill, Yorkshire, 71 gs.

Thiktkentii Duchess (.f Airdtiie, red, calve.d Ap'ii 13,

1870 ; by Tenth Duke of Tiiorndale (28458), dam Dueliena

of Airdrie 8th b\ Koyal Oxford (18774).—Mr. Loder, Wit-
tlrbury P*rk. 2 200 gs.

Seraph INA 22Nn, roan, cahed June 3, 1870 ; by Royal Cum-
berland (27358), dam Seraphina 20th by Sixth Grand Duke
(19876).—Not sold.

TE>-Tn Maid of Oxford, red and white, calved Januarv 16,
1871 ; by Fourth Duke of Geneva (30y58), dam Third Maid
of Oxford by Grand Duke of Oxford (16184).—Earl Bec'ive,

1,605 gs.

Her bull calf —Mr. Loder, 180 gs.

IniRTEEjiTH Lady of Oxford, roan, calved January 21,
1871 ; by Bnron of Oxford (23371), dam Seventh Lady of
Oxtord by Sixth Duke of Thorndale (23794).— II. AUsop,
Worcester, 1,900 jfs.

Wild Duchess of York, roan, calved February 8, 1871 ; by
Seventh Duke of York (17754), dnm Wild Oxford by Lord
Oxford 2nd (20215).—Rev. J. D. Jefferson, 470 gi.

Lady Wellesley 2nd, roan, calved Miy 11, 1875 ; by Ninth
Duke of Geneva (28391), dam Lady Wellington by Duke of
Putney (33717).— L. Raustorne, Preston, 425 gs.

Musical 17th, roan, calved July 2.», 1S73 ; by Third Duke
of Ciaro (23729), dam Musical 13ih by Seventh Duke of
York <17754)).—J. H. Blundfll, Lutnn,'51 gs.

Fidelity 3kw, roan, calved May 31, 1871 ; by Millbrook

(34851), dnrn Frantic 4th by Duke of Oxford (33703).—R.
Botterill, Yorkshire, 70 gs.

Princess Alexandra 2nd, red, calved January 2G, 1875;
by Ninth Duke of Geneva (28391), dxni Princess Alexandra
by Eighth Duke of Oxford (15939).—L'Td Moreton, 1 10 gs.

Cleopatra's Duchess 4iii, roan, calved March 1, 1875 ; by
Ninth Duke of Geneva (2f391), dam Cleopatra 12th by
Grand Duke of Essex 4th (2406'<).—Major Chaffey 70 gs.

Fidget, red and white, calved December 20, 1S75 ; hy Ninth
Duke of Geneva (28391), dam Fidelity 3rd by Millbrook
(34851).—J. H. Blundell, Luton, 75 gs.

Lady Angelina, red, caWed August 2, 1876 ; by Ninth Duke
of Geneva (28391), dam Tube Rose 44th by Saladin (35461).
—Lord Boctive, 415 gs.

Eleventh Maid of Oxford, red and white, calved February

9, 1876 ; by Ninth Duke of Geneva (28391), dam Tenth
Maid of Oxford by Fourth Duke of Geneva (30958).—Mr.
AKhbnrner, Connishead, Cumberland Priory, 1,400 gs.

Wild Duchess of Geneva 5tii, roan, calved December 14,

1676; by Ninth Duke of Geneva (28391), dam Wild
Duchecs of York by Seventh Duke of York (17754.)

—

Major Chaffry, 200 gs.

Musical 18th, red, calved March 6, 1877 ; by Third Duke
of Glo'ster (33653), dam Mugical 17th by Third Duke of

Claro (23729).—E. Bowly, Cirencester. 40 gs.

Lady Angelina 2nd, red and white, calved March 12, 1877;
by Third Duke of Glo'ster (33653), dam Tube Rose 43rd by

Saladin (35461).-T. Holford, Market Ilaiborough, 230 gs.

Fidget 2nd, roan, calved March 23, 1877 ; by Third Duke of

Glo'ster (33653), dam Fidelity 3rd by Millbrook (34851).—
D. R. Green, Colchester, 82 gs.

Wild Duchess of Glo'ster, roan, calved April 20, 1877 ;

by Third Duke of Glo'ster (33653), dam Wild Ox'ord by

Lord Oxford 2nd (20215).—Sir W. Salt, LoaghLorough,
340 gs.

Sekaphina's Duchess 3rd, roan, calved June 16, 1877 ; by
Third Duke of Glo'ster (33653), dam Seraphina 22nd by
Royal Cumberland (27358).—M jor Chaffey, 40 gs.

BULLS.
Third Duke of Glo'ster (33653), red calved December 1,

1872 ; by Tenth Duke of Thorndale (28458), dam Duche»s
of Airdrie 8th by llo\al Oxford (18774).—John Ljnn, Lin-
colnthire, o50 na.

Seventh Duke of Glo'ster, red, calved June 8, 1876 ; by
Nintii Duke of Geneva (28301), dam Duchess of Airdrie
14th by Tenth Duke of Thorndale (23458).—Duke of I

Devonshire, Holker, 1,850 gs. '

Lord Oxford, roan, clved September 18, 1S76 ; by Ninth
Duke ol Geneva (28391), dam Thirteenth Lady of Oxford
by Birou o< Oxford (23371).—Withdrawn

Loud Wild Ever, man, calved May 18, 1876; by Ninth
Duke of Geneva (28391), dam Wild Eyes 30lh Oy Seventh
Duke of York (17754).—Sir Joseph VVhitworfh, 110 ?s.

Eakl of Leicester 15th, red, caived March 19, 1877 ; hy
Third Diike of Glo'ster (33653), dam Tube Rose 42iia by
Eleventh Duke of Thorndale (31024)—H. H. Langh^m,
Northampton, 73 gs.

Earl of Leicester lern, roan, calved April 4, 1877 ; by
Third Duke of Glo'ster (33653), dam Lady Susan 3rd by
Ninth Duke of Thorndale (31023).—J. Banks, Stanhope,
75 gs.

Summary.
£ 9. d. £ 8. d.

20 cows and heifers ayeraged 526 7 3^ 10,527 6
6 bulls „ 557 19 6 2,789 17

25 head 532 13 13,317 3

THE SHOLEBROKE LODGE SALE.
On Sept. 19lh, some of Mr. R. E. Oliver's noted

Sholebroke herd, together with 27 anim.als, the property

of Mr. R. Loder, of Whitllebury, were sold by .Nfr. John
Thornton. The Sholebroke herd was started sevente. n
years ajio from the noted stocks of Mr. Adkins, of Mi'-

pote ; Mr. Crawley, of Sforkwood Pnrk ; and Mr.
Dudding, of Panton. In 18G2 Cherry Duchess 9th and
Grand Duke 7th were purchased, and Grand Duchess
bulls by some of the best Duchess and Oxford sires havo

since been used. Jlr. Loder's animals coisist of the

Charmer tribe, desdended from Coral, bought at the

Milcote sale, 1860, for the Holker herd, the Crasjgs

family of Bell-Bates blood, and some fine animals of the

Revelry tribe from Diinmore, and of the ^lusicals from
Siddington. Grand Duke 22nd (340C2) has been in

service with this herd since its foundation in 1873.

The sale commenced shortly after two o'clock, and in

some cases the bidding was very spirited, especially in

the eaily part of the afternoon. The highest price given

for a cow was for Grand Duchess 23rd, which fell to the

Earl of Bective for 2,750 guineas. Grand Duchess 2yih
was bought by Mr. Allsop for 2,450 gs., and Cherry
Grand Duchess 4th by Lord Skelinersdale for 1,300 gs.

Of the bulls the highest prices given were 1,550 gs. for

Grand Duke 31st, bought by the Earl of Bective, and

1.000 gs. for Grand Duke 29th, which fell ti the bid of

Mr. G. Phillips.

The following is the list of animals sold, with the

prices obtained. It will be understood that those net

designated a " Mr. Loder's " were Mr. Oliver's.

COWS AND HEIbERS.

Circle, calved Oct. 13, 1863.—Mr. Jefferson, 42 ?s.

Frivolitv, calved April 18, 1869.—Mr. Severn, 83 gs.

Musical 3rd (Mr. Loder's), calved Jan. 7, 1865.—Mr.Tullock,
33 gs.

Grand Duchess 23rd, calved Aug. 17, 1869.—Earl of Bective,

2,760 gs.

Clarissa (Mr. Loder's), calved Feb. 20, 1866.—Mr. Larking,

32 gs.

Nonsuch 5th (Mr. Loder's), calved May 16, 1867.—Mr. Sal-

mon, 26 gs.

Comfort (Mr. Loder's), calved March 31, 1863.—Mr. Mum-
ford, 32 gs.

Rebecca (Mr. Loder's), calved March 5, 18G9.—Mr. Lawrence,

53 gs.

Orange Tree, calved April 5, 1870.—Mr. Watsoi, 53 gs.

Ruby Lips (Mr. Loder's), calved May 6, 1870.—Mr. Roberts,

130 gs.

Elia, calved Nov. 19, 1870.—Eirl of Bsctive, 30 gs.

Jacob's Ruby (Mr. Li>dei'»), caived Feb. ?, 18,7-.—J t". Long
man, 145 g».
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Cherry Grand Duchess 4th, calred March 7, 1872.—Lird
SkeliDersdalp, 1,800 g«.

]>hish 2nd, calved June 6, 1875.—Mr. AUwater, 29 prs.

Orange Clups. calved Sep. 18, 1872.—Mr. Mumford, 90 gs.

Sultai.H 4th (Mr. Loder's), cilved Feb. 17, 1873.—Col. North,
25 g3.

Ruby Lips 2nd (Mr. Loder's), calved Oct. 11, 1873.—Lord
I'enrhyn, 110 p«.

Her roan, calved Aug. 15, 1877.—Mr. Bland, 13 gs.

vSh .lebroke Jai.tjs calved Oct. 15, 1873. -Mr. Be«sley,60 gs.

Liidy Ashridne 2ud (Mr. L)der'8), calved Feb. 26, 1871'.—Mr.
Tucker, 21 gs.

Circle 2ud, calved April 3, 1875,—Mr. T.iUoch, 30 sfs.

Klfi^ance, calved April 17, 1S75.—Mr. TuUoch, 31 ifs.

Kuby Lips 3rd (Mr. Loder's), caWed April 23, 1375.—Mr.
RoberlB, 86 gs.

Musical Duchess (Mr. Lader's), calved Juae 23, 1875.—Mr.
JifTersoD, 38 gs.

Couuiess of Ox'ord (Mr. Loder's), calved July 13, 1875.

—

Mr. Jefferson, 47 RS.

Juditli's Duchess (Mr. Loder'a), calved July It, 1875.—Mr.
Lovalt, 46 gs.

Grand Duchess 29th, calved Sept. 12, 1875.—Mr. Allsop,

2,1-50 gs.

Lady Alice, calved Sept. 20. 1875.—Mr. Bleyard, 160 gs.

Cherry Grand Duchess 8th, calved Sept. 23, 1875.—Mr. Ail-

sop, 900 gs.

Duchess Rebecca (Mr. Loder's), calved Oct. 8, 1875.—Mr.
Tu loch, 40 gs.

Red Dueuua, calved Jan. 15. 1876.-Mr. Horsfall, 41 gs.

Bella 2nd, calved Jan. 16, 1876.—Cul. North, 21 f?s.

Ruby Charmer 2ud (Mr. Loder'-i), calved Jan. 23,1876.—Mr.
Linton, 54 gs.

Bluvh 4th, red and white, calved Feb. 4, 1876.—Mr. Attwater,
28 gs.

Vivacious, cilved Feb. 17, 1876.—Mr. Mumford, 38 gs.

Riiby Lips, 4th (Mr. Loder's), calved Feb. 20, 1876.—Mr.
Roberts, 43 gs.

X)rauv'e Luss, calved April 21. 1876.—Mr. A. Garfit, 18 gs.

C'oncert.iud, c .Ived Miy 27, 1876.—Mr. T. Morns, 30 gs.

Lady Beaujolais 4th, calved Oct. 1, 1876.—Mr Attwater,
19 gs.

Frailly, calved Oct. 15, 1876.—Mr. T. Morris, 32 ks.

Diana, calved Feb. It, 1877.—Mr. J. Roberts, 17 gs.

Verity, calved Feb. 14, 1S77.—Mr W. Tulloch,23 gs.

G and Duciiess of Barriugtonia, 4th, calved March 13, 1877.^
Mr. 11 Lovdtt, 375 gs.

Blush 5tli, calved July 20, 1877.—Mr. Attwater, 15 gs.

BULLS.

Grand Duke Slst, calved Nov. 11, 1876.—Earl of Bective,

l.SsO es.

Grand Duke 29lh, calved April 9, 1876.—Mr. G. Philips,

1,000 US.

Grand Duke 25th, (34065) calved July 7, 187L—Mr, A.
G irtit,, 505 gs.

Tacitus 2nd, (35716) (Mr. Loder's), cslved Sept. 6, 1872.—
Mr. W. Tucker, 34 gs.

Grand l')uke of Waterloo (31077), calved Feb. 18, 1874.—Mr.
C. llobbs, 85 gs.

Wild Eyed Duke (37G79) (Mr. Loder's), calved Oct. 23, 1875.
—Mr. Loug, 60 gs.

Cherry Grand Duke, 7th, calved Jan. 14, 1877.—Mr. Roberts,

100 t:s.

Graud Duke of Barringtonia, 3rd, calved Mar. 8, 1877-—Mr.
Dodwell, 32 gs.

Jovial Boy, calved July 25, 1873.—Mr. Woodward, 31 gs.

Red Duke (Mr. Loder's), CAlved Oct. 12, 1876.—Mr. Cooper.

31 gs.

Charming Duke 2ud, (Mr. Loder's), calved Nov. 11. 1876.—
Mr. Tulloch, '.)) gs.

Lord Ashridge (Mr. Loder's), calved Nov. 21, 1876.—Capt.

Burrell, 30 gs.

Musicjl Duke (Mr. Loder's), calved Dec. 25, 1876.—Mr.
llauishar, 21 gs.

Grnnd Duke of IJarlington (Mr. Loder's), calved Jan. 19,

1877.—Mr. Lawrence, 52 gs.

Lord Arthur, calved Mar. 28, 1877.—Mr. T. T. Drake, 31 gs.

Lord Forester, calved April '28, 1877.-31r. M. Sdudford,
13 S3.

Grand Sultan iud (Mr. Loder's), calved May 6, 1877.—Mrs.
Siickville, 21 gs.

Lord Oxford Fawsley (Mr. Loder's), calved May 15, 1877.—
Mr. Dodwell, 7 gs.

Orange Lad 2nd, calved May 26, 1877 —Mr. Clode, 12 gs.
Circas8i!*D, calved June 2, 1877.—Mi. Harasliar, 6 sr>.

Duke of Craggs (Mr. Loder's), calved June 9, 1877.—Mr.
Smith, 20 gs.

Summary.
Mr Oliver's.

£ s. d. £ 8.

21 cows 370 6 6 9,628 10
11 bulls 321 9 9 3,636 8

37 averaged 355 16 2 13,164 18
Mr. Loder's.

17 cows 60 3 2 1,022 It
10 bulls 38 8 7 384 6

27 averaged 52 2 3 1,407
Average of the, two Herds.

43 cows 247 14 10,651 4
2lbul.s 38 8 7 3,920 14

6i averaged 22? 13 9 14,571 18

GREAT SALE OF HEREFORD CATTLE
AT ADPORTON.

The retirement of Mr. Wm. Tudge, the celebrated
Hereford breeder, and the dispersion of his ma'.;iiiticent

prize-taking herd, has been the chief subject of conversa-
tion among agriculturists in this and other districts, and
the large company that collected to witness the sale, and'
the spirited bidding for the best lots, goes to prove that
the Hereford breed of cattle is again "looking up " and
the fact that there were fresh names (notably so the Earl
of Coventry and iMr. Bauingarton) amou^ the purchasers
who are forming Hereford herds juust be very eucoura"in>'
to llie lovers of the " while faces." Although the morn-
ing was cloudy, the afternoon was all that could be desired,
and the sun lighted up the oil paintings and the numerous
prize cards of the various winners of the herd, which were
placed on the wall at the back of the auctioneers, Messrs.
Rogers and Hamar, who, although they have only lately
commenced business seem to be advancing to the same
high position as a Hereford salesman as Mr. Thornton
and Mr. Strafford hold in the Shorthorn world.
The chair was taken at the luncheon by Mr. Ark-
wright, of Hampton Court, who ia an effective
speech proposed Mr. Tudge's health, which was warmly
responded to by the company. The bulla and show cows
were all paraded at one o'clock, and at half-past one
business commenced. As the herd was fully described iu
these columns so recently there will be no occasion to say
more of the general merits of it, but we will merely men-
tion a few of the animals that excited most attention.
No. 1, " Brunette," is a great rooiny cow of the old-
fashioned sort, stands square on her legs, with great fore-
quarter and deep carcase ; she is forward in calf to
Marshall Neil, and after a spirited competition between
Mr. Green, of Marlow, and Mr. Baumgarton, was obtained
by the latter gentleman at 53 gs. Mr. Green secured a
famous old cow iu Lady Audley, No. 8, Lurd Coventry
being his chief opponent she goes back to the old
Lady Ashford blood, and her grand pair of heifer twin
calves showed what she can do. Bannette, No. U, was
bought by Mr. Duckham, we understand for exportation,
for^SO gs.; she is a graud, long, good cow, and had a capital
heifer calf at her side, which was bought by Mr. Piatt for
30 gs. Mr. Baumgarton got a cheap animal in Minuet
for 80 gs. ; she is a beautiful cow, level all over, and
being by Sir Roger, lends to enhance her value as we' hktd
his get better than auv thing else Bold.
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Now come the Royal winners, Giantess third, at Liver-

pool, coutaiuini!: all the best Show blood, and considered

liy impartial judges to be (he best cow of any breed in

England. She tell to Lord Coventry's nod at 140 gs.

lier bull calf JMr. Jjaumsarton got at CO gs. The cele-

brated cow Rosebud, winner of so many Royal and other

iij-st prizes, besides taking the extrn.. priz.e for best female

in the yard at the AVorccstershire Show, made 155 gs.,

and goes to help to adorn Mr, Arkwright's splendid

herd at Hampton Court. j\Ir. Wyndham selected for

B'rockhampton a sjrand cow of Air. Tudge's favourite Lady
Ashford strain, in Ladybird, for which he gave G5 gs.

Beatrice No. 41) Mr. Arkwright took at 100 gs., as well

as her splendid heifer-calf at 40 gs. This calf, if we
mistake not, will win for itself high honours if shown
next year. "We never saw a better. Beatrice is

a magnificent heifer, out of the celebrated old

eow Darling, dam of three Royal winners, excellent be-

hind her fore-legs, grand on her top, well-covered back,

and her legs well set on. She was certainly one of the

pluma of the herd, and we wish Mr. Arkwright every

success with her. She unfortunately had met with a

slight aecideat from another cow's born, which rather dis-

figured her. No doubt, although it will soon be all right,

it stopped her fetching a higher figure. The two-years-olds

and yearliugs fetched good prices, tv/o of the Sir Cupis
Ball heifers making 50 gs. and GS gs. each. We have no
time to say more ia datail, but will add that the ninety-

four females, including calves, averaged £33 17s. 4d.

each.

The bulls were brought out (as T heard renifirked) in

the same form as Lord Chcsham brings out his sheep.

!More need not be said, and they did great credit to the

care bestowed upon them. Marshall Niel, the sire of so

many of the young stock, which proved his worth, was
bought after a most spirited contest by ]\Ir. Arkwright.

The only weak point we could detect v^as that he was not

quite perfect in his loin, but his having done so mitch active

service may partially account for this. He has a grand
masculine head, well sprung rib, great thighs and hind

quarter, and is beef to the ground. He is calculated to do
immense good iu any herd. The rest of the bulls were
eagerly competed for, especially one called Boraulus, by
the Doctor, out of Bannerette, which was bought by
Mr. i'enn, of Downton, for 120 gs. Mr. Green, of Mar-
low, secured a capital thick, heavy-tleshed calf, very cheap
at ."^S gs. The bulls averaged £56 Ss. 5d. each.

The 40 cows sold for 1,073 gs., or an average of nearly

42 gs. each ; the 33 calves, which were sold with them,
realised G7'J gs., or an average of 20^^ gs. ; (he two-year.

old heifers in calf (14) realised 499 gs.^and averaged 35^
gs. ; the heifer calves (7) realised 168 gs., or an average

of 24 gs. ; and the 15 stock bulls 806 gs., or an average
of 5 1 gs. The total proceeds of the sale were 3,825 gs.

superior bulls have of late ;/^ars been used ; whilst the

character of the younger calves testify to the good pro-

perties of The Bursar—a level, thick, Barriugtou bull, of

great substSnce, andiucluded amongst the fourteen bulls

to be sold on October 2nd.

In the beautifully undulating, sheltered dairy-ground"

I recently interviewed the matrons of the herd. First

came Hi'ster of Mercy—a fine old cow from Ciren-

cester, the bountiful mother' of tv.'^lva living calves, most
of them rich roans, some of them (it for training for the

show-yard, several of the young calves especially notable

for thair big backs and beautiful mossy coats. BalFodil

{No. 2 of the catalogue) is a stylish roan from Young
Daisy, bought at the celebrated Bushcy Park Sale;

tracing back to- Charles Collins's Daisy, and with five-

promising descendants included in the sale. A nincx

year-old matron, Asenath, by Duke of Brailes, from Mr..
JI. J. Sheldon's A' tribe, has the head and bearing of a

Duchess, and most of her otfspring take after her.

A^liuirers of f.rst-class dairy-stock must specially notice-

a short pedigreed tribe, but very excellent so far as they

go, descended from a cow bred by Mr. J. C. Adkins, of

Milcote. From this profitable Alabaster, by 11th Duke
of Oxford; are four daughters that promise to (ill the pail'

as liberally as the mother has dcE8. Perhaps the best of

a dozen of great fine cows, now in full profit, is Truth,
calved April, 1871, by 2nd Earl of Cleveland from
Goodness,, of the Polyhymnia tribe, bought at. J\£r,

Adkins's sale, and considered by that consummate judge

one of the soundest and bee-t of Shorthorn families. She
has three female descendants, and a very good young
bull. The walnut Kiiighlley cow, Forget-me-not>, from

Lor-d Braybrooke's, although shapely, is an unfortunate

ygllow roan, .but has consistently bred whites, which are

common in raany law^ley- strains. A favourite prolifiKc

i'arnborojgh family is The Pearl—hailing from Mr. John
Moore's, Kanley Castle. Of these there are seven female

representativas, bearing a marked family likeness—thick,

level, compact animaisj.and all good doers. Making up
the seventy-eight animals catalogued are some other good'

tribes—several J.'s from Lord Dartmouth's, some Dido's

from Sir Robert Peel's, a good Bates' sort,with a valuable-

cross of 4th Duke of Thorndale, from Mr. Noakes's

Bfockley hei;d, with Duchess of Lancastsr's from Mr.

i
Langston's.

i The lierd,.compnsing sixty-four cows and heifers and"

fourteen bulls, is to be disposed of by Mr. II. Strafford

and Mr. Pinlay Dun, on Tuesday, October 2iid—the day.

before the sale of the Weston Park Herd..

FARNBOROUGHSALE OF SHORTHORNS.
[from a cokrespondent.]

When oak and elm thrive—as they do so luxuriantly

at Farnborough—the flue old pastures are well suited to

grow and nourish superior Shorthorns. Many a smart,
useful beast has been reared in these good meadows since

1813, when the Venerable Archdeacon llolbech's father

founded the herd by the purchase of two heifers and a
bull from Yorkshire. Good specimens from fashionable
herds have since been added from time to time. By
careful selection " the survival of the fittest " has been
secured. Mr. Ilolbech and his zealous agent, Mr.
C. Simmons, have succeeded in producing animals which
conjoin in high degree profit alike for the butcher and
the dairy luiiu. irom Holker, Peurbyn, and \Yiulcifo!d

MR. G, BLASER'S SALE AT PANGDEAN"..

On Sept. ISth the flock of Southdowns, the Jresult of>

Mr. G. Blaker's long experience and ability^ was brought

to the hammer by Mr. E. Drav.^bridge, Scaynos- Hill. Tho
following were the results :

FuLL-JMouTiiED Ewes.—Tens (3C8).-Mr. Cane boughttho-

first lot at 63s. Mr Upton the and, 11th, and 16tli, at 68i. and.

69s. Mr. Powell bought six. at 58s., and two at 5'.U. Mr.
Duke, three at 5Ts., six at 58s., one at 563., and a lot of eigJit-

at 53s. Mr. Wood, two at 5iSs.

Six-TooTii Ewes.—Mr. Cane took first lot at £5. Mr.
Upton bought at 72s. and 6'J3. Mr. Hart at 70s. Mr. Till-

stone at 68s. (four), 69s. (two), 65s., and 6 is. G. Hod.son

64s. J. Hodson 51s. (for seven). Mr. Ellis 70s. Mr.
Powell 68s., 658., 64s. Mr. Tullcy 66s., 63s., three at 64s.,

and 65s. Mr. Gates (two) 65s.

FouR-Tooiu Ewes.—Rev. John Goring bought first lot a'fe

73s., and Mr. W. Rigden the second at same price. Mr.
Upton bought at 7l3. and 70s. Mr. J. Ilodson, 703., 64s.,

and 673. I»lr.Till8fou, 6G^. and 71^., three at 708., 6S3., G9s;,

67s., and two at 65 i. IMr. Upton 70i. Mr T. Gates (two) 70s.
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a-id 68s. Mr. J. Gander lis., 733.. 72s., 72s. Mr. (.lardrer

72-. Ur. T. G.itcs 70s., CSs., Cos., and five for 51s. Mr.
Pude.ney 653. Mr. Tulley Gis.

Two-TooTii Ewes.—Mr. J. llodsoii 66s., 68s , and Gls.

Mr. Upton 7*3s. Mr. Gdnler 07s., 673. 69s. Rev. J. Goriu?
fiSs., 73.-., and GOs. Mr. Knight 66j. Mr. G. Hodsoa 6Ss.

Mr. Tuliey Gh>., 703., 69s., 68s., 66s., 65s., 66s., 66s., 6Gs.,

(lis., Gls., 5es., 60s., and tvfelve for 57s. Mr. Newingtou
673.

Stock Ewe Lambs.—(Tens).—Mr. Verrall 41s., 43s., 388,

B[r. Kemsley 33s. Mr. Gates 37s. Mr. VV. Hodson 353.,

3ls., 363., and eiglit lots of twentv at So-.. 3k., 33s., and
32s. Mr. Taylor 36s. Mr. J. llodson 33s.

Il.\MS.—No. 3, a full-moutii ram, by No. 4, a descrndant of
tlie Ihte AV. Tanner's sheep, " Old Sobersides," Mr. C.

Elli', 121 p3. No. 10, a fonrtooth ram, by H. Hart's
" No. 13," Mr. Elliott, 5i gs. No. 13, ditto, by II. Hart's
" No. 11," Mr. llobinson, 7 gs. No. 14, do , by Mr. Peufold's
" No 21.," Mr. Cliandler, 5 gs. No. 15, do., by do., Mr.
D.ivey, 3^ gs. No. 17, do., by flock ram, Mr. Smith, G.^

gi. No. 18, do. by do., Mr. W. llodson, 11 gs. No. 1, a

two-totiied ram, by II. Ilart'8 celebrated " No. 13," Mr.
Gander, 7 gs. No. 2, do., by do., Mr. Robinson, 6 gs. No.
4, by " No. 13," 11. Hart's " No. 11," Mr. T. Gates, 3 gs.

No. 5, do, by do., Mr. Robinson, 3^ gs. No. 6, do., by do.,

Mr. W. Hodson 3^ gs. No. 37, do., by do., Mr. Eyer, 2^ gs.

No. 8, do., by flock ram, Mr. Robinson, 4 gs.

SALE OF SOUTHDOWN" SHEEP AT
SWANBOROUGH.

Oq Sept. 19lh Mr. Drawbridge continued his list of

^Michaelmas sales, the gathering being at Swanborough,
near Lewes, and the occasion the disi)osal of the ilock o

Southdowns and herd of Sussex beasts by order of the

executors of the late ]Mr. John Verral.

Old Established and Puke Sussex IIeuh.—Gentle

33 gs., Larnax ; Daisy, 21^ gs., Martin; liei.''er calf, 9 gs.,

Lnckins ; Strawberry, 24-.^ gs., Tully ; lieifer ca'f, 9.V gs.,

CiiilJs ; Lilly, 26 gs., Gorrin^e ; bull calf, 15 gs., Earncombe
;

Betty, 24 gs., Tully; Lofiy, 27 gs., Colgate ; heifer calf, 9^
gs., Colgate; Gentle, 31 gs., Staubridge ; bull calf, 11^- gs.,

Taylor; Daisy, 27j gs., Gorringe ; heifer caK, 9,', gs., Cliild
;

Gentle, 242 gs., Ellis ; heifer cnlf, 9.^ gs , Ellis ; Betty, 27^
gs., Braby ; bull calf, 21 gs., Napper; Virgin, 20 gs., Gor-
ringe ; heifer calf, 2 gs., Gorringe; Waxy, 26 gs., Gorringe

;

heifer calf, 26 gs., Gorringe ; Virgin, oO gs., Nash ; lieifer

calf, 15^ gs., Taylor ; Rose, 23 gs., Turville ; Beauty, 25 gs.,

Turville: Damsel, 271 gs , Braby ; Curlcy, 93 gs.. Cooper;

Damsel, 24 gs., Turville ; Rose, 26 gs., Turville ; Gentle, 40
gs., Gardner.

Yearlings.—Heifer, 18 gs., Childs ; heifer, 15|gs., Ellis

heifer, 24 gs., Braby; heifer, 20 gs., Taylor ; heifer, IS^gs.,

Taylor.

Bulls.—The Turk, 31 gs., Fayer ; The Czar, 28 gs., Fayer

;

The Sultan, 23^ gs., Taylor ; Tlie Shah, 50 gs.. Turner.

Steers.—Fair of piime three and four-year-olds, £63, Gor-

ringe ; ditto, two-year-old, £58, EMs ; ditto, £50 8s., Roches-

ter ; ditto, £49 78., Gorringe ; ditto, yearlings, £52 10s.,

Luckins; ditto, yearlings, £44 2s, Gorringe; ditto, mixed-

bred ditto, £32 lis., Gorringe; one Sussex and one luixed-

bred weanyears, £11 Us., Luckins.

Sus-SEX WouKiNG OxEN.—Gallant and Leader, £66, Tully;

Flute and Golding, £55, Smith ; Turk and T'ger, £09, 13rown;

Duke and Lively, £61, Tully; Frost and Foreman, £70,
Smith ; I'ert and I'loughman, £72, Turville ; Rock and Rudy,
£71, Turville; Buck and Bender, £70, Tully.

Shorthorn Calves.—Fair .of heifers, Gorringe, £21
diito, Gorringe, £13 2s. 6d.

Full MOUTHED Ewes.—liy across from a rara bred by Mr.
T. Bushby. Sold in lots of ten:—60s., Page; 55s., Taylor.

55s., Page; 56s., Powell; 56s., ditto; 56s., Taylor; 558.'

Hayward; 55»., ditto; 558, Powell; 53s., Gorringe; 51s.,

Hayward ; 553., Powell ; 55s., Gorringe ; 55s., ditto ; 50s.„

ditto.

SiXTOOin EwLS.—By rams bred by Mr. Hugh Gorringe.

Kold iu K»Ib of leu.—063., Ootriuge ; 50s., ditto ; 80s, dit'.o

;

GOs., I'arlett; 61s., lloJson ; 65s., Parlett ; 65s., Powell.
633., Hodson ; 643., Parlett; Gls., ditto; 60s., ditto;. &2s.'
Hodson; 57s., ditto : 55s., ditto.

'
*

FoUR-TooTii Ewr-s.—By rams bred by :Mr. Hugh Gor-
ringe and Mr. 11. Hart. Sold in lots of ten.—SOs., Gor-
ringe

;
8ls., Earl of Chichesfer; 70s., Hodsgu ; G'Js. Gor-

ringe; 71s., dilto; 663., Hod.son; 67s., Gorringe ; 67s.,
llodson; 65s., Parlett; Gos., ditto; 6Sj., Go riuge ; 65s.',

Parlett; 67s., llodson; 6Gs., ditto; 66s., Parlett ; 65s!,'
Hodson

;
65s., ditto ; Go-"., Parlett ; 57s., llodvon.

Two-TooTii Ewes.—By two rams brt-d by Messrs. Ileas-
man, and crossed from Mr. Hugh Gorringe and Mr. II. Hart.
Sold in lots of ten.—778. Gorringe, 72s. ditto, 728. Turnerj
69,-i. Gorringe, 71s. ditto, 76s. Brown, 67s. Hodson, 68s. ditto',

Cos. ditto., 67s. Gorringe, 67s. ditto, 68s. ditto, 6Ss. ditto, G8s.
ditto, 65s. ditto, 66s. llodson, Gls. ditto, 6(Js. ditto.
Over-aged Ewes (in good condition).—Sold in lots of

ten.—46s. Fryer, 46s. Fryer, 44. Hayward, 4is. Atkinson, 41s.
A'kinson, 43<. Atkinson.

Stock Ewe Lamks.—By cross from Gorringe and Heas-
man rams.—Sold in lots of ten.—46s. Turner, 46s. Brown 46s.
Gorringe, 4is. Brown, lOs. Knight, 39s. Parlett, 373. Pa'rlelt*
SSs. Brown, 3Ss. Parlett, SGs. Bradford. Lo's of twenty.—'
36s. Bradford, 35s. Brown, 33s. Hodson, 333. Fryer 3'2s.
Fryer,

'

Ra.ms.—Sis-tooth ram, 9^- gs., Tully; four-tooth, 8 gs.,

tootli, 5 gs., Tully
; two-tooth, 5^ gs., Tully ; two-tooth, 5 gs.,

Tully.

Ram Lams.—By cross from Gorringe and Heasman rams.—

^

7.igs. Wood, 3^gs. Hodson, 4gs. Tully, 7 gs. Wood, 6 gs.
Gorringe, 2^ gs Tully, 3^gs. Fryer.

THE LOTHIAN RAM SALE.
These annual ram sales weie held in the Warrender

Park, near Edinburgh, on September 12lh and loth.
The trade was generally dull, and prices were, in most
cases, a few pounds down from last year. With such a
prospect as is before them this year, the Lothiau farmers
have no great inducement to give large prices for rams. The
harvest is uuprecedentedly late ; oats iu the upper dis-
tricts of the Lothiaus are, to a large extent, quite greea
yet, and the turnip crop, upon which so much is now
depended for the feeding of sheep, is almost a failure.
For all kinds of fat stock, moreover, there is a quiet
rade. These circumstances have contributed to make
the Lothian ram sales this season worse for sellers than they
have been for mai;y years. The number and character of the
rams disposed of in the two days have been up to the
average of former years, although, owing to the bad
spring weather, one or two uneven lots might have btea
seen. On the Wednesday, as usual, the blackfaced and
Cheviots were sold, Thursday being Border Leicester
day. The best lots of blackfaces were from Overshiels,
Westowu, Listoushiels, and Wcstloch, which brought
the highest prices. A magnificent ram from Westowu
brought the highest figure of the day—namely, Loi, the
next highest figure being £40, which was paid for a ram
from the Listousiiiels's lot, which has been remarkably
well brought out this year by iMr. Aitkcn. The Over-
shiels lot, which usually contains the highest-priced ram,
only brouglit a top figure of £30, this sum being paid for
the sheep which was second as a yearling at "the Aber-
deen Show ot the Highland Society. The average and
highest of the other priucipal blackfaced hts werc^
Westloch, £0 7s. 8d. to £20 ; Culterallers, £6 7s. to
£15 ; Glentaggart, .£4 ISs. lOd. -to £15 lOs. ; Yorkston,
£4 63. 5d. to £\:] Burncastle, £0 to £12 ; 1 larperrigg',m Us. 2d. to 120. For the Cheviots there was a good
demand; but this may be owing to iarincrj going iu
lur Ike breeding of the purc-brtd Cheviots, wliich
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stand the storms better than the half-breds in the

upland districts. The average and highest of the princi-

pal Cheviot lots were : Archbauk, £6 12s. 2d. to £23 ;

Bonally, £4 16 to £10 10; Mauorliead, £7 to £11;
Mount Lothian, £6 2*. 3d. to £'J 10. The price* of the

Border Leicesters have been the most affected by the un-

favourable circumstances as to trade and crops. The
Oldhamstocks lots, which is the greatest attraction of the

Sale for the size of the sheep, the great wealth of wool

and mutton beautifully carried, only brought a top

figure of £85, aud an average of £19. Last year the

average was abouf £26, and the highest £100. The £85
lam was bought by Mr. Smith, Stevenson Maius,

and was the one which took the first prize and champion

cup at the Northumberland Show recently. The highly

commended ram at Edinburgh and second at Newcastle

was bought by Mr. Balfour, of Wittinghame, for £57.
The Casilemain's lot, which often tops the Sale, had a

highest only of £32. As usual, the largest lot (90> was
from Bonuiugton. They were big heavy sheep, and
brought an average of £8 Ss., and a highest of £32. The
Royal first prize sheep in this lot brought only £20.
The average and highest of the other principal lots of

Leicesters were : Wittinghame, £9 63. to £13 IDs.

;

Oxwell Mains, £6 to £31 ; Stevenson Mains, £7 13s. 4d.

;

Marquis of Tweesdale, £5 19s. lOd. to £20 ; Earl of

Morton, £7 16s. 6d. to £18; Duke of Buccleuch, £8 to

£20 ; Ilillend, £7 to £41 (this was given for the third-

prize sheep at the Edinburgh Show of the Highland
Society); Hardengreen, £5 5s. to£12 ; Marvingston, £5
168. to £10; Wolfstar, £5 10s. 4d. to £10; Craigend,

£6 78. to £12. Mr. Gibson, AVoolmet, Mr, Bell,

Whithall, and Lord Polwarth had forward a few good
Cotswolds, Lincolns, and Shropshires, which brought
good prices.

KELSO RAM SALES.

The weather on Sept. 14th, at the Annual Border Ram
Sales, held at Kelso, was in tine contrast to that which
characterised the Lothian Sales at Edinburgh the two
preceding days. The morning was dull, but as the day

advanced the clouds cleared away ; and during the sales

the weather was dry, sunny, and breezy. There was, as

usual, a large attendance of farmers from a wide district

on both sides of the Tweed. There were fully a hundred
more sheep forward this year than last ; while the general

character of the sheep was equal to former years. Some
of those breeders who have entered the field at a com-
paratively recent date were observed to have their lots, in

many respects, improved from last year, while one or two
of the older breeders might be seen with a very uneven
lot to show. This was, no doubt, owing to the severe

weather during the past spring which some of them had
to contend with, especially in the upland districts. As
was expected, the unfavourable circumstances as to trade

and crop operated here, as at Edinburgh, against high

prices, indeed tended to material reductions. The prin-

cipal feature of the sale here is the passing of the Mertoun
lot through the ring, which always brings the top

price of any, either at Edinburgh or Kelso. The highest

figure on Friday of this lot was £150 ; and the average

£29 168. 6d. ; while list year the highest was £180, and
the average about £37. The Mertoun sheep were very well

brought out this year, both in coat and countenance,
although they were not in high condition. Mr. Torrance,
Sisterpath, an enterprisiug breeder, bought the £150
Mertoun ram. It was started at £50, but the figure ran
up rapidly with £5 bids from Mr. Thomson, Bailiekaowe,
aud Mr. Torrance, when it was knocked down to the

latter gentleman, amid much excitement, at the above mee-
tioned figure. This ram is a lengthy, beautiful-skinned

sheep, with a sweet head, and grand hind -quarter, but is

perhaps not so well covered on the back, nor so well

sprung in the fore-rib, as oue might desire. A large

vigorous, wt-U-coated sheep, but with moderate head, vras

knocked down to Mr. Elliot, Hiuilhope, at £65. Another
at the same figure, with grand back, loin, and coat, weut
to Mr. Jack Mersington. In the opinion of

many the most sty>ish sheep in the Mertoun pen
was secured by Mr. Clark, CXdhanistocks, for £54.
Other sheep of unusual merit in the Pol-

warth lot went to the Duke of Buccleuch
at £S4 ; Hon. R. BaiUie Hamilton, M.P., at £43 ; Mr.
Browne, Doxford, at £64. The Mertoun sheep in 1673
brought a highest figure of£195, which is still the highest

price ever paid for a ram. To give an idea ©£ the interest

which is manifested while the salte of these sheep

is going on, it may be noentioaed that so thoroughly

deserted were the other sale rings at the time that several

sheep passed through without a bid, or one which was not

at all satisfactory. This was the case with the Hawick
House (late Ellingham) sheep, which were afterwards s jld

privately. The Mellendeau lot, which was splendidly

brought out this year, with la/ger frames and rougher

coats, brought a highest of £90, which was paid tor a

stylish sheep by Mr. Goodlet, Bolshair. The Mellendean
average was £18 18s. 2d. The highest last year was
£120, and the average £27, so that it will be seen there is a

considerable reduction in price iu this lot. Other hand-
some sheep from Mellendean went to Mr. Bell, Linton, art

£32, and Mr. Bobeson, Springwells, at £30. The Sister-

path sheep, which have been forward in better form,

especially as a more even lot than in former years, brought

a highest of £34, which was paid by Mr. Archibald,

Glengelt, at an average of £12 3s. The Sisterpath

highest last year was £86, and the average £20 Ss. 2d.

One or two young breeders make a fine display this year,

akd their prices instead of having been reduced are

increased. Mr. Thomson, Baillieknowe, had a highest

last year of £30. This year it is £45, while the average

is about the same as last year. The Legars and the

Harrietfield sheep have also more than maintained their

prices this year. The pens from the south side of the

Tweed make an unusually good display. First among
these come the Rock sheep with fine coats and large

shapely frames, which brought a highest of £15 lOs.

and an average of £8 6s. 9d. Mr. Tweedie, The Forrest

Catterick, with his large-framed, wealthy, woolly sheep,

secured £17 as liis highest price, and an average of £8 Is.

4d. Mr. A. H. Browne, Doxford, Chathill, with well,

bred sheep, got a highest of £14 15s. and an average of

£8 43. 6d. Mr. Earle EUerton, Catterick, although this

is only his second year as a Border Leicester breeder, had

a highest of £6 10s., and an average of £3 5s. Mr.
Wilson, Woodburn Manor, who had a pen of well-bred

handsome sheep, got a top price of £18' S'S., aud an average

of £5 143. The following are the averages and highest of

the other principal lots not yet mentioned.—Chalton Park
£5 78. 8d, to £11 ; Blagdon, £8 8s. 6d. to £13; White-
field (Morpeth) £5 10s. to £9 10 ; Middleton, £4 18 to

£10 10 ; Linton, £8 6s. 3d. to £25 ; Ancrum Craig

£8 lis. 8d. to £12 ; Moneylaws, £9 I63. 5d. to £13.

There were a good many splendid lots of half-bred

rams disposed of. Mr. Mark, Craigeud, Stow, as utual

gained the highest figures for his heavy well-bied she'p m
this department. His highest was £23 10s. ai d his

average £10 18s. 6id. The highest and average of the

other half-bred lots of great merit were—Roseden £10 5«

to £5 Is. Sd.; Sisterpath £14 to £6 143. 6d. ; Wather
stoue £12 to £6 93. ; Middleton House £IG to - 8 10s 9d
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LIVE STOCK NOTES.
Mr. Cheney's sale was looked forward to with extra

interest, as all hoped so spirited a breeder would obtaia

reinuuerative prices, aud there was difficulty in the auti-

cipatiou, seeing that the plum CLtercd, the Fourteenth
Duchess of Ardrie, had come to such an unhappy
end. And this difference was felt all the fnore when the

company came to inspect her son, the fiae young bull

7th Duke of Gloucester, now, after a rattling fight 1

between Lord Skelraersdale and Mr. Urewry, the pro-

perty of the Duke of Devonshire. It was further said
|

that his half bi other, tiie dead Duchess's calf, though also

soon lose their place. But there is the opportunity of
obtaining remunerative returns if the Shorthorn demand
continues, as assuredly it must, on a lower level. What
is wanted amongst breeders is a more thorough study of
the three first volumes of the " Herd Book." To buy at
Birmingham and elsewhere fine specimens at random
(as so many do who tell you they do not care for fashion, -

they only want to breed good cattle) and cross them,,
may accidentally bring forth what they require, but as a
rule must be as ruinous in the end as purchasing half-breda
at a horse auctiou to cross with Doucaster or iflair Athoi

entered in the catalogue, had succumbed to the efl'ccts of to breed racers from. Where are the excellent young Sea-
hair ball" only a few days before. There was some dis

cussion as to how to prevent this very fatal contingency,

from which Lord Skelmersdale's young Duke died some
motiths since. The most approved plan seems to be to

brush the animal often ; becauee it is supposed to arise

from the calf's licking himself as much as from licking

bis fellows. Whatever tbetr own appearance, and they

differ much, there is no doubt that a J)uke bull is wou-
(Serfully "impressive." It has begun to be admitted, too,

S'lat such of the tribe are none the worse in appearance

waich have in them a slight dash of Booth blood. How
should they be, seeing that, as I have often pointed out,

the old favourite blood of Richard Booth's best day was,

as nearly as possible, identical with that of the Cambridge
Roses y Is the noble 24;th Duke of Airdrie any the worse

for such a cross ? Our leading breeders do not think so,

or they would not send him their cows as they do. To
wliat, again, may be attributed the broad level back a

Grand Duke so <>ften shows. AtBownessthe amalgama-

tion in thie Duchess of llillhurst, which Lord Jjective

secured, was remarkable, especially about the fjuarter and

thigh, and iu Mr. Loder's in the loin plate aud handling.

I'f Mr. Bates had lived till now it is impossible to kuow
what he would have done, for svinethiuij^ as we know.

gull tribe? Where are the descendants of Coates's
Patriot ? The Mason tribes and the Knightleys are
being looked up. Let the beginner buy, if he can, only
one good cow of ancient unpolluted liueage, and send her
to the splendid bulls of which there is a plethora, and,
with fair luck and judgment, in time he will have a
remunerative and enjoyable herd. Jonas Webb bougI:< •

good cows, supposed to bo barren, and by his skill"

brought them round to be productive; S. E. Bolden
did the same. Mr. T. Crisp follbwed suit. Are no
youngsters so inclined ? I cannot call it daring, for the
money venture is -u7. In tbe reserve herd Mr. Cheney
has a couple of especially, good American Princesses,

a tribe upou- which he lays great stress, a decision
wherein he only follows the breeders of forty years ago

;

for that line of blood is the oldest known in England.
Those two' in partic ilar caught my eye, but he has nine
others of the same origin. Ke has also a Fantail and '

Darlington I'ith, got by Duke of Geneva (19614), dam
by Marmaduke (liS'J7) ; if that is not a good one of
this very rising tribe, with such tires, whit can it be?
lie has also the best specimen of Bates ou Knightley I
have ever seen, the very symmetrical, well-grown, and
stylish Princess Alexandra. There is the famous old

fie must needs have essayed ; bnt we have it for our guid--
!
cow Wild Oxford, thirteen years of age ; but still of

ance that he was bold to sekct ti'-ken oblirjed; &ai we mutJ

now be thankful that those breeders of the present day

whose herds stand the highest keep continually infusing

new spurts of blood, with evident advantage to the growth

and constitntion, of their cattle. Of course it requires

great judgment aiud knowledge to ensure sjfe effects

under such a policy, and the multitude, as now, will do

best to invest their money in that which has " already"

(to quote Disraeli's contemptuous remark as to the late

Sir Robert Pfeel'a poetical quotations) " obtained the

meed of public approbation." But for the leader it will

be interesting as advantageous to take such prudent dips

as he can into fresh blood, so as to resuscitate any in-

herent debility, which may be due to too close crossing,

in a breed of cattle which has now become undoubtedly

cosmopolitan, and upon the pure strong vintages of which

there will be bow a swifter draft than ever to improve

those foreign herds whose destiny it is to send back

dead beef for the working hive of old England, first

crosses- are beautiful, but they are short-sightedwho export

or use auch. Evan after seven or eight orossts extraor-

diiiary " spurts" of colour and shape will occasionally come

out. To return to this sale, however : there was a strong de-

mand for the Oxford, Duchess, and Wildeyes' strains.

There was a certain indifference as to the other sorts.

It looks as though in these straitened money times

mcu were averse to general expenditure, at the same time

that the above-mentioned sorts are keenly demauded, the

supply being limited. The couibc of the tirst-Uight

breeders is evident. They cannot ci-aue, or they will

good frame, and a cow that at first glance one takes for

I
a Siddington from her head. She turns out, however,

;
to be Wild Eyes 30th by 7th Duke of York, Mr. Bowly's

]

celebrated pet sire, and who came to Gaddesby under

I

such speculative circumstances ; for which, however,
this one cow would reward Mr. Cheney. With this

choice lot of about a score- females, with a Duchess and
an Oxford bull left, there is the foundation of a large

cheque lefir. I\)rtunate are those in the first swim I

Even in the best of herds there will be some pre-

eminent in one point or another. Thus at Gaddesby
Lady Welleslcy 2ud was remarkable not only for the
general evenness of her build, and her especially Short-
horn character as for her breadth of beam from crop to

hip, about the first point to be oousidered in the meat-
producing animal. Old bi-eeders hung iu admiration over
her on the pastnre» and she did herself justice iu the
ring. Mr. Rawston, who is commencing a high tiight.

was most lucky to obtain her. Such backs do charm 1

How well one remembers a Gazelle sold at Siddington,
in a lot of three, and secured by Lord FitiharJiuge, just
similarly endowed 1

There was one in this- throng at Gaddissby who iisA'

special reasons for jollity, and that was Colonel Gnnter,-
whose pluck in snatching from the American the Duchesses
at Tortworth is a matter of history. Of three bull-

calves which I saw at Wetherby a few months since he
!>ab sold one, a rich roan, the 5th Dilke of Clarence, nine

S>
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montbs old, by the 18th Duke of OsforJ out of that

exquisite white cow Duchess lO'J (and own brother to

the 4th Duke of ClarencCj sold to go to Canada for 2,500

guineas), to Mr. AUsop, who has been putting together

of late by purchase some splendid elements of future herd

success, under the pilotage of the skilled veteran i\Ir.

Eich (of Didmarton, as all old breeders think of him),

for 3,000 guineas. Another bull calf, eleven months old,

the 7th Duke of Tregauter, by 6th Baron Oxford, out of

Duchess 110, her dam the magnificent Duchess 94th,

whose likeness hangs in the hall at Wetherby, and who
uufortunately perished from the cfl'ccts of eaiiug sanded

hay. Rev. F. Oraham selected (having first choice of tho

three) for the same sum. The third calf is retained by
the happy Colonel, wiiose enjoyment by the cover-siile of

a line hunting morning must be intense when he remem-

bers his possession of a few milking cows who (?i3c-fearf<e

him regularly in their produce what heaps of men would
esteem an enviable income. Lucky man we must not
call him, but sur;cessful, as we remember an Osford tutor
of our day was said to have corrected the old college
scout, who with au eye to beer had congratulated his
young master on the altainrnent of a first-class. " Not
lucky, John, successful," was tbe immortal rebuke !

The Shorthorn world will be delighted to hear that tl>e

Sth Duchess of Oneida, at Uuderley, has bt«Q delivered

of a dead calf, five mouths over-due. It appeared never
to have quickened. She was coiiJeniiied as dropsical.

She is dam of tho Duke of Manchester's three thousand
guiuea bull. Once I knew of a cow that producei a
dead calf, aud three mouths after a live one.

TARE ON HOPS.
GREAT MEETING OE HOP GROWERS IN LONDON.

Pursuant to notice, a meeting of hop erowers was held at

the Bridge ilouse Hotel, London Bridge, ncenlly, to

consider as to what actiou aliould be taken with regard to the

declaration of merchants " not to go into stock with the new
hops, and to restrict new purchases as much as possible, unless

full tare is ceded." There was a very large muster of principal

growers in East Mid Kent aud Sussex ; amougst llie num-
ber (some 150 in all) were ;—Messrs. W. Carter and Cliarles

Whitehead (chairmen respectively of the Eds^ Kent and West
Kent committees of last year), W. H. Hodsoll, Clias. Nearae,

Robert Neame, C;. Noakes, J. Noakes, G^g. Neame, Edwin
IMeame, Uilder, W. Milieu, J no. Marten, W. Waterman, J.

Roper, J. Tiiompsett, Ambrose Warde, Chas. Gihbs, Jas-

Thompsett, T. Reed, A. Chittenden, G. R.le, G. Neve, G-
Brissenden, J. T. Best, J. Prebble, W. E. Harvey, G. Biog>

A. Collard.Pye, Harris, Large, A. Bath, A. Crispp, Jlanuing
ton, H. Blaxland, Maynard, Williams, Buss, Brine, Thirkell,

W. Reeves, Taylor, Manuering, Batclielor, Wilmot, W.
Crisp, Hammond, Perable, T. Reeves, Gibbon, T. Coveney,

Garrell, Hartridge, Bliukhoru, Welfear, Chambers, Dawson,
W. May, U. Solomon, T. Powell, B. Roper, Smith, T. Twort,

Kingsnorth, L. Killick, Dawson, Huntley, Barrett, Earnhara,

Hopkinson, Worcester, Sec. &c. The meeting was of the most
enthusiastic character, each resolution being carried with

acclamation and without a single dissentient.

On the motion of Mr. W. Carter, Mr. Chas. Whitehead was
Totcd to the chair.

In opening the proceedings, the Chairman, who was re-

ceived with cheers, said—Gentlemen, in the first place some
sort of apology is necessary for having called you together at

this busy season of the year. Mr. Carter, the Chairman of

the East Kent Committee, aud I felt it was very inconvenient

to all of you—to all of us I may, say—to attend a meeting here

to-day, but we felt also that it vias most important and most
necessary, after the resolutions which were jjassed by the mer-
chants latf.ly, that we should as (juickly as possible communi-
cate those resolutions to the whole body oi growers ia Kent
and Sussex, and get their opinion before the season commenced.
It will be in the memory of many of you that last March
twelvemonth this subject of tare was agitated by the merchants,
who asked for full tare. The growers met at various centres

in the hop-growing districts—Maidstone, Canterbury, Wor-
cester, Earnham, and other places—and they met the tare

question in a liberal spirit, fixing the tare at 5 lb. Then an
arjangeraent was submitted to the factors in this very room,
inthe mouth of May, and they agreed unanimously that it

was a very just and liberal concession on the part of the
planters, and undertook most loyally and manfully to back up
the growers—thus forming that " unsound combination

"

which the merchants have alluded to in the resolutions they
have passed, wliicli combination, I venture to say, was no more
than what every producer, every seller, of articles makes with
the factor who is big agent. The merchants practically ac-

cepted that tare arrangement aud bought hops on those terms

without any protest during the wliole ol last season. Il is

only now when they think there is poiug to be a chaiige,

when they think the crop probably will be a large one, and
that therefore the planters are not in (juite such a position to

resist it, that they come forward with the unfair argunifut

that this arrangement which they accepted last year is not
binding upon them, and that for tlie future they must have
full tare. This resolution of theirs fell upon us, 1 luay say, as

a kind of small bomb-shell. 1 will read the resolution to you,

so that we may proceed straight to the matter :
—

" A.t an

adjourned meeting of bop m rciiants, held at the officer nf

Messrs. Wigans and Cosier, 15, Suulhwark-street, August. 27tli,

1877, Mr. George Hanbury in the ciiair, it was proposed by

Mr. Rliodes, seconded by Mr. Gibbtns, aud carried tiem. con :

' That in the opinion of this meeting no settlement of the tare

question whicli involves payment fur the cloth can be admitted ;

aud having in mind the unsound combination now iu force

between hop growers aud factors, and having iu view the very

large aggregate growtli of hops of this ytar, tlie merchants
here assembled are of opinion, and iiereby resolve, tliat it i s

important to restrict purchases within the smallest possible

limits on the opening of the season, with a view to brinij about

full taie.' Proposed by Mr. Jackson, seconded by Mr. Tabrum,
' That full tare be equally required upon all foreign hops.'

Resolved that this meeting be adjourned to Friday, November
2nd, at three o'clock. These resolutions to be printed and sent

to each merchant and factor." Those, gentlemen, are the

resolutions, copies of which were sent to Mr. Carter as Chair-

man of the East Kent Committee, and to myself as Cliairmaa

of the Mid Kent Committee ; and we immediately acted to

the best of our judgment and called a meeting of the joint com-

mittee at Maidstone. At that meeting it was resolved that Mr.
Carter and myself should be a deputation to wait upon the

merchants and confer with them upon these extraordinary

resolutions of theirs. I wrote to the chairman of the merchants,

Mr. Hanbury : I had better read the letter to you ;

" Maidstone, August 30th 1877.
" My Dear Sir,—Tare on Hops,—At a meeting of the joint

committees of East and Mid Kent held to-day at Maidstone, Mr.
Carter and myself, as chairmen of these respective committees,

were requested to confer with the merchants, or with a deputa-

tion from the merchants' committee on the subject of tare on

hops at an early day. I am therefore to ask whether it will

be agreeable for the merchants' committee to confer with us

upon this question, and whether Tuesday next will be a con-

venient time for such con ference.
" Yours truly,

" CuAKLEs Whitehead."

The nest day I liad a letter from Mr. George Hanbury ;—

" My Dear Sir,—A meetiug shall be called of the merchant*

oil Monday week, the 10th -proiimPj and your letter shall be
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^Ur?^ Wfore fhem. I will tlipn write to you a^aiii immediately
ami I dope some arrangeiueut will be trade to settle tliis

uufortaaste q^u.estioa of the tare upon hops.

"Truly your?,
' George IIamburt^"

When wB received that letter Mr, Carter and I felt it wa^t

creating an unnecessary delay, that if we lelt the question for

tlie merchants' meeting, to'dty tlierc would be further delay

and tlien wt" >hould have to call you together after that to

listen to any proposition that might be raade. Therefore we
tfsolved to take the brill by the horns and c;dl you together

tv!-Jay, that you may consider these resolutions and to ask

you to join together iu adhering, to the spirit and the letter,

ti the resolution you came to last year. I think, gentlemen,

1 need uot trouble you with any argument as to the ab-

stract justice of our case, as there can can he no doubt

about tt. It has been conceded by all that we have right

and justice on our side, t'at there is due to us a certain return

for the valuable cloth in which our hops are picked. Oue of

the arguments used by the merchants is that full tare is a;iven

for other c«mmodities. Let me point out that those other

commodities are wrapped or packed in trumpery cases or

trumpery coverings and that our cloth is used for the pro-

tection of the hops long after they have left our hands, to

keep them perhaps for years, for the sake of speculators, or for

the sake of consumers. Looked at as an abstract question of

Justice we have justice and right on our side, and I hope you
will all agree to-day to adhere to the arrangement made last

year, an arrangement which has been acted upon and carried

out and which has been found to work very satisfactorily. It

seems to me a monstrous and nuprecedeated thing that a small

body of men should dictate to a large and influential body of

hop planters using 70,000 acres of land and whose production

annually amounts to something like £3,000,000 sterling

—

tliat that small body should assume that they can restrict

tlie legitimate action of supply and demand—to say that if you
hop growers do not give a certain small thing, namely, give

2 lb. or 3 lb. of cloth, they will stop the whole trade in

hops throughout the country, I will not trouble you with

any farther remarks of my own, but 1 will now call upon Mr.
Ambrose rt'arde to move a resolution.

Mr. Ambrose Warde said that, as the chairman had stated

there had been a meeting or two held by the joint cim-
mittees, and they had asked him (Mr. Warde) to pro"

pose the following resolution at the present meeting :

—

That this meeting advises the planters to adhere to

the resolution so unanimously agreed to last season."

The chairman had stated so well the object of the

riieeting—the reas^oas for which they were called together

—

that it left him Mr. (Warde) very little to say. (It did seem to

hiia a very unfair thing that they should be asked to give

the merchants the whole weight of the pocketing of their hops.

They bad to pay for the pocketing and the bales when the

hops came to them, and yet the merchants wanted not only

what they call full tare, but they wanted, as they had now,
samples and various other things, which amounted to a great

deal in the course of the year. All those present so well

understood the resolution so fully discussed throughout all the

parishes of the hop-growing districts last year that it was quite

useless for him to dilate further on the matter. He would
simply move that they adhere to the resolution passed in 1^76
—for a 5 lb. tare.

Mr. Charles Neame seconded the resolution, which was
carried unanimously.

AGRICULTURAL GROWTH IN THE UNITED
STATES.—It is of interest to know sometiiing abont how
rapidly the public domain is being set apart for farms and
houses. Before the desf rt land scheme was put to such wide

u^e, and consequently before so large a proportion of city

clerks and office hands acquired a nominal right to CBtates,

there was a report made to Coiig ess by the Secretary of the

Interior CD the sale and pre-emption of the pubtic lauds. During

the year ending June last, tliere were taken up, under the

homestead law, 2,879,909 acres. New land taken up under

the homestead law is for actual cultivation, and it is gene-

rally taken iu lots of 160 acres. It ,would appear, therefore,

that more than 17,00(J new farms were coinraeuced last year

under the homestead law alune. But this is not all, Tlieie

were sold during the year C40,fi91 acres for cash, and 137,640

acres were allotted on military la'id warrants. It ii no duubt

true that one-half of these 778,331 acres were bought for the

purpose of immediate settlement and cultivation ; and this

culcalation would give us •2,+32 new farms of IGU acres each.

Tliere were also 21,013 acres entered upon the SiouK and

Chippewas half-breed scrip, and 007,984 taken up under the

timb r culture law. Leaving these two latter items out of the

calcalatiou, we have an aggregate of about 19,500 farms com-

menced during the year. This means lO.uUO new homes.

—Piicific Rura! Pi-csif.

COOLIN'G DOWN—"Who struck BucklejF" is a com-

mon phrase used to irritate Irishmen. The story is that an

Englishman having struck an Irishman named Buckley, the

latter made a great outcry, and one of his friends rushed lortli

screaming, " Who struck Buckley ?" " I did," said the

Eiialishmau, preparing for the inevitable combat. " Then,"

said the Hibernian, after a careful investigation of the other's

thews aud sinews
—

" then serve him right."

O.SMAN PACUA.--There is a great deal of speculation

and mere idle gossip about Osmau Tacha, who will loug be

remembered as the Turkish general who first inflicted a serious

disaster on the Russian invaders, and as the defender of Plevna.

It was long pretended that he was Marshal Bazaine under

another na ne ; aud now it is said that he is au American, dis-

tinguished in the Civil War. In fact he is neithei,buta

thorough and complete Turk, of one of the oldest families in

Turkey. He studied the art of war at Woolwich, and subse-

quently on the Continent.— Faui/i/ Fair.

MAD DOGS IN PARIS.—The French police, either more

active or more wisely directed than our own, wage war with

considerable effect against mad dogs. Thus iu 1S75 the

number of mad does destroyed by the police at Paris amounted

to 270. During 1876, 310 were killed. Up to September of

the present year the number has reached 217. Amongst the

slain was, it is said, the celebrated greyhound sold by Lord

Salisbury to a Parisian Cockney for £400. Fifteen days after-

wards the greyhound was bitten by a " buU-dogue hydrophohe,%

and forthwith was despatched by the authorities, " absolutely,',

wo are told, " as if he had been a Turk."

—

Medical ExaMiner

ON CHOOSING A HOUSE.—Before you enter a house

that you have some thought of taking, do not fail to take a

look, not only at the exterior thereof, but at the neighbourhood

aroand it. Do not, however, be too much struck with a showy

outside ; the place may be but a whited sepulchre after all—

a

very living grave. The house, too, may he in itself, both out-

side and in, everything which heart can desire, but after all, it

may be situated in the vicinity of other houses, either at tha

back or front, the conduct of the inmates of which may render

yjurlife wretched. Your rooms may be furnished with taste

aud comfort, but if you are awakened every other night by the

sounds of drunken revelry, or mayhap fighting and squabbling,

your life will not be a very romantic one to say the least.

Again, however tastefully your garden may be gotten up, how-

ever shady and cool your summer-houie, the soutid of voices

in altercation, or perhaps oath,j and swearing, floating'over the

a Ijoining wall will detract materially from the pleasure youderive

from the society of a friend or favourite author. Having satisfied

yourself regarding externals, it will be time now to have a

peep inside, andj the very first thing it is your duty to find out

is whether or not the house be damp or dry. Nothing can be

more injurious to the health than residence in a house which ia

damp; coughs and colds, aches and pains, and rheums—ay
and maybe fever itself—must be your portion if you are unwise

enough to live in a damp bouse, and granting even that you

have the strongest of constitulious. dampness will sap it, your

nerves will be weakened, you shall find yourself ill aud fretful

without being able to assign a cause therefor. Avoid a damp

house, therefore: you can hardly fail to know if ills damp.

Suspicious spots of mildew about the paper, beading on un-

papered walls, and a generally moist smell must guide you in

yoor diagnosis. More deadly even than damp are the emanH-

tions from drains and cesspools and noxioas ga<ie<', such an

sulphuretted hydrogen aud carbonic scid. It you ineau to

live for any length ot time in a house, it will be much Letter

to put the matter in the hands of a trustworthy surveyor, and

let him see to this matter.

—

CasseWs FiVnily Manaxine.
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REVTEW OF THE CORN TRADE,
i'ROM THE MARK LANE EXPRESS FOR THE WEEK ENDING SEPTEMBER 24.

The weather the last ten dny« has been of quite an

antumnal character. The temperature has been low, and

there has been no drying wind ; but the mere absence of

rain has seemed something to rejoice in after the cala-

niatous weather of the previous weeks, and even Scotland

was able to report in the middle of the week that some

.progress was being made with the harvest. Since then,

however, rain has again fallen generally, which is spe-

cially to be regretted at this advanced season, when there

Is no longer the summer sun to repair the mischief.

Potatoes are spoken of very badly in Scotland, and iu the

North generally. The wheat trade during the week has

been quiet but firm. The country markets are beginning

.to fill, but the condition generally is bad, and in the North

many sa^uiples are selling as low as 40a., and even less.

'As the damp weather comes on, the condition of the

English wheat will render it almost »iifit for use, and a

large proportion of it will be unsaleable and must be kept

till spring. The supplies of English wheat will, there-

lore, probably be small for the ne.\t few months, especially

jis the ,price of barley is likely to be good, and farmers

'>-v.'ill have every inducement to thrash this rather than

wheat. Good dry samples of new red wheat maintain

their price at GOs. per qr. Our prospect as to the sup-

plies of foreign bejrius t« grow clearer. India is s'ill

•^hipping largely, and will do so till the end of this month

in fulfilment of contracts ; few contracts were made for a

'iater period than this, and from this date shipments will

fall off greatly. "Wheat is being sent to the famine dis-

tricts, and the prospects of the next crop are not favour-

able. Calcutta therefore is relatively several shillings

. ^bove us, and makes ns no offers. It now seems pro-

bable that we shall receive from India this year only half

of what had been expected, and it is very doubtful

whether the shipments will equal those of the last twelve

months. From Egypt also shipments are on a lessened

scale, and seem likely r.ot to equal expectation. North

"SoBsia continues to ship faiily, but not so largely as

•was predicted. Shipments from America are liber; 1, but

not excessive. "Whether they will become larger in the

•lieit few weeks remains to be seen. But tiiere is no

longer the pressure to sell which there was under tLe

. first belief -of an enormous crop, and as shippers have

had to pry, in manj- instances, as much as 5s. per qr.

io cancel Septemi)er contracts, they will naturally be

less eager in pressing sales. The truth of the matter

lis to the large surjilus cf the American crop this year

begins to be more «]early understood. It may be

admitted that there is *a surplus of 100,000,000

bushels
;

yet, with the uiiprocedented exhaustion of

stocks throughout the Stales, the usual export to

other parts, the larger export to the Continent,

the present moderate prices, and the disposition that

. growers will naturally feel to hoW over «uch fine quality

Ht such prices, it is not likely that the export this year to

• Oreat Britain will exceed that of some former years,

unless prices should advance and offer inducement to

XroAers lo sell more freely. Supplies of new red winter

are begiuDiug to arrive freely in Liverpool and London,
. «ftd are s«lling iit 61h. to 62d. per qr. ex ship. This

t.^sovi-a a large margin forprotit even on the c. f. i. quota-

ji'vu.'--. The .Lijmci.ts of maite „lill continue liberal, and

the prospects of the new crop are considered very favour"",

able. Unless frost or bad weather comes to spoil it

another very abandant crop is expected. But the nevr

crop will not be available for some months to come, and
shipments of old, the Dannbe still remaining closed, will

perhaps barely suffice to meet the wants of the United

Kingdom. The arrivals off the coast have been good,

and pel feet cargoes realise Is. per qr. advance; but most

of the cargoes now arriving were shipped in the hottest

weather, and come more or less out of condition. The
oat trade has somewhat recovered from the depression

caused by the large imports. The sales of English wheat

noted last week were 40,081 qrs. at 59s., against 01,053

qrs. at 463. lid. in the previons year. The London
averages were C3s. 9d. on 1,013 qrs. The imports into

the kingdom for the week ending September 15th were

937,248 cwts. wheat, and 131,085 cwts. flour. The
exports show a considerable increase, amounting to

53,G5G cwt. wheat and 941 cwt. flour. The market

opened on Jlonday with a very firm tone, and all descrip-

tions of foreign wheat were Is. per qr. dearer, while dry

samples of English fully maintained their previous value.

The week's arrivals of English amounted to 3,622 qr?. Th«
imports of foreign were 34,211 qrs., of which quantity

about 10,000 qrs. were from the East Indies, 12,000

qrs. from North Russia, 5,000 qrs. from the Baltic, and

6,000 qrs. from New York. Business was not active,

but there was a good healthy demand at Is. per qr.

advance, the demand still running chiefly on Saxonskas,

which, being old, are especially'useful for mixing with the

damp new. The large stock of Calcutta wheats in granary

still acts as a drag on tiiis class of wheat, and though

especially fitted f^)r mixing with damp new wheat they

have ae yet but little recovered from the late depression.

The week's exports from Loudon amounted to 9,674 qrs.,

which, it may be noted, is equal to more than one-fourth

of the week's imports. The supply of barley eansisted of

392 qrs. of home-grown wheat and 2,295 qrs. of foreign,

and Is. per qr. advance upon all sorts. There was

again a short supply of maize, the arrivals amounting only

to 61,6^6 qrs., and prices were again €d. per qr. dearer.

The imports of oats were on a more moderate scale than

we have of late been accustomed to, being only 33,064

qrs., almost exclusively Russian. The trade recovered

from its previous depression, and a fair demand was

experienced at an improvement of 6d. to Is. on the week-

On Wednesday Ahe return showed a fresh arrival of 78
qrs. of English wheat, and 34,000 qrs. of foreign. The
trade was steady, with a fair demand, at Monday's quo-

tations. Maize, of wbich many samples are out of condi-

tion, was fully as dear for all dry iots. Of oats there waa
a fresh arrival of 37.600 qrs. The trade was steady. On
Friday there were 56,000 qrs. of foreign wheat reported,

and 217 qrs. of English. The trade was slow but firm.

Liverpool, having a good arrival of new American by

steamer, was 2J. lower for this class of wheat, and rather

easier for flour. Maize also was 9d. per qr. lower. The
imports of flour for the week ending Sept. 15th were

131,085 cwts., against 84,226 cwts. in the previous week.

The receipts were 15,380 sacks of English, and 829 sacks

and 9,743 barrels of foreign. The trade was firm at the

extreme pucea cf the pre, i'jus vvetk. the wetk's iupcrts
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of Ijmm were 170,8H rwts. Btrainst 71,S71 cwls in the

previous week, mid of peas l,yfi:? cwts. airainsl 22,OKI

cwfs. Both met a free ?ale at ratlicr hiclirr prires. The
delireries of mult were 28,775 qrs., and the exports 3,418
qi>9. The trade wss very firm. There was not much
otTcrinjr, and all good qualities made full prices.

Haziness io tigricultnral seeds is becoming more
active. There is more doing in rod <>lover. Offers of

new seed are to hand from France and from Germany.

Reports of the American crop are pfood, and similar

accounts are received from Canada. Prices therefore are

likely this season to be moderate. Trefoil is very firm,

and white clover rather dearer. Winter tares meet a

roady sale at fid. per bushel advance. Fine samples of

new Essex white mustard have realised long prices.

Manufacturers have bought freely. Rapeseed is still

Very firmly held, while canary and hemp remain slow.

Supplies of F^nglish wheat are increasing in the country

markets, but the condition is generally very poor. Even
iu E~sex, where the weather was most favourable, a

sample in really good condition is very rare ; while iu the

North a great deal is so bad as to be unsaleable. Any-
thing ill fair condition has obtained previous prices, but

damp samples are of course very irregular in jirice. The
quotation lor good Norfolk or Sufl'olk red wheat is about

533. per qr. free on board. Millers are generally free

buyers. Tbey were out of stock, and, with so little

wheat in anything like condiiion, they do not find it easy

to get iutfl stock. At Liverpool, ou Tuesday, the market
was firm ; but, with 35,000 qrs. ot new wheat from the

Atlantic por's, holders conceded one penny upon this

description. F'lour fully maintaiued its value, and maize

was 3d. dearer. At IxtJs new English, owing to its

condition, was very unsaleable, but old wheat Is. dearer.

At Hull the weather is still complained of as very un-

iavourable, and a considerable porliou of the crop is said

to be still in the fields. The price of new wJieat varies

from 408. to 50s., while old is worth Cos. At Leith

foreign wheat was firmly held at full prices, but trade was

inactive. The weather had improved, and some progress

was at length being made in harvest work. Impoita-

tions were moderate, and sellers were very firm. The
diimand was inactive at the extreme prices of the previous

week. Barley was Is. dearer. At Glasgow the trade

was very firm at full prices. F^lour was dearer. Maize

the turn cheaper. In Ireland there has been a returu of

wet weather aguiu checking harvest operations. Markets

have been firm. At Dublin foreign wheat fully main-

taiued previous rates, and tine white wheats were Gd.

dearer. Flour has been in rather improved request, and

there has been a fair demand for maize at some advance.

At Belfast and Cork the trade has been steady for wheat,

and maize has been in strong demand.

The reports from Mark Lane for the past four weeks

are ai follow ;

Monday, Sept. .3.—The arrivals during the past week

have been -. English wheat, 3,277 qrs. ; foreign, 02,309
qrs. Exports, 5,707 qrs. There was a moderate supply

of English wheat fresh up to the market this moruiug,

and selected samples sold readily at an advance of Is. per

qr. ; of foreign the arrivals were aijain liberal, and with a

fair attendance of millers, and unsettled weather, the

trade ruled steady at au improvement of Is. to 2s. per

qr. on last Monday's prices. Country i\o\ir, 8,442 sacks

;

foreign, 375 sacks, and 5,057 barrels. There was not

much business passing, but previous rates were obtainable

for both sacks and barrels. English barley, 4 qrs.

;

foreign, 15,338 qrs. Quotations were uuchauged, but a

steady trude wiis reported ftr uU varittiea. Mall . Eof^-

ItsL, 10,151 qrs.; b'cotch, ^J/C- qfj. Exiiorts, 1,200 qra.

The business pnssing has been to n fair extent, and
tioldcis have siircecdcfl in obtaining rather higher prices.

1 Maize, 2 534 qrs. In good request for all sound corn,
at an advance of 6d. per qr. on the week. English oats,

198 qrs. ; foreign, 71,319 qrs. in fair deinaud at an
improvement of fid. per qr. on Russian descriptions.

English beans, 431 qrs. ; foreign, 380 qrs. Fully as

dear. Linseed, 21,707 qrs. Exports, 3S5 qrs. A quiet
trade, at unaltered prices.

Monday, Sept. 10.—The arrivals during the past week
have been : English wheat, 5,524 qrs. ; foreign, 64,258
qrs. Exports, 9 728 qrs. There was a better 8up|)ly

of English wheat at market this morning, and sales pro-
gressed slowly at about late rates. Of foreign the arrivals

were liberal, and w th a large attendance of millers, an
active demand was experienced, especially for Russian
descriptions, at the extreme prices of last week. Country
Flour, 13,403 sacks; foreign, 3,934 sacks and 1,400 brls.

A slow sale for both sacks and barrels at unaltered

quotations. English barley. 523 qrs. ; foreign, 325 qrs.

In fair request at an occasional advance of Od. per qr.

on the week. Malt: English, 18.394 qrs.; Scotch
957 qis. Exports, 4,798 qrs. A steady trade at fully

late rates. Maize, 5,740 qrs. Sales were readily effected

at an imjiroveinent of fully Is. per qr. on last Monday's
prices. English Oats, C56 qrs.; foreign, 111,578 qrs.

Exports, 1,263 qrs. F'ine cats were Od. to Is. per qr.

dearer, but Russian sorts, of which the arrivals were
again very heavy, were unaltered in value. English
Beans, 483 qrs. ; foreign, 084 qrs. Business ruled quiet

at uualtered currencies. Linseed 18,1 74 qrs. Unaltered.

Monday, Sept. 17.—-The arrivals during the past week
have beeu : English wheat, 3,022 qrs.; foreign, 34,211
qrs. Exports, 9,674 qrs. There was again a very moderate

su|)ply of English wheal at market thi> morning, and in:iny

of the samples were iu inferior condition. Eine dry lots

were fully as dear, but inferior parcels dull and irregular

in value ; of foreign the arrivals were more moderate than

of late, and with a fair attendance of millers a steady

consumptive demand was experienced at fully late rates.

Country flour, 15,380 sacks; foreign, 82'.} sacks, and

9,743 brls. There was a somewhat improved inquiry,

and both barrels and sacks steadily supported previous

prices. English barley, 392 qrs. ; foreign, 2,295 qrs.

There was a firm trade at an advance of fid. i)er qr. on

the week. Malt: English 28,775 qrs.; Scotch, 1,352

qrs. Exports, 1,418 qrs. A moderate amount of business

at fully previous curreucies. Maize, 0,106 qrs. Exports,

305 qrs. The trade ruled very steady, and both round

and flat corn was 6d. dearer. English oats, 683 qrs. ;

foreign, 33,064 qrs. Exports, 040 qrs. With more moder-

ate imports, some of the recent depression was recovered,

and an all-round advance of 6d. per qr. took place.

English Beans, 424 qrs. ; foreign. 1 303 qrs. A steady

trade at former prices. Linseed, 2,711 qrs. Exports, 818
qrs. Unaltered.

Monday, Sept. 24.—The arrivals during the past week
have been :—English wheat 4,555 qrs. ; foreign, 76,542
qrs. Exports, 6,733. English wheat is in rather better

condition, and dry samples sell at about last week's rates.

Out of condition lots are very irregular in price, and
difiicult to sell. Foreign is in fair demand at last week's

prices. The tone is firm. Country flour 18,212 sacks.

;

foreign 9,595 sacks, and 650 barrels. The dcmnud for

flour is quiet, but former rates are maintained. English

barley 735 qrs. ; foreign 7,493 qrs. Malting barley,

both English and foreign is very firm, and rather dearer.

Malt: English M,078 qrs; Scotch 830 qrs. Exports,

2,122 qrs. Malt is steady. There is no great activity in

the demand, but sellers ure firm. Miiize, 3,520 qrs-

There ia only a moderate inquiry for mai/e, and prices are
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tie same as last weelc. English oats 1,059 qrs ; Sriotch,

50 qrs. ; foreign, 72,067 q's. Kxports 27 qrs. Oats

are not in active demand, but prices are 3d. to 6d. dearer

ttian last Monday. English Beans, 302 qrs. ; foreign,

2,000 qrs. Beans and peas meet a steady sale, at lull

jirices. Linseed, 4,013 qrs. Exports, 760 qrs. Linseed

in fair request, and the turn dearer,

IMPERIAL AVERAGES
For Uio week ending Sep?-. %t, 1877.

Wheat 57,l40j qra. 678. 6-1.

Bartey 4,76»5 ., 433. 84.

Oats ».. ..".". 3,065; „ 253. lOd.

LONDON AVERAGES.
Wheat 1,013 qrs. 638. 9d.
Barley ....,<...<r,i............ 304 „ 458, 9d.

Oats « ^... — „ —s. Od.

COMPARATIVE AVERAGES.
WHBAT.

T iara. Qrs.
1873... 77,4401 ,

1874... 7l.7«Mj ,

1876... 51,83(12 .

1876... 65,753j

d.

46 9
47 1

47

BABLB7.
Qre.

35,299i
61,784*

9,9i5

13,698J

d.

44 8

41 U
35 9
38 6

1877... 67,lluj..« 57 «\ 4,758-5 „, 43 8

OATS.
Qrs. a. d.

o,053J . 27
4,lb6i .. 27 9
3,56 J ... 26 3

3,7«2J „. 2« 7
3,065^ ... 25 10

Fob tHi Six Wibkb
vonra

Aug. 18, 1877
Aug. 2), 1877
S«pt. 1, 1877
Sept. 8, 1877
ti«pt. 15, 1877
Sept. 22, 1877
Aggregale Avg. of above.
Th« same period in 1876...,

* AGE
Wheat.
8. d.
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Gould Campbell's old light elegant . .

.

Sandeman's ... ... .,,

Thompson and Croft's '

Other Wines, of choice vintages, from

Q/iarfcr CasIiSfrom £13

Sherries.
Good Pale Pinner Sherry

Superior ditto ... ... ... ...

Fine Pale Dinner Sherry ... ...

Full-tlavoured ...

Pale Solera

Amontillado ...

"The Finest ditto"

Qiiarifr-casks of 27 galhns ai from £10 (c £30.
Pale Solera in oriyiiiel Qitarter-ccsls at Eii.

The finest Amontillado in diilo at £3i, (l«ly /;««/.

Clarets.

Medoc... ... 14s. and 15«. per dozen.

St. Julien ... ... ... ... 203. „
St. £st<l'phe 253. „
St. Euiilion ... ... ... ... SOs. „
..Margaux ... ... ... ... 363. „
Grand Puy 423. „
Larose... ... ... ... ... 463. „
I.tovilie ... ... ... ... oOs. „
llouton ... ... ... ... G3s. „
0/lier vintage Wines £5, £5 10.?., £7, aiul upwards, per Ilhd.

in Lo.Hd. From £ij}cr Quarter-cask, duf'j paid,

Bordeaux—Wliite Wines.
Barsac... ... ... ... ... 203. per dozen.

isauterne, from IBs. to 063. per dozen and upwards.

Champagnes.
Rosicau and Co.'b Fine Sparkling

Do.
Moet ...

Clicquot

Jioc'derer

Perricr Jouet

Momms

First Quality

r\

Sfls. per dozen,

503.

At the lowest

market price.

•J

Niersteiner . .

.

Geisenheimer ...

Hochheimer ... ...

Kiidesheimer ...

Marcobr«nner ...

Liebfraumilch ...

Steiuberg Cabinet

Sehloss Johannisberg ...

Hocks.
... 193. per dozen.

... 24s.

... 30s.

... 3l3.

... 46s.

... 523.

563. and G-is.

723. and S4s.

Sparkling Hocks.
323., 383., 44s., oOs., aud 56s. per dozen.

Moselles.
20s., 263., 32s., and 40s. per dozen.

Sparkling Moselles.

323., 383., 443., 5O3., and 563. per do^en.

Burgundies.
Beaujolais 17s., 2O3. per dozen.

Beaune and Pommard ... 2o3., 30s. „
Volnay, Nuits, and Kichcbourg 343., 383., 563. „
Chambcrtin, Romance, Gorton, and

Clos dc Vougeot ... ... COs. to 96s. „
Chablis and Pouilly, I89., 2l3., 24s., 28s., 863. „
La Moutonne and Montrachet 42s., 683. „

Austrian and Hungarian Wines,
BED.

JTs. per dozen.

193. „
21s. „
23s. „
26s. „

183. ,.

283., 328.

Eilau

Ofen Adelsberg

Yuslauer

Segszarder

Carlowitz

Neszraely

Somlau and Goldeck ...

Tokay Imperial, in original bottles

Brandies-
Rouyer's Case Brandy
Martell's or llennessy's

Rivaz and Co.'s Brandy

Whiskies-
Irish, Finest Quality

The " Royal Lochnagav "

i'2s.

483. per
48s.

42s.

42s. per

423.

dozen.

dozen.

Fine Old Jamaica RUM
Best Unsweetened GIN

40s. per dozen.

30s.

ALL GOODS DELIVERED CAREIAGE-FREE.
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pTERT ONE SHOULD USB y f:

B R AGG'S
CHARCOAL SOAP ; it enres all eraptiont and irriUtion of the ikin, and preventi eontagioc.

CHARCOAL
Is weU known to fotttu great enrative powers, and to be of mnch service in remoring offensive exhalation's, whether
arising from perspiration or other causes, bat by its combination with Glycerine and other iagredieats of the fine*

qnality is thia SOAP
It 13 presented in a form in whieh, by coming in contact with the pores of the Aiq in the act of washing, its bene'

ficial properties are developed to the utmost extent. By its use the skin will improve in texture and softneia, and be
rendered impervious to all changes of climate and atmosphere. Fragrant, emollient, refreshing. lu Boxes containing

One and Three Tablets, at 6d. and Is. 6d. each, of all Chemists, &c., throughout the World, or Post-free from

109, BISHOPSGATE STREET, CITY, LONDON.

BEAUTIFUL TEETH.

BRAGG'S
CHARCOAL TOOTH PASTE

WHITENS THE TEETH and preserves them from decay, renlers the gums red, firm, and healthy, immediately

removes all unpleasant smell and taste from the mouth, sweetens and purifies the breath, and imparts »

delightful sensation of freshness, unattainable by the use of any other preparation.

Post-free, in GoHapsibte Tubes, Is. 6d. each, of the Proprietor of

BRAGG'S CHARCOAL SOAP,

10?, BISHOPSGATE STREET, CITY, LONDON, AND ALL CHEMISTS.

F. LYON'S
ORIGINAL

TRANSPARENT COSMETIQUB
POSSESSES THE FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES:—

It is not greasy.

It is far more adhesive than any other.

It is quite unaSiected by heat or cold, and never becomes hard in winter or toft in sommer.
It never becomes raneid or loses its perfume.

It is equally adapted for light or dark hair.

It is very economical. One Shilling Stick ootlaeting two of any other.

T R Y O N E.

The superiority of LYON'S ORIGINAL TRANSPARENT COSMETIQiUE hu cauwd numerons inferior

imitations to be offered.

The Genuine is always in Whits Metal Cases, price ONE SHILLING each.

Of all Chemists and Perfumers ; or Post Free from the Proprietor of " Beaoq's CHAECOAt SoAr."

109, BISHOPSGATE STBBET WITHIN, LONDON.
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LONDON AND COUNTY BANKING COMPANY.
BSTABLISHBD IN 1836, AND INCOEPORATBD IN 1871 UNDER "THE COMPANIES ACT, 1862."

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL...£3,750,000, in 75,000 SHARES of £50 EACH.
PAID-UP CAPITAL £1,499.970

RESERVE FUND 699,985

DIRECTORS.
SIR THOMAS TYRINGHAM BER- ! FREDERICK FRANCIS, Esq.
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THE LONDON AND COUNTY BANK opens—
DRAWING ACCOUNTS with Commercial Houses and Private Individuals, upon the plan usually adopted by other

Bankers.
DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS.—Deposit Receipts are issued for sums of Money placed upon these Accounts, and Interest is

aWowed for such periods and at such rates as may be agreed upon, reference being had to the state of the Money Market.
CIRCULAR NOTES AND LETTERS OF CREDIT are issued, payable in the principal Cities and Towns of the Con-

tinent, in Australia, Canada, India, and China, the United States, and elsewhere.
The Agency of Foreign and Country Banks is undertaken.
The PuBCEASB and Salb of Grovernment and other Stocks, of English or Foreign Shares eflfected, and Ditisbnos,

Anncitieb, Ac, received for Customers of the Bank.
Great facilities are also afforded to the Customers of the Bank for the receipt of Money from the Towns where the Com-

pany has Branches.
The OflBcers of the Bank are bound not to disclose the transactions of any of its Customers.

By Order of the Directors, WM. MoKBWAN, General Manager.

IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG,
Agricultural & Veterinary Chemist,

By Appointment to his late Royal Highness

The Prince Consort, K.G.,

LEICESTER HOUSE, GREAT DOVER STREET,
BOROUGH, LONDON,

BEGS to call the attention of Farmers
and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB

DIPPING COMPOSITION, which requires no Boiling, and
may be used with Warm or Cold Water, for effectually

destroying the Tick, Lice, and all other insects injurious to

the Flock, preventing the alarmmg attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and purifj'ing the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the Wool, both in quantity and quality, and highly
Contributing to the general health of the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manu-

factory as above, and sold as loUows, although any other
quantity may be had, if required :

—

i lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 2
61b. 30 ,, „ „ 3
81b. 40 „ „ „ 4
101b. 60 „ „ , 5
20 lb. 100 „ „ (Cask and measure 10
301b. 150 „ „ included) 15
401b. 200 „ „ ,

10
601b. 250 „ ., „ 13 6
601b. 300 „ „ , 17 6
801b. 400 ,. „ „ 1 17 6
100 1b. 600 „ „ 2 6

Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling tho Composition, it

will be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Mr. Hbebpath, the celebrated Analytical Chemist :^

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1861.
Sir,—I have submitted your Sheep Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and
the mixture neutral. If it is used according to the directions
given, I feel satisfied, that while it etfectuallj' destroys vermin.
It will act iigure the hair roots (or "yolk") in the skin, the

fleece, or the carcase. I thmk it deserves the numerou
testimonials published. I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

WrLLiAM Hebapath, Sen., F.C.S., &c., Ac.,
To Mr. Thomas Bigg Professor of Chemistry.

{<eicester House, Great i/over-street Borough London.
He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC,

or LOTION, for the SCAB or SHAB, which will be found
a certain remedy for eradicating that loaths ^me and ruinons
disorder in Sheep, and which may be saiely used in all

climates, and at all seasons of the year, and to all descriptiona
of sheep, even ewes in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon—sufficient on an average for thirty Sheep (according
to the virulence of the disease) j also in wine quajt bottles,

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
" Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1865.

"Dear Sir,—In answer to yours ol the 4th inst., which
would have been replied to before this had I been at home, I

have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of
your invaluable ' Specific for the cure of Scab in Sheep.' The
600 sheep were all dressed in August last with 84 gallons of
the ' NoK-poisoifous Specific,' that was so highly reoom-
mended at the Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, tha
best attention being paid to the flock oy my shepherd afker
dressing according to instructions left ; but notwithstanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Beiug determined to hav«
the Scab cured if possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your
Specific, which I received the following day; and although
the weather was most severe in February during the dressing,
your iSpbcific proved itself an invahiable remedy, for in

three weeks the Sheep were quite cure' I ; and I am happy to
say the young lambs are doing remaricably well at present.
In conclusion, I beUeve it to be the safest and best remedy
now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

" For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg. ' " R. RENNET.
B3?' Flockmasters would be well to beware of such pre-

parations as " Non-pcisonous Compositions:" it is only
necessary to appeal to their good common sense and judg-
ment to be thoroughly convinced that no "Non-poisonous"
article can poison or destroy insect vermin, particularly such
as the Tick, Lice, and Scab Parasites—creatures so tensions
of life. Such advertised preparations nmst be wholly uM^le8fi,

or they are not what they are represented to be.

DIPPING APPARATUS «'4. £5, £4, & £3.
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PLATE.

THE AGENT.
**—Light thickens; and the crow-

Makes way for the rooky wood :

Good things of day begin to droop and drowse
While night's dark agents to their prey do rouse.

Th« Agent—Don't be alarmed, Sir, for ours' is no

black-whiskered gentlemen, coming with a thundering

rap to demand the rent, but an agent of the anti-over

preservation of game society, who seldom makes his

appearance before the shades of evening have set in to

see if your farm is ov€r-stocked. See how warily h^

creeps out of the thicket, stopping at every step to recon-

noitre. What a conscience the rascal has, for the waving

of a reed, the falling of a beech must, or the rustling of a

leaf startles him, and causes those short pricked ears to

work to and fro as if asking what's in the wind ? And
now a blackbird, alarmed by his stealthy movemeuta, with

shrill notes, darts from a neighbouring bush which is too

much forreynard's.lightly strung nerves, and away lio goes,

as though it had been the sound of hound and horn, or he
had caught sight of the "woman in white" "the old gentle-

man iu black," " the golden farmer " or some other

Imaginary agent of the dusky night, which the oldest

inhabitant, with solemnjaspect and voice, still avers haunt

the skirts of our village

.

FARMERS' CLUBS.
BLANDFO RD.

farmers' foes.

The coBdudiag meeting for discussion of the season by
the members of this Club was held on October 20. at

the Crown Hotel, Blandford, Mr. C. Cox-Bartlett in

the chair.

Hie Chairman said Mr. Galpin had very kindly and at a

short notice consented to bring forward a subject, and he must
personally thank him for doing so.

Mr. Galpix, after a few introductory remarks, then read a

paper on "Some of the Farmers' Foes." He commenced by

saying he did not mean to call their attention to a political

question. Whether the men who advocated the repeal of the

Coru-laws, or, on the other hand, those who stuck out for

protection, were the farmers' friends or foes did not concern
them then to enquire. He then proceeded : for my own
part I have a very dim and misty idea with regard to the great

question of those times. All I know u I was in favour of the

repeal of the Corn-laws, because, being then at school, we
were promised , if the Corn-laws were abolished, we should

have a jolly tuck out with plum pudding ad Ubifuin. We
had the tuck out and we had the plum pudding, and I felt very

ill afterwards. Neither woula I call your attention to certam
persons who go about the country setting class agaiust class,

and endeavouring to cause dissensijus between employers and
employed. 1 think the time will soon come when both

parties will see it their common interest to pull together, and
then the well being of the one will reflect itself on the otlier.

But farmers find they have plenty of foes to contend with,

or, if not exactly foes, they have in their daily occupations

conditions to contend against, wliether it be of climate or of

disease, of blight and mildew, or the depredations

of noxious animals and insects. Without going far from home
we know farmers are considered to possess in an euiiuent

dflgres the great characteristic of an Englishman—that of

grumbling. Cowper, in describi. g the farmers at a tithe audit,

says :—
" One talks of mildew and of frost.

And oue of storms of hail.

And one of pigs that he has lost

By maggots at the tail."

(Xb Serik. a a

But who has a greater right to grumble than the farmer ? I

have been with a party bent on a pleasure excursion, and a
little rain has spoilt their fun. Oh, what sore grumblings
have I heard ! And yet what was it ? Only a little pleasure
delayed

; whereas a day or two of rain sometimes causes a
farmer's loss to be one or two hundred pounds. But, gentle-
men, I thought by introducing this subject we ought to get a
lively discussion, for it is one in which we are all interested,
and each one can speak from his own experience. I propose,
then, to call your attention very shortly to some of the insects
which infest our crops, and we will begin with the turnip
crop. After no end of ploughiugs, rollings, and harrowiugs,
the application of artificial manures, and other expenses, no
sooner do the young turnip plants appear above the ground
than there is an enemy waiting to attack them and carry them
off. Every oue knows what the turnip fly is. I believe it is

called by different names iu different counties. The scientific

name is the altica uemorum. I am indebted to " Curtis'
Farm Insects " for any observations as to the economy of
these insects, and I would strongly advise any farmer who has
not this work to get it, as it is a most valuable contribution to
entomology, and has besides the great recommendation of being
a practical work written by a scientific and practical man in
language specially adapted to practical men. Curtis said the
female beetle, after hybernating through tlie winter, lays its

eggs on tlie under side of leaves. These eggs hatch out into
little maggots in about ten days. The maggots live about six
days and then turn to chrysalides, iu which state they remain
about 14 days and liatcli out into beetles, so that it takes about
30 days to complete the round of Nature, and thus one pair
of insects may produce five or six broods iu a season, and, as
it is in the beetle stage these insects do the mischief, this will
account for the fact that at certain periods during the summer
thf'y are more numerous and do mora mischief than at others.
Curtis gives any amount of remedies derived from practical
experience of farmers, but none of tliern are more than
partially successful. He recommends ttie destruction of
charlock and hedge mustard and all cruciferous weeds iu
hedg?8, &c., as by these plints the beetles are kept alive till

tlie turnips are rcidy for them. From my own experience I
hive found tiie dy is generally more active the I ifter part of

VcL. LXXXIII.—No. 5.
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May and first week in June, destroying our early rape, whilst

swedes wliicli have been sowa about the 9th of June have

escaped their ravages : and, again, in the last week of July and

be<'iEning of August I have found them v(ry tiuublesome ou

the iate young turnips. I believe we must look to proper

cultivation of the land so as to produce a good tilth, the em-

ployment of plenty of artificial manure so as to force the plant

out of the reach of the insects, as it is only ou the catyledina

or young leaves that the insect preys ; and if we can get the

-plantm rougli leaf it is comparatively safe, AIsl I think the

sowing of a good quantity of seed acts as a protective. At the

Bath Show this year I saw a revolving sort of fan for blowing

the insects into a trough, where they were caught after the

fashion of "Catch 'em alive, O !" Has any person seen it

used ? But the turnip, although it may escape its first enemy,

has plenty more to contend with. There are several moths

whose caterpillars feed on it, some eating the leaves and some

biting off the young root ; and I think for the destruction ef

these'^pests we niust chiefly look to the aid of birds. The rook

will eu.t the wirev/orm, but frequently he does more harm by

pulling "up the turnip plant to look for it. I had a field

of swedes which was being eaten up by the caterpillars

of the Dart motli ; however, the peewits found them

out, and so persistently stuck to them that th«y

«aved the crop. i remember also at the time 1 was

living at Mr. Saunders', a small greeu caterpillar (ceros-

'torna Xylostella) was eating the leaves of the young swedes,

-when ailock of starlings came upon tlie scene and in a short

time cleared them off. But the ravages of the caterpillar of

the turnip sawfly. called the black palmer, are most to be

dreaded. If vre lose our young plants by the turnip beetle we

may be able to sow again, but tiiis demon of darkness comes

wlien tiie crop is just arrived at raaturity ; after all the labour

and trouble bestowed upon it he makes liiraself at home and

takes what does not belong to him. The turnip sawfly (athalia

tapioaram) is of a bright orange colour ; and the fe nale, which

is furnished with a kind of small lancet, when about to lay

ewgs selects a turnip leaf, and, after separating the cuticle with

the lancet lays its eggsin the interior ; these eggs are hatched in

about five or six days, and the young caterpillars soon begin

-eating. They cat so voraciously and grow so fast that their

bodies get too large for their skins, so they east them off

twice or three times till they are full grown. Rooks will

destroy the caterpillar, and swallows are very useful in

•citcliiug the parent fly ; but wlien the caterpillar is very

numerous I have found ducks very serviceable in destroying

them, only it is necessary to feed the duck on some grain

as well, otherwise too many caterpillars will upset their di-

gpstive organs. We will now pass on to consider one or two

insects afi'ecting peas and beans. The first is a small beetle

-called curcnlio or sitona lineator. This little weevil, which is

yery difticult to see ou account of its being of much the same

colour as the ground, and also of its habit of falling to the

ground and remaining motionless on the approach of danger,

eats round and notches out the margin of the young leaf,

retarding its growth, and if the beetles are very nuinerous,

destroying the crop much in the same way as the turnip fly

destroys the turnip. I do not know of asy way of destroying

4hese insects. But the most formidable pest of the pea

and bean crop is the aphis, called also the dolphin. Tins

is of the same family as the green fly, so abundant in

our gardens and attacking nearly every living plant. The

•ecOBomy of these insects is so interesting that it will be worth

oar while glancing at it for a few moments. These insects

are hatched in the spring of the year from eggs which have

been kid the previous autumn. These are all wingless

females, and they begin to produce young in ten or twelve

days, which are also females, wingless, and as there are no males

to be seen until the autumn, when pairing takes place, these

females mast be pregnant at their birth without sesaal iater-

eoarse, and this occurs for several successive genfirations.

About the middle of September the last generation, consisting

of iD&les and females, is produced. When they have attained

-ffi&tuiity the sexes pair and the females no longer bring forth

youcg, batlay egc;s to he hatched in the succeeding spring.

The wonderful fecundity of these insects k so marvellous that

it has been ealcu.lntpd that from one egg only 72S3 million

aphidee may be produced in seven generations, so that, unless

there were gome retarding infiuencee at work, «'verythiRg on

tbe feee of the earth would b« eaten up by them. Fortu-

aatelj no tribe of iiisects hzs a greatei' nuciter of euemies

than these aphides. Time will not permit our glancing at

them ; but I may say there are parasitic or ichneumon flies

which deposit their eggs on the body of the poor aphis, and
the maggots from these eggs literally eat up their host ; hut

the most valuable antidote to the apliis is the ladybird.

Don't ever kill one of these beautiful and useful little insects.

The larvoe of these ladybirds, which is an ugly lookin;; beast,

and which no doubt many of yuu have seen and know quite

well, eats up the aphides wholesale, and in my own experi-

ence I have liRown a field of peas saved entirely by these

larvee. There are other larvic which prey on aphides

hut our time will not permit us to notice them. Our
corn crops are subject to a number of insect enemies,

and prominent among them are the wireworms. These

worms I believe live five years in the ground before they

turn to pup£e or chrysalides ; these pupa3 are buried in the

earth till they turn into small beetles called elators or

skip-jacks, I wiU ask any onepreseut to tell me how to kill

or get rid of the wireworms, for I do not know. Just before

harvest we sometimes find ears of several wheat stalks become
prematurely ripe or perhaps the stalks break off above the

root. This is caused by a fly called the corn sawfly depoaiting

its e?gs in the stalk, and the larvce arising from tbese eggs eat

away the interior of the stalks, so causing it to shrivel up and

decay. The larva buries itself in the stubble in the ground,

so that the practice of paring and burniag stubbles im-

mediately after harvest tends to destroy many of our insect

pe^ts. There is also another fly, called Cecidomyia tritici (the

British wheat midge), which Uys its eggs in the husk of the

wheat ear, and the yellowish little maggots which arise from

these eggs feed on the corn and occasion frequently the shrunk

corn we find in the ear. These little maggots are often Jseen

in our barns in the chaff of the wheat, etc. Another source

of loss to the farmer is that arising from the ear cockle or

peppercorn. This is an abortive grain of wheat, consisting,

instead of flour, of a quantity of worms, called vibriones

something like the vinegar eel?. The eggs are taken up in

the sap from infected grains which has been sown and hatch

out into these worms. The remedy of course is not to sow the

infected corn. We have considered somewhat in detail those

peats which prey generally on one particular crop. We have

seen the turnip fly and the black palmer eating up our

turnips ; the aphides destroying our peas and beans, the wire-

woriui?, the sawfly, and wheat mid^e decimating our corn crop
;

but there is yet another pest which is not so considerate. He
is an "omnium gatherum;" he likes everything. But we
must speak low and with bated breath whilst considering his

case. The others a'-eLhmaelites : their hand is against every

man, and every man's hand is against them. But hares and

rabbits are a peculiar people. Laws are made for their

especial protection, and they can only be touched by certified

means and by certified persons in strict accordance 'with the

law. It will be useless, therefore, our discussing how to get

rid of this pest without doing away with the laws which pro-

tect him. Por my own part I think the damage done by

pheasants—except in comparatively rare instances—is not

great, and as to partridges, I believe they do more good than

harm. But hares and rabbits ought to be, if not destroyed,

at least kept down. We have far from exhausted the subject

of the right of the farmers to grumble. To say nothing of

blight and mildew, of rust and smut in our corn crops, the

ravages which disease and parasitic animals cause in our live

stock make the profession of farming to be not altogether that

bed of roses which many people, not farmers, so fondly

imagine.

The Chairman having invited discussion,

Mr. Henry Fookes said he considered Mr. Galpin had
given them some very useful hints. He certainly could not
understand as to the propagation of aphides^hat- was a

mystery he could not fathom. There was one thing which he
would like to know, and that was as to the cause and prevention

of club-Tooted|| turnips. He had hitherto thought chalk

was a preventive, but never before had he so large a propor-

tion of his turnips club-rooted as this year, and even on a new
formed border, which the reformatory boys came and cleared

not, and which was entirely new ground,,the same thing oc-

curred.

Rlr. OffEN RicitARDS said so far as his experience went,

chalking the laud was a preventive to club-root, but he had
tried mixing a small portion of quicklime with the ardficiial

CQanure he used, and lound that was ubelul. He considered
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the best preventive of wireworm was clean fallowing, aud if a

ittle !<alt was put witli lie mauure between the drills, though
the salt did not destroy the wirewornn, yet that insect did not
like it, and it would do good. He heartily thanked Mr
Galpin for his leciure.

Mr. II. Barrett thanked Mr. Galpin for the able way
in which he had introduced the suhject. He tinught
the best way to prevent the black jack carryiiiR off the

turnip was to put the seed in directly after ploughinfj.

One of the greatest pests he had were the sparrows, lie

Lad several acres where only the ciinff of the grain was
left, and he called them one of his foes. No doubt
they did sood, but they might have too much of even a good
thing. It was all very well to stop the dsstrnc'ion of birds

to some extent, but they might so increase as to do more liarm

than good.

Mr. R. Lewis said until this year he had not sown turnip-

seed a second time. Could Mr. Gtlpin or any one present

tell them the best way to get rid of ihe turnip fi.. ? With
respect to club-root, he had on a piece of new land both swedes
and rape. He found the rape go to what was known as fingers-

and-toes, but on land which he had chalked all over he had
no club-ruot. He could not anderstdnd how it was Mr.
Fookes' land after chalking produced club-root turnips, except
it was that the land was very sour. Ou such land he did nut
believe ctialk was of any use.

Mr. C. Pope said he quite agreed with Mr. Lewis as to

tlie value of chalk. On a piece of land of 60 acres which he
had chalked he had a good crop of turnips, whilst on that

not chalked there was a failure.

Mr. £oHN Scott said he was much pleased with the

remarks of Mr. Galpin, and as to the various insects which
infested their crops, lie had no doubt they were much increased

by hedgerows not being cut clean. With regard to the

peppercorn, he could not understand that the worms would
grow and produce peppercorns another year. A.i to wireworni,

he thought that rapecake used on land would kill that insect.

Ho could not say in what way, but he believed rapecake did

kill wireworm.
Mr. H. t'oRD said he did not consider rapecake was of any

use to destroy wireworm. He had tried it to no purpose.

His idea was that having the grouad well cleaned was the

best preventive. With regard to the use of chalk to prevent

club-root in turnips, he considered ic very good. lie did not

consider clearing out hedgerows would make much difference as

to the number of insects.

Mr. ScuTT wished to add that he had a piece of down land

which was sown with mustard, and he never afterwards was
troubled with wireworm.
Mr. J. Fowler thanked Mr. Galpin for the excellent paper

h<3 had read. He thought at the present time the bother with
the labourers was one of the greatest evils farmers had to

contend with. As to club-root, he found lime and chalk the

best tiling to prevent it. With regard to peppereorns, which
he called "' cheat"
Mr. Galpix : Pepper corns are not cheat. It is a different

thing altogether.

Mr. Fowler was not aware of any difference, nor was he
aware there was any fear of the next crop by sowing wheat
with them in.

Mr. Galpin produced one, and stated the corn was full of

worms, and if any considerable quantity was sown with the

wheat, all that must be lost, as though the outside shell

shrivelled up, the insect remained.

The Chairman remarked he did not think Mr. Galpin had
informed them what became of the tarnip fly.

Mr. Galpin : After placing their eggs on the inside of the

tnrnip-leaf the fly dies.

Mr. Cox-Bartlett said when at Normanday Farm he

chalked a great deal, putting 120 bushels to the acre, and he

found it a good practice to pat chalk in the hedgerows. Once
or twice he put in two bu hels of salt to the acre, but did not

find that make any difference. At one time he trieUVape cake;,

and found the wireworm fed upon that, and whilst so feeding

his turnip plant grew and he saved it. He quite agreed witli

Mr. Barrett as to sowing turnips soon after ploughing, and he

generally had a good crop.

Mr. Galpin, in reply to the observations of the speakers,

»aid some persons used the roller over the turnip lor the

purpose of geiting rid of the fly, and he thought it a good plan,

all it disturbed tlie iubuct, uud unuther plan wab to spriuklo a

little dust on the pla-iis. He then referred fothe use of Pari*
green in America to destroy the Colorado beetle, but he con-
sidered its use most dangerous, as it was a composition of

araenie and copper. A« to the black palmer, some advocati cS

the cutting ot a trunch which they could not get over. As to

the club-root referred to by Mr. Fookes, he inquired if he had
examined to see if there was not a grub in it,

Mr. Fookes said he had not.

Mr. Galbin said they might sow turnips many years and
not have club-root. It depended on the weather. If they

had a wet spring and then a cou'.iuuance of dry weather they

would find club-root. Chalking the land might do for turnip*

but It would not do for mangels, as it turned ihem black.

The question of sowing diiectly after ploughing was simply
one of moisture. As to peppercorns, if they cut one open they
would ftnJ it full of worms, and each worm was full of eggsj

It was not these peppercorns fallitig into the ground whic!>

did the mischief but the worms which were enclosed in them.
He thought carbolic acid would be one of the best things to
keep off the flies, and he should certainly say rape cake also

was good, as whilst eating it the young turnip grew. Mr,
Small, of Sii apwick, told him on his down land he used a great
quantity of soot, and he found great benefit from it. With
respect to small birds, though <»s to some species they might
be considered the farmer^' loes, yet he believed starlings were
the best for destroying insects, and linnets and goldtiachea

did a great deal of good, lie hoped his brother-fanners
would warn those men off their land who coiae from Londoi>
to catch thepe birds.

Mr. II. Fookes, in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Gal.
pin, expressed a hope that as lis had not exhausted the subject
he would continue it another year.

Mr. K, Lewis seconded the proposition.

Ou tlie motion of Mr. Galpin, seconded by Mr. H. FoOKE3-y
Mr. John Fiiend was uuuiiiiuuubly elected to fill the oflice of'

vice-chairman, vacated by Mr. Johu Ford.
This concluded the butjiness.

IXWORTH,
The autumnal meeting was held on October 22, when there-

was the usual show of roots, corn, &c. At the dinner, Mr.
Hunter Rodwell, M.P., alluding to the le^cislatiou of last

Sessiou, said : The Prisons Bill hau been passed, but :he other
two measures in which he was deeply interested, theValaation
Bill and the Highways Bill, had been kept back by the persist-
ent interference ot the Irish gentlemen. He hoped that the
Government would, however, be enabled to carry them througlv
in the coming Sessiou. If he could not congratulate them
upon the harvest and upon the turn that agriculture had
taken, he could congratulate them on the fact, as stated
by Mr. Read, that they were one year nearer the good
time. There was one consolation, tiiat the bad prospects
were general. He hoped the House of Commons would devote
itself to the passing ol measures which would secure the agri-
cultural interests that " protection "—he did not like to say
the word—which they were entitled to, from foreign diseases
being imported into the country. He hoped the next Sessioa
would see some scheme for putting the contrjl of the highways,
coupled with that of the vuluation, into tlie liands of some
County Board. Tliere seemed to be a desire to centralise

everything in London. He did not think it was at all satis-

factory, for he was a believer in the utility of County Boards^
Referring to agriculture, Mr. Rodwell said he believed it

it would be in the end remunerative ; and he did not see any
reason why they should not look forward to a favourable
season, which would remunerate them for the capital and
labour they had expended.

Mr. W. Maniielu spoke of the aversion young mea
had to farming pursuits, mcutioning the fact that five young
farmers around him had given it up recently, and sold their
farms. At Framlingham School a farmer's son could get as
good and uselul an euucation as he could wish to obtain from
any school or University in England, and yet it did not cost
any more than the amount necessary to take 100 acres of land ;

such being the case, he did not anticipate that so jnany
farnu rj' sous would be brought up lo faruiiug pursuits.

The CiiAiRMAN, Mr. F. Greene, M.P^ said he hud markei
the successes of the Club with pleasure, but he could not Uava
o^i^kited in aclucviug that buc>.c6S if be liai not biitfu £0 wel
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InekeJ up by many gentlemen of l!ie Club. He thonght the

Club was a good thing for the members and for the surround-

ing neighbourhood. Referring here, at some length, to

statistics of the various crops, Mr. Greene gave the leading

facts, contained in the account and result of Mr. Lawes's

experiments, speaking highly of that gentleman's experi-

ence. Mr. Greene said he did not agree with Mr.

Lawes that the higher price of wheat would decrease the

consumption. lu a few words that passed between

him and Mr. W. E. Porster, M.P., it was remarked how
peculiar it was that an increase in the cost did not lessen

the consumption. It cDuld not be expected that they could

always have the atraospliere favourable for them, but the

present autumn was one of the best they had had for the cul-

tivation of the fallow lands, and he was glad to see that some

penflemen were entering upon that work with energy.

Coming to the question of heavy lands, Mr. Greene expressed

his opinion that turuips should never be grown upon heavy

land. As to tlic labour question, the mind of the agricultural

labourer was evidently improved ; for whereas in former times

the advent of a machine was in many places the signal for a

riot, now it was quite diiferent. He had never been an advo-

cate for low wages, and he had always maintained that the

farmers coald afford to give a good wage if they got a good

day's work for it, but not without. If the farmer suffered, the

labourer felt it ultimately. They heard strong feelings existing

against foreign workmen, but he who was for free trade in

com must be for free trade in the labour question also. He
believed that the best plan to pursue with mangels was, if possible,

to manure the land before Christmas. He should like to see

them endeavour to get a good description of wheat or of seed

corn: he himself believed in carefully-selected seed corn, as

being by far the best to sow. They did not breed the kind of

sheep he liked, and he strongly urged them to breed the

half-bred ewes. He was glad to see' the butter so good,

and he was pleased with the plougbipg. In concluding

a lengthy speech, IMr. Greene impressed on all young men
starting as farmers to give their personal attention to the

business, and especially to gain an insight, however small, into

machinery. It was also preferE^ble, when possible, to have a

covered yard for stock.

SEVERN VALLEY.
CROP ESTIMATE.

At the ananal meeting of the Club, held at Alveley on the

16th Oct., .Mr. Robert Woodward, of Arley Castle said

that when he entered the parish of Alveley that morning, and

was conducted to the barn where the corn was shown, he was

quite prepared to condole with them on the utter failure of

this year's Show. By a foregone conclusion lie liad'thought

they would have had no corn fit to exhibit ; that not only

would it be wanting in quantity, but that in quality it would

be most defective. Let them judge therefore of his surprise

upon entering the barn to find no less than 26 samples, and he

would venture to say that at no agricuUural show in the

United Kingdom, what over the county and however favourable

the harvest, could seven samples of red wheat of better

quality be brought together that season than those at their

Show that day. He should bestow equal praise on the four

samples of white wheat ; they were unexceptionable in quality

and, as well as the red, were the best he had seen this season.

Now they were probably not aware what estimation the crop

of English wheat of the present season was held in by millers

in the North of England. He happened to be in Liverpool

for a few days about three weeks ago, and he was quite surprised

and chagrined at the remarks which theimillers made in dis-

paragement of the quality of the late crop of English wheat.

One miller said to him " Don't talk of your English wheat ?

give us some of the American new wheat. I have
not touched a bushel of English wheat since harvest, and
I don't intend to have it." Now to have the misfortune to

grow an inferior quality of wheat, or to have it damaged by
the harvest as has been the case this year was bad enough,
but to be laughed at as well made the trouble very difficult to

bear. But with respect to what he had just said, he
thought a flat and complete denial would be given to the ob-
servations of the millers who attended the Liverpool market,
and who so utterly despised the use of English wheat in the

present season, by what had been brought together at the Show
that day. 'With regard to the other grain, there were eight

samples of barley and four of oats, but he mnst confess he
could not speak in the same degree of praise of the smmples of
barley. Wiieu tliey remembered the season in whidi it was
harvested they could not wonder at the loss of colour, nor
that it would not bear comparison with many previous years
in quality. Mr. Woodward then went on to say ;—Most of
you are aware that it has been my practice for some seven or
eight years, having attended the meetings of the Club for the
last nine or ten, to enter somewhat into the statistics of the

produce of the country at large, and to show you liow depend-
ent we now are upon foieigu nations for our supply of food. I
will, with your permission, eater a little into a calsmlation

as to what our prospects are. I will, however, first of nil

inform you that the average price of wheat in England for

the 53 weeks ended 1st of Sept. last was 54s. lid. per quarter,

as contrasted with 455. lOd. per quarter of the previous year.
Thus the price of wheat in the twelve months ended 1st Sept.

1877 was un tlie average of the whole year 93. Id. per quarter

higher than in the previous year. That you all lost money to
a serious extent in consequence of the low prices that pre-

vailed for the two years previously I am well convinced from
my own experience. The average prices of barley for the past

year has been 3s. 9d. per quarter above that of the previous

year, and if I take the thirty-four weeks in which malting
barley is sold you have got for the barley crop during those

thirty-four weeks just Ss. per quarter more than you have
for the year ended 1st September, 1876. Ycu will bear in

mind that last year we had an excellent quality of wheat,
throughout the whole of the midland district, and, I may say,

that throughout England the quality of the wheat was good,
especially that which was first harvested, while about a third

of the crop of barley last year was much injured by the weather
which in some degree affected the price, for a portion was
not maltable. It will also be in the recollection of many pre-

sent that, in my calculation of the crop of wheat last year, I
hazarded the prediction that we should reffuire to meet the

consumption of the country an importation of 11,500,000
quarters in the shape of wheat and flour. I can now inform
you that we got not only 11,500,000 but 12,300,000 quarters,

and yet I will venture to say that we have begun the present

cereal year, which with merchants usually begins on the Ist

of September, with considerably less wheat—British and
foreign—than we had a year ago. It is seldom that a sample
of English wheat of the growth of 1875 or 1876 is uow seen,

and therefore 1 think I am warranted in the conclusion that

we began the present year with a much less stock of old wheat
in hand (notwithstanding the importation of 12,300,000
quarters) than we had at the end of August, 1876. What are

our prospects for the future ? It is of the greatest moment to

us that we should form some calculation as to what our own
produce has been, how far it will go to feed our enormous and
growing population, and therefore liow much foreign aid we
shall require. I will give you my own estimate, although I

differ from many well-informed gentlemen present. I shall

probably astonish some of you, after what you have seen to-

day, when I express to you my confident belief that we have

not had so defective a harvest in England since 1860 as we
have had in the present year. I have received advices from many
quarters, and from many counties of the crop of wheat iu

England, and it was disappointing in almost every county I

have heard or read of. 1 would inform yon, from statistical

returns which the President of the Board of Trade has done me
the honour to send me, that we have had under wheat cultiva-

tion in Great Britain and Ireland 200,000 acres more than in

1876. My estimate is as follow :—After allowing a little

increase on the statistical returns of the Government, for there

may be seen some small omission in almost every parish, we
have under wheat cultivation 3,340,000 acres, and my estimate

of the produce tliis year is 21 bushels to the acre. Now, put.

ting the crop at 21 bushels to the acre (wliich is seven Wor-
cestershire bags) and the acreage at 3,340,000, you will have

a crop of 8,767,500 quarters. I have to deduct for seed wheat
for the ensuing crop 947,500 quarters— I put it at 2j bushels

to the acre—and that leaves us with 7,820,000 quarters for

consumption. I also deduct for its inferior quality (for last

year I had to add something on account of the superior

quality), three per cent, or thereabouts, and this will further

reduce the quantity by 235,000, leaving for the actual con-

sumption of the country 7,585,000 quarters. This, according

to my estimate, will leave 1 l',915,O0O quarters to be provided

from abroad, or nearly 3,000,000 quarters more than we have
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CTer imported in one year, except the year before last. Now
this is a very serious state of things—that we should be de-

pendent on foreign nations for nearly 15,000,000 quarters of

wheat when we ourselves produce for consumption, as in this

season, less than 8,000,00 quarters. Let us put our shoulders

to the wheel and see if we cannot alier that state of things.

I am persuaded from experience—and [ have farmed 400 or

500 acres for a considerable number of years—that since 1868
we have been retrograding in the quantity of wheat we pro-

duce to tiie acre. 1 am willing to admit that the seasons have

had much to do with it ; we have been most unfortunate in

weather *e have had in the west midland district for the last

seven years. In this period there have been six defective crops,

and only one good one. In 1871-72-73 the crops were more
or less defective in these parts ; in 1874 the crop was good,

but in 1875-76-77 they were very defective, and the most
defective of all I take to be that o( the present season. 1

believe I rather underrated the produce of last year, but there

were several circiirastances which militated against the verifi-

cation of my calculation, and I will tell you what they were.

You will remember that we had an unusually mild winter,

that vegetables were plentiful, potatoes abundant and cheap
and exceedingly good in quality. Therefore, ths crop of

1876 held out rather longer than I anticipated, and yet very

little of it remained on the 1st of September for consumption.

With regard to the foreign supply, I have no doubt we shall

get it, (or the United States of America, particularly the

Western States, have never within the memory of man had so

good a crop in quantity or in quality. As early as the month
of August new wheat be^an to arrive from New York, Balti-

more, and Philadelphia in small quantities, and it was in con-

Bequence of this that prices have been kept down. Some of

you will ask me, " What are we to do with our present

crop ? " I advise you not to part with your wheat at the

present t:rae, and for more reasons than one. lu the first

place, it is not in a condition that the miller can afford to

give you its intrinsic value. You would be selling wheat at

4Ss. per quarter which ought to bring you 66s., but if you
keep it that discrepancy will right itself—you will get your
wheat dry, and obtain a fair value for it. I should inform
you that, owing to the abundance of the crop in America,
speculrttors took upon themselves to sell a great deal of wheat
to deliver to merchants in Liverpool and London ; they sold

largely at 49s. 6d. and SOs. per qr., delivered at outports, or
ports of call, as they are termed. Now they soon found out
their mistake, and they have to a very considerable extent paid

5s. per quarter to cancel some of the contracts. The Americans
are a sharp-witted people, and they will not let us have the

wheat, knowing we require so much, at any price our millerss

choose to give. I believe they will in the course of a month
or so cease to ship much at the present prices, and I feel con-

fident I do right in recommending you to hold your wheat, at

all events until it is in better condition, and until it is seen

what aid America is willing to afford us at present rates. That
you will do better with your wheat some months hence I feel

quite persuaded, and for the reason that it is not iu a condition

tor the miller to use it advantageously. Now I will say a
word or two as to barley, whicli, as a whole, is a better crop
than wheat as regards quantity, but I think as regards quality

it is rather worse. The acreage under barley in the present

year is 110,000 less than it was last year, whereas the acreage
under wheat is about 200,000 in excess of last year. A por-

tion of the barley of this season is rendered almost unfit for

malting by the excessively wet weather after it was cut. A
great deal must go for distillation which, had it been better

saved, would have gone to the maltster, and therefore choice
samples of barley will, I am persuaded, fetch a high price.

Now, most of you know that for three or four years past I

have insistea at our annual meetings upon the policy of your
endeavouring to grow more barley at the expense ot wheat

—

that you were almost certain of your return from barley if

you used a first-rate seed, and that in the long run you would
profit more from the cultivation of barley than from wheat.
One or two circumstances have induced me to modify that

opinion, and one is, that owing to the short crops we have
grown of straw, and its increasing demand, it has become
much dearer than it was a few years ago. As a land-owner
myself, and I believe I express the opinion of other land-

owners here, I think that in regard to our agreements with
oar tenantry some modification is now really called for as to

the sale of hay aud straw. Far be it from me to advocate

the robbing of the soil, but I do think the time has arrived

when, owing to the great advance in the price of straw, and
the difficulty of obtaining it by townspeople, we onght to

somewhat relax the restrictions placed upon its sale. At the

same time let me on no ground depreciate, but on the con-

trary let me encourage ,the laying out of more money in good
artificial manures both for your corn crops and your grass

lands. With regard to our corn supplies, a new source has

been opened up within the last two or three years, and to a

very considerable extent. British India will afford us this

year about a million quarters of wheat, to the surprise of

almost everybody. The qnantity of wheat shipped from Bom-
bay and Calcutta is astonishing. We shall not have nearly

the quantity from California we had last year, but that de-

ficiency will be made up by other Western States of America
;

and at some price or other I have not the least fear we shall

be fed to the full extent of our wants. I have littls else to

say to you. I have honestly expressed ray convictions,

and if you deem them of any value I hape you will act upon
them. Mr. Woodward concluded by thanking the company
for the compliment they had paid him as a donor of prizes.

FRAMLINGHAM.
Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting was held on October 19, when there
was the usual display of corn, roots, poultry, &c., and a
ploughing match. At the dinner the chair was taken by Mr.
Goodwyn-Goodwyn, Mr. F. S. Corrance, the President being
absent. Mr. Corrance was re-elected as President for the en

;

suing year, and the Rev. W. Bird and Mr. G. Gooderham
Vice-Presidents. Colonel Barne, M.P., the Chairman, Mr.
Jeallreson, and other gentlemen made speeches, which were,
however, chiefly ot local interest.

ALLEGED REMEDY for HYDROPHOBIA.

The following letter appeared in TAe Times of Tuesday

October 23 :—

Sir,—The letters recently pablished on this subject, which
has engrossed public attention for years, without any satisfac-
tory result having been obtained, have attracted my attention,
and I consider it my duty to point out a remedy which has
been tried with success in the case of a Coolie servant of a
friend of mine in China. The man was bitten by a rabid dog,
and sixty days alter the mishap fell ill and showed indubitable
symptoms of caiti/ia rabies. My friend took a handful of
the leaves of Datura Stratnonium, or tliornapple, boiled them
in a pint of water till the mass was reduced to one-half,
strained the fluid through a fine white cloth, and adminis-
tered it in one dose. A difficulty here arose, as the man
showed the greatest aversion to water, and pretended that he
could not swallow. Nevertheless, it was forced down his

throat. The drug operated before long, and a violent
paroxysm ensued, accompanied by copious perspiration. The
patient fell into a profound sleep of eight hours' duration,
and when he awoke the symptoms of rabies had left him. It
is only three years since I became acquainted with this spe-
cific, which might have done good service in the case of a
young lad whom I tended in 1872, and who died from hydro-
phobia. I had to hold him down in his bed during many
hours, and never can I forget the agony the poor youth suf-
fered until death relieved him of his misery. In spite of the
vapour baths which were repeatedly applied with a view of
making him perspire, his skin remained dry and parched,
his tongue frequently protruding. Is it possible that
Datura Stramonium, by causing " copious perspiration," was
the cause of a radical cure ? In Africa hydrophobia is

unknown, at least I have never heard of a single case dnring
my travels extending over two years.—I am, sir, your obe-
dient servant, Cii. Kkoll Latorte.

Bi,-kdalc-2iark, Soidlifort, Oel. 20,
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CHAMBERS OF AGRICULTURE.
DEVON AND CORNWALL.

TENANT-RIGHT.

A meeting of theDevoiishire Chamber of Agriculture was

held oa October 19, at Exeter, and the members were met

by a deputation from the Plymouth Chamber. Sir L.

Palk, M.P., presided.

A letter was read from Mr. Henry Clark regretting that an

unexpected call to Plymouth prevented his being present to-

day. His opinion upon the question was unclianKed. He
Btill thought that wlien a tenant was quitting, and was not by

lease or agreement entitled to recover the value of hii un-

exhausted improvements, it should be secured to him by

compulsory legiblation.

Mr. Pratt, of tlie Plymouth Chamber, in introducing the

question, said he had long been anxious to have this question

ventilpttd, because he thought it far better that questions of

national importance should be discussed in public rather than

in private. And when they met he thought it well that

tenant-farmers should speak out fairly, clearly, and respectfully

oa these points. He iiad endeavoured to do so through life, and

from landlords as well as others he had alwuys received the

most respectful consideration. Thisquestionwasnotone between

the landlord and tenant alone, but it was a national question.

It involved an extra supply of food for the nation from

home sources. If security were given the supply would,

according to Mr. Sewell Head, be increased by one-fourth.

That he thought a very moderate estimate. He thought the

present time eminently suitable for bringing this question

forward, but if they took agriculture throughout the breadth

and length of the land they would find it in a depressed state,

and many farmers had great difficulty in making both ends

meet. If they referred to agricultural statistics they would

find that within four years the cattle, sheep, and other stock

held by the tenant-larmers had decreased by at least six

millions. He did not think good citizens or true patriots

would allow this to pass without asking what had caused this

reduction in the capital of the tenant-farmers. Many land-

lords iiad returned ten or twenty per cent, of their rent to

their tenants, but though this was generous, yet he d d not

like the idea, because he thouglit a man should hold his farm

on such terms that he could meet the times of depressian by

the fruits of the days of prosperity. Looking at the matter

politically, he believed that if they had throughoui; the

country a class of men farming their estates and know-

ing full well that they would reap the reward of their

•kill, there would be a far better class of citizens

than now. They would have men with a stake in ths

country, and their support would be based on a far firmer

basis than now. He remembered an old friend of his

giving this advice to his sons and sons-in-law :
" He-

member always to farm as a lodger." Consider for a

moment the state of things this produced. A man farming

as a lodger would be ready to leave his farm at six montlu'

notice, and there would not be much chance of getting any-

thing out of the land as he left it. When farmers complained,

it had been suggested that they should join Joseph Arch

;

but he hoped everyone would be careful how they gave or

received such advice, because it meant nothing more

or less than revolution. There had been other recommendations

for the correction of the mischief. Some said it would be better

to have small farms, and then they would have no difficulty

about labour. But in a very remarkable address by Mr,

Caird, at the Social Science Congress, it was shown that,

although in France there were a very large number of persons

farming under ten acres, yet they were almost starving, and

two acres of French laud did not produce as much as one acre

of English land, whilst the French population instead of in-

creasinff, as did the English, to the extent of 300,000 annually,

was almost at a standstill, if not going back. This was most

conclusive evidence that small farms would not cure the mis-

chief. He was there to advocate compulsory law for giving the

tenant farmer security. If a farmer was sure that, when

he grubbed up a brake, turned a crooked edge, or drained a

wet piece of land, he would be paid for it, much of that kind

of work would be done that was now left undone. Tlie-

tenant farmer could do this work much cheaper than the
landlord. He knew a case where the landlord did all this

sort of work. But his men worked on the princi(jle that they
were working for the landlord, and so did the horses. If the
laudlord gave £50 or £60 for a horse accustomed to walk four

miles an hour, beTore it had been on the estate a month it

Would on'y walk two miles. When the Agricultural Hold-

ings Act was carried through Parliament the difitculiy arose-

of bringing it into operation. How they could best apply its-

provisions if the Act was made compulsory was a lesson that

had to be learnt. His friend Mr. Perry had suggested that

Boards of Arbitration should be allotted to various districts^

who should make these districts their study and understand

the real value of improvements. He believed they must
come to this. Many aaked, " Why do you require this Act

when many landlords are giving all we require ?" It was
true many did, but there were bad landlords as well as-

good, and they wanted to make the bad ones act as did

the good landlords. He would give an instance of

the effect of want of security. A tenant had spent much-

in improving his farm, and ho was asked to give £30 a-

year more rent. He felt that he coifld not do so, and he left.

Another man took it at the advanced rent. What was the

result ? In three years he was sold up, the farm was put into

the market, and then it had to be let at £60 less than before.

It might be said that this was a rare case. But it was these

rare cases that afforded a ground for doing something. These-

cases were beacons and warnings, because others, seeing how
this man was served, said " I'll be careful not to do as he did

—I'll farm as a lodger." He might be asked the reason for

bringing this matter forward now, and what would be the

tendency of itP He would tell them. A general election was-

not very far off. He had not the slightest doubt that if at the

next election the tenant farmers spoke out strongly and firmly

tliey would find the candidates ready to give them full security

so that they might develope their farms and produce a greater

quantity of food for the people. He had a word to say about

the Game Laws, because he did not see how they could be

divided from the knd tenure question. These laws were in a
very unsatisfactory state. He did not say there should be no
such thing as game. He was fond of sport, and hoped that

every gentleman who came over his land would always find

plenty of work for his gun. But there should be a law defin-

ing where the tenants' right ended and the landlord's began,

[Voice :
" Kill the rabbits.] It was not right that a man

should grow a crop and then have it destroyed by a lot of

vermin, aud have no fair amount awarded hira for the damage
done. Unfortunately the landlord too often listened to the-

gamekeeper, whereas experience showed that his veracity wa
not to be relied upon. Last Session there was a law passed

for Scotland, and he should like to see it adopted for England,

It provided that every landlord when he granted a lease should

in-<ert in it the amount of damage he expected to be done by

game, and whatever damage was done beyond that amount the

landlord was liable for. Thus if £50 was inserted, a man in

tendering for the farm knew what he had to eapect. If no
clause was inserted the landlord was liable for all damage
above 40s.

The CHAiRMAJf—Forty shillings for what—per acre?

Mr. Pratt— Whatever damage is done above 40s. he ha»

to pay for.

Mr. AcLAND : Irrespective of the siae of the farm ?

Mr. Pratt said he understood so. The tenant farmer of

England was in competition with the whole world. Other

countries sent us their beef, mutton, and corn. He rejoiced

at this because he did not doubt that the energy of the British

farmer would enable him to cope with this competition ; but

they must let him start fair, and not weight him with absurd

restrictions, and must not curb his energy and stagnate hi»

skill by telling him that if he laid out money in improving

his land he would have to pay for it. He had no doubt as to

the result of the race if they only started the British farmer

fairly. He moved, " That the absence of all legal security to

the tenant farmer for his outlay in improving the land is the

cause of serious diminution in the home supply of food to the
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aation, and these CharaliPT3 therefore determ'ne to use every

effort to procure the enactment of a compulsory law, fulfilh'n^

this rauch-needed requirement."

Mr. J. HoRswELLjseu., formally seconded the motion, with
much pleasure.

Mr. Ui'COTT havinff expressed his satisfaction at the intro-

ductitfa of thia question,

Mr. E. FuLFORD thought that the motion involved the

dangerous principle of interfering with the rights of property,

lie felt strongly that the tenant's interest should be protected,

but the question was, what were the tenant's interests as re-

garded tlie general public and the landlord ? He thought it

would be a pity to come to a decision too quickly. He knew
tliat a large number of the tenants of this country would be

sorry that the excellent feeling now existing between them and
their landlords should be severed by any encroachment, and
an idea be encouraged that they had no respect for their land-

lord, and could not as a general rule rely upon hira. (A
voice :

" You cannot always.") As to the Agricultural Hold-
ings Act, if the tenants looked to that for a protection they

looked to a shadow, for there was no protection in it. It re-

cognised the principle that the tenant should be protected, but

yet tiie Act itself was powerless. If there was legislation, it

should be decisive, clear, and simple, and should require the

land to be cultivated in the interest of the general public, and
on the principle that it should produce the largest results.

Legislation was required to secure the largest amount *.he land

could produce, but to ask for legislatiou only on the ground
that it was required between landlord and tenant was a

dangerous thing. But on public grounds he did think all in-

terest invested in the soil by the tenant should be recouped to

iiim by positive legislation.

Mr. Claff said it was true—and he did not doubt it,

knowing the authority on which it was mentioned— that a
man might be eaten out by game without obtaining six-

pence compensation, or might be turned out at six months'
notice without receiving any compensation for what he left on
the farm, and he should like to hear some explanation in defence

of the continuance of sucli a state of things. He learnt from
a discussion at the Farmers' Club that the majority were in

favour of compulsory powers, and as the Agricultural

Holdings Act was permissive, they did not regard it as worth
auything. People who ought to have been the first to place

themselves under the Act were the first to contract themselves
out of it. As to freedom of contract, it seemed that the

freedom was all one side. A tenant must either contract on
the farmer's terms or take himself off the farm iltoget her.

Tenant farmers were reluctant in explaining their views, but
if they could get at them there was no doubt they would find

them in favour of compulsory enactment. He gave credit to

the great landlords for doing well, but there were some who
would not do justice to their tenants, and the result was that

the latter were put to great inconvenience and loss. If an Act
could be passea which would induce the tenant to put all his

capital into the land both the consumer and the landowner
would be placed in a position of very great advantage.

Mr. C. AcLAND said he did not pretend to have any know-
ledge of the subject, as he had had no actual experience. He
wished, however, to make one or two remarks on points on
which he did not agree with previous speakers. As to the

French farming, his impression was that Mr. Caird's remark
did not apply to small holdings by tenants, but rather to the
numerous small properties in France which were farmed by
the actual owners. He did not think the difficulty raised

could be settled by an arbitrary rule as to large or small farms.

The expediency of large or small farms depended mainly on
the nature of the country in which the farm was situated.

There was this feeling in his mind, which he had never been
able to get rid of—that any law dealing in a compulsory man-
ner with the arrangement of a particular kind of contract

would be contrary to the principles of Free Trade. This he
distinctly dreaded. lie believed that if they tried to interfere

between two parties in a contract they would be sure to be
beaten sooner or later, for the parties would find out sooner

or later what was most to their own interest, whether they

were legislated for or not. He believed the Houses of Par-
liament did a very wise tiling in passing, as far as they could,

an Act giving an expedient direction to the tendency of

contract. Alter very considerable and careful discussion

they^laid down ceitain general principles which might be

taken toafjily in agentral wfay to Et^a-k luiuier; ; but it

was almost impossible to imagine a compulsory Act which
would work satisfactorily throughout England, the circum-
stances of fanning being so different in different parts of

England. There was another consideration wliich must have
some force. It was this—that if the nature of the occupancy
was really changed, its value would be changed, and
sooner or later it would adjust itself. It was now
found that a certain amount of capital available for

the cultivation of the land was devoted to it, and statistic*

had shown that in certain circumstances, wliich did not in-

clude the insecurity of tenure, the amount of capital had in.

creased. The rise of wages had far more to do with the in-

crease of grass land than the insecurity of tenure, though as

far as he knew the laying down of grass was one of those
improvements for which security was most wanted. It seemed
to him that they must chiefly look for improvement—which he
quite admitted was necessary—in the nature of the contract
between owners and occupiers. It had been said that free-

dom was all on one side. He agreed with this, but in a sense
different from that of the last speaker. He thought that it

would be generally admitted that the property of the landlord

was fixed ; the property of the tenant was not, but he was
free to put his capital where he liked, whilst the landlord
could not move his land. He did not wish to oppose the
tendency of the motion, but the dogmatic assertion that com-
pulsory law was the only thing that would meet the case, he
should oppose.

Mr. Roach thanked Mr. Pratt and his friends from the
Plymouth Chamber. I'or forty years this question had been
before the public, and at last they had the Agricultural Hold-
ings Act held up to them ; he would not say it was an insult,

but he thought the only effect of it would be political. As a
rule farmers did not say all they thought, but like the untalk-
able parrot, they thought all the more. When the time came
to put their hands into the ballot-box at the next election
they would ask themselves a few questions as to who were
their friends, before they decided for whom they would vote.
For several years past the tenant farmers had been looking for
some security. He could not say they expected much from a
Liberal Government, but they did expect something from a
Conservative Government. The farmers had asked for an egg,
and in return the Government had given them a stone, or
something very much like it. When they came to vote again
the tenant farmers would show their power. This Agricul-
tural Holdings Act was a mere sham. They did not want
laws for good landlords, but in all classes there were dishonest
men—men who did not do as they would wish to be done by.
Some landlords would endeavour to overreach their tenants.
The disposition of the law should be for the general public.
They wanted a just law between man and man. If all were
like the Chairman these laws would not be required. They
might depend that it was to the landlords' own interest to be
liberal, if they only knew it. A liberal landlord secured good
tenants. However, it would be for the good of the public if

a real Compulsory Agricultural Holdings Act were passed.
It was not dealing on true commercial principles to place blind
confidence in any man. If the land was properly managed
with security of tenure, and the game kept within fair limits,
the produce would be increased by one-third. This country
depended so much upon foreign sapplies, that if at war with
other countries we should be in a very serious position. Hii
idea was that the country should—and it would under
proper management—produce sufficient food for its consump-
tion.

Mr, Moori-Stevins said he came here without knowing
what subject was to be discussed, and the conclusion he drew
from what he heard was that landlords and tenants were to be
the only persons in this country who were not to be permitted
to make contracts between themselves. That was the logical
conclusion of compulsory legislation in this matter. Compul-
sory legislation was directly against what he had always been
led to desire—freedom of culture with proper restrictions.
From the discussions in Parliament they learnt that no one
had yet been able to draw a lease that would suit all parties.
The Agricultural Holdings Act they must take as far as it wen*.
It was the only Act that had been brought forward by any
party acknowledging and settling th;it there should be satis-
faction to tenants for what they had in the land. Speaking to
Lincolnshire farmers, he found that they would not have
leases—they went by their customs. There was an agreement
us to going in and out, and be believed that was the best way
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of dealing between landlord and tenant. However, as to the

Agricultural Holdings Act, that provided what compensation

a man was to have in the abseuce of auy specinl agreement to

the contrary. Supposing there was no agreement, the Act

said he was to have compensation. It might not be proper

compensation, but it laid down the principle, and th«y must

«ccept it until they could get something better.

Mr. Mortimer said oa previous occasions he had very

rtrongly advocated corapnisory legislation, and he had seen no

reason to change his views. Tlie Agricultural Holdings Act

was to a great extent inoperative. He did not take quite so

gloomy a view as some speakers of the future, because the

other day he read the speech of the chairman at Celyton, and

he regarded it as the most liberal and encouraging speech he

had ever read, and on« that nine-tenths of the farmers in this

county would readily endorse. After having such a speech

from one of their representatives of this county he thought

they might hope in the future to have something more sub-

stsQtial than the Agricultural Holdings Act. If this Act

conferred, as Sir L. Palk said, greater benefit on the tenant

farmers than any law he had ever seen, why was it not made

cempalsory instead of being merely permissive?

Mr. Horswell said he was very glad that this matter

had been discussed. StiU he was in great confusion about

this Agricultural Holdings Act, because he found the speeches

of the senior member for East Devon and that of the tenant

tarmer member for Norfolk to be directly opposed to

each other. Sir Lawrence Palk said by this Act every

shilling theteaaRt farmer expended was secured to him, whilst

Mr. Sewell Read said that the Act did not secure sixpence to

the tenant farmer. As there seemed to be such difference of

opinion between honourable members of the Legislature, it

appeared to him that the matter wanted further ventilation.

He had been struck with several remarks during the discus-

sion. It had been said that the demand for a compulsory

Agricultural Holdings Act interfering with contract was un-

pai-alleled in the history of this country. He was quite at a

loss to understand it when it was said there had been no such

demand for any other interest. He had been in the world

several years, his hair was getting grey, and had he made

notes he thought he could have mentioned at least ten Acts

of Parliameat that did not allow individuals to make contracts

just as tltey pleased with one another. He should like to

know if the shipping interest had a right to use and load their

vessels as they pleased ? Could the agriculturist or the manu-

facturer employ his labourers what hours they pleased ? Could

parents contract to send their children to work instead of to

school? He was net in the habit of making speeches, but he

could not sit and hear the things said that had been uttered

by some speakers without feeling stirred at remembering that

they came from those who they had reason to believe knev

better than the statement they made.

Sir Lawrence Palk thanked Mr. Pratt for the able man-

ner in which he had brought up this matter. Though he

could not quite agree with the resolution and with many of

the sentences he had uttered, yet he went with him thoroughly

in saying it was for the benefit of tliis country that the tenant

farmer should have full and absolute security for any improve-

ment, and for the unexhausted manure there might be on the

estate. So far they were quite in accord. He must take the

opportunity of thanking the gentlemen who spoke so favour-

ably of his speech at Colyton. Another hon. gentlemen had

thrown some doubt upon a statement he made in that speech,

but he could only say he read word for word from the Act.

He was surprised, therefore, that the hon. gentleman should

have doubted his statement, because if he had ever read the

Act, which he very much doubted. (Mr. Horswell : I have

done Bo many times.) Then, if the hon. gentleman read it

once again he would find that the very words quoted in the

Coljton speech were within the four corners of the Act. Mr.

Pratt, in introducing the question, talked a good deal about

the depressed state of agriculture. He listened to him with

fierfect astonishment, because only that very day he had let

and at a very considerably increased rental, and whenever he

had a farm to let he had at least a dozen applicants.

Possibly Mr. Pratt meant that owing to recent bad seasons, the

farmers had not made the profit they had in better years, and

in that he was no doubt correct. Farming, like everything

else in the present day, was in a state of transition. Land

and farms were like every other commodity—in the market.

A good farm, with good farm buildings, with a landlord who
gave a liberal agreement or lease, and whose estate was well

secured, would invariably command the pick of the agricultural

interest. But an estate that was feebly farmed, and was held

by a strict lease, framed by some lawyer who hardly knew a

cabbage rose from a cabbage, was sure to be immensely
deteriorated, and all the Acts of Parliament they might past

would never raise that land up to the condition of the land

properly farmed. He had freqaently to address agriculturists,

but he did not like to go largely into the question, because it

was a very large question, and one he could not do justice to

in the time for which he felt it right to ask their indulgence.

But wherever he went ho always endeavoured to promote the

interest of the tenant farmer. His great objection to this re-

solution was that it was so vague, and really asserted nothing

that was of any value. If there was an absence of legal

security to the farmer for his outlay in improving the land no
doubt it was a source of diminution of the home supply of food

to the nation. There was no doubt about that. But he

would just recall to their minds the fact that there was such

a thing as self-interest. It was undoubtedly to the advantage

of the landlord, if he knew his own interest, to take care that

he had the very best tenants he could possibly obtain. He
could only do that by giving fuch agreements as would allow

them to take the farm. There was thus a much stronger

security in the obvious self-interest of the landlord than they

could have in any legal enactment that could possibly be

passed. As to the last part of the resolution, he should very

much like to know how Mr, Pratt proposed to secure the very

desirable end that he had in view. He had heard this

question thoroughly discussed for twenty-five years, he had
heard all sorts of leases and proposals, but he had never heard

of anything more practical than had been arrived at in the

Agricultural Holdings Act. That Act was largely discussed

in the House of Commons ; it was also discussed

at a large meeting at his own residence, when that

practical and experienced agriculturist, Mr. Knight, M.P.,
for Warwickshire, was present ; every clause was gone through

with the utmost care, and it was impossible that any Act could

have received more attention than did this one. If any agri-

culturist would suggest to the House of Commons an improve-

ment upon that Act, they would confer a benefit which these

vague resolutions never could confer. The resolution now
before them had neither head nor tail, for it did not say what
was to be the nature of the compulsory law it would suggest,

Mr. Pratt would confer a real benefit if he came forward with

a measure which would give the tenant-farmer that security

which all reasonable men and all men who understood agri-

culture desired to see made the law of the land.

Mr. Pratt, in reply, thanked the members for the recep-

tion given him, and he did not think the time had been idly

spent in discussing this matter. As to the remarks of the

Chairman, Sir Lawrence had entirely failed to establish that,

there was any legal security whatever for the tenant's capital.

He contended he was right in arguing that the Agricultural

Holdings Act was inoperative, inasmuch as it was contracted

out of by 99 out of every 100 landlords. He did not see the

use of discussing such an entirely abortive measure—it was

dead, and there was an end of it. The fact that the House of

Commons by deliberate vote declared that there was a neces-

sity for security to the tenant-farmer strongly proved his

case. He listened with much interest to the speech of Mr.

Acland, and was surprised to hear him come down on com-

pulsory legislation, because the present Sir Thomas Acland

and the late Mr. Pusey were the men who first strongly urged

the necessity of doing something to give the tenant-farmer

security for his capital. As to compulsory legislation in

matter of contract without precedent, Mr. Horswell had fully

answered that. He protested against the construction put on

his words by one speaker who assumed that he wished to sow
dissension between landlord and tenant. He did not wish to

do anything of the kind, but, on the contrary, the course he

proposed would establish between them a stronger bond of

union, because their interest would be identical. He must

decline the task the Chairman would impose upon

him of defining the enactment. He was not a lawyer ; he

could merely suggest general principles, and leave the Legis-

lature to deal with the details.

The motion was then put and carried nnaniraously, and a

vote of thanks to the Chairman terminated the proceedings.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AND CENTRAL BUCKS.

The nineteenth annual meeting of the old county
Society was held at Aylesbury on September 20, and
was well attended considering that the weather was by no
means pro])itiou3.

First in importance, agriculturally at least, was the
displaj- of cart stallions, to which additional stimulus had
been lent by the handsome prizes given by Lord Cariog-
tou. There were seven entries, including sires well known
in this district, and whose forms have been familiar

during the late season upon most market days in Ayles-
bury. The class, if not numerous, was undoubtedly an
excellent one, as evidenced by the fact that four out of

the seven horses were honourably noticed by the judges.

The first prize was awarded to the giand iron-grey of Mr.
Vf. Jackraan, of Brill—undoubtedly a most compact and
serviceal)le horse ; while the second went to Lord Elles-

mere's five year jold Pride of the Shires. The difference

in merit between the two was hardly perceptible, the Brill

horse being upon the whole, however, the more compact
throughout, though Pride of the Shires perhaps
carried the best fore-quarters. Mr. Coles's capital and
well-built horse King of the Vale, a three-year-old

blue-roan, was deservedly highly commended. The class

generally was good. Class 13, agricultural geldings of

three years aud over, contained nine entries, the best of

the lot belonging to Mr. J. P. Terry, of Putlowes, a very
useful animal, to which the first prize (Mr. Du Pre's

silver cirj)) was awarded. Class 14, for geldings under
three year old, originally included seven entries, but one
was withdrawn. Mr. W. Flowers took the cup with a

nice compact black animal, giving promise of utility in

either plough or cart. In the mares' class, over three

years Mr. George Humphreys took Miss A. De Roth-
child's cup. The winner, the best of a class of seven, was
likely looking enough. In Class 16, for mares and foals,

there was a more numerous competition, the entries being

ten in number, and several of them of rather superior

quality. The first prize went to a mare and foal shown
by Mr. W. R. Rowland, and the second to Messrs. Uench-
field. Both the winning mares and the offspring were
good specimens of agricultural horseflesh. Class 17, mares
under three years, were numerically a poor one, only four

animals being entered. The first-prize winner was a

useful mare belonging to Mr. W. Flowers. As was to be

expected, Miss Hannah De Rothschild's Mentmore cup
for the best yearling cart colt or filly, bred within twenty-

five miles of Mentmore, found a spirited competition, so

far a ! the number of entries was concerned, though four

of them were made by two exhibitors, Mr. W. R. Row-
laud and Mr. W. Flowers. Mr. Rowland succeeded in

taking the prize. The class generally was a very fair one.

The hunting classes, 19 and 20, were both well filled.

The jumping competition, success in which forms a point

of merit, was as usual one of the most attractive features

of the whole Show. The winner of the Aylesbury plate

was Mr. M. Mead, with his bay mare Hannah (by

Grandborough), i\Ir. John Cooper taking second prize
;

while Mr. II. Monk's bay horso Pilot was reserved.

The competition throughout lay mainly between these

three horses, which had to clear the hurdles several times

before the judges could decide between them. The
jumping of ]\Ir. Monk's horse was, if anything, better than

that of either the others, but it was inferior in other

respects. There were two or three spil s, though none of

them of a serious nature. The rider of IMr. Barry's horse

was thrown twice, the second time rather heavily, and he

narrowly escaped being rolled and trampled on. As it

was he sustained a shaking which deterred him from a
third attempt. Mr. Monk, was more tortunate in Class

20, taking first prize with a dark brown horse, showing
blood and bone, and every apparent capability for the
hunting field. The two nag classes were well filled, so

far as the list was concerned, but all did not put in an
appearance. The first prize in Class 21 went to a nice
chesDut mare of Mr. II. Gurney, while IMr. James
Pcttit's <Tainsborough took the Meyer de Rothschild
Memorial Cup for yearlings. Both mare and yearling
were by Restitution.

"We were sorry to see so few entries in the bull classes,

especially in the older class, which contained only two
animals, thou»h both were unquestionably good speci-

mens of the Shorthorn. A very nice young bull was that

shown by i\Ir. Freeman, in the class under two years. He
was only nine months old, but very handsome, and
symmetrical in all points, and deserved the first prize,

which the judges awarded him, the second going to Mr.
G. Oakley's St. Lawrence, a flue showy specimen of
the pedigree Shorthorn. In the single milch cow class the
entries, though few, were of high quality. Mr. T. King-
sley took lirst and Mr. J. A. Mumford second prize with
Lady Ducie 3rd ; and we think the judges must have
had some difficulty in settling the respective merits of the
two cows, which were both rare specimens of dairy stock.

In the three cows' class the competition was contlned to

four only of the Vale of Aylesbury dairy farmers, and
Messrs. Denchfield having entered three out of the four

trios certainly did their best to take both prizes, and
succeeded ; their cows were, however, a credit to their

herd and to the Barston pastures. The heifers in milk
or calf class comprised some excellent entries, so far as

quality was concerned. Mr. Mumford's Country Lass
took first place, a heifer of unexceptionable points and
unquestionable milking qualifications. The class generally

was a capital one- There were only two entries in the
heifers in pairs, and of course the judges had nothing
to do but apportion their respective merits, which were
pretty nearly balanced, both pairs being well matched
making an allowance for three months' difference in ages.

The fat cows' class was but a small one, and the adjudica-

tion must in this class have.been, as compared with some
of the others, an easy task. Mr. John Rose and Mr. R.
Fowler were respectively owners of the first and second

prize animals, and both cows were ripe, well-filled speci-

mens of Buckinghamshire cattle feeding.

The show of sheep was not a very extensive one ia

point of numbers, but the quality in all the classes was
high. lu the ram class Sir W. Clayton's five-guinea

cup, as a matter of necessity, went to Mr. Tread well's

grand Oxfordshire Downs, and likewise the second prize.

The sheep were, we believe, the same pair that have

already spread the name and fame of Winchendon far and
wide this season. In most of the remaining sheep classes

the competition lay chiefly between Mr. Brassey, of

Heythrop Park, and Mr. N. Stilgoe, both well knowa
Oxfordshire breeders.

The three pig classes were all fairly well filled, the

leading exhibitors and prize-takers being Messrs. 'Wheeler,

Harris, Biggs, aud R. Fowler. The pigs were all

good ones, both as regards breeding and feeding.

Modern agriculture is nothing without roots, tha
growth of which has of late years been greatly encouraged

by the prizes given by eraiueut firms in the seed line.

There were several classes, the priacipal show being,

U
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however, raa3e by Mr. J. P. Perry, of Banbury Nursery,

and Messrs. Sutton and Sons, of Reading.

PRIZE LIST,
HORSES.

AGRICULTURAL.
Stallions.—cart stallion, three years old and upwards, the

winners of the first and second prizes to travel within twenty

miks of Ayleslinry, and to remain at Aylesbury three nights

in each week during the whole of the eusuinpr season.—First

prize, £50, W. Jackraan, Brill; second, £20, the Earl of

Ellesraere, Worsley.

Geldings, three years old and upwards.—First prize, a silver

cup or piece of plate, value £5 5s.' .T. P. Terry, Putlowes
;

second, £2, G. Richardson, EUesborough.

Geldings, under three years.—First prize, a silver cup or

piece of plate, value £5 5s., W. Flowers, Beachendon, Stone
;

second, £2, J. Clark, Lower Winchendon.

Mares, over three years.—First prize, a silver cup or piece

of plate, value £5 5s., G. Humphreys ; second, £3, E. M. M.
Lucis.

Mare and foal.—First prize, a silver cup or piece of plate,

value £5 5s. W. R.Rowland ; second, £3, J. and E. Denchfield.

Mares under three years.—First prize, a silver cup or piece

of plate, value £5 os., W. Flowers ; second, £3, Mrs. M.
Searaons, Hartwell.

Yearhng cart colt or filly, bred within twenty-five miles of

Mentmore—Prize, the Mentmore Cup, value £10 10s., W. R.

Rowland, Creslow.

Hunters.—Horse or mare, jumping to be a point of merit.

—

First prize, a silver cup or piece of plate, value £31, M. Mead,

Linslade ; second, £5 5s., J. [Cooper, Overstone, Northampton.

Horse or mare for hunting purposes.—First prize, a silver

cup or piece of plate, value £7 7s., H. Monk ; second, £3 3s.,

W. Tomes, East Claydon.

Nag geldings and mares for riding and general purposes.

—

Pirst prize, £5 5s., H. Gurney, jun., Aylesbury ; second, £3,

A. R. Howland, Thame.
Yearling nag colt—Prize, value £10 10s.. J. Pettit, Leighton

Buzzard.
CATTLE.

nORNED STOCK.

Bulls, any breed, two years old and upwards.—First prize, a

silver cup or pieee of plate, value £5 58., J. A. Mumford,
Brill ; second, not awarded.

Bulls, under two years.—First prize, a silver cup or piece of

plate, value £5 5s., E. Freeman, Chilton ; second, £2, G
Oakley, Lawrence End, Luton.

Cows, in-milk or in-calf.—Firstlprize, a silver cup or piece

of plate.lvalue £5 5s., T. Kingsley ; second, £3, J. A. Mumford.
Three cows, in-milk or in-calf.—First prize, a silver cup or

piece of plate, value £10 10s., J. and E. Denchfield ; second,

a silver cup, value £5 5s, Messrs, Denchfield.

Heifers, in-milk or in-calf, under three and over two years.

—First prize, a silver cup or piece of plate, value £5 Ss., J. A.

Mumford ; second, £3, T. Kingsley.

Heifers, in pairs, under two years.—First prize, a silver cup

or piece of plate, value £10 10s-, T. Kingsley ; tecond, T. Bliss,

jun., Aylesbury.

Fat cows.—First prize, a silver cup or piece of plate, value

£5 5s., J. Rose ; second, £3, R. Fowler.

A silver cup or piece of plate, value £10 lOs., for the best

horned animal in the yard, being the property of a tenant

farmer within twelves miles of Aylesbury, was awarded to Mr.
Kingsley.

SHEEP .

Rams, any breed.—First prize, a silver cup or piece of plate,

value £5 58., J. Treadwell, Upper Winchendon; second, £3
2s., Ditto.

Five store ewe lambs, for breeding purposes.—First prize, a
silver cnp or piece of plate, value £5 58., A. Brassey, Chipping
Norton ; second, £3, J . Treadwell.

Five fat ewes, any breed or age.— First prize, a silver cup or
piece of plate, value £5 58., A, Brassey ; second,'£3, N.jStilgoe.

Five fat shearlings.—First prize, a silver cup or piece of
plate, '/alae £5 5s , A. Brassey ; second, £2, N. Stilgoe.

Five ewes, any breed, intended for breeding purposes.—First

prize, a silver cnp or piece of plate, value £5 Ss., A. Brassey ;

second, £2, N. Stilgoe.

five theaves, any breed, intended for breeding purposes,—

First prize, a silver cup or piece of plate, value £5 58., A.
Brassey

; second, £2,1l. Kingsley.
Ten ewes, any breed, intended for breeding purposes.^

Prize, a silver cup or piece of plate, value £5 Ss., J. Rose.
PIGS .

Boars, any breed.—First prize, £3 Ss., W. Wheeler, Long
Corapton, Shipston-on-Stoar ; second. Ditto.

Sows, in-pig or with litter.—First prize, a silver cnp or

piece of plate, value £5 5«., R. Fowler ; second, £3, Harris and
Biggs, Cublingtou.

Three fat pigs.—First prize, £3 3s., W. Wheeler ; second,

£3 2s., Harris and Biggs.

—

Bucks Herald,

NORTH-WEST BUCKS.
The annual meeting of the North-West Bucks and adjoining

portions of Oxfordshire and Northamptonshire Agricultural

Association was held on September 18. The ploughing

matches commenced about eleven o'clock, on the farm of Mr.
H. Swayne, of Gawcott, upon clover ley. The competition

was, however, by no means extensive, as only five teams pre-

sented themselves. The work done was fair. The stock sliow

took place on the usual grounds at the back of the Horse and
Groom lun, and was well attended, the weather being as

favourable as could be desired.

The Show itself was not equal, so far as number of entries

was concerned, to that of last year, but the quality, especially

in the sheep classes, was excellent. In the cattle department

the bull classes were badly filled. In Class 1, for the best bull

under sis years, there were only three entries, and only one

put in an appearance—a fine beast, nearly three years old,

belonging to Mr. L. Bennett, of Boycott, to which consequently

the prize was awarded. We question, however, if he would
have taken more than second place had Mr. Mumford's Third

Duke of Kirklevington, entered as one of the competitors, come
to the showyard. Mr. Mumford took first prize for bulls

above one and under three years, while Mr. Bennett was again

successful for Sir Harry Verney's prize for bull calves. The
winners in both these last classes were nice animals, and gave

high promise of grander development. The female classes

were well filled, and some capital specimens were shown in all

of them. There were ten entries for the best Shorthorn milch

cow, the firbt prize going to the Boarscroft herd, and the

second to that of Mr. Paxton, of Shelswell. Mr. J. Arnatt, of

Tingewick, was very little behind. In heifers Mr. Kingsley

was again a winner, but only a second one, but so good was
the animal that Mr. E. Paxton, of Wollaston, whose heifer

took first prize, had not a little room for congratulation. In
Class 5, the two best cows in-calf or milch, there were eight

entries, and again did Brill take first honours, Mr. Arnatt, of

Tingewick, holtling second place. The first prize cows, Lady
Ducie and Country Lass, were capital Shorthorns, and likely

to be heard of again. Tiie heifer calves, under two years, were
only four entries, and Mr. Crawford, of Newton Purcell, in the

first prize, had certainly the best of the lot. The heifer calves

under one year class were only represented by four entries, two
of which were from one herd, that of Mr. W. Crawford. Mr.
Crawford failed to win, the first prize going to Mr. J. Tread-

well, of Radclive, and the second to Mr. Paxton, of Wollaston.

The winners were Devons and Shorthorns respectively, and
were nice shapely calves, giving every indication of future

excellence.

The horse show at Buckingham is always a leading feature.

In the cart mare and foal class there were ten entries, including

several of superior quality. Mr. P. Salmons, of Luffield Abbey,
took first, and Mi. W. Tomes, of East Claydon, the second

prize. There was not, we think, much dliference in quality

be tween them as regards the mares, though Mr. Salmons' colt

seemed to have the most bone. In cart geldings both prizes

went to the neighbourhood of Aylesbury, Mr. Terry, of Put-

lowes, taking the first with a very compsict five years old, and
Mr. White, of Pollicott, the second. Major Morgan's prizes

for cart mares found only three competitors. The class,

though numerically small, was a good one. Cart geldings

under three years were represented by five entries, fair animals,

but not extraordinary. The three classes for cart fillies and
colts mustci'ed nearly a score of entries, and included some
good animals, one of the most promising being the Depper
filly, exhibited by Mr. Parsons, of Charwelton, Northampton-
shire, and bred by the late Mr. T. Attwood. We nest come
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to the various classes for na^s, mares, geldings, colts, and fillies

severally, comprising some two dozen entries, but all were on

the field. Some good animals were shown in each of theni,

the best class of the lot, as far as quality was concerned, being

Class 10, in which Mr. C. Pilgrim gives a £5 prize for the best

mare or gelding fit to carry fourteen stone. There were only

four entries in this class, but besides the winner shown by Mr.
Saunders, of Fleet Marston, there were two commendations.
The jumping prizes at Buckingham, as elsewhere, are always

a source of particular interest. This year there were two,

given respectively by Mr. H. B. Arnaud and Mr. J. Arnalt,

and they brought out a field of nine entries. The first prize

was won by Mr. H. Monk, of Winslow, and the second by Mr.
Kingsley, of Boarscroft. Both the winning horses performed

in good style, and we have no doubt, if they remain in the

hands of the present ov/ners, are likely to take places with the

Baron's during the ensuing season.

The best feature in this year's Buckingham Show was un-
doubtedly the sheep. We do not remember seeing ou this

show-ground such a fine collection. In the ram class, as might
be expected, nobody could come near the Upper Winchendon
sheep, Mr. J. Treadwell winning both first and second prizes

easily. As Oxfordshire Downs his tups were not approachable

by either of their competitors, and they were by no means bad

sheep either. In the sheep classes for stare ewes, theavea, and
ewe lambs a number of very superior animals were shown,
particularly by Mr. Bennett, of Boycott. They were sheep for

the most part possessing both good fleeces and plenty of mut-
ton, and well deserved the praises which were given them ou
ali hands by the local sheep breeders, as well as by the judges.

The pigs were few, and in three classes ; the first prizes

were taken both for boars and sows by Mr. Lee, of Hartwell
House. Mr. Lee's pigs, as indeed all the others shown, were
of the large black breed. They gave signs of affording, when
their time comes, a good supply of bacon, which is the first

desideratum in their tribe.

In butter there were thirteen entries. The first prize was
awarded to Mr. A. C. Rogers, of Buckingham, for some very

rich-looking butter, which we understood was the produce of

Alderney cows. The second prize went to Mr. Ilirons, of East
Claydon, and we cannot say that there was much difference in

the respective qualities. Mr. Barge, of Hillesden, was highly

commended. The wliole of the butter shown was creditable

to the dairymaids of the district.

The ploughing competition we have already alluded to, and
we regret ttiat it did not command a larger number of entries.—Bucts Herald,

BARNARD CASTLE.
This ancient Society held its seventy-eighth annual meeting

on Sept. 27. There was a large entry of horses, and the

quality was meritorious. The cattle were not numerous, but

were of good quality. Of roadsters there was a good show,

and sharp competition for the prizes. There was also a show
of cereals, which was not up to the average of previous

exhibitions.

BRECON S HIRE.
The 122nd annnal Show of the Breconshire Agricultural

Society was held at Brecon on September 19. Last winter a
suggestion emanated from the Breconshire Chamber of Agri-
culture which, if it had been carried out, would have been

to amalgamate Uie annual exhibition of entire horses with the

Society's Show. The Society, however, rejected the proposal,

and thus what would in all probability have been a valuable

accession to its strength was lost. Tliat the Show needs

some such addition to make it more attractive is evident from
the fact that the Society is at present labouring under financial

embarrassments. Certainly those embarrassments are not
serious, but they exist, and that is sufficient. It is three

years now since the two days' Show scheme was introduced,

and the scheme does not appear to have worked well some-

how. People say lialf-a-crown is too much for sdinission,

and this may serve to throw some light on the position of the

Society. Tuesday was devoted exclusively to the trials of

hunters and harness horses, and so far the Show was about

equal to its predecessors. The entries of all classes numbered
42. It was a beautilul day, precisely the sort of weather to

attract spectators, and the ground was visited by a good many
people in the course of the day.

—

Hereford Journal.

CHAPEL-EN - LE -FRITH.
The annual Show of this Society was held on Sept. 26,

when the attendance was very large. There were nearly 500
entries, including poultry and dogs. The quality of the cattla

and horses was, on the whole, good, and there was a good
show of poultry and dogs.

LUDLOW.
The annual Show of the Society took place at Ludlow on

Sept. 27. The weather was fine, and the show attracted a
large number of visitors. The display of stock was considered
to be the best ever made by the Society. There was a capital
lot of Hereford cattle, the most successful exhibitors of bulls
being Mr. W. Taylor, Mr. A. Rogers, Mr. Cheswardine, and
the Earl of Powis. The bull Anxiety, which tiok first prize
in Class 9, was first both at the Bith and the Leominster
shows. Of the lieifers Leonura, the property of Mrs. Edwards,
was first. The sheep were a good lot, and there was a large
and good show of horses.

MIDDLETON.
The annual Show of the Middleton Agricultural Society was

held ou Sepfembor 20, and was visited by from 10,000 to
12,000 persons. There were 2,080 entries (of whicii 673 were
agricultural implements and miscellaneous articles), as against
2,229 last year. The show of horses was one of consider-
able merit, being superior to last year's ; but in most, if not
all, the other classes the exhibition was inferior to the pre-
ceding one. Sheep were conspicuous by their entire absence,
the committee having decided to offer no premiums in respect
of them in consequence of the iDsignifieant number of last

year's entries. The Society, it may be stated, has this year
been placed under new management ; the subscriptions have
risen to about £220, and hopes are entertained that better days
are in store for the Society, which during the last four or five

years has exhibited symptoms of decay. In the horned cattle
class there were 33 entries and most of the premiums were
weakly contested. Thomas Atkinson, Unsworth, near Bury,
was awarded the chief prizes in the district farmers' competi-
tion for bull under two years, dairy cow in milk or calf, and
two year and one-year-old heifers; whilst in the open pre-
miums he obtained the leading honours for bull over two and
not exceeding four-jears-old, and heifer calf under twelve
months, there being no exhibitor opposed to him except in
one of the whole sis premiums. William Bird, Higher
Crompton Farm, near Oldham, was awarded the prize for bull
calf under twelve months, in the district competition, his
being the only entry. In the general competition first

prizes fell to tbe Stand Stud Company, Whitefield, for bull
over one year and not exceeding two years, dairy cow in calf
or milk, and two and one-year-old heifers. C. W. Brierley
Prestwich, had similar success with a bull calf under twelve
months and three cows in calf or milk ; and Nathan Manock,
Rochdale, with a geld cow. There were about 370 entries of
horses, and the following first prizes were awarded : Dis-
trict farmers' premiums, for agricultural purposes : Brood
mare, Jane Heap, Boarshaw Farm, Middleton ; mare or
gelding under 10 hands, Samuel Sidebottom, Castleton House,
near Rochdale, who also took the chief prize for single cart or
waggon horse for draught purposes

;
pair of plough horses,

and also two-year-old gelding or filly, G. F. Staffer,

Whitefield ; three-years-old and also yearling gelding or filly,

Robert Lindsay, Pilsworth, near )5ury ; foal by Victory, and
also weaning colt, John Shepherd, Uebers, Middleton

; pair
of liorses for draught purposes, Robert Bootli, Rhodes
House, Middleton. In the general competition first prizes
were awarded the Stand Stud Company for stallion, brood
mare, and two-year-old and also yearling gelding or filly for
agricultural purposes ; for stallion and brood mare fcr
draught purposes ; for brood mare in ro'^dsters ; and
in animals f'T road or field, for two year-old gelding or
filly and stsllion for hunteis. C. W. Brierley was also
successful with pair of horses and mare or gelding for agri-
cultural purposes, and mare or gelding for draught . purposes
First prizes were nUo awarded for three-year-old gelding Or
iiily for agricultural purposes to R. Booth ; weaning colt

V 2
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Messrs. S. Cheethara and Co., Middleton ; draught horse,

ander 16 hands, for agricultural purposes, T. V/alker

Spotland ; three-year-old Keldiuj? or tilly for road or field,

S. Sidebottom ; one-year-old ditto, J. Wsrdleworth, Bury
;

weaniDg colt or filly ditto, W. A. Peters, Townliead, Roch-

dale ; cob, mare.oraelding not exceeding 14i hands, J. W.
RadclifTe, Werneth Park, Oldham. The leading prizes in

jigs, of which there were only eleven entries, were taken as

follows : Boar of any breed, J. Jones, Oldham ; breeding sow,

Messrs. J. and J. Nuttall, Ileywood ; fat hog, and also store

•pig, P. Dingle, Bowdon. There were 191 entries of dogs, and

prizes were also awarded for poultry, pigeoES, and farm pro-

duos.

—

Manchesier Exandner,

MIDLAND.
The annual eshibilion of live stock and agricultural produce

«nder the auspices of the Midland Agricultural Society took,

-dace in a field near the Gas Works at Alfreton, on Sept. 26,

There were upwards of 400 entries to hand. The Derby

Reporter says :

—

The cattle pens were well filled, and formed, according to

the opinion of the judges, a really excellent show, whether

regard was paid to the number of the stock in the yard or to the

quality of the animals entered for competition. There were

several flue animals in the bull classes, but, to the surprise of

many visitors, the bull belonging to Mr. F. N. Smith, which

carried off the prize at Derby last week for the best animaiin

the yard, and also obtained a first prize at the recent East

Derbyshire Show, was merely highly commended on this occa-

sion, the animals belonging to Mr. C. K. Chamberlain, who is

always amostsuccessfulexliibitor,being considered by the judges

to be of superior merit. In the Tenants' Class for bulls of

any age Mr. Samuel Radford took the premier prize with a

fine animal, Mr. William Oates being commended. Mr. C.

A. Brewer was the only exhibitor of bulls under two years old,

and his exhibits were of such merit as to warrant the judges

in giving him the first prize. The tenants were well represented,

Mr. Abraham Taj lor being first, and Mr. S. Ashmore second,

Mr. Chamberlain and Sir. M. T. Hopkinson were first and

second in the landlords' class for milking-cows, there being

four entries, Mr. John Rooth (Holmgate) and Mr. Abraham
Taylor taking the lead in the tenants' class. There were eight

entries for the prize offered to the landlords for the best in-

calved cow, Mr. John S. Sampson receiving the first prize

with a splendid animal; the second prize being taken by C.

R. Palmer Morewood, Esq. Mr. John Rooth's in-calved cow
took the first prize in the tenants' class, the second being

awarded for an animal of almost equal merit to Mr. Benjamin
Rooth's. Perhaps the nest class of animals amongst the cattle

was the heifers which were of unusual excellence, and warmly
commended by the judges, who gave the prizes in the land-

lords' classes to Mr. C. R. Palmer Morewood and Mr. C. A.

Brewer respectively. The whole class of heifers belonging to

the tenants was highly commended. In it were seven entries,

and Mr. Abraham Taylor and Mr. John Wright were tiie

successful exhibitors. The calf classes were well filled up, and

some promising animals were penned. Two special prizes

were offered by Mr. C. Seely, jun., for the two best dairy cows
in the tenants' class ; the first, consisting of a silver cup, value

£3, was given to Mr. Abraham Taylor, and the second to Mr.
S. Ashmore. Mr. W. Oates, who was a successful exhibitor

in more than one instance, took the prize given by Mr. F. N.
Smith for the best Shorthcrned animal in the yard belonging

to the tenants, and Mr. Chamberlain was the successful exhi-

bitor among'st the landlords iu this respect.

The show of eheep was about as large as last year; but the

various classes were comprised of animals of only average

merit. Mr. T. M. Hopkinson, Mr. R. Johnson, Mr. Chamber-
Iain, Mr. N. Matthews, Mr. H. Ilepworth, Mr. G. Limb, and
Mr. W. Hollingworth were the prize-takers in the various

classes for Leicester sheep, the extra stock sent by Mr. F. N.
Smitli being commended by the judges. There were but two
classes of Shropshire sheep, Mr. W. Smedley and Mr. J.

Jackson being first and second for ewes, and Mr. W. G.
Turbutt and Mr. C. R. Palmer Morewood taking the prizes

for theaves.

Tliere were no less than 43 entries for tlie prizes offered for

pigs, and aa aearly all the animals were present it will be seen
thiX there was qo diminutioD aa regardsnumber when comp..red

with former years, while the quality in 8om8 inslancea was ff.t

above the average. Perhaps the best class was that in which
the tcu^.ots competed with fat pigs under 18 months old. All

the animals in it were highly commended by the judges, and

they awarded the prizes to Mr. J. Webster for a splendid

animal only a little over a year old. The sows and pigs were

nest in the order of merit, the pens containing some promis-

ing animals. An extra prize for the best store pig in the yard

belonging to a tenant was given to Mr. J. B. Gregory.

The horses are usually a very attractive part of an agricul-

tural show, and this year this department was equal to former

orcasionp. Th^re was but one entry for the two prizes offered

to landlonls for brood mares of the cart kind, with foal at foot,

and the first was awarded to Mr. G. Hodgkinson, but the

tenants came to the front, giving the judges some difficulty in

deciding upon the merits of the horses which came before

them. Mr. Benjamin Rooth was, however, the champion, Mr.

Jonathan Fletcher being second, and Mr. J. Nix highly com-

mended. The tenants also contributed an excellent class of

yearlings of the cart kind, and the landlords' cart colts were

very good, but the agricultural horses conld not be said to be

of more than ordinary merit. Mr. Chamberlain and Mr.

Brewer were first and second respectively in the landlords' class

for the best pair of horses employed solely for agricultural

purposes, and which had ploughed in the match ; while Mr. J.

Nix took the two special prizes given by Mr. F. Arkwright,

M.P., for the nest entire cart horses of the draught kind. The
leaping took place in the afternoon, and, as usual, was witnessed

by a large number of people, who were also greatly amused

when the judges were called upon to award two special prizes,

given by Mr. 11. Cnpit, for the best donkey driven in harness.

Although the spectators were amused some of the drivers beat

the animals very heavily, and it may therefore be advisable

for the committee to consider how this may be avoided another

year.

The cheese and butter were exhibited in a small tent, and

attracted the attention of a good number of visitors. Mr. J.

W. Grigg, ironmonger, of Alfreton, exhibited a number of

ploughs and other agricultural implements, his being the only

stand. The ploughing took place in a field near Swanwick
belonging to Mr. W. Haslam, and the judges reported that the

work on the whole was well done. Altogether, the Show was

most successful, reflecting credit on Mr. Miiner, the hou.

secretary, Mr. Robinson, the assistant secretary, and all con-

cerned.

MILLOM AND BROUGHTON.
This Show was held at Millom on September 21st, and was

a very successful one, the attendance having been larger than

on any previous occasion. There were upwards of 400
entries. The quality of the stock exhibited was very credit-

able to the district. There was also an excellent display^of

butter.

NORTH TYNE.
This Society held its twenty-seventh Shew at Bellinghara,

The Show was quite up to former Shows in point

of quality in the several classes, while the numbers were over

100 more than those of last year's Show. The figures of the

respective classes were as follows :—cattle, 43; horses, 115;
sheep, 179 ;

pig«, 13
;
poultry, 99 ; dogs, 187 ; cats, 16

;

dairy produce, 41 ; implements, 13 ; total, 705.

WIGTON.
The annual Show was held on Sept. 26, when the fine wea-

ther induced an unusual number of visitors to attend. On the

whole the Show was considered a fair one, but Shorthorns
were not so well represented as they have been at some previ-

ous exhibitions. There was a small but good lot of G.illoways.

Cart-horses were lairly represented, and there was a fine lot of

roadbttits. Of sheep there was a fair show, and of pigs a good
one.

CARMARTHENSHIRE.
Owing to the great number of Shows which have been

held recently, we have been obliged to hold over several

reportSj aud to omit otkers, The annual meeting of the
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Carmarthenshire Society was held at Carmarthen on
the2l3tult. We can only find space for the prize-list,

which we take Iroiu The Carmarthen Journal.

PRIZE LIST.
CATTLE.

Bull of the black breed, not exceeding four years old.—Prize,

£5, G. Parke.

Bull of the Shorthorn breed.—Prize, £5, R. Stratton,

Newport.
Bull of any other pure or established breed.—Prize, £5, T.

Thomas, Cowbridge.
Bull of any other breed, the property of a tenant farmer.

—

Prize, £3, S. Owen, Gellyxatti.

Yearling bull of tlie black breed.—first prize, £3, Mr.
Thomas, Poshole ; second, £3, Mr. Harries, Nantyrhebog.

Yearling bull of the Sliortliorn breed.—First prize, £3, Mr.
Stratton; second, £1, Viscount Emiyn.
Yearling bull of any other breed.—i'irst prize, £3, and second,

£1, Mr. Thomas, St. Hilary.

Cow, ill milk or in calf, of the black breed.—First prize, £3,
Mr. Walters, Molfre-isaf; second £2, Mr. Thomas, Tre-
cadwgau.

Two-year-old heifer of the black breed.—First prize, £3,
Mr. Evans, Posty ; second, £1, Mr, Thomas, Fosho'e.

Heifer of the black breed, under two years old.— First

prize, £5, and second, £2, Mrs. Williams, Love Lodge.
Cow, in milk or in calf, of the Shorthorn breed.—First

prize, £3, second, £2, and commended, Viscount Emlyn, M.P.
Two-year-old heifer of the Shorthorn breed,—First prize, £3,

and second, £1, Viscount Emlyn.
Yearhog heifer of the Shorthorn breed.—First prize, £3,

Mr. Stratton ; second, £1, Viscount Emlyn.
Cow, iu milk or in calf, of any other pure breed.—First

prize, £3, and second, £2, Mr. Thomas, St. Hilary.

Two-year-old heifer of any other pure breed.—First prize,

£3, and second, £1, Mr. Morgan, Llwynn.
Yearling heifer of any other pure breed.—First prize, £2,

and second, £1, Mr. Morgan.
Cow in milk or in calf of any pure breed, to be competed for

by tenant farmers.—Finst prize, £2, P.R. Lewis j second, £1,
Mr. Owen, Gellygatti.

Heifer of any pure breed, under three years old, to be com-
peted for by tenant farmers,—Prize, £2, Mr. Owen, Gelly-

gatti.

Pair of two-year-old steers of the black breed, bred by the

exhibitor.—Prize, £2 10s., Mr. Thomas, Pentredavies.

Pair of yearling steers of the black breed, bred by the exhi-

bitor.—First prize, £2, Mr. Evans, Posty ; second, lOs., Mr.
Richards, Capeldewi.

Pair of yearling steers of any other breed or cross, bred by

the exhibitor.—First prize, £2, Mr. Lewis, Bwlch, Aberg-
willy ; second, £1, Mr. Harries, Tyllwyd.

Bull calf of the black breed, under 12 months old.—First

prize, £2. Mr. Davies, Typicca; second, £1, Mr. Davies,

Capeldewi-canol.

Bull calf of any other breed under 12 months old.—First

prize, £2, Mr. Stratton ; second, £1, Mr. Tliomas, St. Hilary.

Bull calf of any breed, the property of a tenant farmer.

—

Prize, £2, Mr. J. Harris, Pilroath.

Pair of heifer calves of the black breed.—First prize, £2,

Mr. Davies, Capeldewi-canol ; second, £1,H. Davies, Typicca.

Pair of heifer caWes of any other breed.—First prize, £2,

Viscount Emlyn ; second, £1, Mr. Thomas, St. Hilary.

Pair of heiier calves of any breed, to be competed for by

tenant farmers.—Prize, £2, E. M. Davies, Capeldewi.

Bull, cow, and her offspring, of the black breed.—Prize,

£5, Mr. Davies, Typicca.

HORSES.
Brood mare and foal, calculated for hunters.—First prize,

£3, and second, £2, R. Waters, Sarnan (bessie and Rosette).

Hackney brood mare and foal.—First prize, £3, D. Lewis,

Pantglas ; second, £2, Mr. Richards, VVaunole.

Hackney cob, gelding, or mare, not exceeding 15 hands

high.—First prize, £3, D. W. Rees, Llauelly (Chatrin) ;

second, £2, Captain J. W. Hughes, Glancotliy (Betty).

Gelding or mare adapted for carriage, and driven in har-

ness.—First prize, £3, \V. J. Buckley, I'euefai, Liauellyi;

second, £3, B,. Paruall, Llanstephen (Black Prince).

Two-year-old gelding or filly, calculated for carriage or hack-

ney.—First prize, £3, S. Owen, Gellygatti; second, £1, P-,

Parnell, Llanstephen.

Yearling colt or filly, calculated for a hunter.—First prize,.

£3, R. Waters (Tramp) ; second, £1, W. €h Hughes, Clan-

cothy.

Yearling colt or filly, calculated for a hackney.—First prize,.,

£2, and second, £1, D. II. Thomas, Derllys.

Pair of cart horses, geldings, or mares, shown in harness,,

the property of tenant farmers.—First prize, £3, Mr. Phillips,

Carleon ; second, £2, Mr. Morris, Penhen.

Gelding or mare of the cart breed.—Prize, £2 3s., Mr. DavieSj.

Typicca.

Brood mare and foal, calculated for agricultural purposes,-—

First prize, £3, Mr. Phillips, Cowin Grove ; second, £2, Mr»
J. Phillips, Caerleon.

Three-year-old gelding or filly of the cart breed, the pro-

perty of a tenant farmer.—First prize, £2, Mr. Harries, Tyll-

wyd ; second, £1, Mr. Davies, Yeuyswen,
Two-year-old gelding or filly, calculated for agricultural pur-

poses —First prize, £3, Mr. Footman, Havodwen ; second, £1,,

Mr. Davies, Capeldewi-canol.

Yearling colt or filly, calculated for agricnltural purposes.—

Firsttprizp, £2, D. U. Thomas,'Derllys Court ; second, £1, Mr,
Phillips, Caerleon,

Pony of any other age, under 13 hands high.—First prize,

£3, Mr. J. Rees, Llanboidy ; second, £1, Master Vincent

Thomas, Starhng Park (Uick).

Sucking colt or filly of the cart breed.—Prize, £1, T. Ed-
wards, Gianrhydw Farm.

Sucking colt or filly, not by one of Mr, Broad's cart stallions.

—Prize, J£l, T. John, Clyngwyn.
Sucking colt or filly, got by Mr. Campbell's (Down) (Star of

the West).—First prize, £1, B. Davies, Pentrewin ; second,.

10s., Mr, Phillips, (Caerleon.

Sucking colt or filly of the hunter or hackney breed,—Prise,.

£1, R. Waters.
Sucking colt or filly of the hunter or hackney breed, got by

one of Mr. Broad's entire horses.—Prize, £1, Mr. Richards,.

Waunole.
SHEEP.

SHORTWOOL.

Two-year-old or aged ram.—First prize, £3, Mr. Rees, Garth.

Farm, Swansea ; second, £1 10s., Mr. Phillips, Caerleon.

Yearling ram.—First prize, £3, Mr, Rees ; second, £1 lOs.j,

Earl of Cawdor.
Ram lamb.—First prize, £3, and second, £1, Mr. Reca.

Pen of fiveyearling ewes,—First prize, £3, Mr. Rees ; secondj,,

£1 lOs., Earl of Cawdor,
Pen of five ewe lambs—First prize, £3, Mr. Griffiths, Llwya-

poid ; second, ^£1, Mrs. Williams, Love Lodge.

LONOWOOL.

Ram 01 any age—Prize, £3, Mr. Thomas, St. Hilary.

Ram lamb.—First and second prizes, £2, Mr. Thomas.

Pen of five ewes of any age.—Prize, £2, Mr, Thomas.

, Pen of five ewe lambs,—Prize, £2, Mr, Thomas,

PIGS.

Boar.—Prize, £2 lOs., Viscount Emlyn.

Sow (having had a litter ot pigs, and in breeding profits).—*

First prize, £2 10s., P. 11. Lewis ; second, £1, Mr. Prosser.

Open sow under 12 months old.—First prize, £2, and
second, £1, Mr. Thomas, Glaurynis.

M ERIONETHSIIIRE.
The tenth annual Show of the Merionethshire Agrictiltnral

Society was held at Bala, on Tuesday, September 25th. The
Show w as under the presidency of Sir Watkin W^ynn, who
takes the warmest interest in the Society, aud was not only

a munificent contributor to the prize fund, but also one of

the principal exhibitors. Tiie vice-president was Mr. R.
Pnghe, Caeruerllan, Abergynolwyn. Upwards of £375 was
given away in prizes, and the Show was on the whole one of

the very best that lias ever been held in Merionethshire. The
sliow of cattle—and especially of Welsh cattle—wag extremely

good. A finer exliibitiou of stock of the native breed has

perhaps seldom been seen in the principality. Of sheep aud

pigs there was a very Ikii show, thou^jh not ono of Bilra*
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ordinary merit. Some Tery nsefal ponies andcoba were shown,

of pojd breed and action. Amongst them were several

whieh would, in the opinion of the juJges, if carefully trained

for the nest eiffht months, be quite able to hold their own at

the Islinston Horse Show. The borsea generally were many

of them superior to those usually exhibited at Shows of this

kind In Welch cattle the first prize for ahull of three years

old was awarded to a noted breeder, Mr. Richard Rowlands,

of Taljbont, for a remarkably fine ball. The bull exhibited

by Mr. Williams, of Pentremawr, which took second honours,

was also a verj- good one. For the best bull under three years

old the honorary first prize was awarded to Captain Best for

the same fine animal for which he obtained titst prize at the

Llangollen Show. Mr, David Jones, of Llanuwchllyn,

got tlie first prize for a handsome bull with shaggy hide and

Tery good hips. No second prize was awarded in this

premiujn. For a bull under t\T0 years old the first prize in

the premium and the prize for the best bull bred in

North Wales went to Mr. Thomas Jones, of Hafod Elwy,

Cerygydrudion, for a beautiful animal with very straight back

and short legs who literally had his honours thick upon him. Tho
hull took a first prize at the Liverpool Show of the Royal

Agricultural Society, and at Denbigh last week a first prize

and the champion prize for the best Wesh bull of any age. Mr.

Williams, of Pentremawr, who took the second for the best

hull above three years old, also took the first[and second prizes

for the best cow, and Mr. Richard Rowlands, Talybont, who
won the first prize for the best bull over three years old, was

also awarded the first prize for the best heifer under four years

old. The first and second prizes for the best heifer under

three years old, were awarded to Mr. Edmund Griffith, of

Tynddyndu, Harlech for two very promising animals. There

were only four entries in this premium. For heiters under

two years old the first honorary prize and a challenge cup of

the value of ten guineas, offered by Mr. C. Edwards, of Dol-

serau, Dolgelley, for the best heifer, whether of Welsh or any

other breed, and which must be won three years in succession,

were awarded to Mr. F. T. Jones, of Ciltargarlh, for a very fine

heifer, showing great width in the hips and very straight in

the hind-quarters. This heifer took fiist prizes at tlie Show of

the Ederynion Agricultural Society last year, and of the

Uwchaled Agricultural Society. The first prize in this premium
was awarded to Mr, Thomas Jones, of L'.anuwehllyn. In the

premium for the best two oxen above three years old there

were only two competitors—Sir Watkin Wynn and Mr.

Vaughan, of Nannau. Sir Watkin's oxen were magnificent

speciraens of the Welsh breed. They were of great size, well-

shaped, with fine heads and large horns, and were altogether

very noble-looking animals. There were only two entries in

the next premiums for the best two oxen above two and under

three years old, and three in the last premium of the Welsh
cattle class for the best pair of oxen under two years old. The
first prize in the former premium was taken by Mr. M,
Williams of Pentremawr, who was one of the most
successful exhibitors in this class, and in the latter premium
by Mr. Edward Edwards, of Cerygydrudion, a well-known
breeder of Welsh cattle. In Class 3, for cattle of any other

breed, Lord Harlech exhibited a very fine bull above three

years old, for which he was awarded a first honorary prize.

The second honorary prize fell to the only other competitor in

this premium, Mr. W. E. Oakeley, of Tanybwlch. The first

p'ize for the best bull under three years old was awarded to

a splendid Shorthorn, with particularly fine hindquarters, and

with abundance of flesh, exhibited by Mr. Robert
Davies, of Druid, Corsven, who also took first prizes

for the best cow, the best heifer under two years old,

and the best pair of yearling bullocks. For the best

bull nnder two years old, the first honorary prize

was awarded to a well-proportioned roan bull, exhibited by

Lord Harlech ; and the first prize to Mr. Joseph Davies, of

Gwyddelwern, who was run very close by the winner of the

second prize, Mr. Edward Jones, of Llandrillo. The honorary
first prize for the best cow was assigned to Lord Harlech, and
the honorary second prize to a very excellent animal shown
by Mr. William Kerr, of Corwen. There were twenty-three
entries in this premium—the largest number in the cattle

classes—and the competition was exceedingly good. We may
here mention that a prize of £.5, offered by Mr. W. Taylor,

of Dolgelley, for the two best AVeish cows, or two cows of any
other breed, in calf or milk, was awarded to Mr. Ri.hard
Humphreys, of the Rojal Goat Hotel, Beddjelert. Mr, Evan

Davies, of Corwen, took the first prize for the best heifer in

calf or milk, under three years old. It was a white heifer of

symmetrical proportions, and with a very pretty head. Mr.
Kerr, of Corwen, was awarded a first honorary prize in this

premium. Mr. John Williams, of Gwernhefia, Bala, was the

sole competitor (or the prizes otfered for the best pair of oxen
above two and under three years old, and to him the

first prize was awarded, as well as the second prize

in the next premium, for the best pair of yearling

bullocks. In extra stock Lord Harlech exhibited a
beautiful little baby Alderney, only three months old.

The first pr'ze o'' £15 for the oest agricultural stallion that

had travelleJ the districts of Harlech, Dolgelley, or Towyn in

the season of 1877 was awarded to Mr. Griffith Morris, of

Cemrass-road, for Invincible, a very handsome dark grey

stallion rising six years old, whieh also took the first prize at

the Montgomeryshire Show. The extra prize of £5, otfered

by Mr. W. E. Oakeley, Tan-y-bwlch, was also awarded to

Invincible, the honorary award being given to Hon. C. H.
Wynn. The first prize of £15 in the next premium, the

stallion having travelled the district of Bala in the season of

1877, was won by Mr. Robert Hughes, of Clawddenewydd,
Ruthin, who also took the extra prize offered in this premium
by Mr. H. Robertson, M.P. Mr. Robertson's prize for the

best mountain pony stallion that has served mares in the

county was awarded to Mr. John Williams, of Gwhernhefin,

Biia. The extra prize of .£10 offered by Mr. E. Coulson, of

Corsygedol for the best hackney stalhon, having served mares

in the county, was awarded to Mr. C. R. Williams, of Dolme-
lynllyn, Dolgelly. Mr. William Parry, Cerrig-y-Drudion, was
the winner of the first prize for the best mare and foal for

agricultural purposes. The same mare and foal took second

prizrfS at Denbigh, Conway and Uwchallen. The extra prize

or£5, offered by Mr. Samuel Holland, M.P., for the best mare
and foal (the latter got by either Pride of Wales or Earnest

Tom), was won by Mr. Owen Pugh, of Llangower, for a veiy

large and well-shaped mare and foal, the foal got by Earnest

Tom. Mr. Thomas Jones, of Llanderfyl, carried off the first

prize for the best pair of agricultural horses for some extremely

good serviceable animals, and a handsome pair of black horses

shown by Mr. John Roberts, of Llrndriilo, carried off the

second prize. Amongst the other successful competitors for

the horse prizes were Mr. Edward Jones, of Gwyddelwern
(who took a first prize in the agricultural gelding or filly class

for the same animal, which won a first prize at the Edeyrnion
Show), Mr. Rice James, of Bettws, Gerfil Goch, Mr. Godfrey
Parry, of Llansaintffraid, Mr. Thomas Roberts, of Brynberth,
Corwen (who was awarded the special prize of £5, offered by
the High Sheriff of Merionethshire, for the best roadster or

hack in the yard), Mr. T. Barton, of Llangollen, Mr. J.D.
Jiirrett, of Trawsfynydd, Mr. Edward Roberts, of Llangollen,

Mr. W.Jones, of Llanuwchllyn, and Mr, David Jones, of
Ddolfawr, Llanuwchllyn.

—

Cambrian News.

MONTGOMERYSHIRE.
The seventh Show of this flourishing Society was held oa

Sept. 2], in Plas Machynlleth Park, by the kind permis-
sion of the Most Honourable the Marquess of Londonderry,
K.P., the President of the Society for the year.

Tlie total number of exhibits reached nearly 810, and they
were made up of 61 entries for Hereford cattle, 10 Shorthorns,
and 73 of other breeds, the cattle numbering altogether 17i :

but as many of them were "pairs," it represented a much
larger number of animals.iOf this number the Herefords made
up about one-half of the whole of the cattle exhibited. The
Hen fords were splendid animals in all their classes, and the
" white face" were the great favourites over their well-known
rivals, the Shorthorns,

The sheep were exhibited in goodly numbers, and there
were 183 entries, the great feature of attraction being " the
Shropshires ; and it is evident this splendid breed of sheep is

slowly, but surely, acclimatizing itself to the pastures ot' the
Montgomeryshire hills and valleys. There were 47 entries, but
as many of ti.em were pens of " five" the number exhibited was
much larger. There were 135 entries for hill sheep and other
breeds, and these were many of them pens of five, so that the
number of sheep was large.

There were 23 entries of five fleeces each of wool, seven of
which were Shropshires, and 16 hill fleeces.

The horses formed a large feature of the Show, and the
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prestige attained by Montgomeryshire for its draught horses

seems in no way diminished. The total entries for horses,

mares and foals, colts, stallions, and ponies, of all kinds,

numbered 206. They embraced classes for practical utility,

either in agriculture, for harness, or the road, and there were

no prizes tor fancy horses, such as hunters. Among the extra

stock was a rich dark dapple-brown, stallion " Nuueaton," 16

hands high, not for competition, exhibited by the IMarquess

of Londonderry, whicii attracted great attention, and whose

long pedigree from some of the best strains of blood was pub-

ished in the catalogue, the dates attached to the pedigree

going as far back as 1773.

The donkeys were a good class, for which there were 7
ntries.

There were 33 entries for pigs of large hreed, middle breed,

small breed, and any breed, and there were some fine animals

amongst them.
The entries for the best-looking sheep dog numbered 37.

There were 13 entries for cheese ; 68 for tub and fresh

butter ; 22 for roots ; 35 for grain, including wheat, barley,

and oats ; and 35 extra prizes for the best two cows, best pen

of five mountain-bred ewes &c.

—

AhricCgedp om the Shrewsbury

Chronicle.

OSWESTEY DISTRICT.
The sixteenth annual Show of the Oswestry District Agri-

cultural Society was held at EUesmere on Friday, September

28th. Tlie total amount offered in prizes, including twenty

silver cups, was nearly £500, and we are glad to be able to

report that the Show, in point, we believe, both of quality and
quantity—certainly in point of quality—was the very best the

Society has ever had.

At the suggestion of Mr. Mainwaring the priaes usually

ofiFered by the President for the best cultivated farms were
adandoned, for want of sufficient competition for them, and the

money devoted to special prizes for other things. Of the

silver cups or pieces of plate offered eight were given by the

President. For special prizes oifered for'the best root crops

there were twenty-two competitors.

The exhibition, which comprised horses, cattle, sheep, pigs,

poultry, butter, cheese, roots, and implements, was held on a

very convenient site near the railway station. The show of

horses, sheep, and pigs was held in the Smithfield, and of

cattle, poultry, and implements in a field next to it. The
horse leaping took place in afield adjoining the station yard,

where a grand stand was erected forths spectators of this very

popular form of competition. Of the excellence of the Show
we liave already spoken in general terms. The show of cattle,

though not very large, was very good. In the Short-horn
premiums there were twenty-five entries, and in the Hereford
only fourteen, but amongst the animals shown were some which
would have done lionour to the Show of a much larger Society.

The show of sheep and pigs was, on the whole, extremely

creditable. There were fifiy-five entries in the sheep class, and
nineteen fur pigs. Of horses there was a large and excellent

show. The number of entries was 124. For the leaping

prizes there were nineteen entries. The show of cheese and
butter was very small, but fairly good—the butter especially so.

There were only nine entries in each of these classes. For
roots there were thirty-three entries. The number of entries

in the poultry show was 166, and it was, in the opinion of the
judge, Mr. Hewitt, the best Show in connection with the
Oswestry Society upon which he had ever adjudicated.

—

Oswestry Adoertiser,

RADNORSHIRE.
The fifth annual Show of stock and hunters, and the sheep

, dog trials, under the auspices of the Kadporshire Agricul-

tural Society, took place at Penybont, on Friday, 21st Sept.

The Show was held on a large meadow at the rear of the

Seven Arms Hotel, the approach to whicii was over a primi-

tive and shaky foot-bridge across the Ithon. The 'Acather

was superb, and it was computed liiat nearly three thousand
visitors were on the Show-ground. The show of stock was
in every respect a great improvement upon that of last

year, and proved that the Radnorshire farmers are rapidly

mastering the secret of prize-winning. Most amateur critics

at agricultural Shows are attracted by the larger beasts, their

weakness being to coutound bulk with quality; but tlie

animals that are mostly prized are those that are bred so as

to reduce the more useless parts of their total weight (the

head, extremities, and bones) to a minimum. Dealing with
the Show in the order of the catalogue, we will first refer to
the horses. There were five entries in Class 1, for stallions

for the general purposes of husbandry, the best being entitled

to a silver cup of the value of five guineas, the gift of Mr.-

James Vaughan, the high sheriff of the county. The judges'

favour inclined to a fine symmetrical hor^e, named Welsh-
man, six years, a much younger animal, named Stranger, being
awarded the second prize offered by the Society. Only two
roadster stallions were entered in Class 2, and they were
of sufficient merit to secure the prizes offered by the Society.

The pony stallions were a good though small class, the
entries numbering only three. In Class 4, for the best mare
and foal at foot, there were 11 entries. A fine mare, with
good-looking foal at foot, belonging to Mr. E. Farr, Pilleth,

specially attracted the judges' attention, and was decorated.

The same exhibitor carried off the prize for the best cart

sucker. There were twelve entries in Class 6, for the best

mare and foal at foot (other than cart), and the prizes

were awarded to animals with regard to which many
commendations were bestowed by the visitors. Pony
mares were also a large .class, the entries numbering
10. The two-year~old geldings, two-year-old mares, and
yearling colts tor the general purposes of husbandry, were well

represented in their respective classes, but the entries wer
not nomerous. In Class 12, Jfor the best two-year-old nag,

there were 12 entries, and 10 in Class 13 for the best yearliug

nag. Mr. Henry Lloyd offered a prize of JEo in Class l-i,

for the best three-year-old pony not exceeding 13 hands. The
judges' award went to Mr. J. E. Davies, Wronoly, for his-

Wild Beauty, a name by no means inappropriate. An objec-

tion, however, was lodged against the award, and Tommy, be-
longing to Mr. E. J. Morris, Gwernaffell, Knighton, was re-

served for the prize in case the objection was sustained. There
were 13 entries in this clasb. Of cattle, there was s
remarkably fine show. A better collection cf well-bred Here-
fords had not been seen before in any place outside the county

from which they take their name. There were no less than

88 entries in the cattle classes, and in Tery few in-

stances could the beasts be said to be under bred. Radnorshire

is becoming as much the home of Herefords as is Hereford

itself. The first prize Hereford bull of any age was that showrt

by Messrs Cobden and Bannerman, of the Grove, Enighton.

It was bred by the exhibitors from the celebrated Gwernaffell

herd. The age of Latitude Fifth, the bull in question, is 3
years and 8 months, and he is a very heavy, compact, good
quality animal. He was in very good company, four or five

of the most renowned breeders in the county having sent their

best bulls to compete for the prizes in Class 15, The second

prize was awarded to Mr. J. B. Roberts, of Badland. In the

next Class there were also several animals with sleek and plosay

coats, these being Hereford bulls under two years. There

were 6 entries, and the awards went to residents in Cefu and
Monaughly. For the prizes offered for the best Hereford

bull under one year, 7 competed, Messrs. Cobden and
Bannerman again being victorious witli a very promising

looking bull aged seven raontlis, Mr. E. Farr, Pilleth, being

placed second with a neat bull aged four months.

Classes 18 to 23 inclusive were for animals from the lower

district, and Classes 2i to 31 inclusive were for animals from

the upper district. The competition from the two districts

was about equal, and the winning animals were of unquestion-

able merit. The prizes in Classes 30 and 31 for yearliug steers

and heifers belonging to tenant farmers in the upper district

were given by Mr. R. W. Banks. The sheep were remarkably

choice, the upper district sending as good specimens as were

to be seen from the lower. Classes 33 to 48 inclusive were

devoted to sheep, and the competition was very great. The
judges had some little difficulty in Class 38 for the best pure-

bred Down ram of any age. Eventually the blue badge went

to Mr. Morris, Gwernaffell, who was closely pressed by Mr.
G. llamar, Boatside, Glyro. The wethers, thougli of remark-

ably good quality, were considered to be rather inferior to

those exhibited last year at I'eujbont. Tlie classes for pigs

were well filled, and the animals shown attracted a consider-

able amount of attention on account of their bulky, solid

appearance. Tlie owners evidently believed in the epigram of

tliat eminent scholar who once said, " For every ouute you

put into a pig you get » solid reluru."_^ Prizes, amounliag to
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lOs. each, were awarded by the judges to the exhibitors of the

best descriptions of extra stotk. The trials of hunters were

witnessed with uoflagging interest from the conimencemeiit to

the close of the contests. The course was railed off, plain and
gorse-covered hurdles were placed at suitable distances,

and the water jump was in the centre of the course. A
large number of persons witnessed the jumping from

the hiil which skirted one side of the course. In

Class 1, thirteen hunters, up to 14 btone, competed, the prizes

being £10 for the best and £3 lOs. for the second best. Ano-

ther prize of £3 was offered for the best performer. There

was no lack of excellent performances. Mr. W. B. Mynor's

Brown Bess d'd her work splendidly, and was adjudged to be

the best performer. Mr. S. C. Evans Williams' g.g., Mr. A.

E. Williams up, nearly threw the rider at the water jump.

Sir R. D. Green-Price's Eector, ridden by Stephens, required

much persuasion to take the water jump. St. Crispin, belong-

ing to Captain Otway (Mr. A. E, AViliiams up), cleared every-

thing, inclntling the hedge, in good sfjle. Lady Jane, the
property of Mr. S, C. Evans Willinms, was cbstiuate at the
water jump, and being tried a second time made an effort, and
managed to get over the hurdle ; in doing so she unseated lier

rider, Mr. A. E. Williams, who fell into the water, but for-
tunately he was not injured, Mr. S. W. Williams' Pilgrim
vaulted over the hurdles in a manner that pleased tiie spec-
tators, but did not seem to care for the liedge. Captain
Otway's Blarney Stone cleared everythingr before liim in re-

markably good style, and the judges awarded him the first

prize. St. Clears, belonging to Mr. T. P. Williams, Rhayader,
refused to jump the hedge till taken to it the fourth time. St.

Crispin was awarded the second prize. Class 3 was for hunters
under 14 hands 3 in. The prize of £5 was tlie gift of Mr. S.
C. Evans Williams, and a prize of £2 was also given to the
best performer in this class. Eight horses competed, and both
prizes were awarded to Metz, the property of Mr. R. B.
Mynors.

—

Hereford Times.

FROME DAIRY SHOW.
On Wednesday, Sept. 2G, the seventh annual Show of

dairy produce of the Frome District Agricultural Associa-

t:oa was held under very auspicious circumstances, both as

regards the weather and the number of entries. These
latter were fully one-third larger than at any previous

exhibition, and are two-thirds larger in cheese eatries

than the forthcoming Dairy Shov/ in London ; the butter

classes were very much smaller than the London ones.

The cheese classes contained 255 entries, the majority

of them being cheese of remarkably fine quality. Class

I. was a magnificent class, containing aa it did 64 entries,

the majority of which were deep Cheddars, varying from
18 to 20 inches deep. In this class, as in the succeeding

ones, the judges seemed to have a decided preference for

new samples, all the prize lots coming uader that cate-

pory, the riper samples being in every case passed over.

The first prize was awarded to an evenish lot, light in

colour, and yielding kindly to the touch, but which had a

Blightly sour taste, and was certainly not sufficiently ripe

for use.- The second was a riper lot ; but in our opinion

the best lot in the class was an unnoticed lot of dark-

skinned, fully-matured cheese, exhibited by Mr. Charles

Crees, of Seymour's Court, Beckington, Frome. The class

to which the greatest amount of interest usually attaches

is the sweepstake open to the whole world ; but this was

not so important a class this year as usual, owing to the

fact that the competition was entirely restricted to the

three counties of Somerset, Wilts, and Dorset, no other

counties competing. In this restrictiou of the area of

competition we cannot but recognise what may be proved

a source of danger to the Frome Society, limiting as i;

may the beneficial influence which so good a Society and
80 excellent a Show cannot fail to exercise. It is worthy
of note that Mr. Padfield, who last year exhibited at the

Kilmarnock Show, winning the prize medal, sends two
entries to the present Show, both of which were unnoticed

by the judges, the judgment of every one being that they

were beaten on their merits.

The butter classes were inferior to those of last year,

both in point of nitmbers and quality. In the fresh

butter classes some of the samples, and especially the

prize-taking samples, were quite equal to any that have

ever been shown, but the average quality of the whole is

certainly not equal to that of previous years. Every-
where, however, the arrangement left nothing to be de-

sired, the tasty displays being, we think, superior to those

of any previous year. In the cured butter class nearly

all the samples shown were not such as would take a first

place in any large show. In fact, the judges thought
the class so poor that they refraiued from giving a siugle

commendation.

In the cheese fair the first-prize lot fully deserved its

position. It consisted of 45 cwt. of cheese, similar ia

character to those to which allusion is made above, ex-

hibited by the same man as in Class I. So far as prices

were concerned, Cheddars made from 74s. to 843. per

cwt. of 1121bs., Somersets made from 65s. to 70s,,

doubles from 60s. to C8s., and half-skims from SOs. to

543. Business opened slow, farmers espectiug more
money than dealers were willing to give. About twelve

o'clock, however, they gave way, when business became
brisk, and nearly every lot pitched changed hands at the

above-mentioned prices. Considerably over 200 tons

were pitched.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.—Cheese : Mr. Gibson, Edinburgh ; Mr. Ilutchin.

son, London ; Mr. Casle, Gloucester ; Mr. Watson, Bir-

mingham ; and Mr. Giles, Bristol. Butter : Mr. Goddard,

Giihngham; Mr. W. A. Titley, Bath; and Mr. Parfitt,

Bath.
CHEESE.

Four cheese, not less than 56 lbs. each (open to the counties

of Somerset, Wilts, ana Dorset).—First prize, £20, J. Hoddi-

nott, Lipyeat, Bath ; second, £15, H. Pitman, Sutton Montis,

Castle Gary; third, £10, G. Bennett, Erlestoke, Westbury
;

fourth, £5, C.Mabey, Westbury; fifth, £2, J. Welch, Red-
lands, Evercreech,

Four cheese (loaf excepted), not exceeding 84 lbs. each, re-

stricted to dairies of|39 cows or under (open to the counties of

Somerset, Wdts, and Dorset).—First prize, £10, W. Burfitt,

North Brewham ; secoud, £6, J. Butt ; third, £i, R. Noke»
Francis, Westbury ; fourth, £3, G. H. Gunning, West Wood-
lands, Frome.
Four cheese, not less than 28 lbs. each, any system of make

(open to the United Kingdom).-First prize, £30, H. Pitman
;

second,£13, J. Hoddinott; third, £7, G. Bennett; fourth,

£5, J. Welch; fifth, £2, C. Stallard, Stauton Wick, Pensford.

LOAE CHEESE COMPETITION.
Ten cheese, not less than 10 lbs. nor more than 16 lbs. each

(open to Somerset, Wilts, and Dorset).—First prize, £7, J.

Welch ; second, £5, F. Phippen ; third, £3, H, Pitman.

THIN CHEESE COMPETITION.
Six cheese, not exceediug 30 lbs. each (open to Somerset,

Wilts, and Dorset).—First prize, £5, J. Bennett ; second, £3,

H. Burfitt ; third, £3, C. Crees, Beckington, Frome.

Two cheese of any size, made within the district comprised

in tlie Frome Union,—Cup, value £3 3s., C. Crees.

Four cheese, not less than 56 lbs. each (open to the county

of Somerset).—First prize, ,£10, J.Welch; second, £5, J.

Hoddinott ; third, £2, Mr. Bennett.

L'our cheese of any make (sweepstake of £1, open to the

world).—First prize, two-thirds (£17 6s. 8d.), J. Wilcox,

Shepton Mallett ; second, one-lhird (£8s. 13s. 4d.), G.

Bennett ; third, one-half the amount of second prize (£i 6s.

Sd.), J. Welch.
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CHEESE FAIR COMPETITION.
Lot of cheese pitched for sale by a farmer or dairyman, not

less thau 1 cwt. for every cow io the dairy.—First prize, silver

cap, value £5 58. and £6, C. Crees, 13eckington ; second, £-i,

E. Parrott, St. Aljrar's Farm, I'rome ; thiid, £2, C. Crees,

Maiden Bradley, Frome,
BUTTER.

Cured butter, not less tlian 2S lbs. (open to the United
Kingdom).—First prize, i'7, G. Bull, Martock ; second, £4,
Mrs. Lea, Stratton College, near Bath; third, £2, C. Osborne,
Milbrook Fartn, Sherborne ; fourth, £1, Mrs. Brake, Frome
St. Quinton, Cattistock, Dorset.

Fresh butter, not less than 6 lbs., made in dairies where no
cow nor heifer in milk of any Chaauel Inland or Norman
breed is kept, printed in half-pounds (open to the United
Kingdom).—First prize, £5, A. Ashford, Fifehead, Magdalen,
Gillingham, Dorset; second, £3, S. Sims, Ansford, Castle

Gary ; third, £2, W. J. George, Newclose Farm, Frome

;

fourth, £1, J. Crees, Cloford House, Frome.
Fresh butter, not less tlian G lbs., made Irom the produce of

cows of any breed, printed in half-pounds (open to the

United Kingdom).—First prize, £5, Mrs. Tapp, I'airfield,

Bradford, Wilts ; second, £3, J. lloliey, servant to Captain
Gibney, IJradford, Wilts; third, £2, G. Jarvis, Kilmington.

MIDLAND FARMERS' CLUB.
A general meeting of members was held at the IMidland

Hotel, New-street, on September 27th, Mr. A. Hodgson
in the chair.

Mr. G. LiNDSET read a paper, entitled " A kw Features of

American Fanning," the result of a brief visit paid to the

United States twelve months ago. He said he proposed to

show, by a few notes of travel and observation, some matters

of interest in tlie agriculture of wliat had been aptly styled

the greatest food-producing nation in the world. The farmers

of America constituted one-half the population, and during

the time of a disastrous civil war, which resulted in the utter

abolition of slavery and the complete disorganisation of the

labour market, there never was any serious conflict between
the United States farmers and their labourers. After giving

statistics as to the food-producing capabilities of each State,

Mr. Lindsey stated that the agricultural report for the present

year indicated that the crops of wheat were generally good.

Referring to the grasshopper and the Colorado beetle, he said

he was far from underrating the destructive powers of the

latter or the danger of its presence among our potato crops.

It was an uudouDted fact that if a single pair were allowed to

increase without molestation for one season, the result would
amount to over sixty millions. Professor Brewer, however,

had informed him that the American farmers did not appre-

hend that the beetle was going to be a permanent scourge,

They felt assured that when the insect became abundant its

natural enemies would become abundant too, and that the

latter, though not equal to the task of complete extermina-

tion, would keep tiie pest in a wholesome check. The growth
of the cattle trade had made great strides during the last half

century. The first importations of Shorthorns made with any

design of improving American cattle were received at the

beginning of this century. Forty years ago a company was
started in Ohio for introducing cattle into the West, on a

large scale, and gave an impetus to what the Americans called

" cattle industry," wliich had since been rapid, tlie Americans
now seeking to supply the beef-eaters of the old country with

dead meat. As a rule, the animals which made tliis beef were

well-grown young stock, seldom above three years old. They
were fed for the most pa-t on the rich grass lands of the

country, and doubtless contained all the elements of good food.

In America a considerable number of animals were killed for

their skins, horns, and fat. There was, however, a ready

liorae market for the fat, which was sold to the proprietors of

certain factories, wliere it was turned out as butter, labelled

" ciioicest creamery." The traffic in bo^tus butter, or " oleo-

margarine," had assumed such proportions that a law was

lats'ly passed for tiie protection of dairymen by preventing de-

ception in the sale of butter. There was in England a grow-

ing taste for the better qualities of American cheese, but its

cousumption in the States was extremely small, for the

Yankees were not a cheese-eating people. Moch attention

was given to the hreeding of horses, and he could say from
experience that horses in America were well fed, lightly

worked, regularly groomed, and rarely, if ever, beaten or ill-

treated. The most important organisation which affected

American agriculture was an Order named " The Grange,"
which was a kind of farmers' freemasonry. At its meetings,
which were attended by both men and women, matters con-
ducive to the interests of all were freely discussed, and the
result was that every member was benefited. As a body the
farmers of the United States were enabled to exercise that in-

fluence in the affairs of the country to wliich their numbers
entitled them.

Mr. Houghton said a number of years ago he went to

America for the purpose of settling in that country as a far-

mer. He found, however, the climate was so cold that it was
impossible to grow swedes in order to maintain a flock of
sheep in the winter. lie was aware that in the Western
States of America land could be obtained at a very cheap
rate, but they must remember it was virgin land and required
ploughing deeper and deeper every year. The Americans pro-
duced a great deal of corn because it paid best, although in
the old States a large number of cattle were kept for dairy
purposes. The chief feature of American farming was that
labour-saving macliines were used for everjthing required to
be done on the farm. He was aware they had labour-saving
machines in England, but the number was nothing compared
with what were employed in America. The importation of
meat was very easy of explanation. Stock might be bought
at a very low rate, and after being fed on the boundless
prairies, sent to New York in capital condition, and finally

sent to Europe. His opinion was that American beef was
delicious, as well as the pork, but the veal and mutton were
indifferent.

Mr. Lowe, who remarked that enterprising Americans were
formidable competitors with ourselves, not only in agricultural

but in manufacturing pursuits, proposed a vote of thanks to
Mr. Lindsey for his paper, which was seconded by Mr. Wise,
and passed nem, co/i.

THE EARL OP KIMBERLEY ON THE

LABOUR QUESTION AND COUNTY

BOARDS.

At the annual dinner of the North Walsliara Agricultural

Association, held on October 3rd, the Earl sf Kimber'cy
presided. In the course of a speech made in response to a
toast in his honour, he said :— \Vith regard to tlie agricultural

labour question, farmers had, after all, been only passing

through a similar ordeal to that which had been sustained by
other employers of labour throughout tiie country. He be-
lieved agricultural labourers possessed an average amount oi
good,sound common sense, and he was not at all sure tliat they

would be found more diflicult to deal with than the artisans of
the great towns, although we were sometimes told that the
latter were more intelligent. Upon the question of County
Boards he thought it desirable that the system of municipal
representative institutions at present existing in towns should
be extended to counties. He did not think there was much to

com|ilain of in the present administration of county affairs by
masjistrates assembled in Quarter Sessions, but he considered

it desirable that our local institutions should he strengthened
and refreshed by the establishment of County Boards, instead

of Parliament creating some new department or placing more
business in the hands of some existing departments already too
much occupied. He should, therefore, be glad if the present
Government would accept in principle the measure of Mr.
Head, whose opinions upon this County Board question were
entitled to much respect. He hailed with pleasure the
assurance that the Government intended to take the matter in
hand, and he believed that the Government would receive

considerable support from the Opposition if they attempted to

settle the question in a satisfactory manner.
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PROFESSOR TYNDALL ON SCIENCE.
The following address was delivered by Professor Tyn-

dall on Monday, Oct. 1, at Birmingham, as President of

the Midland Institute :

—

" A magnet attracts iron, but when we analyse the effect

welearo that the metal is not only attractad but repelled, the

filial approach to the magnet being due to the difference of two
unequal and opposing forces. Soc'al progress is for the most
part typified by this duplex or polar action. As a general
rule, every advance is balanced by a partial retreat, every
amelioration is associated more or less with deterioration. No
great mechanical improvement, for example, is introduced for

the benefit of society at large tiiat does not bear hardly upon
individuals. Science, liise other things, is snbject to the
operation of this polar law, wh-\t is good for it under one
aspect being bad for it under another. Science demands above
all things personal concentration. Its home is the study of
the mathematician, the quiet laboratory of the experimenter,
and the cabinet of the meditative observer of nature. Differ-

ent atmospheres are required by the man of science, as such, and
the man of action. The atmosphere, for example, which
vivifies and stimulates your excellent representative, Mr.
Chamberlain, would be death to me. There are organisms
which flourish in oxygen—he is one of them. There are also

organisms which demand for their duller lives a less vitalising

air—I am one of these. Thus the facilities of social and
international intercourse, the railway, the telegraph, and the
post-office, which are such undoubted boons to the man of
action, react to some extent injuriously on the man of science.
Their tendency is to break up that concentrativeness which,
as I have said, is an absolute necessity to the scientific investi-

gator. The men who have most profoundly influenced tlie

world from the scientific side have habitually sought isolation.

Faraday, at a certain period of his career, formally renounced
dining out. Darwin lives apart from the bustle of the world
in his quiet home in Kent. Mayer and Joule dealt in

unobtrusive retirement with the weightiest scientific questions.
Kone of these men, to my knowledge, ever became Presi-
dents of the Midland Institute or of the British Association.
They could not fail to know that both positions are posts of
honour, but they would also know that such positions cannot
be filled without grave disturbance of th it sequestered peace
which, to them, is a first condition of intellectual life. There
is, however, one motive power in the world which no man, be
he a scientific student or otherwise, can afford to treat with
indifference, and that is the cultivation of right relations with
his fellow-men—the performance of his duty, not as an isolated
individual, but as a member of society. Such duty often
requires the sacrifice of private ease to the public wishes, if

not to the public good. From this point of view the invitation
conveyed to me more than once by your excellent senior
Vice-President was not to be declined. It was an invitation
written with the earnestness said to be characteristic of a
Radical, and certainly with the courtesy characteristic of a
gentleman. It quickened within me the desire to meet in a
cordial and brotherly spirit the wish of an institution of which
not only Birmingham, but England, may well be proud, and
of whose friendliness to myself I had agreeable evidence in the
letters of Mr. Thackray Bunce. To look at his picture as a
whole a painter requires distance, and to judge of the total
scientific aciiievement of any age the standpoint of a succeed-
ing age is desirable. We may, however, transport ourselves
in idea into the future, and thus obtain a grasp, more or
less comnlete, of the science of our time. We sometimes hear
it decried and contrasted to its disadvantage with the science
of other times. I do not think tliat this will be the verdict of
posterity. I think, on the contrary, that posterity will
acknowledge that in the history of science no higher samples
of intellectual conquest are recorded than those which this
age has made its own. One of the most salient of these I
propose, with your permission, to make the subject of our
consideration during the coming hour. It is now generally
admitted that the man of to-day is the child and product of
incalculable antecedent time. His physical and intellectual
textures have been woven for him during his passage
through phases of history and forms of existence which lead
the nund back to an abysmal past. One of the qualities which

he has derived from that past is the yearning to let in the
light of principles on the otherwise bewildering flux of pheno-
mena. He has been described by the German Lichtenberg
as 'das rastlose Ursachenthier'— the ^restless, cause-seeking
animal—in whom facts excite a kind of hunger to know the
sources from which they spring. Never, I venture to say,
in the history of the world, has this longing been more
liberally responded to, both among men of science and the
general public, during the last 30 or 40 years. I say ' the
general public,' jbecause it is a feature of our time that the man
of science no longer limits his labours to the society of his
colleagues and his peers, but share?, as far as it is possible
to share, with the world at large the fruits of inquiry. The
celebrated Robert Boyle regatded the universe as a machine;
Mr. Carlyle prefers regarding it as a tree. He loves the
image of the umbrageous Igdrasil better than that of the
Strasburg clock. A machine may be defined as an organism
with life and direction outside ; a tree may be defined as an
organism with life and direction within. In the light of
these definitions, I close with the conception of Carlyle. The
order and energy of the universe I hold to be inherent, and not
imposed from without—the expression of fixed law and not of
arbitrary will, exercised by what Carlyle would call an
Almighty clockmaker. But the two conceptions are not so
much opposed to each other after all. Iq one essential par-
ticular they, at all events, a-^ree. They equally imply the
interdependence and harmonious interaction of parts, and the
subordination of the individual powers of the universal
organism to the working of the whole. Never were the
harmony and interdependence just referred to so clearly
recorganised as now. Our insight regarding ihera is not that
vague and general in&ight to which our fathers had attained,
and which, in early times, was more frequently affirmed by
the synthetic poet than by the scientific man. The inter-
dependence of our day has become quantitative—expressible
by numbers—leading, it must be added, directly into that ines-
orable reign of law which so manygeutle people regard with
dread. la the domain now under review men of science had
first to work their way from darkness into twilight, and from
twilight into day. There is no solution of continuity in
science. It is not given to any man, however endowed, to rise
spontaneously into intellectual splendour without the parent-
age of antecedent thought. Great discoveries grow. Here,
as in other cases, we have first the seed, then the ear, then
the full corn in the ear, the last member of the series implying
the first. Thus, as regards the discovery of gravitation, with
which the name of Newton is identified, notions more or less
clear concerning it had entered many minds before Newton's
transcendent mathematical genius raised it to the level of a
demonstration. The whole of his deductions, moreover, rested
upon the inductions of Kepler. Newton shot beyond hia
predecessors, but his thoughts were rooted in their thoughts,
and a just distribution of merit would assign to them a fair
portion of the honour of discovery. Scientific theories some
times float hke rumours in the air before they receive definite
expression. The doom of a doctrine is often practically
sealed, and the truth of one is often practically accepted, long
prior to the theoretic demonstration of either the error or the
truth. Perpetual motion, for example, was discarded before
it was proved to be in opposition to natural law

; and as
regards the connection and interaction of natural forces, pre-
natal intimations of modern discoveries and results are strewn
through scientific literature. Confining ourselves to recent
times. Dr. Ingleby has pointed out to me some singularly
sagacious remarks bearing upon this question which were
published by an anonymous writer in 1820. Roget's penetra-
tion was conspicuous in 18-29. Mohr had grasped, in 1837,
some deep-lying truth. The writings of Faraday furnish
requent illustrations of his profound belief in the unity of
nature. ' I have long,' he writes in 1545, ' held an opinion
almost amounting to conviction, in common, I believe, with
other lovers of natural knowledge, that the various forms
under which the forces of matter are made manifest have one
common origin, or, in other words, are so directly related and
mutually dependent, that they are convertible, as it were, one
into another, and possess equivalence of power in their action.'
His own researches on magneto-electricty, on electro-
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ohymistry and on the magnetizatiou of light led him directly

to this belief. At an early date Mr. Justice Grove made his

mark upon this question. Colding, though starliuK from a

metaphysical basis, grasped eventually the relation between
heat and meclianical work, and sought to determine it experi-

mentally. And here let me say that to him who has only the

truth at heart, and who in his dealings with scientific history

keeps his soul unwarped by envy, hatred, or malice, personal

or national, every fresh acccession to historic knowledge must
be welcome. For every newcomer of proved merit, more
especially if tiiat merit should have been previously overlooked,

he makes ready room in his recognition or his reverence. Eut
no retrospect of scientific literature has as yet brought to light

a claim which can sensibly affect the positions accorded to two
great Pathfinders, whose names in relation to this subject are

linked in indissoluble association. Tliese names are Julius

Robert Mayer and James Prescott Joule. In his essay on
• Circles ' Mr. Emerson, if I remember rightly, pictured in-

tellectual progress as rythmic. At a given moment knowledge
is surrounded by a barrier which marks its limit. It gradually

gathers clearness and strength until, by-and-by, some thinker

of exceptional power bursts the barrier and wins a wider circle,

within which thought once more intrenches itself. But the

internal force again accumulates, the new barrier is in its turn

broken, and the mind finds itself surrounded by a still wider

horizon. Thus, according to Emerson, knowledge spreads by

intermittent victories instead of progressing at a uniform rate.

When Dr. Joule first proved that a weight of one pound,

falling through a height of 77^ ft., generated an amount of
heat competent to warm a pound of water one degree Fahren-
heit, and that in lifting the weight so much heat exactly dis-

appeared, he broke an Emersonian ' circle,' releasing by the

act an amount of scientific energy which rapidly over-ran a vast

domain. Helmhoitz, Clausius, Thomson, Rankine, Regnault,

Favre, and other iilustrouss names are associated with the

conquests since achieved and embodied in the great doctrine

known as the ' Conservation of Energy.' This doctrine recog-

nizes in the material universe a constant sum of power made
up of items among which the most Protean fluctuations are

incessantly going on. It is as if the body of nature were alive,

the thrill and interchange of its energies resembling those of an
organism. The parts of the ' stupendous whole, shift and change,

augment and diminish, appear and disappear, while the total

of which they are the parts remains quantitatively immutable
•^immutable, because when change occurs it is always

polar

—

-plus accompanies minus, gain accompanies loss, no
item varying in the slightest degree without an absolutely

equal change of some other item in the opposite direction.

Tlie sun warms the tropical ocean, converting a portion of its

liquid into vapour, which rises in the air and is recondensed

on mountain heights, returning in rivers to the ocean from
which it came. Up to the point where condensation begins

an amount of heat exactly equivalent to the molecular work
of vaporization and the mechanical work of lifting the

vapour to the mountain-tops has disappeared from the

universe. What is the gain corresponding to this loss ? It

will s em when mentioned to be expressed in a foreign

currency. The loss is a loss of heat ; the gain is a gain of

distance, both as regards masses and molecules. Water
which was formerly at the ses-level has been lifted to a
position from which jt can fall; molecules which had been
locked together as a liquid are now separate as vapour
which can recondense. After condensation gravity comes
into effectual play, pulling the showers down upon the hills,

and the rivers thus created through their gorges to the sea.

Every raindrop which smites the mountain produces its

defi-oite amount of heat; every river in its course de-

velops heat by the clash of its cataracts and the friction

of its bed. In the act of condensation, moreover, the

molecular work of vaporization is accurately reversed.

Compare, then, the primitive loss of solar warmth with the

heat generated by the condensation of the vapour, and by

the subsequent fall of the water from cloud to sea. They
are mathematically equal to each other. No particle of

vapour was formed and lifted without being paid for in

the currency of solar heat ; no particle returns as water to

the sea without the exact quantative restitution of that

heat. There is nothing gratuitous in physical nature, no
expenditure without equivalent gain, no gain witliout

equivalent expenditure. With inexorable constancy the

one accompanies the other, leaving no nook or crevice be-

tween them for spontaneity to mingle with the pure and

necessary play of natural force. Hai this uniformity of

nature ever been broken ? The reply is " Not to the know-

ledge of science." What has been here stated regarding

heat and gravity applies to the whole of inorgatiic nature.

Let us take an illustration from chemistry. The metal

zinc may be burnt in oxyzen, a perfectly definite amount

of heat being produced by the combustion of a given weight

of the metal. But zinc may also be burnt in a liquid which

contains a supply of oxygen— in water for example. It

does not in this case produce flame or fire, but it does pro-

duce heat which is capable of accurate measurement. But
the heat of zinc burnt in water falls short of that produced

in pure oxygen, the reason bein? that to obtain its oxygen
from the water the zinc must first dislodge the hydrogen.

It is in the performance of this molecular work that the

missing heat is absorbed. Mix the liberated hydrogen

with the oxygen and cause them to recombiue ; the heat

developed is mathematically equal to the missing heat.

Thus in pulling the oxygen and hydrogen asunder an

amount of heat is consumed which is accurately restored

by their reunion. This may be taken as prefatory to a few

remarks upon the Voltaic battery. It is not my design to

dwell upon the techoic features of this wonderful instru-

ment, but simply to illustrate by means of it the further

play of the principle of equivalence and conservation, and
to show the varying shapes which a given amount of energy

can assume while maintaining unvarjing quantitative

stability. When that form of power which we call an elec-

tric current passes through Grove's battery, zinc is con-

sumed in acidulated water, and in the battery we are able

so to arrange matters that when no current passes no zinc

shall be consumed. Now the current, whatever it may be,

possesses the power of generating heat outside the battery.

We can fuse with it iridium, the most refractory of metals,

r we can produce with it the dazzling electric light, and
hat at any terrestrial distance from the battery itself.

We will now, however, content ourselves with causing the

current to raise a given lengtii of platinum wire, first to a

blood-heat, then to redness, and finally to a white heat.

The heat under these circumstances generated in the

battery by the combustion of a fixed quantity of zinc is

no longer constant, but it varies inversely as the heat gene-

rated outside. If the outside heat be nil, the inside heat

is a maximum ; if the external wire be raised to a blood-

heat, the internal heat falls slightly short of the maximvm.
If the wire be rendered red-hot the quantity of missing heat

within the battery is greater, and if the external wire be

rendered white-hot, the defect is greater still. Add together

he internal and external heat produced by the combustion

of a given weight of zinc, and you have an abso-

lute.ly constant total. The heat generated without

is so much lost within, the heat generated within

is so much lost without, the polar changes already

adverted to coming here conspicuously into play.

Thus, in a variety of ways, we can distribute the items of

a never-varying sum, but even the subtle agency of the

electric current places no creative power in our hand*. In-

stead of generating external heat we may cause the current

to effect chemical decomposition at a distance from the

battery. Let it, for example, decompose water into

oxygen and hydrogen. The heat generated in the battery,

under these circumstances by the combustion of a given

weight of zinc falls short of what is produced when there

is no decomposition. How far short ? The question ad-

wits of a perfectly exact answer. When the oxygen and
hydrogen recombine, the heat absorbed in the decomposi-

tion is accurately restored, and it is exactly equal in

amount to that missing in the battery. We may, if we
like, bottle up the gases, carry in this form the lieat of the

battery to the Polar Regions, and librrate it there. The
battery, in fact, is a hearth on which fuel is consumed, but

the heat of the combustion, instead of being confined in

the usual manner to the hearth itself, may be first liberated

at the other side of the world. In my youth I thought an
electro-magneticengine which was shown to me a veritable

perpetual motion—a macliine, that is to say, which per-

formed work without tiie expenditure of power. Let us

consider the action of such a machine. Suppose it to be

employed to pump water from a lo*er to a higher level.

On examining the battery which works the engine we find
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that the zins consamcd iloes not yield its full amount of

heat. The quantity of heat thus missing within is the

exact thermal equivalent of the mechanical work performed

without. Let the water fall asaia to a lower level, it is

warmed by the fall. Add the heat thus produced to that

generated by the friction, mechanical and magnetical, of

the engine, we thus obtain the precise amount of heat

anissing in the ba'tery. All the effects obtained from the

machine are tiius strictly paid for, this " payment for re-

sults " being, I would repeat, the inexorable method of

nature. No engine, however subtly devised, can evade

this law of eqaivulencp, or perform on its own account the

Bmaliest modicum of work. The machine distributes, but

it cannot create. Is the animal body, then, to be classed

among machines? When I lift a weiijht, or throw a stone,

or climb a mountain, or wrestle with my comrade, am I

not conscious of actually creating and expending force?

Let us look to the an'ecedents of this force. We derive

the muscle and fdt of our bodies from what we eat.

Animal heat you know to be due to the slow combustion of

this fuel. My arm is now inactive, and the ordinary slow

combustion of my blood and tissue is going on. For every

grain of fuel thus burnt a perfectly definite amount of heat

has been produced. I now contract my biceps muscle without

causing it to perform external work. The combustion is

quickened and the heat s increased, this additional heat

being liberated in the muscle itself. I lay hold of a |561b.

weight, and by the contraction of my biceps lift it through
the vertical space of a foot. The blood and tissues con-

sumed during this contraction have not developed in the

muscle their due amount of heat. A quautitv of heat is

at this moment missing in my muscle which would raise

the temperature of an ounce of water somewhat more than
one degree Fahrenheit. I liberate the weigtit, it falls to

the earih, and, by its collision, generates the precise amount
of h-at missing in the muscle. My muscular heat is thus

transferred from its local hearth to external space. The fuel

is consumed in my body, but the heat of combustion is pro-

duced outsids ray body The ease is substantially tiie

Bime as that of the Voltaic battery when it performs ex-

ternal work or produces external heat. All this points to

the conclusion that the force we employ in muscular exer-

tion is the force of burning fuel and not of creative will.

In the light of these facts the body is seen to be as in-

capable of generating energy without expenditure [ as the

Bolids and liquids of the Voltaic battery. The body, in

other words, falls into the category of machines. We can
do with the body all that we have already done with the

battery—heat pla'inum wires, decompose water, magnetize
iron, and deflect a magnetic needle. The combustion of

muscle may be made to produce all these effects, as the

combastion of zinc may be caused to produce them. By
turning tlie handle of a magneto-electric machine a coil of
wire may be caused to rotate between the poles of a
magnet. As long as the two ends of the coil are uncon-
nected we liave simply to overcome the ordinary inertia

and friction of the machine in turning the handle. But
the moment the two ends of the coil are united by a thin

platinum wire a sudden addition of labour is thrown upon
the turning arm. When the necessary labour is expended
its equivalent immediately appears. The platinum wire
glows. You can readily maintain it at a white heat or
even fuse it. Tiiis is a very remarkable result. From the
muscles of the arm, with a temperature of 100 deg., we
extract the temperature of molten platinum, which is

many thousand degrees. The miracle here is the reverse
of that of the burning bush mentioned in Genesis. There
the busli burned but was not consumed, here the blood
is consumed but does not burn. The similarity of the action
with that of the Voltaic battery when it heats an external
wire is too obvious to need pointing out. When the
machine is used to decompose water, the heat of the
muscle, like that of tlie battery, is consumed in molecular
work, being fully restored when the gases recombine. As
before, also, the transmuted heat of the muscles may be
bottled up, carried to the Polar Regions, and there restored
to its pristine form. The matter of the human body is the
same as that of the world around us, and here we find the
forces of the human body identical witli those of inorganic
nature. Just as little as the Voltaic battery is the animal
bjdy a creator of force. It is au apparatus exquisite and

effectual beyond all others in transforming and dijtribut-

ing the energy with which it is supplied, but it possesses

no creative power. Compared with the notions previously
entertained regarding the play of ' vital force,' this is a
great jesult. The problem of v'tal dynamics has been de-
scribed by a ^competent authority as the ' grandest of all,'

I subscriDe to this opinion, and honour cor;espondingly the

man who first successfully grappled with the ) roblem. He
was no Pope in the sense of being infallible, but he was a
man of genius whose work will be held in honour as long

as science endures ; I have already named him in connection
with our illustrious countryman Dr. Joule. Other eminent
men took up this subject subsequently and independently

;

but all that has been done hitherto enhances, instead of
diminishing, the merits of Dr. Mayer. Consider the vigour

of his reasoning. 'Beyond the power of generating in-

ternal heat, the animal organism can generate lieat ex-

ternal to itself. A blacksmith by hammering can warm a

nail, and a savage by friction can heat wood to its point of
ignition. Unless, then, we abandon the physiological

axiom that the animal body cannot create heat out of

nothing, we are driven to the conclusion that it is the total

heat, within and without, that ought to be regarded as the

real calorific effect of the oxidation within the body.'

Mayer, however, not only states the principle, but illus-

trates numerically the transfer of muscular heat to ex-

ternal space. A bowler who imparts a velocity of 30 ft. to

an Sib. ball consumes in the act 1-lOth of a grain of carbon.

The heat of the muscle is here distributed over the track

of the ball, being developed there by mechanical friction.

A man weighing 1501b. consumes in lifting his own body
to a height of 8 ft. the heat of a grain of carbon. Jumping
from this height the heat: is restored. The consumption
of 2 oz. 4 drs. 20 grs. of carbon would place the same man on
the summit of a mountain 10,000 ft. high. In de>cending
the mountain an amount of heat equal to that produced by
the combustion of the foregoing amount of carbon is re-

stored. Tlie muscles of a labourer whose weight is 1501b.
weigh 641b. When dried they are reduced to 151b. AVere
the oxidation corresponding to a day labourer's ordinary

work exerted on the muscles alone, tliey would be wholly
consumed in 80 days. Were the oxidation necessary to

sustain the heart's action concentrated on the heart itself

it would be consumed in eight days. And if we confine

our attention to the two ventricles, their action would con-

sume the associated muscular tissue in three days and a half.

With a fulness and precision of which this is but a sample did

Mayer, between 184'2 and ISl-S, deal with the great question

of vital dynamics. We place, then, food in our stomachs as so

much combustible matter. It is first dissolved by purely chy-

mical processes, and the nutritive fluid is poured into the blood.

Here it comes into contact with atmospheric oxygen admitted

by the lungs. It unites with the oxygen as wood or coal

might unite with it in a furnace. The matter products of the

union, if I may use the term, are the same in both cases—
viz,, carbonic acid and water. The force products are also the

same—heat within the body, or heat and wurk outside the

body. Thus far every action of the organism belongs to the

domain either of physics or of chymistry. But you saw me
contract the muscle of my arm. What enabled me to do so ?

Was it or was it not the direct action of ray will? The
answer is, the action of the will is mediate, not direct. Over
and above the muscles the human organism is provided with

long whitish filaments of medullary matter, which issue from

the spinal column, being connected by it on the one side with
the brain, and on the other side losing themselves in the mus-
cles. Those filaments or cords are the nerves, which you
know are divided into two kinds, senior and motor, or, if you
like the terras bet er, afferent and efferent nerves. The former

carry impressions from the external world to the brain ; the

latter convey the behests of the brain to the muscles. Here,

as elsewhere, we find ourselves aided by the sagacity of Mayer,

who was the first to clearly formulate the part played by the

nerves in the organism. Mayer saw that neither nerves nor

brain, nor both together, possessed the energy necessary to

animal motion ; buThe also saw that the nerve could lift a

latch and open a door by which floods of energy are let loose.

' As an engineer,' he says with admirable lucidity, ' by the

motion of his finger in opening a valve or loosening a detent

can liberate an amount of mechanical energy almost infinite

compared with its eicuitiog cause, so the nerves, acting on the
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nmscles, can unlock an Rmount of power out of all proportion

to the work done by the nerves themselves.' The nerves,

according to Mayer, pnll the trigger, but the gunpowder which
they ignite is stored in the muscles. This is the view now
vmiversally entertained. The quickness of thought has passed

into a proverb, and the notion that any measurable time

elapsed between the iulliction of a wound and tlie feeling of

the injury would have been rejected as preposterous 30 years

3go. Nervous impressions, notwithstanding the results of

Ilaller, were thought to be transmitted, if not instantaneously,

at all events with the rapidity of electricity. Hence, when
Helmholtz, in 1851, aflirmed, as the result of experiment, ner-

vous transmissioa to be a comparatively sluggish process, very

few believed liim. His experiments may now be made in the

lecture room. Sound in air moves at the rate of 1,100 ft. a

secotid ; sound in water moves at the rate of 4,000 ft. a

second ; liglit in ether moves at the rate of 190,000 miles a

second, and electricity in free wires moves probably at tlie same
rate. But the nerves transmit their messages at the rate of

only 70 ft. a second, a progress which in these quick times

might well be regarded as intolerably slow. Your townsman,
Mr. Gore, has produced by electrolysis a kind of antimony
wliich exhibits an action strikingly analogous to that of ner-

vous propagation. A rod of this antimony is in such a mole-

cular condition that when you scratch or heat one end of the

rod the disturbance propagates itself before your eyes to the

other end, the onward march of the disturbance being an-

nounced by the development of heat and fumes along the line

of propagation. In some such way the molecules of the nerves

are successively overthrown ; and if Mr. Gore could only

devise some means of winding up his exhausted antimony, as

the nutritive blood winds up exhausted nerves, the comparison

vpould be complete. Tiie subject may be summed up, as Du
Bois-Reymond has summed it up, by reterence to the case of

a whale struck by a harpoon in the tail. If the animal were

70 ft. long a second would elapse before the disturbance could

reach the brain. But the impression after its arrival has to

diffuse itself and throw the brain into the molecular condition

necessary to consciousness. Then, and not till then, the com-
mand to the tail to defend itself is shot through the motor
nerves. Another second must elapse before the order reaches

the tail, so that more than two seconds transpire between the

infliction of the wound and the muscular response of the part

wounded. The interval required for the kindling of conscious-

ness would probably more than sufilce for the destruction of

the brain by lightning or even by a rifle bullet. Before the

organ can arrange itself, it may, therefore, be destroyed, and
in such a case we may safely conclude that death is painless.

The experiences of common lire supply us with copious

instances ot the liberation of vast stores of muscular power by

infinitesimal ' priming' of the muscles by the nerves. We all

know the effect produced on a ' nervous ' organisation by a

slight sound which causes affright. An aerial wave the energy

of which would not reach a minute fraction of that necessary

to raise the thousandth of a grain through the thousandth of

an inch, can throw the wliole human frame into a powerful

mechanical spasm, followed by violent respiration and palpita-

tion. The eye, of course, may be appealed to as well as tlie

ear. Of this the lameuted Lange gives the following vivid

illustration : A merchant sits complacently in his easy chair,

not knowing whether smoking, sleeping, newspaper reading, or

the digestion of food occupies the largest portion of his per-

sonality. A servant enters the room with a telegram bearing

the words, 'Antwerp. &;c Jonas and Co. have

failed.' ' Tell James to harness the horses !' The servant

flies. Up starts the merchant wide-awake, makes a dozen

paces through the room, descends to the counting-house,

dictates letters, and forwards despatches. He jumps into his

carriage, the horses snort, and their driver is imraeJiately at

the Bank, or on the Bourse, and among his commercial friends.

Before an hour has elapsed he is again at liome, where he

throws himself once more into his easy chair with a deep-

drawn sigh, 'Thank God I am protected against the worst, and
now for lurthcr rellection !' This complex mass of action,

emotional, intellectual, and mechanical, is evoked by the im-

pact upon the retina of the infinitesimal waves of liglit com'ng
from a few pencil marks on a bit of paper. We have, as

Lange says, terror hope, sensation, calculition, possible ruin,

and victory compressed into a moment. What caused the

merchant to spring out of his chair ? The contraction of his

muscles. What made his muscles coutrnct P An impulse of

the nerves, which lifted the proper latch, and liberated the
nuiscuiar power. Whence this impulse ? From the centre of
the nervous system. But how did it originate there ? This is

the critical question. The aim and effort of science is to
explain the unknown in terms of the known. Explanation,
therefore, is conditioned by knowledge. You have probably
heard the story of the German peasant who, in early railway
days, was taken to see the performance of a locomotive. He
had never known carriages to be moved except by animal
power. Every explanation outside of this conception lay
beyond his experience, and could not be invoked. After loag
reflection, therefore, and seing no possible escape from the
conclusion, he exclaimed confidently to his compinion, ' Es
miissen doch pferde drain sein '

—'There must be horses in-
side.' Amusing as this locomotion theory may seem it illus-

trates a deep-lying truth. With reference to our present ques-
tion, some may be disposed to press npon me such considera-
tions as these :—Your motor nerves are so many speaking-
tubes, through which messages are sent from the man to the
world; and your sensor nerves are so many conduits through
which the whispers of the world are sent back to the man.
But you have not told us where is the man. Who or what is

it that sends and receives those messages through the bodily
organism ? Do not the phenomena point to the existence of a
self within a self, which acts through the body as tlirough a
skilfully constructed instrument ? You picture the muscles as
hearkening to the commands sent through the mo'or nerves,
and you picture the sensor nerves as the vehicles of incoming
intelligence

; are you not bound to supplement this mechanism
by the assumption of an entity which uses iti' In other words
are you not forced by your own exposition into the hypothesis
of a free human soul? That hypothesis is offered as an ex-
planation or simplification of a series of phenomena more or
less obscure. But adequate reflection shows that instead of
introducing light into our minds it increases our darkness.
You do not in this case explain the unknown in terms of the
known, which, as stated above, is the method of science, but
you explain the unknown in terms of the more unknown. The
warrant of science extends only to the statement that
the terror, liope, sensation and calculation of Linge's
merchant are psychical phenomena produced by or
associated with the molecular motions spt up by the waves of
light in a previously prepared brain. But the scientific view
is not without its own difBculties. We here find ourselves face
to face with a problem which is the theme, at the present
moment, of profound and subtle controversy. What is the
casual connection, if any, between the objective and the sub-
jective—between molecular motions and states of conscious-
ness ? My answer is, I know not, nor have I as yet met any
body who knows. It is no explanation to say tlmt tlie objec-
tive and subjective effects are two sides of one and the same
phenomenon. Why should the phenomenon have two sides ?
This is the very core of the difficulty. There are plenty of
molecular motions which do not exhibit this two-sidedness.
Does water think or feel when it runs into frost-ferns upon a
window pane ? If not, why should the molecular motion of
the brain be yoked to this mysterious companion—conscious-
ness ? We can present to our minds a coherent picture of the
physical processes—the stirring of the brain, the tiirilling of
the nerves, the discharging of the muscles, and all the sabse-
quent nieclianical motions of the org^inism. But we can pre-
sent no picture of the process whereby consciousness emerges
either as a necessary link or as an accidental by-progress of tliis

series of actions. Yet it certainly does emerge—molecular
motion produces consciousness. The reverse process of the
production of motion by consciousness is equally unpresentable
to the mind. We are here, in fact, upon the boundaiy line of
our intellectual powers, where the ordinary canons of science
fail to extricate us from our difficulties. If we are true to
these canons we must deny to subjective phenomena all in-

fluence on physical processes. The latter must be regarded as
complete in themselves. Physical science offers no justifica-

tion lor the notion that molecules can be moved by states of
consciousness ; and it furnishes just as little countenauce to
the conclusion that states of consciousness can be generated by
molecular motion. Frankly stated, we have liere to deal with
facts almost as difficult to be seized mentally as the idea of a
soul. And if you are content to make your ' soul ' a poetic
rendering of a phenomenon which refuses the yoke of ordinary
mechanical laws, I, for one, would not object to this exercise

of ideality. Amid all our speculative uncertainty there is one
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practical point as clear as the day—namely, that the bright-

ness and tlie usefulness of life, as well as its darkness and

disaster, depend to a great extent upon our own use or abuse of

this miracalous organ. We now staud face to face with the

final problem. It is this. Are the brain, and the moral and

intellectual processes known to be associated with the brain

—

and, as far as our experience goes, indissolubly associated

—subject to the laws which we find paramount in physical

nature ? Is the will of man, in other words, free, or are it

and nature equJly ' bound fast in fate?' From this

latter conclusion, after he had established it to the entire

satisfaction of his understanding, the great German thinker

Fichte recoiled. Yon will find the record of this struggle

between head and heart in his book, entitled ' Die
Bestimmnnjt des Mensclien'—'The Vocation of Man.'

Fichte was determined at all iiazards to maintain his freedom,

but the price he paid for it indicates the difficnlty of the task.

To escape from the iron necessity seen everywhere reigning in

physical nature, he turned defiantly round upon nature and law,

and affirmed both of them to be the products of his own mind.

He was not going to be the slave of a thing which he had

himself created. There is a good deal to be said in favour of

this view, but few of us probably would be able to bring into

play the solvent transcendentalism whereby Fichte melted his

chains. Why do some of us regard this iiotion of necessity

with terror, while others do not fear it at all ? Has not Car-

lyle somewhere said that a belief in destiny is the bias of all

earnest minds? ' It is not nature,' says Fichte ;
' it is free-

dom itself by which the greatest and most terrible disorders

incident to our race are produced. Man is the cruellest enemy
of man.' But the question of moral responsibility here emerges,

and it is the possible loosening of this responsibility that so

many of us dread. The notion of necessity certainly fwled to

frighten Bishop Butler. He thought it untrue, but he did not

fear its practical consequence. He showed, on the contrary, in

the 'Analogy,' that as far as human conduct is concerned the

two theories of free will and necessity come to the same in

the end. What is meant by free will ? Does it imply the

power of producing events without antecedents—of starting as

it were upon a creative tour of occurrences without any im-

pulse from within or trom without? Let us consider the

point. If there be absolutely or relatively no reason why a

tree should fall, it will not fall ; and if there be absolutely or

relatively no reason why a man should act, he will not act.

It is true that the united voice of this assembly could not per-

suade me that I have not, at this moment, the power to lift

my arm if I wished to do so. Within this ran^e the conscious

freedom of my will cannot be questioned. But what about

the origin of the ' wish ? ' Are we, or are we not, complete

masters of the circumstances which create our wishes, motives,

and tendencies to action? Adequate reflection will, I think,

prove that we are not. What, for example, have I to dn with

the generation and development of that which some will con-
sider my total being, and others a most potent factor of my
total being—the living, speaking organism whicii now addresses

you? As stated at the beginning of this discourse, my physical

and intellectual textures were woven for me, not by me. Pro-

cesses in the conduct or regulation of which I had no share

have made me what I am. Here, surely, if anywhere, we are

as clay in the hands of the potter. It is the greatest of de-

lusions to suppose that we come into this world as sheets of

white paper on which the age can write anything it likes, mak-
ing us good or bad, noble or mean, as the age pleases. The
age can stunt, promote, or pervert pre-existent capacities, bat

it cannot create them. The worthy Robert 0*en, who saw
in external circumstances the great moulders of human charac-

ter, was obliged to supplement his doctrine by making the man
himself one ot the circumstances. It is as fatal as it is cowardly

to blink facts because they are not to our taste. How many
disorders, ghostly and bodily, are transmitted to us by inherit-

ance ? In our courts of law, whenever it is a question whether

a crime las been committed under the influence of insanity,

the best guidance the judge and jury can have is derived from

the parental antecedents of the accused. If among these insanity

be exhibited in any marked degree, the presumption in the

prisoner's favour is enormously enhanced, because the experi-

ence of life lias taught both judge and jury that insanity is

frequently transmitted from parent to child. I met some years

ago in a railway carriage the governor of one of our largest

prisons. He was evidently an observant and reflective min,
possessed of wide experience gathered in various parts of the

world, and a thorough student of the duties of his vocation.

He told me that theprisoners in riis charge might be divided
into three distinct classes. The first class consisted of persona
who ouelit never to have been in prison. External accident,

and not internal taint, had brought them within the grasp of
the law, and what had happened to them might happen to

most of us. They were essentially men of sound moral stamina,

though wearing the prison garb. Then came the largest class,

formed of individaals possessing no strong bias, moral or im-
moral, plastic to the touch of circumstances which would mould
them into either good or evil members of society. Thirdly

cirae a class—happily not a large one—whom no kindness

could conciliate and no discipline tame. They were sent into

this world labelled ' incorrigible,' wickedness being stamped, as

it were, upon their organisations. It was an unpleasant truth,

but as a truth it oueht to be faced. For such criminals the

prison over which he ruled was certainly not the proper place.

If confined at all, their prison should be on the desert island

where the deadly contaziura of their example could not taint

the moral air. But the sea itself he was disposed to regard as

a cheap and appropriate substitute for the island. It seemed
to him evident that the State would benefit if prisoners of the

first class were liberated
;
prisoners of the second class educated

;

and prisoners of the third class put compendiously under water.

It is not, however, from the observation ot individuals that the

argument against ' free will,' as commonly understood, derives

its principal force. It is, as already hinted, indefinitely strength-

ened when extended to the race. Most of you have been forced

to listen t o the outcries and denunciations which rang discor-

dant through the land for some years after the publication of

Mr. Darwin's 'Origin of Species.' Well, the world—even the

clerical world—has for the most part settled down in the be-

lief that Mr. Darwin's book simply reflects the truth of nature;

that we who are now ' foremost in the files ot time' have to

come to the front through almost endless stages of promotion
from lower to higher forms of life. If to any one of us were
given the privilege of looking back through the eons across

which life has crept towards its present outcome, his vision

would ultimately reach a point when the progenitors of this

assembly could not be called human.' From that humble
society, through the interaction of its members and the storing

np of their best qualities, a better one emerged ; from this

again a better still, until at length, by the integration of infini-

tesimals throuKh ages of amelioration, we came to be what we
are to-day. We of this generation had no conscious share in

the production of this grand and beneficent result. Any and
every generation which preceded us had just a little share.

The favoured organisms whose garnered excellence constitutes

our present store owed their advantage, first, to what we in our
ignorance are obliged to call ' accidental variation ;' and,

secondly, to a law of heredity in the passing of which our
suffrages were not collected. With characteristic felicity and
precision Mr. Matthew Arnold lifts this question into the free

air of poetry, but not out of the atmosphere of truth, when
he ascribes the process of amelioration to ' a power not oar-
selves which makes for righteousness.' If, then, our organisms,

with all their tendencies and capacities, are given to us with-

out our being consulted, and if, while capable of acting within
certain limits in accordance with our wishes, we are not masters

of the circumstances in which motives and wishes originate,

if, finally, our motives and wishes determine our actions, in

what sense can these actions be said to be the result of free

will ? Here again, we are confronted with the question of

moral responsibility which it is desirable to meet in its rudest

form and in the most uncompromising way. ' If,' says the
robber, the ravisher, or the murderer, ' I act because I must
act, what right have you to hold me responsible for my deeds ?'

The reply is, ' The right of society to protect itself against

asTgressive and injurious forces, whether they be bound or free,

forces of nature or forces of man.' ' Then,' retorts the criminal,

'you punish me for what I cannot help.' ' Granted' says society,
' but had you known that the treadmill or the gallows was cer-

tainly in store for you, you might have helped Let us reason

the matter fully and frankly out. We entertain no malice or

hatred against y«a, but simply with a view to our own safety

and purification we are determined that you and such as you
shall not enjoy liberty of evil action in our midst. Yoa, who
have behaved as a wild beast, we claim the right to cage or

kill as we should a wild beast. The public safety is a matter
of more importance than the very limited chance of your
moral renovation, while the knowledge that you have been
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hanged by the neck may furnish to others about to do as you
have done the precise motive which will hold them back. If
your act be such as to invoke a minor penalty, then not only
others, but yourself, may profit by the punishment which we
inflict. On the homely principle that 'a burnt cliild dreads
the fire,' it will make you think twice before venturing on a
repetition of your crime. Observe, finally, tlie consistency of
our conduct. You offend, because you cannot help offending,
to the public detriment. We punish, because we cannot help
punishing, for the public good. Practically, then, as Bishop
Butler predicted, we act as the world acted when it supposed
the evil deeds of its criminals to be the products of free will.'
* What,' I have heard it argued, 'is the use of preaching about
duty if man's predetermined position in the moral world ren-

ders him incapable of profiting by advice P' Who knows that
he is incapable ? The preacher's last word enters as a factor

into the man's conduct ; and it may be a most important
factor, unlocking moral energies which might otherwise remain
iraprisoued and unused. If the preacher feels that words of
eulightenmeut, courage, and admonition enter into the list of
forces employed by nature for man's amelioration sines she
gifted man with speech, he will suffer no paralysis to fall npon
his tongue. Dung the fig-tree hopefully, and not until its

barrenness has been demonstrated beyond a doubt let the sen-
tence go forth ' Cut it down, why cumbereth it the ground i^'

I remember when a youth in the town of Halifax, some 32
years ago, attending a lecture given by a young man to a small
but select audience. The aspect of the lecturer was earnest
and practical, and his voice soou riveted attention. He spoke
of duty, defiuing it as a debt owed, and there was a kindling
vigour in his words which must have strengthened the sense of
duty in the minds of those who beard him. No speculations

regarding the freedom of the will could alter the fact that the
words of that young man did me good. His name was George
Dawson. He also spoke, if you will allow me to allude to it,

of a social subject much discussed at the time—the Chartist

subject of ' levelling.' Suppose, he said, two men to be equal
at night, and that one rises at six, while the other sleeps till

nine next morning, what becomes o f your levelling? And in

BO speaking he made himself the mouthpiece of nature, which
as we have seen secures advance, not by the reduction of all

to a common level, but by the eucouragement and conversion
of what is best. It may be urged that, in dealing as above with
nay hypothetical criminal, I am assuming a state of things

brought about by the infiueuce of religions which include the

dogmas of iheology and the belief in free will—a state, namely,
in which a moral majority control and keep in awe an immoral
minority. The heart of man is deceitful above all things, and
desperately wicked. Withdraw, then, our theological sanctions,

including the belief in freewill, and the condition of the race

will be typified by the samples of individual wickedness which
have been adduced. We shall all, that is, become robbers and
ravishers and murderers. Erom much that has been written

of late it would seem that this astounding inference finds house-

room in many minds. Possibly, the people who hold such views

Blight be able to illustrate them by individual instances.

" ' That fear of hell's a hangman's whip
" ' To keep the wretch in order.'

Remove the fear, and the wretch following bis natural instinct

may become disorderly ; but I refuse to accept him as a sample

of humanity. 'Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die
'

is by no means the ethical consequence of free thought. To
many of you the name of George Jacob Holyoake is doubtless

familiar, and you are probably aware that at no man in

England lias the term 'Atheist' been more frequently pelted.

There are, moreover, really few who have more completely

liberated themselves from theologic notions. Among workiug-

class politicians Mr. Holyoake is a leader. Does he exhort

his followers to ' eat and drink, for to-morrow we die ? ' Not
so. In the August number of the XlXth Century you will

find these words from his pen:—'The gospel of dirt is bad

enough, but the gospel of mere material comfort is much
worse.' He contemptuously calls the Comtist charapiouship

of the workiug-man ' the championship of the trenciier.' He
would place ' the leanest liberty which brought with it the

dignity and power of self-help ' higher than ' any prospect

of a full plate without it.' Such is the doctrine taught by

this ' Atheistic' leader ; and no Christian, I apprehend, need

be ashamed of it. Not in the way assumed by our dogmatic

teachers has the morality of human uatuie been propped up.
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The power which has moulded us thua far has worked with
stern tools upon very rigid stuff. What it has done cannot
be so readily undone; and it has endowed us with moral
constitutions which take pleasure in the noble, the beautiful,
and the true, just as surely as it has endowed us with sentient
organisms which find aloes bitter and sugar sweet. That
power did not work with delusions, nor will it stay its hand
when such are removed. Facts rather thar. doj;mas have been
its ministers—hunger and thirst, heat and cold, pleasure and
pain, sympathy, shame, pride, love, hate, terrorj awe—such
were the forces the interaction and adjustment of which during
the immeasurable ages of his development wove the triplex
web of mau's physical , intellectual, and moral nature, and such
are the forces tliat will be effectual to the end. Some may
retort that even on ray own showing 'the power which makes
for righteousness ' has dealt in delusions ; for it cannot be
denied that the behefs of religion, including the dogmas of
theology and the freedom of the will, have had some effect in
niouhlmg the moral world. Granted ; but I do not think
that this goes to the root of the matter. Are you quite sure
that those beliefs and dogmas are primary and not derived

—

that they are not the products, instead of being the creators,
of man's moral nature ? I think it is in one of the ' Latter
Day Pamphlets ' that Carlyle corrects a reasoner, who deduced
ttie uobihty of man from a belief in heaven, by telling hiiu
that he puts the cart before the horse, the real truth being
that the belief in heaven is derived from the nobility of man.
The bird's instinct to weave its nest is referred to by Emersoa
as typical of the force which built cathedrals, temples, and
pyramids :—'

Knowest thou what wove yon woodbird's nest
" ' Of leaves and feathers from her breast,
" ' Or how the fish outbuilt its shell,
" ' Painting with morn each annual cell?
" ' Such and so grew these holy piles
" ' While love and terror laid the tiles

;

" ' Earth proudly wears the Parthenon
•" ' As the best gem upon her zone

;

" ' And Morning opes with haste her lids
" ' To gaze upon the pyramids

;

" 'O'er England's abbeys bends the sky
" ' As on its friends with kindred eye ;

" ' For out of Thought's interior sphere
" 'These wonders rose to upper air,
•' ' And Nature gladly gave them place,
" ' Adopted them unto her race,
" ' And granted them an equal date
" ' With Andes and with Ararat.'

Surely many of the utterances which have been accepted as
descriptions ought to be interpreted as aspirations ; or as
having their roots in aspiration, instead of objective know-
ledge. Does the song of the herald angels, ' Glory to God ia
the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward men,' express
the exaltation and the yearning of a human soul, or does it

describe an optical aud acoustical fact—a visible host and an
audible song ? If the former, the exaltation and the yearning
are man's imperishable possession— a ferment long confined to

individuals, but which may by and by become the leaven of
the race. If the latter, then belief in the entire transaction is

wrecked by lion-fulfilmeat. Look to the East at the present
moment as a corameut on the promise of peace on earth and
good-will toward men. That promise is a dream dissolved by
the experience of 18 centuries. But though the mechani-
cal theory of a vocal heavenly multitude proves untenable, the
immortal song and the feelings it expresses are still ours, to

be incorporated, let us hope, in purer and less shadowy forms
in the poetry, philosophy, and practice of the future. Thus,
following the lead of physical science, we are brought from
the solution of continuity into tlie presence of problems
which as usually classified lie entirely outside the domain of
physics. To these problems thoughtful and penetrative minds
are now applying those methods of research which in physical
science have proved their truth by their fruits. There is on all

hands a growing repugnance to invoke the supernatural in

accounting for the phenomena of human life, and the thought-
ful minds just referred to, finding no trace of evidence in
favour of any other origin, are driven to seek in the interaction
of social forces the genesis and development of man's moral
nature. If they succeed in their search—and I think they are
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sure to succeed—social duty would be raised to a higher level

of siguificance, aud the deepeuing sense of social duty would,

it is to be hoped, lessen, if not obliterate, the strife and

henrtburniugs which now beset and disguise our social life.

Towards this great end it behoves us one and all to work, aud,

devoutly wishing its consummatioD, I have the honour, ladies

and gentlemen, to bid you a friendly farewell.''

On the motion of Mr. Chainberlaiu, M.P. , seconded by
Mr, Bunce, a cordial vote of thanks was passed to Pro-

fessor Tyndall for his address.

CONTRACT BETWEEN LANDLORD AND TENANT.

The following is the report of a paper read by Professor

W. A. Hunter, of University College, London, at the recent

meeting of the Social Science Congress :

—

lo the brief space to which this paper is limited I propose

to confine attpntion to the case ot agricultural holdings, and

to these in their legal rather than in tiieir economic aspect.

Both aspects are important, both must be considered in an

exhaustive treatment of the subject, but the limits of time

forbid an excursion into the numerous economic problems

susgested by the relation of landlord and tenant. In Scotland

and England (leaving Ireland for the moment out of considera-

tion) the relation of landlord aud tenant is one purely of con-

tract. In few other countries is this the case. Almost

universally on the Continent the land is cultivated by free-

holders, or by customary tenants, having fixity of tenure ; but

in Britain, with the exception of Ulster, the land is cultivated

by tenants, whose relation to the soil is determined almost

entirely by the agreements made between them and their

landlords. The relation which is elsewhere the rule is here

the exception ; in nothing are we more insular and peculiar

tiian in the relationship which the cultivator of the soil bears

to the soil. Our law confines itself to tlie humble task of

interpreting the agreements made by landlord and tenant, and,

if need be, of supplementing any deficiencies. In a dispute

between landlord and tenant the rule to be applied must be

sought for, in the first instance, in their agreement ; if that is

silent, then, and then only, the law speaks. To this perfect

freedom of contract there is one, possibly not more than one,

exception, which, moreover, is curious rather than important.

A tenant cannot by contract deprive himself of his riffht to

deduct the property tax from his rent (5 and 6 Vict. c. 35,

sec. 73). It seems to have occurred to the Legislature that it

would be somewhat of a farce to impose a tax upon landlords

and allow them to throw the payment upon their tenants.

First. Rules Imposed by Law and not Alterable by Agree-

ment.—In Ireland a great inroad has been made on the merely

contractoral character of the relation of landlord and tenant.

The Irish Land Act makes three innovations. In the first

place it declares nnll and void any contract " whereby the

tenant is prohibited from making such improvements as may
be required for the suitable occupation of his holding and its

due cultivation." The reasonableness of this enactment

cannot be gainsaid. The prohibition declared to be void is

manifestly inconsistent with public policy. But such a pro-

vision does not go far enough. If a contract not to ask com-
pensation for any improvements that might be effected were

upheld, it is obvious that no improvements would be executed

except what the tenant could wholly exhaust. The Irish Act
accordingly proceeds to declare such a contract to be void, but

by a subsequent section allows tenants whose holdings exceed

£50 in rateable value to contract themselves out of compensa-
tion. Numerically the exception is of small importance ; half

a million of tenants hold less than 50 acres aud only 87,000
hold more. Thus nearly 90 per cent, of the Irish tenantry

are absolutely secured in respect of compensation for any im-
provements they make, provided these are suitable to the hold-

ing and required for the due cultivation of the land. The
measure of compensation is to be determined by the judge in

case of any dispute, and is not to exceed the af'dition made to

the letting value of the land by the improvement. The Irish

Act also provides for the same class of tenants an indefeasible

right to compensation for arbitrary eviction. If a tenant " is

disturbed in his holding by the act of the landlord, he shall be
entitled to such compensation for the loss which the Court
shall find to be sustained by him by reason of quitting his

holding." This compensation is, however, limited according
to a scale, tlie poorer tenants obtaining the largest amount.
Thus a tenant paying not more than £10 rent may receive as

much as seven years' rent by way of compensation, but a

tenant paying £100 can only get one year's rent, while in no
case is the total to exceed £250. Without entering into the

controversies that arise out of these enactments, one may fairly

point out how much more necessary it is to Ireland thin to

England or Scotland that the position of the tenant should, as

far as the law can make it, be satisfactory. In Ireland agri-

culture is beyond all comparison the most important industry.

In Ireland 36 per cent, of the population live by agriculture
;

in Scotland 19 per cent. ; while in England the proportion is

much smaller, only 7 per cent. ; England thus provices many
alternatives to agriculture, but in Ireland there is practically

no ether course than submission to whatever terras the land-

lords choose to impose, or starvation or emigration. ,The Irish

are sometimes twitted with their exclusive attachment to

agriculture, but it would appear to be very much in the
interest of England, which finds room for so small a number of

her inhabitants in the cultivation of the soil, that Ireland

should be a great reservoir of grain and cattle for the sus-

tenance of her teeming manufacturing population. The chief

difference between England and Ireland is that while England
can get on with very imperfect land laws, a bad system of law
is wholly fatal to the prosperity and progress of Ireland.

Second. Rules imposed by law, unless altered by contract.

—The provisions of the Irish Land Act, which have just beea
enumerated, create those presumptions of law that cannot be
contradicted fpresnmption.es juris et de jure) : we now come
to the disputable presumptions (prcsiimpfiones jtirh), that is

to say, those rules of law that are applied only in the absence
of any express agreement to the contrary. At first sight such
rules do not seem to be of great importance. If the law speaks
only when the parties are silent, there does not seem much
reason why they should complain of the law. Thus, when the
law allows, as it does in England, perfect freedom of bequest,

a man need not quarrel with the rules of intestate succession,

because by making a will he can dispose of his property in

any manner he pleases. In the same way a farmer ought not
to complain of the law, because he ought to put right in his

lease whatever he takes objection to. Tiiis may be true, but-
nevertheless the view taken by the law has a great iDfluence,

The rules of law possess a certain authority ; they are, so to

speak, the model lease recommended by the State. It is besides

a great advantage in a negociation to know that unless you
make a concession the law wiU favour your interests. More-
over, the rules of law are decisive when ambiguity or doubt
overhangs the agreement, and in many a critical case are

sufficient to incline the balance. In determining what rules

onght to apply in the absence of any special agreement, the

Legislature is bound in the first place to consider the interests

of agriculture. Tiie interest of the nation at large is the
greatest production of food of which the soil is capable. The
rules of law, moreover, should be just and fair as between man
and man, holding the scales evenly, without favour. They
should be consistent at once with public policy and with
private justice. To what extent then,'we may now ask, do the
existing rules of law applicable to landlord and tenant deserve
that character ? I. Compensation for unexhausted improve-
ments. A tenant obtaining a lease of his farm undertakes to
restore it at the end of his lease in as good a s'ate as it was ia
when he entered. If in consideration of a lower rent he agrees
to make specific improvements, then of course he must give up
the farm with the improvements ; but in the absence of such
an agreement there is no obligation, either moral or legal, to
give back into the possession of the landlord a better farm
than he received. If, however, a tenant, under no obligation

to improve, does spend his money and energy adiiing to the
productive power of the farm, surely he is cntitleil, both oa
grounds of public policy and by the plain dictates of justice, to

recover from his landlord the difference in value between
wlut he received and what he gives back, in so far as that
difference is due to his exertions. Unfortunately the common
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I»w of Rwf^Uw^, which was extended with the English con-

quest t(S IreWni, and, I may add, the. law of ScotUnI, hive
sot reoogoised this plain rule of natural ju-ihce. " Followidg
a principle as old as tiie civil law," saya Mr. !> it*, Q C, in

his book on the Irish Laud Act, " the common la* held
that if the tenant had chosen, witKout any special barjicain

with his landlord, to mike improvements, however valu ible,

upon the land in which he had only a temporary iRterest—
this could not excuse him from the obligatioa of sur-

rcttderiug the land. He muat give np the land with-
o«t any compensation for the additional value he
had added to it. lie was not even at liberty,

kaving once effected the improvement, to undo what
he had done, to restore the lind to its orie;inal condition."

Oar law,"in fact, has dealt with a tenant making improvements
as if he were a mila Jide possessor or trespasser on the very

land which it is his business to cultivate and improve. Mr.
Butt's statement, however, it is worthy of remark, although
accurate enough as regard* our law, is in every point curiously

the reverse of the truth as to the Civil or Romau Liw. The
blttsder into which he falls has been so ofteu made, and by so

winy learaed writers, that it may almost be said to be classical.

Yet it leems gtrang4 that any one who ever understood the

tpirit of Roman equity could posaibly a-tcribe to the jurispra-

d««ce of Rome tlie ignorant and barbirous rule which for so

many centuries has put it in the power of lanttlords to con-

fiscite the fruit* of their tenants' inda<try. The maiim of
our l»w, that whatever is incorporated withorfited in'tko soil

is the property of the landlord, is derived fro'n the Rjmaa Ltw,
but in Home the maxim was used only to determine the

technical question of ownership, leaving the question of com-
peasition to be settled by a different and equitable rule. In
other words, the Roman landlord recovered what was
really his own, but not what in equity belonged to his

tenant, without payin'^ for it. Thus we are told in one pas-

cage (D. 19, 2, 55, 1) that if a tenant of land has built,

planted or improved the land, not being bound by his lease

to do 80, he can sue the owner upon the lease and
recover what he has spent. In another passage the case

ii put of a tenant who, without being bound to plant vines,

did so, and increased the letting value of his farm to the ex-

teat of £10 a yetr, and the qucNtion was put—C luld he set off

his enhaaced value to a deiaaod for rent ? The answer of the

Roman juriseottsult is that he could. (D. 19, 2, Glp.) In

Irelaid, as has been stated, the rule of the Roman law is

adopted and made compulsory for more than half a million

tenants ; in Scotland, the old rale remains unchanged ; in

England the A.gricultural Holdings A.et iutroduces some altera-

tion. The English Act, unlike the Irish Act, is permissive ; it

applies only ta the absence of any agreement to the contrary.

la addition to this, a farmer is unable to make any of the

more permanent ithprovements unless he has first obtained the

consent of his landlord in writing. Without such consent he

cannot erect or enlarge a building, drain a &eM, make a fence,

improve a road, pUat hops, or reclaim a yard of waste land.

Ou the contrary, by the Irish Act, the tenant has perfect free-

dom to exercise his judgiiicut, and will obtain compensition

if he can satisfy &n impartial judge that the improvement is

suitable to the holding and required for the duo cultivation of

the land. The English Act, again, is open to criticism iu re-

spect of the measure of compensation. Instead of simply

laying down the general principle of compensation with

uilioieut precision to enibie a jury or arbitrator to fix the

amount, the English Act divides all improvements into three

elasses and fixes in each case the compensation to be given.

Thus if a tenant builds a house costing £100 and enjoys it for

19 years the maximum eompeusition which he can receive i«

£10, and out of this sum a deduction is to be made of the

amount that may be necessary to put the building in thorough

repair and good condition. In point of fact, the building may
be worth fully £80, and a landlord may thus for a payment of

£10 get an addition to the rent of the farm of £5 or £(5 a year.

If the English Aet had been compulsory, the desire it exhibits

to (uruish a precise rule for measuring compensatiou would have

been more intelligible ; but as the Act leaves it open to

landlord and tenant to make any terms they think tir, there

was no necessity to introduce a hard and fast measure of

compensation. No such measure can be just and equitable,

for the circumstances vary so greatly that each case must be

judged by itself. So obnoxious are ^he clauses in the tCnxlish

Aet relitiug lu i'uiu|ieitiiatiuu thut the distiuguished practice

farmer, the Ute Mr. Hope, of Borlands, declared that
" tenants miy rcg>trd it as a matter of thankfulness that the
Act IS only permissive," not compulsory. His opinion will

probably be slured hy most Scotch fanners, who will not
reckon among the shortcomings of the present Government
their neglect to extend the English Agricultural Act to Scot-

land, II. The Game Laws.—The English law, in the
absence of a stipulation to the contrary, gives the right of
killing game and all wild animals to the tenants; the Scotch
liw applies an opposite rule and gives the game to the land-

lord. Uut according to both systems landlord and tenant are

free to make any 'largain they please ; and, as a matter of
fact, it is doubtful whether in this instance the legil pre-

sumption is of the slightest practical value to the tenant.
The cases iu England in which the right to protect his crops
from the ravages of wild animals, conferred ou the tenant hy
the law, is not taken away, are certainly not numerous. The
presumption of law which in Scotland reserves the game for

the Imdlord may be considered (rom two points of view, (1)
as affecting the public interest by encouraging the multipli-

cation of wild animals and so reducing the area of cultivation

and diminishing the amount of agricultural produce ; and
(2) as being fair or unfair between landlord and temnt. Such
a presumption of law mii;ht be injurious to the public interest

without being unfair to the tenant-farmer. If during the
course of the lease, the head of game is not increased, it may
be presumed that the tenant iu offering a rent has made
allowance for the loss he will sustain in his crops. But, for

the same reason, if the head of game should be increased, the
rent ought to be reduced. To estimite the actual loss to

crops from ground game is a task of great, if not insuperable

dilSculty. In 1872, an attempt was made in Aberdeenshire
by a joint-committ « of landlords aud teaants to measure the

damage resulting from game, aud to agree upon a remedy.
CircuUrs were sent to 0,000 farmers, but only 2,267 attempted
to express in m.oney the extent of their loss. Their returns

amounted to nearly £20,000 a year. During the present

session of Parliament, an Act has been passed to amend the

Game Liws for Scotland. It takes effect from the 1st

January, 1878, It provides that where there is no agreement
to the contrary, the temnt shall recover compensation for all

damage done to his crop exceeding £2 ; but the Act does not

apply to existing leases ; aud in future it may be rendered

wholly nugatory by a declaratioa in the lease that no com-
pensation shall be given unless the damage exceeds £(< or £5
an acre. There is another deduction to be made from the

benefits of the Act. What a farmer desires is that his crops

should not be eaten ; he does not desire to have them
destroyed, and then to waste his time in litigation to get pay-

ment for the loss. The Aberdeenshire Coufereuce of 1872
pointed . out a more rational way of dealing with the

question Their proposal was to give the tenants the

power of killing hares and rabbits. III. Assignability

of Leases. — Freedom to transfer his interest under

a lease is of vital importance to a tenant who is

denied compensation for his improvements. Take the ease of

a farmer who during the first years of his lease launches out

into heavy expenditure. If at the end of five or six years he

is, by any chauce, unable to continue, he forfeits all the capital

he has invested in the farm. But if there is freedom of transfer

he can go into the market and obtain for the remainder of his

lease a sum equivalent to that which he has sunk. Un this

subject the presumptiou of Scotch aud English law is agaiu

at variance. In England the tenant can assign or sublet,

although remaining subject to the covenants of the lease

Practically, therefore, in the absence of any agreement to the

contrary, a tenant can give his term to any one he pleases,

subject to his continuing a surety for the rent and ail the other

covenants of the lease. In Scotland, on the other hand, the .

Courts act upon the theory, which may once have had some
relation to fact, although it has long ceased to have any, that

a landlord's motive for selecting a tenaut was not vulgar aud
pecuniary, but was ipecial attachment to the person choseu.

Accordingly, iu the absence of a stipulation for freedom, a lease

in Scotland is not assignable. Agiiin, while in England on
the tenant's death his lease devolves on the executors, and
may be bequeathed by the deceased to any oue he pleases, in

Scotland the lieir-at-law takes the land, and the tenant ciunot

name a different person without the landlord's aste.it. This

law o;.;asionally affords a uoblii opportuity to a rapacious

landlord, The heir-at law may bo a person engaged in another

X
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occupation or trnable to comply with the condition of personal

residence usually contained in leases, and the landlord may thus

recover the land in the middle of the term, and get all the

benefit of the tenant's outlay. IV. Landlord's Remedies for

recovery of Rent, &c.—In England the landlord is one of the

few persons who can take the goods of their debtors and pay

themselves without incurring the trouble of going to a court

of law. Immediately that his rent is due and unpaid, the

landlord can seize the stock and goods and growing crops to

such an extent as he deems sufficient to make him safe. If

the rent then remains unpaid for a certain time, he can sell the

goods. The chief loss to the tenant is the probability that

his property w ill not be sold to advantage. But in
_
England

the landlord cannot seize the goods before the rent is due or

require the tenant to find security for the rent. In Scotland,

by the Law of Hypothec, the landlord is made a mortgagee of

the stock and crops on a farm for three months after the rent

is dne, and subsequently if he proceeds to sequestrate and

register the sequestration. The result is that the landlord

must be paid in full before any other creditors of the farmer

touch his effects. Again, the landlord has the right to se-

questrate the crop before the rent is due, by way of security.

Having thus destroyed the credit of the tenant, and deprived

him of the means of paying his rent by the sale of his crop,

the landlord can, on pain of immediate ejectment, demand

security for five years' rent in advance. It is not difficult to

perceive the unenviable position of a tenant who, from the

continued effects of heavy expenditure on the farm, of bad

seasons, or disease among his cattle, is placed at the mercy of

his landlord. The subject is one upon which it is the less

necessary to dwell, as opinion in Scotland is now nearly

unanimous for the abolition of Hypothec. When the question

was laid before the House of Commons, if I remember rightly,

only two Scotch members voted for the retention of the present

law. I shall therefore make only one observation. Whether

it be a good thing or not that landlords should have a first

mortgage on the capital and crops of their tenants, at all events

this should not be done by law. There is perfect freedom of

contract, and if such mortgages be desirable they should be

made by agreement, and subjected to the conditions on which

other mortgages are sanctioned.

Third, Leases.—Although it is undoubtedly of the greatest

importance, especially in the case of hypothec, that the pre-

sumptions of law should not be on the wrong side, still, as the

tenant may exclude the unjust rules of law by the terms of his

lease, the real centre of interest lies in the character of the

leases usually adopted. If the leases are fair as between

landlord and tenant, and favourable to agricultural develop-

ment, it is of small consequence that the presumptions of law

are injurious and unjust. If, on the other hand, the terras

usually embodied in leases are harsh and oppressive to the

tenant, and discouraging to agriculture, it would be a poor

consolation to the farmer to know that if he had not made a

lease, the law would have applied just and beneficial rules.

There is much reason to fear that in this part of the world

(Aberdeenshire) we have been going backward instead of for-

ward in the matter of leases. There is preserved for us a

remarkably interesting and valuable report by Dr. James

Anderson, presented to the Board of Agriculture in London in

1791;. Dr. Anderson wrote from full knowledge and a long

experience of 40 years in Aberdeenshire ; and amongst much

other valuable information he gives us an account of the

circumstances under which agriculture in Aberdeenshire made

its great start, and which has resulted in the present advanced

state of cattle-breeding and cultivation. Professor Hunter

read a couple of extracts from Dr. Anderson's report, showing

that the leases of 19 or 21 years to which tenants were subject

when he wrote contained but few and simple restrictions, good

tenants being rather coveted. And while landlords usually

provided buildings, the tenant simply maintaining them at

inventoried value, it was the custom for the landlord to pay

the tenant the full increased value for any meliorations he

might make on the buildings. He then continued : On some

estates in Scotland the leases are worthy of the enlightened

spirit that animated the Aberdeenshire lands towards the close

of last century. I may quote as an example worthy of all

lionoar the leases on the estate of Sir Patrick Keith Murray,

Bart., of Oehtertyre. They provide that compensation shall

be paid upon a specified scale for unexhausted manures, and

also for other improvements. They give the tenant the power

by himself or another authorised person, to kill hares or

rabbits. The tenant also is authorised to devise his lease to

anyone be pleases, and the landlord expressly renounces " all

preferable rights as against other creditors of the tenant con-
ferred upon him by the law of hypothec." Sir P. Murray's
leases are also free from the irritancy or forfeiture clause
which is so well calculated to work cruel injury to the tenant.-

Although, from the nature of the case, it is impossible to-

make any general statement regarding leases with confidence,

I fear that the example of Sir Patrick Murray has few;
imitators in Scotland. Doubtless many leases contain pro-"
visions in regard to specific improvements—as draining, fenc-
ing, or building—but inadequate to give due encouragement to

the farmer. Indeed, some landlords, with a superfluity of
zeal, make an express stipulation that the tenani shall have
"no legal or equitable claims against the proprietor in
respect of any repairs, improvements, or meliorations made by
him." A landlord who voluntarily renounces the privilege of
hypothec is truly a rare phenonemen in Scotland. On the
contrary, some landlords stipulate that, if the law of hypothec
should be abolished during the currency of the lease, the
tenant shall find security at once for all the future rents and
other conditions of the lease, and, if fail to do so, the land-

lord shall liave the option of turning him out of liis farm—of

course, without any compensation for improvements. Again,
almost every lease contains a provision that the lease shall not
be assignable, and that the tenant shall have no power to name
his successor in the event of death. Generally, indeed, it may,
be said that if the law applies whips to the tenant, the leases

lash him with scorpions. The game clauses are perhaps the

worst. Not only is the tenant denied the power of protect-

ing his crops from hares or rabbits—not to mention winged
game—but he is in general required to act as a gamekeeper or

spy, and denounce to his landlord the name of any person who
may be trying to rid him of the vermin that devour his crops.

As if this were not enough, the tenant is often forbidden to

keep more than one dog—sometimes he is not allowed even
one—and the leases of one nobleman in a not very distant

county declare that " the tenant shall not be entitled to carry

a gun on the farm except for the purpose of scaring [not de-

troyingj crows or wood-pigeons, which gun shall not be
loaded with shot, and the keepers shall be entitled to satisfy-

themselves on any occasion that said gun is not loaded in' con-

travention of this stipulation." After having thus effectually

tied tlie hands of the farmer, many leases go on to say that
whatever the amount of damage done to his crops, the tenant

shall have no compensation or redress. To fill up the cup of
the farmer's sorrow, many leases provide that if a farmer, or

even one of his family, kills a hare or rabbit, or neglects to act

as spy or informer on any poacher that he finds on his land,

he shall forfeit his lease and be turned out of his farm, the
landlord, of course, appropriating '.the meliorations. Perhaps
the most unjust provision of all is that which forfeits the lease,

if the tenant should be convicted of any offence against the

Game-laws. A tenant may be innocent and wrongfully con-
victed, and thus for no fault of his own, but for the wrong
done to him by a judge, bis property is to be forfeited. We
have got rid in England of the old punishment of forfeiture for

felony, and hence this singular result, that a felon in England
is better oif as regards this forfeiture of his property than a

farmer who has the misfortune in Scotland to be convicted of

snaring a rabbit. Another common evil in leases is the strin-

gent manner iu which the farmer is tied up in regard to the

order of cropping. lb maybe well to mention, if only by way
of contrast, the provision of the Holkham lease on the property

of the Earl of Leicester. His lease is for 20, renewable a$ the.

end of 16 years. During the first 16 years the tenant may
crop as he pleases ; during the last four years, if the lease is

not renewed, the land is to be farmed on the four course system.

By this means almost unlimited freedom is secured for the

tenants, while adequate security is taken that the farm shall

not be run out at the end of the lease. While admitting tlie

existence of liberal exceptions, one cannot •resi^t the conclusion

that the leases at present in vogue are very one sided. They
protect the landlord against the tenant by "lying him hand and

foot, and leaving him at the mercy of the factor but

they do not give security to the tenant against the landlord.

There are, doubtless, bad tenants as well as bad landlords, and
while it is the object of the lease to control bad tenants, it only

accomplishes half of its work if it fails equally to control bad

landlords. Too often the factor in his eagerness to make a

good bargain for his landlord fails to take account of the strong
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motives of self-interest which every tenant has to farm well

and of the expediency as well as justice, of leaving him as free

from trammels as possible. To tlie tennnt, his farm is hij sole

means of support ; all his capital—the savings of himself or
of his predecessors for years—is at stake ; success in his

business is his single ambition in life ; failure to him is ruin.

In the present day he has to compete with the vast grain grow-
ing regions of Eastern Europe and America, where the farmers

pay no rents, and have an almost boundless command of rich

virgin soil. More recently fresh meat has been brought from
the other side of the Atlantic, and now in rearing cattle, the

farmer has to confront a new and powerful rival. Under these

circurastances, is it te be expected that men having thousands
of pounds at their disposal, will look to farming as a career.

Wliat man of spirit and enterprise would submit to the

humiliating and vexatious restrictions exacted on the very

largest properties ia this country ? Tbe present race of

farmers will doubtless, under all disadvantages, struggle

hard for existence, hut where will their successors be found ?

Is there no dinger that the landlords may kill the goose that

lays the golden egg ? Already the shortsighted policy of the

last generation in dealing with agricultural labourers is bear-

ing Its fruit. Labour in the rural districts is fast obtaining a

scarcity value. What will be tlie result of pursuing a similar

policy in regard to the farmers ? It will be found much more
easy to drive them away than to bring them back. Those who
go and settle down as freeholders on the wide and friutful

domains occupied by tlie Eiiglish-speakirig race, will not easily

be brought back to the fetters and restrictions aad humiliating

dependence of a Scotch lease. It was not by the preseot policy

that Aberdeenshire agriculture grew and flourished, and as-

suredly if that prosperity is to be maintained and improved,

landlords will do well to go back to 1794ifor the model of their

leases, and learn that it ia by a policy of trust in their tenants

and not of distrust, that the ends which both landlords and
tenants have in view can alone be accomplished.

Sergeant Cox, Deputy Judge of Middlesex Sessions, ad-

dressiug himself to the question on the programme, spoke
from practical experience as a landlord and tenant in England.
The Agricultural Holdings Act had made ample provision for

compensation for improvements in the absence of any con-

tract. The only debatable question was whether it wa
desirable to interfere at all with the freedom of contract

between landlord and tenant. In his admirable address on
the previous day. Lord Gifford pointed out the province of

jurisprudence, and the result of his argument was that juris-

prudence ought not to extend to questions of contract between
persons who were perfectly able from their status and intel-

lectual powers to make contracts for themselves. That view
of it he should certainly support, and should resist most
strongly by argument or any other means, or any other

legal means, the introduction of compulsory contract.

Nothing could be more equitable than the ordinary run of

leases. As a matter of fact, the tenant had always the best

of it. Although the landlord retained to himself powers to

compel cultivation of a particular form, and other things,

he did not remember a case of these having been put into

force against a tenant. These clauses were used rather as a

guide to the tenant as to what he should do than to compel
him in the doiug of it. Except under a very long lease

tenants would not introduce improvements. In nineteen out
of twenty cases the landlord would introduce them, and the

tenant pay interest on the outlay. But if the tenant would
introduce them without the landlord's consent, it would be

extremely injudicious that the landlord should be made to

pay for improvements which he did not want, lie happened
to have an estate on Dartmoor of about 60 or 70 acres, the

rent of which was £35. The house was in a bad state, and
the tenant wanted it rebuilt. He said he was quite ready to

rebuild, and to spend any sum on which the teuant would pay

five per cent, as additional rent for the house. The tenant

would not have that, but proposed to build a house and to

get paid for it at the eud of the lease, five years after

Building was begun and stopped, but, had it been finished, the

result would have been that ho would have had to pay the

tenant at the end of the five years some £500 or £000. A
farm worth £35 a-year would not bear to have a house upon
it worth £35, and he would have been saddled with a house
that would have dimiuished the value of his estate. That
showed what would be the effect of allowing tenants to make
improvements without the consent of the landlord. In

England tho landlords were always willing to perform
drainage. Nothing wrought better for tho tenant than the
Law of Distress, because the tenant without it would have to

pay rent in advance; whereas, at present, de "erred rent was
equivalent to an increase of his capital. If distress were
abolished, some other expedient would have to be introduced
to enable the landlord to get possession of his property when
the rent was not piid. Therefore he would most strongly

object to alter or interfere with contract between landlord
and tenant. They might restrict the landlord if they pleased
in the very unjust arrangements that were now, he must
admit, made with respect to game. The Game Laws of
England required great alteration. In England the game
belonged to the tenant unless expressly reserved by the land-
lord. It was so reservea, but as a matter of practice he
found the proprietors let the tenants have the ground game,
reserving the winged game for sporting rights.

Mr. W. S. BoTLEY, of Salisbury House, Upper Norwood,
London, argued that the Legislature should be asked to step
in, and give compensation for unexhausted improvements, by
which he meant works that enhanced the letting value of the
estates. Mr. Sergeant Cox had spoken of leases ; but leases
were the exception, and not the rub in England. It was a
most unfortunate thiug that the English Agricultural Hold-
ings Act was made permissive, and thus became a mere sham.
He thought it was derogatory to the statute hook.
He regarded the example of improvempnts referred to at
Dartmoor as a mere exception. He was very glad to hear
Sergeant Cox speak out so clearly on vhe game question, be-
cause that was the question of all questions requiring to be dealt
with by the Legislature. He referred to the E»rl of Leicester
being the first landlord who had granted leases in Norfolk oa
such liberal terms as that provision was made for the payment
of all unexhausted improvements. He thought the paper they
had heard and the discussion of the subject would be of great
service in educating the public mind up to that which was
necessary before some trenchant enactment would be passed
providing for the farmer getting compensation for all unex-
hausted improvements, and for relaxing the Game laws, because
it was the duty of the country to do what they could to ameli-
orate the condition of the occupiers of land.

Mr. Wm. Tayler, magistrate of Surrey, and delegate from
the Statistical Society of London, remarked with reference to
the Game laws, that there was great diversity of opinioa
respecting them, and he knew circumstances relating to some
counties in England which might make them alter their
opinions with regard to the effect of these laws. He knew
one proprietor in particular, the owner of a large estate, the
kindest, the noblest, and best of sportsmen, who spent his
ample means in the most liberal and charitable way, who de-
clared that if the Game laws were abolished he would, and he
was not singular in that, leave his land and leave its property
behind him. He then went on to speak of the operation of
the laws relating to house property, and the necessity for
legislation.

Sheriff Dove Wilson, Aberdeen, said there were two point
Oefore them—whether it was expedient to control contract be-
tween landlord and tenant ; and next, the more important
point—whether it was practicable to do so. In so far as Pro-
fessor Hunter's argument went to show that it was expedieafe
in some respects to control such contract, he thoroughly agreed
with him. It seemed to him thoroughly expedient that the
tenant should have a right to compensation for outlays on im-
provements, and to the game on his farm, and that he should
not be subjected to unnecessary restriction in the matter of
cropping. But then when he came to ask what light Pro-
fessor Hunter's paper had thrown on tho other point—whether
it be practicable to draw such measures as would he effective
he came to the real difficulty of tiie question. It seemed to
him that there was one alteration wh-cu was practicable, and
which seemed to him essentially to be required, before they
could liave even freedom of contract in the matter. He al-
luded to the abolition of hypothec. So long as the landlord
had that powerful weapon in his hand, he and the tenanntdid
not stand upon fair terms. The landlord was entitled to stand
upon conditions, having that power in his hand, which he did
not think it was right to give him Therefore, the best thing
would be to put the landlord and tenant both ou the same
position with regard to contract, leaving tlie matter of con-
tract open. So far, he saw no difficulty' in doing that. Bnt
when they came to the other point—whether it was posirilrfe
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to secure by law tliat tlie tensnt hlmll be compensated for im-
provementa, tbat lie sliall have absolnte coulroi of the game,
then they were bronglit to t!\e great dilliculty of the question,

and to tli^t ii3'iHul no answer. 'It was useless to make statu-

tory declarations it' they co;ild not carry them out. Althosgh
they had innumerable Acts of ParliaHT.ent, and said they were
the terms of the law, that did no good, but rather did^srm.
The elfect of that wokIiI oniy be to put more work into the
)iands ot lawyers. They mmt mnlip: prcsini/ji/ionfs Ji/ris ef de
jure. But could they do that? Jlc believed it was possible

to do it. It had been done in Ireland, in the case of the
-small.!r class of tenants, where the pecuninry interest was not
^great. It was possible to control tlie matter by Act of Parlia-

•ment. But when they had a larj^e pecuniary interest in some
suhject, and wken they had two people anxious to niak« a
targain in particular terw.s, hov ceuld Itey control them?
'Il was genernlly held out that it was the landloid that was
anxious to have the land let upon its present terras ; but that
was not the matter at all. There was another party who was
«9 anxious to iiave tlie land upon these terms. He would
have the land upon oilier terms if ho could pet it, but he is

anxious to have the land upon the terms olfered because he
•cannot get it upon others. It was stated tliat only great
hardship will cause a man to put himself out of a
farm whieii he has occupied. But he had two illlustrations to
show tliat that was not the case, lie knew of two cases of
tenants upon a large scale, one of whom had been two 19 years
•upon the farm, Rnd the other one 19 years. At the end of the
•leases negociations were begtin toTetiew 1'hera. and everything
was agreed to till it came to the signing of the lease. In each
•case the tenant was presented with a draft lease, containing a
great number of those restrictive clauses which Professor Unn-
ter iiad alluded to as being of a most objectionable nature,
binding the tenant down to all sorts of ways ot cropping, as to

•the number of farm servants to be employed, the number of
dogs, and so on, the.'/ were to be allowed to keep, as to the
-rights of game, game damages, end so forth. Tliese ten&tts
refused to sign the lease. They were men of'honour, aud raeu
•of good social position, who had no idea of singing a bargain
ifha* they did not intend honestly to carry out. The result was
that lioth farms were given up. One of the tenants went to

the Co!«niosto continue the business his father lr*d learned
^him, the father retiriug, and much the same happened in the
•other case. But what hiippeued so far as the landlord was
•coDcernedP The landlord fo*<nd a ^oteii people in the market
ready to take the farms iipoR these conditions, and the land
•was let upon the exact terms the iaiuHord wished. >'ow what
^le saw about it was 'this : When they fcnnd two men of capital,

•of inttJiigeuce, oi position, willifig to make a bargain upon
•these terins, how was the legislature to slip in between them P
It was nothing but this—tlte landlord had an article of much
value which he was willing to give to auy one willing to take
-it for a cerlaiu pecuniary eoasideration, on compliance with
certain conditions. IIoiv was the legislature ever to prevent
that from b'ling done ? Former fKi>erienee had shown them that
every attempt of that kind had beeii a failure. In ooe way or
anollier landlords liKd eoutiuued to draw deeds in eueh a way
•that power to make any alteration on the contracts Kic parties
themseKes chooce to make was nugatory. It was there that
the point hf.d to be considered- That was the point that
occurred to him, as a judge, to involve the difticulty. People
would go to law witli a coutr?,ot to enforce. He should like to
know what he was to do when a case of that kind came before
>him, in vhicli tv/o men of capital and position said that this

was Ihe contract they were to abide by. It Deemed to him
that ill such a ease the contract nvust be valid. What<=,ver
•might be expedient in the matter, they had the wishes of the
tenaiit anti h&iiocd, aui. tlie^f mttft te governed by tite*e

alone.

Pro fessor -Skeudon Amos, of Lsnd«n University, r<we to
-controvert Sergeant Cox's position. What vas termed the
iand question turned upon the fact that land stood in afi««-
tirely different position towards hw frvim any other kiud of
iproperUy. Ke held that, where the interest of so large a
'iiumbc'r ef the pspKJutioii was coucfrned with agriculture, the
Slate was eiKitkd to step Ik aud say what oenditioas were
•aecessaiy for the well-being of that part of the people. As
t\ie population grew, the dcuiMid for aiid vakce of land far all
purposfs became enlisLneeJ. In irelaml, the State had already
bee\t. obliged tj step in aud say what was necessary in the
luisT£it t>[ tliQ maiij agaiust tJie daiins t^i uji by the fe»r.

The same question must eoon come up in Scotland a'nd Pin?-

land, and he held that the State had a right to step in and
control the sort of contract that should prevail between the

landlord anfi tenant. The Game.laws wa- a subject sni rjcacTiS,

and rested upon a'R artificial basis. It must be open to tbe

State to step in and say how far this national taste for sport

was to be ind^ilged as consistent with the general interest and
the rights of those persons dependent upon the occupation of

the soiU

Mr, G. W. IlYM,i,a, of London, pointed c«t that there was
dissatisfaction in the public mind on the question of land-

lord and tenant, and the general feeling was that the pre-

sumptiens of ?aw were rather too much in favour of the land-

!ord anil against the tenant. They heard of hardships, and
were told that they were the result of covenants freely entered

into ; but they could not conceal the fact that the covenants

were to some extent stamped and thrust down by the support

of the presumption of law. It was more easy to carry out

what the law presumed than what it did not presume. Ser-

geant Cox had said he had never known of a prosecution

under a lease, but that was explained by the fact that tenautn

would not appear in Court against the landlords. No doubt

theGarae-Uws in this country were oppressive. Game as an

article of food was not of economical importance to the

country, being a luxury. It was a serious question whether

the Game-laws were of any benefit to the conutry, and should

remain at all. They were certainly oppressive, and must be

more or less prejudicial to the tenant, as the taw at present is

between landlord and tenant.

Mr. JosErii Brown, Q.C, held that the legislature had a

right to interfere in contracts between landlords and tenants,

and had exercised that riaht already with regard to the Pro-

perty-tax. In Ireland the Legislature had interfered between

landlord and tenant. But, as to the expediency of the State

interfering that was a question which, to his mind, presented

a great deal of difficulty. He laid it down as a general pro-

positrisn that the State should never interfere in regard to

co«tra«t3 feet ween man and man who are competent to contract

for themselves, except in eases where some overruling policy

prevails, aitd where a man is %, sJave subject to another. For
instance, the State interfered between mortgagee and lender,

and in the case of expectaat lieirs, proceeding on that prin-

ciple, that the borrower was a slave to the lender. Was the

case of landlord aud tenant a case in which the parties were
not able to contract with one another, and with the utmost
freedom at the same time? Ilis own impression was it was
necessary to answer in the negative. Still, he thought, as a

rule, from his experience, extending over forty years, that the

tenant, whether of a house or of land, in nine cases out of

ten, was obliged to accede to such terras as the landlord would
propose. There were cases in which it might appear that the

legislation ought to interfere, but the moment they came to

apply such a proposition, they must feel surrounded by the

greatest diliicolties.

Sheritf Smitk, Elgin said he understood true freedom of

of contract to meau that by which men on both sides, sup-

posing tUem to be solvent and responsible men, were fairly

aud equally pitted against each other. In regard to the

contract of letting land in Scotland, it had to be considered

whether both parties were on a fair competing condition. He
was afraid they were not; beeaase there was a privilige oa
one side which euabled one of the parties to pit against an
offerer on one side a. man who might be less eafe, less prudent,

and more speculative, and who was therefore prepared to otfer

for the subject so much the larger rent than the man who had
means to pay aud was able to pay. So long as that state of
matters existed, and was fostered and protected by the law, he
was afraid it would be impossible to say that there was any-

thing like such freedom of contract as there oaght to be

between the parties. That was the fundameatat pirt of tlie

questiou, aud unless they established it, it was in vain for the

legislature, or for any other authority, to try to impose con-

drlion«. Indemnification for game damage, and everyitbing of

tkat nature, was just a <iuestion of rent. To \mX it in the

strongest way in favour of the the tenant, the privileged

position in which the party selling holds enables him to say—
' I am letting a subject pUts so many advantages, therefore it

is worth more rent than it i« mieus those advactag«s,^ So the

whole thing came back to the fixisg of the Lmd rent, and the

question arose whether the parties to tiie lixing of the rent

were l-x a fair aud eauitable position, Aa almost eaanimosj
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coBctusion fiad lieen corr.'e Co io Scotland that they were not
Oil a. fair footinjr, and they had asked the legislature to recog-
nise that. Wlieu the question caino up in Parliament there
lud htcu am almost unanimous vote by the Scotch members
in favour ol the abolition of the privilege. He dared say the
Scotch members would have got their own way but lor an
Hlarm got np by the more numerous part of the legi^latH^e

that it iniglit iulerlere with a bimilar privilege in Kiigland.
If, however, hypothfc in Seotlsind was a bad thing, distress in

l!^uglaDd, could not be much better. He would nut venture to

say that the majority of the Engli^ih members of the House of

Com noBs would desire t«> maintnin a bad thing in Scotland
any more than iu Englasd, tntt if they wanted to deal with
fhe matter rationally they would by the abolition of hypothec
have an opportunity of seeing whether the elfect of the pro-

cedure was good or bad, and regulating tlieir action towards
England accordingly. The practical fU'ect ol the law in

Scotland was that it enabled one of the contracting parties to

say to the other in letting a farm of £301) or £100 rent, that
if he did not subscribe everything, he would go to the opeu
uarket and get another offerer who would. in that state of
things it was perfectly ridicu'ious to say that there was any-
thing like freedom ol co»tract, lie thought it was specially

incumbent upon this and any other associations who were
going about advocating freedom of trade to say whether that

was tree trade, in what related to the largest single industry in

the United Kingdom. Ireland had got into audi a position of
misery that a LanJ Act was passed applicable to it wliicli he
believidin certain directions kad very advantageous effects.

But so far as it was an interference with freedom of contract,

he was doubtful if it would not develop evils iu another
direction. What lie wo»ld like to sec done in the matter was
that the ship should be put upon a true keel, and allowed to

take her own way.
Mr. \Vooi>, (Smgleton), thought that if the English Agricul-

tural HulJiiigs Act had been made compulsory it would have
bteu very little hardship to the proprietors as a whole, and
possibly if it were not made compulsory soon they Riight have
an Act likb that for Ireland, which was something like con-
fiscation of landlords' property.

Mr. AL£x\Ni}EKLi;sLiK, (Aberdeen,) thought it would be a

pity if the meeting were brought to a close without somethiug
being said from the point of view of the Aberdeenshire

agriculturists. He did not represent them, but he had been

engaged for a quarter of a century in agriculture in Aberdeen-
liire, and his aucestors had been so for time beyoud memory.
He considered land to be the most valuable asset that any
State could possess. As a matter of tact, lie contendtd that

the bulk of the laud in thie country had been given away for

considerations which were quite inadequate. The present

liolders held them for reddenda, which was sometimes «t

rose and sometimes a farthing, and what they yielded to the

Stale did not amount to more than n million sterling, which
«a» a perfectly inadequate rent on the part of the owners.

Then this asset should be tutned to the greatest possible

advantage. He was proceeding to ar.;ue that the Government
should do as is done in the Colonies, give waste lands to whoever
would undertake to cultivate them, when he was reminded that

liewas beyond the question. He then proceeded to leply to

Scrjt. Cox's remark tliaftenants would not make improvements

by instancing Aberdeenshire as a a county in which the tenants

bad almost wholly improved the land. It had been said by

Serjt. Cox that forfeiture had never been carried out ; but it

was quite different in Aberdeenshire, for there was a case

where a tenant allowed by his lease to grow hay had been pro-

fcecut«d for growinj;; hay seed to sow on his own farm. He
knew a farm where the tenant was as good a farmer as in

liauffsliirp, and where the terms were that the system ol crop

ing was to be on the five or seven course bhili. The tenant

found it convenient to farm on both the five and seven shift.

His landlord brought an action, and the Sheriff referred the

question to two practical men, who found there was nodamage
done ; but the farmer, besides the annoyance, had to pay a

great deal of money out of his pocket.

The Chairman reminded Mr. Leslie that his Ci»ses did not

quite apply to the question, and he shortly thereafter resumed

his seat.

Professor Hunter, in replying.'referred to the statistical

account of Sir Join* Sinclair between 1782 and 17'Ji, to show

that the leasts wliich then prevailed were in advance of those

now m use. They piovided, m cases where the leatie was lor

nineteen years, for renewals bi^fore the expiry of that periods-

«nd this practice, he understood, was now carried out on the
property of the Marquis of lluntly. Keferring to the legis-

lative provision lor conipensatioii, he took the illuslralion

given by Mr. Cox of his I) irlinoor property as a case in

which the principle was applicabl>'. Uiider the kisli Act,.

Serjeant Cox would not have been liable (or IJiOO as coni-

pcusation for a buililiiig erected by bis Itnaut, because the
veiy tirnt thing that wonid li,>ve been- imjiiired into would"'

be the huit.abilily of the i'lipniveiir'nt to the possession, and
the tenant wonld not have been paid iiioie than the vali+o of-

» house suvtable for the due cullivaiiun of the laud. The
general ppinciple of frcedmn ol coutracl he lit Id to be
eeoiioinioally mouihI and lrj;ally li^lit. ilelore any objection'

is made to the pmiciple, a re;tl clear and strong case must bo
made out. He did nut suiqiose Ibat uiiybmly v.^ould propose
that the principle ii the liisli Act nut to alluw a teiiaiii tO'

contfikct himself tmt of the light of fuiiipeusalioii lor arbitrary,

eviction should apply to the tenants in this country, lint it

did not follow that because some reslriclioiis were inadHii:;-

sible and uuntcessary, other restrictions were not necessary>

and just, and unless they were so it would require a good deaf,

of evidence to satisfy one that llicy ought to be atlwptfd. Ps.

proposition might be in ulo that would stcure a considerable
amount of unanimity—that a foutr;«;l nut to iii:i.ke any im-
provement at all was one which was clearly opyusjtd to publi©
policy. To contr.icl that a tenant should iiiakj no inijiirove-

inent would be injurious, ai;<l I'.Jso to p. limited C-Meiit to con-
tract that a tenant shall nut asfe any cjiiipensation, was to say;.

that he should nut make ai'.y inipruvcineiit. Ajiy gent'-raL

provision which would secnro compensation iii> t!^e vast*

majority of cases would enable the laudlord to make arrange-
ments under which iiiiprov(,iiieiits might be made. So far a&
the Game Laws were coiicerued, it seemed to him that it

would be possible to frame a law so as to give tenan!,- fanners-
hares and rabbits without. interlering with (rteduiw of uoulract.

In nnswer to the question raised by Mr. I'aylur, what was-
wanted with regard to house property was a coditlcatiou o^
the law. It had been said by Sheriff \^ilson that atlcmpls-

to interfere with contracts between landlords and tenants had
hitherto been abortive, lie would like to know any time that;

it had been made, lie was not aware »1 aay attempt to make
any law compulsory which would have the effect of tying the

bauds of the landlords- and tenants, lie could only ."say that

the practiab.lity of legislating was attended with great ditfi .

culty. If there were any restfiiGtions fch^-y should be confinedi

within narrow limits, and relate t»- specific instances. H*
should say that the only instance in which the law sliould>

interfere to fix the terms between landlord and tenant was to»

say that the tenant shall get compensation for any improve-
ments he might make.
The Chaikman thanked Mr. Hunter for his paper, and*

remarked that they must all feel, Hlter the discussion that had>

taken place, that it was a delicate matter to interfere witiv

freedom of contract.

FORKIGN MEAT.—Siieaking at m annual dinner of tl.a^

Swindon and North Wilt* Agricultural Association,.

Colonel Kingscote, M.l'., said the fanners of lOngland did

not want protection, except protection from di.seaso, and if they

could get this they would not fear what other meat came into,

the country from America, or any other foreitjn country. At
all events he felt the farmers of England were, plucky enough.

to do their best to produce the very best meat. Having paid

very great attention to the Committee which sat on the que*^

tion last .session, and having heard examiiied every one who-

came before it, he felt tiie greatest conlidence in saying that,

something must be done, either by this or another Govern-

ment, to protect the ineat-i>roduciug peo'ple of this countryi

from foreign diseases, li had been suiid tlial Iwotand-moutlv

disease and pleuro-pneuniunia were Ik-cuiiiing indigenous to

this country. He did not bciieve they wevf, and he thought,
.

the proof of the fact was found in the alinust tik'ire disappear-

ance ol the disease on being sulject to restrictions when it,

raged here before ; and he lell satislitd the farnievs would
submit to restrictive regiiUliuiis for a liuio, for tliey were

aware that, according to lliu evidence givi'ii before tlie Com-
mittee of which he liad spoken, the disease could be staroi>e(i

out by is lation. He assured them, in conclusion, thai tliey:

need not drejd llie lureigu meat tup^dy if they could teey

disease Irum their parks,
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MR. JAMES CAIRD ON BRITISH AGRICULTURE.

At the meeting of the Social Science Congress held

at Aberdeen, on September 25, Mr. James Caird delivered

the following address :

—

Trade is carried on between the inhabitants of the

country and those of the town by exchange of rude for manu-
factured produce, either directly or by the intervention of

money. The country supplies the town with the means of

aubsistence and the materials of manufacture. The town repays

this by sending back a part of mannfactured produce to the

iuhabitants of the country. The inhabitants of the country

thus purchase from the town a greater quantity of manu-
factured goods with the produce of a much smaller quantity of

their own labour than they must have employed had they

attempted to prepare them themselves.' The gaius of both are

mutual and reciprocal. The town, in which there can be no
reproduction of substances, may be said to gain its whole

wealth and subsistence from the country. It is this commerce
which snpplies the inhabitants of the town both with the

materials of their work and the means of their subsistence.

The quantity of the finished work which they sell necessarily

regulates the quantity of the materials and provisions which
they buy. Neither their employment nor subsistence, there-

fore, can augment, except in proportion to the augmentation

of the demand from the coantry for finished work, and this

demand can augment only in proportion to the estension of

improvement and cultivation. Such, briefly, are the maxims
of trade laid down by our illustrious couutrywan, Adam Smith.

They may be regarded, in their application to our present

position, as if the inhabitants of this country were one great

town drawing from all quarters of the world its means of sub-

sistence and the materials of manufaetare, and repaying this

by the skilful use of all the modes by which art and science

have enabled ns to manipulate and prepare from tiie rude

substance a better article at less cost than can be got else-

where. And in the peaceful progress of industry we enjoy

one great advantage over all our neighbours, that for nearly

two centuries we have been undisturbed either by dynastic or

constitutional change, or by foreign invasion, with nothing to

distract our attention or withdraw our labour from its most
fitting employment, and thus, with every advantage given by

stability of government, to elicit skill and to accumulate

apital. When we read the frightful accounts of slaugliter

nd misery and waste which accompany the cruel war
now devastating the fairest portion of Europe we may
indeed be thankful that our lot has been so long free from
such calamities, but also ready to acknowledge that if our

manufacturing skill and wideiy-estended trade exceed that

of most other countries they have had the most favourable

opportunity for their development. The questions to be

considered in this department are of great importance

—

the causes of the general depression of trade ; the social

effects of Trade Unions, strikes, and lock-outs ; and the

results of the administration of the Scotch Poor Law com-
pared with that of England and Ireland. On each of tliesB

subjects I trust some valuable information will be
elicited. Three bad harvests in succession, with 'a largely-

increased consumption of food since 1871, have doubtless

tended to aggravate the depression of trade in this country.

We have paid one hundred and sixty millions sterling more
for foreign corn during the past five years and a half

than in the equal preceding period. This is an increase of 40
per cent, on the money sent abroad for corn which, in so far

as witii good crops it might have been spent in this country,

was a lose to our nearest and best customers, the home pro-

ducers of food. The prospects of the coming season in this

respect are not good. The price of wheat at present is 20s. a
quarter higher than in the average of the last two years, and
this on our annual consumption of wheat is equivalent to an
addition of £23,000,000 to the cost of our next year's bread.
This is partly due to the interruption of imports from the
131ack Sea, caused by the war in tlie East, partly to bad har-
vests, but partly also to diminished cultvation at home and
abroad, arising from the increased cost of production in recent
years without a corresponding rise in price. To a certain ex-
tent the rise of price is thus legitimate and necessary, though

its first effect may appear to add to the general depression of
trade. For unless the foreign producers of food, as well as

the farmers in our own country, receive adequate remunera-
tion for their expenditure, cultivation and improvement will

diminish, and trade and commerce must decline. 1 ?prop08e

to ask yonr attention for a short time to the question of our
supplies of food, and afterwards to refer shortly to what is

popularly termed the Land Question. Every article of food

and clothing is an annual product of the earth, yielding in a
large degree in proportion to the ingenuity and industry em-
ployed on it by man. Corn, wine, animal food, wool, cotton,

silk, sugar, coffee, tea ; there is not a single article of food

or clothing that is not, directly or indirectly, of vegetable

growth. These substances, on which life and health day by
day are sustained, cannot, Ijke our mineral wealth, be naturally

accumulated and stowed away in the bowels of the earth, but
are every year a new production, dependent for their ab'undance

in a certain measure to art and industry, but mniuly on the

sun and rain in due season. Wheat, which forms the great

staple of the food of civilised man outside the l^ropics, occu-

pies, of all cereals, the widest region suited to its cultivation,

if the wheat region had been of small extent the increase of

population would have been limited to the food resonrces of

each country. A continued devolopment of mining and manu-
facturing enterprise in these islands would have been
impossible ; for bread is indispensable, and we cannot produce
it at a low price in sufficient quantity for the wants of our
increasing population. Wheat is the common food, which
possesses all theeleraents necessary to sustain life and strength,

the most generally palatable, and, notwithstanding the vast

increase in its consumption, the cheapest article of food we
possess. The hard-working poor are far more dependent
on it and much larger individual coztsnmera of it than the
rich. If its price, like that of most other commodities, bad
risen with the increasing demand, our trade advantages
over other countries would have been counterbalanced, and
to a large extent lost. But the wheat region has been
designed, apparently, to be co-estensive with the progress
of civilised man, and the more regular and extensive the
demand upon it the more ready and continuous becomes
the supply, even without the stimulus of an excessive

price. The average price of the quarter of wheat for

20 years preceding Free Trade was 59s. 8d., and that of
the last twenty years 51s. 4d., being a fall of II per cent.

For the corresponding periods barley shows a rise of
11 per cent., and oats 9 per cent. ; and yet, notwithstanding
the fall of price, the supply of foreign wheat has risen enor-
mously, and continues to increase. Previous to 1860 the
foreign imports of wheat had not exceeded an annual average
of 4,500,000 qrs. During the last five years they have reached
an annual average of 12,400,000 qrs. This is a fact of great
importance when we consider the increasing population of the
country, and the limited means we possses within it of in-

creasing our supply of food. Not only do the consumers in-

crease, but as their circumstances improve they individually

use more food. The common estimate of economists 30 years
ago, that each person in the community consumed annually
eight bushels of wheat, was a delusion. It was questioned by
me in 1850, my estimates then showing that it could no
much exceed five bushels. Mr. Lawes, to whose elaborate

and judicious experiments the agriculturists of this country
are so deeply indebted, carefully investigated this subject a
few years ago, and showed conclusively that, at the time of
which I spoke, ray figures were the more correct. But he has
also found that in a period of 16 years before 1868 the aver-

age rate of consumption increased, each person having during
the first eight vears used 31 libs, of wheat, and during the
last eight 3351bs., or in the first period five bushels and a
tenth annually, and in the last five bushels and three-tenths.

In the first of those periods, 1852 to 1860, 232lbs. of this

was home-grown wheat, and 79lbs. foreign. These propor-
tions have during the last five years undergone a great change
and some increase. The home-grown wheat annually con-
sumed by each person is now 1581bs., and the foreign 183lbs.
But three of these five years have yielded indifferent crops

;

otherwise the supply of home and foreign would have been
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nearly equal. These figures show two very important results,

for the consideration ot tliose who are concerned with the pro-
vision of the country. First, that the individual consumption
of bread has increased ; and, second, that we at present depend
wholly on foreign countries for that increase, and for all fur-

ther addition required by the annual increase of the popula-
tion. For tliat addition an annual increase of wheat equal to
all tiie wheat at present grown in Scotland would barely suffice.

The natural teudency of the gradually-falling price of wheat
in this country since IS 18, and the rise in that of barley, oats,

and animal food, has been to diminish the breadtli of our own
wheat. It is now one- fifth less than it was 20 years ago.

And the force of that tendency, in spite of the great increase

of gold, shows the steadiness of its operation. There has been
a yearly increase of consumers, with a large individual power
of consumption of bread, and at the same time an increase in

the volume of gold—the representative of its value—and yet
the price has declined. But tiiough we are already in so

great a measure supplied with our bread by the foreigner, we
run no greater risk of pressure than other countries on that

account, probably less than most. For instead of being de-

pendent on the sometimes fickle climate of our own land, we
make all lands our tributaries, exchanging with them the manu-
factured produce of our mines and looms for the crude produce
of their agriculture, on terms mutually advantageous. Either

in tlie East or West there are every year abundant harvests,

and we profit by them. Since 1873 the United States

and Canada have given us half our supply of foreign

wlieat. In 1873, with a bad harvest, their export fell one-
half ; but it made little difference to us, as the abundance of
France and Russia filled up the vacuum at no greater cost. In
1871, France, whicli in 1866 had given us nearly one-third of

all we required, could spare us nothing ; but tlie plenty of

Russia and the United States made good the difference. During
the last two years India has been sending us considerable

quantities, which in the present year have mounted up to more
than a tenth of onr whole supply. The famine in Southern
India may for a time interfere with this ; but otherwise there

is every reason to believe that the numerous cultivators of her

fertile plains, having found a satisfactory market, even during

a year of low prices here, will continue in still larger measure
a trade so auspiciously begun. The foreign corn trade of tiiis

country involves the movement of 6,000,000 tons, worth more
than £50,000,000 sterling, of immense value to all those

countries which find ours the best and most constant market
for their produce, but most enriching us into whose lap this

wealth of natural abundance is poured. And even if from war
some of the main sources of our supply should for a time be

cut off, we have the means within our own boundaries of at

once meeting such a contingency. We grow at present nearly

1,000,000 acres less wheat tlian we did 20 years ago. We
have only to revert to the acreage of 1856 to meet such a

deficiency as would be caused by all Europe being shut against

us. And, beyond that, we possess in our immense breadth of

pasture land a never-failing resource of stored-up agricultural

power which could be at once applied to the production of

corn, if from any circumstance that course became at the same
time necessary aud profitable. Next to wheat, in value and
quantity, are our imports of Indian corn, nearly three-fourths

of which come from the United States lud Canada. Last year

there was.a sudden increase upon all preceding imports of this

substance from America,, the supply jumping from 600,000 to

more than 1,300,000 tons. Vast though this quantity appears,

it.is lets than a twentieth part of the American crop. Previous

to the potato famine of 1846-7 Indian corn may be said to

have been quite unknown in this country. In 184-7, 500,000
tons of it were introduced into Ireland to feed the people, but

it was not found palatable, and the imports quickly diminished,

till in 1857 they barely exceeded 125,000 tons. It was not

much more in 1807, but doubled in 1863-9, after the bad har-

vest in this country of 1867. It rose still further in 1875,

after the bad harvest of that year ; and in 1876, with another

deficient harvest here, it doubled at once the highest previous

importation. It is the cheapest article of food in the market,

bein^ at present little more than iialf the price of wheat per

pound, and its introduction in such large qoantity greatly

modifies the pressure which would otherwise bo felt alter

deficient harvests in this country. It is next to wheat in the

extent of zone of production, and therefore capable of great

increase should circumstances require it. The potato crop

is bewmiug more and more precarious. It is costly to grow, ex-

pensive in seed and manure, exhaustive of the land, and very

liable to disease, and now possibly to the attacks of the Colorado
beetle. The extent planted has declined nearly one-fifth since

1871, while the imports of foreign potatoes in the same time

have risen from 43,000 to 300,000 tons. Germany is the great

potato-growing country, whence we can always draw by a
moderate increase of price whatever quantity we require. The
annual crop in that country is twice as great both in quantity

and per Iiead of populatiou, as that of either France or the
Uuited Kingdom, but it is not exported till the price rises

above the rate which it yields when made into spirits. In these,

the three main necessaries of life—wheat, Indian corn, and
potatoes— the field of growth aud supply is so extensive that it

has hitherto been found capable of meeting all the demands of

a great increase of populatiou without a permanent rise of
price. It is very different with meat and other kinds of
animal food, the increased consumption of which has led to a
great rise ot price. During the last 25 years there has beea
no great increase in the home supply of meat or dairy pro-
duce, but the quality of both has much improved. The larger

demand for it has been in great part met by foreign supplies.

These have within that time increased fourfold in quantity,

and 50 per cent, in value, aud last year reached the large sum
of £35,000,000 sterling. Tlie most portable articles were the

first to be moved. Bacon has increased from 3,700 to 160,000
tons. This is a ten times greater increase than any otherkind
of meat, and represents many thousand acres of Indian corn,

packed in the smallest possible bulk. While the import of
bacon and hams has increased more than fortyfold, beef, cattle,

and sheep have in the same time increased fourfold ; butter and
cheese sixfold. Nearly one-half of this increase has takea
place since 1870. The proportions in which we are supplied

at present are with meat three-fourths from home and one-
fourth from abroad ; and with dairy produce two-thirds from
home, inclusive of milk, and one-third from abroad. Tea
years ago the flocks and herds of this country were as numerous-
as at present. Their inciease by improvement of quality tella

little in so short a time on the total produce. During that
interval the population has increased by 2,800,000, and the
whole of their animal food, in addition to previous supplies

from abroad, must, therefore, have been furnished by the
foreigner. In ten years more there will be another 3,500,000
to be provided for, if no check occurs, so that the question of
still larger supplies of animal food is a pressing oue. Out
own colonies are able to supply three times all we need, and,,

if the means of transport cau be satisfactorily established,

their capacity of increased production seems likely to outlast

our wants aud theirs for many generations. America, North
and South, has almost boundless sources of supply, whicli wiU
be developed in proportion to the remunerative character of
the demand. The success which has attended the importatioa
of fresh American meat, in ice-cooled chambers, warrants the
hope of its continuance and expansion from all regions where
ice can be cheaply obtained. And if it can be done success-

fully from the other side of the Atlantic there would seem no
great difficulty iu bringing slaughtered meat from the other
side of the Channel. The trade is becoming one of such value
and importance both to producer and consumer, as also to th&
intermediate agents engaged in its purchase, and sale, and
transport, that all the aids of science, ingenuity, and enter-
prise will be enlisted in its successful extension. As the
price of the best beef in New "York is seldom less than
7d. a pound that quality cannot, at present, be sold
wholesale in this country at a profit much under 8d. The
fears of our farmers of auy seirious reduction of price from
this cause may, therefore, be dismissed ; but so wide
is the area from which it may be obtained that any exces-

sive rise of price is likely to be counteracted by a rapid in-
crease of supply. In considering the question of the home
supply of food I naturally revert to that portion of the able
address of my friend, Mr. Shaw Lefevre, who presided over
this department last year, in which he discussed the question
of tlie subdivision of landed property, as exhibited by its

results in this country and France. In liis main propositions
I entirely agree—namely, in case of intestacy, the expediency of
an equal partition of land, as of personal property ; restrictioa

of settlement of lives in being ; enlargement of powers of sale to
those subject to settlemeuts ; simplification of titles, and easy
means of registration, by which the transfer of land would
be facilitated. But it is very doubtful how far these changea
would lead to an increase of small proprietors, as ke de^saa^
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or dimbish that aggregation of land in few hands wliich ho

so much deprecates. Each of these alterations in the law

would enconrsge the transfer of laad, but to whom wonid it

be transferred ? To those who conld best afford to pay for it,

and who have therefore the amplest means of (ally developing

its resources. If, by equal partition on intestacy some pro-

perty should become divided into relatively small portions the

temptation of high price is so great, and the immediate return

from land-owning so small compared with other investments,

that members of a family, brought up in equal enjoyment of

the whole, would be indnced by a high price to part witii

their several shares rather than sobmit to loss of position and
income. If restriction of settlement and enlargement of

powers of sale led to more land being bronght into the marliet

a cheaper system of registration and transfer would increase

a competition for it in which the richest would always possess

the greatest advantage. Tor land in this country has now
become an article of lusury which rich men only can long

afford to hold. The savings of capital in England are com-
puted at £150,000,000 annually, for which there may be said

to be three main investments—First, British land and houses,

and other securities ; second, Indian and Colonial securities
;

third, foreign loans. To those who desire safety and social

position, and who can dispense with a large immediate retnm,

nothing is so attractive as British land, and, if this conntry

continues to hold its pre-eminence in trade and commerce
no investment for those who can afford to wait is likely in the

end to prove more remunerative. Bot the immediate return

is smaller than from any other mode is which capital can be

profitably employed. It is no matter of surprise, therefore,

that the number of small and generally poor proprietors

fthould diminish, and that many should convert their capital

as landowners into tenants' capital, by becoming the occupiers

of five times more land than they conld hold as owners. A
class of peasant proprietors in this country woald soon become
impossible under the temptation of the high prices at which
wealthy men are anxious to obtain land. Bnt it does not
follow that, though land in this country may be above the

reach of a class of peasant proprietors, it should be absorbed

by neighbouring magnates. These are not the class who are

leen competitors for its possession. It is the successful

business men, enterprising and active, who have made their

fortunes in the various professions, or in the mannfactnr-
ing or mining industry of the country, in trade or com-
merce, or in India and the colonies, who take the place of

those who, from some reason, are no longer capable of
holding the land with advantage to themselves and others.

These wealthy, enterprising men carry that spirit into the

business of landowning, and in districts where that is

languid inspire their neighbours with a similar desire for

land improvement. The evil that exists in the present

land system is, not that we have great proprietors among us
—for, as a rule, their estates are the most liberally managed
—but it is because of the too-common existence of the pos-

session of land by persons so heavily encumbered by settle-

ments and debt that they are incapable of doing justice

either to their property or themselves. For the sake of

progress in the fuller development of oar agricultural re-

Dources it is desirable that the land in such case should

pass iuto other hands. And the advantage of enlisting a
large body of competitors for it, when exposed for sale, in-
duces the offering of estates, whenever practicable, in sint^le

farms, and this tends in some degree, to its subdivision.

I readily adroit that property iu laud is one element in the

stability of our social system, but it seems to be overlooked, in

considering this point, that the tenant occupiers of land are

entitled to be reckoned as part owners of agricultural property.

The French system of land tenure is by a small number of

great landowners, and a large number of small owners who
are also cultivators. Between them they comprise 5,550,000
persons employed in the management and cultivation of the
soil. In this number the cultivators of the laud as well as
the owners are included. For the purpose of comparison the
same class in this country should be taken, and as for France,
all the smallest landowners are embraced in these numbers

;

so here we ought to take all who own one acre and upwards,
excluding those below one acre as householders only. I shall

not, however, so strain the question, but will take tlie owners
of 10 acres and upwards as the class we should in this country
regard as the true owners of agricultural land. To these 1 add
our cultivators, a very important and inflneutial class of

capitfslis's, the !«nant farmers, who, in llie crops, live sfoci,

enrichments, and implements' and machinery, own equal to

one>fifth of the whole capital value of the land. Fart of the

farmer's capital ii incorporated with the soil, and it is all a»

indispensable for the production of crops as the land itself.

Like the ** plant " of a railway, no pro^t or produce can arise

until the inert soil is set in motion by it. And in reckoning

the capital value of the land, and the nnmbers interested in it,

we should inclnde the owners of both. There are 180,000

landowners of ten acres and opwards, and 1,100,000 tenani

farmers in the United Kingdom, making 1,340,000 altogether

engaged in the ownership and cnltivation of the soil, and all

interested in the maintenance of the present »oe»l system. Out
farmers are a better educated, more intelhgent, and more e»tei-

prising class, and they possess and employ individnally as

cuhjvators a larger capital than the peasant proprietors in

France in thrir double capacity as owners and esltivatovs.

When the two are united and reckoned as heads of fei»il>t»

tiiry comprise one-fifth of the total male adnlt population,

very many of whom, with their families, though directly in-

terested in land, follow other and more lucrative occupations.

The disparity in point of numbers as compared with France i»

thns by no means so grtat as is commonly suppoted, la

point of eOBciency in the great economical result of couverting

the soil to profitable use how stands the comparison ? The
average produce of an acre of wheat here is ecpal to that of

two acres in France. With five times the extent of land in

wheat, they produce little more than twice the quantity. With
nearly double the extent of territory, they have no more live

stock. On these points only is jit possible for me here to in-

stitute a comparison ; but on this essential question, the produc-

tion of bread and meat, the superiority of our system is beyond

dispute. Too much stress seems, indted, to be laid on the lelative

importance of land compared with other property in this

country. The value of house property is fully greater th»»

that of all the land in the kingdom, and the annual ineorae

from it is 60 per cent. more. Funded property, railways, mines,

gains from professions »i»d trades—all of these are, even more
than land, elements of »tability, for all of them would be
more endangered in times of mil eommotioA, invasion, or

revolution. The income from land is little more th»B a seventb

part ot the total assessable income of the coMotry. Id the

past ten years it has increased in a mnch smaller proportion

than that of any other kind of property. And if a large num-
ber of our population were by any chance enabled toexehaaf^e

their present employments, in order to become peaiaAt piu-

prietors, neither their capital nor their indastry would be so

productive. We concentrate the well^applied labour of one-

seventh of our people, directed by skill and economised bj

capital, on the foil development of our agriculture, leaving

free for other industries the power, intelligence, and capital

of six-sevenths. These, by our mines and manufactures, oar
trade and commerce, have vastly augmented the national

wealth, and at a rate infinitely greater than if a large portion

of their labour bad been nnskilfully dissipated in agricultural

employofient. If, like the French, five-sixthi of our population

were dependent on the land, each one providing from his small

estate little more than his family consumed, we shovld, like

them, long before this have been devising schemes for limiting

our numbers within our means of feeding them. For that

limitation is the natural consequence of the French system.

The population does not increase. A distinguished French
economist, M. de Lavergne, last year drew the attention of hit

countrymen to the risk they are thus bringing npon tltemselvea.

Quoting liousseau, he says :
" There is not a worse famine for

a State than that of men. In 35 Departements of France the

deaths exceeded the births." lie laments the pnblic apathy ou
the fubject, " the French people appearing to accept their fate

in the reduction of the population in the same manner as in

the augmentation of the Budget, two facts which are probably

not so foreign to each other as they seem." But no other

result is posfible, for population increas^es, when nnchfcked,

in geometrical progression, and therefore in far greater pro-

portion than a limited area of soil can support. The 5,000,000

of peasant proprietors, with 7^ acres each, and witti a com-
pulsory law of equal division among the families on the death

of the owner, with no other industry, must keep their numbers
within the means of subsistence which their land affords.

Thry are frugal," with a parsimony amounting toservice," as
;>. late observer describes them ; keen for their fancied in-

terests, and therefore supporters of personal government.
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because, sbore all, tenacioat of fixity and permanence, while

Ibe world around them i« changing and adrancing/ And the

result is that, instead o( that aocial stability for which they

looked, no country in Enrope hat been the theatre of so niBDy

changes. Our sjstem, on the contrary, draws from the land

of our own country such produce ai it can most profitably

aifurd, under the best economical plans we can devise. Our
,

increasing population finds other and ready employment either

at home or in the colonies, or on the great continent of the

West which we have done so much to people. These in due
time send ns their superfluity of produce in exchange for our

manufactures. We are thus no longer confined to the narrow
limits of oor own soil ; but with the profits of onr varied

indnstriea we command what we rfcjuire from whatever
country it can be most cheaply obtained. The beneficent

principle of free trade, which it is to be feared an electoral

body of peasant proprietors would have been slow to sanction,

thus knits together in friendly bonds the different interests of

distant nation*, and will yet, I trust, enable the question ot the

poet to be answered :—
" When shall all men's good
Be each roan's rule, and universal peace

Lie like a shaft of light across the sea P
"

BREWERS, MERCHANTS, AND HOP
PLANTERS.

On the subject of the dispute about the Tare on Hops a

correspondent of I'/ie Braoert^ Guardian says :
" It was a

great mistake to raise the Tare question again so soon. The
planters made a great concession last year in fixing the

allowance lor the cloth in which hops are wrapped at 5 lbs.,

limiting also the weight of the cloth to 8 lbs. This the

merchants accepted ; at least they agreed tacitly to the

arrangement, and they bought their hops throughout the

last season npon the term of a 5 lb. tare. Tlie resolutions

that have been recently promulgated by the merchunts upon
the snbjectwere not wisely nor judiciously framed, but were in

the highest degree calculated to rile the planters and to put

the merchants and their cause in a wrong position. It was
not the policy of good tacticians to inform the planters that

they, the merchants, could rule the hop trade and they could

practically check baiiness unless their demands for full tare

were complied with. There was a savour of braggadocio

about this resolution which amused those planters who are

men of the world, but mightily irritated and alarmed the

great majority who take things auterieux who are inclined to

believe those who boast that they can " call spirits from the

Tasty deep." They have never been so moved to unite for

resistance before, and the chances of the question being settled

so far as they are concerned are more remote than ever.

Many of them are gravely discussing the potsibility of form-

iug a merchants' compauy to sell hops direct to the brewers

without profit, charging merely establishment expenses, and a

m»ll interest upon the capital embarked in the undertaking.

Tlie assumption of the merchants that they can do a* they

please with the hop trade has fairly taken possession of them,

and made them ready to help heart and soul in any scheme to

throw the hop trade open. Does it not occur to the brewers

that if the merchants are so united and can combine, as they

declare, to check the purchase of hops, that they also have
equal powers with regard to their sale—in short, that they

can practically fix prices and take what profits they please P If

they have the power, as they allege, in the one case, they

roust obviously have it in the other, and it may at any time

happen that the planters do not get actual market value (or

their produce, while brewers may have to pay more than

actual market values for the same article. We do not believe

that the merchants yet have the enormous powers they claim.

Their claiming to have them is bad enoogh, and should lead

planters, and brewers e»pecially, to be most careful not to

permit the hop trade to fall into the haiidi of a ring who
may work quite independently of all proper principles of

supply and demand. The brewers want to buy their hops as

cheaply as they can, in a market perfectly open and free (rom

any speculative action ; and it is becoming a grave question,

since this declaration of the merchants, whether they do buy

them now at market values, plus Icgitiiii^ite charges for

accommodation. Profits made ny merchants are so much
money directly out of the brcweis' pockeU. So long as

these are aoderate brewers will probably not object to pay
them as a small extra eharge for their hops ; but when they
exceed moderation, as may be the case at any time, if the
merchants are the oligarchs they claim to be, the brewers
must for their protection buy directly of the planters, many
of whom now give accommodation to the merchants, and
would no doubt be ready to acc'jmraodate the brewers. Wo
trust that matters will settle down quietly again, with the taro

question amicably adjusted, and the trade carried on as it haa-

been so long by merchants, who will refute the assumption of

the eatraordinary powers which has frightened the planters

into concerted action, and has caused some of the brewers

to wonder if they are going to the cheapest market for their

hops."

CANADIAN IMMIGRATION AND COLONISATION,
—A very large amount of interesting information, says l^he

Toronto G/ote, August 21, is given in the report of the Select

Standing Committee on Immigration and Colonisation lately

issued. It appears that while tor the year 1876 there was »
considerable decline in the immigration to Canada as compared
with that of previous years, that decline was proportionately

not so great as what took place in the States. In 1873 the
immigration to the States was as high as io'J.SiO, and by 1875
had dwindled down to 16'J,986. In 1874-, as compared with
the preceding year, the decline in the States «as 31*84 per
cent., while in Canada it was only 21-33. lu 1875 the decline

on 187'! was 27-07 in the States, while in Cansda it had
risen 30-20. Last year again, while the decline in Canada
was only 6'38 per cent., that iu the States was 26.65. It is

to be noted that during the same period the total emigratioo
from Britain had declined fully a^ much. In 187^ that-

decline was 22-40 per cent. In 1875—2!)-<J2, and iu 1876—
20*47. The immigrants to Canada in 1876 were chietly agri-

cultural labourers and female domestic servant.*, and these

teem as a rule to have done well. Special efforts have also

been made to induce tenant farmers with some means to settle

in the Dominion, and these seem likely to be every year oiorer

and more successful. Mennonites who have settled in Manitob»
are, from the evidence of Mr. J. G. Shantz, satisfied with their

condition and prospects. About 6,700 in all are now in the
I'rairie Province, and many others are anxious to leave

Southt ro Kussia and join their co-religionists in our North-
west. The number ot Menuonites who came to Manitoba m
1876 was 1,357. The same favourable accounts can scarcely

be given of the Icelandic settlers who have come to form a
colony in Keewatin. The loss of life among them through
smallpox has been very great, and naturally there h at been
for this and other reasons some discouragement among them.
The number of repatriated French Canadians who have take»
up liiid in Manitoba during 1876 is 361, and they are re-

ported as doing well and being satisfied. The opinion of the
committee is that the immigration expenditure has not been
excessive for the service rendered. The expense ^«rra;>iV(i ha»
been indeed greatly increased from the smaller number of immi-
grants, while the permanent expenses ot the establishments in

Canada aud,Britain remains very much the same. But even as it

is, if the extraordinary outlay iicurred by the Mrnnonite and
the Icelandic immigration, which was quite exceptional,

and tli« expense of the buildings at Dufferin was deducted, the
cost per head in 1876 would only be 6 dols. 48 cents, while ia

1873,when there was a very large emigration, it was as higl>

as 6 dols. 7 cents. The evidence given in connection with
Manitoba shows conclutively the unsurpassed richness of the
soil in those regions and the very large crops of ccrrals and
roots raised. The only drawback is the grasshoppers, and the
general freling among those whose expetirnce eniitles them to
speak with authority is that there is now likely to be a
lengthened period of unmunity from that scourge. Besides,

it is found that by due exertions, even when the grasshoppera
make their appearance, a great deal can be done in somewhat
peopled districts to diminish, if not altogether to counteract,
their ravages. It is calculated that even already wheat can b«
brought Iroin Wiuniprg to Toronto for 35 cents per bushel,
and of course this figure will be considerably reduced when the
railway is completed from Winnipeg to Thunder Bay. With
an unlimited supply of rich wheat-growiag land, it is neediest
to say how formidable a wheat-producing country those north-
west regions will become in no distant day. In 1876 about
4,000 pcoplr setilrd in M.iiiitobs. During the curtent jcai
that Duoibei will be more than doubled.
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OVARIOTOMY.
There are certain painful operations which it is neces-

sary to perform on our domesticated animals to ensure

safety and convenience in their management, as well as

to obtain quality in their flesh as food for man. The
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to animals has

wisely abstained from any attempt to interfere in this

direction, although the ear-marking and docking of sheep

has caused it some uneasiness. The castration of male
animals used for food is such an absolute necessity that

no objection to it would be tenable, if raised. The same
may be said in respect to horses ; although entire animals

are much more frequently used on the Continent than in

Great Britain. At the present day these operations are

performed in a careful manner, and generally by pro-

fessional men, with the least possible pain to the animals;

although we read of great brutality still obtaining in

half-civilised countries—India especially. Whatever
may be said against ear-marking, it must be admitted that

docking is requisite for the comfort and cleanliness of sheep
kept under the artificial conditions of arable land. But it is

gratifying to find that the infliction of unnecessary pain

is fast going out of date. The caponising of fowls, for

instance, may be said to be obsolete in this country, and
less common in France than it was ten years ago. The
firing of horses is considered too barbarous to be adopted
under ordinary circumstances, and the end to be attained

is not held to be commensurate with the severity of the
measure. The docking of horses is, happily, no longer
in fashion. Bu: perhaps the most significant instance

which can be quoted of the humanising tendency of the

age, is the dying out of the practice of spaying female
domesticated animals, which was comparatively common
some few years since. A more barbarous operation it

would be difficult to imagine, and the advantages to be
gained in these days of early maturity, can scarcely be
said to cover the risk attending it. Not only so, but there

is no necessity for its adoption on the ground of con-
venience or safety, as in the case of male animals. It is,

therefore, surprising to find in The Veterinary Journal
for June, an article by a veterinary student of the Toronto
College in advocacy of this practice of spaying, or ovario-

tomy. The writer, Mr. W. G. Bates, states that it is

•xtensively performed in America ; and that in the State

of Missouri he estimates 50 per cent, of the store sows
to be spayed, and 23 per cent, of the breeding sows to

be similarly opeiated upon after they have been used for

stock purposes. In swine the operation is stated to be
performed for the purpose of making them grow and
fatten better, by destroying sexual desires ; for weeding
out those which are unfit for breeding purposes ; as well

as to prevent the production of more pigs than can be
profitably reared. " Ovariotomy," continues the writer,
*' is performed on cattle for the same purposes as on swine,

yet sometimes for another the perennial secretion of

milk. Undoubtedly the operation is attended with very
satisfactory and very profitable returns when it is con-
fined to heifers nnfit for breeding purposes ; since it is

succeeded by increased growth, and also by better fatten-

ing tendencies." The article goes on to show that the
advantage is gained by the increased quiet of the herd, as

well as that of the individual animals themselves ; and
that by destroying the fertility of inferior animals the
quality of the general average is raised. It is pointed out
that, although opinions differ as to the duration of the
lacteal secretion, and also as it regards the quantity and
quality of the milk, yet the balance of testimony seems
to be ia favour of increased quality at the expense of

quantity. An instance is given of a cow which continued
in milk for four years after castration, without variation

of the secretion other than that due to food and tempera-
ture. The writer considers himself justified in recom-
mending the operation in the following cases :

—" In a
good milker when a better quality of milk is desired—as

for sickly people or the like ; in an animal which has
an inordinate desire for the bull, without the capacity of
becoming impregnated; when disease is present ;

in poor-feeding cows when it is the intention to fatten

them after the flow of milk has ceased
;

(and) in the

the younger ones which are Boi intended for breeding

purposes'"

As this article is published in an English scientific

journal, it must be presumed to carry with it the

approval of the authorities whose names are associated

with that Journal. It is in that light the Agricultural

Press will probably view it, and on that ground it call*

for comment ; the more especially as the practice of

ovariotomy has been advocated by at least one contem-
porary. Whatever may be the exigencies of cattle

breeding or swine rearing in America, there can be little

doubt that English breeders are wise in the discontinuance

of the practice of ovariotomy. With regard to lactation,

it is well known that, with careful milking, cows may bo
retained in profit for a time which varies according to the

nature of the animals and the conditions of food and
temperature under which they are placed. Milk-walks,

where breeding is not practiced, are conducted on this

principle ; the animals being milked as long as the secre-

tion lasts— or rather until the quantity is considered

unprofitable—and highly fed during the whole time, with
the view of sending them direct to the butcher. It i»

clear that castration would serve no useful purpose in a
milk-walk, if Mr. Bates's theory is correct; for an in-

creased tendency to fatten coupled with a decreased

secretion of milk, would merely necessitate more frequent

purchases—a thing to be deprecated on account of disease

risks. On the other hand, a lengthened term of lactation

in connection with increased quality, could only be of

advantage in exceptional private families ; even if such a
result could be depended on. Castration, no doubt, pro-

duces a tendency to fatten, but in this country there is an
increasing need for female breeding horned stock, and,

although bad heifers are not quite so scarce as they might
be, still they can be fed out without running the risks of

ovariotomy. Animals which have arrived at mature age,

and bred calves, would naturally incur greater risks from
the operation ; quite enough to be a complete offset to

the advantages to be gained from it, as the shock to the

system of an old cow must be very great. But quite

independent of the risk and barbarity of the operation,

the experience of the day is in favour of not keeping an
animal beyond its prime, and this stage is reached by the

cow in five to six years, so far as ordinary purposes are

concerned
;
pedigree stock being, of course, quite outside

this question. Added to this, is the patent fact that in

this country, of all others, it does not pay to breed from
bad stock ; nor, in other words, to breed bad stock at all.

Therefore, with improving animals, and superior manage-
ment, there does not appear to be the slightest necessity

for practising ovariotomy on British cattle. Worn out

Alderneys and Ayrshires would certainly afford cheap

material to experiment upon, and the feat of covering

their dry bones with fair beef in a reasonable time would

be a result to quote. But it would be of doubtful advan-

tage to the reut-paying industry of the country. With
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regard to pigs, the short time now requisite to produce the

saleable and eatable small pork, which has taken the place

of wastefuUy fat large bacon, renders spaying quite un-

necessary ; and the inconvenience of avoiding the slaughter

of sows during the time they are in season is too trifling

to be considered as a plea for the operation.

We give this publicity to the whole matter simply

because we fear the idea, being fostered, should gaia

ground amongst a certain class of experimentalists, who

are ever ready to take up with some fresh notion ; and,

because we feel strongly that the practice is one of un-

necessary cruelty, for which not one valid reason can be

assigned, so far as the stock breeders of this country are

concerned.

THE DAIRY SHOW.
The second Metropolitan Dairy Show, which was

opened on Sept. 26, at the Agricultural Hall, was held

under the great disadvantage of haying no cows. It

might have been supposed that this serious drawback to the

interest of the exhibition would have been fatal to its

success ; but we are pleased to learn that the attendance

has exceeded that of last year, while in all other depart-

ments of the show but the one lacking, this year's exhibi-

tion has been a decided improvement upon the previous

one. To make up as far as possible for the important

deficiency in the live stock exhibits, there was a large

entry of mules and donkeys, and the greatest show of

goats ever got together. The poultry show, too, was an

extraordinary large and good one, there being no less than

586 entries, divided into 51 classes. The cheese depart-

ment, again, was a most creditable one, as respects both

quantity and quality, and the competition in the butter

classes was so keen that the judges in some cases had

much difficulty in making their awards.

The donkeys came first in the catalogue, and made up a

large show. For stallion donkeys Mr. Charles Sutherland

"Was first with an enormous Poiton animal thirty months
old. The height of this ass is 14 hands 3 inches, and

as far as size and strength go he is no doubt well

suited for getting draught mules ; but for hideousness it

would be difficult to produce any animal standing on four

legs to beat him. Ungainly in all his parts, the enormous

thickness of his legs below the thin thighs amounted to

an absolute deformity, and we fail to see any advantage in

such an excessive accumulation of bone below without pro-

portionate muscle above to lift the heavy weight that can

hardly fail to encumber his movements. The Duke of Wel-
lington gained the second prize with a grey donkey, less

powerfully framed, but much more symmetrical, and Mr.
Sutherland was third with another Poitou stallion deci-

dedly less ugly than his fellow. In the class for female

donkeys not less than thirteen hands high, there were only

two entries, and the first prize fell to the Duke of Wel-

lington for a leggy Spanish brute 14 hands 3

inches high, Mr. Sutherland being second .with

another of the Spanish breed. There was a great

show of English donkeys, some of which were

as pretty and well-formed as donkeys well can be,

but mostly lacking in size. We have always heard that

foreign donkeys are immensely superior to English, and so

no doubt they are in size and strength ; but if they were

fairly represented at the Dairy Show they cannot claim to

approach our home-bred asses in good looks and good

proportions. There is surely a good opening for a Booth

or a Bates in the donkey line, the desirable combination

of size and symmetry being as yet unattained, unless in

very exceptional instances.

In the mule classes Mr. Sutherland again carried off

the chief honours. lie showed some draught mules of

great size and strength, and he claims for them that they

can do harder work for longer spells, and will do it to a

greater age than cart horses. It may be so ; but we
confess to a prejudice in favour of the noble British cart

horse and against these ungainly hybrids. For carting

timber in Biouatainoua districts, where sure-footedncss

and steadiness are peculiarly desirable, draught mules

would no doubt be invaluable ; but that they will ever

come generally into use for ordinary carting and ploughing

purposes we neither expect nor desire. Is it possible

that, with the endurance of the ass, they do not iaherit

also something of the stubbornness of that patient animal ?

Some of the mules trotted, or rather ran, round a ring in

the hall. They moved at a pretty good pace, but in an

ungainly style almost painful to witness. The difficulty

of steering them seemed to be great, and we should think

the man would be to be pitied who had to ride one along

a narrow road with a brick wall on either side. There

were some mules in the Hall with so much horse and so

little ass about them that if it had not been for the

tell-tale ears and manes the asinine stain in their pedi-

grees would hardly have been distinguishable. If hybrids

would only breed freely we might in time, by careful

selection, hope to see produced mules almost as good as

horses.

In goats, as in donkeys, there appears to be a great

field for judicious development. Passing somewhat hastily

through the long array of these animals, nothing struck us

so forcibly as the general smallness of the animals. There

were some notable exceptions ; but, as with the donkeys.the

biggest were generally the ugliest. In beauty there was

nothing to come up to a curly-coated Persian goat, bred

by the late Mr. Hector, of Bagdad, and exhibited by Mrs.

Life ; but there were some very nice-looking creatures of

various nationalities scattered about the rows of pens.

Greater size in goats is needed for both draught and milk-

ing purposes. Some of the nannies were so small that

one might think a wine-glass to be large enough to use ia

place of a milking-pail.

In the cheese department the most striking feature was

the great display of Stiltons, in the form of great

pyramids containing a thousand cheeses each, exhibited by

Air. Thomas Nultall, of Beeby, Leicester. This magnificent

display gained the gold medal of the British Dairy

Farmers' Association, and the silver medal awarded by

the Dairy Show Committee. In the Cheese Fair, for

cheese of any make, shape, or weight, shown in quantities

of not less than one ton, Mr. Charles Crees gained the

first prize, a silver medal and £35, and Mr. T. Waldou

the second, a bronze medal and £20. For the other

awards we must refer our readers to the prize list, as a de-

tailed mention of all the honours would take up too much
space, and it would be invidious to mention only a few.

We must, however, express our admiration of the very

tasteful display of cream cheeses of various kinds, made

by Mr. Webb, of Kensington.

There were six prizes awarded to exhibitors of English

butter, and, as before remaiked, the competition was

very keen, the general excellence being so high. When
the judges had at last come to a settlement of the rival

claims, the honours were awarded to the following ex-

hibitors in the order observed -.—Mr. C. F. Hollands,

Mrs. Allam, Mrs. Stephens, Mr. R. Fowler, M. Jean Le

Brocq, Mr. J. Osborn. We were glad to see that, in con-

nection with the first prize that classic favourite amongst

English damsels, the dairymaid, was uot for(i;ottea ; and
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We beg to congratulate Mr. Hollands' assistant on the

receipt of the silver medal, which she so well deserves,

though our satisfaction is somewhat lessened by the thought

that so manj other lasses, who ran her hard in praiseworthy

competition, should so narrowly have missed the recog-

nition of their skill which a palpable memento per-

petuates. Of forcigu butter there was a very creditable

disjilny.

To do justice to the show of poultry we should re-

quire a supplement as large as our entire paper. But
as—contrary to a recent announcement by a contemporary
—we are not coming out as poultry fanciers, we must
leave out even the prize-list of the poultry show. No
doubt it added as materially to the success of the Agricul-

tural Hall exhibition as the presence of the excellent

Coldstream Guards band did, and it has just about as

much ronnectiou with a dairy show. There is plenty of

room in the Agricultural Hall for both poultry and band,

and we were glad to see them both there, and pleased to

hear the laUer only. As adjuncts to the excellent

poultry show there were three varieties of hatching

machines and "artificial mothers." Nothing but suc-

cessful experience would warrant us in ])refbrriiig any one
of these to the hen, though they may all be more advan-
tageous than that self-willed and fanciful creature. The
greati st novelty in the poultry department, however, was the

jmultiy fa'tening apparatus exhibited by M. Odile Martin.
This is a circular structure with five stages, adapted for

the accommodation of 210 birds. The fowls are fed on the

cramming system, which we have hitherto regarded as one
deserving the interference of the Society for the Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Animals. But, after careful and
repeated observation, we are bound to confess that the

poultry, chained by their feet in small compartments, and
fed by means of a tube through which food is forced down
their throats by machinery, seemed to like the system rather

than not. They had only recently been purchased in Leaden-
hall Market

;
yet they took to the forcing system as kindly

as if they had been born to it, and when their crops were
full they rested peaceably even by daylight. When twi-

light came on they roosted with their heads under their

wings as comfortably as if they had been on their accus-

tomed perches. M. Martin's system of artificial feeding is

undoubtedly superior in all respects—especially from a
humanitarian point of view—to any of the old plans of

forced fattening; but whether such an elaborate machine
as his, with its self-acting revolution, and raising

mechanism for the feeder, is necessary, is a question
which we must leave poultry fatteners to decide for them-
selves.

There was a good show of dairy appliances in the gal-

leries. The official prize list, which we append, does not
include the prizes awarded in this department, and we are

not sure that we have before us a complete record of these

awards. Bell and Co. gained a medal offered by the
British Dairy Farmers' Association for Bamford'a cheese-

making apparatus ; Hathaway for an improved cover for

churns with a metallic bush ; Carson and Toone for a

cheese-press ; Alway and Sons for railway milk-cans made
to resist the wear and tear of travelling, with a cast-iron

top. Bold and Vogel's milk refrigerator, and that of
Lawrence and Co. ; Collins's model cheese-making appa-
ratus ; Biadford's, Eastwood's, Thomas and Taylor's, and
Waide's churns ; and Harrison's milk-cans, earned prizes
in this class.

A meeting of the British Dairy Farmers' Association
was announced in some papers for three o'clock ; but by
some misarraugement there was no meeting till five, when
only a few members were present. It was therefore
decided that the meeting should be regarded as an
informal one, and that another meeting should be sum-
mooed during the Smithheld Club Show week. The
following is the pri;;e hst ;^

DOl^KEm
Class 12.—Stallion donkeys of any variety, not less fliarr

13 hands high, for improving English doiik«)s and hrneding

mules.—Firat prize C^ Sutherland, second the Duke of Welling -

ton, tiiird C. Sntlierland.

Class 13.—Female donkeys of any variety, not less than i3

hands high, in milk or in fool,—First prize the Duke ol Wel-

lington, second C. Sutherland.

Class Ik—English donke)» : Mares in milk or in foal.—

First prize, R. T. Strutlou.

Clasi 15.—English donkeys (stallions) : Used by tlieir

owneri in business.—First prize J. Smith, second J. Petit,

third Q. Hooker.
Class 16.—English donkeys (mares or geldings) : Used by

their owners in business.—First prize Mrs. P. Vickers, second

W. Weatherall, third J. Wailling.

Class 17.—Donkejs; Any other variety not included in the

foregoing classes.—Second prize llev. Canou Bridges.

MULES.
Class 18.—Mules, 15 hands high and upwards, for farming,

heavy draught and tramway work.—First prize C. i>.

Sutherland, second C. L. Sutherland, third llev. Canon
Bridgfg.

Class 19.—Mules, 14 hands high and upward*, for light

drau^lit and tiotling work.—Firsi and second prize C. L.
Sutherland, third Rev. Caaoa Bridges.

Class 2U.—Under 14i hands high. First prize, C. D.
Badliam, third.!. Cole.

Class 21.—Mules of any variety, nsed by their owneis »s

a means of gaining livelihood.—Second and third prize J.
Cole.

GOATS.
In milk or springing for kidding.

Class 22.—British short-haired.—First prize J. Weston,
second W. Chapman.

Class 23.—British long-haired.—First prize, Countess of

Egmont, second Mr. Hunt, third Mrs. Alien.

Class 24.—F'oreign, pure, or croised with British breeds.-—

First prize, W. Jukes, second 1''. A. Crisp, third D. Cowie.

Class 24a.— Kids: Any variety under eight months.—
First prize Lady E. I'igot, extra first F\ A. Crisp, second

J. G. \Vard, extra second F. Slone, third G. J. Patten.

Class 24b.—He goats (geldings).—I'lrst prize divided be-

tween W. Freeman, and K. Kibbens, second ditto, third Mr».
A. F'rench.

Extra Class.—Special prizes offered by the BaroneM
Burdelt Coutts, to be competed for by the members of the

working classes, for the goats of any variety, irrespective of

length of coat, in milk or otherwise.— First prize divided

between 11. Martin and C. Daymon, second ditto, third O.
Tottman.

CHEESE.
For not lest than two cwts., and not less than four cheeies,

of the present seasou's make, perfect and uuironed, entered by

and in the name of the maker.

Class 25.— Cheshire.— First prize R. P. Walley, second G.
Ilosford, third C. Ililditch.

Clast 26.—Cheddur and Scotch Cheddar.—First prize C
Crees, second J. Greenhill, third W. G. T. Allen.

Class 27.—Stilton,—Third prize Mrs. H. Marshall.

Class 28.—Derby, Gloucester, Wiltshire, or any other

British variety, not heing Cheshire, Cheddar or Siilton.

—

F'irst prize Alford Cheese Factory Association, second G.
Allen, third BraiUford DHiry Association.

Class 29.—American or Canadiai.—First second and third

prizes G. F. Jackson.

CHEESE FAIR.

Class 30.—Not less than one ton of any make, shape or

weight shown in bulk — perfect and uuironed —entered

by and m the name of the maker, and of the present season's

make.—F'irst prize, C. Crees, second T. Walden, third T.
Candy.

BUTTER.
ClassSl.—Fresh. 61bs. in half-pounds, pounds, or in o»e

lump.—F'irst prize C. F'. Hollands, second Mrs. F. AUam, third

Mrs. S. Stevens.

Class 32.—Cured. Tub, pot, or cask, of not less than 281b8.

.—Firstptiie J. Bult, second K. Colley, third G. Neale.
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FOREIGN CHEESE.
r;]a8s35.—Dutch.—First prize J. Webb, second D. Mcintosh,

third D. Mcintosh.
Class 3').—French.—First second and third prizes L. Noel.
Class 37.—Gprman.—First prize Count Schlieffen.

Class 38.—Italian.—First prize J. Webb, second L.
Noel.

"Class 4:1.—Swiss.—First prize J. Webb.

TORWdN BUTTER.
Fresh, saltei, tjT preserved. In tub, pot, tin, or cask. Any

quantity— in the whole—not lest than 12 lbs. or more than I

cwt.

Class 4-t.—Danish.—First prize P. W. lleyman, second O.
Montted.

Cl:n8 45.—Dutch.—First prize D. Mcintosh, second and
third J. Webb.

Class 46.—French.—First prize L. Noel, second Vaultier

and Co.
Class 47.—German.—First prize II. Baum, second V.

SttfTeuhageti, third Cottat Schleillen.

PRIZES GIVEN BY THE BHITISH DAIRY FARMERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The Gold Medal given by this Association and the Dairy
Show's SiVer Medal, were awarded to Mr. Thomas
Nuttall, of Beechy, Leicester, for the excellence of the Stilton

cheeses exhibited by him in four pyramids, containing 1,000
each.

Class 35.—A siWer medal to R. P. Wally, a bronze medal
to G. Moiford.

Class 26.—A silver medal to C. Crecs, a bronze medal to

J. Greenhill.

CIrss 28.—A silver medal to The Alford Cheese
Factory Association, a bronze medal to G. Allen.

Class 29.—A silver medal to G.F. Jackson, a bronze medal
to G. F. Jackson.

Bronze medals have been awarded to Messrs. Bell and Co.
(or Baraford's cheese-working apparatus ; Messrs. Boldt and
Vogel, fat nilk refrigerators ; Mr. G. Hathaway, for improved
eover f«f churns -, Messrs. Carson and Toone, for cheese

press; Mr. A. Collins, for model of portable cheese-msking
apparatus ; Messrs. Alway and Sons, for railway milk can

;

Messrs. T. B radford and Co., for Midfeather churn ; Messrs.

S. BMtwood aad Co., for Streamlet churn ; Mr. W. J.

l£arrison, far railway milk can ; Messrs. Thomas and Taylor,

for churn ; Mr. W. Waide, for churn ; and Messns. Lawrence
and Co , for milk refrigerator.

MR. WALTER, M.P. ON AGRICULTCTRAL
TOPICS.

The annual dinner of the Wokingham Agricultural and

Horticultural Association, of which Mr. Walter, M.P., is

President, was held on October 3rd. la returuing

thanks for " The Members for the County,"

Mr. Walter said he had been now 30 years in the House

of Commons, and he did not remember the time when the

position of a Member of Parliament was a sinecure. He would

tiot go into the topic, which had been well thrashed out at

other meetings, why the late Session had been prevented from

taeing more fruitful in results. The late Session was like the

tiarvest ; there had beea a great deal of bad weather, and it

had been found very difficult to get through the very moderate

bill of fare presented in tlie beginning. The only measure of

any importance that had been passed was the Prisons' Act.

Many objected to that Act as trenching too much upon local

«elf-gov«rnmeat. He wa« not of that opinion. He tlioUf^ht

the tiwe had arrived when, with all due regard to that admir-

able and g(.orio<is cnstoB* of doing a« much as we could for

ourselves in our own localities, the management and discipline

of our l63al prisoss ought to be handed over to the State, and

lie as a magistrate, was aot sorry to be relieved from the duty

of attending to gaol discipline. Without, however, entering

upon any " burning (j^uestions," there still remained much to

be effected in the sphere of domestic legislation. There was a

great deal to be done m revising local taxation and setting

it upon a more sicnple ind uniform basis. He did not know
how many different areas of taxation we had—there were a

half-dozeii at least ; and it would be the bntiness of some

skilful aad eiperieaced Home Sseretary—and aoae couIJ be

more experienced tlian the gentleman who now filled the olBce

—to devise some means of reducing our local taxation to a

raore simple and uniform fystem. Th^re was also the nio^t.

important question of sanitary legislation ; an! here he would
like to ask whether tlie to*u in which they were tiien met
had done all it ouniit to do to put itself into a proper sanitary

condition. He had heard that the water drunk in the town
was not pure or what it ought to be. We were going on
accumulating enormous debts in carying out sanitary arrange-
ments. In Reading a debt of something like .£200,000 h^d
been created ; and yet he did not know that every one was
satisfied that they had hit on the right plan. But if we were
t) deal effectually with typhoid fever and other diseases which
atllicted us we must persist until we should find some proper
mode of disposing of our drainage, of getting rid of our sewage,
and of keepin; our streams and drinkiuij-water pure With
regard to their meeting to-day, the great object was to en-
courage f.irmers to compete with each other with a view to
exercising the utmost skill in the production of roots and crops,
and to reward the labourers. There was one thing they had
got rid of, and that was, rewarding labourers for their good
conduct. Of that the men were the best judges themselves.
But whether labourers thatched well, made ricks well, and
other snch matters were things which were open to the public
eye, and were proper subjects of competition and reward. The
harvest of the present year had not been very favourable,

though it might be some consolation to them in that part of
the country to know that they stood far better than their

neighbours farther North. He had just returned from a visit

to Yorkshire, and while there he had been greatly struck by
the backwardness of the crops, their late ingathering, and the
wet state in which they were. In the best of seasons, how-
ever, we could not find bread for more than l-.alf our popula-
tion, and that seemed to establish the fact that a country like

England, in which there were very large towns, could not do
much more than provide food for its agricultural population.
We should still require 12 or 13 million quarters of wheat,
and that at £3 a quarter represented a great many millions

of money. That fact seemed to point to the necessity, which
applied to farmers as well as other persons, to cultivate in

themselves and their neighbours those habits of thrift which
Englishmen were not so much given to as other nations. A
great deal might be done by the farmers encouraging thrift

among their Ubourera. This was a matter which was at-

tracting the attention of public men and philanthropists, as
might be seen iu the newspapers of the day. There seemed
to him to be no subject—he would couple with it temperance
—which more deserved the attention of statesmen and legis-

lators. It was the particular point on which our country,
men compared unfavourably with the people of other countries,

and especially with our nearest neighbours. Every one had
been astonished at the quickness with which France hikd

recovered from her reverses after the war with Germany.
Whether we should rally so soou from a similar reverse he did

not know. But, at all events, habits of thrift did not exist

among us as they did among other nations. Many persous
were disposed to deal with this difficulty in a summary way.
By drawing more tightly the reins of Poor-law administration,

by restrictions upon out-door relief, and so on, they would
oblige people, by a kind of pressure, to provide <or their old

age. He was not one of those who would wish to enfo'ce

Poor-law administration too strictly. There were many good
reasons which should make us pause before doing so. Some
years ago, for example, men were paid for the number of their

children, because food for powder was wanted, and thus
improvident habits were fostered. But people should b^
encouraged and assisted to dispose properly of their earnings.

A system of penny banks had been established which might be
brought within the reach of every one. Theu, there were the
Government annuities, the Post Office Savings' B.tnks, and
other machinery for enabling people to provide for old age,

for it was not enough for a man to put by money to keep him
from starvation in illness. What the poor man wanted was
to know that whenhe got past work he should have some-
thins; certain to fall back upon—that he should have some 10s.

or I2s. a week absolutely safe ; and there was no reason on
earth why every labouring man in this country should not
have it. The case of the Civil servants appesred to be a
model to which we might fairly require all c' asses of the

community to conform. The Civil servants were not left

to their uwa di^icretiou ; it wa« a coaditiou of their taking
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service that tliey shonld have to contribute to a retiring allow-

ance. It was a compulsory provision made, whether they

would or not, to enable them to be independent when they

came to a certain a^e. Why not apply that system to all

classes of labourers in this country ? He would be glad to

see somethittff like a compulsory deduction made from every

nian''s wages for the purpose of providing a retiring allowance.

Many banks and other establishments acted on that system.

He saw no other mode of dealing with the gigantic evil ol

pauperism, and he would recommend its adoption to all the

empleyers of the country.

COMMUNICABLE DISEASES.
At the first annual conpcress of the Sanitary Institute

of Great Britain, held recently at Leamington

Dr. Richardson delivered the inaugural address, of which

the following is a summary :

—

Dr. Richardson commenced by referring to a lecture

\9hicli he delivered ten years ago in Leamington, on the

occasion of a Congress being held there to discuss the subject

of the disposal of sewage. This lecture, he said, was based

on a series of experimental researches which for some

years previously he had been carrying out on the question of the

mode of production and communication of those diseases

which were anciently called "pestilences," but were now called

"communicable," or " spreading" diseases. He did not think

that a Health Congress like the present could do better than

recall attention to this same subject. The suppression of

plagues, he continued, is one of the grandest and supremest

efforts of 'the sanitary reformer. The suppression can never

be accomplished until all educated persons understand the ad-

Tances of modern science as to the cause and mode of origin,

and mode of propagation of these diseases. Whatever, there-

fore, tends to strike out light of knowledge on these subjects

tends to elucidate, and though the spark lighted may go out

again, it may help to show the way. He tlien proceeded to

explain at lengtl' the discoveries he had made to show that

the fluids secreted during various stages of some communicable

diseases were capable of propagating disease, land it was

proved, he said, that a definite fever could be produced in an

inferior animal by the fluid secreted from a patient suffering

with that fever. He classed the diseases produced by organic

poisons as septinous instead of zymotic, he p eferring the

word septine from this poison. The diseases thus named are

smallpox, measles, scarlet fever, diphtheria, typhus fever,

typhoid fever, erysipelas, hospital fever, puerperal fever (or

the fever which occurs to women in childbed), cholera, yellow

fever, ague, glanders, boil and carbuncle, infectious ophthalmia.

He explained the nature of these organic poisons, the mode in

which they escaped from the patient by secretions, and how

these poisons might be destroyed. He then touched upon

the "so-called germ theory of disease." This, hypothesis, for

it was false to designate it as a " theory," was very old in-

deed. He added, " There is nothing whatever in fact in the

clinical history of plagues that connects them with the

hypotliesis of an origin from germs produced without the body

and entering it to fertilize it and create a decomposition.

When I say there is nothing, I mean there is nothing except

the'analogy of which I have spoken above, and even that

breaks down, for the analogy of a fertilisation of a field by

seed means always a definite process of fructification and of

results from it ; whereas in the history of epidemic plagues

there is no such definition. The germ hypothesis fails, how-

ever, on other grounds than the clinical. If it were true that

living germs possessing an independent growth and vitality

enter the animal body, that every disease of a communicable

kind is due to its own exteinal Uving germ, and that the

germs continue to multiply and increase by an independent

action of their own—if this be indeed true, why do the germs

after a certain time cease to multiply and allow the sick

person to recover ? Why do they not go on multiplying until

the person is infected in every part and fatally stricken?

Who would get well from a disease due to living self-propa-

gating contagions? Again, who, if the hypothesis were true,

would escape fertilisation ? A general fertilising ditfusicn of

self- propagating matter in minute invisible form entering the

body as the air may enter could hardly be expected to select a

small minority of a population, and if it did so at the first,

why should it do so when it had seized upon many centres in

which it could increase ? But the history of all the communi-

cable diseases shows that each epidemic afltects individuals

individually at different periods in the course of the epidemic
according, as a rule, to the exposure to the infected, and that

the period of the disease is limited by a development and a
course rendered in certain periods of time. I need hardly add
in objecting to this germ hypothesis, because the fact is

admitted on all sides, that not only has no one ever seen a
germ disease, but that no one has ever traced any order of

germination in relation to any of the communicable diseases.

When a real self-propiigating thing goes through its phases of

life and action, like, for example, the yeast growth, we can
trace it through its cause, and during its action on organic

substances, can study its effects, the changes it produces, and
the products of such changes. In the epidemic diseases we
have no such guidance, no trace of it. These phenomena,
indeed,^are opposed to the idea of self-action of foreign vital

material within the affected form of pestilent diseases. He
then turned to |a review of what he called tbe ' glandular

theory '| of the origin of contagious diseases, and of advances

he had made in support of that theory during the last teu

years. In that time he had seen no reason to change his

views on the subject of the glandular origin of the communi-
cable diseases. On the contrary, every new observation had
tended to confirm it, and to make the demonstration of the

truth more definite. In continuance of observations he had
noted that the number of the distinctly communicable diseases

is closely related to the number of secretions. The poison of

hydrophobia is from the salivary secretions ; of diphtheria

from the mucous glands of the throat : of scarlet fever, he
believed, from the lymphatic glandular secretion; of glanders,

from the mucous secretion of the nasal surface ; of typhoid

from the mucuous glands of the intestinal surface ; and so on.

In some instances the blood itself is infected, and the corpus-

cular matter becomes the seat of the catalytic change. A
second point which had occurred]to him is that the matter or

particle which sets up the poisonous action, instead of being

living matter, is matter actually dead, and that its effect for

evil depends, in fact, upon its being dead. He meant that

dead particles of organic matter in contact with living is the

cause of the physical change which transforms the new
particles of secretion into poisonous particles as they are

brought up to the infected surface to be influenced by the in-

fection. On the ground that the poisons were always of

glandular origin, he had been led to the conclusion that under

certain influences affecting glandular action the poisons may
be made to originate directly through nervous impression with,

out the necessary intervention of an infecting particle. In

many epidemics it is common to see a number of examples of

the prevailing disease the origin of which is traceable only to

fear or anxiety. ' We call these,' the speaker said, ' nervous

cases, and we try to define them as such and as distinct from

cases due to contagion of a direct kind. But the symptoms

are the same as those which follow actual contagion, and in

epidemics of cholera they take even a fatal character. My
theory explains fully the reason of this. It indicates that

an extreme nervous impression acts on the glandular nervous

supply, paralyses the glandular function, and thereupon pro-

duces the same phenomena as is produced in other instances

by the action of a specific poison. The theory in this manner
accounts for the origin of an epidemic disease from an im-

pression made on the nervous system without the direct con-

tact of poisonous matter, as well as for|the after-propagation

of the disease by distribution of poisonous particles when that

is communicated from an infected to a healthy person. It

accounts equally for the production of disease and of a

poisonous glandularproduct under conditions of starvation and

cold, by which the nervous tension is reduced. Again, it

accounts for the production of disease, and of a poisonous

glandular secretion under special atmospherical conditions iu

which the activity of the atmospheric oxygen is reduced in

sustaining power. . . The study of the glandular theory of

the communicable diseases has suggested to me another

thought which observation of the diseases fully confirms-—

namely, that these diseases, like all wiiich have their root iu

nervous derangement, present a distinct ' heridity.' The im-

pression of disease made on a nervous centre is transmitted.

There can be no doubt as to transmission of tendency to

particular communicable diseases. Any physician in full

practice can find any amount of evidence on the fact by simple

natural enquiry. Typhoid fever is clearly a disease possess-

ing hereditary transmissible quality. Diphtheria is the
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same, scarlet fever is the same and smallpox,

shou'd suspect, was once almost universally so charac-

terised. These facts alone, one of them alone, is sutH-

cient to stamp the orig:inal of the communicable diseases a'*

from the animal body itself. It is certainly one of the best

of proofs of the truth of the theory of the glandular origin of

the poisons. It will be seen at once by those who look with

sufficient patience, that the^mode of connection of the diseases

iu hereditary line is tlie same aa that which connects liereditary

qualities of every kind, physical type, mental type, all else

that binds many individualities into one family. Lastly, the

study of the glandular theory of the communicable diseases

enables me to offer the most rational explanation of the

phenomenon of non-recurrence of the diseases alter they have
once attacked a person susceptible to them. It is well under-

stood that, as a rule, a person who has been affected by a

communicable disease is not affected a second time. To this

rule there are many exceptions, but, on the whole, it holds

good. On my theory the reason ofthe phenomenon is simple

enough. They who are susceptible are born with a nervous
impression tending to the production of a glandular secretion,

easily changed info poisonous secretion under the direct

action ot ,' contact with poisonous matter, or even under the

influence of a central nervous depression, whereby the glan-

dular function is deranged. But when such a person has
passed through the ordeal the tendency, for a time at

least, disappears, owing to the complete modification of glan-

dular function that has been induced, to the free elimination

that has been established, and probably to the change in the

nervous matter itself that has resulted from organic modi fica-

cation. Hence the organism becomes susceptible for a time,

and if the tendency be not intense that time may mean the

whole of life. Indeed, as life advances, and nervous suscepti-

bilities, derived directly from ancestry, lapse into in-

dividual self-sustained susceptibilities, these tendencies to

disease subside as a general fact, and lose their activity, if not
their existence."

THE SEWAGE OF COVENTRY.
The members of the Sanitary Institute paid a visit on

October 6th, to the valley of the river Sherbourne, on the
invitation of Lord Elibank and the directors of the Rivers
Purification Association, in order that they might see the
results obtained in dealing with the sewage of the city of
Coventry. The visitors were met by the Mayor and Corpora-
tion of Coventry. The sewage of Coventry used to fall info

the river Sherbourne, which is a swift running little stream,

the point of juncture being about a mile from the city. The
intercepting works of the Rivers Purification Company are
here placed, and here on Saturday week Lord Elibank, Captain
Twyseam, Mr. J. A. Onslow, and Captain Onslow, directors

of the Association, with the engineers, Mr. Henry Robinson
and Mr. Mellis, and Mr. Coddington, the manager, received

the visitors.

To the ordinary sewage of towns Coventry adds the refuse

of its dye works, oil and vanish works, and breweries, the

mass pouring down being equal to- 2,000,000 gallons a
day in dry weather. This sewage formerly poured into the

little river and brought upon Coventry innumerable
actions at law. The sewage as it comes from Coventry
was shown, and a black mess it presented. They were then
taken to the machine-house, where the fluid pours over a huge
revolving wheel, the place of the spokes being occupied by
sieves to catch and drop down the solids, which are crushed
and elevated by an ingenious process, separate use being made
of these as manure. The fluid is then carried on to another
building, where it is in a very simple manner mixed with a
cheap salt of alumina and lime. At this stage there is no in

convenience caused by the smell of the sewage, and the purified

sewage is passed off into huge brick tanks, each being capable of
holding 235,000 gallons. Ry a contrivance of locks the
purified sewage, now restored to the colour of water, passes
from tank to tank over brick walls, which intercept the deposit

of sludge, and thence it is conveyed to where it filters through
earth, thence to a lower part of the river, into which it dis-

charges itself. The tanks are suflicient in number to allow
the water to deposit all the material held in solution after tlie

purification, aud when the water is drawn off, the " sludge
"

remaining is laid on the earth to dry, when it is ready for

manuie, of the value, according to aa agricultural analyst, of

£1 7«. a ton. The whole party was very anxious to see the
ertiiient water passed away, and traversed the banks of the
SherbournE in order to witness the scene of a purified river.

The river still bears the marks of its lo!ii< debasement. At
the point where the efiluent water joins the river after filtration

through land the interest of tlie visitors concentrated. Long
test tubes were filled, and tiie water appeared to the eye to
be perfectly pure, there was no smell, and one gentle-
man who tasted it said that it was perfectly sweet. In point
of fact, the water in appearance as seen to-day differed in no
respect from the general water supply of London, and a well-
known analyist has certified that it contains the small amount
of 0.6 albuminoid ammonia in 1,000,000 parts. The river
had no fish life in the days of its impurity, while now
roach are seen. The cost of chyraicals for purifying the
sewage by this process is four-tenths ol a penny per 1,000
gallons of manufacturing sewage, or 27 hundredths of a penny
per 1,C00 gallons of domestic sewage.
At the inspection on Saturday week the Mayor of Coventry

expressed the satisfaction of the City Council witii the works,
and, at a luncheon given to the visitors, proposed the health of
Lord Elibank and the directors. His Lordship, in responding,
spoke of the personal interest which he and his brother direc-
tors took in the purification of rivers, and explained that
the refuse of different towns required varied treatment. Dr.
Richardson, in response to the toixst of his health, remarked that
the Rivers Purification Association did not say they had dis-
covered the most profitable system of dealing with sewage, but
merely that they had discovered a system which would enable
them to do the work effectively and at a low cost. The party then
returned to Coventry, and some of tiie members were taken
by town councillors over the historic buildings of the city.
Other members of the Congress left Coventry on excursions
to Combe Abbey, Guy's Cliffe, Stoneleigh Abbey, aud Strat.
ford-on-Avon. The sewage farm of Lord Warwick, at HeathI
cote, where the sewage from Leamington is utilised, was a
great object of practical interest, as showing how town and
cowntry interests can be combined to the mutual advantage of
each.

—

Times,

REPORTED REMEDY FOR THE POTATO
DISEASE.

About three years since Dr. Voelcker, the eminent
agricultural chemist, had some peat charcoal submitted to
him for anaylsis and report. By a new process it can be
made cheaply in large quantities. This report was to the
effect that its affinity for ammonia was so great, as also its

general absorbent and deodorising properties, that he con-
sidered it an excellent base for an artificial manure, and one
of the best agents for utilising the present wasted stores of
condemned fish, and shambles refuse and night soil. Acting
on these suggestions, the Company who make this charcoal,
on a moor near Doncaster, prepared, by the aid of additional
scientific advice, a quantity of manure. When in a fit con-
dition for market, a sample was submitted to Dr. Voelcker,
and his analysis was so favourable that a gentleman at once
sent 5 tons of the manure out to Ceylon for use on his coffee
plantation there, whilst many farmers in the neighbourhood
took some, in quantities varying from \ to 10 tons, principally
for apphcation to their potato crops. The proprietors
especially recommended this because they held the Ijelief from
the beginning, that the same properties which enabled this

peat charcoal to render the foulest fermenting or putrid
matter innocuous, instantaneously, would likewise be extended
to the living plant, for the prevention |or eradication of
disease. The results fully confirmed this opinion. Altliough
the potato disease was very bad last season in the large growing
districts of York and Lincoln, it was universally admitted that
wherever the charcoal manure had been used the tubers turned
up clean and sound, and remained so throughout the winter.
The reports are all liighly favourable this season—up to the
present ; but as the crops are not yet lifted, the complete reports
have not yet come in, exceptiug one from Surrey, where, a
month ago, a portion of a field on^which the charcoal was used
was luxuriant, whilst another portion of it, planted with the
same seed, and on the same day, but to which some ordinary
farm-yard manure had been applied, presented a dreadful ap-
pearance, quite one-half of the tops having already disap-
peared, with no tubers under them, and the other lialf

shockingly diseased. Still stronger evidence, if possible, comes
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from Ceylon. Darin? the patft three or four years a sconrge,

called "leaf disease," has played ha*oc in the plantsUoni.

That belonging to the gentleman above mentioned was amcngst

the wor»t affected , but lie writes that the results of the charcoal

application have been of the most extraordinary character,

lie says that " the trees which were entirely denuded of leaf at

the time of the application (May, 1876) wer« making fine

yonng wood, with dark green leaves, within six weeks,"

although " other portions of the plantation, manured at the

«ame time with other manures, showed no signs of growth."

In subsequent letters up to this time he states that although

the ravages of tiie disease are worse tlian ever this season this

special portion of his plantation has continued in a clean,

liealthy, and vigorous condition, and is having a good crop of

berries on tlie trees. The public accounts have told us for

•ome time what general destruction of the coffee crop has

taken place this year. So satisfied is this gentleman with the

original trial, that he has lately sent 80 tons of the manure

out to his plantation. Reports have lately come in from places

in Lincolnshire, where the potatoes have been grown this

year with this charcoal, and had lately looked luxuriant, that

tiiey were lying, during last week, some inches under water,

nnd the farmers look upon their crops as ruiued. Should the

result show anything like a definite improvement in these over

other crops manured differently, and which is fully anticipated,

it may indeed be said that something very like a preventive of

the potato disease has been discovered, and we may hope to see a

great increase in the average of this crop—so valuable to us in

any way, but now looked upon as very precarious, A North

Lincolnshire paper, injits issue just previous to the heavy tloods

of the 15th inst., saya : " We believe that some of this manure

iias been tried in the neighbourhood of Preston. We will

«ndeavour to procure authentic evidence as to the results, and

will place it before our readers."—Pz-m/o/* Guardian.

THE MEAT SUPPLY.
Mr. James E. Thorold Rogers writes as follows to

Tke Daily Neics :—
In your article of Monday you allege certain facts in es-

planation of the decline of arable farming, of the scarcity of

five atock in the United Kingdom, and of the growth of per-

tnanent pasture. The facts are significant, and the inferences

drawn from them are serious. But you have, I think,

omitted an important eircumstanee from your estimate of the

causes which may account for the declining productiveness of

the English meat supply. I raeaa, that it is by stock-breeding

on permanent pasture that the farmer is most fully protected

against the landowner. To imagine that capital will be freely

«ud fully employed on the soil without such security as will

five the farmer a reasonable prospect that he will recoser his

capital with an average rate of pro&t is to believe that the

capitalist in agriculture is influenced by different motives from

those which sway the capitalist, trader, or manufacturer. Under

the old Corn Laws the cry of agricultural distress was peren.

Bia'l, for the law inflicted the worst penalties of uneertainly on

the farmer, as the freetraders proved to all farmers who pos.

nessed any intelligence. But to doubt that the dedcieneiesoj

English agriculture at the present day are due to the insuf.

Ccient security accorded to farmers' capital is to neglect the

evidence of facts. And, of course, farmers will betake thera-

•elves to that branch of their business, if possible, in which

the element of insecurity enters least. This is, stock breeding

on permanent pasture. If the stock be high-class the farmer

enjoys an almost absolute security, for the landlord can

appropriate hardly any part ot such a farmer's capital. But

the greatest risk is incurred by such a farmer as breeds or

fattens stock on highly-cultivated arable land. Yet it is only

by this kind of agriculture that the supply of meat can be

Largely increased at home. The extent to which it can be in-

creased by sneh eiilt«re is beyond calculation. Your readers

would hardly believe «e if [ were to narrate the facts which

have come before my own experience in the case of those per-

sona who, being freeholders, rear and fatten stock on highly-

cultivated arable laud.

Ck)bden used to siy tltatthe advantage whicfe accrued to|(he

country by the abolition of the Corn L»ws was uothiug com-

pared with that which would ensue if what he called free trade

in land were accorded. By that he meant the abolition of

fiiijse restrainta ou alieu&tiou ichich are contained ia the cus-

tom of primogeniture, and the privileges of settlement, and
entail, fey the registration of titles, charges, and mortgages,
and by the easy and cheap transfer of real estate. But it is

not easy to see how a system which is dear to so many
political interests, and is profitable to so many artificial

interests, can be successfully assailed. The hunaer of the
EngUsli people during the miserable years of 1840-5, the
inconvenience of a declining revenue, the evidence of
paralysed commerce and raannfactures, the sacrifices, the
energies, and the reasonings of the free traders, would not
have converted Sir Robert Peel, or have constrained the

landowners to accept a change which was of supreme
benefit to thera. The English t'orn Laws were repeated by

the Irish famine. But the assailants of the English land

system would have a far more difficult task before them than'the

Anti-Corn Law League had, (or they would have to deal with
fiercer prejudices, to attack more powerful interests, to invite

acquiescence in more difficult reasoniuj^s, and to appeal to far

less obvious necessities. One fact will illustrate my meaning.
The English farmers have been gulled by a sham Landlord and
Tenant Bill. They do not, it seems, resent the affront, but
go on returning that party to Parliament which paralyses their

industry and mocks their hopes. The English public is

stinted of those supplies which nature and science could render

abundant, and it suffers itself to be tossed from one party to

another, from Whigs to Tories, and from Tories to Whigs,
without seeing that the great landowners, from the Duke of

Argyll to the Duke of Richmond, are at one in maintaining

the most mischievous system of land tenure which can well

be conceived. It may be added, too, that the present relations

of landlord and tenant are a serious hindrance to the nature I

growth of rent, and that the needless cost which accompanies

the transfer Lf land is a formidable bar to the acquisition of

small freehold tenaneiei.

I allow that very rarely does a landlord boldly appreciate

his tenant's capital when invested in the shape of agricultural

improvement. I will admit even that, when snch an act ia

committed, the public opinion of the landlords in the district

is uafavour ble to the spoiler. But it is done sometimes, and
it may be done often. Farmers, unfortunately, will not unite

for the purposes of mutual protection, and are therefore indi-

vidually powerless. But they are all the moie open to the

feelings of suspicion and alarm. One such act may terrify a
thousand persons who have not experienced, and probably

never will experience, the despotism with which English law
and custom endow the landowner. But I well remember, when
I was for a short time a candidate for a seat in Parliament,

how a retired farmer dwelt on the story of the wrongs and
losses he had suffered at the hands of his landlord who turned

him out of a farm which he had greatly improved, on the

plea that he wanted the place for his steward, aud thereby

had mulcted him of several thousands of pounds. Nov, if my
friend had rented a farm eousistiug of permanent pasture 1

take it that his landlord could li&ve euacted pence only instead

of pounds.

"A Bedfordshire Farmer" writes :—
I read with much interest in The Dai/t/ Kews your recent

article on the decline of agriculture. A few years since it

might fairly be said that no class had made greater progress

than the farmers of Great Britain. The readiness with which
expensive machinery was adapted for the cultivation of the

soil ; the large consumption of linseed, cotton, and other

cakes and feeding stuffs, the grinding, mixing, and prepara-

tion of food turned] their homesteads into manufactories for

the production of meat, butter, &c., aud no efforts were want-

ing to maintain the pre-eminence of British agriculture. To
some extent this is still the case, but the ravages of cattle

plague, pleuro-pneumonia, and foot-and-mouth complaint so

devastated the herds of some, and frightened others, that with

bad seasons, low prices for corn, and dear labour, with in-

creased taxation, they have not been able to replace the herds

and flocks which were then sacrificed. I remember a curate,

with a large family, saying to me at the time above referred

to, " Why do not you farmers lay down your arable land to

pastures and supply us with cheaper meatf I replied that

we could produce more meat from two-thirds arable and one-

third pasture than if all were laid down to grass. lie was

greatly surprised, but my statement is borue out by your
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nrfide of ypstPiJay. Witli plenty of straw and a moderate

proportion of hay, fpediOR stuffs can bf, imported and meat

produced to any extent, providing; it will pay. It has often

appeared strange to me that so little importance is attached

to airricultiirfi. If farmers allude to their difficullies it is

put do^7n to their proverbial love of grumbling. If they

have one had season after another the question is—How
will this alTect consumers, and what vpill he the induencft

upon trade ? If they complain that they have to educate

the poor for the benefit of the town to which they migrate, or

to contribute largely and unjustly to sanitary measures—such

as a complete system of draius or sewerage—out of all propor-

tion to the interest they have in a village in which perhaps

they do not live, they are told that these are amonust the

natural burdens on land. The necessity for security of tenure,

in order to increase production, is admitted iu principle, but

denied in fact, or only made permissive. Freedom of cultiva-

tion is right for the cottager, who is allowed to grow what he

likes, and to sell what he likes of the produce ; but it would
not be safe to entrust men of skill and capital with the same
liberty, lest the land should be deteriorated. The demand that

our flocks aud herds shall henceforth be free from the destruc-

tive influences of foreign diseases is branded as " proctction."

Protectionists are not the farmers of the present day, but

tradesmen and workmen who, lest their craft should be iu

danger, refuse to allow prisoners to lessen the cost of their

maintenance, and thus decrease the rates by remunerative

abour. It cannot be too strongly impressed upon the public

that the importation of disease means dear meat. The time is

coming when the interests of pro iucers and consumers will be

found to be identical, aud ia nothing more so than in the pre-

servation of the health of our live s'ock. I am curious to

know what the Government, with its boasted majority, will do
with the report of the Cattle Plague Commission. Shall we
have more " conclusive speeches," and another permissive
measure ?

Mr. Walter Wren writes :

—

A few facts in support of your leader of last Monday, and
Professor Thorold Rogers' Istter in your issue of to-day, may
be acceptable. I own and farm 13 acres—23 arable, 20
pasture. I take stock at Michaelmis, employing a valuer,

who values the live and dead stock at the prices they would
fetch. I have his valuation before me, dated 6th October. I

subjoin a summary :—
215 sheep ^£635 18
28 pigs 78
ll ditto, a few days old

5 cows, 3 heifers, 3 cow calves 300
3 donkeys, £!<, poultry, £5 13
Contents of rick-yard 219
Seeds, turnips, &c 50
Dead stock, not including tools, hurdles, &c. 147

£1,443 18
Since receiving the valuation, I have sold four-score sheep

and bought two horses. In my opinion the amount is too
low. He puts an oat-stack at £110, which I value at £150.
li ut let that pass. The point I want to make is that my
capital is over £33 to the acre. The average of tenant-
farmers' capital throughout England is probably not much
more than £10 per acre. Why is this ? Landlord farming
is one thing, tenant-farming is ano'her. It makes no differ-

ence tome whether I have £1,000 in my pocket, in ray land,

or at my banker's. It makes a great diOff-rence to a tenant-
farmer. Host of the land in England is farmed by tenant-
farmers ; therefore we have not oue-lialf the live stock in

England we ought to have, aud not a quarter produced which
the land is capable of bearing. The more stock the more
manure ; the more manure the larger the crops. The limit

of this has never been approached yet. But tenant-farmers
naturally prefer ten bullocks and one hundred sheep, with
meat at Is. a pound, to twenty bullocks and two hundred
sheep, and meat at Gd. a pound. Why should they
increase their expenses and their risks and reduce
their profits when " the landlord may boldly appro-
priate his tcmant's capital?" So they do not get

the full beuelitof their skill, experience, and knowledge, the

land goes uncultivatfd, and the nation sullVrs. They cannot
pay the wages which must be paid to secure justice to the

land, AH over England the labourers have been defrauded of

their common rights. So we have that class divorced from

the soil which ouglit to be most closely connected with it, all

neces-iaries of life needlessly dear, snd dependence on foreign

countries lor a large percentage of our food supply. A war
would bring a revolution. We don't want a war, so w-e must

get what wo want another way. Tenant right—that is,

security fer capital, compensation for unexhausted improve-

ments, and game the property of the occupier, would do great

things. But England wants more than that. She wants her

soil owned by the living, not by the dead or unborn. We
want settlements and entail abolished. Tenants for life can't

do justice to their land or their tenants. Often they can't

grant leases if they would. Often they are engaged iu getting

all they can out of tlie land for their widows and daughters,

and their tenants doing so too. Give us free trade iu land.

Do not discourage, but encourage Erglishmeu to own their

native land. Encourage the industrious, frugal, and saving

to invest tlieir savings in land and in the improvement of it.

Make the sale and buying of land as easy as of Consols.

Discourage foreign loans and loanmongers. The wealth of a
nation consists in the health and strength aud happinesii-of its

men, and women and children, not iu bits of paper. When I

sent my Return this year to Mr. Giffen I invited his attention

to it, and suggested that the returns of landowners and tenants

should be kept separate. When this is done the eyes of the

nation will be opened. The advantages of ownership will be
demonstrated, and "convertible husbandry" will Bupersede
'' permanent pasture."

HERD BOOK OF HEREFORD CATTLE.

The Committee appointed on the 3rd Oct. to make arrange
ments for the formation of a Society to purchase the copyright,
&c., of Eyton's " Herd Book of Hereford Cattle" met asecond
time on Wednesday week, at Hereford. It was agreed to pur-
chase the copyright of Mr. Duckham for £600.

It was then resolved " That the Society shall consist of life

members or annual members, who shall pay an entrance fee of
half a guinea. Life members shall pay on entrance five

guineas, in addition to their entrance fee of half a guinea, and
henceforth annually half a guinea, or euch other sura as the
Council may from time to time prescribe. Subscriptions to
become due and payable on the 1st day of January in each
year."

It was further agreed that the business of the Society shal
be under the entire man igement of a council, president, vice-
president, aud twenty-four life members ; that members of the
Society should be entitled to receive free the volume published
next after the date of their subscription ; that the price of
volumes to non-subscribers should be one guinea each ; aud
that the registration fees should be 23. 6d. for bulls and Is. for
cows.

Most of those present gave in their names as life members
of the Society.

Messrs. Duckham and Badhara were appointed secretaries
of the Society pro tern, and it was resolved that they be re-
quested to i3>me a circular embodying the resolutions passed,
and soliciting the names of those who desired to become life

members or annual members of the Society.

SACK PRESERVING.—A North German paper states

that corn jind other sacks may be effectually prevented from
rotting, and otherwise niaJe 1o do duty much longer than
usual, by simply soaking them in a solution of oak-bark
tan. The quantities recommended are Slbs. of tan in 17 or
18 pints of boiling water, the clear solution being .strained off

after it has stood an hour. In this the sacks should lie for
twenty-four hours, and then bo well washed in fresh water and
carefully dried.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
DERBY.

The annual Show iu connection with the Derbyshire
Agricultural and Horticultural Society was opeued on
Tuesday, October 2.

The Notts Gnardian says :—From the moment that

the Show was opened till the time when it was closed in

the evening a continuous stream of people poured into
the cattle market, which consequently presented a very
animated appearance. The faulty arrangements for the
admission ot the public to the market must be deprecated.

Ingress could only be obtained by means of oao or two
very narrow gateways, through which only one person
ould pass at a time, and consequently when the pressure

of the crowd was great—as indeed it was all day—

a

number of ladies and others were somewhat hu3tled about.
Any discomfort experienced in this way, however, was
compensated for by the really splendid exhibition of stock
inside the grounds. The cattle and horses were very
Dumerous, and the quality was superior in most cases to

what had been witnessed at any previous Show held under
the auspices of this Society. Some good heifers were
sent in for competition, and Mr. T. E. Stevenson was
awarded first honours for a splendid animal aged two years
and seven months. For stirks under two years belonging
to a tenant farmer there was only one competitor— Mr.
Carriugton—who of course carried oflf the prize offered

for this class, and Mr. T. H. Oakes obtained first prize in

the same class for members of the Society who owned not
less than twelve cows. Very few calves were forwarded,
and Mr. Oakes obtained the first place. The best Short-
horned bull class, for three years old and upwards com-
prised some really good animals, and the judges, who had
some difficulty in making their awards, ultimately

decided in favour of Mr. Oakes, who was indeed ex-

tremely fortunate in obtaining prizes in various depart-

ments of the Show, having sent in for competition a

number of unusually good cattle. The different classes of

horses were above the average, but the interest of the

non.professional portion of the visitors was centred in the

jumping competition, which commenced at two o'clock

within an inclosure, for which extra charge for admission
was made. From the grand stand a good view of the

leaping could be obtained, and it was consequently well

patronised during the time the trial of the horses was in

progress. The animals were first ridden over the grass to

a gorse hurdle beyond which was a wide ditch, which they
had to leap ; and, this done, they had to surmount the

in-and-out-hurdles, which was rather a ticklish maucenvre.
Additional interest was attached to this portion of the

proceedings from the fact that a professional lady rider

participated in the somewhat hazardous contest, and the

spectators were not slow to evince their approval of her

abilities as a horsewoman, taking as she did most of the
leaps with perfect coolness and ease. The trial, it is to

be regretted, was attended with somewhat disastrous con-
sequences. One of the horses belonging to Mr. Waite, of
Duflield, became restive, and the stirrup leather giving
way the animal bolted, dashing in amongst a crowd of

people and spreading consternation around. Several per-
sons were thrown violently to the ground, and two at

least were severely injured. One of these was Mr.
Spalton, of Mammerton, whose knee was badly hurt, and
Mr. John Eley, of California, who was sorely bruised
about the foot and ankle. In no department of the Show
was there perhaps a better exhibition than that of pigs

;

the judges had great difficulty ia giving their decisions,

1 especially as in some cases different breeds were shown
I
under the one class.

PRIZE LIST.
CATTLE.

dairt; cows.

Four cows for dairy purposes.—First prize, T. II. Oakes,
Riddings House ; second, T. Hopkinson, Woodtliorpe.
Two cows for dairy purposes,—First, second, and third

prizes, E. Vale, Rose Hill.

Pure bred Shortliorn cow, having had a living cow since

January Ist.— First prize, T, H, Otkes, Riddings House
;

second, W. T. Carrington, Croxden j third, T. Briggs, Fisher-

wick, Lichfield.

HEIFEKS.
Pair of heifers under three years old.—First prize, T, E.

Stevenson, Cation's Farm, Asliby ; second. Col. Ellis, Elliston

Farm, Bagworth ; third , W. T. Carrington, Croxden Abbey.
Pair of in-calf heifers, belonging to a tenant farmer dairy-

ing not less than twelve cows,—First prize, E, Vale, Rose
Hill ; second, W. T. Carrington, Croxden Abbey ; third, W.
Tomlinson, Stanley.

STIRKS.
Pair of stirks under two years old, most adapted for dairy

purposes belonging to a tenant farmer.—Prize, T. Carrington,

Croxden Abbey,
Pair of stirks under (wo years old, most adapted for dairy

purposes, belonging to members not dairying less than twelve

cows, and bred by exhibitor.—First prize,T. H. Oakes, Riddings
House ; second, M. T. Hopkinson, Woodthorpe ; third, W. T.
Carrington, Croxden Abbey.

CALVES.
Rearing cow calves, bred by the exhibitor since January 1st,

1877.—First prize, T. H, Oakes, Riddings House ; secon J, G
M.Dixon, Bradley Hall.

LONG HORNS.
Bull of any age,—Prize, R. Halt, Walton-on-Trent.
Pair of dairy cows, ia milk,—Prize, R, Hall, Walton-on-

Trent,

Pair of heifers, over two and under three years old, in calf-
Prize, R. Hall, Walton-on-Trent,

Pair of heifers two years old,—Prize, R. Hall, Walton-ou-
Trent.

BULLS.
Shorthorn bull, three years old and upwards.—First prize,

T. H. Oakes, Riddings House ; second, W. Harrison, Cotoa
Park,

Shorthorn bnll, two years old and not exceeding three.—
First prize, E. Tale, Rose Hill ; second, R. Briggs, Alvaston

;

third, E. Hall,jun., Howick House, Whaley Bridge,

Yearling (or not exceeding two years old) bull, of the pure

Shorthorn breed, most suitable for breeding purposes,—First

prize, W. T. Carrington, Croxden Abbey ; second, W. Hol-
lingworth, Stanton Grove ; third, Mr. Mundy, Shipley

HhII.

Bull calf not exceeding twelve months old.—First prize, W.
T. Carrington, Croxden Abbey ; second, H. Chandos-Pole Gell,

Hopton Hall,

FAT STOCK.

Fat beast of any breed.—First and third, Col. Ellis, Elliston

Farm, Bagworth ; second, R. RatcUffe, Newton Farm.

Bull and three cows of any age.—First and third prizes, T.

H. Oakes, Riddings House; second, T. Hopkinson, Wood-
thorpe,

HORSES,
SPECIAL PRIZES.

Brood mare and foal for agricultural purposes. A special

prize of five pounds, given by Mr, J, Mayer, for the best foal

by either of his horses for 1876, Also a special prize of five

pounds, given by Mr. Tomlinson, of Southwood, for the best

foal by Farmer's Glory, for 1876.—First prize, T. Orme, Hoon
Loston ; second, Mr. Dumelow, Tichnall ; third, fl. Chandos-
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Pole Gell, Hopfca Hall. Mr. Toiulinson's prize—Mr. J,

He!!aby, T?\vyford. Mr. Mayer's prize— Mr. Chambers.
Two-year-old gelding for agricultural purposes.—First prize,

R. Ratclifie, Newton llall ; second, J. Heilaby, Twyford.
Two-year old filly for aprricultural purposes.—First prize, J.

Thompson, Wilson Hall, Melbourne ; second, B. Hind, Mick-
leover.

One-year-old gelding for asricaltnral purposes.—First and
second prizes, S. Wade, Mickleover.

One-year-old fiUy for agricultural purposes.—First prize, J.

Hawksworth, Barton; second, .W. Flint, Smesby.
Pair of horses for agricultural purposes.—First prize, W.

Barber, Congerstone ; second and third, T. H. Oakes, Riddings
House.
Brood mare, best fitted for breeding hunters, with foal at foot.

—First; prize, J. Smith, Weston-on-Trent ; second, S, W. Cox,
Spondon.
Hack, above four years.—First prize, R. G. Buckstone,

Ashe, Derby ; second, J. Colishaw, Tonge, Ashby.
Gelding or filly, of the value of £50, not thorongh-bred,

above three and under four years of age, for hunting purposes.

—Prize, E. Hill, Sbattle.

JUMPING CLASS.

Jumper.—First prize, A. G. Worthington, Eist Lodge,
Needwood; second, J. Gascoyne, Littleover; third, W. Hey-
wood, Ibstock.

Horse or mare, not more than three years old, for hunting

or riding purposes, bred within the Society's district.—First

prize, S. llobson, Melbourne; second, W. HoUingsworth,
Alfreton.

Two-year olds for hunting purposes.—First prize, A. O.
Worthington, East Lodge, Needham ; second, J. T. Martin,

Derby.
Yearling colt or filly.—First prize, Mr. Newbold, Milton

;

second, W. Robinson, Tattenhill, Burton.

Cob, not exceeding 14^ hands.—First prize, O. E. Part,

Duke-street, Derby ; second, G. Holbrook, A.ttenborough.

Hunter, equal to 15 stone.—First prize, M. Walwyn, Os-

maston ; second, S. Burkitt, jun., Chesterfield.

Hunter, four years old and upwards, equal to 12 stone.

—

First prize, W. Wright, Wollaton ; second, J. Fenton, Sliard-

low; third, S. Robson, Melbourne.

SHEEP.
lo:jg-woolled.

Five breeding ewes, having had lambs ia 1877, and suckled

them up to the 1st June.—First prize, Mr. Newbold, Milton
;

second, R. Johnson, Kirk Ireton ; third, Mr. Newbold,
Milton.

Five long-wooUed theaves.—First prize, R. Johnson, Kirk

Ireton; second, J. Bryer, Vicar Wood; third, J. Gramoier,

Sawley.

Class 39.—First prize, J. Sawley ; second, W. J. Sketchley,

Ambaston.
Long-woolled ram, of any age above a shearling, lonafida

the property of the exhibitor at the time of entry.—First,

second, and third prizes, R. Johnson, Kirk Ireton.

Shearling long-woolled ram.—First prize, R. Johnson, Kirk

Ireton; second, R. Lee, Wood Head, Kniveton; third, R.
Johnson, Kirk Ireton.

Long-woolled ram lamb.—First prize, R. Johnson, Kirk

Ireton; second, J. Mellor, Atlow Mill.

SUORT-WOOLLED.
Five breeding ewes, having had Iambs in 1877, and suckled

them np till the 1st of June.—First prize, G. German, Nor-

manton-le-IIeath ; second, C. Smith, Langley ; third, J. Rose,

The Ash, Elwall.

Five short-woolled theaves.—First and second prizes, W.
Baker, IMoor Barns, Atherstone.

Five short-woolled ewe lambs.—First prize, C. Smith, Lang-

ley ; second, Mr. Knight, Cauldwell.

Short-woolled ram, of any age above a shearling.—First

prize, W. Baker, Moor Barns, Atherstone ; second, C. Smith,

Langley; third, W. Baker, IMoor Barns, Atherstone.

Shearling short-woolled ram.—First and second prizes, W.
Baker, Moor Barns, Atherstone ; third, C. Smith, Langley.

Pen of five fat wether sliefp of any breed, not exceeding

twenty-two months old.—Prize, G. German, Normauton-le-

Heath.
Three Shropshire ram lambs.—First and second prizes, C.

Smith, Langley.

PIGS.
Boar of any age, best adapted for general use.—First prize,

P. Spencer, Alvaston ; second, J. B. Gregory, Rowthorne,
Chesterfield ; third, W. Srevenson, Farnah, Duffield.

Sow of any age.— First prize, J. Spalton, Bowbridge Farm

;

second T. II. Clakes, Riddings House ; third, J. Langley,
Mickleover.

Three breeding pigs of one litter.—First prize, T. H. Oakes,
Riddings House; second, W. J. Sketchley, Ambaston ; third,

J. Raynor, Nuns Field, EtwaU.
Pig, the property of an agricultural labourer.—First prize,

J. Startin, Briziiugcote House, Burton ; second, T. Carring-
toD, Burton-road, Etwall.

LUDLOW.
The twenty-ninth meeting of this Society was held at Ludlow

on Thursday Oct. 4, and as far as the Show itself is concerned
was a decided success.

The weather was charmingly fine, it was pleasant to rove over
the Castle by way of a change, and the Show was the largest

and best the Society has ever held. To commence with the
cattle, which auywiiere in the neighbourhood of the home of
the white faces always demand the first consideration, a really

excellent display was made, taking in the whole of the classes

at a glance. In the open competition for bulls of any breed, a
sweepstakes, a splendid lot of animals was shown. Mr. Wm.
Taylor's magnificent Thoughtful, square, compact, and stand-

ing firmly on his legs, and possessing all the distinctive

characteristics of a true Hereford, carried off the premier
prize ; and the same renowned breeder also secured the first

prize in the class for two-year-old bulls with Telescope,

another animal of unquestionable merit, but not coming so

nearly to perfection as Thoughtful. One of the best classes

was that for yearlings bulls ; every one of the half-dozen

animals shown was a little beauty. But Mr. Carwardiue's
Anxiety had no difficulty in defeating his antagonists. Not yet

a year old, he has never been beaten, although a competitor at

a lar^e number of Shows. He took first prize at the late

Royal, and at the B. and W.E., at the Herefordshire Show,
and at Leominster. ' He is descended from the most fashionable

blood, and amongst the top piizes taken by his dam, Helena,
amounting altogether to about £250, are four at the Royal and
three at the Bath and WestjofEnglaad, besides others at Here-
ford and Ludlow. The second and third prizes in this class

both fell to Mr. John Price, for animals which, singularly

enough, were similarly placed at both the Herefordshire and
the Leominster Shows. The steer and heifer classes brought
out a great many first-rate animals, but there were only two
among them which call for special notice. These were the
pair of heifers shown by Mrs.,Sarah Edwards in Class 14. They
were the sole representatives of the Class, and when we mention
thatthey were the handsome and famous Leonora and Beatrice,

it will at once be seen by those who have watched the suc-

cesses chronicled by these beautiful creatures that none but

very extraordinary animals could have been entered against

them with any prospect of success. Although in regular com-
petition at the two chief Shows and all the leading exhibitions

on this side of the kingdom neither of them has ever sus-

tained defeat. Beitrice used to be the luckiest of the two,

but this year the scales are turned, and it is Leonora who is

proving the most captivating where the pair come into com-
petition cot as a pair but singly. Thus in the present case

the judges bestowed upon her the honours for the best animal
in the yard. Everybody fully agreed with the decision, and
pronounced it the only one the judges could honestly come to.

Of the remaining classes, in that for breeding cows a numerous
and capital collection of animals was shown, and again in the

fat cow class. In the case of the latter class, indeed, a degree

of excellence rarely if ever excelled at any local exhibition was
observable, and there was no lack of encomiums passed upon
the merits of the massive, symmetrical creatures exhibited.

Concerning the sheep, thr-y equally merit the broad eulogy

of being a spcudid lot of animals in point of character, while

the exhibition was gratifying enough on the score of the num-
ber of entries. The rams, yearling and aged, were a truly

grand lot, and deserved the most liberal praise ; and in their

turn the ram lambs were also exceedingly good. So were the

breeding ewes, while of the yearling ewes it would be only

necessary to repeat the criticism passed upon the rams. The
wether and ewe lamb classes were largely represented, and by

a class of animals which , taking them altogether, deserved no

Y 2
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small praise. The pen ofewe lambs wbicli took the first prize,

belonging to Mr. Richard Bach, were an extraordiuarily good-

looking, even lot, and there is something singular about their

snccess. They were only entered at the pleasure of Mr. Bach's

"boys," wlio had a fancy to see what they would do, and
therefore they received no special attention in view of the trial.

The '• boys" were doubtless surprised at the result, more par-

ticularly as amongst tlie animals defeated was a pen shown by

their relative, Mr. Trancis Bach, of Onibury, the famous

breeder of sheep.

Pigs were a small but creditable show.

The five classes for h . rses attracted no fewer than sixty-four

entries, and the majority of the exhibits were of a superior

order. Excellence was especially noticeable in the cart mare
and foal class.

—

Abridgedfrom the Hereford Journal.

MUirORD AND LOTHINGLAND.
The Suffolk Chronicle says :—The annual Show of the

BIntford and Lothingland Agricultural Association was held

on Thursday, Oct. 4th, at Lowestoft, and the day being really
" St. Luke's summer" weather, the attendance of visitors was
numerous. The Association is comparatively a young one,
but it is well supported by the agriculturists of the neigh-
bourhood, and its Show promises, in course of time, to take a
fair place among local exhibitions. The stock and roots ex-

hibited on Thursday would not in any way bear comparison
with the speciraeas we meet nith, for instance, at the Hadleigh
Farmers' Club Shows ; but tliere was a good entry in almost
all the classes, r.nd there is this to be said in favour of the

exhibition—that it was a fair sample of the stock of the
district, the animals not being got up for the Show. Thus
the agricultural horses were just as they came from hard work,
and thongh there is very little to be said of them as show
animals, they were of a good useful sort. Por the prizes of
£3 and £1, offered for agricultural stallions, two horses were
entered—Mr. S. Balls' Suffolk Dunwich, and Mr. John Read's
bay Hercules. There was no question which was the best,

and the judges very quickly gave the first prize to the Suffolk.

The brood mares with foils formed a good class—the best of
the horse classes, in fact. The majority were bays and browns,
Suffolks in this district seeming to be the exception. The
other agricultural horse cla.?ses call for no remark. In the
hackney, pony, and jumping classes there were some nice ani-

mals, and the judges had no difficulty in awarding thf jnraping
prices. Cattle were beyond the average at the Shows of this

Society. The best animal in the yard was, without doubt, the

well got-np white Shorthorn heifer, belonging to Mr. Hubbard,
which took the first prize in her class and also the prize for the

best fat OS or heifer in the Show. Mr. Mayhew's heifer was
also a good one, but was nothing like so forward as Mr. Hub-
bard's ; she has only been fatted since January, and in about
three months' time will have made a very nice beast. Messrs.
Reeve and Woods showed some very good red polled cows and
heifers, and the steers shown by the executors of the Rev. R.
A. Arnold were good ones. In the sheep classes there was
but little competition, thongh the Show was a decided im-
provement on those of former years. Mr. J. L. Barber
showed some good Suffolk black-faced sheep. For the pig
prizes Mr. W. Everitt and Mr. W. W. Woods were the prin-

cipal competitors. The judges liad not much trouble in de-

ciding any of the classes, for Mr. Everitt showed some very
good black pigs—of Mr. G. M. Sexton's stock—and won all

the first prizes. His pair of sows under six months were good
ones, and his two-year-old boar by no means a bad one. Of
barley there was a larger show than miglit have been ex-

pected, a baker's dozen bushels being ranged side by'(side,

and;; of several—particularly the first-prize lot, Mr. W. L.
Pollard's—it may be said that they were very nice barleys for

the season, and all were in good condition. Red wheat was a
fair show, but only two samples of white were shown. The
roots, we were told, were a fair sample of the roots of the
district. They were eood, sound roots, but not large ; it

might be expected that there would be a good deal more growth
in the mp.ngels at this early period, but those exhibited were
ripe. Tlie \ellow globes were best, but they were small.
Swedes were as big as the mangels, and were the best of all

the roots.

two showers, which fell early in the aftermooTi, the weathef
was favourable. The attendance of visitors, however, was not
as large as it has been at some previous exhibitions held by
the Society. This veas no doubt attributsble to the fact that

the harvest is now being reaped in the district, and to many of

the farmers and others so engaged being unable on that account

to take a holiday. In another respect the lateness of the crops

operated against the success of the Show. The falling-off in

the number of entries to be seen in the subjoined comparative

statement could only be considered due to that cause. Many
who had stock to exhibit had be?n afraid that more important
interests would suffer at this critical season if they took tbe'r

animals to tlie Show, and so they kept them at home. It was
a good exhibition, however, the numbers being still considir-

able, and the quality of a high class generally. About £275
was distributed in prizes, including a cup of the value of £25,
given by Mr. G. W. Elliot, the member for NortUallerton, for

the best hunter ; another worth £5, offered by the same gen-

tleman, for the be.st Shorthorn belonging to and bred in the

district ; and a third, of the value of £3 3s., presented by Mrs.
Elliot, for the best pen of poultry. The entries last year and
this were as follows :—

1876.

Horses 2<J8

Cattle 66
Sheep 103
Pigs 22
Poultry, &c 245
Farm produce 95

Dairy produce 50
Sheepdogs 9

1877.
265
70
81
38

195
60
49
9

NORTHALLERTON,
This Show was held on Friday, Oct. 5, in a field near the

Contt-houie, at Northallerton. Witii the exception of one or

As was to be expected, the chief feature of the Show was the

horse department, and, what is more to the credit of the dis-

trict, some of the most noticeable animals were amongst the

younger ones bred therein. This was especially so in the

hunter classes, in most of wliich the competition was very keen.

Coaching horses were not numerous, nor was there any great

interest taken in them. But for the recent coaching revival

in London and elsewhere in the South it is more than probable

that ere long comparatively few of this class would be bred.

The roadsters, on the other hand, claim much attention, and
nowhere more than in Yorkshire. Here there was a good
show, the prize-takers being really first-class animals. More
interesting to the great bulk of the spectators, however, were
the animals for agricultural purposes. It must have been very

gratifying to the more active promoters of the Society, who
have been seeking for years past to bring about an improve-

ment of the breed in the district to see how satisfactory has

been the progress made in that direction. At the luncheon
on the ground, Mr. Booth, the chairman of the committee,

referred to this, expressing the pleasure he had had in hearing

a small clay farmer refuse £80 for a cart-horse he had bred,

and saying that he believed an improvement in the breed gene-

rally had taken place. So large was the entry, and so high

the standard of excellence amongst the agricultural animals

shown, that the honours, apart from the mere money prizes,

were of more tlian ordinary value. The riding of hunters in

the ring and the jumping were fine exhibitions, tending

towards the close to heighten the interest of the spectators

who lined the enclosure or crowded the extensive grand stand

flanking it.

Next in order of merit came the Shorthorns, which formed
one of the best, if not one of the most numerous, exhibition*

of cattle that has taken place under the auspices of the Society*

Royal Rufns, belonging to Mr. George Yeats, of Studley, took
the first prize in the class for bulls over two years, and in the

younger class a very pretty roan of one year and nine months
carried a similar honour to Theakstone Grange, Bedale. Mr.
Hutchinson, of Catterick, the owner of many bovine favourites,

had his usual fortune here, winning three first-"—one with a

bull-calf, another with a cow (Lady Alicia), and the third with
a heifer under three years old. The best animal in the yard,

and therefore the winner of a first prize in its class, as well as

of Mr. Elliot's £5 cup, was adjudged to be a heifer under
twelve months belonging to Messrs. N. Russel and Co., North-
allerton.

In pigs, sheep, poultry, &c., the exhibition was fully equal

to what has been seen at Northallerton in previous years.
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SWINDON AND NORTH WILTS.
The third annual Show of this Society was held on the 1st

and 2ud Oct. Tliere was a good sliow of horses and uiilch

cows, and a fair show of sheep. The pig show was a small

one. Ill the cart-st;illioii class Mr. J. Hihberd, of Stanton,

Chipppuhara, took the first pr;ze, while the second fell to Mr.
T. P. Brown, of Burderop. For the best two-year-old cart

gelding or ftily Mr. Wilson, of Shriveudain, took first and
second prizes. In tlie class tor mares nnd foals tliecumpefition

was close ; the first prize fell to Mr. Matthews, ol Tockeiihara.

Jlr. Tliomas Edith, of Laraborne, Hungerford, gained Mr.
Hanbury's prize, value £3, for tUe best pea of short-wool

wethers, ten month old ; spcond prize for tlie best pen of

breeding ewes ; and also Mr. T. P. Brown's prize, value £5,
for the best pen of Hampshire Down ewe iambs. There were
three classes lor boars, breediu<j sows, and fat pigs. In the

first Mr. W. Hewer and the Earl of Radnor took first and
second, and Mr. J. Keevil, of Liddingtou, took fiirst prize in

the fat pig class. la the cheese coiupt-tition there were three

classes, twelve entries being for one cvvt. Wiltshire-made

Cheddar cheese, the first prize falling to Mr. foss, of Buscot,

Mr. W. Hull taking first prize for one cwt. of Wiltshire-made

double cheese, and Mr. L. Grist for one cwt. Wiltshire-made

single cheese. There was also au exhibition of corn.

FARMER S' CLUBS.
CRO YU*ON.

STABLE MANAGEMENT.

At a meeting of this Club, held on Thursday, the 11th
Oct., a lecture on the above-named subject was delivered

by Professor Pjiitchard of the Royal Veterinary College.

The Professor, on rising, said he had two objects in view
in giving this lecture. One arose out of the fact that horses

are often treated badly, both in and out of the stable, through
want of knowledge or neglect on the part of their owners, and
he might be the means of some information being conveyed to

such owners. Tlie other object was tiiat a good discussion on
the subject might follow his remarks. Any one acquainted
with horses must be aware that to keep them in good condition

a id secure their best services for the longest period, attention

must be paid to stable management. The first question he
wjuld ask was—Are horses better in boxes or stables ? Provided

they had plenty of room, he held that nothing could be better

than a good loose box, in which the horse has an opportunity

of moving about and thus getting beneficial exercise. Assum-
ing boxes to be the best, he would point out a few principles

to be regarded in preparing these boxes, viz., to secure good
ventilation, even temperature, good drainage, and good light.

A loose box should be of a good height, and at least 10 leet

long by sis wide ; he would recommend a length of 1-4 feet

and a width of 12 feet. The best stables at the College are

16 feet high. He did not say this was necessary, but recom-

mended them to be as high as practical. As to material, he re-

commended the use of stone, if it could be obtained, with

foundations of concrete, or with slate between the first few

courses, if built of brick. He also recommended the lining of

walls with wood inside, elm being the best. He sometimes
found glazed tiles used, but these, if used in a light stable,

should never be white, the glare being liable to affect the

liurse.'s vision injuriously. He was aware that " neccssitas

noil hahct Ie;jem^' but where practical, and where room was not

of excessive importance, he was opposed to having either lofts

or sleeping-rooms over stables. He would have the roof

ceiled on the inner surface, or, still better, would have a

thatched roof, the only objection to which is that it is more liable

to fire. As to the flooring, it must be of such a nature as not

ti) absorb moisture, nor to be slippery. He had seen nothing
better than ordinary bricks carefully laid edgeways, care being

taken to select good bricks. These will never become slippery

nor absorb any great amount of^urine. Having built the stable,

he now had to touch on the ventilation. Tliere should be an
ingress of fresh air and egress of the air poisoned by the

breathing of the horses. This must be secured without draught,

and to do this there were some very elaborate contrivances, but

his own experience taught him that they were unnecessary, and

that tubes might be easily arranged between the ingress open-
ings near the ground, and the egress openings near the roof.

With regard to drainage, the system usually used is one of

underground drainage, the flow of the stable slanting from all

sides to the grating in the centre, or movable plates are

used, or similar devices. But he held that there was no

necessity for this uoderdraining. He would simply lay

a piece of iron or stone with a groove by which the

largest stalile miglit be properly drained. At the College

they have drainage of all these kinds, and in those liaviiig the

surlace drainage their state is always fur the best. Witb re-

gard to temperature, he did not wish to say much beyond this

—that he would, if possible, keep it as near as possible to 56
or CO degrees Fahrenheit all the year round. He then came
to the subject of lighting. It was well known that poaiea

and horses kept in coal mines would go completely blind, and
from this he argued that horses kept in dark stables would be

liable to have their visionary organs injuriously affected. It

might be said that dealers commonly kept their horses in a
low medium of light. There mi^lit be reasons for this. A
horse kept in a dark place would show a better action on be-

ing brought from his stable into the air, and he believed it

was a fact that horses so kept would look better in their

coats. He recommended that iron mangers should be fixed

in brickwork, rather than simply boarded to keep the horse

from putting his head under, for he had seen several cases

where the horse had reared, put his feet in the manger, and
broken it right through. He strongly objected to the un-
natural practice of fixing racks above the horse's head. He
recommended the use of ordinary head collars, and objected

to the system sometimes advocated of tethering horses by the
heel, believing they can easily be prevented from slipping their

collars by the use of a properly-adjusted strap. Tliis was the
system always used by himself, though he knew many cavalry

oflicers recommended fetterlocking. He advised that food should
be given in small quantities and frequently, the horse's

stomach being small in proportion to the size of the animal
and in consequence of the mode of digestion in the horse's

stomach he was quite certain that it was best to give the
horse his water to drink before his food. An opposite
cour.se of procedure frequently leads to attacks of colic, and
gives rise to pam and inconvenience. He attributed this to
the gastric juice which ought to digest the food becoming
diluted by the admission of water into the stomach while the
food is there. He did not believe the horse preferred dirty

to clean water, but that he prefers soft water to hard to such
an extent that he would rather drink dirty soft water than
clean hard water. He approved of putting a little warm
water into that drank by the horse, rather than the
practice of some grooms of putting the water in the warm
stable for tlie night to have it a little warmer in the
morning. As to the quantity of water to be given, he recom-
mended, under ordinary circumstances, that the horse should
have as much as he wants, making exceptions in cases
where the horse was to be put to violent exercise in a
short time. He objected to the practice of always keeping
the water in front of tlie horse. On the subject of feeding,

he recommended the best food, and regularity in feeding.

Ordinary horses should bo fed three times a day. A little hay
should be given to the horse to amuse himself with during
the cleaning out of the stable, and he should then have
his water offered to him, but he would certainly not allow
I'im to have anything like a meal before giving him the water.
He would have about a peck of corn, with a small qiiancity

of cut hay and a little bran, divided into three, or at most four
feeds, for the day. He did not believe in the necessity for
crushing oats, the horse, in proper condition, having splendid
masticating organs. But in dealing with horses in a state of
disease, or in the habit of boUing their food, lin would advocate
the crushing. As to bedding, nothing could be better than
straw, whicii should be thick in those places where the animal
might injure his houghs. In case of a horse having a habit
of much pawing, suwilust might be used iu front of him

;
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indeed, sawdust roiftht be need generally, but not in those

stables whicli have underground drainage. He would impress

on his hearers the fact that horses must be groomed to keep
them healthy, as well as to make them look well. With re-

gard to grooming horses' legs, he behaved that with care in

this particular there need not be much fever or cracked heels

to the extent now found. Instead of bringing the horse in

when coated with mud, and sluicing him v/ith cold water, or

even tepid water, he would have the mud wiped or scraped off

as far as practicable, and then wrap the legs round till they

dried. He believed hundreds and thousands of cases of mud
fever might be prevented if this plan were used instead of the

system of throwing water over them or excessive washing.

He should only speak of bandages on the subject of clothing,

considering v/oollen bandages to be of great use to the legs.

He liad proved this in the case of horses in his own
possession, the use of bandages having entirely removed
windgalls as big as hen's eggs. He advocated the use of

leather soles for horses working on hard roads or hard soil, or

in the event of their not being used he recommended that the

feet should be dressed with some soft moisture. He strongly

recommendel that horses, when not hard worked, should have
proper exercise ; and with this recommendation, having ex-

ceeded the time he had intended taking, he left the subject in

the hands of the meeting.
The Chairman having invited discussion,

Dr. Shoetiiouse said he had been told by a stableman of

large experience—Mr. Turner, of Carshalton—that the best

flooring for a stable was a very inexpensive one, consisting of

small chalk and ashes. He had tested this, and found it almost

non-absorbent. Ou the other hand, he had tested one of the

iron bricks used for paving in the London-road, and fonnd to

his surprise that it absorbed over 130 grains of water in 21
Lours. One of the best stablemen ho knew was Mr. John Day,
wlio, although now almost blind, has a rare and uncommunic-
able gift of discovering whether a horse is doing well by the

smell. With regard to the subject of ventilation, he (the

Doctor) held that no room could be properly ventilated with-

out a fire. A little gas burner at tiie top of the room, near
the ventilator, would be very serviceable in drawing out the

bad air, and need not cost more than about 2d. per week ; but,

if practicable, he should prefer a fire. The stables which nearest

approached perfection he had seen were those of one of

the Rothschild's, their only fault being that white glazed tiles

were used, to which he objected on the ground of the glare

caused by them. He thought nature should be followed out

in the use of such things, and nature has made nearly every-

thing about us of the most acceptable colour to the eye green.

He quite agreed with Professor Pritchard that tlie stables had
best be lined with wood, but he preferred pine to elm, as not
being so liable to get out of shape. Horses of very superior

breed would thrive in places where they could scarcely be ex-

pected to live. The best racehorse he ever knew was West
Australian, and he was astonished to find, on visiting John
Scott's training establishment that the stable regularly occupied

by that horse was actually underground, for he had to go down
several steps to reach it, and it was so dark that he could not
keep from knocking against the other persons who were there

at the same time. He thought water should be given to a
horse both before and after his food, the chill being taken off

it first. He remembered taking a strawberry ice once after the

exertion of a hot walk, and he suffered so much anguish after it,

that if a friend had not been with him to roll him over, he be-

lieved he should have had a fatal faintness. Water being a

good absorbent, he quite agreed that it should never be allowed

to stand all night in the stable. He knew horses would often

prefer pond water, even if dirty, to good clear water ; this

might be attributable, as the Professor supposed, to the hard-
ness of one and the softness of the other. On the subject of

bedding he had something to say which might be new to some.
He believed heather made the best bedding known, and next

came deal shavings, which he preferred to sawdust. Many
horses with delicate skins suffer very much from lice. The
horse, Newminster, used to be so tormented that he would bite

pieces out of himself, but his condition was iLuch improved
when, at his (the speaker's) suggestion, he was bedded with
deal shavings, instead of straw. He considered cracked heels
resulted chiefly from frequent washing and imperfect drying,
just as a man's hair begins to turn grey over his temples first,

where he waslies it in washing his face, and imperfectly dries

it. He was glad the Professor recommcEded woollen bandages
j

to this recommendation he would add that the bandages should
not be more than an inch and a-half broad, overlapping each
other, because when they are used of a width of several inches,

they are sure to wrinkle, and every wrinkle laakes an indenta-
tion on the skin.

In answer to questions, Professor Pritchard said he
would advise well-bred horses to have some clothing when
taken out for exercise. He did not think Indian corn could

be used as a substitute for beans, but it might sometimes be
used instead of oats, if crushed first.

Mr. Mattuew Clark said that if Indian corn were crushed,

a lot of meal would get into the manger, and would soon
stink. The Processor replied that he did not speak of crushing

it like oats, but rather oi breaking each kernel into three or

four pieces. Mr. Samson said a common oat cruslier wonld
do this, so as to make it suit very well indeed. Mr. Hammond
suggested that, if crushed, the maize should be sifted. Mr.
Clark : Then you would soon bring it up to the price of outs.

Mr. Hammond said the siftings might be given to the pigs.

Mr. Clark replied that that might do very well for people who
kept plus as well as horses, but many people did not. Mr.
Chas. Turner recommended neither beans nor maize. If the

horse could only eat his four or five feeds of good oats a day
he knew he would want none of the other stuff.

Mr. CuTT, who said he had to buy and provide for a large

number of big heavy horses, said he tried Indian corn a good
many years ago, and soon gave it up again. He did not say

he always bouglit the best English oats, because a good and
regular supply could not be ensured, and so he had to fall back

on Russian produce, of which he always bought the best,

never weighing less than 38 lbs. With this he used sanfoin

or good clover hay, and when the weather was bad perhaps a

few peas. That was his style of feeding.

Mr. Turner : And a good style too !

Mr. CuTT|said he would also give a few handfuls of beans

now and then, but not feed on beans. He agreed with the

Professor about exercising horses, and about the importance

of cleanliness in the stables. For paving he preferred square

granite s'ones to anything else, but they were expensive. In
some of his stables he had had Stockton bricks (black bricks)

laid down for 16 years without ever being touched, and he
knew nothing better than this for horses of a lighter kind, but

he would not advocate it for the heaviest horses. He preferred

pine to elm for lining the walls. He had a long wooilen

manger for U horses, with a very little coating of iron on the

front, which kept them from gnawing it.

The meeting then broke up, after passing a unanimous vote

of thanks to Professor Pritchard for his lecture.

—

Surrey
Standard.

UPTON-ON-SE VEEN,
At the anaual dinner of this Club, held on Tuesday, the

9th Oct.

Sir Edmund Lechmere, M.P., said that, as regarded the

work of the past session, the Eastern Question occupied a great

deal of time at the beginning, and latterly a small body of

obstructives—to whose proceedings Mr. Stone had re*'erred as

having very much diminished the hours of rest—had greatly

retarded the work of legislation. It had embarrassed the

Government and prevented the carrjing of some very necessary

measures which originally formed part of their programme.
In spite of all those circumstances of difficulty and opposition,

he thought a great deal of useful legislation had been accom-
plished. He need hardly remind them of the Prisons Bill,

which they would allow was a step in the right direction,

and which—if it had not been for the circumstances he had
alluded to—v/ould have been followed by a Valuation Bill, and
probably by a measure to remedy the evils of the highway
system. One thing had been accorapli-.hed which they would
grant was likely to confer great benefit on the agricultural

community. A Select Committee of the House of Commons
had very thoroughly investigated the subject of cattle disease,

and having ascertained the views of men of great ex-

perience—not only agriculturists but also scientific men-
had prepared a reporl v.liich he believed was generally ap-

proved of. This would doubtless lead to legislation vfhich must
to a great extent diminish, if it did not entirely extinguish,

that dreadful scourge to agriculture, cattle plague, and the no
leis iujurious diseases pleuro-pueumonia aud foot-and-mouth
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discaae. The matters he had spoken of were more or less

intereating to them as agriculturists. He ueed not go furtlier

into political questions, but might be allowed to refer

to the occasion that had bronght them together. He
would congratulate Lord Coventry as President, and all who
had been connected with the initiation and organisation of the
Society, which he believed would prove a great boon to the
whole of that neighbourhood. If there was one thing of more
paramount importance than another in agricnltnre, as in other
pursuits, it was technical education. Ttiey had heard a great

deal about such education, but perhaps its application to agri-

culture was not so generally understood as it might be. They
had given good proof that day that they saw the necessity of
trying to create a spirit of emulation among the ploughmen,
hedgers, thatchera, shearers, and others—to induce them to

become more skilled iu their several occupations. They might
hope, by the action they had taken, to increase the uuniljer of

skilled labourers, of whom he was lorry to say there was a

lamentable deficiency. They hardly knew where to find a good
old-fashioned labourer who could thatch a rick, shear a sheep,

and turn his hand to other things. He thought they had taken
the right steps to prevent a continuance of that dearth of skilled

labour, and he trusted that as years went on there would be a
general improvement among the workmen in that district.

He could not help thinking they might go further and try to

introduce technical education into their schools. Now that

education was made more or less compulsory— that they were
called upon, where there were board schools, to pay considerable

sums for education—he though they as ratepayers had a right

to a voice in the matter. He was sorry to say he believed that

the education given in their schools was not calculated to pro-

duce such results as that Club was trying to bring about by
the steps it had taken. They wanted some kind of technical

education to begin in their schools. They wanted to have
lesson-books from which children might learn something about

agriculture, instead of giving so much attention to long lists of

kings, genealogies of English sovereigns, and the sort of

natural history that was frequently taught. The children

learnt all about the tiger and rhinoceros, but not enough about
tiie cow, sheep, or pig. He should like to see in their schools

reading-books wh.ch would give instruction, in an elemen-
tary form, in agricultural subjects. By that means boys might
be taught that therejwas something honourable in labour, and
especially skilled labour. This might be followed by their be-

ing placed in a kind of apprenticeship with the farmers of the

parish. They might work a little on the farm—go with the

hedger, the tbatcher, or the cowman, and in that way be led to

take |an interest in agriculture. If there were any chance of

competition he should be glad to offer a prize for those, who, on
leaving school and going into the employ of the farmer, showed
some degree of intelligence in the direction he had indicated.

By some such means they might promote an interest in agricul-

ture among the lads in their schools, and so replenish the

sadly-reduced stock of skilled labour on their farms. He
made this suggestion so that it might be discussed at their

meetings. He supposed that the operations of the Society

would not be confined to competitions such as they had
that day, but'that as a Farmers' Club they would occasionally

hold meetings to discuss those important questions which now
occupied the attention of agriculturists. lie thanked them
for the very hearty manner in which they had received him as

one of their members, and assnred them that among his

various dnties none was more agreeable to him than to meet
his brother agriculturists , his neighbours and tenants, on such

an occasion as the present. There was one matter he should

have mentioned before. Mr. Martin had asked him to express

his great regret at bong unable to attend that meeting. He
was in the chair at the first meeting of the Society, had taken

a very lively interest in it, and had been very anxious to be

present at their first annual gathering ; but lie was High
Master of a very ancient corporation called the Clothiers'

Company, at Worcester, and according to its statutes

was obliged to take the chair at its meeting that evening.

FOREIGN FRESH MEAT.—During the past nine

months the amount of fresh meat received from abroad was

376,000 cwt. ; in the corresponding term of last yciir the

receipts were only 77,&8 1 cwt. The respective values wcxo

£1,031,025 and £211,167.

HINOKFORD AGRICULTURAL Al^D

LABOURERS' FRIEND SOCIEfY.

The sixth annual meeting of this Society was held at

Castle Hedingham on Tuesday, Oct. 16. There was a amall

show of horses, and the usual prizes were given for roots,

ploughing, long-service, &c. At the dinner the members
for East Essex were the chief speakers.

Mr. Round, M.P.,in referring to the Report of the Cattle

Plague Committee, said :—They all knew that some 22,000,9CO
quarters of wheat were consumed annually in this country,

and that they only produced somewhere about half that quan-
tity theiuselves. But liie matter was very different as regarda

meat, for he believed that something like 1,000,000 tons of
meat were produced at home, while the foreign supply of live

stock only amounted to 61,000 tons ; so that the proportion

of meat from their home supply was 8S percent., whereas that

from foreign supply was only 5 per cent. This showed how
important it was that whatever Government was in power it

should do its best to protect their home cattle—and if neces-

sary, a greater power should be given to the Privy Council to

deal with cases of cattle plague when they occurred. In hia

opinion prevention was better than cure, and restrictions oa
the importation of foreign cattle were, he thought, more likely

to check the disease from coming to them.

Col. Brise, M.P., chiefly dwelt on the question of local

taxation, with especial reference to the Valuation Bill.

Mr. C. H. BranWHITE regretted that he could not coa.
gratulate the farmers upon brighter prospects. Look
ing to the past and the future, he confessed ke couM see

nothiug but gloomy faces and poor prospects. Although they

had remunerative prices for their corn and meat, they had a
very short crop of corn, whi'e as to the meat they produced,

they had to bny the raw material at extravagantly high prices.

Householders who had to pay Is. or Is. 2d. a pound far their

beef and mutton fancied all the profits went into the pockets

of the farmers, but this was a great mistake—their profits had
not increa8ed.,in proportion to the price, and a good crop and
fair price vj-ere much more conducive to the benefit of the

farmer than high prices. As to their political state, he did

not think it was any use looking to the Legislature to redress

their grievances. They had been hoping for the last three

years that some measures would be passed Iwr tlie beaefst of
agriculturists, but unfortunately there was always some
great question cropping np, and agricultural matters were
pushed off till the end of the Session, and then quietly dropped.

He had hoped that when they had what they thought were
the larmera' friends in power tliey would have done a liitle

more for the agriculturalists ; but it almost seemed as if ihey

had got out of the frying-pan into the fire. In conclusion ho
recommended his brotiier farmers not to put their trust in

Parliament, but to put their shoulders to the wheel, and pro-

duce as much as they could from their land, and as euouomi-
cally as they could.

MR. HALSEY, M.P., ON AGRICULTURAL LEGIS-
LATION.—At the dinner of the Triug Agricultural Society,

on Oct. 17, IMr. llalsey said ;—He thought we had much
reason to congratulate ourselves ou the apparent disappear-

ance of the cattle plague. It seemed to him most des-irable

in the interests of the country generally that some steps should

be taken to prevent tlie introduction of that horrible disease

which had been so destructive to our flocks and herds ; and
whatever opinions mi^ht exist witli regard to Free-trade he
thought there could be no doubt that the country ought to

have some edicient protection against the introduction of

disease by prohibiting the importation of live cattle. The
hon. member, alter expressing a hope that the Prisons Bill,

which had been passed during the last Session, would be
useful and productive of economy, trusted that during the

next Session due attention would be paid to the system of

rating, valuation, and the better regulation ol highways,
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LANDLORDS' DUTIES AND TENANTS' DIFFICULTIES.

At the annual dinner in connection with the Derby-
ehire Agricultural Society the other week, Mr. Coleman,
Park Nook, Derby, read an iuteresting paper oa " Land-
lords' Duties aud Tenants' Difficulties," the substance of

which was as follows:

—

Before he commenced his subject he wished to congratu-

late the Society upon having a practical farmer in the chair

upon tliat occasion—for lie believed that tliere was nothing
better for a landlord in this disfrict to do tlian to learn a

little farming. Let him go to his tenants and ask a few
plain "uestions, and he would be bound to say he would get

a fe« plain answers. He was sure the success of such a

meeting as the one at which they were now assembled was
greatly enhanced by having such a young nobleman as Lord
Loudoun to preside over it. The subject which he had put
on the paper was so extensive iu character that he did not
suppose he could do more than merely give a sketch of it.

The first thing vhich a landlord ought to do when he had a

farm to put into market was to offer it at a fair and equitable

rate; for, unless they did so farmers could not get on, and
they did not enter upon their work with the heart they ought
to do. If they as a body of irieu were to farm profitably to

themselves, the farms must be let to them at a fair and proper
rat-, and this they could ensure by simply not giving more
for their farms than they thought they were worth. By pur-
suing this course they might depend upon it that landlords of

this country would soon find out that a fair rent and a good
tenuit were far preferable to a higli rent and a bad tenant.

He field in his hand a very clever pamphlet, written by the
Dake of Argyll, in which the writer said that long leases

were the very best thing they could have, and that he would
put a farm into competition at the end of one of those leases

;

but he (Mr. Coleman) looked upon the question of farming as

a partnership between the landlord and the tenant, and unless

they had thoroughly understood one another and applied this

system of partnership upon an equitable basis, they in Derby-
Bhire would not be in the position they were now, either as

landlords or tenants. The next question which be considered

of importance was the kind of agreement which they possessed
'—what would the landlords allow them to do—what would
they compel them to do, or try to stop them from doing?
The condition of a tenancy was oue of the most difficult

problems which a man placed in their position had to solve
;

and amongst the many farmers whom he had met there were
few who were agreed on this point. He contended that the
relationship which existed between them should be similar to

that which existed between partners in the commercial world
—one should not try to overreach or take advantage of the

other. But to bring about this state of things there must be
certain agreements entered into, which, however, did not
imply that the landlord should not allow an enterprising good
tenant liberties over and above what he would allow a bad
one. In this artificial age, when all were taxed to the
utmost, agents must give advantages to the men who would
help them to add to tlie value of the property ; if they did

not do that they would not be performing their duty. Many
landlords, however, he was pleased to see, were beginning to

keep their eyes open, and did not trust to their agents entirely

with respect to the condition of their tenants. Another duty
of the landlords was to see, when they let their farms, that

proper accommodation was provided for the valuable stock

whith would be put upon them. This demand for accommo-
dation was becoming greater every year. In Derbyshire
farmers did not depend solely upon the crops of corn which
were produced, and as long as they could keep the pastures
in the state they had been in this year, so long as they could
keep the quantity of stock which had been kept this year,
so long should he see such liappy faces as lie observed in that
room on that occasion; but iu order to do that it was neces-
sary for the landlords to ascertain that there was the requisite
accommodation for the cattle. As he had gone about the
country he had seen the miserable places in v/hich many cattle
were housed, and it was therefore no wonder that disease

existed amongst them—that they were not m sueh a condition

as they ought to be, and that they did not pay the tenants as they
ought to do. He trusted that the landlords would see to it that
their farms had upon tlieragood buildings for the cattle, and that
he tenants would also take good care not to pay as high rents
for farms upon which there was no accommodation fur cattle

as for those where good buildings were erected. Those things
were in the farmers' own bauds, and they ought to encourage
the landlords to provide the requisite accommodation for their
cattle by showing their willingness to pay a proper percentage
for good farms. There was one'particular tiling in reference
to accommodation which had struck him very forcibly ; it

was the tremendous waste which had been going on with
regard to nnthatched hay ricks. Hundreds and thousands of
hay stacks in this district had been allowed to stand for a
whole month and had been spoiled, simply because ihe owners
had not possessed straw with which to thatch them. He would,
tlierefore, ask why the tenants did not go to the landlords and
request them to build hay barns ? Why did they not tell the
landlords they could afford to pay a certain rate per cent, if

they would build hay barns ? for the want of this accom-
modation was one of the greatest evils of the district. The
farmers in this neighbourhood had found that it did not pay
them to grow corn, and therefore they were deficient in

straw- but they wanted certain accommodation for their hay,

and while they had a right to ask for this to be provided, they
ought to be ready to pay for that provision. One thing which
he wanted the farmers to interest themselves in more than
they had done was the accomnioflation which the labeurer
required in his cottage. Farmers were beginnins to feci the
want of labour, and this had arisen mainly because in a great

many districts the labourers' cottages were not fit to be
inhabited. He did not know that this was so much the case

with this immediate neiglibonrhood, but in other agricul-

tural districts, and especially in the Eastern counties, the

best of the men were obtaining other employment, and the
result would be that when the young labourers grew old,

they would have to do the whole of tlie work, unless the

landlords aud tenants were willing and able to provide
some means of keeping a larger population in our villages

and agricultural districts. Another thing in connection
with this cottage accommodation he should like to men-
tion was that he desired to see land attached to many
cottages, so that the occupants could keep a cow. This
was not wanted so much for their own labourers, but it

was desirable so to act as a reward to those men who
had laboured on tlie estates for a number of years. Another
duty which the landlords owed to the tenants, whether
they retired with fortunes or not, was to pay them for unex-
hausted improvements. Mr. Evans, one of the respected

members for South Derbyshire, had said he was afraid tliat

Parliament had not done much for farmers during the last

Session, and that it would not be able to do much for them.
He (Mr. Coleman) did not regret this, and thought that the

best thing Parliament could do for ag-iculturists as a body
was to leave them alone. After the attempt which Parliament

made when passing the Agricultural Holdings Act, which
neither farmers, landlords, nor tenants; Jil d understand^
after that example of legislation, he feltt hat he was quite

justified in saying farmers wanted nothing but a fair field and
no favour. After quoting from a pamphlet which he wrote

upon the subject of agriculture four or five years ago he said

that any tenant who had farmed his land as he ought to do
ought to be remunerated to the fullest extent possible for the

improvements he had made, and he should always be willing

to carry out this principle. One of the difhculties which
tenants had to encounter was the vexed labour ques-

tion. They could not get the labour they required, or

obtain it at the price they could afford to pay, neitlier did

they get such an amount of labour performed as they were
entitled to receive. Tlie main cause of this was the past pro-

perity of the country, which had attracted all the best men to

the towns, where they could obtain better wages than farmers

could afford to give them, while they also worked shorter

hours. They had now to consider how they could keep good
farm labourers, but in this respect more depended upon the
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landlords thau upon the tenants, for unless good accommodation
was provided lor tlie labourers, and some inducement was held
out to young men to remain in the country, they would
certainly migrate to the towns. He hoped this question
would be taken into consideration, and that the time
was not far distant wlien they should be as well off

and have as good a class of labourers in their employ as they
had prior to the last ten years. There was no doubt that

farmers would employ more labour if they could afford to

do so. lie frequently saw things neglected, and on being
hold enough to inquire the cause he was told that it was
in consequence of tlie scarcity of labour, and the high price

of it. He believed this to be in a great measure true, and
therefore he iioped and trusted tliat tlie labour question

would be taken up, and that the tenants might have
more and better labourers than they now posspssed. Another
difficulty under which tenants laboured was their want of

capital, which had arisen not because their profits were less

but because everything they brought on to tiieir farms cost

more money than formerly, and consequentlv more canital was
required to work the same land than was the case ten years

ago. In consequeuce of the times not having been very good,

the farmers' capital had decreased instead of increasing ; they

knew what an amount of money it took to stock good grass

land, and to till clay land, and would concur with hira when
he said that one of the greatest drawbacks at tlie present time
was the want of capital. He did not mean to say that the

want of capital was felt solely by the tenant farmer, because
this was aiso experienced by tlie landlord, and therefore there

was no reason for tiiem to find fault with each other ; only

that they must remember that the purchasing power of a

sovereign was not much less than it was some years ago.

With this want of capital had come an increase of expenditure,

and one diffiieulty which the farmer had to contend with was
that when the expenses did increase, when they had got into

a certain way of living and spending money, it was very hard
to stop. As more had to be paid for everything than was re-

quired, additional capital was needed ; he, however, hoped the

advance in prices had reached tiie maximum, and that it would
not go on in the same ratio as it had done. Another dilEculty

which tenants had to meet in many districts—not in this, he
was liappy to say—was the insufficient liberty given by the

landlord to till the farms as they liked. It must be remem-
bered that they were living in an age when a man was bound
to make the best of his farm, and if landlords wanted to increase

their rents, or to keep them at their present rate, and also de-

sired to see their land properly farmed, they must give the

teaauts perfect freedom, within certain limits, in carrying out

their own mode of management. He remembered that

when the milk trade was first commenced in this district

he was asked by a landlord whether it did not injure the

farm to take the milk off and sell it. He did not answer
the question when it was first put, but on going over two
or tiiree farms and making observations, he found that the

farmer who was selling iiis milk had more money coming
into his pocket than if he made cheese, and, consequently,

having more mcney to spend, farmed better. Tlie next

time, therefore, that the worthy landlord put this question he

told hira by all means to let his tenants sell all the milk they

were able. He was decidedly of opinion that if a man was
allowed to manage iiis farm in a more liberal manner, farmers

would iiave an opportunity of doing things when their lore-

fathers never dreamt of. He did not think a good farmer was

encouraged as much as he ought to be—while he did not be-

lieve tliat a bad farmer was to'.d ofteu enough what sort ot a

member of society he was. He looked upon a bad farmer as

a curse to the district in which he resided, and he was certain

the company would agree with him when he said tiiat it was
the duty of both landlords and tenants to do the best they

could with the Innd in order to provide food for the teeming

millions, and unless they kept each other up to the mark they

were not doing their duty to the country at large. He was
once asked by a leadiug landlord how long British farmers

as a class would continue, and his answer was, " As long as

the landlords." It was a very curious fact that in no otiier

country except England were there tenant-farmers, and here

again he would say that so long as landlords and tenan's

studied each other's interests, so long would the tenant-

farmers prosper, and tlie land be managed as it ought to be.

Within the last few months a large supply of American meat
had been received in this country, and his audience knew by
what means the Americans were enabled to send them those

supplies. It was some years since cheese factories were inau-

gurated at a similar gatiiering to that at which they were now
assembled, and he was about to suggest a movement, which
he sliould like to see started under similar auspices. Fre-

quently in the summer time people living in large towns
could not get meat fit to eat, and he wished to ask tlie worthy
Alderman and members of the Derby Town Council whom he
saw present, if they coiild not learn a leason Irora what was
going on around tliem. Farmers sent into the towns some of

the best meat that could be produced in the summer time, but

unless it was killed one day land consumed the next it vws not

fit to eat. But the fault did not lie with the producers ; it

was the receivers' fault, because they did not keep the places

in which it was stored in proper condition. What was re-

qaired was the erection of cold store-rooms near the slaughter-

houses, in which meat could be kept, and he had no hesitation

in saying that if this plan were adopted they could keep joints

in the store for a week in the summer time, and even then have
the finest legs of mutton that could be desired. As a farmer

he should like to see this movement inaugurated in Derby, and
the probability was that if this plan was carried out the

farmers would get a better price for their animals, there would
be less waste, everything would be made the best of, and the

producer would get the credit of sending good meat into the

market. As an instance of the benefit which would thus result,

he might state that a butcher only a short time previously

told him that if he could have a slaughterhouse, with a room
provided where he could hang his meat, he would give £100 a-

year. That led to the inference that if one butcher was able

to do this, other butchers could do the same, and went far to

prove that the plan he had suggested was well worthy of con-

sideration. He concluded -vith a few general observations, and
resumed his seat amid applause.

SIB, LAWRENCE PALK ON THE AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS ACT
AND LOCAL TAXATION.

At the annual dinner of the Colyton Agricultural

Society, held at Axmouth on the 12th Oct,

Sir Lawrence Pai-k, after alluding in humorous terms to

the hardship of expecting a county member to to make a fresh

speech at each meeting wliich he attended, said : Last year

they passed the Agricultural Holdings Bill—an Act of ve'y

great importance. At the numerous meetings he had attended

during his public life he had heard from agriculturists' com-

plaints of want of security for the money they would williugly

lay out on their estates. The Act of last session seemed to

him to remove this cause of complaint, and as it had not re-

ceived quite the attention it deserved, and as many were hardly

aware ot the advantages it conferred upon the landed interest,

he would state shortly what were its principal features. By
the provibion of this Act there were three classes of compcu-

sation. In the first class compensation was to be allowed for

drainage, erection of buildings, laying down permanent pas-

ture, osier beds, irrigation works, making gardens, roads,

bridges, water courses, ponds, wells, reservoirs, works for sup-

ply ol' water for agricultural or domestic purposes, fences,

planting hops, orchards, reclaiming waste land. In the second

class, burning, chalking, claying, liming, and marking land,

and clay burning. In the third class compensation was al-

lowed for the application to the land of purchased artificial or

oiher purchased manure, and for the consumption on the hold-

ing by cattle of cake or other feeding stuff not produced ou
the holding. Under the operation of this Act the tenant

could now obtain compensation for these improvements. The
Act was carefully drawn, and it conferred upon the agricultural

commuuity that which uo lease he had ever seeii would confer.
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and for this reason—that all the leases he had seen contained
sucli onerous and absurd clauses that no man could really farm
in accordance with his lease. He was against all restrictions

upon farms. Ills idea of agreement between the lanalord

and tenant was this—that the landlord should let to the in-

coming tenant his farm in complete and perfect order, the land

in a perfect state of cultivation, so that the man entering on
the property raiglit be able to farm at once at a profit. This
could only be effected by the outgoing tenant leaving the

estate in proper cultivation. All the restrictions prohibiting

the sale of straw, requiring the home consumption of all hay,

and providing for cropping and so on, were absurd and utterly

useless if they kept this fact before them—that the farm should
al«a>s be well and thoroughly cultivated, and never be raked
out. lie had several tenants who farmed largely near Exeter.

But few of them had leases, and he should be very loth to

remind those who did possets a lease that every day in the

week they broke it. As he drove to Exeter he (requently saw
hay and straw being taken into the City, and as he came back
he generally passed some waggons Inden with manure return-

ing to the farms. It was undoubtedly best that the tenant

should be left alone, and if he removed certain hay or straw he
would undoubtedly beueiit himself and his landlord by
bringing back manure which would be more valuable

to the estate than the hay and straw taken off it. As a

landlord, he thought the fewer restrictions they could put on
the tenant farmer, and the more security they could give him
for his improvements and the outlay he made on the estate the

better for all classes, because the larger would be the crops they

would grow. Another matter he should like to bring be'ore

them was the rating of agricultural property. Now all very

well knew that for years and years burdens had been placed

upon the land which the land liad no right to bear. He hdS
in his hand a pamphlet of a paper read by Captain Clark at
the liedale Chamber of Agriculture on the Valuation Bill of
last session, which, owing to the " Obstructives," the Gov
ernment were unable to pass. Captain Clarke complained
that there was a great difference made between manufacturing
and landed property. An ironmaster on account of the perish-
able materials of which his blasting furnace was constructed
was allowed in the rating a dedaetion of 33^ per cent. Land
was allowed for depreciation on gates, bridges, fences, water-
coiii-ses. and roads a deduction of five per cent., which on this

head was, perhaps, a fair deduction. But Capt. Clarke's argu-
ment was that in connection with land there were other ex-
hausted and weakened parts requiring renewal of far greater
importance than hedges and so on, and deductions should be
allowed for tiiese just as were deductions for the wear and tear

of machinery, blast furnaces, &c. He (Sir Lawrence) was
much struck with this. Undoubtedly the stock of tiie agri-
culturist was always suffering depreciation. Their machinery,
their ploughs, their horses, their tackle, all depreciated, just

as a blast furnace was injured by time. Capt. (Jkrke jiointed

out that all these had to be replaced, besides which the farmer
had to add to the soil that which was drawn from it by the

crop, and the root crop itself was but an outlay of capital

preparatory to the growth of crops which would remunerate
hereafter. This being so, why should there be but an abate-
ment of five per cent on the assessment of agriculture whilst

there was oS^ for manufactories ? lie alluded to this subject

because it was likely to come on in the next session of Parlia-
ment, and because it was one of those matters upon which
members of Parliament especially desired the advice of their

constitutents.

AGRICULTURAL SPEECHES AT BRAXTED.

From a full report of the meeting of the Great

Braxted Agricultural and Labourers' Friend Society in

TAe Essex Standard, we give the following extracts :

The Chairman (Mr. E. A. Coope, M.P.) in proposing
*' Prosperity to the Society," said the meeting that day must
have satisfied them that the Society was doing a good work,

and he believed such meetings tended in a measure to elevate

the agricultural labourers, which should be the desire of all

connected with agriculture. We had a great contest to carry

out in supplying the country with food. It was an admitted

fact that the agriculturists of the country were unable to meet
the demands made upon them, and that we were obliged to go
to other countries to supply us with something like 30 millions

of quarters of grain, and 200,000 head of cattle a-year, and a

venerable agriculturist (Mr. Wra. Eairhead) had that day ex-

pressed a desire for the return of the old days of Protection.

(Mr. Wm. Fairhead :
" I say so," followed by laughter).

Those might have been good old times, when the agriculturists

could in a measure meet the supply of the country, but the

population had so increased that they were not now able to

meet the supply. Ke did not say they would not be able to

meet it, but it could only be by bringing into cultivation wood-
land and other uncultivated land, or by improved modes of

agriculture—(Mr. Mechi, Hear, hear)—such as Mr. Mechihad
indicated from time to time. He did not say that all Mr.
Mechi had told them was strictly gospel—he looked upon that

gentleman as most useful among other pioneers of improved
agriculture, and it was incontestable that while other industrial

pursuits must go with the times, and adopt the very best sys-

tem of machinery, agriculture could not remain the exception,

but must also progress. They had unfortunately to deplore

another short harvest. The root crop was exceedingly pro-

mising till within a month ago, but the hopes of those who had
anticipated an ex;;eptional crop, had in a measure been disap-

pointed. He was fully alive to the trials of agriculturists, and
he wished their business was more prosperous, but he could

not help thinking that with that dogged energy characteristic

of the English mind, and with the skill that was shown among
agriculturists, they still had a happy and successful future

before them.
Sir C. Dtr Cane responded. In the course of some pre-

liminary remarks, he spoke of the prosperity and success of the

Society at the present moment as being substantral realitieSy

and said that their meeting that day had been fully up to the
average of the past in every particular. Referring to the

prizes given for school attendance, and for proficiency in

Elementary Education, he incidentally expressed his concur-

rence with Mr. Rowlandson, as to the operation of the Educa-
tion Act in the Braxted District, and said he looked upon these

prizes as being more effective instruments towards filling our
schools than all the pains and penalties of compulsory bye-

laws. As one sad drawback to the pleasure of the present

meeting, he alluded to the fact that since they last met several

old friends had been taken from them, and he especially men-
tioned the late Sir Thomas Western and Mr. Herbert Leigh,

to the memory of both of whom he paid a graceful tribute.

Passing to the brighter side of the yearly picture, he said he

trusted that ihe undiminished interest which theseannual gather-

ings excited in the neighbourhood might be taken as a proof

that the Society was doing the good work which it was in-

tended to do, and that both employers and employed continued

to recognise the value of such an Institution, No doubt con-

tinued Sir Charles, there was a time in our history, in those

fine old Protection days which my old Tory friend Eairhead

seems anxious to bring back—when Societies like these did not

exist, and the time may come, as in some districts in this

country it would seem to have come already, when it will be

felt that they have done their work and need exist no longer.

But I, at all events, am not one of those who think that tiie

coming of such a day should be prematurely stened ; on the

contrary, I see many reasons at the present time why we
should all combine to postpone it as long as possible. We
know perfectly well that we are not the only people in this

country who profess to be the labourer's friends, and that he

has friends and counsellors of a very different character, whose
aim and object is to set class against class and to stir up
sometiiing very little short of a complete agricultural

revolution. And with the knowledge of such a
fact staring us in the face, I must say I think it would be a

very suicidal policy for employers of labour voluntarily to

leave the labourer to his fate, and to proclaim, by withdrawing

from these societies, that all their interest in his future wel-

fare is at an end, beyond the mere amount of manual labour

they can extort from him by the sweat of his brow. Such a

course is tantamouut to saying to the labourer, " Go your own
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ways from henceforth, and so long as we pet our fields culti-

vated and our harvests gathered in, it is nolhiii^t to us how
you are housed and fed, or how yon may bring up your chil-

dren, or how ignorant and improvident you may remain as a

class." Surely such a course appears to me to be playing the

very game of those who are endeavouring to promote agitation,

and who wouhi leave no stone unturned to widen any breach

that they may find already existing between employers and
employed. l\ow I say, unhes'itatingly, that wliether we look

to the agricultural or the politicctl future of this country both

are vitally dependent on the increased intelligence and the in-

creased growth of habits of temperance, thriftiness, and
morality amongst our labouring classes. It is next door to a

truism to say tliat every onward step iu the march of agricul-

tural progress rfquires increased skill and intelligence on the

part of the labourer to keep pace with it, while, as regards

our political progress, I have no wish to be betrayed into talk-

ing party politics, hut, even at the risk of treading on the toes

of my old Tory friend Pairhead, I do venture to say this much,
that what we have to fear in the future is not so much the

admission of fresh numbers to the franchise— (Mr. W. Fair-

head :
" God bless you, the worst thing I know of."j—as of

numbers steeped in ignorance, and made alike reckless and
discontented by their own improvidence. Surely as I tliink it

stands to reason that the man who has ceen educated to habits

of providence and thrift, the man who has a cheerful

and well-ordered cottage home is less likely than the

ignorant and improvident to risk his earnings and
his savings in quarrelling with his employers. That
man, too, will he more likely ta stand by the cause of

order and progress |than the ignorant and improvident, who
feel that if they have nothing to gain, they, at least, have
nothing to lose by joining in agitation, and helping to subvert

the existing order of things. Of course, if the labourer him-
self were to turn round on us, and say, " Pay me my week's

wage for my week's work, and leave me alone to go ray own
ways. I want none of your patronage, and I look upon your
advice gratis from wagons, and your prizes for ploughing, and
all the rest of it as an insult," then I admit that there must
he an end of societies like these. But if the gatlieriug of

to-day may be taken as a sign, I do not think tliat that is the

spirit in which our prize list is regarded by the labourers of this

district, and all I say is that if such a spirit is ultimately des-

tined to prevail in this country, let us in the meanwhile do our

best to retard its advent. For I am old fashioned enough in

my views to cling fondly to the triple bond of union between
landlord, tenant, and labourer, thai has hitherto been sucli a

leading characteristic of the social fabric of England, lam
not yet prepared to see that triple bond of mutual interest

broken up, and supplanted by what I remember our friend, Mr.
Perry-Watlington last year, called the modern spirit of

enlightenment, which regards all talk about mutual sympathies,

and community of interest as so much sentimental cobweb, to

be swept away by the pitiless besom of the commercial bar-

gainer. If I refer, before I sit down, to the more general

questions of agricultural limes and prospects, I feel that I am
venturing on^

" An enterprise th.it doth with peril teem,
For everywhere my tread

Ou ashes fails, o'er lull'd volcano's thinly spread."

But I cannot help asking our friend, Mr. Mechi, how much
longer we are to wait for the commencement of that cycle of

good seasons, the immediate advent of which he so confidently

prophesied at our last year's meeting. My hou. friend may
possibly answer that, as yet, his prophesy is only a year behind

the times, and that he has heen for so many years in advance

of the times in all matters pertaining to agriculture, tliat lie

can now afford to be a few years wrong in his calculations, and
yet have a good balance-sheet of prophecies after all in his

hands. But whether the farmer can equally afford to wait for

the good time that is coming is, I fear, a very ditferent matter.

Well, I am afraid that even in this neighbourhood we have not

much to cougralulate ourselves about; but I can, at least, tell

you for your consolation that things are not halt so bad here

as I have seen them elsevvhere. Afterspcaking of the state of

things in the North as much worse than we have had in this

neighbourhood, he went on to say, I think, too, it is not im-
possible that during the forthcoming winter deficiency of yield

may, iu some degree, be compensated by a rise in price. At
all events, I apprehend that even at the present time those

who have got any barley to sell have no reason to complain of

the price they can get for it. I fancy, too, that even this year

there have been exceptions to the general deficiency of yield,

and I am quoting the opinion of a tenant of my own when I

add, that those exceptions are most invariably to be found on
the side of the good tarmer as against the bad one. If I am
wrong, remamber I am not quoting my own opinion, but that

of a practical tarmer, and I think we may, at least, ask our-

selves the question in reference to the advantage of agricultural

improvements, what would have been the effect of such repeated

deluges as we had in the early part of this year upon the land

forty years ago, when the use of a draining-tile was com-
paratively unknown, and much of what is now our finest corn

growing land was then unfit for cultivation ? After some
further observations. Sir Charles concluded, by proposing

"The health of the Chairman."
Colonel Brise, M.P., said he had not for several years been

able to congratulate them upon agricultural prosperity—tliey

had had their losses and difficulties, and still they were
somewhat on the horns of a dilemma. They had to

feed cattle that didn't pay in order to produce corn that

didn't pay'; but nevertheless, they bore all this remarkably
well under the circumstances. They had found out this year

there was one difficulty they could not overcome however
clever they might be, and that was the difficulty of the sea-

sons, which would beat them, and it certainly was despontiing

to those who expected six quarters an acre to get only three

and a-half or four. However, they must not take too de-

sponding a view of their position, but look on the bright side.

What was the bri^/ht side? Well, they had plenty of roots

—plenty of partridges—and plenty of foxes. Having re-

marked that partridge shooting was an amusement as well as

fox-hunting, and could be enjoyed by the occupiers as well as

owners of property, and rejoicing that hundreds of occupiers

in the county enjoyed their day's partridge shooting as well as

fox-hunting ; he went on to refer to the legislation of the past

Session. He said he had not much to tell them as to what
they had been doing for them in the way of legislation. All
he could say was that they had assisted them in some degree
by the very excellent measure that had been passed for the

better management of prisons, which would prove of great

advantage to the country and a great saving to the pockets
of the ratepayers. But there was one thing Parliament had
not done this last year, namely, it had not put on any fresh

taxation—whereas, since he had had the honour of repre-

senting them, scarcely a year had passed without it. Not-
withstanding, this, however, and the fact that the adminis-
tration of the Poor-law was carried out most economically,

and the amount of out-relief especially was much smaller than
it used to be, it seemed their rates increased. Their sanitary
rates, their highway rates, and their education rates, were
increasing day by day, and they required cons'ant vigilance

and supervision. In a parish in which he had to pay rates,

the (last half year's rates for education under the School
Board—which he hoped they would avoid if possible

—

was Is. 8d. in the £. That, he thought, ought to be known,
so that they might not in other places fall into the
pit if they could avoid it. After remarking that no
doubt the expenses of education must increase, and that not-

withstanding the statement of Mr. Chamberlain that the
average increase of drunkenness in the country exceeded the
average increase of school attendance, they must not be dis-

couraged in the cause of education, for they must not expect
to feel the advantages of the recent legislation on that sub-
ject for several years to come. Mentioning as part of the
legislation in store for them next Session the subject of how
they were to save their flocks and herds from diseases brought
here by the importation of cattle, he said they were not open
to the charge brought against them by their opponents, of
wishing to briiig back Protection, but they merely wanted to
protect their flocks and herds from disease brought from
abroad. The gallant Member advocated that compensation for
the slaughter of auiraals sufi'criog not only from cuttle plague,
but also from pleuro-pneumonia and foot-and-mouth disease,

should be paid out of the Imperial exchequer, instead of from
local sources ; and he also spoke at some length in favour of
the establishment of County Financial Boards, lie urged the
farmers to keep their spirits np and look forward to brighter
prospects in the future, to not only cultivate their lands, but
also kindly feelings among themselvcB, and among those whom
they employed—to be grateful to the latter even if they did
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not get any gratitude ia return—and then they might look
forward to a coutiimance of lliose happy good old times wheu
landlord, tenant, and labourer were united together iu one
common bond of union.

Mr. Mecih, in responding, remarked that the true meaning
of agriculture was the combiustion of landowners, and occu-
piers, aud labourers to produce food for the people. He was
one of those who did not believe this country was half farmed,
and he felt humbled when he found no increase in the produc-
tion of food and that they fell short of feeding half the popu-
lation. Mr. Caird had told them that while trade, and
manufacture, and commerce had enormously increased, agri-

culture comparatively had stood in the rear; and why was
this P It was owing to the fact that more cupital was not
invested in tlie land, partly to the want of security for the
capital invested, as to which sobject he liad expected to hear
something from the Members that evening. As to the Agri-
cultural Holdings Act, he mentioned that he had been told
Lord Cliolmt-ley had placed himself under the Act and was
astonished what a flow of capital was coming ia to the
improvement oi his property. If there were many cases like

tiiat, they should be known ; for he did not think the land-
lords desired to keep the farmers and the public from the
benefits of that Act, but were afraid it would be injurious to

themselves and no benefit to the coun ry. He urged that
security for capital was the only means by which capital would
flow into the channsl they des'red ; and that it was for the in-

terest of the landlords to put themselves under the Act in

question, which was not a one-sided but a two-sided measure.
How was it that Tiptree Hull Farm had so much improved
since he commenced his improvements there 35 years since ?

By the conjunction of the landlord and tenant (who were both
r."preseDted in himself), being of one mind in agreting to drain
t le laud, knock down the fences, and not to burden the land
With too much game—and granting liberty of action for the
tenant to farm as he pleased, provided ho did not injure the
land. He would repeat what lie had already asserted publicly,

that if as much food were produced over the Kinjidom as was
produced over his farm, the people of Eugland could be fed

Without any foreign importation. In the course of some
further remarks, he said his present year, although not like

1 S(58, would, he had reason to believe, be a satisfactory one as

r 'garded protit—and arguing that in the management of stock
t le English farmers were strangely deficient, he counselled ths

abolition of dungheaps, the use of corered yards for stock, and
so forth.

Mr. Fairiieai) after speaking of the usefulness of these
gatherings as affording an interchange of opinions aud ideas

among the owners, occupiers, and labourers, alluded to tlie

Education Act, and said as it was the law of the land they must
make the best of it. Their Members had spoken of the Uni-
versities Bill—for the education of the hijjlier classes—and
he trusted that next year they would tell them they had a
scheme for a good middle class school, where the middle classes

would be educated at a much lower rate than at present. It

was very liard upon the lower middle class that they should
have to pay so high for their education, when the ysaw others

having it for a mere nothing. Mr. Mechi, for whom he en-

tertained the highest repect, told them they must grow more
corn and keep more stock, but the man who said that should
do it himself. Mr. Mechi also advised covered yards to pro-

tect their stock ; but although he (Mr. Mechi) had covered
yards, if he was rightly informed, he had no stock iu them.
He did not think, moreover, that Mr. Mechi used his irrigation

machinery six times in a year, and he had supposed it was all

destroyed until he saw it in use once recently. Keeping a lot

of machinery out of use must be waste of capital. As to the

allegation tliat sufficient capital was not invested in the land,

he believed the whole of Messing had £5 an acre more capital

in the land than Mr. Mechi had. He admitted Mr. Mechi
had done some good in taking down pollards, and recommend-
ing landlords to allow their tenants to do the same, but he was
not the man for the tenant farmer to follow it he wanted to

bring up a wife and family out of the profits of his business.

He was not speaking offensively, for he should he sorry to

offend Mr. Mechi, whom he highly esteemed, but on these

occasions they must deal in plain truths.

Mr. Mechi saidafte the ungenerous attack made upon him by
Mr. Fairhead, who professed to esteem liim so much, he wished

to make an explanation. Mr. Fairiiead knew perfectly well

that for 25 years, until he lost £30,000 by the Bank, he had
from (jO to 90 bullocks and a very large number of sheep and
pigs upon his farm ; and he had told the farmers of England
that owing to his losing that money lie was obliged to discon-

tinue keeping so large a quantity of stock. Mr. Fairhead also

knew that he still irrigated his land, and although he professed

to esteem him (Mr. Mechi) so much, he believed there was not

a man more jealous of him, or one who disliked him more.

THE WINTER FEEDING OF CATTLE.

At the annual dinner of the Boroughbridge Agricul-

tural Society ]Mr. A. S. Lawson, President, ia the chair,

Mr. J. Ford, of Tancred, Whixley, read a paper ou "The
Winter Feeding of Cattle," of which the Hon. Sec, Mr.
Thomas Scott, of Grantley, has sent us a copy :

—

Mr. Ford said : The production of meat in this country

was a subject of growing importance, and might be regarded

from a national or in a monetary point of view. In consider-

ing how far the artificial or winter feeding of cattle could be

made profitable it was necessary to deal with the idea that the

process was by the extra outlay in feeding stuffs, and in at-

tendance, too costly. He had been told that he would soon tire

of it, but he still continued the practice. He had no intention

of throwing disfavour upon summer grazing, though there were
writers who regarded the latter as wasteful, both in grass and
manure. Grass-fed beef was too highly appreciated and
the beauty of our landscapes too closely allied with the brow-
sing of cattle upon the rich pastures of the rural distracts to

admit of a radical change from a practical or picturesque

point of view. Winter feeding, however, he held, as a valua
ble auxiliary to our meat supply, might be made to pay not

only in the carcase value, but because a large supply of valua-

ble manure was left behind. There was a difficulty in winter
feeding arising from the want of such covered buildings as

were held to be necessary, for though it was not disputed that
beasts might be well fed in open yards the question arose
whether animals so fed did actually leave that element of pro-
fit behind them which it was asserted they might, under other
conditions, undoubtedly be made to do. In animals fed in

open yards there was the lack of the warmth essential to the

accumulation of fat, the want of means to ensure each beast

getting its share of food, besides the inferiority of manure. 'It

was to be hoped that landlords building or remodelling farms
would take into consideration the expediency of providing such
covered accommodation for winter-fed cattle as would enable

farmers not only to adapt their means to the re-

quirements of the times, but to' their own individual

necessities. He wa s strongly in favour of the box system of

winter feeding, and the construction and arrangement of the

boxes were pretty well understood. It must be enforced, that

for the profitable feeding of cattle, the system, whatever it

might be, must be carried out with a due regard to economy
of labour, both in attendance upon the stock and ia the

removal of manure. The want of a sufficient supply of roots

emb.irrassed those who wished to turn out a given number of
winter-fed cattle, and to winter a large head of stock for snm.
mer grazing. There was in this country a large amount of

very inferior grass laud, not including that which would not
carry the proverbial "goose an acre," and which was incapa-

ble of carrying feeding beasts beyond a given point.

Laad of this class turned out every year a large

quantity of half - fed cattle, which came into the

market as beef. In October and November the markets

were glutted with beasts reported as " inferior," and wliich

realised very inferior prices. These were the animals

which should come in for winter feeding, beginning the winter

half fat. Very few farms were without such land as he had
described, and if tiiese poor bullocks were bought in the spring,

and summered upon a daily allowance of half and half cotton

and linseed cakes, they should in October be proper subjects

for winter feeding. It was a wasteful expenditure of time
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and money to bring into the honse lean animals which wonld

occupy tlie best half of the winter in gettin;? straight. In

order to secure the <(reatest amount of proiit, or in other words,

the greatest development of fat in a given time, the time

should not be accepted in recruiting animals from the eraacia-

tton of the lean market. Such a beast as the one last de-

scribed would not be found to consunae the qumtity of roots

which a really lean one would, for a lean animal would eat as

mnch in one month as the other wonld in two, and not show

half the improvement for it. A raaderate allowance of sliced

roots sufficed for an animal forward in condition, while the

turnip supply might be further economised with pulped roots

mixed witli dry food, such as chaffed straw with concentrated

flesh-forming auxiliaries, such as pure linseed and cotton cake

jnixed—an excellent method by the way of keeping down the

cake bill—to the extent of six or seven pounds a day, with

barley meal in the pulped food in the later stages of feeding.

This would bring an animal on quicker and more satisfactorily

than an inordinate supply of cold watery roots. When they

took into consideration the fact that nine-tenths of turnips

were composed of water, it did seem an extraordinary thing

that some feeders would allow a full supply of roots—a waste,

as it appeared to him, of the digesting powers and the powers

of assimilation of a feeding animal. Experience would teach

what was the maximum of flesh-forming food which a beast

would assimilate in a fixed time with profit, for he did not

hold with some that an unlimited supply, say, of linseed cake

as much as a beast could be induced to eat, could be profitably

given. They might largely increase the value of the manure

heap, but the animal would not give full return for value

received ; they were not getting the full return as they should

do at both ends—both in the carcase and also in the manure.

Having made reference to chopped straw in the economical

feeding of cattle he could omit to call their attention to the

admirably written and exhaustive treatise upon its use in the

recent number of the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal.

They had further the authority of Mr. John Colman, who said

that he was quite certain that by the proper use of chopped

straw and pulped roots that one-third to one-fourth more

cattle could be kept on a given area of land. They thus saw

how much depended in the profitable feeding of cattle upon

the free use of straw made palatable by the various processes

which were known to all farmers. Straw early harvested

and well won contained in itself feeding properties, then

by chopping, steaming, or mixing with treacle, meal, lin-

seed, locust beans, or other flesh-formers—the straw for bulk,

the other a sauce piquant, at once appetising and feeding

—

they obtained a food supply, which combined with a moderate

supply of roots he certainly thought was more rational and

more likely to attain the end in view than to fill the animal

with a cold indigestible and watery material containing 90 per

cent, of water. When viewed in this light it almost appeared

strange that they had so long continued what he could not

but regard as an unreasoning treatment of house-fed cattle.

The longer an animal could be kept on into the spring, that

was to say the longer the food supplies could be made to hold

out, the larger ratio of pay would be obtained for keeping,

with the probability of increasing value in the market. When
the days lengthened and the weather improved a corresponding

improvement exhibited itself in the beasts. From the fact of

being under cover feeding beasts would sweat freely, and they

consequently early quitted the old hair, and it was then that

they would mend fastest. He need not impress upon them th«

importance of punctuality in attendance. If feediug animals

did not get served at their accustomed times they became rest-

less and nneasy, whereas so soon as their meal was discussed

they would lie down and ruminate, when they should he left

quiet and undisturbed. If at such times they did not chew
the cud of bitter reflection consequent upon inattention to

their wants they might depend upon it that it was at such

times, during repose and rest, tliat they repaid most for all the

care bestowed on them. Whilst careiully promo\ing warmth
they ought not to omit to provide ample ventilation. A well

kept feeding house containing a number of animals should not

be offensive to the most delicate olfactory. Take care that

they;,lay dry, and then all effluvium was thus absorbed by the

litter. With a moderate supply of roots water was unnecessary

—they would not touch it. If roots were limited and much
dry foodsobstitnted, water then became essential to their well

do'ng. Although he considered that winter fed animals should

leave a fair profit for such treatment as he had described, in

the carcase value alone, he mnst nevertheless tell them that all

the profit was not there. The manure lelt was an important

eleiu'-ut in the calculation, and as agriculturists they knew that

the operations of the farm were so blended one with another

that in the matter of profit and loss it was not always easy to

say where they began and where they ended.

A discussion followed the reading of the paper.

Mr. Barroisy thought that tliey all ought and wonld feel

much obliged to Mr. Eord for what he had brought before

them ; still there were one or two things in the paper with

which he (Mr. Barroby) should be disposed to disagree. An
enormous amount of space was required in the carrying out

of the box system, whilst there was a very large amount of

cleaning work about thetn. Mr. Ford had not entered into

anyfigures, as he might have done, as to the cost under these

heads. He (Mr. Barroby) was of opinion that taken in

opposition to summer feedmg, winter feeding was very mnch
behindhand, but at the same time he agreed with many of

Mr. Ford's remarks.

Mr. Bennett observed that no one who went over Mr.
Ford's farm could but be pleased with the system he adopted

for the winter feeding of cattle ; still he (Mr. Bennett) should,

with Mr. Barroby, like to have heard something more about

the cost of the article produced. He (the speaker) was of

opinion that the manure from the box system was much supe-

rior to any other ; nevertheless he was doubtful whether the

profits were commensurate with the expenditure. He himself

was not favourable to winter feeding at all. He never, as a

rule, found it pay. At the same time, he quite agreed that

there might be localities favourable to winter feeding. So

far as his experience went, the more turnips and the more cake

he gave the beasts the faster they fed. He was one that

preferred feeding an animal up in a short time. That
might not be so well to the butchers, but that was not his

look out.

Mr. Jacob Smith said that he did not do any winter feed-

ing because he did not find it pay him. His farm and Mr.
Ford's were altogether different. No one, situated as he was,

would find winter feediug profitab'e. He might say, however,

that he never saw cattle so comfortab'e as those of Mr. Ford.

As to how the box system paid him he could not say, but

from what he had seen of the winter feeding conducted at

Mr. Ford's, if he (Mr. Smitii) had convenience for it and
went in for winter (attenine, he should Imve no hesitation in

adopting the box system. He agreed that much could be saved

by using pulped meat.

Mr. Harland remarked that at this particular season it

was very important to those on tillage farms to know how to

economise. They had not all an elaborate system of boxes

fitted up, and they were obliged to put up with something less.

The animals must have heat in some form or other. Turnips

and oilcake summed-up to a good deal of money. He fonnd

that maize or Indian corn given with oilcake was one of the

best feeding-stuffs at his disposal ; but the maize must not be

inferior.

Mr. Ford remarked that his paper was not antagonistic to

grazing nor to any species of feeding. He merely wanted to

urge the importance of winter feeding as an auxiliary to our

meat supply, lie had not represented his own small farm as

a representative one for winter feeding—he had only casually

alluded to it.

Mr. Scott (the vice-chairman) said that he was one of the

first to begin pulping in that part of the country, and he most
certainly stuck to his old conviction that there was in it great

economy. A greater variety of food was used, nnd they could

scarcely use too many ingredients in fattening cattle. He
used 2U tons of rapecakes every year in the fattening of cattle,

but they must be mixed intimately with other food. Unless

they were so mixed they were not very palatable. There was
no doubt that a load of manure made under cover was worth
two outside, but then there was an enormous expenditure in-

volved in box heeding. What v\a8 wanted was an experiment

made between a number of cattle under the box system and a
number on the open yard system.

Mr. Ford having replied,

Mr. Sale proposed the health of the Secretary and the Vice-

chairman.

Mr. Scott having replied, a vote of thaukt was given to

Mr. Ford for his paper.
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A LANDLORD AND A TENANT ON AGRICULTURAL TOPICS.

At the annual dinner of the 'Mutford and Lothingland

Agricultural Association, the Chairman,

Col Barxe, M.P., in proposing the toast of "Success to

the Mutford and Lothingland Agricultural Society, and Suc-
cess to Agriculture," said he should call upon Mr. James
Peto, a most worthy representative of the agricultural interest,

to respond. With regard to tha Society, he was happy to

find that it was in a prosperous condition ; but when he
turned to the members of the Association he feared he must
tell a different tale. He was afraid they had had a third bad
harvest in succession, and from what he could make out this

was the worst of the three. Tliis was a serious situation, not
only for the agriculturist, but for many other classes, and he
did not think he was wrong in regarding it as a national mis-

fortune, and for this reason ; it was shown by statistics that,

during the last 5k years 160 millions more money had been

spent in buying wheat to feed the people of this country than
during the preceding 5 J years, and of this money something
like 61 millions had gone out of the country which, if we had
had good harvests, would have gone into the pockets of the

farmers. This not only told on the farmers themselves, but

on those who lived in towns—manufacturers and tradespeople.

Most townspeople lived on the country in some way, as the

country people bought that which was produced and sold in the

towns, and if these 64< millions had gone i;ito the pockets of

the agriculturists a great proportion of it would have been

spent in the towns ; but, as it was, it had gone abroad. From
the returns he had seen he thought there was a prospect of

corn being at a higher price for a year-and a-half, or at all

events whilst tlie present war lasted, and this not only on
account of the war, hut on account of the bad harvest through-

out Europe, except—and this was a curious coincidence—in

Russia and Rouraania. In France the wheat crop was 30 per

cent, below the average ; and if they turned to the barley

crop, in the whole of Europe, except in Russia and Rouraania,

there was an immense decrease, and for this reason he thought

the price of barley would be high, at all events for this year.

It was an ill wind that blew nobody good. Of course when
corn was high the working classes suffered, hut tlie agricul-

tural classes were gainers. It had been said that, during the

last few years, owing to the low prices, it had not paid

to grow coru, and there was no doubt that a less acreage was

prown than was the case twenty years ago, and of course

if the farmer did not receive adequate remuneration for his

skill and labour the cultivation of the soil must diminish and

trade must suffer in consequence. There was one thing he

might congratulate the farmers of England upon, and that

was that in England as much corn was grown on one

acre as was grown on two acres in France, and not because

the soil was better in England but because the cultivation was
better. England with two million acres under corn produced

as much as France with something like five million acres.

Another matter was that the money paid for wheat from

abroad did not all flow out of the empire, for though, it all

went out of England, India received some of it, for India

had supplied us with something like one-tenth of the corn we
imported from abroad. Having alluded to the bad promise

of the pot^.to crop, the Chairman said he should like to say a

word on the labour question. He was glad to find that the

labourers in that district were inclined to be much more quiet

than they were rather more than a year ago. He thouglit

they saw that they had taken no good from strikes, but that

harm had followed both to themselves and the farmers. The
labourer by a strike lost to a certainty his wages during the

time the strike continued, on tiie very problematical chance of

an increase of Is. a week in the end ; the farmer lost the pro-

duce of his crops, and also had the loss which resulted from
tlie increase of rubbish on liis land. The only gainers, as it

seemed to hira, were the agitators— who went about living on
the fat of the land, and putting up at the best hotels at

the expense of the labourer. He quite admitted with Lord
Rendlesham that the labourer had a certain amount of griev

ance, and it was hard for hira to have to say, " I am willing

to work, and I have worked, and mean to work hard all my
life, but what have 1 to look forward to when I grow old and
cannot work ? I have nothing but the workhouse." But an

answer could now be given, for he could be asked why in

his healtli and strength he did not join a provident society, by
subscribing to which a moderate allowance for him in his old
age would have been secured. Of course he must choose ii

society wliich was stable, but in this county there Wtsre

several stable societies. There was the Suffolk Provident
Society, which was supported by men whose names rendered
it impossible—the word was hardly too strong—that it should
break, and if the labourer chose to belong to such a society

as that he had the certainty of an adequate provision for his old
age. It seemed to hira (the Chairman) that the object of the
labourer ought to he the prosperity of the farmer. It was
quite evident if the farmer was losing money he could not be
expected to raise the labourer's wages ; but if money were
flowing into his pocket he would be much more likely to

increase wages. On every ground it seemed to hira

that the farmer and labourer should run together and
not in adverse lines. They had examples of the evils of labour
disputes in the manufacturing towns, where strike after strike

had occurred, till the capitalists became so timid and afraid of
venturing their money that they took it out of the businesses

altogether, in order, if possible, to put it into some more stable

manufactu'e abroad, a dead loss ensuing to this country. He
was sorry to see by the return of the last quarter that the
revenue of the country had decreased £109,000. This was a
most serious fact. It had not happened for a great number of
years that there was a decrease on the quarter, and he hoped
it was not the beginning of the downfall of the commercial
supremacy of this couptry, but unless things took a turn it

looked very serious indeed. We found other countries under-
selling us in our own markets. We found large quantities of
iron being imported from Belgium and America, stopping tlie

manufacture of iron here, and taking money hence to foreign

countries. The farmers of England had to contend with the
whole world, and when the fight was lair he had no fear but
that with their energy and enterprise they would hold their

own against all comer* as they alw.iys had done. When they

relaxed in their industry they would certainly go to the wall,

and he could not conclude with a better sentiment than the

wish that that day might be far distant.

Mr. J. Peto, in responding,said the Show of that day was,

in a measure, a great success, but still he wished his brother-

farmers would endeavour to show more of their own stock and
turn their attention more to breeding stock. Of course gen.

tleraen with long purses could buy good stock, but what he
should like to see was gentlemen showing more of their own
breeding. He regretted that the attendance at dinner was so

thin, as he should iiave liked to see more of his fellow-

townsmen and brother-farmers, if only out of compliment to

the two members for the county. He expressed his concur-

rence with what Lord Rendlesham had said as to the desira-

bility of providing good cottages for labourers, and encourag-

ing the labourers. They all knew they could not get on without

labourers and without being on good terms with their

men, and if landlords would b lild cottages in the way the

noble lord suggested it would be very advantageous. There
were several matters with which Parliament might have dealt

witli advantage. The highways hung very heavily upon
the farmers. Let them take that district. The people who
live in Lowestoft travelled all over the country, but the farmers

had to pay for the repair of the highways. He argued that

the expense of keeping up the highways ought to be put either

on the country rate or the consolidated fund. The Chairman
said the revenue of the country was rather short, and if so let

the expense be charged on the county rate, and then all would

pay equally. Mr. Peto n'xt referred to the importation of

foreign stock, saying that whit he should like to see was that

all foreign cattle should be sent to Deptford to be slaughtered

there, or, if store stock, to be kept in quarantine, and

if the continental cattle dealers did not like to send the

cattle to Deptford let thera slaughter them first and send the

carcase over as the Americans did, and then they could be

landed at Lowestoft or any other port. Farmers did

not want meat to be so very dear as at present, becanse

they had to pay all ths more for their store stock, bnt

they did want to keep free from foot-and-mouthi
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t^isease and plcnro-pneuraonia, aa they were at present, f

lie (rusted llieir racinbers wonld do all in their power

to advance tliat object. Tliere was another '.matter which

was always a cause for agitation between fanners and land-

Jords, and that was the game question. He thought over-

preservation had to a great extent been abolislied. lie did

not object to pheasants and partridges, lie was as fond of

sport as anyone, and though now that he could not walk so

well as wiien he was younger he did not shoot himself, he had

two sons and he let them shoot. Let gentlemen not keep

rabbits, and if they kept liares let them keep just enough for a

good course and to supply their own tables'and to make pre-

sents, but do not let them have a great body, and when they

were sliot in great numbers send them to market. Suppose

one had a beautiful flower garden—he had one—would he not

be very much annoyed to get up one fine morning and find

everything taken off ? But what was that to compare with

tlie case of a tenant farmer who had a fine crop of mangels,

and just as they got out found a body of hares came and nip

them all olT ? If th.ese things wcre'attencind to and the advice of

Lord lleudlcshr.m taken as to the mutual relations of land-

lords, tenants, and labourers, they might be one happy family

and have no more of tliose heart-burnings which they had seen

not many miles from that place, and people ruined and sold np

as they had seen this Michaelmas, and that simply from the

cause he had named. If he had spoken too plainly he hoped

he should be pardoned, but when he saw these things so glar.

ing and was called upon to respond to " Success to Agricul-

ture" he could not but speak out his mind. Tliey had

had three very hn\ years, and this year had only three-quarters,

and in some parts only two-tliirds, of a crop. However,
prices were better, and, as tlie Chairman had said, perhaps

would remain so for the next 18 months or two years, and
possibly the farmer might get a turn. Although he (Mr. Peto)

was not a tenant farmer, but farmed chielly his own land,

yet had he not had property besides he could not have farmed

as he did. He thanked them for their reception of the toast.

MR. S. READ, M. P., AT ACLE.
At the annual dinner of tlie Blofield, Walshara, and

Flegg Agricultural Association, held at Acle on the 12th

Oct.

Mr. C. S. REA.D, M.P., who rose amid loud cheers, said

that he had been called " the Jeremiah of Norfolk" because

upon late occasions his lamentations had been great. First of

all, he thought this was a sort of bye-play upon the name of

his hon. friend the', member for Norwich ; but he found that

it arose from the fact that whenever he got up to talk on

agricultural subjects he had nothing pleasant to relate. He
wished he could say with Lord Kimberley that their prospects

this year were better than last "year No doubt they were

twelve months nearer to a better season than they were last

year; but when that better season was coming he did not

pretend to say. There must be an end to a cycle of bad

seasons, and he trnsted thit good years were in store for them

very soon. Daring the last eleven years they had only had

two great crops. First of all, they had three great droughts

in 1868, 1870, and 187-i, from which the light lands of

Norfolk had never recovered. The had a most disastrous corn

crop in 1867, and the last three Jyears had been years of

adversity and barrenness. That left only four years, and of

those two were fairly good and two abundant. Striking the

average, it would be found that during the last ten or eleven

years, the seasons had been most adverse to them. Agricul-

tural distress must result from these bad seasons. In that

part of the world they had cause to be thankful for much in

the past season, although it had not been a prolific one. He
had secured a nice little crop in very fair condition, for he

never knew such an amount of rain fall during the harvest and

do such comparatively little harm. Barleys were rather im-
proved than otherwise by the rains, because they never had

any color, and they were certainly made somewhat plump by

the moisture. But when they looked at other districts and

fonnd how disastrous had been the harvest, he must say that

in Norfolk they had been more favoured than farmers in the

Midlands and the North. Turning to tlie agricultural

statistics he*' found the important fact that, notwithstanding

there was a less area of corn, there was a less quantity of stock

in the country, which must prove that there was a diminished

capital in the hands of farmers. But this distress among
agriculturists had not extended to the top or the bottom of the

three divisions of agriculturists referred to by Lord Kimberley

at North Walsham. With the exception of very ligiit and

very heavy land farms, where rents had certainly been con-

siderably diminished, there had been no general reduction of

rent, although, perhaps, there had been a certain ^stop put to

recent advances. Landlords, no doubt, like others, felt the

extra cost of living, and they had also to pay |rauch more for

building and repairs. At the same time he contended, that

at present the landlords of the kingdom had suffered very

little from tlie distress which had afllicted the tenant-farmer.

Going to the Bottom of the scale they found that

the labourer received more wages for less work

and fewer hours. Therefore he was better off as far

rendering worse work would be to his advantage he would
not pretend to say, whatever he might think. It thus came
to pass that almost the whole burden of this distress fell upon
the middle man, the tenant farmer ; and how much longer

he would be able to bear it he would not attempt to predict.

It was the cost of production, not the prices, that beat them.
Prices were fair and reasonable, and they could live if it was
not for the costs of production which so continually hampered
them and which wer; increasing. With regard to capital.

Sir R. Buxton had said that sheep in his district had main-
tained their value, and therefore the fiockmasters had sold

their sheep well. But then look at what it cost to stock a
farm with sheep. Twenty-five years ago they could get a good
flock ewe for -lOs., whereas now it cost 708. ; and a cart horse

for i£25, whereas it now cost £50. The result was that at

least half as much more capital was required as fifteen or

twenty years ago, an element of consideration in farming that

generally escaped those who said " Oh, yon cannot be so badly

off, because you have such good prices." Then another thing

was the cost of machinery. They were constantly buying new
labour-saving machines—very expensive articles to purchase

and to keep in repair, and for their landlord to cover in if they

would be good enough to do so, but he was sorry to say that

he did not save in his labour bill. Foreign competition was
daily increasing, the result of free trade, and they must cheer-

fully and manfully bear up against it. Last year he said that

we must expect a very considerable importation of dead meat
from American, and we had it. If it had not been for that

no doubt the prices of meat would have been considerably

higher. He welcomed that competition because it was an
honest one. It did not bring the foreign diseases of live stock,

and therefore he trusted it would succeed ; but on the other

hand, if we are to have that competition, the Government
ought to take care that our flocks and herds are not decimated

by the importation of foreign diseases, as they had been of

late years. The large quantities of colonial wool imported

were admirable in quality. The tleeces were sent in the most
perfect order. The colonies had sncii a number of our long-

woolled rams that they produced half-bred wool, which en-

tirely superseded in some branches of manufacture the iiogget

wool for which we were once so famous. Wlieat, as they

knew, came from all parts of the world. It was curious that

from India, though there was such a fearful famine in prospect,

we last year got about 3,000,000 cwl. of wheat. It was sold

to us for 508. a quarter, and it cost 1 ts. a quarter for freight,

insarance, and expenses. He should have thought that it was
the duty of the Indian Government to have stopped some of

this wheat. ]5ut not so. Only last July there were 83,000
quarters sent from Calcutta alone to this country. It was
marvellous that whereas tlie people were actually dying in

India from starvation and want by hundreds and thousands,

wheat was still sent out to this country at a less cost thin
we could grow it at home. B>irley was the crop that he
considered to be the most profitable to farmers to grow.
Bnt tliey knew how the l^Ialt Tax interfered with it. If

the Malt Tax were repealed, the prices of barley would ba
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aa his pocket was concornod, thonp;h wlietlipr in tlie end his

higher than those of wheat. As the Sohcifor-General said

the other day, agriculturists were more unfairly taxed than
any industry in the country. Re hoped, therefore, that the

Solicitor-General would lend them his aid to get that tax

repealed, although he did not much thin hek would. It

was said some years ago that the Malt Tax among other
things offered an effectual prevention against fraud, and that
it secured a god glass of beer of malt and hops. But
now beer could be got which had neither malt nor hops.
Brewers were allowed to use sugar, and to manufacture malt
from maize or any other grain, while if, as the Chancellor of
the Exchequer told him, a farmer steeped a bushel of barley

in order to sprout it to give it to his horses he was compelled
by law to give notice to the nearest exciseman. With
regard to taxation, the poor's rates had happily decreased in

consequence of the diminution of out-door relief. That was
a good sign. The county rates had been lowered in con-
sequence of the very wise legislation of the Government.
But there was an increasing burden, the cost of our elemen-
tary schools. That was an unfair burden to throw upon the
shoulders of the tenant farmer. Voluntary schools could be
aided by a voluntary rate or an annual subscription whicli

would amount to something like 2d. in the pound ; but the
avei age cost of the Board schools in the parishes throughout
England was nearly 4d. in the pound. As gentlemen
said ia the House of Conamons, wliat was a 4d. rate to

him ? Why it was a Tjd. Income Tax upon any tenant
farmer in the parish. These new rates for special

purposes ought, he contended, to be divided be-

tween the landlord and the tenant, and that the
cost of tiie school houses should be a charge upon the

landlord rather than the tenant. The abolition of turn-

pikes had involved considerable cost, Hates had increased

6d. in the pound in the villages through which the

turnpikes passed, while the roads were worse than before.

This affected all who used the roads. Four horses had now to

be used where three before served to draw corn to market. A
clergyman who kept a trap before he was married and paid

iOs. a year for tolls, now paid, though he had no trap, a 6d.

rate upon his tithe, which amounted to £3 l-ts. 6d. a year.

Then the sanitary condition of the villages cost a great deal to

the ratepayers. The Justices' Clerks Bill would soon increase

the county rate, and if the Criminal Jurisdiction Bill of last

session became law he was positive that it would also add to

the ratepayers' burdens. Every blessed tbing was now thrown
upon the ratepayers, even to the extirpation of the Colorado
beetle, though that insect, if it had come into this district,

would have found only rotten potatoes to eat. Two or three

years ago an Act was passed for the relief of the ratepayers
generally. That Act was for the assessment of woods, game,
and mines, which had formerly escaped assessment. In Nor-
folk the assessment of wood and game amounted to about
£50,000 under this new law. But he was astonished to find

that in the Blofield Union there had not been a single penny
increase—the only Union in Norfolk where the Act had not
been put in force. lu his neighbourhood game was net more
highly preserved than in the Blofield Hundred, and yet the

assessment of that neighbourhood had been increased £3,500
from that source. He saw that the assessment of Flegg Hun-
dred had been raised £560 by game, but nothing for planta-

tions (A Voice :
" We did that before."). Perhaps that was

the case with Blofield ; but he did not understand why the

Blofield Union did not put this Act into operation. Some
manors let for sporting commanded a considerable rent ; and
there were districts where the tenants would willingly give Is.

an acre for the sporting on their farm. If the ii.OOO acres

in the Blofield Hundred were assessed at only Gd. an acre, that

would give an assessment of something like i' 1,100. He res-

pectfully urged the attention of the Assessment Committee
to this subject. Sir R. Buxton, speaking of the Agri-
cultural Holdings Act, said that he was one of the land-

lords who did not contract himself out of that Act.
Last February Mr. Druce read a paper at the Farmers' Club
on the operation of the Act, and he stated that he had received
replies from sixteen gentlemen in Norfolk to the effect that

their landlords had invariably contracted themselves out of
the Act. It did no* matter ia some counties whether land-

i

lords did or did uot contract themselves out of the Act, as the
|

tenants, as a rule, much preferred the tenant right which
|

previously existed. In Lincolnshire and some Midland

counties that was the 'case. But in Norfolk tliey liad no
tenant right—no claim to compensation for uueshauated
improvements, by any custom of the country. Therefore in

that part of the country v/here they had very few
lewises it was imperatively neccessary for the good cul-

tivation of the land that the Act should be put into

operation. He was sorry to think that the landlords
had with one voice made an excuse for contracting themselves
out of the Act. Parliament had said " There is an Act wliich

we passed, and we say that it is the least protec'ion the tenant
should have." He had been told that, generally speaking, it

was for the 5ake]of the six months' notice to quit that the land-
lords had contracted themselves out of the Act. But why did
the laudlords in Norfolk or anywhere else want that power ?

Was it right tiiat if a man was to be turned out of his farm he
should not have twelve months' notice ? What barm could he
do to the land in twelve months P How could he alter his

course of cropping? It was true that if he had no compen-
sation for unexhausted improvements, he would be a precious

fool if during the last winter he spent a large sura in cake and
let the landlord take the manure for nothing. But if he had
fair compensation, he did not see that he could injure the land

in any way, or that it would be to his benefit to do so if the

notice was twelve instead of six months. Though, as Sir R.
Buxton had said, there had been a great diminution of ground
game in Norfolk during the last few years, there were still

some estates where the hares and rabbits were too numerous.
He contended that if in times past this could be tolerated, in

these days, with the increased expenditure, no man on earth

could farm agaiust them. On a farm let at an extreme valua-

tion he had this year seen a large field of barley that was
damaged to the extent of £50, and the tenant would not get a
sixpence compensation. He had heard of another Cise ia

West Norfolk where, on a light land farm, damage was done,

it was estimated, to the amount of £360. As sporting rights

were increasing in value, it was necessary that every tenant
should have some additional protection, because, although the

landlord might have a great interest in his tenant, and would
not injure him, the hirer of the game did not care a straw for

him, and whether he was eaten up or not. Then tenant-

farmers must have better farm buildings if they were to graze
their cattle successfully in the winter, and to take care of
their manure. During the last two winters the loss of manure
in Norfolk could not be reckoned at less tlian £100,000. With
the short crops of stt aw they grew nowadays there was no such
thing as keeping cattle decently littered in the open yard. Last
year his yards were in snch a state that he could not walk into

them. lie never could get into them except on horseback.
The unfortunate man who had to attend the animals did so in

jack-boots. lie went to his landlady, and told her that he
must have a covered yard. Now his was a reasonable rent.

Some people would call it a cheap rent, but he did not call any
rent particularly cheap at these times. He could not ask her
ladyship to spend a lot of money on the buildings without hav-

ing some income for it ; and therefore he said that he must
have a covered-in yard in future, and would pay 5 per cent,

upon the outlay. Over his yard, sixty feet square, had been
put in one span a roof covered with pantiles, estimated to cost

£100. Now £5 a year was not much more than the manurial
value of a ton of decorticated coUon cake, and he expected he
should spend twenty tons of cake in that yard during the next
winter and summer, while the cattle would be kept warm and
dry. He therefore advised them to go to their landlords and
ask them to do the same for them. If they pressed them hard

they would perhaps do it for them, and not ask them for a

percentage. As to covenants and restrictions of crops where
they could grow wheat stubble, barleys, why should they be

prevented doing so ? He could see no reason agaiust such a

practice, though he knew tbat on certain estates there was the

most rigid adherence to the four course shift, as if we were
now living in the reign of the second George. When he was
at Plurapstead he had a small experim' ntal fold, where for

eight years he grew six crops of corn, one of beans, and one of

turnip seed, and he never gave it but one dose of farmyard

manure, the rest being artificial, and he left the field clean and
in good heart notwithstanding that severe course of cropping.

This year the ouly two good crops he grew were a crop of

winter oats and barley, and both after wheat. Who-was to

blame generally for adhering to these antiquated, customs and
these strict covenants ? Not the landlord, as a rule, nor the

good laud agents, but the family lawyer. It was the family
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Inwyer wlio protested against any improvempnt in agriculturr.

irtlip lasullord w&s induced lo givo Icasps, lieitiiglitsay " Uon't

make tliera long; make them for eight aud not for sixteen years."

Wliat did it mean P Why that every eigitt years there was £20
for a new lease. The landlords were also advised not to de-

viate from the old course of cropping or the tenants would im-
poverisii tiie farm ; not to build cottages, as tliey never paid ;

and not to attend to the new fanglcd notions about farm-

buildings, because they were not requisite. He did not know
what was enumerated in tlie primeval curse which fell upon
tlie ground, but he tliought with regard to impediments of

modern agriculture there was certainly nothing like the family

lawyer. As the law at present stood, what could the landlord

do if he had the will? He let a farm to a tenant upon the

usual Norfolk covenants. He could eat him up with game
without paying him a single sixpence compensation. He
could turn him out and half ruin him with a sis months'

notice to quit. He could confiscate every shilling of his im-

provements, and as he had the law of distress at his back, he

was quite sure of every sixpence of his rent, although the man
could only pay 2s. 6d. in the pound to the rest of his credi-

tors. Were these equal laws ? Did not they, as tenant far-

mers, wish to have them mitigated ? Was it not a most

remarkable thing that those gentlemen who went about the

country advocating tl;e connty franchise did not tell th

labourer that tl\ey wished the franchise to be extended for th

purpose of having a Parliament to amend the labour laws—

.

this Parliament had done that—not for the purpose of alter-

ing the relations between capital and labour—the present

Government had done something in that respect—but that

should liflp the poor tenant-farmers to maintain their rights.

It was a remarkable fact that since 1832, when the tenant-

farmers of this country were given the franchise and could

control the counties, hardly anything had been done to

ameliorate their condition. He almost thought that in these

times of agricultural distress it was right that they should

turn tk»ir attention to these matters. It seemed to him that

the landlords of this county had different ideas of their duties

and their rigiils. The majority of them were just and bene-

volent and would do their best to encourage their tenantry
;

but there were others who did oppress tiiem and who con-

tributed towards keeping agriculture in a state of depression

for the want of allowing a little elasticity in one sense and
permanency in another. Their ideas of duty were that every-

thing should be left tOjtheir own good will, and their ideas of

right seemed to be that they should be protected by the most
rigorous laws.

PLEURO - PNEUMONIA.
The Irish Cattle Trade Defence Association has,

We think, gone out of its way to obtain profes-

sional testimony to prove that the flesh of animals

affected with I'leuro-pneumouia may, under certain

conditions, be used with impunity as human food.

This question, jper se, does not particularly affect

the Irish Cattle Trade, which can be defended on

very different grounds, and is but a part of one of

the most important sanitary problems of the day.

The report now before us—of which we here-

give an abridgment — has been carefully

drawn up by three physicians, who are presumably

well qualified for the investigation of such a subject,

and we gLadly bear testimony to the careful ac-

curacy with which they have handled available

data, and the strictness with which they have kept

within the defined limits of their subject. It will

scarcely be of interest to our readers to follow

them in their history of Pleuro-pneuraouia, which
should now be as familiar as household words to

all the stock-owners of this country. Similarly

the incubatory and definable stages of the disease,

and the conditions of its transmissibility, are, in

our columns, more than twice-told tales. J3ut the

question at issue is not only a very broad one, but

it is one of the highest sanitary importance.

These gentlemen had to deal solely with that por-

tion of it which relates to Pleuro-pncuiuonia, and,

in passing over well-trodden ground, we fail to see

that they have made any discoveries, or thrown
fresh light on the postulates we have hitherto

been fain to accept in lieu of ascertained facts.

First of all we may note that they declare Pleuro-

pneumonia to be inoculable. This has for a long

time been perfectly understood. Then with respect

to the pathological appearances of this disease, they

quote Fleming to the eft'ect that " the cellular

tissue lying beneath the parietal pleura is rarely in-

volved, so that if the membrane is stripped

off the interior of the chest the pectoral

walls will appear quite healthy "— that

ia to say, if the ribs are carefully skinned and
rubbed over with a handful of caul fat very few

people outside the trade would be any the wiser.

To sum up this part of their subject they contirni

the well-attested statements of various careful

observers to the effect that the flesh of animals

affected with Pleuro-pneumonia, even in an ad-

vanced stage, fails to supply any indication of the

morbid products of specific disease. To this we
can readily assent. We have in Pleuro-pneumonia
a purely local disease, highly infectious, though
apparently not communicable by mediate conta-

gion, and incapable of being transmitted by inocu-

lation ; and the question on which these doctors

had to report was whether or not the flesh of

animals affected with this purely local disease was
fit for human food.

All the practical experiences of this matter which
can be resolved into testimony are of a negative

character. No evil result has been traced directly

to the ingestion of meat from animals affected

with Pleuro-pneumonia in respect of the disease it-

self ; but it is very obvious that the later stages of

any local disease which attains an intensity suflicient

to kill must of necessity produce an emaciation of

the tissues of the body, and a vitiation of the

secretions which, of itself, is quite sufficient to

render the carcase of an animal so suffering inuu-

tritious, if not positively deleterious, when used for

food. In fact, the flesh of animals affected with
Pleuro-pueumonia is not rendered unwholesome by
the disease itself, but by the amount of sympa-
thetic fever by which it is accompanied. I bus, ia

the words of "the Report, when the animals are

slaughtered " in the early stages of the disease the

meat is quite indistinguishable from that of per-

fectly healthy animals" ; whereas, " in later stages

the flesh has all the characteristics of imperfect nu-
trition and wasting." In other words,it presents the

appearance which is known to salesmen and meat
inspectors as " wet and slippery," which ensures

its speedy condemnation. So that, leaving out of

consideration the incub itory stage, there may be
said to exist, between the first outward and visible

sign of Pleuro-pneumonia and the death of the

Z
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tmimal from tlie disease Laving run its natural

course, an indefinite number of gradations by

vrhicli the flesh of the animal ceases to be whole-

some, and becomes deleterious,though not virulently

poisonous. Now, as the doctors are unable to de-

fine these gradations, or to draw the line of demar-

cation at any stage of the disease, we are no wiser

than we were before this very careful and accurate

Report was drawn, which, if it contains nothing

new, certainly does not teach error ; and, so far

at least as Pleuro-pneumonia is concerned, we have

no means of ascertaining whether the flesh of

animals slaughtered at any stage of the disease is

fit for human food or not, except by its appearance.

The scientific part of the question remains in statu

quo. Nor are we prepared to deal with it. The
evidence is negative, and therefore unsatisfactory

;

but, as far as it goes, that evidence encourages us

to go on eating the flesh of animals infected and
affected with Pluro-pneumonia, vmless its ap-

pearance condemns it. But we would suggest to

the Irish Cattle Trade Defence Association that the

most satisfactory course of action which they can

take, in the interests of consumers, would be to

get rid of Pleuro-pneumonia.
This investigation deals with but the fringe of a

grave and important subject. That we habitually

eat the flesh of diseased animals there can be no
reasonable doubt. Whether we suffer by it, and,

if so, to what extent, are questions which have not

been satisfactorilly answered. Our knowledge of

this subject is very imperfect, and we have but

few trustworthy data to guide us. There are,

however, some well-authenticated facts. It has

been proved that the flesh of animals which have
been suffering from malignsmt fevers has caused

sickness, diarrhoea, febrile symptoms, and death
;

and it has also been proved that the flesh of such

animals may sometimes be eaten with apparent

impunity. Trichinised meat has produced the

most disastrous results, and the flesh of animals

containing tuberculous deposits is capable of trans-

mitting tlae disease to carnivorous animals. There
is no doubt at all about this; but, at the same time,

abundant testimony has been adduced to show
that this kind of "diseased meat has often been

used as food without any perceptible evil

resulting. The milk of cows affected with
Foot-and-Mouth Disease is known to be highly

injurious to young animals, and the disease itself

is nothing less than an eruptive fever. We can

hardly doubt that this diseased milk is deleterious

to children, and yet nothing has been proved
against either the flesh or the milk of animals

affected with Foot-and-Mouth Disease. The germ
theory teaches us that febrile diseases are the result

of the rapid production and reproduction of

minute organisms which multiply themselves like

the cells of the yeast plant, causing something
analagous to a ferment in the blood. That being
so, it would be an outrage on common sense to

suppose the flesh of such diseased animals to be
wholesome food, in spite of the negative testimony
that we eat and drink thereof, yet do not usually

die on the morrow. Our immunity from evil

consequences when we consume diseased meat ap-

pears to rest solely on culinary operations. We
must eupposo that by boiling our milk and

thoroughly cooking our meat we destroy these
germs as we destroy parasites like Trichime, which,
according to Cobbold, succumb to a temperature of
170 to 180 degrees Fahr. But the more we look
at this subject in its many bearings, the more
sickening does it become

;
yet, at the same time,

no one can give it careful consideration without
being gravely impressed with the sanitary impor-
tance of making a determined effort to rid the coun-
try of the food and health taxes which now burden
it under the name of Contagious Cattle Diseases.

No one can prove that our health is rot impaired
and our lives shortened by the systematic con-
sumption of diseased meat, and that many of the
ills to which the human race is heir may not be
found indirectly to arise from that cause. But aa

we cannot yet prove that these evils are so pro-
duced, and as we cannot afford to throw away
anything which appears to be fit for human food,

we have no alternative but to get rid of our cattle-

diseases in the interests of sanitary science, aa

well as in those pertaining to agriculture.

Abridgment of the report upon contagions pleuro-

pneumonia occurring in cattle, prepared by the

direction of the Committee of the Irish Cattle Trade
Defence Association, by Rawdon Macnamara, M.D.,
Alexander MacaUster, M.D., and J. Emersoa
Reynolds, M.D. :—

Gentlemen,—In accordance with your instructions we
have most carefully investigated the entire question of con-
tagious pleuro-pneumonia occurring in cattle, so far as the
propriety of the consumption of their flesh as an article of
diet by human beings is concerned, and beg leave to submit
for your consideration the following as our joint report. We
can assure yon that we have approached the consideration of
the subject with a grave sense of its importance, feeling it

to be a matter of primary social interest to determine, on the

one hand, whether such flesh is unsuited {for human con-
sumption, and, therefore, regardless of all consequences, to

be rigorously condemned ; or, on the other hand, whether its

use as an article of human food is perfectly harmless, and that

its destruction would be attended with no advantage, but, on
the contrary, with considerable loss to the community at large.

In the remarks which follow we have studied to exclude any
form of language which cannot readily be understood by the
non-professional reader, as it is to a certain extent for his in-

formation that we write ; but it is not to be imagined that,

because we have so far as possible discarded scientific nomen-
clature, we have ignored well-based, and now-a-days well-

recognised, scientific deductions.

This disease has been long known m Central Europe, whence
travelling through Northern Germany, Belgium, and Holland,

it at last reached our British shores, where its presence as an
epidemic was signalised in 1841. Visiting thenceforwards

different countries at different dates, its presence at last was
notified in America, appearing at Brooklyn in 1843, Nenr
Jersey in 1847, and Boston in 1859; whilst our Australian

fellow-subjects have to thank ns for its introduction amongst
them in 1858, it having appeared in that year at Melbourne,
and in New South Wales in 1860. In 1864 it made its appear-

ance in New Zealand, and in all of these countries it has ever

since been more or less prevalent. We have been thus

particular in recording the dates at which this disease has

appeared both in America and Australia inasmuch as the

common answer, even amongst people who should have known
better, to the question, " What guarantee have they, when
eating American or Australian beef, that it is not of pleuro

pneumonia origin ?" is "That the disease is unknown in these

countries." Whereas it is now universally acknowledged by

all competent authorities that cattle suffer as much in these

countries as in the British isles.

The disease presents itself in two widely different stages,

in the first of which the animal seems but to be out of sorts,

its condition is unimpaired, and it presents but little, if any,
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jympioms of fever. In fact, it would require an experienced

eye to detect tlie difference, whilst living, between such an
animal and one in healtli ; what amount of difference

is observable after the animal is slaughtered we shall

allude to further on, contenting ourselves here with remarking
that none such can be observed in the llesh of the animal by
the most experienced butcher or the most skilful chemist,

microscopist, or pathologist. In the second stage tiie

symptoms during life are tar more easily recognised, but the

flesh of the slaughtered animal is not distinguishable by any
known means from the flesh of any other animal similarly

reduced in condition. It is almost unnecessary, iiowever, to

add tiiat animals, from finy cause, so reduced in condition

should not be looked upon as marketable commodities.

As having an important bearing on our subject, it is

desirable to say a few words as to the rasnner in which the

disease is propagated amongst herds. There can be little

doubt of it but that tiie disease affects the animal through tlie

resp r tory organs, pieces of sponge steeped in the secretion

from the nostrils of affected animals introduced into

the nostrils of healtliy animals having induced in them
the disease. Portions of diseased lungs and several pints o'

the effustd serum were administered to healthy cattle, but in

no one instance were any symptoms of disease developed.

Even the blood of diseased animals has been transfused into

healthy cattle, and yet the beasts remained healthy. Es-
periraents also have been made on healthy animals by
inocuhtion, but in no instance has the luug disease been so

produced.

The pathological appearances in pleuro-pneumonia are con-
fined to the diseased organs—the lungs. Thus Fleming says

(Fleming—" Manual of Veterinary Sanitary Science, 1875,"
vol. i., p. 195)—" Tlie cellular tissue lying beneath the parietal

pleura is rarely involved, so that if this membrane is

stripped off the interior of the chest the pectoral walls will

appear quite healthy." "Beyond the pathological appearances
found in ihe cavity of the chest there is nothing to indicate

in the carcase of an animal which has been affected, even to

an extreme degree, that it has suffered from this disease."

—

(/i/</., p. 44.i) . Gamgee, and all other descriptive veterina-

rians, agree in this, that except in the lungs no characteristic

pathological changes are observable in this disease.

The only appearances which are to be found in other tissues

in the early stages of this disease are those which depend on
the amount of syrapatlietic fever present with the Leal affec-

tion, and consist of the marks of a febrile condition. In
later stages the flesh has all the characters of imperfect nu-
trition and wasting ; but in many cases, killed in early stages

of the disease, the meat is quite indistinguishable from that

of perfectly healthy animals. So much is this the case that

Mr. Fisher, the City of London Inspector of Meat and
Slaughter-houses, says that—" Much of the meat from ani-

mals that have had pulmonary disease is of first-rate quality"

(quoted in Dr. Greenhow's Official Report to the Board of

Kealth). Microscopic examination of the flesh of animals
which have been killed while suffering from pleuro-pneumonia,
even in advanced stages, fails to exhibit any trace of specific

morbid condition. In this respect the disease contrasts strongly

with the anthracoid conditions, which are attended with
marked structural changes.'

We may remark, in passing, that sympathetic fever and
local inflammation are common results of the injection into

the cellular tissues of fluids derived from perfectly healthy
animals.

The conclusion from this is plain—the disease is a local one,

and, though contagious, yet is limited, as far as its specific

nature is concerned, to tlie lung affected.

There is no case on record wherein the flesh of cattle slaugh-

tered while suffering from pleuro-pneumonia in any stage has
ever been proved to give rise to disease in man. Heynalstates
that the flesh of animals who have suffered from this disease

has been in daily use in Paris for the past twenty years with-

out any appreciable results. Loiset states that during nine-

teen years the flesh of 18,000 diseased animals has been used
as food in Lille, and that duriug that time there were no ap-

preciable alterations in the death rate, nor any unusual acces-

sions of disease.

Dr. Fleming, in his work on " Veterinary Sanitary Sience,"

before quoted, says, in speaking of pleuro-pneumonia :

—

" Since the malady has been recognised it may safely be as-

serted that the liesh of millions of diseased auimah b»3 been

consumed as food in e?ei7 part of the worltfi and yet there ia

not to my knowledge a single instance of any accident attend-
ing or following its use" (page 443).

Mr. Gamgee, in an article which he wrote to denounce tha
sale or use of diseased meat of any kind, admits " that if a-

fat bullock or other well-conditioned animal be taken with
the disease', it should be slaughtered at once, and the flesh
allowed to be sold at a reduced price" )

" Edinburgh Veteri-
nary Review," 1862, p. 309).
Many other authorities may be quoted also in the same

connection.

From these considerations it is warrantable to conclude that
the consumption of the flesh of cattle slaughtered in early
stages of pleuro-pneumonia is perfectly harmless, and the de-
structiorj of such meat is a wasteful expenditure of a material
which is capable of supplying a perfectly wholesome animal
food. We have proved that meat of the kind referred to has
been largely used in this and other countries, and the fact that
not in any one case has disease been traced to the cons'Ainption
of the flesh of a pleuro-pneumonia animal is a point of the
most significant and conclusive value as evidence, more
especially as we have precise and positive information relating
to the deleterious effects attending the consumption of the flesh
of animals affected with anthraa, mibbrand, &e., and also the
decomposed flesh of healthy cattle. The above remarks apply
to the fresh and unchanged meat of animals which have beeu
slaughtered in the earlier period of the second stage of the
disease, but we are not prepared to advocate the use of the
flesh of animals markedly reduced in condition. There is in
the popular mind natural feelings of dislike to contact of any
kind with diseased animals, and of aversion to the con-
sumption of their flesh. There is no reason to believe that;

the fresh and unchanged meat of cattle which have suffered
from even advanced pleuro-pneumonia is less nutritive than
that of healthy animals. Moreover, we are not aware that it

has been even suggested that it is less easy of digestion, and
we have been unable to discover any facts which would lead to
that conclusion. As regards quality, however, there is a
difference, and the evidence for this is that the meat of animals
slaughtered in the advanced stage of pleuro-pneumonia does-
not keep as well as that of Ivealthy animals. We cannot too
strongly condemn the practice of selling meat in a putrescent
condition.

It is certain, as one of us has stated (see " Manual of Public-
Health for Ireland," p. 194. See also Christison " On-
Poisons," p. 625, and Taylor's " Medical Jurisprudence,"'
1865, p. 281), that the use of the seriously tainted or
putrescent meat of healthy and diseased animals aUke is-

attended with danger, and there can be little doubt thafc

effects attributed to the virus of one or other of the diseases to
which cattle are hable have frequently been due to a state of
incipient decomposition of the food consumed. AVe may also
quote on this point the weighty words of Mr. Simon, tlie-

medical officer of the Privy Council, who, in commenting on.
Ihe subject, says (page 31 of "Fifth Report of the Medical
OlEcer of the Privy Council")—" SutScient care has not, in my
opinion, been taken to separate two important questions—the
question of meats being rendered unwholesome by decomposi
tion, and the question of the meats being rendered unwhole-
some by disease." This statement, which has reference tothe
meat of healthy animals and of those slaughtered while suffer-
ing from any disease, is not less true in 1877 than at the time
it was written.

It ia true that there are some who prefer tainted to fresb
and wholesome meat, and wlu) seem to be protected from the
consequences of eating it partly by habit, partly by the
culinary art, and in part by a species of dietetic disinfections
almost unconsciously practised by persons of epicurean tastes^
Dut these cases notwithstanding, tiiere is no doubt tl<&t lh&
general statement just made is true.

It follows, then, from the foregoing that the freah aai
unchanged meat of animals slaughtered during an attack of
pleuro-pneumonia may be safely consumed ; and that such-
meat is not sensibly less in nutritive value than that of other
aujmals unaffected by any disease, but that it is of lov/er
quality, owing to its greater tendency to undergo change.

It surely requires no argument to prove th.at the unprodiv:-
tive destruction of large quantities of animal food cr.n b&
attended with but one result—a considerable rise in the price
of meat, which must be paid by the consumer whose meana?
enable him to meet the enhanced sost, aud a complete dcpjii^
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tjou of a very important article of diet on the part of those

wliose means render them unable to meet this increased expen-

ditsre. Nor is this all. Sliould, imfortunately, the disease

become widespsrcad, and should the fresli and unchanged flesh

of pleuro-pnenmouic beasts be condemned as an article of

human food, a very considerable rise must take place in our

rates. The owners of tlie affected cattle, who have reported

thfm to the authorities, by whose orders they have been des-

troyed, must, to a certain extent, be recompensed for their

loss, vi'hilst the public can receive no return by the sale of the

carcase, and it raust be the tax-payer who will have to bear

all this expense. Of course, if the view happened to be correct

tiiat such food is unsuited for human consumption, we could

only submit ; but as it is incorrect, not only incapable of proof,

but absolutely contrary to all recorded experience on the

subject, a prodigious expenditure of money would be incurred

by the destruction of such food, not only without any advantage,

but at a positive and most serious disadvantage. Thus it is

that both rich and poor are deeply interested in the correct

solution of the question submitted by yon for our consideration

SIR H. SELWIN-IBBETSON ON
AGRICULTURAL PROSPECTS.

On Oct. 16 Sir H.Selwyn-Ibbetson,M.P., the Under Homo
Secretary, presided at an agricultural gathering at Hatfield

Broad Oak. lie said that at the present moment they could

hardly keep their thoughts from the terrible scenes which were
being enacted in Bulgaria and Asia Minor. Perhaps no

record of history carried down to us anything so dreadful as

the sacrifice of life that had been going on during the last few

months in those unhappy countries. Turning to domestic

topics, he said we heard a great deal in these days about con-

tests between employers and employed. lie need scarcely

urge the necessity of classes being united and making an

effort to help each other along, instead of fighting as to which
should get the better of the other. Everything we saw around

ns showed that it was only by such a combination of classes

that.we could hope to make agriculture really prosperous. As
long as jars and discords went on between labourers and far-

mers it was impossible that land could be farmed as it ought

to be, at a profit. But he maintained, also, that it was not

necessary those discords should exist. He believed that, with

a very little bringing together of classes, the labourer would

see that in bad times such as these the farmer could not possi-

bly increase his rate of wages, but that the farmer would be

w lling to do so with prosperity coming upon him. He hoped
to see the welfare of the labourer promoted by a combination

of the landlords throughout the country to give him a better

house. With a better cottage let to him, as it ought to be, at

a reasonable rent, he would be able to live and labour iu hard

times like these without striking for an increase of vf ages. He
was satisfied, moreover, that the landlord was very short-

sighted who did not see the advantage which he gained by

building cheap and sound cottages. Of course it was not as a

speculation a pecuniarily remunerative one, but the remunera-

tion came in the thews and sinews of the labourers and tne

better cultivation of the land ; and the landlord had also the

satisfaction of feeling that he was attempting to help others on

in their course through life. He had long thought that another

thing wanted to encourage the labourer was an extension of

savings' banks. The labourer, like everybody else, was too

much disposed to let the future take care of itself, and the

speaker hoped some day to see savings' banks scattered through

all the villages of the country. He was told that they had

axain another unpropitious harvest, and God knew th^y had

had one or two bad enough. Still, he could not help feeling,

after all, that their lot was not perhaps so miserable a one, for

he had just come from a country (Scotland) where the hay was

not yet gathered and where the corn was green. How those

farmers lived he could not conceive, and yet they did live and

some of them prospered. Industry, probably, accounted for

it. Circumstances had led him to become somewhat of a far-

mer himself, and, ignorant as he was of the trade, he was yet

wise enough to know that it was not a very profitable one ;

but still he believed sincerely that by putting industry and

capital into the land, the laud would pay. He, therefore,

hoped to see fdim& iacrea^e ia sue ,- he hoped to see more

steam cultivation brought to bear upon thcra, becniue iu these
days of scarcity of labour they must resort to steara. He
hopfd to see a butler labourer come oiit of a sounder cottage,
and better labour put into the land: and when those things,
came, as he was sure they would, surely, though slowly, he
believed agriculture would not be the subject of grnmblint?
that it was, at present. Agriculture was the right arm of
England, and as such, they were bound one and all to do their

best to keep it going. The speaker asked the tenant farmers
iu particular to remember that they could help the labourer
in many ways in the winter months and in illness and distress,

and said he should like to see the labourers' children im-
proved by the adoption, to some extent, of industrial training
in (he national schools, especially with the view of teaching
the girls to excel as cooks aud housewives. If one c'ass only
studied another in such ways as he had indicated we should
have no complaints ol disunion and discord and each would be
helping the other in the great struggle of lile.

MR. T. C. BOOTH AND MR. PEASE, M.P.,

ON CATTLE DISEASE PREVENTION.
The following eorrespoudence has been published in the

Yor^ Herald

:

—
Dear Mr. Pease,—I was much pleased at reading your

remarks on the cattle diseases question at Barnard Castle

Show last week, for of one thing I am very sure that the more
the question is ventilated the more it will appear that it is

really a national (luestion, and one affecting equally the pro-
ducer and consumer of meat. Your letter in last Saturday's

York Herald appears to take rather a different view of the
question than I gather from the report of your speech, aud I

cannot help thinking that your speech is the more accurate.

As you alluded to my evidence, perhaps you will pardon my
writing to you rather fully in explanation of my ideas on this

subject. As I understood, the following is what took place
after the committee had taken evidence:—Sir Selwyn Ibbetson
presented his report and Mr. Eorster moved to fall back on
the report of his committee of 1873. This was ngatived.
Theu coming to Clause 27 : The chairman proposed to
prohibit imports trom Hussia, Germany (except Sclileswig-

Holsteiu) and Belgium, permitting other countries to send
their cattle, sulgect only to inspection, so long as there was no
outbreak in any of them, but giving the Privy Council power
to prohibit iu case of an outbreak in any of them. As an
amendment on this clause, Mr. Norwood proposed that all

animals should be slaughtered at port of debarkation, except

from America and Canada. Mr. Elliot, then, in order to

prevent as far as possible any future importation of cattle-

plague, proposed to prohibit Russia, Germany (except

Sch'eswig-Holstein), and Belgium, and to slaughter all animals
from other European countries, except store stock, leaving

America and Canada fr°e. This was carried by 15 to 8. Sub-
sequently Mr. Furster carried a clause to the effect that previous

to any measure affecting foreign cattle being put into force,

restrictions under the supervision of the Privy Council must be

imposed in order to prevent the spread of disease at home.
These two are, I believe, the principal clauses ia the report,

and I think I am right in stating that you voted for its adop-

tion. My own evidence and 1 think I may say that of the

other witnesses v/ho were asked to give evidence on behalf

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, went
to show the desirability of a dead meat trade with
all foreign countries (and, as I told Mr. Forster, I should

like to see the same carried out at home). That evidence

was given with a view not to stop the supplies of foreign

meat, and so raise prices on this side, but in order to stop the

importation of disease, so that whilst we accepted such restric-

tions as were necessary for stamping out disease at liome

we might be safe !in future from fresh importations which

would spread rapidly through the country. We showed

that an inexhaustible supply of cheap meat could

be .brought from America and Canada, and there was no
possible reason why European countries should not adopt

the same system. The only answer as regards Europe
was the miserable plea—that the meat was too inferior

a debcriptioo to be brought iu carcase. Flora conversa-

tion I afttrwatds had ^vitll I'rolesbor Brown and otheris I was
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induced to come to the conclasiou that there was no danger
of a spread of foot-and-moutli disease or plcuro if the animals
were all slaughtered oq this side, so that it then became neces-

sary to guard ourselves more particularly against the intro-

duction of cattle plague. That was done by Mr. Elliot's

clause, so tliat whilst I must say that I was glad to see such a
clause as Mr. Forster's affecting ourselves put in the report, I

think that Mr. Elliot's proposal was the proper course for

the committee to adopt as regards European ports. That we
aie likely to have an enormous increase in tiie imports of
meat and live stock from America there cannot be a doubt.

This must lower prices. How are we producers at home to

meet a reduction in prices ? I should answer, by increasing

our own production of meat, and this can only be done by
health in our herds. Pass your report into law, and thus with
liealth in our herds, and our increased production of meat,
both producer and consumer will be benefited.

Yours very truly,

Warlaby, Oct. 3. Tiios. C. Booxn.

Dear Mr. Booth,—I am in receipt of your favour of the

3rd, which has reached me here this afternoon. I think you
state correctly the proceedings and report of the Committee
on Cattle Plague, but I have not the documents by rae here
to refer to. 'riie point of difference in ray view and that of the
majority of that committee is this :—They think that that

safety from imported disease which we all desire to attain can
only be brought about by the slaughter of all imported Euro-
pean live stock, brought in for food, at the port of debarka-
tion, and the absolute prohibition of that from certain other
countries. 1 think that importation from pure cotiutries is

perfectly safe, and that for the convenience of the food con-
sumer it ought to be admitted without the obligation of

slaughtering at the port of debarkation. I quoted you {I

think correctly) as sharing this view, at any rate to a large

extent, I look upon this as a most important point. Too
strinsrent regulations will not be supported in the country.

Proper regulations will be supported. Our great object is the

supply of food to a country that cannot produce sufficient for

its own consumption, and it is no small part of that question

that tlie home producer of meat should be placed in a position

whereby his breeding, young, and feeding stock should be

kept in as perfect freedom from contagion as possible, and his

risk of holding as large a stock as possible reduced to a mini-

mum. All this seems to me quite compatible with the intro-

duction of live stock in the manner which I have described.

You are quite at liberty to publish this correspondence if you
think it will add, as I feel sure your letter will, to the general

information on the subject.

Believe me to be, yours faithfully,

J. W. Peasb.
Clunie Cottage, Braemar, Oct. 7th.

THE AGRICULTURAL CONDITION OF
INDIA.

It is satisfactory to find tliat the Government are making
efforts to obtain more accurate statistics of the agricultural

condition of India. In a country where not merely the wel-

fare of 19-20ths of the population, but also the

most important portion of the revenue of the Govern-
ment, is dependent on the cultivation of the soil,

the value of such information can hardly be over-

rated, and in many of the Provinces there sliould be no diffi-

culty in compiling it from the official records. Dr. Forbes

Watson, whose name is well known for the attention he has

for so many years devoted to measures for developing the

industrial resources of India, formed a plan for a thorough
survey of the country ; but, however well it might be adapted

for some districts, tlic dithculties in Bengal are very great

owing to the fact that the Government has, by tiie Permanent
Settlement, parted to a great extent with its interest in the

cultivation, and there is, consequently, not the same organisa-

tion as prevails throughout the villages of the upper i'ro-

vinces. To set on foot a cadastral survey for Behar and the

north of Bengal would involve an expenditure that for the

present puts such an idea out of the (|uestion, but a plan of

selectiug certain areas, and obtaiuiug thorough repurtb from

them, was set on foot by Sir George Campbell, wiili the view
of thereby acquiring data which might be useful in forming
conclusions for larger tracts of laud, of which the general

characteristics appeared to be the same. Sir Richard Temple
could form no better scheme than to maintain and extend this

system, and it is to be hoped that Mr. Eden will per^evere in

the same direction. The model farms temporarily establislied

in Bengal were found to be expensive and productive of little

good, and they have accordingly been closer', with the excep-

tion of one at Poosah, on which it is intended to conduct
experiments in tobacco culture. An industrial school which
has been opened at Patna may, it is hoped, supply to some
extent the want of mechanical education in Behar, and the
question of founding an agricultural college is also under con-
sideration, if the Patna school should prove insufficient. At
Sydapet, in Madras, a school of agriculture has been estab-

lished, and the services of competent lecturers have been
secured. Apprentices may also be trained at the three model
farms in the Bombay Presidency, and materials are being col-

lected at these farms for the preparation and issue of popular
manuals on agriculture; but the best part of the work consists

in the raising and distribution of selected seed. At Salaru, in

Scinde, an experiment was tried with native cotton on an acre
of land manured and ploughed with an English plough, the
result being a yield of no less than 62Slbs. of clean cotton.

At the Khandesh farm, a maximum of 130lbs., and an average
of 501bs. of clean cotton per acre was obtained from Uingun-
ghat seed, but it is doubtful if high farming of this kind will

persuade people to enter on a similar course ; nor can there
be much inducement to do so when we find it recorded as a
triumph of success that " for the first time the receipts of
this farm very nearly equalled the disbursements." The utility

of the experiments, no doubt, consists in the exhibition of the
result of using manure on deep ploughing. At Nagpore, for

instance, the yield of clean cotton per acre, under the same
conditions of season, was 281b8. on manured land, and more
than oOlbs. where manure had been applied ; but we are not
told wiiat was the cost of the extra labour and manure to be
set against an increase of 221bs, of cleaned cotton per acre.—
Times.

THE SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW.
SPECIAL REGULATIONS FOR 1877.

1—" That no animal (cattle, sheep, or pigs) exhibited at
any other Show within one month previous to the 1st of
December, 1877, be allowed to be exhibited at the Smithfield
Club's Show this year."

2—" Tliat each exiiibitor be required to certify that an
animal to be sent by him for exhibition at the Smithfield
Club's Show this year has not been, and will not be, shown
at any other exhibition within one month previous to the Ist
of December, 1877."

3—" That the exhibitor shall send, with each animal, a
certificate that it has not been, for 14- days previous to its

leaving home for the Smithfield Club's Show, in contact with
any animal suffering from contagious or infectious disease.

No animal will be admitted without this certificate."

4'
—

" That all animals undergo a veterinary exaifiination,

previous to being admitted at the doors of the Agricultural
Uall ; and that suitable covering be constructed over the
outer yard to enable this to be properly carried out."

The forms of certificates required by Regulations 2 and 3
as above will be sent to all exhibitors in due course attached
to the admission orders for their stock. These certificates

must be duly filled up and signed.

TIIE BIRMINGHAM SHORTHORN SHOW.
At a meeting of the Shorthorn Committee of the Birming-

ham Agricultural Exhibition Society field on the lllh Oct.,
it was resolved that the next t-xhibition of pure-bred Short-
horns should be held at Biugley Hall, on Wednesday and
Thursday, the Gth and 7lh of March next, and that the entries

should close on Tuesday, February 12th.

The fine for non-exhibition of animals which have been
entered for competition was increased to £2.

The prize list will remain as before, and the amount offered
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will be as follows :—Class 1, costs or heifers exceeding three

years old, £10 and £5. Class 2, heifers between Iwo and

three years old, £10 and £5. Class 3, heifers between one

and two years old, £10. Class 4, heifer calves, between six

and twelve months old, £5. Class 5, bulls above three years

old, £10 and £5. Class 6, bulls between twenty and thir'y-

six months old, £10 and £5. Class 7, bulls between ten and

twenty months old, £50, £20, and £10. Class 8, bulls between
fifteen and twenty months old, £20, £10, and £5. Class 9,
bulls between twelve and fifteen months old, .620, £10, and £5.
Class 10, bull calves between six and twelve moutlis old,

£20, £10, and £5. An extra prize of £20 is offeredEfor tlie

best bull in Classes 7, 8, 9, or 10, All ages are to be calcu

lated to the 1st of March.

AGRICULTURE AND THE MEAT SUPPLY.

. A " Tenant Farmer" writes to The Daily News: "Your
correspondent ' The Other Side' does injustice to the tenant-

farmers of this country. Passings by his a.ssertion that we are
' narrow-minded,' &c., which will not hurt us, I should like to

say a few words with reference to the statement made in the

former part of his letter, viz., that the farmer's tenure is not
' necessarily insecure.' 1. With regard to leases, your cor-

respondent writes : 'The majority of farmers hold their land

under leases for various terms of years. . . The rest under
a yearly agreement, whereby either party is entitled to one
clear year's notice to quit.' He adds, ' Farmers tell me that

in one year they can get out of the land a great part of what
they have put in, almost all in two.' I should be glad to

know the county in which farmers are so happily situated.

From a considerable knowledge of Cambs, Herts, Oxon, and
Worcester I affirm that a very large proportion of farmers

hold their farms under a six months' notice. But if it be true

that the majority of farmers hold their land under a one or

even a two years' notice, it does not mend matters very much.
It is strange that any farmer could have shown so much
ignorance as to say that ' a farmer can get out ol the land in

one year most of what he put into it.' I have just laid out

about £150 in draining on a small farm. The drains will

probably be as good in 20 years as they are to-day ; but I

may be ejected at six months' notice and lose the greater part

of my money. Probably I should be called a fool for risking

my money without security ; but I know the land will bear

nothing if not trained, whereas if I drain I may get something

out of it. 2. With regard to game, yonr correspondent

writes :
' A farmer with his eyes open will always take that

factor into consideration in his estimate of the value of

a farm.' This is very true, but has ' The Other Side ' ever

made the calculation about the number of rabbits that may
be produced from one couple of old ones in seven years ? If

he would do this, he would know that a farm may appear free

from game when taken, and be devoured by it by the time the

tenant is fairly settled. 3. With regard to cropping. There

is a senseless provision in a great many leases to prevent a

tenant growing two crops of white straw in the same field suc-

cessively. There is still a more common and more hurtful

restriction withholding a tenant from selling hay or straw.

The consequence of this latter provision is that on many farms

are numerous stacks of hay and straw which the landlord can

appropriate at spending price (two-thirds of real value), and

sell at market value. 4. With regard to tenants. Your cor-

respondent states they have neither the power nor the will to

do their land better, and that they are so narrow-minded

withal that you cannot teach them anything. I am not sur-

prised that tenant-farmers should decline to be taught by

'The Other Side,' who is evidently not a practical man. But
1 do think, sir, that farmers as a class should not be charged

with stupidity or lack of enterprise because they are unwilling

to spend their hard-earned profits in improvements, the bene-

fit of which they may never reap. It may be true that farmers

are not often suddenly ejected at a great loss to themselves,

but the power to eject them lies with the landlord, and that

power is one which no man ought to possess. It may be

true that on some great estates many of the farms are let to

the same families for generations, but in these cases the land-

lord often, to my knowledge, imposes as a condition that he

shall have in return not only the tenant's money for rent, but

the tenant himself to vote for him, ^o keep his game for him,

to bow to him, and support him in all manner of acts of

petty and local oppression."
" An old Farmer " writes :^
Yonr able article on the decline of tillage farmin?, of the

8th instant, has greatly interested, though not surprised, me,

for I have for some time felt coavinced of the [act, I have

come to this conclusion from observation of a district in which
I have been interested for the last filty years, and in whicli I

was a tenant farmer for nearly forty—a district bounded by
Mansfield on the south, Doncaster on the north, Retford

on the east, and Sheffield on the west—an area containing,

perhaps, a small share of first-class grass land, but almost

every class of tillage land that is incapable of being converted

into useful grass land, but is at the same lime capable of

almost rivalling the best pasture land in producing food by
the application of high class tillage farming. The only ques-

tion for the tenant farmer is. Will it pay ? It is no good for

him to produce extra crops or more beef and mutton if, in the

long run, he is a loser by the transaction. For several years

past he has, in the great majority of cases, failed to make any
profit, notwithstanding the high price of meat, milk, and
butter. 'Your correspondent, Mr. Walter Wren, does »ot

seem to think it necessary to show a profit on his farmiBg

transactions, but merely shows a large expenditure of capital

on a small area of land ; but I apprehend a large expenditure of

capital must beaccompanied bya correspondingincrease ofincome,

or else the machine must soon stand still. I have seen many
enthusiastic amateur farmers come to grief even when farming

their own land, and the difficulties attending tillage farming

for the last few years have almost driven the Whole class of

amateurs trom the field as competitors for farms. I believe

I am within the mark when I say that the increased cost of

production on tillage farms has increased 30 per cent, withia

the last forty years, notwithstanding the great improve ..ents

in agricultural machinery, caused by the increase of rents,

rates, the value of tillages, and last, though not least, the in-

crease in the value of direct and indirect labour, the almost

entire withdrawal of female and child labour from the larm,

and, I may say, the withdrawal of a large portion of the rising

generation of young men from agricultural pursuits—-I do not

state this as a complaint, but as a fact that has to do greatly

with the diminished growtli of food and the increase in the

quantity of grass land. I heard a friend of mine say, ia

speaking of a certain large agricultural village formerly the

very garden of the district I am speaking of, " When I left the

village about eight years ago tliere was not a cottage to be
had for love or money ; when I rode through the otiier day I

counted over forty empty ones." I have known horses stand-

ing idle in the buisest seasons. T have seen full-grown mea
doing the work that used to be easily done by lads from nine

to eleven years old. I have known sheep eating turnips on
the ground because hands were not to be had to dress and
chop the turnips for them—all this on first-class farms. No
doubt the farm labourer is quite right in leaving tlie occupa-

tion he has been brought up to if he can better his permanent
position in other callings, but the problem is not yet solved.

Whether the increased wage he may gain in the town, on the

rail, or in the mine is not deceptive when all the pros, and
cons, are fairly weighed has yet to be settled ; but it is certain

that high-class farming must have abundant labour at com-
mand if it is to be continued and extended. Necessity has

compelled the farmer of late years to cease improvements and
to cut down labour at every possible point, but by doing so he
has undoubtedly injured the condition of his laud. The
pleasure of farming for its own sake has fled, from the causes

1 have endeavoured to point out, coupled with diseases in

cattle and other increased troubles too numerous to state in a
letter. The best of the class of farmers are sitting much
more loosely on their farms than I have ever known before ;

the tenant farmer pure and simple, dependent on his farm

only, is in a weaker state than I have ever known him. All

this, I think, is amply proved by the greatly diminished appli-

cations for even good farms under good landlords. The
towusmac, the mauufacturer, say, " give np growing wheat if
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it does not pay
;
grow beef and mutton instead, and we can

eat all you can grow." 'Ihey do not undt-rstand that a very

large proportion of our land cannot be tamed into grass laud

for grazing purposes. Keturn Sherwood Forest into pasture,

and it would barely maintain Robin Hood and his men ; cul-

tivate it on the best known system of farming, and it would

enpply your Manchesters and SheffiekU with beef, mutton,

wool, wheat, barley, and oats. You, sir, will weary of my
long groan, but you must not forget that you firsi began the

groan, so I will end my vara by enclosing my card.

Mr. J. B Grant, secretary Anti-Game Law League writes :

—

Will you permit me to add a word tj the letter you have

prnted on this question ? Sid tales of tyranny and suffering

coime from time to time before our League. Extracts from

these would form an interesting addition to tiiis discussion, but

they would be too long for a daily paper. The writers tell us

they cannot farm against game. The game has eaten them
out of doors. Capital and skill are thrown away on a game
farm. Net unfrequently they entered with but a small head

of game, which was afterwards so increased as to compass their

ruin. The young wheat plant is eaten by ground game. If it

comes to the ear, hares nip off the sweet stems and trample

down the crop. Green crops, so necessary to a large head of

stock, are next to impossible near preserves. Rape, tares,

carrots, turnips, clover, are destroyed wholesale. Winged
game steal the seed corn. In the spring they peck off the

young shoots ; at harvest time (the preserver may turn down
any number of these protected poultry) they eat and spoil

without stint, even [continuing their raids to the stack-yard.

The men who suffer thus have lost all faith in chambers of

agriculture, farmers' clubs, and Parliamentary committees.

One unfortunate man who had lost every sixpencfl, and came
to London " to see if he could pick up a crust," told me the

other day that the belief was daily gaining ground in his class

that the only hope of relief lay in the movement of the

labourers ! It is pretty generally agreed thut three hares eat

and destroy as much as Will keep a Down sheep. Mr. Clare

Read stated some time back (before good farms went a-begging)

that 18,000 acres were unlet ia Noriolk alone on account of
game, and that 40,000 more sheep could be kept in the same
county if game were moderately kept down. Aud what is the

attitude of the preserver ? ' IS'ot a gun can come on my land
without my leave. I can preserve all the game I like ; can
keep a whole regiment of guards, if I choose, to pass over the
farm at any time of the day or night. I set traps and a man
can get into them if he likes. Whether Jack or Tom occupies

the land does not much matter ; it is Sir 's land. Il he
had 10,000 acres no power on earth would induce him to let

his tenants shoot." That is what a game lessee told a Parlia-

mentary Committee. "The landlord could do what he liked

with his own, and he gave up that farm to game, lie took no
rent, but he let his sheep run across the land. It was a ques-
tion of agreement between landlord and tenant." That is what
a noble lord told a chamber of agriculture. Our game laws
put it in the power of the landowner to eat up his tenants,

and then we ask, " Why does not the farmer employ more
capital P" Our game laws permit the destruction of all green
crops, and then we ask, " Why does not the farmer produce
more meat ?" The land is starved ; such crops as it does grow
are eaten right and left by rabbits, hares, pheasants, partridges,

and the swarm of vermin inevitable to a preserve, and then we
ask, " Why is food dear ?"

SIR JOHN LIDBBOCK, M.P., ON PLANT AND INSECTS.

Sir John Lubbock, M,P., F.R.S., delivered a lecture

on "Wednesday, the 3rd Oct., in the Albert Hall, under
the auspices of the Leeds Mechanics' Institute and Literary

Society, on " Some relations between plants and insects."

Mr. Thos. Dawsotj, president of the Institute, was in the

chair.

Sir John Lbbbock began by remarking on the many
differences existing in plants, not only differences of form,

size, and colour, but also in other respects, some being hairy,

some glutinous, some sticky. Sic. These may be accounted for

in a great measure by the relations borne by plants to insects,

the visits of which are generally necessary to ensure the fertili-

sation of one flower by pollen from another. In some cases,

however, such as that of Drosera, the object of the flower is

to attract insects for the purpose of devouring them, and there-

fore the leaves are covered with sticky hair, which bend grad-
ually forward when an insect alights on the leaf, and squeeze
it slowly to death, its juices going to the nourishment of its

alluring and deceitful foe. It is easy to see the advantage
which flowers gain from securing honey, inasmuch as they are

dependent for fertilisation on the visits of beei and other in-

sects, which, while feeding, necessaiily dust themselves with
pollen, and thus convey it from flower to flower. But it is

less easy to understand why honey should be secreted on those
part of flowers where no pollen exists—at the base of the leaf

stalks for instance. For the explanation of this we are in

debted to Mr. Belt and M. Delpino, who observed that in some
cases, upon the stems, and living on ^this honey, exist

colonies of small ants, constituting a most efficient body-
guard against the attacks of leaf-cutting ants, who would
otherwise strip off every bit of foliage. They also protect

plants from tlie attacks of many other insects, and are in

their turn made use of by various small species of
aphides who, by secreting a sweet fluid, of which they allow
the ants to avail themselves, convert them from enemies into
friends, and thereby secure a cordial instead of an angry re-

ception. Harmless, however, and even useful, as are ants,

when coufiuiug themselves only to the stalks of flowering
plants, they would generally be positively injurious to the
flowers themselves, as they would merely rob these of their

honey, without repaying the debt by carrying the pollen to

others. Flowers, therefore, have been driven to protect them-
selves by various devices, such as shppery surface, sticky

glands, or hedges of hairs, which entirely prevent the ants
from obtaining access to the nectary. For the visits of anta
to flowers would not only deprive these of a great portion o
their honey, but would almost entirely prevent those visits of
insects which are so necessary to secure cross-fertilisation.

Any ant occupying for the moment the nectary of a flower,

and finding tiie proboscis of a bee intruding therein, would
very naturally seize it between her powerful jaws, and thus,

by frightening other winged insects away, would materially
interfere with the future prospects of the flower. Various in-

stances of the modes by which ants are excluded from flowers

were then given. Take that of the common fox-glove, for

example. It is a closed box, within which are the anthers,
the pistil, and the honey. It has the specialities of a flower
which is adapted for cross-fertilisation by insect agency

—

colour, honey, and the arrangement of stamens and pistil

;

but it is closed. At first sight this may appear to be an
anomaly and a disadvantage, but the contrary is the case.

The flower is adapted for fertilisation by humble bees, and
they alone can force open the door. To other insects the
box is closed, and thus the flower is protected from robbery.
Another interesting case is that of the common Poly-
gonum Amphibium, the beautiful rosy flowers of which
are richer in nectar, quite unprotected from the visits of
creeping insects, as long as the plant is grown in water.
The arrangement of the stamens and pistils is such that
the visit of any flying insect cannot fail to ensure cross-
fertilisation. When, however, this plant is grown on land,
and consequently liable to the visits of creeping things, certain
hairs, terminating in sticky glands, are thrown out, effectively
barring the entrance of these unwelcome and more than
useless guests. The so-called " sleep " of flowers is also
another means of self-defence, adopted by those flowers whose
fertilisation is dependent upon the visits of day insects

;

while on the other hand there are other species of flowers
adapted for moths and other nocturnal insects, which expand
towards night, and scent tlie evening air vfitn delicious perfume.
The curious life-history of Silene Nutans, the " Nottingham
catch fly," was then referred to. The advantages of early
rising were illustrated by the case of the flower commonly
tailed " John Gotobed at Noon." This flower opens very
early, to be ready for the visits of bees, and closes in time to
prevent intrusion from ants, which, though certainly not lazy
animals, are at any rate occupied at home in their domestic
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affairs until later in t »o day, and do not emerge till the dew h
off the grass. TassinK ovi-r tlie modifications uiiderg:one by

insects in their structure, owing to their coostiut searcli for

honey and pollen—such as the ienfftlieuiug of the proboscis in

bees, &c.—Sir John proceeded to discuss tlie metins by which

insects, by imitating the appe'irance of plants, provide them-

selves with a mpaus of concealment from their enemies. Tlie

"walking stick" insect, and many larvre, are instances in

in point. Instances of caterpillars were cited, in which the

creatures, living on the under-side of leaves, not only adapted

their colour to those leaves, but actually, as their giowth

increased, altered tlie markings upon their bodies so as to

coincide with those of the fibres of the leaves. While still

quite small the green or brown colour suffices alone to hide them
from notice, but their increasing growth demanded still fuHher

protection from the keen sight of birds, Jtc. Hence these

additional imitative markings, rendering their bodies well nigh

indistinguishable from the leaves under which they lay.

Caterpillars living on low plants frequently descend to the

ground, taking a brown colour, while those feeding on large-

leaved plants remain there, retaining their green line. Ex-
ceptions there are to tliis rule, but in such cases peculiar atti-

tudes are adopted by the caterpillars, a ruse which succeeds in

the same way as does a change of colour, causing them to be

mistaken for bits of stick, &c. Curiously enough, bright and

striking colours are sometimes adopted as a mode of protection.

In these cases, however, they are accompanied by an unplea-

sant smell and taste, so that the gorgeous dress which would

seem so dangerous is in fact a most effectual shield. Some
caterpillars protect themselves by looking like small snakes,

and have an ingenious way of retracting and swelling them-

selves up, which increases the resemblance, and scares away
their enemies in a most effectual manner. Sir John then

pointed out that, as Weissman has shown, from the chabges of

the citerpillar in its life, we might draw deductions as to the

changes which the species had gone through in past ages.

The caterpillar of Chcurocampa, tor instance, is at first green,

and afterwards striped. Another species of the genus, how-
ever, 13 already striped when it leaves the egg, though we can-

not doubt that it, too, was once green when young. Take
again the genus Deilcphila Euphorbise. In the fir4 stage it

is green ; in the second it has black patches and a white line

and a row of white dots ; in the third the line has disappeared
;

in the fourth there is a second row of white dots. Now, if

we contrast tliis with other species of the genns we find that

some pass their life in a condition more or less resembling

the first stage of D. Euphorbiee ; others get to the second,

but no further; some, again, to the third, and so on.

There are five principal types of colouring among cater-

pillars. Those which live inside wood or leaves, or

under-ground, are generally of a uniform pale hue ; the small

leaf-eating caterpillars are green, like the leaves on which
they feed. The other three types may, si parva licet compo-

fiere maffitii, be compared with the three types of colouring

among cats. There are the ground cats, such as the lion and

puma, which are brownish or sand-colour, like the open places

they frequent. So also caterpillars which conceal themselves

by day at the roots of their food-plant tend, as we have seen,

even if originally green, to assume the colour of earth. The
spotted or eyed cats, such as the leopard, live among trees, and
their peculiar colouring renders them inconspicuous by

mimicking the spots of light which penetrate through foliage.

Lastly, there are the jungle cats, of which the tiger is the

typical species, and which have stripes, rendering them very

difficult to see among the brown grass which they frequent.

It may, perhaps, be said tliat this comparison fails because the

stripes ol tigers are perpendicular, while those of caterpillars

are either longitudinal or oblique. This, however, so far from
constituting a real difference, confirms the explanation, because

in each case the direction of the lines follows those of the

foliage. The tiger, which walks horizontally on the ground,

has transverse bars ; the caterpillar, which clings to the grass

in a verticle position, has longitudinal lines ; wliile those who
live on large-veined leaves have oblique lines, like the oblique

ribs of the leaves. lie thought, then, that we were gradually

obtaining explanations of many of the characteristics of plants

which at first sight might seem accidental or fantastic. Per-
haps, however, the researches of eminent naturalists, whoso
observations he had thus attempted to bring before them, were
even more important and interesting from the lines of thought
they have opened up iu the iaterestin;r problems they suggested.

THE SHORTHORN MANTA,

At last there appear* some chance that attention will be

called to the ridiculous extent to which the competition for

certain strains of Shorthorn cattle has been carried of late

years in this country and iu America. That tiie desire to

raise the stalled ox in the scale of meat producers is in itself

most laudable we should be the first to admit ; and growers o'

first-rate beef may accept beforehand the assurance of our

very highest consideration. Nowhere, they may rely upon it>

is an extra touch of juiciness in the well-fed rump-steak,

nowhere is the melting tenderness of the judiciously kept (and

roasted) sirloin ; more keenly appreciated than in this metro-

polis. In judgment as to the texture of the undercut we yield

to none. If higher works of art in this line are yet to be

tabled, they may at least reckon upon being treated with the

most delicate discrimination. But when what was once a

useful endeavour to improve the quality of a most important
article of food degenerates into a compeli:ion between men of
the wealthy lower orders as to which shall own the highest-

priced heifer of the most "fashionable" blood, then we may
venture to point out that this foolish rivalry only recalls the
fancies that from time to time have in all countries afflicted

people with more money than wit. Here is the tulip mania,
the corkscrew-tailed-pug mania, and a variety of other manias
making their appearance in a new shape. The hobby is, no
doubt, harmless, and better certainly than gambling on the
turf or risking health and inheritance at Crockford's; but still

nothing which entitles those who ride it to so absurd a length

to imagine themselves benefactors of the country. Yet, strange

as it may seem, the worthy people who are troubled with this

delusion think to have the credit, not only of long pockets but
of long heads, with a sort of additional odour of humanitarian
benevolence to cling to thera into the bargain. That there are

shrewd men among the purchasers is quite possible. It may
answer very well from some points of view to fall in with the

prevailing craxe, and the wiser heads may trust to their

sagacity to " get out " before the crash comes. Wtiile it lasts,

nevertheless, the mania is interesting. The prices of one or
two favourite breeds are constantly rising. Heifers at 4,000
guineas apiece are now not uncommon. The other day a
noble lord fell so completely in love with one of these delicate

creatures that he jumped from 3,300 guineas to 4,300 guineas
at one bid. This proof of spirit was received with the wildest

enthusiasm. The "points" of this animal were doubtless

superb. Still, this is clearly " plunging " in the paddock
instead of " plunging" on the turf. And we may recall the
fact that among racehorses high-priced yearlings are not
usually very profitable to their enthusiastic owners, and are,

moreover, rarely chosen to breed from. A trainer can find

out what a thoroughbred two-year-old is made of very soon
;

but over what sort of course can a breeder try his 4,000
guineas heifer? Already this breeding in-?nd-in has produced
an extreme delicacy among the progeny and perhaps something
worse. The theory is that these highly bred, delicately

nurtured pedigree cattle serve, when carefully distributed, to
raise the general character of the beasts on large farms, runs,

or ranches in Europe, America, or Australia. But the
question is whether the mania is not defeating this object,

whether the excessive delicacy spoken of does not affect their

usefulness in this direction. On this point we do not presume
to enter, nor certainly to decide between the partisans of the
" Bates " and the " Booth " cattle. It is sufficient to note, for

the guidance of the unwary, that a very short time ago some
unlucky " unfashionable " cattle, formerly reputed to be quite

equal to their now modish competitiors, and generally admitted

still to carry as good beef, were sold at an average of £35 a
head. They had their day like the "accursed" Blacklock
blood on the turf ; and now they are comparatively neglected,

though probably with nothing like such good reason. Tlie

time may not be far distant, therefore, when Dnchesses of

Geneva, Dukes of Hillhurst, &c., will likewise descend to their

proper level ; and emotional bidders will awaken to the fact

that the "Shorthorn mania," like other bubbles, leaves a
very small percentage of profit when it bursts.

—

Pall Mall
Gazelle.
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GRASS V. ARABLE LAND.
" As fat as r grass farmer."

—

Ohi Saying.
" More grass leas beef."

—

Pall Hall Gazette.

According to Lord Salisbury, " Statistics in tliis country is

a very advanced science." Tliis statement is certainly not

correct as regards agricultural statistics, for not only are the

annual returns not to be depended on, as each occupier pleases

himself whether he makes a return or not, but the deductions

which are drawn from these returns ate arbitrary and unrea-

sonable. It seems to be assumed all round that because the

number of live stock is less, by consequence the production of

beef and mutton is less also. We might as well argue that

because the number of fleeces of wool in the hands of staplers

and farmers is greater than usual, consequently more woollen

articles are being manufactured. It would be safer to assume

that the number of store live stock is somewhat less because,

in consequence of the high price of meat, the raw material is

being more quickly manufactured into beef and mutton. As
a matter of fact, beasts and sheep are made f:it and slaughtered

at a much earlier age than formerly. Some dozen years since

some of our would-be philosophers, who think that farmers

never know their own business, tried to put pressure on
Government to pass an Act of Parliament prohibiting the

slaughter of calves and lambs on the plea that consequently

the supply of meat would be greater. It is a fact tiiat arable

land is being rapidly converted into pasture, and The Times

gives the reason in one line, " it no longer pays to plough and

it pays to graze." Doubtless, this change must be regretted if

the assertion of a writer in The Pall Mall be correct, " More
grass less beef." It is correct in this limited sense only—that

during the time, say, from six to ten years, whilst the young
grasses are establishing themselves on the new turf, the pro-

ductive power of the land is less than when under the plough.

The element of time seems under any treatment to be indis-

pensable in the conversion of arable land into permanent pas-

ture. It is the tediousness of the process quite as much as the

expense that prevents the practice from being more general.

Is this change, which is on all hands granted to be a growing

one, to be regretted ? If it can be shown that the landowner,

the occupier, and the consumer are all benefited by it, surely

not. The landowner is undoubtedly. Mr. Caird says that a

meadow on one side a hedge may be let at 60s. per acre,

whereas an arable field on the other side of the hedge will

fetch but 159. per acre. My own experience says that in the

lon)f tun the occupier is benefited. The farm which I now
hold is about 240 acres. In 1856, when my occupation com-

menced, one-half was arable. Now a little more than one-sixth

is under the plough, the difference between one-half and one-

sixth—over 70 acres—being turf of various ages. A consider-

able proportion of the 70 acres whilst under plough not only

did not pay but caused a loss of more than its rent and taxes.

All that is changed. Now as to the assertion " more grass

less beef," which I take to be the consumer's side of the ques-

tion. These are the gross totals of the undermentioned

products sold during three different years from Lady-day to

Lady-day.
1858-59. 1863-64. 1875-76,

£ s. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d.

Cheese. 429 7 3 416 1 9 545 4 7

Sheep 153 8 142 555 3 2
Pigs 166 2 10 107 9 2 450
Butter and eggs.. 52 12 10^ 40 7 7i HO 14 0^
JBeef 36 328 11

801 10 Hi 741 18 6J 1989 12 9^

And what has the agricultural labourer to say as far as

regards his interest P
—" That the wages of men employed in

husbandry are better and their condition more satisfactory

where there is much grass land than where there is little."

Very likely fewer hands will, on the whole, be employed as

ploughing decreases and grass increases. But the reduction

of unremunerative labour is not a matter of regret.

It has been well said that the productive power of the land

of this country may be doubled. If tliis be true of badly-

farmed arable land, it is still more true as regards badly-farmed

grass land. The beef and mutton, which pay the producer

best, and which the consumer most wants, are made during

the summer months. It is no longer ncessary in order to

keep up the fertility of a farm to make a large quantity of

manure in sheds and yards from feeding beasts in order that

such manure may keep the land up to the mark. Feeding-

stuffs consumed on the grass during the spring and summer
not ouly make a better return, but keep up the condition of

the land at a less expense than when consumed in yards and
stalls. And the market of the world is open to farmers for

feeding-stuffs, which they can buy much more economically

than they can produce. During this last summer Egyptian

cotton-cake of good quality was brought on the farm at a less

cost per ton than the price paid for wheat-straw fetched from
the premises.

One of the reasons assigned for the fact that arable is being

converted into grass land is that the improving tenant is better

protected against the rapacious landlord when his occupation
is grass than when it is arable. I am not going to argue this

question on the natural enemy principle. Let us leave that

line to those who have originated it—our philosophic poli-

ticians. The interest of the tenant is not better protected

whilst his land is being converted than whilst it is in plough.

Farmers know, though philosophers may not know, that such
conversion is not instant, but is of slow and gradual growth,
and subject to repeated backslidings. The only protection

agaiuit confiscation that the tenant has is the power to plough
up—the power of the whip. Where landlord and tenant share

the expense of laying down, such expense is a heavy drain on
both, and is equal to from two to six years' rent, according to

the nature and condition of the land and the efficiency of
the job.

Another reason given for the change is that less capital is

required for the management of grass than arable land. We
all know that too often less capital is invested on both grass

and plough land than is conducive to full production. There
is farming—and farming. On comparison, I believe good
farming, that which gives a liberal product and also pays—no
farming is good that doesn't pay—requires more capital where
the occupation is principally grass than where it is priacip^lly

arable. As far as my experience goes, grass land has mora
capital invested on it, and also the occupiers who are convert-

ing arable into grass are men of capital in comparison with
tiie occupiers who are content to plough on. After all, capital

controlled by intelligence will only be permanently directed

to a paying concern. It is of no use applying other than sound
commercial principles to money investments, even in farming.

The question becomes much wider when the laws of entail, of
transler, and of tenant-right are brought in. But things being
as they are—and they might be much worse—this remains

;

" It no longer pays to plough and it pays to graze."—T.
Carringion Smith, in Stajfordshire Advertiser.

ON THE VITALITY OF WHEAT.
The period during wliich our cereals may retain their repro-

ductive power is uncertain, and is doubtless subject to the con-
ditions under wliich they are harvested and kept. The case of
the Egyptian IMummy wheat would go far to prove the reten-

tion of vitality to an almost indefinite space. And although
not many men like to sow old wheat, there are farmers, here
and there, who use it for their early-sown fallows. Nor can
we think they are far wrong. It may be longer in the earth,

but its vegetative powers are not diminished. Far better, we
would say, to do so than to plant the yield of a bad harvest-
far better than to say, as some do say, " Oh ! this won't do for

the miller ; let us sow it." If it is true that as we sow so we
shall reap, this is a penny wise and a pound foolish policy.

Yet last spring we had samples of " seed" barley offered to us
which when tested only gave 10 per cent, of fairly healthy
shoots.

The Royal Agricultural Society of England has recently
made a move in the right direction, in placing among it mem-
bers botanical privileges, one to the effect that a sample of
seed corn may be tested for its germinative power and purity
of sort, for a fee of five shillings. In order to test its value
we lately sent up a couple of samples which were respectively

marked " H" and " S. The former was of this season's
crop, grown by a well-known member of the Council of the
Society—Mr. C. Howard—and of which stock we were at the
time sending parcels to various counties. The report reads
thus :

—

"Sample il."—This is a good, well-grown, and equal-sized

grain, A small number of the grains (2 per cent.) had betfun
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to gerrainatp, and had l)een arrested. The embryo or minute

seed plan^, having pushed its way through the seed coverings,

was more linb'e to perish, but it was yet healthy, and all the
seeds now referred to grew. Nine'y-eight per cent, ot the

grains germinated. The remaining 3 per cent, failed to grow
because the embryo was decayed."

The next sample was, unknown to the Consulting Botanist,

Mr. Carruthers^f 1876 growth, and this is what he
says :

—

" Sample S." " This contained a large proportion (10 per

ceat.) of small unripe grains, which, however, germinated,

though the plants produced by them would be feeble, at least

in the early period of their life. Twelve per cent, of the seeds

were so broken and injured as to be incapable of germinatiou

Eighty-eight per cent, of the lull-sized seed grew. The t A'elve.

per cent, that failed to germinate contained dead embryos.

This sample is certainly an unsitisfactory sample of grain, and
its imperfect condition is due, I believe, to bad harvesting and
bad thrashing." (Signed,)

W, Carruthers,
Oct. 6, 1877.

We know, from independent methods of testing, that both

re lorts were to the last degree accurate. Only oae thing to

find fault with—the long time which elapsed ere the returns

were received. Why in our case the one lot (that we were
selling for seed) was moved off long before we heard the re-

sult, while in the other it was no use to us whatsoever. Those
who are interested in such matters will find a ready and certain

method in the following formula (which please clip out and
make use of) :—Draw 100 grains promiscuously, lay thera in

two pieces of thick flannel well saturated witli rain water,

place it in a warm temperature, keep it wet, and in 50 or 60
hours you will find it sprouted. The general adoption of such
a handy method would give a certainty to what a farmer was
actually sowing. Thus, if he found the germinative per cen-

tage low he must add more seed to make up for the deficiency.

The subject is one that is worthy of the greatest attention.

—

Trom T. Eowick and Go's Price Current.

GOOD ADVICE TO LABOURERS.
At a public meeting held under the auspices of the

National Agricultural Labourers' Union at Rivenhall, on
the 17th Oct., Mr. R. W. Dixon, a farmer, and land-
Oivner, took the chair, and made the following sensible

apeech, which we extract from TAe Chelmsford Chroni-

f
Friends, I am here because I have a sincere wish to be o

use to you if possible, and because in your objects of self-

improvement I have the fullest sympathy. There are two
reasons which make me hesitate as to the propriety of pre-
siding at your meeting to-night—the one that I feel I do not
sufficiently understand all the questions that are to be touched
upon, and the other that I difi'er altogether from the Union
on some questions it has hitherto insisted upon. On these
differences I will touch shortly by and by^possibly you and
I may more nearly agree on these differences than 1 think.
But 1 am here to-night because I have a sincere wish to help
you if I am able to do so. 1 take it that you are interested

in the Union because you believe it will help you to get better
incomes

—

i. e., higher wages. Well, I cannot object to your
seeking that—it is quite right, and you would be to blame if

you left unused any opportunity of increasing your wa?es.
This brings me to touch, as I said, upon our probable differ-

ences. The Union was first formed that agricultural labourers
might, by clubbing together in the Union, raise the rate of
wages. If you mean by this that your secretaries are to ob-
tain trustworthy information as to the rate of wages paid
throughout our county and country and the world, and keep
all the members of the Union informed on this matter, that is

right and will be useful, for you will know where and in what
districts labourers are scarce, and you would no doubt draft off
from the full neighbourhoods to those scantily supplied ; for
where labourers are scarce there will be higher wages, where
labourers are plentiful there will be the lower rate of wages. By
this action you will ease the full lower-priced district and at ihe
same time lower the scarce higher-priced district—perfectly

right and sensible. Such information, if it also treats of tlie

expenses incurred in living in those otlif-r districts, and of the
conveniences and inconveniences of living there, will enable
each to choose for himself the place where, putting all things
together, he prefers to sell liis labour. B.jt if you wish, uy
putting your heads together, arbitrarily (i. e.^ without any
other reason except that you like it) to raise the rate of wages,
then you will fail of your object. Let me illustrate what I

mean. Suppose you, all over the country, join the Union,
and agree together that you will no longer accept 1-ts. a week,
but that you will stand out for 203., and that not a man will

put his hand to work under that sum. What would happen ?

Farmers would do some of the work themselves—would leave
undone what could not be done, and would look out for other
sorts of labourers, e.y., sons of shoemakers, coal-heavers,

porters, railway people ; and a host of others would say to

themselves we will come and fill these places. Farmers would
not get their work done so well at first, and would perhaps
pay 15s. or I63. for it, but the lads would grow into their new
occupation just as you jourselves have done. By and by the
Union would fi:el the tremendous strain put upon its resources,

you would be finding out your mistake, many would be return-

ing to their work ; what with your returning and the fresh

hands employed there would be a glut in the labour market,
and instead of getting 20s. you would probably get 12s., and
for awhile less than that. It is impossible to raise the rate

of wages, at least for long together, unless you cau bring it

about by some natural cause, such as emigration, turning to

other trades, or by getting farmers to see how they can by ex-

pending lis. extra obtain thereby 14>s. Id. Then, again, I

believe some of the speeches of the Union advocates have
been not only wrong (I mean mistaken) but have been very

intemperate, and therefore mischievous. They have endea-

voured to frighten the fanner into paying more wages than
the state of the labour market allowed. This has given rise

to much bitterness. Farmers have felt that while there are

cises of unjust dealing with labourers, they are not fairly

cliargeable as a class with this indictment, and resent it.

Thus in many places great bitterness has sprung up with ill-

feeling between class and class. From all this 1 wholly dis-

sent and on no account would 1 help in any way to support
any Society that I felt was doing such harm, harm even to

those it intended to help. But to-night you are met under the

auspices of the Union for the purposes of mutual improve-
ment. You want to obtain some alteration on the statute

book. You want the franchise and to take a part in the govern-

ment of this empire. You want some laws removed or altered.

You all feel the want of understanding these laws more fully

that you may be sure you are wise in seeking their abolition

or alteration, and I am fully with you. I know that the

Union, if it uses the right means, can aid you materially in

raising your position and bettering it. If it helps you to

govern yourselves - to be temperate in all things— if it helps

to make the drunkard sober—ttie passionate calm—the

thoughtless thoufjhtful—the spendthrift frugal—then you will

be better workmen—you will command better wages, and
compel the sincere respect of all about you, and the con-

fidence and esteem of your employers, who will value you
accordingly.

Mr. Dickens, a special delegate, after congratulating the

Chairman on the outspoken tone of his speech, said that his

presence among them was a step in the right direction. He
expounded at great length the programme of the Union, and
his remarks were frequently cheered.

Mr. James Moxen, district secretary, followed.

A hearty vote of thanks was, on the proposition of Mr.
Shelly, seconded by Mr. Braddy (Kelvedon), accorded to

the Chairman.

BAD HOEING.—At the Dorchester County Court on
Thursday Oct. 25, Mr. Lefroy, judge, had before him the case of

Homer v. Pearcey, the plaintilT, for whom Mr. Pope appeared,

being a large farmer of Athelhampton, and the defendant, a

labourer, who was represented by Mr. Weston. £3 15s. was
claimed for damages sustained by the bad hoeing of mangold
on plaintiff's farm, and the damages were made out, but His
Honour suggested Mr. Homer should have taken care to avoid

employing an incompetent labourer, and therefore gave judg-

ment ior nominal damages, lOs, only.
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EEYIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE

DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The Cattle Trade during tlie past month lias bppn charac-

terised by quietness. Supplies botii ol Beasts and Slieep at

Islintcton were short, but supplemented by comparatively large

arrivals atDeptfor.l, they proved quite equal to the demand.
The receipts of Beasts from our own grazing districts were

not so heavy as lest y^ar, but the quality and condition were

mostly satisfactory. The Scotch arrivals were few in number,

but ot good quality. From Ireland there was a fair show.

Amongst the foreign importations was a moderate sprinkling

of American, nitli some Spanish and Danish. The Tonniug
stock was retained at Deptford. Not mucli life was observed

in the trade at any cime during the past month. Fine breeds,

however, were well held. In other respects not much was
done, and quotations were more or less irregular. The top

price has remained tolerably steady at 6s. per 81b.

As regards Sheep there was a fair sujiply on offer, and

foreign imports were agnin large. The trade was much the

came as with Beasts, line breeds commanded some atten-

tion, and reached (u!l prices, the best Downs and half-breds

making 6s. lOd. and 7s. per 8Ib. Otherwise the market was

unsettled.

Calves were quiet but tolerably steady. Pigs sold slowly

The following shows the import of foreign stock into London
during October :

—

ll"ad.

Beasts 9,649

Sheep 58,317

Calves 1,038

Pigs 743

Comparison of Imports.

Beasts.
1876 20,(i63

1875 14.687

187 1 1-2,913

1873 13,987
1873 ll,69t

1871 13,606

1870 16,593

1869 11.496

1868 12,744

1867 13,061
1866 15,875

1865 15,314
1864 16,(»74

1863 Il,5fi3

1863 7,9U6

1861 5,557
1860 6,750
1859 6,036

1858 4,600

The arrival of Beasts from our own grazing districts, as

well as from Sc-otland and Ireland, thus compare with the

four previous years

:

Compariso:j os Supplies.

SlItEP.
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REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE,
FROM TEE MARK LANE EXPRESS FOR THE WEEK ENDING OCTOBER 29.

Tnsettled weather has prevailed throughout the country

during the past week, but the interuiittent rainfall has

been of service to the farmers ia enabling them to plough

the stubbles, and during the intervals of sunshine good

progress has been made with the sowing of winter wheat.

Considering that the year is now well advanced the

the temperature has been mild, and the usual agricultural

operations of the season have been carried on in a fairly

satisfactory manner. The heavy snowfall which has

occurred in the North of Scotland has entirely prevented

ripening of the outstanding crops, which have been

t\v in a green state to furnish food for the cattle, and

what with the failure in the crop of potatoes and turnips,

and the unsatisfactory result of the thrashing of cereals,

the present season has been unusually disastrous to the

Highland agriculturists. A good deal of English "Wheat
^

has been thrashed out lately with results which, while

confirming the general shortness of this year's crop,

scarcely bear out the unusually low estimate of 9,500,000

qrs., at which the yield was recently estimated by certain

agricultural authorities. For all practical purposes our

own computation of 11,000,000 qrs., made in the middle

of August last, may be taken as substantially correct.

Taking the annual requirements of the country at

23,500,000 qrs., we must still be indebted to foreign im-

portations to the extent of some 12 or 13 million qrs.

between this and 31st. August 1878, as reserves of old

wheat in farmers' hands at the commencement of harvest

were quite injiguificant. Were it possible that the stream

of importation could flow on unchecked at the rate it has

been doing lately, just grounds might be found for

anticipating a glut of wheat, but it must be remembered

that the present time is the heaviest in the whole year,

as far as imports are concerned, owing to the large

outward movement which takes place during autumn

from ports which are ice-bound in winter. That our

future requirements will be met there is no room to doubt,

considering the quantity aiad quality of the American crop,

and the reins of prices "will be doubtless in a large measure

in the hands of that country; but as we Lnve before

remarked, it is difficult to foresee any material alteration

la the present range of values, as, even if a fall of 5s.

per qr. took place, it is by no means unlikely that America

would ship maize, of which she has plenty, in place of

wheat, and prices would so re-adjust themselves under

lighter imports and increased winter consumption. The

weak point in the trade is beginning to show itself in

Indian produce, which still reaches us in considerable

quantities, and now that America has resumed her old

supremacy in the van of the nations to whom we look for

wheat. India becomes, as it were, an extra source of

supply without a correspontling outlet. Millers, too, for

the moment, appear to have lost something of their old

predilection for this class of grain, and as holders do not

see a inclined to give way, transactions have recently been

ttie reverse of extensive. Not that, with our large sup-

plies overweighting the market, and the general slackness

of the country demand, trade has been active in any

description of wheat, but the recent decline of Is. per qr.

has been chiifly felt upon Calcutta and American produce.

In contrast to the large arrivals of wheat into London

the supply of maize has been for some time small, and a

eharp upward movement has been g' ing on in prices for

both round and Hat corn in all positions, 30s. 3d. having

been paid for mixod American for November-December

shipment. The spot trade has been equally strong, and
corn which a montli ago could have been bought for 27s.

is now easily saleable at SOs. ex granary. Barley has

also been steady, but less active than maize, and an

upward tendency is observable in prices. The number of

arrived cargoes of wheat at ports of call has been steadily

increasing during the past week, and with a moderate de-

mand prices have receded about Is. per qr. Maize has again

advanced 6d. per qr. in all positions, and barley remains

steady. The sales of English wheat noted last week were

51,995 qrs., at 52s. 9d., against 48,271 qrs., at 46s. 9d
in the previous year. The London averages were 58s.

5d. on 2,003 qrs. The imports into the kingdom for the

week ending October 20th were 1,118,482 cwts. wheat,

and 113,415 cwts. flour. Considering the depression

apparent in the trade throughout the preceding Friday,

the tone of the market on Monday last was decidedly

stronger than was anticipated, and although business was

not very brisk, wheat buyers threw aside some portion of

their reserve, and bought to satisfy their immediate re-

quirements somewhat more freely. The week's arrivals

of home-grown wheat amounted to 5,002 qrs,, and the

supply fresh up on factor's stands was again small, and

varied in quality. The few exceptionally fine samples of

white were cleared off at former prices, but inferior lots

were unsaleable, and the bulk of the offerings could only

be moved at a decline ot Is. per qr. on the week. Wheat
from abroad was also again in liberal supply, the week's

imports reaching nearly 68,000 qrs. For the first time

for many months America showed foremost among the

contributing countries, the arrivals from the United

States and Canada being rather over 31,500 qrs., India

and North Russia were represented by 12,500 qrs. and

11,500 qrs. respectively, while Germany and New Zea-

land furnished the remainder. The week's exports were

4,459 qrs., shewing a decrease of 1,574 qrs. on those of

the previous week. There was a fair attendance of

millers, and a steady consumptive demand was experi-

enced at a decline of about Is. per qr., the depression

being chiefly noticeable upon Indian descriptions and in-

ferior qualities generally. The supply of barley consisted

of 4,213 qrs. of home-grown, and 15,519 qrs. of foreign.

Both malting and grinding descriptions were firmly held,

and there was a fair inquiry for both at former currencies.

The imports of maize were small, only 9,550 qrs. being

reported from America. A smart advance took place

in values, and with an active demand sales were readily

elFected at aa improvement of fully Is. per quarter on

round corn, and 9d. per qr. on mixed American. The

arrivals of oats amounted to 26,369 qrs., a more moderate

importation than for some time past, and the trade ruled

quiet but steady prices being occasionally the turn in

sellers' favour. On Wednesday there were 420 qrs. of

English wheat, and 51,260 qrs. of foreign. The market

was thinly attended, and of the usual quiet mid-week

character, but wheat was no cheaper to sell, while oats

and maize were both the turn against buyers. On Friday

oLiC return showed 590 qrs. of English wheat, and 64,400

qrs. of foreign. There was a quiet trade for wheat, at a

decline of 6d. to Is. per qr., on American sorts since

Monday. Maize was very firm, and oats 6d. per. qr.

dearer on the week. The imports of flour into the United

Kingdom for the week ending October 20th were 113,415

cwts., against 115,726 cwts. in the previous week. I'he

* rccdpts were 18,011 sacks of English, and 3^650 sacks
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and 13,945 barrels of American. Business has ruled slow,

and both sacts and barrels have been the turn cheaper to

sell. The week's imports of beans were 72,138 cwts. and
of peas 40,914 cwts., showing an increase of 7,725 cwts.

on the former, and 8,101 cwts. on the latter. Neithei

article has met with much attention of late, and beans
have declined Is. per qr., while peas remain nominally

unaltered. The deliveries of malt were 13,349 qrs., and
the exports 742 qrs. There is now a fair quantity of new
on offer, but no quotable change in value has taken place

for either new or old, although holders have shown some
disposition to quit the latter. Very little alteration has

been noticeable in the agricultural seed trade during the

past week and with the exception of trefoil, in which a

fair amount of business has been done at an advance of

Is. to 23. per qr,, prices remain about the same for all

articles. New English red clover has not yet made its

appearance, and with large prospective supplies from the

Continent and America, operations in this article have

moved within the narrowest limits. White clo-

ver being cheap, has attracted more attention,

and fine Ripe is fully as dear, but other seeds

have sold slowly at about late rates. Sup-
plies of wheat continue short at the country

markets, and provincial trade has been marked by
increased firmness. Barley has advanced Is. to 2s. per

qr. in many exchanges, but oats have undergone very

little 'change in jalue. At Liverpool on Tuesday the

market was well attended, and white wheat realised Id.

per cental more money, while red declined Id. to 2d. per

cental under pressure of large supplies. Maize was very

strong, and with an active demand prices rose Is. to Is.

6d. per qr. higher on the week. Flour was firm, but

Barley and Oats were inactive at a decline of 6d. ptr qr.

on the latter. The week's imports were 82,000 qrs. of

wheat, and 29,000 qrs. of maize. At Newcastle there has

been as low sale for wheat at about late rates, but maize has

been firm, and the turn dearer. At Peterborough wheat
has been in small supply, and in some instances needy
buyers have had to pay more money. Barley realised an
advance of Is. to 2s. per qr., and other sorts of feeding

corn maintained late rates. At Edinburgh the market
has been moderately supplied with grain from the farmers,

and native wheat has sold slowly at about last week's

prices. Barley was the turn dearer, and oats unaltered in

value. At Leith the weather has been wet and stormy,

and in the later districts very little progress has been made
in securing the remainder of the outstanding crops. The
arrivals of grain from abroad have been to a fair extent,

and the trade has ruled quiet for all articles. At Wednes-
day's market both Scotch and foreign wheat were in

limited request at former prices, but malting barley was
quoted 6d. to Is. per qr. dearer. Flour was unaltered,

and fine oats the turn iu sellers favour. At Glasgow the

week's supplies have been fair of all articles except maize,

of which there has been no arrival. Tbe market on

Wednesday was scantily attended, and the trade was dull

for wheat and flour at a decline of 6d. to Is. per qr. and

sack respectively. Maize was Is. per qr. dearer, and

other descriptions of feeding corn unchanged. At Dublin

the weather has been fine, and wheat has declined 6d. per

qr., but without attracting an increased demand. Maize

has been in good request, at 6d. perqr. more money At
Cork the trade has ruled dull for wheat at about late rates,

but a good inquiry has been met for maize at last week's

extreme prices.

The following are the reports from Mark Lane for the

past five weeks :

—

Monday, Oct. 1.—The arrivals during the past week
have been: English wheat, 7,491 qrs.; foreign, 43,609
qrs. ; Exports, 7,590 qrs. English wheat is a very slow

sale, though oflcred at a roducliou of Is. to 23. er qr.

Foreign is held with some firmness, but the demand is

disappointing, and where sales are made prices are Is.
per qr. lower. Country flour, 17,477 sacks ; foreignj

1,090 sacks, 491 brls. Flour is dull, and rather less
money has to be taken to make sales. English barley,
1,354 qrs ; Scotch, 125 qrs.; foreign, 7,093 qrs. Malt-
ing barley, both English and French, is Is. lower. In
grinding no change. Malt : English, 14,295 qrs.

;

Scotch, 125 qrs. Exports, 484 qrs. Malt meets a slow
sale. The demand is very limited. Maize, 7,617 qrs.
Maize is for the most part out of condition. Good lots
sell at former prices. English oats, 1,324 qrs. ; Irish,
2,600 qrs.

;
foreign, 37,115 qrs. Exports, 683 qrs. Oats

are rather better than on Friday, but 3d. and 6d. per qr.
below last Monday's. English beans, 1,114 qrs. ; foreign,
7,547 qrs. Beans and peas sell fairly at previous rates'.

Linseed : 9,838 qrs. ; exports, 299 qrs. In linseed there
is no change.

Monday, Oct. 8.—The arrivals during the past week
have been : English wheat, 5,807 qrs. ; foreign, 85,036
qrs. Exports, 1,745 qrs. There was a small supply of
English wheat at market this morning, and the trade
ruled steady at last Monday's prices ; of foreign the
arrivals were heavy, and sales progressed very slowly until
the close of the market, when a fair retail demand was
experienced at late rates. Country flour, 20,698 sacks
foreign, 4,104 sacks and 1,281 barrels. A blow sale for
both sacks and barrels at unaltered currencies. Eoo-lish
barley, 3,443 qrs. ; foreign 18,025 qrs. Malting varfeties
were unchanged, but grindiug sorts ruled dull, and were
the turn cheaper to sell. Malt: English, 13,302 qrs.;
Scotch, 350 qrs. Exports, 334 qrs. Prices were nomin-
ally unaltered, but holders evinced more disposition to
sell. Maize, 6,277 qrs. In fair demand, but last week's
prices could not be exceeded, although in many cases
holders declined to sell except at an advance of 6d. per qr.
English oats, 1,623 qrs. ; foreign, 48,404 qrs. Export*
341 qrs. The trade ruled slow for all descriptions at
barely late rates. English beans, 901 qrs. ; foreign,
2,348 qrs. A moderate enquiry at unaltered quotations!
Linseed, 12,292 qrs. With large supplies to come
forward, business was dull, and former prices were with
difficulty obtained.

Monday, Oct. 15.—The arrivals during the past week
have beeu

: English wheat, 5,262 qrs. ; foreign 94,612
qrs.

;
Exports, 6,033 qrs. There was again a small supply

of home-grown wheat at market this morning, and the
trade ruled quiet but steady at last Monday's prices

;

of foreign the arrivals were unusually heavy, and with
a moderate attendance of millers a qniet demand was
experienced at a decline of Is. per qr. on new American
varieties. Country flour, 19,335 sacks; foreign, 5,591
sacks, and 10,327 brls. Business was quiet, but last
week's prices were maintained. English barley, 2,416
qrs.

;
Scotch, 248 qrs. ; foreign, 5,344 qrs. Both malt-

ing and grinding descriptions sold slowly, at former
prices. English malt, 11,645 qrs., Scotch, 1251
qrs. Exports, 1,415 qrs. A fair sprinkling of samples
ot^ new at market, for which prices ranged from 69s. to
753. per qr. Old sorts quiet, and the turn easier. Maize,
25,049 qrs . A fair inquiry for .sound granary parcels',
at fully late rates. Inferior sorts, if anything, a shade
lower. English oats, 3,170 qrs. ; Irish, llO qrs •

foreign, 38,480 qrs.. Exports, 2,317 qrs. A slow sJle'
was experienced for all varieties at about last week's cur-
rencies. English beans, 753 qrs.; foreign, 123 qrs.
In moderate request at former values. Linseed, 78,962*
qrs. E.xports, 1,173 qrs. Rather firmer.

Monday, Oct. 22.—The arrivals during the past week
have been: English wheat, 5,052 qrs. ; foreign, 67,989
qrs. Exports, 4,459 qrs. The supply of English wheat
Iresh up to market this moruiug was luodeiale, aud
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althougli some few parcels of exceptionally fine white

realised last Monday's prices the general run of samples

weie Is. per qr. lower on the week. The arrivals of

foreign were again liberal ; with a good attendance of

millers, a steady consumptive demand was experienced at

a decline of Is. per qr., the depression being chiefly

noticeable on Indian and inferior descriptions. Country

flour, 18,614 sacks; foreign, 3,656 sacks and 13,'J45

barrels. The trade was quiet, and both sacks and barrels

were the turn cheaper on the week. English barley,

3,828 qrs. ; Scotch,^ 385 qrs. ; forei^:D, 15,519 qrs.

Malting descriptions were steady, but grinding qualities

ruled slow at barely late rates. Malt: English, 12,447

qrs. ; Scotch, 902 qrs. Exports, 749 qrs. la fair request

at about last week's currencies. Maize, 9,559 qrs.

Exports, 271 qrs. In active demand at an advance of

Is. per qr. on round corn, and 9d. per qr. on mixed

American off stands. English oats, 2,741 qrs.
;

Foreign, 26,369 qrs. Exports, 538 qrs. There was

a rather stronger tone in the trade, but prices underwent

no quotable alteration. English beans 1,176 qrs.
;

Foreign, 5,549 qrs. A dull sale at about former quo-

tations. Linseed, 36,939 qrs. Exports, 1,442 qrs.

Steady.

MoNDAT, October, 23lh.—The arrivals during

the past weik have been: English wheat,

4,000 qrs.; Scotch, 5 qi-s. ; foreign, 77,654 qrs.;

exports, 6,502 qrs. There was again a small supply of

English wheat tresh up to market this morning, and the

trade ruled very slow at a decline of Is. to 2s. per qr. on

the week. Of foreisn the arrivals were liberal, and with

a la'r attendance of millers, a moderate inquiry was met
for American descriptions, at a decline of fully Is. per

qr. Russian sorts were also the turn cheaper to sell, but

were iu very limited request, and Indian varieties were

qu'te neglected. Country flour 19,067 sacks ; foreign

1,051 sacks, and 5,031 brls. A quiet trade at former

prices for sacks, but barrels were 6d. cheaper since last

Monday. English barley 2,681 qrs. ; Scotch 313 qrs.

;

foreign 6,847 qrs. Malting descriptions were rather dearer,

and griuding sorts realised last week's full prices. Malt,

English 15,585 qrs. ; Scjtch 570 qrs. Exports, 988 qrs.

In moderate request, but unaltered in value. Maize

6,105 qrs. With continued moderate arrivals the trade

was if anything a trille quieter, but both round and flat

corn were fully as dear. English oats, 1,496 qrs.
;

Scotch, 12 qrs. ; foreign, 31,216 qrs. With a mode-

rate importation the trade ruled quiet but steady at an

advance of 3d. to 6d. per qr. on all descriptions.

English beans, 1,207 qrs. ; foreign, 2,265 qrs. A slow

sale at last week's prices. Linseed, 27,032 qrs. Exports,

1,097 qrs. A steady trade, and occasionally the turn

dearer.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES
For ihe week ending Oct. 27, 1877.

Wheat 48,29S|

Barley 84,9171
Oats 4,397|

qra. 633. 7d.
43s. 4d.
23s. Si.

LONDON AVERAGES.
Wheat 2,003 qra. 68a. 5dl.

Barley 791 „ 44?. 91.
Oats — „ —s. Od.

COMPARATIVE
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WESTON T. TUXFOED & CO..

WINE AND SPIRIT IMPORTERS,

48, FENCHURCH-STREET, LONDON, E.G.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

EOUSSEAU AND CO., REIMS;

L. RIVAZ AND CO., COGNAC.

ESTABLISHED 1847.

Ports.
Nowly Bottled Port

Matured Port
Tawney Port ...

Cockbara's Old Tawney, dry ...

Martinez, very light old dry ...

Gould Campbell's old light elegant ...

Sandeman's
Thompson and Croft's

Other Wines, of choice vintages, from

Quarter Casksfrom £13

Sherries.
Good Pale Dinner Sherry ... ...

Superior ditto ... ... ... ...

Fine Pale Dinner Sherry ... ,..

Full-flavoured ...

Pale Solera ... ... ... ...

Amontillado ...

'* The Finest ditto "

Quarter-casks of 37 gallons at from £10 to £30,
Pale Solera in oru/inal Quarter-casks at £22.

The finest Amontillado in ditto at £34, duty paid.

24s. per dozen.

308.

363. „
389. „
443. „
468. „
608.

568. „
608.

208. per dozen.

248. „
363. „
368. „
458. „
483. „
56s.

Clarets-

Medoc...

St. Julien

St. Est6phe
St. Emiliou

Margaux
Grand Puy
Larose . .

.

Leoville

MoutoQ

148. and ISs. per dozen.

... 20b. „

... 258.

... 308.

... 368. „

... 42s.

... 46s. „

... 568. „

... 638.

Other vintage Wines £5, £5 10*., £7, and upwards, per Hhd.
in Bond. From £A per Quarter-cask, duty paid.

Bordeaux—White Wines.
Bwsac... ... ... ... ... 20s. per dozen.

Saaterne, from 18s. to 86s. per dozen and upwards.

Champag'iies.
Rosseau and Co.'s Fine Sparkling

Do. First Quality

Moet
Clicquot

Roiiderer

Perrier Jouet ... ... ... ...
j

liumms ... ... ... ...J

368. per dozen.

50s.

At the lowest

market price.

Niersteiner

Geisenheimer ...

Hochheimer ...

Rlidesheimer ...

Marcobrunner ...

Liebfraumilch ...

Steinberg Cabinet

Sehloss Johannisberg ...

Hocks.
... 198. per

... 24s.

... 303.

... 34s.

... 46s.

... 528.

56s. and 64s.

723. and 848.

doiea.

Sparkling Hocks.
823., 383., 44s., 50s., and 56s. per dozen.

Moselles.
208., 26s., 32s., and 403. per dozen.

Sparkling Moselles.
323., 383., 443., 50s., and 563, per dozen.

Burgundies.
Beaujolais ... ... ... 173., 203. per

Beaune and Pommard ... 253., SOs.

Volnay, Nuits, and Richebourg 348., 38s., 56s.

Chamberlin, Romance, Corton, and
Clos de Vougeot 60s. to 96s.

Chablis and Pouilly, ISs., 21s., 248., 283., 36s.

La Moutonne and Montracbet 42s., 633.

Austrian and Hungarian Wines.
E£D.

Erlau 17s. per
Ofen Adelsberg ... ... ... 193.

Voslauer ... ... ... ... 2l3.

Segszarder 233.

Carlowitz 263.

WHITE.

doz«n.

dozen.

Neszmely
Somlau and Goldeck ...

Tokay Imperial, in original bottles

Brandies-
Rouyer's Case Brandy
Martell's or Hennessy's

Rivaz and Co.'s Brandy

Whiskies.
Irish, Finest Quality ...

The " Royal Lochnagav "

... 183.

283., 32s.

... 723.

48s. per

48s.

42s.

423. per

42s.

dozen.

dOMD.

Fine Old Jamaica RUM
Best Unsweetened tilN

40s. per dozen.

308.

ALL GOODS DELIVERED CAJRRIAGE-FREE.
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THE LONDON AND COUNTY BANK opens—
DRAWING ACCOUNTS with Commercial Houses and Private Individuals, upon the plan osaally adopted by other

Bankers.
DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS.—Deposit Receipt.? are issued for sums of Money placed upon these Accounts, and Interest is

aHowed for such peri ^rta and at such rates as may be atjreei uuoa, reference btnui? had to the .state of the Money Market.
CIRCULAR NOTES AND LETTERS OP CREDIT are issued, payable in the principal Cities and Towns of tho Con-

tinent, in Australia, Canada, India, and China, the United States, and elsewhere.
The Agency of Forei^i and Oramtiy Canks is undertaken.
The Pdechasb and Sits of Govevnment and other Stocks, of EngUsh or .Foreign Shares effected, and Dividbkds,

Ankuitibs, &c , received for Customers of the Bank.
Great facihties are also afforded to the Customers of the Bank for the receipt of Money from the Towns where the Com-

pany has Branches. i

The Officers of the Bank are bound not to disclose the transactions of any of its Customers.
By Order of the Directors, WM. McKEWAN, General Manager.

{IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG,
Agricultural & Veterinary Chemist,

By Appointment to his late Royal Highness

The Prince Consort, K.G.,

LEICESTER HOUSE, GREAT DOVER STREET,
BOROUGH, LONDON,

BEGS to call the attention of Farmers
and Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB

DIPPING COiirOSITION, vvhich requires no Boiling, and
may be used with Warm or Cold Water, for effectually

destroj ing the Tick, Liee, and all other insects injurious to

the Fleck, preventing the alarmuig attacks of Fly and Shab,
and cleansing and purifying the Skin, thereby greatly im-
proving the Wool, both in (luantity and quality, and highly
Contributuig to the general health of the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manu-

facttjiy as above, .lud sold as loUows, although any other
'quantity may be had, if required:

—

1 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 2

61b. 30 „ „ „ 3
8 1b. 40 „ „ 4
101b. 50 „ „ 5
20 lb. 100 „ „ (Cack and measure 10
30 lb. loO „ „ included) 15

401b, 200 „ ,, ,
10

501b. 250 „ ., ,
18 6

601b. 300 „ „ ,
17 6

801b. 400 ,. „ 1 17 6
1001b. 600 „ „ 2 5

Should any Floc'cmaster prefer boiling tho Composition, it

will be equally eCective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Mr. Hbbepath, the celebrated Analytical Chemist :—

Bristol Laboralovy, Old Park, Januaiy 18th, 1861.
Sir,—I have s\ibmitted your Sheep Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients a^e well b'ended, and
the mixture neutral. If it it* used a'lcordmg to the directions
giren, I feel satisfied, that while it effectual ly destroj's vermin,
U wiU not injure the hair roots (or "yolk "J in the skin, the

fleece, or the carcase. I thmk it deserves the numerou
testimonials published. I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hbbapath, Sen., F.C.S., &c., &0.,
To Mr. Thomas Bigg Professor of Chemistry,

fjeicester House, Great Dover-street Borough London.

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC,
or LOTION, for the SCAB or SHAB, which wiU be foimd
a certain remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous
disoider in Sheep, and which may be safely used in all

climates, and at all seasons of the year, and to all descriiJtiona
of sheep, even ewes in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per
gallon—sufiicient on an average for thirty Sheep (according
to the virulence of the disease) ; also in wine quart bottles,

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
" Scoulton, near HLngham, Norfolk, April 16th, 18S5.

"Dear Sir,—In answer to yours of the -Ith inst., which
would have been replied to before this had I been at home, I

have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of
your invaluable ' Specific for the cure of Scab in Sheep.' The
600 sheep were all di-essed in Atigust last with 84 gallons of
the ' Non-poisonous Specific,' that was so highly r«oc«n-
mended at the Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the
best attention being paid to the flock oy my shepherd after
dressing according to instructions left ; but notwithstanding
the Scab continued getting worse. Being determined to have
the Scab cured if possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your
Specific, which I received the foUowbig day ; and although
the weather was most severe in February during the dressing,
your SpEciric proved itself an invahiable remedy, for ia
three weeks the Sheep were quite curei I ; and I am happy to
say the yoiing lambs are doing remancably well at present.
In conclusion, I believe it to be the safest and best remedy
now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

"For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg. ' "R. RENNEY,
B-i?" Flockmasters would be well to beware of such pre-

parations as " Non-pcisonous Compositions :" it is only
necessary to appeal to their good common sense and judg-
ment to be thoroughly convmced that no "Non-poisonous"
article can poison or destroy insect vermin, particularly such
as the Tick, Lice, and Scab Parasites— creatures so tenacious
of life. Such advertised preparations must be wholly useless,
or they are not what they are represented to be.

DIPPING APPARATUS fi'4. £5, £4,, & ^3.
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PLATE.

M R. J. J. M E C II I.

Mr. J. J. Meclii, whose portrait we give on the

opposite page, was born at Blackheath, on the

26th of May, 1802. He was educated chiefly by

the late Rev. M. Watson, and at the age of seven-

teen he became clei-k to a mercantile firm in the

City, and remained with them until 1827, when

he opened the afterwards well-known business in

Leadeuhall-street. In 1841 he purchased four

farms, and shortly afterwards weut to reside at

one of them, Tiptree Hall, near Kelvedon. In 1844

he wrote his first contribution to agricultural

literature, and since that time he has been one of

the best-kuown of writers oq agricultural topics.

His exposure of some of the abuses of bad farniiug

excited a great deal of attention, and at first

created much enmity ; but his fellow-farmers ul-

timately came to see that Mr. Mechi had done

them more good than harm, and those who knew
him were charmed with his geniality and good

temper, even when they disagreed with his theories

of farming. One of the most useful acts of Mr.

Mechi's life was the founding of the Agricultuva

Benevolent Institution, which was started by him

in 1860, and which last year distributed annuities

amounting to nearly £10,000 to destitute farmers

farmers' widows, and farmers' daughters.

In 1856, Mr. Mechi was made Sheriff of London

and Middlesex, and in 1858 he was unanimously

elected Alderman of the Ward of Lime-street, an

oflice which he held till 1866, when he resigned

on account of a loss of £30,000 through the failure

of the Unity Bank. This loss somewhat restricted

Mr. Mechi in the application of capital to his

favourite pursuit, farming; but Tiptree Hall is

still in many respects a model farm, the returns

from it being greatly in excess of the average of

land much superior in natural fruilfulness. During

the present year Mr. Mechi has been Chairman of

the Central Farmers' Club, a position which he

has filled to the satisfaction of the members, and

with credit to himself.

DAIRY
Dairy Farming, in its various branches, is a

subject well deserving tlie attention it is now

receiving from agricultural societies and the agri-

cultural press. Its importance can scarcely be

overrated, and it affords a very wide field f( r

discussion aud investigation. Although it may,

from several points of view, be considered a

separate and distinct branch of agricultural in-

dustry, it is seldom we find it treated as such in

practice, Even in what may be termed dair}'

districts proper, it is only on exceptional farms

that dairy products are treated as the sole rent-

paying industry. In the general run of cheese

and butter-making farms these articles are, in

reality, mere by-products, aud perhaps to this

may be attributed the inferior quality of the bulk

of our home-made articles. It is customary

FARMING,
to speak of the cow as a milk-producing machine,

whereas it Js only when within the precincts of a

milk-walk that the term will correctly apply. The

generality of those who keep cows have other

objects in view besides the production of milk

viewed in the light of raw material. Hence

the frequent discussion of a question which is

almost daily cropping up in the pages of agri-

cultural journals, as to what constitutes a good

dairy cow, and the division of opinion which ob-

tains on this point, show clearly enough that the

so-called dairy requirements are so varied and in-

compatible tliat it isimpossiblefor any one animal

to possess all the qualifications which are urged as

desiderata. The breeder regards his cow as a

mother and a nurse, the source from which he is

to obtain future animals. Those will bj tie

OiD Series. BB Vtti. LXXXIII.—Xo G.
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breeding animals wliich in time, with care and skil-

ful manao^ement, are to form a herd possessing dis-

tinctive types of excellence, to establish the

breeder's reputatiou and make his fortune ; or they

ViU be bullocks. In either case something very

much outside mere milking qualities is sought for.

In some cases, as with the Ilerefords, West High-

landers, and possibly som e other breeds,the milk is d e-

voted entirely to the sustenance of theyoung animals,

the cows being sold at era little past their prime as

barrens, or fed out to the butcher direct from the

breeder, thus supplying local wants ; whilst

the bullocks are sold to other districts

where they are finished. This may be re-

garded as one extreme, pertaining only to certain

restricted localities. On the other hand, in the

cheese and butter districts, the calves are sold by

contract at about a week old—except a few heifer

calves—and the cow is ultimately sold with a calf

by her side to make room for a younger and bettPj.

animal. This is another extreme—the one all fo

meat and the other all for milk. But the great

bulk of the country is farmed under systems of

what is termed mixed husbandry, and the cow

is put to a variety of purposes. The calves are

sometimes fattened, sometimes reared partially by

hand, and sometimes entirely so, butter being

made in variable quantity and of still more

variable quality. Dairying, therefore, is not made
the distinctive and carefully manipulated industry

in this country which it is elsewhere.

The latest contribution to the literature of this

subject is the paper read before the Farmers'

Club on "The Products of the Dairy" by Mr-

Allender, whose practical experience qualifies him
to treat his subject from the points of view to

which he has confined himself, namely the factory

system and town dairying. He tells us, at the

onset, that he has come to the conclusion that to

be profitable the dairy industry should be entered

upon on alarge scale, with themostapprovedmodern

appliances, and made a business of, which we take

to mean done in a businesslike manner. He tells

us that the tendency of the age is for big things to

get bigger, and for little things to become less
;

that the factory system is in accordance with the

age in which we live, and convenient to men of

small means ; that the necessary attention to

cleanliness, uniformity of routine, and scientific

detail are thereby better secured ; and that the dis-

inclination of farmers' wives and daughters to

undertake and manage the dairy, together with the

scarcity and inefiiciency of dairy maids, may
thereby be counterbalanced, and rule-of-thumb

abolished, ^\e endorse this fully; one-half at

least of the shortcomings which are charged to

this particular industry may be traced to the
parlour rather than to the dairy. It is not by any
means outside our province to refer to duties
which should be undertaken and scrupulously
performed by farmers' wives, but we fully recognise

the fact that in so doing we are treading on dan-
gerous ground. An American contemporary haa
recently had the temerity to say that tlie farmer's

daughter who can put a square patch on a pair of

pantaloons is more likely to make a useful help-

mate than one whose accomplishments will enable

her to work a green dog on a scarlet wool ground
;

and wo may add that a knowledge of the manipu-
lations of the dairy is by no means inconsistent

with the education and refinement of a young lady

who has the good fortune to be able to call herself

a farmer's daughter. Mr. Allender goes on to say
that a milking cow will, with proper management,
yield a larger money return than a fattening beast

;

that " cheap " feeding, or rather poor feeding, is a
mistake ; that the difference between a first-class

article and a second-class article—which, when
expressed in money value, is very great indeed— is,

in reality, to a great extent, a question of atten-

tion to minute detail ; and that, having many
advantages over our neighbours, all we really need
is the common-sense to avail ourselves of them,

a-id to profit by them. Here again Mr. Allender's

position is well-chosen, his arguments weighty, and
his deductions such as will, doubtless, commend
themselves to our readers, as they do to us. But
there are points in his paper with which we cannot
agree. He is at home when talking of the com-
mercial detail of the factory system, but at sea

when dealing with the animals themselves, and
their requirements. He looks at his cow as a
machine, and would treat her as a machine, but at

the same time expects her to perform natural

functions whilst being kept in a highly artificial

condition. He would house his cows summer and
winter, never turning them out except when dry
for calving ; he would feed them highly so that
they should be at all times fit for the butcher in

case of Accident ; and yet he would breed from
them. Now, whether for town or country, we
consider this principle to be at fault. As Mr. C.

S. Read very justly observed, it is incompatible

with the welfare of breeding stock, both as regards

the dam and her offspring. AVe consider breeding

to be quite out of place in the milk walk. Here
Mr. Allender allows himself to fall into the almost
universal error of mixing up incongruous elements-

The essentials of a milk walk, as we understand

them, are that there should be a sufficient number
of cows to produce a given quantity of milk ; that

those animals should be of a class which will pay

I
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firlilgli fooiHnfi;as bntoliprs'lioaats; that they should

be treated from the time they enter the milk walk

as machines only, and that whether they tarn out

flesh-makers or millc-produccrsj it should bo a

matter of indifference to the owner, so long as

they do one or the other, or possibly both, in a

payinjj; manner. Under these conditions an animal

uiiglit be in milk for three mouths or for two years,

and pay er[ually well in either case. But wo con-

tend that when an animal enters a milk walk its

breeding days should be at an end. Taking this

for granted, we think the weak point, or rather

grave error, in Mr. Allender's otherwise excellent

paper is that he would apply town rules and con-

ditions of life to country cows. Whilst treating of

the products of the dairy he is eminently practical,

but when dealing with the animals themselves we
think he falls into the error of which wo speak^

The factory system falls exactly in line with the

opinion wes hold as to the future of stock-breeding

in this country; we think it is to the arable farms

that our large towns must look for that increase in

their supply of milk which they so greatly need.

If the arable farmer cannot live by breeding, rear-

ing, and feeding cattle of good quality, we fail to

see how he is to improve his position at all. No
one will dispute that a greater number of stock can

be so reared and fed on a given quantity of arable

land than on the same quantity of pasture laud of

equal quality. The transition from arable to

pasture— where it has really taken place— is

generally a question of reducing the labour bill

;

but its direct tendency is to reduce or restrict the

number of animals the land will produce.

Apn/jws of this, our readers will remember

an article we published last week from The

Pall Mull Gazff.te, entitled, "Pasture and Popula-

tion," in which the writer, summing up his

ai-gument, declares the logical sequence of it to

be that pasture is the most economical producer of

meat, and consequently most favourable to increase

of population. We consider this to bo most fal-

lacious. Every country goes through a pastoral

stage before it arrives at an agricultural stage, and

it does not need a moment's reflection to show

tliat land under the plough will produce more food

than land under grass. To produce plenty of

milk, cows must undoubtedly be well fed, and

properly housed, as Mr. Alleader very justly in-

sists ; but if they are the ordinary breeding stock

of a farmer they must not be kept iu the purely

artificial condition which a milk-walk necessitates.

The real question of interest just now is how
shall an arable land or " mixed husbandry " farmer

malvc his slock pay ? Wo say by breeding, rear-

iug, and feeding. The reaiing need not take all

the milk; prob.ibly a nioioty of it could, under

ordinary circumstances, bo spared. Starting on

these premises, the next question is how to dis-

pose of it» First of all it must be refrigerated

and aerated, which Mr. Allender insists on as being

imperativcdy necessary. Then it may bo sent to a

factory, should sucli an establishment exist withiu

convenient distance, or it may bo sent to tho

nearest town. We think this better than butter-

making, or cheese^making, as a rule; that is to

say, speaking very plainly, for the generality of

those who now spoil their milk by making tho

above-mentioned articles of an inferior, or at least

second-rate quality. There is no reason why a

milk wulk on a small scale should not be main-
tained on every farm from which milk is sei.t

away or produced as a staple iudustrj'. No bett( r

plan could possibly be adopted of feedinnf out

cows; but breeding animals require very different

treatment. One of the greatest necessities of tho

age in which we live is a more plentiful supply of

pure milk to towns, and one of the greatest curs e

to agriculture is the maintenance of those hot

beds of disease, the town dairies. At least two-
thirds of the milk supply of London is said to

come from the country ; why not the remainder ?

Abundant and convincing testimony was brought

out in evidence before the Cattle Plague Com-
mittee that by the constant introduction of fresh

animals into these hospitals for Plouro-pnemonia

the disease is kept alive, healthy animals being

simply as fuel to fire ; and not only so, but the

flame is renewed regularls'^ by Dutch cows, whoso
special mission appears to bj keeping tlie diseaso

chronic. To sum up our views oa dairy industries

in reference to arable farms, we think that good

beef may be produced, and at the same time a

considerable quantity of milk spared to bring iu

ready money. For the rest, we can do no better

than refer our readers to the clear and practical

details given by Mr. Allender on matters connected

witl: tho products of the dair}'.

SELTJN'G ARGYLKSTIIRR.— It is qnite opRn'y assertp.l

in the Nurtli tliHt arr iiijieintnts li.ive b?en dcti lilely concluded

for tlie unopiosed retiirii of a Conservative for Ar^lesliire on
tiie eleva'ion of Lord ijorne to llie peerage, and this with thfi

cnnnivaiicc. of Itie present menibiT and his fatlier, the I/'lieral

Duke of Arp\le. Of the riipprochcmeiif tlius aduinhrated

between the Preailer and the Muccalium Mijre the causes lie

outside ttic regions of polities, and the noble chieftain who is

^o fond of xpeaking of " llic I'rincess iny daugliter " and of
" L)rne's niotlier-in-hiw," is at leasi, as supple a courtier as I o

is an ind'islrious pa-tisan, 15 it, strange to say, notwitlistanil-

ing his unassuming manners and inoirensivebearin?, be is not

popular either witji bis clin or in bis county ; aud I would
venture to remind Mr. Wingfu'ld Malcolm, who is the candi-

date designa'.e, and wlio already sits for I'oston, of the old

jiroverb, that a bird iu the baud is worth two in the bush.—

<

ll'urlil.
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THE AMERICAN MEAT SUPPLY.

Professor Sheldon, of the Agricultural College,

Cirencester, contributes to the Royal Agricultural

Society's Journal a report on the " American

and Canadian Meat Trade," in which he deals at

some length with the agricultural resources of the

American continent, giving copious statistics,

which, Tie tells us, are but approximations at the

best. Still they serve the purpose of what Lord

Salisbury would call a " big map." They help us

to form an idea of the resources of a country which

has been described by a native as being " bounded

on the North by the arctic circle and on the South

by the day of judgment," Speaking of the United

States, Professor Sheldon tells us that "In January

of last year there were 27,870,700 cattle in the

United States, and as they had been increasing

since 1873 it is safe now to assume that there are

at the present time, in round numbers, twenty-

eight millions. Of these there will be at least six

millions annually available for slaughter. If we

allow these to weigh 700 lb. eacli net—which is

certainly not too high an average for American fat

cattle—we have a total of 4,200,000,000 lb. of beef

per annum available for human food, or 95 lb. per

head of a population which is now estimated to be

forty-four millions. Of sheep there are now, in

round numbers, thirty-six millions. Of this

number there will be, say, one-third, or twelve

millions annually, available for slaughter ; and if

we allow these to average 70 lb. each net, we have

a total of 840,000,000 lb. of mutton, or 191b. pe,.

head of the population. Of pigs there are twenty-

six millions, more or less. Of this number tliere

•will be, say, twenty millions annually available for

slaughter ; and if we allow each pig to weigh

140 lb. net, we have a total of .3,640,000,000 lb., or

82 lb. per head of the population. ... It is

estimated that we consume annually 100 IL of

meat per head of our population ; and if our

population may be estimated at tliirty-six millions,

we thus eat 3,000,000,000 lb. of flesh ia one year.

Now, if the Americans eat no more per head of

population than we do—and we may take this for

granted—it follows that

lb. of flosh-food per annum
The Americana produce ... 8,080,000,000

„ „ eat 4,400,000,000

The Americans can spare ... 4,280,000,000

The surplus of animal food available for exporta-

ion from the United States is thus greater thr.n

the whole quantity which is eaten in the British

Islands. . . . And, beyond the quantities

mentioned above, we must remember that Canada

is already a large meat-producing State, and that

she bids fair to rival, in course of time, the United

States themselves in this department." From
information received Professor Sheldon thinks the

price of flesh-meat has been for some years

declining in America, and that it is 15 per cent,

lower than it was two years ago. The cost of a

Canadian ox of l,G001b. live weight, which repre-

sents 912 lb, dead weight, he shows (from Professor

Buckland's statement) to be £13 4s., where reare<i

and fed. Freight and various charges make it

£22 8s. when landed on our shores. The freight

of a live animal from New York to Liverpool is

stated to be £8 10s. including everything, and th®

freight of a corresponding carcase of dead meat

•jOs. Value of offals in New York— livers Is. 9d

to Is. lOd., hearts 9d. ; the heart, liver, head, hoofs,

and entrails, together, 5s, lOd, to 6s. Professor

Sheldon thinks the high protective tariffs of the

United States, by preventing the export of British

manufactures, will be likely to increase the freight-

age of dead meat, whereas the Canadian trade may
benefit from the fact that return cargoes are readily

obtainable. All things considered, he thinks the

dead meat trade will expand, though not to an

extent corresponding with the hopes of Americans

or the fears of our agriculturists, dairymen

especially.

Professor H, E. Alvord, of Easthampton,

Massachusetts, also contributes a paper on a similar

subject— " The American Cattle Trade "— in

which the reader will find a mass of detail and

much useful information. He considers the

resources of the United States to be quite equal to

any demand likely to be made en it by Great

Britain, and also that the production of meat will

pay the American producer much better than corn.

He says, " It is manifestly better for the farmers to

turn their surplus corn into the more condensed

value and bulk of meat at home than to sell the

grain there, or ship it Eastward, The expense of

sending a car-load of cattle from the Mississippi

Valley to the Atlantic coast is just about the same

as for an equal weight of corn. But beef-cattle,

when they reach New York, are worth 28s. per

cental (gross), while 100 lb. of corn will sell

for only Qs.'^ Again :

—

" Eastern consumers and



the exporters mnst continue to depend for their

main supply upon the great corn States represented

by the Chicago market ; and as the demand upon

that region for fat cattle will continue to exceed

the natural increase of their own herds, they, in

turn, must look to the Far West and South-

west for most of their young animals, or

* stockers.' " Therefore Professor Alvord thinks it

is evident " that the cost of producing a two or

three-year-old bullock on grass alone, in the vast

pasture which used to be called the great American

ddsert, will largely determine the price of cattle in

Chicago. Add the corn-crop (maize) and its value

in the Mississippi basin, and we hsve the two chief

factors governing the price of beef on the Atlantic

slope, and, it may be, in Great Britain also." We
do not, of course, know whether the Professor's

figures may be relied on, but he appears to havfe a
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minute as well as an extensive knowledge of his

subject. He points out the probability of the

animals being, for the future, slaughtered in the

producing States and sent as dead meat to New-

York ; this, and other matters of detail, would

lessen the cost, and the Professor thinks we shall

ultimately have good American meat sold in

Liverpool and Glasgow at -i^d. per lb. What may
come to pass in the remote future we cannot

pretend to determine ; but even if good meat can

be profitably produced and sent here at such a low

price, which we doubt, it must be many years

before the supply will be so large as to necessitate

selling at that rate. When the American farmer

converts nearly all his surplus corn into meat, and

sends it so as to be sold here at 4|d, a pound, it

will be time for the British farmer to increase hia

wheat-growing acreage again.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

ROYAL OF ENGLAND.

MoNTHTY Council, Wedaesday, November 7th, 1877,

Present—Col . Kingscote, C.B,, M.P., President, in

the chair ; Earl Calhcart, the Earl of Fevershain, Lord

Chesham, I.ord Vernon, Lord Eslington, M.P., the Hon.

W. Egerton, M.P., Sir M. W. Ridley, Bart., M.P., Sir

W. E. Welby-Gregory, Bart., M.P., Mr. Arkwright, Mi.

Aveling, Mr. Aylmer, Mr. Booth, Mr. Bowly, Mr.

Cantrell, Mr. Dent, Mr. Druce, Mr. Evans, Mr.

Prankish, Mr. Brandreth-Gibbs, Mr. Hemsley, Mr.

Horley, Mr. Hornsby, Mr. Howard, Mr. J. Bowen-

Jones, Mr. Leeds, Mr. Mcintosh, Mr. Martin, Mr.

Masfen, Mr. Pole-Gell, Mr. Randell, Mr. Ransome, Mr.

Rawlence, Mr. Russell, Mr. Sanday, Mr. Stratton,

Major Turbervill, Mr. Wakefield, Mr. Whitehead, Mr.

Jacob Wilson, Professor Simonds, and Dr. Voelcker.

The following new members were elected :

—

Baker, Daniel, of Manor House, Roggiett, Chepstow.

Bartholomew, Francis, of Waddingtoa Heath, Liceoin.

Blathwayt, Robert Wynter, of Barton I'ields, Derby.

Brookfield, W. C, of Stafford.

Browu, Henery, of Winterboame Monkton, Swindon.

Burgass, William Henry, of Nottingham.

Callwell, Lieut. W. H., of Lisraoyne, Dunmurry, Co. Antrim-

Clark, Joseph Porter, of Hyde Hall, Buntingford.

Coleman, George, jun., of Tli rocking Buntiugford.

Evans, William Less, of Fazakerley House, Prescot.

Fields, John Lyon, of The Poplars, Addlestone, Weybridge

Station.

Fry, C. E. Bruce, of Banbury.

Hardiug, John, of Stone, Staffs.

Harris, James, of Fletchamstead, Coventry.

Heelis, John Alcock,of Garbridge, Appleby.

Henry, Mitchell, M.P., of Kylemore Castle, Co. Galway.

Howell, Leigh, of Bagilit Foundry, Flints,

liuddlcston, T. F. C, of Uplou Grey, Winchlicld.

Jackson, Thomas, of Newsham Hall, Preston.

Langhara, Maurice, of Shipton-on-Cherwell, Ox''ord.

Laws, Percy C. J., of Barrasford, Wall, Northumberland,

Lea, John, of Stapleford Hall, Chester.

Lewis, T. L. Hampton, of Bodior, Holyhead.

Lucas, Herbert T., of Warnham Court, Horsham.

McNiven, Rev. C. M., of Pt-rry^field, Godstone.

Marriott, William T., of Bleasby, Southwell.

Milter, Lieut.-Col. James, of Shotover, Wheatley, Oson.

Neame, Frederick, jun., of Throwley Parsonage, Faversham.

Palmer, George William, of Greenwood, Bishops Waltham.

Pulleine, Henry, of Baxter Hall, Selby.

Pyman, Walter H. S., of The Willows, West Hartlepool.

Rayner, George Pritchard, of Llanddjfnan, Llangefni.

Roberts, John, of GeLias House, Bodfari, Rhyl.

Simpson, George, of Mayfield House, Ashbourne.

Sweetraan, John, of Drumbnragh, Kells, Co. Meath.

Tatton, Thomas Egerton, of Wytlienshawe Hall, Northendea

Theobald, Horace, of Adderley Lodge, Market Drayton.

Tucker, G. Neilson, of 79, Mark-lane, E.C.

Walkden, Thomas, of Blillington, Altrincham.

Walkden, William, of Carriugton Hull, Sale, Cheshire.

Watney, John, of Distillery House, Wandsworth, S.W.

Wilson, W. F., of The Gale, Abbey Town, Carlisle. *

Woodcock, Frederick, of Rothley, Loughborough.

Finance.—Mr. Randeu presented the report, from

which it appeared that ihe Secretary's receipts during the-

past three months had been duly examined by the Com-
mittee, and by Messrs. Quilter, Ball, and Co., the Society '»

accountants, and found correct. The balance in thchand.)

of the bankers on October 3i was £1,173 6s. 7d. The
quarterly statement of subscriptions and arrears to

September 30, and the quarterly cash account, were laid

OQ the table. The arrears then amounted to £1,230.

The Committee recommended that the sum of £2,000i

now on deposit, be truuaferred to tho current account.

A list of jiicmbcrB whose subscriplious arc iu arre i
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Lad been sent to Members of Council, wilh a request that

liicy will use their iulluence in their several districts to

obtain pajmeut of those arrears. The Finauce Cooi-

mittee hoped that the Members of Council will iu that

way obviate to a great extent the necessity of employing

other means to reduce the amount of such arrears.

This report was adopted.

Journal.—Mr. Dent (Chairman) reported that the

Journal had been published and its issue to members of

the Society nearly completed. Its publicatiju had been

delayed in the hope of including Mr. Hanuam's report on

steaf-binders, but this report had been omitted in coise-

quence of Mr. llannam's continued indisposition. The

Committee recommeuded the payment of the accounts

connected with, the issue of the Journal, and that appli-

cations for the e.tchange of publications from the editor

of thb Lidlan ^ffihu't/irisi, sni the Central Commis-

Bion of Uruguay, be complied with. They further reported

ou the steps which had been taken with reference to

the memoir of British Agriculture, to be presented to the

Agricultural Congress which will be held iu Paris next

year in connection with the International Exhibition.

This report was adopted.

Stock prizes.—Mr. Jacob Wilson reported that the

Committee had arranged a preliminary prize-sheet for

the Bristol meeting, which will be printed and sent to

Members of the Council for consideration at the December

meeting, and that they had also recommended a list of

prizL's for the consideration of the Bristol Local Com-

mittee. This report was adopted.

General Bristol.—Mr. Brandretii Giubs reported

t' at the Westbury-on-Trym Bee-keepers Association

having applied for permission to exhibit bees at the Bris-

tol meeting, the Committee recommended that they be

informed that bees can be exhibited by the Association

taking space in the yard in the usual manner. The Com-

mittee also recommended that the Bristol meeting shall

commence on Wednesday, the lOth of July, and that the

implement yard shall be opened to the public ou Tuesday

tlie 'Jlh ; and that there be a separate booth, with a dis-

tinct contractor, for the supply of tea, colFce, and similar

light refreshments to the public. This report was adopted.

I.MI'LEMENT.—Mr. llemsley reported that the Com-

mittee recommended the addition of the following new

regulations to the implement prize sheet :

—

1. In the catalogue there shall be no statement of any

prize awarded to an implement except it be such as may

kave been awarded by the Royal Agricultural Society.

2. No placard or other statement shall be attached to

aay machine, implement, or other article in the Society's

8'iow-yard, referring to any prize, except such as may

have been awarded to it by the Royal Agricultural

Society.

3. In the show-yard exhibitors must use smokeless

coal, which, for their convenience, will be provided and

8 lid at a (ixed price by the Society, or by au agent du'y

appointed by it.

4. Shafting, bells, gearing, higli-s])ced machiucry

and any other exhibits likely to prove dangerous to the

public, shall be securely fenced and protected to the satis-

faction of the Society's stewards or engineers ; but such

approval by the stewards or engineers shall not relieve the

exhibitor from his liability under Clause 51.

5. Emery wheels and similar grinding machinery

driven at high speeds will not be allowed to be exhibited

in motion ; and the decision of the Society's stewards or

engineers in reference to such machinery shall iuall cases

be final and of immediate effect.

C. Engine-drivers in charge of boilers under steam, and

of steam-engines when running, shall not absent them-

selves from their posts without leaving their machinery

in charge of competent persons.

The Committee recommended that prizes to an amount

not exceeding £100 be oITered at the Bristol meeting for

improved dairy machinery and fittings. This report was

adopted.

The stewards of implements reported that they endorsed

the recommendation of the juJges of automatic sheaf -

binders tried in connection with the Society's late show at

Liverpool, to the efYect that the offer of the Society's gold

medal shall be renewed at the Bristol meeting. The fol-

lowing is the judges' report :

—

We have the honour to report that, having made a carefal

and thorough examination of the three American sheaf-bin d-

iQg machines (which were tried on wheat and oats at Mr.

Scotsou's farm at Aigburth), we are of opinion that whilst

great credit is due to the three inventions—viz., those of

Walter A. Wood, D. M. Osborne and Co., and C. II.

McCorraick, for the considerable efficiency attained, neither of

them have, as regards the requirements of English farmers,

attained that perfection which would justify us in awarding

the gold medal of the Society. We, however, strongly recom-

mend that a silver medal be awarded to Walter A. Wood, as

a recognition of progress, aud that high commendation be

bestowed ou the binding mcclianism employed by Osborne and

Co. Believing in the gieat iniportaucc of tiiis invention when

m ide practieilly efficient, wc sliall be glad to know that tlie

Society proposes to continue their offer of a gold medal for an

ellicieut self-binder.

(Signed)
jyj^^ Coleman.

The following resolution, from the Agricultural En-

gineers' Association, was presented by Mr. Aveling,

and referred jointly to the Implement and Showyard Con-

tracts Committee :^

The Council of the Agrieultaral Engineers' Association

desires most respectfully to bring under the attention of the

Royal agricultural Society the disadvantage arising from the

large area of ground occupied by the showyard. Visitors to

the show find great difficulty in getting through the business

many of them have come long distances to transact, and those

also who come to learn, find the labour of gaining tlie infor-

mation they desire too arduous for their powers. To render

more easy an examination of tlie agricultural portion of the

Show, the Council would urge upon the Council of the Iloyal
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Agricultural Society the desirability of providing a yard,

eparateJ from the other portion of the Sliow, for the exhi-

ition of all articles not strictly agricultural.

SnowYARD Contracts.— Mr. Jacob Wilson (chair-

man) reported that the Surveyor had submitted his cer-

tificates recommending the payment of the last instal-

ment to the contractor, amouutin? to £698 9s. 7d. The

Surveyor had also handed in plans for the proposed

showyard at Bristol, the consideration of which they

postponed until the December meeting. This report was

adopted.

Chemical.—Mr. Dent presented the following quar-

terly report of the Committee, which was ordered to be

printed in the agricultural newspapers :

—

1. A sample of manure, sold unler the name of

Organic Manure, sent by Mr. William Levett, Glassen-

bury, Cranbrook, Kent, on analysis yielded the following

results:

—

Moisture 8 23

Organic matter 3464)

Monobasic phosphate of lime *88

Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime rendered

soluble by acid (l-'37)

Insoluble phosphates 3 53

Sulpliate of lime, oxide of iron, and albumina,

&c 42-77

Insoluble siliceous matter 9 'M

100 00

Containing nitrogen 191

Equal to ammonia 233

This manure was bought at £5 a ton for cash on rail

in Iioiidon from Messrs. Lywood and Son, wholesale rag

and manure merchants and furriers, Albany-road, Old

Kent-road, S., who with the invoice seat the following

printed copy of analysis :

—

Copy of Analysis of Organic Manure.

(Prepared for use as a top-dressing).

Laboratory, 11, Eaton-terrace,

St. John's Wood, N.W., Feb. U, 1877.

Moisture lO'lS

•Nitrogenised organic matter 3423

Phosphate of lime 10 46

Sulphate of lime 29 89

Allcaline salts and magnesia 3°14

Insoluble matter 13 16

10000

*Containiag nitrogen 3 50

Equal to ammonia 4 25

(Signed) Alfked Sibson, E.C.S.

Had the manure corresponded with this analysis, it

would have contained 10'46 per cent, of phosphate of

lime, and have yielded 4i per cent, ammonia, whereas in

the sample taken from the bulk of five tons sold to Mr.

W. Levett, Dr. Voelcker found only 5 per cent, of phos-

phate of lime, and 2} per cent, of ammonia in round

numbers, that is only about one-half the amount of the

fertilising coustituents upon which the value of this

manure mainly depends.

MAGAZINE, S6T

A manure like the sam])lc analysed, instead of being

worth £5 in cash in Dr. Voelcker's judgment should not

cost much more than £2 lOs., and certaiuly is not worth-

more than £3 a ton.

2. Mr. Levett also sent a sample of nitrate of soda, a.

ton of which he bought from Messrs. J. L. Hale and Co.^

Anerley, near London, at £11 15s. per ton, ordered Feb.

21st, 1877, through " E. Reed, Agent, Cranbrook," and

delivered by Hale and Co. on March 3rd.

lleceipt of the order was acknowledged as follows— :

Colchester House, Anerlpy, near London, S.E.

Mr. Levett.—Dear Sir,—We beg to acknowledge the

receipt of your order (through our agent); for 1 ton nitrate of

soda, £11 15s. per ton, ex Docks in London.

Credit till September next.

Your favour shall have our earliest attention.—We »re,

yours, truly, J-. L. Haljb k Co.

notice.

The authority of our agents is strictly limited to taking

orders. Tliey have no power to bind ns in any transaction

We are not responsible for money or goods delivered to them,

nor for anything done or said by or to them. All contract*

and terms must be considered as confined to and included irt

the papers which emanate from our office, and our receipt is-

alone a sufficient discharge,

24th Feb., 1877.

Despatch of the nitrate was advised in the following

communication, datad March 1st, 1877 :

—

Colcliester House, Anerley, near London, S.E.

Mr. Levett,—Dear Sir,—In accordance with your order

given to our agent, we have sold and delivered to you this day t

•^10 bags nitrate soda ^they have gone with mor-e in the-

name of Mr. Walter Du-ngey. Please ask for 10 bags nit^

soda in hi-s name), and have directed the same to be left at

Stapleharst Station.

(Then follows a repetition of the above " Notice " a&

{,0 the authority of their agents).

On analysis the nitrate yielded the following results ;

—

Moisture 7 67

Chloride of sodium (common salt) 32 70

Sulphate of lime and magnesia "90

Insoluble matter '13

Pure nitrate of soda 58-GO

100-00

Good samples of nitrate of soda contain from 9-i to 9S

per cent, of pure nitrate. The sample sent by Mr.

Levett coBtained only 581 per cent., and abotit one-third

its weight of common salt, and in comparison with lirst-

class samples of nitrate of soda waa at that time nok

worth more than £8 a ton.

3. Another sample of nitrate of soda was sent on the

second of IMay by a member of the Society, aud oa
analysis yielded the following results :

Moisture 2-93

Chloride of sodium (common salt)... 32-59

Sulphate of lime aud magnesia '56

lusoluble matter "19

Pure nitrate of Boda -, 63-68

oo-oo
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Like the preceding sample it contained much common
salt. In reply to the usual inquiries, the following reply

was received

:

Deail Sir,—I am both sorry and annoyed that I cannot

give you the information you request in your letter of the

29th ult.

The facts of the case are these—a neighbour of mine

. . . . bought the nitrate about the third week ia March,

at £13 per ton, and he agreed to let me have a small portion

of it. My remark was, aa I knew nitrate had risen in price,

" You have bought it well—have you any guarantee P" He
said, " Yes; he warrants it 95 per cent." I told him to let

me have a sample, and I would send it up to you, and as soon

as you forwarded me the analysis I gave it to him, and I then

Went from home for a time. On my return I asked hira to fill

up the form you sent me, and to ray great annoyance I found

he had condoned the matter by agreeing to take another ton

of the man (it was originally three tons), so he was to have

four at the 'name price ; he therefore objected to fill up the

form.

Under these circumstances I am unable to comply with

your request, glad as I should have been to have done so.^

Yours truly.

To Dr. Voelcker. * * , ,

4. A sample of bone-dust sent from the neighbourhood

of Chirbury, Shropshire, and offered at £8 per ton, was

found of the following composition :

Moisture 4'53

••Organie matter 20-47

riiosphate of lime 2171
Sulphate of lime (gypsum) 1589
Oxide of iron, and alumina, &c.... 9'58

Insoluble siliceous matter (sand)... 27'82

100 00
*Containing nitrogen 1-55

Equal to ammonia 1*80

This bone-dust, it will be seen, was largely adulterated

with gypsum and worthless earthy matter. In con-

sequence of the above analysis no sale was effected.

5. Another sample of bone-meal, sold at £? per ton,

was sent for analysis from the same neighbourhood. This

bone-meal had the following composition:—
Moisture 3'57

* Organic matter 19-80

Phosphate of line 36-57

Sulphate of lime (gypsum) 82-50

Carbonate of lime 3*92

Alkaline salts and magnesia 2-01

lasoluble siliceous matter 1-63

100-00

* Containing nitrogen 1'12

Equal to ammonia 1-36

In comparison with genuiue bone-dust, selling at £8
a ton, this sample was worth only about £5 a ton.

6. Special compound manures are frequently sold at far

too high a price.

An example in illustration of this fact was brough*
under my notice by Mr. T. R. Hulbert, North Cerney,

Cirencester, who sent me a sample of barley manure
which had the fullowing composition ;—

Moisture ,
15-02

'Organic matter and water of combination 2032
Monobasic phosphate of lime 7-37

Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime rendered

soluble by acid (11-54-)

Insoluble phosphate of lime 9"75

Sulphate of lime 24'-B4

fAlkaline salts and magnesia 18-85

lasoluble siliceous matter 4-16

100-00

*Containing nitrogen 1'66

Equal to ammonia „ ., 2*01

flucludin? nitrate of soda 14"60

Containing nitrogen 2-40

Equal to ammonia 2-91

Total nitrogen 406

Equal to ammonia 4 92

This barley manure, which appears to be a mixture of

bone-superphosphate and nitrate of soda, is worth about

£8 a ton, and was sold at £11 a ton.

la reply to inquiries, Mr. Hulbert wrote as follows :

—

North Cerney, Cirencester, June 25, 1877.

Dear Sir,— I do not think I received an invoice of the

manure, and if I did so I have mislaid it. It was to coat £11

per ton, subject to discount. Tlie seller was

Oq my sending him the analysis he requested me to use the

manure, and if I was not satisfied with the result he would

have nothing for it, consequently I have done so.—Believe me,

yours faithfully, (signed) T. R. Hulbert.

7. Another case of a high-priced compound manure

was furnished by Mr. George Neve, of Sissinghurst,

Staplehurst, who sent a sample of manure for analysis,

and asked whether it corresponded with the following

description, which is a copy of the card enclosed in Mr.

Neve's letter :

—

TO HOP-GROWERS.

Mr. JOHN WHITE, of Yaldlng,

Begs to inform his friends that he is prepared to receive

orders for the Celebrated

CONCENTRATED HOP - MANURE, No. 1.

Manufact ured by the Agricultural Manure Company,

of London.

The value of this manure is so well known, having been

largely used in the hop-growing districts for many years that

it needs no further recommendation than that afforded in the

continued and still increasing demand for it each season. It

contains all the necessary elements required by the plant, has

a large percentage of soluble phosphates, and about 25 per

cent, of pure salts of ammonia. The extreme solubility of

this manure renders it readily effective. It is considered one

of the best and cheapest dressings for hops ever introduced,

and is far better adapted to the purpose than either guano or

rape dust.

On analysis the sample sent by Mr. Neve was found to

contain in 100 parts :

—
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Moisture

Organic matter, water of combination and salts

of ammonia 36"65

Monobastic phosphate of lime 10'53

Eqnal to tribastic phosphate of lime rendered

soluble by acid (16-48)

Insoluble phosphate ,,

Sulphate of lime and alkaline salts and mag-

nesia

lasoluble siliceous matter

7'0-i

2G'2i

5-4'J

100-00

Containing nitrogen 3-75

Equdl to ammonia 4 55

This manure, tlierefore, is mainly a mixture of super-

phosphate and decomposed wool-refuse. The statement

that it contains about 25 per cent, of pure salts of

ammonia is incorrect, nor does the manure contain a large

proportion of soluble phosphate, for 1G| percent, is not a

large proportion of soluble phosphate. If the whole of

the nitrogen is calculated as ammonia, the manure would

yield 4| per cent, of ammonia ; but the nitrogen is not

all present as ammonia, but partly as ammonia salts and

partly in the shape of nitrogenous organic matter (decora-

posed shoddy). Even assuming that the 455 per cent,

of ammonia was present as ammonia salts, which is not

the case, this would correspond only to about 18 per cent.

of sulphate of ammonia.

£10 a ton cash (the price at which the manure was sold)

is in Dr. Voelcker's opinion a very high price to pay for this

article, as a manure fully equal to the sample sent can be

readily made, with little trouble, at about £7 a ton, by

mixing a good superphosphate with decomposed shoddy

and a little sulphate of ammonia.

Mr. Neve subsequently wrote to Dr. Voelcker as

follows :

—

" In the case of the Concentrated Hop-Manure that yon

analysed for me some time since, Mr. Sibson, who made an

analysis for the manfacturers, confirmed yours as closely as

possible, but valued it at £0 per ton. I declined to take it at

that price, and it has been returned with all expenses paid."

Mr. Dent also reported that the Committee had con-

sidered what interpretation should be placed upon the

schedule of members' privileges of chemical analyses in

cases where landlord and tenant were jointly interested,

and where the secretary of a co-operative association

claimed the advantage of his membership for obtaining

analyses of manures and feeding-stuffs to be supplied to its

members. The Committee resolved that the chemical

privileges of members of the Society should remain as at

present, and that secretaries of co-operative societies for

the supply of artificial manures and feeding-stuffs be

regarded as persons engaged in the sale of substances sent

for analysis. This report was adopted after a conversa.

lion, in the course of which,

Mr. AvELiNG stated that the two cases mentioned in

the report were, in his opinion, both equally of a trading

character. lie regarded, however, the charges for analysis

as so heavy that they were practically prohibitory to per-

sons of small means, and therefore prevented such farmer,

from using artificial manures, because they were not in a

position to obtain a guarantee of their quality. In his

county he knew it was not unusual for a man to exchausie

a horse or a pig for a certain quantity of artificii 1 manure,

and therefore the cost of analysis bore too high a per-

centage to that of the manure to persons who obtained

manures in such small quantities. He would prefer that

the Society should have its own laboratory, and that

analyses should be made at a low rate, not only for their

own members, but for all farmers, even if the Society lost

a certain amount of money in each case.

Mr. Bow EN JoNBS pointed out that this plan would

restrict considerably the number of members of the

Society, and thus prevent it from doing much of the good

work that it was now able to accomplish.

Mr. DEiNT remarked that he should like to see the

Society in possession of a good house, with a convenient

laboratory, if the Society possessed the necessary funds,

but that was a question which would have to be carefully

considered by the Finance Committee.

Mr. Kandell stated that he had, years ago, suggested

to the Chemical Committee the desirability of revising

the cost of analyses, so as to get farmers into the habit of

resorting to that check upon the quality of the goods sup-

plied to them, and this he had thought should be done by

supplementing the fees which the members paid to Dr.

Voelcker by an addition from the funds of the Society.

Education.—Mr. Dent reported that the following

sis schools had entered 32 candidates for examination for

the Society's Junior Scholarships, viz. :—Devon County

School, 1 ; Dorset County School, 2 ; Bedford County

School, 2 ; Sandbach Grammar School, 3 ; Glasnevin

College, 5 ; Surrey County School, 19 ; of which the

Dorset and Sandbach Schools send up candidates for the

first time. The usual examiners had agreed to act, and

the gentlemen invited had accepted the office of Local

Secretaries. The Council gave notice that at the next

Council meeting they would move for the renewal of the

education grant for 1878. This report was adopted.

Veterinary.—The Hon. W. Egerton, M.P. (Chair-

man), reported that there were twelve candidates eligible

to compete for the Society's veterinary prizes and medals,

of whom six had already entered their names for compe-

tition. Dr. Burdou Sanderson had reported on the ex-

periments as to the protective value of the mode of inocu-

lation for pleuro-pneumonia employed at the Brown
lustitution. Four of the inoculated animals had been

exposed to infection by co-habitation for many weeks in

the same stable with other animals suffering from the

disease, and the result was so far favourable that none of

them had taken the disease. He, however, deprecated

the drawing of any conclusion on the subject until much
more extensive experience had been gained by further

trials. Altough Mr. Duguid had done his best to obtain

opportunities for such trials, he had hitherto experienced

the greatest ditliculty in finding persons who were willing

(o allow their sheds to be used for the purpoic. There
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was reason, however, to hope that these ditricullies, like

others which had bein met with, would be surmounted,

aud that in another mouth it would be possible to present

to the committee a final report on the iraportaut question

under investigation. Dr. Sanderson had further stated

that Dr. Yeo, of King's College, had almost completed his

investigations, and that his report would be ready for pre-

sentation in a few weeks. In case it should be thought

proper to continue the scientific inquiries at the Brown

Institution, Dr. Sanderson suggested that in addition to

any further experiments that may be necessary on the

subject cf pleuro-pneumonia, atteati.m should be directed

to the important subject of Anthrax. In reference to

this disease much new information had lately been gained

by scientific experiments in Germany, which, if pursued

in this country, would, he believed, yield very valuable

additions to our knowlege of the nature and origin of

diseases of this class. The Committee gave notice that

at the next Council meeting they would move for the

renewal of the veterinary grant for 1878. This report

was adopted.

Botanical.—Mr. Whitehead (Chairman) reported

that the Consulting Botanist had examined various sam-

ples of clover seeds and permanent grasses, and that these

were generally good specimens. The Committtee had had

before them a communication respecting the condemna-

tion in his annual report for 1870, of seeds offered to a

member of the Society by a Farmers' Supply Association,

in which these seeds are admitted to have been a sample

of inferior cocksfoot. The Committee were of opinion

that this exnlanation more than justified Mr. Carruthers's

report. There had been several entomological inquiries

made during the past quarter, chiefly in relation to

insects found in potato fields. This report was adopted.

Mr. Jacob Wilson moved the following resolution, of

which he had given notice .—

•

" That this^Council would respectfully nrge upon the Govern-

ment the desirability of taking, as soon as possible, the neces-

sary steps to carry into effect the recommendations of the

Select Committee on the cattle plague and the importation of

live stock."

He reminded the Council of the steps which they had

taken during the year in consequence of the outbreak of

the cattle plague, commencing with their resolution

passed in March last, which was as follows :—

That seeing the precautions hitherto adopted for the preven-

tion of outbreaks of rinderpest aud other contagious diseases

of animals in Great Britain have not been successful, it is the

opinion of this Council that nothing short of tlie total prohi-

bition of the importation of hve stock from European ports

will meet the exigencies of the case.

In consequence of the increasing gravity of the position

and the continuance of cattle plague, uniform and com-

pulsory measures throughout the country were also

advocated ; and in May, on the Cattle plague extending

to Willesden outside the metropolitan area, a further

resolution was passed, urging the Privy Council to super-

sede the local authorities in the home counties. These

resolutions were backed by deputations to the Lord

President of the Council, and on every occasion practical

results had followed fioin the action which the

Council had taken, although the Lord President

felt that he could not do ail that was asked

without further powers and further informatioa. A
Select Committee of the House of Commons had therefore

been appointed ; and although the report and the recom-

mendations made by that committee did not go the whole

length of what had been asked by the Council, they went

far enough to merit the warm support of the agricultural

commuuity. He felt, however, that the Society ought not

to stop there, as these conclusions of the Select Committee

were at present only recommendations, and the question

arose—Would the Government give effect to them, and

make them the law of the land ? He thought that it was

only proper that the opinion of an important body like

the Royal Agricultural Society should be expressed as to

the propriety of this step being taken, and he believed

that every other agricultural association in the kingdom

would act in the same manner. The questiom was of

national importance, more especially to the consumer,

who was beginning to find out that " cattle disease" was

synonymous with " dear meat." Notwithstanding the

prohibition of German, Russian, and Belgian Cattle, thg

supply to our own markets was now amounting to a glut,

and the producer could not obtain more than from Ss. to

Os. per imperial stone, but whether the butcher or the

consumer reaped the benefit of these low prices h* was

not in a position to say. He concluded by urging that

although it was an unusual course for the Society to peti-

tion the Government, and although the recommendatioa

of the committee did not go to the extent which the

Society had asked, he felt that the agricultural interests of

the country would be satisfied if these recommendations

were to take effect without unnecessary delay.

Mr. Booth seconded the lesolution. He had attended

most of the meetings of the Committee, aud could testify

to the zeal which its members had displayed in endeavour-

ing to bring out the truth with reference to every branch

of the subject, and especially as to an adequate provision

of food for the people. He had always urged for stronger

measures than those recommended by the Committee, but

inasmuch as it has been stated by eminent veterinary

surgeons that if animals from Germany, Russia, and

Belgium could be kept out of the country, and those from

other countries could be slaughtered at the port of landing,

both cattle plague and pleuro-pneumonia would be pre-

vented from gaining access to our flocks andheids, he had

gomewhat altered his views ; and he hoped that the

Government would make the recommendations of the

Committee in their entirety of the law of the country,

and thus secure the advantages of increased production,

both to producer aud consumer, by giving security for

the health of their own herds.

Mr. Dent, although he would not oppose the resolu-

tion, slated that individually he did not agree with the
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report uf the (Joir.niittec. No doubt there would be

ample discussion iu I'arliaaicnt, where every interest is

represeuled, before the recommendations of the Com-

mittee would be made law. lie agreed that cattle from

Russia, Germany, and Belgium ought to be excluded, and

he did not understand why Austro-Hungary had not

been placed iu the same category, as cattle from that

empire could be sent here by way of Trieste ; but as re-

gards Spain and Portugal, and other countries which

were free fmni disease, he did not see any necessity for

slaughtering ttieir cattle at the port of landing. He
considered that the stringent regulations recommended by

the Committee to be enforced in the interior of the coun-

try would be disliked by farmers, except, perhaps, by

the owners of valuable herds. As a magistrate, he could

testify to the fact that when stringent regulations were in

operation, cases of infraction of them were constantly

being brought before him, and the delintjueuts were gene-

rally the smaller farmers and graziers.

Mr. IIoRLEY cordially supported the resolution.

Nothing that the Council had done of late years had

given more general satisfaction than their action this

year in reference to cattle plague, and he hoped that

the Council would strongly urge the necessity of imme-

diate legislation on the subject.

Mr. BoWLY also supported the resolution, and urged

that the great losses which had been sustained in conse-

quence of cattle plague should outweigh the inconve-

nience to which salesmen and petty dealers were put by

stringent regulations. The public were beginning to

learn that the importation of live stock, so far from

cheapening meat, had a directly contrary effect, in conse-

sequence of the losses of our own cattle by imported

disease.

Mr. Charles Howard repudiated Mr. Dent's idea

that the restrictions advocated would be of special value

to Shorthorn breeders. During the last great outbreak

there were proportionately fewer deaths amongst the

pure herds than amongst the commoner kind of cattle. In

fact, it is the graziers who complain most of the ravages

of coutagious diseases ; and although the agricultural

interest is the one which the Society was established to

support, he would recommend the adoption of the resolu-

tion in the interest of the community generally.

Mr. Martin, as one of those who did not possess one

of the valuable herds to which Mr. Dent had alluded, was

a warm supporter of the resolution. All shades of

opinion were represented on the Select Committee, and he

looked on their recommendations as a compromise. He

thought, therefore, that the Society ought not to sacrifice

the opportunity of obtaining improving legislation,

although the Committee had not gone to the extent

which the Council desired. His experience as a magis-

trate was that dealers and butchers were the offenders

against regulations having for their object the prevention

of contagious diseases of animals.

The Hon. W. Egertox, M.P., as a member of the

Committee, staled that the rccommendutioua of the

Committee were not a compromise. On the contrary, he

regarded them as strong, stringent, and decisive. The

last paragraph, it was true, was carried against the

Chairman, and doubtless some thought that it would pre-

vent the Government from taking any action in reference

to foreign cattle, but he trusted that the Society would

urge the Government not to be afraid of the effect o f

that paragraph, and that they would uphold the necessity

of restrictions on home stock as well as on foreign stock,

aud press the Government to introduce a large and com-

prehensive measure on the whole subject.

Mr. Randell, as representing the class which,

according to Mr. Dent, would not like the restiictions

just alluded to, and as having to do with the occupiers of

40,000 acres under similar circumstances, declared that

they had the same strong feeling upon the necessity of

proper regulations being made as to home stock, and

upon doing away with the importation of live animals and

substituting a dead-meat trade, as the owners of high-

bred stock. In his opinion, the only way to meet the

increasing competition of America was by breeding more
animals, and this they could only do if they felt that their

stock had ceased to be subject to periodical attacks of

imported disease. Farmers, so far as he knew them,

would cheerfully submit to regulations themselves, if they

were accompanied by such security as they desired. He
did not look upon the report as a compromise, but as tha

result of an arbitration between the farmers and the con.

sumers, after a most careful, patient, and exhaustive

inquiry. He hoped the Council would be unanimous in

asking the Government to carry the recommendations

into effect, and thus set an example to the other

agricultural bodies, which, doubtless, they would at once

follow:

The President regretted that Mr. Dent had laid such

stress upon the feelintjs of owners of valuable herds. For

himself he could say that he had entered into the question

more on behalf of the cotter with one cow, or the small

farmer with five or six, than on behalf of the rich owner

of a valuable herd, for the small man could not afford the

loss of his one cow so much as the Snorthorn breeder that

of his entire stock ; and throughout the whole of the

proceedings the bearing of the question upon valuable

herds had not been brought prominently forward.

Abundant evidence had been given to shew that the falling-

off in the breeding of animals revealed by the statistics

was caused by the fear of contagious diseases, and there-

fore the more the dead-meat trade was encouraged the

better, as it removed the necessity for the importation of

the live ani.nals which brought these diseases with them.

The resolution having been put to the vote, it was carried

unanimously, and the President was instructed to ask the

Prime Minister to receive a deputation from the Council

in support of it during the period of the Smithfield Show

A letter was read from the Secretary of the Meteoro-

logical Onice iu reference to agricultural statistics of

the weather, iiud was rclcricd to the iJutauicul Committee.
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Letters from Lord Radnor and h's agent, in reference

to the disqualification of his young boar (No. 1,187) at

the Liverpool meeting, were read, and the Secretary was

instructed to reply that under the existing rule as to the

disqualifications on account of dentition the decision of

the Inspectors, after having been approved by the

Stewards, must be regarded as final.

Mr. Stratton gave aotice that at the next monthly

Council he would move a resolution having reference to

the existing rule as to the dentition of pigs.

A letter was read from Mr. Smith, of Woolston, on

steam cultivation.

The date of the general meeting in December was fixed

for Thursday, December 13th, and the Couucil adjourned

until Wednesday, December 12th.

SHORTHORN.

A meeting of the (/ouncil of this Society was held at

the Society's rooms, 12, Hanover Square, on Tuesday, the

Gth ult. Present: the Earl of Dunmore in the chair
;

the Earl of Feversham; Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P.

;

Mr. Hugh Aylmer, Mr. T. C. Booth, Mr. H. Chandos-

Pole-Gell, Mr. John Harward, Mr. D. Mcintosh, Rev.

T. Stanifotth, Mr. 11. Stratton, Mr. G. Murton Tracy,

and Mr. Jacob Wilson.

The following new members were elected :—

CUrke, Robert, Bolinda Vale, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.

Graham, James, Calthwaite Hall, Penrilh.

Morris, Christopher, Upton Lawn, Cheater.

Owen, William Thomas, Featherston, Wanganui, New Zpa-

land.

Schroder, Baron W. H. von, The Rookery, Nantwich,

Cheshire.

Stephenson, Christopher, Woburn,Beds.

Editing Committee.—Colonel Kingscote reported

that volume 23 of the Herd Book was in an advanced

state, and that there was every probability of its being

issued to members before Christmas. The Committee

therefore recommended that as soon as practicable adver-

tisements be inserted in the agricultural papers, stating

that entries for vol. 24 may now be received, and that the

latest date for receiving entries for such volume will be

Monday, February 4th next.

The Committee further reported that since their meet-

ing on June 5th last, at which they examined and

reported upon a Kirklevington pedigree, they had received

further and important evidence in support of the pedigree

as it had been accepted by Mr. Strafford, and they were

of opinion, with such new evidence before them, that the

pedigree for the future should be given as recorded in

Vol. 20, p. 601.

This Report was adopted.

General Purposes Committee.—Colonel Kingscote

reported that the accounts for the months of August,

September, and October had been examined by Messrs.

Quilter, Ball, and Co., and the Committee, and were found

to be correct.

The Committee also reported that the Secretary's

petty cash account had been examined and passed, and

showed an expenditure of £19 lis. 6d. during the past

three months ; that the receipts for the months of August,

September, and October had been £176 lis. 6d., the

balance of the Society's current account at the bankers

being £360 6s. 2d., and £500 on deposit.

The Committee reoommended that cheques be drawn

for various accounts, amounting to £416 4s. 9d., and that

the £500 on deposit be transferred to the current account.

The Committee also recommended that a list of mem-

bers in their respective counties, in alphabetical order, be

published, and a copy sent to each member of the

Society.

The Committee having considered the matter of

arrears of subsci'iptions, recommended that the names of

three members be handed to the Society's solicitor with a

view to the recovery of their subscriptions.

The Cemmittee further recommended that the salary of

the Society's clerk be increased from iNovember 1st ta

£130 per annum.

Ihis Report was adopted.

On the motion of Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P.,

seconded by Mr. H. Chandos-Pole-GcU, Lord Penrhyn

Penrhyn Castle, Bangor, was re-elected a member of the

Council, in|the room of the Earl of Dunmore, elected vice-p-

resident of the Society ; and on the motion of Mr. T. C.

Booth, seconded by Mr. Jacob Wilson, Mr. B. St. John

Ackers, Prinknash Park, Painswick, was elected a member

of the Council, in the room of the Rev. J. N. Micklethwait,

deceased.

On the motion of Mr. Jacob Wilson, seconded by Mr.

H. Chandos-Pole-Gell, the next meeting of the Council

was fixed for Tuesday, December lUh, at 4 p.m.

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL.
The first monthly meeting of the directors of this So-

ciety for the season was held on November 7, in their

chambers. No. 3, George IV. Bridge. Mr. Hutchison,

of Carlowrie, in the chair.

Aberdeen Snow, 1876.—Two-year-old Shorthorn Heifers:

The first premium, awarded to Mr. Tweedle, Deuchrie, for

" Grand Cherry," lias been forfeited, the animal having failed

to proauce a calf within the specified period. The preminm

has been transfered to Her Majesty the Queen for " Cawlina

5th ;" the second to Mr. Marr, Upper Mill, for " Missie 4:9th."

Mr. Brace's " Blossom," which was very highly commended,

would have been entitled to the third, but not having pro-

duced a calf, the premium was transferred to the said Mr.

Marr, for " Missie 48tli." Mares in Foal : The fourth pre-

mium, awarded to Mr. Thompson, Baillieknowe, for " Dar-

ling," has been forfeited, the animal having failed to produce

a foal. The premium has been transferred to Mr. Calder,

Muirton, for " Fanny,"

Edinburgh Show, 1877.—Trial ofHorse Rakes: The fol-

lowing report by the Implement Committee was read :
" The

horse rakes selected at the Edinburgh Show were tried at Niddrie

Mains ou the i^7th July. Three machiuea appeared on the
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ground—viz.: No?, 871 and 873, made by Ilaugrhton and

Thompson, Carlisle ; and 871, made by J. and II. Keyworth

and Co., Liverpool. We beg to report that after trial we con-

sider that the implement No. S7-2 did the work in a satifactory

manner, is simple in the arrangement of working and raising

and lowering of the teetli ; and we recommend tliatthe silver

medal of the Society be awarded to Sfoddart Peile, Carlisle,

the inventor. The implement No. 87i is very ingenious in

the working arrangements, but we consider it is not so well

alapted for a heavy crop. The Committee may mention that

the sliafts of the horse rakes that were tried were too short

for horses of this district.—(Signed) James W. Hunter, P, B.

Swinton, Thomas Mylne, James D. Park."

la accordance with tlie recommendations in the report, the

board awarded a silver medal to Mr. Peile. Awards.—The
directors approved of the awards at the Ediaburgh Show, and

the chairman was authorised to sign orders for the money

prenainras, which the secretary was instructed to issue, along

with the medals, as early as convenient.

Dumfries Show, 1878.—It was remitted to the Com-

mittee on General Shows to arrange the premiums and

adjust the regulations for the show to be held at Dumfries

next year.

Proposed Shotv at Perth in 1879-—On requisitions

for a show to be held at Perth in 1879 for the district com-

prising the eastern division of Perthshire, western division of

Forfarshire, Fifeshire, and Kiuross-shire, being submitted, it

was resolved to recommend the general meeting in January to

comply with the prayer of the requisitionists, and it was re-

mitted to the General Show Committee to prepare the classes

of stock for which premiums should be offered.

Veterinary Department.— Tt was repirled that the pre-

liminary examination of students for the society's veterinary

certificate took place on the 10th and 11th July, when twenty-

one students entered their names for examination, and thirteen

Agricultural Education.—The Secretary stated that
the examination of candidates for the Societj's bursaries was
held on the 3 1st October, when Johu E. O. Nonnen (Edin-
burgh) and George Wilson (Edinburgh) passed for bursaries

of £20 each, and George Harrold (Caithness), James Miller

(Caithness), and John Geddes Mackintosh (Edinburgh) for

bursaries of £10 each. The £20 bursaries are tenable for

one year at the University of Edinburgh, for the purpose of
enabling the holders to take the classes necessary to qualify

for the Society's certificate or diploma ; and the £10 bur-

saries are tenable for the same period, to enable the holders

to receive another year's preparation at the schools. The
examinations were conducted by Professor Wilson and
Professor Balfour.

School Maps.—A letter was read from Mr, R. M.
Cameron, School Board Stationery Office, Edinburgh, bring-

ing under the notice of the Society a series of " Illustrations

for Schools," which he has brought out, aud sending for the

inspection of the board a number of those specially suitable

for schools in agricultural districts. The board considered

that the illustrations were extremely well executed, and were
of opinion that the extended introduction of such maps into

schools, particularly in country districts, would be very

beneficial.

LIVE STOCK NOTES.
I am asked to address myself to the following remarks:

" What of the low prices at the autumn sales ? I should

be glad to see ' fashion' less rampant ; but the low prices

made at recent sales of some valuable and carefully-bred

herds are discouraging." My correspondent only echoes

some everyday-talk, on which I will endeavour to throw

what light I can. I could not make the round of these

sales, and T cannot, therefore, of my own personal know-

ledge, venture to olFer explanation based on the evidence

if the eyes. The time has come, however, when there

is required by the Shorthorn buyer some palpable grounds

for the faith he is asked to repose in the animals subjected

to his fancy. A shrewd public must be assured of the

intrinsic value of the cattle set for their study. They

require the evidence of a sharply-delineated type, such as

one was wont to find pervading the series of animals in ad-

joining stalls at Warlaby, Fawsley, and Towneley. How
diverse were these three stamps—the Richard Booth's,

the Knightley's, and the Royal Butterflies! And yet place

a score of such in their beauty and purity of pedigree aa

the artist hand had moulded them, for sale to-morrow,

and you would see how bids would rise, as trout

after May-fly. What the public won't have, and what

they are quite right in refusing, are what Mr. Housman

80 aptly calls the " iitJlsciimitiateli/" bred, although

twenty sires may be recorded by way of pedigree on their '

ancestral roll. Whenever you have to investigate a
pedigree of this sort, and on turning out in the Herd
Book the several bulls, find you have further to turn out
a score more, whose names you do not recognise, and
then another hundred names (all strange) to find

out the line of breeding in the previous score, I
promise you in the first place a splitting headache,

and in the next place I recommend you at once
pitch the pedigree far enough, and put all

such kine out of thought. It is astonishing how-
many people will persist in breediug such, with the
idea of their being some time valuable. Thirty-

years ago it happened thus :—An enthusiastic amateur
farmer got hold, from a North-country relative or
friend, of a " pure-bred Shorthorn calf," which mayor
may not have had personal meiit, but of which under any
circumstances he was supremely proud ; aud the use of
which he allowed to his acquaintances and pressed upon
his tenantry. This calf, when he came to maturity, was
paired with every cow about the place. Irish, Alderney,
Ayrshire, or whatever might accidentally constitute the
dairy herd, in days when travel was difficult and done on
foot

;
and so various tribes, and types of nondescript

character, came to be established in, and so indigenous to,

the dilFcrent localities, without number, of England and
Wales, The females, be it remembered, under this nattre
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of things were not unapt to get built up gradually on the

painstaking estates to be of a very useful and oftentimes

good-looking type- There was a far greater likelihood of

a v.)iiform lot (however compounded) existing in a neigh-

bourhood then, when the limits of travel for purchase or

sale were confined to the local markets and fairs, than

there is nowadays, when every traia brings ia from a

distance a medley importation, to be scattered broadcast

through the district, upsetting alike (when used to breed

from) all previous shape and calculation. To follow up

this bull-calf, however, be did such evident good that

after being used for some years and oftentimes upon his

own stock, his happy owner was inspirited to try his luck

in the like line again, and have another youngster from

the North-country, who in his turn got similarly used,

and multiplied his predecessor's performance. So it went

on until a good quantity of Shorthorn blood (whether

indifferent or excellent, as might be, at its source) came to

beintermingled with the ordinary cattle of the district, and

initiated that general improvementof which, thanks to such

pioneers andby subsequenthelp ofrailway transport, so many

tenant-farmers' herds show ample proof to-day. The am-

bitious tenant, of whom fortunately there are to be found a

few everywhere, would take pains in pairing and sifting,

until eventually he found himself in possession of a tidy

cow, having four pure crosses or so of these imported

calves' blood. From her he would breed a bull to use,

and felt consequent pride in having an entry of him

made in the Herd Book ; and his cows he would send,

as well as he could, to as many various bulls (without

regard, remember, to any particular strain or tribe) as he

could reach. Thus, in one way, long years since, at the

beginning, cattle in the Midland and Southern counties

got their pedigrees bullscriminatehj built up. Then (and

even yet there are hundreds who, at the auctions, now so

frequent, justify and follow this course) a bull-calf would

be purchased simply because considered to be personally

good, and without any calculation as to how his blood

might suit that already in the veins of the female. Thus

were and are " indiscriminate " pedigrees compounded,

which the skilled breeder nowadays is too wise to

adopt ; and animals of this sort occurring very nume-

rously in sales, and being little in demand, it is that

leads usually to a low average. I venture to repeat

advice I have often penned. Never buy for breeding an

animal unless you can read at once in his pedigree the

famlHar names of the best old cattle and the most

celelrcited breeders. To attain that knowledge master

the easy details of the first volume of the Herd Book, and

read up the writings of The Druid, Messrs. Ilousman,

Carr, Bell, &c., in fact any literature of credit giving

details of the early experiments and modes of crossing

adopted. This advice was given before and sreered at

by a writer whose proved ignorance is only equal to his

ill-nature, and whose self-conceit got, not so long since,

a practical rebuke from the very public he had

sought to gull, his imli.icr'uninatehj bred cows fetching

just butchers' price at the very sale where females of

a line he crabbed wei'tJ sold at an average of nearly

three hundred, simply because the public could recognise

their demerits, and trust the judgment of their breeder.

As regards the question of " rampant fashion," the lead-

ing tribes, which are acknowledged to have done so much

good in improving ordinary herds, must, by the law of

supply and demand, keep up their price so long as the

rich landowners are emulous of nursing snch "blue

blood." Happy fact for the country at large! But at the

same time it is evident that the line offashion is elastic,

provided only that fitting letters of credit can be pre-

sented in the shape of an easily-read pedigree backed up

by strong personal merit, as has more recently been showa

in the case, to name but two, of the Darlington and

Duchess Nancy tribes. But of this more anon.

Many years ago, waiting in Rome through the long

hours of the night to view a ceremonial, a stranger be-

hind asked me, " Would you like a cup of tea ?" " Ah I

wouldn't I ?" Whereupon he handed me a lozenge,

which, considering our non-acquaintaTice, and in a land

of poison, I imprndently sucked. All at once, and so

oddly, it seemed to give way between my lips, to expand

and swell and soften, and finally permeate my whole

mouth and throat with the fulness and delicious refresh-

ment of the coveted cup of tea. So do I find, more and

more, the oftener I study it, Mr. Housman's brief

pamphlet on "The Improved Shorthorn" (itidgway)

to melt from its hard small shape into a very volume of

valuable instruction. Why will he not issue another ?

—

Vigil, Nov. 2.

The question of breed and breeding, what it is and

That it is to be. is coming of necessity more to the front

oiiih year that progresses. The love of Shorthorns, once

taken up, daily experience shows us to become thoroughly

ingrained in the mind of the breeder. It is no matter of

enthusiastic faucy, as some wou'd have us believe, to be

taken up or thrown away as a whim. The records of

over a century now sufficiently exhibit to us the hold this

interesting and socially useful pursuit takes of all who

have the opportunity and means to do it justice. Maji r

Ilallett's selection of seed, by the exceeding benefit hs
distributed parcels have done in improving the sample

throughout the country, afford us an illustration of the

good their enterprise has effected who have devoted

thoughtful years and much money expenditure to the

development of the meat-growing and milk-producing

qualities of cattle. Their story is on every side of their

abode, and their influence reaches to foreign lands. Dis-

tinguished breeders, born artists in their line, such as the

Messrs. CoUings, Bakewell, Ellman, &c., we have ha 1 for

generations,but within the last thirty year?, whether owing

or not to the increased facilities of rapid transit and mutual

interchange of experiences, such a leip has been taVen iu

the improvement of all sorts of farms, sheep, pigs,

horses, cattle as one would think has almost reac'ied the

limit of possible extension. Why, it seems but yesterday

that, excepting here aud there au iufciior s|,eci.nen of
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the Berkshire, only gaunt, native, hungry swine were to

be seen in fold or showyard : whereas now, on tho very

hill-side, in the cotter's stye, you may encounter plump

specimens, both black and white, of a very improved sort.

It is so, too, with cattle. It is not a score of years since

we have seen heifer-class prizes won by half-bred Ayr-

shires and Alderneys, to compete for which now we have

all but faultless Shorthorns sent hundreds of miles. It

is, of course, beyond doubt that the early breeders had

specimens equal, at least, if not superior, to the best ei-

hibited nowadays, but the benefit had not diffused itself

through the country as it has now. So far from being

saucy, as he is now, and choosing only to have the most

mellow-handling roans, the ordinary grazier and milk

farmer icas content with a very hard-skinned, three-

cornered stripling of a bull, bred and picked up any-

where and anyhow, only provided the price did not ex-

ceed as many sovereigns as a tailor's thimble might contain.

It is a fact that there has been a wonderful growth of

improvement, and that the taste for fine stock not only

fastens itself daeply in the mind of the rich amateur, but,

so far as he can reach, of the ordinary tenant-farmer too.

With a view to meet this demand, men have been using

up what material they could find, and while some have

been content to go on with haphazard combinations of

animals bought anywhere, with pedigree, if possible, only

estimated by its length, and not by its elements, breeding

often successfully for the butcher and dairy, but still not

somewhat managing to win the confidence of the country

as evinced by long prices, others have taken care to follow

in the intelligent track of the thoroughbred horse-breeder,

that is, to use only elements of approved excellence, and as

long-descended as possible. These men of late years have

obtained their reward. Those who remained deeply

loyal to the leading of Booth, Bates, Knightley, &c., have

found their productions in demand at high prices amongst

their respective admirers. But when these purchased

specimens ffet dispersed, what then ? By help

of patience and a long purse a new herd may

be reared in time by the buyer as pure as the

old if he will only stick to their development in the same

channel ; but this he is occasionally unable, occasionally

inapt to do. Some friend has a famous bull, or he will

send his cow for a cross with such and such a herd,

which has become celebrated in the show-yard. Upon

what principle will he do it ? He may go wholly for

form and shape, and, as Mr. Eastwood, Mr. Wethercll,

and such breeders manage ultiiiiately to gain the confi-

dence of the public. Or he may produce a most shapely

animal that shall sweep the board of prizes, and still

have " no sale " when his turn comes. IIow shall we ac-

count for this ? People are uatiiralhj afraid of a recent

conglomerate. There is no knowing what may crop up,

what " sports " may occur, and life is short. They may

not care to " select " anew. They want to breed with

certainty. Tl ee is but one coarse to pursue. It is the

rule of nature. Start witii the best, and go on improv-

ing. It is our destiny in life. It is the source of our

happiness to go on, by whatever fair means we may,
improving whatever may be within our power whatever

the circle of our circumstances includes. Every mrin

will do it his own way. Let him do his best honestly
;

the result in each issue will be diverse, but it may be

equally a solid benefit to the community. As regards

live stock, pick the best you can to begin with.

I give you credit for having mastered the

easy rules of " judging," and if it be but a

heifer, a score of sheep, or a brood mare, stick perseverinjily

to the development of your idea, and you are sure te exc I

in the end. Don't go shifting ; keep your eye ever watchfu^

and study carefully shows, and the prize-winners of the

already successful. Buy of the oldest possible Hood,
because there is every reason to expect that it will prove

prepotent. The Arab head and croup, the fiery Welsh
temperament, the deep substantial frame of the Galloway

cow. the yellow tint of the Guernsey cream, they will

work their way to the surface, they will tell their tale

eventually, as surely as the buried mole. I have been

damming up a deep-banked brook to make fish-ponds, and
one day a neighbour's shepherd came to look on. Their

flock is a kind of Cotswold, mine the pure

Babraham Southdown. I asked him of the fortunes

of his flock. "They were good," he replied

—

but infinitely the ripest lambs are a dozen or

60 got by a ram of mine, of whose escapade I now learnt
for the first time. And it was so odd, he remarked, that
they all followed the sire, and they found, too, he further
informed me, that some ewes of my sort bought at a sa'e
and put to their Cotswold tups, followed the dams in
shape and character—" weighty, such legs of mutton," &c.
Here was casual testimony to the prepotency of an old
unmixed breed ; for my flock has never had a cross since
the Babraham sale. They are small from in-breeding, and
sweet, but used upon another less ancient conglomerate
how their excellence expands. Again, to take another
instance, despite all recent endeavours of the enterprising
in pig manufacture, the most beautiful and successful
white ones in England at this moment trace to Lord
Weulock's small breed, which was matchless well-nigh
thirty years ago ; and the exhibitor of blacks would give
anything in reason to recover the head of Northey's boa--,

who was in his glory over a score of years since, and to
whom the all-victoricus Black SufFoJk Diamonds tr.ace.

See how certainly, too, even as a bad penny, do the black
spot of Castrel and the white hairs of Sir Hercules return,

tven to the tenth generation, on the flank and tail of the
thoroughbred horse. Finally, then, select, if you can,

of the breed that is acclimatised in your districf.

Strengthen it by infusion of what blood you find, ou
study, suit best; or, if you be imaginative, calculate a
cross for yourself, keep pairing within a narrow circle

so long as no symptoms of physical infirinily shows
itself. Select continually tho best specimens dtvc'.oped,

and keep weeding out the weak : so, with ordinary luck,

you will do as all other distinguished improvers of slock
have done before you, you will justly win a name, you
will supply the market with new stnlf, and you will fill

up your pockets with money— at least if you cannot thus
you will no other way. But, in the first instance, do
not go too far afield. To begin with, get as high as ycu
can upon the shoulders of the generation bcl'ore you.
Thcu be plucky, persevering, and prudcut.

—

Vigil, I'Jih.
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KING'S ROYAL COGGESHALL EOOT
SHOW.

Tlic AnnualRootSliowof Mr. J.K. King seems to increase in

interest every year, and the good people of Coggesliall were

on Nov. 13, attracted to the stores of their enterprising

townsman by a large and emblazoned carving of the Royal

Arms, which had been placed over the counting-house as an

ou'ward and visible sign of the Royal patronage with which

Mr. Kind's seeds have been favoured for the past three years.

The Show was held in the large building on the gravel, as

before, and was in all respects a good one. There were 14

clitses in which prizes were offered, varying in value from

five guineas downwards, and the classes were generally well

filled, in some cases comm anding special prizes, on account of

the extra merit of the roots exhibited. The chief feature this

year was the very extraordinary size and quality of the

seeds and turnips, which have been favoured with suitable

weather at the expense of the mangel, the latter having been

short of sun. Though smaller than usual, however, the

mangels were excellent in qu dity. The whole of the roots, it

will be understood, are the prolu^e of seeds supplied by Mr.

King, who has for many years devoted much attention to the

cultivation of fine stocks, reducing the operation, in fact, to an

art, in which he has been eminently successful. The speci-

mens, with two or three exceptions, were of uniform shape,

and marvellously symmetrical, with an absence of those

straggling rootlets which exhanst the land without producing

any adequate return in the shape of food, a< is too often seen

in the case of inferior stocks. King's Champion Orange

Globe mangel was the principal class, and was a very strong

one. The remaining clases and the prize -winners in them

will be found in the list subjoined. Anew kind of mangel,

King's Orange Tankard, was exhibited (not for competition),

and a beautiful stock it is, capable of producing a great weight

per acre of finely-fleshed roots. King's Unrivalled Purple

Top Swedes is very properly so named, and the numerous

entries of large and excellent roots were a treat to see, as were

also the Skirviug Swedes, the Pomeranian White Globe

Turnips, and the Imperial Green Globe Turnips, a most useful

T.riety. Besides these specimens entered for competition,

roots were sent for exhibition only from the Queen's and

Prince of Waless farms, and upon two stands were arranged

a variety of specimens of all kinds, including Mammoth long

red, globe, and yellow mangels, red tankard turnips, Lincoln

red turnip* (both new varieties), drumhead cabbages and

Savoys of prodigious proportions, and samples of potatoes and

other most excellent roots grown with the aid of Odam's

manures, occupied by Mr. W. King, who offered a five-guinea

cup for the best 12 roots of globe mangels grown with the aid

of such manures.

The judges were : Mr. E. Catcbpool, Feerine Bury ; Mr. J.

Smith, jun., Pattiswick Hill ; and Mr, J. Moss, Messing :—all

undoubted authorities, whose awards were such as to give

every satisfaction.

An elegant luncheon was provided by Mrs. King, to which

about 150 gentlemen sat down. Mr. Catcbpool presided,

faced in the vice chair by Mr. Beaumont.

PRIZE LIST.

Orange Globe Mangel.—1, Mr. J. Byford, Stebbing

;

2, Messrs. B. and R. W. Dixon, Wickhara ; 3, Rev. Canon

Tarver, Stilled ; highly commended, Mr. J. Cornell, Bay
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Dixon,

3, Mr.

thorne Park; commended, the Right Hon. Lord RaUcigh,

Terling.

Yellow Globe Mangel.—1, Trustees of Mr. R. W. Hall

Dire, Wenniogton; 2, Mr. J. P. Pledger, Little Baddow: 3,

Lord Rayleigh ; highly commended, Mr, William Attridge,

Pleshey.

Red Globe Mangel.—1, Mr C. Richardson, Terling ; 2,

Messrs. B. and R. W. Dixon, Wickhara,

Long Red Mangel. —1, Messrs. B. and R. W,
Wickham; 2, Trustees of Mr. R. W. Hall Dare;

Joseph Norfolk, Birch; highly commended, Mr. C, Warner

Little Hadham, Herts,

Long Yellow Mangel.—1, Trustees of Mr, R. W. Hall

Dare ; 2, Mr. W. Joyce, Little Walthara.

Intermediate Wurzel.—1, Trustees of Mr. R. W. Hall

Dare ; 2, Mr. Josh Cornell, Baythorne Park.

Uurivalled Swede.— 1, Mr. D. K. Emson, Wimbish

;

2, Mr C Warren Little Hadham ; 3, Mr. J. Smith, Leighs
;

4, Mr. Tiioraas Speakraan, Faulkbourue ; highly commended,

]Mr. J. Pledger, Little Baddow ; commended, Mr. T. B.

Cowell, Somerleyton,

Skirving's Swede.—Mr J. Howell, Walsingbara, Nor-

folk ; 2, Mr, W, Joyce, Little Waltham ; 3, Mr. Wm. Bigg

HaUted,

Hf^ivies Swede.—Rev. R. H. E'lstace, Great Sampford

Wiiite Globe Turnip.— 1, Mr. F. Sdabrojk, CoggeshilL

2, Mr. W. Joyce, Great Waltham.

Green Globe Turnip.—I, Mr. A, J Warvcker,

Coggeshall ; 2, Mr. Wm. Bigg, Halsted; 3, Mr. F. Seabrook

Coggeshall ; 4, Mr. T. Yeldhara, Starabiurne ; highly com-

mended, Mr, J, F. Seymour, Laton, Beds ; coramend.'.d,

Mr. J, Crooks, Lavenheath ; Mr. John Moore, Messing

Mr. E. Walford, Layer.

Green Kohl Raby.—1, Mr. J. Smith, Pattiswick; 2, Mr.

H. T. Hicks, Little Coggeshall.

Cup offered by Mr. W. King for roots grown with Odams'

manure supplied by him.—Rev. Canon Tarver, Stisted,—

Chelmsford Chronicle,

GRAPE GROWING.—Grape growing will never cease to

attract the attention of gardeners of all classes, for the very

good reason that the grape is the most generally acceptable of

all dessert fruits. A melon, a pine, even a pear must be cut

to be tasted ; but you may take as many berries as you need

from a bunch of grapes, and those that remain are as good as

if you had not taken any, while what remains of a cut fruit

has from the moment of tutting begun to deteriorate. Grape-

growing is 80 largely practised and so generally understood

that there is really not much to be siid about it in a

general way ; but the ground vinery is still comparatively

unknown, and those who know it well are apt to regard it as

a toy. But it is of such value for practical results that we

should like to see it established in every garden that is not

provided with a heated vinery, and even in some of the best

pkces it would usefully supplement the vinery proper, espe-

cially in the production of the hardiest varieties of erapea, that

need only a little aid in an ordinary season. Given the

ground vinery and good grapes may be ensured in any seasou.

Then the walls that have been occupied with useless grape

vines may be appropriated to fruits that are better calculatpd

to pay a fair|rent for them, and a double purpose is saved in the

interest of fruit production.

—

Gardeners Magazine.
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THE COUNTY FRANCHISE.
Mr. Gladstone's outspoken article on the County

Franchise in the current number of The NinetecntJt

Centnnj can hardly fail to hasten the settlement

of the question of the extension of household

suffraf^e to the counties. Although not nominally

its leader, Mr. Gladstone is still undoubtedly the

most influential member of the Liberal Party, and

Ills unreserved declaration that the time is come

for a further reform of our system of representa-

tion will have the effect of stirring up his friends

and his rivals alike. His reply to the Cassandra

-

like warnings of Mr. Lowe is forcible and

complete. He denies that we shall be taking a

" leap in the dark" by going a little further on the

lines of the last reform of Parliamentary repre-

sentation ; and, as to the " precipice " which Mr.

Lowe said we are about to tumble down, he

pithily observes that " We have fallen down these

precipices, and know what it is." " We fell down
a precipice in 1832, " he continues, " a much
higher precipice than any now before u3, and were

greatly the better for it. We fell down another

precipice in 1867, and we are, to say the least,

none the worse. " Every one admits that the

distinction between town and country householders,

as citizens entitled or not entitled to a vote, is an

arbitrary one, and Mr. Gladstone asks on what
ground we are asked to maintain that distinction.

There is not a county householder, he remarks,

who would not have the franchise if he moved
into a town and dwelt in the meanest hovel there,

and he thinks that they obviously have a reason-

able plea for a right or privilege— call it which
we may—from which they are now debarred by
the mere accident of residence. "To get rid of

this plea, " he says, " we must put forth some-
thing in bar of it. Some answer or other must
be lodged. What shall the demurrer be ? Shall

it be inferiority of qualification ? Shall it be the

essential difference between county and town
constituencies ? Or shall it be this : we have
made one false step already

; it is irretrievable
;

but we will not make another ? Or are we to be
deterred from political liberality by mechanical
difficulties and an assumed necessity of an increase

of the costliness, already so mischievous, of

elections?" Mr. Gladstone deals with these
objections successively; but want of space prevents
us from following him in his argument. If we
liad room in our present number we should
give an abridgment of his pap.-r; but as a large

number of the daily aud weekly papers have

already quoted extensively from it our readers

will no doubt have become familiar with the

arguments used in it. One passage, however,

strikes us as particularly worthy of repetition.

The dispute as to whether the possession of the

franchise is a right or a privilege is an old one,

and in reference to it Mr. Gladstone says:

—

" About rights I will not argue ; for the very

introduction of the word is apt to have a madden-

ing effect, and many who will teach and preach to

the uttermost, and without the smallest qualifica-

tion, the right of property, as if it were the

eleventh commandment, seem to forget that, apart

from degree, it is in kind the same as the right of

franchise—that is to say, it is good for the com-

munity, and its limits and conditions are to be

decided by the community, through its proper

organs."

In dealing with this subject on previous oc-

casions we have declared our conviction that, if

the county householders wish for the franchise,

there is no reasonable and just ground for refusing

it to them unless we totally alter the principle—if

it can be called a principle—on which the right to

vote has been previously conferred. It is obvious

to all that the poss^ission of the franchise does not

rest on fitness for the proper use of it. Uuless,

then, we are prepared to retrace our steps, and to

disfranchise ail who do not come up to some stand-

ard of political fitness, we have no excuse, on this

score, for refusing the vote to county householders.

In our own opinion it would be well if no one

were allowed to exercise political power until he

had shown his ability to exercise it intelligently
;

but at this time of day a proposal to restrict the

exercise of the franchise to those who had suc-

cessfully passed an examination in politics would

be condemned as fanciful, if not reactionary. Mr.

Gladstone argues, as many have argued before

liim, that the possession of the franchise enlarges

the minds and quickens the intelligence of even the

most ignorant of the people, and gradually fits

them to take part in the government of this

country to the advantage of themselves and others

alike. As to moral, as distinct from intellectual,

fitness or the franchise, Mr. Gladstone urges that

the lower classes of the nation have

repeatedly shown themselves to be less

influenced by passion and prejudice, and

more apt on the whole to take the right side on an;

C C
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questiou of national or iiiternatioual importance,

than the members of the richer and better edu-

cated classes. There is a great deal of force in

both these pleas, though it may fairly be objected

as a set-off that in nearly all countries where

"universal suffrage exists Free Trade is at a dis-

count. Mr. Lowe's fear that the poor will

ultimately combine to practically disfranchise the

rich has not at present received any justification

from the experience we have gained in this

cotmtry from previous extensions of the franchise.

-Fortunately people do not vote in classes, and even

that strange anomaly the "Conservative working

man " has a real existence.

Whatever other classes may have to fear, or

think they have to fear, from the extension of the

franchise, we see no reason why farmers should

dread the acquisition of political power by their

labourers. It is the fashion just now to maintain

that the interests of farmers and labourers are

identical, which, although it may be true in a wide

sense, is not quite conclusive with respect to the

little matter of wages. As far as political questions,

however, are concerned, it is perfectly true that the

interests of farm tenants and farm labourers are

the same. At least, we cannot call to mind any

question at present before the country on which

there is any conflict of interests between the two

classes. It is, of course, conceivable that the

labourers of town and country might combine to

effect an agrarian revolution of the kind madly

recommended by a few of their present or past

leaders; but the advance of intelligence is our

security against anvthing so mischievous and

unjust as this, and the general British hatred of

upside-down disturbances and love of justice are

others. If, then, we could be sure that the agri-

cultural labourers would exercise political power

intelligently and independently we should with

unmixed pleasure see them obtain it. Unfortunately,

there is no certainty of tlie kind. The probability

rather is that, as is commonly said, the extension

of the franchise to the farm laboiu-ers will—for

the present at least—give more power to the squire

and the parson. It is certain that the vast

majority of the farm labourers neither wish for a

vote nor know how to use it, and if they only

were concerned in the extension of the franchise

to the counties we shoiild say there is no need to

be in a hurry about it. There are, however,

thousands of other count}' householders who both

desire and know how to use the right to vote for

members of the House of Commons, and who are

now most arbitrarily and invidiously kept out in

the cold. For their sakes, and because, on the whole,

the advantages of the proposed enlargement of the

constituency promise to exceed the disadvantages,

we are in favour of it. Anyhow, whether we like

it or not, it is sure to come, and the sooner it is

agreed to the less loss of time will there be in

discussing andbrirgingit to pass.

THE LAW OF DISTRESS.

The clear and forcible paper on " The Law of

Distress as Applicable to Agricultural Holdings,"

read by Mr. I. 0. Howard Taylor at a meeting of

the Norfolk Chamber of Agriculture, and given on

another page, will do much to attract attention to

a subject very little considered by English farmers-

It is strange that while Scotch tenants place

Hypothec first, or at least second, in their list of

grievances, English farmers seldom give a thought

to the Law of Distress, which is the equivalent of

Hypothec. It is true that in principle there is an

important difference between the two laws; but

their effects, when put in force, are almost identi-

cal. In one respect, at least, the English law is

more harsh and unjust than that of Scotland, for

under the former the landlord's claim for rent

takes precedence of the labourers' claim for wages,

whereas under the latter this order is reversed.

Hypothec, indeed, is a legal refinement of the Law
of Distress, less b;\rbarousia principle, and perhapn

for that very reason more comaion in usage, and

therefore more felt As Mr, Taylor aptly observed,

onlj' the " profound good sense and unexampled

moderation" of landlords, " have rendered Titanic

powers endurable." If the exercise of the powers

given under the Law of Distress had been common*

that law would long ago have been abolished. If

any one doubts this, let him read the description

of those powers given in Mr. Taylor's paper, and

he will be convinced that anything like a common
exercise of such judicial tyranny would never be

long endured by the people of this country. It ia

very s Idom that an English farmer is distrained

for rent, and when he is, the extremities of harsh-

ness possible under the law are carefully avoided.

Bat if the rarity of the infliction of extreme hard-

shipNupon farm tenants under the law shows the

moderation of landlords, it also shows the Heed-

lessness of the law, English laudlords can get

their rents without distraining in a far larger

proporLioi; than almost any other class of creditors,

and we do not hesitate to say that to no other class
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of creditora would it be more unjust to give a

prior and exclusive claim to payment. All creditora

ought to be in the eye of the law equal, and we
would not, as Mr. Taylor apparently would, make
workmen any exception to the rule.

The reasons why Plypothec is more stronglv

objected to in Scotland than the Law of Distress

is in EugLmd are not far to seek. The first is that

there is a keener competition ftu- farms in the

Northern country, caused in great measure by the

longer credit given for rent due, au indulgence

which, in its turn, rests upon the security afforded

by the Law of Hypothec. Another reason is that,

through the over-competition fostered by the law,

the bankruptcy of farm tenants is much morecommon
in Scotland than iu England, and the hardship and

injustice perpetrated under the law are, therefore,

more often felt in the former than in the latter

country. Any "man of straw" is a safe tenant for

a landlord under the Law of Hypothec, and as

the " man of straw " has little to lose, he is as

reckless in taking a farm at a high rent as his

landlord is iu letting it to him. Farming is a

more speculative business in Scotland than in

England, not only because the seasons are more
uncertain, but also because where either potatoes

are grown largely or much stock is kept, a little

fortune may be won or lost in a single season. If

good luck comes, both the " man of straw" and the

highly-paid landlord are all right ; and if the worst

comes, the former loses little, because he had little

to lose, while the latter is sure of his high rent,

although he may have to take less after the

disaster. In the meantime all other creditors of the

bankrupt are fleeced. It is no wonder, then, that

in Scotland all farmers who intend to pay their

way, and hauliers, merchants, and tradesmen who
do not appreciate being defrauded for the sake of

swelling landlords' rent-rolls and affording stepping

stones to needy speculators, are strongly in favour

of the abolition of the Law of Hypothec. So

general is tliis feeling in Scotland that it is said

there is not a single Scotch member of Parliament

who is not pledged to vote for the abolition of the

obnoxious law, which is upheld entirely by the

power of English landlords. As we remarked at

the time of the last discussion of the subject in the

House of Commons, there is not a more gross

instance of class selfishness than this. The Scotch

people are all but unanimous for the abolition of

Hypothec, and oven their landlords have hardly a

word to say for it ; but English landlords, fearful

lest tlieir unjust power of distraint should go with

it, refuse to allow the Scotch incubus to be dis-

posed of.

The pleas for the Law of Distress arc admir;'l ly
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met and fully disposed of in Mr. Taylor's paper

There is no abuse so gross, no privilege so unjusti

no tyranny so cruel, but it has its defenders, who
are always ready to cite arguments in its favour.

It is seldom, however, that the pleas for the con-

tinuance of an abuse are so weak as they are ia

the case under review. The one most commonly
us 3d is that if the Law of Distress were abolished

rjnts would be demanded in advance. That is a
mere brut.um fulinen, though, like a scarecrow,

effective until its falseness is exposed. JJiitish

tenants are a very submissive class of beings ; but
their objection to paying for a thing before they

have got it is strong in the extreme. To pay a
half-year's rent for land before they had been half-

a-year on it would be intolerable to all of them,
and impossible to some. If the demand could be
enforced, which we doubt, it would only be at the

expense of diminished rents, as a result of

diminished competition. Landlords may threaten;

but they would be far too wise to put the threat

into execution. Another plea for the law is that

by its means industrious men of little capital are

able to commence farming iu a small v;av, and to

rise in the world. Perhaps so ; but industrious

men have no cl.ini to rise on stepping-stones made
at the cost of others. Let the landlord who
wishes to give tlie industrious poor man an
opportunity of rising take his chance with the

rest of the poor man's creditors. He has a better

opportunity than any of the rest of ascertaining

whether his tenant ia one who can nay twenty

shillings in the pound. If he cannot, the land-

lord who knows it exercises his benevolence at

the risk of causing loss to others, though with
perfect safety to his own pocket. For other pleas

we must refer our readers to Mr. Taylor's paper,

where they are admirably dealt with. There can
be no doubt that under the Law of Distress rents

are unduly enhanced, and creditors defrauded, in

England as well as iu Scotland, although to a

smaller extent.

DIDCOr CORN EXCHANGE CO.^tPANY. — The

general mefttiug of this Company was held at the Junctioa

Hotfl, ou October 30th, wlieu the directors laid before tha

shareholders their 21st report and statement of accounts foc

tlie jear ending 29th S^'pteinter last, which sliowed that this

market still continues to ilourish and fully maintain its attend-

ance, whith, indeed, had heen greater in number than evea

that of tiie previous year. The income amounted within a

few gliillings to that of the corresponding period last year,

whereas the expenditure was less by some few pounds. Tlii»

enabled the directors to recommend the payment of a dividend

of 4i per cent, ou llie paid up capital of the Company, whicli

wa^ CDrdnilly agreed ti>, euabliug tiiem to increase the reserve

b.'laiice £'i7.

C 02
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
CIRENCESTER.

THE chemist's REPORT.

The first meeting of this Chamber for the session 1877-8

took place at the Ram Hotel on Oct. 29, the president, Mr.

Edward Bowly, in the chair. The business of the day was to

receive the report of Professor Church, which proved an

interesting and valuable document, of the past year's proceed-

ings in this department of the Chamber's work. During the

jear 76 analyses had been made for members of the Chamber,

which number was five less than in the previous year, bat 35

more than in 1S74'. There was a considerable variety, as

well as a large number of different things, submitted for

examination. Noticing experiments on linseed cake, he said

there was only one single instance of adulteration, but none

of the makers were careful enough in the manufacture of that

article, as tkey permitted too much sand and other un-

nutritious substances to find their way into the cake. In

cotton cake there was found to be too much indigestible

fibre, which should be ground rather more finely than

at present, as it was likely to, and did, form large sub-

stances in the intestines of cattle and produce illness.

Nothing very unusual was found in the samples of wiiter

analysed, but the majority were quite unfit fcr driuking. One

sample, strange to say, was contaminated by gas refuse. Water

from a couple of cattle ponds was of the filthiest description,

and had a residue of 300 grains per gallon, instead of about

20 usually found in the water of this part of the country.

Some deaths of cattle were distinctly traceable to the use of

this foul drink, and no wonder. In artificial manures, the

great field for fraud and adulteration, he still found glaring

attempts at robbery, and the farmers still needed great care in

this department of their transactions. Purchase by analysed

samples had already worked wonders, and that system should

be adhered to. Mixed and specially prepared manures were

the least easily condemned, and here a farmer had to pay

dearly for the work and skill of mixing. The constituents

and value of samples were given. One specimen of this

description of artificial manure was found to be so bad that

its use positively impoverished the land—the more a farmer

used of it the less good would he get from its use. Its con-

stituents were rotton wood, broken brickbats, and an immense

proportion ol sand—altogether making 97 per cent, of matter

practically useless for the nutrition of plants. Dear at 10s.

per ton, it was sold at £6 15s. ! Nobody who knew what he

was about would think of giving 5s. per ton for such stuff. Yet

one man the speaker knew bought five tons at once, and unfor-

tunately took the agency for the article until he found out its

quality. A sample of the material was handed roand to the

membrrs, and regret was generally expressed that the name of

the makers could not be publicly announced. Esperiments in

root growing had afforded some practical lessons, and showed

that the thinness of soils here did not permit [of heavy dress-

ings to produce correfponding great crops, especially where

the land was in good condition. A rotation of manuring, like

a rotation of cropping, may be beneficially adopted. Different

systems of manuring showed different benefits. To them local

experiments were more necessary and more valuable and more

iuteresting tUau those which pirtook of a national importance'

The flesh-forming properties and value of different roots and

other feeding products were touched upon, and

recent analysis was said to show that in time

past their value had been greatly over-estimated.

Professor Church closed his rr-port by giving the result of

analyses of difftrrent samples of biitfer. He believed that in

time the farmers woild have to deal with and compete against

an enormous mass of imitation butter, and it behoved thera to

see its cliaracter. The United States, France, and England

now supplied the article for the market, and where it was

sold under its proper name perhaps no great harm was done

and no complaint could be made. In tlie samples analysed he

found horse fat, beef fat, f?.t from bones, and waste fat, such

as that principally used for the making of candles. la Paris

this artificial butter was openly sold. Here it was mixed with

the true butter, or sold as such, when not a particle of true

milk butter fat was to be found in it. Farmers should see

that their valuable production was not. damaged by less

valuable mixtures, or mixtures which may even prove

injurious. A short discussion followed, and a hearty vote of

thanks to Professor Church terainated the proceedings.

NORFOLK.
THE L\-\V OF DISTRESS AS APPLICABLE TO ACiRICULTURAL

HOLDIIVGS.

A meeting of the above Chamber was held on Saturday,

Oct. 20ih, uuder the presidency of Mr. R. T. Gurdon, to hear

a paper read by Mr. I. O. Howard Taylor on the above subject.

We copy a sliglitly abridged report from The JVonoic/t Merciiri/,

After a few introductory observations, Mr. Taylor said: The
aim of this Paper is to give an outline of the law of distress,

proving its feudal origin, its extra judicial and exceptional

character, and detrimental extension, and to indicate various

evils it leads to. I shall also explain and comment upon the

landlord's priority, and fairly state and boldly meet sundry

arguments whereby distress is supported, contrasting, here and

there, Scotch law, showing that various defences of hypothec

do not avail distress, and that hypothec is more consistent with

principle. The changed conditions of agriculture since the

origin of both laws ; the practical difference of their working

in urban and rural tenancies ; the amendment of the law of

hypothec and that of distress as to lodgers will be referred to
;

and I shall conclude with some suggestions and observations.

What is distress ? Law books define it as " The taking

without legal process cattle or goods as a pledge to compel the

satisfaction of a demand, the performance of a duty, or the re-

dress of an injury." For the purpose of this Paper it will be

needless to consider distress by lords of manors for quit rents,

distresses for poor rates, seizures by mortgagees under attorn-

ment clauses in mortgages, and after notice to tenants, and

those for damages by stock trespassing. I shall confine

myself to distress where land is hired and rent not paid. Tlie

right may, perhaps, briefly be described as a power the landlord

enjoys without action and without notice immediately rent falls

into arrear, set-off notwithstanding, to seize the property of his

tenant, sometimes of a stranger, to ensure payment. Elaborate

disquisition on the law of distress, though " a point of great

use and consequence," would be quite out of place in this
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ChaBiber. A few salient poiais may be usefully noted. The

right to distraia attache?, ittdependent of statute and agree-

ment, to every actual tenancy at a fixed rent. Tlie landlord

caa by express agreement postpone it. It may continue, while

there are goods distrainable, for not less than six years. It

may and gererally does go with the ownership. It may be

resorted to notwithstanding the tenant's bankruptcy, although

then available for one year's arrears only. It cannot lawfully

be made after tender ; nor after sunset before sunrise. Some

chattels are wholly exempt, others conditionally privileged,

viz., supposing there be sufficient to aistrain on beside?. Seve-

ral things not di>traiuable at common law have been rendered

80 by stftlatj—rotably growing corn and loose corn or hay. lu

the absolnteljf ree list are fixtures (because annexed to the free-

hold), thiags in actual use (b-'cau'e of danger to public peace),

goods in the custody of the law (becsnse of repugnancy), and

timm&\s fer<x itafwee {us not the subject of individual pro-

perty). Free also from distress by the innkeeper's landlord are

cattle and goods of temporary guests at an inn (for the safety

of travellers), and from distress for rent due from a public

trader, such tilings of others as are delivered to him in con-

nection with such trade (for the advancement of trade and

general good of society). In the conditionally privileged list

are beasts of the plough and sheep (" in favour of husbandry

which is so great an advantage to this nation," to use the

words of L. C. J. W)lles in a leading case more than a cen-

tury since), tools, implements, and instruiients of trade or

profession (to avoid destitution), and strangers' chatiels, i(

placed on the tenani's land with the owner's actual or implied

waiver of his right (to prevent an obvious fraud). A. multi-

tude of minute and subtle distinctions regulates the applica-

tion of the above exemptions. As a general rule, all rhhttels

of the tenant or strangers upon the premifes are liable: the

right exists in respect of the place rather than the person.

Growing crops (formerly ou the Common Law free list) have

become liable through statutes leading to many remarksble

decisions, which should be examined in each instance practi-

cally occurring. The liability of agisting stock was estab-

lished long ago. To the purchasers of growing crops from

tenant or sheriff, I say, " Buyer, look sharp." Those who sell

on credit, or send or lend goods to a tenant farmer, do it at

their risk, farming is not a public trade. Beware of put.

ting your horses and carriages at livery. Remember that a

thrashing machine is not on the free list. When your stock

are moved, mind where they lie. If you buy from a farmer,

beware of paying before delivery. While dining with your

farming friend, or taking a glass of sherry with him, your

horse and trap may be seized in his stable for his rent arrear.

A distress may be made by the landlord or his agent or bailiff

authorised by warrant. A man distraining without authority

can protect himself by a subsequent ratification from the

landlord. The landlord is not responsible for unauthorised

and unratified illegal acts of his bailiff. Outer doors must

not be broken. The formalities of seizure, inventory, im-

pounding, notice, appraisement, and sale should be obeerved,

and iraponnded stock fed, and before distraining it should be

onsidered whether a forfeiture is waived by taking rent due

after. Clandestine removals are, to some extent, met by

statute, if rent be due. Generally speaking, a distress must

be on the land after the day rent falls due on, not split, not

excessive, and necessarily on distrainable goods. The expenses

in distress for rent not exceeding £20 are regulated by

statute. Aljove there is no statutory scale.

The origin of distress is tou remote to be coiicluiivcly (rai-cd.

Legal authorities pronounce it a feudal offshoot and substi-

tute for forfeiture. In the old tioae a punishment rather than

a remedy, it became so formidable an engine |of cruelty that

Parliament was compelled again and again to intervene.

Shakespeare represents Richard at Bosworth as inflaming his

troops by coupling the distraining ol lands with the distrain-

ing of wives. The word distraint carried no pleasant associa-

tion in his day. The preamble of 57 George HI., cap. 93,

refers to the oppression of poor tenants by excessive charges

on distress by brokers. And it is monstrous that appraisers^

not even professional, have frequently bought at their owa
valuation ! A distress belongs to that small class of legal

remedies designated " redress by the mere act of the parties."'

In the dark ages of the huaan race eye was eye, and tootli-

for tooth—the strong man kept his goods, and took and kept

other men's also.

In civilised communities Courts of Justice are instituted^

whereto appeal must be made. Taking law into one's own
hands jars against the well-being of society, and is excusable

only where legal process would manifestly fail in despatch o?

efficacy. Force may be used to repel violence in self-defence
;

goods wrongfully carried off may be peaceably retaken ; and

a nuisance demanding immediate removal may be quietly

abated- Here the occasion is too urgent, the remedy too in-

adequate, for slow formalities of law. Yet these are exceptions

only. " If," says Blackstone, " individuals were once allowed

to use private force as a remedy for private injuries all social

justice must cease, the strong would give law to the weak, and

every man would revert to a state of nature." With Black,

stone the law, as in his day, was perfect reason ; he never

wanted excuse or fxplanation, however ludicrous, or any

anomaly. But this admired writer did not attempt to justify,

distresses in principle while proclaiming them highly bene-

ficial in practice. He betrays his consciousness oj the theo-

retical objection by observing that, in distraining, " the law
allows a man to be his own avenger, or to minister redress to

himself;" and by describing the proceedings as " extra-judical

and eccentric." He broadly lays down that " distress was in-

tended for the benefit of landlords," and shows that its exten-

sion arose from the Legislature finding it " the shortest and

most effectual remedy of compelling the payment of rent."

Nothing can be clearer than this—distress sprang, grew, and
stands for the (supposed) interest of owners. It came into

being when the occupier was a serf, and became established

while occupation, as distinguished from ownership, was excluded,

from the national councils, r.ot only in fact, but through th

form of the Parliamentary franchise. It is not only a class-

law, but a class exception from law, rendering the landlord, a»

compared with ordinary creditors, a chartered libertine. Froia

our worst to our best Queen—from cold-hearted Mary to

warm-hearted Victoria—the current of legislation set steadily

against the occupier. Eight Acts, from Ctiarles II, downwards,

are quoted by Woodfall contrary to the tenant's interest.

After quoting a glaring instance of Parliamentary partiality

to ownership, he said that a distress, instead of being a mean*
to a remedy, has become the remedy itself. The sale is a con-

tradiction to the principle of return of the goods uninjured ;

and, in the interest of lindlords (for whom the statute of

George II. was admittedly p:»ssed) even a feudal privilege was
enlarged. He showed that the objection to the law of distress

was not merely theoretical by practical, and said that to enforce

an ordinary debt the plaintiff must establish his right (unless

admitted) before judge or arbitrator after the warning of

process ; cxccutiou, when issued, tan only be enforced throu.U
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aa ladepeudent responsible officer, aud usually some days after

judgment. How startliug then to reflect that rent in arrear

can be distrained for instanter, witliout waruiug—without

action—without proof or declaration that it is due—aud

throagli any scratch scouiii^rel from tlie street dij<nilied for the

nonce with the title of bailiff, aud in league with blackguards !

Statute after statute was passed of old to check the tyranny of

lawless barons under cover of distresses. Yet the law is far

more comprehensive and stringent now. One is struck with

admiration at the wisdom of modern British landlords ! Ouly

their profound good sense and unexampled moderation,

coupled with practical sagacity, Inve rendered Titanic powers

endurable. After showing what changes had been made in the

aw he proceeded—Thu English landlord's priority is constantly

spoken of as extending to one year's rent only. But this

even where ceditors are interested, is most inaccurate.

Between the landlord and the tenant the distress may be for

half-a-dozen years' arrears. The mm who becomes in-

capable of paying 20s. in the £, rarely stops when he crosses

to the wrong side of the line of solvency. Insolvent persons

sometimes keep afloat for years. The position of a landlord

under distress is «o/' assimilated to that of an oidinary creditor,

\tho, obtaining execution against a trader, is liable under

specified circumstances to disgorge. It is, I submit, perfectly

conceivable under the present law that a tenant should,

through the carelessness or misplaced confidence of his land-

lord, or through an owner's sinister motive of improving h'g

property at another's cost, hold land for several years without

paying a sixpence of rent, and then for the landlord to clean

sweep by distress all the assets, including unpaid-for chattels

and cattle agisting too, chouiing the labourers of harvest

wages, and leaving the tenant not a change of raiment, a tool

to work with, or enough to bury him with decency. It is

only the time when the distress is put in which affects the

greater or less preference—the landlord can wait while the

tenant is going—going, not until he is gone. Grant that the

case above is imaginary, ought it to be possible ? or the law

even doubtful ?

Let us now deal with sundry arguments whereby distress i^

sought to be justified, and test their validity. Eirst—It is

coufeoded that crop and stock have (as it were) been assigned

to the landlord by way of security for the rent. The law of

hypothec does imply a tacit contract, not so the law of distress.

However much their results may resemble, the principles

underlying the two are essentially distinct. Tne derivations

of the words "distress" and "hypothec" indicate plainly this

diversiiy—one is from feudal law, the other from Roman.

The ground idea of distress is punishment for withholding

from the lord of the soil his dues, coupled with enforced pay-

ment. The ground idea of hypothec is conferring on the

owner as a creditor rights by way of security over property

not in his possession. Hypothecation creates a right in a

thin? not to a thing—a pledge without possession of the

pledge. The Scotch law presuming an implied contract,

cotiflicts not Tith theory like our relic of vassalage and

vengeance, not even pretending to principle. In Scotland

hypothec superseded distress through judicial decisions two

centuries ago. Now if distress is to be supported by the

notion of hypothetical assignment by the tenant, what

becomes of the right to seize strangers' goods ? Can any-

thing be more ridiculous than that any tenant should be

iinagined to create a security over his neighbour's chattels

present and future for the assignor's own debt, nay for his

future non-eiibtiac' debU, a charge chifting on or off

according to the whereabouts of unscheduled unsppcifii»a

property, and without warning or consideration to the neigh-
bour afl'ected ? Seizure of strangers' chattels on the premises
demised has been upheld because "otherwise a door would be
open to infinite frauds upon the landlord," and the stranger

has his remedy against the tenant. Is not every creditor

issuing execution open to frauds? "Why should legal inter,

pleader suffice for sheriff and execution creditor and not for

the owner ? Is it either just to the party or beneficial to the
public that horses or cattle sent to agist should be distrain

-

able altiiough brought oa the hind without objection from
the owner

; or that hazard of distress ehould occur through
a weak fence? Cattle driven to market are endangered by a
night's lodging on the road ; for the solitary old decision

supporting the privilege has been questioned, and cannot be
prudently relied on. Tlie instances wherein the property of
one is applicable for the debt of another (distress excepted)

are mainly three. None, exirained, resembles seizure of
alien goods for rent. Tiie first instance arises in bankruptcy

—

By the 15th section of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, certain

chattels at the commencement of the bankruptcy in the pos-
session, order, or disposition of the bankrupt, being a trader

by the consent of the true owner of which goods the bankrupt
is the reputed owner, are rendered disposable among the

general creditors. Substituted for similar provisions in pre-

vious Bankrupt Acts this section aims at preventing traders

from cheating creditors by fictitious credit, through holding

forth goods of others as theirs. The second instance (vehe-

mently relied upon aa analagous to distress) occurs in maritime
mdtters under bottomry bonds. Hypothecation, unknown to the
common law, was imported into our maritime from the civil

law of ancient Rome. This hypothecation is a contract
whereby in consideration of money advanced for necessities of
the ship, vessel, freight, or cargo is made liable for repayment
provided the ship safely arrives. The power wielded by the

master («ho immediately represents the shipowner) of render-

ing the cargo responsible is founded ouly upon absolute

necessity. Shown by the decision of the great jurist. Lord
Stowell, this is conspicuouj in every treatise on merchant
shipping. The master ought first to endeavour to raise money
on credit of the owners ; if he can, he must; if he cannot,

he may hypothecate. The money must be necessary for the

ship, the master cannot hypothecate for his own debt. The
reason why the cargo may be hypothecated for reparation of
the ship is that repairs of the ship are indirectly necessary for

preservation of the cargo. The shipowner is bound to

indemnify the owner of the goods against the hypothecation.

Repayment must be dependent upon the ship's arrival ; in

other words, cargo and ship must derive benefit from the
advance. The lender must enforce his rights through a
Court, seamen's wages taking precedence over bottomry
bonds. The master can sell ship and cargo in extreme neces-

sity, as, if the ship be wrecked in a foreign country where
no money can be raised and carrying the cargo

to its destination becomes impossible; so that by sale

the best may be made for all. " Necessity alone,"

says Lord Stowell, " supports bottomry bonds ; the

absence of necessity is their undoing." Only the necessity of

the cargo warrants the master in hypothecating the cargo.

Necessity for supply to prosecute the voyage must concur with

necessity to raise advances thus because not obtainable

otherwise. The third instance is the shipowners' Hen for

freight. The shipowner has, independently of contract, a
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lien of the goods actually carried for the freight due iu respect

ofthera. It has also been iiell that he has a lien on the

cargo for any sum by the charter party payable for the hire

of the ship, altliongh not rt-lnting to the quantity of goods

carried, hut calculated on tlie tonnage of the vessel. Freight

is only a fraction of the goods value. This lien resembles that

of other carriers depending on services rendered and possession
;

so much so, indeei, that when the owner absolutely demises

the ship and parts with possession of her and her cargo lie

to the extent of tiie freight they contract to pay. The lnw of

loses his lien. Tl'.e lien exists against the sirb-freighterers only

reputed ownership, therefore, proceeds on policy for general

creditors' safety. Bottomry Iwnds rest on neces ity and bene-

fit to the property hypothecated, and the lien of the shipowner

stands solely upon possession and service of the ship. It, is

astounding that tottering hypothec and distress should be

shored up by such examples. Tlieir principles are directly

adverse. Apply the first—the landlord who by admitting an

impecunious tenant confers on him an illusory status should

lose rather tlian keep his re"t. Apply the second—where is

the necessity for seizing strangers' goods where the strangers

benefit from confiscation ? Apply the third—lien non est, the

lease parts with possession, and the owner's service is nil.

One of the most formidable considerations against the re-

moval of the landlords' pre''erence, and probably tliat which

will weigh most with tenants, is the argument that if distress

were abolished or greatly modified rent would be demanded in

advance. If landowners in that case can, will, and must insist

on advance rents, the point is serious indeed to tenants from

year to year or for short terms. Prospect or prob ibility of

having to meet three haF-yearly rents in one year—viz., the

April and Michaelmas rent of the expiring tenancy, and ren*

in advance for the first half-year of the new tenaur^y, is

enough to set a hard-pressed firmer against chan-;e; and the

struggling tenant's trouble might not stop there, for although

his credit would be improved through his rent being paid, and

distress being impossible, it is qufstionable whether the new

advantage would compensate him for the former use of a sura

certain equivalent to half-year's rent for (usual audit dates

considered) nine months. This last grace is apt, however to

be over- valued. The farmer pays no interest eo nomine as to

banker, but imagine not that he enjoys the use of the owner's

money without compensation. There is an indirect, although

undistinguisliable, return in the amount of rent—burden and

benefit, be sure, run in double harness. To tenants of cipital

rent in advance might present no objections, rather positive

advantage ; to men minus means it would be ruin. Were

distraints abolished would English landlords demand advance

rents P A course so obnoxious were, I conceive, needless,

unreliable, and in the long run adverse to the owner. De-

manding rent down shocks those ideas which associate rent

with production. The extended period in Scotland where

rent is deferred, sometimes until twenty-one months after

entry, and nearly always at least twelve months for arable

land, flows primably from the view that the tenant should

benefit by the crop ere payment. Unless rent in England be

reserved specially, it is payable annually, so that the tenant

entering at Michaelmas secures harvest and has time to sell

his corn before rent is due. Conceding that in strict businesg

owners may make the best bargain within law they can, would

not a grasping of rents ere rents are usually due be regarded

as legal but not legitimate extortion ? And would not grave

consequences issue from the step, and the infiuence of land-

lords be severely shaken ? There are owners, large and

amall, from the proudest Duke to the humblekt yeoman.

They cannot and will not set in unison, for evea

between owners there is a coiopetiiiou for tenants, and the

generous landlord is always preferred to the exactiug. In tlia

second place, landowners can secure themselves against all but

very exceptional losses by jndicious selection of tenants, by

reasonable guirantees, by well-drawn reservations and cove-

nants, by inquiry into means, and by keeping themselves, or

through agents, an eye on f:*rm and occupier. Rarely does a.

farmer sink in the sea of debt without a leaky condition of his

farm or its stocking, or such damage to his local credit as the

landlord or his agent may easily learn. Any g;reat change of

the lav/ of distress ouq;ht to be and might be accompanied by a

more speedy process for removing defaulting tenants under the

re-entry clause contained in every well-drawn lease or special

enactment. Tenants failing to fu'fil the essential conditions

of their holding court ejection. In Scotland the occupier uf
a pastoral farm may be removed for not stocking, and by a
statute now a century old, called the Act of Sederunt, the

ejectment of defaulting tenants was facilitated. Interest^

al'hough usually paid half-yearly, accrues de die in diem. Rent
could be reserved quarterly, moutlily, or weekly, without affect-

ing convenient audits. The periodicity of rent has no special

virtue. In actions for use and occupation of la^d where no
rent is fixed, satisfai tion must be made de die in diem, accord-

ing to the time of actual occupation. Days, too, are considered

in apportionments. In the third place, landowners will bo
govetned mainly by their interest. Other people profit by
giving rational credit, why not landlords, who start so well
with proof of means? B«kers trust their customers, and so
do merchants. The former do not invariably insist on security

or guarantee, nor do the latter re'use to sell goods unless for

net cash. As a rule just debts are met. So in business it

better pays to trust and be sometimes done, than not trusting

to lose all whereout one can be done. Did landlords demand
rent down in advance, competition for tlieir farms would
vanish, just as the business of the tradesman would dwindle
who refused to deal without sight of coin. Tenants, wliila

they can, always keep right with landlord and banker. I am
well aware that before the Select Committee of Lords oa
hypothec, in 1SG9, there was a general concurrence of opinion
that landlords would insist on forehanded rents if hypothec
were abolished. Hjpotliec has induced credit beyond "hq
legnl term. Forehanded rents must not be confounded witli

advance rents. The abolition of hypothec would unquestion-
ably accelerate the time for p:iyraeut of rents in Scotland.
But " fore rent" as distinguished from advance rent would only
assimilate the position of the Scotch tenaot to an ordinary
Norfolk one—one half-year's rent due six months after entry^
Hext half at the twelvemonths' end. It does not follow, then
that if the Scotch landlords, hypothec abolished, demand
"fore rent," English landlords, distress done away, would
anticipate their wonted audits. Another formidable argument
is that if distress were abolished land would decrease in value.

It is contended that tiie income would be less certain, whilff
the ex-pense of agency would be increased, and watchfulnea*
over the tenant would diminish the enjoyment of ebtutes b
men of fortune and position. This opinion is held by man} per-
sons of such experience and authority that it deserves tlie-gravesfc

consideration. It does not, however, ccntravene removal of
the otfensivs features of the law provided a summary remedy fos
rent in substance remains in force. Nor, witii deference, dol
share the ajjprehensions indicated. Nor should I regard it as a
misfortune were owners of land bound to take more personal in.
terest in its management. The extinction of one nwro feud.

pri^ilfge clashing against uiucteeuth century notions, cftc
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shake the stability of real estate, or can the elevation of the

cultivator depress its value ? If rents are inflated, vengeance

is taken on the soil. "Rent," as quaint old Fuller said, " should

qnicie:), not gall, and put mettle into the tenant's industry."

More tenant's capital means better farming, richer produce,

superior stock, live and dead, less stingy wages, and enhance-

ment of the subject demised. No advance in human welfare

33 secured without loss and hurt somewhere. Things take

time to right after any serious change. It seems a law of our

being that general good can be reached only by the pathway of

particular suffering. The true interest of the landholdii'g

class, as a class, is something very different from tlie imme-

diate pecuniary advantage of all present recipients of rent-

AVere a Railway Company suddenly and arbitrarily to raise its

rates, the income of some shareholders would be greatly aug-

mented, because the alienated tratlio could not instantaneously

be diverted. Yet to the permanent shareholders such a course

were ruin, and to the Company, as a Company, suicide. On

the other hand, reduction of rates or judicious outlay may

decrease the present dividend while developing new traffic and

assniing a prosperous future. So were distress abolished rents

might for a time be lower; land in the end worth more.

Tenants with capital surely would fail less often tlian tenants

without; and the loss here and there of a quarter's or half-

year's rent would have abundant compensation all round

through a more vigorous husbandry. Rent is only an element

in the value of land ; the soil stands ; wealth grows ;
year

by year investors search more and more for security rather than

interest, and better appreciate the pre-eminent worth of visible

ownership. A further argument has been pressed that if dis-

tress were abolished mortgagees would not lend at so low a

Tate of interest, the owners' facility for borrowing would be

diminished, and the borrowed money may be (how often is it ?)

wanted for estate improvements. Has it struck all who urge

this view that while mortgages on land are the best of securities

mortgages on personal chattels are the worst ? A farmer qua

tenant practically cannot raise capital without personal cor.

fidence ; he is not perrait'ed to assign his lease as a leaseholder

can. Lenders on bills of sale always risk distress and liquida-

tion ; registered it damages the borrower's credit, unregistered

t is no security to a stranger creditor. More capital would be

applied to laud could farmers give security, and M'cre bills of

sale safe from sweeps. Could the history of Norfolk agricul-

ture be recorded in naked truth its greatest benefactors would

be found among our far-sighted bankers, whose liberality in

business has merited wealth. To revert—interest on money

lent depends on supply and demand, influenced by the position

of the money market, the value of foreign stocks and securities,

times of speculation and reaction, gold discoveries, wars, and

80 forth. No mortgage for an advance is effected knowingly

without a margin. Every mortgage carries a power of sale

in default of payment of principal or interest. Who in the

world would deliberately lend so close that the loss of half-a-

year's rent would jeopardise the security ? Or what owner

borrowing, if his tenant failed, could not aad would not

make up the half-year's interest rather than be deprived

of kis estate? "Oh," but say the supporters of dis-

tress, " mortgages are nearly always trust money, and so

important is it that the interest should be regularly paid and

safe, that otherwise the money would be kept in the funds, or

where income is certain." It is not my experience that Nor-

folk loans are so universally out of trust money ; but it is my
experitcoe that four per cent, is preferred by beneficiaries to

three. Now the margin required for a trustee's protection

lending on laud is one-third, Ou property worth i^-2\,0Q0 a

trnstee lends 14,000. Take the net rental to be as high as

four per cent, on value, viz., £3tO per annum, is it for a

moment conceivable that the borrower would sacrifice £7,000

by allowing the year's interest on the trust loan (say £560) to

be unpaid because the tenant had failed without a faithing ia

the pound ? No second mortgage esi-ting, the owner could pay

or raise at once the £560 interest ; if existing the second incum-

brancer would discharge tlie interest on the first mortgage for

his own protection. In either case a new tenant would replace

the bankrupt. No mortgagee enters willingly into possession ;

entry betrays a shaky security. The abolition of distres«,

therefore, could not possibly prejudice any security for trust

moneys on broad acres, unless the trustee had committed a

breach of trust through iuJifference to margin. Moreover,

loans for landed improvements can always be obtained from

companies to which punctual interest involves no personal

convenience. Again it is argued that the relations between

landlord and tciaot would be prej udicially disturbed. This,

too, I fail to see. Subserviency is over. Norfolk landlords

right nobly recognised the change, even the Government has

acknowledged it. Old times called forth their own peculiar

virtues. The dependence of farmers was often repaid by

splendid generosity. There was an unwritten bond of good

feeling between landlord and tenant, between farmer and

labourer, the cancelling of which I for one deeply regret, we

shall read it only in the tales of ancestry, aad recall it only in

recollections of our boyhood. Now the commercial principle

obtains—business is business. And nothing strengthens busi-

ness friendship like means to pay, punctual payment and strict

adherence to contract. The occupation of farms by a tenantry

more able to do justice to them, with whom differences as to

rent and covenants must be rare, cannot hurt unless the

tenant's rise be deemed the owner's fall. It also argued that

the landlord is necessarily in a position different from other

creditors. A merchant entertaining doubts of a customer's

solvency can refuse, it is said, to deal further, while he who
grants a lease parts with the land for a term, and the right of

re-entry being enforceable now by legal process only, a fresh

debt accrues while ejectment is pending. It is evident that

the Select Committee of the Lords on hypothec relied strongly

on this point. Render the power of re-entry for non-payment

of rent immediately available, like the right to take posses-

sion under a bill of sale for a debt, and this contention would

drop. It applies, moreover, to leases which are by no means

universal eveu in Norfolk, Why cannot the remedy by eject,

ment for non-payment of rent be accelerated where there i*

no defence on the merits, just as judgment under the Bills of

Exchange Act, and for liquidated debts under the Judicature

Act ? The case would rest on a simple and single fact, is rent

paid or not (altogether differing from disputes as to farming

covenants) trial at assizes being needless. The landlord's

position is represented as piteous, he " cannot stop the supply."

Well, can a merchant who has undertaken to deliver goods at

certain periods on credit stop the supply, because in the middle

of the contract he donbts his customer's solvency ? The

merchant can decline a new contract as a landlord can a fresh

base ; bad bargain made, he must stand or fall by it. A mer-

chant who sells on credit to one who afterwards fails may lose

profit and cost price. A creditor who lends, without good

security, may be done out of interest and principal alike. Not

so the landlord, he always gets back his land ; his worst loss

with ordinary diligence, under a proper lease, cannot exceed

half-a-year's rent ; and the ejectment under many conditions

is a positive pecuniary advantage to Lim as where capital or
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- labour pal into the land by the tenant and his other creditors

is appropriated. Lucky the merchant who never lost more

thai\ profit ! Happy the creditor whose principal i» always

forthcoming 1 Yes, the " landlord is " in a position different

from that of other creditors ; and that difference is in his

favour—and unique ! Another argument against a change of

the law is founded upon the indulgence landlords can now give

to needy tenants. The abolition or great modification of

distress would tend to induce landlords to scrutinise

solvency, and, probably, widows and representatives of

deceased tenants, as well as needy tenants themselves,

might receive less indulgence than now. Lst it

be remembered that this so-called indulgence involves

little or no risk to the landlord, while often

operating insidiously against third parties. As far

as my experience goes, it leads frequently to gross and disastrous

breaches of trust under wills, collapse of the deceased's estate

and heavy losses to outside creditors. It is but cruel kindness

to permit a tenant to go on without the requisite capital.

Many a tenant has lost his all by labouring rao-st diligently at

a business for which he was not man enough. Hird as it

may work in individual cases general good can best be main-

tained by right men in right places. Men commanding means

can alone in modern farming do justice to their labourers,

their landlords, the public, and themselves. That rent should

be paid first, because the crop could not exist without land, is

a common yet not logical sentiment. Surely the distinction

between natural grass, the spontaneous production of the soil

and cereals and roots, results of capital and labour, is here lost

sight of. Why, if reason guides, should he who finds land

rank before those who supply labour, or manure, or seed, or

implements, or stock P Can any be dispensed with ? Yet the

owner precedes not one but all ! The landlord's preference is

also excused by the suggestion that it hurts no one because

all are aware of it. The tenant's assessment can, it is urged>

be referred to, and his actual or approximate rent ascertained.

True, but what valuation list informs how many years the

tenant is in arrear, or what his relations with the landlord''

Were the landlord's lien limited to a year's rent, or less

—

enforceable only within a brief time—and through a Court

—

registered like a bill of sale or sequestration, and confined to

specified chattels of the tenant, there would be more in the

contention : a wrong cannot cease to be a

wrong because known to be a wrong. Mr, Taylor

next noticed at length the various arguments

urged againsc the abolition of the landlord's preference and

the further improvement of the law, and then vvent on to say

the English law of distress whatever its virtues has certainly

not elevated the rural labourer. What benefit is there to the

hard-working but less well-to-do farmer, in a law enabling

Ills neighbour to secure acres beyond his means, leading to

farm being laid to farm, and a continuous extension of the

size of holdings? Distress abolished, great and small would

start fair. Farmers in Norfolk may disregard the threat that

leases would contain stringent farming clauses. In Scotland

there is ordinarily great latitude in leases. In Norfolk those

framed by land agents are now all but impossible to abide by,

more severe far than whensolicitors, independent of both lessor

and lessee, held the balance between clients, and, to be frank,

were well paid for the trouble. The committee of the House

of Lords support hypothec (and practically distress) by stating

that the Scotch law follows the Roman in common with tiie

laws of nearly all other E ropean countries. The committee

did not however remark that distress is retained in but few

f the Statej of America, where the geucral spir't of leii'sl<i-

tion has been directed to placing the owner upon the fooling

of an ordinary creditor. In America abolition has not been

followed—as a rule—by advanced rents, but accompanied by

a more summary law of ejectment. Nor did the committee

refer to those European couutiies which establish charges

taking preference to the owner ; among them, the cost of

sowing and reapiug—nor those laws limiting the time within

which the landlord's right may be assisted, nor point to the

marked distinction between the law abroad as regards country

and town. After pointing out the changed condition of agri-

culture and discussing the different methods of distress in

town and country, and the law of hypothec in ScotUnd, he

proceeded :—In England the landlord, by distraining, ruins

the tenant's credit and sacrifices the assets; in Scotland, by

sequestration and simple inventory through a court, he can

assert his charge without needless hardship. In Scotland

the wages of the labourers who raise the crop take

priority of rent, while the contrary dishonours British law.

Whether distress be or be not doomed, its existence unchanged

in the blazfl of public opinion is inconceivable.

In any reform the subject must be studied from at least four

standpoints— (1)—Of the owner entitled to summary remedy

and wishful to keep his preferance ; (2) of the tenant disliking

the present remedy and damaged by the priority
; (3) of the

dealers with and creditors of the tenant who oliject to

a remedy involving, and a preference injuring them
;

(-i) of the

public caring little about either r.medy or preference so pro-

duction be assured.

In any revision of the law, several considerations should, I

conceive be not lost sight of—

I, The law of distress, if maintained, should be rendered clear

by statute on all pdnts, especially as to what chattels are

subject.

II, The antiquated notion of punishment should be for ever

abandoned ; and penal and fictitious rents should not be dis-

trained for,

III. The distinction between the practical working of distress

in country and town should be steadily kept in view.

IV. No distress should be permitted without a previous affi-

davit or declaration that rent is due,

V, No seizure in town or country should be made except by a
public responsible officer,

VI. The fees and charges should be fixed,

VII, The time within which a distress may be resorted to

should be limited to two years, or, better far, one year as the

extreme outside.

VIII. Tiie landlord's priority in and after a bankruptcy should

not depend on the mere formality of a distress.

IX. Labourers' wages, bankruptcy or not, should be preferred
to the landlord's claim.

X, The landlord should be able to able to attach the tenant's

chattels for current rent upon proof of intended fraudulent

removal before the rent is now technically due,

XL The landlord's power of re-entry for non-payment of

rent should, where there is no defence to the ejectment, be

more speedily availalile.

XII. The law as to the sale by the Sheriff of growing crops

should be amended,

XIII. Stock going to and from market should be free from all

risks on strangers' land.

XIV. Agricultural machinery and implements should be fur-
ther protected,

XV. Cattle and sheep agisting should not be liable beyond

the bona fide sum agreed to be paid and remaining uupaid

by the slockowucr.
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X\^I. The raf^a^urn of justice eitftnde3 to Scotch tenants by

thft Act of 18G7 and to to'Tn lodgers by that of 1871 should

not bs withlield from the Briti-h farmer.

XVII. In future agricultural tenancies the right of distraint

should never exist without contrHct, express or implied.

XVIII. No distress within a short fixed period before the

filing of a petition for liquidation should avail preferen-

tially for more than a year's rent.

XIX. To avoid injury and difficulty as to small tenants in the

conntrv, the size of holdings should (as in a recent Act) be

taken into account.

XX. Generally, and lastly, that the whole question, especially

the liability of strangers' goods, and the effect of the land-

lord's priority, should be reconsidered with reference to the

change of circumstances—the exigeDcies of business—and

the demands of justice.

Mr. Taylor concluded by saying, neither merchant nor

dealer, nor farmer, but an owner myself, I appeal in the

interest of their order to the inborn patriotism and justice of

our truly BritiBh Englishmen to relinquish or purify an out-

dated privilege and repugnant anachronism as now offensive

to the sight of wisdom and tlie nostrils of equity. May they

take to heart tlie maxim of Sir Edward Coke, cessanli ratiuiie

Cessat et ipsa lex, and the counsel of the Sage, " There is a

time to keep »nd a time to cast away."

The Chairman (R. T. Gurdon, Esq.), in thanking Mr.

Howard Taylor for his paper, said he was sure the members

of the Chamber had never before received such an amount

of legal information on the subject of distress without having

to pay for it.

Mr. Read, M. P., who seconded the vote of tlianks, pro-

posed that the paper be printed and circulated among the

members, that it might be discussed that day three weeks. The

subject was one that must come to the front in a few years, in

all probability in a few months. Eor years past in Scotland

this subject had been discussed at Farmers' Clubs and Cham-

bers of Agriculture, and at every contested election in

counties the candidates had been pledged to vote for the re-

peal of the law of hypothec ; while in England they had never

thought of it, or if they had, they had not said much about

it.

Mr. Chamberlin supported the motion, which was agreed

to, and the Chamber adjourned.

SHROPSHIRE.
AGRICULTURAL QUESTIONS IN PARLIAMENT.

At the annual meeting of this Chamber, held at Shrews-

bury on the 19th Oct., the President, Mr. C. C. Cotes, M.P.,

in the chair, it was resolved that Mr. Stanley Leightm,

M.P., be President for the ensuing year. Mr. Nevitt was

re-elected Vice-President, and Mr. T. M. How Treasurer-

After the annual report had been rece ived, Mr. Jasper More

read a paper on " The Position of Agricultural Questions in

Parliament : Is it satisfactory or not ? " In the course of an

address which was listened to with great interest, he referred

to the Agricultural Holdings Act—a measure which, he

said, engaged much of their attention at the time the present

Government came into power. It arose out of an expressed

opinion on the part of large farm era that they had not suffi-

cient security for their capital. Many of the landed proprie-

tors resented that view, because they felt that farmers with

capital were perfectly safe. It was, however, considered

desirable that a Bill gi'ing tlem eecurity should be passed.

They knew what course the present Government adopted

with respect to the question. They g-ive everything that the far-

mers desired, and full permission for them to contract themselves

out of the operation of the Act. The first people to avail them

selves of the permission were members of the Government,

with respect to Government property. If a return were asked

of those who, in their county, had not contracted out of the

Act, a very small piece of paper would sufTice to contain tlieir

names. This manner of dealing with the matter was cer-

tainly very singular, ard could scarcely be considered a good

precedent (or legislation in the future. The next questi'>a

was one that they used to hear a great deal about, but it had

become rather unfashionable since the present Government

had come into power. He alluded to the repeal of the malt-

tax. Colonel Barttelot agreed to bring the subject forward

in the House, but when the Government of the day clianged

he did not think the time was opportune ; and thereupon an-

other member, Mr. Fielding, introduced it, but was followed

by only nineteen members. Greatly as he (Mr. More) re-

garded Mr. C. S. Read, and greatly as he acknowledged his

paramount authority in acjricultural questions, it did not

appear that Mr. Read's conduct was perfectly satisfactory on

that occasion. He expressed an opinion that it was no use

theu attempting to agitate for the repeal of the malt-tax, and

he (Mr. More) was sorry to hear him express that opinion;

but Mr. Read had fully atoned for it by his disinterested con-

duct in resigning his office when the Government would not

carry out his views with respect to the legislation for the

cattle disease. Mr. Read was now out of office, and was

again a free man. Commenting lately upon a speech by the

Sulisitor-General, Mr. Read said that if the Solicitor-General

entertained those views he hoped he would help him (Mr.

Read) to obtain a repeal of the malt-tax. It was satisfactory

to see Mr. Read returning to his old love, but was it perfectly

satisfactory that the moment the Liberal Government went

out of power the question should lie dormant ? Referring to

the Valuation Bill, Mr. More said he had heard two opinions

expressed lately which were rather contradictory with respect

to that measure and others. He heard one of their members

state that he was struck with the speed with which the Go-

vernment passed agricultural measures. Lord Granville,

speaking, of course, in opposition to the Government, said he

thought that the agricultural measures of the Government

were like a leg of mutton, served hot one day, cold the next,

and made a hash of at last. Whether satisfactory or no, the

Valuation Bill could scarcely be considered a case of Minis-

terial speed. It was a Bill which was a warning to them that

they must expect the disagreeable presence of a Government

officer if they were to have any lightening of the rates from

Government sources. Dealing with the question of local tax-

ation, he asked whether the members of the Chambers of

Agriculture were not of opinion that the towns had received^

a far greater share than the counties of the remission o

taxes. He wanted to know what had become of late years

of the question of the rating of personal property. When
Chambers of Agriculture were first established, and when he

had the honour of being Chairman of the Central Chamber,

they had a discussion on local taxation, and there was not one

of the members in the room who would listen to anyt'iing

else but the rating of personal property. He pointed out at

the time that it would be better to get increased subsidies

from the Imperial revenue, but they would not listen to that

view. After quoting from a speech of Sir George Lewis, Mr.

More said that if the Countj Boards were established^ the
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only thiugthey would really have the full management of would

be the rates, and he should be sorry indeed if the County

Boards did not have a few years' grace to manage th e r .tes,

without being at once fettered and crushed down by Govern-

ment oflicials. With respect to County Fiuancial Boards, he

had one su/gestion to make, and that was, if they were to

have boards, there should be one for the Northern, and an-

other for the Southern Division of Shropshire. He left it to

the Chamber to say whether they considered the cattle plague

legislation to he in a satisfactory state, and whether they

really thought there should be any change with respect to

game and the game laws.

At the discussion held at an adjourned meeting, on Saturday

week, Mr. T. L. Dodgson commented upon the value of a

discussion of that sort, and urged that it ought to be con-

ducted perfectly free of party, and with the pure object of

seeking to advance what was best for agriculture. He should

leave to others the task of going into detail upon several of

the subjects which Mr. More had alluded to, but there were

one or two to which he should like to refer. The abolition of

turnpike gates had thrown a most heavy and unfair change

upon agriculturists. He believed that the whole system tended

to encour«ge agriculture by tlie immunity it gave to farmers

in many cashes. Now, however that immunity is withdrawn,

and an extra proportion of the cot t of maintaining the roads is

thrown upon the land, he believed thit no legislation could

be satisfactory upon that point which did not rearljubt those

burdens by making tliose who used the roads liable for the

repair of them in a direct proportion to the benefits or profits

they received by such use. The subject of outdoor versus

indoor relief he knew to be a most difficult and anxious one.

It often seemed very cruel aud very hard to refuse outdoor

relief, but the main question for the consideration of guardians,

as trustees of the public money, seemed to him to be " which

system had the greatest tendency to reduce pauperism," and he

was bound to say that both fact and argument seemed alike to

point to the indoor relief system as the best adapted to meet

that end. Referring to the question of the game laws, Mr.

Dodgson said if they were abolished he should expect to see a

great increase in the number of absentee landlords, and to fiud

that landed estates were more and more treated as mere

investments, having no further interest to the owner thsn how
to drain from tlie land the greatest amount of income at the

least possible expense. He believed the Agricultural il hidings

Act had been productive of good.

Mr. BowEN Jones said : Mr. Moore, in his opening speech,

first of all introduced to their notice the Agricultural Holdings

Act, and he (Mr. Jones) quite agreed witli the principle of

that Act, but the jistice of claims for nnexhausted improve-

ments being admitted, he thought it was a blot in the Bill

that it had not been made compulsory. He could not, how-

ever, entirely agree with the conclusions Mr. More had

arrived at with respect to its being utterly useless. He well

recollected that he had the honour of being vii,e-president of

that Chamber some years ago, when a committee of the

Chamber sat for many weeks and drew up a very just scale of

allowances to the outgoing tenant for unexhansted improve-

ments, [le recollected that there was a great demand fo'^

copies of the scales, and he also knew that they were more or

less adopted in that county as well as in other parts of the

country. Those scales were entered into numerous leases and

agreements, so that if the Tenant-Right Bill was not all they

could desire, he was by no means satisfied that no good had re-

sulted from the passing of the meaeure aud from the public notice

which had |been] called to the subject. Not only, however,

had it become patent that compensation must be given where it

was due, but that obsolete agreements should be modified. This

is a point that should be looked into, especially at a time when
they saw hay and straw selling at high prices, and oreals at

low rates. Farmers should be unfettered, and be allowed to

sell what they chose, so long as they returned what was neces-

sary to the l»nd in some way, he did not want to leave the

landlords unpro'ected, or that he should suffer, and with a six

months' notice he did not think any would do so. Alluding

to the question of subventions from the Imperial Treasury in

aid of local burdens, Mr. Jones said he believed they would
have nothing to fear from the undue interference o( Govern,
ment cffioials if county boards were established, and he con-

cluded by urging that in discussing questions of that sort they

should consider which were best for the interests of agri al-

ture, and avoid pitting one Government against another.

Mr. Stanley Leiguton, M.P., said he had before heard

it argued that the farmers had no right to ask for assistance

from the Consolidated Fund, because they did not know what
tliat fund was, but he had never before heard the areuraeuj

adduced about a meeting of a Chamber of Agriculture. Then,
agaiu, the o'd bugbear " centralisation " was held before them
as a reason against such subsidies, and lie would answer it by
the famous text that they must " render unto Caesar the thing*
which are Caesar's." They must render to the local excluquer

the thing* which belonged to it, and to tlie Imperial
Exchequer that which belonged to it. There were certaia

things which they were prepared to pay for out of the local

rates, while there we.e other things in different locali*

ties which ouglit to be paid for out of Imperial funds; and
the Government had alrtady to some extent accepted tlie forcg

of that argument. There were moneys collected which wen
to the Imperial treasury wh ch they thought ought to go to

the relief of local burdens, and one reason why they were in

favour of county boards was that they thought such boards

would be able to receive and apply those moneys. He asserted

without fear of contradiction, that the land, at a distance from
towns, is really of less value now than seventy years ago, and
those who had spent their money in such land, instead of
making their fortunes, had been actually working upon capita^

which was diminishing in value. They would see it as clear

as possible if they would consider the value of an acre of land

which produced wheat at the beginning of the present century

when labour cost one-third less, and when wheat realised so
much more per quarter than it does at present. Does one acre

of laud produce half as much profit now as it did then P

Manchester, it is said, turned out a millionaire every tbre©
days

; he should like to know how many agriculture had turned

out during the last century.

The Rev. W. W. Edwards thought it desirable that

Chambers of Agriculture should keep the question of the

repeal of the malt-tax'open for discussion, for if they did not
do to, when the question came again before Parliament, it

would be said that farmers did not want the repeal of the tax.

It was very essential, too, that their members of Parliament
should be backed up in the country, otherwise when they

brought important subjects like that before the House they
would be looked upon merely as men with crotchets and not

at representative men.

Mr. J. Batuer said as to local taxation, he thought it was
of the greatest possible importance they should carefully con-
sider the policy of getting subventions from the Consolidated

Fund, for they had already tried it and Lad teen how it
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sntwered. As regards llie police ratp, for iustance, that rate

was a« high now as ever, jand many things had been done in

that county wliich were coutrary to the experience and judg

ment of tlie magistrates. Getting assistance from the Con-

solidated Fund for the relief of local rates was very much like

getting money out of one pocket and putting it into another
;

and he believed the Prisons Bill, although they did] not alto-

gether disapprove of it, wcnld not afford the eliglitest relief

to the country as a whole.

No resolution was§proposed, and Mr. More having replied,

the meeting closed with the usual votes of thanks.

y O E K.

A meeting of his Chamber was held on Thursday, Nov. 1,

at the Queen's Hotel, Micklegate, for the purpose of dis-

cussing a proposal to form an association of the Yorkshire

Chambers of Agriculture, with York for its centre. Mr.

Jonathan Dunn, of Kelfield, presided, and there was a

moderate attendance.

After Sonne discussion it was agreed that the feeling of the

various Chambers should be ascertained on this sulypct.

Mr. Coleman called attention to an important matter, that

it was desirable that they should express confidence in and

endeavour to strengthen the hands of the Government by

some memorial to them praying them to carry out as far as

possible the recommendations of the Cattle Plague

Committee.

The Hon. Admiral Buncombe seconded the proposition,

and u was agreed to.

The Hon. Admiral Buncombe observed that with regard

to the question of the statute hirings there appeared to hira

to be little progress, and there would not be until there was

more union amongst the different persons affected. It was

very desirable, considering the illegality of many hirings, that

they should be fixed for the Martinmas week, and, therefore,

as the duty devolved upon him as lord of the manor, he had

fised the hirings to take place on the 24th of November. He

hal however, seen in an advertisement, headed -Pockliugton

Hirings, that the statutes were to be held on Friday, Novem-

qer 9th. The advertisement concluded with " By order."

He could not understand where the " By order " had come

from. He had no doubt there would be a partial hiring on

the 9th and one on the 24!th November, and unless so.ne

systematic plan could be adopted, these auxiliary hirings would

rather increase the evil than otherwise. A check might be

brought to bear upon them if the farmers prevented their

servants from attending those hinngs, and summoned them

before the magistrates if they left their work to do so.

The CUA1RMA.N remarked that he thought it was a pity

that the farmers were not more true to themselves. Tiiey

said they were always in favour of improvement, but when

some little sacrifice was demanded of them they were very

reluctant to make it.

THE FOOB OF LONDON.—London consumes daily

about 300 tons of fish, over 4,00J sheep, nearly 700 oxen,

about 100 calves, 4,000 pigs—including bacon and haras, not

less than 5,000 fowls, a million or so of oysters, eggs innumer-

able, with flour enough for 1,000,000 loaves of bread, and

vegetables, fruits, butter, and cheese in proportion.—i?;^/;?/

MR. MECHPS SERVICES.—A CoRUEjroNDENCE.—1.

To Mr. J^w/ti.— It will interest you to know that the crop

of oats I mentioned to you in tlie spring has been the best

the farmer ever grew in his life, with about half the usual

quantity of seed sown by mistake. He told me so yes-

terday. Even thus he is in excess of your quantity. I have

been recommending your plan of hurdles for sheep. You
give the lengt h as 15 feet, but I do not thiuk you anywhere
state tlie width and height. Will you oblige me with these

particulars, and if the sheep eat through the side bars or that

portion upon which they are confined ? In vol. 1, p. 328, the

words, " as detailed in ray book of farming," occur. Have
you published any other books besides the three volumes of

" How to Farm Profitably "? It vexes me to read of men
giving details of tiie mode of farming you have been advo-

cating for 30 years without mention of your name, and as if

it was something they had discovered. It would be an im-

mense step towards profitable farming if men would reflect

on and admit their faults and shortcomings, along with their

complaints of dear labour, bad seasons, and high rents. The
farming interest will some day, when yon are gone, reverence

your name.—/. II . G., Cheshire, Odohtr 17. 2. Vrom
Mr. Mechi.—I really believe that my volumes have been text-

books for many public orators on agriculture, who forget to

acknowledge the I'act : but it would be unreasonable for a

public man to expect much general gratitude or praise, at all

events, during his lifetime. The fact is, that before the

people of tills country can be fed with home-grown food a

great many of our present agricultural practices must be

changed and improved, both as regards farmers and land-

owners. It is the want of these changes that causes agricul-

ture to be less profitable than it might be. While 1 admired

Mr. Caird's very able and lucid exposition of our present

British agriculture, I regretted that he did not exhibit and

condemn its shortcomings, and poi nt to what it should and

might be under various and important changes and improve-

ments. My hope is in the future, for we can only expect

from the rising generation of juvenile book farmers (educated

with sound agricultural theories, and their minds freed from

the trammels of ant iquated practice) a keen appreciation Of

things as they should be, and not as they are or have been.

An increase in produce and management of only £1 per acre

(and it might be much more) on our farmed acres, as re-

turned to the Board of Trade, would add £47,000,000 to our

home food supply. In fact, as regards management of horse

and other live stock only, an immense saving aud gain could

be made. You will shortly see a sketch and dimensions of

the iron hurdles on wheels (see p. 402). I have only pub-

lished three volumes, containing about 1,400 pages. When
the Agricultural Holdings Act becomes generally accepted

there will be an astonishing influx of capital and improve-

ment. I hear that this is already taking place on a noble

estate, whose owner has placed himself under the Act. Im-

provements in farming as in towns require additional capital.—

/. /. Mechi, Oct. 19.

PRESERVED VEGETABLE MARROW.—rA.? Garden
gives this recipe for preserving vegetable marrow :—Mix
together four pounds of the fruit, peeled and cut up into small

pieces, three pounds of white sugar, about a third of an
ounce of ground ginger, and the peel of a large lemon cut up
small and with the juice squeezed in; boil this mixture for

nearly two hours, and it will set firm when cool ; it will keep

for a year or longer. When properly mixed, it makes a pre-

serve of the most delicious kind, and one which would puzzle

any one not acquainted with iti couitituents to tell what it

was.
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PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878.

The space allotted to Great Britaia ia the Exhibitiou

buildings being somewhat restricted ia proportion to the

unprecedentedly large number of applications by intending

exhibitors, there seemed but little probability that the

agricultural interests of this country could be worthily

represented.

Mr. Ancliffc Owen, the Secretary to the Royal Com-

mission, keenly alive to the very great importance of this

brancli of our national industry, was fortunate enough

however to obtain a special allotment of ground, with

permission to erect one or more annexes destined

exclusively for the exhibition of manufactures and products

connected with agriculture.

These annexes, two in number, have been completed ;

and although detached from,are in close proximity to, the

main building. The larger is 232 feet by 164, and there-

fore gives between four and five thousand square yards of

space; the smaller is 533 feet long and about G 5 feet

wide, giving somewhat less than three thousand square

yards.

Neither of these buildings have any pretensions to

architectural beauty, but have been designed and erected

by Mr. Redgrave with the sole object of enabling exhibitors

to make the most effective display. The larger annex

(which bears a strong family likeness to the " Bromptou

Boilers") will be entirely occupied by the makers of

Agricultural Implements, represented by the most im-

portant firms in the country, and the arrangements and

allotment of space are such that one of the most perfect

and complete exhibitions of this description is already

assured.

In the second-class building will be found the various

industries forming part of, or closely connected with, the

science of agriculture—and hers a great advance as com-

pared with the arrangements of former exhibitions is at

once apparent. These agricultural halls will be really

what they profess to be, and their contents will not con-

sist of a heterogeneous collection of articles which even

the greatest stretch of the imagination has difficulty in

connecting with British agriculture.

Candles, pickles, patent medicines, biscuits, and choco-

late have, ere now, been seen in agricultural annexes.

All these articles, important in themselves, will now find

their proper location in their respective sections, and

apart from that of agriculture.

The annexes are admirably situated on the left of the

main building in a line with its facade, fronting the

Seine, and a railway skirts, at the distance only of a few

yards, the principal entrance, affording thus great facili-

ties for the unloading, at the very door of the annex, of

heavy goods and machinery, without extra expense or

risk of breakage.

Those interested in agriculture should be well satisfied

with Mr. Owen's arrangements and organisatioa of this

portion of the Eihibitioa of 1878,

IRON HURDLES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Mr. Mechi recommends iron fold hurdles on

wheels, adding that his have lasted 30 years ; now my owa
experience of their durability is so widely different from

his that either the Tiptreo hurdles must have been un-

usually well-made, or like the lad's knife, owing to repairs

but little of the original structures remain. When a much
younger man, I was most anxious for iron hurdles, believing

them to be indestructible; however, by the time I was in

a position to indulge my fancy, my views had changed

altogether, for I found they were constant visitors to the

forge. In fact one of my friends discarded his entirely-

after an eight years' trial, giving me as his reason that his

blacksmith's fires had become ruinous ; further than this,

one of the most practical farmers we have in Suffolk gave

it ashis opinionin an after-dinner speech at an agricultural

gathering some little time since, that a farmer could keep

himself in common ash hurdles for the interest of the

money that the iron kind cost, and I quite believe it.

I am, sir, yours &c.,

A Practical Farmer.

GAS TAR AS A WHEAT DRESSING.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—So many people ask or write to me about my
plan of dressing seed corn that you will oblige by giving

insertion to the following particulars : I am now drill-

ing wheat for the sixth year, dressed with gas tar, and

have never known it fail with wheat, oats, or barley.

Two years ago a new foreman I had persuaded me that

rooks would not touch winter oats if not dressed. I

foolishly listened to him, and the consequence was it cost

me some pounds to keep the rooks from them, whilst

they never attempted to touch six acres of winter barley

which was dressed with the tar, in the same field. Be-

sides being so sure in its effects, it has the advantasre of

cheapness, as the cost is little if anything over one penny
per acre. Gas tar can be had at any gas works at from

3d. to 6d. per gallon, and I have bought it at 10s. per

ton for other purposes. My plan is as follows :—Dress

the corn with blue stone as usual, making it thoroughly

wet, then mix nearly a pint and a-half of tar with some

hot water till it is thin enough to run freely, and pour

over a sack of core, stirring it till every kernel is dark

with tar. Let it remain a few hours, or all night, and

then sift and mix with it sufficient slacked lime to prevent

any stickiness, aud it will be fit to drill. Now that boys

cannot be had at any price, and men are too expensive,

it is our own fault if we suffer from the ravages of the

rooks, unless it be in the case of peas or beans, for which

it cannot be so thoroughly depended on.

I am, sir, yours, Sec,

E. iMFEy.

Slreef, Somerset, Oct. '^\si.
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THE ARGENTINE CONFEDERATION.
From an iaterestiug account of a visit paid to the

Argeatiae Republic, by Mr. T. Brassey, m The Nine-

teenth Century, we give the following extracts :—

I cannot attempt to give a general descriptiou of the

Arftentine Republic. Accordiag to the recent report of Consul

Cowper it contains upwards of 2,000,000 inhabitants, and its

superficial area is estimated at 1,000,000 square miles, situated

under every variety of climate. All the productions of the

temperate zone are to be fonnd in its central provinces, which

enjoy a climate unsurpassed by any region of the globe.

With all the disadvantages of constant policical disturbances

and most imperfect security both for person and property, the

Argentine Coufederatiou has advanced with marvellous strides,

In a speech, delivered in 1873 at Buenos Ayres, Dr. Rawson.

an ex-minister, pointed out that the foreign commerce of the

Republic had advanced from 26,000,000 dollars in 1862, to

80,000,000 in 1872 ; and that immigration had increased in

the corresponding period, from 5,000 to 40,000. In this

extensive commerce Great Britain has obtained an important

share, as the following figures testify ;—
Imports. Exports.

Total £13,285,766 £9,024,081

Of which

England 3,863,824. 1,078,861

France 3,645,027 1,735,563

Belgium 593,617 2,778,301

United States 1,033,523 606,589

» * « • •

The native inhabitants are almost exclusively occupied as

graziers, whether of sheep or cattle. With a view, however,

of attracting a more numerous popolation, and thus creating a

busy traffic on the railway, an attempt was made to introduce

arable cultivation on the lands conceded to the Central

Argebtiue Railway Company. For this purpose the land was

divided into plots of 80 acres each, and settlers were introduced

from Europe. All their expenses, were paid by the Company,

and each was provided with a small hut and a well on his

allotment. The first colonies were laid ont in the vicinity of

the stations nearest the Rosario Terminus. Five of these

colonies have been formed, with a total population of 4,524

Europeans and 1,000 native settlers. The largest of these is

Roldan, with a population of 2,369. The more fertile lands

will produce abuudant crops of wheat for four years in succes-

•ion, without manure, or a rotation of green crops. A station

master on the line rents 3,000 acres of land, of which 1,000

acres were sown with wheat. In 1875 he raised six bushel»

of wheat per acre, at a cost of 1 Is., the selling price being 223.

The unsettled condition of commercial affairs in the Argentine

Republic is clearly indicated in the extraordinary ductuations

in the prices of wheat. In Rosario, in 1876, the highest

price was 528. the bushel. This lasted for a very short time

only. The price then fell to about 26s., at which figure it

stood for more than six months. These oscillations are a great

drawback to farmers, and make it almost impossible for them

to borrow capital for a?;ricuhnral operations.

As a rule a crop of nine bushels of wheat per acre pays

well. Twenty bushels, however, are often grown. Consul

Joel, in his report for 1875, quotes a cise that had come under

his own observation in Roldan, one of our colonies, where a

colonist sowed 6^ bushels on 8^ acres, and cropped 360 bushels,

which was over 40 bushels to the acre. The seed was white

wheat, which is used exclusively in this country for the manu"

facture of macaroni. Tue average yield of the colonies in

1875 was 12^^ bushels per acre.

It will be evident from these figures that arable cultivation

would yield a highly satisfactory return but for the frequent

invasion of the locusts. Their periodical visits are a most

greviuus scou ge. They destroy, in a few hours, crops,

orchards, and vegetation of all kinds. While riding over

Messrs. Hope's farm, we saw 1,000 acres of wheat which was

just beginning to shoot, in the very process of being eaten up.

The locusts were so numerous thai; they both darkened the

air and covered the earth with a swarm so dense that the

blades of corn were only just visible here and there. A horse

walking througli the wheat caused them to rise in myriads. It

was possible that the wheat might partially recover, provided

there were abundant rains after the locusts had departed, but

even then they might reappear and resunne the work of des-

truction. It will be evident that the locust in South America

rivals the Colorado beetle in ominous and surprising capability

for doing evil. The periodical recurrence of this terrible

scourge makes it impossible for the farmer in these countries

to rely on tillage alone. Tillage must be combined with pas-

ture. The experience of the natives, who are the most suc-

cessful settlers, has taught them this lesson. On the four

leagues adjacent to Rosaiio, reserved by the Government from

expropriation, and occupied exclusively by the natives, there is

no tillage, but vast herds of cattle and large flocks of sheep

are reared, and render an ample return to the estancieros.

In riding through the colonies a conspicuous difference is

apparant between the condition of the individual colonists.

Two men will be found, living side by side, who commenced

colonial life under precisely equal conditions, liaving no capital,

but with 80 acres of land assigned to them for cultivation. Of

these the one is prosperous, the owner of the land he use; j

and free from debt to the Company. His neighbour will have

paid neither principal nor interest on the purchase money of

his land, he will have done nothing to reduce his indebtedness

for money advanced to him, and at the same time be living in

a 8'ate of semi-starvation and misery. In such cases, and

they are common, you generally discover an ob?ioas explana-

tion in the bright intelligent countenance of the one, and the

dull heavy look of the other. Yet there are doubtless numerous

instances of undeserved misfortunes.

The most unhappy of the colonies established on the line of

the Central Argentine Railway] is situated at a station called

Tortugas. For three years in succession the crops have been

destroyed by locusts, drought, and hailstones. The drought is

a misfortune peculiar to this colony. The other drawbacks

are felt more or less in every part of the Argentice Con-

4deracy. I conversed at length with the manager on the

condition and prospects of the people under his charge. Unless

their crop, which has already beeu devoured by locusts, reco-

vered, their situation would be utterly hopeless. I very strongly

urged the necessity of removing a portion of the colouists into

a more favourable district, should the comicg harvest again

pr voa failure. Nothing will be sacrificed by the adoption of
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such a course. The colonists have bought 2,000 squares

(each 4 l-6th acres in extent) under cultivation, and the valua-

tion of the cultivation was formerly estimated at lOs. a square.

But the colonists themselves are now so thoroughly dis-

heartened .that they would willingly leave their present lands

without compensation if they were to receive au allotment of

an equal area of untilled land in a more promising situation.

Their dwellings being built of clods of earth, or dried bricks,

iiave no value, except for tlie roof and tiles, and the latter

could be taken down and carted to another site. The

removal would not involve the Company in any expense, as the

seitlers would be prepared to couvey their scanty possessions

in their own carts to their new allotments.

Having briefly described the actual condition of the colonies,

1 turn to the policy to be adopted in the management of these

estates in the future. Tlie grave error of introducing emi-

grants from Europe at the expense of the Company is not

likely to be repeated. The special case ot ttie colonists at

Tortugas excepted, no further expenditure should be incurred,

whether in giving aid to those already settled on our lands, or

in atiractiug new settlers.

The natives and foreigners, who have already had experience

in this country, succeed best, and are the most regular in

their payments. The policy of the Company is to sit still, and

to be prepared to negociate sales with all comers, who can

show that they possess sufficient resources to justify them in

making an agreement to purchase land. There will be no lack

of suita,le settlers. Italian Protestants have of late been

removing from the North to settle on our land. These men are

ttirifty, industrious, and acquainted with the most efifective

metho-s of tilling land in these countries.

It has already been stated that the concession of land from

the Government to the Railway Company formed a vast terri-

tory of no less than Ui> square leagnes. Its value, however>

is but small, and the prices, low as they are, which may ulti-

mately be expected, can only b« realised in a long lapse of time.

I give the figures as an indication of the wild character of the

country in the South American republics.

I'orty-two leagues of the concession are situated within the

province of Santa Fe, of whicli Rosario is the capital. The

value of these lands is £8,000 a league. Ten leagues of marshy

land in the same province are worth £3,000 a league. Ninety-

four leagues are in the province of Cordova. The district is an

uninhabited desert, and the \alue of the land does not exceed

£500 a square league.

I quitted the colonies of the Central Argentine Laud Com-
pany profoundly impressed with the conviction that all attempts

to stimulate emigration artificially are full of hazard,

Startiug on the 32nd of September we made an interesting

excursion into the province of Buenos Ayres, Proceeding

twenty miles by railway and ten miles in carriages over tlie

pampas, we reached a large farm, belonging to one of the

priucij al tramway companies of the city. Tae farm is 2,600

acies iu extent, and consists of good pasture land, watered by

a brimmiug brook. It was purchased a few jcars ago for

£8,000, aud no less than £24,000 has been offered for the

property within the last six months. A hundred men are here

employed as horsekeepers. and iu githcring-in the hay and

green crops required for a stud of 800 iiorses. The wages of

the farm labourers, or peons, are £2 a mouth. They are

lodged and [ouud at aa additional cost of thirty shillings a

mouth.

Lucerne is the most advantageous food for cattle in this

country. Five crops are obtained every year. Of maize the

return is ample. Oats are a faihire: nothing but ttraw is

produced. " Wheat," says Sir Woodbine Parish, " requires

the cooler climate of the Sui'thern part of the provinces."

Flax and hemp have been tried with success. The vine, the

orange, the fig, and the peach flourish luxuriantly, especially

the latter. The price of lean stock is about thirty shillings a

head. When fatted, which takes about th'ee months on good

land, the same cattle will fetch £4 a head. Iiorses not broken

can be bought for £3, and will generally stand regular work

in the tramway cars for a period of five years. Cattle for

forming herds are obtainable at from ISs. to 20j. per head.

From the tramway car we drove to the estancia of Mr.

B— , and on the following morning I rode round his farm.

It contains 45,000 sheep, which are fed on 3,820 squares of

land, each of 4j acres in extent. In the province of Buenos

Ayres it is commonly estimated that from 20,000 to 17,000

sheep can be fed on a league of superior land. If this assump>

tion can be justified by experience, land in the Argentine Con-

federation will carry more sheep than an equal area in Austra-

lia. Here three sheep can be fed on one acre. In Australia

three acres are required to feed one sheep. la the Argentine

Confederation wool can be produced for 4d. per pound. la

Australia unwashed wool could not be produced under 9d. per

pouud. The Australian wool is now nearly as burry as the

Argentine, but the former has a superior staple. In the Ar-

gentine Confederation a flock of 2,000 sheep would produce

400 arrobas of wool, an arroba weighing 25'35 pounds avoir-

dupois. The arroba should sell for 75 dollars ; and taking

off 10 dollars for the expenses of shearing, baling, and other

charges, there remains a profit of 65 dollars a ton, or lis. per

arroba, or a total return of £220 from each flock of 2,000

sheep. The positive expenses for the maintenance of such a

flock, including the rent of land and the wages of the shepherd,

are from £120 to £150 a year. The wool alone should pay

all the expenses of the Argentine sheep-owner, and a profit of

5 per cent, on the capital embarked. The tallow and the

new stock are a clear additional profit. In good years the

profits realised in this country are much lirger than in Aus-

tralia. Oa the other hand, the risks from drought are greater.

The calculations I have given are based on statements fur-

nished to me by gentlemen of long experience, who have had

many opportunities of comparing their results with those

obtained in Australia. It is, however, possible that an Aus-

trahan sheep-farmer might be disposed to modify the figures ia

favour of his own country.

The same subject was ably discussed by Mr. Macdonnellia

the report which he wrote when Charge d'AlTaires at Buenos

Ayres. He does not advise emigrants to come to the River

Plate with the view of engaging in agriculture ; for though

the soil, consisting of marine and alluvial deposit, is remark-

ably fertile, yet there are numerous obstacles to successful cul-

tivation, " including sudden changes of temperature, violent

storms of wind, du»i, aud rain, long-coutinued droughts,

lieavy and persistent rains, locusts, biclios, basket-worms, and
ants."

Mr. Macdonnell recomraends dheep-farming as the most
lucrative occupation in which Briti'«h settlers can engage.

Cattle-f^arming is mostly in the hands of natives, many of

whom have made large fortunes. Ilerds of cattle require

extensive pastures, aud can be kept most advantageously ia

the outlying provinces, where laud is cheap, for eheep a less
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extent of land is necessary, but it should be of superior

quality.

Tlie natural grasses of Buenos Ayres possess adrair^ble

fattening qualities, and the Hocks produce a Bescriptiou of

wool especially adapted for flue kersey cloths, and extensively

consumed in France and Belgian!. The yarn spun from it in

the latter country is in great demand in Scotland and the North

of Germany.

The increase in the export of wool is remarkable. While

42,275 bales were exported in 1860, there were exported in

1870 of wool 100,369 bales, of the value of £3,195,119, and

upwards of 57,000,000 pounds of sheepskins.

Mr. St. John, the successor of Mr. Macdonnell, in his

report for 1875, speaks of wool as by far the most important

product of the country. The amount in English pounds

exported in 1873 was 156,781,756, on which the official valua-

tion was £3,416,156, making the bale of 800 English pounds

to be worth £17 8s. 72d. In the following year the same

authority gives the value of the wool exported at £3,592,629i

distributed as follows :

—

Belgium £2,242,536

France 223,485

England 213,432

The treatment of the subjects under consideration would be

incomplete without an attempt to give an opinion on the

suitability of the Argentine Republic as a field for British

emigration.

The comparative advantages and disadvantages have been

concisely summed up fay Mr .Macdonnell. The chief obstacles

to the success of a British emigrant are the language ; the

invasions of Indiana; the unjust seizure of property both by

Rebel and Govern ment troops ; the difficulty of transporting in

a roadless country ; the defective administration ofjustice ; and

the jealousy with which all foreigners are regarded by the

native inhabitants.

According to Consul Cowper, the great body of British

emigrants to the Republic are Irish. They are admirable

colonists. The successful sheep-farming in the Republic is

mainly in their hands, and yet they receive no protection from

the Government against the marauding gauchos. " Why,"

then he says, " with colonies of our own, upon which the snn

never sets, and consequently with every variety of climate and

product ion—with the United States, which is only politically

a foreign country, British subjects can be induced to migrate

to foreign lands, where laws, customs, and languages are al

different from those of their own country, and where the

administration of the laws is defective, I am at a loss to con-

ceive: but I would remind them, that if, in addition to the

pain of abandoning their native land, and the laws under

which they have grown up and been protected, they seek an

unknown land where everything is changed, they weight

themselves for the race of life, and no advantage which may be

offered them will compensate for the chances they have lost in

rejecting those fertile fields of emigration which had been pre-

pared for them by their own countrymen."

Such are the disadvantages. On the other hand, the climate

is healthy, the soil fertile, the territory sparsely populated, and

the land in consequence obtaiunble at moderate prices.

There is one class of iranigrants from England, already too

numerously represented in Buenos Ayres, for whom failure

can without any hesitation be predicted. These are the young

gentlemen, of slender education, and idle disposition, who have

lived too fa^t at home, and having squandered their slender

inheritance, and exhausted the patience and generosity of tlieir

relatives, arc sent out to retrieve their fallen fortunes in a land

which demands, as tlie essential conditions of success, botk
practical experience in the management of stock, and the

sterling moral qualities of thrift, energy, and self-control.

The settlers most likely to succeed do not belong to the class

of manual labourers. For them an English-speaking country

is far preferable. English emigrants to the River Plate should

be men possessing a little capital, who are prepared to go

through an apprenticeship of some years' duration under a

successful estanciero, paying for their board and lodging with

their manual labour, able to command a capital of not less than

£2,000, and patient enough to wait until they have learned the

art of managing an estate in these countries, before they ven-

ture to take an estancia on their own account.

* * * * Ki

The statistics of population afford conclusive evidence of the

non-agricultural tendency of the Argentine immigrants. Out
of a population of 1,736,901, 1,114,160 are disceminated over

500,000 square miles, or barely two inhabitants per square

mile. On the other hand, the density of population in the

city of Buenos Ayres is 40,000 per square mile, or one-third

more than that of London. The immigrants from Italy remain

for the most part in the capital.

Like the Braiilian Government, the authorities at Buenos

Ayres have made some abortive efforts to establish State

colonies in the Republic. A wiser policy has been adopted in

the United States. The action of their Government has been

limited to the enactment in 1862 of the liberal homestead law,

which has attracted emigrants to the States in numbers, in-

creasing rapidly from 76,396 in 1861 to 156,844 in 1862, and

258,989 in 1869. In the Argentine Republic the principle of

free gifts of land has not as jet been accepted. The land law

passed at Buenos Ayres in 1871 contains provisions for the

sale of the frontier ladds in lots of eight square leagues, or

13,300 acres, at prices equal to Is. 9d. per statute acre, payable

one-tenth in cash, and the remainder in eight yearly in-«

stalraents

.

In onr walks with the Colonel this morning we heard many

interesting narratives of warfare with wild Indians. These

naked horsemen of the pampas fight bravely, but they cannot

resist the Remington breech-loading rifle. When the regular

troops advance to the attack, the Indians rarely make a stand.

Kevertheless, witliin the last twelve mouths. Colonel Donovan

has fought four engagements with bands of marauders, and on a

recent occasion rescued 30,000 head of cattle, which had been

stolen. The Indians sell all the cattle to the Chilians. They have

therefore to drive their spoil for a great distance, and, unless

their operations were conducted on a large scale they would

make but small profit by their hazardous enterprises. At the

date of our visit it was in contemplation to advance the Ar-

gentine frontier further South, and to defend it by a chain of

forts and a deep ditch. According to the statement in the last

Presidential Message, this plan has been carried out. The new

frontier on the South has been formed from Bahia Blanca, on

the coast, in 39" S. latitude, to Rio Quinto, in the interior,

in 34° S. latitude and 64° W. longitude. Its length is 331

miles, and it is defended by seven principal forts with villages

attached, and by 119 block-houses and smaller forts. Where

the country is most exposed to the incursions of the Indians, a

fosse has been dug, 65 miles long, and telegraphic comraun--

catiou has been established for a distance of 200 miles. It i«
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proposed to fortify a similar frontier line on the West, extending

from Rio Quinto to Fort San Rafael in Mendo/.a. Tlie Pre-

sident speaks of the success of these works with the utmost

confidence. As we travelled on our return journey from Azul,

by daylight, «e were enabled to see the richness of the pau-

tures of Buenos Ayres. Tiie soil produces luxuriant crops of

lucerne. In winter the thistles cover the ground in some

districts with masses of green leaves. In summer tliey rise to

a height of 12 feet, so that it is impossible to traverse the

pampas, except by the regular tracks. The agricultural sta-

tistics of the Argentine Republic are summarised by Consul

Cowper in his lust report. According to his estimate there

exist in the country 80,000,000 sheep, 15,000,000 horned

cattle, and 4,000,000 horses. Their value is estimated at

£30,000,000. About 500,000 mares and cows and 12,000,000

sheep are annually slaughtered. The wool, hides, sheepskins,

horns, Liebig's extract of meat, and other products exported

are valued at £9,000,000. The value of tlie hides and skins

exported in 1875, according to Mr. St. John, was £1,669,211,

of which the United States took £186,582. The export of ox

and cow, salted, in the same year was £576,409. The abun-

dance of horses is shown in the lavish employment of these

animals. One at least is provided for every farm labourer. It

is no uncommon thing to see six horses yoked in two ranks to

a two-wheel cart. " Even the very beggars," says Sir Wood-
bine Parish, " solicit alms from the saddle.'* If only political

tranquillity and personal security could be maintained, an era

of material prosperity would be assured to the Argentine

Republic.

PASTURE AND POPULATION.
Every household is so directly concerned in the supply and

the price of meat that the a larm recently sounded tracing the

decrease of cattle in the conn try to the extension of the area

under pasture deserves some i nvestigation. Briefly stated, the

complaint about the increase of grass resolves itself into three

heads ; first, that an acre of highly cultivhted arable land will

produce quadruple the quantity of eef compared wHh an acre

of pasture; secondly, that, as a natural consequence, as pas-

ture widens, the price of meat must rise ; thirdly, that the

spread of the innocent-looking grass-blades means the partial

extinction of the agricultural population. Now, apart from

the Scotch and American supplies, the sources of English beef

are the grazing, the arable, and the dairy farms. Upon a dairy

farm of 2i0 acres, all grass and good land, seventy cows may

be kept, which yield a great weight of human food, either as

milk or as butter and cheese. A few beasts are annually fat-

tened and go to the butcher, but it is in calves, i.e., veal, that

the dairy plays its part as a manufactory of meat. Many such

calves, moreover, after passing the dealers' hands, reach the

grazier, and form the rough material which lie shapes into

beef. Sjthat the aforesaid few beasts which the dairy sends

direct to tlie consumer do not by any means represent the real

productive power. The grazier is a farmer whose system it is

to purchase cattle young and in only moderate condition, feed

them up to a certain point, and despatch them by rail direct to

the London salesman. Obviously these young cattle have to

come from somewhere—Herefords and Uevous from their re-

spective counties, some from Scotland, numbers from Ireland,

and black animals from Wales, in addition to the calves which

are bred in the dairy districts. These the grazier buys late in

autumn or early in the spring, turns his cattle out upon grass

daring the summer, and by the ensuing autumn reckons to

clear off almost the whole drove to the butcher. The precise

number of beasts grazed per acre varies, of course, with the

cliaracter of the soil and the class of cattle kept. In the

Midland Counties, upon fairly good pasture land, a common
proportion is two bullocks to three acres. In addition, each

acre carries one sheep. These pastures, however, are lupple-

mented with a certain proportion of arable land, sometimes as

much as a third, but this alTeets the sheep principally, since

the msjor portion of the bullocks are cleared by autumn for

London. From a farm of 900 acres, of which 600 are grass

and the rest ploughed laud, from 300 to 400 beasts will pass to

the consumer in the course of the season. Wiien the ratio of

ploughed laud rises above one-half of the farm area, the num-

ber of beasts that can be profitably grazed rapidly diminishes,

and the compelition for pasture grows brisker ; insomuch that

those who cannot get grass land in their own immediate neigh-

bourhood frequently rent a second farm, all grass, several miles

distant. This in itself is a conclusive proof of the high value

of pasture as a meat-maker.

To illustrate the comparative meat-producing power of grass

versus arable glance at the lattst returns for Devon and Nor-

folk. Devon is chiefly pasture, and the occupiers are engaged

in grazing and dairy ; Norfolk is principally arable ; the total

cultivated area of each approximates, but the acreage under

grass is widely different. In 1877 Devon comprised 1,108,543

acres, and posses ed 216,315 cattle of all kinds; Norfolk,

1,072,686 acres and only 108,082 cattle—just about half the

number of the pasture country. This ratio curiously corres-

ponds with the area of pasture. Devon has 457,661 acres of

permanent grass ; Norfolk, 241,849. But surely Norfolk, as

a great root-growing county, should excel in sheep ; but no-
while the root husdandry of Norfolk supports 679,218, the

grass of Devon carries 946,458. If it be objected that Devon

rejoices in some of the richest pasture in England, and Nor-

folk has a poor soil, the reply is, in the latter county the science

of arable farmioK has been carried to the very highest pitch,

probably higher than anjwhere else. Consequently, if the

allegation were true that ploughed land will cany larger quan-

tities of meat than grass, then the stock in Norfolk should at

least more nearly equal that in Devon. Between Leicester

and Suffolk the contrast is still more striking—almost start-

ling. Leicester, every one knows, is pre-eminently a grass

county. Roughly speaking, two -thirds are pasture—in exact

figures, area, 470,530 acres
;
permanent pasture, 297,324 acres.

No less than 122,019 cattle are to be found in this small

county. Suffolk, on the eajt coast, is in the corn division, and

with an area of 770,128 acres, of which only 150,865 acres

are grass—about a fifth—carries but 59,654 cattle ! With

very nearly 300,000 more acres, the corn or ploughed county

possesses less than half the cattle of the little grass county.

In fact, taking the entire 21 grazing counties and comparing

them with tlie 21 corn counties, it appears that the grazing

division contains 65*9 per cent, of tlie total number of cattle in

England proper. These figures should at 01 ce allay all anxiety

as to the increase of pasture being instruiiK ntal in diminishing

the beef supply and causing a rise of prices.

There are, moreover, several natural checks to the excessive

(growth of grass which in ail homau probability will ever re-
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strain it within certain limiti. Over large tracts of land the

soil is too poor to bear it ; grnss will grow, of course, but not

sufficiently well for d^iry or Kraziug purposes. The rainfall

on the eastern side of the conutry is deficient, so much so that

meadows are ouly seen iu some district by the banks of the

rivers, which not only ovenlow but in past apes have deposited

an alluvial earth of greater fertility. Then the mere coat of

laying down pasture is considerable, and fiually, and perhaps

more forcibly, comes the ever-increasing demand for straw.

Both for litter and ''or fodder—in the shape of chaff to econo-

mise expensive feed—straw becomes more valuable annually,

as the agricultural policy settles down firmly in the direction

of meat. Where the soil will not bear grazing and the rain-

fall is deficient, while all who keep stock cry as loudly for

straw as the Israelites under Pharaoh, there is little danger that

the plough will cease to turn the furrow. The drift of the

argument, when these facts and figure s are calmly considered,

is not to depreciate arable farming in its proper place, but to

demonstrate that it cannot compete with good pasture in the

economical production of beef. The cost of labour alone for-

bids, for while a grazier can work a hundred acres of grass

with one man (in soma places even more), three labourers are

required to cultivate the same area of corn. In former days

four men was the rule for one hundred acres arable (stiff land),

but machinery has lowered the ratio. This machinery and

artificial manure, without which nothing can be done, add

enormously to the capital invested in successful arable farming.

TKe price of a steam plough and tackle alone would stock a

small dairy. To an owner of land, pasture recommends itself

for the best possible reasons—a rent at least a third higher

will be paid (SOs. arable, iOs. grass), a tenant is always forth-

coming, and the value of the fee-simple is much greater. Per-

haps, from a purely farmer's point of view, the most profiiable

some will say the only profitable—holdings at the present

moment are dairies, and those lands which, without being too

heavily rented, will produce good malting barley.

It is quite true tlut in some pasture counties villages may

be found which are practically deserted. Beyond the vicar's

residence, and the mansion of a landlord only there iu the

hunting season, not more than two farm-houses and half a

dozen cottages are inhabited. The church, if such a simile be

permissible, is a " world too wide" for the shrunken shanks

of the place. Upon the surface this undoubtedly has tiie

app arance of indicating that grass is injurious to population
;

but upon inquiry it will be found that it is no new thing. The

real desertion occurred many years ago, shortly after the re-

peal of the Corn Lhws—a repeal followed not by a decrease

but increase of population—for then land naturally fitted for

pasture was restored to its primitive condition. Further de-

sertion took place when such high wages were offered in

manufacturing towns and for navy works on railways, just as

at this very hour the scarcity of female and boy labour in the

field is partly caused by the demand for it in mills and fac-

tories. These broad pastures, which seem to have exterminated

the human race, in reality have done precisely the opposite.

By the beef and mutton profitably grown on them the huge

masses concentrated in the cities are fed. The descendants of

the very men who left these empty villages—multiplied ten-

fold in London, Birmingham, &c.—are eating steaks and chops

fjrown from the green grass which has supplanted the jellow

corn tlieir fathers reaped. Profitably grown advisedly, because

farming is a business and not a matter of sentiment, and un-

less it can be done with a margin of profit it is clear meat will

Dot be made at all, at least by private enterprise. Those who

deplore the decline of arable farming trace it principally to

the exceissive expenditure upon machinery, labour, manure,

and so on, which render it difficult to obtain a moderate per-

centage even in good seasons, and in bad years quite impossible.

The logical sequence then stares one iu the face—unless we

have grass we cannot make meat at home profitably ; if it

cannot be made profitably it will not be made at all ; and what

theuP State aid or foreign importation, ueith er of which is

probable in the requisite degree. Pasture, therefore, as the

most economical producer of meat, is most favourable to popu-

lation.

—

From the Pull Mall Gazelle.

THE BARLEY CROP IN THE UNITED
STATES.

We have received from Mtssrs. Sommers and Co., barley

shippers, of Chicago, a report of the barley crop in the

various States of the Uuiou, from which we extract tLia

summary :

—

" As a summary the whole matter occurs to us thus— that

the crops of Oliio, Indiana, and Kentucky do not amount to

much, either in acreage, yield, or condition. Illinois is about

in the same fix, only not quite so bad in quality. Tlie choice

of the Micliigan crop will be taken at home, as the demands of

the State are large, and the brewers at Detroit, Kalamazoo,

and a dozen other interior points consume it exclusively, and

after they get their pick the remainder will not be worth muct^,

except for fef d. In Nebraska, although the crop is excellent,

the total amount available is small comparatively. The

freights are so high, and prices here low, that it is impossible

to ship from there now at living figures. The Kansas crop ig

too small and poor in quality for much consideration, and what*

ever finds its way t9 this market from there will not grade

higher than feed, and to save money it will probably be fed at

home. A.8 for the Iowa crop, it is nearly on a par with last

year's in quality, and we fail to see why—even if this State

did raise 4,000,000 bushels, and the greater part will not

inspect over No. 3 here (extra No. 3 at best), and it only brings

from 20 to 30c. at home—it should depress and depreciate the

markets all over the country for good barley to such an exten-

aa it has. We must tiierefore look to Wisconsin and Minnesota

for our choice barley this season, and it will require them to

have a heavy surplus each to stand the drain until next May,

and we feel satisfied it will take higher prices than the present

to bring out the fine malting stock, especially from Minnesota

A healthy increase in area is always to be expected under

favorable auspices, also in quality and yield, but we fear the

discount in prices since the season opened has been too dis-

couraging for the farmers to net living returns. Tlieories and

estimates will not prevail long before facts, and these are factp.

We have studied the whole subject long and carefully, and the

figures are not ours, but aie official returns. To those who

delight in estimates (wind), we would cite the cases of the

Agricultural Department at Washington v. the State of

ludia. In 1873 the Department estimated the barley crop

there at 568,000 bushels. Tlie amount actually raised was

199,140 bushels ; difference 368,860. In 1874 the estimate

was for 539,000 bushels, and what was actually raised was

361,233 bushels; difference 277,767. In 1875 the estimate

was for 440,000 bushels, and the crop yielded 149,935;

difference 290,065 bushels. And that is about as near as thejr

usually get ia such wild calculations."
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TESTIMONIAL TO MR. HENRY CORBET.

Readers of The Mark Lane Express especially will be

glad to learn that at the last meeting of the Loudon

Farmers' Club, it was proposed that a testimonial

should be presented to Mr. Henry Corbet—for many

years Editor of this Journal and Secretary of the Club—in

recognition of the important services which he has

rendered to agriculture. The proposal was warmly

received and liberally responded to, a large proportion of

the members present putting down their names as sub-

scribers. It is unnecessary for us to enlarge upon Jlr.

Corbet's credentials to such a mark of appreciation from

agriculturists. During a long public life he served their

interests with zeal, courage, and independence; never

fearing to expose abuses in whatever quarter he detected

them, he necessarily made some enemies as well as many

friends; but illness has now, unhappily, removed him

from any active participation in public affairs. Mr. Corbet

suffered a heavy pecuniary loss shortly after the commence-

ment of his illness, and for this reason the testimonial will

take the form of a sum of money, which it is earnestly to

be hoped will be sufficiently large to replace the sum which

he had invested as a means of support in his years of

retirement, but has unfortunately lost. Small sums

will be welcome from those who cannot afford to contribute

largely. Subscriptions may be sent to Mr. Druce,

Secretary of the Farmers' Club, at the Caledonian Hotel,

Adelphi-terrace, W.C, or to any member of the Committee

of the Club.

SMITHFIELD CLUB.
A. council meeting was held at the Agricultural Hall on

Wednesday, November 7lh. Present :—The Right Hon.

Lord Walsiugham, President of the Club, in the chair;

Messrs. Hugh Ayjymer, Thomas Brown, Edmund Beck,

T. C. Booth, Joseph. Druce, Walter Farthing, Henry

Fookes, Robert Game, Hugh Gorriuge, John Giblett,

Richard Garrett, Thomas Horley, jun., Charles Howard,

Robert Leeds, Henry Masfen, Henry Overman, E.

Paddison, Joseph Stratton, H. Trethewy, Henry Woods

Henry Webb, Jacob Wilson, Hon. Secretary.

The minutes of the last Council meeting were read

and conQrmed. The repo rt of the Steward's en

deferred protests at the last Show and recommending

that no certificate signed by Mr. Chappie, the bailiff

to Captain Taylor, be received in future, was received and

adopted.

The Hon. Secretary was authorised to take any necessary

steps that might be required for holding the show, in

accordance with the orders of Privy Council (if any ) It

was resolved to make application to the Privy Council

for permission for any exhibitors who may wish to remove

their animals from the show into the country, to be

allowed to do so on the certificate of the Vetelinary In-

spector, and under a licence, to be granted for such pur-

poses, and that the slaughtering of such animals be not

compulsory.

The Committee for mating arrangements as to cattl^

conveyances, for carrying stock to and from the show,

disinfecting, etc., was re-appointing.

It was exj)lained that the cause of the high charges

made by the owners of cattle conveyances, was ia

consequence of the vehicles being handed over to the

custody of the club for some days, for the purpose of

being disinfected, and their not being allowed to

be used for any other purpose, and also that the

vans and men are detained for a long period at the

Railway stations awaiting the arrivals of the Show ani-

mals.

The house list of sixteen names was prepared, from which

the members will select eight to replace those who retire

by rotation, and are not eligible for re-election until after

the expiration of one year.

Three scrutineers were appointed to examine the

voting papers for the new members of Council in readiness

for the result being announced at the general meeting ia

December.

It was resolved that no animal can be exhibited at the

Smithfield Club Show this year which has been exhibited

elsewhere after the 1st November, 1877, and that a

special circular be sent to all exhibitors to this effect, A
communication on the subject of judging Devon cattle, and

the future issue of the Devon Herd Baok was laid before

the Council, and the Council expressed its opinion that

all Devon cattle are qualified for the Clubs' prizes. A
communication from the Oxfordshire Agricultural

society on the subject of ca ttle plague was laid before the

Council.

Several letters was read and replies ordered to be sent:

The following new members were elected :

His Grace, The Duke of Manchester, Kimbolton Castle, St.

Neots.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Daruley, Cobhara Hall, Graves-

end.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Jersey, Middleton Park,

Bicenter.

William Arnold, Salisbury-street, Blandford.

Eaward W. Beclt, Oxwick, Fakenham.

Charles Cliapman.Frocester Court, Stonehouse, Gloucester.

T. Cruickshank, Sittyton, Aberdeenshire.

Arthur W. Crisp, Oxford, Wickham Market, Suffolk.

P. Everitt, Ryburg, Fakenbam.

Alfred Field, Leam, Leaii:ington.

Mrs. W. Perry Herricks, Beau Manor Park, Loughborough.

Edmund King, Ashley Hill, Newmarket.

G. H. Pinchard, Coombe Court, Witley, Godalming.

C. L. Sutherland, Coombe, Croydon.

G. N. Tucker, 79, Mark-lane, E.G.

W. TuUoch, Slangham Park, Crawley, Sussex

Sir 11. Verney, Bart., Claydon House, Winslow, Bucks.

W. F. Watson, Redless, Isleworth.

Walter Wren, Grazeley Court, Three Mile Cross, Reading.

John J. Watts, Whistley Farm, Hear Devizes.

After a vote of thanks to the president for his able con-

duct in the chair, the council adjourned to the Tuesday ia

the week of the Show.
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THE EANCHE OF MR. ALBERT CRANE, DURHAM PARK, KANSAS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Mr. Crane gave me a kind invitation to visit

Durham Park, and examine his extensive herd of Short-

horns. Abilene is the station from which he generally

ships his stock ; therefore the road across the extensive

prairies was quite familiar to him. For the first eighteen

miles settlers are dotted in every direction, principally

Germans. The last passed was an Irish settlement.

There is a great deal of hedge planted, very little of it

being more than three years old. The spring plantings

and yearlings look very thrifty. For the remaining ten

miles we did not see a house, neither was there any

track but the one that led to the ranche, and this was

solely made by the traffic to and from Abilene, to serve

the purpose of Mr. Crane. The heavy loads drawn have

made many deep holes, sufficiently so to give us a

shaking when the mules did not choose to halt. Mr. C.
j

seemed to be posted in the worst spots, broke ground on

the prairie to avoid them, and in bright moonlight we
j

reached the ranche in a little less than four hours—a dis-
j

tance of 32 miles. The fences are principally of board

and wire. The stables for stock are temporary, but well
|

arranged and comfortable. There is a division of these I

on each side of the creek, a clear stream that waters every
j

lot, fed by frequent springs running into it. There is

one under the shade trees bordering the creek, as clear as

crystal, and nearly as cold as ice- water. This creek is

fed by many such springs. Here the bulls are led to

water, and the cattle have access to it in all directions.

The whole ranche contains 10,000 acres, different from

much of the praiiie soil I have met with in Kansas. It

is a beautiful sandy loam, not so strong as the darker

soils, and it produces well. There are numerous tenants,

who give a third of the produce for the use of the land, and

bind themselves to sell to Mr. Crane at a cash market

price. Outsiders sometimes bring in corn and oats.

These tenants confine themselves to raising corn and oats,

and the crops cultivated by Mr. Crane vary but little. A
patch of four acres of pumpkins has produced the

greatest bulk of succulent food that I have seen for a

long time. The clover hay, cut early at both cuttings, is

very fine, producing a ton and a half at each cutting. Mr.

William Watson is the superintendent here ; he is from

Keillon, Scotland. I met him at the stockyards at Chi-

cago in 1872, when on his way to Oregon with Mr.

Read, with a fine herd of imported Shorthorns of his

own selection. The following week I was on the Short-

horn Committee with him at the St. Louis Exposition, and

as our judgment corresponded we seemed like old friends

well met. Mr. William Watson is considered an excel-

lent judge, and also a very intelligent practical man. He
has been a pupil of Mr. Wetherall, Mr. Bates, Mr.

Booth, and Mr. Torr, and is now decidedly a Booth

man. Being well versed in their secrets of breeding and

feeding, he is thoroughly competent to aid much in the

enterprising institution, which is a great boon to the

West, and will ultimately be the foundation to all beef

producers West of here. I tried to get Mr. Watson out

on " the Bates' West Island cross," but he was reticent. I

have always said that the Wileys bore a strong cross, and

that all who knew both breeds must acknowledge it. Mr.

W. could not deny it. I contend that the Duchesses of

fashionable frame have been tnade by the same cross, and

are a decided improvement on the Bates herd shown at

the Royal Agricultural Show at Oxford in 1839. Where

this cross nicks well it is far superior to Bates' original

Duchess of thai period. The Duchess heifer bought in

by Major Lippincott at his and Mr. Speers' sale at Chi-

cago looked much more like a West Highlander than a

Shorthorn, her colour (spotted), shape, and cocked horns

tipped with black, all resembling the former breed. No
one conversant with both breeds could be deceived by

her, regardless of pedigree. I consider the cross an

improvement, and so did Thomas Bates. The one made

by Colling, through the red Galloway heifer, was another

improvement, and done to reduce his herd's coarseness

He was candid enough to confess it, and Booth acknow-

ledged it in his herd. Bates condemned all "alloy,"

abused Mr. Booth, and was continually endeavouring to

lower his herd in the estimation of the public, after he

found that Mr. Booth was winning all the prizes at the

Royal and other Shows over him. It is now showa

by his own confessions that he had far more
" alloy " than Booth ; and has produced more

black noses. Bell on Bates tells the whole story,

I do not blame Bates for making these improvements
;

but I utterly condemn him for keeping it oat of his pedi-

gree. Weigh this, ye pedigree men, and inwardly digest

it I Mark the good points of your future sire, which is

the mainstay of your herd. Do not let pedigree in-

flueuce you to use a sire of inferior points. I hold to

the old maxim that " Like produces like." Many a good

herd has been ruined by the use of fashionable pedirgree

bulls, while many a one has been improved by bulls of

far less note. I condemn a larg e, bony, coarse buU

however fanciful his pedigree, notwithstanding the Western

trade now calls for such. The day is not far distant

when a change will come. They will ultimately find out

that paunch, inward fat, and coarse bone will not be so

ready a sale as compactness, quality, and heavy flesh, and

we all know that fashionable bulls have been heirs to the

former. Booth and Bates have been held up as patterns

of breeding, while there are others equally good, and I

consider mixed pedigrees better than those called " pure."

I never saw better animsls than a mixture of Booth,

Bates, and Stevenson, all noted for their skill, and I find



all these breeders' names ia the pedigrees of this herd,

which I will endeavour to describe to the public. I am

much indebted to the kindness of Major Crane, and the

assistance of Mr. Watson in giving me an opportunity of a

thorough examination. The first bull brought out was

Lord Abraham, a Booth bull of great substance, beautiful

symmetry, and great constitution. He has proved him-

self a good improver. His stock is uniformly good, and

full of high character. Richard Booth would say of him
" He is as round as a wool-pack, and fall of meat." His

stock are the right sort to send to Colorado, as they will

feed on grass alone, and, when they get to market, fetch

the top price. Large, coarse, paunchy, bony bulls cannot

effect this ; therefore a change is necessary, and it will

ultimately come. Lord of the Lake is another Booth

bull. Bates men would call his a " sweet head." He

is not so fleshy as Lord Abraham, nor has he so much

substance ; his ribs are not so well sprung, but ho is of first

quality, and his progeny place him high in the rank of

producers. Major Crane has a high opinion of him.

He is very stylish, and will please men of fashion. Royal

Lancaster is one of the highest bred Cambridge Rose bulls

in existence. Although he is heavy-fleshed it is a little soft,

is very stylish, shows great constitution, and his oflipring

inherit his good qualities. He has been a great prize-

winner in England. Lord Bates is white, a pure Bates,

by 21th Duke of Airdrie, dam Miss Bates 3rd. This bull

is my type of a Shorthorn, and a model for sires. Such

a bull will not only get good heifers, but very superior

bulls. I never saw a more uniform lot of more excellent

quality calves from any bull, and I should advise his use

as far as consistent, regardless of pedigree. Such a bull

generally transmits valuable faculty to his progeny. Where

Lord Bates got his prominent neck-vein, well covered

shoulder points, blades, and full crops from is a mystery

I should like to have explained. But this matters not

;

they are there, and his stock inherit them. Such a bull

is invaluable. Two heifer calves by him are as complete

as flesh, blood, and bone can make them. The roan is

from imported Seraphina, the white from the grand old

prize winner imported Joan of Arc, purchased at Messrs.

Avery and Murphy's sale. We had a long consultation

to decide which was the best, and concluded that Joan's

Lilley should bear the palm. We then looked at two of

the young bulls, both roans. One was precisely of the

same stamp in symmetry and quality, and the other

differed but little. Both will certainly make their mark,

and look promising to prove as valuable as their sire

has proved. Knight of theCrescent and Knight ofthe Purple,

sons of Imperial Telluria Wassail—the cow Mr. Crane

purchased at Mr. Torr's sale—one by Knight of the Shire

the other by Lord Abraham, are very promising young

Booth bulls, and, like all the Booths, are full of heavy

flesh. Water Sprite and her yearUng heifer are very

good, but Waterloo, a pure Booth cow, is the gem of the

aged cows. Imperial Flower Cherry is not far behind her.

However, I think I may safely say that I never saw so

fine a lot of Booth* together in this country, and
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I am satisfled that Major Crane, vho is well posted and

a capital judge, has become a confirmed convert to Booth

notwithstanding they have two heifers of the Duchess that

cost 43,000 dols., and their two heifer calves, of the Bates

blood. I remarked to the Major that they had fifty cows

and heifers far better than the high-priced Duchesses. " I

know it," he replied, " but we started here with the de-

termination to have cattle to meet the views of all Short-

horn breeders, and we have some of the best blood, and

that of the most fashionable, running through the veins

of all of them. My father was determined to get the

best that could be found, and price never stopped him.

The past year I have sold 68 head of Shorthorns at

private sale, and have now over 200 thoroughbreds."

There are 100 head of grade Shorthorns, 500 head of

cross-bred hogs for pork, 150 Berks hires, boar. Knight of

Bath, winner of the first prize at the Bath and West of

England Show this year, and sows winners at the Royal

also. There are 2,500 acres ^nder cultivation, 40 miles

of board and wire fence, and a windmill of lO-horse

power to grind all the feed. There are large corn cribs

around the mill to receive the corn as it is delivered, one

now containing over 3,000 bushels of old corn. A large

oat granary, with capacity to hold 10,000 bushels,

contains at the present time over 6,000. He has a pair

of large stag-hounds on the place, for the purpose of

catching antelopes and the prairie wolves, many of which

are often seen here. There are also a school-house and a

post-oflace, the Major being Postmaster. The mail is

brought twice a week. A letter came last evening that

called the Major to Abilene early in the morning. He was

going to start on horseback and leave the mules for his

brother to drive me in the morning. I asked him if he

liked riding on horseback better than driving, and he said

not. " Then let me go with you to-night ; the moon shines

brightly." " You cannot stand it, to ride over those pitch

holes in the night." " I can stand it as well as you cai >

Major, so let us try it." The Major said " I shall shake

you all to pieces." " I'll risk it," I replied. At length the

Major consented, and we both got behind the mules. These

mules would go from morning until night at the rate of

eight miles an hour. They could not get out of the road,

for there was but one track. Sometimes we would drop

into a deep pitch-hole, and the Major would look round

to see if I was at the side of him. " Oh, Major !
" said I,

" such holes can't pitch me out ; don't be alarmed." He

found that I could stick close by the side of him, so he

increased his pace. We frequently got a shaking, but

arrived safely in Albilene at two o'clock in the morning,

behind the best pair of mules I ever sat behind. We

expected to see some antelopes and prairie wolves on our

way, but not a vestige of either appeared. Mr. Albert

Crane, the founder of this ranche, has done very much for

the Shorthorn cause, and although he " has paid dear for

the whistle " in the Duchess heifers, he did not run in debt

for them, and thinks there are some fancy men left who

have been " born with silver spoons in their mouths,"

and have ridden the Duchess hobby so long that they are
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determined to keep the prices up. Mr. Watson has tried

experiments on 13 varieties of grasses, all of which have

proved successes,, the orchard grass and rye grass doing

the best, I am, sir, yours, &c.,

Wm. II. SOTHAM.

Durham Fark, Kansas, Oct. 23.

PRESERVING EGGS.
TO THE EPITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Observing in your paper a note on the process

of preserving eggs recommended by the " National Butter

and Cheese Association," it occurred to me that it might be

interesting to your readers to kuow that the matter was

very fully investigated over a hundred years ago. I ex-

tract the following from an old book entitled " Chemical

Works of Kaspar Neumann, M.D., Professor of Chemistry

at Berlin, F.R.S., &c. Translated by William Lewis,

M.B., and Fellow of Royal Society, Loudon, 1759."

" Eggs are commonly preserved by packing them up

close in bran, sawdust, or other like substances. I kept

one in salt-water from May to November, and notwith-

standing the warmth of the season, and that of a fire oc-

casionally, it continued perfectly sweet, but the yolk was

little harder than that of a fresh egg, and the white had

received a slight saltish taste, a proof of the porosity of

vhe shell."

" M, de Reaumur has discovered that eggs may be

©reserved perfectly sweet for years by rubbing them as

i-oon as laid with fats, oils, or other unctuous substances,

vhich by preventing their perspiration prevent their

r.orrnption. See his ' History of Insects,' Vol. II., the

Memoirts of the French Academy of Sciences,' for the

ear 1733, and his 'Practice of the Art of Hatching and

3ringing Up Domestic Birds.'
"

" From some experiments I have made on this subject

appears that solid fats impede the perspiration greatly,

cut soft fats and oils not near so much. The principal of

.nese experiments are as follows :"

—

NEW LAID EGGS. .

Perspired

in 3 months.

Steeped twenty hours in rectified spirit

of wine, and then hung in a dry

room l-9th

Kept in bran 1-lOth

Kept in sand l-12lh

Dipped in oil, and kept in a tin box closely

covered l-90th

Dipped in melted fat, and kept in bran ... l-274th

Kept immersed in rectified spirit of wine... Nothing.

It will be ob.served by perusing the foregoing that as

early as 1759 the now common method of preserving by

covering or immersing the egg in oils or fats was not only

well-known but the comparative preservative elTect

exerted by various substances was shown by scientific ex-

periment to be in inverse proportion to the amount of water

thit the egg lost, the expulsion of water permitting the

entrance of air, and thus allowing of decomposition. I

myself have used oils and fats for the preservation of eggs

with considerable success, and can fully bear out the fact

shown by the above experiments that oils or thin fats are

immensely inferior to solid fats or waxes—a fact, I

believe, which is very often overlooked.

It might be thought at first sight surprising from the

known attraction that strong alcohol has for water, that

the egg immersed in spirit lost nothing ; but we can quite

uuderstaad it if we bear in mind the fact that when

alcohol and water are separated by a membrane and under

atmospheric pressure, the water passes freely into the

alcohol, while the alcohol displaces the water to a very

small extent, and in this case therefore sufficient alcohol

might not be able to pass through the membrane into the

egg to replace the water, and it is highly improbable that

the water would cause a vacuum by passing out unreplaced,

especially when mixed with an undialysable substance like

albumen, and consequently the egg would remain of the

same weight.

I am, sir, yours, &c.

A. Anthony Nesbit, F.C.S.

LaboratoTy, 38, Graceckwch-street,

London, E.G., October, 27.

IRON SHEEP HURDLES ON WHEELS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—The vrooden age is passing away—coal, steam,

and iron are becoming " the order of the day."

If (and there is a great deal of meaning in that word
" if") farmers are to farm as profitably as Mr. Mechi

does, they must have Iron Sheep Hurdles on Wheels, not-

withstanding the opposing advice of what is called, or was

called, " A Practical Farmer," for it is not practical or

wise to save or earn only a shilling when you might,

could, or should gain one shilling and sixpence.

I speak, now, of the close folding of sheep and lambs,

and the removal twice daily (morning and evening) of the

sheep-fold on to fresh ground, which is my custom. But

then the much-beloved and long established roaming-at-

large system must be discarded, despite the attraction of

ancient but mistaken practice.

The pangs of separation will soon be alleviated by in-

creased profits, but I will say no more, except to mention

that all I have written about it may be found in my three

volumes of " How to Farm Profitably," published cheaply

by Messrs. Routledge and Sons, Broadway, Ludgate-kill.

If I were to propose to " practical farmers" that their food

(supposing that it would keep good for many days or

weeks) should be used for bed s, exercise and excretal deposits

I should be considered very sheepish, and, perhaps, some-

what nasty, and yet this is the common custom with our

farm animals. I hope that this illustration may suggest a

more decent and profitable practice ; but then, dear sir,

pray forgive me, for I plead guilty to being merely an

apron-string farmer, who, for thirty and more years, has

practiced and recommended what he believes, and still

believes to be, iu this matter, "the correct card."
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I venture to recommeiiJ to our iron frieuds to make

their hurdles strong (stronger thaa many are made), be-

cause iron is now very cheap, and there is, especially on

stiff clays, a considerable hor izoutal pull or strain upon

them when three or four are hooked together, and drawn

hy a horse. My oldest ones (in use 30 years) have each

horizontal bars strongly rivetted to the upright bars, and

the iron is of good substance. " Cheap Jacks" are unpro-

fitable, for they would be much too frequently at the

blacksmith's, and we kuoiv that the extra weight of iron

does not increase the labour in putting them together.

Mine are 15 feet long, three feet high from the axle, six

horizontal bars, including the axle, and six upright bars.

Sheep can get their heads between the lower bars, so as

to feed when we mow long grass, and place it outside the

hurdles. Wood hurdles are of little or no use ou our

clays in dry or frosty weather. Our iron hurdles weigh

189 lb., including wheels.

Well-fed sheep rarely top these hurdles, but it is a hard

matter to keep half-starved animals within any kind of

fence. I am, sir, yours, &c.

J. J. Mechi.

Tiptree Hall, Kclvedon, Essex, N ov. 8, 1877.

HEREFORD HERD BOOK SOCIETY.—The first meeting

of Council was beld in the Council Chamber, Guildhall, Here-

ford, on Saturday, the 10th Nov., under presidency of J. H.

Arkwright, Esq., president lor the year. There were present:

Sir J. R. Bailey, Bart., M.P. ; W. StalJard, Esj. (Mayor of

HereforU) ; Messrs. H. J. Bailey, S. Robinson, J. Puley, W.

Badham, W. Taylor T. Fenn, J. Hill, P. Turner, W. E. Britton.

W. S. Powell. T. Rogers, T. Cadle, J. Yeomans, A.. Rogers, T.

Duckham. Letter read from the Right Hon. Earl of Coventry

accepting the office of vice-president, and regretting his inability

to attend the meeting. A Committee was appointed to pre-

pare articles of association and consider a general scheme for

the management of the Society to be submitted to the Council

at a future meeting. An account was ordered to be opened at

the National Provincial Bnnk in the name of the President

.

Mr. Duckham was appointed Secretary pro tern. The follow-

ing new members were reported : The Right Hon. Lady Emily

Foley, Stoke Edith, E. Pateshall, Esq., M.P., Allensmere

Court ; Messr--. J. P. Apperley, Fawnhope, Hereford ; W.

Price, The Vern, Leominster, and G. E. Driukwater, Treribble

Ross. Life members : Messrs. G. T. Forester, High Ercall,

S-ilop; R. H. Ridler, The Boar, Hereford; R. Farr, Much

Hewchurch, Hereford; C. J. Searle, St. Austell, Cornwall
;

E. J. Smith, G<ittertop, Leominster ; E. Bowen Crofton, Salop
;

J. Vaughan, Downfield, Kington; W. Baldwin, Underley,

Teubury; J. Like, Mansell Lacey, Hereford; W. Browu>

Lewstone, Monmouth ; J. T. Ockey Bishop, Froome, Hereford;

G. A. Steplieus, GreenwooJ, St. Do loughs, County Dublin
;

and Messrs. Millward and Urwich, Ludlow, annual members.

At the instance of the German Post Office, a law has been

passed inflicting three days' imprisonment, and a fine of 30

tlialers, upon any person convicted of sending Colorado beetles

through the post.

—

Coining Events.

COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY.
Mr. Henry W. Acland, Regius Professor ot Medicin^

in the University of Oxford, writes as follows to The

Times :—
In The Times of November 3, your correspondent, Mr,

Fleming, in an interesting letter, complains of tlie too scant

study of comparative pathology in Great Britain. It is not

for me to dispute tliis allegation, nor am I quite sure, look-

ing at the papers in The Veterinary Journal and those pub

lished by the Royal Agricultural Society and elsewhere, but

that I should admit the charge as fully as he makes it. That

there is yet room for progress in this as in every department

of biology no one can doubt. It, may, Iheretore, intert.t

your readers, as well as your currespondeut, to know tlu.t the

question of loundiug a Cliair of General and Comparative

Pathology, under conditions, has long been before the Uni-

versity of Oxford. It has been quite recently pressed in »

practical form on the Royal Commissioners, who have been

sitting here, and it is to he hoped the proposal may

be successful. It is hardly possible that veterinarians

would mistake the suggestion for one to found a Veteiimry

Chair, which would be far too limited in its scope. But lest

that should happen, it may be added that it has been thought

desirable not to forget that, in completing arrangements for

the scientific study of human and comparative biology, the

study of the general relation between the diseases of auiraalg

and those of man—general and comparative patliology—could

not be omitted. The d^cny and death of anima's are as much

a part of their natural history as their birth and their growth

The mass of knowledge which is accumulating as to the

pathological states of animals lower than man, and as to the

bearing of that knowledge on man, is too well known to re-

quire observation. The foundation of a purely scientific chair

in this place for promoting inquiries and co-ordinating results

in this direction could not but secure great practical good.

Nor are the men wanting who can grapple with so vast a

question, and fill the office with honour aud advantage to the

world.

ENSILAGE AND PRICKLY COMFREY.—Mr. Henry

Doubleday, writes to The Chelmsford Chronicle

:

—In the hook

on " Forage plants," by T. Christy, mention is made of the

plan adopted by the French for preserving green food for

winter use, and which they style, " ensilage." Altiiough I

had read this account I did nothing in it till quite lately, and

then only commenced by accident. I was cutting a larger

quantity of the tops of the solid stem corafrey than my stock

could consume fresh and green, aud the surplus vpas placed ia

cocks. Tiiese soon htated, and after standing some time I

gave these heated leaves to my stock, and found they were

extremely fond of them. I then made a further trial, and put

into a wood tank about half a ton of green comfrey leaves and

trod them well down. These also soon heated and settled

down into a mucilagiuous pulp, and I have been most succes^.

ful with my new food and find that cattle take to it mott

kindly. I am now tryiag the fattening properties ot the gretn

comfrey leaves and tliis sour keep, by feeding a bullock upon

them with an occasional bit of the sort of which he is very

fond. I am quite aitonished at the result of my trial of prickly

comfrey as a fattening food. I give ray bullock some cut

straw and 2lbs. of barley meal daily. Some farmers were look-

ing at him last week, and could hardly beheve but that he had

been fed with oilcake.
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FARMERS' CLUBS.
CENTRAL.

THE PRODUCTS OF THE DAIRY.

The first meeting of the Farmers' Club, after the usual

summer and autumnal recess, was held on Monday,

Nov. 5, at the Club Rooms, Caledonian tlotel, Mr. J. J.

Mechi in the chair. The subject fixed for discussion, viz.,

" The Products of the Dairy," was introduced by Mr. G.

Jl. Allender, of Belgrave Mansions, Gi-osvenor-square.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, I have much pleasure in

meeting you here again to-night. I wish I could congra-

tulate you on the improved condition of British agricul-

ture. But, speaking as an honest man, and in a strait-

forward spirit, I am bound to say, having regard to the

coadition of the whole of the agricultural region, that

tliere has been another year's loss and misfortune (Hear,

hear). Some exceptions may be made in favour of our

grass-land friends, but in regard to arable farming no

doubt this has not been a prosperous year. Gentlemen,

permit me to mention, among doleful matters, that our

late Secretary, Mr. Corbet, is in a very bad state of

health, quite unable to help himself. To-day the matter

was talked over, and, knowing his manners and neces-

sities, the Committee subscribed a sum of one hundred

guineas on the spot (cheers), and I am requested to men-

tion it here (renewed cheers). We shall be very glad in-

deed to see this effort followed up by other subscriptions.

Subscriptions would be received by Mr. Howard, or our

Secretary, Mr. Druce, or by any member of the Commit-

tee. Mr. Corbet has been very unfortunate. I need not

say how hard he has worked for this Club (cheers).

Unhappily his health has given way under the strain of

mental exertion. Now we come to the business of the

evening, and I have great pleasure in introducing Mr.

Allender (applause). He most kindly invited the Com-

mittee to examine his dairy near Notting Hill, and I may

say I, for one, amongst others, was surprised to find how

different it was from what used to be the condition of

dairies in London, with their few milk pails and "Welsh

maids carrying the pails about. Here we saw that a

very large capital had been invested in the purchase of

ground upon which to erect an extensive range of build-

ings where steam-power and all the best mechanism are

brought to bear on the most improved methods for the

purpose of receiving the milk, keeping it in proper con-

dition, and despatching it in proper condition, of course

taking care that the quality is good up to the moment of

delivery. We saw five-and-twenty machines started with

the requisite number of hands, everything being regulated

with as much order as you would march out a regiment

of soldiers. Twenty- five horses are kept, and there are

120 attendants. But I am afraid I am anticipating what

Mr. Allender has to say. However, I may add that,

many of the attendants are lodged on the premises in

dwellings erected for them. It will be evident from

what I have said that here great progress has been

achieved. And this is in harmony with the improvement

noticeable in the general condition of the country. Our

manufactures are improving, and I must say that, thanks

to the able management of our friend, Mr. Allender, our

dairy arrangements are also improving (applause).

Mr. Allender then read the following paper :

—

In introducing the subjpct set down for discuasion this even-

ing, I must ask the members of the Club to clearly understand

that I do not pretend in any way to be able to teach those who

have had much great er experience than myself, indeed, I have

to confess that in some branches of ,dairy-farming I am but a

novice—cheeseraaking, to wit—still I felt that the subject

required ventilation, and I trust the few words I have to say

will be followed by a discussion in which those who are far

more able to teach than I am will join. I start with the firm

conviction that dairy-farming would be found far more profita-

ble than it is supposed to be if entered upon on a large scale,

made a thorough business of, and all modern improvements and

Appliances introduced. Dairy-farming in England has un.

doubted ly been greatly neglected ; I do not think that can be

disputed. In the first place it has not been fashionable, and it

is said, " to be out of the fashion is to be out of the world."

When I say "fashionable" I mean that few of our great agricul-

culturists have ever thought it worth their while to enter upon

it ; it has been looked upon as the occupation of " the little

men," and has been confined to certain districts where grass-

land predominates. In my opinion cows are more profitably

kept " off the grass." Doubtless dairying has not been in

vogue with the larger and more wealthy farmers on account

of that personal and immediate supervision and attention which

it requires, almost as a manufac'uring business, and which the

great farmer has looked upon as irksome. Not, therefore, hav-

ing been " fashionable" wit h the leaders of the agricultural

world, it has been proportionately neglected by our national

Societies. It is true that a few prizes are occasionally given by

the local eommittees when " the Royal" has been held in an

essentially dairy district, but nothing like a general recogni-

tion of the importance of the " products of the dairy" has

been admitted. Local Societies in dairy districts provide classes

for milch cows, butter, cheese, &c., but few of the small So-

cieties have any influence, a nd with the constantly increasing

means and taste for " getting about," ana the ever-growing

tendency for big things to become larger, and small things

less, the local Societies, as a rule, decrease in popularity and

the number of entries become smaller, while year by year the

entries at the national Shows are more numerous. 1 was

greatly impressed with this when last year, at Aylesbury, I

think the number of entries for butter did not amount to a

dozen. It is, therefore, to the great agricultural Societies and

to the noblemen and gentlemen who control these Societies

that we must look if the products of the English dairy are to

compete witli the foreigner. It is true that a so-called Dairy

Show has been twice held at the Agricultural Hall, out these

have b een only " gate money" speculations, and not very

successful ones either, alternating with exhibitions ofAraericaQ

pedestrians, performing dogs, or the tricks of the ring of

Sanger's clowns, or dancing elephants—anything, indeed, to

catch the Cockuey's shilling—as a cheese fair, and I
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confess the exhibition was excellent. I can understand that

part of the speculation, hut that one of the most important

branches of British agriculture should be prostituted to such

uses seems detestable, and that foreigners, and indeed our own

people, should be asked to look upon such a lamentable

failure as that lately held as the D;iiry Show of Eugland, is a

miserable imposition. No one has done greater service in the

cause of British dairy-farming, or more to draw attention to

the rapid strides that are being made in other countries, than

the painstaking Secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England. Mr. Jenkins has contributed paper after paper

on the subject, sometimes treating of the systems pursued in

dairy districts in England, at otiiers, and especially in his later

papers, giving most interesting descriptions of the great

advance in dairy management which is taking place in the

north of Europe, Denmark, Jutland, llolstein, &c. In the

"Journal" for 187'i, page 319, in speaking of a butter factory

established at Copenhagen, he says :
" The butter commands

high prices in all quarters of the globe," whereas he

further tells us that Mr, Rainals, in 1830 stated that

*' the butter made in the district was execrably bad, and

that it appeared strange that such produce could find a sale."

Mr. Jenkins then explaiQS how this great cliange has been

brought about, viz., by the exertions of and attention given

to the subject of dairy management by men of talent and

position. Similar iulluences are at work in other countries,

Sweden, where Professor Muller, now removed to

Berlin, did so much, Germany, Austria, Bavaria,

Switzerlaud, and France, not of course forgetting

America. Dairy schools are to be found all over Europe

iu which instruction is given by men of the highest intelli-

gence. It is true that most of these schools are supported by

the Governments of the various countries, but tiiat is merely

a matter of custom. Iq England we do not look for " State

help ;" we lave our Societies and institutions of all sorts to

promote improvements and advance, and it is to our great

agricultural Societies that we must turn if British dairy farming

is to hold its own. I do not hesitate to say that the work of

the dairy, whether it be the production of cheese or butter,

requires greater atteution and more careful observation and

management than any other branch of farming. No article

with which the manufacturer deals is more delicate or subtle

than milk, and especially when it is a question of cheese-

making, lam not a practical cheese-maker, and I do not for

one moment pretend to be any authority on the management

of a cheese dairy, but I do know sultcient to be aware of the

careful and attentive manipulation that milk—the most

delicate of articles^requires. Notbiog more clearly proves

this than the immense difference which is to be found in the

quality of cheese made in different dairies in the same district,

and now, when perhaps a dairy has been celebrated for years,

a change in the management mtkes an immediate alteration in

the value of the product. Or, for a stronger proof of how

susceptible milk is to the most trifling influences, look at the

varieties of cheese that are to be met with ; and, although all

of these have had starting points in common, when fit for use

how they differ in cliaracter— all made from cows' milk, all

treated by the addition of some acid, generally a preparation

from the stomach of the calf, in order to obtain a separation

of the casein from the whey. Endless varieties of results are

obtained, in most cases, by simple differences of temperature

during some period of the manufacture. In Switzerland,

Italy, and other parts of Europe almost each village lias a

cbeeie peculiar to itself. But whereas a few well-managed

dairies where the farmer, or frequently hia good wi''e, made

cheese of the highest excellence sufficed for the requirements

of the high-class consumer, and many such dairies still exist,

where cheese is made that fur quality and flavour may defy the

world, the increased demand arising from improved taste, and

the larger consuning power of oui immense population,

necessitates an enormously greater supply. Tlie aJvance in

wages, the dilUculty of obtaining dairy servants, and the disin-

clination of farmers' wives and daughters to take their share

in the management of the dairy increase the difficulty of

meeting the demand from borne sources, and the rule-of-thumb,

hit-or miss, practice of former days mut give way to a more

scientific and less wasteful system. Eormerly, inqu iring minds

from other countries came to England to study our system of

dairy management, and returned home to put in practice the

lessons they had learned and to improve upon ourmilhuds'

Our Cheshire cheese and Aylesbury butler were tlie represen'^

talive products of the Euglish dairy. To this day all English

cheese, that is, all "hard" cheese, as distinguished from the

immense variety of cream, or " soft " cheese on the Continent,

is called " froraage de Chesiere." It is a good sign, however,

for us that we are now seeking information Irom our former

pupils, and that the factory sybteras of the United States and

of Northern Europe are being introduced—not that I think

the factory system is in any way imperative in order to obtain

excellence, but tliat it is more in accordance with the age ia

which we live, and that it is more conveuient to men of small

or moderate holdings to be able to send the produce of their

dairy to a factory to be made up. If I were farming largely,

and it is the large farmers that would find dairying pay, I

would manulacture at home undoubtedly. The appointment

of Mr. Sheldon at the College at Cirencester is a good omen.

Mr. Sheldon has visited the United States ; he has studied and

ably written upon the system in use there ; he represented the

young Association of British DairyFarmers at the International

Dairy Exhibition held at Hamburgh eirly iu the year ; and he

is undoubtedly one of our best authorities on dairy subjects.

I greatly regret that I was unable to visit Hamburgh during

the Show, as from Mr. Sheldon's account the exhibition must

have been exceedingly interesting ; but I have beau several

times on the Continent this year, principally in France, and I

have been not only greatly interested, but astonished, at the

enormous business tlie French dairy fanners, small as many of

their holdings are, are doing. Their great industry, economy,

and the part their wives take in the work are the secrets of

their success. One visit I paid was in the district where tiie

small cheeses, known here as Boudons or Neu'chatel, are made.

I was met at the station by ray host's sou, a bright boy of 12

or 13, who told me his father was at the goods station,

Tliither 1 went and found ray friend, dressed in the everlasting

blue blouse, in his cart, unloading hampers of cheese, some

going to I'aris, others to London, and others again to a neigh-

bouring town for the next day's market— his wife on the

platform taking account of the packages. All made right,

away we went to breaklast, and a right royal meal we had^
then round the farm and over the cheese dairy. My friend

passes through his dairy over 60,000 of these cheeses per week.

It IS true tliat tliey are only worth some 2d. each, but that

mounts up to some £500. The market he was to attend the

following morning commenced at 5 o'clock and was over by 8.

Expressing a wish to see a particular sort of cheese made, I

found that I should be just iu the neighbourhood if I attended

this market. So I got there a little after 8, having some forty

I miles to travel. I found M. Leferre, m; host of the previoas
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day, had finished his bosiness and had sold 11,000 cheeses.

He introduced me to a friend of bis who had a large dairy

near and who made the cheese I wished to see, and was invited

to visit his farm. We walked on, and presently my friend

No. 2 overtook us, dressed in his blouse, driving liis own large

market cart, with three or four of his men, returning from

market by eleven o'clock in the moruiog. We turued into his

yard—a fine old place; his wife was superintending the

hanging out of the clotiies, it being washing-day. Bieakfast

over, we went to the dairy. There we found some tliiriy

people, all busy making up the cheese, of which M. Porumel^

for three months of the year, sends out 40, GOG dozen per day

—nearly half a million. He farms 800 acres of his own

laud, keeping a fine herd of cows, buys the milk of some 1,500

cows in addition, and is reported to be worth his 2,000,000

francs—£30,000 ; and yet his wife, daughters, and himself

were all busy in the dairy—and so it is through France. No
wonder they paid the millions to Germany so easily. Then

the butter trade all through Normandy—and such butter

—

Gournay, a great centre for Normandy butter, is a sight to

see on market day. Now, the land is not better than any we

have in England, neither are the cows. Why do we have to

pay the millions a year we do for dairy products when our

o.vn land might produce so much more by better manage-

ment? I am brought into contact with a great number of

English dairy farmers, and although many of these gentlemen

do their business as men of business—and from the quantity

of produce they send to the Company with which I am
associated, they must be farming well— [ meet with far too

many instances every year where I know the system pursued

is most miserably wasteful and short-sighted. A farmer wrote

to me lait winter, when we complained of the small quantity

of milk he was sending us, that he could not get a living un-

less he kept his cows cheaply in the winter. Cheaply ! Wliat

a mockery ! Dearly, wastefuUy, extravagantly, would have

been more suitable terms. He was starving his cows, and

when I came to make inquiries I found that although he had

eicellent buildings and every accommodation for housing his

cattle, the poor wretched animals were all out, and that not

only did the wise man not expend a sovereign in cake or

other food, but not until after a cow had calved did he give

her a bit of hay. Such a statement seems incredible. It is

ia the attention to and study of manipulation that the

foreigner beats us. During the present year 1 have had visits

from a great many foreigners, who had come to England to

gain information as to the management of our English dairies

—Swedes, Germans, French, even from South America, also

Americans. I don't know wiiether any of these gentlemen

picked up any wrinkles from me, or from what I had to

show them ; but this I do know, that I derived information,

frequently valuable information, from most of them, the Ger-

mans and Swedes especially. The former come with a whole

string of questions, carefu lly prepared and written out before-

hand, in the most methodical manner—asking for information

upon such minute points that I have sometimes felt like a

schoolboy saying his lessons, and with a vague sort of idea

that I should be sent to the bottom of the class for not being

able to answer them all. Several of these gentlemen ex-

pressed their astonishment that dairying was not thought of

more importance in England than they found it to be. An
American told me that nothing had disappointed him so much
S8 the absence from our large Shows of milch cows ! and Dr.
Breymann, from Cologne, who was here on a mission from

the German Government as to the supply of milk to towns,

and whose brother is Professor at one of the Dairy Schools in

Sweden, (uUy agreed with ma that a milking cow pro-

duces, under proper management, more profit to the farmer

and food to the nation than a fatting beast. Now, as to what

profit can be got out of a cow. Of course, I presume that

the farmer be an intelligent man of business. As such he

proposes, in going iu for a dairy of cows, that the best and

biggest animals that can be procured are the most profitable-

better have twenty first-class cows than thirty second-class

—

such cows as those shown by Mr. Carrington or kept by the

Messrs. Deuchfields. Having got the good cows, then they

must be well kept ; they must be looked upon as machines—

^

no stinting in any way or at any time. Except when dry for

calving, I would never turn a cow out. I would house them

summer and winter. I look upon summer shelter as quite as

important as winter shelter. A cow cannot be kept too

quiet. She is a nervous animal, and the most trifling causes

influences her yield of milk. As to food, ol course that must

depend in some measure upon the purpose for which her milk

is required. If for butter-raakiug, we must bar anything that

will interfere with the flavour of the butter ; but still the choice

ol food is very wide, and, with the exception of turnips and man-

gel, there is not much to be avoided. I believe the prickly comfrey

which is now btiug introduced will form a valuable addition

to our cow diet, but whatever food be given it should be such

as will keep the cow fit for the butcher in case of accident.

To be able to keep cows in this manner arable laud is required

and such a system is out of the question on a farm nearly all

grass. I cannot conceive any positioa more unsatislactory

than that of so many dairy farmers who have scarcely aaacre

of arable land. Daily brushing aud grooming is a matter of

course. With cows thus kept the objection as to quality of

manure, and the drain upon the land is to a great extent met.

Mr. Carrington very justly observes in hi^^ble paper on "Dairy

Farming," R.A.S.E. Journal, 18G5, p. 345 :
" This objection

to dairying has, however, lost much of its importance since

modern science has placed the mineral stores of the earth so

largely within our reach." Mr. Carrington agrees with Mr.

Harrison, of Froscester Court, near Gloucester, who contributed

a most valuable paper several years ago, that the yield of milk

per cow may be put down at about 550 gallons. I think both

these gentlemen are below the mark very considerably. Mr,
Jenkins, in his paper on "Farming in Schleswig and Holstein,"

U.A.S.E. Journal, 1876, p. 352, quotes the figures from a well-

managed farm, on which books had been carefully kept for

ten years, aud there the yield of milk is given at 700 gallons

per cow per annum. From the experience I have had with

large Shorthorn c"ws, highly fed and housed, I put the yield

at 900 for cows at their best, and, heifers excepted, the aver-

age of a well-managed herd at 800. That cows can be kept

in perfect health without exercise I may mention two animals

that came under my personal notice—the one a half-bred Alder-

ney, which calved down five times in a London shed, and a

Shorthorn which we calved down four times, and which

was only sold because the whole of the herd was disposed

of on account of the cattle plague having got very close to

us during the recent outbreak. This cow had been in milk

about four months, and was giving at the time she was sold

about 20 quarts of milk a day. There is one important point

I would mention here, and that is, the almost perfect security

that may be obtained by a small amount of trouble, from

a general outbreak of pleuro-paeumonia in a herd of cows.

Some years ago our cows suffered from a severe attack, and

vire lost several. At that time I had placed our sheds at the
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disposal of Professor Brown, who wished to take notes for a

leport to the Privy Council on ihe effect* of inoculation. He
drew my atteniion to the advantage of the use of tlie ther-

mometer, anJ I at once establialied a system of observation,

since the adoption of which we have been perfectly free from

this dreaded complaint. Twice every week, on the same days

and at the same hour, the temperature of every cow has been

taken, and the result recorded in a properly-kept book, each

cow being known by her number over her head. The tem-

perature is taken iu the vagina : a thermometer about 6 inches

long and as thick as an ordinary lead pencil is used. The

normal temperature of a cow is 101. Our practice is, if we
find the temperature of any animal to be 102, to take the tem-

perature again in six hours' time. Frequently the increase

may have been caused by some very temporary derangement —

gay a cow may have over-eaten a little, and the temperature

will be found to have returned to the normal figure. If, on

the contiary, we liave a slight increase, even to 102j, we watch

carefully, give a dose of physic, and if we get an increasing

temperature up to, say lOi, we never hesitate a moment, but

have the animal sold for slaughter. As our cows are always

kept fat, the loss is nominal, and of course the animal is killed

before any disease has developed itself. As it is well known

that I am especially interested in tlie supply of milk to towns,

I may be allowed to say something on this head. Ten, or at

most twelve, years ago, comparatively liitle milk was sent

from the country to London, and other large towns. The

facilities afforded by the railway companies have created an

entirely new business. Liverpool, I believe, led the way some

twenty years ago. Now little less than 100,000 gallons per

day are. brought into London from th e country, and there can-

not be a doubt that the sale of milk is more profitable to the

farmer than any otlier eystem of dairy ing. My paper is

already sufficiently long, or it would not be difficult to prove

that, given attention to business, good cows, liberal diet, and

care as to the time the cows come iu, £10 profit per cow may

be made. As to the time cows should come in for sending

milk to London, I will, with your permission, read you a few

remarks I drew up some time ago :

—

A Few Words os tue Relative Advantages ot a

Summer and Winter Dairy.—Many farmers think that

it is most profitable to calve their cows down in the spring,

obtaining their milk while at grass in the summer, and keep-

ing them cheaply (as they say) in the winter, when the milk

falls off. I maintain that this practice is the most unpro-

fitable and wasteful, and by far the most expensive. The

Bystem of keeping cows cheaply, as it is called, in the winter,

when they are coming forward in calf, is most unwise. A cow

ought to be kept in as good condition as possible all the year

round. If she be so kept, and anything occurs to render it

necessary to kill or sell her, she is worth money, but if forward

in calf a.ni poor, or is poor at calving, she is not worth any-

thing. Wiiere the object is mi/f:, autumn calving is the most

profitable, without a doubt. A cow calving down at the end

of September, or beginning of October, will in the first place,

be in good heallii and condition, having had a run at pasture,

while dry. After calving, if she is housed, at least at night,

and well fed, she milks well and keeps her milk until grass

comes ; then, when otherwise her milk would begin to sink,

the fresh grass springs her milk again, and she will give a

good supply, if anything of a milker, until the end of Ju! I

and go dry in August and September, out of the way, when all

hands are wanted for harvest work. My experience is that

00W8 so treated milk at least oue-teuth longer than cowi calv-

ing in spring—or rather, give an actnal quantity, durinf< tlie

time they are iu milk, of one-tenth more milk. Noi only so,

but they are in full milk during llie six months when milk

brings the highest price, and oily for lour when it »• lis for less

money. On the kpriogcalving plan this is reversed: they

are in full milk during the six cheap months, and during only

four of the high-priced months. Moreover, a dairy, managed
as I suggest, is worth from ^d. to Id. per barn gallon more

all round, than a spring dairy. No animal pays for good ''ood

better than a milking cow. I speak from a long experience

both in the country and in Loudon. Our cows kept in our

London sheds prove what I say. Tbere, althou^'h food has to

be bought, we keep them as well as it is possible to do, and

we calve them down two, three, and four times round. Of a'l

roots, our experience is that potatoes produce the best and
most milk.

Also I will give yon the heads of the agreement or contract

which is entered into by the farmers who supply milk to the

Company with which I am connected :^
I, the undersigned of do hereby

Contract to supply Milk to the Aylesbury Dairy Company
Limited, on the Terms and Conditions as hereinafter stated-—

that is to say :— I agree to supply from the

day of 187 until the day of 187 at

the price of pence per Barn Gallon (such Barn Gallon to

consist of Seventeen Imperial Pint^). The Milk to be de-

livered Twice daily at free of cost to the said Ayles-

bury Dairy Company, Limited.

All Milk sent by me to the Company during each week, end.

ing on Saturday, shall be paid for by Cheque on the following

Friday.

All Milk to bo delivered Pure, of good quality, and iu good

condition.

No Milk to be sent from a newly calved eow.

No Milk to be sent from any Cow that is not in good health,

or that is under Physic.

No Milk to be sent from a newly purchased Cow until she

shall have been in the possession of the sender one clear

day.

No Milk to be sent from any Cow whose Calf has been re-

moved, for the space of one clear day after removal.

All Milk to be cooled in a Lawrence Refrigerater, to a tern*

perature not exceeding CO deg., before the churns are closed.

The Aylesbury Dairy Company to have power to deduct from

any money due by them to the sender the sum of Sixpence per

Barn Gallon on every gallon of Milk not so cooled,—such de-

duction not to affect the liability of the sender under the last

clause of this Agaeement.

No Mixed Milk of two separate Meals to be seat;

All Milk to be sent away fresh—that is—the Morning's

Milk to be sent off the same Morning ; and the Evening's

Milk the same Erening, Summer and Winter.

The quantity of Milk shall never be less than

per day, and each Meal to be sent away fresh. The Aylesbury

Dairy Company shall have power to deduct from the sender's

account the sum of One Shilling per Barn Gallon on every

gallon below the above-mentioned quantity.

That the sender shall cause all Dairy Utensils, Vessels, and

Churns to be thoroughly inspected before being used and their

perfect cleanliness insured : all water used, to be Boiled.

That tiie sender shall send no purchased Milk, that is, no

Milk otlier than that produced on his own farm, unless by

mutual agreement.

That in case any disease of a contagious character, such as
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Email- pox, typhoid or scarlet fever, occur in the family of the

s'ender, or of any of his servants employed on or about the

dairy, or in charge of any of the cows, then the person or

persons «o affected, and those persons living in the same house

who have in any way personal communication with him, shall

be prohibited from coming on the premises of the farm, or

from taking part in the dairy operations, and he, the sender,

shall immediately give information to the Aylesbury Dairy

Company, in order that the Directors may use \heir own

judgment as regards the use of the milk, they guarantee that

the sender shall not sustain any loss from having given such

information ; hut should any such disease exist, and the

sender shall wilfully neglect to give informatioi, then he, the

tender, shall be liable to pay to the Company flie sum of one

hundred pouuds, as and for liquidated damages.

Tliat the sender shall be liable for all damages sustained by

the Aylesbury Dairy Company, Limited, that may arise from

disregard or neglect of all or any of the above conditions.

Ddted this day of 187

Signed

Witness

Address

Accepted for the Aylesbury Dairy Company, Limited.

Witness

Now you will see what great importance we attach to cool-

ing the milk. This is the whole secret of sending milk long

distances, or of retaining it in good condition until it can, not

only reach the town consumer, but until the town consumer

consumes it. It is a question that simply admits of no argu-

ment; it is an imperative necessity, and any one who does

not iritend to abide by this rule and strictly carry it out, not

generally, but meal by meal daring the 365 days of the year,

ought not to attempt to send milk. The animal heat and the

cowy smell must be got rid of; it is not so much a moment of

reducing the temperature as aerating the milk, exposing every

particle of the milk to the action of the air, and it is for tiiis

reason that we insist upon the use of the Lawrence refrigera-

tor, because from the construction of this machine we arrive

at the double object of cooling the milk and aerating it at the

same time. To show you the importance we attach to this

we receive milk from two farms where the water supply is

at times very small, and there we stipulate by special clause

that if at any time the farmer has not water to supply to the

machine, he shall nevertheless pass the milk over the machine,

exactly as if he had sufficient water. We have had nearly

4,000 gallons of milk per day through our dairy at times

during the last summer, the produce of some sixty farms, and

whereas we have many farmers who never give us any trouble,

there are others to whom it seems impossible to prove the

necessity of this care. Of course our contract with such once

ended we do not renew.

Now, just a few words as to butter, and I will not detiiu

Jou any longer. It is marvellous what an amount of good

milk is annually wasted in England by attempting to turn it

into butter, and yet by the most stupid carelessness utterly

spoiling the article intended to be made. When it is known

that with care, attention to the work in hand—real attention,

I mean—and the use of the most improved utensils, butter of

the best quality can be made with the greatest certainty, it is

surprising to find persons continue to make an inferior article.

If remark be made, they generally reply, " It's the land." I

had a case only a few mouths ago, where a farmer occupying

one of the very best dairy farms in England missed his market

iu selling his dairy of milk, and had to make butter. As there

is always a demand for first-class butter, and expecting that his

would be good, we offered to buy it ; and as the weak point in

many dairies is the treatment of butter after it is churned, we

offered to take it in the lump as the farmer in France sells it—

we to make it up. We were to pay full market price, thereby

saving to the farmer the commissiouyhe would have had to

pay to the salesman, and the trouble of miiking it up. The

first lot he sent was very inferior. We thought that perhaps

the churn, or other utensils, not having been used for some

time, were not quite in good order, and that the next lot

would be all right. But tlie second consignment was reported

as bad as the first. I could not believe that bad butter could

come from such a farm, and tliat there was some mistake. I

gave instructions that the third lot should be opened in my

presence. It came up strong and rank, and there was no

alternative but to inform the farmer that such butter was use-

less. Still, wishing to get the butter, as I knew the farmer

must produce cream of excellent quality and ilavour, I wrote

to say that probably his people had got out of practice, and

asked him to send us the cream, and we would churn it, and

return him the value of the butter just as if he had sent us

the butter. If I had attempted to pick his pocket he could

not have written a more uncivil or angry letter. He simply

told us we did not know what good butter was, and we had

no further dealings. Now, nothing commands a more certain

sale than first-class butter. There is plenty of second-class.

The difference in value is many pence per pound, and the dif-

'erence between first-class and second-class is, in ninety cases

out of a hundred, only a matter of good management and an

attention to trifles. We are being driven pretty hard by the

Americans and others in our cheese trade, but we are being

utterly smashed by the foreigner in the matter of butter.

English butter, even from our best districts, except from just

a very few special farms, is fast becoming a thing to avoid.

Not only are we now dependent for nearly all our best butter

upon Normandy and Brittany, and for considerable supplies

from the North of Europe and Italy, but America is coming

into our market on an enormous scale. From New York

alone, to say nothing of shipments from other American ports,

we have received this year, down to September 1, over

15,50G,000lb., as against a little over 6,000,000 last year. In

cheese we have received 85,000,000 lb. as against 80,000,000.

I am convinced that I am well within the mark wiien I say

that nine-tenths of the highest-priced butter sold in London

comes from abroad—chiefly from Normandy. Not that all butter

coming from France or made and used in France is good—

a

great deal of it is most vile stuff, only it is well manufactured.

In the spring of this year, being in Paris, I set myself to work

to find out by what process the French butter is always of such

even and close appearance. F'or some days I did not make

much way, but at last I got on the scent and found wliat I

wanted; and in a cellar in a narrow street near tiie Cen-

tral " Halle," or market, I s*w the commonest quality

of Auvergne butter, white and almost as hard as

chalk, turned into the " finest Normandy "—in appear-

ance smooth and of the most beautiful colour. Much
of this sort of butter fiuJs its way to England, and, although

of really far inferior quality to our butter, beats it out

of the market, simply o.i account of the way in which it is

made. As I said before, the difference in value between first

and second class butter is enormous—at least 20 per cent., and

this is, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, entirely thrown

away by the most culpable neglect and stupidity. To my
mind butter factories are quite as much, if not more, needed than
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cheese factories. The inferior quality of English butter arises,

to a great extent, from our process of setting tlie milk, re-

quiring too long to obtain the cream, and of allowing the

cream, when obtained, to become too stale before churning.

This must be altered if first-class butter, as now required, is

to be made. Two churniugs per week are, or used to

be, the rule in the Aylesbury district. The deep-setting

sjstem at a low temperature, now in use in North

Germany, is alluded to by Mr. Jenkin 9 in his report on

" Farming in Holstein," R. A. S. Journal, 187^, P- 3i7) and

by Mr. Sheldon in his report on the International Dairy Show

at Hamburgh. Mr. Jenkins, in the number of the R. A. S.

Jo(/r«(?/ just issued, more fully describes this process, the in-

vention of a Swedish farmer, Mr. Swartz, stating that the

system " is now extensively practised throughout the North of

Europe, and that it has been the direct cause of the great im-

provement in the quality of the butter in Sweden, Denmark,

and North Germany. Mr. Jenkins also tells us that we can

obtain the necessary fittings for dairying on Mr. Swartz's

system from Mr. Ahlborn, of Ilildesheira, so that it will now

be our own fault if we do not avail ourselves of the advantage,

which, it cannot be doubted, we should derive from its adop-

tion. By this process cream may always be churned while

sweet and fresh, and it is here that I think farmers might com-

bine and obtain so desirable a result. For some months I

have introduced the daily churning of fresh cream into our

dairy, and I am satisfied that this is the only way to

obtain fiue-flavonred butter in hot weather. Again, I am

sure that three-fourths of the butter is spoiled af/er

it is churned, by bad management in making up—not

getting the buttermilk thoroughly out of it , and not making it

up close, so as to exclude the air. It is here that modern ap-

pliances come in to assist the farmer, if he will only avail

himself of them. Meeting my friend, Mr. Coleman, at the

Smit'.ifield Show last year, soon after his return from

America, I had the good fortune to be told by him

of a clever butter-making machine with which he had

been much pleased at the Philadelphia Exhibition. I

immediately wrote for one, and have had it in use for the last

nine months. Mr. Sheldon saw a similar mach ine at Ham-

burgh, and speaks most highly of it. I obtained ours from

the makers, Messrs. P. Embree and Sons, of West Chester,

Pennsylvania ; the one Mr. Sheldon describes is made by Mr.

Ahlborn, of Hildersheim. They are virtually the same

machines, although dififering very slightly in construction. It

most effectually drives out the buttermilk, and is so simple

that a child may work it. I am not at all sure that we are

using the best sort of churn in England. I had a churn de"

scribed to me the other day by a Swedish gentleman which

I think must possess advantages over any we use here, and I

hope to have one sent to me in a short time. We use Uath-

away's barrel churn and Bradford's raidfeather churn—the

latter sUghtly for choice. I so thoroughly agree with the

remarks by Mr. Carrington in his paper on D^iry Farming,

in the/(;'(r/;a; of the Dairy Farmers' Association, that, even

at the risk of being thought tiresome, I must ask your per-

mission to allow rae to quote them. " Another class of dairies

is devoted to the production of fresh milk-butter. The price

of tliis article has greatly increased, in spite of the enormous

import, which greatly exceeds in value the import of cheese.

There is no branch of dairy farming which is capable of more

development. In many butter dairies tlie yield might be

doubled in the winter months, or in summer, when tlie pas-

tures are scanty, by feeding the cows with cake or meal. I

know some farmers v,\\o use no extra feed for their cows>

who have ditiiculty iu churning butter in the winter mouths'

when the cows are all old railched. The use of a daily

feed of 3ib. of decorticated cottoncake and 31b. of Indian

meal, at a cost of less than 6d. per day, would generally be

amply repaid in the increased yield of butter alone, to say

nothing of the improved condition of the cows, the reduced

consumption of other food, and the extra value of the

manure. On two of my farms, where my Shorthorn cows

in milk were having such extra leed, I measured all the milk set

up for butter for one week in January last, in order to

ascertain its value. The yield of butter was in one case at

the rate of 17 ounces per ten quarts, and in the other per

eleven quarts of new milk. The price of butter at that time

was Is. lOd. to 2s. per pound. The return from the butter

alone was therefore from 8d. to lOd. per imperial gallon^

and as the skim milk for pig-feeding or calves is worth from

2d. to 3d. per gallon, tlie gross retura would be from lOd. to

Is. per imperial gallon—a result not often attained by the

sale of milk wholesale." With regard to cheese, it would

be utterly impossible to describe the process of manufacture

of the endless varieties of cheese, even if I possessed the

necessary knowledge, which I do not. When, however, we
know that tha value of cheese made in England ranges from

£30 to £90 per ton, we know that there is room for im-

provement in some dairies. Just one word on eggs and poultry,

which are generally associated with dairy farming. From a

statement in ^Industrie Lailihre, a journal devoted to dairy

matters, I find that France keeps about 45,000,000 hens

producing 3,000,000,000 eggs. It is estimated tliat the annual

meat value killed is 153,000,000 lraucs,eiual to £6,120,000,

and the value of the eggs at 183,000,000 francs, equal

to £7,320,000. We are receiving over 80,000,000 eggs

annually from France. It is an accepted fact in France that

the ovary of the hen is not renewed—that is, that the hea
can lay so many eggs during her life and no more. A longer

or shorter period may elapse before the hen will lay these eggs

according to the treatment she receives. If she is badly fed

and badly housed four or five years are required ; if, on the

other hand, she be highly fed a nd kept warm, her eggs wi

be developed more rapidly, in quicker s uccession. The hen

for egg-producing purposes, must be treated as a machine.

Fine eggs, collected daily and sent to market while undoubtedly

fresh, command a high price during autumn and winter ; but

how few can be obtaioed from tiie generality of English farms.

At present, altliougli we can give Ifd. to 2d. each for new-

laid eggs, especially if of the b rown varieties, and we require

four to five thousand per week, we have the greatest difficulty

in obtaining a supply ; in fact, we cannot get enough. In

France, where one scarcely ever dines without the everlasting

" poulet," poultry- feeding is a great business, and magnificent

poultry they get. The secret of the excellence of tiie fine

fowls one sees in the Paris market is that they are fed from

the day they are hatched, not allowed to " get a living," as is

most frequently the case on English farms. The consequence

is at three or four months old a good chicken is ready for the

table; at six or seven, a fine lieavy fowl, at the "fat" cattle

sliow iu Paris, held in February. Butter, cheese, vegetables

fruit, rabbits, pigeons, and poultry are also shown—the last

three classes alive and dead. I think the addition of dead
classes in our poultry sliows, certainly those held in the

winter, is mucli to be desired. In conclusion, we have the

finest land in the world, the best farming generally, the most

valuable cattle, aad the best market ; all we require is the
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commoc sense to avail ourselves of these iinportant edvan-

Btages.

DISCUSSION.

The Ch\irma.x : A.s we want to turn this pi^per to a

practical result, I hope we shall be favoured with a

discussion of the sabj''cts touched upon by those who

understand it, of whom there are many present. And
of the iinportant points brought under notice there is one

deserving of spfcial attention—that in reference to shutting up

animals and not allowing them to run about in the fields

(Hear, hear).

Mr, J. K. FoWLEE (Aylesbury) said they would all, he was

•ure, thank Mr. Allender very cordially i ndeed for the very

able and interesting paper he had ju st read (Cheers), The

paper was eminently practical. It was not as a practical

dairy farmer he (Mr. Fowler) rose to address them, but as a

resident in a great dairy district. Remembering tlie ex-

perience of the judges at the Dairy Show at Oxford, he should

•ay that one point mentioned towards the close of the paper

was of very great consequence to them, namely, the difference

in the produce of cream and milk from different churns

(Hear, hear). Looking at their reports, he found that there

was a difference of quite 20 or 25 per cent, in the quantity of

butter made by some churns from the same quantity of milk

and cream, produced from the same farm. Upon the occasion

of the Oxford Show, the judges—of whom he was one, Mr.

Jackson, who was since dead, and who had given them a most

able paper, and Mr. Gilbert Murray being the others—wit-

nessed the experiments carried out most carefully under the

able direction of Mr. Jenkins and the other officials, so that

there could be no mistake, and they found the result he had

just mentioned. Mr. Hathaway's churn, from a given quantity,

produced 151b. 3oz. of butter; from the same quantity another

churn produced 12 lb., and another yielded 13 lb. This was

a very important point to be considered. He agreed in what

had been said in the paper as to the absence of care and

attention to develope the great resources of the dairy in that

dairy country. But he thought it was a very difficult thing

to say which was the best system to pursue as a matter of

profit. >1 hen his father dairied considerably at his farm at

Broughton, the butter was sold at the London market from 9d.

and lOd. to Is. a dozen, and when it got up to a shilling per

pound it was tlioughi an enormous price ; but at that time he

was convinced the cow ate the whole produce of the summer

in the shape of hay in the winter—that the cow consumed as

much hay in winter as if sold in the ordinary way in the

Market would have made the butter scarcely pay (Hear,

hear). He believed the system of f eding adopted in this

country was most wasteful, and a great deal might be done in

keeping the cattle shut up. When coming from Vienna he

came through the Tyrol, and he was struck by the absence of

cattle from all the districts through which he passed (Hear,

hear). At on. place he went out ol his route, and he found that

the cattle there were shut up all through June, and attended

by women. He found a large house with sixty cows in one

shed, all of whom being fed with grass cut and brought to them

fresh two, three, and even four times a day. He did not think

people here would Hke to live in the way these dairy girls

lived, for they slept in a sort of bed over the cow's head, and

which could be pulled up by means of pulleys (Laughter),

The inference he drew from what he saw there was that the

people knew what they were about.and what was the best system

for feeding their cattle (Hear, hear). In this country there

were large ettclosures, and cows were act brought in and shut

up in sheds as Ithey were abroad. The next question that

arose vfas, What was the most profitable system of dispos*

ing of the milk? There was the American Condensed

^[ilk Factory in the neighbourhood of a town, giving 19d.

for the barn gallon in the winter, and 18d. in the summer,

which would average about OJ. per gallon, because they

required 17 pints—that was an extra pint in the barn gallon

for what might be considered waste or loss in transit. Now
as a farmer, he considered tliat was cot money enough (Hear,

hear.) Of course, if they could get milk at that rate they

had no right to give any more, but when he found that con-

sumers in London paid 5d. per quart, which was 20d. a

gallon, as against 9d. or lOd., he could quite understand that

there was an indisposition upon the part of farmers to sell

their milk to those who offered only the smaller figure. (Hear,

hear.) Now, with respect to the price of butter and the manu-

facture of butter. Mr. Allender had in this matter, hit the

right nail on the head when he spoke of the wives and

daughters and sisters of farmers standing from four o'clock in

the morning till eight o'clock at night, scarcely ever leaving

off, in a sloppy dairy, in which the work was never done, and

they never saw the completion oi their duties. If strict

regularity and cleanliness were not strictly observed, it would

be utterly impossible that good cream could be sent to London

or good cream made at all. (Hear, hear.) He had heard

formerly, and some years ago his own c^lculatious led to the

same result, that when a cow produced £13 10s. per annum,

that was a fair and reasonable result. However, sinee the

practice of sending milk to Lindon had been in vogue, it

was considered that £17 or £18 a cow should be made, and he

heard of cases where as much as £20 and £21 per annum had

been made.

A Member: Does that calculation include the carriage of

the milk ?

Mr. Fowler could not answer that question. Carriage, he

was sure, would make an important item. This increased

profit pointed to what might be done by still better feeding

and management. The butter-ma king of the country he

considered to be in a deplorably backward condition, and he

spoke in the presence or some of the best dairymen in his

neighbourhood. They knew p erfectly well the difficulty in

getting good dairymaids. They might get persons who un-

derstood their work perfectly, but they had got, as they said,

hot hands, and could not make butter. He had seen a ma-

chine in use at Mr. Allender's place whereby all that difficulty

was got rid of—a machine which seemed to have been im-

ported from Sweden. The manner in which it accomplished

the squeezing of the butler seemed to be very satisfactory.

Such an appliance as this might be introduced not only with

great advantage to the farmer, but with decided advantage to

the consumers of butter, milk, and cream throughout the

whole country. (Hear, hear.) They had to thank Mr.

Allender for his very instructive paper , and he hoped it would

be supplemented by some remarks from Mr. Jenkins, who

had written so ably on the dairies of the northern counties.

(Cheers.)

Mr. H. M. Jenkins ( Secretary to the Royal Agricultural

Society of England) said he had not had the advantage ol hear-

ing the whole of the paper, but he had had the advantage of

seeing what Mr. Allender h)d doue. At his very remarkable

place at Rayswater Mr. Allender had shown an immense im-

provement upon dairy practice as it was usually carried out in

England, and he should say he looked on Mr. Allender as a

pioneer iuLnglaad in introducing into this country some of
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those refined and improTed practices ia dairy raanagpment

which for the last few yean) had placed the dairy farming of

the Continent so very much ahove our own, (Hear, hear.)

There were several points that one could see at the Aylesbury

Diiry Company premises, which showed at once that

Mr. Allender stood alone, so far as he kaew, in Ensjland

in appreciating several of the most practicil improvements

that haa been introduced into the dairy farming of other

countries, but which by some extraordinary circumstance

seemed to have altogether escaped the attention of English

dairy farmers. (Hear, hear.) As a rule, Englishmea are

very apt indeed to catch at any improvement, especially in

mechanical matters, which shall reduce their expenses in the

matter of labour, and tend to give them a better product, bat

he had never been able to understand why it was that the

inproved dairy appliances which had been described by him-
self as well as by others in English periodicals for the last

five or six years, had been systematically ignored by English

dairy farmers. He did not know till recently that there was
one of tliese circular butter- making machines in this country.

They were common enough in Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
and even Finland, and out-of-the-way countries where one
would not expect to find anything new or improved. Mr.
Allender possessed one of these automatic butter-making

machines, and he thought there was a great man in Finland
who possessed a modification of it adapted to a small farm. In
the countries he had just spoken of they had them for both
large and small farms, and the cost was very trifling indeed
when compared with the work the machine would do. That
was not the only improvement to which reference had been
made. In the north of Europe, where icC; or snow, or cold
water, could be produced, advantage was taken of the dis-

covery made some time ago by Mr. Schwartz, of Sweden, to

plunge the milk in deep cans into intensely cold water, or into

a mixture of ice and water. The effect of this was to make
the cream rise with great rapidity, and after twelve hours'

setting the milk could be skimmed. The butter made from
tJie cream churned sweet had the peculiarity that it contained
practically no curd ; there was no opportunity for the cream
to get sour, and no deposition of curd. Consequently, when
the butter was made is would keep without any undue admix-
ture of salt, and a slight admixture of salt

found sufficient to keep such butter sweet
a very long time, and therefore butter made in that way
could be packed in casks, and exported, and sold as fresh
butter after a very considerable interval, thus naturally com-
manding a very high price. In out-of- the way countries,
like Finland and Sweden, farmers far away from a railway
were able to command from 15d. upwards per pound for their
butter, and the nearer they were to railways of course the
more they would get

; in some instances, indeed, they got 18d.
per lb. in consequence of their utilization of this discovery',
which enabled them to churn their cream perfectly sweet!
Mr. Allender has stated a good many points, but this will be
one of the most novel to English dairy farmers, although to
continental farmers it had been a ho.uehold word for a con-
siderable number of years. In these countries no doubt there
was not very much snow or ice, but the recent experiment
made in connection with the importation of dead meat from
America showed that it was not an expensive matter to raanu-
facture ice, and if ice could be manufactured profitably for
the preservation of meat, he did not see why it should not be
manufactured profitably for tha produrjtion of butter. At any
rate, it seemed to him that Mr. AUcndcr's (nper was particu-

was

for

larly opportune. The foreigners, especially the inhabitants of

Northern Europe, were running ihe English dairy farmers

very hard in the commodity which used to be considered their

own specialty. Now, foreigners manage to produce butter

which cuts ours out of t'le market, notwithstanding the long

transit it has to bear. What they had recently heard from

the Dairy Farmers' Association, and what Mr. Allender had
pointed out, showed that they had still a large amount of

work to do. It would be necessary to put to the test of our

climate the applinnces which in the cooler climates had not

only been put to the test, but found in practice to succeed

upon large scales. He hoped Wr. Allender's paper would bo

productive of benefit in the shape of practical resnlts.

(Cheers.)

The Chairman : I am told the condensation, or rather the

compression of milk which arises by its being put in ice causes

the globules to rise more rapidly.

Mr. Jenkins remarked that the action of heat and cold ou
animal products is very peculiar. The same results could be

obtained by raising the temperature of milk or by reducing it,

so far as regards the cream rising. In fact if cream was made
to rise rapidly by raising the temperature of milk, at the same
time a certain amount of acidity was developed, and therefore

butter made from cream risen by means of heat would not
keep like butter that was made from cream that rose in conse-
quence of extreme cold.

Mr. H. Neild (The Grange, Worsley, Manchester) observed

that the paper raifed such a variety of questions that it was
rather difficult to deal with thein all seriaiim. It appeared to

him they should begin by considciing the class of cows fitted

for the dairy and the kind of feeding to give her. As to the

proposition that cows should be shut up, he might say that he
found great advantage from turning them out in the summer-
time at night and harbouring them in the daytime. He heard
with pleasure the controversy now going on as to dairy cows,

and he hoped that animals of this class would receive more at-

tention at dairy shows for the future. At present judges did

not seem to be guided by any uniform principle in discrirainat-

ing which was a dairy cow and which was not. A good deal

had been said at times in favour of cross-bred Shorthorns, but
now the great competition seemed to be between Ayrshires and
Shorthorns, and the butter from Alderney cows was discredited

on account of its colour. There was eo little uniformity in

the matter of judging that really at the present time dairy

farmers did not know what to do for the best. The question

of churning was complicated, as in Lancashire by considera-

tions of whether there were good markets for skim milk and
buttermilk. He heard with astonishment what had been said

about sloppy and dirty dairies, and if the gentleman who made
these remarks would do him the honour of coming to the

Grange at any hour of the day he would show him a dairy

free from slops and free from everything that might offend

the most fastidious. (Cheers). On behalf of the dairy

farmers of this country, and especially upon the part of those

in his own locality, he protested against this denunciation.

(Cheers). He was astonished to hear what could be done by
machinery in the dairy, and he thought, in view of these cir-

cumstances, we should consider whether it was not time to

bring some of these machines into home use. (Hear, hear). It

washumiliating to find English farmers behind any others in the

manufacture of any of their products, but he was sceptical on
the point, and if the English farmer was behind he would
show his power not long to remain so. (Cheers), He was
convinced aothing would be bo beueficial to cattle as having
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a liberal and good snpply of malt, and that they conld never

have till the malt-tax was repealed. (Clieers and lauglite.r).

Mr. C. S. Read, I\[.P. (Norfolk), said gentlemen present

who iiappened to be dairy farmers had been asked to make a

few observations. He was not a dairy farmer, but they would

nevertheless allow him to say a word or two on this impor-

tant subject, because he thought it was one that must be very

well considered by the Farmers' Club, thouf^h that Farmers'

Club was composed mainly of arable farmers. He thought

the fact that they had a farmer in Norfolk who kept some

eighty cows, and who was not very near a railway station, and

had on his journey to a railway station to cross a ferry, and

who sent all his milk 136 miles by rail to London, proved that

the distance from which the supply of milk to the metropolis

and other great towns was obtained was very much larger than

people generally imagined. And he might say of this farmer,

that although he lost some milk the first summer, since he has

had a proper refrigerator he had never had one single gallon

spoiled. Mr. AUender told them they should avoid two things

in feeding cows—turnips and mangolds. That was what was

grown chiefly in Forfolk, and therefore he feared if the

doctrine was quite right that there they should never be very

great dairy farmera.

Mr. Allender : I spoke of butter.

Mr. Read said they had the opinion in Norfolk if butter

did not taste a little it was no great thing, just as Londoners

liked their eggs to have a little flavour. (Laughter). But,

with a little care and attention, he believed they could pro-

duce butter from turnips and mangold that would really not

taste at all disagreeable (hear, hear)—and as regards the milk

he was quite sure nobody would know how it was produced.

Mr. Allender had told them that it was a good thing to shut

up dairy covs all the year round. It was quite possible that

for the purposes of producing milk and flesh he might be

right, but they had something else to consider, and that was

the general health of the cattle throughout the country.

(Hrar, hear). He di I not think that the progeny of those

animals which were constantly tied up by the heads would in

the course of some years be as healthy as our stock at the

present time. (Hear, liear). One gentleman had stated that

it would be quite right in summer time to shut them up in the

daytime and turn them out at night, but that cattle should be

shut up the whole year round without exercise would, he

thought, in the end be detrimental to the health, perhaps not

of the individual cattle, but almost certainly of their progeny.

They had been told that £10 profit in the year was a fair re-

muneration for keeping a cow. Grazing was bad enough, but

if grazers did not get more than £10 out of an old cow that

robbed the land as the majority of cows did, he fancied they

would stick to grazing, and not go into dairying.

A Member : That means £10 clear profit.

Mr. Read -. After all expenses ?

A Member ; After paying for everything that is done.

Mr. Read should like to know with what profit and with

what cost in the cases. Did this calculation cover all risk,

outlay, and trouble ? If so, then he begged leave to say that

he thought the £10 ample and sufficient. Mr. Neild had

said a good deal as to the difl^erent sorts of cows that are in

competition for the dairy, and he has spoken of Shorthorns.

Mr. Neild : Cross Shorthorns.

Mr. Read thought if he went into a showyard and saw the

Shorthoru cattle he would be iuclined to say they would not

suit the majority of dairy farmers. He believed there were

some excellent dairy rows of the Shorthorn breed, but at the

same time there could be no doubt that these agricultural

shows were for fat cattle rather than for dairy cattle, and it

would be a very good thing indeed if in all these agricultural

shows there was a class for dairy stock as well as for the

so-called breeding stock, which was in reality fat stock. There

was a cow they had not heard of that night, and which he

hoped had gone out of fashion, and that was the cow with

the iron tail. (Laughter).

Mr. J. Treadwell (Aylesbury) said, being a somewhat

old-fashioned dairy farmer he wished to say a few words on

that subject. He had generally gone on an old jug-trot

system, and had not availed himself of any of those appliances

which they had heard so much about that evening. He
believed that one of the first requisites in dairy-farming was
that the farmer should sleep with the dairy-maid. (Laughter).

One gentleman had said that dairy work was very sloppy

work ; another said that it was very clean. His experience

was that it could not be very clean, so to speak, work,

because all the day long you had to contend with the mess

about the pails—that is, if you made butter, from the time

when the men brought in the milk in their dirty shoes. la

the first place, there was the milk dripping on the leads.

There was not much waste in that, but still the milk slopped

over. The leads had to be cleaned, they had to be rinsed

with hot and cold water, and there was more slopping with

that. In fact, he had yet to learn how a Qairy could be kept

dry. Of course you could keep it clean by means of washing,

but you could not keep it dry and neat. The pails had to be

cleaned as soon as the milk had set, and there was a great

slop with the hot-water and the scrubbiog ; and then, when
the churning came, and the cream had to be takei out of the

cistern and put into the churn, there was a good deal of
slopping. 01 course] there would not be much waste, but still

there would be the cleaning of the utensils ; and he repeated

he had yet to learn how you can keep a dairy tidy and clean

for many hours of the day. With regard to the production of

milk, cream.'and butter, much of which he had heard brought

vividly before his mind something which occurred in a

discussion that took place on that subject in the old place

where they used to meet some years ago. His friend Mr.

Leeds put a question to him, and was perfectly astonished

when he told him what was the consumption of his dairy cows

in winter. He afterwards said that his answer kept him

awake he did not know how long (laughter). What he said was
that one of his dairy crows ate in the course of the winter

2^ tons of hay. Mr. Leeds said that that quantity of hay

went far beyond his usual practice, and in that respect he did

not consider it wise to feed animals in that way ; adding that

if he (Mr. Treadwell) gave his cows a little hay, a little

straw, a few roots, and a little cake, he would find that a less

expensive mode of feeding. He turned the matter over in his

mind and determined to try a 1 ittle of that system, and he was

happy to say that since then he had had no cow eating 2^
tons of hay in winter, or much above half that quantity. If

that were the case he should not be able to keep many cows

in a dry season. He used a small quantity of hay with straw

and mangel, and he had yet to learn that mangel made rank

butter. It might make butter pale, but he did not believe it

made butter obnoxious to the taste. In addition to straw and

mangel he had used all sorts of meal and cakes ; he had used

cotton-cake, palm-nut meal, oatmeal, and other meals, and he
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had come to the conclusion that decorticated cake was the

best kind of food tiiat could be given to cows for making

butter, and he gave them 2 or 31b. a day. He had to thank

his friend Mr. Leeds for having set him thinking about that

matter. Some years ago he read a paper on Dairy Farming

before the Aylesbury Agricultural Society, and he then raised

the question whether it would be found profitable to give a

dairy cow—theirs was a large dairy stock district, more so a

few years ago, perhaps, than it was now—3 or "tlb. of cake

all through the year. He thought it would, but in making

the calculation what would be the cost and what would be the

extra amount of produce, he found that you could keep a great

many more cows if you gave them cake on the grass than if

you gave them cake alone. Further, he thought the droppings

of cows fed in that way would be much better than those of

animals fed only on cake. In winter, when a cowshed pre-

pared good manure, with a slight admixture of cake would be

found very much better than manure without it. He remern-

bered some years ago giving a yard of cows nothing but liny

and giving another yard of cows hay mixed with cake. He
kept the manure from the two yards quite separate, manuring

one part of a field with one kind, and another with the other,

and he afterwards found a difference of 10 cwt. in a crop of

hay. [A Member :
" On which side ?"] In favour of the

cake. He had seen the butter-making machine at Mr. AUen-

der's place, and, though he thought they would have a diffi-

culty in making their wives and daughters appreciate it, he

had no doubt that in many cases the adoption of the system

would be beneficial. It was the practice in his district to salt

butter with salt brine
;
you must have a little flavour of salti

and he did not see how the brine was to be worked with

machinery as well as with the hand. With regard to breeds

of cattle for dairy purposes, he thought that the best cow was

one of a Shorthorn character; for you must have some beef,

otherwise the dairy would not pay.

Dr. VoELCKER, (SalisburySquare) said some very useful,

practical remarks had fallen from the lips of Mr. Trealwell,

and he wished to make a few additional ones on the points on

which that gentleman had chiefly touched. lie was very glad

to hear him express such a favourable opinion of decorticated

cotton-cakes. He remembered a time when nobidy scarcely

liked to purchase that cake even at £t 10s. per ton, and when

it was, in fact, very little used at all. Knowiu? that it was

peculiarly adapted for the production of rich milk, he brought

it under the consideration of a number of dairymen, and he

was now glad to hear testimony to the great value of decorti-

cated cake for dairy purposes from so good an authority as Mr.

Treadwell. Another thing which struck him very forcibly in

that gentleman's address was, his statement that he had given

up the practice of feeding his cows in winter with nothing but

hay. That was, perhaps, the most expensive way in w hich

anybody could keep dairy stock. (Hear, hear). Many years

ago Mr. Ames, who had a large dairy farm near I'etersfield,

in Hampshire, told liim that he could not afford to keep his

cows on nothing but the natural produce of the land—his land

was nearly all grass land—and that lie give them '2 lbs. of

bean meal and 2 lbs. of oatmeal made into a porridge ; that

enabled him to keep a much larger amount of stock on a given

quantity of land than he otherwise could do, and that he

obtained a much larger quantity of milk and got a much larger

profit in consequence of pursuing that system. That was a

matter which was well worthy of consideration, because there

were many dairy farmers who not only produced less milk than

they might produce by feeding tlieir cows more liberally, but

also impoverished their land by drawing off all the natural

produce and restoring nothing to it. By feeding them with

bean meal, which was rich in uitro;euous matter, and, still

better, by giving them cotton-cake, you could produce a larger

quantity of milk and keep tlisra in better heart. Two lbs. of

Indian corn and 2 lbs. of decorticated cake was the best food

that could be given to a dairy cow, inasmuch as it would im-

prove the flavour of the milk and make a fine-tasting milk.

He wished to make a remark with respect to the production

of butter. They had heard from their friend Mr. Jenkins that

excellent butter was made in the northern countries by the

method of Mr. Schwartz, who found that when milk was

cooled down to 54 or 55 degs. the cream rose rapidly, and was

uncontaminated with any of the curding matter. He believed

that anyone who paid the slightest attention to

the production of good milk would agree with him

that that was the most rational way of producing good
butter. There was an absolute necessity for the nothern dairy

farmers to produce butter of the best quality. In the first

place they had nothing but the natural produce—a most ex-

pensive raw material for the production of butter. There

could be no question the butter which was the natural pro-

duct of grass was superior to any butter which was made from

meal. Further, as regarded the feeding of cows on roots and

linseed cake, it should be recollected that a good deal of the

cake which was made at Hull and other places had a gcod

deal of stuff mixed with it, that its taste was not very fine,

and that the bad taste got into the butter. It was, therefor*-,

absolutely necessary that the produce which made the but'er

should be of the finest quality in order to make it keep well.

It kept for the reason pointed out by Mr. Jenkins, namely,

that there arose no curding along with the cream, the curding

mitter being that which turned so rapidly, and which was so

soon subject to fermentation or putrefaction, which there was

no means of stopping. Unless the milk were produced un.:er

the most favour.tble conditions it wou'd be impossible to avciJ

the contamination of the cream with curding matter. There

wis, perhaps, some design in letting curding matter rise with

the cream, because it was found that when cream contained a

good deal of chee-y substance you could squeeze into the butter

a large amount of water. The crt^ain and the curdy matter

formed together an emuUion which enabled the dairy farmer

to get more water into the butter. Butter which was not of

the finest quality contained a large amount of liquid. If peo-

ple would pay a fair price for the best kinds of butter that evil

would remedy itself, but unfortunately the conscience in Eng-

land would not pay a price according to quality, and lience the

dairy farmer found soinetliiug like a justification in his own

mind (or selling an inferior article. So long as people would

noc pay a high price for butter of the best quality, there

could no% he thou^^h^, be any very rapid improvement in the

art of butter-making in this country. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. Allender then replied. Ho said, notwithstanding

what fell from Mr. Treadwell on that point, he considered it

simply disgraceful for a dairy to be sloppy. If that gentleman

had visited liis p' ace that d ly he would have found that

although 250 cows had been there before ten in the morning,

thrre was nothing at all sloppy. The butter-making machine at

Bayswater cost about £0 ; but it was subject to a large freight

from America, .md it would he possible to get a very good one

in this country at from £5 to £6. lie was very glad to li^ar

an old dairy farmer like Mr. Treadwell express his concurrence

in the views of Mr. Carriugtoa, and also to hear Dr. Voelckcr
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say what he did in regard to the use of cake and meal. Tliere

could be no doubt that hay was a most expensive food for dairy

purposes. Dr. Voelcker was quite right in assuming that there

*ra8 aa immense quantify of water in the butter imported into

this country. The other day a gentleman who visited him told

him that he applied a French machine to a firkin of butter, for

the purpose of testing it, and that out of the 601b. of butter

he expressed 6i lb. of water. That was equal to 1^ per lb.

They had been to'd that it was iraposs ble to have butter

without salt, but it was not necessary to have the water.

The Chairman observed that there was about 15 per cent.

«f water.

Mr. Allender continued : As to what Mr. Read and Mr,

Treadwell said in defence of mangels and swedes, he might re-

mark that his remarks were very casual. He admitted that

after March mangel was one of the best kinds of food that could

be given to cows, containing as it did a lar^e proportion of

eacchariae matter, and producing a large quantity of milk

He had not a word to say against mangel if backed with a
large quantity of other food. Mr. Rpad objected to cows being

kept constaully tied up. He (Mr. Allender) said that.

Mr. James Ho-svard moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Allen-

der for his very able and instructive paper. He had listened to

that paper with more than ordinary interest, because he had
just changed his own system for the rearing of his stock for

dairy purposes.

Mr. T. HoRLEY, seconding the motion.

The Chairman said, before putting the motion he wished

to observe that they had had a very interesting paper, opening

ap a very wide field for discussion with regard to the sanitary

condition and the improvement of dairy stock. It should not be

forgotten that many years ago there was an excellent series of

articles on the subject in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society ; and Mr. Uirsfall dwelt expressly on the undesirable-

ness of feeding cows upon hay alone, on accountof the exces-

sive cost which it entailed.

The motion was then put and carried unanimously, and Mr.
A-llender returned thanks.

This terminated the proceedings.

PEMBROKE.
THB ROYAL SOCIETY AND THE BLACK BREED OF

CATTLE.

At a meeting of this Club held at Pembrote, on Novem-
ber 10th, Mr. W. 0, Hulm in the chair. Earl Cawdor
;8aid :

—

I am surprised that the Royal Agricultural Society does

tiot give prizes for Welsh cattle, and that Welsh farmers are

indebted to the liberality of the Corporation of Liverpool for

1;he prizes that were offered there. I thought this was very

«dd, and I asked a fri?nd in North Wales to get me a list of

Welsh farmers that belonged to the Royal Society. They
were a considerable number : I will not trust myself to go into

the figures, but they were a great many. I also had a state-

jflest of the uumber of cattle that were exhibited, and I sent

this statement to the Royal Agricultural Soeieiy, and re-

qnested that it should be laid before the Council, and that

inftuence might be used to give prizes for our cattle. But the
efforts cf individuals are wortli very little, and I would venture
to fioggest to this Club whether it would not be worth while
to ask Mr. Powell, oar Secretary, to communieate with the
SesMttrte* of othef Agrifiultaral Soeietiee in Wales, Asking

them if they will unite with us in making a joint application to

the Royal Agricultural Society if they will be kind enough

when they hold their next meeting at Bristol, not to ignore

us entirely. We should ask them if they would be good

enough to give us a few prizes. The first thing to ascertain ia

whether this Club agreed with me in my view, and if so, whe-

ther they would agree to requesting the Secretnry to communi-

cate with the Clubs in other parts of Wales, asking the Royal

Society, who are very well off, to give us prizes for Welsh

cattle.

It was subsequently agreed that the Secretary should carry

out Earl Cawdor's suggestion.

W E N L O C K.

At the annual dinner held at Wenlock on Monday,
November the 5th

Mr. J. E. SEVERNE,M.P.,said :—There was no doubt that the

past had been a very serious season for all of them—he said for

all of them, for the landlord depended upon the tenant, and the

two must rise or fall together, and one could not do without

the other. He sincerely hoped, however, next year, when he
had the honour to fill the post of President, which they had
done him the honour to ask him to fill, he should be able to
say that times had changed, and that a more prosperous series

of seasons had dawned upon the agricultural interest. They
had had of late much to contend with—bad weather and had
crops, and they had also their dreadful enemy the cattle

plague again attacking them. He trusted that among the
measures that would be carried during the coming session of
Parliament there would be one to prevent the intrnsion of that
most dreadful enemy to every farmer. He believed it would
be possible to stamp the disease out at home, if they were only
sure that it would not be imported again from abroad. When
the cattle plague broke out in London it was shown that it

was possible to confine it to a certain district, and by wise
regulations he believed they could prevent it coming into this

country at all. He believed that if no live animals were intro-

duced into the country there would be no difficulty in pro-
viding a supply of meat for every consumer. There liad cer-

tainly been something done ia favour of agriculture during
he past session of Parliament. The Prisons Bill had been a
concession to them, and he lived in hopes that it would ease
their pockets, and also, by making the punishment in each
prison similar, have a deterrent effect upon cri.ne, for hitherto
there had been great laxity in some of the p' isons of the
country, and he hoped that would hereafter be altered. It was
true the Bill could make no great difference in this county,

although it might in others, for in Shropshire, as he wag
happy to say, the county rate asked for at the last sessions

was absolutely nothing, and it would be very difficult to make
a reduction upon that. The affairs of the county had been so
well managed originally by the father of his colleague. Sir

Baldwyn Leighton, that with one exception he (Mr.Seveme)
believed this county had less to pay than any in the
country, and was one of the two that was entirely out of
debt. He hoped, whatever changes might be made in the
fiscal administration of the country, that they might never
have things worse managed than they had been hitherto in

Shropshire, for they had already succeeded in reducing the

county rate to a minimum.

Mr. A. H. Brown, M.P., said that it was his lot to reside

fit a rather dirtj town called Liverpool, where a great deal of
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American ra?at had beea imported, and having heard so much

about it, it occurred to him to inquire whether it was likely to

affect agriculturists, whether it was a trade likely soon to

come to an end, or whether it was likely to compete seriously

with English farmers. He set to work as well as he could,

and he had got all the information he could, and he was

afraid he should have to show them that there was an amount

of energy displayed in the carrying on of the trade which

would compete seriously witli the English farmer in tlie pro-

duction of beef. First of all he took the official reports, and

he inquired what quantity of meat was imported during the

first nine months of 1876 and during the first nine months of

this year. He found that during the first period he had

named there were imported into all the ports of this country

77,000 cwts. of meat ; while during the same number of

months in 1377 there were imported no less than 376,000

cwts., which showed (he growth to be perfectly prodigious,

and which almost staggered him. Tiie value of the meat

during the first period was £200,000, and duriug the second

£1,031,000. That was the state of affairs as regarded all the

ports, but, to a certain extent, they had been subject to im-

portations of meat from tlie Continental ports for some time.

The point which he wished more particularly to inquire into

was as to the importation of American meat, and he found that

almost all of it came into the port of Liverpool, and he

made inquiries as to the imports of meat into that port during

the s^me period of 1876 and 1877. Last year there were in

that period 26,000 cwts. imported into Liverpool, and this

year 311,000 cwts. ; and the increase in the value was from

£71,000 to £900,000, or over £800,000. He tiiought that

the fi;?ure» showed that there was a trade being developed

which must hereafter seriously compete with the farmers, so

far, at least, as beef was concerned ; but as to mutioa the

same thing did not occur, for the importation of that was

much less. Having given them the figures, he would give

them an instance of the energy which was displayed in the

carrying on of the trade. He did not believe the British

farmer wanted pluck, and no doubt what he was going to tel

them would interest them, and induce them to " put their

shoulders to the wheel." The other day a vessel came into

Liverpool laden with American beef. It arrived at one

o'clock at niglit ; by two o'clock the men in cliarge of the

cargo were flying out of Liverpool by express train to Lou-

don ; by seven the cargo was sold and paid for ; by nine the

money had been sent to the office for transfer, and telegraphed

to America, where, owing to the difference in the time, they

actuilly received the money before the cargo was received in

England, That matter, of course, bore upon the question of

the importation of live meat from the Continent, but although

these figures were enormous, he could not say that sufficient

dead meat was yet imported to stop the importation of live

meat from the Continent. It appeared to him, however, that

the whole of the meat trade would eventually take that form,

and if tiiat were so there would be no importation of disease.

Mr. Brown then expressed his approval of the Prisons Bill,

although he was afraid of its centralising tendency ; and he

could not, he said, help saying " D )a\ " to thoHS who would

c ill upon the towns for the repair of til's turnpike roads in the

country, for if they did so there would be a terrible row in tlie

large boroughs. He did not believe they need go to the

bjroughs at all and ask them to contribate towards the county

rite for the purpose nam =d. In the towns they had heavy

rates already, but th.^y did not think so much of them. As the

ratapayeri had a voice in the espeaditure of the money which

they had to pay, and in the county, they would have the voice

when County BoirJs were established.

The Chairman then gave the toast of the evening—
" Success to the Club." He expressed his regret that the

report had not been more satisfactory, but hoped that better

times were coming for farmers all the country over. He be-

lieved Clubs of that sort exercised great influence throughout

the country, and remarked that it wfs most desirable whea
agricultural questions were discussed that there should be a
free admixture both of the landlord and tenant element. He
observed that the discussions tliat were going on were being

canducted almost entirely by the tenant farmers, who seemed
to have it all their own way. He did not wish to appear be-

fore them aad speak from the laudlordi' point of view, but ha
should like, in the few remarks he had to make, to say what
surgpsted itself to him, looking at agriculture from a broad
standpoint of view. He could not help saying that farmers

had suffered greatly from the fearfully bad weather, and from

the general depression of trade in the country. He heard

many farmers say that they would not be able to carry on, and
of farms being thrown upon the hands of the landlords. It

was held that the Agricultural Holdings Bill did not do what

was required for the tenant farmers, but now that the Legis-

lature did not seem inclined to take the matter up, he thought

he could say that the I indlords were taking it up and wer^

turning their attention very much more to it, and those who
wished to get and to keep good fanners upon their properties

would make such concessions as would conduce to the interests

of both. He could wish, however, that more thrift was
exercised by farmers; he was not alluliag to any one in that

room, of course, but farmers geu'irally were exceedingly hosp'-

table, and while he did not wish to see their hospitality

diminish, he thought it was at times carried to the other ex-

treme. He believed farmers need not be afrail of the impor-

tation of foreign meat—it was not so formidable as it looked

on paper—for the population of the country is increasing, and
the people must be fed. It was the same with meat as with

corn. Ten million quarters of wheat were grown at home, and

thirteen millions were imported, which meant that our home

production of bread did not suffice for half the population, but

that tliey had to feed above 16,000,000 people with foreign

wheat, and he believed they would be able to keep the rest as

customers of their own, both as regards corn and meat.

The toast was very cordially drunk.

Mr. Davies said the farmers must have far greater free-

dom of action, and far greater security for the capital they

put in the soil than they had at present, if they were to stand

against the competition which had arisen. It was a question

which affected not the tenant far.ners alone but the entire

agricultural interest. It must be patent that the more capita

the tenant tarmer could be encouraged to embark in the sc 1

(he better it would be for the landlord. A tenant farmtr

could not lay out a large capital on the soil without improving

the laud. He regretted, that they had lost sight of the dis-

cussional part of that Club, and he hoped it would be revived.

Mr. Ralph Benson proposed the Health of the Chairman,

and in the course of his remarks expressed the belief that the

permissive character of the Agricultural Holdings Act had

saved the small farmers of the country.

Mr. T. U. TiiuRsi'iELD said it had always been (he aim of

that Club to encourage farm labourers by offering prizes for

hedging and ploughing, and to shepherds, and he was pleased

to be able to say that there had always been good competitioa

E E S
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for them. They also gave prizes for cottagers' gardjns, and

he could recollect the time when the competition for them was

•Tsry keen, but now they could hardly get up a competition

at all. He did not know whether that was to be attributed

to the migratory character of the farm labourer at present, or

to the want of proper cottage accommodation, but he hoped

those who had labourers and who got them to remain with

them would endeavour to get them to compete for the prizes

offered by the Club. In all agricultural gatherings the labour

question would arise, and he thought the more it was discussed

the better it would be for all of them. Of late years, as they

all well knew, the farm labourer had received far higher wages

than ever before, and ho one present would disagree with him

when he said that it was right that he should do so. They

did not now hear the cry that farmers did not pay their

labourers high enough, but on the other hand they heard far-

mers saying, " 1 do not mind the wages, but I cannot get the

same quantity or the same quality of work out of the men
that 1 used to do." How were they to meet that difficulty P

He believed they could meet it if they would really set their

minds to it, and he was prepared to bring forward the subject

before the members of that Club for discussion. He could

uot help thinking that they had a large amount of labour

latent in the farm labourer which only wanted bringing out

and utilizing. Look at the farm labourer when at home, and

eee how hard he works for himself. Did he work in the same

way for a master ? Certainly not ; and why ? Because he

has not the same interest in his master's farm that he has in

his own garden. Could they not, however, " bring him out,"

and induce him to exert the same amount of energy for his

master that he did for himself? He believed so. Let them

give the labourer the same motive to work hard for his

master as he had in working bard for himself, and tliat could

be done by payment by results. Some might say, " That is

all very well, but men won't work as long as they can keep

themselves out of the workhouse, " He knew there were

too many of that sort, but he believed as education pro-

gressed they would get rid of that class. The educated

labourer was the best labourer beyond all doubt, and he (Mr.

Thursfield) found they were the men who stayed with him

the longest. He was aware it was difficult to pay farm

labourers by piece-work, but he believed all the difficulties

could be overcome, and he thought it could be discussed with

advantage by that Club. Mr. Thursfield said he agreed

with what Mr. Benson had said as to the Agricultural Hold-

uigs Act.

THE EOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

MAIDSTONE.—The firs^ meeting of the Club for the winter

session took place on November 15, Mr. A. Chittenden

presiding, when a valuable paper was read by Mr. J. K.
Fowler, of Aylesbury, on "foreign Agricultural Exhibition

and the Dead Meat Supply of England." Mr. Fowler, who
was one of the judges at the International Exliibition at

Schleswig-Holstein, gave an interesting narrative of his

journey there and the state of agriculture iu the countries he
passed through. Dealing with the subject of meat supply, he
advocated the closing of the Euglish ports to live stock and
the extension of the dead meat trade, and pointed out that
there were large tracts of land on the cootineat of Europa
where stock eould be reared and sent to this country for a total
cost of about 6d. a pound. The Eaglish breeder, he remarked,
would have nothing fo fear by this, as home-grown animals
yielded more meat than foreign ones, while the quality was
superior, A discussioa follow.

T7e extract the foUovfing particulars from a statement of

the receipts and admissions at the country meetings of the

Eoyal Agricultural Society l\-om 1852 to 1377 inclusive,

published in the current number of the Journal of the

Society :—

.

1852.—Lewes.—The returns are not complete, but 1,266

persons visited the Show on the first day, and the total

receipts were £l,18t lOs. 4d.

1853.— Gloucester. — Number of admissions, 36,3i5 ;

amount received, £2,73t Os. lid.

1854.—Lincoln.—37,635 ; £3,370 19s. 5d.

1855.—Carlisle.—(No return of admission) £3,261 19s. 6d.

1856.—Chelmsford.—32,982 ; £2,988 Ss. 5d.

1857.—Salisbury.—37,3i2 ; £3,4t7 15s. 9d.

1858.—Chester.—62,539 ; £6,190 4s.

1859.—Warwick.—55,577 ; £5,461 Us. lid.

I860.—Canterbury.—42,304 ; £2,739 7s. lOd.

1861.—Leeds.—145,738 ; £9,889 I63. 2d.

1862.—Battersea.—124,328 ; £9,539 43. 4d.

1863.—Worcester.—75,807 ; £5,485 10s. 9J.

1864.—Newcastle.—114,683 ; £8,015 12s. 7d.

1865.—Plymouth.—88,036 ; £6,274 Os. 3d.

1866.—No Show in consequence of the prevalence of the
cattle plague.

1867.—Bury St. Edmund's.-61,837; £4,254 9s. 6d.

1868.—Leicester.—97,138 ; £6.756 15s. 5d.

1869.—Manchester.—189.102 ; £17,059 5s. lOd.

1870.—Oxford.-72,053
; £6,022 10s. 4d.

1871,—Wolverhampton.—107,519 ; £7,431 IDs. 4d.

1872.—Cardiff.—85,185 ; £7,082 Is.

1873.—Hull.—104.722 ; £7,980 ISs. 5d.

1874.—Bedford.—71,989: £5,580 17s.

1875.—Taunton.—47,768 ; £3,925 9s. lid.

1876.—Birmingham.—163,413; £12,485 2s. id.

1877.—Liverpool.—138,354; £12,967 ISs. lid.

The "horse-ring" first appears a source of income In

1872, when it brought in, in addition to the amount named,
£256 63. 2d. ; £585 3s. lOd. in 1873 ; £138 8s. 6d. in 1874 ;

£88 9s. in 1875 ; £295 23. 6d. in 1876 ; and £429 Hi. iu

1877.

It will be seen by these returns that the number of persons

who visited the Show at Birmingham (163,413) has only been
exceeded on one occasion, viz., at Manchester, in 1869, when
the Prince and Princess of Wales were present, and when the

number was 189,102. Leeds comes nest with 145,738

admissions.

—

Midland Counties Herald.

THE ADULTERATION OP MILK.—At the Brentford
Petty Sessions recently, Mr. F. H. N. Giossop in the chair,
John Adams, farmer and milk contractor, Soutiiall, was sum-
moned for selling two samples of adulterated milk. The
defendant's cart was stopped at the St. Marylebone Parochial
Schools, and Mr. Gregg obtained a sample from two cans. In
one instance the milk was certified by Dr. Redwood, analyst
for the county, to contain 19 per cent, of added water, and in
the other case 16 per cent. The Chairman said the case was a
bad one, because the milk was intended for children, many of
whom were weakly and scro'ulous, and to whom a good milk
diet was essential. Therefore this adulteration was very
wicked, and the magistrates had decided to impose a fine of
£20 and £2 costs —Edwiu Thomas Barnettard Henry Wood,
also living at Sonthall, were each fined 40j. and 20j. costs, for

respectively selling milk adulterated to the extent of 22 and
20 per cent.
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CHAMBERS OF AGRICULTURE.
CENTRAL,

The first winter meeting of the Council took place on

November 6, at the Salisbury Hotel, Ear! Fortescue in the

chair. The attendance was about an average.

After the usual preliminary business had been disposed

of,

Captain Craigie presented the following Report from

the Room's Committee :

—

" The Room's Committee of tlie Central Chamber of Agri-

culture have to report that without abandoniug the projected

scheme of bringing under one roof the various Agricultural

Societies having ofiices in London, they have deemed it advis-

able to enter into negotiations with the view of securing in

the meantime temporary quarters for the Chamber. The

result of these negotiitions they hope to be able to lay before

the December meeting of the Council. Meantime they

recommend that after this date the office of the Central

Chamber of Agriculture be transferred to the present Library

of the Chamber, at 21, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., that all

future Committee Meetings be held at that office, and that they

be empowered to arrange to hold the Council and General

Meetings in December next in the room now occupied in the

Salisbury Hotel."

On the motion of Captain Craigie, seconded by Mr.

Clay (the Treasurer), the report was received.

Mr. Pell, M.P., in presenting the Report of the Local

Taxation Committee, called attention to the most imprrtunt

parts of it. In the opening, he observed, it was stated that

" the chief events of the past session of Parliament affecting

Local Taxation were the passing of the Prisons' Bill, the

unanimous acceptance by the House of Commons of Mr. Clare

Read's motion for establishing representative County Boards,

and the carrying of a measure to secure uniformity in the very

irregular dates of local accounts." It would be recollected,

the hon. gentleman remarked, that the original proposal of

the measurethus referred to, emanated from the Local Taxa-

tion Committee, and he himself had the honour of

conducting the Bill up to its final stage. The report

went on to say :
" In the Prisons' Act of 1877 the

Committee recognise a further and most important consequence

of Sir Massey Lopes' successful motion of 1872. That

decision of Parliament is loyally followed by the Government

measure, which charges national duties on national funds, and

relieves ratepayers from a heavy and exceptional tax. The

passing of such a statute must therefore mark the past

session. Should regret, nevertheless, be expressed that more

has not been achieved, it must be remembered that no review

of this year's Parliamentary work would be complete without

adverting to the pre-occupation of the Legislature with foreign

politics, and to the development by a small number of

members of the House of Commons of a policy of factious

obstruction. Not only have those whose grievances demand leg-

islative remedies ground for complaint at the delay of ordinary

business by obstructions of this sort, but discredit is thrown

on a legitimate form of opposition to which it is necessary

occaeioaally to resort." Meutiou was then made of C2 Bills

which had been introduced into Parliament in the last

session adding to the special charges on ratepayers. Of

these 46 had, it was observed, been defeated, and 13

amended in their more objectionable features, and in

only three instances had resistance proved unavailing.

The Committee said they looked forward with some

anxiety to the legislation with regard to the highways

and turnpikes, and they hoped tlie time was approaching when

that question would be dealt with. With regard to the estab-

lishment of County Boards, they said ;—

" The debate and decision of the House of Commons on;

the &th of March last on the question of County Boards marks-

a very important advance in the efforts made to improve and

consolidate local administration. The Local Taxation Com-
mittee have never failed to maintain the intimate connection

between financial and administrative reforms. If it has beca-

their duty occasionally to insist that alterations in the-

machinery of Local Government formed no substitute for a.

direct relief of local burdens, they have also pointed out hovF

largely the claim to financial redress is strengthened by a

demand for an improvement in the administration of local-

funds. Now that some real progress has been made in aiding,

local ratepayers by means of general taxation, they believe

tiie moment peculiarly appropriate for attempting an adminis-

trative reconstruction which may not only provide immediate

advantage, but pave the way for a larger measure of relief

than is yet possible. Their supporters will, therefore, hav»

hailed with satisfaction tlie reception accorded to the resolu-

tion proposed by Mr. Clare Read, and which, being unanim-

ously adopted, has placed on the journals of Parliament aa

unchallenged admission :

—

' That no readjustment of local administration can be satis-

factory or complete which, does not refer county business,

other than the administration of justice and the maintenanca
of order, to a Representative County Board.'

They trust that the assurances so fully given by her Majesty's-

Government, that they mean to propose a representative pro-

vincial authority—constituted more or less on the lines so

ablj put forward by Mr. Read, and so cordially received by the

House—will be redeemed in the next session of Parliament.*

Attention was then drawn to " a very valuable advance in the

time of publication of the annual abstract of Local Taxation

returns," which had " distinguished the last session," and it wa
observed that although several defects before alluded to as re-

garded data were still apparent, it was to be hoped that these

would be removed in future under the new powers of the Acts

passed this year. " In consequence of this welcome accelera-

tion of returns (said the Committee), the President of the

Local Government Board was at last enabled to bring his

annual statement of Local Finance into much closer conjunc-

tion than before with the Imperial Budget of the Chancellor

of the Exchequer. The Committee have seen with lively

satisfaction the increased interest which has been provoked by

these yearly statements. Although technically and chiefly con-

nected with the growth and dimension of local debt, Mr.
Sclater-Booth's Budget gave interesting information as to the

development of local charges, pointing out the increase of

urban, school-board, and, in certain districts, of highway rates

4 8 well as the decrease of so-called poor rate, brought about
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by larger treasury subventions and a better admiuiatration of

the poor law. In tracing the gr07.th of rateable property,

the effect so far of tlie rating act of 187 J; was referred to as

adding to the assessed rental of the country £1,215,000, of

which mines furnished £503,000, sporting rights £14-2,000,

and woodlands £365,000. The attention which ought to be

paid to the annual grow'h of local taxes, and the impossibility

of rightly appreciating the financial position of the country

by confining observation to purely imperial imposts, was con-

spicuously illustrated by the statement made on this occasion

that every penny added to the rates represented a special tax

of half a million on one description of property ; while Mr.

Sclater-Booth, with good reason, contrasted the keen interest

eagerly shown in Parliament rCj^arding a possible addition of

Id. in the pound to the income tax with the too often reck-

less readiness with which a similar sura would be thrown on

the local rates. The recent development of local debt has been

a conspicuous feature in all loc^l financial statistics. It had

in 1S75-76, as wUI be seen in the table appended to this re-

port, exceeded £100,000,000, while for the current year it h;.s

been estimated at £105,000,000. It should of course be al-

ways borne in mind that a large porHon of this outlay repre-

sents voluntary local investment, and that probably nine tenths

of the whole amount is due by urban, metropolitan, or mari-

time authorities. Among the recent aud most active borrowers

01 the security of the local rates are the numerous school

boards now established throughout the country. Up to April

last the sanction of the education department to loans by these

bodies to the extent of £7,087,000 had been obtained, while

demands are still to be expected. It will be remembered that

the efforts of the Committee in 1870 were directed unsuccess-

fally to place some limit on the annual rates to be levied by

school boards. Experience has now shown the justice of their

fears. At that time the country was led to believe that under

the Act of that year the expenditure could not exceed 3d. in

the pound. The average school rate in English rural parishes

already reaches very nearly -id. in the pound. In 419 instances

6?*. or upwards has been levied, while as much as Is. or more

per pounl has been exacted in 68 separate cases."

The Committee also direct attention to " recent evidences of

serious evil likely to arise from offering almost free education

where perfect ability to pay is known to exist." (Hear, hear).

In connection with that subject, Mr. Pell said he wished to

add some information that he obtained only on the day before

from the EJucation Department. Application had already

beea made for compulsory powers to be granted to the urban

and rural school authorities, under the recent Elementary

Education Act, to be vested in urban parishes in the municipal

authoriiies, and in rural districts in the Board of Guardians,

which would include over 2,000,000 children ; in other words

powers are being taken through the Act of 1876 for bringing

under direct compulsion, without the expensive machinery of

school boards, that vast number of children. It was very

important that it should be known that there was an honest

intention on the part of the country generally to make the

best use it could of the new Act, while omitting to apidy

direct compulsion in all cases (Hear, hear)-

The Report concluded as follows :
" In concluding their

Anneal Report the Local Taxation Committee find, in the

events of the session, encouragement to persevere in their

efforts to improve and extend reliable information respecting

local imposts, to excite deeper interest in local finance, to re-

lieve the exceptional severity of the charges now borne by

local ratepayers, and to resist all inccniiderate additions to

their burdens. At the same time tbey see no reason, if sup-

ported as before, to relax their endeavours to secure a still more

thorouvih revision of Local Taxation, and a c ireful reform in

the methods of Local Government. To enable them to con-

tinue their work, they liave had in the past year again to appear

to the ready help of local Chambers of Agriculture. Their

Secretary has attended and addressed several of these bodies

in Northumberland, Durham, Lincolnsliire, and Nottingham-

shire during tlie year. Both from these and from many other

quarters a hearty renewal of the confidence formerly expressed

in their efforts ha'i proceeded. A satisfactory response to their

appeal for contributions has also come from their supporters

throughout the country. Their best thanks are doe to all who
have thus sustained them, and especially to the sixty Members

of Parliament whose favourable answers to their application for

subscriptions are welcome alike in themselves and as indicating

a renewal of that effective Parliamentary assistance on which

they must always rely if they are to keep the question of Local

Taxation Reform under the notice of the Legislature and the

country."

Mr. Pell added that there was a larger sum in hand then

than there had been for some years, aud that the subscriptions

amounted to more than £600 a year, of which £300 came from

Members of Parliament; while the expenses were lower than

it had ever yet been, although he trusted the work was being

done in an effective manner. lie concluded by moving that

the Report be received.

Mr. H. Neild having seconded the motion,

Mr. J. Howard wished to say a few words in regard to

what Mr. Pell himself had just said about education. The

Report very properly called attention to the great expense

iucurrea by Elementary Education ; but the Council should

bear in mind that the schools had been built with borrowed

money, that the expense would not recur and the debt would

diminish, and ultimately the burden thrown on the rates

would cesss.

The Chairman : After the lapse of 50 years (Hear, hear).

Mr. J. Howard said he had risen more particularly to take

exception to what was implied in the remark of Mr. Pell that

the machinery of School Boards was necessarily more expensive

than that of the late Elementary Education Act (Hear, hear).

Tliat was not a fact. Much of the expense was the fault of

the School Boards themselves. There was nothing in the

Act to compel them to employ a solicitor as clerk. ' It was a

serious evil in the last Act that Boards of Guardians had an

additional duty imposed—the work thrown upon them was

becoming intolerable. Agaiu the new Act entailed a fresh

expense in Attendance Officers. That was not the place to

discuss the question whether School Boards were an evil or

a g*od ; much might be said on btth sides, but he thought

they should deal fairly with both systems.

Mr. H. BiDDELL did not agree with Mr. Howard about

expense. Being the Chairman of a School Board, which

represented five or six schools, he had done everything he

could to keep down the expenses, and had even done aU the

work of a clerk himself, and he did not believe it was possible

to keep the rate under i^d. or 5d. in the pound.

Mr. G. E. MuNTZ believed that a large part of the money

spent by School Boards was thrown away. He had seen a

school erected almost by the side of another, and he wanted to

see some limit put to expenditure.

Mr. Caldecott said he knew an instance in which two

schools were built in a village at a cost of £3,500, when one

would have been sufficient.
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Mr. Daniel Lays maintained that the burden was not

put on the right shoulders, adding that educational rates were,

in the case of the agricultural community, practically an

increase of the income tax.

Mr. Jabez Turner reminded the Chamber that the large

expenditure incurred fell on the present generation.

Mr. Glennie observed that the borrowing of money by

School Boards and other local authorities seemed to be in-

creasing daily, and he thought the Local Taxation Committee

acted wisely in calling attention to the matter.

Mr. WnLiAMS said the provisions of the Act that there

should be school accommodation for all children within a

distance of twe miles from their homes, had so multiplied the

number of schools that the number of children in attendance

in many rural parishes was extremely small.

The Chairman said before th* discussion closed he must

express his dissent from Mr. Howard's assumption that the

costliness of the work of School Boards are entirely their own

fault (Hear, hear). In many cases the expense of electing the

Board was much greater than the amount spent oa actus!

education. In short there was a costly system of election and

management over which the Boards had no control. Moreover

there had been great extravagance in buying land and in erect-

ing needlessly ornamental buildings. He could not look for-

ward with Mr. Howard to any great diminution of expense

under the School Board system. Eiucation was no doubt a

most valuable thing, but the goodness of the article supplied

was not always in proportion to its cost (Hear, hear).

The motion was then agreed to.

On the motion of Mr. Stratton, the best thanks of the

Council were given to the Local Taxation Committee for their

valuable Report.

The Chairman, after observing that he was himself the

Chairman of the Committee, presented the following Report of

the Cattle Diseases Committee:

—

" Your Committee have great pleasure in congratulating the

Council on the very able and satisfactory Report of the Select

Committee of the House of Commons on Cattle Plague and

Importation of Live Stock—a Committee not specially repre-

senting the agricultural interest, but comprising influential

members of aU political parties. After a most patient and

laborious investigation, that Committee came to the conclusion

that the measures which the Central and Associated Chambers

of Agriculture have consistently advocated as necessary for the

suppression of these diseases are such as it is desirable should

be adopted in the interests of the community at large, and not

by agriculturists only. Your Committee view with extreme

regret the continued reiteration of the groundless imputation

that our efforts to obtain security for our flocks and herds

against imported disease arise from a desire to procure any

reversal of the free trade policy long deliberately adopted by

this country. We have throughout sought protection, not

against competition but contagion from abroad. Your Com-
mittee would call attention to the fact that, during the

restrictions this year on the importation of live stock from the

greater part of Europe, the prices of meat have not riser., but,

on the contrary, are appreciably lower—the natural result of

the comparative freedom of our home stock from disease, and

of a largely increased importation of dead meat. Y'our Com-

mittee trust that the Government will lose no time in taking

the necessary steps to carry out the recommendations of the

Select Committee in a matter of such pressing importance.

And your Committee recommend the Council forthwith to

memorialise the Lord President to this efiecf, and to prepare a

petition for presentation to Parliament at the beginning of

next session, earnestly praying for the requisite legislation on

the subject. Your Committee cannot conclude without ex-

pressing their deep obligation to those gentlemen whose valua-

ble evidence effectually enforced before the Select Committee

the views so long maintained by the Connci' on this question,

—FoRTESCUE, Chairman."

The noble Eul, in moving "That this report be seconded

and adopted," said it was very gratifying to think by what a

large majority a considerable portion of the clauses in the

Report of the Select Committee of the House of Commons
were agreed to, and that the matter was not made a mere

party one ; and it was also satisfactory to find that the views

so long maintained by the Council of that Society were, in the

main adopted by thii. Committee. Considering wiiat a very small

proportion of the animal food of this country which came either

in ihe shape of live stock or of dead meat from abroad, coin-

pared in comparison with tiie amount produced at home, it was

obvious that the interest of the consumer must very greatly

depend on the securing against disease the live stock existing,

at home, and on the removal of that dread of disease whicli

had done so much) to discourage the breeding and feeding of

live stock by British agriculturists. It was a very important

fact that during the restrictions on the importation of foreign-

live stock, prices had to some extent fallen instead cf rising.

Mr. Adkins seconded the motion, and it was adopted.

The Chairman then moved "That the Cattle Diseases''

Committee be requested to draw up a memorial and forward'

the same to the Lord President accordingly ; also to prepare a

form of petition to Parliament, and forward copies thereof to

the Associated Chambers, and invite their co-operation in,

urgiug Parliament to give legislative effect to the recommenda-

tions of the Select Committee."

Mr. Caedecott having seconded the motion,

Mr. Ackers said he thought it very desirable that the-

whole agricultural body should join in the petition, and moved'

to insert after " Associated Ciiambers," " Farmer's Clubs and

Agricultural Societies throughout the country."

Mr. Stratton remarked that a deputation to the Lord
President would meet with greater attention and have greater

weight than a memorial alone.

Mr. H. Neild observed that the last deputation did not
meet with such a reception as would encourage them to send

another.

Mr. J. Howard believed that a deputation would have more
weight with the Lord -President than a memorial, on account

of the discussion tliat would probably take place, further the

reports oi what occurred would call public attention to the
subject far more than the mere presentation of a memorial could

do. As to the reception which the last deputation met with, it

should be rembered that the Lard President was neither in

possession of full nor reliable information, and that another

deputation would be fortified by the Report of the House of
Commons' Committee, and enable them to put more pressure

on the Government than they ever could before.

After some remarks by Mr. U. Biddell, Mr, D. Long, Mr.
Jabez Turner, Mr. Treadwell, and Mr. Masfen.

The Chairman expressei his concurrence in the opinioQ

that all the Agricultural Societies should as far as possible be
represented.

Mr. J. Howard then moved "That the President of the
Chamber be requested to ask tlie Lord President of the Council

to receive a de putation during the week of the Cattle Show."
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Mr. Ma<5FE?T seconded the motion.

The Chairman suggested that the matter shoald be left to

the Cattle Diseases' Committee, aud Mr. Howard and Mr.

M-Asfen assented and withdrew their proposal on the under-

standing that the Committee would endeavoar to secure the

co-operation of the Farmer's Club and the Royal Agricul-

tural Socie'y, and permission for a deputation to present a

memorial to the Lord President.

The resolution of the Chairman was then agreed to in the

following amended form :
—" That the Cattle Diseases' Com-

mittee be requested to draw up a memorial, and ask permi8s.ion

to present the same to the Lord President by a deputation ;

a'so to prepare a form of petition to Parliament ; and forward

copies thereof to the Associated Ciiambers, Farmer's Clubs, and

Ajricul'iural Societies throughout the country, and invite their

c j-operation in urging Parliament to give legislative effect to

the recommenditions of the Select Committee."

On the motion of Mr. Lawrence, seconded by Mr. H.
Netld, a cordial vote of thanks was given to the Cattle

Diseases Committee for the manner in which they had performed

their duties.

The nest business on the agenda being the consideration of

the subject of Highway Legislation,

Mr. Startin moved the following resolution :
—" That the

cmtinued abolition of Turnpike Trusts and the increasing

burden of Highway rates render more imperative the intro-

daction of a comprehensive Highway Bill; and this Council

trust that, in any legislation on the subject, due regard will be

had to the principles enunciated by the Council last year

namely, that the classification of roads ought to be accompanied

by a contribution from imperial taxation toward the main-

tenance of main roads; and, further, that it is desirable in

every district to bring all Highway, Poor Law, and Sanitary

administration under one authority, and to constitute in every

county a representative Provincial Board." He said iu

attempting to arrive at a settlement of that question they

might perhaps take a lesson from their friends on the other

side of the Channel. In the able report which was presented

by Mr. Goschen to the House of Commons a few years ago it

was stated that in France the main roads were kept in repair

entirely at the cost of the State, and the by-ways and cross-

ways at the cost of the communes ; and another importaut

piece of information which was given was that tlie whole of

the direct taxes of the different localities were paid, not into

the imperial, but into a local Exchequer. That was the state

of things in France. The other evening while dining with a

German Professor of Chemistry from the State of Hesse, he

asked him how the roads were repaired in Germany, and that

gentleman told him that the main roads were kept in repair

by the State, and the by-roads by the inhabitants of each,

locality, and at the liscense taxes were paid over, as they were

in France, to a local Exchequer. During the last few months

they had all heard a great deal about those unfortunate people

the Bulgarians, (Laughter). Now what was Count

A idrassy's proposal to remedy the ills of Bulgaria;? Why, it

was to allocate taxes levied in the locality to the locality. It

was proposed that the imperial taxes should be paid to the

Turkish Government, and that the other taxes should he ex-

pended for the benefit of the locality. He wished simply to

indicate the lines on which he thought they ought to approach

till! rjaestion. He contended that the carriage tax, the gun

tax, the dog tax, and other imposts of the same kind should be

paid over into a local Exchequer, and, though well ou in life

he hoped to bee the day when it would be proposed by the
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Government that half the coat of the main roads should be

borne by the country, and the other half by the localities. He
entirely concurred with the opinion expressed by Lord George

Cavendish some years ago that part of the cost of the main

roads should be extended over a wider area than that of

highway districts.

Mr. Stratton in seconding the motion, said he fully

agreed with Mr. Startin that part of the cost of highways

should be paid out of the imperial Exchequer. It was not

necessary that the management of the main roads should be

taken out of the hands of the existing Highway Boards, but

merely that a contribution should be paid to county authorities

in proportion to the extent of ths roads maintained in each

liighway district. Tliere would be no need for an additional

staff of officers ; and it would be for the county authorities to

define what roads within a highway district were to be reckoned

highways, and main roads, and contribute to the county funds,

such liighways not being necessarily disturnpiked roads, but

roads which were maintained for the benefit of the country. He
believed it was an unfounded apprehension that the establish •

ment of County Boards would involve additional expense.

There were already County Boards for the prisons and the

bridges, and he believed that Boards, if backed by the rate-

payers, would not cause any increase of expenditure.

Mr. Caldecott said he had had large experience in the

management of parish roads ; he had attended carefully to the

administration of highway roads in the county of Leicester*

and in five petty sessional divisions of South Warwickshire,

and he had been chairman for 30 or 40 years of four turnpike

trusts. He quite agreed with Mr. Startin in the general prin-

ciple. All the expense of repairing arterial roads ought to be

divided, and not fall entirely on their immediate locality ; but

when he came to the question, " What are arterial roads ?" he

found himself in great difficulty (Hear, hear). Of the four

turnpike trusts of which he was Chairman, only one was a

trust for a strictly arterial road, and he did not think it would

be fair to put the burden of either ot the other three on any

district except that to which they belonged. As to highway

districts, some were good and some bad, some were absurdly

large and some ridiculously small. In the Henley petty ses-

sional division in Warwickshire the cost per mile was £6 10s.,

while in the adjoining district of Kineton it was £23 per mile,

and in Stratford, Alcester, and Shipton between £10 and £11.

He must raise his protest against the abolition of turnpikes,

which were, he contended, the most legitimate way of repair-

ing roads.

Mr. MuNTZ said he concurred genarally in the remarks

already made on this subject, but there was one omission in the

resolution which lie hoped the mover and seconder would con-

sent to supply. A vast deal of the money which was spent under

the present system was spent uselessly, and he thought that

fact should be used as a lever to urge the Government to try

legislation. He would suggest the insertion in the resolution

after the words " increasing burden of highway rates," " and

the unsatisfactory condition of the roads in many districts."

Mr. D. Long said in his district the roads were kept in

excellent order at a cost of lOd. in the pound, which was an

income tax of that amount. He did not think that an exten-

eion of area was in all cases practicable. Around the city of

Gloucester, where there was an immense deal of traffic, the

cost was what he had just named, lOd. per pound, while in the

Cots- Id Hills it was bat 3d. or 4d. The inhabitants of the

Cotswold Hills might consider themselves rather unfairly
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treated by being iachided ia the same area as the city of Gloa- . cases, to collect tolls (No, no). He knew that that was a

cester. He thought that the arterial roads should be main-

tained by the general public because the general public used

them.

Mr. Jabez Turner hop«d the amendment moved or

suggested by Mr. Muutz would not be pressed. They did not

ask for legislation on account of the bad state of the highways,

but on account of the bad administration and the bad system

of rating.

Mr. J. Howard believed there was very little reason to hope

for a contribution from the Consolidated Fund towards the

maintenance of highways. A short time ago he heard a man

of influence rem.\rk that there ought to be a Society foimed

to be called " The Consolidated Fund Protection Society

'

(Laughter). He gathered from some recent remarks of Mr.

Sclater-Bootli on that subject, that while he was desirous ol

forwardiuff legislation he could hold out no very strong hope

of even dealing with the question in the next session. It

appeared to him (Mr. J. Howard) that the first thing to be

done was to get a new county authority, and that until that was

secured they would really be wasting time in considering that

question and others of a similar character.

Mr. Adkens contended tliat there was needed a large ex-

tension of the areas of highway districts. In one village in

Northamptonshire the cost of the roads was Is. lUfd. per

pound, while in an adjoining village it was only 5\i.

Mr. H. Neild felt that the question was a very large one,

and one that would not admit of longer delay on the part of

thb Legislature, which was bound to do equal justice to all parties

concerned in the matter. In the parish in which he lived the

cost of the roads had gradually crept up from 4d. or 5d. to

lOd. in the pound, in consequence of the introduction of an

immense commercial or railway element, which paid

nothing, but seriously damaged the highway ; and the rate-

payers justly asked that that new kind of traffic be made to

contribute. There were many districts in Lancashire where

the cost of the road had been doubled or trebled through the

operation of such causes.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., said he quite agreed with previous

speakers that the first object should be to get a good county

representative authority, without which it would be impossible

to carry out a thorough reform of the system of loeal taxation.

He was astonishr^d to hear any one dissent from Mr. Muntz's

statement that many of the main roads of the country by which,

he supposed, was meant diaturnpikeJ roads, were in a bad state.

That was certainly the case in East Anglia, and he believed it

was so in many other parts of the country. In travelling

about in Bedfordshire the other day he observed that although

many of the old roads were pretty good in the middle, they

were very bad at the sides, and he thougiit that was generally

the case. Many gentlemen had advocated a grant from the

Consolidated Fund. He asked. Did they expect to get it,

at least, in the way proposed ? Did they expect that if the

ratepayers of the county of Gloucester said to the Government,
" We want £2,000 a year towards the maintenance of our

roads," it would be granted ?

Mr. Startin : We don't ask that.

Mr. Read continued : The Government would never allow

any taxes to be allocated. He was a very old-fashioned man, and

he considered that there was no sjstera like tolls. Those who

used the roads should pay for them, and therefore he was glad

to see that in the last Highway Bill introduced by the Govern-

ment power was reserved to the county authorities, iu certain

retrograde proposal, quite opposed to the general feelings of

the public ; but every one objected to pajing (Hear, hear)

No doubt the old turnpike system was so rotten ; but what had

been done in South Wales since the Rebecca rials showed

that tolls might work well under county authorities and with

proper management. He did not believe tliere were many

Welsh ratepayers who objected to tolls as they were now levied.

He felt so strongly in favour of Mr. Muntz's suggestion that

if it were proposed as an amendment he would be happy to

second it.

Mr. Startin said he would be most happy to accept the

words suggested by Mr. Muntz as part of the resolution.

The words " the unsatisfactory condition of the roads in

many districts" were then inserted, with the consent of the

meeting, after " burden of highway rates."

Mr. T. AsKELL feared that they would not be able to get

any assistance from the Government unless it were in the

shape of a poll tax (laughter).

Mr. T. HoRLEY, jun., thought that until they had proper

representative bodies elected in every county, legislation on

that subject would do more harm than good. As regarded

he cost of roads, it should be borne in mind that if the best

roads cost more than others they rendered all the property

around more valuable.

Mr. Williams maintained that no legislation could be

satisfactory which did not make use of the roads the test of

liability to maintain them. He would therefore propose, as an

amendment, to omit the words in the resolution from " the

principles " down to " main roads," and to insert instead,

" the principle that as far as possible use of tilt roads shall be

a test of the liability to repair them."

Mr. Hicks, in seconding the amendment, said he thought

it very wrong to tiy and get rid of the burden of maintaining

roads. It was a burden with which real property had been

boueht and had changed hands, and to endeavour to shift it to

tlie shoulders of others was, in his opinion, a great mistake.

People spoke of the Consolidated Fund as if you could put a

bucket into it and draw out what you pleased, whereas the

money came out of their own pockets. As regarded what

were called local taxes, he would ask gentlemen seriously to

consider what must happen when this country was engaged

in a long war, if nearly all the imperial taxes of a direct cha-

racter had been taken from under the command of the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer. It was not likely that the Govern-

ment would for a moment listen to such a suggestion. He
had, therefore, the greatest pleasure in seconding the amend-

ment.

The amendment having been put and negatived,

Mr. Jabez Turner observed that the resolution was still

somewhat different from the form in which it first appeared

ou the agenda paper.

The Chairman said the words " the unsatisfactory condi-

tion of the roads in many districts " had been inserted.

Mr. J. Turner said he wished to move, as an amendment,

that those words be omitted.

The Chairman thought it was now too late to do that, the

meeting having assented to their insertion.

A rather warm discussion ensued on this question, resulting

in Mr. Turner's formally moving, with tlie consent of the

Chairman and of Mr. Muntz, the original proposer, an amend*

ment that the words objected to be left out.

The ameudment having been seconded,
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Mr. MuxTZ profe'^^ed ajaiast gentlemen trying to burke

the truth, in order to carry their point, as a great mistake.

Tlie CuATioi.vN, in closiug the discussion, said the ques-

tion of hiiihway legislation was one of the most diflicult

questions that could be dealt with by any Giverameut. Maoy

of them were old enough to remember tlie comraenceraent of

the present state of things in England. In France the great

lines of coramunicafion were practically maintained at the

national expense, the departeraental roads were raaintaini^d at

the expense of the departements, and the comraunil roads at

the expense of the communes. That sjstera might e-cily

have been transferred to England whenever it seemed generally

necessary to supersede turnpike roads, but for the introduc-

tion of railways, which had now takru the place of what were

formerly the great lines of arterial comrnunioation. He quite

agreed with Mr. Koward and Mr. Read that the first thing to

be done in order to put any of the local administrations on a

Bound footing was to establish coonty representative Boards.

As regarded tlie question before the meeting, he contended

that what they wanted was the union, slightly modified, of

the parish as the unit of highway administration with county

administration. He maintained that there should be a county

superintendence of roads, wiiich might be secured with a

very slight additional staff ; and good vigorous superintendence

meant economy (Hear, hear.) Jlr. Howard truly ri'marked iha t

the Poor-law auardians were already overdone with work ;
but

a great deal of work might be done on the old English

system of doing work by means of persons elected by their

fellow citizens, who confided in them. The nation had be-

come alive to the necessity for a great many things being

done in addition to what was considered requisite in former

times ; and he did not see any reason why there should not

be some contribution on the part of the public towards the

proper maintenance of what was so essential to the conve-

nience of the public as good roads.

Mr. Jabez Turner's amendment was then put and lost,

the numbers being 13 for the omission, and 16 against it.

Mr. Pell, M.P., said he had an amendment to propose,

bearing on the important question of imperial taxation. It

was useless to ask for imperial assistance in a form in which

it was not likely to be obtained, and, on the other hand, he

thought that those who used roads at a considerable distance

from their residences ought to contribute towards their main-

tenance. He proposed to omit the words after "due regard

will be had " down to " imperial taxation," and to substitute

fjr them the following :
" The classification of highways and

the adoption of an impartial system of tolls or local licenses

towards the maintenance of main roads." Tlie main objection

to the system of tolls, as had been clearly proved in Wales,

was on account of the irregular and inconvenient positions in

which the gates had been placed. It was very vexatious for

a person who used only a few yards of road to be charged

just the same as a person who used twenty miles. The rising

in Wales was not against the tolls, but against their in-

equality, and he wanted to see in this country an impartial

system of tolls, coaabined with assistance from imperial

taxation.

Mr. Arkell seconded the amendment.

Mr. Ackers supported It, contending that a judicious

system of tolls would be found one of the best modes of

relieving the pockets of the ratepayers.

Mr. H. Neild deprecated the Council's entering into

details, and said that in his opinion the question just raised

should be left to the County Boards,

Mr. Read, M.P., denied that the question was one merely

of detail, adding that County Boards could not set up turn-

pikes of their own authority.

Mr. D. Long believed that three-fourths of the farmers

would object to see barriers essential to the collection of tolls

set up again. Who would like to wait for three-quarters of

an hour while an old woman was dressing? (laughter).

Mr. Startxx, in replying, observed that the system of

tolls as a system was now as dead as the Heptarchy. He
agreed with Mr. Ptll as regarded licences.

After some further discussion Mr. Pell's amendment was

put and carried, the numbers being 15 for and 7 against.

The resolution was then, without opposition, adopted in the

following amended form:—"That the continued abolition &
turnpike trusts, the increasing burden of highway rates, and

the unsatisfactory condition of the roads in many districts,

renders more imperative the introduction of a compreliensive

Highway Bill; and the Council trust that, in any legislation

on the suljject due regard will be had to the classification of

highways, and the adoption of an impartial system of tolls

or local licences towards the maintenance oi main roads ; and,

further, that it is desirable in every district to bring all high-

way, poor-law, and smitary administration under one

authority, and to constitute in every county a representatiye

Provincial Board."

The proceedings then terminated, with a vote of thanks ta

Earl i'ortescue as the Chairman.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
THE SUPPLY or MEAT FROM A NATIONAL POINT OF

YIEW.
Th e following is a paper read by Mr. T. H. Chance

proprietor of The Gloucester Journal , before the Cham-

ber on November lOlh :

—

It is only reasonable to anticipate that the Government will

in the next session of Parliament, attempt some legislation or

take some action founded on the recommendations of the

Select Committee which recently took evidence, and presented

an elaborate report on "The causes of the recent outbreak of

Cattle Plague, and the measures taken for its repression ; and

on the effect which the importation of live foreign animals

has upon the introduction of disease into this country, and

upon the supply and price of food." I propose briefly to

review tiie Report and its recommendations, in justification of

the following propositions :—That live stock should no longer

be allowed to import disease into this country ; that after

having stopped the importation of disease from abroad,

the Government should make more stringent regulations for

eradicating and preventing the spread of disease in our own
kingdom ; that these measures are requisite not only for the

security of producers but m the interest of consumers ; and

that the interest of the producer and consumer of meat are not

really antagonistic, but identical.

The recommendations of the Select Committee having been

already extensively published, I need only for the present

purpose to remind you that they propose that the importation

of all animals should be prohibited from Russia; and of

cattle from Germany and Belgium, the Privy Council having

power to prohibit the importation of animals from other

countries if they think fit ; an exception to be made in favour

of stare and dairy animals, provided they remain in quarantine

11 days and afterwards are placed under inspection for two
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months. Provisions of great atrinjency are then suggested

for the regulation of the home trade, and for defraying com-

pensations for slaugliter out of imperial, intead of IocaI funds
;

aud finally it is suggested that no further restrictions should

be placed on the importation of foreign animals in respect to

foot-and-mouth disease and pleuro-pneuraonia, unless at

tlie same time orJi-rs be enforced throughout Great Britain

to prevent the reiaoval of cattle in infected districts.

An examination of the proceedings of the Select Committee

reveals the fact that some of the members of that body, repre-

senting large borough constituencies, came to the inquiry with

prejudiced minds, imbued with the belief that the interests of

comiuerce and agriculture of town and country are antagonistic

on this great qaestion of meat supply, and that they had to

guard against a covert attempt ou the part of the agricultural

class to snatcli some advantage at the expense of the populous

meat-consuining constituencies. Enough evidence was given

by competent men of honour and experience to dispel this ill-

grounded suspicion, but it does not appear that the conversion

of the sceptics was general or complete ; for we fiud that some

of the gentlemen vrlio gave evidence were cross-examined much

in the same style as though they were witnesses in a criminal

trial, endeavouring to frustrate justice and obtain the acquittal

of some notorious malelactor. Nor were the prejudices of

the cross-examiners entirely dispelled by the weighty

testimony given in favour of a course which would

be fair and beneficial alike to producer and consumer ; for

after the evidence had been all taken, and the Committee were

deliberating with closed doors upon the form of tiieir Report,

the official record of their transactions sliows only too

plainly that several borough members exerted themselves

strenuously, though fortunately with success, to emasculate

the recommendations, with a view to make them less effective

in preventing the importation of the foreign cattle by which

it was abundantly proved, disease had been communicated to

and spread amongst our own flocks and herds. I notice this

pirit of opposition in order to impress upon Chambers of

Agriculture and kindred bodies, and especially upon publicists

who may concur in our views, that even though the Govern-

ment may agree to favour those views they will meet with

persistent and able opponents in Parliament ; and that there-

fore no occasion should be missed of impressing upon the

country that the restrictions which home producers ask for

are necessary for the restoration of a healthy and normal

condition of the meat trade, and are the only sure means by

which tlie price of meat can be universally and permanently

reduced. The pernicious error that the agricultural interest

seeks an exclusive benefit in this matter is so deeply-rooted

and so widely spread that every opportunity should be taken to

refute it. It might fairly be contended that if meat producers

aa a class have a grievance which is impoverishing tiieir

resources, crippling tiieir business, and ruining their prospects,

tliey have a perfect right to agitate for the removal of that

grievance. And this argument might be maintained without

invoking the obsolete bogey of " Protection " which still

haunts tlie apprehensions of some who have had the good

fortune to beuetit by tlie imperfect development of a free

trade policy. But it is an axiom of the science upon which a

free trade policy is based, that there shall be no waste of the

natioual resources, and that to benefit the consuming class at

the expense of the producing class is false economy, obnoxious

alike to the science of political economy aud to the sentiment

of justice. Agriculturists have obviously as great a claim to

abstract justice as cotton-spinners, or iron-masters, or day

labourers—just as great a claim, and no greater. It i» not

only true that England is the greatest agricultural power in

the world, but also that the agricultural interest is the greatest

and richest of all interests in this great kiuj^dom, the annual

value of our agricultural produce being equal to SOO millions

sterl ng. Such considerations may well eutitle its suggestions

to respect and careful consideration, and that is all that it

required in the present case. We simply ask that evidence

and arguments shall be fairly weighed in support of our pre-

sentment that what is best fjr the producer of meat is in the

ultimate result best also for ihe consumer. A more simple

issue was never submitted to the public intelligence
;
yet ii is

only after a struggle with unreasonable prejudice that a just

verdict can be hoped for.

Many witnesses called before the Select Committee ex-

pressed positively their assurance thut the farmers of this

country are willing to submit to the inconvenience of such

home regulations as may be found necessary to localise and

stamp out disease when the danger arising from foreign

importation had been removed. But in spite of thesa

assurances from men whose opinions on other points were

accepted without question, the Committee persists in putting

the cart before the horse. Instead of making home restric-

tions contiugeut upon, and ancillary to the adoption of what

in a non-political sense, I may call a "spirited foreign policy,"

the Committee advise that " the first matter to be really

decided" is whether our home farmers will acquiesce in

stringent home measures adding, " Should this be the case,

then, and then only, would arise the further question as to

whether new restrictions should be placed on the foreign

import." It would be not only unjust but transparently absurd

to attempt to stamp out disease at home while it was being

uninterruptedly imported from abroad. Locking the stable

door after tbe steed was stolen would be wisdom compared with

such a policy ; but happily the Committee have rendered if

needless to argue against their strange inversions of ideas,

because in their recommendations they place restrictions on

foreign importations in the forefront of their scheme, and

conciliate the "nalcoutents by a mild sugd;estion tiiat no

further restrictions should be placed on foreign importations

in respect to foot-and-mouth uisease and pleuro-pneumonia»

'' unless at the same time " restrictive orders are enforced

tliroughout Great Britain. When the Privy Council have

taken the regulations out of the hands of local authorities it

follows as a matter of course, that compensation for slaughter

under those regulations should come from impartial instead of

local funds ; and it is recommended that while compensatiod

for the slaughter of animals aifected by cattle plague should

remain as at present, compensation for the slaughter of ani.

mals merely suspected of that disease should be paid to the full

value, but not exceeding £iO for any one animal.

The report of this committee is very important in one re-

spect. It establishes once for all the fact tiiat both cattle

plague and pleuro-pneumonia are traceable to foreign origin.

There is plenty of evidence to prove that if the supply of

foreign disease can be stopped, it will be possible to stamp out

disease at iiome. Professor Brown anticipated a general out-

break of foot-and-mouth disease throughout tlie country in

the spring of this year, but he afterwards admitted to iMr.

Booth that his prophecies had been fortunttely falsified,

because the cattle-plague restrictions prevented the expected

outbreak. We only need a competent machinery of general

application, aud disease at home will no longer operate to
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raise or keep up the price of meat. Having traced disease to

foreign sources, and ascertained tliat it can be prevented from

spreading when the foreign supply is cut off, no argument

ought to be necessary to establish the proposition that live

cattle should no longer be allowed to impoit disease into this

country.

This brings us to regard the question from a national

point of view. Without troubling to chop logic with the

advocates of nnreatricted importation, and without reljing

upon abstract principles of justice as between class and

class, I say that to piohibit the importation of live cattle

is as necessary for the consumer as for the producer. The
foreign importers endeavoured to frighten the Select Com-
mittee into the belief that to establish such a prohibition

would drive the foreign trade to other markets, and still

further raise price of meat by reducing the supply. On the

other hand, many practical witnesses assured the Committee,

and convinced the majority of them, that a fixed rule of com-

pulsory slaughter at the port would really increase the num-

ber and quality of the animals sent, because now the trade is

uncertain, both as to supply and demand, so that buyers are

not attracted, and the lack of competition makes prices irre-

gular. A definite rule would impart steadiness to the trade,

and cause it to increase, as is proved by the fact that during the

recent restrictions large supplies were sent from abroad with

the full knowledge that the animals would be slaughtered at the

port. The advocates of continued importation from abroad

revealed the weakness of this part of their case by their

anxiety to place home restrictions before foreign prohibition.

Tliey thus sought to construct a golden bridge over which

they might retreat from an untenable position. It was evi-

dent enough that if foreign importations were stopped disease

would disappear ; therefore it was sought to impose home

restrictions first, so that the disappearance of the evil might

be attributed to them, rather than to the foreign restrictions

which were to follow.

But the refutation of the cry of " dear meat " is not con-

fined to the belief that foreign importation would continue in

spite of orders to slaughter at the ports. Tlie carcases of

animals thus slaughtered can be conveyed inland in good con-

dition by railway, as soon as the adoption of a regular system

encourages the carrying companies to complete their arrange-

ments. On this head the Committee note the fact that the

Aberdeen supply of dead meat to the London market is

largely on the increase, sometimes amounting to 70 tons per

day, even in hot weather. It is, perhaps, more to the purpose

to cite the opinions of eminent men like Mr. Clare Read, Mr.

Booth, Mr. Jacob Wilson, and Mr. James Howard, who

demonstrated clearly that if immunity from the two great

scourges can be secured, the increase to be anticipated from

our home breeding will, in coarse of time, be large enough to

cover any deficiencies in the foreign supply. It would be

easy to show that the price of meat in this country has been

raised and kept up by the importation of the foreign stock

which introduced the diseases by which our flocks and herds

have been decimated. The value of all the stock destroyed by

those diseases is probably greater than the value of all the

imported stock, not to reckon the incalculable loss sustained

by the wholesale sacrifice of breeding animals. The country

has been impoverished to the extent of all that has been lost

by disease, and death arising from disease, and is also poorer

bj the amount of money carried off by foreign importers,

money which would otherwise remain to swell the total of our

national wealth. So far from th is being merely an agrictil-

tiiral question, it is pre-eminently a national one. Foreign

cattle imported the " Black Death :" the price of meat has

been raised in consequence, and it is the consumer who suffers

every time he buys from the butcher. As Mr. Booth told the

Committee, the effect of a restrictive policy must be to lower

the price of meat, because its production will be cheapened

.

The statement is so self-evident that it cannot be worth while

to waste words upon it. Even if there were any reasons to

dread a temporary rise in the price of meat while the change

of system was being brought into operation, even if there were

no proof that cattle for slaughter at the port would be forth-

coming in an increased and more steady supply, the importa-

tion of dead meat might be relied upon to supply any

temporary falling-off in the other direction. Continental

importers complain that to prohibit the importation

of live stock would derange their trade for a time, and

reduce their profits. But we in this country, whether pro-

ducers or consumers, must not be asked to perpetuate high

Prices on any such grounds as these. English legislation is

low, and before the new system could be set in working

order the Continental importers would have plenty of time to

adjust their plans to the supply of dead meat instead of live

animals. la fact, a perusal of Professor Gamgee's evidence

leads one to the opinion that the change we ask for would

ultimately be profitable to those very foreign importers who

protest against the change on the inadequate ground that it

would compel them to aher their arrangements. Professor

Gamgee adheres to the opinion that more meat would be pro-

duced in this country in a couple of years than would be re-

quired even if the foreign import of dead meat were stopped

and that during the interval the new trade in dead meat from

America and elsewhere would quite make up for the stoppage

of the foreign importation of live stock. " My belief is," he

says, " that we should return to the free liberty of the subject

in our home cattle trade, and to a healthy stock, feeding our

people as we fed them in the past." And in answer to further

questions he repeated the assurance that disease could be ei-

terrainated in this country, and would not reviue, if all foreign

cattle were excluded, adding tliat meat would not be one far-

thing per pound dearer if all foreign cattle were shut out

to-morrow. The importation of dead meat is a fact which

the home producer has to face under any circumstances. Last

winter American meat of fine quality was sold in Gloucester

in large quantities at twopence per pound below the charges

of local butchers, and the same thing goes on nearly all over

the country. This, however, is a matter of legitimate com-

petition ; it will tend to lower the price of meat to the con-

sumer, and it furnishes an additional reason why the producer

should not be unfairly handicapped in a competitive trade»

but should have immunity against the introduction of disease

from abroad. To secure this immunity is the duty of the

governing authorities, and all opposition to the necessary

regulation should give way before the overwhelming evidence

which exists to prove that the benefit of the reform will be

mutually and equally shared by the producer and consumer of

meat.

In the discussion which followed, the opinions expressed in

the paper were unanimously endorsed, andd on the motion of

Mr. B. St. John Ackers, seconded by Mr. T. Norris, a

resolution was passed—" Tliat the best thanks of this Chamber

be tendered to Mr. Chance for his able and valuable paper on

the Report of the Select Committee on Cattle Disease, to

which this Chamber accords its unanimous approval j and that
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a copy be sent to the Lord President of the Privy Council."

The following resolution was also passed :
—" That the Go.

vernraent be respectfully urged to take immediate action upon

the recommendations of the Select Committee on Cattle Dis-

ease and the Importation of Live Stock."

It was proposed by Mr. Daniel Loxg, of Whaddon,

seconded by Mr. E. T. Inskip, of Hucclecote, and agreed to :

—"That this Chamber reiterates the following resolution

which it passed on May 26th last
—

' That in the opinion of this

Chamber the cost of repairs of dis-turnpiked roads presses

heavily on the ratepayers ; and this Chamber is of opinion

that all kinds of property should contribute towards the ex-

penses of the main roads of the kingdom which are used by

the general public."

NORFOLK.
THE LAW OF DISTRESS AS APPLICABLE TO AGRI-

CULTURAL HOLDINGS.

The discussion on the above-named subject, adjourned

from the previous meeting, took place on November 10th.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., said that this subject had not

troubled the heads of the tenant farmers of Norfolk or of

England generally. This led them to contrast the feelings of

the tenant farmers of England with that of the tenant farmers

of Scotland on this point. One reason might be that in

Scotland it had been the custom to let farms by tender

—

" the highest bidder should be the hirer." That system had

not happily prevailed in England to any great extent, cer-

tainly not in Norfolk, and he hoped it never would for the

sake of both landlord, tenant, and labourer. No doubt there

were certain farms not put up -to tender, but which were

advertised throughout the country, and although it was said

that " no reasonable price will be refusei," yet the man who

bid a fair sum no doubt bad been the higher. In Scotland

there was another reason why so much was thought of the

law of distress. Scoich farming was certainly more specula-

tive than English farming. Two or three good potato crops

would make, and two or three bad crops would ruin a man in

Scotland, and Scotch arable agriculture liad depended very

much on the cultivation of that root during the last few years.

Consequently there were men there, without any means

hardly at their disposal, bidding high and extravagant rents

for certain farms. The landlord who accepted them knew

very well that he could find plenty of security in the men's

stock upon the farms ; while the tenant on the other hand

having very little to lose had a chance of gaining a consider-

able sum if the seasons were propitious. Further, he agreed

with Mr. Gurdon that if the law was theoretically bad, that

did not matter if it was not unjust in practice. This was, as

Mr. Gurdon had said, au antiquated law, made at a time

when agriculture was very different from what it is now;

and therefore in all probability after the lapse of

years it required considerable amendment. Perhaps it

would be asked, " What have you done in Parlia-

ment on this point ?" The answer was " Nothing." His

constituency had never expressed any opinion on the subject.

They had never asked him which way he was going to vote.

Throughout the whole of his political career he was not aware

that the tenant farmers in Norfolk, with one exception, had

said a word to hira on the subject. Tliat certainly was very

remarkable. But he would engage to say that if he had the

honour to represent the county for the next year or two ho
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should have several questions put to him upon this matter.

The history of the law of hypothec in Scotland was worthy of

consideration. There had always been a Bill for the abolition

of hypothec before Parliament since he had been a member.

That Bill had been defeated almost invariably by the votes of

the English members. Scotland was entirely in favour of tlie

abolition of the law, Ireland was divided on the subject, and

England was against it, because the abolition of the law of

distress would immediately follow. This year the Bill was

talked out by the " family lawyer" interest, which was not

unrepresented in the House of Commons. Two years ago

there was a long debate upon it—a sort of " field day" for the

junior members of the Ministry. In deference to the call of

Mr. M'Combie he made a speech on the lines which had been

enunciated by Mr. Gurdon. He said, that as a county repre.

sentative he had not been asked by his constituents to vote

either one way or the other ; that he fancied it would go hard

with a great many little men if the law of distress was imme-

diately and unconditionally abolished ; that he would not do

anything in the world to make the ascent of agriculture more

difficult than it is at present ; that he desired that the steps

taken should be safe and souni ; and that notwithstanding all

that had been said about the advance it would give the small

man, he believed that it would be a rather hollow benefit after

all. He was followed in that debate by the junior Lord of

the Treasury, who might have been a member for a Scotch

county if he could have voted for the abolition of the law of

hypothec, and who made a rattling speech in defence of the

laws which were no doubt all in favour of the landlord, and

he concluded his vigorous speech by saying, at the same time

turning to him (Mr. Read), " If you abolish the law of dis-

tress there will be nothing in England or in Scotland but the

bloated aristocracy of large tenant farmers." That, of course,

was said good-humouredly. On that occasion he (Mr. Read)

did not vote, and the Bill was lost by a narrow majority of 13.

But he had made up his mind when the Bill came np again to

vote for the abolition of the law. Why had he changed his

mind ? Because of the debate which took place on the Agri-

cultural Holdings Bill. Then Lord Elcho and others who

opposed that Bill continually said, " What we want is nothing

but equal laws between landlord and tenant." The Govern-

ment thought that the law which gave the landlord the

priority of every improvement the tenant made in the

soil was unjust, and therefore altered it. And surely

this law which gave the landlord a priority over the other

creditors could not be otlierwise than one-sided, however good

it might be in its practical results. Therefore, as the Scotch

farmers were so unanimous on the subject of hypothec, he

should consider it Ms duty—whatever might happento the law

of distress—to vote for the abolition of the law of hypottiec

whenever the Bill came on for further consideration. He
should be told that he was approaching this subject from a

tenant farmer's point of view, but he happened also to be a

small landowner. A small arable farm he let under a just and

liberal agreement, and under the Agricultural Holdings Act.

Now, he never considered the law of distress to be of any ad-

vantage to him when he let that farm to a man o( capital.

His other piece of land happened to be a grass marsh, the

rent of which was paid at Christmas. If he did not let that

land to a man of substance, what chance should he stand at

Christmas ? Perhaps there would only be a few stray thistles

or a dock left on the land to seize. Therefore he did not value

the law of distress. Then, would the well-managed estates

in the county be in any wpy injured by the abolition of the
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law of distress ? He did not believe that they would be in-

jured to the value of sixpptice. Where the land was fairly

rented and liberally managed, as a great majority of the

estates of the county were, it would make no difftrence if the

law of distress was repealed to-morrow. But where would it

make a difference ? On the game farms, and in the cases

which Mr. Gurdon had mentioned, where men were trustees,

and must grasp the last 6d, there might be a poor life tenant

who could not afford to be generous, and perliaps hardly just,

towards his tenants ; and there might be a mortgagee in pos-

session, who, generally speaking, was a lawyer. No doubt, in

these three or four instances, it would be unpleasant to them.

A man who went into a game farm was almost broken before

he went. Every one knew that game farms were refugees for

the destitu'e. Men would not go there if tlipy conld get any-

where else. They went into them with insufficient capital.

The landlords were glad to have them. In the first two or

three years, if the seasons were unfortunate, down came the

landlord and seized the stock, while the other creditors got

nothin?. He had no sympathy with game landlords, nor with

men who extorted the last sixpence, and he was not particularly

partial to the lawyer azent who was mortgagee in possession.

If these men were injur d by the abolition of the law of dis-

tress, he did not know that he should grieve. Mr. Taylor's

paper led hira to believe that he would go in boHily for the

repeal of the law. He greatly preferred Mr. Taylor's t<5enty

resolutions of the law of distress, with the exception of

that resolution which provided that people should contract for

the law. Whether, if the law of distress were abolishpd, it

should be done immediately, whether the landlord and tenant

should not have time given them to make their bargain

accordingly, or whether it should apply to new tenancies, he

would not say, but he cordially agreed with nineteen ont of the

twenty conclusions, though, if he had gone further and said

that he was in favour of the total abolition of the law of dis-

tress, he did not know that he should have held up his hand

against it. But also there was such a thing as fore-rent. In

Scotland they gave the most unlimited credit. A man did

not pay 6d. on arable land till he had had the farm eighteen

months. In England it was generally three months or half-a-

year's crpdit. In Scotland halt-yearly payments were con-

sidered fore-rents; and whether tlie farmer paid on the 1st of

April or the 1st of June made no serious difference. It

would be said that the landlord would demand his rent when

a man took the farm. If he did the tenant, like other ppople,

would demand certain discount for ready moupy, and to

that he did not think thpre would be any great objection on

the part of the tenant. Thpn he regarded the landlord as one

who could not lose more than the interest on his money. His

rent was not his capital. The tenant coul I not run away with

his land. As the landlord was the best-secured man, why

should he have the preference ? Mr. Taylor said that there

were fciur classes interested in this law of distrpss—tlie land-

lord, the tenant, the creditor, and the general pnhlic. Be-

ginning witli thp general public, there was no doubt that the

great thing thpy wanted was to have the land well and

sufficiently farmed. There were three imppdiments to the

application of an increase of capital to the land. The first

was inspcurity, which he hoped was in the wav of being modi-

fied ; the second was that the landlord's prpference certainly

vpry mncli interfpred with the credit of certain farmers ; and the

third was that until there was a return of prosperity, to put

money into land it would not pay. Now for the creditors.

There was no doubt that in these days the farmers' credit was

somewhat damaged. When they talked of the accommodation

the landlords gave them, some would say. " We get more

accommodation from the bankers." He had been told that

a certain gentleman who contested Norfolk many years ago was

angry at the result, because he said that his firm had advanced

the rents for the tenants in a particularly bad year. He
should not wonder if they now went to a certain firm, they

would find that they also now helped a great number of tenants

to supply what their landlords demanded of them. The farmer

was, no doubt, put into this position by the law of distress—he

had frequently to compete against a man of straw. This was par-

ticularly thecase with the small farmer. They had, no doubt,very

little capital, but then they had their industry. Men who had

no right to turn farmers went and asked for a piece of land

as a favour, and the landlord kindly let them have it. But

if the law of distress were abolished, the landlord would con-

sider twice before giving such men the land. They would

say justly, " Are you prepared to do what is necessary for the

success of small farmers of this country ? Are you prepared

to do the work of a labourer, and to live at no greater ex-

pense ? because that is the only way in which a small farmer

in these times can succeed." Sometimes they had to compete

with men of straw even for large farms. A man of in-

sufficient or no capital would go and offer more rent than the

land was worth, and which the man of capital, who knew

what the farm was worth, would not think of giving. Then

as to the landlords, he did not believe that on any well-

managed estate, with (air and liberal rents, the abolition of

the law would make any difference. But it would make a

difference to the agents and the lawyers, and they would have

no doubt to ask a great many unpleasant questions at starting.

They h d belter ask those questions. It had better be known

at once whether a man had means to take a farm, or whether

he had not. A good many men were anxious to have more

land to cultivate than they could properly till ; but it would be

well for them, before taking a farm, to take care that they

were properly breeched. Mr. Taylor had said that the good

sense and unexampled moderation of the landlords had made

this law tolerable in England. No doubt there had been the

greatest good sense and moderation displayed iu the way the

English gentry and nobility had exercised not only this, but a

great number of other laws made in favour of the landlord
;

but the time seemed to hira to be coming when they could

with advantage alter not only this law, but several others of

the land laws of tiiis country, to the benefit of the owner, the

farmer, of the general public, and the labourer.

Mr. Taylor in replying to the discussion, said that he was

unquestionably in favour of the abolition of the law of dis-

tress absolutely. But it would be a raisforiuue that total

abolition should come immedi itely. It would be too dangerous

a transaction, and an impracticable one.

A hearty vote of thanks was given to Mr. Taylor for his

able and suggestive paper, which, it was stated by Mr.

Glimmer, had been distributed throughout the kingdom, and

had gained much notice.

SCOTTISH.
The half-yearly meeting of this Chamber was held oa

Nov. 13, under the presidency of Mr. James Melvin,

Bouningtoa Mains.

On the recommendation of the General Committee, Mr. W.

Riddell, Euadalee, Rosbiirghsbire, was elected President of
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tke Chamber for the coming year, and Mr. T, iNf. Nicol,

Littleton, Kirriemuir, Forfarshire, and Mr. W. Potts, Selkirk,

were appointed Vice-Presidents.

Mr. A. CuRROK, S.S.C, the secretary, read the returns

from the county meetings. These, he said, were very much

fewer than they had ever been since he had been secretary.

"From Kincardineshire the Chamber was ssked to urge

on the Legislature to amend the law with regard to succes-

sion duty, so that all heritable property might pay the same

as personal. Also that they continue their exertions to get

the law of hypothec, entail, and primogeniture swept from

the statute book. The Roxburgh meeting recommended the

Chamber to direct special attention to the abolition of the law

of hypothec. Also to petition in favour of any measure that

gave power to the farmer to protect his crop from the ravages

of wild animals; also to continue their exertions to get the

law of entail and primogeniture abolished, and have the

expense of land transfer reduced. Compensation of all unex-

hausted improvements executed by the tenant should also be

kept in view. From Forfar it was recommended that the

Chamber petition the Government to introduce a measure in

the next session of Parliament for the abolition of agricultural

hypothec."

MR. U'LAGAN'S game A.CT.

Mr. CuRROR stated that at the Perth meeting of the

Chamber it was remitted to the directors to consider the

effect of Mr. M'Lsgan's Game Act, but that as the measure

did not come into operation till January next, they (the

directors) were disposed to withhold their report till a later

period. The directors, however, were of opinion that the

only remedy for this grievance was that Parliament should

confer the power on occupants of land of protecting their

crops from game, and that till this was done no satisfactory

settlement of the question could be obtained.

Mr. NicoL, Littleton, moved the adoption of the report.

In doing so he submitted that almost no measure had been

so difficult of interpretation as this Bill of Mr. M'Lagan's.

Since its passing, the Act had evidently caused very consider-

able difference of opinion, even in very high quarters. Some

doubt had in the first place arisen as to the time at which

the jurisdiction of the Justices ceased ; and in the next pla oe

different opinions had been expressed as to the position of

rabbits under the Act. On the latter que tion a good deal of

alarm had been expressed by the Kincardineshire farmers, the

point that required to be cleared up being whether rabbits

were raised by the Act to the game list, or whether they were

simply referred to for the purposes of the Act. His own

belief was that they were only referred to for the purposes of

the Act ; but, at tlie same time, they should be glad to hear

Mr. M'Lagan's explanations. Kegarding the assessment

clause, he said he still considered it a very important feature

of the measure, and he therefore regretted extremely that it

should have been allowed to drop. The clause in question

was the only security which farmers had against fancy figures

being fixed by the landlord in regard to game damages. He
did not see why proprietors should not be assessed on their

reserve game rents as well as upon other points.

Mr. M'Lac.vn, M.P., said his principal reason for being

present was to speak upon this game question. Nothing had

surprised him more than to find that an intelligent body of

farmers, such as that of which the Chamber was composed,

ha I 'o- one instant supposed that rabbits were put into the
game list by his 13ill. His intention certainly was that no

uch thing should be done. Last year, when he resd the

speech delivered at a meeting of the Chtmber by Mr. Shep-

herd, Gleghornie, he was surprised at the ferviJ expressions of

feeling contained in it—from deep despondency up to lofty

defiance. On looking over the speech, lie found that the

ciuse of all these expressions was the belief that these

wretched little animals called rabbits were taken up into the

game list by his Bill. He wrote to Mr. Shepherd requesting

him to point out the; portion of the Bill by which rabbits

became game. To this communication he received no reply.

Again this year the member for Kincardineshire showed him a

letter from some of his constituents to the same efi'ect ; but
thougii he asked the hon. member to write to his friends

reqiesting that the objectionable part of the Bill be pointed
out, he once more received no answer. In these circumstances

he submitted that he had been treated with some discourtesy

by Mr. Shepherd and others. Some of his constituents had
come to him about the matter, but publicly he held his

tongue. He said, " These gentlemen are not accustomed to

interpret the phraseology of Acts of Parliament, and I will

wait till an opportunity comes round of explaining the mat-
ter." He still maintained that rabbits were not placed in the

game list by his Bill. What, he asked, wi.s the position of
rabbits under the old Game Acts ? The fact was that already,

under two Acts, rabbits were made game, and that under two
other Acts they were mentioned in the protective list—that
was to say, penalties were imposed upon all persons found in

pursuit of them. In these circumstances it would be apparent
that, even though he had put rabbits into the game list, it

would have been no novelty. Now, what did he really say
about the game list in his Bill ? In his Bill it was said that

tiie word game " shall include all the animals enumerated in

the Game Acts, or any of them." He had no game list of his

own—none whatever. He took care as to what he did on this

point. He was pressed in the House of Commons, and pressed

by members of the House of Lords, to introduce a game list

;

but he would not comply with this request. He presumed
however, that what had misled the Kincardineshire farmers
and others was the fact that rabbits were mentioned in the

body of the Bill under the 4th clause. In this clause it was
said thai "the tole right of hunting," &c., "rabbits, hares>

and other game," &.e. So far from that putting rabbits

into the protective list, it took them out of it

Every member of the Chamber was aware that landlords

generally put into their leases a clause reservin;? to

themselves the right to game and rabbits, and they would
no doubt continue to do so. Having that clause

in view, he thought it absolutely necessary lo mention rabbits

in the Bill. S'lpposiug he had only spoken of the sole right

of hunting hares and other game, what would have been the

result? It would have been this, that when a landlord

reserved the rabbits in a lease there would have been no

claim for compensation. On the other hand, rabbits being

now taken out of the protective list, there was a claim for

damages—that was the effect of the Bill. He must say that

when interpretations such as he had first referred to were put

upon Acts of Parliament, it made gentlemen in London think

that the prestige of the Chamber was declining.

Mr. NiCOL said the Chamber did not give any such inter-

pretation to the Bill. Mr. Shepherd moved a resolution to

that effect ; but to this he moved an amendment.
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Mr. Bethune, of Blebo, explained that what the Chamber

did was to defer consideration of the Bill.

Mr. GooDLET, Bolshan, asked Mr. M'Lagan to clear up

one point. In the Bill it was stated that ail game and other

animals enumerated in certain Acts should be protected. Now,

were not rabbits enumerated at a former period in these Acts

as game, and did not the mention of them in that connection

in Mr. M'Lagan's Act constitute them game ?

Mr. M'Lagaij said he had not put rabbits into a different

position from what they were in before.

Mr. GooDLET : You should not have kept them there ;
you

should have put them out.

Mr. M'Lagan said his object was not to interfere with any

game-list at all. The fact of rabbits being mentioned in his

Act was for the purpose of enabling the farmers to obtain

compensation for any damage which might be done by them.

If he had not mentioned them, farmers would not have been

in that position.

Mr. Bethune thought Mr. M'Lagan had cleared up any

misapprehension which existed in regard to the point in his

Bill brought under notice. Whether his Bill would be a good

one or not he scarcely knew yet. He was of opinion, how-

ever, that Mr. Goodlet had hit the mark ; for he was inclined

to believe that until the agricultural tenant was able to pro-

tect himself from hares and rabbits, they would never have a

good Game Bill for the country. Tiie only Bill which he

considered worth a button was the original Bill of the

Chamber, taking hares and rabbits out of the game-list alto-

gether. That was all the length he could go at present in

regard to game reform.

Mr. M CULLOCH, Denbie Mains, Dnmfriesshire, said that,

like Mr. M'Lsgan, he considered that rabbits were only

made game for the purposes of the Act—that purpose being

entirely for the protection of the farmers, not for the pro-

tection of game.

Mr. M'Lagan wished to correct his friend who had just said

that rabbits had been made game for the purposes of the Act.

Now they were not made game at all. He wished them to

dibtinctly understand that.

Mr. NicoL remarked that it was quite clear that rabbits

were game, but that Mr. M'Lagan did not make them so.

Mr. M'Lagan pointed out, in reply to Mr. Bethune, that

while rabbits were mentioned in the garae-list, farmers had

complete power over tliem. Of course, if they signed a lease

under which the landlord reserved the rabbits, they had them-

selves to blame.

The Chairman said that whatever difference of opinion

there might be about Mr. M'Lagan's Bill, he was sure

they were all very ranch indebted to the hon. gentleman for

attending at this meeting to explain its clauses in the way he

had done.

President's Retiring Address.—Mr. Melvin, in

vacating the chair, delivered the usuhI retiring address. After

remarking that ueither the highest skill nor the greatest fore-

sight could successfully avert the consequences of such a

sunless, rainy season as had jus' closed, he said it seemed to

him that the effect of the one-sided unequal laws under which

the farmers carried on their business made the suffering more

keenly felt. Even under wise and judicious landlords, whose

object had been fairly and justly to deal with their tenantry,

this season must be felt. To those tenants, however, who

would not otherwise have been accepted unless under the

security the law of hypothec afforded, and at such rents and

with such terms as it might impose, and who had had squeezed
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out of their hands much ot the return from the land whict

ought to have been invested in improving its condition, and to

form a reserve for a bad season, the consequences must be

serious indeed. Unlike certain associations in other lines of

trade, it was not tiie province of this Chamber to iuteifere

between landlord and tenant or labourer ; it was only open to

them by free discussion to place their views before the public,

and trust to their intrinsic merits to secure their adoption

.

Last November, when they did him the honour to place him

in this chair, he tried to show that further improvement in

farming in Scotland had been checked ; that the money which

might have been enabling them to extend the area of their

cultivated land, and the quantities of its produce, was being

invested in foreign loans ; and that the landowners' trust in

the fancied security of hypothec, in the right of leasing the

same land for growing cultivated crops to one party and to

another for wild animals, and in the law that whatever the

tenant put into or upon the soil became the landlord's, were

the main reasons for stagnation. It would be in their

recollection that though live animals were admitted freely in

18i2, it was not until after the year of the potato disease,,

1845, followed by their entire failure in 184-6, that the Corn

Laws were abolished. Miijht they not hope that after the

impoverishing season of 1873, followed by the present still

more disastrous one, a similar action might take place, and all

legal protective enactments of which they complained be with-

drawn. That such stagnation as he had pointed to existed

Mr. Melvin illustrated by reference to Mr. Hall Maxwell's

agricultural statistics—these showing that there was less arable

land under cultivation now than in 1854, and also less grow-

ing green crops. There were, for example, 120,000 acres less

of wheat now than twenty years ago, and there were 228,000

acres less under a rotation of crops. It was quite apparent

wliy lers wheat was grown—the price having fallen, and that

of barley risen sinee Protection times ; but it was not so appa-

rent wliy l-15th less corn should be sown and l-12th part less

cultivated. It might be said with truth that much land that

is cultivated was poverty-stricken for want of manure. The

Duke of Argyll, in his essay on the Hire of Land, said :—
" There are wide areas in Scotland where the land is all culti-

vated. But, on the other hand, there are much wider areas

where every farm has more or less unreclaimed land ; some

old out&eld to be takeu in, enclosed, drained, and freed from

stones ; some hill slopes over whicn corn and turnips may be

made to invade the heather. Not only is this tiie general con-

dition of all the Highland counties, usiiiUy so cilled,but it is

the condition of every district in the Lowland counties in

wliich there are hills and moors. In other words, it is the

condition of by far the largest part of Scotland." It was

quite true there was a great extent of land in Scotland which

could be reclaimed, and carry turnips and corn. His Grace

said that portions of what had been improved had returned

all the cost within five years, thus amply recompensing the

tenants who took it in hand under the usual leases. This

might or it might not be true, but did it not seem very cunous

why so much land which would pay so well for being im-"

proved was not so? It looked almost as if the Scotch

tenants were lazy loafers, or utterly impecunious, when they not

only lefc such rich investments untouched, but even cultivated

less than they did twenty years ago. Their first pre-ident

and much lamented friend, the late Mr. Hope, and other

gentlemen had more or less fully pointed out that the effect

of the Land Tenancy Laws in Scotland was to check progresi
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and paralyse iadustry, and to drive capital out of furmiog

It was Duly liuman to cease to grow valuable crops wliea they

were liable to be destroyed by wild animiils. It was equally

80 to cease to improve when another reaped the benefit
;

when the ignorant and incompetent were preferred to the

honest and skilful, the honest and skilful stood

aside. When examples were made of some of

the men who had placed the real facts of the case

before the public, though their statements were true, and had

been fully corroborated, as in the revelations as to farmin"

failures in East LothiSi life and the Carse of Gowrie in the

pages of The Scotsiiian, what could they look for ? No one

now doubted that b'ree-tradc measures had not only added to

the greatness of the British Empire, but also to the greater

cilture and comfort and means of living of the labourer.

Why, then, should the tenantry be the one class who had not

profited by the change ?—simply, he said, because all they had

to sell or bay was sent to a market regulated by Free-trade

principles, while they occupied their land, out of which they

were to manufacture their products, under thorough Protee.

tionist laws. This falling off in the land under crops durin g
the past twenty years in Scotland was the effect of that system

when not only should there have been no decrease in the area

under cultivation, but there should have been a very great

increase. With an extent of land unreclaimed, and so fully

capable of profitably being so as was represented by tiie Duke

of Argyll, the public should see that this Chamber had for the

last fuurieen years not been the reckless agitators some people

had represented them to be, but that the laws of which they

had been complaining had restricted progress, and denied to

the tenant farmer the corresponding prosperity which his own
labourers and all other classes of the community had enjoyed.

It was high time their legislators should look fairly in the

face the fact that Scottish agriculture had become stereotyped

if not retrograding, and do what legislators could to make th-g

conditions under which it was conducted equitable and just to

those engaged iu it. They asked no special p-ivileges, they

asked no protection ; they simply wanted the laws made

straight between both parties. The alternative of equal legal

exactments to those enjoyed by the landlord he did not enter

on. He preferred the withdrawal of all preferential rights

vvliich tlie landlord at present enjoyed, and wished none in

favour of the tenint. When that was done the farmer could

mike his ovi^n bargain. If he made a bad one he was alone to

blame, not as at present when thousands of tenants found

themselves in a position which these protective laws had sub-

jected them to—when the tenant must either give up all the

funds invested in the land or become the dependant of thg

landlord, subject to his will politically as well as pecuniarily.

Others again, though iu a better position, felt that the 19

years' lease told against them, especially those who entered

into agreements previously to 187'3, taking their land at thg

rents fixed by valuators. These tenants had infinitely more

reason to complain of the rents they had now to pay than had

the Duke of Argyll and Lord Abinger and other Highland

landlords of the Highland sheep valuations ; for the obvious

reason that the land valuators previous to 187^ never took into

calculations the occurrence of such disastrous seasons as 1873

and 1877, as none such had been experienced for many years

previously. Had two such seasons been taken into their cal-

culations, the rents must have been fixed much lower than they

were. Mr. Melviu then went on to notice the proceedings o'

i'arliumeut last Session iu so far as these aflccted agricultural

interests. Touching on Mr. M'Ligan's Game Bill, he criti-

cised the action of certain members both iu the Commons and
Lords in regard to it, and rem irked that it showed how ia

class interests both Whig and Tory could agree ; for assuredly

if the Duke of Richmond and the Tories had been able to look
beyond their own rights, it would have been a capital oppor-
tunity for dishing the Whigs. As it was, the Tories and
Whigs- united to dish the Liberal minority of the Lords and
th« principle of Mr. M Lagan Bill most relied on by some of
its advocates. Mr. Melvin also explained what had been done in
regard to the Bill for the abolition of the Liw of Hypothec,
and pointed out that while in the case of the Gime-law Bill of
Mr. M'Lagan there was no hesitation in adopting differeat

laws for Scotland and England, yet in the ci se of hypothec
the chief argument for its rfjection was that as tl.ere was a
similar law in England, it would not do to allow hypothec to Le
removed in Scotland. The light even on this question seen el
to be breaking in upon English agriculturists. Mr. Clare
Sewell Read, who formerly voted against the Abolition Bill,

now said that he intended supporting the B 11. Such support
coming from a practical man of the intelligpuce and influence

of Mr. Read was a sign of the times which could not be mis-
taken. When such members as L ird Eicho declared they
maintained hypothec in order to prevent injury to small tenants,

the hollowness of their reasons was very transparent, seeing

no'w;thstandiDg hypothec, their estates were now nearly c'ear
of all suce. In conclusion, Mr. Melvin spoke of what he con-
sidered the only satisfacory business of last Session—-the report

of the Committee on the cattle plague and cattl.^ importation,
and expressed a hope that its recommeniatious might be
adopted by Parliament nest year. The Chamber, he thought,
should petition Parliament in terras of the Committee's reporf,

,

Address bv the Presidext-elect.—Mr, Riddell took
the chair amid applause, and shortly returned thanks for the
hon)ur they had done him. At the outset of a short address
he then delivered he referred to the services of Mr. Melvin,
the retiring president, in the cause of agriculture—mentioning
more particularly the evidence he had given before the Cattle-

PDgue Committee; and also complimented Mr. Goodlet for

so promptly meeting and confuting the views of the Duke of
Argyll on the Agricultural Holdings Act of IS75. They,
should endeavour not to fall into the same error as the Duke
of Argyll did when he wrote that article, ignoring every in
terest except those of the class to which he belonged. He
(the Chairman) exprrssed the hope that when they discussed

and considered questions affecting agriculture they would
not look at them simply as they were likely to affect

themselves exclusively as occupiers of laud. Such re-

stricted and selfish views would, he felt perfectly confident,

lead them into the same mistake as the noble Duke. On tlie

other hand, if they dealt with any law on the principle of
equity and justice, irrespective of consequence-s, they would not

only benefit themselves, but utimately, if not at once, brneut

the owners of land and perhaps, not least, be of great advan-

tage to the general public. All classes were too apt to look at

public matters in the light of self-interest. That had beea

brought prominently out by landed proprietors ho'ding such a

firm grip of these class laws they had from time to time tried

hard to getrepealed or amended, but, as yet, had not succeeded.

The law of hypothec appeared to be something like the key-

stone of an arch : by removing it the whole fabric would soon

tumble down. Farmers were taunted with entering on firms

aud aRreeiag to couditioua utterly at variance willi their pria-

FF
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ciples rikI profession"!. The reason why was not far to seeli.
;

Men brought up to farming could not all at once turn their
j

attention to anything else, and should they decline to accept of

conditions offered, there had always been men ready to step in
;

and run any risk. He hoped that the wave of adversity flowing

at present over the agricultural interest would teach farmers

a Irsson that would be long remembered. He ventured to say

that unless farmers ac'ed with more indei)endence at the

pulling-booths than they had been in the habit of doing,

tliere was not the shade of a chance of returning men

to Tarliament who would sweep off all these class laws relating

to land which still existed, and the abolition of which would

place contracting parties on the same platform. All that was

wanted was equal laws and no favour ; then, and only then,

could there be freedom of contract. The moment farmers

breathed the atmosphere of freedom—freedom to contract— it

would lessen the necessity for an Agricultural Holdings Bill.

Cattle Plague Regulations.—In accordance with the

siggestion of Mr. Melvin, it was agreed that the Chamber

should present a petition to Parliament in regard to the cattle

plague regulations.

The Abolition of Hyi-otiiec.—Mr. John Wilson,

Chapel Hill, moved

—

Tliat the Chamber apply to the present Government to

introduce a Bill to abolish the law of agricultural hvpolbec,

and failing their undertaking to do so, to request Sir Robert

Anstruther and Viscount JIacduff to introduce a Bill into

Parliament in the ensuins session for the abolition of the said

lav of hypothec, and to remit to the directors to carry out this

resolution.

Circumstances, he said, had altered very much since this

question was first agitated. Tlien the excuse for not dealirig

with it was that public opinion was not united in regard to

whit should be done. He ventured to say that now there

was no social or political question in Scotland upon wtiich

opinion was less divided. With one single exception, and that

was the county of Haddington, the county members of Scot-

land were all pledged to the abolition of hypotiiec.

Mr. HARrER, Snawdon, said that Lord Elcho had become

a convert.

Mr. Wilson said he was glad to hear tliat, for now it could

be said that Scotland was unanimous on the point.

The resolution was agreed to.

"WILL THE AMERICAN BEEF DO BRITISH FARMERS ANY HARM?"

Just as surely as the newly-introduced American, who was
|

always glad to make ray acquaiutance, would mutter in the
j

second breath, " How do you like our country, sir? " my good i

Scottish farmer friends since my return have pointed their first
j

questions in something like this fashion, " Well, is that

Aruerican beef to do us any harm ?" " Will the Americans
|

drive us out of our own markets altogether ?" It is evident
j

tiiat though farmers and others interested in land still watch
i

the American beef trade with some concern, the anxiety on the

subject has been greatly allayed since last spring, and I think

tiiTc is good reason why it should. It is ray opinion that the

American dead meat trade will not be anything like so injurious

to British farming as it was at one time feared it would be.

During the spring months of the present year the alarm was

very great and general ; and while some enthusiasts predicted

all but wholesale ruin, the majority of writers and speakers

told those who had long leases still to run, that, at any rat«,

they might expect to suffer heavy losses—''the backs of many

of these tenants would be driven to the wall," was a favourite

expression. These alarming statements were made under the

impression that American beef of good quality could be retailed

in tliis country at a profit to shippers at from 5^d. to 6d. per

lb. ; and had that belief been really well founded there was

ndced serious cause for alarm. But any one who has glanced

at the figures of the last two letters will easily see th-it this

'mpression was entirely erroneous. Some, however, may ask^

can these figures be relied on ? Well, aa to that, it cm only

be said that they are the result of four months' impartial in-

(jniry, directed very largely to the money part of the question, for

undoubtedly that will be the ruling element in this as in every

other similar trade.

Though there is no probability that the importation of

American beef will prove disastrous to the farming interest of

the Britisii Isles, still it is certain to exercise a very important

influence in the returns from bccf-raising in this conntry. It

ii not likely to reduce the production of bcel" to a noii-pajin|:

branch of farming; nor need there be any grave fears that it

will "drive the back of many a tenant to the wall" that

happens to have a long lease still to run— if these are not rack-

rented they will manage to live yet ; but the fact remains that

a new opponent, not death-bearing, but formidable, lias come

into the fi°M ; and it is a matter of the greatest pos-ible im-

portance that farmers should watch carefully every movement

of that new opponent, and use every endeavour to meet him

advant'Jgeously in a fair open field. What the repeal of the

Corn-laws has been to the cultivation of grain in this country

the invention of refrigerators is likely to bs to the rai'sing of

cattle. That great repeal movement regulated the prices of

grain in our home markets, or at least prevented them irom

reaching an exorbitant point ; and undoubtedly the importa-

tion of foreign dead meat, which has been rendered possible by

the invention of the preservation system now being used in

transmitting American beef across the Atlantic, will ultimHtely

have a similar effect on our home beef markets. All the

foreign competition we may expect in our beef markets is not

likely to reduce the ret lil price of our native beef beneath a

figure that ought to be fairly remunerative to its producers

—

say, from 7^^. to 80s. per cwt., or from Tad. to 8^1. per lb.

for the best qualities, and from 62s. to 70s. per cwt., or from

about 6id. to Tjd. per lb. for second-rate beef; but it would

be unsafe for farmers to calculate upon beef rising to such

high figures as it has reached several times during the past few

years. In all probability beef has reached its maximum value

in British markets ; indeed, he would be a little venturesome

who would tell us that the top prices for beef in the home

markets in 1887 will be as high as they are at the present

time. It need hardly be expected that ten years from now

the average price of beef will be relatively as high as to-day,

for by that time the foreign competition will to a certainty be

far more powerful than it is now, or can be for some time.

Fortunately for those whose long leases have only recently been

renewed, the surplus supply of beef in America that is suitable
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or consumption in tliis country is not yet so large as to make the

iminedinte influence ofthe importation trade very manifest on

our beef markets ; but then the means of production in that

country are practically unlimited as far as food is concerned)

and are in the raean'ime regulated only by the material at

com nand for elTectinji; the requisite improvement in the native

stock. Tliere are no permaaent reasons why America cannot

produce as good beef a-f either Ena;land or iScotland. It can

grow the food if it only had the cattle to make a proper use of

it. These it will by-and-by have, and when Americans come

to see the advantage of careful, liberal, and systematic feeding,

it may be relied on that they will not he slow to adopt it.

The improvement in the course of eight or ten years will in all

probability be wonderful ; and by that time, if the present high

price of beef continues, we may expect that American beef of

really good quality will be poured in upon us in large and

steady supplies. No one anticipates that the cost of beef pro-

duction in America will increase to any apprec iable extent for

more than ten years to come; and if the anticipation is well

founded, which I think it is, this improved beef of the future

may be offered in our markets at from G^d. to 7jd. per lb.

The improvement of the cattle o f America and the system of

c ittle feeding is only a matter of time; and when that has

been achieved the competition in the beef markets of this

CJuntry will in the main be a handicap race between tlie

British Isles and the Great West, the former having a start to

the extent of about l^d. per lb. My conclusion, therefore, is

that, in the meantime, there is no real cause for alarm ; but

that our farmers may take it for certain that henceforth the

bdef markets of Britain will be open for foreign competition

exactly as our grain markets have been for forty years'

and that by-and-by the foreign influence in tlie one will be as

great as in the other.

Though the immediate influence of the importation of

American beef is not likely to be so senons as some feared i t

might be, still the prospects are sufficiently gloomy to demand

that every possible effort should be made to fortify the positio'^

of the home producer ; and next week re''erence may be made

to what ought to be done in this direction. It will be

observed that the weekly imports of dead meat are increasing

very largely, and also that the shipments of live cattle ate

far fro:n insignificant. Live animals can be speculated with

for a little after tlieir arrival, and consequently it is not go easy

to ascertain the exact fiuancial success of this enterprise as of

the importation of dead meat, where a final sale has to be

efTected at once. One would think, however, that the shipping

of live cattle across the Atlantic during the winter season

would be anything but a safe undertaking. The dead meat

trade will undoubtedly get a thorough trial this winter, and

the chances are that, as in spring, it will be overdone. The

arrivals of fresh meat at Liverpool last week from the United

States and Canada amounted to 3,9 iS quarters and 4 19 sides

of beef, and 17 carcases of mutton—being the largest weekly

arrivals at that port since the first of summer. These latge

supplies, it is stated, over-stocked the market, and,

as a consequence, " sides of prime quality were

disposed of at the very low rate of id. pef

lb." That is, indeed, a very low rate and if these sides were

anything like what they are described as being, those who

shipped them will look aghast on receiving their returns. The

loss must be at least IJd. to 2d. per lb. If the Ameri-

cans are not more cautious they will undoubtedly suffer heavy

losaeb; for it is very plain that only a small quantity o'

American beef of such quality as that winch is now being im-

ported will find sale in tliis country at the present time (or in-

deed at any lime) at anything hut a sacrifice. It is impor-

tant to observe that one of the firms who have been most

largely engaged in the shipping trade, both of live cattle and'

dead meat— Messrs. Samuel Brothers, of New York—have

become bankrupt, and that their collapse has been brought

about mainly by heavy and conJinuons losses in the export'

trade. Probably this is the beginning of that " thinning-out"

process which was jocularly referred to by one of the principal

shippers whilethe writer was discussing the subject with him

about two months ago ! At any rate, it need surprise no one

that the failure has taken place, for beyond all doubt the en-

terprise as yet has not been a profitable one to those engaging

in it. Too many have rubhed into it, and there has

been by far too little caution and too much enthusiasm—
never-failing charac eristics of American enterprise.

As yet very litile of the best quality of American beef has

been imported this season, and until the demand improves

somewhat, which it probably may during winter, only small

quantities of it will be attempted. The beef that is now beiag

imported is of second quality, or the l>eef of second-rate grides

-

(better, however, thau the co nmim c-ittleof America), picked

up in the stockyards of Chicago and New York, and raised and

fed mostly in the States of lUinoi'i, Kentucky, Ohio, and

Indiana, and neighbouring States. In New Y'ork these grades

cost from 8j to 9 cents per lb. of live weiglit, which woultl

represent a cost price in Glisgow or Liverpool of from 5 jd. to

6d. per lb. of dressed beef. These facts were stated a couple

of weeks ago, but they are repeated here in consequence of th^

existence of a wrong impression in some quarters as to the

quality of the beef that is now being imported from America^

and as to what part of that country it really comes from, which

latter point of coarse very significantly affe ts the cost

price in America of the imported beef. A correspondent,

writing to a recent issue of an important English newspaper,

says that the quality of the imported American beef has beea

' entirely changed from last year, because the full-grown, well-

ed oxen tliat were then avtilable hive been exhausted, and the

steers that are mw grown are not fit for market. The beef of

Texan cattle is the only kind that has been brought, via New
Y'ork, for several months." Now, tli's is the very season of

the whole year that the '• full-grown, well-fed" o.ien of

America are available to the butcher in the largest Duiuber.-*,

an 1 the reason why their beef has not been coming to this

country is simply because it pays better to keep it at home:

The latter statement of the correspondent referred to is

as ill-founded as his first. All other varieties of Ameri*

can beef will fail before the beef of Te xau cattle will have ita.

trial.

—

Scotsman.

A MAHOMMEDAN CRITICISM OP DICKENS—Thfi
following critique, in the handwriting of a Mahomuiedan
gentleman, llie late owner of the volume, was found on the
last page of a copy of " David Co|)pcrfipld" :

—" I surprise
tliat this book's author being the composer of many other
novels has got such a style without taste. Tliough its style

is very regularly made, yet the mind of the reader is never
willing to see even a page thoroughly. It seems to me that
its author was not an intelligible. Tlmse diltienllics which I

sulfered during the course of the study of this idle book I

can't express them. Sometimes the wretched author trie* to
write and deliver some oratimi, yet suddenly he falls in a pit

of dullness. In short, this book is quite an unpleasing to the
heart of the glowing heart. Let tlie reider sec and cout'esi

my obbcrvaliou !—S. S. \x,—Public Ojiinion.
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WENSLEYDALE AND ITS DAIRY FARMING.

Not many of your readers will have heard of the Dale of

Wensley, or of the former fame of Wensleydale cheese, which

I regret to report do not stand so high in public estimation as

tlipy once did. This valley is in the North Riding of the

County of York, and until the Midland Company opened its

new line to Carlisle this locality (near Hawes) was equi-distant

(sixleen miles) from four railway stations, namely, Ingleton,

Sedbergh, and Kirkby-Stephen, on the West, and Leyburn on

tlie East. Now the new Midland line brings us within six

miles of here, and soon that company will cover that six miles

by opening a branch from " Hawes Junction " to Hawes.

Heretofore this place could not be reached except by Ihe special

liiring of some vehicle, for no public conveyances ran to it

from any of the four railway stations named. Hence, up to a

very recent date, it was truly a very " out-of-the-way" region
;

and, as might be expected, the ways of the people are of a

very primitive character. The river of this vallev is the Yore,

which has a very serpentine course, with several cascades. The

valley gets its name from the pretty and quiet village of Wen-

sley, which may be considered the foot of the dale as Hawfs

may be called the lop of it. The total length of Wensleydale

from Wensley to here is fifteen miles. The valley is not a

wide one, and, as is generally the case, it narrows as you

travel upwards. Here it terminates in a very fine amphi-

tbeatre of hills. The Yore as it flows past this place is about

700 feet above the sea level, and the surrounding hills attain

an elevation of from 1,400 to 1,800 feet. Speaking roughly,

tlie hills are covered with excellent meadows and pastures for

fully two-thirds their height. Indeed, I have seen good mea-

dows 1,200 feet above the sea level. The lower lands of the

valley consist of rich grazing ground devoted to cattle feeding;

but this is not extensive here, cheese and butter-making being

the main stay of the farmers around this place as well as for

half-a-dozen miles down the vale. Of course, as in all such

hilly countries, large numbers of sheep are kept. The breeds

here are, for the high lands, Scotch black-faced sheep, and for

the low lands a half-bred sort of a cross betwixt the Highland

black-faced with Leicester tups. The cows are mostly of the

Shorthorn breed, which having been bred in the district have

got acclimatised, as indeed they need to stand the severe winter

which often sweeps down this valley. No grain is grown for

six miles below here, nor any turnips or other green crops.

Old pastures and old meadows are the sole covering of the

valleys, and the cultivated part of the hill-sides for the dis-

tance I have named. The soil of the lowest lands thr. ugh

which the Yore flows is generally of great depth, and is a rich

loamy gravel. That of the grass lands on the hill-sides is a

line loam, in some places a little stiff, resting upon hard blue

limestone. The meadows are full of herbs, and the hay is

said to be very rich, cattle being made fit for the butcher when

ff d solely on it. The food of the cows being restricted to the

-old pastures and meadows, and rich hay, the butter at all

seasons of the year is of pure flavour, I never saw at any

other market than Hawes such a large majority of samples of

butter of good quality. Though this locality seems greatly

shut out from the busy, bustling world, yet Hawes is a great

centre towards which farmers are drawn to its cattle and sheep

fairs and its markets. As an illustration I may state that in

spring, before cheese-making commences, as much as 7,000 lb.

of butter has been purchased here on a single market day ; and

even now the quantity will be about 3,000 lb. each market.

In the spring of this year a public butter market was opened

in a large room attached to the White Hart Hotel, and the

butter buyers are unanimous as to the great improvement in

the quality of the butter which has been secured by a weekly

public exhibition, affording an opportunity for comparison, and

a stimulant to be first as to appearance and quality. The

Londoners would rejoice in the fine, firm, and delicious butter

I have bought here for the last four weeks at Is. 6d. per lb.

of IG ounces. I name the ounces because at Richmond, about

twenty miles from here, and also at Bedale and other places,

butter is sold in rolls of 2-i ounces. Of course as you get

down the dale, beyond six miles below here, green crops and

some little grain is grown. One thing which strikes a stranger,

bent upon agricultural observation, is to see in every third or

fourth meadow a hay-barn. These substantial stone-built

barns have a cow house at one end, over which hay is stored,

while at the other end of the barn the hay occupies its full

height. Some few of the barns have a cow-house at each end.

Generally these barns accommodate eight to ten cows ; some

few more. I was over a farm where eight or nine cows, and

the same number of calves are kept, and on it there are four

hay barns ! By this arrangement the hay is carried into the

barn from the field where it is grown, with, perhaps, the next

adjoining on each side. The manure from the cows, like the

hay, requires carrying the least possible distance, thus minim-

ising labour. This mode, in a hilly country like Wensleydale,

seems the most advantageous. The cows, when in the old

pasture land, are milked in the fields, standing most quietly

during the operation. Thus the animals have never to be

driven to and from shippons as in Lancashire. The milk is

carried to the farm-house in a way I have never seen else-

where. Here they have large tin cans, or " kits," called " bud-

gets ;" these are of various sizes, generally holding from four

to six gallons. They are much the same shape as some cans-

used in carrying milk by rail, except that one side is made

concave instead of convex, so as to fit the concave side of the

can to the back of the carrier of the milk, who has it fixed by

strong leather straps, exactly after the plan of a soldier's

knapsack. The milk is thus carried various distances, just as

the pastures or meadows are relatively situate to the farm-

house. Some are distant above a mile. To a stranger it is a

novel sight, morning and evening, to see the men flitting about

with their " budgets" on tiieir backs ; and more singular still

to see a few females laden with them, for the thrifty hard-

working women shoulder their loads like men, and show what

they can do in the dairy line. And now having traced the

milk to the dairy, let me record bow it is dealt with.

There are two modes of making cheese here, which are still

distinguished by " the new way" and the " old" one, though

the " new" has been now practised for about twenty years.

This " new" method is the simplest and shortest one I have

ever seen. Whether it would answer in cheese of larger size

I cannot tell ; I doubt if it would. The small cheese here made

after the " new" mode (those I have seen) are of good quality.

I ought to state that the largest cheese made here is less than

201b. weight ; the greatest portion I here noticed vary from

101b. to 151b. each ; some are as small as ilb. and 51b., for

I

cheese are made here from a dairy of five, four, and three

I

cows ! The shape of these small cheese are uul deep, like the
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little. " truckles" of Wiltshire, l)ut (lat-sUaped, except where

tliey copy lliat of the very deep Siiltons. Generally the dairy

consists of seven to teu cows, but a few run up from 16 to 20

cows. So wedded are they to small-sized cheese that in the

largest dairies they will make the milk iuto three cheese per

day, where in Lancashire it would be made iuto one. At a

farm I called at, where seven cows were kept, two cheese per

day were made. They do not use a large cheese tub, as in

Lancashire, for curdling the milk, but this is done in the

"cheese kettle." The " kettle" is a large brass or copper,

pan, exactly like those used in Lancasliire for heating the

whey. In some few cases the kettle is of tin. The night's

milk is passed through the sieve into the " kettle," where it

remains until morning, when it is placed upon the fire to heat.

When got to the proper temperature, it is removed and placed

upon the floor, and the morning's milk is run through the

sieve into the " kettle," mixing with the heated night's milk.

lu the large dairies, where the kettle will not hold all the

milk, a small tub is also used, and there two persons can be

employed in making the cheese at the same time. It is

strange what various provincial terms are used for the same

article ; for instance, what is generally known as a veil is here

called a " keslop," and in Lancashire a "bag-skin." Again,

while the rennet is known in the latter county as " steep,"

here it is called " prezzur !" I once took an intelligent Scotch

firmer to one of our choicest Lancashire dairies, and after he

hid thoroughly quesioned the maker as to the various pro-

ORsses, he exclaimed, " Oh, my, my 1 its aw done b' the rule

o' tliumb !" In other words all by guess work. Here they

say they " mak urn b'th greap ;" which, explained, means by

tlie feel—testing the heat of tlie milk and the state of the

curds by the hand. The " prezzur" is made either every day,

or alternate days, by cutting a piece from off two or three

" keslops" and letting it stand about 2i hours in cold water

which has been previously boiled. It is made in a pint mug

or cup, and its strength is, of course, guessed at. The " new"

moie of making is shortly as follows :—The night's milk being

Iipa'ed in the " kettle," and the morning's milk being added

to it, the pint of " prezzur" is poured into it and well mixed.

It then stands about from half-an hour to three quarters to

coagulate. It is then very gently broken up by tlie hand into

very small pieces. At some farms a breaker is used made of

wire crossed as in a riddle, something like the Lancashire

breaker ; but the shape is circular, and they are of very small

sizs. They have not an upright handle, but a part of the

outer wire rim is drawn out, and bent, so as to form a short

iiandle. In the breaking by the hand the movtmeut is, of

course, upwards, but by the breaker it is downwaids. The

breaking, which occupies about an hour, being over, the whey

is removed by lading it off. Then the cards are placed in a

circular tin about 11 inches across, and about 4 inches deep,

the sides and bottom of which is very full of perforated holes

abjut the size of the bore of a large quill. The tin-full of

curds is then left to drain for about 3 hours, when it is reversed

and left for three more hours ; then its contents are trans-

ferred to the cheese vat, put to press, and kept there for nearly

21 hours, after which it is floated in " pickle" for three days,

just the same as the system of " briueing" in Lancashire. I

g'>t the maker to test (or several days the temperature at

different stages, witii the following resulli :

—

Heat before curdling 95 to 98 degrees.

lleat after adding liot whey 91' to 97 „

iieat when vattiug Gi to 09 „

The maker stated that in summer tlie temperature at curdling

was kept lower than at this date (October 20), it being, ia the

warm weather, set to coagulate ai^ the same heat as the milk

stood when brought from the cow. The pickles or brines are

made on the customary plan in Lancashire—boiling the salt

in water, the liquid when cold being made the strength that

an egg will float in it. A little dry salt is placed on the top

of each cheese as it floats in the pickle, and this melting gets

mixed, and so keeps up the strength of the pickle to the

original standard. All the cheese are slightly coloured by the

use oi cake annatto. The climate here is low in temperature,

with a very large rainfall, and the cheese rooms not being

heated, the cheese are kept colder thau in auy other county ia

England or Soolland wliere I have travelled. Up to fog time

the cheese is kept a week in the cool room, where it i8pii;kled,

and then removed up stairs to ripen ; after the period named

they are, in sjiue places, kept for a short time upon a shelf,

which is suspended from the ceiling of the kitchen, and about

the middle of that apartment.

Now for the " old" mode, at which I assisted in making a

cheese from the milk of five cows. The night's milk being

heated in the " kettle," the morning's milk— which stood at

82 degrees before it was poured out of the " budget"—

was added when the whole contents of the kettle were 103

degrees. Tiie mak-^r " b'lh greap" found it was too hot, and

80 added some cold water, remarking, " You see the cheese

will be no poorer, for this (the water) all will go into the

whey." This reduced tlie milk to 100 degrees. A piut of

"prezzur," together with the piece of "keslop" which had

been used in making it, were put into the milk, and which

was well stirred to secure a thorough mixing. It was

covered over with the wooden lid of the " kettle." and 1 ft tn

stand 35 minutes, the tempera'ure of the place being 40

degrees. When beginning to break up the curd with tlie

hand, I found the contents of the " kettle " had got down from

100 degrees to 89 degrees. The breaking up occupied half-

an-hour, when the maker, having previously put a pan of

whey upon the fire to heat, poured it upon the broken-up

curds, and brought up the heat again to 100 degrees. She

remarked that at this cold season of tlie year it was needful

to keep up the heat of the curds higher than in summer, other-

wise, in place of feeling " slu rp," they got to be pasty, and stuck

in the curd mill or " grinnder," as thry call it). The broken-

up curds remained to settle for about three-quarters of an hour,

when they stood at 90 degrees, and the whey was removed in

the way before named. The curds, which were then at 82

degrees, were put into a cheese vat, which was lined with a

dry cloth. After standing for about half-an-hour to drain ia

the cheese press, with a light weight applied, the mass of curd

had got down to 65 degrees. It was then cut up into small

lumps, and then placed in a vat With a dry cloth, where it was

again placed to drain, and this process was afterwards onca

again repeated, about two hours having been occupied from

the time the curds were first put in the vat. At length the

mabs of curds were cut up and ground in the curd mill, tiie

heat of the ground curd being 55 degrees. They were finally

vatted into a Stilton-shaped vat, and placed in the cheese press

remaining there for nearly 24 hours. At the expiration of

that period the cheese has a stout calico bandage stitched upon

it, wlieu it is put into pickle, where it remains three days.

Wlicn taken out of pickle it is not washed eitiier in cold or

warm water, but simp y wi| eil dry with a cloth. On a subse-

scqneut day I iiad the curiosity to weigii the milk and weigh

the cheese produced from it after it came out of the press ; tlie
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^eiglit of the milk wns 9H11)., tii.it of the cheese 101b. 14oz. :

This result ajrees witli that of many tests. I may quote one

Derbyshire cheese factory. In May, June, July, and Ausust

the weisht of milk required for one pound of cheese ranged

from 10 lb. 4 oz. to 10 lb. I oz. ; in September, 9 lb. 8 oz. ; and

October, 81b. 10 oz. Another maker on the "old" mode,

but who lias them the ordinary shape (not deep, as the Stiitou

shape) lets the curdling of milk occupy nearly, and sometimes

quite, an hour, and tlie time from breaking up to putting it to

drain in vat alone another hour, and lets the draining and

cutting up and r-edraiuing of curds occupy four to fiveMiours.

Though the cheese are only about liilb. weight, she presses

Ihem for 48 hours, and keeps them in pickle three days. The

temperature at which she operates now (Ojt. 20) is as follows -.

Setting to coagulate, 93 degrees ; commencing to break up,

90 degrees
;
placing to drain, 80 degrees ; final vatting after

grinding, 60 degrees. It will be noticed that no hot whey

wa* used by this maker. Though the Weiislt^ydale cheese are

B ) small, and the ordinary shape rather thin, yet most makers

keep them in the press for 48 hours. I find that a very greit

ra^jority of the dairies are made on the " old " method and of

the flat shape.

Formerly, Wensleydale cheese had a great name, and even

now the choice dairies, sold retail—especially the SMltori

s'lape—fetch high prices. The greatest weights are sold into

Durham and Northumberland, largely finding their way into

the dealers' hands from the fairs at Yarm. One of these was

)i-ld on Oct. 23nd, when above 100 tons of cheese were shown,

all of small siz<^. The very top prices were 75s. to 80s. per

cwt. of 120 lb. The greatest consumers of these cheese ar •

the miners in the counties I have named, and as these are not

particular to that fineness of flavour so much insisted on at

our great cheese competitions, the Wensleydale pass muster

with them as first-class flavour, owing to their richness in

(|uality covering other deficiencies. The makers take a great

pride in their cheese being honest, which is their very appro-

priate way of stating that the milk from the rich pastures has

not had a particle of cream abstracted from it but has been

"lionestly" manipulated. One maker, speaking of a visit to

a Lancashire dairy, said :
" These (the Lancashire) cheese are

not honest, they tak a pund o' butter o' cou oot ov um.'

Ceitaiuly most of the cheese here are " honest," but the great

bulk are not fine flavoured. I hear, on the other hand, that far

more " dishonest " cheese are made than formerly, and that is

given as a reason wiiy the Wensleydale cheese have got so

much lower in public esteem. Of a certainty that will be one

reason, but I think the refinement as to flavour which has

been growing for some years in consumers may have sorae-

tliing to do with the loss of estiniation. Speaking of cheese

of various counties, one of rich quality, with a flavour which

twenty years ago would have been favourably regarded, is now

thought very inferior: and this is not alone by judges (who

set aside all such as are unworthy of notice) but also by the

larger number of consumers. Another reason why Wensley-

dale cheese are gone down in public esteem is the very bad

way many are kept from November to spring. Tiie climate is

cold, and during that portion of the year excessively wet,

and many of the houses damp. And yet at no house did I see

any arrangement for even securing thorough dryness, to say

nothing of warmth, both of which are required here to bring

the iate-raade cheese into fair condition. As the cheese are

new kept during the period I have just named, there is no

wonder if they get a bad name ; the wonder is where the

consumers are found for such badly-kept and unripe cheese.

As to appearance, contrasted, not with the fine deep

well-kept Cheddars, but with such a show of Lancashire

as seen at Lancaster cheese fairs, the Wensleydale cheese

look very inferior. Besides the smallness of size, they

are kept in rooms of a very low temperature, and often,

as the season advances, get a coat akin to the colour of

a Macadamised road. If the makers were anxious to regain

the former character of AVensleydale cheese, they would cease

raaki ng much earlier, and turn their milk to butter. They

should also adopt some p'an of keeping th"ra warmer, from

November to April. They ought to either have hot air pipes

fixed behind the kitchen grate or a small stove in the cheese

rooms, on shelves suspended from the ceiling of the kitchens.

I liave already stated that some dairies were made from as few

as three cows
-,
within a few doors from where I write is a

dairy mad^ from two cows. A few days ago, noticing some of

the smallest cheese I ever saw, I found tliey were made from

one cow ! When ofticiating as judge at the great Cheese Show

at Frotne, two years agn, I travelled to see the farmhouse

dairy of cheese made from the largest number (300) of cows

in England ; and having seen the largest I walked across the

valley and up the hill-side, to see the smallest dairy of cheese

in all England. Tiie maker is the wife of John Dins-

dale, of Simonstone, near Hawes. The farmers of these

dales and mouutain-sides are noted for their thri'ty habits, and

for practising rigid econonay ; and Mrs. Dinsdale is, I think,

an excellent illustration of how far the inhabitants " make

the most of everything." Their household consists of five

persons, three of them adults, and, with the exception of

buying butter from May to October, their one cow supplies

all their wants as to milk and butter ; and, in addition, from

it they have this year produced 76 cheese ! Of these they

have sold 67 cheese, weighing 232 lbs., retaining 9 cheese for

home consumption. I purchase!, as a curiosity, a cheese from

this one-cow dairy which weighed 3 lb. 14 oz. Respecting the

butter 1 may here r.^mark that it is churned from cream which

is slightly soured. The small farms in this locality are let at

very high rents ; indeed, co.apared with those of large arable

farms in counties favoured with a milder climate the rent per

acre appears enormous.—W. LtVESEY, Beck House, Wensley-

dale.

A 'BUS STORY.—Mr. Frank Buckland, writing in L::nd

and Water, tells the following story respecting a Frenchman,

whose acquaintance with our language was exceptionally im-

perfect, and whose kuowledgelof our monetary system was also

capable of great improvement. Some friend had told him that

a sixpence was the smallest English silver coin, and on arriving

at his destination after a long omnibus journey, he tendered a

foarpeuny bit in pavment. The conductor tried to explain to

him both by words and dumb show that the fare was sixpence.

'* Mossoo " naturally thought that, as a foreigner, he was being

imposed upon, and repeatedly insisted upon the correctness of

his payment. " Dat ees shixpence." Again and again did the

conductor attempt to bring him to a more satisfactory frame of

mini, but in vain. Tlie driver was getting impaiieni, and the

conduc'or felt that he must give the thing up as a bad job.

However, he could not conscientiously do tliis without relieving

his mind by a parting shot. Putting his head inside the 'bus,

with a courteous salute, lie inquired, with studied calmness,
" Will any lady or gentleman oblige me with the French for a

d fool?"
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LANDLORDS- DUTIES AND TENANTS' DIFFICULTIES.

On Friday, November 2iul. a meeting of the members

of the Derbyshire Agricultural Society was held iu the

Guildhall, Derby, for the purpose of coutiuuing the dis-

cussion upon landlords and tenants, which was com-

menced at the dinner on the day of the last Show. Mr.

J. G. Ckomi'tox, chairman of the committee, presided.

Tlie Chaikman stated tint tliey bad met togetlier 1o

continue tlie discussion wiiich ensued at tlieir last annual dinner

wiiieli took place on the first day of the recent agricultural

Sliow, He regretted excessively that he was absent on that

occasion, being away froiu home, but he read with very great

interest tlie remarks which were made by Mr. Coleman. They

were pertinent and pointed, and Mr. Coleman introduced a

suliject ot the greatest importance to everyone connected with

the agricultural interest. lie noticed that the subject of dis-

cussion niigbt be summed up in the words—" Landlords' duties

and tenants' difficulties"—wliich introduced tliera to a very

broid and wide field, tbougli of course on that occasion there

was but little opportunity for discussion, inasmuch as it neces-

sarily occupied some I'ttle time in the delivery of even con-

densed remarks upon such an important topic, and be noticed

that many gentlemen expressed some little disappointment at

not being able to give their opinion upon it. llence the dis-

cussion w;is postponed until that day, and when they had heard

a few furl liar observations from Mr. Coleman he should be glad

to hear wliit any gentleman had to stiy, and if the discussion

was carried on iu a fair spirit, and with a desire to throw light

upon tlie matter, it could not but be producive of good, for it

was oneof tiie most important functions oftheSjciety to bring

to the front ([uestions affecting landlords and tenants, and to

t irotv light upon any difliculties which might exist.

Mr. Coleman then delivered an address upon " Landlords'

difficulties and tenants' duties." After some prefatory obser-

v.itions he said that one of the greatest difficulties of the

landlords of tlie present day was to do all that a good tenant

required, and should have done. Tliey were aware that the

income of landed estates did not increase, and had uot increased

during the last 30 years to anything like the extent that tlie

1 indlord's expenses had. Putting aside personal matters

entirely, and taking the expenses iu connection with building

and improvements of idl descriptions, and even repHirs, they

were becoming so heavy now-a-days that they made the land-

lords look round and consider where the money was to come

from to keep them up. There were many landlords who

would be very glad ,to do much more for their tenants

than they now did, but they were stopped because of the

iucreased cost ; therefore farmers must not think because t' ey

did not get everytliing done that they required that it was the

fault of their landlords. I'hey had felt very keenly no doubt

llie rise which had taken place in the price of labour during

the last few years, and they must remember thit that rise had

had a very great effect upon the landlord—upon his outlay,

upon his interest—and having preveuted him from making a

savereign do as much duty as it used to do, he was compelled

to spend much more money to keep pace with the times than

he had to do previously. Farmers knew that as they advanced

ia farming, as they began to keep more stock, and managtd

their land better tiiau they used to, tliey wanted, better a 'com-

modatiou for themselves, tiieir labourers, and their cattle, and

they would like to have things in a superior style to what they

were twenty or thirty years ago. All that meant money. But

the money which the landlord had to spend must come out ol

his rent, and the farmers could answer the question whether

rents had increased iu anything like the proportion that the

expenses had. He thought he need not say it was on a par

with everylliing else tbrout'hout the country, for as an instance

they had only to look round and see wliat was required from

the land now ; this was not only iu connection with tenants,

for there seemed a disposition on the part of the authorities to

mike land pay as much a; possible. In many cases they were

running to a great expense, though some of the expenses were

very necessary, and tiie Education Act was bringing an addi-

tional burden both upon the landlord and the tenant. In fact

tlie increased cost of everything at present made the landlord

feel the burden almost as much as the teuaut lelt it. When he

spoke at the annual dinner lie touched upon the great want of

cottage accomraidation, and he knew that many farmers were

beginning to feel it more and more every day, because unh ss

they had labourers living anon^st th'^ni they would be |ilac-d

in difficulty, as passing labour was getting scarcer. Every one

would acknowledge that the cottage accommodation of

this district was not what they would like it to be

—but the question was how landlords could provide that

accommodation ? Tliey knew the eost of building cottages,

and they wanted better dwellings than the hovels which were

frequ-^ntly seen in the country. Then they nunt be con-

s'ructed according to certain sanitary regulations, but to carry

out these requirements meant money. He did not suoposfi

that even with the present rate of wages the agricultural

labourers could afford to pay anything like a fair rate of in-

terest for the outlay incurred in building c )ttages. How was

it to be met, for if the landlord spent money he must look (or

a return iu the future. If farmers did secure proper accom-

modation for their labmirers, it must be brought about by the

landlords and tenants combining in some way, and sliariu^ the

necessary expense, for the labourers could no more afford lo

pay interest for the pres.'Ut price of bricks and morlar in the

shape of rent than fanuprs couli afford to pay double rent for

their farms. He should be glad to see the tenant farmers of

this cou'ilry take up this question more activ'ely thin they bad

done at oreseut, for the interest of the labourers was after all

their interest. Tfiey were the labourers' direct employers.

They were the persons to whom their services were reudcrt'd

ibey were the men wbo benefited by their labour ; and if they

did their duty and saw that the labourers' interests were

properly cared for, and their wishes and wants attended to,

the better servants wuu'd they became. And there was no

doubt that unless bo h landlords and tenants took greater care

of the labourers than they liad hitherto done, they would not

have ifither the qu vntity or quality of labourers which w.»s

desirable. There was another great dilliculty wliich the land-

lord often found. It was the very vexed qu-slion «s to how

tenants should enter their farms and how they should leave

them. Jlost meu liked to have their farms in a good state

when they took possrssiou, and supposing that was the case

there must be such rules as would conip I them as. far as

possible to leave them in a similar condition when lliey vacated

tbfin. Tiie qnes;iou of agreeineiits bet w en landlords and

tnautswas a very knotty piiinl,and there were hat d'y' two

people who agreed upon it. lie had often thou>^Lt that both
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landlords and tenants never forgot their own interests, and

being inclined to look ratlier too much upon that interest,

liardly took an unbiassed view of the situation of each party.

He looked upon the position of landlord and tenant as a

partnership, and unless th>=y agreed upon terras which were

st, and both parties felt they were having a proper and fair

I lare of the business, it was not a satisfactory partnership.

.Such agreements were wanted as would induce good farming,

and would not saddle the incoming tenant with too great a

burden when he entered upon a farm. Take for instance the

tillage system of Lincolnshire. Me had known eases where

the incoming tenant had had to sink almost one-half of his

capital on unexhausted improvements, 'caving him unable to

work the farm as he should do, and he had consequently never

made that progress that he would like. It would be very

much againt the interest of Derbyshire tenant farmers if they

were to press this question of unexhausted improvements too

far, for although the present race of farmers might have very

large out-goings, they must expect that their sons or succes-

sors would have to suffer. These matters were supposed to

be easily worked out between landlords and tenants, but there

was a great dilRculty in making agreements that would suit

everybody. He would advise that they should be made to

suit ihe particular district to which they applied, also to suit

the times, and as Mr. T. V^. Evans said at the dinner that

they would construe all agreements as liberally as possible.

The difficulties of landlords were mainly financial, but he also

had difiiculties of another sort. It was often very difficult for

him to ascertain whether he \ a getting the right tenant to

oscupy his land, and in many instances he had to ask the ad-

vice of others respecting the applicants for his farms. He

hoped, therefore, whentver farmers were asked respecting per-

sons who were applying for farms that they would give their

fair and honest opinion about them, for there was no doubt

that the more they could raise the position and tone of the

farmer, and the better class of tenants they could get on their

farms, the better would the land be managed and the more

beneficial would it be both to the landlords, the tenants, and

the country as well. Turning to the second part of his

subject, Mr. Colsman said the first duty of a tenant, he

considered, was to be a good farmer. If he would

manage his farm well, he did his duty to himself, to his

landlord, and to his country, for after all the tenants

were the men the country had to depend upon for making

the land produce what it ought to do. He did not car*

whether it was a corn, a gnizing, or a dairy district such as

this, farmers knew the difffrence it would make, whether they

were bound to go on the old-fashioned plan of cheese making,

or upon the new fashioned plan of selling milk. They knew

the returns were greater fro.n one than the ocher, and what a

benefit they were conferring upon the populations of large

t iwns when they were doing their best to produce pure sweet

milk, and deliver it to the large towns in a proper and cleanly

minner. It was of very great importance, and becoming more

sO every day, and he should be glad to see the milk trade of

this country taken up, even more than it was at present, by

tenant f.irmers and those connected VKth land, because he

thought it was one of the mainstays of farming, and that the

more milk they could produce the better would they farm their

land. Tliey could not get rid of their summer supply of milk

without having a large quantity of milk in winter, and they

could not get that without going to Burton, or to the cake

storen of the town, and this system would pay far better than

using what the farm produced and nothing more. They knew
that although the broad acres of the country did not increase,

the wants of the country were increasing every hour, and the

expenses of the farmer were greater than they were formerly.

Ceuseqnently, if a farmer did not make his land produce more

than it did 20 years ago, although he might not be paying

more rent he would go the wrong way. Such a farmer as Mr,

Tomlinson would tell them that in consequence of the great

pressure put upon them on ac;;ount of the increasing expendi-

ture they had been driven to far better farming than they

contemplated years ago, so that this increased cost of working

had done a vast amount of good, fir it had compelled farmers

to do their duty to their farms, and by so doing they had

increased the production of the land, and thus benefited

not only thera-elves but their neighbours. That was

one of the principal things that a farmer had to do ; though

there were many other tliiugs which ought to be observed,

such as the performance of various duties in connection

wish the parish to which he belonged, but the main

thing which was incumbent upon him was to be a

good farmer, and he must say that having to go

over the vast extent of country as he did from one year to

another, his experience led him to the conclusion that good

farmers were not decreasing, but increasing, and that more

attention was being paid to the value of manure purchased off

the farm, and to feeding stuffs than formerly, if farmers were

not paying that attention to labour that it was desirable to

see. He had been over many farms daring the last month,

and he was glad to find that they were well manured and wel'

farmed, though in some instances the fences had not received

the attention they would have had 20 years ago, and which

they ought to receive. Another duty of the tenant was to

leave his farm in such a state that his neighbours might suc-

ceed him. He knew that there was a feeling amongst many
farmers that there was no necessity, if a man intended to leave

his farm, to devote so much attention to it during the last few

yCars of his tenancy. What was required was that such an

arrangement should be made that a man need not care, as far as

pecuniary matters were concerned, whether he left his farm

or not. But to bring that about they wanted the farm left in

a good state for anyone who might take it. It was no^

desirable for either landlords or tenants to take advantage of

each other. He had wished sometimes that tenants were

more out-spoken, that they would really say what they thought,

so that the landlords might know what their impresiion was

about farms, and of the way in wiiich they should be managed,

fjr many of them could give valuable hints and would make

landlords and their agents open their eyes if they said what

they thought. He should be glad to listen to the remarks of

practical farmers, and those remarks would no doubt have a

great impression throughout the district.

Mr. Moore made a few remarks showing the advisability

of havii,g better agreements, and said he had given up

two farms to become the tenant of another, and now having

farmed it for four years at a loss he had received notice to

quit without a reason being assigned.

Mr. IIadford considered that Mr. Coleman laid both the

duties of landlords and the difiiculties of tenants very fairly

before the audience at the Agricultural Society's dinner, but

there were some points upon which he thought he should like

to express an opinion. On that occasion he referred to the

advisability of tenants refusing to take farms unless the rents

were placed at such a rate that tliey could live uion them.
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When a farm was offered to a tenant, more particularly to a

young man just starting in life, he became anxious to try his

luck in the business, and he was thus frequently led to give

more for a farm than he could afford. There lay the principal

dilticulty in the way of a tenant refusing to give more than a

certain rent lor a farm, for if one would not take it at a certain

price another would come forward and give that amount. A
good landlord should never bind a good tenant strictly to his

agreement, and if a tenant studied his own interest he would

always lay out considerably raoie on his own laud than he sold

otf. A tenant could not afford to pay 10 per cent, for the

erection of hay barns, as recommended by Mr. Coleman. He
(Mr. lladlcrd) would be glad to have hay barns erected for his

own use, but 10 per cent, was more than he could afford to

give, though he should not object to pay half that amount. I^

was certainly desirable for a tenant to have proper cottage

accommodation for his labourers. His own men often had a

mile or two to walk to and from their work, and it was a great

drawback both to himself and to them. When cottages were

provided in many instances there was only one bedroom.

Many of the labourers had grown-up sons and daughters, and

when they came on a visit they had to put a curtain across the

bedroom. In his opinion the want of proper accommodation

was the cause of a great deal of the immorality to be found

amongst this class of people. He considered that upon every

farm of any size there ought to be cottages erected even if the

interest upon the outlay was charged upon the tenant, and he

charfjed less rent than the interest amounted to. There was a

good deal of land in Derbyshire which would be improved by

being drained. He had drained a good deal of his own land,

and the result had been very favourable ; therefore he came

to the conclusion that if more attention was paid to this matter

both landlords and tenants would be benefited, though he did

not think the tenant ought to pay more than 5 per cent, for

the drainage. He should always wish a sufficient quantity of

game to be on the land for gentlemen to enjoy their sport, buj;

rabbits he did not like, for he had suffered a great deal from

them during his time, though that was not the case now. The

principal difficulty which farmers had now to contend with

was with regard to their labourers and servants.

Mr. Cauria'GTON thought that tenants should be careful

not to ask for more buildings than they absolutely required,

or he knew of farms which were spoilt for occupation by the

large number of buildings put on them, the cost of which the

landlords naturally expected interest upon, lie thoroughly

agreed with what Mr. Uoleman had said about the erection of

hay barns. He found that the straw grown in this neighbour.

hood was very greatly diminished, and he believed, in spite o'

wliat some political economists told them, that the tendency

would be for it to still further decrease. It would be greatly

to the benefit of the farmers of this district if hay barns were

more generally provided. The cost of straw and the saving Of

labour was not only to be takeu into consideration, but also

the damage frequently done to stacks for want of being covered.

Wlien a farmer had plenty of hay barns he might carry big

hay half a day sooner than if he had to put it altogether in the

stack. lie had been in Lancashire lately, and he found tliat

the tenants were generally assisted to erect hay and corn barns.

Mr. Coleman spole on the fir-t occasion very slightingly

respecting the Agt icultural Holdiugs' Act, but he (Mr. Car-

rington) thought it was a step in the right direction, and

though he did not advocate anything like the Irish Land Act

in England, he was favourubls to the Agricultural Holdings'

cf, because it for the first time acknowledged the interests of

tenants in improvements. Amongst the difficulties which

the tenants had to encounter, none were more formidable than

those which arose from cattle diseases, and he thought the

Legislature of this country might con''er a great benefit, not

only on the farmers, but on the whole com'nuuity, by passing

into law the recommendations contained in the report of the

committee of the House of Commons with regard to cattle

diseases. It was true that this year they had fortunately beeu

exempt from the foot-and-mouth disease, but they could not

expect to have the same exemption every year, and they knew

what a great loss tenant farmers suffered from the prevalence

of this disease a few years ago. He, however, felt that if the

importation of foreign meat was placed on a proper basis

English farmers would no longer be subject to these attacks.

He thoroughly agreed with the remarks which Mr. Coleman
made respecting labourers' cottages. He was a large emi)lojer

of labour, and nearly all his labourers lived in cottages over

which he had control. He was convinced that if the young

men were well honsed and well treated they would be averse

to leaving their employment and seeking other work, for

when a man had been brought up to farm labour, if he had

good cottage accommodatiju he was really in a better

position than if he lelt the farm and obtained employment

in the towns. But it was important that he should live

within easy reach of his work, and have a house, in wiiicli,

as long as he continued in his situation, he might expect

to live in without being turned out at a week's notice. Mr.

Coitman had spoken most truly about additional capital

being required by farmers in the present day as coinpaied with

twenty or thirty years ago. He believed in a large outlay iu

feeding stuffs and manure, and he also believed in landlords

giving anything like a good tenant full liberty both to crop

and sell the produce as he thought fit, always providing that he

took care to keep the land clean and to bring back to the farm

as much or more than he sold off it. He knew that in Derby
straw was selling from £7 to £S a ton, and yet there were

numbers of estates in this country where the tenants were fo'-

bidden by agreement to sell straw. A tenant ought to be

allowed to sell either straw or hay when he could sell it to ad-

vantage, always providing that he brought back a full equiva-

lent. He had lately been over many farms iu Lancashire and

Cheshire, and had been struck with the freedom allowed to

tenants with regard to ploughing. He did not advocate that

any such liberty should be given either in Derbyshire or Staf-

fordshire, because a great deal of land in those two counties

was ill adapted for tillage, and by ploughing it tenants might

do their landlords very serious damage, but with regard to

other things tenants ought to have full liberty. Most of those

present had doubtless seen the agricultural statistics which had

appeared in many newspapers, writers in which had drawn the

inlereuce that as the number of cattle had decreased the

amount of tillage ought to be increased. How far that might

be applicable to the south and east of England he was not

prepared to say, but with regard to this immediate neighbour-

liood and the country to the north of it, an iucreuse of pasture

had been a public benefit. He did not deny that a larger amouut

of stock might be kept on a mixed larm, always providing it

was suitable for the growth of roots and straw, but there was

a good deal of land in this district which was hilly and difficult

to work, and the climate was unsuitable to the growth of ex-

cellent corn, though if it was laid down to grass it would be-

come much more valuable both to tlie tenant and the landlord.

Therefore it would be well for teusLts, as far as they could, to
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sppd down to permanont turf all 1md t'lat would not be too

expensive to do that, and wiiicli was ill adapted for tillage. He

kuew, however, that it was very uphill work to seed dowa to

permanent pasture land which had been ploughed for many

years, and it could not be done without considerable outlay and

niauuriujr, and therefore a tenant who would carry out a work

of this kind ought to be assisted by his landlord it he could

not do it himself.

Mr. G11EA.TOREX said that there was no doubt the increased

cost of building told against the landlords of the day ; and he

thoiigiit that if tenants had to bear a proportion of the expense

of new bui dings it would be a guarantee that unnecessary

buildings would not be resorted to. As regarded cottage

accommodation that was one of the dilliculties which they had

had to contend with for a long time ; and he believed that the

want should be supplied by the landlord paying pait and the

tenant part. It would, he was sure, be for the tenants' ad-

vantage that such accommodation should be supplied.

Mr. Fox said that, like-Mr. Coleman and most of his class

he was too well acquainted with landlords' difliculties. He be-

lieved that these dilliculties had arisen not so much from the

present generation as from want of knowledge and care on the

part of both landlords and tenants in times gone by. There was a

new era of tilings arising. There was, for instance, a great

demand for building, and they had fortunately, owing to the

action of Parliament, better means of meeting that demand

than formerly. Drainage Acts had been passed and various

laws which had very much assisted both landlords and tenants.

With regard to the remarks of Mr. Greatorex he must say that

lie had a strong objection to tenants bulding, because he be-

lieved it was the duty of the landlords to erect the buildings

with, of course, the advice of the tenants, and for this reason,

that the landlord or his agent had much more experience. As

regarded the question of cottages, however, he agreed with Jlr.

Coleman that they should divide the loss which there must be in

building good cottages. He didnotthink thattiielandlordshould

be saddled with the whole of that loss. As regarded the Agri-

cultural Hoidinga' Act no one could adopt the Act entirely,

and no one cDuld make out precisely what some of the clauses

meant; at the same time it laid down very valuable principles

which were very useful to both landlord and tenant. As to

competition for farms that ivas not so great as it used to be, and

consequently tenants had an opportunity of standing a little

better up for themselves.

Mr. CoLEiiAN : And they do it too.

Mr. Fox : Yes, and tiiey do it.

Lord Demman said that having attended the meeting at

which Mr. Coleman introduced this subject, perhaps the meet-

ing would listen to a few remarks from him. He did not

think the difficulties of the landlord were very great. He
quite agreed that the relation of the landlord was that of a

partnership, lut he thought it should not be too much of a

sleeping partnership on the part of the landlord. The Agri-

cultural Holdings' Act established a very good principle with

regard to unexhausted improvemeuts. He believed tliat good

farming was one of the best professions in tliis country. He
himself had been a farmer both in England and in Scotland,

and he knew where the shoe pinched. What he wanted to see

was plenty and cheapness. He wanted to see plenty of stock and

plenty of grain crops grown suitable to the land. The diffi-

culties of landlords in his opinion could be easily surmounted.

There ought to be a free cummunicatioti between the landlord

or his agent and the tenant—the landlord should communicate

witli his tenant as to manuring and to every improvemeut

which it was necessary to carry out.

Mr. Walker was of opinion that, as regarded compensation

for unexhausted improvement', it vvas necessary that the tenant

farmer should not be crippled by any stringent agreement.

Mr. ToMLiNSON thought that the difficulties of the tenants

were far greater than those of the landlord. For instance, iu

his own neighbourhood the cessation of lime burning deprived

them of one of the principal and best means of improving the

land. They had now to go six or eight miles to fetch lime,

and of course the cartage was considerable, so tiiat ii was much
more expensive to improve the laud now thau formerly. He
raaintaiued that according to the cost of improving the land

nowa-days nothing less than a 14 years' tenant-right was

sufficient to recoup the tenant. And he would fearlessly state

that the land would he ijetter at the end of the 14 years than

it was before. He himself lived under a landlord who was a

perfect gentleman, but he would say that landlords generally

would do well to look after the interests of their tenants if

they wished to retain good tenants. Let them treat their

tenants in that spirit of which Lord Denman had spoken.

Mr. Walto:!J said, with reference to the remarks of Mr.
Moore, that any charge he had t > make would be fairly and

fully considered at the end of the term. He wished to say

nothing more because this was simply a personal question.

Mr, Ceompton, in summing up the discussion, said that he

had never been present at a meeting at which there had been

so much free and unrestricted interchange and expression of

opinion, at which so much interesting and useful information

had been elicited. There had been a most frank and free ex-

pression of opinion representing landlords' interests and land-

lords' difficulties on the part of Mr. Coleman, and au equalfy

frank expression of tenants' difficulties on the part ot Mr
Tomlinson and others. Every gentleman who had spoken had
done so with authority, and it was impossible but that this in-

terchange of opinion would produce the most beneficial re-

sults. It was one of the most important provinces of an
agricultural Society to promote and further free discussion on
subjects that were pressing and of interest toall connected with
agriculture. With regard to the subject which had been dis-

cussed there was one word which Mr. Coleman used which
met with hid (Mr. Cromptou's) entire approval, and that was
that the relation of landlord and tenant could be regarded in

no other light than that of a partnership. He claimed Mr.
Coleman as his pupil in the adoption of that phrase, for lie

(Mr. Crompton) used it the first time he had the pleasure of

coming in coutact with the members of the Agricultural

Sjciety. The interest of landlord and tenant, he maintained,

are one and indissoluble. Tlie landlord was the liead of the

firm and it was impossible to divide his interest from that of
the tenant. The rents were simply the profits of tiie co-part-

nery. A good deal had been said about cottage property, and
every one almost had admitted that wiiile houses must be pro-

vided, it is a joint question, and the expense should be borne
jointly. For the tenant this simply meant an increase of rent
and the question would be whether the tenant was able to

bear that increase. As to Mr. lladlord's remarks with regard

to rabbits they would all be glad when these were exterminated.

In conclusion Mr. Crompton thought the meeting should be
very much obliged to Mr. Carrington for his very able review

of the agricultural position.
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Mr. CoLiMvN briefly replied to aom''of the remarks which

had been made iu the course of the discu'ssion. He tiianked

the speakers for havinfj let him off so eiisiiy. He expected a

blowing up, but as it was they had patted him ou the back.

Tlie discussion then terminated.

As the members were leaving the room Mr. Brougti was

about to introduce the question of having a CUiamber of Agri-

culture lor the county.

The Chairman suggested that it would be lietter to have a

separate meeting for the discussion of this subject, especially

as the mnjority of the gentlemen had now left the liall. He

thought Mr. Brough should read a paper on the subject at thts

next meeting.

Mr. Brough said be would be very glad to do so.

On the motion of Lord Denman, seconded by Mr. Brough,

a vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Crompton for presiding.

EOOT SHOWS.
CARTERS'. '

Messrs. Carter are once more to be congratulated on

the success of their Annual Root Show, which was held

on the 14th and loth ult., at the Agricultural Hall,

Islington. We have from time to time pointed out the

utility of these exhibitions, and their great influence for

good on the agriculture of the country. By careful

selection and indefatigable perseverance in perfecting

newly -developed varieties our leading seedsmen have put

it in the power of farmers to produce increased quantities

of cattle-food of superior quality, each year showing

some improvement on the preceding, and by offering sub-

stantial prizes to their customers a spirit of emulat'on has

been induced which does credit to both seedsmen and

root-growers, and cannot fail to make its mark in the

fields, in the homesteads, and in farmers' pockets—where

it is greatly needed. The growth of good roots is one of the

first steps towards the production of good beef and

mutton, and certainly the first step towards growing good

roots is to procure good seed ; that being so, the seedsmen

who supply a genuine article of the most approved des-

cription are no unimportant factors in successful agricul-

tural industry.

The past season has been an unfavourable one for root

crops generally, and on walking round the galleries of the

Agricultural Hall, which the Messrs. Carter have managed

to fill with their exhibits, the impression is immediately

conveyed that the turnips win this time. Nor is this at

all to be wondered at seeing that this class of root has had

more favourable conditions of growth than either swedes

or mangels. During the shorter time of their existence the

elements have smiled on them. Mangels have bad much

to contend with, and neither in size nor shape are they

equal to those of last year's growth. The same will apply

in a lesser degree to the swedes. Good seed and skili'ul

cultivation have been found, but a good season is also re-

quired to bring the ])lant3 to perfection. In Class 1, for

12 roots of Carters' Imperial Hardy Swede, there were no

less than lO'J entries, comprising the names of some of

our most noted agriculturists. The class throughout was

exceedingly creditable for the season, and the excellence

of this well-known variety is a matter about which there

is no doubt, and which no unfavourable season can dis-

prove. Taking the whole of the entries together, there

is no lack of quality, but a want of uniformity. Growers

and seedsmen have done their best, but the season has

beaten them. The best roots in this class are disqualified

from the very patent fact that they had been oiled. This

is a great pity, and disappointment to Mr. Cave, of whom

it is butjust to say that he has succeeded in growing, for

Mrs. Morten, the best quality, and handsomest roots iu

the Show, not only in this class, but in several others.

As he is by no means a novice at prize-taking, his mis-

take is the more noticeable. The first prize falls to Mr. H.

P. Truell for some large-si zed, weighty, handsome roots,

which, on careful inspection, show signs of skilful maui-

pulation, which, however, was not condemned by the

judges. The second prize falls to Mr. Mitchell, for an entry

which has no very special merit to au outsider ; and the

third prize to Messrs. Perry, for sound, but rather rooty,

swedes ; the fourth prize to Mr. Gurney ; and the fifth

to Messrs. Williams. Mr. Cave exhibits four entries in

this class, all of very excellent quality, notwithstanding

the season, but all of them disqualified for the reason

stated. Messrs. Beale, Bennett, Belsey, Garth, and Nor-

man, and the Bedford Urban Sanitary Authority, are

amongst the best exhibitors in this large class, which repre-

sents a large amount of solid, useful keep, and is without

doubt a great credit to the Messrs. Carter and the exhibi-

tors. Class 3, for eight roots of Carter's Warden

Yellow Globe ^langel, comprises 53 entries. Here again

the roots are sound and good, but not so regular and

handsome as usual. This is a misfortune, not a fault

There are, however, some very excellent exhibits, and

Mrs. Morten is again the exhibitor of the best quality

roots in the class. The first prize is awarded to

Messrs. Hepburn; second, Mrs. Morten; third,

Mr. Biles; fourth, Messrs. Emery; fifth, Mr. Kemp.

In Class 3, for 8 roots of Carter's Mammoth Long Red

Mangel, there are 33 entries. These roots are not as

heavy as they were last year, which cannot be expected,

and considering the peculiarly unfavourable conditions of

growth for this particular class of root, the show is very

good indeed. Mrs. Morten agaiu 1st with clean and

shapely, but not very large, roots ; Mr. Kent 2nd with

small roots of uice quality, but representing no great feed-

ing weight per acre ; Mr. Farrer 3rd, also with small roots .

Mr. Eusor 4th, with a large but more uneven entry ; and

Mr. Truell 5th. The Earl of Warwick aud Mr. Pcmber-

ton both show good entries, but neither for competitior.

Class 4, for 8 roots. Carter's Champion Intermediate

Mangel, is a smaller but better class of 21 entries. The
1st prize was awarded to Messrs Hepburn aad Sous for
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some large, heavy roois, not veiy true; the 2n(i to Mrs.

jNIorten, for a neat and clean entry much truer to type

the 3rd to Mr. Upton ; the 4th to Mr. Easor for large

and uneven roots; and the 5th to Mr. Biles for better

quality. Mr. Kemp exhibited roots which had both size

and quality, practically better than any of the prize-takers

.

these were passed over by the judges, but we believe were

afterwards awarded an extra prize, which was wel'

deserved. Class 5, 8 roots of Carter's Yellow Tankard-

shaped Mangel, also a good one ; 22 entries. Mrs-

^lorten 1st with cleaa-grown shapely roots ; Mr. McKiii

lay 2nd; Mr. Elisor 3rd; Lord Warwick 4th; and Mr.

Beale 5th. Mrs. Morten has five entries iu this class, all of

them of good quality and type ; Mr. McKialay three, also

good, and some good roots from the Earl of Warwick-

Class 6, for 8 roots of Mangels not included in the above

classes, consists of 20 entries. Mr. Ensor Ist ; Mr.

Garth 2nd ; and Mrs. Morten 3rd. Class 7, for 13 roots,

"White Globe Turnips, 34 entries, makes an excellent show

and finer turnips have seldom been shown. The Duke of

Northumberland 1st, with large, shapely, and heavy roots

Mr. Packer 2nd, but scarcely inferior ; Mr. Bjdy 3rd ;'

and Mr. Chattertou 4th, Messrs Knighton show good

heavy roots. Class 8, for 12 Gi eystone Turnips, 20 entries.

Mr. Bridger 1st, for large but not very heavy roots ; Mrs,

Morten 2nd, with good quality as usual ; Mr, Neame
3rd, for roots thin on the stem, and very shapely

and Mr, Barrett 4th, with a small but pretty entry.

Class 9, for 12 roots JRed Lincolnshire or Paragon Turnips,

14 entries. This is a showy class, with size and quality

both conspicuous. The prizes are as follows—J. Street Ist;

Mr. W. Langley 2ud ; Mrs. Morten, 3rd ; and Mr. C, West
4th. Class 10, for 13 roots Imperial Green Globe Tuimips,

42 entries—the best in the Show. This has always been

a favourite root, and this year it appears to great advan-

tage. Mr. Jordan first, with medium-sized roots, very

true; Mr. West second, with excellent shape and quality
;

Mr. Westaway third, with larger roots ; and Mr. Jordan

fourth. This class throughout is one of great merit.

Class 11, for 13 roots. Carter's Improved Purple-top

Mammoth Turnips, 30 entries, also a very excellent one,

including some very large and sound roots. Mr. Bridger

first, Mr. Beeson second, Messrs. Emery third, and Mrs.

Morten fourth. Class 12, for 13 roots Yellow-fleshed

or Hybrid Turnips, 20 entries, is one which deserves to

be more extensively cultivated. There is little or no

doubt that this root is more certain to grow than a late

swede; it will usually stand the winter, if required, and

the quality for feeding is very little if anything behind

the swede. We think it is better to have a good crop of

hybrids than an indifferent crop of swedes. Mr. Farhal^

is first with not the best quality ; Mr. Warren second,

with rather uneven weights ; the Duke of Northumber-

land third ; and Mr. Bartholomew fourth. Mr. Beale

shows some small roots of beautiful quality and perfect

shape. Class 13, of 12 roots Garter's Imperial

Green Kohl Rabi, 17 entries, was an improvement
on last year, and shows Ytry decidedly the

great usefnJaess of this plant, which has not 3'et

obtained the favour it deserves. Given any sort of bad

season the Kohl Rabi can stand it better than swedes, and

it is a far more certain crop. The entries were very

good indeed. Mrs. Morten, first; Mr. Ensor, second;

the Eton Local Board third; and Mr. Broomfield,

^ourth. The Purple Kohl Rabi in Class 14 were, as usual,

not quite equal to the Green. The Central Loudou

District Schools, first ; Mr. McKinlay, second ; Mr.

Garth, third ; and Mrs. Morten, fourth. The White or

Yellow Belgian Carrots in Class 15 were a very creditable

show. The first prize was taken by W. A. Medhnrst

;

second, J. Chattertou ; and third, W. L. Beale. Class

16, for Red Carrots, was also a good one, the quality of

some of the exhibits being excellent. First prize. Earl

of Warwick ; second, S. Beamish ; third, Duke of

Northumberland. Class 17, for Drumhead Cabbages, was

well fiUed, but the cabbages, although they do not lack

size this season, are rather short in quality and weight.

First prize, Earl of H-irringtoa ; second, J. L. Ensor

;

third, G. A. Broomfield. Classes 18 to 22 are for the

Heaviest Single Root of the dift'erent varieties of Mangel

and the Imperial Hardy Swede, the prizes for which are

as follows:—Class 18 : First prize, F. Lythall; second,

J. L. Ensor; third, Mrs. Morten. Class 19: First

prize, Mrs. Morten ; second, Central London District

Schools. Class 20 : First prize, Mrs. Morten. Class 21

:

First prize, Mrs. Morten; second, J. L. Enson; third,

Central London District Schools. Class 23 : First

prize, Her Majesty's Bagshot Farm ; second, Mrs.

Morten ; third. Earl of Warwick. Classes 23 to

27, for the handsomest or best shaped roots in

the Mangel and Swede Classes, were well filled

and very creditable ; but they were of necessity mor^

afi'ected by the peculiarly adverse season than any of the

classes. Roots this year are, as a rule, sound but not

very shapely. The prizes were as follows :—Class 23

:

First prize, Mrs. Morten; second, J. L. Ensor; third,

Messrs. Emery.—Class 24 : First prize, Mrs. Morten
;

second, J. L. Ensor ; third, G. A. Broomfield.—C lass 25 ;

First prize, Messrs. Hepburn ; second, Mrs. Morten
;

third, W. Goodson.—Class 36 : First prize, Mrs. Morten
;

second, J. L. Ensor.—Class 27 : first prize, H. P.

Truell ; second, R. Daintree ; third, Mrs. Morten.

Of Vegetables there was a very capital show, and the

quality throughout left notliing to be desired. Class 33 ;

First prize, G. W. W. Digby, second J. Neighbour, third

R. B. Wingfield-Baker, fourth W. S. Baldwin.—Class

29 : First prize T. Creed, second Lord Sondes.—Class

30 : First prize Lord Sondes, second Bedford Urban

Sanitary Authority.—Class 31 : First prize T. Creed,

second W. S. Baldwin.—Class 32 : First prize Rev.

Canon Tarver, second H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.—

•

Class 33: First prize Lord Sondes, second S. Cooper.

—

Class 34 : First prize E. Thome, second H.R.H. the

Prince of Wales. The competition from the Sewage

Farms was, as usual, very interesting, aud exceedingly

creditable, but, as we have already said, mangels are not
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o llie front this year. Class 35 : First prize Hepburn

and Son, second Central London District Schools.—Class

36 : First prize Earl of Warwick, second Bedford Urban

Sanitary Authority.—Class 37 : First prize Bedford

Urban Sanitary Authority, second Earl of Warwick.

There was the usual competition for special prizes offered

by manure raanufacturei's for roots grown from Messrs

Carter's seeds by their manures. Class 3S : G. Boraston.

Class 39 : South Metropolitan District Schools.—Class

40 : F. Lythall.—Class 41 : Messrs. Emery. In the

extra class S. Robinson was first, J. Fall second and E,

R. Owen third.

The judges were:—Professor Buckman, Mr. Tait, Mr.

Brebner, Mr. Penny, Mr. Brif^ginshaw, Mr. Blike, and

Mr. John .4.1gernon Clarke. The prizes ranged from ten

guineas to ten shillings in the various classes, iu addition

to the five-guinea cups of the manure manufacturers

;

amounting in all to about £250.

BUTTONS'.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons, of Reading, lield their

twenty-ninth annual Root Show in their spacious ware-

houses ou November 24, and, on the whole, it must be

pronounced to have been the most successful exhibition

they have ever held. There were in all 38 classes, com-

prising no less than 1,400 entries, against 1,240 last

year, contributed by agriculturists in all parts of the

kingdom. The Queen, the Prince of Wales, and many

noble earls and lords were amongst the competitors, but

their names do not appear very prominently in the prize-

list. Ou Friday the show was visited by the Chinese,

Spanish, and Italian Ambassadors, who expressed great

a-tonishraent at the size of some of the specimens, and

particularly at that of the gigantic cabbages. The judg-

ing was done on Friday morning by Mr. James Brebner,

Her Majesty's Royal Norfolk Farm ; Mr. William Brig-

giushaw. Her Majesty's Royal Bagshot Farm ; Professor

James Buckman ; Mr. Henry Simmons, steward to Mr.

John Walter, M.P. ; and Mr. Henry Tait, Her Majesty's

lloyal Shaw Farm, for roots ; and Mr. Coombes, gardener

to Mr. R. Benyon ; and Mr. Fowle, gardener to Sir

Henry Mildmay, Bart., for vegetables and potatoes.

In many of the classes the competition was very keen,

which is not surprising when it is considered that up-

wards of £250 were given in prizes. Messrs. Sutton's

spacious Farm Seeds Order Room was very nearly filled

by mangels and swedes alone, and after the several side

warehouses had also been filled it was found necessary to

devote a room down-stairs to the exhibits, a necessity

which has not arisen on any previous occasion.

('lass 1 was for 12 specimens of Sutton's well-known

Champion Swedes, a variety that has no superior, if

an equal, taking size, quality, and symmetry all into con-

sideration. In this class there was a very large number

of entries, and a considerable proportion of .them were re-

markably good. The first prize of leu guineas went to

Mr. J. F. Burrell, Frimley, Furuborough, for twelve

roots of very nice quality, clean and neat without fangs.

Messrs G. and J. Perry, of Acton, Condover, were second,

and Mr. Cordery third, with larger roots not quite so

prime in qnahty as the first prize winners. Mr. Strange

won the 4th, and Mr. Linklater the 5th prize. The
Long Red Mammoth Mangels in Class 2 were not up to

the usual average of excellence. In size they were much
below what have been seen at previous exhibitions,

and they were too fangy to be considered of very fine

quality. The twelve roots which take the first prize

weighed 3101b., and the heaviest singlcroot shown weighed
381b-, a very good weight for the season, but nothing iu

comparison witli the champion roots of former years.

The prizes in this class were awarded in the following

order, quality rather than size having gained the day :

:Mr. R. B. Blyth, Hon. Mrs. Hay, Mr. G. Bishop,

Sir Paul Hunter, and Mr. J. RatchfTe. One lot of mangels
shown by Mr. Smith, not for competition, were very
large, and yet superior in quality to most of the entries

They were trimmed, and therefore should have been dis-

qualified, but otherwise they would have had a good chance

of the first prize- The Berkshire Prize Mangels in Class

3 were a remarkably good lot for the season. Considering

what a very bad year it is for mangels the size of manyof the

roots was surprising, and for quality we have never seen a

belter collection. Growing in great part out oftheground,
with a single small tap root, and rarely any fangs, this

variety of mangel is one of the prettiest grown, and for

size there are few of the Globe varieties that can equal

it. It was far ahead of the other classes at the Reading
Show in uniformity of excellence, although the ugly

Mammoth Reds had the heaviest single lots. The Hon.
Mr. Hay took the first prize with twelve magnificent

roots weighing 2621b., Mr. Blyth being second with a lot

weighing 2381b. Messrs. J. and \V. Clarke, Messrs.

Hepburn and Son, and Sir F. Smythe were third, fourth,

and fifth. There was a nice lot of Intermediates, as far

as quality is concerned, but the [size generally was
not great. The Hon. Mr. Hay was again in the first

place with twelve large and symmetrical roots weighing

234 lb., a very good weight for the somewhat delicate

Intermediates, Mr. Blyth was again second, Messrs,

Clarke, and ^Messrs. Hepburn agaiu third and fourth, and
Mr. Crocker fifth. The Hon. Mrs. Hay again proved
invincible in the Golden Tankard Mangels, showing

twelve beauties which weighed 22'J lb. The other prize-

takers were Messrs. Clarke, Madame Van der Weyer,
Her Majesty the Queen, and Mr. Blyth. The Golden
Tankards were not so large as we have seen them, but
their quality was superb. Everyone knows that the past

season has been one of the worst for mangels known for

many years past, and it was a particularly bad one for

those sorts which come earliest to maturity, sueh as the

Mammoth Long Red and the Golden Tankard. Globe
mangels often grow longer into the autumn, and thus

make up for time lost in summer.

When we return to turnips we find no occasion any

longer to spcuk of small roots ; for the aeasou has been
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as favourable for turnips—in England, though not in

Scotland—as it was unfavourable for mangels. There

was no prettier class in the Show than Class 6, for

Sutton's Imperial Green Globe Turnips. They were beaten

in size by at least two other varieties, but for symmetry

and quality they were superb. The five prizes were

taken by the following exhibitors in the order in wh.ch

the names are given : Mr. W. Palmer, jMessrs. Clarke,

Mr. Ilumfrey, the Marchioness of Downshire, aud Pro-

fessor Buckman. The Pomeraniin White Globes, in

Class 7, were a magnilicent lot for size, symmetry, and

quality alike. ISfr. Edward Whittield was first with

twelve models of great size, grown on his sharp gravelly

soil at Goring Heath, near Reading. Mr. H. T. Willis

was second with twelve other beauties, quite equal in

quality to Mr. Whitfield's lot, but not quite so big. The

Cher prize-takers were ilr. W. Wyeth, Mr. Sinnell, and

Mr. W. Webb. The biggest lot of turnips was that

in Class 8, for Sutton's Purple Top Mammoth.

For size we have never seen such a collection before,

taking them as a whole. The twelve in the first-prize

lot, belonging to Mr. J. H. Guy, of Whitchurch, weighed

228 lb. One was 48 inches round, and 20 lb. in weight,

and another weighed 23 lb. Mr. Andrews was second,

Mr. Balford third. Sir Paul Hu nter fourth, and Mr. C.

Reading fifth. The Grey Stone Turnips in the next class

were not so showy, but some of the entries were

o' beautiful quality, notably that of Mr. Grey, who

was first in this class as in that of the Green Globes.

Messrs. Simmonds, Lord AUington, Mr. T. Simmonds,

and Mr. Reading were the prize-takers. In Class 10 the

first prize went for quality to Mr. Atherton, Mr- Keep's

second prize lot being bigger. There is a little too much

tendency in these Red P aiagons to get hollow in ihe

crowns, a fault which is to be observed most in some of

the highest quality roots of the class, but one that should

undoubtedly be corrected by selection, although in a

variety that comes to feed off early the point is of less

importance than it would be in the case of a later sort.

Mr. C Keep was second, Mr. Thorp third, and the Duke

of Portland fourth. The Yellow-Fleshed Turnips in the

next class were not a good lot, the season for turnips in

Scotland and the Northern Eoglish Counties, where the

variety is chiefly grown, having been unfavourable. The

Marquis of Aylesbury, Mr. Cartwright, Mr- Stevenson,

and Mr- Webb were the winners. lu Class 12 for Tan-

kard Turnips, sometimes called Scotch Pu dding Turnips

there was not a remarkable lot, although it was better,

thau at many previous shows. Probably these turnips

are usually fed off early, and are not saved for exhibition.

The prizes wers taken by Mr. Ewer, Mr. Wyeth, Sir Paul

Hunter, and Messrs. J. and W. Clark. There was a good

lot of Sutton's Improved Kohl Rabi. Mr. R- A. Stevens was

first, Mr. John Walter, M.P., second, Mr. Beale third^

Sir Paul Hunter fourth, and Mr. Garth fifth. The Drum-

head Cabbages were very good. The largest measured

5 ft. 6 in. round, aud the three heaviest, which look the

last prize for Mr. Robinson, of Melbourne, Derby,

weighed 531b., 511b., and 431b. respectively. Sir Paul

Hunter was second, the Earl of Harrington third, Mr. J.

B. Odell fourth, and Mr. Pickworth fifth. There was a

remarkably good lot of White Belgian Carrots. The

prizes fell to the Hon. Mrs. Hay, Sir Paul Hunter, and

Mr. Farrow.

The Roots grown with sewage were decidedly inferior

both in size and quality to those grown without it. For

Mammoth Long Red Mangels the winners were the Eirl

of Warwick first, and the Eton Sewage Farm second.

For Yellow Globes or Oxhearts Messrs. Hepburn and

Sons, Sewage Farm, Dartford, were first, and the E'on

Farm again was second. The Bedford Local Board came

to the fore in the Golden Tankard class, and the Reading

Sewage Farm was second. For single specimens of Sut-

ton's Champion Swede Sir F. Smyth was first for the

weight prize with a root weighing 24 Jib., Her Majesty

the Q'leen being second with one of 23ilb. ; while for

quality and form Major Shafto was first and Mr. Toomer

second. Heaviest Mammoth Long Red Mangel : First^

Mr. R. B. Blyth (381b.) ; second, Mr. Bishop (301b.)

Finest-formed root of same variety : First, Hon. Mrs.

Hay; second, Mr. Blyth. Heaviest Berkshire Globe or

Oxheart : First, the Hon. Mrs. Hay (2Sjlb.) ; second,

Mr. Blyth (251b.) Finest-formed root : First, Mr. Blyth

second, Hon. Mrs. Hay. Heaviest Golden Tankard :

Prize, Hon. Mrs. Hay. Finest-formed : Messrs. J. aud

W. Clarke.

The garden vegetable department was well-filled. There

was a fair show of potatoes, a remarkably good one of

onions and parsnips, and short carrots were also very good

long carrots being inferior. Tlie prizes were awarded aa

follows :—Collection of not less than twelve varieties

of potatoes, nine tubers of each.—First prize

Major Thoyts, second Viscount Eversley, third

Mrs. Crawshay, fourth J. Walter, M.P. Class

28, Sutton's' Magnum Bonum Potatoes, eighteen

tubers—First J. Walter, M.P., second A. A. Bathurst.

MP., third T. Pickworth, fourth Thomas Williams,

Class 29.—For the best collection of Vegetables, twelve

distinct varieties, three specimens of each —First prize.

Viscount Eversley ; second, Mrs. Crawshay ; third, P;

Southby ; fourth, C. Eyre.—Class 30.—Twelve Sutton's

Improved Reading Onions.—First prize, P. Southby.

second. The Prince of Wales ; third, H. Verey ; fourth.

Viscount Eversley.—Class SI.—Twelve Long Red Carrots.

—First prize, Hon. Jlrs. Hay; second, the Earl of War-

wick; third, A. C. Forbes.—Class 32.—Twelve Short Red

Carrots.—First, E. Pease ; second, J. Muspratt ; third, the

Earl of Craven.—Class 33.—Twelve Parsnips.—First prize

R. Allfrey; second, R. Lloyd; third, CountessofYarborongh.

The prizes offered by manure manufacturers for collec-

tions of roots grown with their manures, from Messrs.

Sutton's seeds, were won as follows :—Class 34.—A prize,

value £5 53., off'ered by Messrs. Morris and Griffin, Wol-

verhampton, Sir R. Sutton, Bart. Class 35.—A prize,

value £5 5s., offered by Messrs. Ohlendorti' and Co., 15,

Leadcnhall-street, Loudon, Mr. R, B. Blyth. Class
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36.—A prize, value £5 Ss , oirered by Messrs. James

Gibbs and Co., manure merchants, 16, Mark Lane, Lon-

don, Mr. G. .Tenner. Class 37.—A prize, value £5

58., offered by Odams' Chemical Manure Company, 109,

Fenchurch-street, London, Sir R. Sutton, Bart.

Class 38.—A prize, offered by Mr. J. B. Owen, of Kint-

bury Mill, Berks, agent for Messrs. Prentice's manures,

£3 33., Mr. Thomas Owen.

In spite of the bad weather of Saturd ay about 5,000

persons visited the Show.

WEBBS'.
^From The Mhlland Counties' Ilernhl.']

One of the largest exhibitions of roots ever brouht
toijtether in tlie United Kiugdom was held under the auspices

of Messrs. Webb and Sons, at their Seed Warehouse, Words-

ley, Stourbridge, on Nov. 20, and was very numerously

a tended. Ireland, Scotland, and Wales each contributed to

the display, and there was scarcely a county in England that

did not send its quota. Amongst tiie exhibitors were Her

]\[ajesly the Q leen, the Duke of Sutherland, the Duke of

Portland, Eirl Craven, the Earl of Warwick, the Earl of

Denbigh, the Earl of Dartmouth, the Earl of Stam-

ford and Warriugton, Lord Lnvatt, Lord Hampton, Lord

Nortliwick, Lord Moreton, Lord Leigh, Lady Ward, Viscount

Hill, Sir George Chetwynde, Bart., Sir 11. S. StHnhope, Bart.

Col. Dyotl, M.P., Mr. Chas. Coombe, Mr. W. O. Foster, IMr!

T. II. Earrar, Mr. W. L. Beale, Mr. W. T. Carrington, Mr.

J. Pulley, and Mr. T. Jowett. The Show was arranged in

three sections, the first being for roots grown without sewage

ultivation, the second for roots grown with sew age cultiva-

ion, and the third for cereals. A very noticeab'e advance

has been made this year in the turnip classes, and especially

as regards Webbs' selected Green Globe and Webbs' Purple-

top Mammoth, the two leading varieties offered by the firm.

Their introduction to the public was, of course, preceded by

repealed tests at the trial grounds, on the experimental farms

at Kinver, and they have become and continue in favour with

practical farmers. The Green Globe is recommended for

main crop, and the Purple Top Mammoth is particularly

useful for early feed, while both are remarkably hardy. Of

these two varieties there were eighty-s ix dozen of the former

and sixty-seven of the latter, staged ; and the specimens could

not liave been surpassed either as regards weight, symmetry,

or (juality. In the Green Globe class Mr. J. Hutt, Kidling-

ton, took first prize with a dozen roots, unsurpassable for

excellence and shape, many having the appe ranee of having

been turned out of a mould. His Grace the Duke of Port-

land came second with a dozen, which, though clearly not

equal to first-class prize takers, were such as would inevitably

have taken the leading place in a less extensive competition.

In tlie Purple Top Mammoth class the first prize fell

to Mr. R. Simpson, S^vinbrook, for twelve specimen s,

{he perfection of which attracted general attention ; and the

second prize was given to Mr. G. Timms, Asthall, for a lot of

neatly equal merit. The exhibits in the classes for Webbs

Beef Heart, Devonshire Graystone, White Globe, and Yellow

Tankard turnips were numerous, and very mucli above the

average, quality of roots usually seen at shows. The first-

prize winners in each of these classes were the Duke of Port-

land, Mr. J. Hutt, Mr. P. Bradshaw, Banbury, and Mr-

William llaucox, barsdeu. As Ubual, the Icadiug place iu the

Show was taken by Webbs' Imperial Swede, whicii has the

reputation of being a heavy cropper, as well as highly

nutritious, and of possessing good keeping properties. The

large number of entries and the great excellence of the

exhibits decided Messrs. Wfbb to offer two extra prizes, con-

sisting of four aud six guinea cups. In the two classes for

this variety of swede there were 496 entries, against -tSl last

year. But far more notable than the advance in respect of

number was the greater excellence of the quality 'of in arly

every lot staged. Mr. Bennett, of Ross, took the first prize in

the leading class with twelve roots, which showed the perfec-

tion to which tliis swede can be brought. Messrs. G. aud .1.

Perry, of Acton Pigott, were second with a dozen of all bu'

equal merit. The other prize-winners were Mr. J. Franklin,

Thame; Mr. J. Beach, The Hattons ; Mr. C. Coombe,

Chobhara ; Mr. J. Pulley, Lower Eaton; and Mr. W. llau-

cox, Fair Green. In the class for the heaviest roots of Webb^'

I'nperial S-Aede Mr. R. Morley, of Enfield, was first, Mr.

Tudor, Burntwood, second, and Mr. Pratt, of Lickhill, third

with roots of great weight. In the mangel classes the pre-

mier place was held by Webbs' Improved Colonel North Yo'-

liiw Globe Mangel, the number of which was very large, ai'd

the competition close, the prize-winners being remarkable lor

cleanness of growth and fineness of skin. All the exhibits

showed in great perfection the characteristics of this mangel,

of which between eighty and ninety tons Iper acre have been

grown by the Earl of Warwick at Heathcjte Farm. Mr. T.

H. Farrar, Dorking, took the first prize, and Mrs. Cubberley,

Alcester, second. Mr. G. Sotham, Thame, was awarded the

first prize for the twelve heaviest with a mammoth lot.

Webbs' Yellow Fleshed Tankard Mangel was well represented.

This root is stated to be greatly appreciated by dairy farirrrs

for its flesh-forming as well as milk-producing qualities, ard

to be a wonderfully heavy cropper, as much as seventy. fi»e

ions per acre having beeu produced. Mr. J. Hutt, Kidling-

ton, took first prize, and Mrs. Cubberley second. Of Webbs'

Yellow Intermediate Mangel, which is said to be especially

well suited for sharp, gravelly soils, and well adapted for clo^e

growing in the rows, there were numerous exhibits, and in

this class, too, the general superiority of quality was not lesg

marked than in the others. Mr. T. Moxon, E^senhall, took

firtt prize witli twelve "ery excellent roots, and Lord Leigh

was second with a dozen which all but matched them. The

class for Webbs' new Kinver Globe Mangel was large, and all

the roots reached a very high grade of excellence. Tlie first

prize for the best roots was carried off by Mr. T. Moxon, the

second by Mr. T. U. Farrar, while Lord Leit;h was successful

in the heaviest class. The specimens of Webbs' Mammoth
Long Red Mangel were numerous, and of very equal quality

throughout. Mr. F. Lyihall, Ofi'church, took first prize for

heaviest and best roots, and Mr. A. F. Furd, Madeley, the

^econd for the best. The classes for roots grown with the aid

of sewage contained some marvellous examples, the prizes

being taken by the Eton Sewage Farm. Green Kohl Rabi is

not so much a favourite amongst agriculturists in some dis-

tricts as it ought to be, considering that it does not, like

turnips, impart a flavour to the milk of animals fed upon it

There was, however, a considerable show, and the prizes wore

taken by Messrs. G. and J. Perry, Mr. W. L. Beale, and Mr^

C. Pitt. The exhibits of Webbs' Drumhead Cabbage were of an

extraordinary size, and the quality appeared good enough for

domestic purposes. The carrots shown were an excellent

class, conibiuiug quality and size. The season has beeu most
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uufavouraljle for potatoes tliroughout the country ; but not-

withstandiag this there was a very excellent show of tubers

including Snowftake and Webb's Surprise. The heaviest

swede weighed 23^ibs., the heaviest Globe SO^lbs., and the

heaviest Long Red Mangel 441b». In the division for cereals

there were very fine samples of Webbs' Challenj^e Wtiite

Wlieat and Kinver Chevalier Barley, as well as of Black

Tartarian Oats.

EOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

DEPUTATION TO THE PRIME MINISTER.

A deputation of the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England waited upon the Prime Minister at his

cfti 'ial residence in Downins^-street, at noon, on Nov. 23., with

reference to the recommendations of the Select Committ ee on

cattle plague, and the importation of live stock. The mem-

bers of Council present were Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P.,

president ; Sir M. W. Ridley, Bart., M.P. ; Mr. T. C. Bootli,

Mr. Charles S. Cantrell, Mr. J. Druce, Mr. B. T. Brandreth

Gibbs, Mr. J. Hemsley, Mr. R. Hornsby, Mr. Bowen Jones,

Mr. H. Chandos PoleGell, Mr. Joseph Martin, Mr. Thomas

Pain, Mr. Charles Randell, Mr. James Rawlenc? , Mr. Rober^

Russell, I\Ir. Jabez Turner, Mr. W. H, Wakefield, Mr. Jacob

Wilson, Professor Simonds, and Mr. H. M. Jenkins (Secre-

tary).

Colonel KiJJGSCOTE, in introducing the deputation, said that

other agricultural societies ha I expressed a wish to join them

on that occasion, but as they had asked his Lordship to re-

ceive a deputation from the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society they had thought it better to come alone. No doubt

Ilia Lordship was aware of the constitution of the Royal

Agricultural Society, that tlie members elected to serve on the

Council were representative as far as possible of all the coun-

ties in England ; and generally speaking the attendance at

the Council Meetings range from 30 to 40 or more of its mem-

bers of all political opinions. At the last Council Meeting,

held on the 7th inst., at which the resolution asking his Lord-

ship to receive the deputation was passed, there were 40 mem-

bers present, representing the following counties :—Bedford-

shire, Bucks, Cambs, Cheshire, Derbyshire, Durham, Essex,

Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Kent, Lincolnshire, Middlesex

,

Monmouthshire, Norfolk, Northumberland, Nottinghamshire,

Oxfordshire, Shropshire, Staffjrdshire, Suffolk, Warwickshire,

Westmoreland, WiltshirJi, Worcestershire, and Yorkshire, and

the district of South Wales. The resolution which after dis-

cussion had been unanimously agreed to at that meeting was

the following :

—

"Tiiat this Council would respectfully urge upon the Govern-

ment the desirability of taking as soon as possible the neces-

sary steps to carry into effect the recommendations of the

Select Committee on cattle plague an d the importation of live

stock."

The noble Earl would see that that resolution was agreed to

by gentlemen representing almost every portion of England .

Col. Kingscote then drew his Lordship's attention to ' the

following resolutions, which were unanimously adopted by the

Council last March :

—

" That seeing the precautions hitherto adopted for the pre-

tention of outbreaks of rinderpest and other contagious dis-

eases of animals in Great Britain have not been successful, it

is the opinion of this Council that nothing short of the total

prohibition of the importation of live stock from European

ports will meet the ciigencies of the case.

And further,

" That uniform and compulsory measures be enforced

throughout the Kingdom for the suppression of contagions dis-

eases of cattle."

Those resolutions clearly showed that the farming com-

munity were willing to put up with such home restrictions as

were necessary, for the Council knew the feelings of the farming

interest quite as well, if not better, than any other body. The

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society having passed these

resolutions last March, naturally felt an interest in getting

agricultural and other evidence before the Select Committee
;

although the recommendations of that Committee did not go

so far as the resolution passed in Mnrch, the Council would be

satisfied if these recommendations were put into effect. No
one could impartially peruse the evidence given before the

Select Committee without seeing that the various interests

concerned had been very fairly represented. The question had

not been taken up merely from selfish views, but to protect the

producers of meat from disease. This he pointed out would

tend very materially to reduce the cost of meat to the con-

sumer. In their opinion, it was impossible for the farmers to

contend against diseases that ravage the country, unless they

had an assurance that they were not being allowed to

come from abroad. Therefore the Council were most anxious

to impress upon his Lordship, and upon the Government,

the importance of the recommendations of the Select Coin-

mitfee becoming law.

Mr. Charles R.vndell said lie represented several large

estates in the Midland Counties, in addition to being a large

farmer himself. The tenant farmers in that district had

suffered very much from diseases affecting their stock, but \\,

was quite certain that, in breeding stock especially, their losses

from foot-and-mouth disease hal been enormous. Breeding

animals were not only thrown out of condition by attacks of

disease, but in many cases were rendered permanently useless

for breeding purposes. His Lordship had observed that for

some years past there had been a considerable decrease in the

number of live stocks in this country. The fact was that

diseases had diminished their number, because farmers

had thus been deterred from breeding, although the price of

meat having been high and that of feeding stuffs low, there

had been a double inducement to farmers to increase the num-

ber of their stock. The farmers of the country were anxiously

looking for some results from the report of the Cattle Plague

Committee. It had, perhaps, come short of their expectations,

but feeling that the enquiry had been an exhaustive one, and

looking at the interest of the consumer as well as of the pro-

ducer, probably they ought not to have expected a more favour-

able result. The deputation now asked his Lordship's assist-

ance to make these recommendations become iaw. There

was no hope of being free from cattle diseases until some such

regulations were enforced. There was one point on which

farmers felt very strongly, and that was the conclusion which

the Committee had arrived at that all foreign animals should
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be slaughtered at the port of debarkation. Speakinp; on behalf

of thefarmers of this country he could say that they were pre-

pared to submit to any restrictions deemed necessary to prevent

the spread of these foreign diseases. In the past, he was quite

aware, some of the restrictions had been complained of as being

vexations but that was because the regulations lacked uni-

formity. The more stringent regulations were, the more

farmers would believe in their efficiency. lie should like to

ask that in addition to the recommendations of the Committee

the whole of their report should be taken into consideration,

and more especially the clause that all animals should be

slaughtered at the port of debarkation. The deputation felt

that they were not asking anything which could injuriously

affect the consumer. On the contrary, the enforcement of

proper regulations would increase the production of meat in

this country to a very considerable extent : and the consumer

as well as 'the producer would be equally benefited. The

farmers would be prepared to submit to any restrictions, and

would go on breeding stock in a more hopeful state of miud

than they had been in for some time past, if they could only

be free from a recurrence of the importation of these conta-

gious diseases.

Colonel KiNGSCOTE, as a member of the Select Committee,

remarked that it was the intention of the Committee that all

animals should be slaughtered at the port of debarkation.

Sir M. W. Ridley, Bart., M.P., said tliat coming from the

North of England, he could say that the agricultural interest

there was most deeply concerned in the hope that these recom-

mendations might be carried out speedily. He thoroughly

endorsed all that had been said by Colonel Kingscote and Mr.

Randell. In the North of England people saw that it was a

question for the consumer as well as the producer, and he hoped

that it would be considered by the Government in that light.

The Earl of Beaconsfield, in reply, said he imagined the

first and important point was to ascertain whether it was the

intention of the Government to propose legislation in conse-

quence of the report of this committee, and he had no hesita

tion in informing the deputation that it was the intention o

her Majesty's Government to introduce a Bill (Cheers). But

saying that rendered it difficult and almost impossible for him

to enter into any details of the question, because they would

probably lead to misapprehension (Hear, hear). The matter

was at that moment under the consideration of the Cabinet,

and he] trusted the result of their labours would be the early

introduction of a measure. Of course, regard must be had

to the state of pubHc business, but they would take the first

opportunity which presented itself of bringing it forward.

With regard to the point mentioned by Mr. Randell, one of the

most difficult questions before them in regard to

the main question was regarding slaughter at the port of de-

barkation. This was a matter that must be considered with

reference to the general interest of the country. The noble

earl did not wish any inference to be drawn from any of

his remarks as to the intentions of the'Government, because he

thought that as the Government had proposed legislation,

and as a measure wonld be brought forward, one of the earliest

in the nest session, the country should not press them for

details at the present moment (Hear, hear). He would say

this—that if they wished to stamp out tliese terrible pests,

which are injuring one of the most important—perhaps the

most important—interests of the country, there must be, of

course a universal effort, This could not be limited to pro-

hibiting the importation of foreign animals and the action of

the Government ; but her Majesty's Government expected

the co-operation of all classes of the agricultural interest, viz.,

that there should be a general effort on their part to assist

the Government, and that they should submit cheerfully to

necessary restrictions ; for, unless such were severely and

completely observed, it was impossible to effect the desired

purpose. It had been a satisfaction to his lordship to have

the expression of their opinion upon this matter, and, indeed,

it was principally with that object that he had contemplated

the pleasure of meeting them and receiving the resolutions

of a body so important as the Council of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society. He hoped it would be found that the measure

which the Government intended to bring forward would be

conducive to the welfare of the country, and would be satis-

factory to those whom the deputation represented. At the

same time, between their interest and the general interest of

the country, he, for one, made no distinction whatever. His

lordship concluded by saying that he had much pleasure in

receiving the statement of their opinion (cheers).

The deputation, having thanked the Prime Minister for bis

courtesy, then withdrew.

TESTIMONIAL TO MR. HENRY CORBET

Subscriptions have already been re-Tbe followin

ceived :

—

£

Proprietors of The Mark Lane L'u-press ... 10 10
C. S. Read,M.P 5
James Howard 5
Charles Howard 5

E. M. Major-Lucas 5

John G. King 5

John Brown (Elwyn) 5
Jolin Tyler 5
R.H.Masfeu 5
G. M.Allender 5
W. Trethewy 5
Dr. Augustus Voeleker 5

George Smythies 5
Joseph Druce 5
Henry Overman 5

Alfred Barnard 5

J. Bradshaw 3
Major Dashwood 3
Thomas Horley, jun 3
L. A. Coussmaker 3
J. J. Mechi 3
George Martin 2
John Thomas 2
John Thompson 2
W.Eve 2
B. P. Shearer 2
N.Rix 3
A Friend 2
James Wood.
W. J. Brown (Box).

William Thompson .

W. E. Bear
T. Avehng ,.

E. Blakcly

d.

Subscriptions may be paid to any Member of the Com-
mittee, or to the Secretary of the Farmer's Club,

Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi, W.C. ; or to Mr. Thornton>

7, Princes-street, Hanover-square, W. ; or they may be

sent to the Loudon and County Bank, 21, Lombard-street,

E.C., credit of " Corbet Testimonial Fund."

G
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AGRICULTURE OF DENMARK.
The condition of Danish agriculture presents

certain points that are interesting to ourselves,

since England is by far the largest consumer of

Danish produce. Consul Crowe enters rather

fully upon this subject in his recent Report show-

ing that Denmark has been pursuing a course

similar to what is apparent from our own statistics

of agriculture, namely, the reduction of corn-

growing and the increase of other farm products.

Formerly corn was the chief article shipped, but

in 1872-73 the export of live stock, provisions,

and dairy produce had equalled that of

corn, and at the present time is more than

double in amount. The result of this change in

the cultivation of the soil and nature of its pro-

ducts is, that Denmark no longer grows a sufficiency

of the cheaper sorts of cereals for home consump-

tion, but has to import yearly considerable quan-

tities of some kinds, especially rye.

The export of grain, however, partly home-grown,

partly Swedish, is still large. In 1875, Denmark

exported to England goods valued at £3,905,416

sterling, which realised in England £4,135,625.

These goods were mainly the produce of agi-icul-

ture, live stock and provisions. The estimation in

which some of these articles is already held in

England is shown by the high prices they fetch in

our markets. Danish butter, for instance, is only

second to that of Belgium—viz., priced in 1875 at

£6 3s. per cwt., or 3s. per cwt. more than French

butter, and at still higher rates in comparison with

the German or Dutch article. A probable

reason why the Danish product ranks under that

of Belgium is that the best quality is shipped in

tin cases to the Brazils, East India, and China.

Belgium exports, however, but about 4,000 tong

annually to Great Britain, and, as regards quantity,

is not in dangerous competition with Denmark.

Farmers find it more and more to their advantage

to produce fine articles, which always find a ready

and remunerative market, whereas second quali-

ties are at times almost unsaleable as an export

article, as both America and Ireland are keen com-

petitors in this direction.

The praise given to the preparation of butter

applies also to provisions and salt pork, all of

which are prepared with care and honesty.

Formerly France and Belgium had almost the

exclusive trade in eggs with England ; but other

countries now ship large quantities, and Denmark

in the year 1876 figures in the export list for

1,600,000 scores sent to Great Britain, giving her

an income of £92,000, which falls mostly to the

share of the small farmers. Poultry, likewise, has

been largely shipped, and as both these minor

branches of the export trade are in their infancy,

and are capable of considerable development, we
may look forward to Denmark for increasing yearly

supplies of these articles.

The new Danish Export Cheese Company are

doing their best to encourage the fabrication of

cheese suitable for export, and if they have not

yet succeeded in providing an article able to hold

its ground in the English market, it is not from

want of spirit and enterprise, but rather from

inability to compete with Americans, who not

only in the cheaper kinds rule the English market,

but actually can undersell the Danes in their own
markets in spite of their protective duties. Fears

have been expressed that the increasing imports

of preserved meat, and of live cattle from

Canada, would influence prices and discourage the

Danish cattle trade, but it is unlikely that even a

largely-increasing import for the next five years

^vould affect British retail meat prices, although

it may occasion fluctuations in the wholesale

markets until it has subsided into a steady trade.

The whole of the foreign cattle trade with Eng-

land is so small that Denmark may certainly

continue to look to this country for years to come

as her nearest and best market. It is to be hoped,

however, that she will have te turn her attention

to the dead meat trade, instead of continuing to

send us live animals.

The condition of the labour market appears to

have been seriously affected by the last year's bad

harvest, in connection with the scarcity of money

and the general reaction which ensued after the

commercial activity and enterprise of the three

preceding years. During this period share com-

panies and industrial enterprise gave a forced

activity to trade, and attracted the labouring

classes in large numbers to the towns, to the

detriment of the country, where agricultural

labour became scarce and dear, it being then in the

power of the men themselves to fix the rates of

day labour. Now, for the first time, the pheno-

menon presents itself of a flux of labour to the

country, where the farmer is makiLg his own

terms, and the daj rates are again falling to

what they were in 1872. The labourers' position

will actually be worse than it then was ; for the

last four years' high wages taught him habits of
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comparative luxury, which his present pay cannot

keep up, and it is feared that discontent and ill-

will towards his employer will be the result.

As a means of improving the condition of the

agricultural labourer, the Danish political econo-

mists propose to facilitate the acquisition of very

small freehold p.atches, sufficient to feed a cow
and grow corn for a family. They hope by this

means to encourage domestic industry and extended

cultivation of the soil—and instances are cited of

their good and practical results—and proposals

have appeared in the press advising that when the

Church glebe lands are sold, that they shall be
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parcelled out in very small lots, at low rates and
on easy terms, and brought within reach of the
farm labourers. This, added to State encourage-
ment to local industries, is the means the Govern-
ment are now expected to apply to solve the labour
question, since private enterprise is crippled and
exhausted. Much is already done by private

foundations and direct private aid to improve and
help the working classes in their struggle for

existence
; indeed, in no Continental State are

there so many co-operative unions and stores for
aiding the poor and cheapening the necessities of

life for the poorer classes as in Denmark.

REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE,
FROM THE MARK LANE EXPRESS FOR THE WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 26.

The agricultural situatioH in this country has

undergone but little change during the past week.

High winds have prevailed, accompanied bj'

occasional showers of hail, and a good deal of rain

has fallen in places which, in the more backward

districts, has prevented farmers from finishing

wheat-sowing; but generally speaking this im-

portant operation has been brought to a close under

circumstances which augur well for the rapid

development of the plant. In Scotland farming

operations have been delayed by the boisterous

and stormy weather, and but slow progress has

been made either with wheat-sowing or potato

-

lifting. As the season is now considerably ad"

vanced it is unlikely that the usual acreage will

be planted with wheat in this part of the kingdom.

The cereal yield is turning out very deficient

throughout the country, and this fact, coupled

with the unsatisfactory growth of roots, has gone

far to render the present year a most unremunera-

tive one to the farming community. Supplies of

home-grown grain have again been moderate, both

at Mark Lane and the country markets, and

English wheat has been, generally speaking, in

deteriorated condition. The smallness of supplies

may perhaps be accounted for to some extent by

the fact that the present price of wheat offers very

little inducement to farmers to thrash, whereas

barley has been steadily improving of late, and

there has therefore been more disposition to

market this than wheat. At any rate the meagre

supplies of the latter indicate the expectation of

higher prices later on. The imports into London

last week were again unusually heavy, the return

on Monday showing an arrival of over 100,000

qrs., a large proportion of which consisted of

Russian wheat, the shipments of which may yet

be prolonged by the mildness of the season, bo

news as to the probable closing of the Baltic

ports having yet reached us. Indian wheat is also

coming to hand very freely, and it is a noteworthy
fact in commerce that 75 per cent, of the whole
traffic of the Suez Canal has passed through under
the British flag. The weight of supplies already

received from these two sources added to the vast

shipments from American Atlantic ports, still

fetter the trade, although during the past fort-

night the incubus has exercised less depressing

power, owing to the unsatisfactory yield of tb^
home-crop upon thi-ashing. For the first ten

weeks of the present cereal year the shipments of

American wheat from Atlantic and Pacific ports
have been nearly 2,500,000 qrs., and should the
outward movement continue on the same scale,

the year's exports, including flour, will probably
supply 8 out of the 13 million qrs., at which the

requirements of this country are estimated. This
fact is a somewhat startling one at first sight, but

it must be taken for what it is worth, having due
regard to the fact that America may at any moment
ship maize in preference to wheat, stocks of the

former being light in this country and prices

relatively high. There has been a fair consump-

tive demand daring the week for most classes of

wheat off stands, and values remain for the present

stationary. Higher rates have been demanded for

maize, which have checked the inquiry, but this

article still occupies a firm position, while 6d. to Is.

per qr. more money has been paid for grinding

barley. The oat trade has ruled slow, but, in the

limited business passing, late rates have been

maintained. The sale of English wheat noted

last week week were 40,970 qrs., at 51s. 8d., against

49,586 qrs. at 483. Id. in the previous year. The
London averages were 69s. 8d. on 1,052 qrs. The
imports into the kingdom for the week ending
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Not. I7tli were 1,241,495 cwts. Wheat, and

135,243 cwts. flour. The improved tone which

characterised the grain trade during the preceding

week was well maintained on Monday last, when?

in spite of very heavy imports of foreign wheat,

the trade was fairly active, and the tendency of

prices rather in sellers' than buyers' favour. Many
of the samples of the home-grown wheat were

deteriorated in condition owing to the prevalence

of damp weather, and the weight of the demand

fell largely upon such foreign produce as was suit-

able for mixing purposes on account of its dryness

and strength. The week's arrivals of English wheat

amounted to 2,500 qrs., and, with a moderate

supply fresh up to market, the trade ruled quiet

at former prices for finer qualities ; while inferior

sorts, of which a large proportion of the offerings

was composadjjwere neglected and the turnlowerjto

sell. The arrivals of foreign were again excessive

—in all rather over 132,000 qr3.,of which quantity

32,102 qrs. were from North Eussia, 25,629 qrs.

from the East Indies, and 32,467 qrs. from Ameri-

can Atlantic ports, the remainder being from

Germany. The demand was more active than for

some weeks past, and a steady consumptive inquiry

was met at fully former quotations ; while

American descriptions not being so much pressed

for sale, realised an occasional advance of 6d. to

Is. per qr. The week's exports were 6,418 qrs

The supply of barley consisted of 1,900 qrs. of

home-grown and 7,890 qrs. of foreign. Malting

descriptions were in request at previous prices^

while grinding sorts realised an advance of from

6d. to Is per qr. on the week. There were 16,326

qrs. of American maize reported, and sellers asked

more money, which somewhat checked business.

The imports of oats were 48,894 qrs., and the trade

ruled slow, inferior sorts being occassionally 6d.

per qr. cheaper. On Wednesday the return showed

170 qrs. of English wheat and 18,250 qrs. of foreign.

The market was poorly attended, and, with a

moderate demand, no quotable change took place

in the value of either wheat or feeding corn. On
Friday the supply had increased to 360 qrs, of

English wheat and 54,520 qrs. foreign. A better

feeling was apparent in the trade, and millers

bought pretty freely at an advance of 6d. to Is.

per qr. on Monday's prices. Feeding stuffs wer^

quiet. The imports of flour into the United

Kingdom for the week ending November 17th

were 135,243 cwts., against 179,483 cwts. in the

previous week. The receipts were 16,280 sacks

of English, and 5,902 sacks and 18,079 barrels of

foreign. In sympathy with the improved tone in

the wheat trade, business has ruled quiet but firm,

and no quotable change haa occurred in the value

of either sacks or barrels. The week's imports of

beans were 31,022 cwts., and of peas 44,080 cwts.>

showing a decrease of 94,415 cwts. on the former,

and 8,159 cwts. on the latter. Both articles have

met a fair inquiry, and beans have improved Is.

per qr. on the week. The deliveries of malt were

71,502 qrs,, and the exports 1,568 qrs. Brewers

still buy with considerable caution, but holders

show no disposition to give way, havirg regard to

the steadiness of the barley trade. Increased

activity has been noticeable in the agricultural seed

trade, and buyers are beginning at last to regard

red cloverseed with much attention. Supplies of

English seed have not yet come to hand in

sufficient quantity to fix quotations, but there has

been a fair demand for finer qualities of foreign

produce. The home demand in America for this

article has been decidedly large, and as markets

there continue firm no large export movement to

this country appears likely for the present. W^hite

clover and alsike have maintained the recent ad-

vance, but trefoil remains neglected. No change

has taken place in rape or mustard, but canary is

beginning to be inquired for, although, at the

moment, the anticipated speculative demand hangs

fire. The principal provincial markets have been

moderately supplied during the past week, and

very little quotable alteration can be observed in

either wheat or spring corn. At Liverpool on

Tuesday the market was well attended, and a

healthy trade was done in wheat at former prices^

Barley was steady, owing to scarcity, and beans

brought 3d. to 6d. per qr. more money. A fair

business was done in maize, and quotations were

well^ supported, mixed American closing steady at

29s. 3d. to 29s. 6d. per 4801bs, The week's imports

included 57,000 qrs. of wheat, and 22,700 qrs. of

maize. At Newcastle the wheat trade has ruled

firm at the full prices of the previous week, but

the amount of business passing was not very large,

maize has been quiet, and other articles unaltered

in value or demand. At Gloucester the market has

been fairly supplied with English wheat, which

has sold slowly at former currencies. Maize and

barley have improved 6d. per qr., and oats remain

dull. At Edinburgh on Wednesday there was but

a dull sale for both wheat and barley at a decline

of Is. per qr. Oats were also 6d. to Is. per qr.

lower, and beans neglected. The market was well

supplied with grain from the farmers. At Leith

the weather has been wet and stormy, and, with

fair arrivals of wheat, barley and flour, the grain

trade during the week has been quiet at unaltered

quotations. At Wednesday's market Scotch wheat-

declined Is. per qr., but the little business passing
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iu foreign was effected at late rates. Native barley-

was Is. per qr. cheaper, but there was a fair

demand for foreign at previous currencies. At
Glasgow the week's arrivals have been large of

wheat and flour, but the demand has been rather

better for all articles, although prices remain un-

alterd. At Cork the trade has been dull for both

wheat and feeding stuffs, and the former has

receded 6d. to Is. per qr. An improved consumtive

demand has been experienced for maize, and
buyers have been able to satisfy their wants on

former terms. At Belfast maize has brought 6d.

to Is. per qr. more money, and there has been a

fair trade done in wheat and flour on last week's

prices.

The following are the reports from Mark Lane
during the month:

—

MoNDAT, Nov. 5.—The arrivals during the past week

havebeea: English wheat, 3,267 qrs. ; foreign, 61,158

qrs. Exports, 8,330 qrs. There was again a very small

supply of English wheat at market this morning, and sales

progressed slowly at l3st week's prices. Of foreign the ar-

rivals were heavy of American descriptions, but more

moderate than of late of other sorts, and a quiet demand
was experienced chiefly for red American varieties, at Is.

to 2s. per qr. less money. Country flour, 17,931 sacks

;

foreign, 6,010 sacks,and 14,150 brls. Country flour was

Is. per sack cheaper, and barrels met a limited inquiry at

6d. less money. English barley, 4,553 qrs. ; Scotch, 411

qrs. ; foreign, 10,033 qrs. Malting sorts were in good

demand at an advance of Is. per qr., and grinding de-

scriptions were firm at fully late rates. Malt : English,

13,759 qrs. ; Scotch, 939 qrs. In moderate request>

and ;_without quotable alteration, Maize, 9,447 qrs.

There was sufficient steadiness in the trade,but quotations

were the turn easier on the week, but a fair inquiry.

English oats, 1,125 qrs. ; Irish, 270 qrs. ; foreign

34,351 qrs. Exports, 1,173 qrs. Fine Russian descrip-

j.ions were the turn in seller's favour, but other sorts sold

slowly at last week's prices. English Beans, 775 qrs.

;

foreign, 3,718 qrs. A steady trade at about previous

currencies. Linseed, 195 qrs. ; Exports, 1,949 qrs.

Firm, but quotably unaltered.

Monday, Nov. 12.—The arrival during the past week

have been : English wheat, 3,428 qrs. ; foreign, 110,574

qrs. Exports, 7,269 qrs. The arrival of English wheat

at market this morning was again very small, and the

trade ruled slow at about last Monday's prices ; of foreign

the imports were exceedingly heavy, and with a large

attendance of millers a decline of Is. per qr. took place on

all varieties, but the reduction attracted an increased de-

mand. Couttry flour 21,721 sacks ; foreign, 3,431 sacks

and 8,986 brls. la limited request, and 6d. per barrel

and Is. per sack cheaper. The nominal top price of

town-made was reduced to 50s. per sack. English barley,

8,790 qrs. ; Scotch, 399 qrs. ; foreign 8,183 qrs. There

was a quiet but steady inquiry for both malting and

grinding descriptions, at fully late rates. EngUsh malt,

14,740 qrs.; Scotch, 350 qrs. Exports, 27 qrs. In

moderate request, at former currencies. Maize, 1,095 qrs.

Quotations were a shade easier on the week, but a healthy

tone prevailed, and a fair amount of business took place

.

EngHsh oats, 1,350 qrs ; Scotch, 40 qrs. ; foreign,

45,084 qrs. Exports, 975 qrs. A quiet but steady trade

for all descriptions at last week's prices. English beans,

1,174 qrs.; foreign, 12,352 qrs. The turn cheaper to

sell, with a moderate inquiry. Linseed, 34,943 qrs.

Exports, 2,485 qrs. Unaltered.

Monday, Nov. 19.—The arrivals during the past week

have been : English wheat, 2,500 qrs. ; foreign, 102,435

qrs. Exports, 6,418 qrs. There was again a very

small supply of English wheat at market this morning,

and sales progressed slowly at last week's prices. Of

foreign the arrivals were very large, and with a good

attendance of millers a steady consumptive demand was

experienced, at late rates. Country flour 16,280 sacks
;

foreign, 5,902 sacks and 18,979 brls. A quiet

trade, and last week's quotations could not be

exceeded. English barley, 1,219 qrs.; Scotch,

681 qrs. ; foreign, 7,890 qrs. Both malting and

grinding sorts were in fair request at an advance of 6d.

to Is. per qr. on the week. Malt, English, 17,092 qrs.

;

Scotch, 410 qrs. Exports, 1,568 qrs. In moderate

demand at last week's prices. Maize, 16,326 qrs. A
steady sale as fully previous currencies. English oats,

914 qrs. ; Scotch, 245 qrs. ; Irish, 1,400 qrs. ; foreign,

48,894 qrs. Exports, 2,260 qrs. The demand was in-

active, and prices occasionally the turn easier. English

beans, 822 qrs. ; foreign, 136 qrs, A moderate business

was done at about late rates. Linseed, 38,559 qrs. ;

Exports, 2,052 qrs.

Monday, Nov. 26.—The arrivals during the past

week have been, English wheat, 2,353 qrs.; foreign,

60,177 qrs. Exports, 6,747 qrs. There was again a

short supply of English wheat fresh up to market this

morning, and factors asked Is. per qr. more money, but

the advance checked business, and was only obtain-

able on the finest samples. Of foreign the arrivals

were more moderate than of late, but still fair, and with

an average attendance of millers the trade ruled quiet at

an improvement of Is. per qr. on the week, for all

varieties. Country flour, 17,241 sacks; foreign, 3,027

sacks and 9,460 barrels. Barrels were occasionally the

turn dearer, but business was inactive. English barley,

3,602 qrs. ; Scotch, 469 qrs. ; foreign, 5,271 qrs. Malt-

ing descriptions ruled steady, and grinding sorts were 6d.

to Is. per qr. dearer. Malt, English, 19,201 qrs. ; Scotch,

888 qrs. Exports, 1,243 qrs. In moderate request,

but without quotable alteration. Maize, 7,106 qrs. Sellers

asked rather higher prices, but the trade was quiet,

and buyers could, generally speaking, satisfy their wants

on former terms. English oats, 731 qrs. ; Scotch, 45
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qrs. ; Irish, 300 qrs. ; foreign, 37,491 qra. Exports,

223 qrs. Old Russian corn was occasionally the turn

dearer.but other qualities sold 3lowly,at last week's prices.

English beans, 966 qrs., foreign, 1,859 qrs. A slow

Sale at previous currencies. Linseed, 12,471 qrs.

;

exports, 2,088 qrs. Quiet, but steady.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES
For the week ending Nov. 24, 1877.

Wheat ...i 39,524 qrs. 5la. 6d.
Barley 87,895^ „ 44a. Od.

Oats 3,8961 „ 24s. 3d.

Wheat
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